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HAPPY NEW YEAR
WITH A

LOT
OF

BIG
ONES
While "THEY WERE EXPENDABLE"-"WHAT
NEXT, CORPORAL HARGROVE?" and other
current entertainments are delighting the fans,
here are just a few M-G-M
"THE

HARVEY

GIRLS"

BIG ONES

coming:

(Technicolor)

Judy Garland, John Hodiak
"ADVENTURE"
Clark Gable, Greer Garson

"THE SAILOR TAKES A WIFE"
Robert Walker, June Allyson
"ZIEGFELD

FOLLIES"

All-Star

(Technicolor)

"THE POSTMAN ALWAYS
Lana Turner, John Garfield
"EASY

TO

WED"

RINGS

TWICE"

(Technicolor)

Van Johnson, Esther Williams, Lucille Ball, Keenan Wynn
"TWO SISTERS FROM BOSTON"
Kathryn Grayson, June Allyson, Lauritz Melchior, Jimmy Durante
"THE

YEARLING"

Gregory Peck
"HOLIDAY

IN

(Technicolor)

MEXICO"

(Technicolor)

Walter Pidgeon, Jose Iturbi, Jane Powell
Roddy MacDowall, Nona Massey, Xavier Cugat
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ZINE OUT NOW!
WATCH!

Sign That Pledge Now.
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(Jan. 24-30)

You Can Make
Extra Money
with
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p aramount
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50, 000, 000 -A UDIENCE
PICTURE!
Starring

JACK HALEY • HELEN WALKER
RUDY VALLEE • OZZIE NELSON
PHILIP REED
with

The Vagabonds • Bob Graham • Roy Atwill
and

ART LINKLETTER
and the

PEOPLE ARE FUNNY
RADIO SHOW
Guest artist

FRANCES LANGFORD
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because:
Because it has the pull of the

Because it has the added draw
of the stars of a half-dozen other
top air shows — a total fan following of50,000,000.

famous "People Are Funny"
program, one of the 15 most
popular shows in radio, with an
11,000,000 audience.

Because it is a big-time musical /
with 7 solid song hits.
Because Paramount will give it

It is something very special in
Pine-Thomas productions.

Special Radio Transcription Supplied Free by NBC to All
Its 136 Stations for Cooperative Promotion of This Picture
(Contact Local NBC Station Manager and Cash In On These Broadcasts!)
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IT'S
GOT THAT
HIT PARADE
TUNE THAT'S
SWEEPING
THE NATION!
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PREDICTIONS
The old seer was rapt so deep in meditation that
he was startled when he glanced up and saw his caller
standing directly in front of him.
"Oh, hello, lad," he said wearily. "Had so much
on my mind I didn't hear you come in. Sit down. Been
thinking about the future and, son, it's plenty to think
about."
The old man never needed much encouragement
to talk. "That atom's a big thing, son, a mighty big
thing, and it will take men with big minds and with foresight to work out the problems it presents. They'll run
into all sorts of opposition from little-minded, selfish
men, but the big minds will win out. That little bomb
they dropped on Hiroshima is the most important thing
since religion to make the mass of people everywhere
realize that they have to substitute love for hate, if
humanity is going to survive."
He liked to talk and his visitor would have enjoyed
hearing more about this, but having come there for a
specific purpose, he asked, "But, sir, what about the
motion picture industry in 1946"?
With a throat-clearing and rather pompous ahem,
the oracle plunged right in. "1946 is pregnant with
promise, with change and not without peril for the
movie industry, as it is for the nation and the world
at large."
The young man felt it required no gift of prescience to predict that this would be a year of readjustment and mutation and, being impatient to get down
to cases, he interrupted. "I have some special questions, sir. Would you mind answering them?"
In a flash he realized that it had been imprudent
to interrupt, for he noticed a hurt expression in the
old gent's eyes. But, the latter, sensing his guest's
earnestness, smiled gently and put him at ease. He
didn't answer immediately, but pulled open the drawer
of the little table at which he was sitting, pulled out a
crystal ball and set it upon the table, then looked up
and said, "Got to have help to answer special questions. Now, son, what's on your mind?"
The caller handed him a slip of paper on which he
had written a number of queries. The old man glanced
at it, blew the dust off the top of the crystal ball, gazed
intently into its depths, and gave these answers:
FILM PRODUCTION

"There will be a large increase in the number of
feature films produced and the over-all quality of the
product will improve. This may seem anomalous, but
it is based on the sound fact that so many top-ranking
directors, writers and actors are coming back to Hollywood from their war duties. And 1945 wasn't much
of a year to improve on anyhow.
"RKO

will

make

the

greatest

strides

forward
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any major studio this year With "The Spanish Main"
going strong and such pictures on tap as "Cornered",
"Spiral Staircase", "Tomorrow Is Forever", "Notorious", "The Stranger" and "Sister Kenny", this company
finally appears to be shaking off the lethargy that has
kept it down so long. RKO should prove a tower of
strength to exhibitors in '46, while Metro maintains its
predominant position, followed by Warners and Paramount. Republic and Monogram will give the majors
closer competition than ever before. Columbia, as
usual, will promise much and deliver little."
FILM PRICES
"Exhibitors have been paying through the nose
these past three years for the simple reason that the
product shortage (due to film rationing, absence of
stars, etc.) make it strictly a seller's market. The high
tide of film prices will start receding in 1946 as the
volume of features increases — unless the majors foster
an artificial continuation of the film shortage. This is
unlikely, however, as certain competitive factors will
force them to produce larger programs and with more
pictures being offered, exhibitors won't have to swallow
any terms the film people ask."
THEATRE BUSINESS
"This is a tough one to answer, because it's so
directly linked up with unpredictables in the national
scene. Should there be the expected prosperity and
full employment, with millions of relaxation-hungry
service men and women returning, theatre grosses
should stay up at the high wartime levels. But, if
strikes continue and spread, grosses will spiral downward. The increase in the variety of pictures and the
return from the service of popular stars will be stimulants to theatre business generally.
"On the other hand, there will be many theatres
in towns and neighborhoods, previously thriving on war
industries, that will suffer severely and require stringent
readjustment of operating costs and film prices to
THE MONOPOLY CASE
survive."
"The decision by the special three-judge Court will
order the Big Five to divest themselves of most of their
theatre holdings. They may be permitted to retain
show-case theatres in a few large cities. The Court
will recommend a new consent decree to eliminate
objectionable trade practices. You can expect the
decision in May and an appeal by the defendants to
the Supreme Court by early fall."
TELEVISION
"Many of the kinks in this new entertainment
medium will be ironed out by the engineers and you
can look for the introduction of television as a major
competitive factor to the motion picture by the end
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AITING!
Thousands of pledge cards
for the 1946 MARCH OF
DIMES have arrived but you
can't blame this kid for
wanting to make it unanimous. Ifyours hasn't reached
you or has been mislaid
please fill in the one below
and mail today to MARCH
OF DIMES, Suite 188, Hotel
Astor, New York 19, N. Y.
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HKO
'THE SPIRAL STAIRCASE*
Rates • • • —

RADIO

HIGH-CLASS

HORROR

FILM IS EXPLOITABLE

!f exploited

RKO-Radio
83 minutes
Dorothy
McGuire,
George
Brent,
Ethel
Barrymore, Kent Smith, Rhonda
Fleming,
Rhys Williams, Elsa Lanchester,
Gordon
Oliver, Sara Allgood, James Bell.
Directed by Robert Siodmak.
This

suspenseful
and
intensely
melodramatic thriller becomes
notable as the
result of compelling portrayals by Dorothy
McGuire and Ethel Barrymore.
These two,
with George Brent and a small and expert
supporting
cast, will insure
a marquee
draw, particularly
in first-runs
and class
spots, and it has potent exploitation angles
for other situations.
A well-made
period
piece based on Ethel Lina White's "Some
Must Watch," the film should have a strong
appeal to women patrons, while action and
mystery fans should be engrossed
by the
eerie qualities of the grim and depressing
tale. A speechless heroine, a strong-minded
old invalid, her two weakling sons, a tippling cook and a crochety nurse are a few
of the unusual characters in a weird story
in which only a noble young doctor acts
like a completely
normal
person.
While
Director Robert Siodmak effectively creates
a feeling of steadily
mounting
suspense
culminating in a climax guaranteed to draw
a few shrieks from the more jittery patrons.

M-G-M
'THE HARVEY

the agony is often too long-drawn-out for
comfort. The shadowy backgrounds of the
vast rooms, dismal cellars and high spiral
staircase of an old mansion on a stormy
night set the mood for a shuddery film that
is similar to, yet far above, the popular
horror programmers.
The murder of a crippled girl in a small
New England town in 1906 is the third of a
series of unsolved killings and Dorothy McGuire, unable to speak because of a childhood shock, is advised by the constable to
return
to the Warren
home
where
she
works.
There she acts as companion
for
Ethel Barrymore,
the bed-ridden
old mistress who warns Miss McGuire to leave this
dangerous house where she lives with her
weakling son, Sherling Oliver, and professor
step-son,
George
Brent.
Oliver, who has
been attracted to Brent's secretary, Rhonda
Fleming, quarrels with her and, when the
girl goes to the cellar to pack up and leave,
someone
follows
her and kills her.
Miss
McGuire finds the body and, believing Oliver
guilty, locks him
in a closet.
As Brent
watches Miss McGuire write a note telling
about the latest murder, his crazed mind
decides to kill her as he murdered the other
weak and imperfect victims.
But, before he
can strangle Miss McGuire, Miss Barrymore
comes out of her room, shoots him and
then falls back dead.
The terror and shock

value

TECHNICOLOR

Judy Garland, John Hodiak, Ray Bolger,
Angela Lansbury, Preston Foster, Virginia
O'Brien, Kenny Baker, Marjorie Main, Chill
Wills, Selena Royle, Ruth Brady, Morris
Ankrum, Cyd Charisse, Edward Earle, Jack
Lambert, Horace McNally, Ben Carter.
Directed by George Sidney.
Judy Garland, against richly-Technicolored 1890 backgrounds, singing "The Atchison,
Topeka and Sante Fe," the song hit that
was sweeping the country several months
ago, is the prime asset of "The Harvey
Girls" and one that will insure the box-office
success of this loud and lavish musical. It
is unfortunate, we think, that the release of
the picture was delayed so long, for the
song passed its peak of airlane popularity
many weeks ago. The star, the period and
the song hit are similar to the top features
of last season's winner, "Meet Me in St.
Louis," but there the resemblance ends for
the story substitutes rough-and-ready action
for tender, heartwarming comedy. Except
for Miss Garland's winsome Easterner
transplanted in a rowdy frontier town, most
7 , 1946

in
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issue
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make Miss McGuire regain her speech and
she is able to go away with Kent Smith.
the town doctor who has long been in love
with her.
Dorothy McGuire gives a remarkably
moving performance in the difficult role of
the terror-stricken, speechless girl and
Ethel Barrymore makes full use of her rich
voice and expressive eyes as the bed-ridden,
sharp-tongued mistress of the house. George
Brent does a fine acting job as the crazed
murderer masquerading as a kindly professor and Kent Smith and Sherling Oliver
men. Sara Allgood and
r '
younge
b
iast
are good
S
LEY
er
charact
Elsa Lanchester contribute strong DEN

& THE ATCHISON'

of the characterizations are exaggerated
and painted with broad comedy strokes.
While the Fred Harvey restaurant chain

M-G-M
101 minutes

REVIEWS

... 4 in Fifteenth Block (Total 5}

GIRLS' JUDY GARLAND,

Rates • • • on name

JANUARY

... 1 in Third Block (Total 51

helped with the film's historical details, his
girls look and conduct themselves more like
a chorus line than pioneer waitresses.
However, even if it lacks charm, the picture is bright, gay and entertaining escapist fare with many laughs and a wealth of
movement and song. In addition to "The
Atchison," which is hammered at the audience, a romantic ballad, "I Shall Be Loving
You," shows hit potentialities and several
lively comedy tunes add Southwest flavor.
In 1890. as the Fred Harvey restaurant
chain is stretching along the route of the
Sante Fe railroad, Judy Garland travels
from the East to the pioneer town of Sandrock expecting to marry a cowboy with
whom she has been corresponding. Learning that her letters had been written by
John Hodiak, handsome proprietor of the
town's gambling hall, in the name of Chill
Wills, the illiterate drunkard. Miss Garland
is furious and gets a. job as one of the
newly-arrived Harvey Girls. Preston Foster, who runs the town in his own crooked
way, soon realizes that the girls' refined
ways will be competition for his gambling
joints and he starts a campaign
to make

them leave. However. Hodiak. who has
fallen in love with Miss Garland, opposes
Foster's underhand tactics. The saloon
girls, led by Angela Lansbury. crash a dance
given by the Harvey Girls, but they soona
find that the Sandrock men have taken
liking to refined diversion. Foster has his
henchmen set fire to the Harvey House but.
although the place is razed, Hodiak helps
the girls set up temporary quarters in his
own garish place. After Miss Lansbury
and the dance hall girls leave town. Hodiak
makes Miss Garland his bride.
Miss Garland, who is excellent both in her
comedy and singing assignments, is teamed
with John Hodiak. who does
romantically
little other than exude his Clark Gable-like
Angela LansAlthough
line charm.
bury's full-blown beauty is well sue
her dance hall queen role (it's difficult to
parti
imagine her playing a modern
Ray
portrayal.
gives a dead-pan
does a stand-out tap dance and gets some
laughs as a would-be blacksmith and
raucous-voiced,
usual
Main self.is her
jorie ,iant
fits neatly
Baker
Kenny
into the part of a composer-pianist and a
Cyd Charisse, looks like
lovely newcomer,
a find.
YORK

(M-G-M — Continued)

'THE
SAILOR
TAKES A WIFE' MILD DOMESTIC COMEDY
4
Rates

in naborhood and family spots; good dualler generally
(particularly a nosey next-table restaurant
M-G-M
patron) that add to the film's human quali91 minutes
ties. However, the dialogue is not distinRobert Walker, June Allyson, Hume Cronvn.
guished for its brilliance and the comedy is
much too broad to register with sophistiAudrey
Totter, Eddie "Rochester"
Andercated patrons.
son, Reginald Owen, Gerald Oliver Smith,
Chester Clute.
Only six hours after they meet at a New
York canteen, Robert Walker and June AlDirected by Richard Whorf.
lyson are married by a justice of the peace.
Walker, a sailor, expects a pass for the next
Although the story is inconsequential and
week-end and his bride gets ready for the
dragged out until it becomes repetitious,
honeymoon by selling her fur coat and taking a run-down unfurnished apartment for
"The Sailor Takes A Wife" is fairly satisfying light entertainment. The boyish charm
which she buys a few necessary articles of
of Robert Walker and the appealing innofurniture. Given a medical discharge, Walker arrives out of uniform and, when he
cence of June Allyson are given full rein,
while some of the situations are highly
laughs at his bride's pink woolie pajamas,
she gets angry and locks the bedroom door.
amusing and the familiar mishaps and misNext day, Walker buys more furniture and
understandings will draw laughter from
neighborhood audiences. Almost the entire
meets their neighbor, Audrey Totter, a
flirtatious refugee who brings her boy
action stems from the young married
friend, Reginald Owen, to dinner in the
couple's difficulties in getting together in the
hope he can get Walker a job. The dinner
face of jealousies and embarrassing incidis a fiasco when Walker spills a plate of
ents, yet the plot is innocent enough and
will offend no one. Director Richard Whorf
food on Owen and, when Miss Totter gets
has
injected
numerous
true-to-life
bits
the young husband drunk, the bride is furi-

ous and again there is no honeymoon. The
bride is determined to leave Walker, but he
buys presents and a black lace nightgown
for her. She misunderstands this while
Walker misunderstands her accepting a
mink coat from her former employer. After
a bitter quarrel, both start packing their
clothes, but they get stuck in the elevator
and have time to straighten out matters
and make up.
Robert Walker's modest, almost apologetic
manner is employed to good effect as the
young sailor husband, and June Allyson is
sweet and sympathetic as the bride. Their
romantic scenes will win the hearts of the
average patron. Audrey Totter gives a
flamboyant and caricatured portrayal of an
exotic refugee who unwittingly causes
trouble between the newlyweds and her
drunken scene with Walker is the picture's
comedy highlight. Hume Cronyn is excellent as the bride's boss and disappointed
suitor and Reginald Owen and Eddie
"Rochester" Anderson also contribute their
typical comic portrayals.
DENLEY

'UP GOES MAISIE' PAR FOR THIS SERIES
Rates • • as dualler generally
M-G-M
89 minutes
Ann
Sothern,
George
Murphy,
Hollar v
Brooke, Horace McNally, Ray Collins, Jeff
York, Paul
Harvy, Murray
Alper, Lewis
Howard.
Directed by Harry Beaumont.
This latest entry in Metro's Maisie films
is a lively, up-to-the-minute little yarn that
is top-drawer dual bill fare — par for this
series. The story is in a more serious vein
than most of the previous ones, dealing
with a new helicopter invention which
Maisie helps perfect and save from theft.
Director Harry Beaumont has kept it spinning along at an actionful and engrossing
pace.
Ann Sothern, who has made Maisie

one of the screen's distinct personalities,
pla^s her to the hilt once again. She is at
her comic best in a drunk sequence which
ends with a hilarious jump from a high
diving board, fully clothed. Miss Sothern
is given able support bv a well balanced
cast of which George Murphy has the only
box-office value. "Up Goes Maisie" should
be well received in all situations, even in
action spots where this series normally is
weak.
After successfully completing a secretarial
course, Ann Sothern is hired by George
Murphy, and after discovering that she can
read blueprints, he entrusts her with a secret that he and his four buddies are inventing, ahelicopter that flies automatically.
Three of the men are part of a bomb crew
and the other, Horace McNally, unable to

'PORTRAIT OF MARIA' MEXICAN-MADE
Rates •

OF LIMITED APPEAL

+ generally; more if exploited

M-G-M International
7(> minutes
Dolores Del Rio, Pedro Armendariz, Alberto
Galan, Rafael Icardo, Miguel Inclan, Margarita Cortes, Julio Ahuet, Beatrix Ramos,
Guadalupe
Del Castillo.
Directed by Emilio Fernandez.
Sino American film companies are required to make those reciprocal exportimport deals with foreign governments,
pictures like "Portrait of Maria" will be
encountered from time to time in the domestic market, but it is definitely not the.
type of product that exhibitors expect bear
ing the Metro label. Produced in Mexico,
this is a sombre, depressing tale of a girl
who is ostracized and reviled by the Indian
natives of her town as a result of her
mother's sinful life. There is hardly one
moment
of relief from
the oppressively10

DRAMA

make the service. The invention is financed
by Paul Harvy, who expects to share the
profits. When it is nearlv finished Murphv
goes to Ray Collins, an industrialist, and
makes arrangements for him to see his newinvention. After the announcement of Murphy and Sothern's engagement, Paul Harvy's daughter, Hillary Brooke, tries to disgrace Murphy bv making Ann drunk. Just
at the time that Murphy is bringing Ray
Collins to Los Angeles, the building where
the helicopter is being built is set afire and
the plane is burned. It is then that Maisie
becomes suspicious of McNally, and after a
wild and hilarious battle they find that McNally and Harvy have stolen the original
plane and a duplicate was burned. Maisie
brings the plane to the Rose Bowl where
Murphv demonstrates it for Collins.
WEENIE

tragic
details she
of the
girl'suntil
hardships
and the
persecution
suffers
her death
at
the hands of the townspeople. English
dialogue was dubbed in and the faulty synchronization makes it obvious that the
screen characters are speaking a foreign
language. While the name of Dolores Del
Rio mav recall to a segment of the American audience her long-past triumphs, she
can hardly be ranked as a marquee power
today. No one else in the cast will be
known. This importation will probably find
its groove in the arty houses. It is also
possible that the angle of a girl paving for
the sins of her mother might be capitalized
to good returns in transient ballvhoo spots.
It should serve as a fair supporting dualler
in spots where heavy drama is appreciated
and where the tragic aspects of the story
can be exploited. But Metro must be prepared to omit this picture from the block
in selling to the general run of theatres in
this country, particularly in view of the
fad
that there
is another
foreign-made

feature being offered in the same group.
Told in flashback by Alberto Galan, a
famous artist who is prevailed upon by his
biographer to round out his life story by
revealing the tragic tale behind the portrait
he had painted of Dolores Del Rio. the film
shows how the Mexican Indian girl who is
the subject of the painting was reviled and
persecuted by her fellow Indians because of
the shameful life her mother was leading.
She meets and falls in love with Pedro
Armendariz, but refuses to marry him until
she can pay her debt to Miguel Inclan. unscrupulous boss of the town, who desires
Del Rio for himself. Armendariz' love for
Maria is also beclouded by the jealousy of
Margarita Cortes, and in a burst of venom
upon seeing the finished portrait of Del Rio,
in which her face is combined with the
nude body of another woman. Cortes accuses the unfortunate girl of immorality
before the townspeople and they stone her
to death.
WKKXKK
FILM

BULLETIN

SNAFU' DISAPPOINTING FILM VERSION OF STAGE HIT
Rates • • generally

Columbia
82 minutes
Robert Benchley, Vera Vague, Conrad Janis,
Nanette Parks, Jimmy Lloyd, Enid Markey,
Janis Wilson, Ray Mayer, Eva Puig, Winfield Smith, Marcia Mae Jones, Byron Foulger, Kathleen Howard, John Souther, Ray
TeaJe.
Direeted by Jack Moss.
A basically funny situation suffers from
static treatment similar to a photographed
stage play in "Snafu," a disappointing picturization of last season's Broadway success. Several delightful performances, by
comparative unknowns, are no aid to the
box-office, while the best-known marquee
names, the late Robert Benchley and Vera
Vague, are both subdued in straight roles.
The title, which is G. I. slang for "Situation
Normal — All Fouled Up," will mean nothing
to a large portion of the audience. The plot
revolves around an under-age
soldier who

'CAPTAIN TUGBOAT

returns to civilian life in his small town
home and some of the incidents are truly
hilarious, notably a scene where the lS'ayear-old veteran explains the facts of life
to his father. However, some of the play's
humorous dialogue misses fire on the screen
and Director Jack Moss frequently permits
the film to proceed at a laggard pace. Conrad Janis is engaging and completely natural in his first screen role — that of the
under-age soldier, while Enid Markey, who
returns to the screen after 20 years, gives
an amusing and at times pathetic portrayal
of a straight-laced aunt ••- the part she
created in George Abbott's stage play. Both
Nanette Parks and Janis Wil on show great
promise in youthful romantic pints and
Vera Vague manages to act well enough
without resorting to her familiar mannerisms. Benchley is not at his comic best in
one of his last film roles.
Conrad Janis, a fifteen-year-old who lied
about his age to join the Army, is returned
to civilian life when his anxious parents ef-

ANNIE' HOKUM

fect his discharge. When Janis arrives
homes, his parents are unable to realize
that he is no longer a boy but a fightei and
his former girl friend, Janis Wilson, is still
anxious for dates. His army buddy. Jimmy
Lloyd, arrives for a visit and is mistaken
for Janis by Nanette Parks, a journalism
Student anxious for an interview. Lloyd
falls for Miss Parks and follows her to the
girls' dormitory where the resultant scandal
is blamed on Janis. When the latter is arrested for trying to buy a car and driving
without a license, he decides to re-join the
Army. A change of heart makes him return as his shocked parents are greeting an
expectant young mother just arrived from
Australia who asks for Janis. Everything
is finally straightened out when the expectant mother explains she is the wife of one
of Janis' buddies, Lloyd confesses he was
for the dormitory scandal and
responsible
Sta
r'
DENSilver
LEY
the youngster is decorated with the

AND SENTIMENT FOR FAMILY TRADE

Rates • • as dualler for family spots, les s elsewhere

Republic
70 minutes
Jane Darwell, Edgar Kennedy, Charles Gordon, Pamela Blake, Manttn Moreland,
Hardie Albright, H. B. Warner, Saundra
Berkova, Jack Norton, Fritz Feld, Anthony
Warde, Barton Yarborough, Joseph Crehan.
Pierre Watkin, Cyril Delevanti, Robert
Elliott.
Directed by Phil Rosen.
A moderately entertaining programmer
mixing sentimental hokum with broad
comedy, "Captain Tugboat Annie" is best
suited to naborhood and small town situations where family audiences will enjoy its
homespun flavor. But to those patrons who
recall the late Marie Dressler's warm and
intensely human "Tugboat Annie" of 1933.
this will seem like a 'warmed-over comicstrip version of a well-loved picture. In its
third filming (Warners re-made it in 1940
with Marjorie Rambeau) Republic has
placed the familiar Norman Reilly Raine
characters
in a post-war setting, but the

story of the feud between the lovable, rampaging old Annie and her tugboat rival.
Captain Bullwinkle. remains essentially the
same. Even if the human interest touches
are too obvious to tug at the heart strings.
the salty dialogue and the low corned" will
keep average audiences laughing and the
spectacular waterfront fire has its exciting
moments. A classical violin solo by the
talented ten-year-old Saundra Berkova is
excellent, although out-of-place in a waterfront comedy. Jane Darwell gives a typically robust portrayal and is a fairly good
choice for Tugboat Annie. However, while
Edgar Kennedy gets laughs with his slowburn routine, he never gets under the skin
of his Captain Bullwinkle characterization.
Charles Gordon and Pamela Blake take care
of the minor romantic chores, Jack Norton
and Mantan Moreland help out with the
comedy and Hardie Albright and H. B.
Warner contribute fine dramatic portrayals
in a better-than-average cast.
Although her old enemy. Captain Bullwinkle (Edgar Kennedy) does his best to
take over her leadership as skipper of San
Francisco's
tugboat
fleet. Tugboat
Annie

'PILLOW OF DEATH" BETTER INNER SANCTUM
Pates • • in action spots or as support

Universal
66 minutes
Lon Chaney, Brenda Joyce, J. Edward
Bromberg, Clara Blandiek, George Cleveland, Rosalind Ivan, Wilton GrafT, Bernard
B. Thomas, Fern Emmett, J. Farrell MacDonald.
Direeted

by Wallace Fox.

One of the better Inner Sanctum programmers, "Pillow of Death" will keep
mystery fans guessing until the surprise
denouement. With Lon Chaney and an
above-average supporting cast, this should
draw well in action spots and make a fair
supporting dualler generally. Several murders take place during the intensely melodramatic -- and quite improbable -- plot
and Director Wallace Fox has seen fit to
employ all the customary scary effects such
JANUARY
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(Jane Darwell) gets wind of his unethical
scheme and gets back to her boat in time
to foil him. Annie's motherly instincts
prompt her to take steps to adopt a child
a young war vetbut, by mistake, she gets (Charle
s Gordon),
eran out on probation
s.
who bitterly resents her friendly overture
Annie's tugboat runs out of fuel on the very
day she has a chance to make good a bis;
contract for her firm and she becomes the
laughing stock of the waterfront. Gordon,
who has been working on her tugboat, is
suspected of emptying her fuel tanks but he
later forces Kennedy's crew to admit they
g
were responsible for her tug breakin
down. While Annie is attending a symphonic
solo
is
concert in which a young protege
the resulviolinist, a tanker explodes and waterfr
ont.
tant fire endangers the entire
Annie calls for volunteers and. with Gordon
and her old crew, she tows the flaming
tanker loaded with octane gas out to sea
and it explodes without harming the city.
result. Annie's company gets the to-vAs acontract.
ing
D"N' ~:y

PROGRAMMER

ng dualler

as sliding panels, ghostly voices, stealthy
footsteps, etc., while directing suspicion at
various members of the cast — all except
the real psychopathic killer. It's very obvious, but effectively photographed and exceptionally well played by J. Edward Bromberg, as a suave psychic; Clara Blandiek,
as a iharp-tongued aunt, and Rosalind Ivan.
as a resentful poor relation. Brenda Joyce
also does a good acting job as the troubled
heroine and, by acting les harassed than
he usually does, Lon Chancy contributes a
good straight performance.
When his wife is found murdered by suffocation, Lon Chaney is accused of the murder by Clara Blandiek, who knows that he
is in love with her niece, Brenda Joyce, who
has been his secretary. Released by the
police on in ufficirnt evidence Chaney attends a seance co .ducked at Miss Jj ce's
home
by J. Edward
Brom'>erg. a p ychic

s
ed dwoman'
murder
gh the
Althou
r. heard
adviseis
of the
husban
ng her
accusi
voice
crime, Chaney insists it is one of Bromberg's tricks. The next day, Miss Jo*,
uncle is found murdered and. after Bromberg is arrested. Miss Blandiek is also found
suffocated to death. After Chaney has a
nightmare and goes to the cemetery, he
finds his wife's body is missing from the
crypl and later it is found in the cellar of
M ss Joyce's home. Chaney. worried over
Miss Jovce's safety, stands guard in hei
home and, when she comes down during the
night, she finds him re-enacting one of the
murders. Realizing that he is the psychopathic killer, she screams for help as
Chaney tries to make her his next victim.
However, help arrives in time and Chaney,
answering ghostly voices, plungi to his
through

the

open

window

YORK
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PICTURES

Mutual congratulations are exchanged between Harry H. Thomas and Lloyd L.
Lind, newly elected president and vice-president, respectively, of PRC Pictures.
The onlookers, 1. to r., are Abe Weiner, Harry Stern and Max Roth, district managers; Grover C. Schaefer, sales executive, and Joe Miller, district manager.

Spyros P. Skouras, president of 20th Century-Fox.
being complimented by RKO president N. Peter
Rathvon at the special screening of 20th's new Technicolor hit, "Leave Her To Heaven."

Seven lovely gals, representing the four Pacific Coast states in the contest to select Miss Victory
Queen of the Victory Loan drive, are feted in Los Angeles by Charles P. Skouras, western regional chairman. From the left, they are: Betty Sullins, Portland, Ore.; Mary Ann Smith. LaGrande, Ore.; Berit Strengell, Tucson, Ariz.; Arlene Miller, Seattle, Wash.; Joan Lintz, San Francisco; Connie Smith, Spokane, Wash., and Gina Hunter. Hermosa Beach, Calif.

Committee which arranged the industry's testimonial
dinner to Ted R. Gamble at the Waldorf-Astoria,
Jan. 7. meets under the chairmanship of Spyros P.
Skouras.

The fourth and last edition of "Movies at
War," annual report of the War Activities
Committee, has gone forth to all theatre
and film executives.

J. J. Unger has been named general sales manager of United Artists by Gradwell L. Sears.

In recognition of his duties with
the Army Pictorial Service, Lt. Col.
George tional
Muchnic,
Loew's
Internaexecutive, is
awarded
the
Legion of Merit by Col. Roland C.
Barrett.

Warner

For the second straight year, Bing Crosby was voted the No. 1 Money- Making Star by the exhibitors of the nation in the Motion Picture Herald-Fame poll. Van Johnson took second place
and Greer Garson finished third in the voting.
It is the fifth year for Crosby in the top ten.

publiciteers cooked

up

this stunt
of having
Newa TexasYork's
Butch
LaGuardia
receive
made hat in recognition of his proclaiming "San Antonio" day in the
Big Town.

Get in early
before the traffic
is heavy on

ttif^j

We think "SCARLET STREET" is one of the finest
motion pictures ever made. We, of course, may b<
slightly prejudiced. So, therefore, please arrange
to screen it as soon as your nearest exchange
has a print available.

0/

Picture Highlights

These scenes will
make you jump when
they come to life

in "Scarlet

These tender moments
will make you have
a throb or two!

Mats from these drawings are available from press book
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of "Woman in the Window"
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The things she
does to men
can only end
in MuaAviI

SL
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A DIANA PRODUCTION
Produced and Directed by

FRITZ LANG
A UNIVERSAL RELEASE

JESS BARKER . MARGARET LINDSAY • ROSALIND IVAN • SAMUEL S. HINDS
Based on the novel "La Chienne"

Screenplay by DUDLEY NICHOLS

Art Direction by Alexander Golitzen
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is one oj the advertisements which will appear in all fan m

agazines,
Life, Lobook,ve Saturday livening Post, Liberty, Family Circle and man
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THE NEWS
A Bi-Weekly

Review

DIGEST
of the Trade's Events

BIG FIVE FILE ARBITRATION BRIEF

THOMAS NAMED PRC PRESIDENT

A brief attempting to show that arbitration proceedings have
been efficiently and impartially administered and that they are
an effective method of settling industry disputes was submitted
last week by the Big Five defendants in the New York equity
trial, prior to their submission individually of briefs on final
arguments in the case. The latter briefs are due to be submitted
today (7th) with oral arguments on the briefs scheduled for
January 15.
Running 111 pages, the brief on arbitration proceedings was
filed with the U. S. District Court by attorneys for the Big Five
defendants. It gave a brief description of history of the Consent
Decree, the effect of the Decree, operation of the Arbitration
Machinery. It discussed the arbitration decisions offered in evidence by the Government, recalling their arguments when the
decisions were originally offered and restating their objections.
The bulk of the brief was concerned with analysing each of the
decisions entered as evidence by the Government.
Conclusions
The conclusions reached by the brief were:
"(1) The arbitration system has been efficiently and impartially administered.
is an efficacious
method
of
"(2) The arbitration system
settling industry disputes.
"(3) If there are any real defects in the system, due to
limitations on the scope of the arbitration, they are subject to
cure by revision of existing provisions.
No Violation of Law

Harry H. Thomas was named president of PRC Pictures, Inc.,
it was disclosed at the company's eastern sales meeting in Albany
last fortnight, following the announcement that PRC would
handle the physical distribution of Eagle-Lion Productions in
America. Kenneth M. Young, who continues as board chairman,
had been serving as president while Thomas was setting up the
sales policy of the company during the last eight months when
he was vice-president and general sales manager. Lloyd L. Lind
succeeds Thomas in the latter position.
Meanwhile, on the coast. Reeves Espy was promoted to the
presidency of PRC Productions and PRC Studios, from the post
of vice-president in charge of production. The promotion was
made by the board of directors of Pathe Industries, which controls PRC. with Espy succeeding Young who was president pro
tern of the two companies.
PRC's distribution of the Eagle-Lion Productions, new producing and distributing company recently formed by Young and
England's J. Arthur Rank, was announced by Robert Purcell,
chairman of Pathe Industries board. In addition to distributing
Eagle-Lion in PRC's 22 wholly-owned and operated branches, the
company will continue with its own full season's product. In
exchange centers where PRC still operates under franchise,
pictures will be handled under other arrangements.
Eagle-Lion
It was revealed, also, that PRC had purchased the Milwaukee
and Little Rock exchanges from franchise holders, in line with
the company's announced expansion policy.

"(4) Even if the facts recited in the opinions were proved as
facts in this case, they do not establish any violation of law, nor
do they show any consistent pattern of discrimination against any
class of exhibitors.
"(5) The number of arbitrations instituted, 400 and the many
thousands of contracts entered into since the entry of the decree,
out of the total number of theatres in the country, 18,000, shows
that there does not exist in the industry widespread claims of discrimination and unfairness. Indeed, we think it most significant
that the scope of the relief which most of the complaints have
sought was not a striking down of the essential methods of doing
business but, rather, only some particular amelioration of their
individual playing position."
SIMPP Files Brief
A week earlier in Hollywood, the Society of Independent
Motion Picture Producers filed a brief as amicus curiae, contending that survival of independent producers is contingent on their
being permitted to compete on even terms with producers of
major companies. In asking permission to file the brief, SIMPP
maintained it was "vitally interested in the question involved in
the action and believes its view with reference to these questions
will be of aid and assistance" to the court.
*
*
»

'LOST WEEKEND' N. Y. CRITICS' CHOICE
Paramount's "The Lost Weekend" copped the year's first
award honors when it was voted the best picture of 1945 by the
New York Film Critics. Ray Milland, who starred, and Billy
Wilder, who directed the film, were selected for top awards in
their fields, giving "Weekend" triple honors. Ingrid Bergman was
named the year's best actress for her work in "Spellbound" and
"The Bells of St. Mary's."
"Lost Weekend" polled nine votes, one more than its runnerup, "The Story of G. I. Joe," while the latter's director, William
Wellman, also received eight nods, one less than Wilder. Milland's performance rated 13 votes, way ahead of his closest competitor, Robert Mitchum. who starred in "G. I. Joe," while Miss
Bergman was the choice of nine critics, Joan Crawford for "Mildred Pierce" and Deborah Kerr for "Colonel Blimp" each receiving three votes.
Special awards were made to General Eisenhower and the
motion picture units of the U. S. and British Armies for "The
True Glory" and to the U. S. Navy and 20th Century-Fox for "The
Fighting Lady."
Scrolls representing the awards will be presented to the winners at the Stork Club on January 20, with the ceremonies broadcast over a nationwide hookup.
JANUARY
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COMET TO PRODUCE NINE
Comet Productions, Inc.. newly-formed producing company
headed by Mary Pickford. Buddy Rogers and Edward Peskay,
has scheduled nine pictures for production in the next 18 months,
ansix to be made in 1946 for release by United Artists. The the
nouncement was made jointly by Miss Pickford. president of
company in Hollywood, and by UA in New York.
Rogers will be co-producer with Ralph Cohn. formerly with
Columbia on four pictures and will co-produce two others with
{Continued on Page 32)

PEOPLE
Ted Gamble, who, as director of the Treasury's War Finance
Division, was responsible more than any one man for the gigantic
bond-selling achievement, resigned to resume his business as an
independent theatre chain operator in Oregon. He will be feted
Astoria.
by the industry at a banquet todav (7th) in New York's WaldorfMurray Silverstone, vice-president of 20th Century-Fox, was
* a new five-year contract as executive in charge of
signed
foreign todistribution.
Jack Schlaifer joined Monogram as director of sales in a realignment and expansion of distribution personnel announced by
Steve Broidy, president. Edward Morey became executive assistant to Broidy and Maurice Goldstein, former Eastern sales
manager, becomes general sales manager.
Paul MaeNamara, in charge of publicity for Vanguard Films
on the West Coast, was named to the newly created post of
managing director of publicity, advertising and exploitation for
David O. Selznick enterprises. Lt. Col. Robert D. Levitt was
named Eastern director of ad-publicity, replacing Jack Goldstein
who becomes RKO-Radio studio Eastern representative on January 14.
Jacob (Jack) Davis, Republic's New England district sales
manager, died suddenlv on December 22nd at the company office
durinar a holidav recption.
John R. Mcrherson, formerly assistant to Herman Bobbins.
National Screen president, was named American representative
and ioint managing- director of NSS, Ltd.. in the British Isles.
Jack Votion, Hollywood producer, was appointed European
representative of RKO-Radio Pictures, to act as liaison between
RKO'sP^ris.
Hollywood studio and its production activities in London
and
Elmer Hollander heads PRC's playdate department, it was
announced by Harry H. Thomas, president. Hollander was with
Warner Bros. Theatres in Philadelphia as a booker before joining
PRC.

What The Newspaper Critics Say
HH3HLK5HTS

FROM

'LEAVE
HER TO HEAVEN' PANNED
(FOX)

REVfEWS Of NP»V PICTURES IY PO*£MOST

SEVERELY, PRAISED HIGHLY

"...Moody, morbid film all about a selfish, jealous and deceitful
dame... Piece of cheap fiction done up in Technicolor and expensive sets. . .Tierney's petulant performance of this vixenish character is about N.as Y.analytical
CROWTHER.
TIMES. as a piece of pin-up poster art."
"...Pretentious and certainly the most expensive film offering...
Virtually unrivalled example of how magnificently Hollywood can
squander
an idea."
McMANUS,
PM.

'THEY
(MGM) WERE

EXPENDABLE'

FINE WAR

"...Production is oversize. . .Enthralling tribute to nice youngster
who fought gallantly in defeat .. .More than merely entertaining
...Only a pity that Ford did not cut his picture more drastically,
would have been more unified and even more dramatic... A memorable war film." BARNES, N. Y. HERALD TRIBUNE.
"...3% Stars... Good war drama, exciting and stirring in parts...
Director John Ford has put grim realism into the fighting scenes

VEIL' BRITISH IMPORT

NEXT, CORPORAL

HARGROVE'

"...Sure to evoke, rueful, reminiscent laughter from fast-increasing GI portion cf the home audience .. .The gag lines, the situa-

GETS 3V2 STARS FROM

"...Superbly acted... Done with extreme intelligence. . .The music
— Chopin, Beethoven, Mozart, Grieg, Rachmaninoff and others —
MANUS, PM. played by the London Symphony Orchestra." Mcis beautifully
"...Intelligent and engrossing case history .. .Subtle and often exciting drama.. .Unfolded in flashback. . .Suspenseful and unusual
treatment of a challenging theme and the denouement is, oddly
A. W., N. Y. TIMES.
enough, both surprising and sensible."

THE ORIGINAL

tions, the ever-loving French girls, etc., seem transported
with
PM.
McMANUS,
scarcely a change from the scripts of 20 years ago."
"...Flavor of gags turned slightly sour. . .Several silly episodes
tasteless ridiculous and curiously lacking in mirth."
are
B. C,labored,
N. Y. TIMES.
".. .Fair-plus. . .Not-quite-so-amusing."
N. Y. POST.

THE NEWS

"...3U Stars . . Intrigue thick enough for slicing. .. Good oldfashioned man-hunt. . .Suspense is paramount and has Edward
Dmytryk's shrewd direction as well as a clever story to make the
most of TERS.it.
is one of the film's finer points." MASN. Y.Dialogue,
DAILY too,
NEWS.
"...Meaningful melodrama which commits the common error of
pausing in its action to make dissertations of its meaning. . .The
plot gets quite involved and the going pretty tough before the

'SNAFU'
GENERALLY
(COLUMBIA)

"...If released last year — or the year before — it would have
been a ringing smash. . .Stirring picture .. Hard to commend any
plays his part well." CROWTHER,
actor
N.
Y. above
TIMES.the rest. Each
"...Type of service film the entire public, soldier and civilian has
PM.
been waiting for... Seems well worth waiting for." McMANUS,
"...Too late and too long. . .No such need after complete victory
.Not the people who give that unmistakable aura of the action
Nor can it be the original story, which hewed to a
melodrama.
WINSTEN. N. Y. POST.
line of fact pretty closely."

DOES NOT MATCH

"...Sequel to "See Here, Private Hargrove' hardly matches the
original. . . It is a little late to base a comedy on French and G. I.
lelations,
especially
HERALD
TRIBUNE. one bordering on farce." PIHODNA, N. Y.

'CORNERED'
(RKO)

...Parts that appear to be factual are terrifically moving or exciting..Much of the extraneous comedy could have been eliminmake a stronger, more compact drama." HALE, N. Y.
DAILYated toNEWS.

CALLED ADULT, SUBTLE, EXCITING

"...Psychological problem in an unusually adult manner... Not
always as sharply dramatic. . .Combines good music and good
mental portraiture .. .Needs a bit of cutting. . .Entertaining melodrama." GUERNSEY, JR., N. Y. HERALD TRIBUNE.
"...Psychological, rather intriguing modern-day Svengali story...
Musically, the film is most enjoyable."
THIRER,
N. Y. POST.

'WHAT
(MGM)

"...3>i Stars. . .Showy shocker .. .Director Stahl has certainly
made the most out of the book and done well directing the young
players. . .Made of the stuff that women go for — love, hate and
sex." HALE, N. Y. DAILY NEWS.
"...Little of everything dramatic invention can offer .. .Brilliant
and exciting Technicolor, musical background gives it punch and
are good." N. Y. WORLD-TELEGRAM.
tension, performances
"...Color
travelogue. . .Enough backgrounds to dress up a dozen
unconvincing."
preposterously
pictures
BARNES,
N. Ornamental
Y. HERALD but
TRIBUNE.

FILM, BUT LATE ARRIVING

"...Story of the earliest wartime recognition of PT boats as a
useful element in naval battle, is at a breath-taking best when it
most closely approximates a documentary film. . .Ultimate launching of torpedoes that ought to keep any audience on the edge of
the chairs. . .Real excitement remains in the sequences which
have to do with fighting action." 'HAWKINS, N. Y. WORLDTELEGRAM.

'THE
SEVENTH
(UNIVERSAL)

CRJT1CS

and discovered to be the chief Nazi in Argendown PM.
is run McMANUS,
quarry tina."
"... Tough-fiber ed chase melodrama ... Powell plays it with a
watch-me-Bogart attitude. . .Dmytryk, the director, has squeezed
every ounce of suspense and excitement out of the material at
hand."
T.M.P., N. Y. TIMES.
"...Savage melodrama of intrigue and revenge. . .Moves with
to a terrifying climax. . .Excellent thriller."
and suspense
speed
N.
Y. HERALD
TRIBUNE.

WELL RECEIVED

"...Account of what could happen to any family that welcomes a
returned soldier back to its arms... Told in comic terms." HAWKINS, N. Y. WORLD-TELEGRAM.
". . Imagination, verve and enthusiasm. . .Cliche-ridden, plot-heavy
story of mistaken identities. . .Notable in that it contains no less
than three performances that are a veritable triumph of person-

ality over material."
McCORD, N. Y. HERALD TRIBUNE.
"...Pace seems to lag. . .'Snafu' manages to exceed the expectations its defeatist title implies."
J.R.L.. N. Y. TIMES.
funny. . .Conrad
uproariously
plotted and sometimes
"...Nimbly
Mcthe juvenile movie find of the season."
MANUS. PM.
Janis is undoubtedly
".. .Good. . .Fresh, gay and gagful. . .Conrad Janis. a keen looker,
and he has a pleasant boyish personality." THIRER, N. Y. POST.

'THE
STORK CLUB1 REVIEWS ARE UNENTHUSIASTIC
(PARAMOUNT)
"...If 'TheA Stork
Club' variation
doesn't please
one count,
it may
on
another...
Cinderella
with oncomic
overtones
of the
sugar daddy situation .. .Authors B. G. DeSylva and John McGowan keep the pot of misunderstandings at a steady boil...
Nothing to induce excessive delight." WINSTEN. N. Y. POST.
"...A tortuous and not too imaginative tale, relieved principally
by three okay Betty Hutton songs."
McMANUS.
PM.
". . .Idea of publicizing a New York night club is ridiculous at the
start. . .Hal Walker's direction make the most of the most obvious.
'Stork Club' should appeal to people who never will go to the
20

BARNES. N.
spot... Badly projected and negligently produced.
Y. HERALD TRIBUNE.
"...Bright and beribboned Christmas package. . .Purely frivolous
donation. . .Good for lots of laughs. . .Farce comedy .. .Silliness of
TIMES.
its story is neatly and pleasantly disguised." CROWTHER, N. Y.
"...Falls neatly into top-drawer place beside the best of the traditional Paramount musicals. . .Fast, funny, good to look at, and a
full measure of music, handsome clothes, vitality and sentimentality...Action is fast enough and acting deft enough to make the
whole give an audience a fresh feeling of well being." HAWKINS,
N. Y. WORLD-TELEGRAM.
FILM
U L L E T I N

EXPLOITATION
of tit issue

PICTURE
"ABILENE

TOWN"

Where Guns Blaze

Abilene, Kansas, Is the birthplace of
General Dwight D. Eisenhower and the
United Artists publiciteers are not overlooking that fact. But the story of Abilene
Town is of another era — the days just
after the Civil War when the law of the
town resided in the trusty, fast-shooting
pistol of a fearless marshal. This Jules
Levey production is stocked with all the
familiar ingredients of a rip-roaring, bigscale western — the smilin" straightshootin' marshal, the gamblin' hall gal with
heart of gold, the ruthless cattle barons,
the persecuted homesteaders, et al. —
moving at the pace of crackling sixshooters and played against a panorama
of wide open spaces. It offers a field day
for the action-house
showmen.
I Si<>r\

on

\p.xt
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The gent with the six-shooter talking is Dan Mitchell (better known

to

you as Randolph Scott), the cool-as-a-cucumber marshal of tough Abilene, Kansas. The gambling house gal in his arms below is Ann Dvorak.

EXPLOITATION PICTURE
(Continued from Preceding Page)

"ABILENE
A

Jults Levey Production.

Edwin

L. Marin.

Scott. Ann

Dvorak

Curtis. Richard
Town."

by

Ernest

Released

Associate Producer
Edgar

Buchanan.

Hale. Jack Lambert.

TOWN"
through

United

Artists.

Herbert J. Biberman.
Rhonda
Helen

Fleming.

Boice.

Directed Dy

Cast: Randolph

Lloyd Bridges. Dick

From

the novel. "Trail

Haycox.

4. Hearing that Ryker
Abilene, Henry Dreiser
homesteaders, convinces
themselves to make the

1. Post-Civil War Abilene, Kansas, is the center of undeclared war
between cattlemen and homesteaders, held in check by Dan Mitchell
(Randolph Scott), marshal, who tells his friend Charlie Fair (Richard
Hale), owner of the "Pride" gambling hall, that his song-and-dance
queen Rita (Ann Dvorak) is the gal he intends to domesticize.

and his men are again headed for
(Lloyd Bridges), young leader of the
his followers that they must defend
territory safe for their families.

5. Joining with the homesteaders. Dan closes the gambling
halls and Ryker's infuriated men break their way through
the barred doors and wreck the gambling hall district. When
the homesteaders arrive en the scene, they are roused into
action by Big Annie (Helen Boice), rooming house
proprietress.

2. Dan walks into trouble when he subdues Cap Ryker (Dick Curtis), leader of the cattle drivers, Ryker riding away with the threat
to return and tear the town apart.
£. When he attempts to quell the rioters in the "Pride," Dan
is
by the
hands under
Ryker's
forced
to beset
kill him
andtrail
is rescued
by Rita,
who leadership,
pulls him isinto
her
dressing room.

3. When one of the homesteader camps is burned out, Dan rides out
and captures Jet Younger (Jack Lambert) leader of the outlaw band
responsible. When Younger attempts to escape, Dan is forced to kill
him.

7. Dan and Rita escape, join with the homesteaders, and as
the opposing factions line up ready for battle, Dan walks out
alone into the center in a foolhardy attempt to stop the conflict. It works, and confused by the loss of their leader, the
trail hands ride out of town, restoring order.
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SIZE-UPS

BEHIND THE SCENES IN HOLLYWOOD'S

COLUMBIA

a producer
service, will resume
Army
No assignment has been named as yet.

Sam Bischoff, who recently resigned his post as a Columbia
producer to go into the independent field himself, has signed
Merle Oberon to star in his first important film, "Strangers."
Andre de Toth has been signed to direct. The film will shoot in
March. Meanwhile, Bischoff is readying for production "District
Attorney," the story based on the radio series of the same name.
It is not set definitely yet that Columbia will release the second
Bischoff film, although that seems likely at the moment. But the
"Attorney" film is already set for Columbia distribution.
Columbia's approximate 60-film schedule for the 1945-46 season
is already more than half completed, according to facts submitted
by the production department recently. Of the twenty-two feature
films finished on this year's schedule, about one-half are already
in release. The biggest of the group is "The Bandit of Sherwood
Forest," the Technicolor film. "Pardon My Past" is another socalled "class" item on the list. The recently completed "Gilda,"
with Rita Hayworth and Glenn Ford, will be ready for release
about April and the dancing actress is already preparing for her
next film.
This studio has kept pace less than any of the other major
studios with the progressive activity of the industry in these past
months. The independents, Republic and Monogram, have taken
big steps to lift the quality of their product. RKO, by means of
adroit independent and one-picture deal contracts with players
and directors, has brought itself right into the foreground. Universal has given itself promise of new power and success with the
recent International-Rank deal. Metro, Paramount and 20th-Fox
along in their big-time way. Only Columbia ended the year 1945
without any indication of an expanding program, at least in terms
of quality. Westerns, series-pieces and quickie features continue
to be big backlog of its product with only an occasional first-rate
tid-bit to flavor the routine stuff.

METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER
It is not surprising to have confirmed the news that "Adventure," the Gable-Garson film, is to be sold as a "special" along
with the five-feature block set for January release. The film
stands to hit a high mark in the company's grosses. The studio
executives who contrived "Adventure" obviously did it with the
express purpose of bringing back to film the Gable so beloved of
millions of filmgoers. As a result, his role is certainly overexaggerated and at many moments unbelievable. But, apparently
the studio goes on the premise that the only important thing in
the first post-war Gable film was "plenty of Gable." That the
customers will get. Gable at his toughest, roughest and most coy.
Aiding the presentation effectively, of course, are Greer Garson,
Thomas Mitchell and other players.
The picture will "clean up."
Other January films will be: "The Sailor Takes A Wife" (June
Allyson-Robert Walker), "The Harvey Girls" (Judy Garland-John
Hodiak), "Up Goes Maisie"
(Ann
Sothern), the Mexican import.
"Portrait of Maria" (Dolores Del Rio) and "The Last Chance
British film.
Victor Saville, having completed his production of "The Green
Years," has accepted a new seven-year contract with the studio.
Important covenant in the new contract will give Saville the right
to select his own assignments.
E. M. (Buddy) Adler is another producer who will be once

again in the Metro scene.
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Adler, only recently discharged from

j:

contract

on

his

old

lot.

"Cass Timberlane," which is Metro's own prize-winning novel.
is apparently to get its workout on film in the near future.
Spencer Tracy has been set for the leading role, when he returns
from his current New York play run. Metro is trying to borrow
Jennifer Jones from David O. Selznick for the leading female role.
The studio is looking back pridefully at its 1945 record. The
recent Gallup Poll to select the best films of 1945 has Metro with
seven entries among the first ten thus far. The final result will
be available about January 10. But, meanwhile, Leo the Lion
points pridefully to "Anchors Aweigh." "Thirty Seconds Over
Tokyo." "Meet Me in St. Louis," "Son of Lassie," "Vallev of Decision," "Thrill of A Romance," and "National Velvet" as the
seven ranking in the leader group. It seems reasonable to assume
that one of these seven will make the top spot.
In addition to films already in work and announced for early
starting, look for first quarter shooting on the following productions: Pandro Berman's productions of "Green Dolphin Street"
(another Metro prize-winning novel) and "Fortunes of Richard
Mahoney"; George Haight's "Lady in the Lake"; Sam Mark's
"Now That April's Here"; Everett Riskin's "Lucky Baldwin" and
Sidney Franklin goes directly from "The Yearling," which finally
formal shooting on January 15, to "Young Bess." This
winds up
studio appears set to continue its fast pace in 1946.
Peter Lawford. for whom Metro executives are predicting a
meteoric zoom into the Van Johnson stratosphere in 1946, ha
But after this
loaned to 20th-Fox for a role in "Cluny Brown."
one it's back to the home lot and the big build-up trail for young
Lawford.
Ben Goetz, Metro's London head, is going ahead as rapidly as
possible with plans for productions with Metro players
M-G-M owned London Films, Ltd. Lana Turner is among the
first important players scheduled to go over for a film. But that
will not be until about April. The blonde star has retakes on her
current "The Postman Always Rings Twice" and then the '
to clear up before
"Lucky Baldwin"
Gable in
Clark
opposite
lead
Pat Kirkwood, the London
Meanwhile,
London.
head for
she can
Films star, may do another film here following "No Leave. No
Love," since the London set-up is still unsettled.

MONOGRAM
1946 should prove a good year for Monogram. With their
for
plans for an entire new studio completely ready and waiting
the availability of material and workers, the studio is quietly
its explanning a development in the quality of its product and
ploitation programs which, if fulfilled, should find the organization
has
a year hence well ahead of its present status. Monogram
marched forward steadily and the road ahead looks even better.

A shifting in the executive division of the studio's sal.
partment was announced this week by President Steve Broidy.
Jack Schlaifer, former general sales manager at Universal, takes
over as director of sales. Edward Morey is now the assistant to
the president and Maurice Goldstein is the new general sales
nsion program
in I
step
more
is one
This
manager.
planned for the studio, President Broidy stati
has set plans for a "million dollar" speJan Grippo
Producer
the Bowery Kids, Leo Gorcey. Huntz Hall,
cial musical f.
Bobby Jordan, Gabriel Dell and David Gorcey. That figure can
probably be taken with a couple grains of salt. Meanwhile, Grippo
will continue his regular series of "Dead Enders' " with the musical set as a special production.

Jeffrey Bernard, having signed a new four-picture contract
with the studio, will shift his production schedule so that his first
film will be "Don't Gamble with Strangers." "Wife Wanted," the
third Kay Francis picture, has been postponed until later in the
year.

PARAMOUNT
Buddy DeSylva, who has been much more seriously ill than
most people realized, has resigned his position with Paramount
by mutual consent of the studio. De Sylva's last picture for the
.studio under the B. G. De Sylva Productions, Inc. banner was
"Stork Club" which is doing good business in the first runs.
Neither the studio nor Mr. De Sylva would make any statement
as to the producer's future plans. He will rest until his health is
rebuilt and then, more than likely, he will join the ever-growing
group of big-time independents.
Charles Brackett, who with Billy Wilder, succeeded in making
the picture the experts said couldn't be made and making it successfully both from an artistic and financial standpoint, has been
signed to a new production contract by the studio. Months ago
when "Lost Weekend" was just completed, the exploitation and
advertising divisions of the studio were tearing their hair about
how best to sell the picture. After all, the subject was scarcely
polite table conversation and the usual portion of sweetness and
light was completely absent. Even the sure-fire, absolute essential boy-meets-girl factor was played down to second place. Well,
to the credit of all concerned the exploitation job was done well.
Which all stands proof of two facts which picture producers
stubbornly and all-too-frequently ignore: (a) the motion picture
audience, or at least a profitable portion thereof, is intelligent
enough to accept and appreciate an intelligent film regardless of
subject matter and will do so willingly every chance it gets, and
(b) that a straightforward, hard-hitting advertising campaign gets
better results than the usual namby-pamby "clinch" copy used too
often as a catch-all.
"The Lost Weekend," which seems to be our sermon for today, has done Actor Ray Milland a great service, too. He has an
excellent chance to capture the Academy Oscar for his performance. But more than that he has written out indelibly his ability
to do more than wear well-tailored clothes and capture feminine
audiences with an adroitly raised eye-brow. At the moment he is
finding relaxation from the tension of his dipsomaniac role in
"California," a Technicolor epic which he shares with Barbara
Stanwyck. But next on the Milland program will be "The Last
Man in The World" which Sol C. Siegel will produce. James Hilton is now writing the screenplay from a property long held by
Paramount called "The Purple Cloud." by M. P. Shiel. Siegel is
trying to get Zoltan Korda for the director's chore on this film
which is already being hailed as "even more unusual than 'The
Lost Weekend'."
Producer Hal B. Wallis, about one-third through his production of "The Searching Wind," will have another film on the
sound stages this week. His "The Perfect Marriage," with David
Niven, borrowed from Samuel Goldwyn, in the top male role.
Niven just back in Hollywood after six years of war service will,
it is predicted, be more popular than he ever was in his return to
films. He seems to have kept his charm and poise intact and
with the background of the job he has just finished to stimulate
audience interest, the Niven name should mean a great deal on
marquees. Loretta Young, Virginia Field, Charles Ruggles and
Rita Johnson are also in the film.

PRC
And now the Arthur Rank touch comes to PRC. The British
film mogul's tie-up with PRC is to be known as Eagle-Lion and
will release a minimum of ten Hollywood and ten British films
annually in the United States and elsewhere. Partner in the deal
is Robert Young, chairman of the board of the Chesapeake and
Ohio Railroad and the Allegheny Company, which controls Pathe
Industries, Inc.
Under the new set-up, Reeves Espy has been made president
of both PRC Productions, Inc. and PRC Studios, Inc. He will
have supervision over the independent producers as well as the
regular PRC product. This gives Espy a neat $10,000,000 worth of
product under his supervision. In addition to the 20 or so PRC
films, Espy will supervise ten pictures already budgeted at $750,000
each. It is believed that more space will have to be grabbed off
for production purposes once this program gets rolling and that
will really be a problem in this now over-crowded studio.
To work with Espy in the new set-up, Karl Herzog, treasurer
of Pathe Industries, Inc., has been made a PRC vice-president.
This means that the Eagle-Lion group will have its own sales
organization, but the physical distribution of its output will be
handled by PRC.

Harry Thomas has moved up from vice-president to president
ol PRC Pictures, Inc., the distribution branch.
As for PRC product for the coming year, no announcements
• been made as yet, but it is hinted that this small company
24

which started off so well and then floundered badly, may be
getting its second wind.
About Mr. Rank's activities little can be said. He has at the
moment, a big interest in or control of 48 films which will hit
screens here and all over the world during the coming year. No
other producer or producing unit can claim nearly that much
product. It is strange to contemplate that a little more than a
year ago, Arthur J. Rank was little more than an obscure name
in the local film scene.

REPUBLIC
John
producer
advance
out. He

Wayne will shortly be starting work under his new
deal at Republic. John's contract gives him a $100,000
against ten percent of the gross of any picture he turns
is permitted to select his own vehicles, writers and directors. James Edward Grant has been signed by Republic to
write and direct the first Wayne picture under the new deal.
Presently working with Claudette Colbert in the Jesse Laskv
picture, "Without Reservations" (former title, "Thanks God. I'll
Take It From Here"), the rugged star will probably not start his
first production-acting chore for Republic for a month or more.
When Wayne signed a one-picture deal to co-star with Vera Hruba
Ralston in "Dakota," it was known that Yates was anxious to
keep the actor on the Republic roster. Apparently the temptation
of a producer's berth was the irresistible inducement for Wayne.
Ben Hecht, who just finished his first picture as a Republic
producer, "Spectre of the Rose," has signed an outside commitment with Hedy Lamarr to write the script of her second independent film. "Dishonored Lady." Jack Chertok will again produce.
Hecht will resume his Republic workings after this writing chore.
William J. O'Sullivan has been handed the production job on
12 forthcoming Republic pictures, including "The Fabulous
Texan" (budgeted at $1,000,000), "Passkey to Danger." "The Inner
Circle," "The Gentleman from Missouri." "Down Tahiti Way,"
"The Invisible Informer," "The Twisted Circle." "Move Over
Dear," "Rose of Avenue A," "Baby Face Nelson," "Puzzle For
Puppets" and "Cheers Are Not Enough."

RKO-RADIO
With the RKO production policy expanding firmly, Charles
Koerner has just signed five new producers to help the current
production staff with the big 1946 schedule. They are Bert Granet,
Warren Duff, Eddie Donahoe, Dudley Nichols and Mark Robson.
Stephen Ames was handed an executive producer-ship on the
strength of his handling of "The Spanish Main." Adrian Scott,
who was responsible for "Murder My Sweet" and "Cornered." will
be handed the plum job of producing "So Well Remembered."
which is being done in England under the new Rank-RKO set-up.
Other newly upped producers in the advancement program
are: William Pereira, now working on "Christabel Caine" with
Henry Fonda and Joan Fontaine; John Houseman: Al Bloomingdale and Richard Berger — all from the Broadway scene; Leslie
Goodwins, who gets producer-director credit on "Double Trouble,"
and Joan
next
film. Harrison who is presently preparing "Nocturne" as her
Meanwhile, such men as Harold Clurman, Richard O. Fleischer, John Berry, Paul Stewart and William Cameron Menzies
are all being given assignments on 1946 productions.
The trouble RKO ran into several months ago on its proproduction
Ferenc Molnar's
play.the"The
Lawyer,"
may
suddenlyjected
settle
itselfof happily.
At that time,
studio
went ahead
with production plans and signed Robert Cummings for the leading role with shooting slated to have started immediately. William Cameron Menzies was set to direct. But it was discovered
that the studio did not own the rights to the play — just an oversight! Time went by and the Cummings term expired with the
studio having to pay off the commitment without a foot of film
shot. Scripts, sets, everything was ready. But — no rights. Now
it. appears that the difficulties are about to be settled and the
production plans will go again. Whether or not they can again
get Cummings has not as yet been determined.
Douglas Fairbanks, Jr. is back in Hollywood after a six years
absence. He is returning to RKO under an actor-producer contract. His first film will be "The Strange Adventures of Sinbad."
in Technicolor.
James Stewart, Ingrid Bergman and Charles Boyer have been
set for the next Rainbow production. St. Clair McKelway, formereditor of the New Yorker, will collaborate with producer-director
Leo McCarey on a story idea for- this impressive trio.
Dore Schary, who is winding up his production of "Till The
End of Time," will have as his next film "Suddenly It's Spring,"
the Vanguard film which will team Shirley Temple and Joseph
Cotten.
With the resignation of Robert Fellows from his executive
producer's spot, Robert A. Sparks was signed to succeed Fellows.
Under Sparks' direct supervision will be the pictures of Adrian
Scott, William Pereira, Warren Duff and Alfred Bloomingdale.
Jack J. Gross will continue to supervise Val Lewton, Harriet
FILM
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Parsons, Bert Granet, Richard Berger, Nat Holt and Eddie Cantor. Charles W. Koerner and William Dozier head a unit that
will make 23 top-budget films, in addition to one each by John
Houseman. Stephen Ames and Dudley Nichols. Sid Rogell is
supervisor for Herman Schlom, Martin Mooney, Leslie Goodwin:',
and George Bilson. The balance of RKO product comes from
the independent units.
A recent RKO story purchase is "Written on the Wind," by
Robert Wilder, at a quoted price of $100,000. No production
details have been set.

Edward Dmytryk had his option picked up by the studio and
has been assigned to direct "Build My Gallows High," John Garfield's first
contract under his new five-year deal with
RKO
for
onestarring
each year.
GOETZ-INTERNATIONAL
"The Art of Murder," a screen story by Ruth Gordon, has
been purchased for early production
. Garson Kanin, the authors
husband, will write the screenplay after he finishes a direction
job on the Jean Arthur play. "Born Yesterday," now being readied
for Broadway. No screen production plans have been made.
GOLDWYN

James Thurber has been signed to work with Ken Englund
on the screen play of "The Secret Life of Walter Mitty." which
will be the next Danny Kaye starrer. Production is not planned
to start until June.
Although David Niven is making his first post-war picture on
loan-out to Hal Wallis, the Goldwyn office already has a picture
ready for him. His first film for the "boss" will be "The Bishop's
Wife," in which he will have Teresa Wright as co-star.
"Earth and High
another
story on the
Goldwyn schedule, will Heaven,"
be filmed, partiallyimportant
at least, in the actual
setting of the book in Canada. No casting has been announced
for the film which should rank as an important one since it
headed the best-seller list in the fiction division for months during
the past year.

20th CENTURY-FOX
Murray Silverstone has started on his new five-year contract
with the company at a weekly salary of $1750 a week for two
years, $2,000 for two years and $2,500 for the last year of the
termer.

Twentieth, too, has entered the atom-bomb picture race.
Metro and Wallis are both rushing stories and now Sol Wurtzel
appears to have a slight edge on both. He has been working in
quiet preparation on a film called "Rendezvous Twenty-four,"
which is now about ready for a shooting schedule as of January
15. Screenplay and sets are completed but casting announcements
are being withheld until actual starting time.
Still milking the exploitation possibility on "Forever Amber"
to the last drop, 20th continues to test potential Ambers. So far
they have tested 42. apparently shooting for the record David O.
Selznick set in his search for Scarlett O'Hara. The story is wearing slightly thin, however, since everyone seems certain that
Peggy Cummins, English importation, will do the role, when and
if it is done. William Perlberg and Director John Stahl have
been supervising the tests.
Despite the fact that the world premiere of "Leave Her To
Heaven" had to be pushed up because the Technicolor lab could
not get a print through, 20th executives are thinking in terms of
more tint films for the 1946 season. Even at this date, there are
nine color films on the '46 schedule and more probably will be
added. The jam-up in the Technicolor labs was caused to a great
extent by the strike situation, but producers look to the easing of
the problem early in the new year. Easing or no, this studio feels
that the public has shown its preference for tint films and they
are determined to keep ahead of the industry on this point.
Closest competition thus far in the Technicolor division has been
M-G-M. But it is always possible that with other color processes
being experimented and developed, the situation will ease generally so that all studios can use color wherever they please without delaying production schedules.
Personally, this column felt that "Leave Her To Heaven" was
weakened by the use of Technicolor. Not that Lee Garmes'
photography was not magnificent but the story was a somber,
dramatic story of a psychopathically jealous woman. The dramatic impact of her story could have been heightened immeasurably
by brilliant underlighting in black and white. It might have
made the characters more credible, less wooden and the audience
less aware of makeup and camera angles if the film had been
softened to where photography was merely background, not a
protruding part of the film.
Be that as it may, the rule at 20th is for more and better
Technicolor.
JANUARY
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The rumors that "Duel In The Sun." the Selznick production,
might be released through M-G-M on the same terms as "Gone
With the Wind" were denied by Grad Sears and David Selznick
last week. The film will definitely be released through UA
channels.
"Personal Column." the James Nasser-Henry Kesler production set with a budget of $1,000,000. is due to go into production
about April 1, if there is space available at General Service studio.
The producers are scrambling for a director-star package deal
that will give them name value for their film.
There may be, at some early future time, a change in thi
leasing set-up David O. Selznick is now working under with UA.
The producer has not relinquished the idea of his own distributing unit, but nothing so far has gone beyond the conjecture stage.
Meanwhile, Selznick has plans for from four to six features, two
in Technicolor, on the 1946 schedule. He is presently negotiating
with Leland Heyward for the purchase of "The State of The
Union." The Lindsay-Crouse hit play is being held at a price of
$1,000,000, or a $500,000 down payment plus a percentage of the
picture profits.
Selznick plans two features at least as his own production.-,
for the coming year. Dore Schary will make two for Vanguard.
Alfred Hitchcock one and Alan Scott one. The first one will be
the Temple-Cotten film, "Suddenly It's Spring." under the Vanguard banner. Then, Mr. Selznick takes over on a Jennifer JonesGregory Peck epic not yet named. After that will come "Little
Women," in Technicolor again under the Selznick personal
supervision.
Meanwhile exploitation plans for "Duel In The Sun" are going
ahead under no-limit terms. A sum of $1,000,000 has been set aside
for advertising on this film which is reputed to have cost a cold
$5,000,000.
Selznick also has a two-picture deal with Arthur Rank and
one of these will be made in England next year.
Paul MacNamara, who came from New York last July to take
over the job as head of publicity here for Selznick, has just been
made head of the entire publicity, advertising and exploitation
department both here and abroad, for all the Selznick enterprises.
MacNamara did not entrench himself too well with the local
press, who find working with the Selznick product difficult, except
for several able and cooperative women in the publicity department. But apparently he has done Mr. Selznick's job well and
the new appointment is in the form of a reward.
Dave Siegel and Ken Murray are going to turn their successful "Blackouts," which is a fixture of the "live-show" scene in
Hollywood, into a film. Siegel has a co-production deal with
Charles R. Rogers on "Me and Mr. Satan" and the "Blackouts"
film will probably follow that one on the schedule. He is trying
to get release for the film on the Rogers' six-picture deal with UA
with Rogers, thus getting a piece of the profits.

UNIVERSAL
This studio has hit a jam in its building program which may
delay the establishment of the new United World Pictures. Inc.
(Spitz-Goetz-Rank) unit on the lot. Presently. Goetz is using
space at the Samuel Goldwyn studio for his International Pictures, but the arrangement in the new set-up was to allow for
space at Universal. Meanwhile Universal is only partially through
its own $2,000,000 building program which went into work last
August. And restrictions on material and men are slowing up
the progress of the program. Another problem awaiting
ment is whether or not RKO will release International from its
agreement to deliver four films for the 1945-46 season. Thus far.
Goetz has "Tomorrow Is Forever" and "The Stranger" ready for
the RKO program as agreed. He starts "The Dark Mirror" January 15. Now, it is hoped that RKO will relinquish its claims to
the Sonja Henie film, although it has already been advertised in
the RKO distribution program. This film probably will start in
March and even if RKO cannot be dissuaded from claiming it.
this will be the last film under the deal and from that point on
Goetz will be making his pictures on the Universal lot and for
distribution in the new United World Pictures. Inc.
Robert Siodmak has been borrowed from Universal by International to direct "The Dark Mirror," which is indicative of the
cooperative attitude that will prevail between these outfits. Olivia
de Havilland is starred.
Jack Skirball
and Bruce
Manning
have just bought
Irving
Stone's "Desert Padre" and Arthur Caesar's "For Services Rendered" for their production schedule.
The combined
investment
on the two features
runs close to $1,000,000.
The authors
are
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.5-45.
.2-45.

.519..
.516.. 12-11
11-27
.514.. 12-11
.518. .11-27

.525.

Sanders-Hatfield

Dangerous
Partners
(78)
Her Highness and the Bellboy
Hidden
Eye. The
(68)
Have Tender

.1-45.
.3-45.
.2-45.
.3-45.

10-31.

Johnson-Williams
Wilde-Craig
....

(144)

in

.1-45.

Thaxter-Daniels

Ego

(105)

Louis
(T)
(113)
(T)
(125)
title: The
Home

Costello

.5-29.
..9-4.
5-29.
.8-21.

.2-45.
.3-45.

Army

TWELVE

Thirty Seconds Over Tokyo
Valley
of Decision
(111)

..515.
.5-28.
.8-21.

Beery-Gleason
Turner-Peters
....
O'Bricn-lturbl
Craig-Reed
Tracy-Hepburn
Lawford-Lanchester

Alter

(T)

. .9-4.

Hands

(101)
(83)

title:

.6-26.
.8-21.

Dorn-Astor
Laurel-Hardy
Arnold-Royal

COMPLETED
1945-46
BLOCK
NO. THIRTEEN

.7023

..12-24.
.8-20.

NO. TEN

NO.

Meet
Me In St.
National
Velvet
Details
under

.12-24.
11-26.

1944-45

Blonde
Fever
(69)
Nothing
But
Trouble
(69)
Main St. After Dark
(57)
Details
under
title: Telltale

(65)
under

lii

.10-29.

O'Brien-Barrymore
Garland-Walker
Peck-Jarman

(T)

COMPLETED

Bewitched
Details

.7120.

.12-20.
12-27 .
.9-18.

.4-30.
.10-1
10-15
8-20.
.11-15.
.9-3.
5-14.
12-25.

(0)
(7)

Cast

Jenkins-Gifford
Williams-Carroll

SPECIAL

Mohr-Cartcr
Morris-Chapman

R

CHART
Ditalli

Brat
(T)

Thrill of a Romance
(T)
Twice
Blessed
(77)

. 11-27 .

. 7024 .
.7140.

In Production
In Production

PRODUCTION

BLOCK

12-24.
..

J-6. .10-30
10-15.. 12- 13

(31)
(31)

TIb*

Details
under
title:
Picture of Dorian
Gray

. .1-3.

Reynolds-Brady
Dix-Blake
Foch-Macready

.1-10
-20.
.12-24.
.5-14.
.10-29. 12-20. . .7203.
12-10

FAITHFUL IN MY FASHION
Drama — Started December 19
Cast:
Donna Reed, Tom Drake, Edward Everett Horton, Spring
Byington, Woody Wilson.
Producer: Lionel Hauser
Director: Sidney Salkow

This Man's Navy
(100)
Keep Your Powder Dry (73)
Musle for Millions
(120)
Gentle
Annie
(80)
Without
Love
(111)
Son of Lassie
(T)
(102)

. .1-31.

11-15.
12-13

8-6

PRODUCTIONS

Story:

Thin
Man
Goes Home
Between
Two
Women

. .10-1.
.6-25

..8-6.
.2-5.
11-26.

6-25. .11-22.
12-10

COLDWYN-MAYE

1944-45 Features
1945-46 Features

11-29.

Out of the Depths
Details under title: Secret
Outlaws of the Rockies

2f,

8-6

. . 7022 .

Canova-Hunter
..
Richmond-Borg
..
Temple-Abel
Starrett-Burnette
Starrett-Law
....
Singleton-Lake
Massen-Stanton

Kansan

Starrett-Burnette
Dix-Merrick
Kent-Ward

7-9

10-18. . .7201.

Baxter-Anderson

Hit The Hay
Jungle
Raiders
(Serial)
Kiss and
Tell
Landrush
Lawless
Empire
Life With
Blondio
Gentleman
Misbehaves,
The
Details under title: Lullaby of Broadway
Meet
Me On Broadway
Murder
Is Unpredictable
My Name Is Julia Ross (64)
Details
under title: The Woman
in Red
Notorious
Lone
Wolf,
The
Details under title: Lone Wolf on Broadway
One Way
To Love
Details
under
title: Hail the Chief

Perilous
Holiday
Phantom
Of The
Desert
Prison
Ship
Pardon
My Past
Renegades
(T)
Details
under
title: The

. 6042
.6005

.9-4.
.10-15. .1-24.
10-29. . 9-27
.6-25.

Falkenburg-Tucker
.12-24.
.11-26.
Baxter-Barric
Starrett-Taylor
. .
Starrett-Burnette
.
.. ..9-17.
.7-9.
Hayworth-Ford
Tindall-Clifton
. . . .6-25.
Starrett-Adair
. . .
Starrett-Houck

.6223. .11-12
. 6224
.6029

. .For..

1945-46

Bandit of Sherwood Forest (T)
Wilde-Louise
....
Blazing the Western Trail
Starrett- Matthews
Details under title: Raiders of Quantl Basin
Blondie's
Lucky
Day
Close Call for Boston

Two-Fisted
Stranger
Voice of The Whistler,
Who's
Guilty?
(Serial)

. . .6-11

BUT NOT GOODBYE
Comedy-drama — Started December 19
Cast:
Frank Morgan, Keenan Wynn, Audrey Totter, Leon Ames.
Cecil Kellaway,
Gladys Cooper,
Richard
Quine, Marshall
Thompson.
Producer. Irving Starr
Director: S. Sylvan Simon

.11-12.
.12-24.

Parks- Demarest
Down,

Parks-Lloyd
Geray-Cheirel
Drake-Blair
Curtis-Donnell
Starrett-Burnette
Starrett- Parks
Curtis-Roberts

NEW
CHART
Cart

(T)

Tumbling

Starrett-Burnette

River

METRO-

H* PRODUCTION
Jolson

Powder

issue.

RELEASE
Tltta — Imlif

(45)
(10)
( 2)
(28)
(15)
( 2)

Production
Production
Production
Production
Production
Production

PRODUCTIONS

NIGHT EDITOR
Drama — Started December 26
Cast:
William
Gargan,
Janis Carter,
Director: Henry Levin
Story;

In
In
In
In
In
In

title:

Snafu
So Dark
the Night
...
Tars and Spars
(T) . . . .
That
Texas
Jamboree
Terror
Trail
Texas
Panhandle
Throw a Saddle
on a Star
(Details under title: Smoky River Serenade)

11-45.

.7-23
.8-20
.7-23

603. .9-3
.600.
.607.
.606 ...8.6
.12-10
.611. .10-29
608 .11-26
.12-10
610. .10-29
.12-24

BULLETIN

Bad
Bascomb
Black Sheep

Beery-O'Brien
Craig-Jenkins

Details
under
title: Boy's
Ranch
Early to Wed
(T)
Great
Morgan,
The
Green
Years.
The
Harvey
Girls. The
(T)
Hold
High the Torch
(T)
Details under title: For Better
For

Worse

Holiday
in Mexico
(T)
Hoodlum Saint
Last Chance.
The
(105)
No
Leave.
No
Love
Postman Always
Rings Twice. The
Sailor
Takes
a Wife
(91)
Star
from
Heaven
(Cinecolor)
They
Were
Expendable
(133)
Time
for Two
Two
Sisters
From
Boston
Up Goes
Maisie
(89)
Ziegfeld
Follies
(T)

BLOCK

8-6. ,
8-6. .

Ball-Johnson
Morgan-Powell
Cobum-Drake
Garland-Hodiak
E.Taylor-Lassie

.4419.

2-19..
9-3..
...1-22.
...9-18..

Pidgeon-Massey
Powell-Williams

Salty U'Rourke
(100)
Unseen, The
(81)
Details under title:

BLOCK

...9-17..
. ...7-9..
Foreign

Johnson-Kirkwood
Turner-Garfield
Walker-Allyson
Thompson-Tobias
Montgomery-Wayne
Ball-Hodiak
....
Allyson-Lav/ford
Jothern-Murpliy
Astaire-Ball
....

.12-10

10-1
.6-25
. .4-2
.10-29
. .3-5
.10-1
. .7-9

609. .11-26

at the Waldorf

(130)

.4418. . . .3-5

NO. FIVE

. .9-4.
. .5-15.
.6-26.

Gargan-Savage

BLOCK

NO. SIX

title:

Hard

to

Handle

of This
World
(96)
Came Along
(103)

Bracken-Lynn
Cummings-Scott

SPECIAL

REISSUE
Blonde
<T)

Incendiary

(113)

Sign of the Cross
(118)
Northwest
Mounted
Police
This Gun
For Hire
(81)

COMPLETED
BLOCK NO. ONE

.11-15... 8-31... 4431.

.8-26.

. 1945-46

(34)
(12)

Completed
Completed

RELEASE
Tl'le— Rinnlni

(36)
(l(i)

In Production
In Production

(2)
(0)

CHART
Cast

Tint

Details

In

R«l.

IN PRODUCTION
Charlie Chan
Joe Palooka.

at Alcatraz
Champ

COMPLETED
China's
Little Devils
Dlllinger
(77)
Divorce
(70)

1944-45

(75)

Carey-Kelly
Lowe-Tierney
Francis-Cabot

Driftin'
Along
Details under title: Rollin' Along
Flame of the West
(71)
Forever Yours
(83)
Frontier
Feud
Details
under title: Flaming
Frontiers
G. I. Honeymoon
(70)
In Old
New
Mexico
Muggs
Rides
Again
Details
under title: County
Fair
Lost Trail,
The
Riders
of the Daw
Details
under
title: Rainbow
Valley
Saddle
Serenade
Details
under
title: Cowboy
Serenade
Scarlet
Clue, The
(65)...
Details
under
title: Radio
Mystery
Sensation
Details

Hunters
under title:

.12-24.
12-24.

Toler-Lorring
.
. . Kirkwood-Knox

Main

Street

Girl

Shanghai Cobra,
The
(64)
South of the Rio Grande
Details under title: Song of the Border
Stranger
from
Santa
Fe (56)
Springtime in Texas
(551
Trouble
Chasers
Details
under
title. Here Comes
Trouble

COMPLETED

...
...
..

Brown-Carver
Brown-Hatton
Storm-Smith
Brown-Hatton

...
..

Storm-Cookson
.
Renaldo-Kenyon
East Side Kids
Brown-Holt
Wakeley-White

..
.

Wakcley-White

.

Toler-Manton

..

Sunbonnet
Sue
Swing
Parade

title:
title:

7-14
.5-12
.8 18
.1-26

8-6
3-19
11-12

.6-9.
..8-7. . . .3-24.
.7-23. 11-24.

.1-22

. . .3-5.
10-1.
.2-19. ,

Gardner-Reynolds
Gargan-Kclly
..
Milland-Wyman
Jones-Cotten

Hold
That
Details

Bracken-Lake

Kitty
People
Stork

.10-2. ..5-5.
.8-21. . .5-28.
.6-16.
. .2-5.
. .7-9. 10-20.
11-3.
. .8-6.
.4-30.
.8-11.
.9-18.
.6-12.

NO. TWO

Blonde
(76)
under
title:

(104)
Are
Club

Funny
(98)

in

Good

Brown-Hatton
..
Wakley-White
. .
Gilbert-Howard

.1-22. . .7-21. .
. .4-2
6-2. .
.3-19.... 6-2...

Lamour-Cordova
Tufts-Lake
Crosby-Hope-Lamour
Barr-Massen

Big Town
Blue Dahlia,
The
Blue
Skies
(T)
Bride Wore Boots, The
Calcutta
Cross My Heart
Details
under title:

Too

Reed-Brooks
....
Ladd-Lake
Crosby-Astaire
...
Stanwyck-Cummings
Ladd-Russell
....
Hutton-Tufts
....

Easy
Come,
Easy
Go
Details
under
title:

Third

NOT

DESIGN ATED

Lady,
under

Searching
Wind.
Strange
Life of
Details
under

.6-11.
.5-28.

The
title:

Good

Take

Glamour

.6-25. .12-24. . . .505. .12-10
. 9-3. .12-15. . . .508
.8-20. . .1-12. . . .565
9-22
10-1
.12-24
11-26
9-17. . . .2-2
513
.10-15
.10-29
. .10-1

Woman

Up

Bleeding

To

Be

True

Wrlght-Milland

. .

Bracken-Welles
Hope-Caulfield
Donlevy-Russell
Haley-Hllllard

. ..
.. .
..
...

Young-Sidney
Stanwyck-Heflin

..

Weissmuller-Grey
Lowery-Britton
...
deHaviland-Lund
.
Milland-Wright
..
Ladd-Donlwy

9-4

12-13

.8-6.
12-24

.4:01.
.4503.

8-20
8-20

.12-14.
.11-16
.10-26.

4502 ..
.. 4504
.. .9-3
1-11
.9-3
.1-25.
.11-23. . .4:06 .10-15
.4509.
12-28.
.2-22.
3-22.
.3-8.

.10-15
4508.
.4507.
.10-15
12-10
.12-10
.4513.
.4512.
.4511.
.4511. .12-10
12-10

. .2-8.

. .4-2.
. .7-9.
.8-6.
. .1-8.
10-29.

11-26
.10-1.
.9-17.
..3-5.
.11-1.
10-15.
12-24
11-12.
6-11.
..7-9.

2-19.

McCrea-Britton
..
Milland-deHavilland

The

.9-17. . .12-

.561.

.10-29.
.10-29.

Cookson-William

.7-23. .11-10.

Regan-Storm
Storm-Reagan

.5-14.
.8-6.

Completed
Completed

RELEASE

(26)
(29)

Cast

(— )

( ~)

.1-10

10-15

In Pi-oduction
In Production

(0)
(2)

(64)
Murder
Men

11-13.
.5-1.

Stanwyck-MiKand

(158)

.12-10.

Intruder

Ride,

Cooper-Bergman
...7-13..
Lowery-Brooks
... 8-21..
Morris-Kelly
7-10..
Crosby-Hutton
....5-15..
Colbert-MacMorray
..2-7..

. . .4413.
. .4412.
. .4415.
. ..4411.
. .4414.

. .7-20
.12-25
.12-25
.12-25
.12-25

Ranger,

In the

Silver Fleet, The
(77)
Stagecoach
Outlaws
Swing Hostess
(76)

Detour

(68)

.3-5.
. .9-11
.526.
4-16.
.528.
11-13. .10-10
.8-27
Neal-Tilton
.
.4-15
10-31.
Arnt-Borg
502.
519.
.9-22.
6-11
. .8-21
Crabbe-St.
John
..
... 568
Rltter-Knox
1-22.
.6-11.
. . 564
O'Bricn-Ritter
. . .5-14.
563.
. .2-5. ..9-1. . .559
.6-14.
Crabbe-St.
John
. .
Bromberg-Jenks
.1-22.
524 .

Ride

Family

. ..

Dean-Carlin
.Lindsay-Neat
Henry-Johnson

savage -Nea I
(80)

. .3-19

. . .9-3

. .6-11

.5-28.
. ... 521 . .10-29
6-12.
530.
11-27.
.
.
.6-1
.4-16.
.8-17.
Richardson-Withers
558
.. .7-26.
.11-5
. 7-1
. .5-14
Crabbe-St.
John
..
.11-15
Tllton-Collins
...
. . For .
509.
Ritter-O'Brien
. . . .4-16. .
...562.
. . .9-8

Lane-Leonard
Fraser-Wrixon

(69)

. 101
. .7-23

..5-2,

O'Brien-Aldrich
Fraser-Gillern
....

1945-46

(Cinecolor)

Enchanted
Forest
(Cinecolor)
Flying Serpent
Gun Smoke
How
Do You
Do?
(83)
I Ring
Doorbells

(0) «r*
(0)
(0)
(0)

4-30.

Albertson-Armstrong
Savage-Beaumont
Crabbe-St.
John

The Phantnm if 42nd Street
Shadow
of Terror
(60)
Details
under
title: Checkmate

Caravan
Trails
Club
Havana
Danny Boy

1944-45

Production
Production
Production
Production

1944-45

COMPLETED

(T)

CHART

In
In
In
In

Cast

(67)

Fighting
Bill Carson
Flaming
Bullets
Frontier
Fugitives
Details
under title:

Three In the Saddle
Why Girls Leave Home
White
Pongo
(73)

Detalli

IN PRODUCTION
COMPLETED
BLOCK
NO. THREE

Completed

Time

Crime.
Inc.
(75)
Dangerous
Intruder
(71)
Details
under
title: The

CHART

Tint

(27)
(18)
(11)

COMPLETED
Arson Squad
Apology
for
Border
Bad

Girl

1944-45 Features
1945-46 Features

(24) Completed
(18) Completed
(— ) Completed

RELEASE
Title— Rinnlni

12-10. . .2-16. . . .572.
. .6-25. . . .1-2. . .516.

Richmond-Reed
Belita-Moore
.. .

.. .

1944-45 Features
Westerns
1945-46 Features
Westerns

2-23.
-.

Suspense

For Whom the Bell Tolls (T)
Dangerous
Passage
(61)
Double
Exposure
(64)
Here Come the Waves
(99)
Practically
Yoart
(90)

.4432
.4434

Tufts-Lynn

This

The Gangster's
Den
Missing Corpse
(62)
Details under title: Stranger

California

True

Avenue

The
Martha
Ivers
title: Love
Lies

Virginian,
The
(T)
Well-Groomed
Bride,

Be

. .7-9

1945-46

(90)

Title — Running

To

Swamp
Fire
They
Made Me A Killer
To Each
His Own
Trouble With Women, The
Details under title: Too Good
Two
Yeart
6ef«r»
the Mast

.9-29.
.9-8.

4-2
.9-18

(96)

Ladies'
Man
Monsieur
Beaucaire
<T)
Our Hearts
Were
Growing
Rhythm
Ranch

Toler-Moreland
Renaldo-Armida

10-31
.10-2.
.10-31
.12-11
1-8
6-12

..

Goddard-Milland
Haley-Walker
Hutton-Fitzgerald

NO. THREE

Mexico

. .2-19.
4-30

Miss Susie Slagle's
(87)
Road to Utopia, The
(90)
Tokyo
Rose
(66)

Imperfect
Details

.4-16. .10-13.

Intentions

(93)

BLOCK

Masquerade

Mcrrick-Lowery

Allotment
Wives
(80)
Fr-ncis-Ke'lv
Black
Market
Babies
Richmond-Hazard
Border
Bandits
..
. Brown-Hatton
Come
Out Fighting
East Side
Kids .
Gay
Cavalier,
The
Roland-Amos
. .
Hinh School
Kids
Stewart-Preisser
.
Red Dragon,
The
Toler-Fong
Details under title: Charlie Chan in Mexico
Face of Marble,
The
Carradinc-Drake
Haunted
Mine,
The
Brown-H?tton
Live
Wires
Gorcey-Drake
...
Details under title: Stepping Around
Lonesome
Trail
Wakely-White
..
Details under title: On The Cherokee Trail
Moon
Over
Montana
Wakely-Ho!t
Strange Mr. Gregory, The
Lowe-Rogers
. . .
Details under title: Gregory
Shadow,
The
Suspense
Details
under
Untitled
Details
under

.7-10.
.10-16.

Duffy's
Tavern
(97)
Follow
That
Woman
(70)
Lost Weekend.
The
(101)
Love Letters
(101)

BLOCK

3--,
6-25

.4 133

.8-26.
. 9-28.

1944-45 Features
Westerns

3-5

.4424. . 4-16

.4421
4-2
.4422. . .4-16
2-19.
.4423. . .4-16
.11-27.
.5-1.
.12-25 . .7-27. . .4428.
.4427 .6-11
.611
.7-10.
.4426.

Colbert-March
Cooper-Carroll
.
Ladd-Lake
....

(128)

.4417

11-13

..7-13
. .9-14.

Hutton-Cordova

(T)

3

441f.

.Ladd-Russell
...
McCrea-Russell

Fear

Midnight
Manhunt
Details
under

1-7

.11-27. .10-45. . . .605. . .7-23

Turner-Johnson

Man

. .1-10.
.1016.

Lamour-Cordova
Fontaine-Brent
MacMurrayMain
Haley-Savage
.. .

Out
You

8-20
..5-1

Lake-Tufts
Lowery-Brooks

A Medal
fur Benny
(80)
Affairs of Susan,
The
(110)
Murder,
He Says
(92)
Scared
Stiff (65)

1-7

SPECIAL
Weekend

NO. FOUR

Bring
On the Girls (T)
(92)
High
Powered
(62)
Details
under
title: The
High

Lowe-Joyce
Lewis-Kramer
Sterle-Siylor
Gordon-Windsor
Shayne-Gwynne

. .3-5.
10-1
5-28.
8-6

2-20

111
.222

7-9
8-6

10-23
11-30
1-8

.11-26

6-25.
1-22..
12-8.
9-3 . .
2-25.
12-10
12-24
8-6
10-2
.

.12-24

.11-26
10-1

JANUARY

7,

1946

Lightning
Raiders
Mask
nl Diijon
Murder
Is My Business
Navajo
Kid
Once
and For All
Prairie
Rustlers
Details under title: Buster Crabbe
Romance
of the
Six Gun
Man
Details under

Crabbe-St.
John
. 10-15
Von Strolieim-Bates 11-26.
Beaumont-Walker
. .12-26.
jteele-Sailor
.... 10-15
Coleman-Reed
.... 10-29
Crabbe-St.
John
. . .9-17 .
No.

1

West
title:

Dean-Barton
stecle-Carlin
Six-Gun

For

Song of Old Wyoming
(Cinecolor)
Strangleo" The
Swamps
Wife
of Monte
Cristo

8-6.
. . . .10-29.

Hire
(65) . . . . Dcan-Padden
LaPlanche-Edwards
Loder-Aubert

(32)
(24)
( 4)
(40)
(16)
( 4)

1944-45 Features
Westerns
Serials
1945-46 Features
Westerns
Serials

5-14.
.9-3..
8-6.

(32)
Completed
Completed
Completed
Completed
Completed
Completed

RELEASE

(24)
( 3)
(21)
(16)
( 2)

.1-7
11-21
. 11-7 .
.2-1.
.11-12
. .1-1

10-29

Production
Production
Production
Production
Production
Production

(0)
(0)
(2)
(0)
(0)

CHART

Title — Running

Moore-Elliott
Pearce-Harris
Time

COMPLETED

Dttillt

Rtl.

.9-3.
1-22.

12-15.
.9-10.
.6-19.
.8-11..

1944-45

Along
the Navajo
Trail
(66)
Behind
City Lights
(68)
Details
under
title: Return
at Dawn
Bells of Rosarita
(68)
(Jordertown
Trallj
Cheaters,
The
(87)
Details under title: The Magnificent Mr.
Cheyenne Wildcat
Chicago
Kid
(68)
Corpus
Christl
Bandits

Rogers-Evans
.Terry-Roberts

M
Elliott-Fleming
Barry- Roberts
Lane-Talbot

the

Grey-Kelly
Pcarce-Evans
Morley-Asther
Arlen-Walker

.

9-18.
9-18.
11-27.
...11-27.

Elliott-Fleming
Bruce-Ashley
Rogers-Evans
Stirling-Bailey
Elliott-Hayes
Guizar-Moorc
Carson-Stewart
Arlen-Roberts
Lowery-Storey
Lane-Stewart
.
Elliott-Blake
Carson-Stirling
Carson-Stirling
Terry-Brown
Early-Clark
Randolph-O'Malley

Ships

Horton-George
of

.

.12-11.
5-14.
3-19.
...10-16.
3-6.,
5-28.

Remember

. .413.
.427 ..3-19

..7-7.. .483
..7-3..
.5-28. . ..415... 4-30
. .422
.2-15.. .3317
.7-19.
.1-16.. .
. . 409 . . . 1-22
.7-23. . ..419... 5-14

Me

Three's
A Crowd
(58)
Thorooohhreds
.
Tiger
Woman,
The
Utah
(78)
Vamnire's
Ghost
(59)

Michael-Gordon
Neal-Mara
Richmond-Mara
Rogers-Evaiu
Abbott-Stewart

I've Always
Loved
Yon
Details
under
title:
Days
French
Gay
Girls
Guy
Glass
King
Last

of

Madonna's
Secret.
The
Marshall
of Laredo
Murder
in the Music
Hall
Night
Train
to Memphis
P ■>■ skey
tn Dangrr
Phantom
of the Plains
Phantom
Rider. The
(Serial)
Rough
Riders of Cheyenne

28

. .5-23. .
9-4. .12-23.
9-4 .11-16. .
... .3-19.
.3-19
12-11 ... 3-21 .
.. .10-16. . .5-10.

1945-46

(T)
Concerto

Buffalo
Bill
Key.
The
Blade
nf the Big House
(68)
Could
Change,
A
Alibi. The
of the Forest
Rangers
Crooked
Mile.
The

2-27."
.. .1
.11-6'
.•ST
.11-27.

(Serial)

Dowd-Duke

the End
of Time
Details under title: The

Details

11-27.

.... 12-24
. . . .4-16. . .9-14.
. . . .4-30
. . 12-15 .. 11-17 .

Esmond-Auhert
Carson-Stirling
Elliott-Fleming
Fl'iott-Fleming
Bachelor-Browne
Ralston-Wayne

....10-1
7-9 .
. . . .3-19.
. . .10-29
..10-29
8-6

under title: Thanks

of

God,

BLOCK

. . 505 .

Strangler,
Pecos

BLOCK

First Yank
Isle of the

11-1

.561.

..5-29.
. .6-12.
..7-24.
..7-24.
.10-16.
10-16.
.8-21.
..5-1.
11-13.

..9-4.
.. .9-18.
.1-22
.11-13.

(84)

Scott-Lee
Co* w-Wright
Henle-O'Shea
...
Hope-Mayo
Cartoon
Feature

(94)

(98)

. .2-21.
....4-3.
.8-21.
. .5-15.
.4-17.
.7-24.

Kaye-Mayo

Davis-Haley
....
Conway-Corday
..
Raft-Trevor
Errol-Risdon
Brown-Carney
. . .

(65)

10-16.
. .7-10. .
.8-21.

Robinson-Bennett

1945-46

ONE

Toyko
(72)

...

12-11.
. .2-5.
.2-19.
.2-19.
.4-16.

(82)

Neal-Hale
Karloff-Drew

. . .

Cornered
(102)
Hotel Reserve
(79)

Foreign.
. . .7-9.
Conway-Jeffreys . . . .6-11.
Haley-Jeffries
. ..
.12-11.
McGuire-Brent
. .

Dick Tracy
Sing

Your

NO.

Along

Came

(61)
Way

. 11-27.
. .2-5.
. .6-11.

Powell-Chelrel
Mason-Mannheim

Home

(72)

The
title:

Some

Must

DEAIGNATED

Jones

Mary's,
Dawn

Watch

(90)

Badman's
Territory
Bamboo
Blonde
Bedlam
Details
under title:
Bells of St.
Deadline
at

THREE

Cooper-Young

. . .

Scott- Richards
Langford-Wade
Karloff-Lee
A
The

Tale

of

(125)

Bedlam
Crosby-Bergman
Hayward-Williams

F I L M

.510.. 12-11
.507. .12-11
.508.. 12-11
.506.. 10-30
.509.. 12-11
.511.
. .2-19
.513.
.515.,
.2-19
.514. ...2-5
2-19
517., ..2-19
.4-30
.512. .4-30
.4-30
.519.. .4-30
.518.. ..3-5
. 520 .
.516..
,.523.. .6-11
. .522. . .5-14
. .521... 4-30
..583.
.524
6-11
. ..581.
584 . . 12-11
10-16
...8-7
.12-25
...3-5
.551.
.591.
.582. .10-16
.552. ..4-30
602.
603.
604
601.
605.

..2-19.
O'Brien-Drew
. ..
Henreid-O'Hara
Warren-Long

NOT

..562

..7-24.
..7-24.

Man
Alive
(70)
Spanish
Main.
The
(T)
(100)
Wanderer of the Wasteland
(67)

Spiral
Staircase,
Details
under

Lederer-Patrick
. . . .10-1
Elliott-Blako
3-5. .10-7..
Ralston-Marshall
. .10-29
. . Acuff-Mara
11-12
Bachelor-Livingston
11-26
.9-7.
Elliott-Fleming
....2-5..
Kent-Stewart
8-6..
Carson-Stewart
. . . .5-14. .

....

Mitchum-Hale

NO. TWO

BLOCK

. 502 . 12-21
. .1-27.. .. .508

Tracy-Kelly
Errol-Riley

Loder-Duprez

(66)

NO.

Into
Dead

..

Conway-Rutherford

George White's Scandals
(95)
Falcon
in San
Francisco. The
Johnny Angel
(79)
Momma Loves Poppa (60)
Radio Stars on Parade
(69)

BLOCK

.11-26

(81)

Wn.i.m
In the Window,
The
(95)
DetaJb
tnitr title: Once Off Guard
(T)

Langford-Brown
Mitchum-Gates

Karloff-Lugosi
..
Scott-Drew
Welssmuller-Joyce
Day-Young
Brown-Carney
. . .

(67)

It's a Pleasure
(T)
(90)
Princess »nd the Pirate
(T)
Three Caballeros
(T)
(71)

Man

.

Young-McGuire
O'Brien-Landis
Terry-Long

(66)

SPECIALS

...

Powell-Shirley

Wayne-Ann

The

COMPLETED

.504. . . .1-7

Love

Lamarr- Brent
Conway-Hale

Invisible Army

Belle of the Yokon
(T)
Casanova
Brown
(93)

.551

.12-25.

(95)
title:

O'clock Courage
The

My

(92)
(70)

NO. FIVE

Back to Bataan
Details
under

of

Lovely

NO. FOUR

BLOCK

West

1944-45

THREE

Body
Snatcher,
The
(78)
China
Sky
(77)
Tarzan
and the Amazons
(72)
Those Endearing Young Charms
Zombies
on Broadway
(68)

.424. .10-15

.503.

My

.10-29.
. .10-29.
.11-12.
.10-29.

Take

(65)

Enchanted
Cottage,
The
Having
Wonderful
Crime
Pan
Americana
(84)

Two

.441
4-2
.434. ..5-14

I'll

Ret.

Ueuv'ti

McGuire-Madison

Home

(67)

NO.

Myrna

Producer: Sid Rogell

Bergman-Grant
Russell-Knox
.. .
Colbert-Wayne

BLOCK

Brighton

12-13. .
.563
.11-14.. .. .5^3

8-20

Carson-Strwart
10-1
Dekkcr-Ankcrs
.... 10-29
A'hlcv-Rogcrs
.... 12-10
Rcbets-Powcrs
3-5
Lane-Frazcc
...... 6-25 .
. Wrixon-Fowlcy
....12-24
Thompson-Talbot
..10-15.
. Barry-Savage
12-10

Dream

Perilous
(91)
Hollywood,
The

Gilmore,

It.

COMPLETED
BLOCK
NO. TWO
Experiment
Faleon
to

Lowell

Cut

Notorious
Sister
Kenny
Without
Reservations

Wonder
1-8.

Carson-Stewart
Carson-Stewart
Elliott-Flen'ing
Darwcll-Kenncdy

McLeod-Dom

Till

.418... 6-25

.426. ..9-17
.425
.416
.408
.430

(0)
(6)

CHART

IN PRODUCTION

Betrayal
From the East
(82)
What
a Blonde
(71)
Details
nnder title: Come Share

• JJBMSJS-0UB1

.507.

PRODUCTIONS

RELEASE

TIM

.428. . .9-17
. .8-1. . ...443...
9-17
.3-18. . .482
..7-2..
11-15. . .3312
.7-14. . ..456
.431. .11-26

79fr ' ' " ' ST-6 ' ' ° tT.-|> ' " ° '
-13 .. .9-1.
Taylor-Frazee
... . 11
11-13.
Livingston-Terry
. .12-25.
25. . .8-16. .

Anoel
Comes
to Brooklyn.
An
Details
under
title: New
Faces
of 1945
Alias Billy The
Kid
Bandit of Badlands
California
Gold
Rush
Captain
Tugboat
Annie
(70)
Details
under title: Tugboat
Annie's
Son
Cat Man
of Paris, The
Cherokee
Flash
Colorado
Pioneers
Conquest
of Cheyenne
Crime
of the Century
Dakota
(82)

Title— Rinalni

Girl Rush,
The
Nevada
(61)

. . 6-11.

.564.

n Production
n Production

(31)
(35)

Mystery — Started December 20
Cast:
Lawrence Tierney, Anne Jeffreys.
Dell, Jason Robards.
Director: Phil Rosen
Story:
Not available.
See next issue.

.9-15..
.9-15. . .3318

Sunset
in El Dorado
(66)
Swingin'
on a Rainbow
(72)
Tell It To A Star

COMPLETED

NEW

.506.
.501.

CRACK-UP
Mystery-drama — Started December 19
Cast:
Pat O'Brien, Claire Trevor, Herbert Marshall, Wally Ford.
Director: Irving Reis
Producer: Jack Gross
Story:
Not available.
See next issue.
STEP BY STEP

Muro'tr,
My
Sweet
(90)
Details
under title: Farewell

.9-29..

VonSt'heim-Bathelor
2-19.
9-30.
Mara-Barrier
12-28.
Elliott-Fleming
....7-23
Rogers-Evans
12-24
Kurov-Essen
11-26
Marshall-Gargan
...8-6..
Elliott-Fleming .9-17
Booth-Livingston
...9-17
Elliott-Fleming
... .4-16. .12-21.
Hale-Booth
11-26
Kelly-Loder
4-30. 12-13.

Completed
Completed

. .424. . .8-20
. .4-2. . . .414. . .4-16

. .4-2. . .5-10. . . . .423
.10-31.
.433... 5-14
. .1-8. . .7-10.
.. .461
.4-17.
.7-20..
.5-29. .8-16. . .3313
.2-19. . .2-28. . . .455
12-25. .6-2.. .454
.8-12. .
4-17
.401
9-4
.2-19.. .411
10-16.
. . 6-4 . . .420
12-11.
9-3
.10-16.. .7-29. .

Monterey
Rogers-Evans

.
. .446. 12-24
. ..429. ..10-1

. .442. . .5-28
.5-15.
. .451.
.2-19.
.6-12.
.2-5. . .7-15.. . .421
7-9
.9-30..
.3314
. 6-29.
.4-20. . . ..417...
2-19
. 465
.10-2
10-15
7-23. .9-15. . . .445. .11-12
..4-5. .

Rogers-Evans
O'Keefe-Moore
....11-13.
.Ankers-Fraser
1-22.
Lamont-Talbot
2-5..
Wayne-Dvorak
7-24.
Armstrong-Bachelor
12-25.
Elliott-Fleming
...9-18.

Grissly's
Millions
(72)
Hitchhike to Happiness
(71)
Jealousy
(71)
Identity Unknown
(71)
Details under title: Johnny
March
Lone
Texas
Ranger
Love, Honor
and
Goodbye
(87)
Man
From Oklahoma, The
(68)
Man
Hunt
of Mystery
Island
(Serial)
Marshal
of Reno
Mexicana
(83)
Oregon
Trail
Phantom Speaks.
The
(68)
Road To Alcatraz
Silver City Kid
Details under title: Red Gulch Renegades
San Antonio Kid
Santa
Fe Saddlemates
Sheriff of Cimarron
Sing, Neighbor,
Sing
(70)
Song for Miss Julie, A (69)
Sporting Chance
(59)
Details
under
title: Behind
Stagecoach
to Monterey
Details under title: Marshal

.

Rogers-Evans
. .
Carson-Burnette
.
Schildkraut-Burke

Don't
Fence
Me
In (71)
Earl Carroll's Vanities
(89)
Fatal
Witness
Federal
Operator No. 99
(Serial)
Flame of Barbary Coast
(91)
6angs of the Waterfront
The
Great Stagecoach
Robbery

Steppin'
In Society
(72)
Details under title: You'll

12-10.
12-24 .

Cut

I!t44-l.~> Features
1945-46 Features

(ID

In
In
Di
In
In
In

IN PRODUCTION
In Old Sacramento
One
Exciting
Week

Scotland
Yard
Investigator
(68)
Song
ot Mexico
Sheriff of Redwood
Valley
Song of Arizona
Spectre
of tha Rose
Strange
Impersonation,
A
Sun
Valley
Cyclone
The Valley of the Zombie
Wagon Wheels Westward
West
of God's
Country
(Magnacolor)
Woman
Who Came Back.
The
Details under title: The Web

...9-3.
11-27.

606
610

.8-6
. .8-6
.8-6

.. .9-17
.9-17
609.
607. . .8-6
...8-6
608 10-15
614
. .10-1
615 .12-24
613 . .10-1
612.
. 12-24
.12-24

. 681 ... 6-25

. .9-17.
. .10-1
. . .8-6.
.11-26
.3-5.
.5-28.
BULLETIN

Ding
Dong
Williams
Falcon's Alibi, The
From
This
Day
Forward
Details under title: All
Game ot Death
Details
under

(70)
title:

Brides are Beautiful

The

Most

Heartbeat
Kid From
Brooklyn,
The
(T)
Lady
Luck
Genius,
Inc
Details
under
title: Master
Riverboat
Details

Rhythm
under

title:

Vernon-McGuire
Conway-Corday
Fontaine-Stevens
Loder-Long

Dangerous

Your

The
Stranger,
Pass
Sunset
Tarzan and the Leopard
Woman
Tomorrow
Is Forever
Truth
About
Murder,
The
Details under title: The
Lie

12-10

.... 8-20
6-25
10-29
9-3

Errol-Newton

Heart

UNITED

2-19

Rogers-Aumont
Kaye-Mayo
.
Young-Hale
Carney-Brown

Minds

Follow

. . . .5-14
. . . .8-20
.... 9-3

Completed (24)
In Production (<))
In Production (2)
Completed (21)
Key to Producers: Small (Sml ); Rogers (Rgs.); Vanguard
(Van); Crosby (Cby.) ; Sherman (Slim.); Pressburger
(Psb.); Wanger (Wgr.); Ripley-Monter (R.M.); Bogeaua
(liog.); Stroinberg (Sing.); Levey (Lev.); Cowan (Cow.);
Stone (Stn..); Selznick (Szk.); Nelx nzahl (Neb.); Lesser
Les.); Loew-Hakim (L. II.); Skirball (Ski.); Eagle-Lion
(G. F. D.); Caguey (Cgy.); Bronston (Brn.) ; Hughes (Hug).

7-9..

. . .10-29
Robinson-Young
.... 12-10
Warren-Leslie
Weismuller- Joyce
. .8-20
Colbert-Welles
4-2
Granville-Conway
. . .7-23
Detector

RELEASE

REISSUE
Pinocchio

(T)

Disney

Cartoon

Feature

Tltlt— Itlilni

691

1*1
Sin of
Strange

1944-45 Features
1945-46 Features

Completed
Completed

NEW
STRANGE

In Production
In Production

(26)
(27)

(0)
(7)

Not

available.

See

next

issue.

RELEASE
Tltl»— BlBllDf

Bryan Foy

Details

lei.

IN PRODUCTION
of
Anna and The
King
of Siam
Cluny
Brown
Dark
Corner,
The
Shocking
Miss Pilgrim,
The
(T)
Somewhere
in the Night
Three
Little Girls in Blue (T)

Dunne-Harrison
Jones-Boyer
Ball-Stevens
Grable-Haymes
Hodiak-Guild
Haver-Mature

COMPLETED
BLOCK
NO. SIX
Keys of
Fighting

BLOCK

2-7.

BLOCK

NO.

9-4.
515.

(T)

Q'Shea-Marshall
McDowell-Foster

(73)

..11-13.
...5-15.

NO. NINE

Molly
and
Me
(77)
Details
under
title: Molly,
Bless
Song of Bernadette
(156)
Royal Scandal,
A (90)
Details
under
title: Czarina

BLOCK

Fields-Woolley

.11-13..

Adventures
Details

.Jan

514. .12-25

.Jan

515. . .1-22

Feb
.Feb

516... 1-22
517
2-5

.Mar

519. ..2-19

Mar

518

.Apr.

.522.

2-5

Her
Jones-Price
Bankhead-Eythe

BLOCK

(104)

Grable-Haymes
Laurel-Hardy

4-5..
.April
....9-18..
April

520
521

.3-5
2-7
4-6

.May

524.. .4-30

.May

525... 4-16

2-5.

.June

527. . .6-25

...9-4.

.June

526. . .5-28

....8-21.
July
. . .3-5. . .July

529... 6-11
528... 6-11

9-4.
12-11.

NO. ELEVEN

Don

Juan Quilligan
(75)
Bendix-Blondell
Details under title: Two-Faced
Quilligan
Where Do We Go From Here?
(T)
(77) . . . MacMurray-Leslie

BLOCK

NO. TWELVE

Nob
Hill (T)
(95)
Within These Walls

title:

the

Wild

J. Bennett-Raft
Mitchell-Anderson

(71)
(Reissue)

(81)

1945-46 -

DESIGNATED
Nov.

And Then There Were None
(97)
Behind
Green
Lights
Details
under title: Precinct 33

Fitzgerald-Huston
Landis-Gargan

..3-19.
...10-1..

Bell for Adano, A (103)
Black
Beauty
Captain
Eddie
(107)
Caribbean
Mystery
(65)
Details under title: First,
Centennial
Summer
(T)

Hodiak-Tierney
Freeman-Denning
MacMurray-Bari
Dunn-Ryan

...11-13..
.12-10.. .Sept.
..12-11..
2-5.. .Sept..

Miss

Crain-Wilde

Garner-Joslyn

Keys
(T)
Flying
Home
Heaven
(T)
(110)

Sentimental
Journey
Spider.
The
(63)
State
Fair (T)
(100)
Walk
in the Sun
(117)
Details
under
UA
Release
Way
Ahead,
Wilson
(T)

Be

Bennett-Eythe
Miranda-O'Keefe
Grable-Payne
. ..Tierney-Eythe
Payne-Haver
Faye-Andrews
Eythe-Hasso
Told

(94)

Kitten
on the
Johnny
Comes
Leave
Her To
Shock
Smoky
(T)

Chart

The
(104)
(153)

the

• • 6gy. .

Hussey-CarroM
Cagney-Sidney
rjKeefe-Walker
Livesy-Walbrook
Oheron-Tone
Powell-Bellamy

Stan

. .Stn.
.6-15 . ..Sml..
.. .5-4.
. Bog .
. .8-21.
.11-10 G-F.D. .
.3-31.
. .4-7. . . .Rgs. .
Foreign. . 6-29.
.
. . .5-29 .7-27.
...9-4..
1-19. Crosby.
.12-11.
.7-10. .
. .Ski.
. .6-16. . . Lev. .
...1-5. ..Szk..
...1-10.
...4-17.
12-13 .4-21. . . . Rgs .
G.F.D..
. Stn.
Foreign. .
.10-16
. 6-30
.12-13. . .8-10.
. .9-18.
.. .Rgs..
L.H..
. .6-2. .
.11-27. . .7-13. . Cwn.
.10-31.
. .11-27

Darncll-McClure
Colbert-Ameche
Bendix-Hayward
Rogers-Cotten

Furlough

AIlen-Benchley
PoweM- Fields
Aylmer-Gynt
Bergen-Granville
Scott-Field
in Your Hand
Meredith

Marx
Night

. .6-25
..4-30
.12-11
.....4-2
.3-19
. .4-2
. .6-11
. . 5-2y
...1-8
...7-10
. .8-6
. .2-19
. .1-22
..5-14
. .6-25
. .S-ls

. . .8-6. . .1-11. . Lev.
.10-15

Scott-Dvorak
Brothers

..

in Casablanca

Blithe
Spirit
(T)
(94)
Breakfast
in Hollywood
Caesar
and
Cleonatra
(T)
Captain
Kidd
(89)
Diary
of A Chambermaid
Duel
In the Sun
(T)

Cummings-HarriMin
Foreign
.12-14. . GFD. . .10-1
8-20. . .2-22. . . Gldn
Brencman-Granville
Olivier-Leigh
Foreign. . .
G.F.O. . .
Laugliton-Britton
2-5
10-19
. Bog. . .8-20
Goddard-Hatfield
.7-23. . 2-15. Bog-Mer
Jones-Cotten
...3-19
Szk

Petting
Gertie's
Garter
(72)
Henry V (T)
Johnny
in thi Cloud-, (88)
Outlaw.
The
Paris — Underground
(97)
Scandal
in Paris, A
Spellbound
(113)
Details under
title: House of Dr.

O'Kecfe-McDonald
. . .6-25.
For
O'ivier-N'wtnn
Montoon>ery-Mill<
Foreign
Russell-Huston
.
Bennett-Fields
. . 1-22.
.
.10-29
Sanders-Hasso
..
7-24.
Bergman-Peck
.. .

This
Hapoy
Breed
?noi
W-men
Young
Widow
Whistle
Stop

.11-30

Sml.

12-10

G.F.n..
3-15
2-8

GFD. .12-10
. .Hug

. .9-14

. Bnt.. .10-29
Psb

.12-28. . .Szk. .11-12

Edwardes

(T)

Foreign
G F.D. .
Foreign
GFD.
. . .3-5. . . .3-1.
Smg.
. 7-23
1-25. . Neb.

Newton-Johnson
Robso^ r.a'vert
Rus' el Hayward
Raf -Gardner

1944-45 Features
Westerns
Serials

.601
.604.
.605.

....12-25.
. . 8-20.
2-5.
3-5..
5-14..
5-14.
4-30.

7,

1946

(48)

Completed
Completed
Completed
Completed
Completed
Completed

( 7)

( 5)

((30)
4)
( 3)

. .8-6
.610. .10-15
12-24
.609. . .10-1
.Dec.
Aug.
Oct.

2-19.,

.612.. 10-29
.608.
.9-17
.603. . .6-25
.514. .12-24
.615

Payne-O'Hara
Contc-Marlowe
Andrcws-Crain
Andrews-Conte

. Dec.
Oct..

.613
.607.

. Jan. .
Aug.

For..
11-29..

11-12
.9-17
.613. .12-24
.606.
.602.

.6-11
. .8-7

KM

In Production
In Production

In Production

(0)
it))
(0)

In Production
Production
In
In Production

(2)

PRODUCTIONS

HI)

NOTORIOUS GENTLEMAN
Comedy — Started Decembei
26
Cast:
Kent Taylor, Virginia
Grey, Jane Adams.
Milburn Stone,
Danny Morton, John Litel, Samuel S. Hinds.
Director: Charles Barton
Producer: Howard Welscl)
Story:
Not available.
See next

RELEASE
Trrle —

Jan..
Jan.

Nlven-Huntley
Hardwicke-Mitchell

( 4)
7)

l!H5-4fi Features
Westerns
Serials

7-9
.7-23

O'Hara-Haymes
....4-30..
Stewart-Crane
... 11-26
Tierney-Wilde
5-28.
Price-Bari
10-15
.
MacMurray-Baxter
..7-23..
10-1..
6-11.
1-22.
8-11.

(48)

Reitlii

Tlae

CHART
MtaJU
11-12

Cist

IN PRODUCTION

9-17..

Aug..

JANUARY

.611. ..7-23

.Aug.

Last and Always

Colonel
Effingham's
Raid
(70)
Doll Face
(80)
Dolly Sisters, The
(T)
(114)
Dragonwyck
Give Me the Simple
Life (T)
Fallen
Angel
(97)
House on 92nd Street
(88)
Details under title: Now It Can
Junior

■*.

..12-24.
.10-1.. .

1944-45

NEW

.Jon«....52J.

Gable Young

COMPLETED
NOT

Lloyd-Walburn
Lamarr-Sandcrs

Abilene

in Casablanca
under title: A

REISSUE
of

Id.

NO. TEN

Diamond Horseshoe
(T)
Bull Fighters
(62)

Call

t«Ulh

1945-46

EIGHT

Evidence
(68)
Son of FlicJca

BLOCK

Cregar-Darnell
McGuire-Dunn

(128)

The

Great
John
L, The
(96)
Guest
Wife
(88)
Hairy Ape, The
(90)
I'll Be Seeing You (85)
Details
under
til If : Double

Abilene
Town
Details under

NO. SEVEN

rlangover Square
(77)
A Tree Grows in Brooklyn

Circumstantial
Thunderhead,

Peck-Hardwlcke
.Gov't
Documentary

Diddlebock,
The

COMPLETED

.12-10
12-24 .
12-10 .
.... 12-10.
12-10.
11-26

1944-45

the Kingdom
(137)
Lady,
The
(61).

Harold
Woman,

It's In the Bag
(87)
Sensations
of 1945
(86)
Mr. Emmanuel
(92)
Song of the Onen
Road
(89)
Southerner,
The
(91)
Details under title: Hold Autumn
Stnry of G. I. Joe (109)

CHART
Cut

TIM

c«M

JTJROOOOTIOM

Bedside
Manner
(79)
Blood
on the Sun
(94)
Brewster's
Millions
(79)
Colonel
Blimp
(T)
(148)
Dark Waters
(89)
Del.ghtfully
Dangerous
(93)
Oetalls
under title- High
Among

PRODUCTIONS

CHART

Tltm

COMPLETED

TRIANGLE

Mystery — Started December 24
Cast:
Signe Hasso, John Shepperd, Anabel Shaw.
Director: Ray McCarey
Producer
Story:

ARTISTS

1944-45 Features
1945-46 Features

Genius

in

the

Family

Loy-Amcche

COMPLETED

1945-46

Beautiful
Cheat
(59)
Granvillc-Beery
Details under
title: It's Never Too Late
Beyond
the Pecos
Cameron-Drew
Blonde
Ransom
(68)
Cook-Grey
Babes
on Swing
Street
Errol-Vlncent
Climax,
The
(T)
(86)
. .Karloff- Foster
East Side of Heaven
(Reissue)
Crosby-Blondcll
Easy
To look
At (64)
Jean-Grant
Frozen
Ghost. The
(61)
Chaney-Ankcrs
Frisco
Sal
(94)
Foster-Bey
Here Come the Co-Eds
(88)
bbott-Costello
Her Lucky
Night
(63)
Andrews Sisters
Details
under
title: Stars Over Manhattai
House
of
Fear
(69)
Rathbone-Bruce
Honeymoon Ahead
Jones-McDonald
Details
under
title: Romance.
Inc.
House of
Details

Frankenstein
inder title:

(70)
Devils

lei.

Karloff -Chancy
Brood

...

11-27. . .7-20. . .9044
2-23 . .9083
.7-24. ..6-15
12-25.

.8-6

.6-25
10-13.
.9042.
9007
.10-16
.10-20.
.2-21. .6-28. .
12-25. .6-15.
.. .5-29.
.9097.
.
.8-10
.9024
.6-26.
.9012.
.9032.
. . . .10-2.
.
9045
.
.2-23.
1-8
3-16.
11-13
9-3
.9002. .. .3-5
... .7-24.
29
.3-19
.9021. .4-16
.9025.
.5-11.
..2-2.
..2-9.
..
. .7-9
.9028.
. .2-5.
. .3-5
11-27.
.4.17. . .2-16 . .9013.

8-6
I'll

Remember
April
(64)
uelails
under
title: Mike

Goes

to

a

Party

Jean-Grant

I'll Tell the World
Imitation
of Lite (Reissue)
Jungle
Captive
(63)
Jungle
Queen
(Serial)
Lady
On A train
(94)
Moonlight
and
Cactus

Tracy-Joyce
....
Colbert-William
Lane-Kruger
Collier-Ouillan
Durbin-Bellamy
Anurews-Carnlio

Mummy's
Curse
i62)
Mystery ot the River Boat
(Serial)
Naughty
Nineties,
The
(76)
Night
Club
Girl
(61)
On Stage,
Everybdoy
(75)
Patrick
the Great
(89)
Pearl of Death
i69)
Penthouse
Rhythm
(60)
Raiders
of Ghost
City
Salome,
Where She Danced
(T)
(SO)
See My Lawyer
(69)
She Gets Her
Man
(74)
Song of the Sarong
(65)
Sudan
(T)
(76)
Details
under
title: Oueen
of the Nile
Suspect, Tho
(85)
Swing
Out, Sister
(60)

Chaney-Hardmg
Lowery-Clements
.
Abbott-Costcllo
Austin-Dunn
...
Oakie-Ryan
....
O'Connor-Ryan
.Rathbone-Bruce
Collier-Norris
...
MonYt-AtwIII
DeCarlo-Cameron
Olsen
& Johnson
Davis-Gargan
...
Girgan-Kelly
...
Montei-Hall
....

That's The Spirit (93)
U"r!e
Harry
(80)
Under Western Skies (57)
Details
under
title: Musical
Round-up
Woman
in Green
(68)
Details
under title: Invitation
to Death

Ryan-Oakle
Sanders-Fitzgerald
O'Driscoll-Beery

COMPLETED

Laughton-Raines
Cameron-deWit

Rathbone-Bruce

. 9033 .
9014.
.9075.

Dalton's
Ride Again.
The
(72)
Frontier
Gal
(T)
(84)
Girl On the Soot
Details under title: Serenade for
Gun
Town

Murder
Grant-Knight

. . ."-3.
.10-15

Chan-v-O'Driscoll
Lrwsry-Grej
Ri-krr-R'strn
Abbott-Costello

. 4-16

11-9.

Hca
Girl
Little Giant
(Detailunder
title: On The Carpet)
Man
in Gray
(92)
...
Men
In Her
Diary
(73)
Murder
Mansion
Nigh'
ii
Paradise
O-i th° Carpet
Outlaws
of Twin
Fn-ks
Pillow
of Death
(66)
Pursuit
to Algiers
(65)
Deta'ls
unri'.- title: The
Fugitive
River Gang
(64)
Details
under title: Fairy Tale
Murder

..
.

Lcckwod-Mason
Albritton-Hall
..
Codwin-Grcy
Oberon-Bey
. .. .
Abbott-Costello
Grant-Adams
Chaiey-Jcce
Rathbone-Bruce

Rival
Mounted
Rides Again
(Serial)
Scarlet Horseman,
Tin
(Serial)

Kennedy-Kennedy
Cookson-Shaw

Jean-Brasselle

. .

11-12
.12-91
Fore on .
. .2-19
...10-1.
. .1-8.
11-12
. 8-20
8-20
. .3-19.

12-7.
.2-22.
. '-8.

Sondergaard-Grant
Chaney-Joyce
Montu-Sabu
Rathbone-Bruce
Tone-Foster

This

Oberon-Korvin

..,

Haden-Harvey

. .

Love
Details

Woll

of

of Ours
(90)
under
title: As
London,

It Was

The

WARHIR

.506.
10 -12. . .514.
.. .4-16
. 1-22 ..
Foreign
.505
.501.
..10-15.
. .6-11
. .2-19.
.10-1.
.10-29.
. .6-11.

. . .9-7.
.2-1.
.10-5.
.9-28. .

.9-17
10-20

.12-10
517
.504.
. 10-15
.508. .10-20

.11-2..

..6-25.
.12-24.

BROTHERS

1944-45 Features
1945-46 Features

Completed
Completed

RELEASE
Title— Running

Tint

In Production
In Production

(19)
(26)

(0)
(4)

CHART

11-26

. .510 12-24
.513.
.515 .12-10
1104.
.511.
.518.
519.

inder
Night

title:
(72)

Forty

Horn
Blows
at Midnight,
The
Hotel
Berlin
(98)
Janle
(106)
Objective
Burma
(142)
Pillow
To Post
(92)
Roughly
Speaking
(117)
To Have and Have Not (101)

COMPLETED

12-14
.512. . . .1-7
.507. .11-12
.503. .10-29

.11-12.

A Stolen
Life
Bio Sleep,
The
Cinderella
Joies

.

Confidential
Agent
(118)
Danger
Signal
(78)
Devotion
Her Kind
of Man
Janie
Gets
Married
Mildred
Pierce
My
Reputation
Never
Say
Goodbye
Night and Day (T)

12-10
11-26

.

1944-45 Stanwyck-Morgan
Bogart-Hobart
Davis-Dell

Whacks

God Is My Co-Pilot
(88)
Escape
in the Desert
(79)
Details under title: Strangers

O.talli

cast
Alda-King
Flynn-Lupino
Crawford-Garfield
Morgan-Leslie

Christmas in Connecticut
(101)
Conflict
(86)
Corn
Is Green,
The
(114)
Details
Crimo
by

.509.

12-28 . .

Before

COMPLETED

.1101.
.516.

12-24
. 502. . .10-1

.10-2.
7-23. . .9-21.

Ermine

Spider
Woman
Strikes
Back,
The
Strange
Confession
(62)
Tangier
Terror
by Night
That
Night
With
You
(84)
Details under title: Once Upon a Dream

Beast With Five Fingers, The
Escape
Mo Never
Humoresque
Two Guys From
Milwaukee

.9-14.

.10-26

Robinson-Bennett
.Bridges-Wiley
....
Jones-Granville
Mason-Todd
Coburn-Simms
...

IN PRODUCTION

. 9039 .

.1102

. . 9-3 11-23
. .5-14. .12-21.
.3-11. . .1-11
1-18

Cort's-O'Driscoll
deCarlo-<"pm-ron
Barker-C Tier

Oracula
Horrors

.8-6
.9-28
9-3
1-18
.11-26
. .9-3
.7-23. .10-19

Scarlet Street
Secret
Agent
X-9
(Serial)
Senorita from the West
(63)
Seventh
Veil, The
Shady
Lady
(94)
Details under title: Alibi in

1-8
.6-11
. .4-2
.5-28
.8-20

..2-5
.5-29. . .7-27. . .9025. . .7-23

. Foreign ......

Olivier-Rutherford
Grant-Armida
.
Durbin-Tone
Ha'ton-Adams

Cmyon
Parage
(T)
Anrlrews-Hayward
Code
of the Lawless
Grant-Knight
..
Deta Is under
title: Law
for Pecos
Crimson
Canary
(64)
Beery-Collier
Details under title: H°ar Thit Tr-mpet Talk

of
ol

. .3-2.
. 10-2. ...5-18.
.2-9
. .. .9-4.
1-8.
. .4-30. . . .6-1.
.1-19.
. .8-21. .8-17.

1945-46

Adventure
for Two
Bad Men of the Border
Because
of Him
Brute
Man,
The

House
Housi

'..8-21.
.9-18 .4-13.. .9027... 5-14
12-11.
.9041.
.6-15.
. .6-8. .
9096. .
. .6-29. .9038.
.10-2. .1-23. .
.9581. .
9001 .
. .8-24. . 9022
. ..7-9
...2-5.
..8-21.
.9-6. .2-16. .9036.
. .9-9.
.9-3
.7-24. 10-24.
. . 9681
9003 • .
. ..7-6.
.7-23
.6-25
.9035
.1-22
... ..7-24.
.2-5. ...1-5. .9015.
.5-14.
. .7-13.
.5-14
.9011.
..11-1.
.9019. .9-18
. ..9-22.
.5-4. .9043.
.
^-29
.
. .8-21.
.6-22. .9780.
.9073.
...5-1. . .7-25.
. .10-2.
..4-30
9-3
.5-1. .. .5-25.
.4-27. .9016.
. .9040
9020 . .5-28
.10-31.
.4-20
6-26. .. .1-12.
.11-13.
.9006. ..2-5
..7-9
.9010.

in Our
(78)

Wyman-Cowan

Midst

Morgan-Massey
Sullivan-Dorn

...

Kenny-Sm'th
King-Dnntine
...
Reynolds-Hutton
..
Flynn-Brown
Lupino-Greenstreet
Russell-Carson
Bogart-Bacall
...

1944-45

.6-12.
.5-17.

11-15.
.6-12.
11-27
.6-12.
.1-10
.6-12
.8-21.
.2-21.

8-11.
.6-30.
.7-21.
.5-19.
..9-9.

Boyer-Bacall
....
Emerson-Scott
. ..
DeHaviland-Lupino
Scott-Paige
Leslie-Hutton
Crawford-Carson
Stanwyck-Brent
Flynn-Parker
....
Grant-Smith
....

.420.
..7-23
.419. ..6-25
.414.
.418.
.402.
...4-2
..4-30

..4-28.
.4-7.

. ..8-7

.3-17.

.401. ..4-16
.413. ...4-2
.416.
.411. ..3-19
.415. ...8-7
..5-28
.410.
.417.
...2-5
.412. . . .2-5
.10-16

.2-10.
...6-9.
.9-2.
.3-3.
.1-20.

2-19

. .Davis-Ford
....
rfogari-Bacail
.Leslie-Aldo

It,

12-24
12-24

.8-21.
.8-21.
10-19.

"

Id.

10-31

12-13
.6-25. .11-10
.4-16. .12-15
11-16
.8-20
4-16

506. .11-12
508. .11-26

11-29 .10-20. . . .505. .10-15
12-25.
.8-6
.6-25

SIZE-UPS
I Continued from Page 25)
going to do their own adaptations. Another recent purchase is a
Broadway shew called "Portrait in Black." Following completion
of "Genius in the Family" (Don Ameche-Myrna Loy), "Sunny
River," an Oscar Hammerstein musical, will probably go in Technicolor with Carmen
Miranda starred.
Harold Lloyd finally won his plagiarism suit against Universal and was granted a $40,000 fee for damages, plus $10,000 attorney's fees. Lloyd's original suit was for $300,000 and there are
still two other actions pending by him against the studio. The
property involved is Lloyd's old silent film, "Movie Crazy."

WARNER

BROS.

John Van Druten, author of "Voice of the Turtle," has completed his screen play version for the studio and the property is
on the schedule for late spring or summer production. Van Druten will probably direct the film. Warner's paid $500,000 plus a
percentage for the film rights on this property and it will be filmed as nearly like the original play as possible.
"Quietly My Captain Waits" is being rumored as a co-starrei
for Bette Divis and Paul Henreid. This is a period piece nd
will be done in Technicolor if it is possible. Meanwhile, Henreid
continues on suspension for having turned down "The Beast with
Five Fingers," while Miss Davis works on retakes on "Stolen
Life."
Sydney Greenstreet is leaving his usual menace

roles to st i

in the re-make of the old George Arliss film, "The Millionaire,"

(0

Dane Clark will carry the important juvenile role.
After all the rumors to the contrary, it looks as though Mike
Curtiz is going to stay on the Warner lot. "Life With Father" is
h:s last under his current contract. But Producer Jerry Wald is
already at work on "Will Rogers" to have the script ready to go
as soon as Curtiz finishes "Father." Warners can breathe more
easily now.
Curtiz's leaving would be a real loss to any studio.
Forty Thousand Dollars was the price recently paid to Alice
Tisdale Hobart for screen rights to "The Peacock
Tail," a story of American exploitation in Mexico.

Sheds His

Jerry Wald was so satisfied with his "Mildred Pierce*' that
he has set another James M. Cain story on his immediate schedule. This time it is "Serenade," in which Ann Sheridan and Dennis Morgan will be starred. Vincent Sherman will direct. Believe
it or not, the Johnston office has approved the shooting script on
this one. And that in itself is a feather in the Wald cap. It's a
mystery how screen writers can launder the Cain characters and
situations enougn to satisfy the censorship bans and still have
enough story left to film.
But apparently it can be done.
Another recent story purchase by the studio is "Turquoise,"
latest novel of Anya Seton, author of "Dragonwyck." A reported
$200,000 was the fee.
With the rumor that M-G-M offered Errol Flynn $100,000 for
his novel, "Showdown." Flynn's own studio came forward with a
producer-actor deal which is reckoned to please him enough to
keep him happy on his own lot. No terms have been named
as yet,
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Hugh Harman, fci > 1 cartoon producer. The latter pictures
According to reports, producer Rudy Abel will follow Stephen
called Ar.im- Action will combine animated cartoons with live
Auer off the lot. George Blair, producer-director, is scheduled to
talent and will be filmed in color.
confine himself to director work only, while Dorrell and Stuart
McGowan,
are indicated returning to their former status producer-writers
as writers.

UNGER GETS UA SALES TOP SPOT

J. J. Unger, western sales manager for United Artists, was
appointed general sales manager last wek by Gradwell L. Sears,
vice-president in charge of distribution. The appointment was in
line v/ith the company's policy of promotion from within the
ranks wherever possible. Sears noted. Unger succeeds Carl Leserman, who has joined Benedict Bogeaus Productions.
Unger. who assumed his new duties last week, shortly will
announce his own successor to the western sales post and will
also name a new eastern sales manager, to succeed Harry Gold,
recently resigned to join Howard Hughes.
The new sales head started his career in the industry as a
booker for the General Film Company in 1920. A year later, he
joined First National as New York branch manager, then to
Paramount in 1924 in a similar capacity. Eight years later, Unger became Eastern division manager and in 1939 was upped to
eastern and Canadian division manager.

*

*

*

ARTHUR TESTS ARBITRATION « EGALITY
The arbitration system used to settle industry disputes under
the Consent Decree was challenged in a brief submitted by Harry
Arthur and his St. Louis Amusement Co. and filed with the Circuit Court of Appeals in St. Louis in an appeal from an earlier
decision of the District Court dismissing his suit for an injunction
against monopolistic practices by the majors and request for
triple damages.
Specifically, the brief challenged the authority of the St. Louis
arbitration panel to pass on a complaint involving a decision by
the arbitration board the terms of which Arthur felt were inequitable. The brief claimed that the New York Court was not
within its rights when it agreed to recognize the arbitration provisions of the 1940 decree, holding that these provisions actually
create and strengthen restraint of trade. It argued that creation
of the arbitration system and the attempt to establish rules for
clearance "are legislative and solely within the jurisdiction of
Congress."
A reply brief will be filed by the defendants, which include the
American Arbitration Council and several distributing companies.
Following this, the case is expected to be set for hearing sometime
next month.

REPUBLIC STUDIO SHAKEUP REPORTED
In a shakeup which eliminates a number of executive producer
posts and centers all production activity under the supervision of
Allen Wilson, vice-president in charge of production at Republic
studios. Under the new setup, executive producers Armand
Schaefer and William O'Sullivan will function as assigned producers, each personally responsible for his pictures without benefit of associate producers.

THEATRE

MANAGERS

and PROJECTIONISTS

Don't put your return film in the lobby before
all patrons have left.

Address your return posters properly wrapped
so they are delivered to the rightful owners as
there is a serious paper shortage!
IMPORTANT!
Put your return trailers in the proper containers.
Don't send all trailers to National Screen
as
there are others who ship trailers.
IMPORTANT!
See that we get a copy of your program Thursday previous to playing time.
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236 N. 23d St.
1 239 Vine St.
Philadelphia 7, Penna.
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1225 Vine St.
LOCust 431 I

However, the unit producing deals involving Frank Borzage.
Ben Hecht and Allan Dwan continue as before. Producer Don
Biown receives eight features to handle during the coming season,
all under Wilson's supervision.

NEW ANTITRUST SUIT FILED
A new anti-trust suit charging unreasonable clearance and
run was filed against eleven film companies, four chains and nine
individuals by the Cross Bay Amusement Co. and Rockwood
Theatre Enterprises. Inc.. lessee and owner of the Cross Bay
Theatre, Woodhaven, L. I. Defendants in the suit are the eleven
distributors, Metropolitan Playhouses, Randforce Amusement Co..
United Artists Theatre Circuit, Skouras Theatres Co., John
Wimple, Spyros, Charles and George Skouras, Samuel and Harold
Rinzler. Louis and Emanuel Frisch and Joseph M. Schenck.
Injunction is asked to refrain defendants from allegedly refusing to contract with the Cross Bay for pictures on a run and
clearance
after Loew's
Willard
mond Hillofandseven
withdays
a clearance
of seven
davsandin RKO's
favor ofRichthe
Cross Bay over all other theatres in the area. Triple damages of
the amount ascertained to have been lost because of the clearance
terms i- also asked.

GOLDMAN JUDGE GETS COURT ORDER
The U. S. Circuit Court in Philadelphia issued a show cause
Older to Judge William H. Kirkpatrick last week in the Goldman
case following a motion by William A. Gray, attorney for William
Goldman Theatres. Inc. The Court ordered Judge Kirkpatrick
to show cause why Gray's motion for a jury trial to fix damages
in Goldman's anti-trust suit against the major distributors and
the Warner circuit in Philadelphia should not be issued. Goldman
is asking $1,350,000 in triple damages.
Judge Kirkpatrick had appointed a master. David Bachman
to hear the testimony in the case and fix damages, but Goldman
objected and had his attorney file for a jurv trial. Defendants
opposed the latter, but will have to accept this method of Judge
Kirkpatrick can not meet the Circuit Court order.

MEMOS
Admission tax collections for 1945 were expected to hit a new
high of $375,000,000, it was indicated with figures released by the
U. S. Internal Revenue Bureau showing that collections for the
year through November aggregated $345,443,336, as against $269.332,934 at this point in 1944. November collections on October
admissions totaled $36,349,911, compared with $30,183,455 for the
same month a year ago, but about $6,000,000 less than the all-time
high registered the previous month.
Variety Clubs of America will hold their annual convention in
New York at the Astor Hotel, May 15-18, it was announced by
''Chick" Lewis, publicity chairman. The Humanitarian Awards
banquet will be held on the night of May 18. Members are now
voting on the selection of the person to be honored by the award.
A $300,000 budget has been set for 1946 by the budget committee to continue the motion picture arbitration system under
the American Arbitration Association. The five distributors who
were parties to the Consent Decree were advised of the pro-rata
amounts thev are to contribute to support the system through
1946.
Paramount and B. G. DeSylva Productions mutually abrogated
their agreement, dissolving the contract under which DeSylva
produced for Paramount release. Only one film, "The Stork Club,"
was made under the pact. Reason given for dissolution of the
pact was DeSylva's health and he expects to take a vacation before continuing production activity.
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BOTTOMLESS

If one listens to Hollywood — and in Hollywood
one does a lot of listening — a clear-cut impression is
gathered that the other divisions of our great and vast
industry are of little consequence as measured by the
people who make the movies.
Everyone here talks in terms of accomplishments,
his accomplishments particularly. When mention is
made of the industry's general prosperity, no doubt is
left in the listener's ear, if not his mind, that that principally is Hollywood's accomplishment. Each producer
individually, and the lot of them collectively, appears
convinced that the great flow of revenue to this capital
of movie-making is the direct result of, and the just
reward for, his labors and his genius.
What of the distributors — the film peddlers — and
their advance brigade, the advertising men? What of
exhibitors? It is apparent that the exhibition branch
gets small heed from many important production people.
Of course, there are exceptions, the practical film
makers, who understand that their revenue stems from
exhibitors, but theatre business is remote to the majority, whose appreciation of that phase of the industry is
limited to quotations of the gross on their picture at the
Radio City Music Hall, or the Roxy, or some other big
city movie cathedral.
And what of the distribution branch in the estimation of the producers? What credit do they allot to
the sales and advertising departments of their companies for the gains made by them? It is amazinq to learn
that they, too, get short shrift from the studio executives. The salesman? It would seem that he's the chap
who takes the orders for the great pictures that the
studio is making and collects the money paid him by
the exhibitors, who, in turn, qather it in from moviegoers bursting with frantic desire to lay down their
dollars for the privilege of witnessing the producers'
artistry. And the exploiteer? He's a blurb scribbler
whose function is to bring to the notice of the trade and
the public the arrival of the product of these geniuses.
Hollywood is notorious for its vanity, yet it might
not be important were it not for the devastating repercussions ofthis self-satisfaction, fed by abnormally high
grosses in recent years, on exhibitors and on the film
product itself.
Fabulous, fantastic sums of money are expended by
Hollywood, much of it sheer extravagance, and yet tre-
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mendous profits flow into the coffers of the film companies. The studios have ravenous, insatiable appetites
for money and the demand on the distribution branch is
for more, always more. High pressure salesmanship by
the film peddlers and slick exploitation by the advertisers extract the golden flood from the exhibitors and
the public. Today, they are paying a higher price for
motion pictures than ever before. But — and this is the
rub — they are paying it for product the quality of
which is in no sense commensurate with the ever-increasing revenue that is poured back into the bottomless pit
that is Hollywood.
It is bad enough that the exhibitor's profit is constantly being cut closer and closer to a subsistence level,
but as long as there is still some profit in exhibition,
that is not the real tragedy. The frightening aspect of
our business today is the failure of these self-exalted
movie makers to utilize the tremendous capital made
available to them for the general betterment of the
lifeblood of the industry — its pictures.
Compare, if you will, the astronomical profits rolled
up by the major film companies during 1945 with the
list of the year's feature releases and you will comprehend the appalling absence of relationship between
profits and quality of product.
And that brings us to the ultimate tragedy, and the
danger in the future.
Hollywood in these fat days has been making a
mediocre product, a couple of studios being the exceptions. Fancy, splendiforous sets have been tossed in to
overcome basic weaknesses; a high-priced name added
to lend marquee value to a deficient story. Money has
been plentiful, cost mattered little. But what of the
lean days to come? Is the producer who couldn't make
a good feature for a million dollars going to be any
more successful trying to make one for a half million?
Does Hollywood believe it can continue to keep the
pressure on the film peddlers to bludgeon exhibitors
into paying the top dollar for low-qrade product so
that they can continue the merry whirl of movie-making
without gamble? They had better face the facts. They
had better find a bottom for their production costs pit.
They had better start concentrating on the job of making
good pictures, not just costly pictures. Money is going
to be more expensive some day soon.

Excerpts from the Joint Brief filed by the Big Five
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starring

RANDOLPH SCOTT and ANN DVORAK with
EDGAR BUCHANAN and RHONDA FLEMING
A JULES LEVEY PRODUCTION
• Directed by EDWIN
Associate Producer HERBERT J. BIBERMAN

I. MARIN

BIG 5 BRIEF DENIES MONOPOLY
EXCERPTS
FROM
JOINT
POST-TRIAL
BRIEF
BY FIVE MAJOR
PRODUCER - DISTRIBUTOR - EXH BITORS DENYING
GOVERNMENT
ALLEGATIONS THAT THEIR OPERATIONS
OF THEATRE
CHAINS
MONOPOLIZES
FIRST RUNS
AND RESTRICTS TRADE.
IN

THE

District Court of the United States
FOR THE SOUTHERN

UNITED

STATES

OF

DISTRICT OF NEW

YORK

AMERICA,
Plaintiff,
Civil Action

against
PARAMOUNT

PICTURES

No. 87-273
INC., et al.,
Defendants.

JOINT
BRIEF ON
BEHALF
OF THE
DEFENDANTS
PARAMOUNT, RKO, LOEWS, WARNER AND
TWENTIETH
CENTURY-FOX
INTRODUCTION
Plaintiff's brief makes it plain that the purpose of this action
is to remake the entire motion picture industry by first compelling the five defendants to divest themselves of their valuable
interests in theatres and, when this has been accomplished, instituting entirely new and untried methods of doing business by
enjoining those universally followed since the inception of the
industry, which plaintiff now claims to be illegal. This avowed
purpose is so drastic, and the consequences of its fulfillment
would be so serious, that the most careful analysis of the proof
upon which the plaintiff's claim rests has been necessary.
Point I of the plaintiff's brief blandly asserts that "the
primary issue raised by this case is that of relief." We are to
start, therefore, with the cart before the horse. Most Sherman
Act cases proceed upon the theory that law violations must first
be determined before the issue of relief is reached. This case
does not differ from any other in this respect; the government,
like other plaintiffs, must sustain its burden of proof.
Since the fundamental issue is whether five separate motion
picture companies engaged directly or indirectly in producing,
distributing and exhibiting shall be singled out and denied the
right to continue to engage in their own varying and separate
ways in the exhibition business, we turn first to the proof the
plaintiff has offered after many years of investigation (and after
many more years of inaction, during which the companies were
allowed to do business in the way now claimed to be illegal per
se). Upon that proof alone can there be a determination of the
plaintiff's claim that it is illegal per se for a distributor of motion
pictures to have any interest in theatres.
Plaintiff asserts that its proof shows nationwide monopoly
and combination. No agreements or conspiracies to monopolize
or restrain a nationwide market, or any part of a nationwide
market, are asserted — certainly none has been shown. Absent
direct or circumstantial evidence of agreement or conspiracy, and
absent claim or proof that any one defendant is or has the power
to become itself a nationwide monopoly, plaintiff seeks links to
connect the defendants with one another. For this purpose, plaintiff succumbs to the use of epithets (such as "cross-licensing"),
incorrectly describing independent business transactions, and resorts to the coining of legally meaningless phrases such as "diagonal It
agreements."
attempts
to solveconclusion
its problem
addition.
reaches Itthe
inconclusive
thatbythesimple
five
largest companies in the industry "collectively" receive 70% of
the total film rental paid (by an undefined and undeflnable portion of the theatres in this country, i.e., "first-run theatres"), and
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•collectively" have interests in 7CK,' of an undefined (and also undeflnable) percentage of the "key city first-run theatres in the
United States."
Apparently realizing the danger of resting its case for combination on mere mathematics, the plaintiff vents its ire on certain business practices universally followed for many years by
all members of the industry. Clearance contracts, licensing on
run, minimum admission prices and percentage contracts are
singled out for attack, and the fact that one distributor licenses
its films by these methods to the theatres in which another distributor is interested, forms the single factual basis upon which
the plaintiff's entire claim of combination rests. That fact is
called "cross-licensing" and "diagonal agreements," although it
must be conceded and certainly has been proved that the separate
agreements are in no way conditioned or dependent upon any
other agreement.
Since the validity of common trade practices is brought into
question, we proposed to show here that they are not subject to
attack. We will also show here that the ownership of theatres or
theatre investments by a distributor is legal, and that divestiture
of those interests is not warranted by the law and the facts of
this case.
We assert that motion picture distributors are free to choose
their customers in accordance with their own notions of selfinterest; to license their products in any lawful manner designed
to assure them the largest reward and to maintain the stability
of their enterprises by embarking on any business authorized by
their charters, including the ownership and operation of theatres,
upon which their stockholders are willing to hazard their capital.
The right to choose customers includes the right to choose them
arbitrarily, (although this record shows little or no resort to that
right since defendants have come forward with convincing justification of their choice of customers).
Like most other American businesses, the motion picture industry is one which has not been regulated by Federal or State
legislation. Until it is so regulated, many of plaintiff's claims
must be explained as an attempt to accomplish that result by
indirection. The producers, distributors and exhibitors have been
left to compete with each other, and to achieve the successes or
failures which competition always involves. They have, as a result of the interplay of these forces and the great technical
achievements of the industry, made possible largely by their enterprise and their risk of substantial capital, provided public
entertainment of unparalleled quality, at prices within the reach
of evervone, and sometimes as low as ten cents. The Anti-Trust
Division's preference for entirely theoretical alternative bases for
.the conduct of their businesses cannot justify an interference with
the methods pursued unless the plaintiff has proved violation of
the laws under which the suit was brought. Such proof has not
strate.
been made, as this brief and the individual briefs will demonPOINT

I.

The license agreements used in the motion picture Industry
are lawful.
Since certain of the license provisions universally used in this
industry are especially selected for attack, we believe it desirable
to deal here with the main features which distinguish the exploitation of motion pictures from the marketing of other products. When the special methods of licensing motion pictures,
and the reasons for them are examined, we believe that these
methods will be found to be lawful.
A.

Run.

The reasons for the universal industry practice of licencing
pictures on successive and limited exclusive runs in each competitive area are shown by the testimony.
Among other things, the high and continuously mounting cost
of producing feature pictures, the necessity for getting returns in
the form of license fees adequate to meet these costs and show a
profit, the limitations imposed by the cost of positive prints, the
need for servicing a large number of theatres with each print
and for providing prints both to theatres which are able to and
(Continued on Page 20)

M-G-M ... 1 Special
ZIEGFELD FOLLIES1 LAVISH TECHNICOLOR
Rates • • • on name

M-G-M
110 minutes
Fred Astaire, Lucille Ball. William Powell,
Lucille Bremer. Gene Kellv, Lena Home,
James Melton, Judy Garland, Victor Moore,
Kathryn Gravson, Red Skelton, Esther
Williams, Edward Arnold, Fanny Brice,
Hume Cronvn, Marion Bell, William Frawlev, Virginia O'Brien, Keenan Wynn. Cyd
Charisse, Gradv Sutton. Bunin's Punpets.
Directed bv Vincen+e Minn°lli with assistance from Robert Alton, Robert Lewis. Roy
Del Ruth. George Sidney, Lemuel Ayers,
Charles Walters.
More lavish than any of Ziegfeld's stage
spectacles and boasting tremendous star
value and gorgeous Technicolor photography, "Ziegfeld Follies" is eye-filling fare but
lacking in sustained interest or enough
smash mu'ical or comedv interludps. Packed with top-flieht names and exploitation
possibilities and with a title pre-sold to
millions, this is bound to do terrific business at first. However, while audiences will
enioy much of it they will hardlv he satisfied with the film as a whole and
spotty word-of-mouth will cause diminishing
grosses.
Although the elaborntf production or
danci"^ numbers are spiced with comedv
skits the latter funnv. hut too few. and the
performers almost alwavs rise above their
material, the film seems like a scrawling:,
over-long benefit show and begins to pall
a banal finale number prettily warbled by

after the first hour. It proves again that
the revue form, with its absence of continuity, is better suited to the stage than films.
The opening makes it clear that there will
be no story, but onlv one act after another
as in the original "Follies." There is an
extremely clever introductory scene wherein
William Powell's Zieerfeld looks down from
his fanciful Heaven as Bunin's Puppets representing Marilvn Miller, Will Rogers,
Fanny Price and Eddie Cantor give snatches of the stars' famous routines. This is
followed bv a tynical Zieerfeld number
which has Lucille Ball cracking the whip
over a pink-feathered ponv ballet. Excent
for Fred Astaire and Lucille Bremer, who
are splendidlv teamed in two dance interludes, each star has onlv one appearance.
Outstanding are that expert musrerer. Fanny
Price, with Hume Cromm and William
Frawlev in an hilarious skit about a sweepstake ticket: Judy Garland in a neatly
satir'cal seauence and Gene Kellv, who loins
Astaire in a lieht Gershwin song-and-dance,
"The Babbit and the Bromide."
Oth^r comedv acts, such as Victor Moore
and Edward Arnold in "Pav the Two Dollars" and Keenan Wynn wrestling with a
haughtv telephone operator in "Number
Plea°e" are freauently laueh-provoking,
particularly the latter, but onlv one new
sontr. "This Heart of Mine" and the old
favorite, "Limehouse Blues" are likely to
appeal to the mu«ic-minded fans. This is a
poor showing considering that Harry Warren and Arthur Freed also contributed
"Love," an ordinary tune sung in sultry
fashion bv Lena Home, and Ralnh Blane
and Hugh
Martin wrote "Beauty," merely

RKO
TOMORROW
P*4--- C* r> o —

RKO-Radio
105 minutes

PRODUCTION

IS SPOTTY ENTERTAINMENT

value only

RADIO

IS FOREVER' NOVEL DRAMA

REVIEWS

in

this

Ziegfeld Follies
Tomorrow Is Forever

issue
6
6

My Reputation

7

Whistle Stop
The Seventh Veil

7
7

Shock

8

Breakfast in Hollywood

8

House

of Dracula

8

Abilene Town

19

Voice of the Whistler

19

Woman

19

Who Came Back

Kathryn against an ornate bubble bath
background. As a class touch, James Melton and Marion Bell render an aria from
"La Traviata" splendidly despite the handicap of an overly-elaborate presentation.
There is also a graceful underwater ballet
work of Esther Williams. Actually each
sequence is well presented and would make
an excellent short, but the lack of continuity makes the picture fail to ring the bell
as satisfying entertainment.
YORK

... 1 Not Set
AIDED BY GOOD

PERFORMANCES

~^-0-,-,llw. e-r.ent In acti on houses

(International)

C! ■ udette
Colbert,
Orson
Welles,
George
B: it, Lucile Watson, Richard Long, Natalie
Wood,
Sonny
Howe,
John
Wengraf,
Ian
Wolfe, Douglas
Wood,
Joyce MacKenzie.
Tom Wirick, Henry Hastings, Lane Watson,
Michael Ward.
Directed by Irving Pichel.
A strong woman's drama, talky but
interest-holding, "Tomorrow Is Forever"
should enjoy marked popularity in all except action spots on the basis of its theme
and its stars. Producer David Lewis has
given the Gwen Bristow novel an excellent
production, endowed with fine characterizations and an adult screenplay. Director
Irving Pichel has handled with taste and
dignity the difficult theme, that of a soldier
reported killed in World War I who returns
after 20 years to a wife who has remarried.
Pichel's influence is apparent particularly in
the performances. Orson Welles foregoes
elaborate histrionics.. to give- a subdued- and
finely-etched portrayal of the returned husband and Claudette Colbert meets the demands of an equally difficult role. Their
acting keeps the story from sinking into
maudlin sentimentality and they receive ex-

cellent support from a well-chosen cast.
However, despite the basic Interest of the
theme and the choice portrayals, the wordiness of the screenplay slows down the action and results in a number of soft spots
in an otherwise engrossing drama. Exploitation of the theme, which recalls recent
news stories in a similar vein and may possibly produce more such situations in the
near future, plus the Colbert-Welles-Brent
names will insure good returns generally.
It will be weakest in the action houses.
Turning back to World War I, Claudette
Colbert, working in a chemical company
owned by George Brent and his father,
learns on Armistice Day that her soldierhusband. Orson Welles, has been killed in
France Soon to have a baby. Colbert i.guided through the difficult period of 're-;
nancy and sorrow by Brent, who : - •■ r
with her.
Grateful, i he marries hiii >:;
after the baby is born, but continues 'o
cherish the memory of ". .'elles. The latter,
however, was not killed, but with identification tags shot away, was maimed so badly
that he refuses to divulge his identity to
an Austrian doctor who tends him and
elects to remain abroad. With the advent
of Hitler in Austria, Welles, a cripple with
his face changed by plastic surgery, comes
to America with the little daughter of his

medical benefactor who has been killed by
the Nazis, to work as a chemist for Brent.
Invited to Brent's home, he recognizes Colbert although she does not know him and
sees that her marriage is a happy one. He
takes a particular interest in her elder son,
Richard Long, actually his son, although
Long believes Brent to be his father. When
Hitler invades Poland, Long wants to join
the RAF, but Colbert, terrified that he will
be killed as she believed his father to be,
refuses permission. Long decides to run
away, but Welles stops him, even though
he believes Long should go. Colbert, by certain events, begins to suspect Welles' identity, but he refuses to admit it and convinces her that she must forget the past
and permit Long to join up. The circumstances of his final act aggravate his ill
health and he dies, with Colbert and Brent
taking his young ward.
Although Miss Colbert and Welles give
superb performances, the others in the cast
keep apace. Brent's role fortunately does
not exact too much and he is well cast.
Richard Long is a promising newcomer as
the older son and Natalie Wood is a delight
as the refugee child. Lucile Watson is her
usual competent self. Max Steiner's musical
score is worthy of mention.
FILM

BARN
BULLETIN

WARNER

BROS

•MY REPUTATION' IDEAL WOMEN'S

1 January Release

DRAMA

Rates • • • generally
Warner Bros.
94 minutes
Barbara Stanwyck, George Brent, Warner
Anderson, Lucile Watson, John Ridgelv, Eve
Arden, Jerome Cowan, Esther Dale, Robert
Shayne, Leona Maricle, Scotty Beckett, Bobby Cooper, Cecil Cunningham, Ann Todd,
Janis Wilson, Mary Servoss, Nancy Evans,
Directed by Curtis Bernhardt.
Giving Barbara Stanwyck a meaty acting
role which runs the gamut from heavy dramatics to light comedy, "My Reputation" is
an engrossing film which will carry an exceptional appeal to the women. The happy
combination of star and title will insure
good grosses in all locations, with the possible exception of action spots. Although the
story, which was adapted from Claire
Jayne's novel, "Instruct My Sorrows," is
essentially a high class tear-jerker, it deals
with a plausible emotional problem and
presents it in absorbing fashion with several moving scenes guaranteed to bring out
the handkerchiefs. It is Curtis Bernhardt's
understanding direction, the expert portrayals from the entire cast and the Warner

Bros, production polish that make this a
high-rating film. The early reels, during
which the widowed heroine struggles between conventions and the desire for hanliness. are somewhat slow-moving but th»
latter half of the film builds steadilv and
has a tremendous dramatic impact. Photography is excellent throughout and the theme
music deserves special mention.
Becoming a widow at 33 with tvo bovs,
aged 12 and 14, Barbara Stanwvck refuses
to go into deep mourning as her mother,
Lucile Watson, has done for 25 years. But.
when her two boys go off to school, her
loneliness engulfs her and she decides to
vacation at Lake Tahoe with her married
friends. Eve Arden and John Ridgelv.
There she meets George Brent, an Army
engineer, who presses his attentions on her
but she stands him off and returns to Chicago. However, when she has the opportunity to meet him again, she jumps at it
and, after they have several dates, her old
friends start gossiping about "the merry
widow." On a New Year's Eve party, her
two boys hear the gossip and, when they
ask her to deny it, she refuses. Although
Brent has always told her he isn't the
marrying kind, his attitude changes when

WHISTLE STOP1 SORDID MELODRAMA

r\-!+f

and
to their
follows
them gothere
and grandmother's.
is reconciled withSh<>them
before she goes to Brent to tell him that she
has changed her mind and, instead, she will
wait until he can return to her.
Barbara Stanwyck has latelv been alternating between light comedy and melodrama but her splendid performance in this
sympathetic and highly-dramatic role puts
her
same class
Warner
two in
topthedramatic
stars,with
Bette
DavisBros.'
and
Joa-i Crawford. George Brent does well in
the lighter-than-usual role of a wolfish Army
major but he also handles the romantic
moments in expert style. The two bovs,
Scottv Beckett and Bobbv Cooper, are completely natural, Lucile Watson is excellent
as a straight-laced matron bound by convention and Warner Anderson and Leona
Maricle also contribute sterling performances. Eve Arden adds an occasional humorous touch but a little more comedy
would have brightened up the heavier
scenes.
YORK

IS ADULT FARE

-f if exploited

United Artists (Seymour Nebenzal)
85 minutes
Georsre Raft, Ava Gardner. Victor
len, Tom Conway. Florence Bates,
Drake, Jorja Cortwright, Charles
Jane Nigh, Jimmy Conlin, Carmel
Directed by Leonide Moguy.

McLagCharles
Judels,
Myers.

Melodramatic fare, realisticallv accenting
the seamy side of small town life, "Whistle
Stop" is rather a confused and depressing
tale. George Raft and Victor McLaglen
give it a fair marquee draw and exploiting
the sexy angles should help build business
in all except naborhood spots. Philip Yordan, author of the Broadway hit "Anna
Lucasta," who adapted the film from
Maritta Wolf's best-seller, has the ability to
make his "little people" act and talk convincingly even during the highly-theatrical
happenings that take place. Except for a
few
lagging
moments,
there's
fisticuffs.

'THE SEVENTH VEIL1 GOOD
Rates • • • in class spots, much less g
Universal
94 minutes
James Mason, Ann Todd, Herbert Lorn,
Hugh McDermott, Albert Lieven, Yvonne
Owen, David Home, Manning Whiley, Ernest Davies, Grace Allardyce, John Slater,
Muir Mathleson. Arnold Goldsborough and
the London Philharmonic Orchestra.
Directed by Compton Bennett.
An unusually engrossing psychological
melodrama brilliantly acted by a cast of
British players, "The Seventh Veil" is superior fare for discriminating adult audiences. The film, which contains some outstanding piano and symphonic music, is
made-to-order for class houses but it will
need strong selling to overcome the absence
of marquee names. Its only hope in general
runs is good word-of-mouth and a strong
exploitation campaign. The dramatic tale,
which deals with mental neuroses, claims
JANUARY

he is ordered overseas and she packs her
things to make the trip to New York with
him.
But the boys,
hurt leave
at their
mother's
unconventional
behavior,
their
home
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shooting: and general excitement nnr>ue;h to
hold the nverae-e "pectttor's interest
throuerhcut. It's not a prettv tale and director Leonide Moeuy makes no attemnt to
create svmpathy for his frustrated characters, while the dark and unusual camera
angles help in creating a sordid atmosphere
It's adult fare, certainly not suited for impressionable youngsters.
After two years in Chicago, Ava Gardner
returns to her "whistle stOD" home town
wearing a fur coat but with onlv a few
dollars in her purse. Disappointed that
George Raft, the man she really loves, is
still a shiftless loafer, she permits Tom
Conwav, the well-to-do bistro owner, to resume his lavish attentions. Raft, who hates
Conway, falls in with a hold-up plan hatched
by Victor McLaglen, an ex-convict bartender, to rob the saloon owner of a huge
sum. However, Miss Gardner prevents the
hold-up and induces Raft to take an honest
job. Conway then murders his bouncer and
engineers a trap which involves Raft and
enerally
BRITISH

PSYCHOLOGICAL

McLaglen. After a terrific gun battle with
the police, the two escape to St. Louis and
while Raft is recovering from a gun shot
wound, McLaglen returns to clear him.
After McLaglen shoots Conway and absolves Raft before he, himself, dies. Miss
Gardner goes to St. Louis to bring Raft
back to a happier existence.
George Raft is so well cast as the shiftless gambler with few redeeming traits, that
his final reformation lacks conviction. Victor McLaglen contributes a standout portraval as the two-fisted, dim-witted bartender and Ava Gardner does her best
acting job to date as the small town girl
who temporarily takes the "easiest wav."
Florence Bates does splendid work as Raft's
understanding mother and Carmel Myers
returns to the screen to play a roadhouse
proprietor in fine fashion. Only Tom Conway's clipped accent seems out-of-place in
the role of the suave saloon proprietor.
YORK

MELODRAMA

that the human mind is like Salome and
that only a psychologist can remove the
seventh veil from the average person's
brain. The story, which is told in flashback
fashion, is a fascinating study of frustration
and unrequited love and contains many
moving and dramatic scenes as well as a
few slow spots. Stressing the fact that Muir
Mathieson and the London Philharmonic
play Chopin, Mozart and Rachmaninoff selections and that Eileen Joyce, noted British
pianist, actually dons the playing of Grieg's
Piano Concerto for Ann Todd's screen
character shoul t attract concert fans. This
is one of Brituins best and deserves extra
selling.
Rescued after she attempts to take her
life by jumping into the Thames River, Ann
Todd is brought to a sanatarium where she
is placed under narco-hypnosis and questioned by Herbert Lorn, noted psychiatrist.
Gradually, he persuades her to tell about
her past life starting with her childhood
when she was beaten on the hands and

unable to compete for her school's musical
scholarship. Becoming an orphan, she is
placed under the guardianship of James
Mason, a distant cousin who is a bachelor
and resentful of women. Mason, who loves
music, learns of her pi;' i playing talent
and he sends her abroad to study where
she falls in love with Hugh McDermott, an
American bandleader. To break up the affair. Mason takes her to Paris and eventually she becomes a successful concert pianist. Learning that McDermott has married,
Miss Todd is next attracted to Albert
Lieven, who Mason has commissioned to
paint her portrait. Eloping with Lieven,
the car crashes and Miss Todd believes her
hands are injured for life. However. Lorn
manages to cure her of this fixation and he
summons Mason, McDermott and Lieven to
visit her. Seeing all three together, Miss
Todd realizes that it is Mason she really
loves.
LEYENDECKER

20th CENTURY -FOX ... 1 February Release
'SHOCK' SUSPENSEFUL PSYCHOLOGICAL
Ra+es • •

20th Century-Fox
70 minutes
Vincent Price. T^-nn Bari, Frank Latimore,
Anahel Shaw. Michael Dunne, Reed Hadlev,
Charles Trowbridge,
Renee
Carson, John
Davidson,
Selmer
Jackson,
Mary
Young,
Pierre YVatkin.
Directed by Alfred Werker.
A p'-vcholosrieal thriller (or "shoe>er." if
you will) in which close-uns of lethal drug
infections and other murderous deeds are
effectively emnloved to keep audiences in
an edge-of-the-seat state of excitement,
'P^ock' is first-rate fare for action spots.
While marouee values are onlv fair, it
should also make a srood supnortin<r dualler
in almost any t^ne of house. Excnt for the
introductory hotel sequence, wherein the
heroine is witness to a murder and suffers
an amnesia shock, most of the action i« laid
In a sanatarium for nsvchiatric cas°s. While
the audience is aware of the identity of the

•BREAKFAST IN HOLLYWOOD'
Rates • •

4-

ceneraMv.

ro"

A heart-warming and thoroughly entertaining film, based on and including all of
the features of one of the leadint national
network showc. "Broa'ffas* in Hollywood"
is sure-fire for the naborhood houses whose
patrons include most of its reputed 7.000.000
listeners. Although marouee draw is light
desnite the excellence of the character actors, pood word-of-mouth plus extensive exploitation can build to good pro°ses in moc*
locations. The genial, neighborly personality of Tom Rreneman, who has made his
audience participation show one of the most
popular on the airwaves, dominates the en-

'HOUSE OF DRACULA'
^

•

^

in n^r-r>r

killer, suspense is neatly maintained by
showing his attempts to do away with the
Innocent witness to his crime. Vincent
Price erives a magnificent portraval of the
central role — a brilliant man under the unholy influence of a mad love for his nurse —
and Lvnn Bari again proves she is more
adent at nlaving unsymnathetic parts. Tothese two contribute
film'sShaw
out- ■
standine gether,
dramatic
moments. the
Anabel
and Frank Latimore. who are adequate as
the unfortunate heroine and her worried
soldier husband, furnish the necessarv romantic fade-out and Reed Hadlev, Marv
Young and John Davidson have strong bit
roles.
Anahe] Shaw, a young wife waiting in a
San Francisco hotel for the arrival of her
fiver husband, is witness to a murder in a
poqrbv anartment. After seeing: Vincent
Price quarrel with his wife over another
woman and then crush her skull with a
heavv candlesHc'f . Miss Shaw suffers a
shock and is found staring into space when
her
husband,
Frank
Latimore,
arrives.

s*"»n+v

dua Her generally

Universal
67 minutes
Lon Chaney, John Carradine, Martha
O'Driscoll, IJnnol Afrvill, On«lnw Stevens,
Jane Adams, Ludwig Sto^sell, Glenn Strange,
Skelton Knaggs, Joseph E. Barnard, Gregory Muradian.
Directed by Erie C. Kenton.
Average audiences will shriek or laugh
at the synthetic chills of "House of Dracula"
rather than be thrilled by this obvious horror programmer which has Universal's
three monster stand-bys — Dracula. Frankenstein and the Wolf Man -- stalkinur
through its ridiculous reels. Despite this,
and because horror enthusiasts are insatiable, and the picture's exploitation
v.alues and name draw are above-average,
♦ his should do good business In action spots
and make a fair dualler in naborhoods.
The story, which is laid in one of those
Balkan countries peopled with gypsies and
superstitious natives, has a few genuinely

exploited

tire picture and he keens Datrons laughing
duringr most of the sillv doings of the makeshift plot. The storv takes nlace in and
around Breneman's Hollywood restaurant,
wh°nce the dailv orosram emanates, and
deals with a momentous dav in the lives of
five of the peon'e who casually participate
in it. Three of them are middle-aeed women (of the t"ne that makes un the dailv
Hollywood audience), the other two a young
sailor and a lonelv girl who eventually find
romance under "Cup'd" Breneman's guidance. The laughs, which keep coming from
the manv human and true-to-life touches
are interspersed with bits of drama and
some livelv songs and specialties. Among
these are And" Russell's warbling of "Tf I
Had a Wishing Ring" and the popular
"Amor." which will send the 'teen-asrers to
sighing: the jivev "It's Better to Be bv
Your elf," suntr by the Kinf Cole Trio, and
anlaved
happyandnovelty.
"Hedda
sung by
Spike Hopper's
Jones andHats,"
His
Citv Slickers.
As Holb>wood awakens to a new day,
three middle-aged ladies start out to appear
on Tom
Breneman's
daily radio program.

FOR THE HORROR
f*'r

Price, a noted psvchiatrist, is called into
the case bv the hotel doctor and he suggests that the girl be treated at his private
sanatarium. Realizing that Miss Shaw was
a witness to his crime. Price gives her sedatives for amnesia shock and th°n questions
her. Under the influence of h's nurse. Lvnn
Bari. who loves him and suggests that he
get the girl out of the way before she can
reveal what she saw, Price puts hl« nat'»nt
under hvpnosis with drufrs. Although Pr'ce
had disposed of his wife's bodv, the nolice
discover it and the doctor then starts Hving Mics Shaw insulin shock treatments.
But Latimore, who has heard his wife's incoherent storv of a crime she saw. doesn't
believe Price's statement that she is sublet
to hallucinations. He calls in another doctor who arrives iu=t as the crazed Price has
murdered Miss Bari in an^cr and eiven the
patient another danererous insulin shock. A
dextrose
iniectionandsaves
the girl's
life and
Price confesses
is taken
in custody
by
the police.
DENLEY

GENIAL, ENTERTAINING COMEDY

in n^^orh ood houses and where

Pn'f"'' *rtists (Edward Golden)
!W minutes
Tom
Pi-onpn^an, Rnnita, Gran,'i"e, Fdward
Fvn. T»~'lla'1 Ran^! pairr^ond Walh"rn,
Billie R'lr'-p, 7asn Pitts T.ois January Margaret F-»rl'w, Sarah p-^H-n. K^na B»""mt,
Marv Fi«»'d. Matt WW's. Fpr-nnn R'n",
Thomas Jao.Usmi, a"d Andv Russell, Hedla
Honoer and The King Cole Trio as guest
stars.
Directed bv Harold Schuster.

Pa*"<

THRILLER

-4- in action soots: qood dual er generally

WITH MUSIC

Zasu Pitts Is a snin=ter determined to win
the screwv hat contest. B°nlah Bond! is a
lonelv old woman and Billie Burke has
neglected her personal anpearance but is
unaware that her husband, Raymond Walburn. is cheating on her. As Breneman
drives to his restaurant where the show
takes place, he picks up a hitch-hiking
sailor, Edward Rvan, and, after the broadcast starts, he introduces him to Bonita
Granville, a lonelv girl who is unable to
locate her sailor sweetheart and Is heading
back
Minneapolis.
Breneman's
show,
Miss to
Bo"di
wins the At
orchid
as the eldest
guest. Miss Burke Twins a beautv kit prize
but Miss Pitts' crazy hat is topped bv Hedda Hopoer. wearing a eoldfi^h bowl creation
with two live fl=h. After Miss Bondl collapses, Ryan and Miss Granville volunteer
to take care of her dog and. although they
have a quarrel, Breneman manages to
straighten out their difficulties. Miss Burke
gets a new hair-do and beautv treatment
and her husband falls for her all over again
and deserts his gold-digging girl friend
while MI«s Pitts gets a consolation Drise —
a kiss from Breneman.
DENLEY

HOUSES

shuddery moments as Count Dracula assumes his bat-like form but, with the entrance of the harassed-looking Lon Chanev,
who dreads being transformed into a werewolf at full moon, patrons start giggling
in anticipation of gruesome scenes to come.
As if the three monsters were not enough,
the script writers have included a mad
scientist and his hunchbacked nurse to fill
the eerie cun to overflowing.
While Onslow Stevens does a first-rate
acting job as the fanatical scientist, John
Carradine offers a stock portraval of Count
Dracula, Glenn Stranrre merely stalks about
as Frankenstein and Lon Chaney's werewolf
is nothing more than a triumph of makeup. Lionel Atwill is wasted in a bit role.
Jane Adams has an attractive face and
sympathetic manner as the hunchback
nurse and Martha O'Driscoll adds a touch
of romance. Although its weird characters
and gloomy backgrounds are not conducive
to a child's restful slumber, the youngsters
will enjoy this picture even though their
elders may scoff at it. It is a natural for
the horror houses.

Engaged in research to discover a culture
to correct human deformities. Onslow Stevens, eminent scientist, is tricked into aiding
the vampire, Count Dracula (John Carradine) who has betrayed an unholy interest
in Martha O'Driscoll, the doctor's assistant.
Meanwhile Lon Chanev solicits Stevens'
help in relieving a brain pressure which,
when the moon is full, transforms him into
a werewolf.
Impatient
withforStevens'
promise of a future
operation
him, Chaney
attempts suicide by throwing himself into
the Devil's Cave and, when the doctor goes
to his rescue, they discover the remains of
Frankenstein's monster. During a blood
transfusion. Stevens becomes contaminated
with Dracula's blood and, although he cures
Chaney of his affliction, he murders his
handyman and causes the vampire to wither
away
being exposed
sun's ravs.
In a byflaming
climax, to
thetheFrankenstein
monster kills Stevens and his nurse and
then destroys himself in the burning castle
— but Universal will probably find some
way to bring them all back to life next
season.
DENLEY
FILM

BULLETIN

is

with the best boxoffice pictures
in its history. The ones you see
here are in release, or ready for
release, or near completion. All
are certain to do very well at
your theatre. The first ones are
already
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ALREADY ESTABLISHED AS A TOP BOXOFFICE HIT!

PIRANDELLO'S

dramatic classic reaches full greatness on the screen!

starring

MERLE OBERON • CLAUDE RAINS
CHARLES KORVIN
with

CARL ESMOND • SUE ENGLAND • JESS BARKER
RALPH MORGAN • FRITZ LEIBER - HARRY DAVENPORT
Screenplay by Bruce Manning, John Klorer and Leonard Lee
Based upon the play entitled
"Come Prima Meglio De Prima" by Luigi Pirandello
Produced by HOWARD

BENEDICT

Directed by
WILLIAM

DIETERLE

of "Love Letters" and
"I'll Be Seeing You" fame

THIS ROLLICKING BOXOFFICE HIT HAS ALREADY PROVED ITSELF
IN ITS FIRST OPENINGS.

starring

YVONNE DE CARLO
ROD CAMERON
ANDY DEVINE • FUZZY KNIGHT
SHELDON LEONARD • ANDREW TOMBES
Original Screen Play Written and Produced
by Michael Fessier and Ernest Pagano
Directed by
CHARLES LAMONT
Executive Producer
HOWARD BENEDICT

V

s

and 4?'tfof6cc6fUf... Get/eafy <4&HfH0?t4^
SMALL

FRY

BUT OH, MY!

In our opinion, a worthy boxoffice successor to
WOMAN IN THE WINDOW/' made by and starring the same
people, now breaking records in its first engagement.

The things she
does to men
can only end

A DIANA PRODUCTION
Produced and Directed by
FRITZ LANG
A UNIVERSAL

RELEASE

in MuAdtat!

JESS BARKER • MARGARET LINDSAY • ROSALIND IVAN • SAMUEL S. HINDS
Based upon the novel "La Chienne" • Screenplay by DUDLEY NICHOLS • Art Direction by Alexander Golitzen

60
BECAUSE IT'S D&zana

DURBIN

IN LOVE. ..AS YOU LOVE HER BEST!

BECAUSE IT'S CAm&j

LAUGHTON
NEVER SO WARMLY MERRY BEFORE!

BECAUSE IT'S /ZancAot

TONE

HAVING HIS HAPPIEST LOVE AFFAIR!

Q

ff

with

STANLEY RIDGES • DONALD MEEK • HELEN BRODERICK
Screenplay by Edmund Beloin • Original Story by Edmund Beloin and Sig Herzig
Directed by RICHARD WALLACE • Produced by FELIX JACKSON
Associate Producer: Howard Christie

The magnificent Maria
Montez, playing her first
modern roie, with an
important cast giving
extra marquee power to
an exciting melodrama
with a "front page" title.

A GEORGE WAGGNER Production
starring

Maria MONTEZ
Robert PAIGE
SABU
Preston FOSTER
Louise ALLBRITTON
^nt TAYLOR • J. Edward BROMBERG

Screenplay by
M. M. Musselman and Monty F. Collins
Original Story by Alice D. G. Miller
Directed by GEORGE

\^rtfF?vm>v

WAGGNER

Produced by PAUL MALVERN
Executive Producer: JOE GERSHENSON

Not since "Buck Privates" has the screen felt such a
wonderful New Thrill in laughter! . . . a story that brings you
"Benny" — the not-so-super

salesman.

#w

Bud

Loi

ABBOTT - COSTELLO
with

BRENDA

JOYCE 'JACQUELINE DE WIT • ELENA VERDUGO
MARY GORDON
• GEORGE CLEVELAND
Screen Play by Walter De Leon
Original Story by Paul Jarrico and Richard Collins

Directed by WILLIAM A. SEITER
Executive Producer: JOE GERSHENSON

Producer

Walter

passes his most
efforts with

Wanger

sur-

spectacular

his most

sive production ....
all the magnificence
can muster!

imprestold with

the screen

MERLE 08ER0N

TURHAN BEY

with THOMAS GOMEZ • GALE SONDERGAARD • RAY COLLINS • ERNEST TRUEX • GEORGE DOLENZ • JEROME COWAN
Directed by ARTHUR

LUBIN • Produced by WALTER

WANGER

• Associate Producer: Alexander Golitzen

Screenplay: Ernest Pascal • Adaptation: Emmet Lavery • From the Novel "Peacock's Feather" by George S. Hellman

A combination of Myrna Loy and Don Ameche is a real boxoffice idea, especially
when they are in a story with humor, romance and action. As the first of the
Jack H. Skirball-Bruce Manning Productions for Universal, this sets a pattern for
real, warm, human entertainment guaranteed to please all types of audiences.

Jack H. Skirball and Bruce Manning
present

LOY* AMECHE

RHYS WILLIAMS • BOBBY DRISCOLL • RICHARD GAINES
SARAH PADDEN • CLARA BLANDICK
MOLLY LAMONT • JOHN GALLAUDET
A Jack H. Skirball-Bruce Manning Production
Director of Photography, Joseph Valentine

Based upon "A Genius In The Family" by Hiram Percy Maxim
Screenplay by Bruce Manning and James Clifden

Directed by FRANK RYAN
Produced by JACK H. SKIRBALL

A Technicolor outdoor action drama with a love story and outstanding
cast to make it one of the great Western spectacles in the history

* DANA ANDREWS

of the business. Ernest Haycox, author of the famed "Stagecoach,"
wrote the stirring story. Published as a novel and Saturday Evening
Post serial, it's pre-sold to millions.

as Logan Sfuart

4

WALTER WANGER

presents

f
* BRIAN DONLEVY
as George

Camrose

BRIAN DQHLEVY

* SUSAN HAYWARD
as Lucy Overmire

* PATRICIA ROC
as Caroline Marsh

* WARD BOND
as Honey

Bragg

• ANDY DEVINE
as Ben Dance

& LLOYD BUDGES •FAT HOLDEN
■ VICTOR CUTLER AND THOSE
Hoagy CARMICHAEL
as Linnet

f DEVI KIDS. TAD AND DENNT

i by JACQUES TOURNEUR

Produced by WALTER WANGER

ACTIONFUL

'ABILENE TOWN'
Rates • • +

more in action spots

United Artists
89 minutes

(Jules Levey)

Randolph Seott, Ann Dvorak, Edgar Buchanan, Rhonda Fleming, Lloyd Bridges,
Ho'Vird Freeman, Richard Hale, Helen
Boice, Jack Lamhert, Dick Curtis, Han't
Patterson, Earl Schenck, Eddie Waller.
Directed by Edwin L. Marin.
Replete with rip-roaring action, colorful
dance hall doings and above-average performances, "Abilene Town" is the epic type
of Western which will do excellent business
wherever patrons favor fast-moving outdoor
fare. Elsewhere, Randolph Scott and Ann
Dvorak furnish fair name value and, if
given the "Dodge City." "Union Pacific" sort
of ballyhoo, it shoud do fairly well generally. While the story, dealing with the conflict between the cattle barons and the
homesteaders on the Kansas plains following the Civil War, is basically similar to
that used for many "horse operas," Director
Edwin L. Marin has given it the spectacular
features of a major production. The cattle
stampede
and the burning of the settlers'

WESTERN

HAS CLASS

homes are outstanding thrills and the
climax, as the opposing factions are lin"d
up for battle, has great suspense. Realizing that the romance between a hard-hitting
marshal and a tempestuous dance hall
queen is somewhat implausible, Marin resorts to a tongue-in-cheek treatment which
is amusing and different. Several songs, including a likely hit, "Snap Your Fingers,"
are sung by Ann Dvorak in throaty fashion.
Abilene, Kansas, in 1870, is the center of
a violent conflict between cattlemen, who
want the plains as open range, and the oncoming homesteaders, who want to settle
down and raise crops. One side of Abi'.ene's
main street has saloons and gambling hills
frequented by the cattlemen while the other
side has the stores of the law-abiding merchants but Randolph Scott, the town marshal, enforces an unwritten truce between
the opposing factions. Scott, who is attracted to Ann Dvorak, the dance hall
queen, keeps order in her rowdy establishment until a vengeful trail hand vows to
get even with him for being thrown out.
To discourage the homesteaders from
settling on the open range, the cattlemen

'VOICE OF THE WHISTLER' SLOW-MOVING

Rates

—

burn their buildings but Lloyd Bridges, their
youthful leader, persuades them to block the
cattle trail with barbed wire. When the
angry cattlemen stampede their herds
through the wire, Scott convinces the merchants that they must support the homesteaders against the lawless element. After
the cattlemen riot and wreck the saloons,
Scott kills their leader and the rest are
driven out of town. With law and order
finally restored to Abilene, Scott convinces
Miss Dvorak that she would make a good
housewife.
Randolph Scott makes the fearless town
marshal a likeable and human character
and Ann Dvorak looks fetching in the
scanty dance hall costumes and does good
work as the hard-boiled entertainer although her eventual promise to become an
aproned housewife is not believable. Edgar
Buchanan gets some laughs in the role of a
timid, procrastinating sheriff and Helen
Boice also aids in the comedy as a sharptongued rooming house mistress. Lloyd
Bridges also stands out as a crusading
young homesteader.
YORK

MELLER FOR LOWER

HALF

as supporting dualler

Columbia
60 minutes
Richard Dix, Lynn Merrick, Rhys Williams,
James Cardwell, Douglas Wood, Tom Kennedy, Frank Reicher, GiGi Perreau, Byron
Foulger, Minerva Urecal.
Directed by William Castle.
A slow-moving, modestly-budgeted psychological melodrama, "Voice of the Whistler"
is lacking in the thrill elements which
might make it hold up in the action spots.
However, Richard Dix gives another forceful portrayal in this, the fourth in this series adapted from the well-known radio program, and his name gives it some marquee
value as a supporting dualler. Following
the customary eerie introduction, the shadowy figure of The Whistler tells his latest
yarn — an unbelievable tale which builds
much too slowly, has a few suspenseful mo-

'WOMAN

PRODUCTION

WHO

CAME

ments in the climax and then ends on a
ridiculously theatrical note. Except for Tom
Kennedy, Frank Reicher and Douglas Wood,
who are seen in the introductory scenes,
only four characters enact the main story
against the background of an abandoned
lighthouse. They are Dix, who effectively
plays an ailing man of wealth searching for
a loyal friend; Rhys Williams, who gives
strong support as a friendly taxi driver,
and Lynn Merrick and James Cardwell,
who are no more than adequate as a young
engaged couple.
Richard Dix, an enormously wealthy man
who realizes he has no true friends, is advised by his doctor to go away for his
health. In Chicago, Dix becomes ill in a
cab and is befriended by the driver, Rhys
Williams, who takes him to a clinic where
he meets the pretty nurse, Lynn Merrick.
The latter, who is engaged to James Cardwell, an interne, is intrigued by Dix's pro-

BACK* MINOR

MYSTERY

posal that she marry him for the few
months he has left to live and then she
can inherit his fortune. Although Cardwell
doesn't understand that she is doing this
for him, she accepts Dix's offer and goes to
live with him and Williams in an abandoned
lighthouse. After six months of outdoor
life, Dix has regained his health but his
wife is unable to stand the loneliness. When
Cardwell arrives for a visit, Dix realizes
she still loves the interne. Dix outlines to
Cardwell his plan for a perfect murder and
when the interne attempts it on Dix, he
turns the tables and kills Cardwell instead.
Unable to throw Cardwell's body from the
lighthouse window. Dix carries the body
down the stairs where Williams and Miss
Merrick see him. The police are summoned,
Dix dies in the electric chair and Miss Merrick inherits the money but never attains
HENLEY
happiness.

MILLER HAS THRILLS

Rates • • in action houses; fair dualler generally

Republic
68 minutes
John
Loder,
Nancy
Kelly,
Otto
Kruger,
Ruth Ford, Harry Tyler, Jeanne Gail, Emmett Vogan,
Almira
Sessions, J. Farrell
MacDonald, Gertrude W. Hoffmann.
Directed by Walter Colmes.
Several admirable performances give
some conviction to the fantastic plot of
"Woman Who Came Back," a minor psychological melodrama. Because of its weird
happenings and a mystery which will stump
most whodunit fans before it is cleared up
in the final five minutes, the picture is
made-to-order for horror devotees and
should do well in action houses. Loder and
Miss Kelly have fair marquee value for the
duallers. The story, which is off the beaten
track, deals with witchcraft and superstition in a small New England town but, after
JANUARY

21,

1946

a weird and exciting opening, Director
Walter Colmes lets the action lag during
several talky sequences. However, the climax has thrills and suspense aplenty and
the shadowy photography and excellent
musical score add to the eerie effect. Nancv
Kelly gives a splendid account of herself
in the difficult role of a young girl convinced she has been bewitched and John
Loder is handsome and forthright as the
village doctor who loves her. Otto Kruger,
Ruth Ford and Almira Sessions do good
work as superstitious townsfolk and Jeanne
Gail is outstanding as a frightened youngster.
Returning by bus to her ancestral home
in a New England village, Nancy Kelly encounters a black-veiled old woman who
claims she had been burned at the stake
for witchcraft 300 years before. She puts a
curse on the girl just before the bus plunges
into the river and all but Miss Kelly are
drowned.
After she reaches the village, she

is cared for by John Loder, her former
fiance, but the old woman's body is not recovered and no one believes her weird tale.
The girl then becomes convinced that she
has a legendary curse on her and, after
she has a disagreement with Ruth Ford.
Loder's sister, the latter's little girl fallmysteriously ill. In addition, a howling dog
haunts her house and attacks all visitors
and Miss Kelly is nearly driven to insanitv
bv the superstitious villagers who claim she
is a witch. Loder finally uncovers an old
document to prove that the legendary curse
was false but he is unable to prevent the
villagers from stoning the girl. However,
he arrives in time to prevent her from attempting suicide in the river and the mystery
is
cleared
up some
when shrubbery
the old woman's
body is found in
and is
that of
an escaped inmate o:"
the'-ntifled
county as insane
asylum.
DENLEY
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do produce the largest license fees, and to those which, because
of their different size, location, etc., pay only a small fraction of
the cost of a single print, have proved that only by this method
of licensing can feature pictures be profitably produced and satisfactorily distributed. Staggered exhibitions in different types of
theatres not only produce more revenue, but extend the playing
time and afford a fuller opportunity to the public to see a picture
at varying admission prices within the reach of everyone.
B.

Clearance Agreements.

Just as the staggering of runs is a necessary and appropriate
method of licensing features, so also is it necessary and appropriate that there should be a period of time elapsing between
runs in order to protect the value of the exclusive right of exhibition on each run and thereby preserve that value, so as to
permit payment to the distributor of the higher license fees which
priority and exclusivity justify.
There is no agreement between distributors as to the period
or area of clearance they will agree to with any exhibitor licensing their respective pictures. The agreement is only between a
particular distributor and its particular customer. We are not
here discussing agreements among distributors as to the period
or area of clearance they will agree to with any particular exhibitor licensing their respective pictures. There is no claim of
any such agreements here. The point here is that an agreement
between a particular exhibitor and its customer is valid.
An agreement as to the period and area of clearance is
necessary in spite of plaintiff's theory of how it could be dispensed
with. Unless the distributor can legally assure the exhibitor
against the possibility that the distributor will destroy or impair
the value of the exhibition right licensed, by permitting the exhibition of the picture by others in the same area at such a time
as would inevitably attract patronage away, it cannot secure the
agreement to pay the film rental for which it bargains.
The plaintiff asserts, however, that clearances granted to
affiliated exhibitors are discriminatory, and implies that clearances granted to such exhibitors are more extensive in area or
time than those granted to independent exhibitors upon similar
runs. The record lends no support to any such claim. On the
contrary, it appears from the answers to interrogatories and the
numerous contracts in evidence that the areas and time periods
of clearances granted to affiliated exhibitors are no more favorable than clearances granted to independent exhibitors. Thus,
in cities where an independently operated theatre competes on
first run with an affiliated theatre, the distributor who licenses
the first run to the independent grants it as long and extensive
clearance as do the distributors who license the affiliated theatres.
In addition, in those communities where all the first run theatres
are operated by independents, there is exactly the same amount
of clearance, both as to time and area, as in some other parts of
the country where there are affiliated first run theatres.
The arbitration provisions of Section VIII provide an adequate
and effective remedy for the determination and settlement of
claims that clearance provisions in particular license agreements
are unreasonable in time or area. Accordingly, there is no occasion in this case for this Court to consider the industry practice
of licensing on successive runs with clearance between runs, that
matter having been settled by the Consent Decree.
C.

Percentage

Licenses.

We believe that distributors, in licensing their films are entitled, so far as the Sherman Act is concerned to arrange for
their compensation on any basis which they are able to negotiate
with exhibitors, having a proper relationship to their right to
receive a reward for the use of their property. It appears from
the evidence that distributors generally (whether defendants or
not) frequently license their pictures for fees based upon the box
office receipts from their exhibition, and that such terms of payment are used by all distributors with exhibitors, whether independent or affiliated. Pictures are also licensed for agreed
sums
called
rentals."
The seem
choice
method ofin measuring
the reward to"flat
the owner
would
to bein irrelevant
this case.
The measurement of license fees by an agreed percentage of the
gross receipts of the exhibitor in connection with the particular
picture is no different than the common practice of measuring
the rental for real property by such terms. Such percentage terms
assure to the distributor an increased reward if a picture proves
successful at the box office, and tend to protect the exhibitor
against excessive film costs if a picture's box office performance
is disappointing.
,
It is fantastic to suggest that the distributor because of such
license terms becomes a partner with the exhibitor.
20
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LAW

The testimony shows that it is the general practice of all the
distributors, whether dealing with independent exhibitors or
affiliated ones, to Include a provision in the license agreement
that the exhibitor shall not charge less than a specified minimum
admission price during the exhibition of the particular picture or
pictures licensed. Usually the spaces provided in the license
agreements are filled in. The failure to fill in these spaces is dut
either to inadvertence, or the assumption by the distributor that
the admission prices currently being charged or contained in previous licenses will continue. The minimum admission price included in the license is not one which the distributor dictates, but
is the usual admission price currently charged by the exhibitor.
It is clear from the testimony that the purpose of such provisions is not to fix or force advances in the admission prices
charged by an exhibitor as a matter of his own business judgment, but, so far as the distributor is concerned, merely to Insure
that an expected minimum can be realized from the exhibition to
enable the exhibitor to pay the proper license fees.
Such a provision with such a purpose obviously bears a proper
relationship to the distributor's legitimate interest in assuring
earnings during the period of exhibition of the picture licensed,
so that the agreed or expected fees can be realized and paid.
Since many pictures are licensed on a percentage basis, the admission prices charged by the exhibitor directly affect the total
box office receipts from exhibition of those pictures and from
which the distributor is to receive its percentage. Similarly,
where a picture is licensed on a "flat rental" basis, the amount is
negotiated in the light of the admission prices then being charged
by the exhibitor, which furnish some measure of the total box
office receipts which he may expect and thus the license fees
which he should pay. The effect of a reduction in the admission
prices in such circumstances would inevitably be to impair the
exhibitor's ability to pay the agreed terms.
POINT II.
Twentieth Century-Fox, Loew's, Paramount, RKO and Warner, each Independently engaged in producing and distributing
motion pictures, are entitled as a matter of law to own theatres
exhibiting pictures to the public.
A* It is not illegal per se for each Company considered
separately to produce motion pictures and own theatres exhibiting
motion pictures to the public.
1. Each producer-distributor is legally entitled to own
theatres exhibiting its own pictures.
It is fundamental, as we have seen in the preceding point,
that § 1 of the Copyright Law confers upon the owner of a copyrighted motion picture, i.e. the producer-distributor, the exclusive
right "to exhibit" that motion picture (35 Stat. 1075. 17 U. S. C.
§ 1). And this right to exhibit has been recognized by the
Supreme Court In Interstate Circuit v. U. S., 306 U. S. 208. 227
(1938), where it was stated:
"* • * the owners of the copyright of a motion picture
film acquire the right to exhibit the picture and to grant
an exclusive or restrictive license to others to exhibit it."
Furthermore, there is nothing in the Sherman Anti-Trust Law
which abridges in any respect the right of a producer to engage
in the exhibition of its own pictures, and we believe that the
Government so concedes.
2. Competition in both distribution and exhibition is substantially increased, rather than diminished, by a theatre exhibiting the pictures of more than one distributor.
The evidence is clear that most motion picture theatres,
whether operated by a distributor or independent, require the
output of more than one producer-distributor to maintain profitable operations. (Rathvon, R. 1655, Montague, R. 1276.) Surely,
it would frustrate the very purpose of the Sherman Law, if a
theatre operated by a distributor were obliged "to turn out its
lights" (retire from competition), when it did not have available
sufficient films of its own for profitable operation.
Not only does the exhibition of other distributor's features
make it possible for a theatre to continue maximum operation,
but it actually Increases the competition in both the distribution
and exhibition markets.
B. Five wholly autonomous companies cannot be treated
"collectively" to establish a Sherman Act violation.
1. A definable agreement to restrain trade or to monopolize
must be established, either by evidence of an actual agreement or
by proof of circumstances from which such an agreement may
properly be inferred.
The basic fallacy in the plaintiff's case, as we see it, is the
the five producer-exhibitors
are to be treated "collectively" in
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presumption in which it indulges from the outset of its brief that
determining whether there exists a Sherman Act violation. On
page 1 of the plaintiff's brief, it is claimed as an ultimate fact
established in the litigation that the five producer-exhibitors "collectively receive" 70 per cent of the film rental derived from firstrun theatres in the United States and that these five companies
"collectively own" 70 per cent of the first run theatres in key
cities of the United States. Take this word "collectively" away
and the Government's whole case collapses, for its brief (p. 2)
concedes that "1. Individually considered, each distributor defendant directly controls only a fraction of the entire domestic
distribution business" and "2. Individually considered, each producer-exhibitor directly controls only a fraction of the entire
domestic exhibition business * * *."
And we submit: without proof of a specific agreement to act
jointly or proof of circumstances establishing such an agreement
by compelling inference, is no more a legal basis for treating
these five autonomous companies collectively than there is for
presuming, as the Government does, that this case is already decided in its favor and "THE PRIMARY ISSUE * * * IS THAT
OF RELIEF," the first point to which the Government brief is
addressed.
2. Separate license agreements of two or more of the distributors with a theatre operated either by an independent or by
one affiliated with a distributor, are not, in and of themselves,
circumstances from which collective action to monopolize can be
inferred.
a. The precise question involved.
We have argued in Point I of this brief that a distributor has
the lawful right to license its copyrighted pictures for exhibition
in a theatre on terms providing (a) for payment measured by a
percentage of gross receipts based upon a specified minimum admission price and (b) for a period of clearance before subsequent
exhibition in the same competitive area.
We have also seen that it is legal per se for a. producerdistributor to own theatres exhibiting its own and other distributors' pictures. The issue, therefore, comes down to whether an
exhibitor in procuring a license of the features of more than one
of the eight distributors at concededly different film rentals, can
lawfully agree separately with each distributor to charge a specified admission price, and can obtain a period of clearance from
each distributor which by reason of the attendant circumstance?
is in most cases similar in point of time and area.
b. The theatre operated by an independent.
Turning from the assertions of Government counsel to the
record, we find that the evidence is abundant and consistent that
the admission price included in the license agreement is determined by the theatre operator, whether it is an independent or
affiliated with a distributor. Futhermore, the agreement by that
theatre operator to charge at least that admission price is limited
to the pictures for which he is procuring license.
The evidence is also abundant and without contradiction that
there is neither agreement nor even discussion between two or
more distributors licensing a theatre operator, as to the admission
price which that theatre will charge or as to the clearance which
it shall be granted.
Nor is the fact that clearance in the separate agreements is
usually for a similar period due to any collective action on the
part of the distributors. On the contrary, it is a result of quite
different influences, as we have pointed out in Point I above. One
is the urge on the part of a prior run exhibitor to procure from
each of the distributors licensing him films a clearance equal to
the longest clearance which any of them will grant. In other
words, uniformity of clearance flows in part at least from ordinary competitive negotiation. The second factor which makes for
the occurrence is a need and desire of the subsequent-run exhibitor to have the pictures, once they have come off prior run.
available to him with some regularity, to aid in booking his
theatre.
c. The theatre affiliated with a distributor.
In considering the case of a theatre affiliated with one of the
distributors, it should be borne in mind that it is legal per se for
the operator of that theatre to exhibit its own pictures and those
of other distributors. Furthermore, there is no proof in this case
of anv significant variation between the licensing practices used
with an independent theatre operator and those used with one
who is affiliated with a distributor. And there most certainly is
no proof of any nation-wide pattern or practice in that regard.
On the other hand, there is ample evidence by the defendants
that negotiations with independent exhibitors or affiliated ones
are conducted on the same basis and with equal intensity.
Furthermore, it has been held in the case of a theatre affiliated with a distributor, just as in the case of a theatre operated
by an independent, that uniform periods of clearance in contracts
with a number of distributors are not sufficient to infer collective
action on their part.
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3. "Cross-licensing," as used in this case, is but an empty
catchword, not establishing "collective" action.
The customary
the ofexpression
as indicated
by the meaning
Supreme of
Court
the United"cross-licensing''
States in the
"cracking" case, Standard Oil Co. v. United States, 283 U. S. 163
(1931). is "An interchange of patent rights and a division of
loyalties according to the value attributed by the parties to their
respective patent claims" and as the Court said, "is frequently
recessary if technical advancement is not to he blocked by
threatened litigation * * *."
It is clear that the Government in using this term "cro >slicensing" throughout the case is seeking to create the impression
that there exists here the "interchange" aspects present in the
customary agreement for exchange of patent rights.
"Cross-licensing" in the customary meaning of the expression
is further removed from the present case by the fact that none
of the producer-distributors license each other to distribute their
respective
pictures. whatsoever.
There is thusIt nois "interchange"
the sense
of
patent exchanges
apparent that in
Government
counsel now recognize this deficiency in their approach, for in
their present brief, as opposed to their trial brief, they occasionally use the term "diagonal agreements," indicating slightly more
accurately that the true relationship here is only that of distributor and exhibitor.
The Government's claim of "cross-licensing" is based principally upon the distribution of product for exhibition in first run
theatre in the 92 cities in the United States having a population
of over 100,000. The evidence shows that in each of these cities
in which a defendant has an interest in a first run theatre the
product of that defendant is exhibited in such theatre, and the
Government so concedes. Where a defendant has no theatre interests and is thus required to make a choice of first run customers among available first run theatres, each defendant chooses
its first run accounts on the basis of criteria set forth in the
evidence. In some cities, defendants select affiliated theatres; in
others, independent theatres as their first run accoirnt. There is
no discernible pattern in the selections made by any two defendants in these cities of their first run accounts.
True, Government Exhibit 428 does show that one or more of
the five distributors operate theatres which exhibit pictures first
run in most of these 92 cities. But that same exhibit also shows
(Continued on Page 22)
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that in 53 of the 92 cities, or practically 60%, there are competing
independent first-run theatres, exhibiting the product of one or
more of the distributors. And, of course, there is no proof whatever that the independents' first-run needs have not been fully
satisfied by the pictures licensed to them.
4. There is in this case no evidence of exclusion or discriminations from which an agreement to restrain trade is to be
inferred.
It is idle to talk about exclusion in the distribution field,
no eviwhere just as in the production field, there is absolutely
dence that anyone who wishes to spend the money on distribution
cannot enter upon the business of "selling" motion picfacilities,
tures to the 18,076 theatres operating in the United States today
Furthermore, the evidence shows that in the case of theatres
which are affiliated with a distributor, there is not even a tendency to favor the exhibition of films of other distributors who
likewise have an interest in theatres. For example, in the Loew
first-run theatres throughout the United States in 1945, 67 per cent
other than Loew's.
by producers
wereof supplied
features
of the
features, 1,879 or 65 per cent,
these outside
number
the total
Of
interests. Only
theatre
were supplied by distributors having no
the other producer-exhibitors in this
by
supplied
were
cent
per
35
case.
In the field of exhibition, the primary claim is that the distributors, and particularly those also interested in theatres, discriminate against independent operators in their selection of first
run accounts. However, there is an absolute lack of proof that
the distributors in licensing the first-run theatres which they do
throughout the United States, have arbitrarily selected theatres
in which the distributors are interested. Indeed, such proof as
there is, is directly the converse. Moreover, the affirmative proof
distributors' features are licensed
is that the theatres in which the best
or comparable with the best
for first run exhibition, are the
theatres in the locality or produce the best results for the distributor licensing the pictures in those theatres.
5. The Government has failed to sustain its burden of proving circumstances from which an inference of agreement to restrain trade may properly be drawn.
We havj considered what we understand to be the three
basic claims against the distributor-exhibitor defendants. They
are, first, that where two or more of the defendant-distributors
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for exhibition in a theatre operated either
by an independent or by one affiliated with a distributor, the license agreements create a combination in restraint of trade,
second, that the five distributor-exhibitors by "cross-licensing"
have created a nation-wide combination in restraint of trade and
third, that the distributers and particularly those that have
theatre interests, "exclude" independent operators from access to
pictures on first run. Through none of them has the plaintiff
sustained its burden of proving circumstances from which an
agreement to restrain trade can be inferred.
C. Divestiture is a wholly unwarranted remedy in the case
at bar.
1. To grant this blanket indiscriminate relief would be an
act not warranted by evidence of existing wrongs.
In this case, the plaintiff has relied in large measure for
proof of alleged Sherman Act violations upon the decisions in
other judicial proceedings and upon the findings of the respective
tribunals of the arbitration system.
In relying to the extent which it has upon arbitral and judicial decisions as proof of existing conditions, the Government has
overlooked the obvious fact that relief has already been granted
or denied with regard to the matters complained of in all of these
cases. For example, in William Goldman Theatres v. Loew's,
Inc., 150 F. <2d) 738, at 745 (C. C. A. 3d, 1945), the District Court
was directed to grant the plaintiff "the injunctive relief which it
originally sought." That was, a decree that the defendant distributors should desist from an alleged combination to license
their first-runs in Philadelphia solely to the Warner Brothers
Theatres in that city. The same is true of other judicial decisions such as the Interstate, Crescent. Schine and Bigelow cases,
and applies alike to the arbitration awards.
Since the wrongs complained of in the proceedings relied
upon by the Government are no longer outstanding it would be
obviously unjust to assume that the harmful condition still exists
without new and independent evidence in this proceeding of that
fact. Without it, there can be no justification for using those
decisions in any respect as a basi" for the drastic relief which
the Government presently seeks.
2. The relief of divestiture has no relation to the matters
complained of.
As we have seen, the essence of the Government's complaint
in this case is the alleged restrictiv" ^f^ect which the various
agreements have upon independent e"h:bitors. The gravamen of
the attack is not monopolization in th" sense of a single organization owning all or most of the sources of surjolv of a particular
commodity and controlling all or most of the ultimate retail outlets, as in the case of the Aluminum and Pullman companies. The
attack is rather upon the mere existence of contracts between a
number of autonomous units, creating allegedly a combination
undulv restraining competition.
We have seen that the Government's entire case rests on its
ability to justify treating these companies "collectively," which in
turn is based entirely on its attempt to demonstrate that their
license agreements or trade practices infringe umn the ShT^an
Act. Moreover, the law establishes beyond question the right of
each of the companies to engage in production and exhibition of
their own pictures, and it has been shown that competition is enhanced, rather than diminished, through their exhibiting the pictures of other distributors. Under the circumstances to applv the
rule of the cases relied upon by the Government and to decree
dissolution rather than enjoin any illegal aspect of the contracts
involved, would have no other effect than to reduce the competition between the five largest companies in the industry. While
this might afford greater opportunities to others who are not in
their same position, there is certainly nothing in the Sherman
Act which sanctions such a leveling process or justifies bestowing
upon these others such unearned benefits.
CONCLUSION
It is respectfully submitted that the Government is entitled
to no relief upon this record.
Respectfully submitted,
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Ted Gamble, retiring as War Finance Director of the Treasury to resume his exhibitor activities,
was feted in the Grand Ballroom of the Waldorf on January 7 by the industry. Above, left.
Gamble receives a solid silver cigar humidor from George J. Schaefer, WAC chairman, as George
Murphy, toastmaster, looks on. At right, a view of four-section dais seating approximately 100
prominent
industryites and Treasury
officials.

Jack Goldhar, left, and Maury Orr were appointed,
respectively, eastern and western sales manager of
United Artists. Goldhar rises from district manager and Orr was upped from manager of the
Cleveland branch.

Steve Broidy, president of Monogram Pictures, was named president
of all companies
Monogram's atdomestic
subsidiary
recent
meetings
of the companies' Board
of
Directors.

That man Crosby receives another award,
this one being the N. Y. Newspaper Guild
choice as "the most newsworthy male
movie
personality. PM's John McManus is
the donor.

Executive v. p. and General
Manager James R. Grainger and
comedian Al Pearce exchange
hats and views on the Republic
lot during filming of Pearce's
next, "One Exciting Week."

Story Productions receives the screen rights to its
initial literary property "This Side of Innocence" as
Taylor Caldwell, author, signs contract. Standing,
1. to r., are Hal Home, Marcus Reback, Stanley E.
Kramer
and Armand
S. Deutsch.

Adolph Zukor, Paramount Pictures board
chairman, receives the well-wishes of
Paramount employees on his 73rd birthday. Matilda Kass, who has been with the
company since 1912, does the honors.

Edward A. Golden, (center), producer of "Breakfast in Hollywood,"
entertains the trade press at a luncheon at "21" following the showing of the UA release in N. Y. Standing is Film Bulletin's Frank
Leyendecker.

Jake Flax was named
Republic's Washington
branch manager, following purchase of franchise rights by the company from Flax.

Dana Andrews, 20th-Fox star of
"A Walk in the Sun" and "Fallen
Angel" arrives in New York with
Mrs. Andrews for the openings
of the pictures.
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CASE ARGUMENT

With the ending of the oral arguments, following filing of
briefs on final arguments by the Government and the major film
companies, in the motion picture anti-trust case last Thursday,
speculation on the possibility of a new consent decree was rife
in the industry. From remarks and interjections made by the
three-judge statutory court during Government counsel Robert L.
Wright's argument, it seemed a distinct possibility. The Court
ordered that the present decree, which was to have expired Feb.
1, be extended indefinitely until a decision is reached.
One of the remarks made by presiding Judge August N. Hand
during Wright's address to the Court indicated that one of the
major issues in the Government's case — divestiture of affiliated
theatres from the Big Five — was unlikely to be granted. Judge
Hand declared, "Your aim is to upset all ownership of theatres.
Now that is an extremely drastic remedy that I should think was
extremely unlikely that this Court will give." He qualified this
statement, adding, "but that is merely a first impression by myself, and I've got to study this very carefully in other ways than
just by merely reading through the briefs."
Clearance Illegal
In his argument, Wright charged that on the basis of evidence presented by the Government, he has shown that the use
of clearance as it is practiced currently is illegal; that established
practice of runs must be eliminated and aifiliated circuits dissolved if the requirements of the Sherman anti-trust laws are to
be met. When asked by the Court what substitute he had to
offer for divorcement, Wright replied that an interim solution
"would allow a defendant to play only in his own theatres and,
of course, those of independents, provided it is understood by the
Court that a freeze would be put on further acquisition of theatres." In his closing address, however, when the Court pressed
him for alternatives to present methods of selling and
the status
of affiliated theatres, Wright declared that it was not his province
- nor the Court's — to offer methods, but rather to see that the
alleged monopoly is destroyed. He added that divorcement in
addition to other requirements was the only solution to dissolution
of the monopoly.
Attacks Arbitration
Wright also suggested that films be sold on the auction block
to eliminate established runs. He also made it clear that he
favored scrapping of the present consent decree, principally because it provided for arbitration of clearance, which should be
eliminated, he said. He attacked the arbitration association, alleging that it had not accomplished its purpose. He took issue
with the defendant companies' contention that they are allowed
legally to set any price they deem proper for their product and
charged that price fixing was illegal per se.
He challenged the defendants' unanimous denial of collectiveness and pointed to a number of agreements which are in evidence. He charged that through agreements, pooling, franchises
and leases, restrictive control was exercised jointlv by the defendants in more than 30 towns in 25 states. He called stock ownership by two or more of the defendants in the same theatre as
indicative of "concerted action."
Divorcement to Bring Chaos
For the defense, each of the film attorneys denied that the
Government had shown evidence of collective action by the defendants. Joseph M. Proskauer, Warner counsel, charged the
Government with inconsistency and with baling its case
on "assumption rather than proof". Proskauer declared divorcement
would result in chaos in the industrv and would throw it back
to nickelodeon davs. He added that divestiture would be "against
the public interest" and asked that the case be thrown out.
Referring to the Government's attack on arbitration, John W.
Davis, counsel for Loew's, reminded the Court that the Government originally had asked for the arbitration svstem. He agreed
thai many of the Government's statements concerning practices
were true, but challenged plaintiff to show illegality in any one
of them. Each cf the other Big Five attorneys emphasized the
"folly" of divorcement, and asked that the case be dismissed.
Defends Block Booking

Speaking for United Artists and Universal, Edward A. Raftery
defended block hooking and reiterated his belief that UA and U
should not be involved in the case at all. He discounted the importance of trade showings and claimed that the Government had
produced no witnesses to show how block booking was harmful.
Louis Frohlich, Columbia
counsel, also argued along the same
24
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lines. He contended that exhibitors wanted full season selling,
Frohlich claimed that Columbia could not operate under small
block selling without theatres and that they could not tie up
large inventories for trade showings.
Briefs Deny Collective Action
Individual briefs were filed by each of the defendant companies on January 7th in which each denied Government charges
of collective action and upheld present practices. In addition, the
Big Five filed a joint brief (excerpts of which are reproduced beginning on Page 5) in which they claimed that current license
agreements were legal; that the exhibitor-distributor-producer
defendants were entitled legally to own theatres; that competition is increased, rather than diminished by a theatre exhibiting
the pictures of more than one distributor; that five wholly autonomous could not be treated "collectively" to establish a Sherman
Act violation and that divestiture has no relation to the Government's complaints.
Petitions to intervene as amicus curia in the Government's
case were denied by the Court to the Conference of Independent
Exhibitors Associations, the Society of Independent Motion Picture Producers and the St. Louis Amusement Co. All had submitted briefs to the Court.

MYERS TO SPEAK AT ITO MEETING
A. F. Mvers, chairman of the board and general counsel of
National Allied, will be one of the principal speakers at the
twelfth annual convention of the Independent Theatre Owners of
Ohio to be held Jan. 22-23 at the Neil House in Columbus. Other
speakers include Governor Frank J. Lausche, James Donohue,
Paramount division manager; Maurice N. Wolf, MGM; Leon
Bamberger, RKO, and W. C. Gehring. 20th-Fox division manager.
The subjects to be discussed at the two business meetings
include preferred playing time, increased film rentals, manpower
situation in theatres, use of local checkers, 16 mm. competition,
audience collections, extended runs, blind selling, moveovers. arbitrary designation of playing time, unfair allocations and repeal
of State Admissions tax.
General business sessions will be preceded by a meeting of the
ITO Board of Directors the evening of Jan. 21. with the conven(Continued on Paee 40)
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Jack Goldhar and Maury Orr were appointed eastern and
western sales manager, resDectivelv, of United Artists, it was announced last fortnight bv J. J. Unger, sales chief. Goldhar. former Prairie district manager, has been with UA since 1924, while
Orr, formerly in charge of the Cleveland-Cincinnati area, came to
UA in 1941 Warners
Boston exchange.
Robert H. O'Brien was elected Secretary of Paramount Pictures, Inc., by the company's Board of Directors, it was announced last week. O'Brien, a former member of the SEC. joined
Paramount a year ago as special assistant to Barney Balaban.
president.
M. J. Weisfeldt, resigned from Columbia as short subjects
sales executive to form a new picture company.
William Zimmerman, member of the RKO Radio home office
legal department since 1934. was promoted to the executive staff
to assist in formulation of domestic and foreign distribution policies and legal matters.
Samuel Diamond, 20th Centurv-Fox representative in Baltimore, replaces William .1. Humphries as Philadelphia sales manager. Humphries resigned to devote all his time to his theatre
circuit.
John Moore succeeds Clayton G. Eastman as Albany branch
manager for Paramount. Henry Germaine, New Haven exchange
salesman, will fill the spot vacated by Moore as New Haven
branch manager.
James M. Connolly was named manager of 20th-Fox' Boston
exchange, succeeding Moe N. Grassgreen who has been transferred to the home office sales department. Joe R. Neger, former
-:.!.•-, mil nttiee ni.r'.u'.'i i>1 the ! ii .1 ; i ii a i n I ! i - exchange, was named
manager of the Milwaukee branch.
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The majority of the Broadway first-runs are still holding
over pictures played during the holiday period but, despite
the expected drop, business remains excellent and, in the case
of "Lost Weekend," which is benefiting from various awards,
critical praise and word-of-mouth, the sixth week's gross exceeded even the Rivoll's Christmas and New Year's weeks
takes. The Ray Milland picture starts an eighth week on
January 19th with no end in sight... Also holding up to
sensational business are "The Bells of St. Mary's" at the
Radio City Music Hall and "Leave Her to Heaven" at the
Roxy. The former not only set an all-time weekly high of
$160,000 during New Year's week but played to a total of
$852,500 during its first six weeks at the world's largest theatre, an average of $143,000 weekly to top the previous single
week record of "National Velvet," which drew $140,000 for
New Year's in 1945. The Crosby-Bergman picture is now in
its seventh week but will remain only until the end of January and will be followed by M-G-M's "Adventure". . ."Leave
Her to Heaven," which is supported by a stage show headed
by Tony and Sally DeMarco, not only took in $149,500 and
broke Roxy records for the past fifteen years during its initial
week but did $120,000 for its second and again topped $100,000
for a third stanza. The Technicolor film is now in its fourth
week and will be followed early in February by "Fallen
Angel" and Carmen Miranda on the stage. . .Another 20thFox picture, "A Walk in the Sun," aided by rave reviews and
a sensational house front, set a new opening day's record at
the Victoria topping the same company's "Fighting Lady"
last Spring. A second week began on January 18th... Although setting no new records, "Stork Club," with Woody
Herman and His Orchestra on the stage, is doing exceptionally well in its fifth week at the Paramount and it will remain
until "Miss Susie Slagle's" opens in February. . ."They Were
Expendable" with Tommy Dorsey and His Orchestra in person, is now in its fifth and last profitable week at the Capitol
and will be followed by "The Harvey Girls" on January 24th.
After setting a 30-year record during New Year's week,
"San Antonio" is still doing well in its fourth and last week
at the Strand where Lionel Hampton and His Orchestra head
the stage show. "My Reputation" opens here on January
25th. . ."Dakota," which also did the biggest week-end business in the history of the Gotham during Christmas, is in its
sixth stanza, the longest Broadway run for Republic. . .In addition to "Bells" at the Music Hall, four other RKO Radio
pictures are current in the Times Square area. "Cornered" is
in its fourth profitable week at the Palace and "Johnny Anprel" is still doing well in its fourth week at the Globe while
"Dick Tracy" is in its second stanza after a strong opening
week at the Rialto and "Pinocchio" is in its 22nd week of its
history-making engagement at the Republic. . .Another longrun film, "Spellbound," is again playing to packed houses at
the Astor for its eleventh week while further up Broadway,
"Saratoga Trunk" is in its ninth good week at the Hollywood
where it is expected to remain until Spring. This gives Ingrid
Bergman three simultaneous first-run features, all playing to
strong business during December and January on Broadway.
"She Wouldn't Say Yes," which was a sudden Criterion
booking after "Scarlet Street" was banned by the New York
censors just before its opening, did well on the strength of
Rosalind Russell's star draw and is now in its second week.
If "Scarlet Street" is not passed by the New York censors,
another Universal picture, "Because of Him" will follow...
Universal's British release, "The Seventh Veil," has been
faring better than the previous English pictures at the Winter Garden and, after its current fourth week, the theatre
will put in another Universal release, "Madonna of the 7
Moons," instead of switching to easily-saleable features such
as U. A.'s "Getting Gertie's Garter" as planned. The latter
will probably play the smaller Gotham in February .. .The
Ambassador, meanwhile, has despaired of attracting patrons
to
first-runs like "Snafu" and is now playing horror or sex
revivals.
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HELP
ME
INFANTILE
PARALYSIS!
Here's how to do it:
I. COLLECTIONS

AT EVERY

PERFORMANCE

USE OPEN

Be sure to show the Greer Garson trailer at every
performance and have an adequate number of
volunteers on hand so that collections may be taken,
up speedily.

< BOOK

STRONGEST

POSSIBLE

5. OUTSIDE EFFORTS
COLLECTIONS

ATTRACTION

FULL UP

Experience has proven that collections are larger
in fully lighted auditoriums than in darkened ones.

MOTION
PICTURES'

MARCH

CAN

BOOST

YOUR

The showmanship campaign book is full of practical
suggestions on how to get extra dimes donations
outside your theatre.

6. NEVER
LIGHTS

CONTAINERS

It is difficult to put folding money in a tiny slot.
Most theatres use Quart Ice-Cream containers,
wicker baskets or decorated one-roll film cans.

The bigger your attendance during the March of*
Dimes week, the greater your collections.

*• HOUSE

COLLECTION

TOO

LATE TO HELP!

If you are one of the theatres which has not yet
pledged, write today to Nicholas M. Schenck, National Chairman, Motion Pictures' March of Dimes,
Suite 188, Hotel Astor, New York City

OF DIMES

JANUARY
24 Thru 30

The Drive With a Heart

EM
The exhibitors of America

have been asked to make

collections in their theatres countless times. They have
complied, sometimes grumbling because some of their
patrons registered annoyance when the houselights went up
and the boxes were passed around, but they did a magnificent job in every case.
In a few days, the sixth annual March of Dimes campaign — the Drive with a Heart — begins. It is the drive
closest to the public's heart for a cause the public loves. It
is the drive that celebrates the birthday of Franklin D.
Roosevelt, the man who fell victim to the malady it seeks
to combat and rose from its ravages to become the inspiration for the fight against infantile paralysis.
The

fart that theatre audiences contributed nearly

$6 000,000 in last year's campaign shows that they are not
"annoyed" with this collection. The fact that 50% of all
monies received in a theatre will go to the local chapter of
the Foundation for Infantile Paralysis will give the donor
an added incentive. And the fact that he may be helping
prevent his own son or daughter from suffering the pangs
of the dread disease should loosen his pursestrings wholeheartedly.
The shotvman with a heart will back the drive with a
heart.

The National Committee of the industry's March of
Dimes campaign, headed by Nicholas M. Schenck, has prepared a pressbook which utilizes only the most successful
ideas, activities that have proved themselves practicable and
profitable. Ideas for displays that virtually pull the dimes
from the pockets, gags, stunts, lobby booths, publicity
angles, posters and a host of other aids are jammed into 16
solid, meaty pages.
One of the most potent selling forces in the 1946 campaign isthe Greer Garson appeal trailer. Miss Garson, who

PLAYING!
appeared in the last three drives' trailers, makes the current appeal more effective than ever, if that seems possible.
In 19-14, it was estimated that her appeal on behalf of the
children of America brought response from 55,000,000
moviegoers. In 1945, that estimate jumped to 75,000,000
and in 1946 — well, the National Committee is so confident,
they say, "You show the trailer, pass the basket, and Miss
Garson will do the rest!"
The conscientious showman, however, will do much
more than just show the trailer and pass the basket. He
will dress up his front and lobby with dime-getting displays. He will use wishing wells, glass jar displays, wheels
of chance and any other displays he feels will bring out the
extra dimes. He will see that the volunteer collectors,
wherever possible, are pretty girls because it has been
proven that they can get the coins more easily and quickly.
He will see that the containers are open wide enough
so that the donor does not have to fish for a narrow slit,
losing time and patience in the process. And he will see
to it that he never misses a collection, that he turns up the
lights and passes the basket at EVERY show.
One of the most important phases of the drive is the
accounting of collections to the State Chairman at the conclusion of the campaign. In 1945, despite an urgent appeal
for prompt reporting of collections, about 60% of the exhibitors made their reports within the ten days following
the drive. The other 409c allowed the matter to drag into
weeks and months, thus delaying final audit and the turning over of proceeds to the National Foundation and delaying the purpose for which the money must be put to work.
The National Committee ur«res all theatre owners and managers to send all of the collections to the State Chairman
immediatelv after the drive end". None of the money
should be turned over to the local Foundation chapter. The
State Chairman wi'l return 50% to the local chanter treasurer. Enclosed with the pressbook is a simnl*» report bla"k
in triplicate. That is the onlv form the exhibitor must fill
out. One conv <roes to the cta*e Chairman with a check
for the total collections. Another r°nv go<^s to Natininl
Chairman Sch^n^k in New York and the third is for his
files.
DO

That's all there is to it.
Now ch^ok vonr list to see what vou've forgotten and
IT RIGHT AWAY.

Have You
Arranged for audience collections —
seat?
Made

every show, every

sure that the appeal trailer is in?

Made contact with your local Foundation chapter for
cooperation?
Made arrangements for volunteer collectors and containers?
Planned and erected
extra dimes?
Arranged
Miss Greer Garson as she appears with Sue Ann Hockett and Paul
Spiyey in "Keep Them Playing", the appeals trailer ivhich the
nation's theatres will present during March of Dimes Week. Jan. 24-30.
JANUARY
21,
1946

your special lobby displays for

local publicity
chairman to
papers and radio stations?

Booked
an important,
crowd-getting
March of Dimes Week, Jan. 24-30?

handle
attraction

newsfor
27

What The Newspaper Critics Say
HIGHLIGHTS

'SAN
ANTONIO1
(WARNER)

PROM

REVIEWS OF NEW

PICTURES BY FOREMOST

CRITICS

DRESSED-UP ROOTIN'-TOOTIN' WESTERN
tween this and any

"...Routine beef opera, dressed ostentatiously in Technicolor...
For nigh on to two hours the action is mainly composed of angry
men blaring at one another while the attractive lady watches or
sings. . .Couple of gun fights which are fit to make your hair stand
on
end...
Leaves you slightly dazzled but cool." CROWTHER,
N. Y.
TIMES.

"...Gaudy production has style... Good deal of action. . .Flynn's
performance is all swagger and Miss Smith's is all curves in
period gowns... Last scene is one of the most ridiculous mass
gunfights of the year." GUERNSEY, N. Y. HERALD TRIBUNE.
"...Errol Flynn has never been braver .. .Points of difference be-

'JOHNNY
ANGEL' LISTLESS SHOW
(RKO)

other Western are as follows: Technicolor in
profusion, with candy-stick costumes to extract the most value
out of color; Alexis Smith to look at; Flynn to pull a trigger with
debonair unconcern; a great number of fine horses; and a finale
fight with more killings, shootings and violence than any other
four movies."
WINSTEN, N. Y. POST.
"...An earnest attempt to prove that Westerns aren't so bad if
you spend enough money on them, renovate the musty old plot,
add a competent cast and embellish the whole business with Technicolor and love interest. . .Large part of that public which stays
away from Westerns
will find this one enjoyable." MORRIS,
PHILADELPHIA
RECORD.

HAS HIGH POINTS — TIMES

"...Tag ends of plot are visible through the dense atmosphere
enveloping 'Johnny Angel.' Deliberate befogging isn't sufficient
camouflage for a story so clearly hodge-podge. . .Suspenseful meloNEWS. drama. ..Provoking illogical thrills." MASTERS, N. Y. DAILY
"...No clues. Only signs of a struggle. . .Signe Hasso looks different every time she shows... On the fringes of the mystery
there lurks the small, enigmatic and musical figure of Hoagy
Carmichael."
WINSTEN, N. Y. POST.
"...Slow and mechanical unraveling adds up to a generally listless show which has its high points, in a couple of gun fights and
a slugging brawl... Mr. Raft appears bored and indifferent in the

self-assumed mystery-solving role, and Signe Hasso, Claire Trevor
and Hoagy Carmichael give average performances. . .Grade-B
melodrama."
CROWTHER, N. Y. TIMES.
". . .Only measure of excitement is when Raft is swapping punches
with his opponents. Otherwise pretty static stuff. . .Certain amount
of suspense is maintained as Raft tracks down the killer of his
father. . .Hardly matches up to the gusty film tales of international intrigue it strives so hard to imitate. . .George Raft fans
may find 'Johnny
Angel' a bit hard to take." PIHODNA. N. Y.
HERALD
TRD3UNE.
"...About mutiny and murder on the high seas... Has undergone
some editing and cutting, with the result that it is a story of
greed and conflict .. .B-picture class."
JOHN T. McMANUS,
PM.

'A (FOX)
WALK IN THE SUN1 WAR FILM GETS RAVES FROM CRITICS
". . .Swiftly over-powering piece of work. . .Mr. Milestone has been
aided by a generally superlative cast — a score of speaking actors
who play infantry men credibly. . .Most effective when it dramatically documents. . .Unquestionably one of the fine, sincere pictures about the war." CROWTHER, N. Y. TIMES.
"...Not one of Hollywood's romanticized versions of war. Not a
glimpse of a girl. . .Simply a straight-forward record of a morning
of war, full of harsh ugliness with occasional frenzies of perilous
excitement. . .Don't dismiss 'A Walk in the Sun' with any notion
that you have seen all the war pictures you want to see. This
one belongs wav up at the too of any moviegoer's wanted list."
COOK. N. Y. WORLD-TELEGRAM.

'THE
(PRO ENCHANTED

FOREST' FOR THE CHILDREN

"...Gentle woodland fable. . Children I think, will love the film.
Grownups will weary of it, for the grownup acting and general
devising is patchy and unconvincing, as if the script had been
written out there in the woods."
JOHN T. McMANUS, PM.
"...All its pretty color compositions and a tear-jerker plot, it is
sorry fare for either adults or kiddies. . .Best adjective for 'The
Enchanted Forest' is impertinent. . .Should stop Disney from introducing real figures into his animated magic. Plays enchantment in reverse and achieves exactly what it deserves." BARNES,
N. Y. HERALD TRIBUNE.

DICK
TRACY' GETS COOL
(RKO)

"...If you can find somewhere else but the Daily News to read
Dick Tracy in the original cartoon version, it might save a lot of

time and money."
JOHN T. McMANUS, PM.
"...21^ Stars ... About a murderous fiend who slashes several
seemingly unrelated victims before Tracy can determine either
identify or motive. Once that is established, the case loses in
suspense and thrills. . .Conway plays his role with a lot of poise
and charm." MASTERS, N. Y. DAILY NEWS.
"...Dick Tracy has extended his helpful activities in a picture
named after himself — undoubtedly to be the first of a series if
his devotees like their man in this new setting. . .Quite a few
people were going into the theater last night, so apparently somebody must like it." COOK. N. Y. WORLD-TELEGRAM.

SAY YES' FROTHY TALK-TALK, SAYS McMANUS

". . Runs itself ragged trying to catch up with a few laughs in an
old situation. . Alexander
Hall has tried to pace the film fast
enough to hide some of its defects, there are very few genuine
laughs. . .Leaves one with the feeling that, on the whole, it's too
bad she didn't."
GUERNSEY,
JR., N. Y. HERALD TRIBUNE.
"...One of those frothy talk-talks about a woman
psychiatrist
who can master anyone's inhibitions but her own,"
JOHN
T.
McMANUS, PM.
"...Miss Russell is very sophisticated and Mr. Bowman is very
persistent, and ardent, and there is many a well-intentioned comi28

"...Safe for the minds of impressionable little ones. . .Rather
charming blend of fantasy and fiction. . .Story fashioning is simple
and far-fetched in the fairy tale manner, but the idea is appealing and the animal stuff is quite delightful. . .Musical score, extremelv pleasant on the ears." THIRER, N. Y. POST.
"...Different from the usual Hollywood vehicle. . .May not come
off for adults, youngsters should find it as welcome as Santa Claus
...Geared for leisurely comfort and not for speed... PRC has
been fairly successful in essaying a difficult theme. . .Story has
the simplicity of a bedtime tale... If the trip through this forest
is not altogether enchanting, it is. at least, unhurried and pleasant." A.W., N. Y. TIMES.

RESPONSE

"...'Dick Tracy,' now inaugurating what obviously is going to be
a series, is no worse than half a dozen other small budget murder
mystery thrillers."
WINSTEN, N. Y. POST.
"...Dick Tracy on the screen is definitely not as exciting as
Chester Gould's comic strip of the same name. . .Ushers spent a
great deal of time waking up patrons. . .Routine cops-and-robbers
affair with
nary
a new twist."
PIHODNA,
N. Y. HERALD
TRIBUNE.

'SHE
WOULD'T
(COLUMBIA)

"...Superlatively fine picture of the war. . Exceedingly brief .. .In
the realm of performance the picture is superb, unaccented realism. ..Possesses the unmistakable mark of greatness in its restraint..Stirs
.
a profound emotion in the course of its creating
the lonely confusion, fear, uncertainty and courage of modern
miss." WINSTEN, N. Y. POST.
must not
a picture
war. It is war
"...Great
film. .you
.Robert
Rossen has converted the Harry
of an alchemist's
with ofsomething
coinage
screen
novel
Brown All
skill...
maleto cast
gives
the story
a platoon, fighting a small
battle in a big war, the surging tragedy and triumph which it
deserved. . .Screen play, direction and acting combine brilliantly
in 'A Walk in the Sun' to effect a striking and distinguished war
picture."
BARNES, N. Y. HERALD TRIBUNE.

cal twist and turn as the plot unfolds. Unfortunately. 'She
Wouldn't Say Yes' seldom gets beyond the 'intention' stage...
What
needed
most, some really funny lines and situations."
T.M.P., was
N. Y.
TIMES.
"...Rosalind Russell looks perfectly stunning. . .Vastly amusing
script."
THIRER, N. Y. POST.
"...Everyone in the cast is full of a frantic spirit of cooperation
to make this slender little farce as funny as possible. . .All one
big misunderstanding — and a misunderstanding also about what
is funny on a movie screen."
COOK, N. Y. WORLD-TELEGRAM.
FILM
BULLETIN
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Above, Joan

Bennett in seductive

disarray, and, at right, Dan

Duryea shows how to slap 'em and make 'em love it.

SCARLET STREET
Sex and Violence in the 'Village'
The combination

that was

responsible for the

thrilling "Woman in the Window" — stars Edward G.
Robinson, Joan Bennett and Dan Duryea and director
Fritz Lang — pool their tajents once again and the
result is a blazing cauldron of sex and violence that can
heat the most lackadaisical showman's instincts. Robinson as a nice little ordinary guy driven by a new passion to embezzlement and finally murder; La Bennett,
whose love for a louse chained her to degradation;
Duryea, the hateful wise-aleck who was a little too
smart — all three in a vehicle tailored to their talents.
Need you know more?

But there is more, strikingly

presented in U's press book and a special booklet that
merits huzzahs for its punchiness and utility.
(Story

on Next Page)

issue
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EXPLOITATION PICTURE
(Continued from Preceding

Page)

1 *tf

. &.A

1 *^.*.?*TB»£S,<

A Diana Production. Released by Universal. Produced and Directed by FriU
Lang. Cast: Edward G. Robinson. Joan Bennett. Dan Duryea. Margaret
Lindsay. Rosalind Ivan, Samurl S. Hinds, Jess Barker, Arthur Loft, Vladimir
Sokoloff, Charles Kemper, Russell Hicks. Screenplay by Dudley Nichols.
Based upon the Novel and Play "La Chienne" by George de la Fouchardicn .
Director of Photography.
Milton Krasner, A. S. C.

VSL .

.

5. Disgraced and discharged, Cross goes to Kitty, only to find her in
Johnny's arms. She taunts Cross when Johnny leaves and laughs at
his offer of marriage.
Enraged, he stabs her to death.

■y^
1. Christopher Cross (Edward G. Robinson), mild-mannered
retail store cashier, emerges from a banquet celebrating his
20 years of service to see a man beating a woman. Fortified
by champagne, he comes to her rescue and the man flees
when a policeman
appears.

W

6, He cunningly frames Prince for the murder and despite Johnny's
protestations, Prince is convicted and sentenced to the chair.
2, Struck by her beauty, the unhappily married Cross finds
Kitty (Joan Bennett) a thrilling experience and leads her to
believe he is a famous painter, although he is actually an
amateur dabbler. He rents an apartment for her, as a combination studio-rendezvous unaware that she is violently in
love with her assailant, Johnny Prince.

7. His revenge leaves him a shattered derelict, his talents gone and
unable to get a job because of his embezzlement. His days and nights
haunted by Kitty's and Johnny's voices, the outcast ironically sees his
portrait of Kitty sold for $10,000.

3. Prince
(Dan
Duryea)
his time Cross
at Kitty's
apartment, leaving
by the
back spends
door whenever
arrives.
He
hatches a scheme to get Cross to bring his paintings to the
apartment,
thinking to sell them.

4. When he takes them out for appraisal, he discovers they
are sensational. He forges Kitty's name to them and they
are displayed, winning recognition, while Cross Is forced into
embezzlement of the firm's funds to maintain Kitty and the
apartment.

Below,

two

of

the

provocative

newspaper

ads

from

the

pressbook.
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SIZE-UPS

BEHIND THE SCENES IN HOLLYWOOD'S

COLUMBIA
The contract of Whitney Bolton, head of this studio's advertising-publicity, was terminated by Harry Cohn and Nate Spingold in from New York. This follows closely on the heels of the
resignation of David Lipton, eastern advertising head. It seems
that this outfit, instead of correcting the production and sales
policies which bring it so much exhibitor ill-will, jockey around
their good will emissaries. They should know that Columbia
tactics make it a tough outfit to sell to exhibitors.
In work on this lot currently are: "Boston Blackie's Private
Ghost" (Chester Morris-Jeff Donnell), "The Jolson Story" (Larry
Parks-Evelyn Keyes) which is now in its twelfth week of production, and "The Walls Came Tumbling Down" (Lee BowmanMarguerite Chapman). "Night Editor" (William Gargan-Janis
Carter) wound up last week.
The studio has plotted ahead to its March shooting schedule
and four pictures have alreadv been announced for camera dates
then. "Power of Attorney," "Rendevous in Rio," "Mr. District
Attorney" and "Down To Earth" comprise the quartet. The last
named is the Hayworth picture. No castings have been set in
the others. One more which may go in the March list is "His
Face Was Their Fortune," which Wallis MacDonald is now preparing for production.
With Rita Hayworth, already in rehearsal for her next musical, the s+udio is plotting ahead to future pictures for their star.
"Carmen," not the opera story by Bizet, but a novel by Prosper
Merimee. has been purchased and is scheduled for 1946 production under Director Charles Vidor. Despite the title, there will
be no music in this one. It looks from here like the exploitation
department is going to have a job un-selling the public on the
fact that Hayworth will not portray the ill-famed cigarette girl.
Sneaking of exploitation at this studio, recalls to mind the
continuing incidents which indicate that President Harry Cohen,
who apparently passes on the minutest details of the studio's
business, does not always understand the problems of his publicity
necnle. Several times in the past week, we've heard stories of
lavovtts and interviews set up by hard-working press-agents being
tossed out as "unimportant" by the president. One of these was
with an important national magazine and the harried p. a. had
to hustle to re-convince his boss that the "break" was an important one publicity-wise. Selling Columbia product is no cinch
and
Cohen
should, but obviously doesn't, know it better than
anyone.

METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER
Metro walked off with seven out of a possible ten in the
Gallup poll of the best pictures of the year. In the player division,
two cf their actresses placed among
the first five and one of
their actors.
Speaking of polls to an executive of this company which has
done so well by them this year, the writer was given an honest
slant on the situation. Our executive pointed out that polls have
become such "old hat" with everybody who has paper and a
press running them indiscriminately. He said within the production ranks of the industry, two polls were watched carefully.
First, this Gallup counting instituted by an ingenious fan magazine. And second the box-office polls where exhibitors get a
chance to vote. These are worth honest consideration because
I hey are direct barometers of what has sold tickets over the
year. Critics' polls may carry prestige, but they provide no indication of what Joe Public and his lady want to pay money to
see. "What we want to know," says our executive, "is what will
sell tickets in a theatre and who we need in a film to make the
register ring."

STUDIOS

More trouble on "Till The Clouds Roll By." Presently, it is
rehearsed. Diffioff production while musical numbers are being
culty in the storv department with Director Richard Whorf being
substituted for Henry Koster to handle the story part of the film.
That makes director number three so far. Vincente Minnelh did
the three musical numbers his wife, Judy Garland, sings. Koster
was finallv coerced into taking over from there and now it is
felt, for an unstated reason, that Richard Whorf should handle
the non-musical portion of the film. Metro pays all of these
directors nice fat salaries to take the assignments made by the
front office, but why should one picture require three directors?
Producer Arthur Freed had the same trouble with his "Ziegfeld
Follies." too. All of this delay, changing, substituting, even if
the picture is officially "off" production, runs up costs like mad
to pav those costs. "Somebody," in case you're
has Exhibitor.
somebody
and
interested,
is Mr.
That atom bomb picture which Metro is so eager to get out
before Hal Wallis or Sol Wurtzel can start theirs on the same
subject is still a long way from being ready to shoot. Producer
the preparaSam Marx is getting priority on everything to hurry to
him. But
tion and top talent in all divisions will be available
vou can't shoot a film without a story and "The Beginning or
The End" is still weeks away from a camera.
the successful old-timer. "Coquette" from
has bought
and it is said that Lana Turner will be handed
Pickford
MaryMGM
the title role. Remembering Pickford in the original movie and
the Helen Hayes performance on the stage, it is not too easy
to picture Miss Turner, so different from both these stars,mayin
the same role. However, modernizing and a fresh script
be the answer.
If and when Arthur Freed can turn his attention from "Till
Wilderness."
The Clouds Roll By," he will start the gun on to"Ahmusic.
Rouben
be set
the Eugene O'Neill play which is now toto direct
and June
film
the
Mamoulian is coming back to Metro
Allyson and Ray McDonald, just out of service and a great
dancer, will be co-starred. A special musical score will be supplied by Harry .Warren and Ralph Blaine, two of the industry's
best song-writers
the reAn early starter on the lot will be the film markinghandsome
turn of Robert Taylor after his service stretch. The
be co-starred in "You Were
Hepburn
Katharine
Taylor and
direct for Producer Pandro S.
will will
Minnelli
Vincente
There."
Berman.
It didn't take Metro executives long to discover that they
had lost a valuable property when they let Lucille Ball go a few
viewing "Easy To Wed" (the Van
months ago. Executives
Williams starrer) in which the Ball talent as a
Johnson-Esther
comedienne is brilliantly displayed, said "Let's get her back
cmick." So as soon as "The Dark Corner" is finished at 20th
Century-Fox, Lucille Ball will give up her free-lance status and
return to the studio as... a star.
A new and unique contract with a magazine, may net Metro
some additional much needed story material. They have signed
with Atlantic Monthly for option rights on two prize short stories
annually. The magazine will award a monthly prize which will
be partially underwritten by the studio in return for the option
privilege.
Wound up last week were: "Army Brat" (Butch JenkinsFrances Gifford- James Craig) and "Three Wise Fools" (Marg "But
O'Brien-Lionel Barrymore). Continuing in production are:
Not Goodbye" (Frank Morgan-Audrey Totter) "Faithful In My
Fashion" (Donna Reed-Tom Drake), "Fiesta." in Technicolor.
ohn Carroll) and "The Yearling" (Claude
<K ther Williams-J
e Wyman-Gregory Peck). This last named is just
Jarman-Jan
about completed and Producer Sidney Franklin insists already it
was well worth all the effort. Rushes and rumors indicate he is
right and this will be one of the studio's biggest hits of the

year (this is a prediction and the column will stand by it). "Till
The Clouds Roll By," as mentioned earlier, is off production but
it will be back soon and for some time to come.
Announced as a step in the direction of aid for small town
exhibitors, Metro is instituting a new short, action trailer designed particularly for multiple change theatres. Howard Dietz
is responsible for the idea and he and Frank Whitbeck have produced the first of the series already. The idea was born from
suggestions offered by numerous exhibitors that short-footage
trailers could do an effective selling job if well made. First two
films on which the trailers have been tried are "They Were
Expendable" and "The Sailor Takes A Wife."

MONOGRAM
Although mid-January found this studio without a picture
in work, the records show a total of 16 films already completed
or- in various stages of completion and set for release. Heading
the list is the studio's first completed million-dollar production.
"Suspense," which has Belita. Barry Sullivan, Bonita Granville,
and Albert Dekker in top roles. Just wound up are "Joe Palooka,
Champ" (Kirkwood-Keyes) and "Charlie Chan at Alcatraz" (Sidney Toler). Editing now are: "The Shadow Returns," "The Gay
Cavalier," "Junior Prom," "The Haunted Mine" and "Moon Over
Montana." Set for release are: "Swing Parade of 1946," "Live
Wires," "The Strange Mr. Gregory," "Fear," "The Red Dragon,"
"The Face of Marble," "Drifting Along" and "Border Bandits.'
Of this list, only "Suspense" is indicative of the new upped
tempo of the product the studio promises. But the Monogram
people say that before many months there will be a number of
other films to rank alongside this one.
The King Brothers are among those who will participate
actively in the new Monogram policy. These producers, who began five years ago with a bank roll of $20,000, have announced
an $8,000,00 schedule for this year's product. "Suspense" is the
first on the list. Next to come from the Kings will be "The
Hunted," will also feature Belita, followed by "Silk Gloves," "The
Wabash Blues," a musical authored by Philip Yordan, "I Wouldn't
Be in Your Shoes" and "For the First Time." At least one of
these films will be shot in England and plans are already in
motion for this job.

PARAMOUNT
The successful team of Crosby and Fitzgerald ("Going My
Way") will be under the Paramount banner in "Finnegan's
Folly," just purchased from author George Milburn.
Paulette Goddard is back on the Paramount lot after a three
months holiday with husband Burgess Meredith in New York.
Her first on the Paramount lot will be "Too Good To Be True"
which will go into production quickly. Then, the busy actress
will go over to Benedict Bogeaus for a starring role in the
Aldcus Huxley story. "Brave New World," for UA.
Bob Hope's next for Paramount, with apparently all differences patched up, is "Where There's Life" which is a perfect
title for the comedian's film. Signe Hasso has been signed as
the femme lead and Elliott Nugent will direct for Producer Paul
Jones, who handled the "Road" series and other Hope films
so well.
Three films in work on the lot. "California," the Technicolor
picture starring Ray Milland and Barbara Stanwyck will soon
wind up. Al=o near completion is "The Searching Wind." from
the Lillian Hellman play with Sylvia Sidney, Robert Young and
Ann Richards in leads. New one starting is "The Perfect
Marriage" with David Niven and Loretta Young. These last two
are Hal B. Wallis productions and they are numbers four and
five, respectively, in the Wallis program.

PRC
Reeves Espy is officially functioning as new head of the
Eagle-Lion Film company, which is the Rank tie-up with the
PRC organization. No definite plans have been made yet, but
Espy is trying to get Stuart Heisler, former Paramount director,
signed to a producer-director deal.
Meanwhile, the first property to come into the Eagle-Lion
story department is an original by Peter O'Crotty, a former member of PRC's publicity staff. The story is called "Once A Marine"
and is said to cover the history of the service. O'Crotty has
been signed to a seven year writing contract and has another
novel almost completed. Should the Espy plans go through, this
Marine story will be the first film to go for Eagle-Lion and the
publicity says it will be budgeted at $1,000,000, which is a big
chunk of money from a PRC horizon and kind of tough to
swallow for those who know this outfit's past performance.
In work presently are three features which certainly do not
combine to a "million dollar budget," but they are the kind of
films on which PRC has been coasting. "Gentlemen With Guns"
(Eddie Dean-Mary Kenyon), "Terrors On Horseback" (Buster
Crabbe)
James). and "Devil Bat's Daughter" (Rosemary La Planche-John
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REPUBLIC
A series of meetings between Herbert Yates, James Grainger
and Allen Wilson now in progress will set the pace and program
for this studio in production, distribution and general business
for the new year. Many changes in the production assignments
have already been made, for President Yates is determined to
make this next year the one in which expansion really comes
to Republic — not just in conversation and press releases, but
actually — on film. The company has built slowly and carefully in
its few years of activity and, while it is not disregarding the type
of product on which it built itself, the horizon seems to be
broadening to encompass more than just sure-fire westerns,
serials and lesser features.
Steve Sekeley is just about ready to start his production
unit with "The Fabulous Suzanne" as his first film in a set of
three to be made for the 1946 program to release through Republic. Barbara Britton and Rudy Vallee have been cast thus
far in the first film. The unit is presently working at PRC
until space is available at Republic. Barbara Britton is the girl
who got quite a Paramount build up only to decide that she
really didn't want a film career. She's back now to start again.
Erstwhile "Wild Bill" Elliott is being dignified to "William"
almost completely these days. When Bill got his first important
part outside of the western series in which he had done so well
by himself, the powers decided that a distinction should be made
in that role as against Bill's previous career. Easiest way to do
that, it was decided, was to call him William. WILLIAM Elliott
goes from "In Old Sacramento," a big-scale outdoor epic, to two
more in the same bracket. The first will be "The Plainsman and
the Lady," slated to go in March. Following that, Elliott will be
starred in "The Fabulous Texan." Joseph Kane is in charge of
production and direction on both chores.
There are four pictures in production on this lot with two
just finished and in the editing division. New starts are: "Lonely
Hearts Club" (Jane Withers-James Lydon), "Passkey To Danger"
(Stephanie Bachelor-Kane Richmond), "Rainbow Over Texas"
(Roy Rogers-Dale Evans) and "Daughter of Don Q," a 12-episode
serial.

RKO-RADIO
Charles Koerner, vice-president in charge of production, is
seriously ill at the Cedars of Lebanon Hospital and his illness
has put a crimp in production conferences being held at the
studio, where, with Peter Rathvon, Ned Depinet and James A.
Whitaker in from New York, conferences are being held on the
studio's production plans in the absence of Koerner.
As has been expected for some time. Robert Riskin Productions Inc. has signed with RKO on the same type of production-releasing deal now in effect with four other important
independent producers. With this signing, RKO has added to its
imposing array of independent units, which already includes Leo
McCarey's Rainbow Productions, the Capra-Wyler-Stevens-Briskin
Liberty Films and Frank Ross's unit.
The Riskin unit is moving on to the lot immediately. First
three films on the schedule of the company included in a $5,000,000
budget
are: "The
City,"
"Johnny Appleseed" and "Impact."
No castings
have Magic
been set
as yet.
Two important star signings this week furnished added potential assets to the RKO roster for future years. Charles
Koerner, executive vice president, signed Ida Lupino to a onepicture-annually deal starting in June of 1947. Another long-distance deal of this type is the one signed with Dorothy Lamour,
also for one picture a year for five years beginning in 1948.
Reason for the post-dated contracts is that neither of the
actresses will be available before that time. It is undoubtedly
something of a risk, but the terms of the contract probably cover
any unexpected situations.
International's next important starting will be when "The
Dark Mirror" goes into work next month under Nunally Johnson.
Olivia de Havilland and Lew Ayres will be in top roles. Despite
all reports to the contrary, Lew Ayres is coming back to films
and he insists he will choose his stories carefully.
Samuel Goldwyn's one picture deal with William Wyler which
Wyler will fulfill before he begins working in his own unit, looks
like it's going to shape up big. The story is taken from the MacKinlay Kantor writings and so far the cast sheet reads: Myrna
Loy, Dana Andrews, Teresa Wright, Frederic March and the new
Goldwyn
discovery
CathyandO'Donnell.
Goldwyn's
actress under
contract
under wraps
for overhada this
year. young
This
will be her debut.
Six pictures are in work here. Two new starters: "Step By
Step" (Lawrence Tierney-Anne Jeffries) and "Crack-Up" (Pat
O'Brien-Claire Trevor-Herbert Marshall). Continuing in work:
"Till The End of Time" (Dorothy McGuire-Guy Madison). Jesse
Lasky's "Without Reservation" (Claudette Colbert-John Wayne).
"Notorious" (Ingrid Bergman-Cary Grant) and "Sister Kenny"
(Rosalind Russell-Alexander Knox).
FILM

BULLETIN

20fh CENTURY-FOX
Otto Preminger has become one of 20th's most important
producers and with "Centennial Summer," his most recent job
almost ready for realease, Preminger takes over on a new sixyear contract. His old contract still had two years to run, but
Bossman Zanuck tore it up and handed him the new ticket. This
pact permits Preminger to do two New York stage productions
during the term. He has been handed the script of "Methinks
The Lady," a recent best-seller purchase by 20th, for which Henry
Fonda gets the top spot. "Any Number Can Play" and "Daisy
Kenyon" are also on his preparation list. "The Dark Wood" just
purchased from galley proofs will also be on the Preminger
schedule.
It is always hard to understand these actor-producer disputes
like the one now raging between Cornel Wilde and 20th. Wilde
has gone on suspension for refusing to take the male lead in a
film called "Margie." A short time ago Wilde was listed as one
of the actors who would be given his chance for stardom in 1946.
Not too long ago Wilde was battering his head against every
door in Hollywood closed to him. Food and shelter were vital
problems to him and his wife. Then came "Song To Remember"
and the boy scored. He's an able actor and a good looking
young man, but the woods are full of such and Wilde should
remember easily that there are more good actors never seen on
film than there are on all the credit sheets in captivity. After
"Leave Her To Heaven," it might be wise for the actor to let
the studio decide what's best as change of pace for him. It
doesn't seem credible that 20th would deliberately miscast a
young actor whom they hope to build to stardom in 1946. That's
just not sound investing!
The studio plans six productions for starting between now
and the end of February. Robert Bassler is readying "High
Window," Walter Morosco will have "Margie" (although at the
moment he is having casting trouble), "Home Sweet Homicide"
is Louis D. Lighton's chore, "It Shouldn't Happen To a Dog" is
Bryan Foy's, "32 Rue Madeleine" is Louis de Rochemont's, and
"Forever Amber" will be handled by William Perlberg with John
Stahl to direct starting February 11.
The tie up between 20th Century-Fox and the RodgersHammerstein musical team continues. The studio owns 16 percent of "Carousel," current Broadway hit plus a share of the film
rights. Now it looks as though this studio will take a quarter
of a million cut of the new Hammerstein show, "Annie Oakley"
without any film rights. The composing-writing team did the
score
for 20th's "State Fair"— one of the best film musical scores
ever written.
"Razor's Edge" definitely will be the first Tyrone Power
film with Darryl F. Zanuck giving the production his personal
supervision. Edmund Goulding will direct. Alexander Knox.
Clifton Webb and Marcel Dalio also have been cast. The female
roles have not been announced as yet.
Well, Sol Wurtzel did jump the production gun on the atom
bomb pictures. While Metro and Hal Wallis are still in preparation, Wurtzel is already shooting on "Rendevouz 24" which deals
with atomic power in the post-war world. William Gargan and
Maria Palmer are featured. That's certainly minor league casting
for a much-ballyhooed topic.
Other films shooting at 20th are: "Anna and the King of
Siam" (Irene Dunne-Rex Harrison), "Cluny Brown" (Jennifer
Jones-Charles Boyer), "Dark Corner" (Lucille Ball-Mark Stevens),
"The Shocking Miss Pilgrim" (Betty Grable-Dick Haymes),
"Three Little Girls In Blue" (June Haver-George Montgomery),
"Somewhere in the Night" (John Hodiak-Nancy Guild) and
"Strange Triangle" (Signe Hasso-John Shepperd.

UNITED

ARTISTS

Three films are in production for this outfit's release, with
the Harold Lloyd film, "The Sin of Harold Diddlebock," going
into its fifth month and heading close to finish. "The Strange
Woman," a Mars Film Corporation production, has Hedy Lamarr,
George Sanders and Louis Hayward in feature roles. A new
starter is "Me and Mr. Satan," a Charles Rogers Production,
with Paul Muni, Anne Baxter and Claude Rains.
Comet Productions, Inc., the company just formed by Mary
Pickford and Buddy Rogers, has listed six productions for its
next eighteen months schedule. Ralph Cohn, formerly an executive producer at Columbia, will co-produce on four of these with
Rogers. Reginald LeBorg, a former Universal director-, has been
signed to a contract by the company. Only the titles of the
pictures are set thus far (and even these are subject to change).
"The Singing Village" is a musical; "Adventures of Don Coyote"
will be a comedy in color; "Little Iodine" is another comedy;
"The Fighting Irish," "Joe Miracle" and "The Haunted House,"
complete the list. These last two are to be done in color. No
mention is made of the Pickford properties. All of these films
will be "streamlined" according to Producer Rogers.
"Duel In The Sun" is to be given test runs in four or five
big cities before the final plan of distribution is made. Joseph
Unger faces the handling of this film as his first major task in
his new job of general sales manager of UA. "Duel" is being
considered as more important than "Gone With The Wind," since
JANUARY
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it is reputed to have cost more money and David Selznick is
it the very best possible exploitadetermined that UA will give
tion program. The trial runs will probably be held in early
Spring. But the general release will not come until the Fall.
Meanwhile, Unger has another $5,000,000 epic to play with in
Arthur- Rank's "Caesar and Cleopatra."
The Cagney company has been rather quiescent since the
release of "Blood on the Sun." The picture did not fare too well
and Cagney has yet to prove that he is smarter about his own
productions than Warner Brothers were when he was simply
of all production headworking for them as an actor and freenow
with three pictures
aches. However, activity starts again
Stray Lamb,"
"The
be
will
first
His
year.
the
for
scheduled
then "A Lion in the Street," and the third one will be Ernest
in the Afternoon". All, according to present
Haycox's
star Cagney.
plans, will "Bugles

UNIVERSAL
Mark Hellinger will start his independent production program for U with two widely varied stories. "The Hero," an old
Broadway show, will come to the screen as "Swell Guy," a light
Hemingway story, "The
the Ernest
piece
Secondfilms
comedy. Both
starts. Ann Blyth, who scored
get beSpring
willwill
Killers."
in "Mildred Pierce," is set for the starring role in "Swell Guy."
She is just now recovered enough from a toboganning accident
over a year ago to return to work.
First concrete effect of the recent Rank-Universal-Goetz tie-up
is the company's problem of how best to sell to the American
public six British films made by Rank. Heavy ad programs are
already being planned to hit exhibitor and public alike. The
first one to come will be "The Man In Gray," which has already
theatre in New York. "The
had a run at the Winter Garden
now running at the New York spot, is the second
Veil"
Seventh
on the list.
Four films in production with three unimpressive new
starters: "The Cat Creeps" (Lois Collier-Fred Brady), "Design
Death" (Tom Neal-Martha O'Driscoll) and "Shahrazad"
for
(Yvonne DeCarlo-Jean Pierre Aumont). This last one is in
Rimsky-Korsakoff
Technicolor and will be backgrounded with
music. Set for an early start, probably by the time you read
this, is "Strange Conquest," Jane Wyatt marks her return to the
screen in this one and Jess Barker is co-starred.

WARNER

BROS.

This company will rush the release of some of its backlog
few months, a decision reached at a confeatures during the next
ference of distribution executives and production chief Jack D.
Warner. Attending the meeting were Harry M. Warner, sales
chief Ben Kalmenson, foreign distribution head Wolfe Cohen; and
advertising bosses Mort Blumenstock and Alex Evelove. Nineteen
features are slated for release in the speed-up program. Thev
include: "A Stolen Life." "Cinderella Jones," "Devotion." "My
Reputation," "Janie Gets Married," "Of Human Bondage." "Saratoga Trunk," "The Big Sleep," "The Two Mrs. Carrolls" and
"Night and Day," among others.
We hear that Howard Hawks has been persuaded to return
and do some retakes of "The Big Sleep," the Bogart-Bacall film
which Warner's might like to forget they have in their backlog.
After "Confidential Agent," there is cause for worry. And it's
Miss Bacall who felt publicity was for lesserjust possible that
people, might find a kindly attitude from a reporter or critic
erase bad performthese days a welcome thing. Publicists can't
ances, it's true. But antagonism from the press and bad perthat really spells eight-ball eclipse.
formances is a combination
On the very same lot with Miss Bacall is a shining example
of the other end of the popularity pendulum about which Lauren
Bacall seems to have never heard. Her name is Joan Crawford.
She's made pictures for almost twenty years. Some bad. Some
good. The highest tribute to Crawford's ability and charm comes
in the fact that the ladies of the press (and that's really a tough
bunch of nuts to crack) enjoyed her triumph in "Mildred Pierce"
as much as if it were a personal triumph. Recently The Hollywood's Women's Press Club presented Joan with their- annual
Golden Apple award to the most cooperative actress of the
Joan came for the presentation even though it was the morning
after the newspapers had carried the story of her separation
from her husband. Most actresses would have begged off. Not
Joan. She came. She made it a point to talk individually with
every one of the sixty-five women there calling them by name!
When the presentation was made and when Gregory Peck, who
won the same award in the male division, said he "hoped soon
to have the honor of making a picture with Miss Crawford, she
cried. It wasn't hokum and everybody there was deeply afl
Miss Crawford is a smart young lady who knows that
always need publicity and need friends, too. She has them, because she wasn't and still isn't too busy for the press!
On the Warner lot, four productions are shooting. "The
Beast With Five Fingers" (Robert Alda-Andrea King). "Humoresque" (Joan Crawford-John Garfield), "Escape Me Never" (Ida
Lupino-Erroll Flynn) and "Two Guys From Milwaukee" (Dennis
'. '•
Morgan-Joan Leslie).
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Rustlers of the Badlands
Details
under
title:
Renegade
Rhythm
Round-Up
(66)

Powder

11-15
12-25.

8-20 .
5-14 .
6-11.

FAITHFUL IN MY FASHION
(Other details issue January 7)

11-12

Parks-Demarest
Gargan-Carter
.
Bowman-Chapman

Lowery-Foch
MacMurray-Chapman
Keyes-Parker

Kansan

1941-45 Features
1945-46 Features

Story:

PRODUCTION
The

Guilty?

career
is
romance,

CHART

TIB.

Story,
The
(T)
Editor
Came
Tumbling
Down.

title:

Who's

story
i
in mu

RELEASE
IN

Roaring
Details Rangers
under

The

Two-Fisted
Stranger
Voice of The Whistler.

BOSTON
BLACKIES
PRIVATE
GHOST
Mystery — Started January 7
Cast:
Chester
Morris,
Jeff Donnell,
Dusty
Anderson,
Marvin
Miller.
Director1: D. Ross Lederman
Producer: John Stone
Story:
Blackie exposes phony spiritualist trying to blackmail girl.
Till. — Rm.lii

title:

Snafu
(82)
So Dark
the Night
Tars and Spars
(T)
That
Texas
Jamboree
Terror
Trail
Texas
Panhandle
Throw a Saddle
on a Star
(Details under title: Smoky

NIGHT EDITOR
(Other details issue January 7)
Stiny:

Prison
Ship
Pardon My Past
Renegades
(T)
Details
under

.602

7-23
.8-20

.604.
.601.

.7-23

.600.
.603.

. 9-3

. .8-6
.609
.607.
10-29
.'.'.'.'. .12608
11-2610
11-26
12-10
606.
10-29
610
.611. .12-10

Rio-Armendariz

FILM

4-2..
. . .8-20.

1-7

1-7
BULLETIN1-7

NOT

DESIGNATED

Adventure
<129)
Details under title:
Army
Brat

Gable-Carson
This Strange Adventure

6 11

Jenkins-Gilford
Beery-O'Brien
Craig-Jenkins

Details
under
title: Boy's
Banch
Early to Wed
(T)
Great
Morgan,
The
Green
Years,
The
Holu
Higli the Torch
(T)
Details
under title: For Better
For

Ball-Johnson
. ..
Morgan-Powell
Coburn-Drakc
E. Taylor-Lassie

Worse

Pidgeon-Massey
Powell-Williams
Johnson-Kirkwood
Turner-Garfield
Thompson-Tobias
Ball- Hodiak

Three Wise Fools
Two
Sisters
From

O'Rr.cn-Barrymorc
Allyson-Lawford

SPECIAL

Weekend at the Waldorf
(130)
Ziegfeld
Follies
(T)
(110)

Rita Johnson,
Charles
Lewis Allen
\

couple,

on

divorce

title —

.2-19.

Running

California

For Whom
the Bel! Tolls (T)
Dangerous
Passage
(fal)
Double
Exposure
(64)
Here Come the Waves
(99)
Practically
Yours
(90)

. .10-1.
. 6-25.
.10-29.
. .10-1.
.11-26.
...7-9.
5-1. .
.11-27.

.^UOii.

.7-23
1-21

.605.

Title— Rinnlni

10-45.

Devils

NO.

(75)

Hunters
under title:

..7-14
10-16. ..5-12
. .8-18. . .
3-5. . .1-26

Main

Street

Brown-Carver

. . . .10-2. ...5-5
. .5-28
...8-21. .6-16
s
2-5.
Brown-Holt
7-9. 10-20
.11-3
Wakeley-White
8-6.
.8-11
Wakeley-White
. . . .4-30. .6-12

Toler-Manton

Lamour-Cordova
Fontaine-Brent

■■
...

Murder,
He
Scared
Stiff

MacMurray-Mam
Haley-Savage

Shadow,
The
Suspense
Details
under

Richmond-Reed
Belita- Moore

title:

Glamour

Girl

Regan-Storm
Storm- Reagan

—

set

Lillian

against
Hellman's

the

. .12-8

561.

21.

1946

Funny
(98)

in

Good

Intentions

NO. THREE

. . Tufts-Lake
Cro.by-Hope-Lamour
Barr-Massen

Reed-Brooks
Ladd-Lake
Crosby-Astaire
.. .
Stanwyck-Cummings
Ladd-Russell
....

DESIGNATED

Lady.
under

The
title:

Man
Beaucaire

Too

Before

Good

Third

To

Be

Hutton-Tufts

True

This

Wright-Milland

Woman

the

Ivers
Love
Lies

Good

6-11
.6-11

11-15. . 8-31. . .4431. . .6-25
.4433.
.4432. ..7-9
9-4
8-26.
.8-26.
.4434.

.2-19.

.9-28.

10-2.

12-14.
11-16
10-26.

.4:01.

8-20
8-20

.4503.
I50»
.4502.

.2-22.
.3-22.

..1-8.

. .3-8.

.4507.
4531.
.4513.
.4511.
.4512.

12-10
12-10
12-10
12-10

. .2-8.

12-24.
11-15.

. .8-6.
. .7-9.
.4-2.
.1-8.
.8-6.
10-29.

Bleeding

To

Be

11-26.
.10-1.
.9-17.

Donlevy-Russell
Haley-Hllllard

...

Young-Sidney
Stanwyck-Hefiin

..

..3-5.
.11-1.
12-24
10-15.
11-12.

Weissmuller-Grey
deHaviland-Lund
Milland-Wright

..

.6-11.
..7-9.

True

Mut

Ladd-Donlery

...

..5-1.
.10-15

In Production
In Production

of

.4423. . .4-16
.3- •

. ..
. . .

Up

1944-45 Features
Westerns
l!)45-4(> Features
Westerns

background

. .4424. . .4-16

Bracken-Welles
Hopc-Caulfield

(T)

The
Martha
title:

11-13.

Tufts-Lynn

Avenue

Take

Growing

.4417.

12-13
..7-9.
.. .
2-19.

Big Town
Blue Dahlia,
The
Blue
Skies
(T)
Bride Wore Boots, The
Calcutta

Yean

. .9-4.
.5-15.

Lamour-Corcova

NO. FOUR

title:

.3-5

.9-18.

(96)

Lowery-Britton
McCrea-Britton
Milland-deHavilland

Heart
under

3

.4418

.9-3
.1-25.
. .9-3
12-11. .11-23. . .4506 10-15
6-12.
4509 . 10-15
10-15
.4-30. .1-11.
10-15
12-28.
. .4-2.
.4508.

They
Made
Me A Killer
Virginian.
The
(T)
Well-Groomed
Bride. The

Cross My
Details

.441f.

10-31.
10-31.

Goddard-Milland
Haley-Walker
Mutton-Fitzgerald

(93)

Mexico

1016.
.1-10.
..2-7.

.7-20
12-2^

1945-46

Bracken-Lake

Swamp
Fire
To Each
His Own
Trouble With Women.
The
Details under title: Too

.572.
516..

...
...

Hold
That
Details

Searching
Wind,
Strange
Life of
Details
under

.5-14. ..1-10.
..8-6

. .

(0)
(3)

Mussolini

ami

his

play.

THE PERFECT
MARRIAGE
Comedy-drama — Started January 9
Cast:
Loretta Young, David Niven, Nona
JANUARY

Colbert-March
Cooper-Carroll
Ladd-Lake

NO. TWO

Our
Hearts
Were
Rhvt»"n
Ranch

...552.

..

.10-29.
.10-29.

Completed (26)
Completed (29)

triangle
from

Hutton-Cordova

Gardner-Reynolds
Gargan-Kelly
....
Milland-Wyman
Jones-Cotten

Ladies'
Monsieur

THE SEARCHING WIND
Drama — Started December 19
Cast:
Robert
Young,
Sylvia
Sidney.
Ann
Richards,
Dudley
Digges, Douglas Dick, Don Seymour.
Director: William Dieterle
Producer: Hal B. Wallis
Italy

Bracken-Lynn

(113)

Blonde
(76)
under
title:

12-2J
3-5
.4411.
.4414. . 12-25
.4419. 12-23

12-25. ..7-27. . .4426.
.4427
.7-10.
.5-1.
1)28
...
.7-13.
.2-19- .9-14.
..

Duffy's
Tavern
(97)
Follow
That
Woman
(70)
Lost Weekend,
The
(101)
Love Letters
(101)

NOT

NEW PRODUCTIONS

Romantic

Cargan-Savage

Handle

Sign of the Crass
(118).
Northwest
Mounted
Police
<T)
(128)
This Gun
For Hire
(81)

Two

1944-45 Features
1945-46 Features

Story:

Blonde
(T)
REISSUE

.5-15.
.7-10.

4-2
. .4421
.4422. . .4-16

Cummings-Scott

Incendiary

Imperfect
Details

.10-15
.10-29. . .2-23
.12-24
..10-1

to

(103)

Easy
Come.
Easy
Go
Details
under title:

12-10. . 2-16
. .6-25 . ..1-2

(90)

Along

SPECIAL

Hard

.4413.
.4415.
.441*:.

11-27.

(96)

.12-24
.11-26
.9-17. . . .2-2. . . .513.

Wakely-Holt
Lowe- Rogers

Sunbonnet
Sue
Swing
Parade

Came

World

.12-24.

Moon
Over
Montana
Strange Mr. Gregory, The
Details under title: Gregory

Trail

You

title:

BLOCK

.6-25. .12-24
505. .12-10
. .9-3. .12-15. . . 508
8-20. . .1-12
565
9-22
10-1
.7-23. .11-10

. 9-17

Cherokee

NO. SIX

Miss
Susie Slagle's
(87)
Road to Utopia,
The
(90)
Tokyo
Rose
(66)

Suspense

The

(</2)

BLOCK

1945-46
Francis-Kelly
Richmond-Hazard
Brown-Hatton
East
Side
Kids
Cookson-Willam

title: On

Says
(65)

This

Masquerade

.9-29
. . 6-11. . . .9-8
. . 5-28.
. .7-21
Brown-Hatton
... .1-22.
Wakley-White
..6-2
Gilbert-Howard
...3-19.

Wakely-White

Trail
under

of

Kitty
(104)
People
Are
Stork
Club

Toler-Moreland
Renaldo-Armida 1

Fatal
Fingerprints
Toler-Lorring
..
Details
under
title: Charlie
Chan
at Alcatraz
Gay Cavalier.
The
Roland-Ames
Mi-h «chno|
Kids
Stewart-Preisser
Red Dragon, The
Toler-Fong
Oetails under title: Charlie Chan in Mexico
Face of Marble,
The
Carradinr-Drake
Haunted
Mine,
The
Brown-Hat:on
Joe Palooka,
Champ
Kirkwood-Knox
Live
Wires
Gorcey-Drake
Details under title: Stepping Around
Lonesome
Details

Out

Fear

8-21.
.7-13.

.6-26.

NO. FIVE

BLOCK

10-13

. .4-16.

Lake-Tufts
Lowery-Brooks

Man

A Medal
for Benny
(80)
Affairs of Susan,
The
(110)

9-18.

Merrick-Lowery

FOUR

COMPLETED
BLOCK NO. ONE

. .6-9
. . 3-24
8-7. .11-24
7-23.

Storm-Cookson
Renaldo-Kenyon
East Side Kids1

Girl

COMPLETED

'.'.'.'.'.
1-22
8-6
. ...3-19
11-12

10-1
2-19.

Brown-Hatton
Storm-Smith
Brown-Hatton

Shanghai
Cobra.
The
(64)
South of the Rio Grande
Details
under title: Song of the Border
Stranger
from
Santa
Fe (56)
Springtime in Teras
(55)
Trouble
Chasers
Details
under
title. Here Comes
Trouble

Allotment
Wives
(80)
Black
Market
Babies
Border
Bandits
Come
Out Fighting
Fear
Details
under
title:

7-10.

Cooper-Bergman
Lowery-Brooks
Morris-Kelly
Crosby-Hutton
Colbert-MacMurray

...

Midnight
Manhunt
Details
under

Carey-Kelly
Lowe-Tierney
Francis-Cabot

B. Wallis
("hi , brink

.12-10.

Ladd-Russell
McCrea-Russell

BLOCK

1944-45 —

Driftin'
Along
Details under title: Rollin' Along
Flame of the West
(71)
Forever Yours
(83)
Frontier
Feud
Details
under
title: Flaming
Frontiers
G. I. Honeymoon
(70)
In Old
New
Mexico
rnuggs
Rides
Again
Details
under title: County
Fair
Lost Trail,
The
Riders
of the Daw
Details
under
title: Rainbow
Valley
Saddle
Serenade
Details
under
title: Cowboy
Serenade
Scarlet
Clue, The
(65)
Details
under
title: Radio
Mystery
Sensation
Details

(0)
(0)

Cast

IN PRODUCTION
COMPLETED
China's
Little
Dlllinger
(77)
Divorce
(70)

In Production
In Production

CHART

Tin*

I

CHART

Stanwyck-Milland
1944-45
-

(158)

Bring
On the Girls (T)
(92)
High
Powered
(62)
Details
under title: The
High

BLOCK

RELEASE

Hal

(T)

COMPLETED
^ix.OCK NO. THREE

. .9-17.
. . .7-9.

(38)
(16)

years,

RELEASE

Ilm»

Salty 0 Rourke
(100)
Unseen, The
(81)
Details under title:

Completed
Completed

befori

Ruggles.
discover
Producer:
are nun
discovertheir tliejmagic.
ears,
rediscover

ten

IN PRODUCTION

. ..9-3.
. 9-18.

Turner-Johnson
Astairc-Ball
. ...

1944-45 Features
Westerns

married

8-6.
.8-6.

Holiday
in Mexico
(T)
Hoodlum Saint
No
Leave,
No
Love
Postman Always
Rings Twice. The
Star from
Heaven
(Cinecolor)
Time
for Two
Boston

.12-2-1

...10-29.

ti.iu Bascomb
Black Sheep

Director:
Hior;

Griffith, Virginia Field.

(24) Completed (27)
(18) Completed (18)
(_) Completed (11)
(— ) Completed ( 7)

GENTLEMEN
WITH
GUNS
(Cinecolor)
Western — Started January 4
C
Eddie Dean, Mary
Kenyon, Roscoe
Producer-director:
Robert
Emmett
Story:

Staj eci ach
sorts
with

hold-up
them
to

Story:

Stag

robbery

bandits
get the

caught
evidei

by

In
In
In
In

Production
Production
Production
Production

(0)
(0)
(1)
VI)

Ates.
singing

cowboy.

He

con

J5
^ERRORS ON HORSEBACK
Western — Started January 4
Cast:
Buster Crabbe, Al (Fuzzy)
St. John, Patti McCarty, Budd
Buster.
Director: Sam Newfleld
Producer:
Sig Neufeld
lach

an«l

m

tracked

down

by hard

ridii

DEVIL BAT'S DAUGHTER
Mystery
-Started January 9
Cast:
Rosemary LaPlanche,
John James,
Nolan
Leary.
Producer-director:
Frank Wisher
who pretends t" be her friend.
Story:
Girl
tracesi" father's
He tries
drive hermurder
insane toanddocti
pir :wo subsequent murders on her.

RELEASE
Title — Binning

COMPLETED

Cast

Iim<

Ride,

Ranger,

Crabbe-St.
John
Ritter-Knox
O'Brien- Bitter

Ride

in the

Family

The Phantom nf 42nrt Street
Shadow
of Terror
(60)
Details
under
title: Checkmate

528. . .7-23
.567
.526. . 10-1

.3-5. . .8-27.
11-13. .10-10.
. .4-15.
.4-16.
. .8-21.
.6-11. .10-31.
. .9-22.
.6-11.
.5-14.
. . .9-1.
.1-22. .6-14. .
. .
. 2-5.

.502. . .3-19
.519
9-3
.568.
.564.
563.
.559
.524. . .6-11

. .

6-1
...1-22. .. .. .5-2.
5-28. . 11-5.

.521. .10-29

..For. ...7-1.
. .8-17.

Richardson-Withers
Crabbe-St.
John
.11-27.
Tilton-Collins
6-12.
Ritter-O'Brien
. . .4-16.
Lane-Leonard
3-5.
Fraser-Wrixon
....4-16.

COMPLETED

.558
.530. . .5-14

. . .9-8.
. .7-26.

.562
.509. .11-15
111. . . .7-9
.222
8-6

1945-46

...
(80)

Gun Smoke
How
Do You
Do?
(83)
I Rinq
Doorbells
Lightning Raiders
Mask
ol Diijon
Murder
Is My
Business
Navajo
Kid
Once and For All
Prairie
Rustlers
Details under title: Buster Crabbe

No.

Dean-Carlin
Lindsay-Neal
Henry-Johnson
. . 5avage-Neal
Lowe-Joyce
Lewis-Kramer
Steele-Sayior
. ..
jOrdon-Windsor
jhayne-Gwynne
Crabbe-St.
John
Von Stroheim-Bates
Beaumont-Walker
Steele-Saylor
. .
Coleman-Reed
Crabbe-St.
John
.

1

West
title:

Crabbe-St.
John
Bromberg-Jenks
O'Brien-Aldrich
Fraser-Gillern

Silver Fleet, The
(77)
Stagecoach
Outlaws
i-wing Hostess
1/6)
Three in the Saddle
Why Girls Leave Home
(68)
White
Pongo
(73)

Caravan
Trails
(Cinecolor)
Club
Havana
(62)
Danny Boy
Detour
(69)
Enchanted
Forest
(Cinecolor)
Flying Serpent

9-11

Dean-Barton
steele-Carlin
Six-Gun

For

Song of Old Wyoming
(Cinecolor)
Strangier of The
Swamps
Wife
of Monte
Cristo

1014-45 Features
Westerns
Serials
1945-40 Features
Westerns
Westerns

10-1 . .10-23
.1-8
5-28
8-6
. .11-30.
6-25
1-22 . 12-8.
9-3. . . .2-20

11-26
...
.

.... 12-24
in-i

.12-10 . .12-24. . . .
. .2-25
1-7
.8-6
3-7 .
.10-2.
10-15

11-26

11-26
.12-26
10-15 .11-21
9-17.
10-29
. .11-7
3-20. . .

8-6
. . . .10-29.

(32)
(24)
( 4)
(40)
(16)
(16)

NEW

Completed
Completed
Completed
Completed
Completed
Completed

(32)
(24)
( 3)
(23)
(16)
(16)

In
In
In
In
In
In

. . .2-1
.11-12
. ..1-1

.

Production
Production
Production
Production
Production
Production

in-29

(0)
(0)
(0)
(3)
(0)
(1)

PRODUCTIONS

LONELY
HEARTS CLUB
Comedy — Started January 3
Cast: Jane Withers, Grant Withers, Raymond Walburn, Donaid
Meek, Johnny Sands, Charles Quigley, Donia Bussey, William Haade.
D;r~ctor: George Blair
Producer: Armand Schaefer
story: Country ^iii seeking a city husband, finds mates for all tin- members of her 1
Ij hearts club but not herself.
Finally, realizing
her error, she returns to her small town beau ami happiness.
PASSKEY TO DANGER
M
i
Started January 3
Cast:
Stephanie Bachelor, Kane
Richmond,
Gerald
Mohr,
Adele
Mara.
Director: Frank McDonald
Producer: William J. O'Sullivan
Story:
Not available.
See next issue.
RAINBOW OVER TEXAS
Musical Western — Started January 10
Cast:
Roy
Rogers,
"Trigger,"
Dale
Evans,
George
"Gabby"
Hayes, Sons of the Pioneers, Gerald Oliver Smith, George
K. Lewis, Kenne
Duncan.
Director: Frank McDonald
Associate Producer: Edward J. White
Story:
Personal sppearance
in home town gives Roy a chance to ride out
tlie town crook ami woo the local millionaire's daughtet
""
DAUGHTER OF DON Q
Serial (12)— Started January 4
Cast:
Adrian Booth, Kirk Allen, Roy Barcroft, LeRoy Mason.
Directors:
Fred Brannon, Spencer Bennett
Producer:
Ron Davidson

RELEASE

CHART

IN PRODUCTION
Tltlo— Running

Tim.

Cart

COMPLETED
Along the Navajo Trail
(66)
Behind
City Lights
(68)
Details
under
title: Return
id

Detail.

R.I

x.

ft,,

1944-45
at

Dawn

Rogers-Evans
Terry-Roberts

...

9-3
12-15
1-22 !
9-10

Mr.

M

Rogers-Evans
..
wtf.un-tturneiU
..
Schildkraut-Burke
Elliott-Fleming
Barry-Roberts
Lane-Talbot

.451
. .442.. .5-28
. .421. . . .7-9

.3314
.9-30
. .4-20.
. .6-29 ..
.9-15. .
10-15. . . 465
. .417. . .2-19

..

. .10-2
Rogers-Evans
.
..1-22.
7-23. .
(J Ketfe-Moore
.11-13.
. .445. .11-12
.Ankers-Fraser
..
■7-3..
.413. . .3-19
. .4-5. . . .427
..7-7..
Lamont-Talbot
.
. 483
Wayne-Dvorak
.2-15..
Arnistrong-8achclor
..2-5.
.
.9-18.
. 12-25
.7-24.. .5-28. .3317
Elliott-Fleming
.415. . 4-30
. . .422
.7-19.
(.rey Kelly
.1-16.

Don't
Fence
Me
In (71)
tad
Carroll's
Vanities
(SHI
Fatal
Witness
(Serial)
(91)

Gangs of the Waterfront
die Ureal stagecoach
Robbery
Grisslys
Millions
(72)
Hitchhike to Happiness
(71)
Jealousy
(71)
Identity
Unknown
(71)
Details under
title: Johnny

6-12
..2-5. ...8-11.
6-19.
.5-15.
.2-19. . .7-15

.

Pearce-Evans
'.'Morley-A.ther
Men-Walker

March

'..

Lone
Texas
Ranger
Love, Honor
and
Goodbye
(87)
Man
From Oklahoma,
The
(68)
Man
Hunt
of Mystery
Island
(Serial)
Marshal
of Reno
Mexicana
(83)
0rc9on
Trail
Phantom Speaks.
The
(68)
Road
To Alcatraz
Silver City Kid
Details under title: Red Gulch Renegades

Elliott-Fleming
Bruce-Ashley
Rogers-Evans
...
Stirling-Bailey
Elliott-Hayes
Guizar-Moorc
Carson-Stewart
..
Arlen-Roberls
Lowery-Storey
...
Lane-Stewart

aan
Antonio Kid
Santa
Fe Saddiemates
Sheriff of Cimarron
Sing.
Neighbor.
Sing
(70)
Song for Miss Julie. A (69)

Elliott-Blake
...
Carson-Stirling
Carson-Stirling
..
Terrv-Brown
Early-Clark
.

Sporting Chance
(59)
Details
under
title: Behind
the Ships
Stnoeronch
to Monterey
Details tinder title: Marshal of Monterey

Randolph-O'Malley

. .9-18
..11-27.
.9-18-

.409. .. .5-14
.1-2?
.7-23.
.. .419.
12-11. . .9-15.. . . 424 . . . 8-20
. .414. ..4-16
.11-27. .9-15. . .3318
. .4-2..

482
10-16
.3-19. . .3-18. . . .428. . .9-17
. .5-14.
11-15. . . .443. . .9-17
.5-28 ..7-2.
.3-6..

.7-14. .
. 5-10.
.8-1. .

.3312
. . .456
.431.. 11-26

...4-17.
.1-8.
.4-2. ..
. .461
.10-31. .7-10. . ..423
. .433.
4-17. .7-20..
.8-16. .
8-12. . .3313
.5-29..
. .455
.2-28. .
.2-19..
. .454
12-23. .

. .5-14

10-16. . ..2-19.
.6-2. .
12-11.

.411.
. 401 .
.. .420

..6-4..

9-3

Lane-Stewart

.4-17. ..9-15.
10-16. . .7-29.
Stcppin'
In Society
(72)
Horton-George
. . .
8-16. . . .462.
.426.
.418.
Details under title: You'll
Remember
Me
. .9-29.
Sunset
in El Dorado
(66)
Rogers-Evans
. .424.
Swingin'
on a Rainbow
(72)
Taylor-Frazee
. . 9-1. . . . 425 .
Tell It To A Star
.Livingston-Terry
... .11-13.
6-11. ..12-23.
.5-23. ..
Three's
A Crowd
(58)
Michael-Gordon
. .11-27. 11-16. . . .416.
Thnrooohbreds
.
Neal-Mara
. . . .9-4.
. . .430..
.434.
Tiger
Woman,
The
Richmond- Mara y .12-25.
..3-21. . . .441.
Utah
(78)
Rogers-Evai^
1 ...3-19.
Vampire's Ghost
(59)
Abbott-Stewart
....10-16
. .12-11.
COMPLETED
1945-46
..5-10. .
Angel
Comes
to Brooklyn,
An
Dowd-Duke
....
.1-8. .11-27.
. 503 .
Details
under
title: New
Faces
of 1945

.9-4
..6-25
.10-15

..9-17

..5-14
. ..4-2

.12-24

Hire
(65) .... Dcan-Padden
5-14
LaPhnche-Edwards
. 9-3.
Loder-Aubert
.....
8-6

Magmliccnt

Cheyenn.
Wildcat
Cmeago
Kid
(68)
Corpus
Christi
Bandits

Federal
Operator No. 99
Flame of Barbary Coast

lil.

4-30.

Alue.tson-Armstrong
bavagc-Beaumont
Crabbe-St.
John
.
Neal-Tilton
Arnt-Borg

Intruder

The Gangster's
Den
Missing Corpse
(62)
Details under title: Stranger

Romance
of the
Six Gun
Man
Details
under

Ditalli

- 1944-45 -

Arson Squad
(64)
Apology
for tourder
(67)
Border
Bad
Men
Crime,
Inc.
(Vj)
Dangerous
Intruder
(71)
Details
under
title: The
Fighting
Bill Carson
Flaming
Bullets
Frontier
Fugitives
Details
under
title:

CHART

Bells of Rosarita
(68)
nordertown
Iralli
Cheaters,
The
(87)
Ueta.ls under title: The

.446. .12-24
.429. . .10-1

Alias Billy The
Kid
Bandit of Badlands
California
Gold
Rush
Captain
Tugboat
Annie
(70)
Details
under title: Tugboat
Cat Man
of Paris, The
Cherokee
Flash
Colorado
Pion-ers
Conquest
of Cheyenne
Crime
of the Century
Dakota
(82)
In Old Sacramento
I've Always
Loved
You
Details
under
title:

Annie's

Son

(T)
Concerto

Days of Buffalo
Bill
French
Key.
The
Gay
Blade
Girls of the Big House
(68)
Guy
Could
Change,
A
Glass
Alibi. The
King of the Forest
Rangers
(Serial)
Last
Crooked
Mile.
The

.

Madonna's
Secret,
The
Marshall
of Laredo
Murder
in the Music Hall
Night
Train
to Memphis
One
Exciting
Week
Pa-sk-jl
to
Danger

Ell'ott- Fleming
Kent-Stewart
Carson-Stewart
(68)

.504

Hale-Booth
"c ly-Loder

Completed
Completed

.7-23.
. .8-6
12-24.
11-26.

.563.

.505. .11-26

508
.i02. .12-24

.552.
.561.

.9-30.
.11-1. .
12-28. .

4-16
.9-17.
. .8-6.
4-30.

12-21.

.9-17.

12-13 . .

.506.
.501.

. 564 . .

11-26.

In Production
In Production

(31)
(35)

1-7

.553.

..5-14.
.2-5. .
2-19. .

VonSt'heim-Baehelor
M^ra-Barrier
....
Elliott-Fleming
Rogers-Evans
....
Kurov-Essen
....
Marshall-Gargan
. .
Elliott-Fleming
..
Booth-Livingston
Elliott-Fleming
.. .

West
of God's
Country
(Magnacolor)
Woman
Who Came
Back.
The
Details under title: The Web

1944-45 Features
1945-46 Features

.551

10-1
. Esmond-Aubert
7-9. .12-13.
Parson-Stirling
. . . .3-19.
.11-14.
Elliott-Fleming
..
Elliott-Fleming
Bachelor- Browne
10-29
.12-25.
Ralston-Wayne
. ..
Moore-Elliott
. 10-29
..12-10
8-20
McLeod-Dorn
. . .8-6
Carson-Stewart
. . . 10-29 .
Dekker-Ankers
. . . . 12-10.
1-27.
.10-1.
»shley-Rogers
.6-25. .
Rcbc-ts-Powers
. 3-5.
Lane-Frazee
.11-2
. . Wrixon-Fowley
. . .12-24.
12-10.
10-15.
Thompson-Talbot
Barry-Savage
...
. .3-5.
Lederer-Patrick
Elliott-Blake
10-29
.10-7.
11-12
Ralston-Marshall
12-24.
Acuff-Mara
11-26
.10-1
Pearcr-Harris
....
.9-7. .
Bachrlor-Livingston

Phantom
of the Plains
Phantom
Rider, The
(Serial)
Rough
Riders of Cheyenne
Scotland
Yard
Investigator
Song
ol Mexico
Sheriff of Redwood
Valley
Song of Arizona
Spectre
of the Rose
Strange
Impersonation,
A
Sun
Valley
Cyclone
The
Valley of the Zombie
Wagon Wheels Westward

Carson-Stewart
. . . .4-16. . .9-14.
Carson-Stewart
. . . .4-30
.Elliott-Fleming
Darwell-Kennedy
.12-15. .11-17.

(0)
(6)

.507..'!

NEW

PRODUCTIONS

(p.ACK-rr
Mystery-drama
Started December 19
Cast:
Pat O'Brien, Claire Trevor, Herbert Marshall, Wally Ford.
Director: Irving Reis
Producer: Jack Gross
Story:
Ait expert finds thieves who make him believe lie is insane. Finally.
thwarts their motive and reveals them as criminals who thefted
important paintings,
STEP BYr STEP
Mystery— Started December 20
Cast:
Lawrence Tierney,
Anne
Dell, Jason Robards.

Jeffreys.
FILM

Lowell

Gilmore,

Myrna

BULLETIN

Director: Phil Rosen
Story
Newlyruns discharged
marine
He
into a post-war

falls saboteur
in love
Nazi

RELEASE
TltU—

RinnlBi

Producer:

Sid Rogell

with
ring. a senator's

secretai

CHART

TlBt

i.oti'U

Cut

"..

fltl.

IN PRODUCTION
Till

the End
of Time
Details under title: The

McGuire-Madison
Dream

of

Notorious
Sister
Kenny
Without
Reservations
Details

under

title.

Thanks

COMPLETED
BLOCK
NO.

God,

1944-45

(81) .

Circumstantial
Ihunderhead,

.Karloft-Lugosi
-Scott- Drew

.11-13.

517.
519.

.Welssmuller-Joyce
.Day-Young
.Brown-Carney
.. .

...9-4.
. .1-22.
. .9-18.

518.
520.

NO. FIVE

Back to Bataan
(95)
Details under title: Invisible
Brighton
Strangler,
The
(67)
Two
West

BLOCK

O'Clock
Courage
of The
Pecos

Army

10-16.
.8-21. .

SPECIALS
Bella of
Casanova

the Yukon
(T)
Brown
(93)

(84)

. Scott-Lee
. CoOi.er-Wr oh.

It's a Pleasure
(T)
(90)
Princess
and the Pirate
(T)
(94) . . .
fhree Caballeroj (T)
(71)
Woi.ian
in the Window.
The
(95) . . .
Details
inder title: Once Off Guard
Wonder
Man
(T)
(98)

■ Henie-O'Shea
.Hope-Mayo
.Cartoon
Feature
.Robinson-Bennett

NO.

BLOCK
First Yank
Isle of the

Into
Dead

NO.

Davis-Haley
Conway-Corday
Raft-Trevor
Errol-Risdon
Brown-Carney

(65)

(82)

NO.

Spiral Staircase.
Details
under

>OT

2-5
2-19
12-11
219
4-16

...

602.
603.
604 .
601.
605.

2-19

O'Brien-Drew
Hcnreid-O'Hara
Warren-Long

. 8-6
. .8-6
. .8-6
. .8-6
..9-17
.8-6

607.
608

2-5
.11-27
6-11

606
610
609

.7-9
Powell-Cheirel
Foreign
...Mason-Mannheim
Conway-Jeffrcys
...6-11..
Haley-Jeffries
...12-11

(72)

McGuire-Brent
Must

10-15
. 10-1

Badman's
Territory
Bamboo
Blonde
Bedlam
Details
under title: A

Tale of

...

Bedlam

.... 10-1
...9-17
8-6

Hayward-Williams
Vernon-McGuire

. .5-28
. . . .5-14

Game of Death
(70)
Details
under
title: The
Most
Dangerous
Heartbeat
Kid From
Brooklyn, The
(T)
Lady
Luck
Genius,
Inc
Detail; under
title: Master
Minds

Loder-Long

Riverboat
Details

Errol-Newton

Your

Stranger,
The
Sunset
Pass
Tarzan
and the Leopard
Woman
Tomorrow
Is Forever
Truth
About
Murder,
The
Details
under
title: The
Lie

.613.
614.

.9-3

Scott- Richards
Langford-Wade
Karloff-Lee

Falcon's
Alibi. The
Conway-Corday
From
This
Day
Forward
Fontaine-Stevens
Details under title: All Brides are Beautiful

Follow

.12-24
615. .12-24
.12-24
.12-24

611.

. . .1-7

Deadline
at Dawn
Ding
Dong
Williams

title:

. 10-1

612

Watch

DESIGNATED

Rhythm
under

.552. ..4-30

THREE

The
(83)
title: Some

Bull

Heart

Fighters

BLOCK

2-19

12-10

(T)

Disney

BLOCK

Came

Bells of St.

Jones

(90)

Mary's,

(125)

NEW
RENDEZVOUS

24

Drama— Started
Cast:
William
Bins.

January
Gargan,

Feature

the

.... 11-27

681 . . . 6-25

3-5

661. .11-26

In Production
In Production

(26)
(27)

Palmer,

TIM

JANUARY

King

of

Siam

2 1,

19

Cut

46

None

1945-46

Precinct

Bell lor Adano, A (103)
Black
Gcauty
Captain
Eiidie (107)
Caribbean
Mystery
(65)
Details under title: First,
Summer

(97)

. 3-19.

Fitzgerald-Huston
La:.jis Gargan

33

Last and

Always

(T)

.10-1.11-13.
.12-10.

Hodiak-Tierney
Freeman-Denning
MacMurray-Bari
Dunn -Ryan
....

9-17..

Colonel
Effingham's
Raid
(70)
Doll Faie
(80) ....
Dolly Sisters, The
(T)
(114)
Oragonwyck

ten.ioa-Eylhj
Miranda-O'Keefe
Grablc-Payne
Ticrney Eythe

Give
Mo the Simple
Life (T)
Fallen
Angel
(97)
House on 92nd Street
(88)
Details under title: Now
It Can
Jes-o
James
Junior
Miss
(94)
Kitten
on the Keys
(T)
Johnny
Comes
Flying
Home
Leave
Her To Herven
(T)
(110)
R«turn
of Frank
James
Shock
Smoky
(T)

?aynt-rt,iv"r
Faye-Andrews
Eyth.-Hasso

Be

Told

Nov.

.Aug.
Feb

. Sept

Pat

O'Moore,

Detail*

(0)
(8)

Herman

.8-6
.610. .10-15
12-24
.609. . .10-1

5-14..
5-14.
4-30.

Dec
Oct

...12-10
12-24.....

612. .10-29
608. . .9-17

. Feb. . . .

10-1
6-11
1-22
8-11

Niven-Huntley
Hardwicke-Mitchcll

Completed
Completed

AND

MR.

NEW

SATAN

. .6-25
603. .12-24
614.
.615.

.Dec
Oct
Jan

For.
11-29

(24)
(22)

Aug

613 ..11-12
607.
.9-17
616. .12-24
. . 606

Aug

602.

In Production
In Production

6-11
. 8-7

(0)
(3)

PRODUCTIONS
January
11
Baxter, Claude

Rains.

IK
Sin of
Strange

S«

CHART

TtaH

Cut

tetaJb

let.

**

*«

PRODUCTION
Harold
Woman,

Diddlebock,
The

The

COMPLETED

Ne

.7-9

Director:
Archie Mayo
Producer:
Charles
R. Rogers
Story: A murdered gangster limls his way to Hades and contrives with the
devil for revenge. The devil has an account of his nun to settle
with an important
judge and the complications
start from there.

Sol M. Wurtzel

lei.

.7-23

Sept. .

12-25.
. . .8-20.
2-5.
3-5. .

Payne-O'Hara
Cinte-Ma lowe
Andrrws-Crain
Indrsws-Conte

The
(104)
(153)

.604.
.605.
.601.

Pcw:r-Foiida
Reissue . . .Aug.
Garner-Joslyn
2-19
O'Hara-Haymes
...4-30
Stewart-Crane
. . . 11-26
Frb.
Tierney-Wiide
5-28
Jan
Fonda-Tierney Reissue 5.
Pre -3ari
10-15
. . Feb
MacMurray-Baxter
..7-23

Chart

...611.. .7-23

.12-11.
-.2-5.

Cram-Wilde

Comedy-fantasy — Started
Cast:
Paul Muni, Anne

CHART

Dunne-Harrison
Jones-Boyer

Gable-Young

RELEASE

!N PRODUCTION
and The
Brown

(81)

DESIGNATED

Way
Ahead,
iviknn
(T)

.. .June.
July. . ..526.
.
-July .. .529.
.6-11
. .528-. . .8-21.
.6-11
. . .3-5. .

t

And Then There Were
Behind
Green
Lights
Details
under title:

Centennial

.6-25
..
.2-5.
. ..9-4.

J. Bennett-Raft
Mitchell-Anderson

(Reissue)

. 4-16
.5-28

. . . 9-4.

TWELVE

(71)

Tttto— «mta|

24
Maria

. June. .

.4-30
.4-2
.. .2-7

Key to Producers: Small (Sml); Rogers (Rgs.); Vanguard
(Van); Crosby (Cby.); Sherman (Shm.); Pressburger
(Psb.); Wanger (Wgr.); Ripiey-Monter (R.M.); Bog;eaus
(Bog.); Stromberg (Smg.); Levey (Lev.): Cowan (Cow.):
Stone (Stn.): Selznick (Szk.); Nebenzalil (Neb.); Lesser
Les.); Loew-Hakim (L. H.); Skirball (Ski.); Eagle-Lion
(G. F. D.); Cagney (Cgy.); Bronston (Brn.); Hughes (Hug.).

PRODUCTIONS

RELEASE

Anna
Cluny

Wild

COMPLETED

691

Director: James Tinling
Producer:
Story:
Atomic
power
in the post-war
world.

Tttle — rtinilnfl

NO.

REISSUE

of

ME

Completed
Completed

. May. . . . 524 .
. . 525 .
. .12-11.
. . 527 .

Laurel-Hardy

ELEVEN

..2-5

. .9-18. . ..April
May . .

Grable-Hayrnes

1944-45 Features
1945-46 Features

7-9

Crosby-Bergman

1944-45 Features
1945-46 Features

NO.

517.

. .519.
4-5. . .Feb
Mar. . .
.11-13. . .Apr.
-.518.
April. . . ..522.
520 .

.... 8-20
6-25
10-29
9-3

Cartoon

Cooper-Young

The

(104)

3- i

.2-19
. .2-5

. . 521 .

TEN

(T)

Nob
Hill (T)
(95)
Within
These Walls

SPECIALS
Along

(62)

Jones-Price
Bankhead-Eythe

Juan
Qui lligan
(75)
Bcndix-Blondeil on
Details
under
title: Two-Faced
Quilligan
Whire
Do We Go From Here?
(T)
(77) . . . MacMurray-Leslie

REISSUE
Pinocchio

Fields-Woolley

Her

.1-22
..516.

.5-15..
11-13. . Mar. .
..9-4.

Don

Robinson-Yeung
...10-29
Warren-Leslie
...12-10
Weismuller-Joyce
. . . 8-20
Colbert-Welles
4-2
Granville-Conway
. . .7-23

Detector

Bless

Sentimental
Journey
Spider.
The
(63)
State
Fair
(T)
(100)
Walk
in the Sun
(117)
Details
under
UA
Release

. . . .8-20
.... 9-3

Rogers-Aumont
Kaye-Mayo
Young-Hale
Carney-Brown

NO.

Horseshoe

NOT

Neal-Hal:
Karloff-Drew

Man
Alive
(70)
Spanish
Main,
The
(T)
(100)
Wanderer of the Wasteland
(67)
Cornered
(102)
Hotel Reserve
(79)
Dick Tracy
(61)
Sing Your Way Home

Diamond

Call

TWO

Toyko
(72)

BLOCK

.581.
.584. 10 16
. .. .3-5
.8-7
.551. . 12-25
.591. 10-16
.582.

Mnlly,

514. .12-25
515. . .1-22

. .515.

Q Shea-Marshall
(73) .... McDowell-Foster

(T)

NINE

Me
177)
under
title:

Jan
.Jan

.Feb..

ie

Song
of Bernadette
(156)
Royal Scandal,
A (90)
Details
under
title: Czarina

1945-46 -

ONE

George White's Scandals
(95)
Falcon
in San
Francisco, The
iohnny Angel
(79)
Momma Loves Poppa (60)
Radio Stars on Parade
(69)

.12-11

.4-17.
.7-24.

. . Kaye-Mayo

COMPLETED
BLOCK

.2-21.
. .4-3.
.8-21.
.5-15.

. ,

Molly
and
liw.nl,

NO.

BLOCK
.523. ..6-11
. .522. .5-14
.4-30
.521.
. 524 . . .6-11
..583.

. .7-10.

.Loder-Duprez
.Conway-Rutherford
.Mltchum-Hale

(66)
(66)

516.

.11-13.

.Wayne-Ahn

.4-30
.4-30
. .3-5
.4-30
.4-30

EIGHT

Evidence
(68)
Son of Flicka

2-7.

Crcgar-Darnell
McGuire-Dunn

(128)

NO.

BLOCK

Peck-Hardwicke
Govt
Documentary

SEVEN

Hangover
Square
177)
A Tree Grows
in Brooklyn

Take

FOUR

Body
Snatcher,
The
(78)
China
Sky
(77)
Tarzan
and the Amazons
(72)
Those Endearing Young Charms
Zombies
on
Broadway
(68)

BLOCK

I'll

NO.

12-10.
...12-10.
12-10.
..
.1-7.
11-26.

1944-45 -

the Kingdom
(137)
Lady,
The
(61)

BLOCK

.10-29.
.11-12. .
10-29. .

Bergman-Grant
Russell-Knox
Colbert-Wayne

Ball-Stevens
Crable-Haymes
Hodiak-Guild
. . Hasso-Shepperd
Haver-Mature

COMPLETED
BLOCK
NO.
SLX
Keys of
Fighting

.10-29.

Home

Dark
Corner,
The
Shocking
Miss
Pilgrim,
The
(T) . .
Somewhere
in the Night
Strange
Triangle
Three
Littli Girls in Blue
(T)

Bedside
Manner
(79)
Blood
on the Sun
(94)
Colonel
Blimp
(T)
(148)
Great
John
L. Th«
(96)
Guest
Wife
(88)
Hairy Apt. The
(90)
Sensations
of 1945
(86)
Song of the Open
(toad (89)

Lloyd-Walburn
Lamarr-Sandcrs

10-1...
. . . 12-24

1944-45
Hussey-Carroll
nagnoy-Sidney
Livesy-Walbrook
Darnell-McClurc
Colbert-Ameche
Bendiv-Hayward
Powell-Fle'di
Bergen-6ranvlll»

11-27 ... 6-15 ... Stn ... 6-25
. . . .10-31
6gy. . . .4-30
. . Foreion. . ■ . 5-4
. fi.F D.
a
. . .7-10
. .6-29. . Crosby. . .6-11
... .12-11 . . .7-27 ... Ski .. 8-6
...1-10
.6-16
. Le». . . . c-2»
12-13. . .6-30
. Stn . .7-10
. .12-13
6-2
Rgs
5-15

Southerner,
The
(91)
Details under title: Hold
Story of G. I. Joe (109)

Autumn

COMPLETED

.11-27. . .7-13..

Cwn. . .6-25

1945-46

Abilene
Town
(89)
Details under title:

Scott-Dvorak

Abilene

Adventures
in Casablanca
Details under title: A Night
Blithe
Spirit
(T)
(94)
Breakfast
in Hollywood
(S3)
Caesar
and
Cleopatra
(T)
Captain
Kidd
(89)
Diary
of A Chambermaid
Duel In the Sun
(T)

Marx

Brothers

1-11.

Lev.

.10-15

..

. .1-21

L.H

Cumntings-Harrison
Foreign. .12-14. . .GFD. . .10-1
.8-20. . .2-22. . . Gldn
Breneman-Granville
Dlivier-Leigh
Foreign
G.F.O
Laughton-Britton
2-5. .10-19. . Bog. . .8-20
Goddard- Hatfield
.7-23. . .2-15. .Bog-Mer
Jones-Cotten
. . .3-19
Szk

Dr.

Edwardei

(T)

O'Keefe-McDonald
Mason-Calvert
...
Olivier-Newton
Montgomery-Mills
Russell-Huston
Bennett-Fields
Sanders-Hasso
Bergman-Peck
. ..
Newton-Johnson
Robson-Calvert
Russell-Hayward
Raft-Gardner

1944-45 Features
Westerns
Serials
19*5-4(5 Features
Westerns
Serials

8-6

...

in Casablanca

Getting
Gertie's
Garter
(72)
Fanny
by Gaslight
Henry
V (I;
Johnny
in thj Clouds
(88)
Outlaw,
The
Paris — Underground
(97)
Scandal
in Paris, A
Spellbound
(113)
Details under
title: House of
This
Happy
Breed
?-m
w-mpi
.
Young
Widow
Whittle
Stoi
(85)

.9-18... 8-10... L.H.... 5-14

Scott-Field
Hand
Meredith
.

in Your

(48)
( 7)
( 4)

NEW

For

12-10

. G.F.D.

Foreign

3-15
2-8

. GFD
. .Hug

.12-10

. . .1-22. . .9-14. . . Bnt. . .10-29
. .10-29
Psb.
. . . .7-24. .12-28. . .Szk. .11-12

. Foreign
.. Foreign
. . 3-5. . . .3-1.
. .7-23. . .1-25.

(48)
( 7)
( 4)
(35)
( 3)
( 3)

Completed
Completed
Completed
Completed
Completed
Completed

. . .6-25. .11-30. . Sml.
Foreign. .
GFD

In
In
In
In
In
In

G.F.D..
G.F D. .
. .Smg.
. .Neb.

Production
Production
Production
Production
Production
Production

(0)
(0)
(4)

(II)

(0)

PRODUCTIONS

NOTORIOUS GENTLEMAN
Comedy — Started December 26
Cast:
Kent Taylor, Virginia
Grey, Jane Adams,
Milburn Stone,
Danny Morton, John Litel, Samuel S. Hinds.
Director: Charles Barton
Producer: Howard Welsch
Story:

Not

available.

See

next

issue.

THE
CAT CREEPS
Mystery — Started January 3
Cast:
Lois Collier, Fred
Brady,
Noah
Beery,
Jr., Paul Kelly.
Douglas Dumbrille, Rose Hobart, Iris Clive, Jonathan Hale.
Director:
Erie C. Kenton
Producer:
Howard Welsch
Story:

Reporter
Investigating
Trails
killer.

15-year-old's

suicide

discovers

if

is

Based
on an incident
in the life of the famed
composer,
RimskyKorsakoff,
the story
tells of the inspiration
which
brought
to life
one of his most
famed
compositions.

DESIGN
FOR DEATH
Mystery — Started January 7
Cast:
Tom
Neal, Martha
O'Driscoll,
Donald
MacBride,
Elisha
Cook, Jr., Peter Whitney, Lou Lubin, Oliver Blake.
Director:
Will Jason
Producer:
Ben Pivar
Story:

Girl jilts oldei
man
to return
to young
User
she had
nit.-. I swain
is found
murdered,
the flyer is accused

for Two
Bad Men of the Border
because
of Him
Brute
Man.
The
Canyon
Passage
(T)
Code of the Lawless
Details
under
title: Law
for Pecos
Crimson
Canary
(64)
Details under tide: Hear That Trumpet Talk

Ohvier- Rutherford
t,rant-Armida
Durbin-Tone
...
Hatton-Adams
Andrews-Hayward
Grant-Knight
..

Dalton's
Ride Again,
The
(72)
Dead
of the Night
Frontier
Gal
(T)
(84)
Girl On the SDot
Details under title: Serenade for

Curt;s-0'Dri,coll
Redgrave-Withers
oeCarlo-Cameron
Barker-Collier
..

Gu"
Town
House of Dracula
Idea
Houso Girl
of Horrors

loved.
When
but ultimately

Ttrlt — llMlR|

CHART

Tim

Notorious

So

Lcy-Ameche

Goes
My
Love
Details
under
title: Genius
in the Family
Spider
Woman
Strikes
Back,
The
Strange
Confession
(62)
Tangier
Terror
by Night
That
Night
With
You
(84)
Details under title: Once Upon a Dream

Trail

to

COMPLETED
Beautiful
Cheat
(59)
Details
under
title: It's Never
Blonde
Ransom
(68)
East Side of Heaven
(Reissue)
Easy
To look
At (64)
Frozen Ghost. The
(61)
Honeymoon Ahead
Details under
title: Romance,

1945-46 —
Too

Granville-Beery

Inc.

I'll Tell the World
Imitation
of Life (Reissue)
Jungle
Captive
(63)
Lady
On A Train
(94)
Moonlight
and
Cactus
Myrtrry of the River Boat
(Serial)
Naughty
Nineties,
The
(76)
On Stage.
Everybdoy
(75)
Patrick
the Great
(89)
Pearl of Death
i69>
Penthouse
Rhvthm
(60)
Raiders
of Ghost
City
See My Lawyer
(69)
Swing
Out, Sister
(60)
That's The Spirit (93)
Uncle Harry
(80)
Under Western Skies (57)
Details
under
title- Musical
Round-up
Woman
In Green
(68)
Details
under title: Invitation
to Death

COMPLETED
:s

Cook-Grey
Crosby-Blondell
Jean-Grant
Chaney-Ankers
Jones-McDonald

11-27.
12-25.

.6-15.

.6-15.
■ .6-28.
.8-10
.6-26. . .5-11.
11-27.
..
12-11.
..6-8.
.6-15.

Tracy-Joyce
Colbert-William
Lane-Kruger
....
Durbin-Bellamy
Antfrews-Carrillo
Lnwerv-Clements
Abbott-Costello
...
Oakie-Ryan
O'Connor-Ryan
Rathbnne- Bruce
Collier-Norris
Mnn'rtUArwIH
Olsen
& Johnson
Cameron-deWIt

. .2-5.
..9-6.
.7-24.
.5-14.
. .2-5.
.11-1.
8-21

. .8-24.
.9-9.
10-24.
. . .7-6.
. .7-13.
.. ..9-22.
.5-4.
. .6-22.
.7-25.
. .5-25.
. 5-18.

Ryan-Oakle
Sanders-Fitzgerald
B'Driscoll-Bcery

5-1
..5-29
. .5-1.
..9-4.
. .1-8. ...6-1.
.4-30.
1-19.
.8-21. .. .8-17.

Rathbone-Bruce

.5-29. . .7-27.

1945-46

9044.

. .8-6

12-25.

. 9-18 . . .6-29.

10-2.
Foreign

. .9-21.

.9045
.9032
.9028
.9041
.9096

9-3
7-9

.9038.
. . .7-9
9022
9001. . . .9-3
9681
.9003.
.9015.
.9011.
.9019.
.9043
.9780

. .6-25
. .7-23
. .5-14
. .9-18
9-3

.9016.. 7-9
.9033... 6-11
.9014. . .5-28
9075. . .8-20
.9039
2-5
•9025. . .7-23

.511.
1104
519.
518.

.502. . 12-24
.10-1

512
1-7
507. .11-12
.503. .10-29

.. ..4-16
.8-6. .12-28.
.Foreign
.1-22. .10-12. .

Sondergaard-Grant
Chaney-Joyce
Mon!ez-Sabu
Rathtone-Bruce
Tone-Foster
. .

9-7.

.514
.506.. 10-20
.501.. .9-17

11-12
.10-15
. .2-19. . .10-5.
.10-1. . . .2-1.
10-29.
3-1
6-11
.9-28.

.517
.505. .12-10
520
.504.. 10-13

Foreign

.6-25

. .11-2.
11-30

.508. .10-20

.12-24.

».
1914-45 Features
1915-46 Features

Completed
Completed

RELEASE

IN PRODUCTION
Title — Rannlng

Tlai

In Production
In Production

(19)
(26)

t,sit

Beast With Five Fingers, The
Escapo
Mo Never
Humoresque
Two Guys From
Milwaukee

Alda-King
Flynn-Lupino
Crawford-Garfield
.
Morgan-Leslie
....

COMPLETED

DetaJU
12-10
.
11-26. .
12-24 .
12-24

.8-11.

1944-45

Christmas
in Connecticut
(101)
Conflict
(86)
Corn
Is Green,
The
(114)
Crime
by Night
(72)
Details inder title: Forty Whacki

Stanwyck-Morgan 6-12
Bogart-Hobart
5-17..
Davis-Dell
8-21..
Wyman-Cowan
.10-19

God Is My Co-Pilot
(88)
Escape
in the Desert
(79)
Details under title: Strangers

Morgnn-Massey
Sullivan-Dorn

Blows

at

Midnight.

The

. .8-21.

in Our

. .6-12.
.11-15.

Midst

(78)

Kenny-Sm

tli

King-U.->«tine
Reynolds-Hutton

.11-27

Flynn-Brown
6-12.
.1-10
Lupino-Greenstreet
.8-21.
Russell-Carson
.....6-12
Bogart-Bacall
2-21.

(101)

A Stolen
Life
Big Sleep.
The
Cinderelli
Join

(0)
(4)

CHART

5-19.
.6-30.
.7-21.

.420. . .7-23

.4-30

.418. . .6-25
.419
4-2
.414.
. 9-y.
. .4-7.
.4-28.
.3-17.
.2-10

.402

.401.
.413.
.416.
.411.

.415.

3-3
..6-9.
.9-2.
.1-20.

.417.

8-'
.4-16
..4-2

.3-19
.5-28
..8-7

.412.
.410. .10-16

1945-46
.9042. . .6-25
.9097

509. .11-26
..515
.510. .12-2-1
513
12-10

.11-12

Mason-Lcckwood
Haden-Harvey

The

.7-20.

Late

12-14
10-26.

Grant-Knight

COMPLETED

Tay:or-Grey

8-20.
.3-19

. .7-23

Before

Vengeance

Wicked
Lady
Wolf
of London,

. .2-19. . .9-14.
. .10-1.
8-20 ... .1-8
11-12

. . .6-11

Oberon-Korvin

1102

Fore.gn

..

Harrison-Palmer
Kennedy-Kennedy
Cookson-Shaw
Robinson-Bennett
Bridges-Wiley
...
Jones-Granville
Ma;on-Todd
Coburn-Simms
..

It Was

1-18

Foreign

. . .9-3. .11-23
2-8
. .5-14. .12-21.
. .3-19. . .1-11.
.12-7.
.10-15.
.9-3.
.2-22.

Rogue's
Progress
Royal
Mounted
Rides Again
(Serial)
Scarlet Horseman,
The
(Serial)
Scarlet Street
Secret
Agent
X-9
(Serial)
Senorita from the West
(63)
Seventh Veil, The
(92)
Shady
Lady
(94)
Details under title: Alibi in Ermine

Pillow
To
Post
(92)
Roughly
Speaking
(117)
To Have
and Have Not

1-7

Gentleman

Jean-Brasselle

516

.11-9.

11-12
12-24

Chaney-Joyce
Rathbane-Bruce

of Ours
(90)
under
title: As

...9-3
. .7-23. .10-19.

. roreign .......

Hotel
Berlin
(98)
Janle
(106)
Objective
Burma
(142) .

• «UIU

Cait

IN PRODUCTION

Grant-Knight
Chaney-ODriscoll
Lowery-Grey
Barker-Bishop
Abbott-Costeflo

Pillow
of Death
(66)
Pursuit
to Algiers
(65)
Details
under
title: The
Fugitive
River Gang
(64)
Details under title: Fairy Tale Murder

Love
Details

. . .8-6. . .9-28.
. .11-26
. .9-3. . .1-18.

4-16

Cahert-Granger
Lockwood-Mason
Albritton-Hall
..
Goodwin-Grey
Oberon-Bey
Abbott-Costello
Grant-Adams

This

.1101.
. . Foreign ......

Beery-Collier

Madonna
of the Seven
Moons
Man
in Gray
(92)
Men
In Her
Diary
(73)
Murder
Mansion
Night
in
Paradise
On
the Carpet
Outlaws
of Twin
Forks

Horn

RELEASE

Murder

(67)

Little Giant
(Details
under title: On The Carpet)

murder.

SCHEHEREZADE
(T)
Drama with music — Started January 7
Cast:
Yvonne De Carlo, Brian Donlevy, Jean Pierre Aumont, Eve
Arden,
Theodore
Lynch,
Philip
Reed,
Terry
Kilburn,
Leonard East.
Director: Walter Reisch
Producer: Edward Kaufman
Story:

Adventure

-Davis-Ford
rfogart-Bacail
..Leslie-Aldo

2-19
.... 10-31
12-13

..2-5

Confidential
Agent
(118)
Danger
Signal
(78)
Devotion
Her Kind of Man
Janie
Gets
Married
Mildred
Pierce (111)
My Reputation
(f4)
Never
Say
Goo'lbye
Night and Day (T)

Boyer-Bacall
6-25.
Emerson-Scott
4-16
DeHaviland-Lupino
11-16
Scott-Paige
8-20
Leslie-Hutton . . 4-16
Crawford-Carson
.. 12-25.
T?nwyck-Brent
. . 11-29.
Flynn-Parker
8-6
Grant-Smith
6-25

Nobody
Lives Forever
Of Human
Bondage
Ono
Mare
Tomorrow
Pride of the Marines
(11?)
Details
under
title. This

"arficld-Fitzgerald
. .9-18
Henrrid-Parker .7-24
Sheridan-Moran
.... 11-1
Garflcld-Parkcr
... 11-27 ... .9-1 ... .501 .. .8-20

Love

Rhapsody
in Blue
(139)
San Antonio
(T)
(110)
Saratoga
Trunk
(135)
Shadow of A Woman
Three
Strangers
Time, The Placn and The Girl.
Too Young To Know
(86)
Two
Mrs. Carrolls.
The

The

REISSUES

Born
For Trouble
Originally
titled:
II

All

Came

True

of

Ours

. .2.10-20.
. 1-26.

.505. .10-15
.510 . 1-21

Leslie-Aldo
7-26. . .9-27 ... .502.
Flynn-Smith
10-16. .12-29
509.
Cooper-Bergman
3-8... 1-26
King-Prince
2-19
Fitzgerald-Grecnstreet
1-22
2-16
.5-14.
(T) . . . M^rnan-Paige
4-2
LeslKHntton
2-19
.12-1. . . . 507 .
Bcgirt-Stanwyck

.. .7-9
.11-26
12-10

.11-26

. 504 .
Johnson-Emerson

Murder

. 11-10. .. .506. .11-12
. 12-15
508.. 11-26

in

the

Big

House
Bogart-Sheridan

FILM
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THE NEWS
(Continued
tion scheduled to open at 10:30 a. m. the following morning with
registration of delegate s. President Martin G. Smith, who is also
president of National Allied, will open the first session. The sessions will be highlighted with a banquet to be held the evening
of the 22nd, at which Gov. Lausche will speak.

WARNER GROSSES HIT NEW PEAK
Warner Bros, hit a new high in gross income during 1946, the
annual report for the fiscal year ending Aug. 31, 1945, showed. In
addition to this, the companv reported a further debt reduction
of $9,366,000. a write-off of $8,796,000 carried as goodwill and a
net profit of $9,901,000, or nearly $3 million higher than the previous year. Gro s for the period was $146,618,000, topping by
$5,435,000 the previous year's gross. The net increased despite a
Federal tax rise of $3,565,000. making '45 taxes $16,700,000.
The 1945 net equals $2.67 per share of common stock outstanding, compared with $1.87 in 1944. Cash on hand was increased by $6,091,000 during the year.
Harry M. Warner, president, indicated that grosses were still
increasing.

TAC SETS CONVENTION IN APRIL
The Theatres Activities Committee, successor to the War
Activities Committee, completed further organizational plans at a
meeting of invited exhibitors last fortnight. Ted R. Gamble was
named chairman of the organization committee, it was announced
by Si H. Fabian, WAC theatres division chairman. Harrv Arthur
will head the convention arrangements committee. The organization's first convention will t^ke place in St. Louis early in April,
Fabian announced. Jay Emanuel was named chairman of the
drafting committee for a constitution and by-laws to be submitted to the convention.
Fabian declared his belief that the St. Louis convention would
lay a foundation "for a sound organization of motion picture
theatre owners who will be joined together by the common urge
to serve their communit" and their countrv, while also complying
with the highest code of motion picture exhibition."

UPTON GOES TO UNIVERSAL
David Lipton, who resigned last week as advertising-publicity
director of Columbia, was appointed executive coordinator of advertising and promotion for Universal, with headquarters at Universal City. Lipton will work under John Joseph, ad-pub director.
The appointment completed the formation of a three-man executive committee for the U department, including Maurice Bergman,
Eastern advertising-publicity director, J. W. Dailey, studio publicity director and Lipton.
The appointment was in line with the national expansion of
U's advertising and publicity activities in progress for several
months. The new setup will enable Joseph to devote more time
to his executive duties as a member of Universal's advisory
board. A rearrangement of the Eastern office relieves Bergman
of several duties which were assumed by Henry Linet, executive

Another Super Service from

• Pick-ups
to and from
T. W. A. Airports
Transportation at its Best!
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HIGHWAY
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assistant to Bergman, and Al Horwitz, N. Y. publicity manager,
thus enabling the Eastern ad-pub chief to devote more time to
working with the sales and exhibition departments.
Lipton, national director of publicity, advertising and exploitation for Columbia, since 1941, except for 18 months in the Army,
leaves the company on Feb. 8th. He will spend several weeks in
the Universal Eastern office and will go to the West Coast in
March.

MAJORS CHARGE FRAUD BY EXHIB
Charging fraudulent statements on percentage pictures, eight
majors filed suit in Boston Federal District Court against Ralph
E. Snider and five exhibiting corporations of which he is alleged
to be a majority stockholder.
The complaints, filed individually, each charged that Snider
and the exhibiting corporations named carried out a plan to defraud "by intentionally furnishing to the plaintiff false and inaccurate statements of the receipts" on percentage pictures. It
was alleged that defendants misrepresented their grosses not only
to induce the distributors to receive less than the contract stipulated on percentage pictures, but also to obtain reductions in
rentals on films already shown. Plaintiffs claimed that checkers
were induced to join in the falsification of reports.

MEMOS
In one of the grandest testimonials by the motion picture
industry to an individual, over 1200 prominent members of the
industry and the Government filled the grand ballroom of the
Waldorf-Astoria on January 7th to pay tribute to Ted R. Gamble
for his achievements as the Treasury's National War Finance Director. The affair also served to bring to a dramatic close the
official functions of the industry's War Activities Committee.
William Goldman struck another blow against the Warner
chain in Philadelphia with the purchase of the 69th Street Theatre building, which includes the 1800 seat 69th Street Theatre. 23
stores, 50 apartments and 10 offices. The house is the fourth
Stanley-Warner theatre which Goldman has purchased. The purchase price involved was reportedly $700,000. Although Warners
has a lease for 10 years more on the 69th St., Goldman did not
divulge whether he intends to take it over immediately. The
other three Warner-leased theatres which Goldman purchased are
the Grange, bought a few months ago, and the downtown Karlton
and Keiths, purchased last year.
New Jersey Allied and Independent Exhibitors of New England, both Allied affiliates, became the latest exhibitor units to
reject the Theatre Activities Committee by adopting the resolution
passed last month by the Conference of Independent Exhibitors.
The N. J. unit also has set an Eastern Regional Allied convention
for June 19-21 at the Chelsea Hotel in Atlantic City. The meeting
will be combined with an equipment display.
Twenty-four hundred Paramount employes received free group
insurance amounting to $5,000,000 in one of the largest group insurance transactions ever effected by a major film companv. The
insurance includes hospital and surgical benefits, as well as a
$2,000 death benefit. The plan, in addition to a $3,000,000 additional cooperative protection was underwritten by the Equitable
Life Assurance Society and became effective Dec. 20, last.
The Crescent Amusement Co. and other defendants in the
Crescent anti-trust case were offered and accented a six-month extension of the time in which they are required to divest themselves of all hodings in any of the other defendant circuits, according to a Federal Court order. The divestiture was to have
been consummated last Friday (18th).
The changes suggested by Dr. Irwin A. Conroe, acting head
of the motion picture division of the New York State Education
Department, in Universal's "Scarlet Street" following its ban by
the N. Y. State Censor Board just prior to its scheduled opening
in New York City, were taken under advisement by the company
and the producers, Diana Productions. The action by the Censor
Board has raised a storm of protest both in and out of industry
circles and it was indicated that the Civil Liberties Union might
make a test case out of the move.
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OTHEHKIDS?
Were WALKING again! Yes, Mister, thanks to you and last year's swell MARCH OF
DIMES campaign, we're running and playing and having fun, just like all the kids in our
neighborhood . . . BUT . . .

Say, Mister . . . HOW

ABOUT

THOSE

OTHER

KIDS?

We mean the kids back in the hospital we came from. The kids who can't move their
legs . . . who must stay in bed all day, or sit in wheel-chairs . . . The kids who never had
a chance to SWIM ... or SKIP ROPE ... or play BASEBALL ... or to know how good
it is to feel green grass crunching between their bare toes.
They're swell kids, Mister . . . and we know they'll be grateful too ... if you'll help
them to WALK again ... to LIVE again!

oar
%

'pi

They're just a bunch of little kids, Mister, just like us . . . and they can't do the job
themselves . . . That's why they're counting on YOU ... to run the Greer Garson appeal
TRAILER, that's even better than the one that brought in over SIX MILLION DOLLARS
last year ... to put over that 1946 MARCH OF DIMES campaign . . . even bigger
than before!

at \d
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ler
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Will won't
yd? let those kids down . . . will ya, Mister?
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PARAMOUNT'S
LOST WEEKEND
JAG!
THE

DISTRIBUTOR

EXPLAINS

ITS UPPING

OF TERMS, BUT LEAVES UNANSWERED

A

FEW VITAL QUESTIONS ON DISTRIBUTOREXHIBITOR RELATIONS
Editorial
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ERROL FLYNN- ALEXIS SMITH
,„ "SAN ANTONIO" technicolor .
«.* S. Z. SAKALL

mmmmm

• Victor Krancen

• John Litel • Or,Bmoi Scr..* noy \>i ajou umo* o»d w i. Bum.n

JIMMY STEWART
SPEAKING:
"Can you spare three
minutes of your
screen time for me
and my fellow-stars ?"
(Turn please)

THE BIGGEST
3-MINUTE SHOW
EVER PRODUCED!
A Terrific TRAILER/ FREE/
(Produced for the industry by David O. Selznick. Stars listed alphabetically)

INGR1D

VAN

EDWARD

BERGMAN

JOHNSON

G. ROBINSON

EDDIE CANTOR

JENNIFER

JIMMY

JONES

STEWART

KATHARINE

WALTER

SHIRLEY

HEPBURN

PIDGEON

TEMPLE

What a Cast to bring to your theatre! Just
to see these famed Stars will delight your
patrons! And it will be just as much of a
pleasure for you to screen it!
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FOR ALL THE PEOPLE!
It's a picture your folks will thank you for— and you'll
remember all your lifetime the screentime you gave to
the "American Brotherhood Week" Trailer in behalf of

AMERICAN
BROTHERHOOD
WEEK
FEBRUARY

16 TO FEBRUARY
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ORDER YOUR FREE
STAR TRAILER NOW!

o\o'

Ask for "American Brotherhood Week" Trailer and Write either to your
NATIONAL SCREEN SERVICE BRANCH
Or Write to

DISTRIBUTOR CHAIRMAN:
RAY SMITH
Warner Bros., Albany
WM. ZOELLNER
M-G-M. Atlanta
WM. HORAN
Warner Bros.
Boston
AL HERMAN
Warner Bros.
Buffalo
BEN ROSENWALD
M-G-M, Charlotte

your

JOE KRENITZ
Universal
Cleveland

WM. E. TRUOG
United Artists
Kansas City

CECIL HOUSE
Twentieth Century-Fox
Dallas

HARRY
RKO

ARTHUR ABELES
Twentieth Century-Fox.
Denver

TOM YOUNG
Twentieth Centurv-Fox
Memphis

ED BELL
Paramount
New
Jersey

JACK KENNEDY
M-G-M
Des Moines

HAROLD WIRTHW
Paramount
Milwaukee

M. W. OSBORNE
Twentieth Century-Fox
Oklahoma City

BEN BLOTCKY
Paramount
Minneapolis
CAR GOE
Warner Bros.,
New Haven

D. V. McLUCAS
United Artists
Omaha

J. HAROLD STEVENS
Paramount, Chicago

JOE
GINS
Columbia
Detroit

ALAN MORITZ
Columbia
Cincinnati

W. GUY CRAIG
Columbia
Indianapolis

AMERICAN

COHEN

Los Angeles

LUKE CONNER
Warner Bros.
New Orleans
HENRY RANDELi
Paramount
New York

PETE DANA
Universal, Pittsburgh
MARK COREY
RKO, Portland

b. j. McCarthy
United Artists
St. Louis

RKO
NEWTON

IACOBS

San Francisco
MAURICE SAFFLE
M-G-M, Seattle

GEO. SCHWARTZ
Universal
Philadelphia

BROTHERHOOD

CHARLES WALKER
Twentieth Century-FoK
Salt Lake Citv

M-G-M.
Washington,'
JOHN
ALLEN

WEEK

CZH)

Sponsored by the National Conference of Christians and Jews
Pres. HARRY

S. TRUMAN

Honorary Chairman

Hon. HAROLD

E. STASSEN

General Chairman

SPYROS

P. SKOURAS

Motion Picture Industry Chairman

For Peace and Tolerance and Good Will
GIVE

YOUR

AMERICAN

UTMOST

BROTHERHOOD
February

Vol.

14, No. 3
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PARAMOUNT'S

observed that the alcoholic hero's struggle with the
demon rum was so realistically portrayed that the spectator might emerge with a hangover after witnessing it.
But upon hearing exhibitor protests against Paramount's
conduct in belatedly increasing the terms for the picture, one is led to believe that possibly the company's
executives have seen it too often.
Charles Reagan, vice-president and sales chief of
Paramount, is an astute and usually fair-minded executive, but in this case he has lapsed into erroneous reasoning in weighing the profits of his company

against

the rights of the exhibitors and Paramount's obligations
to its customers. The factors must balance if there is
to be goodwill between buyer and seller, but the distributor here tipped the scale arbitrarily in favor of
profits.
Obviously, the Paramount people could not be exasked Mr.

Reagan for an explanation of the company's position in
the matter and received this reply:
"February

I, 1946.

"Dear Mr. Wax:

WEEK
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the sale of "The Lost Weekend' so that your readers
may be thoroughly informed on the subject.
"It is true that we now are selling 'The Lost Weekend' at a higher sales classification than was originally
designated for it.
results of the
plain that we
enthusiasm for
clearly proved

first
had
the
the

JAG!

error of our pre-release designation and we then knew
that a reconsideration of its classification was not only
justifiable by its abnormal strength but was to be
expected.
"Our customers have been the first to recognize
that the box-office performance of a picture is a reliable guide to its general price level when comparative
grosses are so sensationally established as to defy
reasonable question.
"Therefore, since the top grossing certainty of
'The Lost Weekend' is widely accepted, we have corrected our mistake in instances where deals were not
concluded. In such cases we now are selling the picture
at its proper terms. Where contracts have been approved we are asking our customers to recognize voluntarily the unusual development on 'The Lost Weekend'
and to agree to a revised deal in keeping with its performance In those cases where this appeal Is disregarded iSe picture will certainly be delivered under
the terms of the contract already approved, and we
hope there is no misunderstanding on this point.
"On sustained

results, from situations of all types

continues to equal or
and sizes, 'The Lost Weekend'
surpass the highest grossing "Sreleases
incerely, of the season, and
I feel confident that your readers will fully understand
our position.
"Charles

"In response to the request contained in your letter
of the 29th, I am glad to advise you of our position on

"With the amazing box-office
showings, it was unquestionably
grossly underestimated the public
picture.
Succeeding
engagements

TO

'LOST WEEKEND'

The Film Bulletin review on "The Lost Weekend"

pected to agree with this opinion. We

SUPPORT

Reagan."

There can be no argument with the claim that "The
Lost Weekend" is a box-office success, at least in the
early runs. We shall note, in passing, that our review
(with typical accuracy) praised the picture highly and
predicted "strong returns generally, perhaps even outstanding where exploited" — and that as early as our
issue of last August 20. But there are vital points not
covered in Mr. Reagan's otherwise candid letter which
require clarification.
(Continued on Next Page)
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Recognizing the desire of every distributor to obtain the highest possible returns for his product, it is
yet pertinent to observe that this desire must be comwith equity and respect for the customer's
rights. patible
That leads directly to a question of the ethics of
withholding approval of contracts on a block of pictures
for an abnormal period to await box-office results on
one of the group. What of the fact that such a procedure impinges the exhibitor squarely upon the horns
of an unhappy dilemma: either accept the increased
terms asked by the distributor, or pull out the whole
block of pictures and create, at a late date, a void in
his bookings?
This appears to be exactly the disadvantageous
situation in which Paramount placed some of its customers who bought the block containing "The Lost
Weekend" when it was first offered.
Nor can another fact be tossed off lightly. The
block in question included two top percentage pictures,
which many of the accounts had either booked or already played and for which they had paid heavily when
they learned of the revised terms for "Weekend". There
can be no doubt that many of these exhibitors had
looked to the alcoholic epic as the one picture in the
block that would net them a good profit.
This poses an important problem in exhibitordistributor relations. Is there some unwritten law th^t
the theatre is not allowed to make a good profit any
more? Aro the film companies to be granted the privilege of upping terms, whenever convenient to them, for
the purpose of restricting the exhibitor's take to a fixed
minimum?

Paramount (or any of the other majors) seldom
underestimate the value of their pictures; to the contrary. And it is not justification of the policy of overpricing to say that the exhibitor can come into the exchange to plead for a kick-back. We know some who
are proud — yes, even those who are forced to follow
the practice.
What

if, on occasion, the customer unexpectedly

does get a "buy" — must that be cause for up-ending
the sales organization and creating ill-will by demanding extra money?

Paramount does quite well financially, well enough
to avoid the necessity for coming to its customers tc
ask for gratuities. We think that the exhibitor operating a moderate-size theatre is entitled to a good picture on outright terms once in a while, so that he will
be compensated for the profit he did NOT make with
some of those 40 percent specials.
If the Paramount

executives did see "The Lost

Weekend" too often, we hope they will shake off its
effect and take a more sober view of their customers'
rights.
MO

WAX

Long-run holdovers are still in the majority on Broadway and
the past week saw only one of the smaller first-run houses putting in a new feature. Far in the lead of the several pictures that
opened the previous week is "The Harvey Girls," which broke all
Monday attendance records in the Capitol's 26-year history by
clocking in 20,000 persons -- higher than the previous recordholder, "Anchors Aweigh," last August. The total gross for the
first week approached the record, $109,300 set by "Anna Christie"
back in 1930. The M-G-M musical, which is aided by Glenn Miller's Orchestra on the stage and starts a third week on February
7th, followed "They Were Expendable," which took in $375,00^
during its five weeks here.. .Business at two other new stage-andscreen houses, the Strand and Loew's State, is strong, if not
sensational, as is the take at the Criterion where Deanna Durbin
holds forth in "Because of Him," now in its second stanza...
"My Reputation," with Orrin Tucker and His Orchestra, starts a
third week at the Strand on February 8th, while "Up Goes
Maisie,"
one of the rare first-runs at Loew's State, is in its second
week.
"Bells of St. Mary's" and "Leave Her to Heaven," the two
record-breaking holiday attractions, are in their final weeks at
the Radio City Music Hall and Roxy respectively. "Bells," which
garnered close to $1,000,000 during its first seven stanzas at the
world's largest theatre, added another $125,000 during the eighth
and will complete its nine weeks run on February 6th, after which
M-G-M's "Adventure" opens to give Greer Garson a 100 per cent
Music Hall starring record .. ."Heaven," which set eight new attendance and gross records, including $503,000 total gross and
620,000 total attendance, in its first four weeks at the Roxy, will
complete its sixth and final week on February 5th. The longdelayed "Fallen Angel" and Carmen Miranda on the stage will
follow.
"Stork Club," supported by Woody Herman and His Orchestra,
also completed a six weeks engagement at the Paramount on
February 5th and will be followed by "Miss Susie Slagle's" and
a strong stage bill headed by Danny Kaye. . Paramount's awardwinner, "Lost Week-End," again approached the $60,000 figure for
its eighth week at the Rivoli and business is continuing so strong
that no date has been set for "Kitty" to follow... A third Paramount release, "People Are Funny," was a weak sister and went
out after only one week at the Gotham where United Artists'
"Getting Gertie's Garter" is current.
Two other Ingrid Bergman starrers, "Spellbound" and "Saratoga Trunk," show no signs of letting up and the former, now in
its 11th week at the Astor, is doing slightly better than the Warner film, in its tenth week at the Hollywood. Both will continue
through February, at least... Best of the lesser attractions is "A
Walk in the Sun," which benefited by rave reviews and a striking
house front, and is doing excellent business in its third week at
the Victoria. . .Favorable word-of-mouth and a striking spread in
Life Magazine have brought increased business to "The Seventh
Veil" at the Winter Garden. Business started slowly for this
British-made, but has increased ever since the third stanza and,
now in its sixth, the picture will be held two more, thus postponing the announced "Madonna of the Seven Moons."
The first American-made film since the Winter Garden switched from legit to pictures, "Tomorrow Is Forever," will open with
a reserved-seat premiere on February 20th followed by a continuo s-run..After ^ix profitable weeks of "Cornered" at the Palace, another RKO release, "The Spiral Staircase" follows on February 6th, while still another, "Tarzan and the Leopard Woman,"
goes into the Globe on February 9th following two weeks of Columbia's "Pardon My Past."
M-G-M's "She Went to the Races," brings the Rlalto its first
comedy in months following a mild week for Universal's horror
entry, "Pillow of Death." The same company's "Scarlet Street,"
originally announced to open at the Criterion on January 11th,
has been passed by the New York censors and will open at the
same spot on February 20th.
FILM
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■THREE STRANGERS"

BROS

1 February Release

MILD SUSPENSE MELLER IS UNEVEN

Rates • • generally; better for action spots

93 minutes
Warner Bros.

Sydney Greenstreet, Geraldine Fitzgerald,
Peter Lorre, Joan Lorring, Robert Shayne,
Marjorie Riordan, Arthur Shields, Rosalind
Ivan, John Alvin, Peter Whitney, Alan Napier, Clifford Brooke, Doris Lloyd, StanleyLogan, Holmes Herbert, Ian Wolf, Connie
Leon.
Directed

by Jean Negulesco.

Three ordinary melodramatic tales have
been woven into a novel, but only spottily
suspenseful, film that will have a limited
appeal. "Three Strangers" takes a unique
slant as it begins, but resolves into hackneyed, talky melodrama for the great bulk
of its running time, until the exciting
climax, which brings the three stories together. The principal characters are interesting, ifunpleasant. Sydney Greenstreet
is a grasping barrister turned embezzler;
Geraldine Fitzgerald plays an unscrupulous
woman whose desire to prevent a divorce
from her husband results in some despicable
moments, and Peter Lorre is seen as a
philosophical souse who narrowly escapes
a murder rap. Except for the beginning
and ending, each of the three goes his own
way, with the camera switching from one
thread to another until the promise forecast at the start is virtually dissipated by
the time the film reaches its climax.
The

heaviness of the proceedings is unrelieved
by the slightest touch of humor. There are
spurts of excitement, but they are unevenly
spaced. The best "Three Strangers" can
hope for in general runs is a mild boxoffic"
showing. In action houses, where the
Greenstreet and Lorre names are draws, returns should be slightly above average, if
the title and content are exploited.
Geraldine Fitzgerald, separated from her
husband, brings together Sydney Greenstreet. an unsuccessful lawyer, and Peter
Lorre, a penniless drunk, in her apartment
to fulfill the conditions of an idol she worships; i.e., if three strangers make an identical wish at a specified time, it will be
granted. Since they believe that only money
is the common denominator, they become

partners in a sweepstakes ticket of Lorre's.
Fitzgerald plans to use the money to be reconciled with her husband, Robert Shayne.
When he rejects her pleas, she ruins his
chances for a career and breaks up his
plans for marriage to another woman.
Greenstreet's speculation in stocks has
caused him to embezzle trust funds. Lorre
becomes involved in a murder while drunk
and is jailed. Then the ticket is drawn on
a favorite. The barrister, on the verge of
discovery, is saved from suicide and demands that Fitzgerald sell the ticket, but
she refuses and Lorre walks in, in time to
see Greenstreet kill her. The horse wins,
but Greenstreet goes mad and publicly ac-

PARAMOUNT
THE VIRGINIAN' STURDY WESTERN
Rates • • • for action houses; • •

;

Paramount
90 minutes
Joel McCrea, Brian Donlevv, Sonny Tufts,
Barbara Britton, Fay Bainter, Tom Tully,
Henry O'Neill, William Frawley, Minor
Watson, Bill Edwards, Vince Rirnett. M>rtin Garralaga, Nana Bryant. Paul Guilfoyle,
Marc Lawrence, Josephine Whittell, James
Burke, Esther Howard, Arthur Loft, Minerva Urecal, Al Bridge.
Directed by Stuart Gilmore.
In its third filming (last in 1929 with Gary
Cooper in the title role) Owen Winter's
American classic, "The Virginian," proves »
sturdy western yarn which, despite its melodramatic qualities, is solid action entertainment. Although thousands of horse operas
have been influenced by it, especially it 3
climactic shooting duel, few western films
have equalled it. Filmed in Technicolor to
enhance its scenic values, and with a fine
cast headed by Joel McCrea, the picture has
strong exploitation possibilities and it
should do good business generally, especially where the youngsters and male patrons
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claims himself the murderer and Lorre is
prevented from claiming the winnings for
tear of involvement.
Greenstreet, Lorre and Miss Fitzgerald
perform with gusto, oft-times going overlymelodramatic, particularly the Fat Man.
However, his scene, as he madly denounces
himself as a murderer is a standout. Of
the three, Lorre's character is the only one
with any degree of sympathy and his mild
romance with Joan Lorring is a decided
asset to the film. Miss Lorring fulfills some
of the promise she showed as the young
vixen in "The Corn Is Green" and she can
be looked for among the coming stars. Jean
Negulesco stresses atmosphere in his unevenly paced direction.
STINE

... 4 in Fourth Block

FARE IN TECHNICOLOR

predominate. Except for a less-serious
treatment of the love story, the script retains all the theatrically-effective moments
of the original novel including the famous
line. "When you say that, smile," which only
a few sophisticates will snicker at. The
gambling cattle rustler, Trampas, is, of
course, a double-dyed villain and the good
characters are made to appear human and
likable, although the heroine does seem a
shade too prim and proper. While it lacks
the pretentions of a DeMille production,
Stuart Gilmore's direction gets the utmost
out of the story's many exciting and susppnseful scenes.
In 1885, Barbara Britton goes from Vermont to teach school in Wyominsr where
she first meets the Virginian (Joel McCrea)
when his cattle delay the arrival of the
train. Both McCrea and his improvident
best friend, Sonny Tufts, fall in love with
the new schoolteacher and, for a time, she
favors the latter. Realizing that Brian Donlevy and his henchmen are responsible for
the cattle-rustling that is driving many of
the settlers away, McCrea invites them to
the barbecue to welcome Miss Britton as
schoolteacher.
There McCrea
first learns

RATING:

REVIEWS

• Poor

• • Average

• • • Good

that Tufts has joined Donlevv's band and.
later, when he is found branding a stolen
calf, he is forced to have him hanged with
two of Donlevy's other men. Miss Britton.
horrified that McCrea should lynch his best
friend, prepares to leave for the East. Her
new-found western friends finally convince
her that she reallv loves McCrea and, after
Donlevy is killed in a shoot-it-out gun battle
with
the Virginian, the latter marries Miss
Britton.
Joel McCrea never over-acts and his
strong:, silent Virginian is a splendid portrayal — certainly one of the best in his
long screen career. In his first western,
Sonnv Tufts almost manages to submerge
his familiar screen personality and give a
fairlv-convincing performance and Brian
Donlevy plays the villainous Trampas for
ail the part is worth. Barbara Britton is
properly attractive and winsome as the
schoolteacher from Vermont and Fay Bainter has several superb scenes as a courageous pioneer woman. Tom Tully. Henry
O'Neill and James Burke contribute strong
bits.
YORK

••••

Excellent

(PARAMOUNT

BLOCK,

Continued)

'THE BLUE DAHLIA' EXCITING YARN WITH LADD IN ACE ROLE
Rates • • • —

generally; more

in acti on houses

Paramount
99 minutes
v*'an Ladd, Veronica Lake. WP'*a»n Re^rM-',
Howard
da Silva, Doris Dowling, Howard
Freeman,
Tom
Powers,
Hurh
Beaumont,
Don Costello, Will Wright, Frank
Favlen,
Vera Marshe, Walter Sande, Arthur Loft,
Ray Teale.
Directed by George Marshall.
Just about the shootingest murder melodrama of the season, "The Blue Dahlia" is
a swift-naced, extremelv well-acted and interest holding throughout. With Alan T.add
in a made-to-order tough guv role, William
Bendix making the most of his *— ' ^<ric-c»™>i<>
part and Veronica Lake for marquee names,
the picture is highly-exploitable and should
do strong business generall". ',T7hilo the
plot is complicated and often relies on coincidence, it is hard-hitting- realistic fare
comnarable to Ladd's first h't. "This Gun
for Hire." In addition, its tim°lv an^lp —
dealing with a discharged veteran being dis-

THE WELL-GROOMED
P*+«<; • • +

illusioned by his faithless wife — is effectivelv tied in with typical gangster and
nightclub action. And, even if the romantic side of Miss Lake's nature is neither
believable nor entirely svmpathetic, the
character seems to fit into the melodramatic
picture. This will also attract the who-dunit fans who will be kept guessing as to the
identity of the murderer until just before
the fade-out.
Alan Ladd a discharged veteran returning
to Los Angeles with his two buddies, William Bendix and Hugh Beaumont, discovers
that his wife, Doris Dowling, has been faithless to him and was responsible for the
accidental death of their infant son. After
upbraiding her for her friendship with Howard da Silva, racketeer-owner of the Blue
Dahlia nightclub. Ladd leaves her and she
continues drinking heavilv. Later, after
Mi^-s Dowling m'cks up William Bendix at
a bar. she is found murdered. Meanwhile,
Ladd is given a lift bv Veronica Lake and
she cheers him up until the news of his
wife's murder makes him run out on her.
da Silva is Questioned about the murder and

BRIDE' LIGHT-WEIGHT

released and, although the police are unable to pin anything on the three veterans,
Ladd fears that Bendix, who has a metal
plate in his skull and is subject to mental
lapses, is termined
responsible
Deto run down for
the the
facts,murder.
Ladd again
contacts Miss Lake and learns that she is
da Silva's estranged wife. After da Silva's
gang capture Ladd and take him to a little
shack, he puts up a terrific fight and most
of the men are killed. The police finally
take over and manage to crack the case
and absolve Ladd and Bendix of blame.
Both Ladd and Miss Lake are well cast
as to type and give convincing portrayals,
but it is Bendix, who gets laughs while
making the spectator feel sorry for this
post-war misfit subject to "mental blackouts," who is outstanding. Doris Dowling
and Howard da Silva (who scored as the
bartender in "The Lost Week-End") contribute expert portrayals of two other
worthless characters and Hugh Beaumont
shows great
promise as Ladd's loyal pal.
YORK

AND ONLY SLIGHTLY AMUSING

on star name;; 'Q<:<; for action soots

Paramount
75 minutes
Rav Milland, Olivia DeHa^i'land. Sonny
Tufts, .Tames Gleason. Const<*n"e Do"'Mng,
Percy Kilbride. Jean Heather. Don Reddoe,
Jay Norris, Jack Reillv, George Turner,
Tom Dugan, Frank Faylen, John Harmon.
Directed by Sidney Lanfield.

Much ado about nothing more than a
magnum bottle of champagne, "The WellGroomed Bride" is a light-weight and only
slightly amusing comedy bolstered bv three
marquee names. Coming on th° heels of his
magnificent performance in "Lost WeekFind, " many patrons will be disappointed in
Ray Milland's farcical role, but his box office
draw, nnd that of Sonny Tufts and Olivia
DeHavilland (her first picture since "Government Girl" in 1943) make this a good
topper for the duals. The
picture is slow
in getting under wav and then develops
into a mad and occasionally merry chase

through San Francisco's streets, hotels,
ferries and, finallv, the Richmond Navy
Yard before a new aircraft carrier is appropriately launched by smashing the champagne over it. The players manage to
soueeze cons!derable laughter from the
sillv doings, but even they are unable to
give credibility to the off again-on again
love interest.
Ordered bv his superior officer to obtain
a magnum of champagne to christen a new
aircraft carrier. Rav Milland. a naval lieutenant, bumps into Olivia DeHavilland who
is intent on purchasing the same thing for
her wedding to Sonny Tufts. But, when
Milland learns that there is only one magnum bottle in all San Francisco, he and the
girl fight over it but the latter gets it. Milland pleads with her but gets nowhere, so
he decides to appeal to Tufts. Tufts, a
swell-headed former football star on furlough from the Army, laughs at Milland's
pleas so the latter tries strategy by bringing
Constance Dowling, one of Miss DeHavilland's former romantic rivals, into the pic-

ture. Seeing Tufts embracing Miss Dowling
makes Miss DeHavilland call of th° wadding and she agrees to help Milland launch
ship. She even begins to fall for M;lthe
land until she learns about his under-hand
scheming against Tufts. The bottle passes
from Tufts to Miss DeHavilland until, at
the last moment, the Armv man gets a
change of heart and arrives at the launching. After she impressively christens the
ship by smashing the bottle on it. Miss
DeHavilland agrees to a date with Milland.
Ray Milland again proves his versatility
by his e::r>ert comedy portraval and Sonnv
Tufts is at his best in a familiar tvpe of
role. While Olivia DeHavilland is attractive
and capable enough, she never gets completely into the rough-and-tumble comedy
mood and Constance Dowling, a sharpfeatured blonde, is a weak spot in the cas4:.
However. Percy Kilbride, as a laconic Oregon apple-grower, and James Gleason, Milland's explosive superior officer, contribute
first-rate characterizations.
DENDEY

"THEY« «MADE
ME A KILLER' ACTION
-FILLED MELODRAMA
in action soots, qood naborhoo
d dualler

P*to<;

Paramount (Pine-Thomas)
6f> minutes
Robert Lowery, Barbara BriHon. Frank
Albertson, Lola Lane. Edmund McD-mald,
Elizabeth Risdon, James Bush, Byron Barr,
Ralph Sanford, Paul Harvev, John Harmon,
Edward Earle, Harry Hiayden.
Directed by William C. Thomas.
A compact and action-packed melodrama.
'Th-y Made Me a Killer" is one of the best
of the Pine-Thoims programmers. The picture will make a good sunporting dualler
for naborhoods — especially if the top feature is a musical or comedy; in action spots
it rates top billing. De-pite one basic plot
weaknes; -- which has the school teacher
heroine joining up with an escaped prisoner
in order to clear her dead brother's name
- the story is interest-holding throughout
and jammed with suspense and shooting
affrays. Although top names are lacking,
10

the nlavers are well cast as to type and give
convincing performarces under William C.
Thomas' able direction. Robert Lowerv, as
a young mechanical expert who becomes
innocentlv involved in a bank robbery and
killiner, and Barbara Britton, as the nice
girl who believes in him and helps him get
the real criminals, are an attractive and
canable Dair of leads. Lola Lane, as a
flashv dame, and Elizabeth Risdon. her
hard - boiled mother, contribute splendid
portrayal^. Frank Albertson adds a few
lighter touches.
Robert Lowery, young mechanical expert,
tries to sell his car to Lola Lane and is innocn'iy involved when the girl's pals, Edmund McDonald and James Bush, hold up
a bank and force him to drive them away.
Lowery deliberately wrecks the car, but the
crooks escape and he is held for the robbery and the killing of a cop. When Byron
Barr, the only witness who could have
cleared
him, dies from
a bullet wound.

Lowery realizes he must escape from the
police and clear his own name. Lowerv is
able to persuade Barr's sister. Barbara
Britton, to aid him and she gets a job as
waitress in a tearoom where Miss Lane formerly worked. She finally learns that
Elizabeth Risdon, the owner, is hiding the
three crooks in the basement and Lowerv
manages to rig up a recording device on
the juke box. After sending Miss Lane on
a wild goose chase. Lowerv tells McDonald
that she will be turned over to the police
unless he signs a statement proving the innocence of Lowery and Barr. Althougn
Lowery and Miss Britton are overpowered
by the crooks, a friendly cop, Frank Albertson. accidentally turns on the recording
of the conversation that took place in the
cellar. When the police arrive, shots fly
thick and fast before the crooks are either
killed or captured and Lowery and Miss
Britton are rescued.
FILM
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20th CENTURY -FOX ... 1 February Release
'BEHIND GREEN LIGHTS' 20TH SHOULD
Rates • © —

20th Century-Fox
64 m'nutes
Carole Landis, William Gargan, Richard
Crane, Mary Anderson, Charles Russell, John
Ireland, Mabel Paige, Don Beddoe, Roy
Roberts, Stanley Prager , Charles Tannen,
Bernard Nedell, Fred Sherman, Charles Arnt,
Lane Chandler Tom Moore, Harry Tyler.
Directed by Otto Brower.
This is a class G (or lower) program melodrama strictly for the action duallers — and
only in the supporting spot. The Carole
Landis-William Gargan names give it fair
name value, but "Behind Green Light-" is
one of those slap-dash quickies which no
maior studio should be guilty of produc:ng.
Except for brief flashbacks, the entire action
take- place during one of those nights (common in quickies or pulp magazine stories)
in a police precinct headquarters and the

"BECAUSE OF HIM' ANOTHER
Ra+es • •

+

on name

This silly and implausible farce comedy
will have to depend on its star names to
achieve fair box office results. Deanna Durbin receives top billing, but it is Charles
Laughton who takes whatever scant acting
honors can be claimed by giving a delightfully hammy portrayal of a conceited stage
star. Although the picture is a bit better
than Miss Durbin's "Lady On a Train" (in
which she appeared as a blonde) and her
natural dark tresses restore her youthful
appeal, she has little opportunity to use her
greatest asset — her lovely singing voice —
and "Because of Him" must be recorded as
the second straight weak vehicle for the
Universal star.
Her warbling
of "Danny

'A GUY COULD CHANGE'
+

BELOW-PAR

the next election, a car bearing the blackmailer's dead body rolls in front of the local
lieutepolice station. William Gargan, the
nant who has repeatedly refused to accept
bribes from Roy Roberts, a crooked publishLandis'n
of Miss
election
on suspicio
er who isopposes
the girl
to book
forced the
father,
of murder. Although Roberts knows that
Nedell was poisoned and not shot by the
gun bearing Miss Landis' fingerprints, his
henchman, Don Beddoe, the medical
examiner, withholds this information from
Gargan. Several others, including Nedell's
suspicion unt'l Mabel
also under
wife, are
flower peddler, admits she
an elderly
Paige,
saw Beddoe entering Nedell's apartment just
before the murder took place. After Girgan
tricks Beddoe into admitting the crime, he
is able to free Miss Landis and ask her to
have breakfast with him after their long
night in the police station.
DENLEY

DURBEN VEHICLE

Boy" and the Rodgers-Hart "Lover" are the
high spots of the film and she also sings
Tosti's "Goodbye" during a running comedy
sequence — but that's not enough to satisfy
her fans. The show business plot, wherein
a totally-inexperienced actress maneuvers
her way into the lead opposite a famous
stage star, is familiar and unimaginative.
Much of it is repetitious and only Laughton adds the tongue-in-cheek touches that
bring laugh results. Only the most avid
Durbin fans will be satisfied with this.
Deanna Durbin, a stagestruck waitress,
tricks Charles Laughton, noted stage star,
into giving her his autograph before he
leaves for a vacation at the close of the
theatrical season. Laughton had unknowletter praising
Miss with
Durbin's
work ingly
as signed
an aactress
and, armed
this,
she calls on his manager, Stanley Ridges.
Impressed by the conceited Laughton's
praise of this unknown girl, Ridges siTn=
her for
star's next
tests ofthe
Franchot
Tone, play
the despite
author. theIn prothe
midst of a party to introduce Miss Durbin
to the press, Laughton strides unexnectedlv
in and the girl pretends to faint in his arms.
Although Laughton knows it v/a. a phon°y

faint, the girl refuses to give up and she
next announces to the papers that she had
attempted suicide because of a lover's quarrel with Laughton. After hearing her sing,
Laughton decides to carry through and he
starts rehearsing her for the lead opposite
him in Tone's new play. The latter, who
had become interested in the girl, becomes
jealous of Laughton and orders his name
removed as author of the play because he
feels it will flop. However, the play goes
over well on opening night and Laughton
changes
to bring Mis? Durbin into the
the curtain
arms ofline
Tone.
Charles Laughton, who obviously revels ii
the ham actor role, stops just this side of
a burlesque portrayal but he contributes the
picture's most amusing moments. Neither
Deanna Durbin, who looks youthful and attractive at all times, nor Franchot Tone,
<--Ko is starting to show his years and is
burdened with a badly-written part, are at
their best. However, Donald Meek, perfectly cast as Laughton's fussy valet; Helen
p.ro 'erick, as Miss Durbin's room-mate, and
Stanley Ridges are splendid.
YORK

WEAK PROGRAMMER

as supporting dualler only in minor action spots

Republic
65 minutes
Allan Lane, Jane Frazee, Twinkle
Watts,
Bobby Blake, Adele Mara, Wallace Ford,
Mary Treen, Gerald Mohr, Eddie Quillan,
Joseph Crehan, William Heade, Betty Shaw,
Kenne Duncan, George Chandler.
Directed by William K. Howard
Too slow-moving for an action melodrama
and with the inept casting of a central role
detracting from its value as a human interest tale, "A Guy Could Change" makes a
weak programmer. Allan Lane, ordinarily
a Republic western star, does well enough
in a badly written role and the attractive
J."ne Frazee handles the romantic interest
very nicely indeed, but Twinkle Watts is an

FEBRUARY

events make little sense. As per usual, the
station is run by an honest young police
lieutenant who refuses to accept bribes and
the place is swarming with stock characters,
including one old fogey reporter, one eager
young cub and a medical examiner who is
merely the tool of a smooth-talking political
boss. For comedy relief, there's a dilapid ltrd
old flower peddler and this role is broadly
played by Mabel Paige. William Gargan is
capable enough as the police ofticial wo
adds a last-minute romantic note by breakfasting with the lady who has been he d
under suspicion (falsely, of course) all
night. Carole Landis is seen for about fiften
minutes all told and merely walks through,
wears one simple street costume throughout
and has no opportunity to look her u ral
glamorous solf. Of the others, only Roy
Roberts stands out as the oily political boss.
After Carole Landis visits Bernard Nedell
at his apartment to obtain certain papers
which would harm her father's chances at

values

Universal
88 minutes
Deanna Durbin, Charles Laughton, FraTichot
Tone, Helen Broderick, Stanley Ridges,
Donald Meek, Charles Halton, Regina Wallace. Douglas Whitney, Gladys Blake,
Charles C. Wilson. Lynn Whitney, Emmett
Vogan, Mary Field.
Directed by Richard Wallace.

Ratos •

BLUSH FOR THIS SLAP-DASH QUICKIE

as supporting dualler in le sser action spots
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unhappy choice for the important Juvenile
part. This nine-year-old skating and bowling
star should stick to these sports and not
attempt acting for she looks too rrnture and
gives a sugary-sweet and self-conscious performance throughout. Almost any Hol'ywood
child star would have been more appealing.
The story is a routine father lo- e "a in with
little or no suspense and onl- some fistic
excitement (in which hoth guv - are knocked
about but neither lo es hs hat) in the
climax. A bowling sequence to show of Miss
Watts' skill merely pads the film. Wallace
Ford and Mary Treen contribute a few
amusing moments as a quar el~ome married
couple.

Allan Lane, ace newspaperman becomes
a cynical man-about-town after his wife
dies in childbirth. His little daughter is
raised by an aunt and uncle (Mary Treen

and Wallace Fo d) and her father only
visits her occasionally When the child
(Twin'-le Watts) is 8 years old. Lane falls
in love with Jane Frazee. a or-ho'> waitress,
a"d she admonishes him for his neg'ect of
the daughter who ado'es her father. Under
Miss Frazee's guidance. Lane gets to know
his daughter and he become a changed man.
Miss Frazee then agrees to marv Lane, but,
meanwhile, Gerald Mohr. a bank robber,
escapes from prion and determines to get
even with the girl whose testimony convicted him. Miss Frazee is badly wounded when
Mohr shoots her. hi)*. Lane arrives and is instrumental in capturing the robber. Lane
then give i a blood transfusion which saves
Miss Frazee's life and Miss Watts is made
happv
at
last. at the thought of getting a mother
YORK

What The Newspaper Critics Say
HIGHLIGHTS

FROM

REVIEWS OF NEW

'THE
HARVEY GIRLS' LAVISH JUDY GARLAND
(MGM)
"...Has its own version of the Technicolor Wild West, populated
mainly by dainty misses doing their bonny best to kick up the
robust spirit of Western pictures. . .Numbers are frequent, lavish
and come to the rescue of a movie which has very slender diversions during the intervals between songs and dances." COOK
N. Y. WORLD-TELEGRAM.
"...Certain to prove hit... Tossed together in a professional
though not especially imaginative style. May not be the ultimate
along the musical comedy line, but folks around here will find it
a pleasant
thins:
with which to pass the time of day." CROWTHF1R.
N. Y.
TIMES.

PICTURES BY FOREMOST

MUSICAL
"...Great, big animated picture-postcard musical. . .Clothed sumptuously with pretty girls, period sets and costumes, brawls and
conflagrations. . .Literally has everything but the kitchen stove."
BARNES, N. Y. HERALD TRIBUNE.
"...Comfortable margin of enjoyment over boredom. . .Operetta
approach does much to redeem the production. . .Technicolor and
costuming are pleasurably eye-filling."
McMANUS,
PM.
". . .Three Stars. . .Nostalgic whiff of the old West, in a rough and
tumble story of frontier days. . .Elaborate musical production in
Technicolor. . .Real entertainment, comes from Ray Bolger."
CAMERON, N. Y. DAILY NEWS.

'MY(WARNER)
REPUTATION' SOB STORY IS 'A MOUNTAIN
"...Much ado about nothing. . .After making elaborate clawing
gestures at the hearts of the customers arrives at an easy conclusion which makes the whole preceding turmoil seem absurd...
Stanwyck tries hard to act real, but the script seems to make her
uncomfortable. . .Good thing that no one's reputation is dependent
upon this film." CROWTHER, N. Y. TIMES.
" . . .2l<2 Stars... A pity that Barbara Stanwyck's superb talents as
an actress and the author's good idea for a dramatic story should
have been wasted on the shoddy trappings that make up the picture...Shoddiness lies in the poor, straw-stuffed characters that

'BECAUSE
OF HIM' DURBAN COMEDY
(UNIVERSAL)

OF NONSENSE' — GUERNSEY

pass for real people on tha screen."
CAMERON,
N. Y. DAILY
NEWS.
"...Domestic sob story put together out of stock situations and
old scraps of dialogue. . .Preposterous patchwork quilt of a script
is almost all moth holes and no substance. . .Mountain of nonsense." GUERNSEY, N. Y. HERALD TRIBUNE.
"...Drips with the syrupy style of True Goo-mances magazines
but it should drum up large and contented audiences among the
devotees of that and Mr. Anthony's varieties of diversion. . .Well
played and sleekly detailed movie, rising to considerable distinction in a scene here and there." COOK, N. Y. WORLDTELEGRAM.

PUT ON PAN

"...Miss Durbin has severe limitations as an actress, and the
sooner the wise minds at Universal recognize this fact, the happier we all will be .. .Pleasant enough divertisement. . Screen play
shows
signs of having been haphazardly slapped together." T.M.P
N.
Y. TIMES.

'...Deanna Durbin is cast in the role of a great actress, which
she very obviously is not, and Charles Laughton is asked to
behave as an unpleasantly overdone ham. which in this case he alltoo-obviously is... To our current list of shortages, add such items
as imagination and ingenuity in 'Because of Him'!" WORLDTELEGRAM.

'PARDON
(COLUMBIA) MY PAST' CROWTHER

CRITICS

"... Show-business stories about a young girl who rises from obscurity to Broadway stardom. . .Film comedy treat only because
it has had the services of a master of acting to play a master of
acting." GUERNSEY, N. Y. HERALD TRIBUNE.
"...Has its amusing moments. . .Miss Durbin looks pretty and
sings so beautifully that one wonders whv she had to be a hashslinger by trade in the beginning of the picture. Credit some spirited direction to Richard Wallace, who makes the most of the
material provided."
THIRER, N. Y. POST.
"...21/2 Stars... Only when Laughton comes within camera range
does the film warrant any degree of enthusiasm. . .Much that's
wrong with 'Because of Him' can be blamed on script which is
stale nnd flat." MASTERS. N. Y. DAILY NEWS.

CALLS IT INDIFFERENT COMEDY DRAMA'
". . .That oft-used crutch for lame fiction, mistaken

"...Fred MacMurray has stepped off on the right foot in 'Pardor
My Past.' Pleasant farce cuts him loose in the swaggering jovia!
mood in which the MacMurray talents seem most ingratiating...
He had the story written to order for himself with a sharp sense
of his own limitations as well as his good points." COOK N Y
WORLD-TELEGRAM.
"...A
perhaps in order for Fred MacMurray, for his
present pardon
film... is
Since his role
is his by choice it must be assumed
that this is the sort of thing he likes to play. . .Not vastly different
from roles of his recent past, only not nearly as good " McMANUS, PM.

identity, is the
prop on which Columbia has supported 'Pardon My Past,' an indifferent comedy-drama. . .You may be tickled by some silly but
agile twists and turns executed by Fred MacMurray. Franklv,
this writer was not. . .Ingredients were of a sufficient qualitv, but
for us, anyhow — they didn't jell." CROWTHER, N. Y. TIMES.
"...Slightly larger share of comedy than is indicated by the title
.. .An antic story of identical twins plaved in a dual role by Fred
MacMurray, twisting the mistaken-identity routine until it is
wrung dry. . .Inspires several laughs but no hysterics. . .Lacks th?
light, quick touch needed to shape such flimsy material into solid
entertainment."
GUERNSEY,
JR., N. Y. HERALD
TRIBUNE.

'UP(MGM)
GOES MAISIE' BRIGHTNESS OF SERIES STARTING TO DIM
over-imaginative
plots which
"...Ninth in Ann Sothern's 'Maisie' saga, 'Up Goes Maisie' isn't
up to this post-war minute and probably a few years beyond it...
Trouble is that there's a hangover from war pictures lurking in
this plot." WINSTEN, N. Y. POST.

". . .There is ,a touch of ennui — say,
tired droop — where once
there were smiles, blame it on the longa road
that our hardy perennial has had to travel. . .Might be that Maisie, who has followed
the dictates of her conscience more than her heart is weary of

'PILLOW
OF DEATH' HAS ALL THE HOROR
(UNIVERSAL)
"...I.on Chaney must have stout mental stability to come through
all these years of playing crazy men without being driven crazj
himself. His new one, 'Pillow of Death,' is one that could drive
anyone crazy including its audience .. .Has ghosts, mediums,
corpses, graveyards, a hiunted house and nearly every scene
photographed in the dark."
WORLD-TELEGRAM.
Murder by smothering is the latest angle of the horror racket
...'Pillow of Death' doesn't overlook one bet of the stereotyped
murder-mystery routines. . .For sixty-six minutes wends
its weary
way... More like a radio script than a screen story." PIHODNA
N. Y. HERALD TRIBUNE.
12

take her to the darnedest places."
A.W., N. Y. TIMES.
"...Maisie has eluded marriage throughout her whole wartime
career, I stole out of the State before the finale, I couldn't bear it
if Maisie went out of circulation." McMANUS, PM.
"...Whatever bit of laughter comes out of the script is due tc
Miss Sothern and Harry Beaumont, the director .. Details of tht
story are a bore." PIHODNA, N. Y. HERALD TRIBUNE.
"...2*{>
Stars...
enoughNEWS.
serious business to relieve comedy.'
MASTERS,
N. Y.Just
DAILY

MYSTERY
INGREDIENTS
"...An old plot line that Universal

is pursuing with dogged earnestness and studied banality, so perhaps the charitable act would
be to dismiss the subject without further ado." T.M.P., N. Y.
TIMES.

"...When you're still not convinced, along about reel five, it
means that a job of good direction has been perpetrated. Credii
Wallace Fox for this, and George Bricker for making an entirely
theatrical, but nevertheless startling persuasive script out of
Dwight
POST. V. Babcock's Inner Sanctum original." THIRER, N. Y.
FILM
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". . . intriguing psychological drama. Should
satisfy all comers. Powerful performances by
James Mason and Ann
Todd."
Showmen's

'. . . all the essentials of
motion picture appeal
. . . beautifully played

'It is due for good B.O.
on both sides of the
Atlantic. An engrossing
story which surges
swiftly to its tremenVariety
dous climax!"

by Ann Todd and James
Motion Picture Herald

Trade Review

Mason."
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"A

hondsome,

romantic

melodrama

...

of

gripping
dramatic force."
(New York Herald Tribune)

"A timeless romantic drama guaranteed to entertain... designed especially
to appeal to the feminine portion of the audience."
(Daily News)
"This one is thoroughly entertaining."
(Daily Mirror)
rJfJ6 Mdfi
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"Belongs on the current recommended list." (New York World-Telegram)
"A handsome production."
(New York Sun)
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".A BRITISH 'AMBER'" says
The London Star . . . When
highwaymen were romantic and
the ladies they loved were brave.
What a marquee title!
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As evidence of this picture's universal
appeal, we quote from the Motion
Picture Herald review: "The picture will have
undoubted appeal to masses of women ."
You will agree when you see it!

[adonna of the
Seven Moons *
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ROGUES
PROGRESS

££

Here's the picture that will go far in establishing Rex Harrison
as a top-flight draw at the American box-office. It's a modern
story of the disintegration of a man who never loses his feeling
for gay philandering and impudent roguishness. Here is entertainment that is truly universal!
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Of Horror ! Every reel loaded with thrilling

chills against a background of the macabre, the unexpected, the tragic
and the comic, the romantic and the dramatic.
Based on the world -renowned stories by H. G. Wells and others.
It's the tops in thrills!
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PHYLLIS
CALVERT
MARGARET

— A beauty with talent commensurate
with her charm.

LOCKWOOD

See her in "The Man In
Grey," "Madonna of the

— Needs no introduction because she has proved to
American audiences that she
has Universal
appeal.
See her in "The Man
"The Wicked Lady."

Seven Moons."

In Grey" and

STEWART

GRANGER

— Has all the things that women like and men admire.
See
him in "The
Man
In Grey"
and "Madonna of the Seven Moons."

These stars have what it takes —they have proved it. Look at them carefully. They are box-office types. They not only look the part but act the
part. Here you will find consummate personalities plus style that is bound
to appeal to all types of audiences. You can only appreciate these personalities' potentialities when you see them on the screen. We urge you to do so.
ANN

TODD

— A skilled performer
acclaimed by severe
critics as one of the
screen's most beautiful and talented actresses.
"Ore-Hits to Ann Todd

in 'The Seventh Veil'!"
says Walter Winchell.

PATRICIA ROC
— Well publicized in
this country with her
appearance in Walter
Wanger's "Canyon
See her in "The Wicked
Lady"
and "Madonna of
Passage."
the Seven Moons."

REX HARRISON
- — One of the finest actors on the screen today,
already endeared to the American public by his
sparkling performances in "Blithe Spirit," "Storm
In A Teacup," "The Citadel" and "Night Train."
See him in "Rogue's Progress"

A STATEMENT
by W. A. SCULLY. . .

E think the time has come for all exhibitors to realize that pictures
with universal entertainment value, no matter where they are made, have
box office potentialities.
We are releasing these six English pictures, firstly, because they are very
fine pictures and conform to any competitive standard of entertainment.
iCONDLY, we are releasing them because we feel they will be commercially successful and will do well at your box office if you augment
the promotion effort we are planning to give them.
Furthermore, we believe that in these pictures there are personalities
who will inevitably reach stardom in this country because they have
proved, by their box office stature in England and other parts of the
world, that they have what it takes.

I don't ask you to take our word for the quality of these pictures
and for the box office content contained in them. We only ask you to
shake off any pre-conceived notion you have, and see these pictures so
that you may better understand their possibilities.
There is something good in all pictures. Certainly if you consider your
job important, then it is important you see these pictures!

THE NEWS
A

Bi-Weekly

Review

DIGEST
of the

Trade's Events

JOHNSTON GETS AROUND

SEEK TO AVERT NEW STUDIO STRIKE

Ubiquitious Eric Johnston has spent a busv few weeks
shuttling between New York, Washington and Miami on hia
clients' business.
In Miami last week, the MPAA president conferred with AFT,
leaders William Green, John L. Lewis and W. L. Hutcheson in an
effort to clarify the jurisdictional disputes that led to the studio
strike last fall. (See story: NEW STUDIO STRIKE).
While in Florida, Johnston held a press conference at which
he expressed some interesting views on screen propaganda. He
opposed propaganda films in any form, even those considered
good propaganda, on the grounds that what might be deemed
beneficial today could in a few years have an entirely different
effect. Johnston also expressed doubt that films would revert to
the state which produced the Hays office as a regulatory factor.
Report Indes Solicited
In New York, scuttlebutt had it that the MPAA prexy was
seeking to have Republic, Monogram, PRC and other independent
companies join his organization as an additional buttress to an
approached on the question and would discuss the matter at their
respective board meetings. He may have more to say on this as
well as other subjects when he meets with the trade press at the
Waldorf next Thursday.
Between trips, the itinerant prexy attended to his duties as
president of the U. S. Chamber of Commerce as well as organizing
plans for the Capital headquarters of the MPAA.

Eight studios were threatened with additional strike troubles
as carpenters and set decorators of the Conference of Studio
Unions staged a work stoppage early last week in opposition to
an AFL directive and maintained the halt in operations pending
a meeting of union officials with Eric Johnston and AFL executive
committee in Miami. Johnston flew to Miami in an attempt to
avert serious strike action and was scheduled to meet with studio
executives, William Green, AFL president, Herbert Sorrell, CSU
head, and Richard Walsh, IATSE chief, in an effort to clarify the
directive splitting jurisdiction of the unions involved.
The CSU local began their sitdown strike on Friday (25th)
and refused to touch any sets erected by IATSE workers. According to the directive, IA members were to build sets and CSU
carpenters and decorators would trim and paint the sets. The
CSU local objected to the directive on the grounds that it attempted to settle questions that had already been decided between
the two unions.
Meanwhile, the Screen Extras Guild locked horns with member threat.
companies of
Independent
Picture lines
Ass'nwill
in form
anotherat
strike
ThetheSEG
announcedMotion
that picket
companies who are affiliated with the organization if AIMPP
does not terminate the interim contract it has with the Screen
Players Guild by Feb. 4. I. E. Chadwick, president of AIMPP',
reportedly agreed to terminate the closed shop agreement by that
date and join with SEG in asking the National Labor Relations
Board for an election of extras to name their preference.

ALLIED BOARD SETS MEETING

GOLDMAN FIGHTS FOR JURY

High film rentals, an augmented public relations pi"><?rpm and
an increased effectiveness in handling regional and national legis
lative bodies will be included on the agenda of national Allied's
board of directors' annual meeting at the Warwick Hotel in New
York on February 11-13. Elections are scheduled to be held and
a course charted for the ensuing year.
The independent exhibitor organization will hear the annual
report of the Chairman and General Counsel, as well as reports
on conditions in the various territories. Col. H A Cole's committee will recommend remedies
abuses. Sidney
Samuelson will report on the workforof checking
the Caravan Committee
and the s+»ns taken bv the Caravan to combat zooming
film
prices. ITO of Ohio's resolution relating to affiliated chain
expansion during pendency of the anti-trust case
also see action
Other t-melv problems facing the independentwillexhibitor
are set
for an airing.

Hearings on the mandamus proceedings entered by William
Goldman, independent circuit operator, against U. S. District
Judge William H. Kirkpatrick, will be held Wednesday (6th) in
the Circuit Court of Appeals, Philadelphia. Goldman is seeking
to set aside Judge Kiikpatrick's appointment of a master and to
name a jury, instead, to fix the amount of damages in his antitrust suit against the Warner Bros, circuit and the major distributors. The lower court judge had previously rejected Goldman's request for a jury.
The case, arising from the refusal of the majors to sell the
independent product for his Erlanger Theatre in downtown Philadelphia, was originally decided in favor cf the defendants by
Judge Kirkpatrick, whose decision was reversed by the Circuit
Court last August.
William A. Gray is counsel for Goldman, while Miles W. Kirkpatrick, son of the jurist, will argue for his father in the mandamus proceedings. The defendants also will appear on behalf
of Judge Kirkpatrick.
(Continued on Page 33)
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ASKS U. S. HALT MAJORS' BUILDING

k ^?v !^zen acquisition, planning or building of new theatres
by affiliated circuits in the face of a Government suit, which
if
successful, would require divestiture of affiliated theatres,
was
bitterly condemned by the Independent Theatres of Ohio
at their
12th annual convention in Columbus last fortnight. The resolution
blasting the affiliates' actions was passed with the clause
that should they persist in this pursuit, the Government stating
should
petition the court for a temporary order "requiring the defend?,?.?» Pete
pT2"?1™?
qU° Pendin& final disposition of the
suit
J. Wood,!t ST^tUS
ITO secretary, was instructed to send copies
of the resolution to the Attorney General,
to each of the defendants and to other exhibitor organizations. The latter were ureed
defendants'"11^1" aCU°n ^ Cnj°in fUrther acquisition by the
Foreign Films in Domestic Blocks

H^ReSOlUti°nS taking Swipes at tneatre collections and conSen^fnr l°nS °f nati°nal or^nizations pledging use of theatre
went „ °L aHIOUS pUrDOSes also saw action. The organization
f anopPosed to "foreign pictures as such" but
Teains? th
was entered
PntprpH 1"£1USIOn ln domestic blocks. The last resolution
was
with an eye to the increasing influx of foreign films
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PEOPLE
Benjamin H. Serkowich was appointed Columbia's director of
advertising, publicity and exploitation, succeeding David A. Lipton who recently joined Universal. Serkowich comes to Columbia
from the Loew theatre circuit, where he had been in charge of
New York's Capitol Theatre for several years.
Colonel Frank McCarthy was named assistant to Byron Price,
vice-president of the Motion Picture Association of America in
charge of the Hollywood office. Former secretary to General
George C. Marshall, Col. McCarthy assumed
his duties Feb. 1.
Maurice Grad, director of sales promotion for Columbia since
1932, was appointed sales executive in charge of the shorts subjects sales department, succeeding the recently resigned M. J.
Weisfeldt.
C. E. Peppiatt, formerly branch manager of 20th Century-Fox'
Washington, D. C, exchange, was upped to district manager
supervising the Philadelphia, Washington and Pittsburgh areas.
He succeeds Edgar Moss, veteran 20th-Fox sales executive who is
on an extended leave of absence due to ill health. Glenn Norris
takes over as Washington branch manager.
Arthur Greenblatt was promoted from Central division manager to Eastern sales manager, Morey Goldstein, Monogram general
sales chief, announced. Nat Furst was named Monogram's New
England district manager.
19
Max A. Youngstein resigned as general manager of Story
Productions.
No new affiliation has been announced.
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Members of the executive committee for American Brotherhood Week, February 16-24, met to
formulate plans for industry participation. From left, around table: Walter Anent. Leon
Bamberger, Charles Reagan, Spyros P. Skouras, Martin Quigley, Herman Robbins, Jules
Brulatour, William German, Don Mersereau, Frances Lesly, Sam Shain, Harold Mirisch, William Howard, James Brennan, Harry Goldberg, Francis Trager, Samuel Rinzler, Harry Brandt.
Frpd Schwartz. William White and Joseph Vogel.

United Artists distnct managers met at the Waldorf prior to regional
sales confabs. Seated, 1. to r., Rud Lohrenz, sales chief J. J. Unger.
distribution head Gradwell L. Sears and Maury Orr. Standing, W. E.
Gallaway, ad-publicity head Paul N. Lazarus, Jr. and Fred M. Jack.

Winner

of the Victory Loan campaign's "Miss Victory Queen" contest.
Gina Hunter was awarded a one-yeir
contract with 20th Century-Fox on
basis of screen tests in competition
with six other finalists.

Mr. and Mrs. James Roosevelt, at right, visit Ida Lupino and
dlr ctor Peter Godfrey on the set of "Escape Me Never" at the
Warner Studios. Roosevelt was a motion picture executive before going into the Marine Corps more than four years ago.

William J. Kupper and his executive
assistant, Martin Moskowitz. right,
check the result of the Tom Connors
Drive which was won by the Southern
Division, under Sales Manager Harry
G. Ballance.

Dave Prince (right) captain of the
current Ned Depinet Drive, greets
Charles Boasberg, RKO Metropolitan
di 1 1 n-t mgr., while Phil Hodes, N. Y.
exchange mgr. and Frank Drumm, assistant Eastern district mgr., look on.
Five hundred atten led a reception given by
20th-Fox for Tyrone Power to
celebrate the
star's return to

C. E. Peppiatt, newly appointed 20th-Fox district
manager, was feted in Philadelphia by local exhibitors
From left, Sam Gross, A. W. Smith, Jr., Abe Sabloskey.
Alex Steifel and Isadore Epstein.

the company roster after his stint
in the Navy.
Above: Power
and wife Annabella chat with
Spyros
Skouras,
who hosted
the
gala affair, and
Charles Coburn.

Monogram president Steve Broidy chats with fan
magazine editors at a press party in his honor in New
York. L. to r„ Larry Reid, Muriel Albers, Broidy,
Dorothy Hosking and Fred Laing.
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SIZE-UPS

BEHIND THE SCENES IN HOLLYWOOD'S

COLUMBIA
Three films, two already completed, come in for title changes
en the Columbia list. "Duchess of Broadway," starring Jinx
Falkenburg, is now "Talk About a Lady." "Murder Is Unpredictable." one of the "Whistler" series, will go on marquees as "Mysterious Intruder." Third change is on the currently shooting
Jolson film which is now "The Story of Jolson." instead of "The
j Jolson Story."
My, my. what a monumental change that is!
Glenn Ford, who recently finished "Gilda" with Rita Hayworth, has his next assignment set. He will be starred in "The
j Great Highway," a William A. Wellman production.
The film is a
portrayal of John J. Montgomery, a pioneer in the aviation field.
Another popular male member cf the Columbia contract list
! has just had his option renewed for another year — Lee Bowman.
Bowman manages to go on doing competent jobs despite inane
roles handed him by this studio.
He is currently working with
I Marguerite
Chapman
(called a "younger Rosalind Russell") in
■ "The Walls Came Tumbling Down."
Only two features are in production on this lot. "The Story
1 of Jolson"
(Larry Parks-William
Demarest),
Technicolor,
con; tinues in its third month; "The Walls Came Tumbling Down" (Lee
I Bowman-Marguerite Chapman) goes towards wind-up. Finished
are: "Night Editor" (William Gargan-Janice Carter) and "Boston
Blackie's Private Ghost" (Chester Morris-Jeff Donnell).
Bob Taplinger, former Hollywood press agent turned producer, has just completed his first business arrangement as a
civilian after a long pull in service. Taplinger ended his producer
contract at Columbia after conferences with President Harry
Cohn. Reason for the break seems to be the fact that Bob has
sold an original screen play, "All Ashore," to Metro as a sequel
to their "Anchors Aweigh." Taplinger will probably join the
Metro ranks as writer-producer.

METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER
The battle between the local Hollywood Reporter and MGM
continues and the trade paper is trying to show its power bv
keeping any mention of the studio out of 'ts pages. Not even a
production chart is carried and when it is absolutely unavoidable,
the studio is referred to in a story as "a Culver City Studio." The
quarrel came about when in the Reporter's issue of January 15
MGM bought thirteen full pages of advertising in connection with
its Gallup Poll winners. On the two pages preceding the 13-pages,
20th-Fox had two pages congratulating its winners of Film Daily's
famous five. MGM complained that the Zanuck spread should not
have run in the same issue or immediately preceding their pages
and the sparks began to fly. Billy Wilkerson, the publisher, who
has usually been a good MGM boy, is apparently trying to show
the extent of his power by keeping the name of Metro out of his
paper. The whole thing is a tempest in a teapot and Wilkerson's
small-boy attitude of "I'll show you" is typical of some elements
in Hollywood who take advantage of the desire of production
officials for personal publicity. It seems that a lot of people out
here aren't very confident of themselves and a man with a piece
of paper and a printing press can scare the pants off them. The-,
worry a lot less about what the exhibitors and the general public
think of them than they do about this phoney little colony thinks.
Block 15 on the MGM schedule is not very strong, although it
is topped by the Technicolor musical, "The Harvey Girls" (Jud\
Garland-John Hodiak). "Portrait of Maria" (Dolores Del Rio),
"Up Goes Maisie" (Ann Sothern-George Murphy), "A Letter for
Evie" (Marsha Hunt-John Carroll) and "The Sailor Takes a Wife"
(Robert Walker-June Allyson) complete the block.
Apparently the difficulty on "Till The Clouds Roll By" in the
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directorial department was pretty serious. As reported here,
Richard Whorf was assigned to handle the story direction. Henry
Koster had been handling the musical chore, but now, it appears
that Koster was really perturbed since he has left MGM and
entered the free lance field. Talk is that he will join David O.
Selznick. This move breaks up the successful team of Pasternak
and Koster. Producer Pasternak brought Koster to Metro from
Universal shortly after the former came over here as a producer.
Koster has been one of the most consistently successful musical
His loss will be felt by Metro.
directors in Hollywood.
Gregory LaCava has been signed to a long-term directorial
contract by this studio and his first assignment will be "Life's
For the Living," with Gene Kelly starred in his initial straight
dramatic role. Pandro S. Berman, with whom LaCava worked a*:
RKO, will produce. Kelly will be out of the Navy shortly and
will commence work immediately upon his release.
Kenneth MacKenna, story editor, has been assigned to take
Macover a new job with Ben Goetz at the MGM British studios.
Kenna will organize a permanent story and scenario department
in England and will assume much of the detail that has been left
to Goetz
time ago. since Sir Alexander Korda left the organization someKeenan Wynn, who has built a solid reputation as a comic,
will assay a romantic role for the first time in William H.
Wright's "Bedtime Factory." He will portray the author of children's books and his secretary will be June Allyson. Butch Jenkins has the third important role.
After several years delay and more than five months of shooting, "The Yearling" has finally been completed. The grapevine
(which is sometimes difficult to distinguish from publicity
"plants") gives out the promise that Producer Sidney Franklin
and Director Clarence Brown have turned out a top-ranking job.
It probably will not be available until the early fall season.
Only four in production at this writing which is low for Metro
Two Technicolor features are "Fiesta" (Esther Williams-John
Carroll) and "Till The Clouds Roll By" (Judy Garland-Robert
Walker). The black-and-whites are "But Not Goodbye" (Frank
rey Totter) and "Faithful In My Fashion" (Donna
Morgan-AudDrake).
Reed-Tom

MONOGRAM
Plans have finally jelled for the first color picture to be made
at this studio. President Steve Broidy has set Producer Jeffrey
of filming a racetrack story called "Black
to the task
Bernerd Bernerd
is already arranging to take a crew to Churchill
Gold."
Downs for the Kentucky Derby on May 4 for a complete filming
of the race which will be used in the film. No other details have
been announced as yet.
The first Roy Del Ruth directorial stint under his new
On Fifth
be "Itfor Happened
gram set-upstaffwillwriter
been
Post, hasEverett
EveningAvenue."
the Saturday
Freeman,
off.
Production is still several months
signed to write the screenplay.
of Sigma Chi," a college
is "Sweetheart
filming Parsons
for
will produce.
whichAprilLindsley
films are in production here and one quick in-and-out
was finished since our last report. The completed :
of the Drifter," a Johnny Mack Brown western. In production are: "West of the Alamo." a Jimmy Wakely musical
Shadow," a mystery with Kane Richwestern, and "The Shadow'sfeatured.
mond and Barbara Reed

Set
musical
Two
western
is "Code

PARAMOUNT
With Metro out ahead of the field in the atom bomb division,

unParamount has spotted another story angle in an as-yet
explored field of public interest, the Office of Strategic Services.
as widely publicized during the war and much mystery and
S. S."
i;;p se has surrounded its activity. So with the title, "O.
and Alan Ladd in the top spot, Irving Pichel directing and Gerseems
Paramount
role,
aldine Fitzgerald in the leading feminine
to have cut itself a potential hunk of boxofRce.
Another Hollywood background story is slated to emanate
from this plant. It will be from a screenplay by Sheridan Gibney
called "The Royal Family of Hollywood." The picture is slated
for an all-star cast utilizing many of Paramount's top names. The
story will deal with the inner workings of Hollywood (tempered
to suit film audiences) in a comedy-drama vein. No starting date
has been set for the production.
Since "Kitty" and the recent independent, "Diary of A Chambermaid," the Goddard stock has risen by leaps and bounds.
Critical acclaim on both performances puts Miss Goddard up
among the ranking box-office people. Now, she is set for another
important role. "Suddenly It's Spring" will be a Mitchell Leisen
production with Goddard and Fred MacMurray in the leading
loles. Claude Binyon is writing the screenplay from a P. J. Wolfson story. Production should start before the end of the month.
On that "Suddenly It's Spring" title there will undoubtedly be
difficulty because David O. Selznick owns the same title and has
Shirley Temple and Joseph Cotten already set for a Dore Senary
production. At last report, Selznick was said to have admitted to
Paramount's prior claim to the title.
Ray Milland, who has just had his contract renewed at Paramount, is planning a picture unde<- the Hal Wallis banner to be
made in England. The film, already announced as a Wallis summer potential, is "Whenever I Remember." An English actress
v ill be given the feminine lead opposite Milland.
In production on the Paramount lot are the two Hal Wallis
productions. "Searching Wind" (Robert Young-Sylvia Sidney) and
"The Perfect Marriage" (Loretta Young-David Niven) and Seton
I. Miller's Technicolor production, "California" (Ray MillandBarbara Stanwyck).

PRC
With the increased activities falling to Reeves Espy out of
the new Rank-PRC set-up, the president of PRC Productions,
Inc., has found it expedient to appoint a six-man board to help
him handle the PRC program. Marvin Stahl, Espy's executive
assistant; Karl Herzog, vice-president of PRC; Ray Young, studio
general manager; Norman Cook, production manager; Arthur
Johnson, secretary-treasurer, and Bob Goodfried, studio publicity
director, will comprise the board which is to report daily problems and decisions to President Espy in an effort to get this outfit
running in high gear.
Pat di Cicco has joined the independent producers' ranks,
Laving organized Imperial Films whose first production will be
"Avalanche" starring Bruce Cabot. The di Cicco outfit is an allveterans organization and its product will be released through
PRC.
The initial feature is set for immediate starting.
At the present, there is no production in work, but several
PRC films as well as the di Cicco independent should be at wjrk
within the week.

REPUBLIC
With eight pictures slated to reach the cameras during this
month, Republic at the moment has a February schedule in excess of any other studio's. Among the features that will be
shooting before the week is out are: "The Inner Circle," "The
Ghost Goes Wild," "The Invisible Informer," "Virginia City Raiders," "The El Paso Kid," "Man From Rainbow Valley," "My Pal
Trigger," "The Twisted Circle" and "Earl Carroll's Sketchbook."
Frank Borzage has bought an unpublished short story, "Turf
Cafe," for a reported $25,000. He plans to star Henry Fonda and
Catherine McLeod and to start at an early date. Borzage has
also bought "Plain Girl," Catherine McLeod's autobiographical
yarn and the producer thinks it's worth a production.
this McLeod build-up, she has been seen for only a fewDespite
quick
glimpses in Metro's "The Harvey Girls." The Borzage film starring her. "I've Always Loved You" is still without a release date.
Walter Colmes has set "Snow Cinderella" as his next independent film for Republic release. This is the Vera Caspary novel.
No casting has been announced as yet.
One western and one serial continue in production at the ebb
just preceding the February peak of production. "Rainbow Ove)
Texas" is the Roy Rogers film and "Daughter of Don Q" is the
chapter-film with Adrian Booth and Kirk Allen. Wound up last
week were: "Lonely Hearts Club" (Jane Withers-Grant Withers)
and "Passkey To Danger'
'Stephanie Bachelor-Kane Richmond).
J- 1

RKO-RADIO
Trouble on the production end of "Christabel Caine," the picture marking Henry Fonda's return to films, has delayed the
starting date. First off, Joan Fontaine was taken ill, then Alan
Marshal who was thought well enough to return to films after an
absence of almost two years, had to relinquish his role because
of ill health, and finally, Paul Stewart who had been borrowed
from Paramount to direct the film, backed off after a disagreement on script details. John Sutton will replace Marshal, but no
director has been named as yet.
Robert Riskin Productions, Inc., is all set up to go on its
schedule of three films to be made for RKO release. First to go,
sometime in March, is "The Magic City." Then will come "Johnny
Appleseed" and "Impact." The three films are budgeted at
$5,000,000.
Richard Wallace has i:een signed to direct "Sinbad the
Sailor," a Technicolor fantasy which will star Douglas Fairbanks,
Jr. and Maureen O'Hara. Stephen Ames is the executive producer.
As one of the results of ad chief Barrett McCormick's vis:t
to the studio, a pre-selling advertising campaign is being put into
efiect that will hit 27 national magazines and 14 fan books in the
rtxt three months. The campaign covers eight features now in
backlog and schedu'fd for release during or shortly after tnat
period. Included in the campaign will be: "Notorious" (Cary
Grant-Ingrid Bergman), "The Spiral Staircasj ' (Dorothy McGuireGeorge Brent), "Heartbeat" (Ginger Rogers-Jean Pierre Aumont), "Make Mine Music" (Disney), "From Thi . Day Forward
(Joan Fontaine-Mark Stevens), "Till The End o. '. ime" (Dorothy
McGuire-Guy Madison), "Bad man's Territory" 'Randolph ScottAnn Richards)
and "Without: Reservations" (C'audette Colber"John
Wayne).
Claire Trevor will be back on the RKO lot for two pictures
during
for
Sid this
Rogell.Spring.
The Hersecondfirsthaswill
notbeas "Deadlier
yet been Than
named.the Male"
The next Leo McCarey venture will be in the light comedy
vein with Ingrid Bergman and James Stewart co-starred. It is
called "Adam and Eve" and will take precedence over the planned Charles Boyer picture which is having casting trouble.
A shift in the publicity staff at Goldwyn studio, finds Lynn
Farnol heading back to New York to resume his duties for Goldwyn there, while veteran Bill Herbert takes over the spot here.
Farnol's
familiatry with New York should make him more
valuable there.
June Haver has been borrowed from 20th Century-Fox for the
fem lead in the next Danny Kaye film, "The Secret Life of Walter
Samuel Goldwyn has optioned screen rights on the William
McLeod Raine novel, "The Broad Arrow." This is an adventure
yarn
Mitty."set in Australia 100 years ago and David Niven will be
starred.
Three new starters on the lot last week: "Desirable Woman"
(Joan Bennett-Robert Ryan), "A Likely Story" (Barbara HaleBill Williams) and "Double Trouble" (Jack Haley-Anne Jeffries).
Continuing in production are: "Sister Kenny" (Rosalind RussellAlexander
Knox)
and "Crack-Up"
(Pat O'Brien-Claire
Trevor).

20th CENTURY-FOX
Believing that box-office hits do strike twice in the same place,
even if lightning reportedly does not, 20th Century-Fox is arranging a sequel to "My Friend Flicka." Mary O'Hara's "Green Grass
of Wyoming" has been purchased by the studio and Robert Bassler will produce with Louis King directing the Technicolor production. Roddy MacDowall, Preston Foster and Rita Johnson
again will be starred.
"That's For Me" will be one of 20th's big musicals on its
Spring schedule. Bryan Foy will produce and thus far Harry
James and his orchestra, Vivian Blaine and Carmen Miranda have
been set in roles.
An important story property has been added on the early
production schedule with the purchase of MacKinlay Kantor's
autobiographical novel without a name.
Walter Lang has been set as the director of the forthcoming
"Claudia and David" which William Perlberg will produce. Schedule calls for a late Spring start.
Peter Lawford, whose meteoric rise this year is predicted by
all MGM executives, may find the first stages of the fast climb at
20th instead of on his home lot. Lawford is currently on loan out
from Metro for- a role in "Cluny Brown." Now, Joseph Mankewicz, who will direct the remake of "Berkeley Square." is seeking Lawford for the role Leslie Howard made famous. Maureen
O'Hara
already set as the feminine lead. Funny to watch the
Lawford iscareer
develop and recall that not too many years ago
he was being introduced to the business by a young English actor,
then box-office powerhouse. Today, the ex-star, a few years older
and recently out of service, can't get a job in pictures. So, the
wheel turns. And, probably, all he needs is one good role to set
him back in the running. The young man is Freddie Bartholomew.
FILM

BULLETIN

Walter Morosco will produce the George Agnew Chamberlain
novel, "Scudda Hoo, Scudda Hay," with Lon McCallister already
set for the leading role. There's one title that will be changed
long. McCallister is set to do "The Red House" for
very before
before
Sol Lesser
this "Scudda" business, so it will probably be
three or four months before the film gets going.
Rose Stradner, former Viennese actress, and wife of Joseph
Manciewicz, has been offered a contract by the studio. Miss
Stradner, an able actress, never seemed to hit her stride since
she has been in this country. But now she is slated for an important role in Otto Preminger's production of "Daisy Kenyon."
She did an outstanding job as her portrayal of the Mother
Superior in "Keys of the Kingdom." Mr. Preminger is also readying "Methinks the Lady" in which William Eythe has been set
for an important role.
In production on this lot are seven films with one new starter.
The new one is "It Shouldn't Happen To a Dog," with Carole
Landis and Allen Joslyn in the leading roles. Let us hope it turns
out a bit more palatable than a recent piece called "Behind Green
Lights" in which Miss Landis (and all other players) were sadly
wasted. No studio could easily explain making that one — and
certainly no so-called major studio. Others going are: "Three
Little Girls in Blue" (June Haver-George Montgomery), "The
Shocking Miss Pilgrim" (Betty Grable-Dick Haymes), 'Anna and
The King of Siam" (Irene Dunne-Rex Harrison), "The Dark Corner" (Lucille Ball-Mark Stevens), "Cluny Brown" (Charles BoyerJennifer Jones) and the Sol Wurtzel production of "Rendezvous
24" (William Gargan-Maria Palmer).

UNITED

ARTISTS

After nineteen months of production, David O. Selznick has
now reached the editing stage on his $5,000,000 Technicolor production, "Duel In The Sun." Already, the Selznick advertising
campaign is under way with the same procedure used on other
Selznick films, repetition, repetition, repetition. The faces and
names of the cast members pop out from many papers and magazines already and by the time the summer release finally comes,
the public should either be on titilated tenterhooks or bored with
the whole routine. On the basis of past Selznick history, the
boredom seems unlikely.
Andrew Stone will set "The Bachelor's Daughters" before the
camera early in March with Gail Russell, Claire Trevor and Ann
Dvorak already set in roles. Additional casting will be completed
within the next week or two.
$200,000 has been set aside by Arnold Pressburger for his
advertising campaign on "Scandal in Paris" in which Signe Hasso,
George Sanders and Carole Landis are starred. The budget will
cover newspapers,
magazines and trade publications.
Lester Cowan has fallen heir to a plum property in the form
of an unfinished motion picture script of F. Scott Fitzgerald's last
novel, "Babylon Revisited." Cowan, who owns full rights to the
novel, had unchallenged claim to the finished script when it was
found in the effects of the late Mr. Fitzgerald. Production plans
will be set shortly after Cowan returns from New York where he
is presently arranging his 1946 schedule.
Zoltan Korda has been signed by Benedict Bogeaus to direct
"The Short Happy Life of Francis Macomber" in which Gregory
Peck will be starred. This is the Hemingway story for which
Bogeaus and Casey Robinson paid $80,000. Peck, who belonged
to Robinson before he was divided between Metro, 20th, Selznick,
et. al., will start the film as soon as a script is prepared.
George Raft will be starred in "Mr. Ace and the Queen," under the Bogeaus banner, with Edwin L. Marin signed as director.
Production is scheduled for an early start with the feminine lead
still unnamed.
In production on the UA schedule are: "The Sin of Harold
Diddlebock" (Harold Lloyd), "Angel On My Shoulder" (Paul
Muni-Anne Baxter), the Charles R. Rogers film formerly called
"Me and Mr. Satan," and "The Strange Woman" (Hedy LaraarrGeorge Sanders), a Hunt Stromberg production.

UNIVERSAL
This outfit is hoping to get the product of the new independent company set up by Walter Wanger and Ingrid Bergman.
The company will be known as the EN Corporation. Three films
are scheduled by the company and although no releasing unit has
been named, Universal probably has the inside track. David O.
Selznick has now lost all claim to the Bergman name. Meanwhile,
Ted Bonnet has joined Wanger as his new publicity director with
Mervyn Houser, former Wanger publicist, taking up new duties
for the Selznick organization. Busy Mr. Wanger has settled his;
difficulty with the New York censor board and their objections to
"Scarlet Street." Two changes were made in the film: one, the
ice pick goes into Edward G. Robinson's victim only once instead
of seven times; two, a line of dialogue during the scene when
Bennett and Duryea are checking an apartment and Duryea says,
"Where is the bedroom?" has been deleted. Now, the censors are
happy and nobody was hurt.
FEBRUARY
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rosThree new producers have been added to the Spitz-Goetz
in anticipation of the increased activity which
ter undoubtedly
tieup,
will evolve from the recent International-Rank-Universal
Fred Finklehoffe, former
called United World Pictures Company.
Erskine will work as co-pn
Metro producer, and Chester serve
as executive producer,
and Leonard Goldstein will
their arrangewhile, Goetz and Spitz are still trying to clean isupexpected
shortly
A settlement
ments for releasing with RKO.
whereby "The Dark Mirror" will release through the new company rather than RKO.
set, although producThe next Durbin story has already been
tion will not be started before July. It is tentatively titled
"Josephine," a story based on a Ferenc Molnai play called
Felix Jackson will produce.
"Jotundra."
The Skirball-Manning unit moves along briskly with "So Goes
and "For Services
My Love" (Myrna Loy-Don Ameche) wound upalthough
no ■
Rendered" already set as the next production,
unit has also
The
made.
been
have
assignments
oi directorial
signed Ginger Rogers to star in "The Magnificent Doll," an original by Irving Stone, author of "Lust For Life." Another film
on the schedule is a Technicolor musical production of the Romberg-Hammerstein musical, "Sunny River."
Four in production currently including: "Shahrazad" <T)
(Yvonne De Carlo-Brian Donlevy), "Strange Conquest" (Jane
(Joan DavisWyatt-Peter Cookson). "Love Takes A Holiday" uce),
another
Jack Oakie) and "Prelude to Murder" (Rathbone-Br
Sherlock Holmes yarn.

WARNER

BROS.

Mike Curtiz, undoubtedly one of the industry's top directors,
has been handed a new producer-director contract by the studio.
There will be a general sigh of relief when this contract is signed,
sealed and delivered because rumors have been rife that Curtiz
might not re-sign with the studio where he has been under contract for 15 years. Curtiz's final chore on the old deal is "Life
With Father" for which he has shot endless test footage to show
to authors Lindsay and Crouse, who recently arrived from New
York to approve the cast selection. On the new contract offered
Curtiz, he will have practically his own production unit with final
say on all decisions.
Despite stories of Lauren Bacall's retiring from films (whicn
didn't fool anybody), she and Bogart are being sought by Producer Alex Gottlieb who has just been assigned the production
of "The Glass Room," a mystery story which will be published
early this summer.
James Cagney, ex-badboy of the Warner lot, received $45,250
from his former bosses as his share of his interest in certain films
reissued during 1945 by Warner's.
provoca"Night Unto Nighc," by Philip Wylie, one of the mest
tive novels of the current season, has been purchased by Warners
and handed to Owen Crump for production. Watch the top stars
angle for leading roles in this one!
Charles Hoffman has two assignments on his work sheet for
the immediate future. First, he will produce "A Very Rich
which will have Sydney Greenstreet, Dane Clark and Martha
cast. Then, comes a musical, "Kiss In The Dark," based
Vickers
on the famous Victor Herbert song. No casting has been set on
this one.
Ronald Reagan's first film for Warner Bros, since his return
to civilian life, will be "Stallion Read." The film will be done in
Technicolor with Alexis Smith assigned the feminine lead. \1< \
Gottlieb will produce v/ith James Kern directing.
Warner's have done it again with their short, "Hitler Lives."
Gordon Hollingshead, who supervised, is to be congratulated for
his fearless presentation of the facts that prove that the Nazi
menace is not over. For the first time on film, the German people
are not exonerated from their bloody history of war and horror.
Warners have again proved their statements that they will fight
whenever
they short
can, through
medium ofrecord
film, tho
ugliness
fascism. The
is a grimthehorror-filled
of Nazi
atroci--a''
ties ending v/ith a finger pointed at the new danger, the American
fascists, who would take up where the Nazi regime left off. It is
done honestly and without dramatics, save those true di
provided by the factual newsreels incorporated. Knox Manning
does a splendid job as narrator and the entire contribution is
beyond reckoning. It is strong fare for weak stomachs and indifferent minds, but it should be shown in every motion picture
theatre throughout the land and certainly in every junior and
senior class of high school social studies.
After a two-year absence from films, due to suspension, vacations and the like, Ann Sheridan is back at work on the Warner
lot. The picture is "The Sentence," in which she lias Kent Smith
and Robert Alda as leading men. The former "oomph" girl is
considerably thinner than at her last appearance on film, but the
warm charm she evoked seems ,-is active as ever.
Also shooting are: "Escape Me Never" (Ida Lupino-Errol
Flynn-Eleanor Parker), "Humoresque" (John Garfield- Joan Crawford) and "Two Guys from Milwaukee" (Dennis Morgan-Jack
Carson-Joan Leslie).

PRODUCTION
& RELEASE
In the Release Chart, the date under "Details" refers to the issue in which cast, director, plot, etc..
appeared. "Rel." is the national release date. "No." is the release number. "Rev." is the issue in which
the review appeared. There may be variations in the Running Time in states where there is censorship.
All new productions are on 1945-46 programs unless otherwise noted. (T) immediately following title
and running time denotes Technicolor production.

1944-45 Features
Westerns
Serials
L945-46 Features
Westerns
Serials

(48)
(10)
( 3)

(— )
(— )
(— )

Completed
Completed
Completed
Completed
Completed
Completed

RELEASE
Till*

-Bllllll

(45)
(10)
( 2)
(31)
(15)
( 2)

In
In
In
In
In
In

Production
Production
Production
Production
Production
Production

(0)
(0)
(0)
(2)
(0)
(0)

Two-Fisted
Stranger
Voice of The Whistler,
Who's Guilty? (Serial)

The

Cast

Oetalli

Completed

Rel.

COMPLETED

Parks-Demarest

RELEASE

Story

Title — Running

. . .11-12.

Bowman-Chapman

IN

.12-24.

1944-45

Adventures of Rusty (67)
Donaldson-Nagel
Details under title: Rusty
Black Arrow
(Serial)
Soott-Jergens
...
Blonde From Brooklyn
Haymes-Merrick
Boston Biackia Booked on Suspicion (67) . . . Morris-Merrick
Boston Blackie's Rendezvous
Morris-Foch
....
Details under title: Surprise in the Night
Both Barrels Blazing
Stsrrett- Harding
.
Details under title: Texas Rifles
Cowboy of Lonesome
River
Starrett-Athens
..
Cyclone Pralrla lanpra
Starrett-Worth
Gay Senorita (70)
Bannon-Cochran
Fighting Guardsman.
The
(84)
Loder-Louise
I Love a Bandleader
Harris-Brooks
...
Over 21 (103)
Dunne-Knox
Rustlers of the Badlands
Starrett-Bliss
...
Details under title: Renegade
Roundup
Rhythm
Round-Up
(66)
Curtis-Walker
. .
She Wouldn't Say Yes (87)
Russell-Bowman
Details under title: Some Call It Love
Sing Me a Song of Texas
Curtis-Storey
.
Ten Cents A Dance (60)
Frazee-Lloyd
Thousand
and One Nights, A (93)
Wilde-Keyes
You Can't Do Without Love
Lynn-Stewart

..4-30.

.9-6. . .6027. .11-12

.10-13. .6120
. 6036
.2-19. .6-21..
...2-5.
.9-4. . .5-10. .6031
7-9
.6030.......
. .7-5. .
..6-26...
.3-5.
5-17. ..6207.
.6-14.
.7-26.

.9-21.
11-9.

. 6201
. 6202
.6020. .10-15
.6010. .10-29
.6015

. .8-9.
. .4-30 .. .9-13.
.5-24.
.12-11.
.5-14.
.1-22.
.7-24. . .8-16.
.8-23. . 6208
.6001
. . 6-11.
.3-5. .11-10.
. . .6-7.

9-3

.6223. .11-12
.6005. . . .2-4
.6224

. .7-23. . .9-27.
..11-13
.1-22
.6029
7-9
.7-26. .6042
...6-7.
. .7-12. .6005. .8-6
COMPLETED
1945-46
. .For..
Bandit of Sherwood Forest (T)
Wilde-Louise
. . . . .4-2. . .2-21.
10-18. .7201.
Blazing the Western Trail
Starrett- Matthews
Details under title: Raiders of Uuanti Basin
...9-4.
.10-15.
Blondie's
Lucky
Day
Lake-Singleton
..
. .1-21.
Boston Blackie's Private Ghost
Ylorris-Donnell
.1-24.
Close Call for Boston Blackie
Morris-Lane
10-29.
. .6-25. .9-27. .7022.
Crime Doctor's Warning
Baxter-Anderson
(Details under title: Paper Doll Murder)
12-24.
Talk About A Lady
Falkenburg-Tuckcr
Details under title: Duchess of Broadway
Just Before Dawn
Baxter-Barrie
. . 11-26
.1-31.
.1-31.
Details under title: Exposed by the Crime Doctor
Frontier Gunlaw
Starrett-Taylor
.2-28
Galloping Thunder
Starrett-Bumette
. . .7-9.
Gentleman
Misbehaves,
The
Massen-Stanton
. . .11-12.
Details under title: Lullaby of Broadway
Gilda
Hayworth-Ford
. .9-17.
Girl of the Limberlost
Tindall-Clifton
. . . .6-25. 10-11. .7029.
Gunning for Vengeance
Starrett-Adair
. .6-25.
7018
Details under title: Burning the Trail
Heading West
Starrett-Houck
. ■ . .10-1. 11-29.
Details under title: Massacre Mesa
8-20
Hit The Hay
Canova-Hunter
.9-14. .7120.
Jungle Raiders (Serial)
Richmond-Borg
10-18.
...8-6.
.2-5.
Kiss and Tell (90)
Temple-Abel
Landrush
Starrett-Burnette
.11-26. 11-15. .7202.
Lawless
Empire
Starrett-Law
...
10-16- 12-13
7019.
Life With Blondie
Singlcton-Lako
. .1-3. .7014.
Meet Me On Broadway
Reynolds-Brady
..8-20
.9-3.
Mysterious Intruder, The
Dix-Blake
12-24
Details under title: Murder Is Unpredictable
.8-6. .11-27. . .7023. .11-26
My Name Is Julia Ross (64)
Foch-Mr.cready
Details under title: The Woman
in Red
Night Editor
Gargan-Carter
Notorious Lone Wolf. The
Mohr-Carter
.11-12.
. . .1-7. .2-14.
Details under title: Lone Wolf on Broadway
. .8-20. 12-20. .7012.
One Way To Love
Morris-Chapman
Details under title: Hail the Chief
12-27 .
Out of the Depths
Bannon-Hunter
. .10-1. .9-18. .7035.
Details under title: Secret Story
. .4-30.
Outlaws of the Rockies
Starrett-Harding
10-15
Perilous
Holiday
O'Brien-Warrick
.
.11-15. .7036.
Phantom
Of The Desert
Starrett-Burnette
. .8-20. 9-3. 12-25.
Prison Ship
Lowery-Foch
5-14.
Pardon My Past
MacMurray-Chapnt;
.7005.
Renegades (T)
Keyes-Parkcr
. . . . .6-11.
6-11
Details under title: The Kansan
.2-14
Roaring Rangers
atarrctt-Burncttc
Details under title: Powder River
11-22
Snafu (82)
Par'js-Lloyd
. .6-25.
7010
1-7
So Dark the Night
Grray-Cheirel
. . . .12-10
Tars and Spars (T)
Drake-Blair
...
.8-6.
That Texas Jamboree
Curtis-Donncll
..12-24

'.i'-io!

.•(>

M A '-

In Production (0)
In Production (4)

(35)

CHART

Tta*

Cast

Detail)

PRODUCTION

But Not Goodbye
Faithful in My Fashion
Fiesta
(T)
Till The Clouds Roll By

COMPLETED
BLOCK

1*1.
Morgan-Totter
Reed-Drake
Williams-Carroll
Garland-Walker

(T)

Blonde Fever
(69)
Nothing
But
Trouble
(69)
Main St. After Dark (57)
Details under title: Telltale Hands
Thin Man Goes Home
(101)
Between Two Women
(83)
Tnls Man's Navy (100)
Keep Your Powder Dry (73)
Music for Millions (120)
Gentle Annie
(80)
Without Love (111)
Son of Lassie (T) (102)
Oetails under title: Women's
Army
Picture of Dorian Gray (108)

Dorn-Astor
Laurel-Hardy
Arnold-Royal

Bewitched
(65)
Details under title: Alter Ego
Thrill of a Romance
(T) (105)
Twice
Blessed
(77>

Thaxter-Daniels

Anchors Aweigh (T)
(144)
Meet Me In St. Louis (T) (113)
National Velvet
(T) (125)
Details under title- The Home
Thirty Seconds Over Tokyo (138)
Valley of Decision (111)

Kelly-Sinatra
Garland-O'Brien
Rooney-Taylor

NO.

Sanders- Hatfield

TWELVE

.3-45.
.2-45.
.5-45.
.6-45.
.5-45.

.3-6... 6-45.

..8-21..
12-11.,
6-26..
.12-13.
2-7.

Front

FOURTEEN

She Went to the Races (86)
They Were Expendable
(133)
What Next, Corporal Hargrove? (95)
Vacation from Marriage (94)
Yolanda and the Thief (T)
(108)

...2-21..
9-18.
10-45.
10-45.
4-30. 10-45.
3-5.
...12-25. .9-45.
...12-11. .9-45.
.10-16 .11-45.

Craig-Gifford
.....5-28.
Montgomery-Wayne
..3-5.
Walker-Porter
8-6.
Donat-Kerr
Foreign .
Astaire-Bremer
....1-22.
.11-45.

NO. FIFTEEN

Letter for Evie, A (89)
Harvey Girls. The (T)
(101)
Portrait of Maria (76)
Sailor Takes a Wife (91)
Up Goes Maisie (89)

Hunt-Carroll
.6-11.
Garland-Hodiak
Del Rio-Armendariz
.. 1-22 .
Walker-Allyson
4-2
Sothern-Murphy
...8-20

Adventure
Details

Gable-Carson

NOT

DESIGNATED

(129)
under

title: This Strange Adventure

Army
Brat
Bad Bascomb
Black Sheep
Details under title: Boy's Ranch
Early to Wed (T)
Great Morgan, The
Green Years, The
HoH High the Torch (T)
Details under title: For Better For
Holiday in Mexico
HoodlumChance.
Saint The
Last

(T)
(105)

No Leave, No Love
Postman Always Rings Twice. The
Star from Heaven
(Cinecolor)
Time for Two
Three Wise Fools
Two Sisters From Boston
Yearling, The (T)

.1-45.
1-45..
.4-45.
.6-45.

Tracy-Thaxter
Garson-Peck

Abbott and Costello in Hollywood
(83) . . A. & C
Dangerous
Partners
(78)
Craig-Hasso
Her Highness and the Bellboy (112)
Lamarr-Walker
Hidden Eye, The
(68)
Arnold- Rafferty
Our Vines Have Tender Grapes (105)
O'Brien-Robinson

BLOCK

.3-45.
.2-45.

..11-27..

Johnson-Williams
Wilde-Craig

COMPLETED
1945-46
BLOCK NO. THIRTEEN

NO.

.2-45.
.3-45.
.1-45.
.1-45.

8-21.
6-26.
9-4.

Powell-Loy
515.
Barrymore-Johnson
.8-21.
Beery-Gleason
.....5-28.
Turner-Peters
.9-4.
O'Brien- Iturbi
....5-29.
Craig-Reed
8-21.
Tracy-Hepburn
...10-31.
Lawford-Lanchester
5-29.

SPECIAL

BLOCK

1-7.
1-7.
.12-24.
...12-24.

1944-45

NO. TEN

BLOCK

.7203.

8-6
10-30. . .7140.
7024. . .1-21
10-15. .12-13

METRO-COLDWYNCompleted (31)

iN PRODUCTION
Story of Al Jolson. The (T)
Details under title: The Jolson
Walls Came Tumbling
Down. The

Starrett-Burnette
Dix-Merrick
.
Kent-Ward

(60)

194 1-45 Features
1945-46 Features

CHART

Tlai

. 10-29
.5-14. .12-20.
12-10
}-20.

Terror Trail
Starrett-Burnette
Texas Panhandle
Starrett-Parks
Throw a Saddle on a Star
Curtis-Roberts
.
(Details under title: Smoky River Serenade)

Jcnkins-Gifford
Beery-O'Brien
Craig- Jenkins

Worse

.516. .11-27
.519.. 12-11
.514. .12-11
.517.
513.. 11-27
518.. . 12-2:'
.2-19
.520. .12-25
.523. ....4-30
1-8
.515.
.12-25
.526.
.522. ..4-2
.525

3-5
7-23
.530...
. 528 . . 6-25
.5-28
. 529 . .
.6-11
.531.
.521.
.11-23
.512.
.527. .12-11
511. .
8-20
..11-27
.4-16
.7-23
. 602 . .
..604.
601 . ..
.. 603
600 .. ..
.607.
.606

.7-23
.8-6
.9-3

.10-29
.11-26
12-10
.609.
608 .11-26
610
.10-29
611. .12-10

...

.6-11
.10-29.

12-24
.1-7
.1-7

..

. . .8-6.
..8-6.

.1-7

Ball-Johnson
...
. .2-19.
Morgan-Powell
Coburn-Drake
9-3.
E.Taylor-Lassie
. . .9-18.
Pidgeon-Massey
Powell-Williams

Foreiqn
...9-17.
7-9.

Johnson-Kirkwood
Turner-Garfield
Thompson-Tobias
. . .10-1.
.6-25.
Ball-Hodiak
. . . . .10-29.
. .10-1.
O'Brien-Barrymore
.11-26.
Allyson-Lawford
Peck- Jarman
. . .. .8-20.
7-9.

FILM

. 12-10

BULLETIN

SPECIAL
Weekend at the Waldorf (130)
Ziegf eld Follies (T)
(110)

Turner-Johnson
Asia, re-Ball

1945-46 Features
Westerns

Completed
Completed

(34)
(12)

.7-23

..11-27.
5-1.

10-45.

.1-21

In Production
In Production

(15)
( 5)

(1)
(1)

BLOCK

rustlers

broken

up

by

Brown.

WEST OF THE ALAMO
Musical Western — Started January 24
Cast:
Jimmy Wakely,
Lee "Lasses" White Iris Clive, Jack Ingram, Eddie Majors.
Producer-director:
Oliver Drake
Assistant: Eddie Davis

Story:

Not

available.

See

next

issue.

THE SHADOW'S SHADOW
Mystery — Started January 23
Cast:
Kane Richmond, Barbara Reed, George Chandler, Joe Crehan, Pierre Watkin, Jan Wiley.
Director: Phil Karlson
Producer: Joe Kaufman
Story:

Columnist
is murdered
on
suspect,
so wedding
waits

the eve of the Shadow's
wedding-.
while
he solves
the crime.

RELEASE
Title— Rinnlni

COMPLETED

. .7-9. .10-20.
.11-3..
..8-6..

..

Merrick-Lowery
Toler-Moreland
Renaldo-Armida
Brown-Hatton
..
Wakley-White
Gilbert-Howard

RELEASE
Mtli — Rannlnj

Tint

(T)

FEBRUARY

Stanwyck-MillanH

4,

1946

.505.
.508.
.565.

Details
.12-10

to

Handle

SPECIAL

Incendiary
Blonde (T)
REISSUE

(113)

Sign of the Crsss (118)
Northwest Mounted
Police
This Gun For Hire (81)

(T)

(128)

COMPLETED
BLOCK NO. ONE

Blonde (76)
under title: Good

Kitty (104)
People Are Funny
Stork Club
(98)

12-10

.11-10.

Hutton-Cordova

..

Colbert-March
Cooper-Carroll
Ladd-Lake

...
...

Bracken-Lake

NO. THREE

. .4432.
4433 . . . ..7-9

...

.2-19
10-2.
10-31
10-31

Blue Dahlia. The
(99)
They Made Me A Killer (65)
Virginian, The
(T)
(90)
Well-Grcomed
Bride. The (75)

Ladd-Lake
Lowery- Britton . . .
M:Crea-Bntton
. . 2-19.
Milland-deHavilland . .. .4-2.
.7-9.
11-13.

Good

Avenue

Imperfect
Details

This

Lady,
under

The
title:

Take

Woman

Ladies'
Man
Monsieur Beaucaire
(T)
Our Hearts Were Growing Up
Rhythm
RaneJi
Searching Wind, The
Strange Life of Martha Ivers
Details under title: Love Lies

10-26.
.12-14.
.11-16.

.4:01. . . .9-3
.4504
9-3
.4503. . 8-20
.4502. . .8-20

12-13.

.3-22
.3-8
.. .2-8.

.4512.
.4513.
.4531.
.4511.

.12-10
.12-10
.12-10
.12-10

..8-6.
Reed-Brooks
.... .12-24.
Crosby-Astaire
...
Stanwyck-Cummings
Ladd-Russell
....
Hutton-Tufts
.... . .7-9.
Be True
. ..1-8.
.8-6.
. 10-29.
Tufts-Lynn

To

EasyDetails
Come, under
Easy title:
Go Third

.9-4
. .9-28.

.1-25.
12-11. .11-23. . .4506. .10-15
. 4509 . 10-15
1-8.
.6-12.
10-15
.4-30. 12-28.
.1-11.
.4508.
.4507.
. .4-2. .2-22.
.9-18.

Lamour-Cordova
Tufts-Lake
Crosby-Hope-Lamour
Barr-Massen

DESIGNATED

.6-11

.9-14.
.7-13.

.8-26.

Masquerade
in Mexico (96)
Miss Susie Slagle's (87)
Road to Utopia. The (90)
Tokyo Rose
166)

NO. FOUR

.7-27. . .4428.
.4427 . .6-11
.4426.

.4434. .

Goddard-Milland
Haley-Walker
Hutton-Fitzgerald

(93)

.4424. . .4-16
.4422.
.4421. .. .4-16
. .4-2
.4423. . .4-16

.8-26.

Gardner-Reynolds
Gargan-Kelly
...
Milland-Wyman
Jones-Cotten
....
Intentions

.4417.

11-15. .8-31... 4431. ..6-25

1945-46

NO. TWO

Swamp
Fire
To Each His Own
Trouble With Women,
The
Details under title: Too Good
Two Years Before the Mast

Bleeding

To

Be True

Wright- Milland

...

Bracken-Welles
Hopc-Caulfield
Donlevy-Russell
Haley- H llllard
Young-Sidney
Stanwyck-Heflin

...
...
...

Weissmuller-Grey
deHaviland-Lund
Milland-Wright

...

11-26.
.10-1.
.9-17.
12-24
.11-1.
10-15.
11-12.

.6-11.
. . . .7-9.

Ladd-Donlery
..5-1.

.552.
. .2-23
514

.561.

.12-8.

.2-16.
. .2-2.
. 1-2. .

572.
513.

1944-45 Features
Westerns

(24)
(18)

1945-46 Features
Westerns

(— )
(— )

.516.
Title — Rinnlni

Time

.1-10.

Rsl

.10-15

(0)
(3)

Arson Squad (64)
Apology for Murder (67)
Border Bad Men
Crime. Inc. (75)
Dangerous
Intruder
(71)
Details under title: The

Completed (27)
Completed (18)
Completed (12)
Completed ( 9)

RELEASE

COMPLETED

In Production
In Production

IN PRODUCTION
California

.12-24.
.12-15.
. .1-12.

Hard

of This World (96)
Came Along (103)

NOT

6-11. . .9-29.
.5-28. . .9-8.
.1-22. . .7-21.
. .4-2. . ..6-2.,
.3-19.. . .6-2. .

CHART
Cast

Out
You

3- .
3-5
.4418

. .9-4.
.5-15.

NO. SIX

Big Town
Blue Skies
(T)
Bride Wore Boots, The
Calcutta
Cross My Heart
Details under title: Too

.9-18. .
. .6-12.
.4-16. 10-13

1945-46

Completed (26)
Completed (29)

BLOCK

Midnight Manhunt
Details under title:

441f. .

... .6-26.

NO. FIVE

BLOCK

.4-30.. .8-11.

. . .6-25.
Allotment Wives
(80)
Francis-Kelly
. . .9-3.
Black Karket Babies
Richmond-Hazard
Rnrder
Bandits
Brown-Hatton
.. . .8-20.
.
. . .2-4
Code of The Drifter
Brown-Hatton
. .10-15
Face of Marble, The
Carradinc-Drake
Fatal
Fingerprints
Toler-Lorring
12-24
Details under title: Charlie Chan at Alcatraz
F«"
Cookson-WMIiam
. . .7-23.
Details under title: Suspense
Gay Cavalier. The
Roland-Ames
12-24
Haunted
Mine. The
Brown-Hatton
... .10-29.
Joe Palooka. Champ
Kirkwood-Knox
. . . 12-24
Junior Prom
Stewart- Preisser
. .11-26
Details under title: High School Kids
Liva Wires
Gorcey-Drake
10-1
Details under title: Stepping Around
Lonesome
Trail
Wakely-White
9-17.
Details under title: On The Cherokee Trail
Moon Over Montana
Wakely-Holt
12-10 .
Red Dragon, The
Toler-Fong
9-17.
Details under title: Charlie Chan in Mexico
Strange Mr. Gregory, The
Lowe-Rogers
6-25.
Details under title: Gregory
Shadow
Returns. The
Richmond-Reed
.10-29.
Details under title: The Shadow
.10-29.
Suspense
Belita-Moore
Details under title: Glamour Girl
.5-14.
Sunbonnet
Sue (90)
Regan-Storm
Swing Parade
Storm-Reagan
. .8-6.

1944-45 Features
1945-46 Features

.1-22

. .6-9.
. .3-24.
.11-24.

Brown-Holt
Wakeley-White
Wakelcy-White

Lamour-Cordova
•
Fontaine-Brent
.. 11-13.
MacMurray-Main
Haley-Savage
....
11-27.
Gargan-Savaga
. .
12-25.
.7-10.
Bracken-Lynn
. . . ..5-1.
Cummings-Scott
.. .2-19.

BLOCK

12-2J

. 12-25
12-25
.4414.
.4411. 12-25
3
.4419.

.110.

A Medal for Benny (80)
Affairs of Susan, The (110)
Murder, He Says (92)
Scared Stiff (65)

.7-20
3-5

.4413.
.4412.
.441b.

10-16.

Lake-Tufts
Lowery-Brooks

Man

Ladd-Russell
McCrea-Russell

BLOCK

.

.10-2.
.5-5.
.8-21. . ..5-28.
. .2-5. . .6-16..

Toler-Manton

.8-6
.10-1
..11-12
.3-19

1-26
.8-18.

Cooper-Bergman
...7-13.
Lowery- Brooks
... 8 21.
Morns-Kelly
7-10.
Crosby-Hutton
....5-15.
ColbertMacMurray
.2-7.

Salty O'Rourke (100)
Unseen, The (81)
Details under title: Fear

Hold That
Details

.9-22.
.5-12.

Storm-Cookson
.
Renaldo-Kenyon
East Side Kids
.

(158)

NO. FOUR

BLOCK

.7-14.

.7-10.
Carey-Kelly
East Side Kids...
.10-16.
Lowe-Tierney
.. .
Francis-Cabot
. . .3-5.
Brown-Carver
.10-1
.2-19.
Brown-Hatton
Storm-Smith
..
...8-7.
.7-23.
Brown-Hatton
..

1944-45 -

Duffy's Tavern
(97)
Follow That Woman
(70)
Lost Weekend,
The (101)
Love Letters (101)

Detail*

Cait

1944-45

COMPLETED

is

CHART

Tim

China's Little Devils (75)
Come Out Fighting
Dlllinger
(77)
Divorce
(70)
Oriftin' Along
Details under title: Rollin' Along
Flame of the West (71)
Forever Yours (83)
Frontier Feud
Details under title: Flaming Frontiers
G. I. Honeymoon
(70)
In Old New Mexico
Muggs Rides Again
Details under title: County Fair
Lost Trail, The
Riders of the Daw
Details under title: Rainbow Valley
Saddle Serenade
Details under title: Cowboy Serenade
Scarlet Clue, The (65)
Oetails under title: Radio Mystery
Sensation Hunters
Details under title: Main Street Girl
Shanghai Cobra. The (64)
South of the Rio Grande
Details under title: Song of the Border
Stranger from Santa Fe (56)
Sorinutime in Texas (551
Trouble Chasers
Details under title. Here Comes Trouble

He

1-21.
.1-21.

Young-Niven
Sidney-Young

COMPLETED
BLOCK
NO. THREE

Bring On the Girls (T)
(92)
High Powered (62)
Details under title: The High

CODE
OF THE DRIFTER
Western — Started
January
14
Cast:
Johnny Mack Brown, Raymond
Hatton, Reno Blair, Tristan Coffin, Frank LaRue, Jack Rockwell.
Director: Lambert Hillyer
Producer supervisor: Charles Bigelow
Cattle

The
The

For Whom the Bell Tolls (T)
Dangerous
Passage
(61)
Double Exposure (64)
Here Come the Waves (99)
Practically Yonrs (90)

NEW PRODUCTIONS

Story:

Perfect Marriage,
Searching Wind,

—

Intruder

CHART
Cut

In
In
In
In

Production
Production
Production
Production

(0)
(0)
(0)
(0)

4-30.
Dttalli

1944-45 Albertson-Armstrong
Savage-Beaumont
Crabbc-St. John
Neal-Tilton
Arnt-Borg

..9-11
11-13.
. .3-5. 10-10
.4-16. . . 8-27

Fighting Bill Carson
Crabbc-St. John ...6-11.
Flaming Bullets
Rltter-Knox
6-11.
Frontier Fugitives
O'Brien-Ritter
....5-14.
Details under title: Ride, Ranger, Ride
The Gangster's Den
Crabbe-St. John ... 1-22 .
Missing Corpse (62)
Bromberg-Jenks
2-5.
Details under title: Stranger In the Family
Th« Phantom of 4?nd Street
O'Bricn-Aldrich
...1-22.
Shadow
of Terror (60)
Fraser-Gillern
5-28.
Details under title: Checkmate
Silver Fleet. The (77)
Richardson-Withers
..For.
Stagecoach
Outlaws
Crabbe-St. John ..11-27.
°-wing Hostess (76)
Tilton-Collins
6-12.
Throe In the Saddle
Ritter-O'Brien
4-16.

.528. . .7-23

.526. .10-1
. . . .519.
502
. .3-19
. .4-15
10-31
. .9-22
.8-21
568. ...9-3
. . 563
564 ..
.6-14. . ....
. .559.
. .9-1

524.
. . .530.
. . ...
521 .

. .5-2
. .8-17.
.11-5 . . .558.
. .6-1
..7-1
.7-26.
509.
. . .9-8 ...562.

. .6-11

10-29
..5-14
.11-15

Why Girls Leave Home
White
Pongo
(73)

(68)

Lane-Leonard
Fraser-Wrixon

(OMI'LETKI)

111.
.222.

.4-16.
. .3-5.

.7-9
.8-6

1945-46

Caravan
Trails
(Cinecolor)
Club
Havana
(62)
Danny
Boy
Detour
(62)

Dean-Carlin
LinOsay-Ntal
Henry-Johnson
Savage-Neal

Devil Bat's
Daughter
Enchanted
Forest
(Cinecolor)
(80)
Flying Serpent
Gentlemen
with
Guns
(Cinecolor)
Gun Smoke
How
Do You
Do?
(83)
I Ring
Doorbells
Lightning Raiders
Mask
ol Diijon
Murder
Is My Business
Navajo
Kid
Once
and For All
Prairie
Rustlers
Details under title: Buster Crabbe

LaP.anche-James
.1-22.
Lowe-Joyce
Lewis-Kramer
9-3 .
Dean-Kenyon
1-21.
Steele-Saylor
12-10 .
Gordon-Windsor
8-6.
Shayne-Gwynne
...10-2..
Crabbe-St.
John
. 10-15
Von Stroheim-Bates
11-26. .
Beaumont-Walker
. 12-26
Steele-Saylor
.10-15
Coleman-Reed
.... 10-29 .
Crabbe-St.
John
... 9-17 . .

Romance

of

the

No.

.8
..10-1.
5-286 . 10-23
.1-8
.6-25.
2-20
1-21. 11-30

12-24

.12-8

.2-2j
12-24
.1-7
. .3-7
11-21

11-26"

3-20

1

West

Dean-Barton

Completed
Completed
Completed
Completed
Completed
Completed

(32)
(24)
( 4)
(10)
(16)
( 4)

(32)
(24)
( 3)
(24)
(13)
( 2)

In
In
In
In
In
In

.2-1.
.11-12
. .1-1

10-29

Production
Production
Production
Production
Production
Production

(0)
(0)
(0)
(1)
(0)
(1)

Moore-Elliott
McLeod-Dorn

(T)
Concerto

RELEASE

Week
Exciting
One
Danger
ta
Passkes
of the Plains
Phantom
Phantom
Rider, The
(Serial)
Rouuh
Riders of Cheyenne

.....12-24
Pearce-Harris
11-26......
Bachelor-Livingston
2-5. . . .9-7
Elliott-Fleming
Kent-Stewart
Carson-Stewart
. .
(68)

Song of Arizona
Spectre
of the Rose

Rogers-Evans
Kurov-Essen

A
Impersonation,
Strange
Cyclone
Valley
Sun
The Valley of the Zombie
Wagon Wheels Westward
West
of God's
Country
(Magnacolor)

Marehall-Gargan
Elliott-Fleming
Booth-Livingston
Elliott- Fleming
Hale-Booth

Back.The TheWeb(68)
Cametitle:
Woman
DetailsWhounder

Keily-Loder

Completed
Completed

Daughter
Rainbow

1-21.

of Don
Q
Over Texas

Title— Running

Booth-Allen
Rcgsrs- Evans

Time

COMPLETED
Along
the Navajo Trail
(66)
Behind
City Lights
(68)
Details
under
title: Return
Bells of Rosarita
(68)
Sordertown
Trail,
Cheaters,
The
(87)
Details under title: The
Cheyenne
Wildtat
Cli.cago
Kid
(68)
Corpus
Christ!
Bandits

1-21
.

«•.

Cut

1944-45
at

Rogers-Evans
Terry-Roberts

Dawn

Magnificent Mr.

...

Rogers-Evans
....
Carson- Burnett.
.
Schildkraut-Burke

M
EM'ottFleming
Barry-Roberts
Lane-Talbot

Don't
Fence
Me
In
(71)
Earl Carroll's Vanities
(89)
^,al
Wi,ne<s
Federal
Operator No. 99
(Serial)
Flame of Barbary Coast
(91)
Gangs of the Waterfront

Rogers-Evans
O'Keefe-Moore
..
.Ankcrs-Fraser
...
Lamont-Talbot
..
Wayne-Dvorak
Armstrong- Bachelor
Elliott-Fleming

. .9-3. .12-15.
.1-22. . .9-10.

Steppin'
In Society
(72)
Details under title: You'll
Sunset
in El Dorado
(66)
Swingin'
Tell It

on
To

a Rainbow
A Star

the
of

Ships

Me

(72)

Three's
A Crowd
(58)
Thoroonhbreds
.
Tiger
Woman,
The
Utah
(78)
Vamrrre's

Ghost

(59)

COMPLETED

Angel
Comes
to Brooklyn.
An
Details
under
title: New
Faces
of 1945
Alias Billy The
Kid
Bandit of Badlands
California
Gold
Rush
Captain
Tugboat
Annie
(70) . .
Details
under title: Tugboat Annie's
Son
Cnt Man
of Paris, The
Cherokee
Flash
Colorado
Pioneers
Conquest
of Cheyenne
Crime
of the Century
Dakota
(82)

_\S

. 3313 .
. .455.
. 2-28
.6-2.
8-12.. . . . .454.
.2-19. .
..411.
.. .420.
.401.
. . 6-4 . .

12-11.

Lane-Stewart

.4-17. ..9-15.

Horton-George
Remember

..

12-24

.8-16..

Randolph-O'Malley

Monterey

.446.
. .429.

.10-1
.5-28
. .2-5. . .6-19. ..442.
.5-15.. .8-11.
2-19.. .7-15. . .451.
9-30 . . . 421 .
.6-12
. .7^9
.3314.
.2-19
.4-20.
. .6-29 .
. .10-2
..417.
.
.465.
.
.445.
9-15. . . .413. 11-12
. 11-13.
.7-23. .10-15
.3-19
.1-22. . ...4-5.
. .7-7. . . .427.. .4-30
. . 483 . .
. .7-24.
.2-5. . . .7-3..
.5-28. . .415.
12-25. .
. .9-18. .2-15.. .422.
.3317.
. .o-18.
. .1-16. . . 409 .
. .9-18. .7-19. . . 419 . .1-2?
.11-27. .7-23. . . 424 .
.8-20
. .414. .5-14
.11-27. . . .4-2. .
.4-16
.12-11. . .9-15.. .3318
.9-15. .
..5-14. .3-18 . . .428. . .9-17
.10-16.
.3-19. .
..443. . .9-17
. . .8-1. .482
..7-2.
11-15. . .3312
..5-28.
3-6..
.7-14. . .431. .11-26
5-10. . . .456
..4-2..
.10-31.
.433. . .5-14
..4-17.
.1-8. .. .7-10. . . . .423
.461
.7-20. .

I e Great stagecoach
Robbery
Grissly's Millions
(72)
Grey-Kelly
Hitchhike to Happiness
(71) ....'.'.'.'.'.'." "pearce-Evans
Jealousy
(71)
' / Mor,ey.Asther ' !. .
Identity
Unknown
(71)
Arlen-Walker
Details under title: Johnny
March
Lone
Texas
Ranger
Elliott-Fleming
Love. Honor
and
Goodbye
(87)
Bruce-Ashley
Man
From Oklahoma, The
(68)
Rogers-Evans
Man
Hunt
of Mystery
Island
(Serial)
Stirling-Bailey
Marshal
of Reno
Elliott-Hayes
...
Mexicana
(83)
Guizar-Moore
..
°[e8°"
Trail
Carson-Stewart
..
Phantom Speaks,
The
(68)
Arlen- Roberts
Road To Alcatraz
Lowery-Storey
...
Sil,er Citv Ki«
Lan.-Stewart . . .
Details under title: Red Gulch Renegades
inn Antonio
Kid
Elliott-Blake
..,
.5-29.
Santa
Fe Saddlemates
Carson-Stirling
. .2-19.
Sheriff of Cimarron
Carson-Stirling
. .12-25.
.4-17.
Sing. Neighbor.
Sing
(70)
Terry-Brown
.10-16.
Song for Miss Julie. A (69)
Early Clark
...
Sporting Chance
(59)
Details
under
title: Behind
Stagecoach
to Monterey
Details under title: Marshal

DESIRABLE WOMAN
Drama — Started January

.10-16. . .7-29.

.9-3
.9-4

. .462.
. .418. ..6-25

. ..

1945-46

Dowd-Duke

. .1-8. .11-27.

.503.

. 12-24
.4-16.
4-30 . .9-14.

.551

Carson -Stewart
.
Carson-Stewart
Elliott-Flerring
Darwcll-Kmncdy

.12-15. .11-17.

Esmond-Aubert
Tnrson-Stirling
Elliott-Fleming
Elliott-Firming
Bachelor-Browne
Ralston-Wayne

12-13.
. 10-1. 11-14.
.3-19.
.7-9
.10-29.
.10-29. 12-25 .
8-6

.
.

Story:

.504. . . .1-7
.553.
.563.

.505. .11-26

■ __
561.

552.
501.
506.

In Production
In Production

(0)
(5)

PRODUCTIONS
22
Producer:

almost

woman

Virginia

Bickford,

Charles
wrecks

DOUBLE TROUBLE
Comedy — Started January 22
Cast:
Jack
Haley, Anne
Jeffreys, Wally
Morgan Conway, Myrna Dell.
Producer-director:
Leslie Goodwins

two

Brown.

A zany inventor who loves his wife almost
when
he sets involved
with
hank
robbers.

Jack J. Gross
with

families

Alan

loses her

her

Carney,

and

his life

A LIKELY STORY
Comedy-romance — Started January 22
Cast: Bill Williams, Barbara Hale, Lanny Reese. Dan Tobin.
Selmer Jackson.
Director:
H. C. Potter
Producer:
Richard Berger
Story:

Ex-newspaperman returns from war. told lie has six months to live.
Saved from suicide by a girl, he determines to make a playwright
of her Before he dies. His efforts are crowned with success, topped
by the revelation that the diagnosis was wrong and he lias a full
life ahead
of him.

RELEASE
Title— tinning

CHART

TlBt

nett'U

IN PRODUCTION

Crack-Up
Sister

COMPLETED
BLOCK NO. FOUR
Body
Snatcher,
The
(78)
China
Sky
(77)
Tarzan
and the Amazons
(72)
Those
Endearing Young
Charms
Zombies
on
Broadway
(68)
Back to Bataan
Details
untor

(81)

NO. FIVE

(95)
title:

Karloff-Lugosi
..
Scott-Drew
Welssmuller-Joyce
Day-Young
Brown-Carney
...

Loder-Duprez
Conway-Rutherford
Mltchum-Hale

Bellt of
Casanova

Seott-Lee
Coocer-Wrghl

the Yokon
(T)
Brown
(93)

(84)

It's a Pleasure
(T)
(90)
Princess
»nd Ihe Pirate
(T)
fhree Caballeros
(T)
(71)

(94)

Wo.ian
In the Window.
The
(95)
DetalU
irxler title: Once
Oft Gonrd

...9-4.
.. .1-22
.9-18.
.11-13.
10-16. .
. .7-10.
.8-21.
.2-21.
..4-3.
.8-21.
.5-15.

Henie-O'Shea
...
Hope-Mayo
Cartoon
Feature
Robinson-Bennett

COMPLETED
BLOCK

NO.

George White's Scandals
(95)
Falcon
in San
Francisco,
The
Johnny
Angel
(79)
Momma
Loves Poppa
(60)
Radio Stars on Parade (69)

BLOCK

First Yank
Into
Isle of the Dead
Man
Alive
(70)

(65)

NO. TWO

Toyko
(72)

(82)

Spanish
Main.
The
(T)
(100)
Wanderer of the Wasteland
(67)

.517. . ..4-30
.3-5
.. .519..
..518... 4-30
4-30
..520...
.516... 4-30
..523... 6-11
..522... 5-14
..521..
..583. .4-30
.524
6-11
581 .
.. .. 584
..551.
.591.
.582.

. 12-11
10-16
. 12-25
. .8-7
...3-5
10-16

.4-17

1945-46

ONE

M.

.11-13.

Army

Brighton
Strangler,
The
(67)
Two
O'clock
Courage
(66)
West
of The
Pecos
(66)

SPECIALS

a*.

1944-45

Wayne-Ahn
Invisible

rui.

. 1-21.
.11-12.

0'3rien-Trevor
Russell-Knox
.. .

Kenny

BLOCK

11-13. . .9-29. . .424. .10-15
.426. . .9-17
.6-11. .8-16. . . .425
Taylor-Frazee
..
..9-1. .
12-25.
..Livingston-Terry
.
.5-23. . .416
11-27.
12-23. . .408
Michael-Gordon
11-16. .
Neal-Mara
....
...9-4.
.3-19.
.430
Richmond-Mara
.1016
.3-21. .
Rogers-Evan.
. . . .12-11.
. .441
4-2
Abbott-Stewart
. .5-10. . .434. .5-14
Rogers-Evans

married
A ruthless
selfish
desires.

....
5bi.

12'?2
^ac
....8-6..
...9-17
.564.
. . .9-17. ... • • •
12-21.
.4-16
11-26.......
' ' " ;'oi
4-30. .12-13. . ..50/. . i-^i

(31)
(39)

Ryan.
Robert
Bennett.
Joan
Cast:
Huston.
Director: Jean Renoir
Story:

S02.
.508. .

5-14... 11-1
2-19..
9-30
.7-23 12-28

VonSt'heim-Bachelor
Mara-Barrier
....
Elliott-Fleming
..

1944-45 Features
1945-46 Features

CHART

-..

10-1
Carson -Stewart
Dekker-Ankers
10-29
Ashley-Rogers
. . . .12-10
Roberts-Powers
3-5.
11-2.
..... .6-25. . .1-27.
Lane-Frazee
Wrixon-Fowley .12-24
.10-13
Thompson-Talbot
12-10
Barry-Savage
Withers-Withers . 1-21
10-1......
Lederer-Patrick
3-5... 10-7
Elliott-Blake
.10-29
Ralston-Marshall
11-12
Acuff-Mara

NEW
IN PRODUCTION

12-10
8-20

Bill
Days of Buffalo
French
Key,
The
Gay
Blade
Girls of the Big House
(68)
A
Change.
Could
Guy
Alibi. The
Glass
(Serial)
Rangers
of the Forest
King
The
Mile.
Crooked
Last
Club
Hearts
Lonely
The
Secret,
Madonna's
of Laredo
Marshall
in the Music Hall
Murder
to Memphis
Train
Night

Scotland
Yard
Investigator
Song
ol Mexico
Sheriff of Redwood
Valley

8-6. .

Six Gun
Man
Jteele-Car'in
...10-29.
Details under t'tle: Six-Gun
For Hire
Song of Old Wyoming
(Cinecolor)
(65) . . . . Dcan-Padden
5-14.
Strangler
of The
Swamps
LaPlanche-Edwards
.9-3..
Terrors
On
Horseback
Crabbe
- St. John
.1-21.
Wife
of Monte
Cristo
Loder-Aubert
......
8-6.

1944-45 Features
Westerns
Serials
1915-46 Features
Westerns
Serials

11-26

In Old Sacramento
I'veDetails
Always under
Loved title:
You

Davis-Haley
2-5. .
Conway-Corday
...2-19..
Raft-Trevor
.....12-11..
Errol-Risdon
2-19..
Brown-Carney
4-16..

. 603 . .
.602.
.604..
. 605
601. . .
.607

Neal-Hah
Knrlcff-Drew
O'Brien-Drew
Hcnrcid-O'Hara
Warren-Long

2-19.
2-5..
.11-27..
6-11..

FILM

.606.
609.
.610.
608

. .8-6
. .8-6
.9-17
.9-17
. .8-6
. .8-6
10-15
..8-6
.10-1

BULLETIN.10-1

I

BLOCK
Cornered

i Hotel

NO. THREE

(102)

Powell -Clieirel

Reserve

I Dick Tracy
Sing Your

(79)

...

(61)
Way Home

Spiral Staircase.
Details
under

NOT

DESIGN

Deadline

at

Must

Death
under

Bedlam

Brides are Beautiful

The

Heartbeat
Kid From
Lady
Luck

Brooklyn,

Genius At
Details

Work
under

title:

Rhythm
under

title:

The

Most

Dangerous

Minds

Notorious

Riverboat
Details

Follow

Your

Step By Step
The
Stranger,
Pass
Sunset
Woman
Tarzan and the Leopard
of Time
Till the End
Details under title: The Dream
(105)
Is Forever
Tomorrow
Truth
About
Murder.
The
Details
under
title: The
Lie

of

Home

on

.12-10

10-29.

. .9-3.
... 10-29
7-9

Disney

From

1-21

.... 10-29

Feature

691

SPECIALS
Along
Came
Jones
(90)
Bells of St. Mary's,
The
Wonder
Man
(T)
(98)

Cooper-Young
Crosby-Bergman
Kaye-Mayo

(125)

Faye-Andrews
Be

Keys

Eythe-Hasso
Power-Fonda

(T)
Home
(T)
(110)

Completed
Completed

...11-27
3-5
7-24

681... 6-25
661
11-26
651... 4-30

NEW

In Production
In Production

(26)
(29)

(0)
(7)

Newspaper
man
and
incidents
through
an

Fonda Tierniy
Prics-Cari
Hod ak-Guild
Hasso-Shepperd
MacMurray-Baxter
Conte- Marlowe
Payne-O'Hara
Andr:ws-Crain
"ndrews-Conte

Sin of
Strange

RELEASE
Title— (tinning

CHART
Cut

Time

a

series

of

inexplainable

and The
King
Brown
Corner,
The

of

Siam

' Rendezvous
24
Shocking
Miss Pilgrim,
The
(T)
Three Little Girls in Blue (T)

COMPLETED
BLOCK
NO. SIX
Keys

of

Fighting

the

Kingdom

Lady,

Gargan-Palmer
Grable-Haymes
Haver-Mature

1-21 . .
...12-10..
11-26..

Peck-Hardwleke

(61)

Gov't

BLOCK

Documentary

NO.
NO.

NO.

Diamond
Horseshoe
(T)
Bull Fighters
(62)

BLOCK

(T)

NINE

O'Shea-Marshall
(73) ... .McDowell-Foster
Fields-Woolley

TEN
(104)

Grable-Haymes
Laurel-Hardy

NO. ELEVEN

NO. TWELVE

of

the

Wild

J. Bennett-Raft
Mitchell-Anderson

(71)

REISSUE

(Reissue)

(81)

COMPLETED
NOT DESIGNATED

Bell tor Adano,
Black
Beauty

Hodiak-Tierney
Freeman-Denning

(103)

4,

Feb.

.Mar.
Mar.

.514.. 12-25
.515 . .1-22
.516.
.517.

.1-22
. .2-5

.519. ..2-19
.518
2-3

2-5.
...9-4.

522

3-5

.520.
.521
April
April.
.May.
..May

.June
.June.

. July.
8-21. .July .
...3-5..

1946

Getting
Fanny

and

Diddlebock,
The

I. Joe

...11-13.
12-10.

Satan

.614.
. 515 .
.1-21
.613
.607.
.606
.616.

Nov,
Feb.
.Aug.

.9-17
11-12
6-11
12-24

.602.
. .8-7

Lloyd-Walburn
Lamarr-Sanders

This
Happy
Breed
?000
Women
Young Widow
Stop

It*.

.1-21.

10-1..
. . .12-24. .

.6-25
. .6-15. . Stn.

.4-30

. 1-11. . Lev.

.1-21
1-21

6gy. .
Hussey-Carroll
11-27.
G.F.D..
Cagney-Sidney
....10-31.. ..5-4.
Livesy-Walbrook
..Foreign.. 6-29. . .Crosby.
.7-27.
5-i;
Darnell-McClure
...7-10...
Colbert-Ameche
...12-11..
.5-29
. . Lev.
.7-10
Bend x-Hayward
1-10
Ski.
.6-11
Rgs
. Powell-Fields
12-13 .8-10.
. 6-16. . L.H..
Bergon-Grarv lie . . .12-13 . 6-30
...4-2
.8-6
Scott-Field
9-18.
Hand
.5-14
Stn.
Meredith
11-27.
.6-2 . Cwn. . .6-25
.7-13.

1945-46 —
Scott-Dvorak

Night

in Casablanca

(T)
(94)
Hollywood
(93)
Cleopatra
(T)
(89)
Chambermaid
(87) ....
Sun
(T)

Gertie's
Garter
by Gaslight

B*l.

1944-45

Abilene

in Casablanca
under title: A

Betilli

..Muni-Baxter

(109)

(72)

of

Dr.

Edwardu

(T)

Marx

...

Brothers

.

. .8-6
10-15

...

L.H..

8-20
Cummlngs-Harrison
Foreign.
.12-14.
. .GFD
8-20
2-22
Gldn
Brencman-Granville
Olivier- Leigh
Foreign
G.F.D. .
Laughton-Britton
2-5 .10-19
. Bog
.Goddard-Hatfteld
.
Jones-Cotten
.... .7-23. . .2-15. . Bog-Mer
. . .3-19
. .Szk.
6-25
.11-30. . Sml
O'Keefe-McDonald
Mason-Calvert
. . . Foreign
GFD. .
For
G.F.n.
O'ivier.New'nn
Montgomery-Mills
Hug.
3-15
GFD
Russell-Huston
. . .Foreign
Bennett-Fields
2-8. . . Bnt. .
Szk
F"ntain«-Olivier
. . . .1-22. . .9-14
. Reissue
Sanders-Hasso
. .10-29
7-24. .12-28.
Bergman-Peck
. ..

.Szk.

10-1

.12-10
.12-10
10-29
11-12

.Psb.
Newton-Johnson
Rohson-Calvert
R'isseM-rlayward

(85)

R^ft-Gardner

. Foreign
. Foreign
3-5

G.F.D. .
..
GFD
3-1. . .Smg.

.1-21

. . . . . . .7-23. . .1-25. . Neb

.2-7

.524. . .4-30
.525. . 4-16
527. . .6-25
.526. . .5-28
.529. . .6-11
528.. .6-11
.523.

UNIVERSAL
1914-45 Features
Westerns
Serials
1945-46 Features
Westerns
Serials

611. . .7-23

.601.. . ,7-f

((48)7)
( 4)
(48)
( 7)
( 4)

NEW

.Jon*.

..3-19.
10-1.

.603. . .6-25
12-24

Rgs
Mr.

The

Henry V (T)
Johnny
in th) Clouds
(88)
Outlaw,
The
Paris — Underground
(97)
Rebecca
(130)
Scandal
in Paris, A
Spellbound
(113)
Derails under title: House

Whistle

1945-46
Fitzgerald-Huston
Landis-Gargan

FEBRUARY

9-4.
12-11.

Gable-Young

And Then There Were None
(97)
Behind
Green
Lights
Details
under title: Precinct 33
A

.Jan.
Jan.

11-13. . .Apr
4-5..
. ...9-18
.

Feb

. .1-22. ..Oct.
. .8-11. . .Jan.
. Aug.
. 11-29.
. . For.

cut

Bedside
Manner
(79)
Blood
on the Sun
(94)
Colonel
Blimp
(T)
(148>
Great
John
L. The
(96)
Guest
Wife
(88)
Hairy
Ape,
The
(90)
Sensations
of 1945
(86)
.
Song
of the Open
Road
(89>
Southerner,
The
(91)
Details under title: Hold Autumn
in Your

Blithe
Spirit
Breakfast
in
Caesar
and
Captain
Kidd
Diary of A
Duel In the

Her
Jones-Price
Bankhead-Eythe

Harold
Woman,

Me

COMPLETED

Adventures
Details

4-2

Juan Quilligan
(75)
Bendix-Blondell
Drtalls under
title: Two-Faced
Quilligan
Where
Do We Go From Here?
(T)
(77) . . . MacMurray-Leslie

Nob
Hill (T)
(95)
Within
These Walls

..11-13.
...5-15.

My Shoulder
under
title:

Abilene
Town
(89)
Details under title:

.Feb.

Don

BLOCK

9-4.
..515.

EIGHT

Molly
and
Me
(77)
Details
nnrt.r title- Mnlly,
Bless
Song of Bernadette
(156)
Royal Scandal.
A (90)
Details
under
title: Czarina

BLOCK

Cregar-Darnell
McGuire-Dunn

(128)

Evidence
(68)
Son of Flicka

BLOCK

Call

2-7.

NO. SEVEN

rtangover Square
(77)
A Tree Grows in Brooklyn

Circumstantial
Thunderhead.

...12-10..
12-24 . .
12-10
.

10-29
.9-17
. .10-1

CHART

Tint

COMPLETED

1944-45

(137)

The

BLOCK

Dunne-Harrison
Jones-Boyer
Ball-Stevens

.

. .6-11. . .Dec.

. .

Niven-Huntley
Hardwicke-Mitchdl

rjiODDCTlON

Story of G.

DetaJb

IN PRODUCTION
Anna
Cluny
Dark

12-10

612.

.10-15
. .8-6
.12-24

Feb..

. 10-15.
. .1-7. .
. .7-23. .
.10-1
. .

Chart

The
(104)
(153)

TIU*-— Billing

Angel On
Details

PRODUCTIONS

uiil get involve, 1 in
ex-wardog
hero.

. . . . Reissue. .

609.
.608

In Production (0)
1941-45 Features
Completed (24)
In Production (3)
1945-46 Features
Completed (22)
Producers:
Small
(Sml.);
Rogers
digs.);
Vanguard
Key to
(Cby.);
Sberman
(Slim.);
Pressburger
(Van
(Psb.);) Crosby
Wanger
(Wgr.);
Ripley-Monter
(R.M.);
Bogeaus
(Bog.)
Les.);
Stromberg
(Smg.); Levey
(Lev.); Cowan
(Cow.);
(Szk.); Nebenzahl
(Neb.); Lesser
Stone (Stn.); Selznick
Loew-Hakim
(L. H.); Skirball
(Ski.); Eagle-Lion
(G. F. D); Cagney (Cgy.); Bronston (Brn.); Hughes (Hug.).

I«

IT SHOULDN'T HAPPEN TO A DOG
jComedy — Started January
22
Cast:
Carole Landis, Allyn Joslyn, Henrv Morgan, Margo Woods,
P.eed Hadley, John Ireland, Roy Roberts, Patricia Knicht,
Charles
Tanner..
Director: Herbert I. Leeds
Producer: Bryan Foy
, Story:

. Jan. .

Stewart-Crane
Tierney-Wi.dc

RELEASE
1944-45 Features
1945-46 Features

. .J-14. .

.Aug.
.. .4-30.
5-28
. .5-14. .
. . . . .. Reissue.
. .2-19. . Oct.
. .4-30. .
Garner-Joslyn
11-26. . Feb..
0 Hara-Haymes

Told

.7-23

. 610

Aug..

Here)

Cartoon

Tierney-Eythe
fayne-Havir

(T)

.605.
.604.

Feb.

. 8-20 . .
. . .3-5
.2-5. . .Nov.
Dec.

uraole-Payne.
Miranda-O'Keefc

(88)
Now
It Can

Johnny
Comes
Flying
Leave
Her To Heaven
Return
of Frank
James
Shock

Way
Ahead.
Wilson
(T)

Tierney-Jeffreys 1-21
10-29
.
Robinson-Young
... 12-10
Warren-Leslie
8-20
.
Weismuller-Joyce
..10-29
McGuire-Madison

It

(70)

(94)
the

..2-5.
.9-17.
12-25 ..Sept..

Crain-Wilde
tiennett-Ey.he

(114)
Life

Street
title:

.12-11. ..Sept.

MacMurray-Bari
Dunn-Ryan
. ..

Last and Always

Somewhere
in the Night
Smoky
(T)
Strange
Triangle
Sentimental
Journey
Spider,
The
(63)
State Fair (T)
(100)
Walk
in the Sun
(117)
Details
under
UA
Release

.8-20. ..
.6-25. ...

Bergman-Grant
Errol-Ncwton

I'll Take

(T)

Miss

Kitten

Colbert-Welles 4-2
Granville-Conway
...7-23

Detector

God,

REISSUE

Junior

.5-28

.2-19.

Raid
(T)

Simple
(97)

. .8-6.

Loder-Long

Colhert-Wayne

Reservations
Without
Details under title: Thanks
Pinocchio

Heart

Colonel
Effingham's
Doll Face
(80)
Dolly Sisters, The
UragonwycK
..

House on 92nd
Details under
Jesse
Jaws

.8-20
.5-14...
..9-3. ...

.

Rogers-Aumont
Kaye-Mayo
Voung-Hale
Carney-Brown

(T)
Master

Vernon-McGuire
Conway-Corday
Fontaine-Stevens

Captain
Eddie
(107)
Caribbean
Mystery
(65)
Details under title: First,
Centennial
Summer
(T)

Give Me the
Fallen
Angel

.10-1.
.9-17.

Hayward-Williams

(70)
title:

613. 12-24
614. .12-24
.611
1-7

.9-3.

Scott- Richards
Langford-Wade
Karloff-lee
Tale of

.12-24

615. .12-24

6-11
12-11

Watch

Dawn

612

Foreign

McGuire-Brent

AT JED

Ding
Dong
Williams
Falcon's
Alibi, The
From
This
Day
Forward
Details under title: All
Game of
Details

Mason-Mannheim
Conway-Jeffrcys
Haley-Jeffries
.. .

(72)

The
(83)
title: Some

Badman's
Territory
Bamboo
Blonde
Bedlam
Details
under title: A

7-9

Completed (48)
Completed ( 7)
Completed ( 4)
Completed (38)
Completed
Completed

( (>)
( A)

PRODUCTIONS

In

In Production
Production
Production
Production
Production
Production

(0)

III!
i.-.)
iin

In
In
In

,111
KM

STRANGE CONQUEST
In
Mystery- Started January M
Cast:
Jane Wyatt, Lowell Gilmore,
Peter Cookson, Julie Bishop,
Milburn Stone, Samuel S. Hinds. Abner Biboi man.
Director: Jack Rawlins
Producer:
Marshall
Grant
Story:

Not

available.

Set

next

issur.

LOVE TAKES A HOLIDAY
Comedy— Started January 15
Cast:
Joan Davis, Jack Oakie, Mischa Auer, Jacqueline deWit,
Gloria Stuart, John Litel, Lewis J. Russell.
Director: Charles Lamont
Producer: Warren Wilson
Exec. Producer: Joseph Gershenson
Story:

Small
town
teacher
a sexy
best-seller.

hits

New

York

and

is

mistaken

for

author

of

PRELUDE
TO MURDER
Mystery— Started January 20
Cast:
Basil Rathbone,
Nigel Bruce, Patricia Morison, Edmond
Breon, Frederic Worlock, Patricia Cameron, Harry Cording
Producer-director:
Roy William Neil
Executive Producer:
Howard Benedict
Story:

Sherlock
\\ atson,

Holmes.
go on i

Universal
ver.

and

RELEASE

Conan

Beautiful
Cheat
(59)
Details under
title: It's Never Too
Blonde
Ransom
(68)
East Side of Heaven
(Reissue)
f»sv
To look
At (64)
Frozen
Ghost,
The
(61)
Honeymocn Ahead
Details under title: Romance,
Inc.

Penthouse of Rhythm
Raiders
Ghost

.11-27.

Granville-Beery

Late

.Collier-Norris
Monre-Arwlll

.

""',' "ar7
(*».
' • ;;
Unde
Western Skies (57)
Details
under
title: Musical
Round-up
Woman
in Green
(68)
Details
under tlt'e: Invitation
to Death

Sanders- Fitzgerald
B'Driscoll-Beery

COMPLETED

'

1945-46

T)
Code
r^T Lawless
r ' nTn,of the
Details
under
title:

Law

for

Wicked
Lady
Wolf
of London.

Cr'™". Canary
<6,4> ,
Details under title:
Hear That Trumpet Talk
Dalton's
Ride Again,
The
(72)
Dead
of the Night
Frontier
Gal
(T)
(84)
Girl On the Soot
Details under title: Serenade for Murder
r'"" Tow"
House of Dracula
(67)
Houss
of Horrors

title:

On

The

Carpet)

Madonna of the Seven
Moons
...
M a 'i
'92)
Men ln GraV
In Her Diary
(73)
Murder
Mansion
Niuht
In
Paradise
Notorious
Gentleman
On
the Carpet
"••laws
of Twin
Forks
Pillow
of Death
(66)
PurM.it
to Algiers
(65)
Details
under
title: The
Fugitive
River Gang
(64)
Details under title: Fairy Tale Murder
Rogue's
Progress
Royal
Mounted Rides Again

(Serial)

1-21
9-17

.11-12.

Sondergaard-Grant
Chaney-Joyce
Montez-Sabu
Rathbone-Bruce
Tone-Foster
....

.10-15.
. .2-19.
10-1.
. 10-29.
.6-11.

Ob;ron-Korvin

. .

Grant-Knight

. ..

Before

Foreign
.6-25. .

..10-5.
.2-1 . . 517
505. .12-10
. 3-1.
. 520
.9-28

504. .10-15

. .11-2.
11-30

.508

.10-20

Mason-Lockwood
Haden-Harvey

The

.12-11.

.6-15.
..6-8.

.9041.

.7-9

Story:

10-24.
. .9-9.

. 9022 .
9003 ..
.. 9681
.9015.
.9011.
.9019.

5-29
8-21

.6-22
.7-25.
5-18.
.5-25.

.9043.
.9780.
.9016.
.9033.
.9014.

..6-1.
.1-19.
.8-17.

9075.
.9039.

9-28.

. .9-3
.6-11
.5-28
. 7-9
.8-20

4-16

. 11-9.
11-23.
12-21.
1-18

.513.
.515

1 11
•12-7.

1104

2-22.

.511.. .1-21
.518.
.519.

lr>1
Oberon-Bey
1-8
Taylor-Grey
1-7
Abbott-Costello .11-12.
Grant-Adams
8-20 .
Chaney-joyce
3-19
Rathbone-Bruce
. . 8-20

12-10

9-14.

12-14.
10-26.

10-2.
..Foreign.
..7-23.

Tttlo — Running

doctor

RELEASE

.512. . . .1-7
.507. .11-12

tangle

in

murder

Tim»

Christmas in Connecticut
(101)
Conflict
(86)
Corn
Is Green,
The
(114)

Stanwyck-Morgan
Bogart-Hobart
..
Davis-Dell

Detallt
Crime
by

Wyman-Cowan i"

inder
Night

title:
(72)

Forty

1944-45

Whacki

in Our

Midst

Morgan-Massey
Sullivan-Dorn
Kenny-Sm th
King:Dsntine
Reynolds-Hutton
Flynn-Brown
Lupino-Greenstreet
Russell Carson
Bogart Bacall

.11-26
.12-24
. .12-24

.10-19.

. .*■>.

6-12.

. .4-7.

11-15.

.11-27
.1-10.
.6-12.
.6-12
2-21 .
. 8-21

1945-46

Alda-King
Bogart-Bacall
.
. Leslie-Aldo
Boyer-Bacall
Emerson-Scott
DeHaviland-Lupino
Scott-Paige
Leslie-Hutton
Crawford-Carson

Nobody
Lives Forever
Of Human
Bondage
One
More
Tomorrow

"arfield-Fitzgerald
. .9-18
"enr id-Parker
.
.7-24
Shcridan-Moran
. . . .11-1
Love

All

Came

True

Ours

^arfc'd-Parker
L<-s! e-Aldo
Flyin-Smilh

REISSUES

It

of

(139)
(110)

Saratoga
Trunk
(135)
Shadow of A Woman
Stol:n
Life. A
Three
Strangers
(93)
Time, The Place and The Girl, The
Too Young To Know
(86)
Two
Mrs. Carrolls.
The
Born
For Trouble
Originally
titled:

.402

8-»

.4-16
..4-2

.401..
.413.. . .3 19
.416.
.415.
.411. .
.5-28
.417.. ..8-7
.2-5
.412.

.2-10
..1-20.
.9-2.
. .3-3.
..6-9.

. . .11-29
8-6
. . . .6-25

...11-27

512

.506. .11-12
.508. .11-26

.

..510.
.'.505'. .10-15
.1-21

. .1-26. .

9-1. .

.
.
.. ..9-27..
.12-29. . .
3-8 . . .1-26
2-16. ..
.
2-19

7-26
10-16

.Coopcr-Bc-gman
King-Prince
Davis-Fnr-i
2-19
Fitzgeraid-Gre-nstreet
1-2?
(T) . . . . M-rnan-Paige
4-2
Leslr-Hutton
2-19
Bogart-Stanwyck
...5-14

. 2-t

. . .12-1. .

. .8-20
. 501 .
.502.
. 509 . 11-26
.rll. ..12-10
. .7-9

. . 507 . .11-26
.504.

Murder

in

the

Big

Johnsnn-Emerson

10-6.

roiart-Shcridan

10-6.

House

.503.

The Most Complete
Production

News
ACCURATE
50

in

.420. . .7-23
.418. . .6-25
.414.
.419 . .4-30
4-2

.3-17.

12-10 .
10-31
12-13
6-25 .11-10.
. .3-9.
4-16 .12-15.
11-16
. '.10-20.
8-20
4-16
..12-25

S'anwyck-Brent
Flynn-Parker
Grant-Smith

.503. .10-29

fall

lei.

.8-11
. .6-12.
. .5-17. .6-30.
8-21.,
.7-21.
. .8-21. .5-19.
4-28.

My Reputation
(94)
Never
Say
Goo-lbye
Night and Day (T)

Blue
(T)

and

..410.. 10-16

Beast With Five Fingers, The
Big Slrep,
The
Cinderella Jones
Confidential
Agent
(118)
Danger
Signal
(78)
Devotion
Her Kind
of Man
Janie
Gets
Married
Mildred Pierce (111)

Rhapsody in
San Antonio

Bruce Bennett.
William Jacobs
mystery

Detain

Flynn-Lupino
...
Crawford-Garfield
Morgan-Leslie

God Is My Co-Pilot
(88)
Escape
in the Desert
(79)
Details under title: Strangers

(0)
(4)

CHART

Escape
Mo Never
Humoresque
Two Guys From
Milwaukee

Pride of the Marines
(119)
Details
under
title. This

12-24
.502. . .10-1

.9-21.

Jean-Brasselle

.509. .11-26
. .510. .12-24

r.alvert-Granger
. Foreign
Lockwood- Mason
Foreign.
Albritton-Hall
.
. 2-19

ami

COMPLETED

.1102

.Foreign
. .9-3. .
. .5-14.
.3-19.

.... 12-24
.
11-12

Singer

Horn
Blows
at Midnight,
The
(78)
Hotel
Berlin
(98)
Janle
(106)
Objective
Burma
(142)
Pillow
To Post
(92)
Roughly
Speaking
(117)
To Have
and Have
Not (101)

.1101.

.516.

. 2-8.

Club

COMPLETED

7-23

.9-3.
.10-15.

Night

IN PRODUCTION
. .9-3
.7-9
.7-23
.6-25
.5-14
.9-18

1-18

10-19.

Grant-Knight
Chaney-O'Driscoll
Lowery-Grey
..

In Production
In Production

(19)
(27)

.9-3

.9-3.
11-26.
9-3.
.1-21.

Curtis-O'Driscoll
Redgrave-Withers
deCarlo-Cameron
Barker-Collier

Completed
Completed

.9045.
.9032.
.9028.

.1-21.

Beery-Collier

Harrison-Palmer
Kennedy-Kennedy

....

..6-26. .5-11.
.11-27. .

.8-6. .

Andrews-Hayward
Grant-Knight

Barker-Bishop
Abbott-Costello

.10-20

THE SENTENCE
Psychological
Mystery — Started January 15
Cast:
Ann Sheridan, Kent Smith, Robert Alda,
Director: Vincent Sherman
Producer:

Foreign.

Durbin-Tone
...
Hattcn-Adams
Collier-Brady

Pecos

It Was

Vengeance

506

9-7. ..501.

Fore 6-11
gn

..8-6
.6-25

. .2-5
5-29. . .7-27. . .9025. . .7-23

Rathbone-Bruce

.

to

514

. .1-22. .10-12

. 9042 .
.9097.

. 4-30.
.5-1.
.1-8.
.9-4.
8-21.

Adventure
for Two
Olivier-Rutherford
Bad Men or the Border
Grant-Armida
Bl0",,'e,A"bl
...Neal-O'DHscoll
Detail,
under
title: Design
for Death

. .

.7-20. . .9044.
.6-15.

Andrews-Carrillo
. . .9-6 '
Lowery-Clements
.'.7-24
..7-6.
Abbott-Costello 2-5' . .7-13.
Oakie-Ryan
9-22.
......".5-14
O'Connor-Ryan
....11-1
. .5-4.
Rathbone- B?uc.
5-1

Cameron-deWit
.
Ryan-Oakle
...

Iff. G'r.' ,
Ll""'
bi;""
(Details
under

Trail

of Ours
(90)
under
title: As

1944-45 Features
1945-46 Features

•9096.
Tracy-Joyce
.
Colbert-William
.9-18. . . 6-29 . .9038.
8-24. .9001.
'
Lane-Kruger
5.
-2
12
Durbin-Bellamy
2-5

(60)
City

Love
Details

...4-16
. .8-6. .12-28

6-28.
.6-15.
.8-10.

. 12-25 .

Cook-Grey
Crosby-Blondell
Jean-Grant
...
Chaney-Ankers
Jones- McDonald

Swing
Out. Sister
(60)
Tha s The Spirit (93)

The

This

Loy-Ameche

.11-12

. 12-24 .

_ 1945.46

Moonlight
and Cactus
*lvsiei, „i the River Boat
(Serial)
Naughty
Nineties.
The
(76)
On Stage.
Everybdoy
(75)
Patrick
the Great
(89)
P'arl ,f o«,th
,69)

CrecPs-

Goes
My
Love
Details
under
title: Genius
in the Family
Spider
Woman
Strikes
Back,
The
Strange
Confession
(62)
Tangier
Terror
by Night
That
Night
With
You
(84)
Details under title: Once Upon a Dream

DeCarlo-Donlevy

I'll Tell the World
Imitation
of Life (Reissue)
Jungle
Captive
(63)
Lady On A Train
(94)

£a

Di

Ermine

So

. .1-21.

(T)

COMPLETED

"t^
The

by

Cookson-Shaw
Robinson-Bennett
Bridges-Wiley
...
Jones-Granville
Mason-Todd
..
Cobum-Simms
..

•etalb

Cut

IN PRODUCTION

p'rTVMan,
Brute

accompanied

CHART

TIM»— IimIii Tim

Shahrazad

Doyle,

Scarlet Horseman, The
(Serial)
Scarlet Street
Secret
Agent
X-9
(Serial)
Scnorita from the West
(63)
Seventh
Veil, The
(94)
Shady
Lady
(94)
Details under title: Alibi in
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EXPLOITATION PICTURE *****
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m>

"THE HARVEY
Metro's

GIRLS"

Choo-Choo

Musical

Not many movies reach theatres pre-sold by a song hit like On the
Atchison, Topeka and the Santa Fe, which pounded the air waves relentlessly for months prior to the release of The Harvey Girls. With the
flying start given this Metro musical by the choo-too tune, the exhibitor
only has to pick it up from there and give a little extra shove to roll in
cashier-swamping grosses. There is plenty to sell in addition to the
Atchison. There is lyrical Judy Garland as a sweet, little tenderfoot
who comes west in quest of a romance that never existed. John Hodiak
for the feminine hearts. Technicolor to brighten the great open spaces.
Preston Foster as a deep-dyed villain and Hodiak's opponent in a
roaring climactic fist fight. There is also a battle royal between
prim and pretty Harvey girls and the wicked can-can dancing girls.
yes, and On the Atchison, Topeka and the Santa Fe. Or did
mention that?
(Continued

on

Next

Page)
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THE HARVEY
C

R

E

0

GIRLS"

A Metro-GoldwynMayer Picture Directed by George Sidney. Produced by Arth'ir
T Freed. Cast: Judy Garland. John Hudiah. Ray Bolger.
Angela Lansbury, Preston Foster. Virginia O'Brien. Kenny Baker, Marjorie Main. Chill Wills. Selena Royle, Ruth
Brady. Cyd Charisse. Words and Music by Johnny Mercer and Harry Warren. Screen
Play by Edmund Beloin, Nathaniel Curtis. Harry Crane. James
Raphaelson
Based
on the Book
by Samuel
Hopkins
Adams.

O'Hanlon

and

Sam. .in

4. Susan becomes the talk of the town when she marches in
on Judge Purvis' honchmen with a pair of six-shooters and
demands that they return the steaks they had stolen from
the restaurant.

1 . It's 1890, and Ohio-bred Susan Bradley (Judy Garland) arrives
in the tough New Mexico pioneer town of Sandrock in quest of the
man who had written 1 er romantic and matrimonial letters. To
her dismay, she learns that the letters were written by Ned Trent,
proprietor of the town saloon, for an amiable drunkard (Chill
Wills). Susan gets a job as a waitress in the new Fred Harvey
restaurant which has just opened in Sandrock.

2. Trent (John Hodiak) regrets his practical joke on Susan and
warns crooked Judge Purvis (Preston Foster), "boss" of Sandrock
who resents the Harvey girls as a dangerous "moral" influence,
not to get rough. Looking on with jealousy is dance hall queen
Em (Angela Lansbury), in love with Trent.

KB? ac*
3. Em and the Alhambra ffirls sing "Oh You Kid" in the saloon,
but Em is worried because Ned Trent has left to dine ft the
Harvey
restaurant.
32

5. Susan's courage stirs Trent's admiration
that he is falling in love with her.

and

he

realizes

4. Em and the saloon girls crash a dance given by the Harvey
girls and, despite the efforts of Trent to keep harmony. Em's
jealousy spurs her on to start a fight between the two factions.

7. Trent and Puivis come to grips when the Judge sets fire
to the Harvey place. They battle amid the flames and Trent
succeeds in convincing Purvis that the Harvey restaurant is in
Sandrock to stay. He gives them the Alhambra to replace
their destroyed building and takes Susan for his bride.
FILM
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THE NEWS
(Continued

'BROTHERHOOD WEEK'
TO AID
INDUSTRY
A new motion picture
industry campaign will be inaugurated
the week of February 16 to 24 when all factions of the industry
will combine to back "American Brotherhood Week." Sponsored
annually by the National Conference of Christians and Jews, the
campaign is headed by the Hon. Harold E. Stassen nationally.
Spyros P. Skouras, 20th Century-Fox president, is industry
chairman.
Highlighting the industry campaign will be a trailer, personally produced by David O. Selznick, with all the major producing companies jointly cooperating by making available rawstock sufficient for 10,000 prints. National Screen will handle the
physical distribution of the subject, titled "The American Creed"
and featuring such stars as James Stewart, Ingrid Bergman, Van
Johnson, Jennifer Jones, Katherine Hepburn, Walter Pidgeon,
Shirley Temple, Eddie Cantor and Edward G. Robinson. The
trailer is offered gratis to all exhibitors
pledging
participation.
Serving as executive assistant to Skouras is Sam Shain.
Charles Reagan, Paramount, heads the distribution committee.
Co-chairmen of the exhibitors committee are Joseph R. Vogel,
Harry Brandt and Harold Mirisch. Harry Goldberg, Warner
Theatres, will ballyhoo the campaign as chairman of the advertising and publicity committee aided by ad luminaries in all the
major distribution companies and several theatre circuits.

*

*

DIGEST
front

Page

19)

bound." Nominees for best actoi were Crosby, Ray Milland for
"The Lost Week-end," Gene Kelly for "Anchors Aweigh," Gregory
Peck for "Keys of the Kingdom" and Cornel Wilde for "A Song
Best Actress
to Remember."
In the best actress group, the winning candidates will be
selected from Miss Bergman, Joan Crawford for "Mildred Pierce,"
Greer Garson for "Valley of Decision," Jennifer Jones for "Love
Letters" and Gene Tierney for "Leave Her to Heaven."

*

SELECT 'OSCAR' CANDIDATES

•

ALLIED UNIT HITS LOCAL CHECKERS
A resolution condemning major distributors for withdrawing
the provision in their contracts against the employment of local
checkers was adopted at the eighth annual general meeting of
Allied of Eastern Pennsylvania in the Warwick Hotel, Philadelphia, last Wednesday <30thh The meeting also expressed its opposition to propaganda in newsreels and to blanket approval of
theatre collections by any organizations. Close to 60 members,
representing over 200 theatres, were in attendance.

PROFITS

•

"The Bells of St. Mary's,"
to last year's Academy
Award winning picture, was onesuccessor
of five films nominated by
members of the industry as a candidate for the annual award9000
of
the Academy of Motion Picture Arts and Sciences to be made at
Grauman's Chinese Theatre in Hollywood March 7.
Stars of
"Bells," Bing Crosby and Ingrid Bergman, both of whom
received top honors in 1944, were again nominated this year for
their performance in the film and the director, Leo MoCarev
received one of the five nods in the megaphoner's division.
The others in the "best picture" stretch were: "The
Lost
Week-end,
"Mildred
Pierce,"
"Anchors
Aweigh"
and
"Spell-

*

Profit (no loss) statements of two major film companies were
revealed last week. One of the statements showed a recordbreaking profit for Universal Pictures, while the net income of
Loew's, Inc., parent of Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer, showed a decline
of one and a half million. However, there were factors in the
Loew's report that indicated no tears need be shed over its plight.
Universal showed net profit of $3,910,928 for the year ended
Nov. 3, 1945, after provision for all Federal taxes. This tidy sum
is a new high for Universal and compares favorably with the
previous fiscal year's $3,412,701. The net per share of stock was
lower, $4.86 compared to 1944's $5.15, but this was due to the fact
that the outstanding stock had been increased more than 140.000
shares in 1945.
Foreign Revenue

Up

Evidence of the importance of the reopened fsreign markets
was contained in the Universal report which showed revenue
from this branch of $22,341,928, another new high in the company's history and an increase of $3,166,945 over the preceding

A nother
Super
Service
from

year.U's annual stockholders' report disclosed a factor which
might cause eyebrow-raising among exhibitors, subjected as they
are to constant claims of increasing production costs as justification for ever-increasing film prices. Amortization of film costs,
royalties, etc., for the 1945 fiscal year totalled $24,881,827 compared
to $24,375,518 for 1944 — a minor increase in the face of U's sales
pressure for higher rentals
Metro Drops — Temporarily

HIGHWAY EXPRESS LINES, Inc.
Frequent Trips to the Airport
for TWA Airfreight

HIGHWAY

EXPRESS

236 N. 23d St.
1239 Vim, St.
Philadelphia 7, P«nn«.

UNES,

Loew's 1945 fiscal year closed August 31 and the net profit waj
$12,913,369 against a total of $14,517,255 for the preceding year, but
the picture for this No. 1 film company is much brighte*" than
this report would seem
to indicate.
First of all, the 1945 statement shows that operating revenues
increased from $165,939,527 in 1944 to $175,534,918 for the past year.
In addition, current and working assets stepped up to $120,835,889
from the previous year's total of $102,205,125. And, adding still
more to the rosy tint of Loew's financial position is the declaration of a decrease in current liabilities from $32,021,027 in 1944
to only

$28,868,487

4 ,

194

Up

Simultaneously with the publication of Loew's annual report,
the company's profit statement for the first quarter of the new
year was made known and it is most encouraging. A net of
$4,333,623 for the 12 weeks ended last Nov. 22, served notice that
the 1944-45 figure will easily be surpassed this year. It compares
with $2,878,242 for the corresponding period in 1944.

INC.

1-225 Vine St.
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• Billy Daniels
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a MITCHELL LEISEN production
Produced

by KARL TUNBERG

Screen Play by KARL TUNBERG

•

Directed by MITCHELL

• Based on a Story by EDWIN
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The United States Supreme Court last Monday gave
the major film companies ample cause to regret that
they have allowed their policies to be dictated by lawyers, rather than by what their conscience told them
was fair and equitable in dealing with exhibitors. The
highest court's reversal of the Chicago Circuit Court
ruling in the Jackson Park Theatre case (see News Digest, Page 18) comes as a stunning blow to the majors,
opening the flood gates for a barrage of law suits seeking triple damages under the provisions of the Sherman
Anti-Trust Act. The precedent may cost them untold
millions of dollars.
Abram F. Myers, general counsel of Allied, has
analyzed the Supreme Court decision from the viewpoint of its effect on the Government's monopoly case
and how it might influence other litigation. We turn
the editorial page over to Mr. Myers:
I. Probable effect on Government

Suit. Our main

interest at this time is in the probable effect of the decision on the Government's anti-trust suit against the
Big Eight, which is now under advisement by a special
statutory court in New York.
Actually, all that the Supreme Court decided was
that there was sufficient proof of injury to the Jackson
Park Theatre, flowing from the admitted conspiracy to
discriminate in the licensing of films, to sustain the verdict for $360,000 in favor of the plaintiffs. The defendants brazenly conceded the illegality of the conspiracy and sought to make capital of it by arguing ( I )
that the conspiracy was so effective the plaintiffs never
had been able to buy in a free market, hence they could
not prove actual loss and (2) the conspiracy involved
price-fixing (minimum admissions) thereby benefitting
rather than injuring the plaintiffs.
2.

4. 194 6

Discrimination is illegal. The gist of the Bige-

low's complaint was that by reason of the conspiracy
they were prevented from securing pictures until after
Balaban & Katz had shown them on the earlier and more
desirable runs. The jury returned a general verdict,
hence it was necessary for the Court, in order to ascertain the nature and extent of the unlawful conspiracy,
to examine the entire record. In doing this the Court
was moved to expressions not strictly relevant to the
question of damages which unmistakably reveal the
Court's attitude toward the system whereby the major
companies consistently discriminate in favor of affliated
theatres and against independents in the licensing of
films.

PARK

3. Proof of damages.

DECISION
One of the great deterrents

to the filing of triple damage suits by independent exhibitors under Sec. 7 of the Sherman Act has been the
difficulty of proving losses resulting from the discrimination. Inthe Jackson Park Case the District Court told
the jury, in effect, that there were two theories of determining the amount of plaintiffs' damages: ( I ) A
comparison of the receipts of the Jackson Park Theatre
for four years preceding 1937 (when it obtained some
films which had not been shown in defendants' theatres)
with the receipts during the five years succeeding that
year (when it obtained no such films due to the introduction of double features); and (2) A comparison of
the earnings of the Jackson Park Theatre, which was
held to the first week of general release, with those of
the nearby Maryland Theatre (B. & K.) which was allowed to exhibit on "C" pre-release run, one week
ahead of the Jackson Park. The Court told the jury
they must choose one or the other of these theories.
The Circuit Court of Appeals and the Supreme Court
both concluded that the jury had based its verdict on
theory No. I.
4. General effects. Industry lawyers will interpret
the decision according to the interest of their clients.
Counsel for the majors will attempt to dismiss it as a
mere ruling on damages. Representatives of the independents will stress the general tenor of the ooinion.
Certainly the majors can derive no comfort from the
decision; it strikes at the heart of their discriminatory
practices. And as pointed out in the annual report, the
case has served to further enlighten the Court concerning conditions in the industry. The Court must have
been impressed by the long line of anti-trust cases
coming before it involving the major companies.
An immediate effect undoubtedly will be to stimulate the filing of triple damage suits, now that the way
has been opened for proving damages based on a comparison of earnings with competing affiliated theatres
which have been the beneficiaries of preferential
treatment.
Another effect may be to upset the Chicago system
of release since it is reported that the Biqelows intend
to supplement their victory by applying for injunctive
relief. Moreover, the distributors and B. & K. may hesitate to continue a system which has been pronounced
illegal and threatens to expose them to a multiplicity
cf private actions.
Eventually the decision will have repercussions in all
situations where discrimination has been systematically
practiced.
The distributors would be in a happier situation today if they had heeded Allied's old plea for "The right
to buy."
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Film Bullqtin is pleased to announce the return to our Editorial Staff
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LIBERTY PICTURES
A new production outfit that is going to be watched
with extraordinary interest is Liberty Pictures.

comment

on

Hollywood's

affair*

These are standards that haven't been noted during
Hollywood's war years, when a boon market scattered
greenbacks luxuriantly on all films — regardless of merit.
An outfit such as Liberty will serve the twofold purpose of

Its owners, backers, operators, executives, etc., consist of Frank Capra, Samuel J. Briskin, William Wyler and
George Stevens — four film men who share two things in
common. All are veterans of World War II and all are vet-

supplying showmen with high calibre product and setting a
pace which will have to be met by its competitors in the
market.

erans of the year's-old campaign for producer-director
autonomy in motion picture production.

THE 'DILLINGER' CASE

Long before the war, Messrs. Wyler, Stevens and Capra had beaten down studio front offices to the point where
they pretty much enjoyed their own ways. But even this,
apparently failed to satisfy their own high notions of how
pictures should be turned out.

It is to be doubted seriously that the motion picture
writers who nominate and select by ballot the contestants
for honors in the annual Academy Awards sweepstakes are
impressed by the literary opinions of Louella O. Parsons and
Jimmie Fiddler.
Nevertheless, these two motion picture commentators

Liberty Pictures is their post-war answer. Briskin's
presence in the outfit corresponds to the post of executiveproducer at a major studio — being concerned principally
with administrative and financial matters.
Liberty Pictures' contract with RKO calls for nine films,
but the company has until 1951 to finish them. This means
that if one show needs two years' preparation, it can have
it. If it is whipped into shape in less time, that's good, too.
But Liberty isn't going to be pressured into meeting release
dates.
The emphasis is going to be on story, and budgets will
be of secondary consideration. As for name players, Liberty is not anxious to saddle itself with an expensive contract
list. Capra and his partners believe that a good yarn will
draw the needed top personalities. Their own stature in the
industry is also a major consideration. A case in point is
the acquisition of Jimmy Stewart for Capra's "It's a Wonderful Life."
As for profits, Liberty will split the melon in equal
slices — which means that each member of the firm will
have a financial interest in the other's work. But when it
comes to the principles of film making, the individual producer is the only one responsible.
From every angle Liberty has the characteristics of a
revolutionary outfit. It is not uncommon to find a single top
Hollywood creator setting up shop on his own. But when
four of the industry's best join hands in a mutual venture,
you have a combination of talent and power that should
not be stopped.

have chosen to make an issue of the choice of Phillip Yordan's scenario for "Dillinger1' as a finalist in the best original screenplay category. Their objections to the gangster
drama are based simply on its unsavory theme.
They have censured the Motion Picture Academy

of

Arts and Sciences for even permitting the film's inclusion as
a contestant. Yet, in every respect "Dillinger" has fulfilled
the requisites for entry by the simple expedient of being
produced in the first place and secondly, by its exhibition in
Los Angeles within the required period of time.
The same

rights of equal opportunity apply both to

MGM all-star epics and "Joe Glutz'' sex shows. Obviously,
Mr. Fiddler and Miss Parsons have not been told the rules
of the Academy.
The all-important point is that Hollywood's writers, unlike representatives of other crafts, do not appear to base
their opinions on the importance of the personalities or
studios involved. "Dillinger" had the disadvantage of a
low budget production by an indeoendent studio. It was a
controversial effort from the outset. Yet, as a writing job
it was superb. It deserved Academy consideration and it
has it. It ought to win the Oscar.
If "Dillinger" does nab the honor, it will serve to reinstate in part the Academy as an institution whose awards
are not achieved in the manner of a popularity contest —
but simply on merit. The recognition of independent pro-

ing in Liberty's avowed determination to elevate script
standards. The names of the men involved instill confid-

duction as a major factor in Hollywood's success as the
world's film capital would help offset charges of "pressure"
and "studio politics."
This may not be the way gossip columnists do business
— but it is a sounder approach for an industry whose claims

ence. And from the exhibitor's point of view, the most
commendable aspect of Liberty's plans is its willingness to
mark time until a story is fully prepared to start production.

to greatness often are dwarfed by its small-time bickering
and lack of self-respect.
DAVID HANNA

There is assurance of careful, thoughtful picture mak-
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'FROM THIS DAY FORWARD1

DEEPLY MOVING

DRAMA

THAT WILL CLICK BIG

Rates • • • generally
BKO Radio
95 minutes
Joan
Fontaine,
Mark
Stevens,
Rosemary
DeCamp,
Henry
Morgan,
Arline
Judge,
Wally Brown, Mary Treen, Renny McEvoy,
Queenie
Smith,
Erskine
Sanford,
Bobby
Driscoll, Doreen MeCann, Theodore Newton,
Ida Moore,
Directed by John Berry.
A deeply moving

as well as timely film,

"From This Day Forward" is likely to be
among the entrants for the best films of
1946. As the first picture to deal with the
problems of the discharged serviceman in
search of a job, this can be heavily exploited to attract ex-soldier patrons, but it
is primarily a love story with a great appeal to the women and, with Joan Fontaine's name strength, it will do good business in all situations. The storv, v/hich is
developed in a series of flashbacks as the
soldier tries to fill out countless Employment Office forms, is intensely human and
its characters
are
true-to-life
Americans.

"DEADLINE AT value;
DAWN'
can

Rates • • on name

Not since "A Tree Grows in Brooklyn" has
the camera pictured average hard-working
city dwellers and their cramped, dingy
quarters with such realism and faithfulness.
John Berry's understanding direction adds
innumerable heart-warmins; and amusing
touches which make the spectator sympathetic toward even the weaknesses of a young
married couple and the wife's manv in-laws
— the main characters in the plot. George
Barnes' camera work rates special mention.
About to get his discharge from the Armv,
Mark Stevens goes to the U. S Emp'n--ment Office to see about a job while his
wife. Joan Fontaine, goes to the doctor to
confirm her hopes about having a baby. As
Stevens fills out endless forms, his mind
goes back to 1937 when he was engaged to
Miss Fontaine and they went to call on her
married sister, Rosemary DeCamp. The
latter's husband, Henry Morgan, is out of
work and she tries to discourage Miss Fontaine from marrying and living' in a squalid
apartment like theirs. Her argu~"»nts rt^
fruitless and, after the marriage, Miss Fontaine goes back to work in a bookstore
while Stevens continues at his factory job
until he is laid off after six months.
Miss

SLOW-MOVING,

Fontaine gets Stevens the job of making
sketches for a book which they don't realize
is an indecent work. He is arrested when
charges are brought against the author, but
the sentence is suspended and he later gets
a swing-shift job until he is called into the
Army. As Stevens finishes filling out his
form, he receives an appointment to see
about
job they
and are
Miss
Fontaine
arrives ato foreman's
tell him that
really
going
to have a baby.
Joan Fontaine, as the loyal young wife,
gives one of her finest performances — her
best since "Rebecca." Mark Stevens, a
handsome voung newcomer, who plays or>posite her, also does a splendid acting- iob
which will win favorable word-of-mouth and
make him a favorite with the ladies He is
a great prospect. Rosemary DeCamp is
outstanding as the heroine's well-meaning,
but discouraged sister and Bobbv Driscoll
turns in a natural and engaging performance as her youngster. Queenie Smith his
a rich character role as a skinflint motherin-law and such dependables as Henrv Morgan, Mary Treen. Wally Brown and Erskine
Sanford al=o cc tribute sterling portravals.
DENLEY

TAL'Y MYSTERY

be sold to arty and action audiences

RKO Radio
83 m mutes
Susan Hayward, Paul Lukas, Bill Williams,
Joseph Calleia, Osa Massen, Jerome Cowan,
Lola Lane, Marvin Miller, Roman Bohnen,
Steven Geray, Constance Worth, Joseph
Sawyer, Joseph Crehan, Jason Robards.
Directed by Harold Clurman.
This grim murder melodrama with an
arty approach muffs its logical audience because it is too laden with philosophical
dialogue to appeal to action or mystery fans.
While the title and name value are fair,
this lacks the realism and suspense of two
recent RKO melodramas, "Murder, My
Sweet" and "Cornered" and it will probably
be relegated to the duals where it should
be coupled with a comedy or musical. The
Clifford Odets screenplay might be a selling
angle for class spots, but his high-sounding
dialogue sounds strange issuing from the
mouths of a wholesome young sailor and a
world-weary taxi dancer.
Director Harold

Clurman's knowledge of stagecraft is discernible in the unusual camera angles and
authentically-sordid touches in this tale of
a down-at-the-heels segment of Manhattan
life, but his pace is far too slow for movie
fare. Only the climax has the customary
speed and exciting action. The title and
theme can be exploited to attract action
fans, but they will be disappointed.
Bill Williams, a young sailor on leave in
Manhattan, finds a large sum of money in
his pocket which he knows must belong to
Lola Lane, a loose lady who got him drunk.
Wandering into a dancehall, Williams meets
Susan Hayward, hard-boiled taxi dancer
who gives him the brush-off but, later, is
attracted by his simplicity. When he tells
her of his predicament, she persuades him
to return the money, but upon reaching
Miss Lane's apartment, they find her murdered. While following up the meager clues,
the two are joined by Paul Lukas, philosophical taxi driver, and the trail leads to
Joseph Calleia, Miss Lane's gangster brother. After the latter beats up Williams

Liters intervenes and tn'-.es them all to Miss
Lane's other haunts in the hope of finding
the killer before t'^e sailor is due back o'.
his ship at dawn. Wiien the police enter
the case, Williams is forced to admit that
he may have killed Miss Lane during i
mental "blackout." Lukas finally clears u~
the mystery by admitting that he killed the
girl because she was breaking up his married daughter's home. Williams then persuades Miss Hayward to return to her home
in Norfolk, Va., which is also hs base.
Susan Hayward does her br°i ictina: job
to date as the disillusioned -"me-a-dance
is conv'"''""Bill°TQr»t
her portrayal utterances.
and philosophical
girl her
for
Williams, who is engaging and natural as the
sailor in trouble, also has the handicap of
unnatural dialogue. Paul Lukas is outstanding as the sympathetic taxi driver and Osa
Massen also contributes a fine dramatic bit.
Lola Lane, Joseph Calleia, Constance Worth
and Marvin Miller are well cast as underworld characters.
DENLEY

'RIVERBOAT RHYTHM1 JUST A CASE OF MAL DE MER
Rates •

+

as supporting dualler in rurals and minor naho-hood

RKO Radio
65 minutes

on theatre owners. "Riverboat Rhythm"
might get some laughs from the kiddies as
an extra Saturday matinee subject.

Leon Errol, Glenn Vernon, Walter Catlett,
Marc Cramer, Jonathan Hale, Joan Newton,
Dorothy
Vaughan,
Ben
Carter,
Mantan
Moreland, Frankie Carle and His Orchestra.
Directed by Leslie Goodwins.
The inane antics of this silly comedy
effort are guaranteed to make the spectator
— and the exhibitor — slightly nauseous.
If that is the best they can do with six or
seven thousand feet of valuable film, Producer Nat Holt, Author Charles Roberts and
Director Leslie Goodwins ought to rack up,
for not only are they wasting RKO's money,
but they are abusing the company's sales
staff in requiring them
to foist such stuff

The messy stew concerns itself with th^
tribulations of Leon Errol, a Mississippi
showboat operator who is forever being
pursued by (a) the sheriff, or (b) the irate
brother of a woman he is alleged to have
deserted thirty years before. He assumes
countless disguises, but none of them are
clever enough to hide the fact thit he is
trying too hard to make you laugh.
Walter Catlett and tho~e Colord comics,
Ben Carter and Mantan Moreland, also
labor to tickle the spectator -- with little
success. Frankie Carle and his Orchestra
is an added attraction.
WAX
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20th CEVTURY-FOX
'A YANK IN LONDON'

WELL-MADE

... 1 March Release

BRITISH COMEDY-DRAMA

Rates • • as dualler; more in class spots
20th Century-Fox Release (Herbert Wilcox)
106 minutes
Anna Neagle, Rex Harrison, Dean Jagger,
Robert Morley, Dame Irene Vanbrugh, Pfc.
Elliott Arluck, Nancy Price, Francis Pierlot, Jane Darwell, Walter Hudd, Edward
Rigby.
Directed by Herbert Wilcox.
This well-made British cumedy-drama will
aid in improving Anglo-American understanding and good-will, but it seem;- slightly
dated in these post-war times. Dean Jagger's name, added to those of Anna Neagle
and Rex Harrison, two of Britain's most
popular stars who are fairly well-known
here, give "A Yank in London" some mild
marquee draw, especially in the first-runs
and class spots. However, the picture will
seem over-long and lacking in excitement
to naborhood audiences and action fans.
Produced and directed by Herbert Wilcox
early in 1945 and released in England as
"I Live in Grosvenor Square," the story is
laid in and around war-time London, but is
primarily a romantic
tale with
only one

brief combat scene. It deals with the romance between a waist-gunner in the USAAF
and a Duke's daughter who had been engaged to a British officer. All three accept
the inevitable gracefully and there is no
resentment on the Britisher's part, although
he wins out in the end due to the American's sacrificial gesture. The numerous
human interest and comedy touches showing how the British first resented the American soldiers and later took them to their
hearts, are delightful even if they do slow
the progress of the main plot. Herbert
Wilcox's direction is splendid throughout
and his characters are always believable.
After arriving in London, Dean Jagger, a
waist-gunner in the USAAF who hails from
Arizona, and his Brooklynite pal, Pfc. Elliott Arluck, are billetted in the ancestral
home of Robert Morley, an English duke.
When Morley invites Jagger to his country
estate for a week-end, the American meets
Anna Neagle, the Duke's daughter, and Rex
Harrison, her fiance, a British officer seeking election to a public office. Jagger and
Miss Neagle fall in love, but she refrains
from telling Harrison because it might up-

set him during his election campaign. However, Harrison becomes aware of the growing romance and, following his election defeat, he agrees to bow out of Miss Neagle's
life. Jagger's efforts to keep Miss Neagle
from learning that he has been trying for
active combat duty results in a misunderstanding between them but Harrison brings
them together again. In the climax, Jagger,
returning from a combat mission in a damaged plane, sacrifices his life in order to
prevent his crashing on an English village
and Miss Neagle is reunited with Harrison.
Anna Neagle, who resembles Irene Dunne
in manner, gives a sympathetic portrayal
of the aristocratic heroine. Rex Harrison
is sunve and likable as the friendly British
officer. Dean Jagger is a splendid choice
for the role of the American flyer and Pfc.
Elliott Arluck gets many laughs as his
down-to-earth Brooklynite pal. Two fine
■J.X
British character actresses, Nancy Price and
Dame Irene Vanbrugh, stand out and Jane
Darwell is seen in a brief American-made
scene. Irene Manning plays herself in a
London canteen sequence.
DENLEY

'SCARLET STREET' A SORDID TALE, BUT SWEET BOXOft

Rates • • • or better generally

Universal
100 minutes
Edward G. Robinson, Joan Bennett, Dan
Duryea, Rosalind Ivan, Samuel S. Hinds,
Margaret Lindsay, Jess Barker, Arthur Loft,
Vladimir Sokoloff, Russell Hicks, Charles
Kemper, Anita Bolster, Byron Foulger,
Cyrus Kendall, Fred Essler, Edgar Dearing,
Directed by Fritz Lang.
The publicity attendant to the New York
Censor Board's temporary banning of
"Scarlet Street" and its censorial difficulties
in other cities will boost this sordid psychological melodrama to a top box-office attraction. And Universal's effective advertising campaign will do it no harm. Despite
a few minor cuts, it remains an unedifying
talo of weakness, brutality and passion and,
as such, it is strictly adult fare. The first
of
Walter Wanger's Diana productions
starring
Joan Bennett and the other two
stars of -Woman in the Window," this has
characters and a general theme similar to
that successful grosser, but without the latter's surprise ending. Audiences will be
fascinated, by the chief characters of the

harlot, her pandering boy friend, the spineless bank cashier and his nagging wife, and
interest will be maintained throughout because of Dudley Nichols' tightly-written
and realistic script. Based on the French
novel and play, "Le Chienne," the locale has
been changed to present an unashamed picture of the seamier side of Greenwich Village life and few of the intimate and untidy
details in the life' of a kept woman are left
to the spectator's imagination. Director
Fritz Lang stresses shadows and unusual
camera angles which do much to create the
depressing, tragic mood of the film.
Edward G. Robinson, a mild-mannered
bank cashier who has just received a gold
watch for 20 years of faithful service to his
firrr, rescues Joan Bennett from getting a
beating from Dan Duryea, who flees. The
girl doesn't reveal that Duryea is actually
her lover and, when she learns that Robinson dabbles in painting, she takes him for
a successful artist. At the urging of Duryea, she persuades Robinson to set her up
in an apartment where he can take his
paintings away from his nagging wife,
Rosalind Ivan. When Duryea needs money,
he tries to sell some of the paintings and.

'HIT
THE HAY' POOR JUDY CANOYA
Rates • •

when they create a sensation in the art, he
forges Miss Bennett's name to them. When
Robinson, who has been stealing from his
firm to support Miss Bennett, finds out
about the paintings, he is not resentt, 1, but
delighted that his work is recognized. His
wife's former husband turns up unexpectedly, and Robinson rushes to ask Miss Bennett to marry him, only to find her in Duryea's arms. When she taunts him, he kills
her with an ice-pick and Duryea is convicted of the murder and electrocuted. In
disgrace as an embezzler and unable to cash
in on his paintings which are credited to
the dead girl, Robinson becomes a derelict,
haunted by his guilty conscience.
Joan Bennett, who gives a relentlessly
unsympathetic portrayal of a scheming
trollop, and Dan Duryea, who specializes in
sly, cheap, worthless characters, are both
splendid. Edward G. Robinson is inclined
to over-do his mousey portrayal, but he is
excellent in the film's dramatic climax.
Rosalind Ivan is again the shrewish wife to
the life and Margaret Lindsay does surprisingly well in a new type of role for her
— a cynical room-mate.

LEYENDECKER

VEHICLE

5S supporting dualler in naborhoods and rurals
"William Tell" is hoked up to become
Columbia
"Tillie Tell." But the result is neither fish
62 minutes
nor fowl nor bonaflde opera and the class
music won't attract opera lovers, and Judy's
Judy Canova, K> s Hunter, Fortunio Bonafollowers will be disappointed to find that
nova, Doris Merrick. Francis Pierlot, Gloria
she offers only a snatch of her familiar
Holden, Grady Sutton. Clyde Fillmore, Luis
Alberni, Paul Stanton, .Vaurice Cass, Louis
warbling in "Old MacDonald Had a Farm."
The story is inane and ridiculous and filled
Mason, Gertrude Astor.
with kick-in-the-pants type of humor and
the players act in the broadest possible
Columbia dishes out a tasteless mess oi
fashion at all times. Only Miss Canova and
Grady Sutton manage to squeeze out a few
musical corn in "Hit the Hay," a weak
vehicle for Judy Canova whose name value
legitimate laughs. Best response may come
in rural locations where Canova has a
is this programmer's sole asset. The hillfollowing.
billy star works hard with her mugging and
clowning to get mild laugh returns, but, in
With the Civic Opera facing ruin because
the wealthy Paul Stanton refuses to finance
the picture's
demonstrates that operatic
she has excerpts,
a voice she
of unusual
the company any longer, Ross Hunter, son
of the owner, finds Judy Canova singing
power and range. Arias from "Rigoletto"
operatic arias while milking a cow. Learnand
"Martha"
are sung
straight,
while
MORE
REVIEWS
ON PAGE 15
8

ing that she is actually the daughter of one
of the company's early stars, Hunter exploits her as a discovery from her home
town and has the mayor and reporters meet
her at the train. In spite of her rigid schedule of study, Judy remains an awkward
farm girl and, in desperation, Hunter makes
up a young actress to look like Judy and
act her part for the opening. Despite the
efforts of Gloria Holden, a jealous prima
donna, to foil the plan, Judy sings from the
wings and is acclaimed by the public. Judy
later announces that she refuses to deceive
the public further but, to save the opera
company, she evolves a new plan. When
the second opera opens, the amazed audience hears Judy
"WilliamandTell,"
but Stanton
finds swinging
it entertaining
the
Civic Opera is saved.
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Your First and Foremost Job is to

COLLECT AT EVERY SHOW!
The Red Cross Work Must Go On! Your Heart -Your Showmanship is needed!
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+

Sign the Pledge Card and return it to your Area Chairman!
Contact Your Local Red Cross Chapter!
See your Newspaper
16 Page Pressbook

Editors and Radio Stations at once!

and Campaign

Kit with all plans now

ready!

FREE TRAILER will be sent you! Use it every show!
Lobby Accessories Going To You!

** f

RALLY TO THE FLAG OF MERCY!
The American Red Cross again has called on the showmen of the motion picture
industry to aid in collecting necessary funds. Never before have the needs of the Red
Cross been greater than they are today and all of us must rally to the support of this great humanitarian
organization in its vital post-war work. It is a challenge we must meet just as we did during the war.
In those dreadful years F.xhibitors all over our nation supported every worthy cause with a zeal that
won them lasting admiration. They were backed-up by the men and women in our studios and in the
distribution departments, and their united efforts brought successful fulfillment to every task set before
our industry.
Today we must continue to carry on the patriotic work we are so well equipped to accomplish.
At home we face the problem of rehabilitating our returned soldiers and bringing sorely needed help
to our wounded men, bed-ridden in hospitals. All over the world millions of men, women and children,
who have felt the cruel impact of war, are looking to America for relief and the Red Cross will play a
big part in this important job.
If we are to have the peaceful world we so earnestly pray for, we cannot let down the Red Cross
now. Its flag is a symbol of mercy to all who behold it and for those who need food and shelter it means
life and hope for the future.
Exhibitors, everywhere, organize your forces now to deliver the great sum of money so urgently
needed by The American Red Cross!
The motion picture industry will not fail this great cause

r

collect - COLLECT !

Symbol of the

MOTION PICTURE INDUSTRY
-and the Drive! March 20th-26th
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THIS DELIVERS
YOUR

FILM... NOW

MAKE

IT DELIVER FOR THE RED CROSS!

Painted White, It Makes the Perfect Collection Container!

I his Advertise went (ontributeapv :
COLUMBIA
20th
CENTUR

-GOLDWYN-MAYER
• PARAMOUNT
PICTURES • RKO
ED ARTISTS
UNIVERSAL
PICTURES
• WARNER

RADIO PICTURES
BROS. PICTURES

Support
the

RED CROSS
DRIVE
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20 - 2(i

INDUSTRY

PLEDGES

AID

Once again, the motion picture industry has given its
assurances of unstinted cooperation to the American Red
Cross in the 1946 drive for funds, which will be observed
March 20 to 26 in the theatres of the nation.
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the needs of the Red Cross in the post-war years. The
4-point R-C program includes: care of American service
men abroad; hospital service; the needs of returned service
men, and assistance in time of civilian disaster. In addition
to Mr. Skouras, the meeting heard Jack Kirsch, Si Fabian,
Martin Quigley, Arthur Mayer, Sam Rinzler and Red Cross
officials William A. Given and L. C. Boochever.

Over one hundred prominent industry figures gathered
at the kick-off luncheon held recently at the St. Moritz
Hotel, New York, to hear national industry chairman Spyros
P. Skouras and other speakers address the assemblage on
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'YOUNG WIDOW1

Rates

JANE RUSSELL DEBUT A DUD

generally, slightly more it hea vily exploited
be unfavorable. Grosses will be only fair,
United Artists (Hunt Stromberg)
or slightly better where heavily exploited.
101 minutes
The story, based on a novel by Clarissa
Fairchild Cushman, is one of those radio
Jane Russell, Louis Hayward, Faith Domersoap operas that is aimed at feminine tear
gue, Kent Taylor, Penny Singleton, Marie
ducts. But with the frozen-faced, surly and
Wilson, Norman Lloyd, Connie Gilchrist,
unsympathetic-looking Jane Russell walking
Cora Witherspoon, Steve Brodie, Richard
through the leading part, the picture never
Bailey, Robert Holton, Peter Garey, Bill
stirs the emotions. Nor does Edwin L.
Moss, Bill "Red" Murphy.
Marin's pedestrian direction lift it. The
Directed by Edwin L. Marin.
100-minute running time is padded with
some amusing comic characters who conThe debut of Jane Russell, up to now the
tribute afew laughs, but add nothing to the
plot development. Male audiences will find
most widely publicized girl never to appear
on the screen, is a dud. It makes one feel
it extremely tiresome.
Rorry for Howard Hughes, who spent a
Jane Russell, young widow of a flyer killed over Berlin, returns to this country from
fortune ballyhooing the girl, only to have
England and makes an unsuccessful try at
his p:cHire, "The Outlaw," banned by the
living with her two widowed aunts on a
Ha'-s Office. Now, Hunt Stromberg, with
Virginia farm. Haunting memories of her
a glorious opportunity to capitalize on her
late husband drive her back to New York
fame, delivers this long drawn-out, obvious
and, on the train, she meets Louis Hayward
tear-jerker in which Miss Russell performs
with all the trrlent of a wooden Indian.
and repels the attempts of the Army flyer
to be friendly. In the city, she goes to live
United Artists' advertising staff undoubtedly
will labor the plentitude of sexy photos on
with Penny Singleton, who has another
roomer Marie Wilson, a dizzy blonde with
the curvaceous young lady, but "Young
innumerable servicemen in tow. When
Widow" will not respond past the very early
runs, because word-of-mouth definitely will
Hayward again turns up, his continued at-

tentions annoy Miss Russell until he realizes she is still "carrying the torch" for her
late husband. After witnessing a subway
accident, Miss Russell writes it up and rejoins the staff of the newspaper where she
once worked. She and Hayward fall in love
and she almost accepts his proposal of marriage when the strains of her late husband's
favorite song convince her she can't forget
him. But, later, when Hayward gets his
flying' orders to go to Tokyo, Miss Russell
races out to the field to wave h'm troodb^e.
With her looks and figure, .Tain Ru s-*ll
might make
woman"
roles good
such in
as soph'st-'e^t^d
Gail Patrick "otrnr
plnys.
but she still needs plenty of trai"i"T •'1C5 an
actress. Although not idea'l" cast as an
audacious young lieutenant. T.ouis Hi-w?rd
does good work in his rompn+;c scenes, unreal as they are, and Kent T*>"lor is adequate as the heroine's faithful friend. Pennv
Singleton, who sounds as if she were still
playing "Blondie," and Marie Wilson, as a
nit-wit showgirl, brighten up several scenes
and Faith Domergue stands out in a tragic
bit.
YORK

'MURDER IN THE MUSIC HALL' MYSTERY AND ICE-SKATING
Rates • • + as top dualler generally
Republic
84 minutes
Vera Hruba Ralston, William Marshall,
Helen Walker, William Gargan, Nancy
Kelly, Jerome Cowan, Ann Rutherford, Edward Norris, Julie Bishop, Jack LaRue,
Frank Orth, Fay McKenzie, Paul Hurst, Uka
Gruning, James Craven, Anne Nagel, LeRov
Mason, Mary Field.
Directed by John English.
A formula murder - mystery enacted
against lavish ice - skating backgrounds.
"Murder
the Music
Hall" is Vera
entertaining
fare
for ingeneral
audiences.
Hruba
Ralston, who always shows to best advantage on the ice, heads a cast of capable and
familiar players, which qualifies this as a
top dualler outside of the deluxers. Title
and theme will also appeal to action fans.
The story, implausible but well-contrived,
wastes no time in establishing a motive for
murder and the half-dozen suspects include
current and former members of an iceskating troupe. Suspense is neatly maintained throughout and, although eagle-eyed
who-dun-it fans will spot Jerome Cowan in
his blind man get-up and believe they have

the case solved, a surprise twist pins the
murder on a totally-unsuspected party. Several spectacular skating routines add t>roduction flash and Fay McKenzie warbles
two novelty tunes, "Mess Me Up" and "My
Pushover Heart," in a cafe sequence. But,
although these are pleasing interludes, thev
merely serve to delay the denouement for
the mystery addicts.
Vera Hruba Ralston, featured skating
ballerina at the Music Hall, is startled to
see Edward Norris watching her during her
performance and, later, she goes to h)9
apartment near the theatre. Just returned
from a five-year prison stretch, for murdering her former skating partner, Norris attempts to blackmail Vera into starring in
a show he plans to produce, but she refuses
and leaves. Realizing she has forgotten her
purse, she returns to Norris' apartment
shortly after to find him murdered, but William Marshall, the orchestra leader who had
followed her there, promises to destroy all
evidence of her visit. • Marshall traces a
glove found in the apartment to Nancy
Kelly, former ice show star now married
to Jerome Cowan, a columnist, and she admits having been there. A blind man who
had seen Miss Kelly enter Norris' apartment is traced by Marshall, but he later

turns out to be Cowan, who had followed
his wife to protect her. William Gargan,
police inspector on the case, quizzes several
other suspects, including Julie Bishop, who
had been in love with Vera's dead partner
and had always suspected her of the first
murder. When Miss Bishop collapses, Ann
Rutherford, the fluttery understudy, goes on
and gives a brilliant performance. Later,
v.'hiie Gargan is questioning Vera, the latter
hears a woman's voice humming a tune that
Norris had played for the first time in his
pnartment the day he was murdered. When
tho murderess confesses, Vera is able to rer-,-7 her romance with Marshall, who loves
her.?Tis^ Ralston is ideally cast as a skating
ballerina and she handles her dramatic
scenes effectively enough, but she is overshadowed by four attractive and capable
leading women — Nancy Kelly, as one of
the chief suspects, and Helen Walker, Ann
Rutherford and Julie Bishop, all members
of the ice show. William Marshall shows
promise as the handsome blonde musical director in love with Miss Ralston. William
Gargan
repeats his
detective
characterization
andmatter-of-fact
Jerome Cowan
and
Edward Norris also stand out.
YORK

'IDEA GIRL' LIVELY AND FUNNY MUSICAL PROGRAMMER

Rates • • as supporting dualler
Universal
60 minutes
Julie Bishop, Jess Barker, George Dolenz,
Alan Mowbray, Joan Fulton, Grady Sutton,
Virginia Christine, Arthur Q. Bryan, Laura
Deane Dutton, Maurice Cass, Ruth Lee,
Lane Chandler, Sarah Padden, Charlie Barnett and His Orchestra.
Directed by Will Jason.

An entertaining musical programmer with
several genuinely-funny moments, "Idea
Girl" will fit neatly into the supporting spot
on almost any dual bill. Although the cast's
name value is mild, Charlie Barnett and His
Orchestra will attract the 'teen age fans.
While the story is nonsensical, the pace is
fast, the dialogue amusing and two songs,
"I Don't Care If I Never Dream
Again"
MARCH

4,

1946

and "I Can't Get You Out of My Mind,"
warbled by Laura Deane Dutton, are logically introduced during a night club sequence.
In addition, Barnett's orchestra puts over
"Xango" in lively fashion. Julie Bishop
does nicely as a lady song-plugger and Jess
Barker is adequate as the frantic song publisher, but it is the supporting players, who
add most to the fun. Alan Mowbray, as
Barker's roving-eyed partner, and Joan
Fulton, as a dumb blonde receptionist, give
broadly comic portrayals and Arthur Q.
Bryan gets howls as a lisping songwriter
intent on warbling his own tunes.
Julie Bishop is hired as a song-plugger
for a Broadway music firm by Alan Mowbray while the latter's partner, Jess Barker,
is on a road trip. When Barker returns
and finds he is unable to fire the girl because of her five-year contract, he grudgingly decides to fall in with her song contest

idea. Among the entries is one from George
Dolenz, an amateur composer who has tried,
without success, to get Mowbray's firm to
hear his songs. Meanwhile, Miss Bishop
gets back in Barker's good graces by signing two top songwriters, but Barker later
learns she has given them outrageous terms
that may put the firm into bankruptcy.
Dolenz's song, submitted under a pseudonym, is selected winner and the Mayor,
himself, agrees to sing it on the air, but the
composer fails to call for his prize. The
firm then faces charges of using the mails
to conduct a fraudulent contest but Dolenz
finally is discovered. The publishers are
cleared and Barker at last decides that Miss
Bishop is necessary to the firm — and to
him.
LEYENDECKER
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id by JOHN ENGLISH

•

Screen Play by FRANCES HYLANO sod LASZLO GOROG

•

Original Story by ARNOLD PHILLIPS and MARIA MAIRAY

•

Associate Producer HERMAN
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SUPREME COURT UPHOLDS TRIPLE DAMAGES FOR CHICAGO EXHIBITOR
In one of the most important legal decisions involving the
motion picture industry ever handed down, the United States
Supreme Court last Monday (Feb. 25) reversed the U. S. Circuit
Court of Appeals in Chicago and ruled that the Jackson Park
Theatre in that citv is entitled to treble damages of $360,000 from
the major distributors and the B. & K. Circuit. The anti-trust
case, which has becoms known in the trade as the Bigelow case
(Florence Bigelow is one of the owners of the Jackson Park),
was originally decided by a District Court jury in favor of the
plaintiffs on the basis of an estimated $120,000 loss due to discriminatory practices by the defendants, but that decision was
reversed by the Circuit Court, which, in turn, has now been overruled by the nation's highest tribunal. The 7-1 decision was written by Chief Justice Stone, Justice Frankfurter dissenting and
Justice Jackson not participating.
The Supreme Court opinion, which is expected to bear considerable weight on the pending New York monopoly case, confined its specific finding to the question of whether there was
sufficient evidence of damages and declared: "We conclude that
there was evidence to support a verdict for damages on at least
one theory on which the case was submitted to the jury." However, it was added, "We do not imply that the verdict could not
be supported on some other theory".
It is likely that the ruling will require Chicago's system of
uniform release zoning and price-fixing to be discarded, inasmuch
as the Bigelow case was an attack on the practice by which the
affiliated circuits monopolized the city's prior runs. The Jackson
Park Theatre, plaintiffs contended, has been unable to obtain any
product ahead of its B. & K. opposition since 1937 when double
features became the general policy in Chicago.
The defendants based their claim of damages on a comparison
of the Jackson Park's earnings before and after the conspiracy
became effective and also on the comparative earnings of their
theatre and a B. & K. competitive house, the Maryland. The
District Court jury's decision was arrived at by comparing the
Jackson Park's earnings for several years prior to 1937 with the
earnings thereafter, when it could no longer secure prior-run films.
The $120,000 verdict is trebled under the provisions of Sec. 7 of
the Sherman Anti-Trust Act.
In upholding this verdict, Chief Justice Stone declared:
"Upon the evidence in this case, it is indisputable that the
jury could have found that during the period in question a first
or prior-run theatre possessed competitive advantages over later
run theatres because of its greater capacity to attract patronage
to pictures which had not been shown elsewhere, and its ability
to charge higher admission prices that subsequent-run theatres,
and that other things being equal, the establishment of the discriminatory release system was damaging to the petitioners who
were relegated by it to a playing position inferior to that of their
competitors."
The defendants had not contested the lower court's findings on
the conspiracy to control exhibition by the run system and pricefixing, but confined its appeal to the issue of the validity of the
computation of damages. The Supreme Court decision, however,
had some things to say on those issues:
"The evidence here was ample to support a just and reasonable inference that petitioners were damaged by respondents' action, whose unlawfulness the jury has found, and respondents do
not challenge. The comparison of petitioners' receipts before and
after respondents' unlawful action impinged on petitioners' business afforded a sufficient basis for the jury's computation of the
damage, where the respondents' wrongful action had prevented
petitioners from making any more precise proof of the amount
of the damage.
"We do not mean to indicate by what we have said that the
jury could not, on this record, have found a conspiracy for fixing
minimum prices or that the Chicago system of release was not an
unreasonable restraint of trade in other respects."
Justice Frankfurter contended that there was not sufficient
proof of the extent of damage to the Jackson Park upon which to
make an award. He pointed out that the Federal Government
can employ preventive and punitive remedies against violators of
the anti-trust laws.
Will Seek Injunction
Prompt repercussions to the Supreme Court decision were
heard in certain quarters. In Washington, U. S. Attorney General
Tom C. Clark expressed the opinion that it helps the Government
18

in its other anti-trust proceedings against the major film companies and large theatre chains. In Chicago, Thomas A. McConnell, attorney for the Jackson Park, announced that he would
seek an injunction restraining the major distributors from continuing the Chicago clearance system, which the Supreme Court
called "discriminatory". McConnell said he would apply for the
injunction of Federal Judge Michael Igoe and, if granted, it would
break down the present system by which the B. & K. and Warner
chains control most of the favorable runs in the city.

GOV'T PLAN FOR SCHINE BREAK-UP

A concrete program for reorganization of the Schine Circuit,
providing for divestiture of a large number of the chain's theatres,
was submitted by the Department of Justice to U. S. District
Court, Buffalo, in accordance with Section 3 of Federal Judge
John C. Knight's decision of last October in the Government's
anti-trust case. The Court had ruled that the circuit, in conspiracy with the major distributors, had "monopolized the business of operating theatres. . .in various towns and cities" and
ordered that its ownership and control be "dissolved, realigned,
or reorganized".
The plan suggested by the Government in answer to Judge
Knight's order that competition be restored in areas now dominated by Schine provides for the sale of some of the chain's houses
in larger cities and in towns where it controls the only theatre.
The aim of reorganization, according to assistant U. S. Attorney
General Robert L. Wright, is "to insure such restoration of theatre operating competition in the future in the areas involved without eliminating the defendants as a substantial competitive factor
in these areas". He pointed out that in Utica, Buffalo. Glens Falls
and Norwich, N. Y., and in Salisbury, Md., wher» there is competition, the Schine holdings would not be disturbed.
Must Drop 'Closed' Towns
However, the defendants will be required to dispose of holdings in each of the following towns having only ons theatre: in
New York — Bath, Carthage, Dolgeville, E. Rochester. Fairport,
Hamilton, Hudson Falls, Newark, Perry, Penn Yan, Saranac Lake
and
Lake; in Maryland — St. Michaels; in Delaware —
LaurelTupper
and Milford.
In the following group of towns, the Schine chain will be required to divest itself of all theatres, except one in each town: in
New York — Amsterdam, Auburn, Canandaigua, Corning, Cortland,
Geneva, Gloversville, Herkimer, Ilion, Little Falls, Lockport, Ogdensburg, Oneonta, Oswego, Salamanca, Seneca Falls and Watertown; in Delaware — Ashland, Athens, Belief ontaine and Bucyrus;
in Ohio — Kent, Piqua, Ravenna, Tiffin and Wooster; in Maryland
— Cambridge and Easton; in Kentucky — Lexington, Middlesboro.
Maysville, Paris and Richmond. The defendants will have 30 days
from the date of approval of the Government's plan to choose the
theatre it will keep. In Rochester, the circuit must decide which
theatres it desires to retain between the Riviera and the Liberty
and between the Monroe and Madison. Again, the Government's
plan allows 30 days from the date of approval by the Court for
the choice to be made.
Pooling Deals To Go
The Schine interests in the following towns in which it has
pooling arrangements are to be disposed of by sale of its stock:
in New York — Ballston Spa, Granville, Mechanicville and Whitehall; in Ohio — Fostorio, Medina, Norwalk and Shelby. In Syracuse the pooling arrangement will be dissolved by the sale of its
stock in the SKE Operating Company.
(Continued on Page 30)

GALLUP

JOINS FILM BULLETIN

Bruce Gallup, prominent industry figure in the advertising
and publicity field, last week became associated with Film Bulletin
City.
in
the capacity of Business Manager.
Mr. Gallup will headquarter at our New York offices in Radio
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THE BLUE DAHLIA
Ladd As They Love Him i
It was exactly four years ago this month that
an unknown film player — slight of physique
and not handsome in the usual Hollywood
style — flashed across the movie firmament in
the role of a steely-eyed, hard-boiled killer
in a minor little epic called This Gun for Hire.
But Alan Ladd was no flash, for he has remained high in Paramount's particular heaven
of stars ever since. Now he returns in the
same kind of part that first brought him fame
and the notices on The Blue Dahlia sound like
it is occasion for huzzahs from both exhibitors and Ladd fans. He's a cold-blooded
character again, but a war vet and a bit
more sympathetic — which should please the
ladies who adore him no end. For added
marquee value there is the same Veronica
Lake, who helped launch his career in This
Gun for Hire. There is William Bendix, too,
as Ladd's wounded buddy. And — please note
particularly — the cast includes two of the
principals from the current click, Lost WeekEnd, Doris Dowling and Howard da Silva.
She's the barroom dame who yearned for Ray
Millandhere
andis he's
news
Ladd.the bartender. But the big
(Continued on Next Page)

Alan Ladd

comes

back in the kind of

role that first zoomed

him to movie

fame. He's seen as Johnny Morrison,
war vet with steely eyes and a steady
gat-hand, who knows how to deal with
double - crossing
dames
and
guys.

EXPLOITATION PICTURE
fC.ontinuptl from Preceding Page)
t t

THE

BLUE

CREDITS

DAHLIA'

A Paramount
Picture.
A George
Marshall
Production.
Directed
by George
Marshall.
Produced
by John
Hou.eman.
Cast:
Alan
Ladd,
Veronica
Lake.
William
Bendix,
Howard da Silva. Doris Dowling.
Tom
Powers.
Hugh
Beaumont.
Written
by Raymond
Chandler.
Director ot Photography,
Lionel
Lindon.
A.S.C.

4. Meanwhile, Johnny, wandering around, is picked up by
Joyce (Veronica Lake), who, he later learns, is Harwood's
wife.
They become attached to each other.

1. Three discharged veterans, Johnny Morrison (Alan Ladd), Buzz
Wancheck (William Bendix) and George Copeland (Hugh Beaumont).
arrive in Hollywood and go into a bar where they order bourbon —
with bourbon chasers. Buzz almost gets into a right with a marine
over the latter's playing the jukebox, until he learns that Buzz has a
stell plate in his skull and can't stand the noise.

5. Later, Johnny meets a couple of men who offer to find
ahim,
roomhe for
him.them
He goes
along, but
try to "roll"
gives
the works.
Thewhen
hotelthey
proprietor
tips
off Harwood, who is suspected of Helen's murder, but
Johnny
him off. gets away before Harwood's thugs arrive to knock

2. Johnny goes home only to find a wild party in progress and his
wife, Helen (Doris Dowling) obviously enamored of Eddie Harwood
(Howard da Silva), owner of the Blue Dahlia cafe. When Johnny
sees them kissing, he socks Harwood and throws him out.

4. He joins Buzz and George at their house and learns
that Buzz also is suspected of the murder since he had gone
to meet Helen when she phoned to tell him that Johnny
left her.

3. Johnny learns that Helen's negligence was responsible for the
death of their young son and leaves her. Later, she is found dead
with his .45 near her body.

7. With Johnny holding a cigarette as the target. Buzz
proves to the police by his marksmanship that he could not
have killed Helen in the manner in which she was murdered. Inspector Hendrickson (Tom Powers) solves the
case by pinning it on the house detective in Helen's hotelapartment.
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SIZE-UPS

BEHIND THE SCENES IN HOLLYWOOD'S

STUDIOS

COLUMBIA
"One Life Too Many" was the only new starter on this lot
last week, with Leslie Brooks, George Macready (who scores
solidly in "Gilda") and Forrest Tucker telling a story about a
columnist who is against circumstantial evidence murder
convictions.
Aside from this and the Technicolor Jolson picture being
rushed to wind up after more than twelve weeks of shooting, the
Columbia production cupboard is bare.
Because "The Story of Jolson" is running over schedule,
Actress Evelyn Keyes is losing out on another role that might
make a great difference in her career. The part has been handed
to Janet Blair, the pert young lady who has been submerged by
the Hayworth power on the Columbia lot. The picture is "Gallant
Journey" which will go almost immediately with Glenn Ford in
the male starring role. Reason that Miss Keyes may well gnash
her teeth and Janet Blair may bless the delay on the Jolson picture is that Glenn Ford, after the release of "Gilda," will zoom
up on the roster of box-office names. Ford had established himself as an actor before he went into service, now he comes back
as an actor and a great romantic bet. So, the chances are that
Harry Cohn will follow up "Gilda" with another strong vehicle
for Ford and likely as not the girl who co-stars with him will find
herself in one of Columbia's more successful films.
Speaking of "Gilda," this column predicts that it will be a big
click. It is being kept closely under cover until its release next
month and it will make the Hayworth name better box-office than
ever.

Despite generally bad reviews, the Gable-Garson picture,
"Adventure," is breaking all house records at the Music Hall in
New York. This fact gives or should give pause to the industry
from a variety of angles: (1) Is it possible for a studio to build
names to a point where story and production values become of
minor importance? (2) How much weight do newspaper critics'
comments carry with film-goers? (3) Will the pre-selling pressure
put into the "Adventure" campaign carry over after the first runs,
or will neighborhood and small-town exhibitors find their audiences suddenly remembering that "somebody said it wasn't very
good?" Apparently, the answer to the first question is "yes"; to
the second — "not very much." But our chief concern is the
answer to the third question.
Undoubtedly, the box-office pull of Gable and Garson is carrying "Adventure" in the early runs, helped by a tremendous ad
campaign. But the real money on a picture doesn't begin to show
till it hits third run. What happens if added to all the bad reviews is the word-of-mouth comment of the citizens who have
seen the picture "down town?" There is no question that any
Gable-Garson picture will make money for everybody dov/n to the
smallest exhibitor in the smallest theatre in the country. But it
cannot be taken so for granted by the producers that they can
blithely ride over an obviously bad script and say, "It doesn't
matter — Gable and Garson will carry it." The day will come
when they won't!
Two new starters on the lot this week: "You Were There"
brings Robert Taylor back to films and gives him Katharine
Hepburn as his co-star. "The Show-Off" will be Red Skelton's
first post-war picture, with Marilyn Maxwell as his leading lady.
How quickly all the returned service men are getting back on
to sound stages! Almost every one of the top names are either
working or assigned, or have completed their first stint. And the
industry, with the large number of new names built during the
war years, has a roster of talent that should make exhibitors
wish for more marquee space.

The mid-winter slump has really hit this studio, not one production being on the sound stages. However, a check of the 194546 schedule indicates that the product is running along as planned.
And the talk is still rampant about the coming "big developments."
Cleaning up the sound stages this week were the wind-ups on:
"West of The Alamo," the Jimmy Wakely feature, and "In High
Gear," the latest Bowery Boys' epic.
Meanwhile, all concentration is narrowing down to an all-out
on the pre-selling of the King Bros, picture, "Suspense,"
campaign
which
stars Belita with Barry Sullivan and Albert Dekker, Bonita
Granville, Eugene Pallette and George E. Stone.

PARAMOUNT
There is some talk on the Paramount lot that the team of
Brackett and Wilder may go independent, maintaining only a release tie-up with the studio. The rumor has them keeping, of
course, studio financing, but otherwise working on their own.
The duo, since the success of "Lost Week-end," which will bring
the studio a return of about $4,000,000, can be fairly certain of
having their demands met. But the producers presently deny that
they want any change made in their contracts which have more
than a year to run. Meanwhile, they are preparing "The Emperor
Waltz," which will co-star Bing Crosby and Joan Fontaine. The
picture will be shot in Technicolor and will be the first musical
from Brackett-Wilder.
Production start is set for May.
Hal Wallis has hit again with his "Strange Love of Martha
Ivers." The Wallis production acumen shows itself in the judgment that put Van Heflin into the male lead in the film. It is
Heflin's picture by reason of a fine performance. Kirk Douglas, a
newcomer signed exclusively to Wallis, scores soundly. The two
Scott come
women, Barbara Stanwyck and Mr. Wallis'is Lizabeth
put together so that,
off poorly by comparison. But the picture
edge-sitting
be
will
aside from a dragging opening, the audience
for the run of the entire film. Incidentally, this decisive triumph
for Van Heflin should make his Metro bosses much more eager to
find him his rightful spot in that studio's plans.
Street," a Pine-Thomas proIn production here are: "Danger
duction, with Jane Withers, Robert Lowery and Bill Edwards;
"O. S. S.," with Alan Ladd, Geraldine Fitzgerald and Patric
Knowles. The latter film is working on a set closed to the press
and all visitors.
Wound up last week were: "Perfect Marriage" (Loretta
Young-David Niven) and "California" (Barbara Stanwyck-Ray
Milland) in Technicolor.

PRC
At long last, the PRC conferences in New York and Miami
are ended and Reeves Espy is back at his desk with immediate
plans for the studio already in work. According to those plans,
six pictures will be in production before March has ended. A new
"Philo Vance" series gets its start under James C. Burkett.
are on the Alexander"Queen of Burlesque" and "Sorority Girl"
Stern agenda. Joseph Berne, on an independent contract, will
start his musical, "Missouri Hayride," and a Blister CrabbeMichael Shayne series feature will complete the list.
Apparently, none of these productions will vary much from
the usual run of PRC product since, despite the definite announcement of pictures to go, castings are at this date not set.
on this lot is the Pat de Cicco picture, "AvalIn production
anche," with Bruce Cabot, Roscoe Karns and Helen Mowery,

REPUBLIC
No final announcement has been made of the terms arrived
at between Herbert J. Yates and Sir Alexander Korda on their
tentative deal for an exchange of pictures and talent between
Republic and Korda's recently purchased British Lion Film Corporation. The executives have been huddling in New York and a
complete and firm denial has been made by the Englishmen representing Korda that J. Arthur Rank is in any way interested in
British-Lion. It has even been implied that Korda is looking to
build an arrangement which will provide considerable competition
for the powerful Rank interests.
Eddie Albert, who recently signed a deal with Hal B. Wallis,
has also just taken on a starring contract with Republic. His
first picture for this outfit will be "Rendezvous with Annie," which
is being scheduled for a mid-March start.
Another March starter will be "The Plainsman and the Lady,"
with Vera Hruba Ralston and William Elliott in the starring
roles. Joseph Kane will produce and direct.
"Earl Carroll's Sketchbook," with Al Rogell directing for
Robert North, also gets a start this month. Others slated to go
within the next few weeks are a Sunset Carson feature, "Red
River Renegades" and another Roy Rogers film, "Under Nevada
Skies."
Meanwhile, there is just one in work on the lot and this a
Roy Rogers feature, "My Pal Trigger." The usual cast is on
hand. Rogers walked off with most of the polls that run "Western" divisions. This should give former Number One Cowboy
Autry, who is now back to fulfill his Republic obligation,
a big
target to shoot at.

RKO-RAMO
With the influx of so many new independents, it has become
increasingly apparent that Hollywood would be in the midst of a
serious studio shortage. This seems to be coming to pass so
definitely that even David O. Selznick may be out of a place to
make his pictures. Presently, and for some time past, he has
been shooting on the RKO lot in Culver City, but now that RKO
has signed agreements with so many independent producers, as
well as planning their own expansion program, it may well be
that the space leased to Selznick will be needed by the studio
itself. No final decision has been made as yet. But should it
come, Mr. Selznick will probably go back over to General Service
for his shooting.
With the news that Samuel Goldwyn has invited all the independent producers on his lot to leave because he is "launching
the heaviest production schedule of his career," the situation is
really tight. Affected by the Goldwyn surprise announcement are:
Preston Sturges, Mary Pickford, Buddy Rogers' Comet Productions, Hunt Stromberg, Jules Levey, Seymour Nebenzal and William Cagney. International had already made arrangements to
move over to Universal under its new Rank-Universal-International tie-up. Most of the companies affected were taken by
complete surprise and Mary Pickford, who owns part of the lot,
said there must be something wrong. Goldwyn has a lease on the
studio until 1948 and owns the equipment. Goldwyn's immediate
schedule includes "Glory For Me" and "The Secret Life of Walter
Mitty." For two pictures running concurrently he doesn't need
the whole lot. Two conjectures are being made: (a) he is making
the move in order to force some of the smaller independents to
sign with him, or (b) he is making a deal with some other production unit or producer — like, for example, David O. Selznick.
Goldwyn and Selznick now have a joint contract on the Astor
theatre in New York to show their wares; perhaps they are going
in for closer cooperation?

Rumor ran high this week that Victor Fleming, now under
contract to MGM, may not re-sign with that studio, but may join
forces with Liberty Films. If this should come to pass, this unit,
releasing through RKO, will have a quintet of some of the best
names in the director-writer-producer division: Frank Capra, WilWow! liam Wyler, George Stevens, Sam Briskin and Victor Fleming.
In a fast deal, RKO came up with the screen rights to George
Abbott's musical, "Beat the Band." Sid Rogell was immediately
assigned as associate producer. Leslie Goodwins will be producerdirector and Frances Langford will be starred. Gene Krupa will
have the co-starring role and his orchestra will also be used
Production will go as quickly as a script can be prepared.
With three films wound up last week, the sound stages are
now carrying four productions. Finished were: "Crack-Up" (Pat
O'Brien-Ruth Warrick), "Double Trouble" (Jack Haley-Anne Jeffreys) and "Sister Kenny" (Rosalind Russell- Alexander Knox).
Two new starters: "Sinbad, The Sailor," a Technicolor fantasy
with Douglas Fairbanks, Jr. and Maureen O'Hara, and "Child of
Divorce" with Sharyn Moffett, Madge Meredith and Regis Toomey
S0"1'™.1,^ toward wind-up are: "A Likely Story" (Barbara HaleKill
irtymi).Williams) and "Desirable Woman" (Joan Bennett-Robert

20rti CENTURY-FOX
Going into the second quarter of the year, 20th is already
started on its 1947 schedule with "Margie," the Technicolor picture now in work, slated as the first on that schedule. Before the
month of March is out, the studio will have six new pictures rolling, including the long-heralded "Forever Amber."
Others lined up include: "High Window," with John Payne
and Ida Lupino; "Home Sweet Homicide," in Technicolor, with no
casting announced as yet; "32 Rue Madeleine;" "Claudia and
David," with Robert Young and Dorothy McGuire; "Any Number
Can Play," with Charles Boyer, and John Ford's production of
"My Darling Clementine."
"Razor's Edge," with Tyrone Power, Gene Tierney, John
Payne, and Clifton Webb set will be rolling soon. The powerful
second female lead in this film has not as yet been cast. At first
the studio was out for a top name like Joan Fontaine. But with
most top names unavailable, it may be that they'll try an unknown. The part is such that it could well catapult a newcomer
to box-office importance.
Gene Markey has put the Navy behind him and is at work
again in his producer's niche at 20th. He is laboring on two
original stories for screening shortly. First will come "Until
Morning," which is almost ready for casting conferences. Folmade. lowing that, another Markey original, "Wedding Ring," will be
Walter Morosco, now working on "Margie," already has his
next production assignment on the lot. It is titled "Autumn in
Acapulco"
and sounds like it might turn into a Betty Grable
musical
chore.
In production on this lot currently: "Three Little Girls in
Blue" (June Haver-George Montgomery), Technicolor; "It
Shouldn't Happen To A Dog" (Carole Landis-Allyn Joslyn), and
"Margie"
(Jeanne Crain-Alan Young), Technicolor.
Finished and ready for editing: "Anna and the King of Siam"
(Irene Dunne-Rex Harrison), "The Shocking Miss Pilgrim" (Betty
Grable-Dick Haymes), Technicolor, and "Cluny Brown" (Jennifer
Jones-Charles Boyer).

UNITED

ARTISTS

The rumors rife re the sale of UA to Al Lichtman and/or
various other interests has subsided for the moment. Similar
reports of UA sales have appeared periodically and everyone gets
all excited and then suddenly, they disappear for another six
months and we settled down to reports of the usual inter-company
bickerings. With the independent picture moving into peak gear,
it doesn't seem likely that David O. Selznick will let the UA set-up
get too far away from his control.
So, let's relax again.
Selznick continues his pre-sale program on "Duel In The
Sun," by employing the effective, basic advertising premise that
repetition is the key to successful exploitation. Everywhere, by
all manners and means, the public is being built up to a wild
frenzy of expectation, so that by the time the film hits the road
show class along about mid-summer, it should have a tremendous
waiting audience.
With "Duel" wound up, Selznick is turning his efforts to three
ether productions which he plans for the next five months. First
will come the Joseph Cotten-Shirley Temple film, which is without a name because Paramount got there first with "Suddenly,
It's Spring." Jennifer Jones is already prepping for "Joan of
Arc" and Alfred Hitchcock will be striving to turn in one of his
suspense masterpieces. "Scarlet Lily" will be the fourth of the
group to be completed before the fall season starts. This last
will be a Selznick-Rank production and will get the mammoth
treatment with part of the film being shot in Palestine.
Benedict Bogeaus is about ready to go with his "Life and
Loves of Anna Pavlova," which will star Tamara Toumanova.
Casey Robinson is working on this one with Bogeaus. Meanwhile,
"Mr. Ace and the Queen" is heading towards wind-up.
Charles R. Rogers, who has yet to turn out what can be
counted as top film fare, is upping his production schedule to
include another picture this year. As soon as he finishes "Angel
On My Shoulder," now in production, he will set work moving
on "The Fabulous Dorseys," story of the orchestra brothers.
"Abie's Irish Rose," which Edward Sutherland is producing
for Crosby Producer's Inc., will be released through UA. Paul
Lukas is the only actor announced for the cast as yet. He will
play the Jewish father.
Edward Small has released his hold on "Belladonna." He
will still be the producer on the picture, but has sold the whole
package cluding
tostarsUnited
World Charles
(that's the
International
inand director.
Korvin
and Merle set-up),
Oberon are
the leading players. Andre de Toth will direct. Small had originally planned to release this one through UA, but that universal
problem of studio space has him stymied and the package deal
resulted.
Co-incidental with the rumors of a UA sale comes a report
from President Edward Raftery that gross income for the 1945
calendar year zoomed to a 27-year record of $7,000,000 over any
(Continued on Page 28)
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In the Release Chart, the date under "Details" refers to the Issue in which cast, director, plot, etc.,
appeared. "Rel." is the national release date. "No." is the release number. "Rev." is the issue in which
the review appeared. There may be variations in the Running Time in states where there is censorship.
All new productions are on 1945-46 programs unless otherwise noted. IT) immediately following title
and running time denotes Technicolor production.

1945-46 Features
Westerns
Serials

(— )
(— )
(— )

NEW

In Production (2)
In Production (0)
In Production (0)

Completed (33)
Completed (15)
Completed ( 3)

PRODUCTIONS

ONE LIFE TOO MANY
Melodrama — Started February 13
Cast:
Leslie Brooks, George Macready, Forrest Tucker.
Director: John Sturges
Producer: Leonard Picker
Story: Columnist crusades agrainst murder convictions on circumstantial
evidence. Plants crime on himself and is almost convicted until
he turns up with the real murderer.

THE DEVIL'S MASK
(Other details in issue of February 18)

Perilous Holiday
Phantom
Of The Desert
Prison Ship
Pardon My Past (87)
Renegades (T)
Details under title: The Kansan
Roaring Rangers
Details under title: Powder River
Snafu (82)
So Dark the Night
Tars and Spars (88)
Talk About A Lady
Terror
Trail Jamboree
That Texas
Texas Panhandle
Throw a Saddle on a
(Details under title:
Two-Fisted
Stranger
Voice of The Whistler,
Walls Came Tumbling
Who's Guilty? (Serial)

O'Brien-Warrick
Starrett-Burnette

. .10-15. . .3-21
. . . .9-3

Lowery-Foch
MacMurray-Chapman
Keyes-Parker

8-20. .11-15. . .7036.
5-14. .12-25. . .7005.
6-11

.2-18

Starrett-Burnetto
. . .6-11. . .2-14
Parks-Lloyd
Gcray-Cheirel . . ...6-25.. 11 -22... 7010.
Drake-Blair . . . .12-10... 3-14

. . .8-6. ..1-10

Falkenburg-Tucker. . .12-24... 3-28
Curtis-Donnell

..12-24
.10-29..

".

Starrett-Burnette
.1-7
Starrett-Parks
.5-14. .12-20. . .7203.
Star
... 12-10 .. . 3-21 . . .
Smoky River Serenade) Curtis- Roberts
7-20
Starrett-Burnette
Dix-Mcrrick
The (60)
..12-24
. .8-6. .10-30. . .7024. ..1-21
Down, The....
Bowman-Chapman
Kent-Ward

.10-15.. 12-13. ..7140

Story: Girl traces her father's murder to the wilds of South America.
Private detective helps her solve the crime.

RELEASE
Tltit — toial*

CHART
Cut

TIM

1945-46 Features
Dttaih

Completed

P.o

III.

«N PRODUCTION
Story of Jolson, The (T)
Details under title: The

Parb-Demarest
Jolson

COMPLETED

NEW

.11-12...

Story

1944-45

...4-30
9-6... 6027.. 11-12
Adventures of Rusty (67)
Donaldson-Nagel
Details under title: Rusty
.6120...
.10-13. .6036...
Black Arrow (Serial)
Scott-Jergens
...9-4. .6-21.. .6031..,
Blonde From Brooklyn
Haymes-Merrlek
..2-19.
Boston Blackie Booked on Suspicion (67) . . . Morrls-Merrlek
..5-10.
Boston Blackle's Rendezvous
Morris-Foch
. . . ...2-5. ..7-5.. .6030...
Details under title: Surprise In the Night
..3-5.
.6-26... 5-17. ..6207.
Both Barrels Bluing
Rtsrrett-Hardlng
Details under title: Texas Rifles
.7-9
..6-14. .9-21. .6201
Cowboy of Loncsorao River
Starrett-Athens
.6201
..7-26.
Cyclone Prairie Rangers
Starrett-Worth
.11-9.
Gay Senorita (70)
Bannon-Cochran
..4-30. .5-24.
..8-9. ..6020.. 10-15
Fighting Guardsman,
The (84)
Loder-Louise
..
.9-13.
.12-11.
.6010.. 10-29
.6015
.5-14..
I Love a Bandleader
Harris-Brooks
. .
.8-23.
..1-22.
Dver 21 (103)
Dunne-Knox
..
.7-24.. .8-16.. .6208
.6001
9-3
Rustlers of the Badlands
Starrett-Bliss
. .
Details under title: Renegade
Roundup
11-10.
Rhythm
Round-Up
(66)
Curtis-Walker
.
..6-7.
.6223.. 11-12
...3-5.
She Wouldn't Say Yes (87)
Russell-Bowman
..6-11.
. .6005.. .2-18
Details under title: Some Call It Love
.9-27. .6224
..7-23.
Sing He a Song of Texas
Curtis-Storey
..1-22.
Ten Cents A Dance (60)
Frazee-Lloyd
.6029
7-9
.11-13. .7-26..
..6-7.
Thousand and One Nights, A (93)
Wllde-Keyes
.7-12. .6042
.6005
8-6
You Can't Do Without Love
Lynn-Stewart

COMPLETED

1945-46

Bandit of Sherwood Forest (T)
Wilde-Louise
Blazing the Western Trail
Starrett-Matthews
Details under title: Raiders of Qoantl Basin
Blondle's Lucky Day
Lake-Singleton
. .
Boston Blackie's Private Ghost
Morris- Donnell
Close Call for Boston Blackie
Morris-Lane
Crime Doctor's Warning
(69)
Baxter-Anderson
.
(Dotails under title: Paper Doll Murder)
Details under title: Duchess of Broadway
Details under title: Exposed by the Crime Doctor
Devil's Mask, The
Loaise-Bannon
. .
Frontier Gunlaw
Starrett-Taylor
.
Galloping Thunder
Starrett-Barnettu
.
Gentleman
Misbehaves.
The
Massen-Stanton
..
Details under title: Lullaby of Broadway
Gllda
Hayworth-Ford
. .
Girl of the Llmberlost
Tindall-Cllfton
..
Gunning for Vengeance
Starrett-Adalr . . .
Details under title: Burning the Trail
Heading West
Starrett-Houck
...
Details under title: Massacre Mesa
Hit The Hay (62)
Canova-Hunter
...
Hop Harrigan
(Serial)
Bakewell-Holt
.. ,
Jungle Raiders (Serial)
Richmond-Borg
..
Just Before Dawn
Baxter-Barrie
...

Kiss

and

Tell

. . For. . .

..4-2... 2-21.

.7201.

..9-4.. 10-18.
.10-15
..1-21
10-29... 1-24
, .6-25... 9-27... 7022.

4,

Aensues.
perfect

marriage

is wrecked

by

doubts

Story:

Aand breezy,
learns over-conceited
about people.

character

RELEASE
Title — Running

marries

into

Murder

Marshall
Al Lewis

a subdued

family

Cast

Details

an.

la.

In.

IN PRODUCTION
Fiesta
(T)
Till The Clouds

Roll By

Williams-Carroll
Garland-Walker

(T)

COMPLETED
BLOCK NO. TEN

Blonde Fever (69)
Nothing
But Trouble
(69)
Main St. After Dark (57)
Details under title: Telltale

Hands

Dorn-Astor
Laurel-Hardy
Arnold-Royal

8-21. ..2-45
6-26. . .3-45
9-4. . .1-45

516. .11-27
519.. 12-11
514. .12-11

Powell-Loy
515... 1-45
Barrymore- Johnson
.8-21... 3-45
Beery-Gleason
5-28... 2-45
Turner-Peters
9-4. . .3-45
D'Brien-ltnrbl
5-29. . .2-45
Craig-Reed
8-21... 5-45
Tracy-Hepburn
.. .10-31. . .5-45
Lawford-Lanchester
5-29. . .6-45

513.. 11-27
518. .12-23
517
1-8
520. . .2-19
515. .12-25
523.. 12-25
522
4-2
526. . .4-30

Sanders- Hatfield

525

Twice SPECIAL
Blessed (77)

Wilde-Cralg

BLOCK

NO.

Anchors Aweigh

(T)

Meet

Louis

Me

Rational

Details

In St.

Velvet

under

(T)

Army

TWELVE

Johnson-Williams

(144)
(T)

(125)

title: The

Thirty Seconds Over Tokyo
Valley of Decision (111)

Kelly-Sinatra
(113)
Home

Garland-O'Brien
Front

(138)

Rooney-Taylor

Tracy-Thaxter
Garson-Peck

COMPLETED
1945-46
BLOCK NO. THIRTEEN

Abbott and Costello in Hollywood
(83) . . A. 4C
Dangerous
Partners (78)
Cralg-Hasso
Her Highness and the Bellboy (112)
Lamarr-Walker
Hidden Eye, The (68)
Arnold- Raff erty
Our Vines Have Tender Grapes (105)
O'Brien-Robinson

BLOCK

NO.

..12-24
. . .12-24

1944-45

Thaxter-Daniels

.8-20.. 11-29... 7018.
..2-18

suspicion.

CHART

The*

Bewitched
(65)
Details under title: Alter Ego
Thrill of a Romance (T) (105)

.10-1

and

THE SHOW-OFF
Comedy-drama — Started February 11
Cast:
Red Skelton,
Marilyn
Maxwell,
Marjorie
Main,
Thompson, Jacqueline White.
Director:
Harry Beaumont
Producer:

..9-17
.6-25.. 10-11... 7029.
.6-25... 3-21

Landrush
Lawless Empire
Life With Blondle
Meet Me On Broadway
Mysterious Intruder. The
Details under title: Murder Is Unpredictabli
.8-6.. 11-27... 7023. .11-26
My Name Is Julia Ross (64)
Foch-Macready
Dotails under title: The Woman In Red
.1-7
Night Editor
Gargan-Carter
...
11-12... 2-14
Notorious Lone Wolf, The
Mohr-Carter
Details under title: Lone Wolf on Broadway
One Way To Love
Morris-Chapman
.. .8-20.. 12-20... 7012.
Details under title: Hall the Chief
Out of the Depths
Bannon-Hunter
... .10-1. .12-27.. .7035.
Details under title: Secret Story
Outlaws of the Rookies
Starrett-Harding
. . .4-30... 9-18

MARCH

Story:

.7-9.
11-12... 2-28.

.8-6... 9-14... 7120.
11-26
3-7
..2-5.. 10-18
Temple-Abel
.11-26
..7202.
Starrett-Burnette
.
10-16.. 11-15.
Starrett-Law
..7019.
Singleton-Lake
.. ..9-3. .12-13. .7014.
.8-20
1-3.
Reynolds-Brady
.12-24
Dix-Blake

(90)

PRODUCTIONS

YOU WERE THERE
Drama — Started February 11
Cast:
Robert Taylor, Katharine Hepburn, Cecil Kellaway.
Director: Vincente Minnelli
Producer: Pandro S. Berman

Thin Man Goes Home
(101)
Between Two Women
(83)
This Man's Han
(100)
Keep Your Powder Dry (73)
Musle for Millions (120)
Gentle Annie (80)
Without Love (111)
Son of Lassie (T) (102)
Details under title: Women's
Picture of Dorian Gray (108)

.2-18....
.1-31.

In Production (4)

(37)

FOURTEEN

She Went to the Races (86)
They Were Expendable
(133)
What Next, Corporal Hargrovo? (95)
Vacation from Marriage (94)
Yolanda and the Thief (T) (108)

3-6... 6-45

3-5

..11-27

530... 6-25

. .8-21

528. . .5-28

12-11

529. . .6-11

6-26

531. ..7-23

. .12-13. . .1-45

512.. 11-23

2-21. ..1-45
9-18... 6-45

511. ..11-27
527...4-1J

2-7... 4-45

4-30.
3-5.
.. .12-25.
.. .12-11.
.10-16.

.10-45
.10-45
.10-45
. .9-45
. .9-45. ..

521.. 12-11

602
9-3
604... 8-20
603... 7-23
601
8-6
600. . .7-23

Craig-Gifford
5-28.. 11-45
607.. 10-29
Montgomery-Wayne 3-5. .11-45. .. .609. .11-26
Walker-Porter
8-6. 11-45
606.. 11-26
Donat-Kerr
Foreign. .11-45. .. .608. .12-10
Astalre-Brcmer
1-22. .11-45
610.. 10-29

1946

23

BLOCK

NO. FIFTEEN

Letter for Evle, A (89)
Harvey Girls, The (T) (101)
Portrait of Maria (76)
Sailor Takes a Wife (91)
Up Goes Maisie (89)

BLOCK

Hunt-Carroll
6-11
Garland-Hodiak
1-22
Del Rio-Armendariz
Walker-Allyson
4-2
Sothern-Murphy
....8-20

614. .12-10
611
1-7
612 .... 1-7
615
1-7
613.... 1-7

NO. SIXTEEN

Bad Bascomb
(110)
Hoodlum Saint (91)
Last Chance, The (105)
Postman Always Rings Twice, The
Two Sisters From Boston

Beery-O'Brien
Powell-Williams
Turner-Garfield
Allyson-Lawford

8-6
7-9
Foreign
. . . .6-25
... .7-9.

Weekend at the Waldorf (130)
Zlegfeld Follies (T) (110)

Turner-Johnson
Astaire-Ball

... 11-27 . . 10-45
5-1

SPECIALS

NOT

..2-18
..2-18
.12-10

605 ... 7-23
1-21

1S45-46 Features

DANGER

Completed

1945-46 Features
Westerns

(34)
(12)

RELEASE
Title— Binning Tlai

COMPLETED
China's Little Devils (75)
Come Out Fighting
Dllllnger (77)
Divorce
(70)
Drlftln' Along
Details under title: Rollin' Along
Flame of the West (71)
Forever Yours (83)
Frontier Fend
Details under title: Flaming
Frontiers
G. I. Honeymoon (70)
In Old New Mexieo
Muggs Rides Again
Details under title: County Fair
Lost Trail, The
Riders of the Daw
Details under title: Rainbow Valley
Saddle Serenade
Details under title: Cowboy Serenade
Scarlet Clue, The (65)
Details under title: Radio Mystery
Sensation Hunters
Details under title: Main Street Girl
Shanghai Cobra, The (64)
South of the Rio Grande
Details under title: Song of the Border
Stranger from Santa Fe (56)
Springtime In Texas (55!
Trouble Chasm
Details under title. Here Comes Trouble

BLOCK

COMPLETED

.7-10.
.10-16.
...3-5.
.10-1..
.2-19..

.9-22.
.5-12.

..8-6
..3-19
..11-12
.10-1

. .1-26..
.8-18.

..6-9..
.3-24.
. . ,
11-24..
. . ...8-7.
.7-23..
Storm-Cookson
. ..10-2.. ..5-5.
.5-28.
Renaldo-Kenyon
..8-21. . .6-16..
East Side Kids
..2-5..
.

. 1-22

Toler-Moreland
Renaldo-Armida
Brown-Hatton
.
Wakley-Whlte
..
Gilbert-Howard

. . .6-25.. 12-24
.. .9-3.. 12-15
. .8-20. ..1-12
2-4
..10-15
..12-24

...5-1

.12-25... 7-27... 4427... 6-11
..4428..
..4426..
7-10. ..9-14.
2-19. ..7-13.
..8-31.

Colbert-March
Cooper-Carroll
Ladd-Lak*
...

(128)

COMPLETED
BLOCK NO. ONE

(93)

BLOCK

..

.12-11. .11-23. . .4506. .10-15

Coddarrt-Milland
Haley-Walker
Hutton-Fitzgerald

..6-12... 1-25... 4509.. 10-15
...4-2... 1-11... 4508.. 10-15

Lamour-Cordova
Tufts-Lake
Barr-Massen
..

. .1-8. ..2-22. . .4512. .12-10
.9-18
3-8... 4513.. 12-10
2-8... 4511.. 12-10

. .4-30. .12-28. . .4507. .10-15

NO. FOUR

Ladd-Lake
4-2
Lowery-Britton
7-9
McCrea-Britton
...11-13
Milland-deHavilland
2-19

. . .10-15

4518.
4517.
4516.
4519.

NO. FIVE
Rogers-Reed
Donlevy- Russell
Stanwyck-Hcflin

Bleeding

The

3-3
...10-15

deHaviland-Lund

7-9

(90)
.Crosby-Hope-Lamour

.514.

...9-4

NO. THREE

Hot Cargo
Our Hearts Were Growing Up
Strange Life of Martha Ivers
Details under title: Love Lies
To Each His Own

NOT

..7-9

. .10-2. . .9-28. . .4501
9-3
. .2-19. .12-14. . .4504
9-3
.. 10-31 . . 11-16 . . . 4503 . . . 8-20
.10-31.. 10-26... 4502.. .8-20

NO. TWO
Bracken-Lake

.6-25
..4431.
4432.

.8-26..

1945-46

Intentions

.6-11

.8-26..

Gardner-Reynolds
Gargan-Kelly
Milland-Wyman
Jones-Cotten
..

Blonde (76)
under title: Good

Road to Utopia,

...10-29..
. ..10-29..
.1-10..
.2-2..

(T)

SPECIALS

.552.

4418. ...3-5
4417.
.. .. .3-5
.3-5
..4-16
4424.
..4-16
4421.
4422.
...4-2
4423. ..4-16

...11-15.
Sign of tho Cress (118)
Northwest Mounted
Police
This Gun For Hire (81)

BLOCK

...10-1... 2-28.
.561.
. ..9-17... 12-8..
.572.
.12- 10... 2-16..
..513.
..9-17
2-9..
2-4..
.1-2
516.
...6-25..

5-14..
8-6..
2-4.

Hutton-Cordova

(113)

Blue Dahlia, The (99)
They Made Me A Killer (65)
Virginian, The (T)
(90)
Well-Groomed Bride, The (75)

505.. 12-10
508
565

...3-5

. . ...9-4
..5-15
..6-26

Gargan-Savage

Incendiary
Blonde (T)
REISSUE

Masquerade in Mexico (96)
Miss Susie Slaglo's (87)
Tokyo Rose (66)

.7-23.. 11-10.
..12-24
..10-29. . .2-23..
. . .2-18
. .12-24
.11-26

to Handle

Bracken-Lynn
Cirmmings-Scott

BLOCK

1945-46

Allotment
Wives (80)
Franols-Kelly
Black Market Babies
Richmond-Hazard
Border Bandits
Brown-Hatton
..
Code of The Drifter
Brown-Hatton
Faee of Marble, The
Carradine-Drake
Dark Alibi
Toler-Lorring
. .
Details under title: Charlie Chan at Alcatraz
Fear
Cookson-William
Details under title: Suspense
Gay Cavalier, The
Roland-Ames
..
Haunted
Mine, The
Brown-Hatton
..
In High Gear
Gorcey-Hall
...
Joe Palooka, Champ
Klr!<wood-Knox
Junior Prom
Stcwart-Prcisser
Details under title: High School Kids
Live Wires
Gorcey-Drake
Details under title: Stepping Around
Lonesome
Trail
Wakoly-White
.
Details under title: On The Cherokee Trail
Moon Over Montana
Wakely-Holt
..
Red Dragon, The
Toler-Fong
Details under title: Charlie Chan In Mexico
The Shadow's Shadow
Richmond-Reed
Strange Mr. Gregory, The
Lowe- Rogers
..
Details under title: Gregory
Shadow Retorns, The
Richmond-Reed
Details under title: The Shadow
Suspense
Belita- Moore
Details under title: Glamour Girl
Sunbonnet
Sue (90)
Regan-Storm
..
Swing Parade of 1946
Storm-Reagan
.
West of The Alamo
Wakely-White

NO. SIX

Kitty (104)
People Are Funny
Stork Club
(98)

.7-21.
..6-2.
..6-2.

441f.
4419.

Lamour-Cordova
•
Fontaine-Brent
.. .11-13
MaeMurray-Main
Haley-Savage
.11-27

Out of This World (96)
You Came Along (103)

Hold That
Details

..4-16. .10-13.
.6-11.. ..9-29.
..5-28., ..9-8.
.1-22.
..4-2.
.3-19.

Ladd-Russell
McCrea-Ressell

..7-20

.12-25
.12-25
.12-25
4411.
4414.
.12-25

..1-10
.10-16

NO. FTVE

BLOCK

...7-9. .10-20.
..11-3..
..8-6.
Wakeley-White
. ..4-30.
..8-11.
Toler-Manton
. . ..9-18. ..6-12.
Merrick-Lowery

Man

Duffy's Tavern
(97)
Follow That Woman
(70)
Lost Weekend, The (101)
Love Letters (101)

Brown-Holt
...
Wakeley-White
.

4413.
4415.
4412.

..2-7
..Lake-Tufts
Lowery- Brooks

SPECIAL

So,

■•»

5-15

A Medal for Benny (80)
Affairs of Susan, The (110)
Murder, He Says (92)
Scared SUB
(65)

BLOCK

■••

.

Cooper- Bergman
.
...7-13
-8 21
Lewory- Brooks
Morris-Kelly
Crotby-Hnttoa
. • ..7-10
Culaert-MatMurray

NO. FOUR

Midnight Manhunt
Details under title: Hard

lei.

1944-45

(158)

Bring On the Girls (T) (92)
High Powered (62)
Details under title: The High
Salty (CRourke
(100)
Unseen, The (81)
Details under title: Fear

1*1.

Details

Ladd-Fitzgerald

For Whom the Bell Tolls (T)
Dangerous
Passage (61)
Double Exposure (64)
Here Come the Waves (.99)
Practically Yours (90)

In Production (0)
In Production (0)

CHART
Cast

COMPLETED
BLOCK NO. THREE

.7-14.

Carey-Kelly
. . .
East Side Kids.
Lowo-Tlerney
. .
Francis-Cabot
.
Brown-Carver
..

Thn

0. S. S

Details

1944-45

Brown-Hatton
Storm-Smith
Brown-Hatton

RELEASE
Title — Running

IN PRODUCTION

CHART
Cast

Raisins
to buy their book from publishers.
they ultimately
which
in murders
involved

editors try
Magazine
they become
money,
solve.

.Story:

BLOCK

Completed (17)
Completed ( 6)

In Production (2)

(32)

Mystery-drama — Started February 19
Cast:
Jane
Withers,
Robert
Lowery,
Bill
Edwards,
Audrey
Young, Lyle Talbot, Lucia Carroll.
Pine-Thomas
Producer:
Lew Landers
Director:

12-24

MOHOCRA

T

NEW PRODUCTIONS

STREET

DESIGNATED

Adventore (129)
Gable-Carson
6-11
Details under title: This Strange Adventure
Army
Brat
Jenkins-Gifford
...10-29
Black Sheep
Craig-Jenkins
8-6
But Not Goodbye
Morgan-Totter
1-7
Details under title: Boy's Ranch
Early to Wed (T)
Ball-Johnson
2-19
Faithful In My Fashion
Reed-Drake
1-7
Great Morgan, The
Morgan-Powell
Green Years, The
Coburn-Drake
9-3
Hold High the Torch (T)
E. Taylor-Lassie
...9-18
Details under title: For Better For Worse
Holiday In Mexico (T)
Pidgeon-Massey
....9-17
It Happened at the Inn
Foreign
No Leave, No Love
Johnson-Kirkwood
..10-1
Star from Heaven
(Cinecolor)
Thompson-Tobias
..10-29
Time for Two
Ball-Hodiak
10-1
Three Wise Fools
O'Brien-Barrymore
.11-26
Yearling, The (T)
Peck-Jarman
8-20

24

P A R A MOUN
M'JJUU."lvjij.y?lir.-.-

12-13. . .3-22. . .4531. .12-10

DESIGNATED

Big Town
Blue Skies
(T)
Brldo Wore Boots, The
Calcutta
California
(T)
Cross My Heart
Details under title: Too

Good

Te

Be True

Reed-Brooks
Crosby-Astalre
Stanwyck-Cunrmlngs
Ladd-Russell
Stanwyck-Millanrl
Hutton-Tufts

EasyDetails
Come, under
Easy title:
Go Third Avenue

Tufts-Lynn

Imperfect
Details

Wright-ftlllland

Lady,
under

The
title:

Take

This

Ladies'
Man
Monslour Beaur-alre (T)
Perfect Marriage, Tho
Rhythm Ranch
Searching Wind, The
Swamp
Fire
Trouble With Women, The
Details under title: Too Good
Tiro Years Before the Bast

Woman

To

Be True

Bracken-Welles
Hope-Caulfleld
Young-Nlvcn
Haley-Hllllard
Young-Sidney
Weissmuller-Grey
Mllland-Wrlgnt

12-24 .
8-6..
. .8-6. .
7-9.,
.12-10.
1-8.
10-29 . ,

.10-1.
11-26.
9-17.
1-21.
11-1.
1-21 .
..11-12.
6-11.

UM-DmIwJ

3-1.

FILM

BULLETIN

W R c
1945-46 Features
Westerns

Identity Unknown
(71)
Details under title: Johnny

(_)
(— )

Completed (12)
Completed ( 9)

NEW

PRODUCTIONS

In Production (1)
In Production (0)

AVALANCHE
Drama — Started February 12
Cast:
Bruce
Cabot, Roscoe
Karns, Helen
Mowery, Veda Ann
Borg, Phil Van Zandt, Regina Wallace, Eddie Parks
Director: Irving Allen
Producer:
Pat De Cicco
dered.
Story:

Treasury

Agent

out

to get

Income

RELEASE

Gut

COMPLETED

Crime,

(64)
Morder
Men

Inc.

Uautcrois
Details

evader

<75)

Flihtlni Bill Carsoa
Flaming
Billets
Frontier
Fulthei
Details
inder title:

Ride,

The Gangster's Ben
Missing corpse
(62)
Details inder title: Stramer

Banter,

Arot-Borg
Crahbe-St. John
Rltter-Knex
O'Brlen-Rltter

Ride

4-30.
...3-5.

6-11.
5-14..

Crafeie-St. John
Iroaberf-Jeiks

...1-22..
2-5.

The Phantom »f 42nd Street
Shadow of Terror
(60)
Details inder title: Checkmate

O'Brlen-Aldrlch
Fraser-Gillern

. . .1-22. .
5-28.

Silver Fleet, The
(77)
Stagecoach
Milam
Swing Hostess (76)
Three in the Saddle
Why Girls Leave Home (68)
White
Pomo
(73)

Richardson-Withers
..For.
Crahhe-St. John
..11-27..
Tlrten-Gelllu
6-12.
Rrtter-O'Brlen
4-16..
Lane-Leonard
3-5.
Fraser-Wrlxon

In the Family

COMPLETED
Caravan

Trails

..9-11.
10-10.
..8-27.

.567.
.502.

..9-1.
.6-14..
...6-1.
..5-2.
.11-5.
...7-1.
.8-17.
. .7-26.
. .9-8.

..10-1
.3-19

.519.
.568.
..9-3
.563.
.564.
.6-11

.521. .10-29
, .530.
.558.
. .5-14

.ii'-ii

.509.
.111.
.562. ..222.
..7-9

Dean-Carlln

10-1.

10-23.
5-28.
..4-16.'.
8-6. . ..1-8..
11-30.

Clib
Havana
(62)
Danny Boy
Detoor
(69)
Devil Bat's
Daughter
Enchanted Forest (Clnecolor)
(80)
Flying Serpent
Gentlemen
with
Guns
(Clnecolor)
Gin Smoke
How
Do Yoi
Do?
(83)
I Ring
Doorbells
Lightning Raiders
Mask of Diljon
Harder
Is My Bislness
Navajo
Kid
Once and For All
Prairie
Rustlers
Details inder title: Bister Crabbe No. 1

Llndsay-Neal
Henry- Johnson
Savage-Neal
6-25.
LaPlanche-Jaraes
. . . 1-21 .
Lowe-Jeyee
1-22.
Lewis-Kramer
9-3.
Dean-Kenyon
1-21.
Steele-Saylor
12-10 .
Sordon-Windsor
8-6.
Shayne-Gwynne
....10-2..
Crahhe-St. John
. . 10-15 . .
Von Strohelm-Bates 11-26..
Beaumont-Walker
..12-26.
Steele-Saylor
10-15. ,
Coleman- Reed
.... 10-29 .
Crahhe-St John . . .9*17 . .

Romance of the West
Six Gin Man
Details inder title: Six-Gin For Hire
Song of Old Wyoming
(Clnecolor)
(65)
Stranpler of The Swamps
Terrors
On
Horseback
Wife
of Monte
Crista

Dean-Barton
Steele-Carlln

8-6.
10-29.

.11-26
.12-24

.12-8.
.2-20.

..2-18
.10-1

12-24.
.2-25..
..1-7..
..3-7..

.11-26

Dean-Padden
5-14.
LaPlanche-Edwards
..9-3.
Crabbe
• St. John. .1-21
Ledor-Aikert
8-6.

(40)
(16)
( 4)

1945-46 Features
Westerns
Serials

NEW
MY

PAL

Lane-Stewart

(72)
Soelety
Steppln'
Details lainder title: You'll

Horton-George

Details
to
Comesinder
Angel

(84)

PRODUCTIONS

RELEASE

CHART
Cart

COMPLETED

Details under title: The Web

Cheyotroe Wrtdtat
Chicago Kid
(68)
Comas
Chrlitl
Bandits

Ellhrtt-Flealng
Barry-Roberts
Lane-Talket

Don't
Fence
Me
In (71)
Earl Carroll's Vanities
(89)
Fatal
Witness
Federal Operator No. 99 (Serial)
Flame of Barbery Coast
(91)
Gaaejs of tbi Waterfront
The Great Stagecoach
Robbery
Grlssly'e Millions
(72)
Hitchhike to Happiness (71)
Jealousy
(71)

Rogers-Evans
....
O'Keefe-Moore
...
Ankers- Fraser
. . .
Lamont-Talbot
..
Wayne-Dvorak
...
Armstrong-Bachelor
Elliott-Fleming
..
Grey-Kelly
Pearce-Evans
....
Morley-Asther
. . .

4,

1946

..
. . .

races

its

lev

..9-3.. 12-15.
.1-22... 9-10.

..446.
. .429.

..2-3...
"7-23 6- 19.
..8-11.
.5-13...
.2-19... 7-15.
.6-12..
.6-29. .
.9-30.
4-20..
...10-2.
10-15..
9-15..
.11-13..
.1-22.. ..4-5..
.7-7..
.7-3..
..2-5.. .5-28.
.
..7-24..
12-25.. .2-15..
.9-18..

..442.
.451.
.421.
3314.

.10-1
.5-28

..2-19

..417.
.465.
. .445. .11-12
..413.
.3-19
.4-30
.427.
.483.
..415.

.422.
3317.
. .9-18. .1-16.. .409.
..419.
..9-18.. .7-19.. ..424. . . 1-22
.11-27.. .7-23..
. .5-14
.8-20

503.

.551
.565
.504.... 1-7
.553.
.563.

.505.. 11-26
.2-8

6-25.
...3-5.

554.
..509

.1-27.
.11-2. , ..502. .12-24
..508

2-4

.2-16.
.562.
.510.
.512.
'12-I3.
.9-7..
.3-4
.561.
.5^2
.501
.506

12-28.
,.11-1.
..9-30.

.. 12-24
. 7-23 .
.11-26.
..9-17. 12-21.
...8-6.
.4-16. ,
..9-17.

'.507...i-2i
.564
.10-7'.

.11-26.
..4-30.

RADIO
1945-46 Features

'.'.i-9

Completed

NEW

In Production (4)

(42)

PRODUCTIONS

SINBAD THE SAILOR
(T)
Romantic Comedy— Started
February 17
O'Hara, Walter Slezak,
Jr., Maureen
Douglas Fairbanks,
Cast:
Jane Greer, George Tobias, Mike Mazurki.
Producer: Stephen Ames
Director: Richard Wallace
Story:

12-24

...441
4-2
...434... 5-14

.511

. 10-29 . . .1-25.
..10-1..
.12-10.

Elliott-Fleming
Rogers-Evans
.
Karov-Essen
.
Marshall -Gargan
Elliott-Fleming
Booth-Llvlngston
Elliott-Fleming
Hale-Booth
. .
Kelly-Loder
. ..

A
Impersonation,
Strange
Sin Valley Cyclone
The Valley of the 2omble
Wagon Wheel! Westward
West
of God's
Comtry
(Magnaeolor)
Woman Who Came Back, The (68)

__

let.

1944-45

Along the Navajo Trail
(66)
Rogers-Evans
Behind
City Lights
(68)
Terry- Roberts
. . .
Details onder title: Retirn at Dawn
Bells of Rasarita (68)
Rogers-Evans
. . . .
kordertown Trulls
Canon -Birnottt . .
Cheaters,
The
(87)
Sehlldkrait-Birke
Details inder title: The Magnificent Mr. M

MARCH

Details

killer

(68)

Sheriff of Redwood Valley
Song of Arizona
Spectre of the Rose

..430

.10-29.
.10-29..
.12-10.
...8-20.
. . .8-6.
..1-21.

12-24.
2-18.
...2-18.
Douglas- Roberts
Thompson-Talbot
..10-15
Barry-Savage
. ...12-10.
Withers-Withers
1-21.
Lederer- Patrick
10-1..
2-18.
Hale-Booth
Elliott-Blake
3-5..
..10-29..
Ralston-Marshall
11-12.
Aeoff-Mara
12-24.
Pearee-Harrls
11-26 .
Baehelor-Llvingston
Elliott-Fleming
2-5..
8-6.
Kent-Stewart
Rogers-Evans
.
Carson -Stewart
5-14.
VonSt'helra-Bachelor 2-19.
Mara-Barrler
..

(Serial)
Rider, The
Phantom
Rainbow Over Texas
Roenh
Riders of Cheyenne

.6-25

..425
...424..
10-15
...426... 9-17
..408
..416

12-13.
11-14.
...10-1. .2-28. ,
. . 3-19 . . 12-25.
...7-9..

Booth-Allen
..
Carson-Stewart
Dekker-Ankerj
Ashley-Rogers
Roberts-Powers
Lane-Frazee
Wrixon-Fowley
Stirling-Henry
(Serial)

.418.
.462.

.11-17.

Elliott-Fleming
Bachelor-Browni
Ralston-Wayne
Moore-Elliott
.
McLeod-Dorn

Daeghter of Don Q (Serial)
Days of Belfale Bill
French
Key.
The
Gay
Blade
Girls of the Big Hobsc
(68)
Guy Conld Change, A (65)
Glass
Alibi, The
Invisible
Informer

9-4
9-3

12-24 . .9-14..
4-16.
....4-30.
..12-15. ..2-4..

Esmond-Aobert
Carson-Stirllng
Elliott-Fleming

(T)
Concerto

Investigator
Yard
Mexico

..5-10.

.11-26
..5-14

,..420

1-8.. 11-27

Dowd-Dake

Annie's Son

Hall
In the Music
Merder
te Memphis
Train
Night
Exciting Week
One
te Danger
Passkey
Phantom
of the Plains

TRIGGER

Tttl« — Rinnlrtt Thai

1945

Carson-Stewart
Carson -Stewart
Elliott-Fleming
Darwell-Kennedy

Billy The Kid
Alias
Bandit of Badlands
Rlsh
California Gold
(70)
Togboat Annie
Captain
Details ander title: Tigboat
Cat
Man of Paris, The
Cherokee
Flash
Colorado Pioneers
g.g Conquest of Cheyenne
Crime of the Centory
Dakota
(82)
In Old Sacramento
I've Always Loved Yon
Details
ander title:

of

. .9-17
..9-17

..411
..401

. .

1945-46

AnFaces

.3-20.

Real

Me

,
Richmond-Mara
...9-4.
. . . ..3-19.
Rogers-Eva*.
.10-16.
. .12-11. ..3-21.
Abbott-Stewart

(M)

In Production (1)
In Production (0)
In Production (0)

Rogers
is accused
of murdering
a stallion.
colt and
Rogers
clears
the situation.

title:
New
Brooklyn,

. . .

.4-17......6-4.
9-15..
10-16... 7-29.
..9-29.
... .11-13.
Rogers-Evans
.8-16.
. .
Taylor-Frazee
..6-11.
....Livingston-Terry
.5-23.
Michael-Gordon
.12-25.
. 11-27 . .12-23.
11-16.
.Neal-Mara
...9-1.

Remember

(66)
Smset In El Dorado
(72)
Swlngln' on a Rainbow
Tell It To A Star
(58)
Three's A Crowd
Thorwgntre*
The
Woman,
Tiger
Utah (78)
(59)
Vampire's Ghost

Musical Western — Started February 15
Cast:
Roy
Rogers,
"Trigger,"
Dale
Evans,
George
(Gabby)
Hayes,
Sons of the Pioneers,
Jack
Holt, Roy
Barcroft,
Leroy Mason.
Director: Frank McDonald
Producer: Armand Schaefer
Story:

the Ships

Stagecoach to Monterey
Detain into title: Marshal of Monterey

Scotlandof
Sono

Completed (27)
Completed (14)
Completed ( 3)

(70)

Man from Rainbow Valley
Marshall
of Laredo

mmv&Mc

....4-2..
..1-8..
*-"•
..10-31.

5-29.
Elllott-Bl.to
•••*•*»•
carson-Stirllng
.••*&&•
Carson-Stirling
Terry-Brown
J-*!*?'
10-16
Early-Clark
12-11. .2-19.
Bandolph-O'Malley
. ..6-2.
.8-12.

.11-7 !

.10-29

...3-6..
. ..5-28.

. .3-18.
. .8 1. ..482
. .428.
..7-2. ...443.
.11-15.
.3312
.7-14. ..456
. ..423
..431.
..461
.7-10. ...433.
.8-16.
..5-10.
.7-20. .3313
.2-28. ..435
. .454

Antonio Rl<
U.
Santa Fe Sattdlematej
Sheriff of CMMOTM
SIP*. Ilill»i». Sing

11-21.

.11-12.
..1-1.

..5-14. .
. .10-16.
. .3-19.

Utro-StiWlrt

Circle, The
Inner
King of the Forest Rangers
last
Crooked
Mile,
The
Lonely
Hearts
Clek
Madonna's Secret, The
(79)

..2-1.

.12-11. . .9-15. . . .414. . .4-16
. .4-2. .3318
.11-27. . .9-15.

Silver
Cltj inder
Kid title: Red Gelch Renegades
Details

COMPLETED

.559..
.524.

1945-46

(Cineeoler)

Arlen-Roherts
Lowery-Storey

(68)

Song for Miss Jille, A (69)
Details Chanto
inder (59)
title: Behind
Sporting

.526.
.528. . .7-23

11-13. ..4-15.
4-16. ..8-21.
10-31.
.9-22.
...6-11.

Neal-Tllton
Intridar

Phantom Speaks, The
Road To Aleatrsu

M.

Albertson-Armstrong
Savage-Beaomont
Craibe-St.
John

lotroder
(71)
inter title: The

mur

Elliott-Fleming
Bruco-Ashley
.
Rogers-Evans
.
Stirling- Uai icy
Elliott-Hayes
Gulzar-Moore
.
Carson-Stewart

DeUlb

1944-45
(67)

finds him

CHART

Tltla — Binning Tim

Arson Squad
Apology for
Border
Bad

Tax

Arlen-Walkor

March

Lone
Texas
Ranger
Love, Honor and Goodbye
(87)
Man
From Oklahoma, The
(68)
Man
Hint
of Mystery
Island
(Serial)
Marshal of Reno
Mexicana
(83)
Oregon
Trail

From

the

fairy

tale

of

the

same

name.

CHILD OF DIVORCE
Drama — Started February 19
Cast:
Sharyn Moffett, Madge
Meredith,
Reed.
Director:
Richard Fleischer
.Story:

RELEASE

Producer:

Walter

Sid

Rogell

CHART

Tlao

Cart

IN PRODUCTION
Desirable

Woman
Story,

A

COMPLETED
BLOCK NO. FOUR
Body

Toomey,

Child's life is torn by divorce.

Title— Binning

Likely

Regis

Snatcher,

The

(78)

UotaVIe

Bennett-Ryan

2-4

Williams-Hale

2-4

1944-45

Karloff-Logosl

....11-13

Bel.

■•

*"

517

3-5

25

China sk» <">
farzan and the Amazons
(72)
Tliose Endearing Young Charms
Zombies on Broadway
(68)
BLOCK

NO.

.Seott-Drew
....
Welssmelltr-Joyee
Day-Yoong
Brown-Carney

(81)

.519... 4-30
, .518.
.520. .. .4-30
.4-30

..9-4.
.1-22.
.9-18.

.516... 4-30

FIVE

""nJ?,
(,9,5) Invisible Army
Details "^
under title
Brighton Strangler, The (67)
Two O'Cloek Coorage (66)
West or The Peeos (66)

11-13

Wayne-Ahn

523... 6-11

Loder-Duprez
...7-10..
Conway-Rutherford
. 8-21 .
Mltehom-Hale
..10-16...

..522. ..5-14
..521... 4-30
.524
6-11

SPECIALS
Belli of thi Y.kon (T) (84)
i.*,"""". »rmu
(93)
Its a Plcasore (T) (90)
Princess and the Pirate (T) (94)
fhrw Caballeros (T) (71)
WoiJan in the Window,
The (95)
OetalU inter title: Ones 63 Gear*

COMPLETED
BLOCK

..583.. 12-11
.581
8-7
.584
3-5
.551.
. 591 . ..10-16
12-25

..4-17..

.582.. 10-16

NO. ONE

(95)
Falcon In
Franclsoo, The
Johnny
AngelSan (79)
Momma Loves Poppa (60)
Radio Stars on Parade (69)

BLOCK
m'.'. °Ii,,he
%£
Man
Alive (70)

(82)

Neal-Hali

<72)

BLOCK

..

".Henreid-O'Hara "
Warren-Long

.8-6
.8-6
.8-6

.2-19.

.8-6

...2-5.
.11-27.
..6-11.

.607.. .9-17
..608.. 9-17
.606. . .10-1
.610. .10-15
.609. ..10-1

.

Karloff-Drew
O'Brien-Drew

Spanish Main,
(T) (100)
Wanderer
of the TheWasteland
(67)

.602.,
.603..
.604. .
.601..
.605..

...2-5.
.12-11.
. .2-19.
..2-19.
..4-16.

Davis-Haley
(65) '.'.'.'..'. icenway-Corday "
Raft-Trevor
...
Errol-Risdon
Brown-Carney
!

NO. TWO

Into Toyko

NO. THREE

CZTt
a02)„<;
Hotel Reserve
(79)
«',Ck Yoor
vaCy Way
la}uHome (72)
Sing
Spiral Staircase, The (83)
Details under title: Some

BLOCK

Mast

Watch

..6-11.
.12-11.
...9-3.

NO. FOUR

SPECIALS
-*hmg Came Jones (90)
Bells of St. Mary's, The (125)
Tomorrow
Is Forever (105)
Wonder
Man
(T)
(98)

.612..
.615..
.613..
.614..

..Foreign.
.7-9.

Powell-Cheirel
.
Mason-Mannheim
Conway- Jeffreys .
Haley-Jeffries
MeGuire-Brent
.

' Deadline at Dawn
(83)
From This Day Forward
Details under title: All Brides are Beautiful
Game of Death (70)
Details onder title: The Most Dangeroos
: Riverboat Rhythm
(64)
Tarzan and the Leopard Woman
(72)

NOT

4-3.
2-21.
8-21.
5-15. .

1945-46

George White's Scandals

First Yank

Stott-Lee
Ceejer-Wright
Henle-O'Shea
Hope-Mayo
Cartoon
Feature
Robinson-Bennett

12-24
12-24
12-24
12-24

.611.... 1-7

.5-28.

Hayward-Williaras
Fontaine-Stevens

Lodor-Long

. .

..9-3.

.616.
.617.

. . .2-19.

.619.
.620

. .7-9.
.8-20.

Errol-Ncwton
Weismuller-Joyce

.618... 2-18

.11-27. .
...3-5..

Cooper- Young
Crosby-Bergman
Colbert-Welles
.
Kaye-Mayo
...

.681... 6-25
661.. 11-26
.682. . .1-21
.651. ..4-30

...4-2..
..7-24..

DK8IQNATKD

Badman's
Territory
Bamboo
Blonde
Bed'a™
Details under title: A Tale of Bedlam
Crack-Up
Ding Dong Williams
Double Trouble
Falcon's Alibi, The
via From
r ' Brooklyn,
o'V.
Kid
TheL (T)

Scott- Richards
Langford-Wade
.Karloff-Lee

....10-1.
....9-17.
8-6.

O'Brien-Trevor
1-21.
Vernon-MeGuire 5-14 .
Haley-Jeffreys
2-4
Conway-Cerday 8-20
Rogers-Aumont
8-20.
Kaye-Mayo
..6-25.
10-29
|;ad» L»ck
! "Young-Hale
Genius
At Work
Carney-Brown ".'."... .9-3 '
Details
under title: Master Minds
.10-29.
No,£ri,oa?
.
Details •••
under title: Follow Yoor Heart Bergman-Grant
.11-12.
Sister Kenny
Russell-Knox
...
Step By Step
Tierney-Jeffreys
. ..1-21.
Stranger, The
.10-29.
Robinson-Young
. .12-10.
Sonset
Pass
Warren-Leslie
..
Till the End of Time
McGulre-Madison
.10-29.
Details under title: The Dream of Home
Truth Aboat Murder, The
..7-23.
Granville-Conway
Details under title: The Lie Detector
.10-29.
Without
Reservations
Colbert-Wayne
Details under title: Thanks God, I'll Take
It From Here)
(T)

Disney

Cartoon

NO. ELEVEN

Where Do We Go

BLOCK

From Here?

J. Bennett-Raft
Mitchell-Andersen

REISSUE

Call of the Wild

COMPLETED
NOT

(Reissue)

(81).

8-21... Jul*. . .3-5. . . Jily . .

..GifeJl-YMai

Completed

DESIGNATED
1945-46
Dunne-Harrison

12-10
..
Fitzgerald-Histon
..3-19...
Nov..
Landis-Gargan
...
...10-1... Feb.
.12-10
11-13... Aig..
Bell tor Mane, A (103)
Hedlak-Tlerney
Black Beaoty
Freeman-Denning
.
Captain Eddie (107)
MatMarray-Bart
.12- 11... Sept.
Caribbean Mystery (65)
Dcna-Ryaa
.9-17
..2-5...
Sept..
Details onder title: First, Last and Always
12-24
Centennial Summer
(T)
eraln-Wilde
Cluny Brown
Jenes-Boyer
. 12-25 . . . Feb. .
Colonel Effingham's Raid (70)
Bennett-Eythe
.... 12-10
Dark Corner, The
Ball-Stevens
. .8-20
Doll Face (80)
Mirandi-O'Keefe
Dolly Sisters, The (T) (114)
Srakle-Payne.
... ...2-5... Hit..
Dragenwyek
T ieroey-Eythe
. . . ..3-5
Wake Up and Dream (T)
Payne-Haver
.5-14
Fallen Angel (97)
Faye-Andrews
...
House on 92nd Street (88)
Eythe-Hasse
..5-14. ..Dec..
Details under title: New It Can Be Told
Reissue.
..4-30...
Oct..
.Feb.
Jesse James (106)
Power-Fonda
.4-30..
Junior Miss (94)
Gej-ner-Joerya
... ..2-19.. Aug..
Kitten en the Keys (T)
Johnny
Comes
Flying Home
Leave Her To Heaven (T)
(110)
Rendezvous
24
Return of Frank James (92)
Shock (70)
Shocking Miss Pilgrim, The (T)
Somewhere
In the Night
Smoky
(T)
Strange Triangle

6'Har»-H»y»ee
.Stewart-Crane
...
Tiemey-Wiide
.. .
Gargan-Palmer
...
Fonda-Tierney
...
Priee-Barl
Grable-Haymes
.. .
Hediak-Giltd
....
NtcMerray-Buter
Hasse-Shegperd
. .

Sentimental Journey (94)
Spider, The (63)
State Fair (T) (100)
Walk in the Sun (117)
Details inder UA Release
Way Ahead, The (104)
«/i|'»n (T) (153)
Yank in London, A

Payne-O'Hara ....
..10-1.
Conte-Marlowe
..6-11.
Andrews-Crab)
. . ..1-22.
Andrews-Conte
. . . ..8-11.
11-29..
.
Nhm- Huntley
. . . .Foreign
. . Fer. .
Hardwleke-Mitchell
Neagle-Harrlson

Chart

UNiTfcD

11-26..
..1-21..
..5-28..

RELEASE

0^

IN PRODUCTION
-It Shouldn't

Happen To A Dog
Gargle
(T) Girls in Blue (T)
Three Little

Landis-Joslyn
Craine-Young
Haver-Mature

COMPLETED
BLOCK NO. NINE
Molly and Me (77)
Details nniUr title: Molly, Bless
Song of Bernadette (156)
Royal Scandal, A (90)
Details onder title: Czarina

BLOCK

&&&

Catt

Me

and

Mr.

COMPLETED

UL

2-4
2-18
11-26

No.

Satan

Kunl-Baxter

. .

Raft-Sidney
..
Lamarr-Sanders

Abilene Town
(89)
Details under title: Abilene

'.

1944-45
Her

Flelds-Woolley

11-13. ..Apr.

522...

3-5

Jones-Price
Bankhoad-Eythe

4-5... April
9-18. . .April

520
521

2-7
4-e

Grable-Haymes
Laurel-Hardy

9-4. .May
12-11. ..May

524. ..4-30
525. ..4-16

NO. TEN

Diamond Horseshoe (T)
Bull Fighters (62)

(104)

.601.... 7-9
.604. ..7-23
.605

8-6

.610. .10-15
12-24
.609... 10-1
.612..
.618
.608...10-29
9-17

.603... 6-25

Jan..

.12-10.
.Reissue. .
. .10-15. ..Feb.
.Feb..
.12-10..
.7-23..
..1-7..

.619
.614.. 12-24
.615... 1-21

.Mar.
. Dee. .
.Oct.

.613.
.621....11-12
2-18
.607... 9-17
..616.. 12-24

. .Mar.
.Aug..

.622
.606... 6-11

.Mar.

Befell*

.602

8-7

Blithe Spirit (T)
(94)
Breakfast in Hollywood
(93)
Caesar end Cleoaatra
(T)
Captain Kidd (89)
Diary of A Chambermaid
(87)
Duel In the Sun (T)
Getting Gertie's Garter (72)
Fanny by Gaslight
Henry V (T)
Johnny In the Clouds (88)
Outlaw, Tbe
Paris — Underground
(97)
Rebecca (130)
Scandal In Paris, A
Sin of Harold Dlddlebock, The
Spellbound
(113)
Derails under title: House of Dr.
This Happy Breed
2000 Women
Young Widow
Whistle Stop (85)

(T)

.Rgs.

..2-18..
...1-21..
.12-24..

1944-45

7-27.

Bedside Manner
(79)
Hessey-Carroll
Blood on the San (94)
CMney-SWney
Colonel eilmg (T)
(148)
Uvesy-Wilbrook
Great John L, The (9«)
Darnell-McClure
Guest Wife (88)
Collert-Ameche
Hairy Ape, The (90)
Bendix-Hayward
Sensations of 1945
(86)
Powell-Fields
Song ot the Open Road (89)
Bergon-GranvHIe
Southerner, The (91)
Swtt-Field
Details under title: Hold Autumn In Your Hand
Story of G. I. Joe (109)
Meredith

Bee

2-4

CHART

Thai

PBODOOTJON

Angel On My Shoulder
Details under title:

CHART

TIbj

.620

ARTISTS

Scott-Dvorak
1945-46

.6-25
.4-30

...11-27... 6-15... 6gy...
Stn.
..10-31
Ski
7-10... 6-29...
Crosby..
.Foreign
5-4..G-F.B..
.Rgs.
12-11..
1-10.
12-13. ..6-30. IM..
.8-10.. .Lev.
..6-16.
....12-13.
.Stn.
9-18.. ...6-2.

.6-11
.7-10
.5-29
.8-6
..4-2

.5-14
11-27.. .7-13... Cwn... .5-15
6-25
8-6... 1-11... Lev.... 1-21
LH
. . . .10-15

Adventures
in Casablanca
Marx Brothers
Details under title: A Night In Casablanca

Titie— R.ealnj

Aog

.611... 7-23

1945-46 Features
Completed (23)
In Production (3)
Key to Producers: Small (Sml.) ; Rogers (Rgs.); Vanguard
(Van.); Crosby (Coy.); Sherman (Sam.); Pressburger
(Psb.); Wanger (Wgr.); R!ple> -Monter (R.M.); Bogeaus
(Bog.); Stromberg (Smg.); Levey (Lev.); Cowan (Cow.);
Stone (Stn.); Selznick (Szk.); Nebenzabi (Neb.); Lesser
Lea.); Loew-Haklm (L. H.) ; Skirhall (Ski.) ; Eagle-Lion
(G. F. D.); Cagney (Cgy.); Bronston (Brn.); Hughes (Hug.).

Mr. Ace and the Queen
Strange Woman, The

In Production (3)

(34)

. .529... 6- 11
.328... 6-11
.529.

COMPLETED

1945-46 Features

.527... 6-25

JIM.

Anna and The King of Siam
And Then There Were dene (97)
Behind Green Lights (64)
Details under title: Precinct 33

Oi

691.

. . .9-4. . .June.

.526... 5-28

Nob Hill (T) (95)
Withln These Walls (71)

RELEASE

Feature

2-5...Jone..

Bendix-Blendell
Builllgan
(T) (77) . . . MacMurray-Leslle

NO. TWELVE

Title)— JUuiai

REISSUE

Plnocchlo

BLOCK

(75)
Quiiligan
Juan onder
DonOetalls
title: Two-Faeed

Cemmlngs-Harrison
12-14... GFD... 10-1
Breneman-Granvllle Foreign..
.8-20... 2-22... Gldn. .1-21
Olivler-Lelg*
...
Foreleg
G.F.D
Laighton-Brltten
2-5.. 10-19.. .Bog... 8-20
Goddard-Hatfield
.
.7-23...
2-15..
Bogbier... 2-14
Jonos-Cettsn
...3-19
Srt
...6-25.. 11-30... Sml.. 12-10
O'Keefe-McDunald
Foreign
6FD
Mason-Calvert
.
•Ilvler-lewton
.For
G.F.D
Montgomery-Mill
MS.
. GFD. .12-10
Rossell-Histon
, .Foreign..
2-8. ..Hug
Bennett-Fields
.. .1-22... 9-14... Bnt... 10-29
. . Reissue
Szk
Fontaine-Olivier
. 10-29
Psb
Sanders-Hasso
.10-1
Lluyd-Walbern
.
Bergman-Peek
7-24.. 12-28... Szk.. 11-12
Edwards
Newton-Jehnsen
Robien-Catvert
.Ros<ell-Hayward
Raft-Gardner
.

Foreign
G.F.D..
Foreign
G.F.B. .
...3-5
3-1... Smg..
. ..7-23... 1-25... Neb.

.1-21

26
FILM

BULLETIN

So

U N * V t ft b A I
1945-46 Features
Westerns
Serials

LITTLE

MISS

In Production (4)
In Production (0)
In Production (0)

(48)
( 7)
( 4)

Completed (39)
Completed ( 6)
Completed ( 4)

NEW

PRODUCTIONS

BIG

Not

available.

See

next

tsuin Vm

title:

Cart

Prelude

Vengeance

WARNER

Humoresque
Sentence,
The
Very Rieh Man,

2-4. .
1-21..

Adventure
for Two
Bad Men of the Border
Blondie Alibi
Details
under title: Design
for Death
Because
of Him
Brute
Man,
The
Cat Creeps,
The
Canyon
Passaoe
(T)
Code of the Lawless
Details
under title: Law for Pee»s
Crimson Canary
(64)
Details under title: Hear That Treaipet Talk
(72)

Details under' title: Serenade far Birder
Gun Town

. . Foreign
Olivier-Rutherford
Grant-Armlda
. . . ...8-6...
Neal-O'Driscoll
. ..1-21...
Durbln-Tone . . . .
Hatton-Adams
..
Collier-Brady
.
Aadmn-Mayward
Grant-Knight
..

9-28... 1101.
4-12

..9-28..
10-1. ...3-1..
.10-15
. . .10-29.
6-11.
. 522 . . .2-18
2-4 11-30. . . ..504.
.10-20
..11-2.. ..508.

.

6-25.
. .Foreign.

...9-3... 1-18
516.
.11-26
...1-21
...9-3
..7-23. 10-19... 1102.

..2-4

509.. 11-26

. . .9-3.. 11-23
Curtls-O'Driseoll
.Foreign
Redgrave-Withers
deCarlo-Cam.Ton
. .5-14. .12-21
Barker-Collier
. . ..3-19... 1-11

510. .12-24

...

Grant-Knight
'.Chaney-O'Driseoll
Lowery-Grcy

513. .12-10
515... 2-18

...9-3... 1-18... 1104
.10-15... 12-7
511... 1-21
3-29
525
.12-24
2-8
518
.11-12. ..2-22
520

Idea Girl
.'.'.'.Barker-Bishop'
Little
Giant (64)
Abbott-Costello '. ..
(Details under title: On The Carpet)
. .2-18
Lost City of the Jungle (Serial)
Adams-Haydn
. . . . Foreign
Madonna of the Seven
Moons
Calvert-Granger
523
Man in Gray
(92)
Lockwood-Mason
. Foreign. . .3-15
502... 10-1
Men
In Her Diary
(73)
Albrltton-Hall
. . ..2-19... 9-14
..10-1
Murder Mansion
Goodwin-Grey
. . ...1-8
Night
In Paradise
Oberen-Bey
...1-7
3-1
521
Smooth as Silk
Taylor-Grey
. . .
Details
under
title: Notorious
Gentlemen
.11-12
On the Carpet
Abbott-Costello
.
..8-20
Outlaws
of Twin
Forks
Grant-Adams
..3-19.. 12-14
512.
Pillow of Death
(66)
Chaney-Joyce
..1-7
507. 11-12
Pursuit to Algiers
(65)
Rathbone-Bruee
. ..8-20.. 10-26
Details under title: The Fugitive
River Gano (64)
Jean-Brasselle
. . ..10-2... 9-21
503.. 10-29
Details under title: Fairy Tale Murder
. Foreign
Rogue's
Progress
Harrison-Palmer
. .7-23. .10-23.. .1681
Royal Mounted Rides Again (Serial)
Kennedy-Kennedy
Searlet Horseman, The (Serial)
Cookson-Shaw
. . .11-12... 1-22... 1781
...8-6. .12-28
514
Scarlet Street
(102)
Robinson-Bennett
Secret
Agent X-9
(Serial)
Bridget-Wiley
... ...4-16
. .1-22.. 10-12
506.. 10-20
Senorita from the West (63)
Jones-Granville
Seventh
Veil, The
(94)
Mason-Todd
. . . Foreign. ..2-15
519
Shady
Lady
(94)
Coburn-Simms
.. ...6-11
9-7... 501... 9-17
..12-24
She Wolf of London, The
Haden-Harvey
Details under title: Alibi In Ermine

available

Cart

Tlat

Details

Crawford-Garfield
Sheridan-Smith
Grecnstreet-Vickers

A

1944-45 -

Stanwyck-Morgan
Bogart-Hobart
...
Davis-Dell

Crtne

Wyman-Cowan

by Sight

(72)

airier title:

Forty

Wkaato

Horn Blows at Midnight, The
Hotel
Berlin
(98)
Janle
(106)
Objective Burma
(142)
Pillow
To
Post
(92)
Roughly
Speaking
(117)
To Have and Have Not (101)

(78)

1945-46
Beast With Five Fingers, The

Alda-King
JSogart-Bacall
Documentary

The
Big Sleep,
Burma
Victory
(63)

Love

Rhapsody in Blue
(139)
San Antonio
(T)
(110)
Saratoga
Trunk
(135)
Shadow of A Woman
Stolen
Life, A
Three Strangers
(93)
Time, The Plaee and The Girl, The
Too Young To Know
(86)
Two Guys From Milwaukee
Two Mrs. Carrolls, The

of

Ours

It All

Came

.8-21.
10-19.

.6-12.
.8-21.

in ana

1946

.8-11.
.6-30.
.7-21.
.5-19.
..9-9.

(T)

..9-2.
..3-3.
.1-20.
..6-9.

..2-21.
12-10.
....10-31.

12-13 .
Leslie-Aldo
B°ver- 3aca"
6-25 •
Emerson-Scott
4-16.
DeHaviland-Lupino
11-16.
Flynn-Lupino
11-26.
Scott-Paige
8-20.
Leslie-Hutton
4-16.
Crawford-Carson
..12-25.
Stanwyck- Brent
...11-29.
Flynn-Parker
8-6.
Grant-Smith
6-25.
Garfieid-Fitzgerald
..9-18.
Henreid-Parker
. . . .7-24.
Sheridan-Moran
....11-1.
Garfield-Parker
11-27.
Leslie-Aldo
7-26.
Flynn-Smith
10-16.
Cooper- Bergman
3-8.
King-Prince
2-19.
Oavls-Ford
.
2-19.
Fitzgerald-Gre?nstreet 1-22.
Morgan-Paige
4-2.
Leslie-Hutton
2-19.
Morgan-LeMie
....12-24.
Bogart-Stanwyck
...5-14.

REISSUES

Born
For Trouble
Originally titled:

..2-18
..6-12.
.5-17.

.2-16.
..3-9.
11-10.
12-15.

10-20.
.1-26.

.9-27.
.3-30.
12-29
..9-1. .

Tratle

. .8-i
.413... ..4-2
3 19
.415... 4-16
.401
8-7
.416.
.411
2-5
.417... 5-28
.412

Gosart-Sheridan

Paper!
SECTION

2-b

.410 .10-16.
.512

.512.. .2-18

.505.. 10-15
.510... 1-21

.501... 8-20

.514.. 12-10
.2-16.
.12-1.

.511

2-4

.507..11-26

.504.

House

True

.4-30

..4-2

.502
7-9
.509.. 11-26

.10-6.
in the Big

.419.
.418.
.414.
.402.

.7-23
.6-25

.506. .11-26
.11-12
.508.

Johnson-Emerson
Murder

.420.

...

Flynn-Brewn
....
Lupino-Greenstreet
Rossell-Carsen
.. .
Bogart-Baeall
. . .

COMPLETED

(88)
Jones
Cinderella
Confidential
Agent
(118)
Danger
Signal
(78)
Devotion
Escape
Me Never
Her Kind of Man
Janie
Gets
Married
Mildred Pierce (111)
My Reputation
(94)
Never
Say Goodbye
Night and Day (T)
Nobody Lives Forever
Of Human Bondage
One
More
Tomorrow
Pride of the Marines
(119)
Details
under title. This

Bel.

..12-24
.1-21

..8-21.
..4-7.
..6-12.
.11-15. .4-28.
. 11-27 . .3-17.
Kenny-Smith
King-Destine
... .1-10.
.2-30.
Reynelds-Hetten
.6-12.

God Is My Ce-Pllot
(68)
Morgan-Massey
Escape in the Desert
(79)
Sullivan-Dorn
Details under title: Strangers In Our Midst

F-B's Famous PRODUCTION

4,

(3)

CHART

The Most Complete
PRODUCTION NEWS

MARCH

S

In Production

(29)

Christmas in Connecticut
(101)
Conflict
(86)
Corn Is Green, The (114)
Details

.4-16... 11-9

Beery-Collier

RELEASE

COMPLETED

1945-46

(67)

.10-15. ..10-5- •
2-19. . .3-8. . ..517. .12-10

- BR OTHER

Completed

..505.
. .524.

Mason-Lockwood

1945-46 Features

.3-22. .

■>•••«

Obcron-Korvin

Lady

IN PRODUCTION

2-4. .

Davls-Oakie
DeCarlo-Donlevy

COMPLETED

House of Dracula
House of Horrors

.11-12.

Sondcrgaard-Grant
Chaney-Joyce

Grant-Knight

to

totalb

Murder

Schahrazad

Dalton's
Ride Again,
The
Dead of the Night
Frontier
Gal
(T)
(84)
Girl On the Spot
(75)

The

Trail

Title — BinolBi
to

Family

Wyatt-Cookson nt
Montez-Sabu
..
Rathbone-Bruce
Tone-Foster
..

CHART

Rathbone-Bruce

Love Takes A Holiday
Fandango
(T)
Details under title:

the

Strange
Conquest
Tangier
Terror
By Night
(60)
That Night With You
(84)
Details under title: Once Upon a Dream
This Love of Ours
(90)
Details
under
title: As It Was
Before

IN PRODUCTION
Dressed To Kill
Details
under

in

issue.

RELEASE
TWi

Loy-Ameehe
Genius

Spider
Woman
Strikes
Back,
Strange
Confession
(62)

Wicked

Comedy — Started February 13
Cast:
Fay Holden, Beverly Simmons, Mary Morris, Fred Brady,
Frank
McHugh,
Milburn
Stone, Samuel
S. Hinds,
John
Eldredge, Jeff York.
Director: Erie Kenton
Producer: Marshall Grant
Story:

Goes My
Love
Details
under
title:

.10-6.

.503.

STUDIO

SIZE-UPS

(Continued from Page 22)
other year's record. The 1946-47 schedule will have 26 features,
including the two $5,000,000 films already completed: Selznick's
"Duel In The Sun" and Rank's "Caesar and Cleopatra." Mr.
Raftery was firm in his denial of any pending sale of the company either to "persons already established in the industry or to
Wall Street investment houses."
In production are three: "Mr. Ace and The Queen" (George
Raft-Sylvia Sidney), "Angel On My Shoulder" (Paul Muni-Anne
Baxter)
Sanders). and "The Strange Woman" (Hedy Lamarr-George
Lester Cowan is going ahead fast with his production of "The
Life of Sun Yat Sen." He has the approval of Chiang Kai-Shek
for this undertaking and is presently huddling with the Chinese
Embassy in Washington to assure all the technical details being
in order.

UNIVERSAL
Walter Wanger broke the news this week with his plans for
future production. Wanger's 1946-47 season will include ten
features at $14,000,000 with a national advertising program to cost
$1,000,000. Five of the pictures are set for Universal release.
"Scarlet Street," "Night in Paradise," and "Canyon Passage" are
already completed. "Mystery in Mauve" and an untitled film will
complete the Universal quintet. Also on the Wanger list, with no
distribution deal set yet, is "Ballad and the Source," which may
or may not have Bergman in the top role; "Angelica," which will
star Susan Hayward, and two for Joan Bennett.
Construction is already under way for the new Goetz-Spitz
quarters at the Universal studio. Meanwhile, Universal is started
on its two million dollar building program with first of all, a
writers' building. Despite the Goldwyn edict that all independents
will have to find other space, the International unit will continue
to work there until the new space is ready, which is certain to be
several months with present construction problems. "Countess of
Monte Cristo," the Sonja Henie film, will be ready for starting
in April.
In addition to the present working schedule, three more films
will be going before the end of March. Michael Fessier is set to
start his "Lesson in Love," with George Brent and Lucille Ball
(before she goes back on her new contract to Metro), Joseph
Gershenson will roll "The Runaround," with Ella Raines and Rod
Cameron and Abbott-Costello, and "The Ghost Steps Out" will
also be on the March program.
"Up in Central Park," which scored so soundly on Broadway,
has been purchased by Universal for a Deanna Durbin starrer,
which Felix Jackson will produce. Before this one will come
"Josephine."
In production now: "Dressed To Kill" (Basil Rathbone-Nigel
Bruce), "Love Takes A Holiday" (Joan Davis-Jack Oakie) and
"Fandango" (Yvonne DeCarlo-Brian Donlevy), formerly called
"Shahrazad."

WARNER

BROS.

Joseph M. Bernhard and Milton Sperling are proceeding with
the building of a top-class independent unit, with their United
States Picture. The partners plan to have a contract list of at
least 40 actors, writers and technicians. To complete their plans,
the men will investigate talent possibilities in Europe. Both producers feel that new talent is an essential in a new company in
order to break the spiraling salaries now being paid and to look
to European talents, untouched for the war period to supply some
useful new abilities.
Jerry Wald, who may win the Academy Award this year as
the outstanding producer, has a heavy schedule ahead of himself.
"The Secret," "The Silver Lining" and "Serenade," the James M.
Cain story, will all go through before late Spring. Meanwhile,
Wald is working on three biographies which he will have before
the cameras within the next six months: "The Life of Will
Rogers," in which the junior Will Rogers will carry the title role;
"The Life of Jack Benny" and "Mr. Broadway," the Sime Silverman Variety story.
Warner's other "white-haired boy," Michael Curtiz, is being
offered every possible enticement to off-set the many intriguing
deals that have been presented to him as his contract comes up
for renewal. Latest plum from the Warner front office is a cut
in the profits on all of his pictures, his own title, "Michael Curtiz
Productions" and a maximum overhead on all of his films. Of
course, he gets a flat direction fee on a new seven-year termer.
Ronald Reagan has been signed to a co-star role with Humphrey Bogart and Lauren Bacall in "Stallion Road," which goes
into production shortly. Reagan was first named for the Will
Rogers role, but when young Rogers accepted the job, Reagan
was shifted to "Stallion Road."
In production on the Warner lot are three hold-overs:
"Humoresque" (Joan Crawford-John Garfield), "The Sentence"
(Ann Sheridan-Kent Smith) and "A Very Rich Man" (Sydney
Grcenstreet-Martha Vickers).
28

NEWSREEL
The jam-packed Washington's Birthday business gave many
of the Broadway first-run film palaces near-record grosses for the
final week in February — in contrast to the below-average second
week with its near-zero business on Lincoln's Birthday due to
Mayor O'Dwyer's enforced 18-hour shut-down.
Outstanding among the newer stage and screen attractions is
the Strand's "Three Strangers" and Jack Carson heading the
stage show, with the latter mainly responsible for the new alltime house record for the three-day holiday week-end, topping the
previous record-holder, "San Antonio," by several thousand dollars. Now in its second week, the bill will remain until "Cinderella Jones" opens on March 15th.
At the Paramount, the sure-fire combination of "The Road to
Utopia" and Benny Goodman and His Orchestra had a smash
opening day February 27th, following three terrific weeks of
Danny Kaye in person and the also-ran "Miss Susie Slagle's."
Bobby-sox fans packed the Paramount to the rafters, screaming
approval for Kaye and frequently applauding his kidding suggestion that he remain on the stage and not run the picture.
A third terrific in-person draw is Carmen Miranda at the
Roxy, where "Fallen Angel" is on the screen. The Brazilian
Bombshell drew $100,000 for a third week and is now in a fourth
and final
March
6th. stanza with "Sentimental Journey" set to open on
At the Capitol, "The Harvey Girls" and Glenn Miller's Orchestra on the stage were an equally-strong draw and gave the
house four smash weeks with the final holiday one beating the
third stanza and giving the house the best Washington's Birthday
in its 26-year history. "The Sailor Takes a Wife" and Sammy
Kaye's Orchestra opened on February 28th.
At Radio City Music Hall, Clark Gable and Greer Garson
(the Music Hall's queen) must take the credit for the terrific
total of over $400,000 taken in during the initial three weeks of
"Adventure," at the world's largest theatre, which has a stage
revue without names. The picture starts a fifth week on March
7th and will continue indefinitely with no successor set.
Loew's State just completed two highly-profitable weeks with
the
run of
"Tars
drawsfirstmost
the and
trade.Spars" and the usual vaudeville bill, which
"Tomorrow Is Forever," despite some weak notices, created
a new attendance record and a new high mark for total receipts
at the Winter Garden, although these figures compare only with
those of the mild-drawing British films, which have played the
theatre since J. Arthur Rank took it over on October 1st. Only
the opening picture, "Blithe Spirit," and the recent "Seventh Veil,"
which benefited by word-of-mouth and magazine breaks, did better
than average business, the others were weak sisters.
"Scarlet Street," which benefited by the Censor Board's temporary banning, smashed the Criterion's week-end record during
the first week of its run and also broke the box-office record for
the second week. The Universal picture starts a fourth week on
March 7th and will be followed by Columbia's "Bandit of Sherwood Forest" later in the month.
Second and third weeks for "The Spiral Staircase" at the
Palace outgrossed the same company's "Spanish Main," which
formerly held the house record, and the RKO Radio thriller is
now in its fourth week and will continue until mid-March when
"Deadline at Dawn" comes in.
Way up ahead of all the long-run pictures is "Lost WeekEnd," which finished its first 12 weeks at the Rivoli with a total
gross of close to $700,000, a new record for the 2,092 seat theatre
which has played only 14 films (divided between Paramount and
20th-Fox) in the past 2% years. "Week-End" started a 14th week
on March to
2nd follow.
and still shows no signs of giving way to "Kitty,"
scheduled
The two Ingrid Bergman pictures, "Spellbound" and "Saratoga Trunk," are running along profitably with no signs of a letup. The latter even jumped its gross considerably for its 14th
week at the Hollywood, while the U.A. release is still strong in its
eighteenth week and may hold until Easter.
Another U.A. release, "Abilene Town," opened at the Globe on
March 2nd, following three weeks for "Tarzan and the Leopard
A third U.A. film, "Getting Gertie's Garter," was weak for its
fourth and last stanza at the Gotham.
Woman."
"A Walk in the Sun" has slipped badly at the Victoria, but
is being held for an eighth and final stanza before giving way to
the re-issue of "Rebecca" on March 8th.
The Rialto is doing well enough to hold over "House of Horrors," a natural for its horror-hungry patrons.
FILM
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ALL SMILES. Herbert J. Yates, Sr., president of Repnblic, unci Oene Autry
seem elated over the fact that the cowboy crooner, just out of service, has
signed a new pact calling for a series of high-budget westerns, which are to
get under way shortly.

PMCTU ISES

LAUDS PUBLICITY. Claude Lee, Paramount public relations expert, speaks
on the virtues of publicity at a joint AMPA-Publicity Club luncheon in New
York. The attentive listeners are Dave Bailer, left, and Will Yolen, presidents
of AMPA
and the Publicity Club, respectively.

AT 'TOMORROW PREMIERE. Orson Welles, himself an ex-child prodigy, and 6-year-old Natalie
Wood, at the N. Y. premiere of RKO's "Tomorrow Is Forever". Welles is one of the picture's stars
and Natalie has a prominent supporting role. Robert Mocbrie. KKO vice-president and sales chief,
right, also attended
the gala affair at the Winter Garden Theatre.

(CONTEST JUDGES. S. Barret McCormick, KKO director of advertising|publicity, talks it over with several of the judges in the "Falcon" contest for
i best campaign tie-in with radio program. Seated: Arthur Brilant, Charles
| Solomen.
Standing:
Hal Coulter, l,ou D. Straus.

R-C BKi 2. Spyros P. Skourus, national industry chairman of the Red Cross Drive, anil Harold J. Fitzgerald,
national campaign director, deep in conversation during
the kick-off
luncheon
at the St. Morltz
Hotel.
N. Y.

STI NT.
Lester
Stallman.
of the Astor.
Beading,
Pa., has Mrs. Rosalind
Helnley,
British war bride, phone her mother in
England to extol merits of "Seventh Veil",
while hubby
Ileiuley watches.

BALLY. Robert Ket/er.
Wilson, Fresno, < ill., hud
ibiv Sinatra
cut-out
in
the lobby for girls In
embrace.
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GOLDMAN DENIED JURY

The Government's plan also provides that in nine areas where
Schine operates in two or more towns within approximately 25
miles of each other, the circuit will be required to elect one town
in each area where it will be allowed to continue to operate. It
will have to divest itself of theatres in the other towns within
those areas. These areas are: in New York — Amsterdam and
Glamersville; Ilion, Herkimer and Little Falls; Auburn and Seneca
Falls; Geneva and Canandaigua; in Ohio — Kent and Ravenna;
Ashland and Wooster; Bucyrus and Tiffin; in Maryland— Cambridge and Easton; in Kentucky — Lexington and Paris.
Trustee Asked
The Department of Justice in its proposal asked the Court to
appoint a trustee to sell the interests which are to be divested
"as rapidly as possible by public advertisement for bids, private
negotiations and employment of real estate or business brokers
whenever necessary. All records of the theatres involved shall be
made available to the trustee and he is to have access to the
premises at all times to show them to prospective buyers.
It is stipulated in the Government plan that preference shall
be given, when choice is possible, to purchasers having the least
circuit buying power. No person connected with film companies
is eligible to purchase any of the divested interests.
While Government counsel Wright was filing the divestiture
program, Judge Knight was hearing an attack on the court's findings by Edward F. McClennon, counsel for the Schine circuit.
The judge set April 16 for a hearing on the reorganization plan
and for further arguments on the decision.

KIRSCH ACCEPTS R-C POST
Jack Kirsch, recently elected president of national Allied, has
agreed to take the post of associate national campaign director
for the Red Cross campaign, March 20-26, it was announced by
the industry's R-C national chairman. Spyros P. Skouras.
The 1946 Red Cross drive will be the last audience collection
campaign having the official support of Allied States Association,
which passed a resolution at the recent board meeting ratifying
the C. I, E. A. action opposing all future drives involving collections from theatre audiences.
Kirsch will work with Harold J. Fitzgerald, national R-C
campaign director.

The U. S. Circuit Court of Appeals in Philadelphia last Monday
(Feb. 25) rejected the mandamus petition of William Goldman,
independent circuit operator, to require District Judge William
H. Kirknatrick to allow a jury to fix the amount of damages to
be awarded Goldman in his anti-trust suit against the m^ior distributor- and the Warner Circuit. The Circuit Court previously
vad case.
reversed Judge Kirkpatrick's decision for the defendants in
the
The petitioner's assertion that the litigation "has already been
excessively delayed" and that there might be further unwarranted
delays by court proceedings "lacking the salutary presence of a
iury" was declared by the Court to be "unjustified" on the basis
of the time-table of the case. The ruling said, in conclusion, "We
are of the opinion that the issue of damage may be disposed of
more efficiently and more expeditiously by a trial bv the court,
rather than bv a trial by jurv. Consequently, we conclude that
fhe learned District Judge did not commit a breach of discretion
in denying the petitioner's application for a jury trial."
William A. Gray, counsel for Goldman, promntly filed a petition for special listing to expedite hearings on the extent of the
damages.
The original case was instieated bv Goldman's inability to
obtain first-run films for his Erlanger Theatre in central city
Philadelphia.

•

•

•

5% ADMISSION TAX FOR N. Y.?
Nei" York City exhibitors are up in arms over the proposal
of Mnvor William O'Dwver to lew a five percent tax on theatre
admission^ as nart of his program to overcome the municipal
deficit, but late l?st week there still existed a possibility that the
nressure of politics might come to the rescue of the big town
theatremen.
The choice of the city appears to be between taxes on gas,
electric, phone and amusements, or an increase in the transit
fare. Faced with the dire political implications in levying a number of unpopular taxes, the city politicos might prefer to gamble
on hiking up the transit fare.

PEOPLE
David A. Bader resigned as trade paper contact for 20th
Century-Fox to enter the 16 mm. field. He is president of AMPA
and was once executive assistant to the late Carl Laemmle at
Universal.
Charles Reed Jones, former advertising and publicity director
of Republic Pictures, has issued the first edition of his new
monthly movie fan magazine, "Movie Songs". A 10c seller, it contains personality stories, studio news, fashion and beauty sections
and other features of interest to film fans. Jones is editor-inchief of the publication.

A nother
Super

Service
from

HIGHWAY EXPRESS LINES, Inc.
•

Walter E. Mitchell has been re-elected president of the Independent Exhibitors of New England. Other officers elected by
the inde organization were: E. Harold Stoneman, vice-president;
Warren Nichols, second v. p.; Kenneth Forkey, secretary: W.
Leslie Bendslev, treasurer; Ray E. Feeley, business manager.
Nathan Yamins was re-elected to the executive committee.
President Ernest Schwartz and all other officers of the Cleveland Motion Picture Exhibitors' Ass'n were re-elected at a recent
meeting of the organization. The other incumbents are: Albert
E. Ptak, vice-president; George W. Erdmann, secretary: James
E. Seoville, treasurer.

Frequent Trips to the Airport
for TWA Airfreight
•

HIGHWAY
236 N. 23d St.

EXPRESS
1239 Vine St.

Philadelphia 7, Penna.

LINES.

James M. Brennan, 59, in charge of RKO's New York City and
New Jersey theatres, died of a heart attack last week.
Charles Skouras, national industry chairman of American
Cancer Week, April 21-28, addressed a group of theatremen and
trade paper representatives at the St. Moritz Hotel last Tuesday
(Feb. 26) urging them to sponsor the campaign of warning against
the
dread ofdisease
through the nation's theatres. Red Kann was
chairman
the meeting.

INC.

•

AMERICAN

1225 Vine St.

BROTHERHOOD

LOCust 431 1
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30

16-24

NEW JERSEY
MESSENGER
SERVICE
Member Nnt'l Film Carriers
250 N. Juniper
LOC. St.,
4823 Phila,, Pa.
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What The Newspaper Critics Say
HIGHLIGHTS

FROM

REVIEWS OF NEW

'SCARLET
STREET' CONTROVERSIAL
(UNIVERSAL)

"...Despite title and all the lurid implications of the censors' ban.
is a painfully moral picture and, in the light of modern candor,
rather tame... If it hadn't been tagged by the censors it would

"...Straight piece of Hollywood
clear through. The best way to
Welles, who dominates the show,
acting calculated to disguise an
forever coming after an hour
CROWTHER, N. Y. TIMES.

taffy,
slightly
saline and
gooey
view the
performance
of Orson
is as a studied display of overempty script. . .Tomorrow seems
and a half of what goes on."

"...Topheavy with stars, footage and fanfare, it remains an artificial and trivial tear-jerker. . .Takes up a number of serious war-

•THREE
STRANGERS'
(WARNER)

TIMES' REVIEWER

passed

an

average

thriller

job."

CROWTHER,

N.

Y.

for what
™or adults and it will leave them full of ^husiasm
good .V d .of
to an audience. This .Its■ the
a good movie can ,dobreath.People have >ou
taking and evil
melodrama, baffling
is over...
talking about their problems long after the picture
J. you
throug
'
wav
the
.All
.
tones.
harsh
in
told"
Hardened story
o lit tie cuts
wonder why the censors dared monkey. The couple
urinal
o.
its
about
just
in
picture
the-TELE
GRAM.
insist N.on Y.leave
they "didCOOK
WORLD
state
er, who saw
KvervVhing is all right. At least to this observ
ted ... Story
detrac
been
has
g
nothin
after,
and
before
e
pictur
the
and the people
s still one that is accurately described as sordid,
WINSTEN, N. Y. POST.
are no better than their story."

'TARS
AND SPARS' SOUNDLY
(COLUMBIA)

PANNED,

'BEHIND
GREEN
(FOX)

its best tradition in 'Tars
musical movie... The inin its stage days evaporcamera." COOK, N. Y.
entertainment or service
Marc Piatt, and there is

LIGHTS' MADE

as a comic Coast Guardsspot when Sid Caesar
one very bright delightfu
l satire on aviation motion pictures. This
man acts out a
see were not 'Tars and
comedy routine would be something to it."
N. Y.
GUERNSEY,
Spars' so difficult to take along with
HERALD
TRIBUNE.
"...The story you could put in your eye if indeed you can find a
a rather pleasing, imstory at all. . .Specialties in the show have
promptu style... Most impromptu stuff the fertile inventiveness
J.T.M., PM.
of Seaman Sid Caesar."
super- colossal in
All very merry... Not Technicolored, nor
construction, it displays imaginative skill in ensemble routines,
humand incidental humor galore. Positively overloaded with
mable ballads and trick-lyric tunes. You'll have a right good time
THIRER, N. Y. POST.
at 'Tars and Spars'."

TO GET PEOPLE OUT OF RAIN — COOK

"...A rambling and complicated little mystery. . .Evidently it was
made to give people somewhere to go to get in out of the rain . . .
The mystery and suspense is built from the old device of throwing
dust in the eyes of the audience. . .Nothing much develops in the
picture's setting." COOK, N. Y. WORLD-TELEGRAM.
"...A clean-cut detective story makes good entertainment sense
...Depends more on pique of curiosity and a close interplay between characters than on florid melodrama; as a result it is an
interesting, if not boldly thrilling murder mystery. . .More sensible
and real than most extravagant fictional crime dramas." GUERNSEY, N. Y. HERALD TRIBUNE.
"...Shades of the silent cinedramas, with a thrilload of blackmail,
murder, theft (of a corpse!); with press, politicians and police all
1946

..An elaborate contrivance of melodramatic claptrap, done so
extremely well it is stirring up first rate excitement. . .Pretty good
entertainment in this wildly incredible story ... Played in the
elaborately flamboyant style of acting appropriate to such an
extravagant tale... You may have trouble recalling anything aboutit
after you have seen it — but it is fun while
this picture a day
COOK, N. Y. WORLD-TELEGRAM.
lasts."
" Provocative screen drama — a good example of how a plot
. .Script
can be complex but not complicated. . .Thrill-packed story.
winds on to an unusual climax, and the conclusion is one whicn
rates such ad copy as: Please do not tell what happened to the
ticket and its co-holders! So we won't tell.
THIRER,
N. Y. POST.
winning sweepstake

WITH ONE EXCEPTION

"...Mighty lucky that it has a fellow named Sid Caesar to break
the monotony of ninety minutes of juvenile romantic misunderstanding, listless songs and commonplace dance routines. . .Alfred
E. Green keeps the show going with a mechanical rather than a
rhythmical pace... Few scenes of action at sea are sandwiched in
between
TIMES. the musical and love-in-bloom interludes." T.M.P., N. Y.
"...The Coast Guard is not quite up to
and Spars,' an oddly incoherent little
spiration that made this a lively session
ated completely during the ordeal by
WORLD-TELEGRAM.
"...Proves very little in the way of
salesmanship. . .Some good dancing by

managing to give them a sembtime emotional problems without
for
lance of dramatic reality .. .Takes bigger and biggerinRdoses
and its
weaker and weaker reasons until the drug isDeveryth
NR
vehicle nothing." GUERNSEY. N. Y. HERALfor TRIBU
its consumable
•' For a certain valiance in outlook and
casting and production detail 'Tomorrow Is
to good
attention
certainly warrants a patter of applause Beyond
' most
Forever
ly endless
those attributes, however, it is another in the seemingood
screen
Hollyw
the
which
s
bilitie
improba
aper
slick-p
cycle of
^extremely
an
does
Welles
.Orson
.
ate.
perpetu
to
bound
seems
PM.
sensitive and always impressive job." JOHN T. McMANUS
" Pure meller; a tale of two generations given a timely touch
lly decorated
an abundance of beautiful backgrounds and tastefuvably
hammy
unbelie
mes
someti
,
lengthy
wordy,
is
It
s...
interior
concerned with it
considering how many expert technicians weremake
men label it a
. .Full of the tear-jerking ingredients which
THIRER, N. Y. POST.
woman's picture."

FINDS IT 'EFFICIENTLY INTRIGUING'

"...Action is full-bodied melodrama of a shrewd and sophisticated
sort. Never so far away from reason that it is wholly incredible
but obviously manufactured fiction, it makes a tolerably tantalizing show, reaching some points of fascination in a few of its
critical scenes. . .Plotting and writing have style. . .Efficiently intriguing show." CROWTHER, N. Y. TIMES.
"...One of those jig-saw puzzle melodramas, ornamented by excellent acting... It is thanks to Sydney Greenstreet, Geraldine
Fitzgerald and Peter Lorre that it retains some semblance of suspense and terror in the confusion of the continuity. Murders,
curious pacts, embezzlement and criss-cross love affairs are the
ingredients. . .Should be seen for its acting rather than its script."
BARNES, N. Y. HERALD TRIBUNE.

4,

have

IS FOREVER' FAILS TO IMPRESS THE CRITICS

"...Orson Welles has a chance to run
and youto people
who
like ham acting unrestrained had better wild,
get around
the Winter
Garden without loss of time... Does not contain much except Mr.
Welles' exhibition of just how odd an actor can get. There are
other players working, but they might as well be competing with
a juggler or a tight rope walker. The arts differ." COOK, N. Y.
WORLD-TELEGRAM.

MARCH

CRITIC

MELLER GETS MIXED NOTICES

"...Rather absurd that 'Scarlet Street' had to go over the censorship hurdles. . .As moral as a jermiad. It makes its physical and
spiritual melodramatic points with sense and considerable artistry
...Joan Bennett, Edward G. Robinson and Dan Duryea play the
leading roles with all the exactitude of mood and action that
make a thriller satisfying. If anything, very moral and a bit
confused. . .Story is simple, but it has all sorts of overtones...
Strong fare, but it in no way violates common decency. With a
bit
more cohesion,
it would prove
one of the pictures of the year."
BARNES,
N. Y. HERALD
TRIBUNE.

'TOMORROW
(RKO)

PICTURES BY FOREMOST

any
stirred up. to solve one hour-long movie mess! .. .Won't onwinaction
prizes for anybody— but let nobody allow that it is short
...There's no acting involved." THIRER, N. Y. POST.
"...* * * Stars... A lot of suspense engendered with very little
obvious effort.. .Where most writers are painfully laborious, however, or sloppily indifferent, W. Scott Darling and Charles G.
Booth have done it with an offhand skill rarely found in low
budget films. . .Direction is knowing and players, even to the last
DAILY NEWS.
bit role, are all effective." MASTERS, N. Y.
"...In 'Behind Green Lights,' the murdered man is delivered right
at the door of Police Headquarters. . .Turns out to have been a
but by the time that's proved you will be too
political
bored
to murder,
care."
B.C., N. Y. TIMES.
31
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. . and 85 percent of the theatres
in th e U. S. are INDEPENDENTS!

March 18. 1946
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FREEDOM OF
THE TRADE PRESS
". . .The editor or publisher of a motion picture
trade paper occasionally encounters unilateral
'I do and I judge1 thinking among film people . . .
The basic purpose and the ultimate duty of the
critic must be — to bring about improvement
. . . Big men know how to accept criticism and
seek to profit by it . . . Small-minded men view
anyone's right to criticize as a threat to their
right to continue being stupid — or avaricious."
From Editorial by MO

WAX

Page Three

THE

INDEPENDENT

MOTION

PICTURE

TRADE

JOURNAL

THE SHORTEST
REVIEW HE
EVER WROTE !

Dear Red Kann —Thanks

for mailing the

card back to us. You'll be interested in
knowing that there were hundreds of replies
from the audience and they were all RAVES.
Sincerely, Leo of M-G-M
"TWO SISTERS FROM BOSTON". Kathryn Grayson .June Allyson.with Lauritz Melchior .Jimmy Durante • Peter Lawford • A Henry Roster
Production . Original Screen Play by Myles Connolly • Additional Dialogue by James O'Hanlon and Harry Crane • Directed by Henry Koster
Produced by Joe Pasternak « A Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Picture
Your Help deeded! Red Cross Drive — Mar. 20-26

THE FLAG OF MERCY
The American Red Cross again has called on the showmen of the motion
picture industry to aid in collecting necessary funds. Never before have the needs
of the Red Cross been greater than they are today and all of us must rally to the
support of this great humanitarian organization in its vital post-war work.
If ice are to have the peaceful world we so earnestly pray for, we cannot let
down the Red Cross note. Its flag is a symbol of mercy to all who behold it and
for those ivho need food and shelter it means life and hope for the future.
Exhibitors, everywhere, organize your forces now to deliver the great sum of
money so urgently needed by The American
Red Cross!
The motion

picture

industry

will not fail this great

cause!

—SPYROS

Vol. 14, No. 6

MARCH

FREEDOM

OF THE

The producers and the author of a flop play
recently created a furore in New

York theatre circles

18.

1946

(TRADE) PRESS
distribute and exhibit films. There are men

in high

positions, in Hollywood particularly, who seem to be-

by buying space in the newspapers to advertise their
plaint that the show's failure was due, not to its own
inadequacies, but to the ignorance of the critics who

P. SKOVRAS.

lieve that they are above criticism —
pages of the trade press.
What

We

least of all in the

disagree.

is the function of a critic? Whether

it be

panned it. And, in the nature of concrete proof of the
validity of their claim, producers and author expressed
the opinion that it was really a very excellent play!
There is a lesson to be gleaned from this incident.

one who criticizes the conduct of the country's President, or international policies, or the verdict of a court,
or the practices of an industry, or a legitimate play, or
a motion picture; whether the medium

be newspaper,

It quickly becomes apparent to anyone who undertakes

radio, screen, public forum, soap box or trade paper,

the task of being a critic that he is invariably right to

the basic purpose and the ultimate duty of the critic

those with whom

must be the same —

to those with

his opinion agrees and

whom

he disagrees.

always wrong

Thus,

he faces the

to bring about improvement.

The idea of expressing opinions about people and

simple alternatives of having only friends, or making a
few enemies.
Any critic worth his salt has plenty of
the latter.

democracy that any attack on the right of a person to

The editor or publisher of a motion picture trade

criticize — barring deliberate mischief-making — must
be viewed as a blow against the very principles of our

paper occasionally encounters among

film people the

their deeds is so inextricably linked with the ideals of

system of a free people and a free government.

same sort of unilateral "I do and I judge" thinking exhibited by that play's producer-protagonists. It isn't
common, thank goodness, but the trade paper that
speaks its mind (as Film Bulletin does) every so often
runs afoul of an executive who believes that he, alone,
is qualified to judge the quality of his product, or his
sales

policies.
We

The incident of the New

York play confirms that

we have learned about criticizing the pictures and policies of people in our industry. Big men know how to
accept criticism and seek to profit by it, because they
have the capacity to understand and the talent to correct their faults. Small-minded men, on the other hand,
cannot take it, because they are either too stupid to

do not regard it as a revolutionary notion that

a trade paper has the right, and owes it as a duty to its

realize their mistakes, or because they view anyone's
right to criticize as a threat to their right to continue

readers, to speak out honestly and forcefully about the

being

product

and

the

actions

of the

people

who

produce,

stupid

—

or avaricious.
MO

WAX
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Film Bulletin is pleated to announce the return to our Editorial Staff
of David Hanna, well-known newspaper and trade paper columnist,
who

will

review

films

and

comment

on

Hollywood's

affair'

L
SIGNIFICANT

OSCARS

The most significant point of this year's academy
award winners is the fact that for once in the recent
history of the annual Oscar giveaway the motion picture
industry has chosen to honor its own.
That is fo say the major winners are more representative ofthe motion picture art than those of previous seasons. "The Lost Weekend," for instance, reflects a more mature decision than that which accorded
the honor in 1945 to "Going My Way'" in the face of
such a formidable opponent as "Wilson,"
Both "The Lost Weekend" and "Wilson" are subjects which demonstrate the great heights the screen is
capable of achieving. Both are stories uniquely suited
to the motion picture medium — dramas whose effectiveness would be lessened in other forms.

Joan Crawford

and Ray Milland, are both gifted,
consistent screen performers — artists whose major experience has been in films. Neither, in any sense of the
phrase, could be classified as being among those "one
shot" personalities who have been honored by the Academy on the basis of a single spectacular performance.
Their present eminence has been achieved in the
face of hard, determined work — a fact not often appreciated bytheir studios, especially in the case of
Miss Crawford. Jimmy Dunn belongs in the same cate-

SCARLET
The enormous

STREET' CENSORSHIP
public appetite for news of the mo-

tion picture industry is sometimes capable of boomeranging. And it looks as though exactly that has happened in the case of Scarlet Street," which has receiveed an abnormal amount of publicity thanks to its censorship problems in various states.
What

might have passed as just a single incident

susddenly has assumed the proportions of a vital controversy. Gossiper Jimmie

Fidler, for example, is in

the vanguard of a new crusade urging stricter controls
over the motion picture screen. Forums on the subject
have been broadcast on the air and any number

of

writers have contributed their particular views on the
screen's standards of decency.
Whether

the affair grows into a big headache re-

mains to be seen. But if it does, one can hope that the
producers (and the distributors and exhibitors) will put
up a stronger fight against arbitrary censorship of moving pictures than has been noted in the past.
The habit of acquiescing in every trivial demand
has no place in the operation of an industry which learned, through the war, of its tremendous impact, not only
as an entertainment but as a social force.

gory. His Oscar for Johnny Nolan in "A Tree Grows

One can go along with conventional ideas of de-

in Brooklyn" is belated recognition of a performer who
deserved it years ago when he played in "Bad Girl."
Billy Wilder and Charles Brackett who nabbed the

cency for the screen — checks that are wise and necessary. But such restrictions cannot include the theory

writing, direction and production awards are two of the
cleverest men the film business has produced in years.
They are fresh, imaginative, resourceful. Their pictures have avoided the stereotyped. Their level of consistency has been high.
Generally, the impression is that the voters thought
twice before marking their ballots. Instead of making
the academy event take on the character of a popularity contest, they gave it meaning. First, by acknowledging strictly motion picture craftsmanship; secondly,
by affirming their faith in an intelligent, adult postwar
screen

that movies are produced exclusively for children. And
that narrow viewpoint seems to be the one usually employed bythe Carrie Nations.
If the screen is to remain an independent force it
is going to have to fight back against the pressure
groups. It's going to have to make concessions in the
way of arranging double bills, in the manner of separating juvenile and adult subjects. It will have to battle in the courts just as Walter Wanger is doing now.
It's a fight that cannot be lost.
DAVID
FILM

HANNA
BULLETIN

'TWO SISTERS FROM
Rates • • •

BOSTON"

M-G-M
112 minutes
Kathryn
Grayson,
June
Allyson,
Jimmv
Durante, Lauritz Melchior, Peter Lawford,
Ben Blue,
Isobel
Elsom,
Thurston
Hall,
Nella Walker, Harry Hayden, Chester Clute
Gino
Corrado,
Byron
Foidger,
Andrew
Tombes, Tim Ryan, Ralph Sanford, Maurice
Cass.
Directed by Henry Koster.
Here is a thoroughly entertaining blend
of hokum comedy and operatic music with
something to please every type of aud!ence.
Although not likely to attain the pmash
grosses of "Thrill of a Romance" or "Two
Girls and a Sailor" (both of which had "Van
Johnson), this M-G-M hit is a fast-moving
backstage musical with the low-brow antics
of Jimmy Durante for the masses plus the
operatic warbling of Lauritz Melchior to attract high-brow patrons. Durante, who contributes an honest and engaging characterization as well as indulging in his customary
clowning, and Melchior, who gets laugh"
with his temperamental outbursts, in addition to giving several magnificent vocal
renditions of arias by Liszt and Mendelssohn, wrap up the picture and overshadow Kathryn Grayson and June Allyson,
who play the title roles. While the story,
which switches back and forth between a
staid society home, a Bowerv beer hall and
the stage of the Metropolitan, is familiar
stuff and more ridiculous than most, it always keeps the audience amused enough
to forget its implausibilities. The sure-fire
combination of Producer Joe Pasternak and
Director Henry Koster has injected manv
human interest touches, including a superb
bit which purports to show how the Victor

■THE POSTMAN
Rates • • • —

ALWAYS

in first-runs on name

PASTERNAK-KOSTER

CLICK

18,
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OFFICE

new song, "Take a Chance with Romance,"
has hit possibilities. Grosses will be strong
everywhere.
In 1900 Kathryn Grayson leaves Boston
to study voice in New York where she finds
her allowance is too small for her to coach
with the best teachers. Under an assumed
name, she sings at a Bowery beer hall where
she becomes friendly with Jimmy Durante,
the piano player. When rumor reaches
Boston that she was seen in the Bowery
spot, her uncle and aunt and her sister,
June Allyson. come to New York to investigate. Miss Grayson tells them she sings in
the chorus at the Metropolitan but they insist on seeing her, so Durante helps her
bluff her wav into a performance. She
arouses the ire of Lauritz Melchior by interrupting: his aria but her uncle and aunt
are satisfied and leave for Boston while
Miss Allyson stays behind. The latter tries
to further her sister'? operatic career by
seeking help from Thurston Hall nfluential
patron of the Met but. instead, she meets
his son, Peter Lawford, and they fall in
love. Lawford gets Miss Grayson a chance
to sing at a society function and the guests
are impressed but the butler tells them she
sings on the Bowery. Miss Allvson tells
them it is she who sing? there and she goes
through with it when Hall comes down to
see for himself. The prim Miss All-sin's
rowdy number with Durante is a fiasco but
Hall gets Miss Grayson into the Met. Although Melchior is infuriated at first, he,
too, is finally •'■npressed with her lovely
voice.

REVIEWS

in

this

issue
Page
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Two
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Postman Always Hires Twice
The Green Years
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Tangier
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Crime Doctor's Warning
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13
13
20
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Kathryn Grayson and June Allyson mak
an attractive and nicely-contrasted pair of
sisters, but the former has a better chance
to demonstrate her lovely soprano voice and
. However, Miss Allypert comedy manner
son does a satisfactory acting job and also
takes care of the romantic interest with
Peter Lawford. Ben Blue also has his comic
innings in a funny drunk sequence and
Isobel Elsom is perfectly cast as a prim
Bostonian.

LEYENDECKER

BY CENSORSHIP

FEAR

value; less in subsequents

What Billy Wilder, the Academy Award
director, accomplished with one James M.
Cain story, "Double Indemnity," Tay Garnett failed to accomplish with this one.
"The Postman Always Rings Twice" is also
a sordid tale of two weak-willed people who
team up in infidelity and murder, but it
lacks the realism, the conviction and the
dramatic force of the other film. It has been
debilitated by Metro's desire to avoid offending anyone. From a box-office standpoint,
it should enjoy considerable success in the
early runs, where the two topflight stars
and the fame of the book will bring them in.
But, because of its length, repetitive sequences and anti-climaxes, both the critical
and public reaction is likely to be unfavorable and business will not hold up in most
subsequent runs. However, action houses
should find it strong.
In this cleaned-up
BOX

phonograph trademark. "His Master's
Voice." came into being. The turn-of-thecentury costumes and settings add to the
hilarity of the Bowery sequences, especially
during the straight-laced Miss Allyson's
mortified rendition of a rowdy number. One

RINGS TWICE' WEAKENED

M-G-M
113 minutes
I. aim Turner, John Garfield, Cecil Kellaway,
Hume Cronyn, Leon Ames, Audrey Totter,
Alan Reed, Jeff York, Edward Earle.
Directed by Tay Garnett.

MARCH

ANOTHER

generally

version of Cain's powerful story of two
conscienceless humans who respond to their
baser emotions and get away with murr<°r
— but pay for it when "the postman rings
again" -- the characters' motivation and
actions are not always clear. Director Tay
Garnett seems too conscious of the threat
of censor trouble and his attempts to win
sympathy for the frustrated young wife and
the swaggering gas station attendant who
helps her plan the murder of her middleaged husband never ring true. The final
death house scene, in which the convicted
man turns philosopher, is especially phoney.
There are only a few lighter touches in this
grim picture and most of these are provided
by the amusing, if entirely unethical, tactics
of an unpleasant, chiseling lawyer. It is
strictly adult fare.
John Garfield, a hitch-hiking gas station
attendant, goes to work for Cecil Kellaway,
a hamburger stand proprietor in California.
Kellaway's
wife,in Lana
Turner,
first
resents and young
then falls
love with
Garfield
and together they plan to get rid of the
husband. Their first attempt, to fake an
accident in the home, seriously injures him.
but he returns to the stand not realizing
that Garfield and his wife are passionately

RATING:

•Poor

••Average

•••Good

in love. When Kellaway plans to sell out
and take his wife away. Garfield gets him
drunk and drives him in his car over a
cliff. Miss Turner manages to scramble out,
during her murbut Garfield is injured and,lawyer
gets them
der trial their conniving
working against each other until she is
freed of manslaughter and put on probation.
Although they hate and are suspicious of
each other, the two continue at the hamburger stand and are finally married to
talk. Garfield finally constop scandalous
vinces his wife that he really loves her. but
when they embrace during an auto ride, the
car crashes and she is killed. Garfield is
then tried and sent to the electric chair for
a murder he didn't commit.
Garfield makes the most of one of his
typical sneering, self-confident parts, but
Lana Turner is rarel. convincing in a role
which Barbara Stanw/ck, or perhaps Ann
Sheridan, could have played to perfection.
Cecil Kellaway is excellent as the easygoing husband and Hume Cronyn again
gives a stand-out portrayal — this time as
a slick lawyer. Except for Leon Ames and
Alan Reed, the others are only bit parts in
a long-drawn-out film.
DENLKY
••••Excellent

M-G-M ... 1 Not Set
'THE GREEN
Pa'res • •

YEARS' SLOW-MOVING

CRON1N

DRAMA

LACKS

NAMES

generally

HOLLYWOOD

PREVIEW

M-G-M
128 minutes
Charles Coburn, Tom Drake, Beverly Tyler,
Hume Cronyn, Gladys Cooper, Dean Stockwell, Richard Hayden, Selena Royle, Jessica
Tandy, Andy Clyde, Norman Lloyd, Robert
North, Wallace Ford, Eilene Janssen, Hank
Daniels, Richard Lydon, Henry O'Neill,
Henry Stephenson, Norman Varden.
Directed by Victor Saville.
A. J. Cronin's novel, "The Green Years,"
comes to the screen with the double handicap of a nameless cast and more than two
hours of running time. Outside of metropolitan first-runs where the author's name
may carry weight and where the production

will earn the accolade "artistic." it is doubtful that the drama will materialize as anything more than a moderate box-office success. Word-of-mouth advertising could be
counted as an aid were it not for the picture's length and the fact that quite often
the too leisurely pace is downright boring.
Yet. for all its faults, "The Green Years"
is a heartwarming, poignant story of an
orphan boy who, on the death of his parents, is taken into a strict, straight-laced
home where only the presence of a kindly
great-grandfather makes it bearable. The
background might have been torn from a
page of Dickens, bringing on an assortment
of characters, ranging from the pennypinching uncle who begrudges the lad even
the slightest pleasures to the usual matron
with a heart of gold whose kindliness is
tempered by others' disapproval.
The story

PARAMOUNT
TO EACH

HIS OWN'

FANCY

is told in two parts — much of it being
given over to the boy's youth and his associations with a best pal and childhood
sweetheart. The second section recounts
their grown-up experiences with the romance, of course, culminating successfully.
Charles Coburn nabs most of the honors
with a crusty portrayal of the old man.
Tom Drake is the boy grown up and Beverly
Tyler, the girl. The lady is definitely a find,
showing a very good voice in a pair of
numbers. Hume Cronyn is superb as the
skinflint uncle and Selena Royle etches a
gentle portrait of his wife. The youngsters
are portrayed convincingly by Eilene Jansen, Richard Lydon and Dean Stockwell.
Victor Saville's direction emphasizes the
heart-tugs, but generally it is slow, stodgy
direction.
HANNA

... 2 in Block No. 5 (Total 4)

B. O. FIGURES FOR ACE WOMAN'S

DRAMA

Rates • • • generally

HOLLYWOOD
Paramount
122 minutes

PREVIEW

Olivia De Havilland, John Lund, Mary
Anderson, Roland Culver, Phillip Terry, Bill
Goodwin, Virginia Welles, Victoria Home,
Griff Barnett, Alma Macrorie, Bill Ward,
Frank Faylen, Willard Robertson, Arthur
Loft, Virginia Farmer, Doris Lloyd, Clyde
Cook, Ida Moore, Mary Young.
Directed

by

Mitchell

Leisen.

Paced by the best performance Olivia De
Havilland has given in her checkered film
career, "To Each His Own" emerges as a
strong entry in that box-office bracket
known as the "woman's picture." Geared to
the ladies trade with the same smoothness
as a pair of nylons, the theater rush, in all
but the action spots, will approximate
a

HOT CARGO'
Rates • • —

SUB-PAR PINE-THOMAS

into the world their child. Circumstances
take the youngster away from her - - depriving her of a normal mother-son relationship. It is this self-effacement of the
woman which accounts for much of the
story's dramatic impact climaxing in the
traditional reunion when she finds her hoy
has followed in his father's footsteps. He,
too. is flying and fighting for the promise
of a better world.
Olivia De Havilland's authentic, restrained
portrait of mother love is the most commendable feature of the picture's histrionic
accomplishments — a tour de force which
unseats all other competitors. Nevertheless,
newcomer John Lund shines in the dual role
cf her lover and son. Mary Anderson expertly delineates a vixen and there are good
supporting performances by Philip Terry
and Roland Culver.
Mitchell Leisen's direction is effective,
sensitive and dramatic throughout.
HANNA
(Hollvwood)

ACTIONER

as dualler in action spots

HOLLYWOOD
Paramount
57 minutes

stockings sale. The story is frankly sentimental, but when it is whipped out of the
typewriter of a craftsman such as Charles
Brackett, you can depend on it being something more than a mawkish mother-love
tale or "Stella Dallas" done to the tune of
"Pass the Ammunition." The yarn encompasses two eras. World Wars I and II, yet
there's nothing of the period piece about it.
Rather the effect is of a timeless, realistic
drama, excellent in its production values,
the quality of performances and caliber of
the direction. If Miss De Havilland is not
the box-office lure she once was, this show
will put her on top again. As it stands,
word of-mouth advertising will do the job,
since, heaven knows, that title, "To Each
His Own." is something for the exhibitor to
overcome.
The plot introduces its heroine during a
blitz which recalls the memory of an earlier
war in which she falls in love with an aviator. After his death in France, she brings

PREVIEW

(Pine-Thomas)

William Gargan, Jean Rogers, Philip Reed,
Larry Young, Harry Cording, Will Wright,
Elaine Riley, Virginia Brissac, Dick Elliott
Directed by Lew Landers.

Those enterprising masters of the action
piece, William Pine and William Thomas,
have missed the boat in their newest offering. "Hot Cargo," lot .ill the value of its
basic plot idea, is simply a hodge-pod-e
dualler which is hard pressed to maintain

the spectator's interest even in the face of
its brief running time. The fault lies in an
inadequate script, redundant in cliches and
about as pat and stereotyped in its dialogue
as the lowest of the B's. With only Bill
Gargan as mild box-office bait, this will find
its level as a dualler in the lesser action
spots.
The plot recounts the adventures of a pair
of ex-G-I's who return home determined to
fulfill some of the things a dead buddy
promised to do when he landed again on
native soil. These include socking a cop
and the like. They also discover that the
fellow's business is going to pot. They step

in. whip the business into shape and, of
course, vie for the affection of Jean Rogers,
who plays the head of a lumber company.
Gargan and Philip Reed do their best as
the former soldiers, although Reed sometimes doesn't quite live up to the ruggedness of the character. Miss Rogers is easy
on the eyes but hard to take as a business
woman. Supporting players are about as
competent as their parts allow. And that
about sums up Lew Landers' direction as
well. Usually a resourceful fellow in action
matters, in this instance the script has him
winded by the end of the first reel.
HANNA
(Hollvwood >
FILM

BULLETIN

20th CENTURY-FOX
DRAGONWYCK'
Rates • •

-

on

name

HEAVY, GLOOMY

AND DISAPPOINTING

value, less in action spots

20th Century-Fox
103 minutes
Gene Tierney, Walter Huston, Vincent Price,
Glenn Langan, Ann Revere, Connie Marshall, Spring Byington, Henry Morgan,
Jessica Tandy, Reinhold Schunzel, Vivienne
Osborne, Scott Elliott, Jane Nigh. Boyd Irwin, Trudy Marshall, Charles Waldron, Ruth
Ford, David Ballard, Maya Van Horn, Grady
Sutton, Francis Pierlot.
Directed by Joseph L. Mankiewicz.
"Dragonwyck" will disappoint those who
read the novel — and those who didn't. A
gloomy, tragic period melodrama in the
"Jane Eyre" tradition, this must depend on
the name value of its star. Gene Tierney.
and the famed best-selling bock from which
it was adapted. 20th Century-Fox wisely
held this costume piece until after the release of "Leave Her to Heaven." filmed
earlier. Now, Miss Tierney's increased name
value will be a box-office factor in the earlv
runs, but business will fall off in subsequents. It is not for action spots. Directed
in slow, heavy-handed fashion and embodying too much of the flowery dialogue of the
original novel, the film is a pretentious,
long-drawn-out tale of Dutch imperialism in
the America
of 1844.
While many scenes

'SMOOTH

. . . 1 £71 Block No. 7 (Total 2?

are theatrically effective, the psychological
plot is so buried in stuffy costumes and 19th
Century dramatics, that the characters
rarely emerge as flesh-and-blood figures. As
an example, Connie Marshall, who scored in
"Sentimental Journey." is neither appealing
nor believable as the hysterical youngster
of the Dragonwyck household. The settings
are elaborate, the costumes striking and
authentic and the production is Grade A.
The musical score by Alfred Newman is
outstanding.
Gene Tierney, daughter of a Connecticut
farmer, Walter Huston, and Anne Revere,
goes to Dragonwyck, the estate of her
mother's wealthy cousin, Vincent Price,
whose land grants inherited from his Dutch
ancestors are worked by tenant farmers.
Miss Tiernev becomes governess to Connie
Marshall.
Price's
daughter,
soonVivienne
learns
that he has
no love
for hisand
wife.
Osborne, a spoiled woman, and that he
makes unreasonable demands on his tenant
farmers. Miss Tierney meets and is attracted to Glenn Langan, a young doctor
who is inciting the farmers to rebel against
Price. Soon after. Price is called to attend
Miss Osborne for a cold and, later, is
nuzzled to find that she died. Miss Tierney
is
at Price's
confession
of love
for frightened
her and leaves
for home,
but when
he
follows her and asks her to marry him,

AS SILK' ENGROSSING

MYSTERY

accepts. As mistress of Dragonwyck, Miss
Tierney bears Price a son who dies soon
after. Price's attitude toward her changes
and he spends all his time in his attic room
where, she learns, he takes drugs to dull his
resentment at not having a son to inherit
his vast estates. Meanwhile, Langan, who
suspects that Price killed his first wife by
placing a poisonous plant in her room, becomes worried over Miss Tierney's failing
health. He arrives in time to save her from
a like fate and Price, who resists the efforts
of the tenant farmers to arrest him for
murder, becomes insane and dies believing
he is still giving orders to his tenants.
Although pictured as a socially-ambitious
and not completely sympathetic character,
Gene Tierney gives a sincere portrayal of
the country girl who becomes the mistress
of Dragonwyck. Vincent Price, always at
ease in costume roles, is ideally cast as the
feudalistic patron who lords it over his
tenant farmers and Glenn Langan, who is
slated for the lead in "Forever Amber," is
a handsome figure as the young doctor who
aids the tenants to revolt. Walter Huston
and Anne Revere are excellent as Miss Tierney's plain, God-fearing parents and Vivienne Osborne,
Price's aspampered
first
wife, and
Jessicaas Tandy,
an outspoken
serving maid, also do good work.
LEYENDECKER

PROGRAMMER

Rates • • as supporting dualler only

Universal
65 minutes
Kent Tavlor, Virginia Grey, Milburn Stone,
Jane
Adams, John
Litel, Danny
Morton,
Charles Trowbridge, Theresa Harris. Harry
Cheshire
R^gina Wallace, Chester Conklin.
Directed by Charles Barton.
A series of well-contrived melodramatic
situations will keep audiences interested in
"Smooth as Silk," a better-than-aver?ge
programmer. The name value is weak, but
this will make a good supporting duallei
generally. It's a highly-theatrical tale about
theatrical people, appropriately enough, and
most of its characters are either mercenary,
ruthless or just plain worthless. While the
audience is aware as to the identity of the

'YOU CAN'T DO WITHOUT
Rates • as supporting

killer, considerable suspense i? maintained
during the efforts of the district attorney to
outwit the man — a craftv, smooth-talking
criminal lawyer. Kent Smith gives a suave,
polished portrayal in this role and Virginia
Grey is excellent as a self-centered actress
who stops at nothing to attain Broadway
fame. John Litel, as a prominent producer,
and Danny Morton, as his playboy nephew,
both do fine acting jobs. However, Jane
Adams fails to make an impression in the
picture's lone sympathetic — and colorless
— role. Charles Barton's direction is firstrate.
After Kent Smith gains an acquittal for
Danny Morton in a manslaughter trial, the
latter's uncle, John Litel, Broadway producer, refuses to go through with his promise to star Smith's fiancee, Virginia Grey.
in his new show.
Miss Grey is furious but.

LOVE' AN IMPORTED

when she learns that Morton will soon inherit $3,000,000, she decides he might further her stage career and she jilts Smith.
Later, she meets Litel and wins him over
to give her the lead in his show. The
vengeful Smith then plants evidence of M Grey's visit to Litel's home before he shoots
the latter. Miss Grey is arrested and Smith
then works on Morton until the latter believes he may have shot his uncle while
intoxicated. Morton plans suicide, but Milburn Stone, the district attorney, talks him
out of it and, together, they set a trap for
Smith. Hearing that Morton was afraid to
kill
Smith intent.
goes to But
the latter's
home
withhimself,
murderous
Stone is
on
hand to save Morton and arrest Smith for
the murder of Litel.
DENLEY

LEMON

dualler only

Columbia
74 minutes
Vera Lynn, Donald Stewart, Mary Clare,
Frederick Leister, Phyllis Stanley, Cyril
Smith, Mavis Villiers, Richard Murdoch,
Pegg.v Anne, Jeanette Redgrave.
Directed by Walter Forde.
Some fine British-made films reach these
shores annually but minor musicals like
"You Can't Do Without Love" "should have
stood" in feature,
England.
its titlelemon
the only
saleable
thisWith
Columbia
will
barely get by as a lower-half filler for the
daily change naborhood bills. Handicapped
by a war-time story directed and acted in
typically-British style and without a single
MARCH
18.
194 6

familiar cast name, this is far too slowmoving and dull for American fans. A confusing mystery plot dealing with efforts to
steal a valuable painting from a Government
official is interrupted frequently for some
night club specialties including an amateurish illusionist act. While several of the
songs, including the lilting title tune are
pleasingly sung by Vera Lynn, who is popular in England, she looks more like a
comedienne than a leading lady. Only Mary
Clare, as a warm-hearted housekeeper, contributes a capable acting job.
Vera Lynn, English service club hostess
returning to London from the country, has
a wallet belonging to Donald Stewart planted on her by a gang of crooks planning to
steal a valuable painting from the Government official. Knowing that Stewart is a
former theatrical producer, Vera's friends

persuade her to try for an audition when
she returns the wallet to him. Although
Vera is aided by Stewart's friendly housekeeper. Mary Clare, he refuses to listen to
her singing but. while they are in the apartment, they are both knocked out by one of
the crooks and the place is ransacked.
Later, Vera is invited to sing at a charity
concert at which Stewart will be present.
When he attends, Stewart is again knocked
out and held prisoner while one of the
crooks impersonates him and steals the
painting from his safe. The crooks plan to
kill Stewart, but Vera overhears their plans
and summons assistance to save him and
recover the painting. Stewart finally hears
Vera sing at the concert and realizes he
loves her.
YORK

LITTLE GIANT' NEW
Rates • • © —

TYPE ABBOTT

This is a departure from the stereotyped
Abbott and Costrllo clowning, but it is one
of their best vehicles — with less slapstick
and more down-to-earth comedy and human
interest. In addition to satisfying the stars'
numerous f?n3. "Little Giant" will probably
win Lou Costello a few new ones and result
in strong grosses generally. Although Costello, who plays a country bumpkin with
ambitions to become a super-salesman, and
Abbott, playing the dual ro!o of two slick

THE • MADONNAS
•

IS OK

sales managers, have only a few scenes together, they do include two of their stock
vaudeville routines which always get laughs.
Otherwise, Costello remains in character
and even wins sympathy for the would-be
salesman who gets into numerous tight
spots. As in the old Harold Lloyd features,
this has a comical, but credible, plot with
several romantic complications to hold the
interest of general audiences. It's not as
fast or as noisy as the regular A. & C.
starrers, but Costello's attempts to undress
in an upper berth and his drunk routine
are hilarious high spots in a sound farce
comedy. Bud Abbott, who asrain proves
himself an ideal straight man for Cortello,
also does a convincing acting job. Jacqueline DeWit is excellent in a sophisticated
role. Brenda Joyce has little to do and
Elena Verdugo is a colorless rural heroine.
Lou Costello. a California farm boy. takes
phonograph lessons in salesmanship and
leaves his Cucamonga home to seek a career

SECRET' SUSPENSEFUL

MURDER

in Los Angeles. Through his uncle, George
Cleveland, Costello gets a job in the vacuum
cleaner firm where Bud Abbott is manager.
After his first sales assignment is a bust.
Costello is sent to the company's Stockton
branch where Bud Abbott's cousin is manager. There Costello is made the victim of
a mind-reading prank by the other salesmen but he out-sells them all and wins a
prize. Suspicious that Costello is really a
mind-reader and will find out about his secretly juggling the firm's accounts, the Los
Angeles Abbott has Jacqueline DeWit work
her charms on the former farm boy. She
takes Costello home to get him drunk and
then dope his drink but. instead, she swalthe doped liquor.
farm lowssweetheart
walks Of
in course,
on the Costello's
pair but
she forgives him and he returns with her
to Cucamonga where he is awarded the
salesmanship prize.

LEYENDECKER

MYSTERY

as top dualler generally

Republic
7C minutes
Francis Lederer, Gail Patrick, Edward Ashley, Ann Rutherford, John Litel, Linda
Sterling, Michael Hawks, Leona Roberts,
Pierre Watkin, Clifford Brooke, Geraldine
Wall, Will Wright, Edythe Elliott, John
Hamilton, Eric Feldary.
Directed by William Thiele.
One of Republic's higher-budget productions, "The Madonna's Secret" is a sombre,
suspenseful murder mystery enacted by a
first-rate cart which adds conviction to its
highly theatrical situations. This rates top
billing in the n^.borhood and action houses
where the title and theme can be exploited
for good returns. Director William Thiele
employs the psychological approach to this
somewhat involved tale of jealousy and revenge and the spectator is kept guersing as
to the identity of the murderer right up to
the surprise denouement. Laid against the
background of art galleries and studios, the
picture has a brooding quality throughout
and this effect is heightened by some unusual camera angles and shadowy atmos-

'MURDER
Rates •

PRC

COMEDY

on the stars' popularity

Universal
91 minutes
Bud
Abbott, Lou
Costello, Brenda
Joyce,
George Cleveland, Jacqueline DeWit, Pierre
Watkins,
Eleni
Verdu^o,
Victor
Kilian,
Mary Gordon. Donald MacBride,
Margaret
Dumont,
George
Chandler, Beatrice
Gray,
Dorothy Christy.
Directed b.y William A. Seiter.

Rat«

& COSTELLO

• —

pheric shots. Except for some lengthy explanatory sequences, the story moves at an
even pace with no time wasted in unnecessary lighter touches. And Francis Lederer.
who gives a splendid portrayal of the melancholy, foreign-accented painter, should
have a strong appeal to the women patrons,
especially in his romantic scenes with his
beautiful models.
Attracted to a painting by Francis Lederer
of a girl whose face is vaguely familiar to
him, Edward Ashley, drama critic, learns
that the model for the body is Linda Sterling but of
the a face,
in all Lederer's
is that
girl as
murdered
in Paris works,
years
before. When Miss Sterling tells Lederer
she resents
his painting
the dead
face,
he realizes
that he loves
her model's
and he
promises to paint her. Shortly after the
completion of the painting, Miss Sterling's
body is found in the river following a celebration with Lederer and his mother, Leona
Roberts. When Lederer is released for lack
of evidence, Ann Rutherford determines to
avenge her sister's death by assuming another identity and getting a job as his
model. She soon finds herself in love with
him and she becomes jealous when Gail
Patrick,
wealthy
divorcee,
pursues
him.

IS MY BUSINESS9 TEPID START FOR NEW
as supporting dualler in minor action

Pictures

Hugh Beaumont, Cheryl Walker, Lyle Tal
hot, Pierre Watkin, George Meeker, Carol
Andrews, Richard Keene, Helen Heigh.
David Reed, Ralph Dunn, Virginia Christine, Parker Garvie, Julia McMillan.
First in PRC's new Michael Shayne detective programmers, "Murder Is My Business" is a routine murder mystery best
suited to the supporting spot in minor action houses. Although the series' name had
some box-office value when produced by
20th Century-Fox in 1940 with Lloyd Nolan
in the title role, this effort is weak on ma)
quee names and suffers from overly melodramatic acting and dialogue. However,
Hugh Beaumont, who scored in small roles
in "The Blue Dahlia" and "Blood on the
Sun," is an excellent choice for the soft-

MYSTERY

memory

and is afraid he may have committed the murders. Lederer is jailed and
Miss Rutherford confesses to his mother
that she loves him. The old lady takes her
home and attempts to drug her and then
kill her as she did to her son's other sweethearts but Lederer and the police break in
and shoot her. Dying, she confesses her
mad desire to "protect" her son from other
women.
Although
shadows allLederer's
the others.performance
Gail Patrick overhas
several stand-out scenes as a strikinglygowned predatory socialite who goes on the
make for the artist. Ann Rutherford does
good work as the model torn between love
and revenge, hut Linda Sterling has more
beauty than acting talent as the murdered
girl. Leona Roberts, well-known stage actress, has the
important
of Lederer's
possessive
mother.
Only role
Edward
Ashley
seems too mannered as the drama critic —
one with a huge and expensive office.
DENLEY

SERIES

spots

spoken, hard-hitting Shayne and he may
build up interest in future pictures in the
series. Although the story introduces an
interesting set of characters, the plot development is unconvincing and the keen
who-dun-it fans will guess the identity of
the killer before Shayne does. Cheryl
Walker makes an attractive "Girl Friday"
who employs the bantering style of romancing with Shayne, and Lyle Talbot and
Pierre Watkin do good acting jobs but some
of the others, particularly Carol Andrews
and Julia McMillan, belong in the "amateur
theatricals" class. And Ralph Dunn's loudmouthed, dim-witted police chief is a threadbare comic figure.
Michael Shayne, private detective, is employed by Helen Heigh, a wealthy woman
who is being blackmailed by George Meeker.
Miss Heigh is the second wife of Pierre
Watkin, who has two 'teen age children who
dislike her and all three are trying to get
MORE

Miss Patrick is found murdered in the same
manner as the others and Lederer tells Miss
Rutherford that he suffers from lapses of
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their hands on her money. Watkin even
tries to hire Beaumont to frame a robbery
of his wife's jewels to get the insurance.
When Miss Heigh is murdered after Watkin
had shot a down-and-out pal of Beaumont
who was lurking on the premises, the latter's long-time enemy, Ralph Dunn, local
chief of detectives, tries to pin the murder
on him. While Beaumont is doing his own
investigating, Cheryl Walker, his "Girl
Friday," tries to do a little detective work
on her own and, after she makes a date
with Meeker, the latter is found murdered.
With his secretary in Dunn's custody. Beaumont sends her a note to meet him at Watkin's home. Of course, Dunn also shows up
intending to expose Beaumont. Beaumont
permits Dunn to make a fool of himself by
accusing the wrong parties of murder before
he reveals that Watkin was the secret killer
after-all.
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'TANGIER' FOR THE MARIA MONTEZ

Rates • •

+

in action and naborhood

Universal
76 minutes
Maria Montez, Robert Paige, Preston Fo ter, Louise Allbritton, Sabu, Kent Taylor,
J. Edward Bromberg, Reginald Denny,
Charles Judels, Francis McDonald, George
Lynn, Rebel Randall, Billy Green, Erno
Verenes, Dorothy Lawrence, Phil Garris.
Directed by George Waggner.
Despite a cast of well-known Universal
players and considerable production polish,
"Tangier" remains a confusing and clichebound spy melodrama. The story may be
in the "Casablanca" - "Algiers" vein, but it
lacks the suspense or dramatic value of
those two box-office hits. However, the title
and La Montez in her first strikingly-gowned
modern role are strong selling angles and
the picture has enough excitement to entertain naborhood patrons or action fans.
While the North African melting pot background is a colorful one, such characters as
a glamorous dancer, her jealous partner, a
leering military governor and a discredited

'AN ANGEL COMES
Rates •

+

houses

FANS ONLY

American newspaperman are all stock figures who utter such obvious phrases as
"You never look at me like a man looks at
a woman," certain to draw snickers from
discriminating patrons. The one novel note
is struck by Sabu, as a native serenadei
who warbles Southern melodies like "Polly
Wollv Doodle" and "She'll Be Comin' Round
the Mountain," but has little to do with the
international espionage action of the implausible plot. At least, the climax is packed
with thrills, including a spectacular elevator
crash which disposes of several unnecessary
characters and leads to a happy ending for
the exotic Miss Montez, who wears a dozen
different eye-filling costumes but rarely
changes her expression. She, Preston Foster
and Kent Taylor are most handicapped by
the ridiculously-theatrical dialogue. Robert
Paige makes a likeable newspaper man and
Louise Allbritton has some effective dramatic moments.
For six years, Maria Montez and her partners, Louise Allbritton and Kent Taylor,
seek a mysterious underworld character
named Balizar, who was responsible for the
slaying of thousands
during Spain's Civil

TO BROOKLYN*

LOW-BUDGET

War. In Tangier, where Miss Montez and
Taylor dance at the hotel, she meets Robert
Paige, a discredited newspaperman, and
Preston Foster, the military governor, both
of whom fall in love with her. Miss Montez
steals a diamond from a recently-arrived
German hoping it will lead her to Balizar
but, when the man is later found murdered,
she and Paige are both suspected. Although
Paige is ordered to leave Tangier, he teams
and they follow variMontez
up with
ous cluesMiss
without
success. Miss Montez, at
last, receives a note telling her to go to a
hotel room where she is confronted by Foster who reveals himself as Balizar. When
Paige and Miss Allbritton follow. Foster
threatens to kill them all if they don't give
up the diamond. Miss Allbritton saves the
situation by agreeing to give Foster the
diamond if he will set the others free. Instead, she traps him in the hotel elevator
and jams the controls and they both crash
to their death. Miss Montez and Paige then
can plan a happy future.
LEYENDECKER

MUSICAL MINUS NAMES

as supporting dualler in lesser naborhoods

Republic
70 minutes
Kaye Dowd, Robert Duke, David Street,
Barbara Perry, Charles Kemper, Marguerite
D'Alvarez, Bob Scheerer, Alice Tyrrell, Rodney Bell, June Carroll, Wilton Graff, Betzi
Beaton, Jimmy Conlin, Eula Morgan, C.
Montague Shaw, 10 other cast names.
Directed by Leslie Goodwins.
"Amateur Night on the Republic Lot"
might be a more apt title for this lowbudget musical with a cast totally devoid of
marquee names. "An Angel Comes to
Brooklyn" will be a weak supporting dualler
even in the cheaper naborhood spots.
Leonard Sillman, whose "New Faces" stage
revues have uncovered several promising
performers, puts his latest discoveries in
this silly fantasy with a show business background which fails to hold the interest and
is only lamely amusing
at best.
Two of

'THE CRIME DOCTOR'S

Sillman's "stars of tomorrow" - David
Street, who sings "Big Wide Wonderful
World" in pleasing fashion, and Kaye Dowd,
an attractive singing ingenue, do well
enough in the leading romantic roles and
several young dancers caper about in lively
style, but a few seasoned performers were
needed to point up the story's humorous
aspects. Charles Kemper tries, without success, to give a Victor Moore-ish touch to his
earth-bound angel characterization. Only
Marguerite D'Alvarez. as a boarding house
keeper who can't forget that she had been
a prima donna, has the truly professional
flair for getting laughs.
High up in Actors' Heaven, Charles Kemper, a former magician, receives permission
to go back to Earth to aid a talented young
theatrical aspirant, Kaye Dowd, get a
Broadway job. Concealing the fact that he
is an angel, Kemper goes to live at the
rooming-house run by Marguerite D'Alvarez
where Miss Dowd lives. The latter is loved

WARNING'

both by Robert Duke, a struggling artist,
and David Street, an ad writer who pretends to be writing a play for Miss Dowd
and several of her talented friends who
work in a department store. Kemper gets
the kids an audition with a producer but
the latter is interested only in the magician's amazing feats. Street, who wants Miss
Dowd to marry him and quit show business,
intercepts a message from the producer and
he also tells the police that Kemper is a
counterfeiter. Kemper evades the police
and gets back to Heaven where he is tried
and given one hour to straighten out the
mess he made on Earth. Meanwhile. Duke
has encouraged Miss Dowd to go ahead
with the kids' plan for a show and Kemper
arrives in time to get them a new audition
with the producer. After Kemper's pep
talk, the kids give a performance which
convinces the producer that they have real
talent.
YORK

UP TO PAR FOR THIS SERIES

Rates • • in action houses or as supporting dualler

Columbia
70 minutes
Warner Baxter, John Litel, Dusty Anderson,
Coulter Irwin, Miles Mander, John Abbott,
Edward Ciannelli, Alma Kruger, J. M. Kerrigan, George Meeker, Franco Corsaro,
Arthur Aylesworth.
Directed by William Castle.
Interest-holding and moderately suspenseful despite its far-fetched plot, "The Crime
Doctor's
Warning"
satisfactory
the whodunit
fans. isWith
Warner fodder
Baxter for
as
its sole marquee name, the picture is best
suited to action spots, but it will get by as
a second feature in the average naborhood
house. As the fifth in Columbia's programmers based on the CBS series, this is laid
against an intriguing background of artists
studios and art galleries and the script
MARCH
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writers have purposely pointed the finger
of suspicion at several innocent parties before revealing the identity of the actual
murderer. The denouement is fantastic and
quite unbelievable — in the manner of so
many mystery films. Baxter looks old and
gives a generally-listless performance as
Dr. Ordway, the Crime Doctor. However,
Edward Ciannelli, as a voluble artists'
model; John Abbott, as a silhouette cutter;
Miles Mander, as a suave art dealer, and
Coulter Irwin, as a bewildered young artist,
give excellent performances. Dusty Anderson, as a curvaceous model who is murdered in the first reel, and Alma Kruger,
as a wealthy invalid, are the only women
in the cast.
While investigating the unsolved murder
of an artists' model, Warner Baxter, the
Crime Doctor, is visited by Coulter Irwin,
an artist who suffers from lapses of memory and fears he may harm someone during
MORE
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one of his spells. When Dusty Anderson.
Irwin's model, is found strangled, Baxter
believes in the artist's innocence and he decides to search for a third model, who had
posed with the two dead girls for a famous
painting,
Ring. Mander,
Baxter's aninvestigations
lead
him The
to Miles
art dealer;
Franco Corsaro, an artist friend of Irwin's;
Alma Kruger, Irwin's invalid mother, and
several others. Corsaro is later found murdered and Baxter then concludes that the
third model was also killed some time before. Learning that she had been married
to Mander, Baxter breaks into the latter's
studio and finds a startlingly-real statue of
the model. Mander confesses that he murdered his wife and then the other two models who posed with her. Before he can
make Baxter his next victim, the police
arrive to save him.
13
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THE NEWS
A Bi-Weekly

Review

DON'T FORCE BRITISH FILMS-MYERS

Efforts of American film producers to get their product played
in Great Britain may result in a "vicious international cartel"
which would force British pictures on exhibitors in this country.
This opinion is expressed by A. F. Myers, general counsel of Allied
States Association, in a current bulletin, which urges Eric Johnston, head of the MPA, to insist upon the right for American
theatremen to decide which, if any. British pictures they desire
to play.
Myers refers to the "extravagant claims" in behalf of forthcoming British production as part of a ballyhoo campaign designed to open American screens to foreign pictures that will be
released in this country by major distributors in exchange for
playing time in the British theatres controlled by J. Arthur Rank.
'American distributors, it is indicated," the bulletin declares,
"have sought to make their peace by investing in British production companies and by undertaking to release British films in the
United States. Depending on how the business is handled, this
arrangement could operate for the benefit of all concerned or it
could degenerate into a vicious international cartel. A course
should be set before it is too late."
Relieve Shortage?
The Allied leader says that American exhibitors would welcome additional product to relieve the existing shortage, but he
doubts that the majors will increase the total of their releases by
the number of English films they distribute. He also expresses
the fear that the foreign product will be forced on American
exhibitors as a condition to the right to buy domestic productions.
As to the all-important question of the public's acceptance of
British films, Myers observes that "with only a few exceptions,
foreign made pictures have not found favor with American audiences." Hie refers to the current issue of March of Time. "Challenge to Hollywood," depicting Britain's enlarged production plans
and containing scenes from several pictures,
and asks exhibitors
to consider what effect the unrestrained British accents of the
players would have on the average American audience.
Tone Down

Accents

English actors must learn to dilute their thick accents if they
hope to achieve success with American filmgoers, Myers declares.
"There is no need for those actors to become completely Americanized; if they will pattern themselves after Cary Grant and
other distinguished English actors in Hollywood, they will do
all right."
Taking up the cudgels on behalf of the independent exhibitors'
right to reject unwanted foreign product, the Allied spokesman
says that there is sound basis for such a position. The Governanti-trust suit revealed that clauses expressly excluding
foreign ment's
pictures
were included in affiliated theatre contracts and
the Consent Decree provided against forcing of foreign films.
Appeal to Johnston
The Myers bulletin upholds the right of British producers to
offer their films to American exhibitors and the right of the latter
to accept or reject them, as they see fit. This is the sort of "free
enterprise," he says, about which Eric Johnston has made "some
notable statements." However, a "mutual back-scratching arrangement whereby the British and American producers exchange
products and force them on unwilling exhibitors would be a denial
of free enterprise."

"Mr. Johnston." the bulletin declares, "now has the opportunity to halt this threatened international cartel in its incipiency.
He may offend some of his members by insisting on free enterprise now, but he will save them a lot of grief in the years ahead."

R-C PLEDGES POUR IN
As optimistic reports from regional exhibitor chairmen poured
into headquarters of the industry's Red Cross drive, hopes grew
that this year's campaign would top all previous records for this
worthy cause.
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DIGEST
of the

Trade's Events

National campaign director Haiold J. Fitzgerald said that
"every section of the country has turned in magnificent results,
but there is still much to be done." He reported indications that
afrom
largetheatres.
number of territories wrould deliver 100 percent in pledges
Meanwhile, participating exhibitors throughout the country
have received the striking 16-page press sheet prepared under the
supervision of national publicity director Charles Schlaifer. It
has all the
of a campaign
for a "super-special"
duction and flair
exhibitors
who utilizebook
its valuable
advice should prostir
greater public interest than ever before in the work and the needs
of the American Red Cross.

OSCARS - POPULAR AND SENTIMENTAL
The Academy of Motion Picture Arts and Sciences made its
annual awards for moviedom's "bests" on March 7th and the
results were probably as satisfying, artistically and sentimentally,
as any in the 18 years history of the event.
1945's best motion picture, in the opinion of the majority of
movie workers who voted, was "The Lost Weekend." Quite
logically, awards went, too, to certain of the individuals participating in the production of that classic of a dipsomaniac. Ray Milland carried off the Oscar for the best performance of the year,
Billy Wilder was elected the best director for that job, while
Wilder and co-author (and producer) Charles Brackett garnered
the award for the best screenplay.
There is no doubt that Hollywood and the Academy gained
stature in the eyes of intelligent and serious moviegoers and
critics by their selection of "The Lost Weekend." which, while it
is exhibiting great box-office strength, is not the familiar type of
film annually honored — a change from the lavish productions
that have monopolized the best-picture awards in former years.
Some minor surprise was occasioned by the naming of Joan
Crawford as the best actress for her performance in "Mildred
Pierce," but it was a popular choice. Miss Crawford, too ill to
attend
Grauman's
Hollywood,
received the
heraffair
Oscar atfrom
director Chinese
Michael Theatre
Curtiz atin home.
Her
success was well received in the movie capital, where her comeback at the Warner studio, after twenty years as a Metro star,
has been watched with a great deal of sympathetic support.
Another award tinged with sympathetic feeling was that given
to James Dunn, best supporting actor of 1945, for his performance
in "A Tree Grows In Brooklyn." Ann Revere was honored as the
best supporting actress for her role of the mother in "National
Other Oscars were presented to the following:
Velvet."
(Swiss).
Original screenplay — Richard Schweizer for "Marie-Louise"
Original motion picture story — Charles G. Booth for "House
on 92nd Street."
Scoring of a musical picture — Georgie Stoll for "Anchors
Music score of a dramatic or comedy picture — Miklos Rozsa
Aweigh."
for "Spellbound."
Original song — Richard Rodgers (music) and Oscar Hammerstein II (lyrics) for "It Might as Well Be Spring" from "State
Art direction (black and white) — Wiard Ihnen for "Blood on
Art
(color) — Hans Dreier and Ernst Fegte for
the
Sun." direction
"Frenchman's
Creek."
Fair."
Interior decoration (black and white) — A. Roland Fields for
"Blood on the Sun."
Interior decoration (color) — Sam Comer for "Frenchman's
Film editing — Robert J. Kern for "National Velvet."
Sound recording — Stephen Dunn for "The Bells of St. Mary's."
Creek."
Cinematography (black and white) — Harry Stradling for "The
Picture of Dorian Gray."
(Continued on Page 31)
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THEY AVON OSCARS. The Academy Awards for the 1!>45 "bests" in performances went
to Kay Milland for his startling role as a dipsomaniac in "The Lost Weekend" anil (<>
Joan Crawford
for "Mildred
Pierce."
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HELP FIGHT CANCER. These men heeded Charles Skourus' call to help
the theatre cancer drive, April 21-28. Clockwise: Robert Mochrie, Norman
Winter, Don Yelde, Edwin IV. Aaron, Charles M. Reagan, Frank H. Ricketson. Jr., Abe Montague, Mr. Skoura.s. Ben Kalmenson. Leon J. Bamberger
and Edwin J. MacEwan.

REPUBLIC VISITORS. Horace Falls. t.riffith Circuit
buyer, and some fellow Oklahoma n- visit James K. Grainger, executive vice-president, at the Republic Studio-.
L. to r.: Roy Turner. Mr. Falls, William Likens. Mr. Graingei' and
Robert Sibeley.

K-C APPEAL.. Tyrone Power, u lm appears in the
Keil Cross trailer, views one of the posters for the

THEY'RE FOR LIBERTY. One of the most promising new production units
in Hollywood is recently organised Liberty Films. Here is the unit's big
four, in the usual order: Frank Capra. William Wyler, George Steven- and
Samuel J. Briskin. Liberty's next will be "It's A Wonderful life," starring
Jimmy
Stewart.
RKO
releases the product.

AWARD.
Robert Mochrie, RKO
v. D, and
sales
mgi..
holds
scroll awarded "Bells of St.
Mary's" li> Foreign Language
Press.

\ w
FANS.
Proof that hard-boiled
newspaper
men
can
he -tar fan- i- evidenced in tin- picture.
Surrounding
Van
Johnson
on his recent trip to \eu
fork:
MrLarl Wil-on
and her columnist-husband;
Roland
Fields, Newark
\r«»
and Jack o'Mriaii.
Associated
Press.
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What The Newspaper Critics Say
HIGHLIGHTS

'ROAD
TO UPTOPIA' MOST
(PARAMOUNT)

FROM

REVIEWS OF NEW

JOYOUS

SCREEN SHOW

"...Most joyous screen show of some time ..Splendid piece of
screen slapstick .. .At its best when pantomime is the spring-board
for crazy characterizations and ludicrous scenes. . .Little rhyme
or reason. . .Songs in the show, but they merely serve to ronament
the essential gayety of the proceedings. . Way up at the top of
recent
Hollywood
presentations."
BARNES,
N. Y. HERALD
TRIBUNE.
".. .If you've missed any or all of the Hope-Crosby-Lamour 'Road'
movies over the last five years, you've been robbed; and the 'Road
to Utopia' is a gilded opportunity to get back your money's worth
...A hep and saucy salmagundi with imagination running offleash in all directions Don't mis it'" J. T. McMANUS. PM.
"...* * % Stars. . .Enjoyable entertainment .. .Good time may be
had by all... This one will be a. good 10 years from now as it is
today... The stars, its authors, and director make fun of the plot
as they go along... If you are looking for fun, take the 'Road to
Utopia'."
CAMERON.
N. Y. DAILY
NEWS.

ABILENE
TOWN'
(UNITED
ARTISTS)

WESTERN

WELL RECEIVED

"...Gun ;ind horse play has been arranged to suit discriminating
Western fans. ..Fast action. ..One of the better examples of this
special motion-picture category. .. Has imagination in script, staging and acting, it is caviar for New York's multitudinous wouldbe cowhands." GUERNSEY. HERALD TRIBUNE.
"...Phony movie Western plot .. .Customary quota of gunplay,
sonw '•••nrl -to-hand'euffr which are more brutal than usual if that
is possible and an unbridled amount of looting, burning and
chicanery. . .Edgar Buchanan, as a more or less escapist sheriff,
provides richly needed comedy relief." J.T.M., PM.
". . Pretty good, slambang Western. . .Lets its hero go in for kiss-

'SAILOR
TAKES A WIFE' TAKEN
(MGM)

WITH GRAiN

"...Calculated to make America cry a little, laugh a lot and to
leave an inner glow that lasts perhaps as long as it takes to get
one's mascara back in place. . .Standard postwar comedy-romance." J.T.M., PM.
"...AH around about something that can't be specified too accurately in a family newspaper .. .Those two can juggle sex in a
clean, pure manner for a mighty long time... Would not be fair
to contend that the picture is not funny ..Your reviewer found
himself giggling over some of the slapstick." WINSTEN. N. Y.
POST.
..Great
confusion,
misunderstanding
and
quarrels. . .To
the
young people this seemed to be highly comical. . .Rather cheaply

'SENTIMENTAL
( FOX )

JOURNEY"

MAUDLIN,

PICTURES BY FOREMOST

CRITIC;

OF SOME TIME — HERALD

TRIBUNE

". . .This Utopian cornucopia of comics is the bargain of tb.2 yea:
...A thankless task to detail the plot .. .Authors Norman Panam.
and Melvin Frank, presumably responsible, deserve a round of
applause ..The material is sufficiently fresh and the Crosby deadpan and the Hope heebie-jeebies keep the fun rolling with never
a let-up... You do laugh almost continuously and sometimes until
it hurts."
WINSTEN,
N. Y. POST.
"...This is easily the merriest of all their 'Road' pictures, which
is the ultimate in high praise about a comedy. . .Script never
bothers much with story. Simply concentrates on cramming every
scene with mirthful banter between Bob and Bing...A story for
anyone who stops laughing long enough to keep track of it."
COOK,
N. Y. WORLD-TELEGRAM.
"...A whirlwind of gags and travesty, a snowdrift of suffocating
no" en.se.. .A 'Road' show is always an occasion for the cut-ups
to have a marvelous time and in this case the comic inventors
ran wild .. .Whole nature of the action is in the grand style of
ha-ha
ridicule ...
skyrocket laughter throughout the land."
CROWTHER.
N. ItY.will
TIMES.

ing . .Without that big fight at the end, though, there are plenty
of others and lots of shootings, burnings, stampedes and exchanges of snarls by rough, tough men in the saloon .. .Doern't
do a Western any real harm to have a few sensible trimmings."
COOK, N. Y. WORLD-TELEGRAM.
"...Jules Levey, the producer, has come up with a Western ihat
may or may not be history but that certainly should satisfy lover
of that genre. True, it is basically horse opera in which the
music isn't stinted, but it is turned out with flavor and pace, and
the shooting and fighting are unrestrained .. .Action is loud and
plentiful .. .May be cut from a familiar pattern but it is guaranteed to keep the customers awake."
A.W., N. Y. TIMES.

OF SUGAR

BY REVIEWERS

manufactured and not very sensible farce... If it weren't for June
Allyson's attractive personality and for Robert Walker's bo
beaming it would be a fearful bore." CROWTHER, N. Y. TIMES.
". . .* * 'i Stars. . .Another sentimental comedy. . .If either or both
of the stars are favorites of yours, you are guaranteed a good
time... Many
DAILY
NEWS. leeringly amusing episodes." CAMERON. N. Y.
"...Takes an antiseptic view of fresh young love... Tries for
gertle comedy charm in the ingenious philosophies and misunderstandings of a sweet young thing and a clean-cut young man. The
formula in this case has resulted in an uncertain piece of entertainment . .Parts of it are all right, but you have to have a passion for sweets to take it as a whole." GUERNSEY. N. Y.
HERALD TRIBUNE.

HACKNEYED,
"...*

BADLY ACTED — TIMES

"...Utterly mawkish .. .Compound of hackneyed situations, maudlin dialogue and preposterously bad acting and is illogical all the
way through... A critical estimation of performance would be
brutal. . .Miss O'Hara, Mr. Payne and poor Sir Cedric should be
spared that embarras ment . .Hoffenstein and Reinhardt should
be ridiculed for their soggy script and Walter Lang should be sent
back to the first grade for directing a child as he did." CROWTHER, N. Y. TIMES.

* '•_. Stars... A sentimental assault on the heart of the beholder. That it doesn't slop over into bathos is due to the delicate
and sympathetic handling of the material by director Walter
Lang, who has extracted unusually fine performances from his
cast."
CAMERON, N. Y. DAILY NEWS.
"...Represents a galloping malady in American film-making mental aberration in the Hollywood industry that women who
make up a heavy majority of film audiences, desire a certain type
of mawkishness in movies similar to the stuff served up to them

"...Slow-moving vehicle which stops for every sigh. . .Telegraphs
its destination from the very beginning and then takes an agonizingl ■ Jong time reaching it... Pure soap opera, whose appeal for
tea] II be answered only by those who can stand a heavy strain
on their credulity."
GUERNSEY,
N. Y. HERALD
TRIBUNE.

in the glossy home-maker magazines. . .Goes 'way overboard for
almost anybody's tastes. It is a double-dipped marshmallow-andbitter-sweet frappe."
McMANUS,
PM.
"...A dewy kerchief moistener. . .It is all refined sickness, full of
angelic remarks."
COOK. N. Y. WORLD-TELEGRAM.

SHOCK'
(FOX)

THEME

UPSETS THE N. Y. CRITICS

.Perhaps it is impossible to asse. s the precise amount of medical damage accomplished by a picture like 'Shock'. .. Seems probable, though, that many a patient and friends of the patient will
have their faith in doctors shaken by what goes on ..Personally,
I like the Vincent Price type of killer-medico better than- the
grosser examples of mad scientists. . A bold assault on audience
ceptibilities." WINSTEN, N. Y. POST.
"...It is not that the picture is cheaply sensational, artistically:
that is a standard condition which one might overlook. It is
rather that, in telling a fraudulent and unhealthy tale, it tends
i" excite apprehension again t the treatment of nervous disorders
...Dismissing the crude and tawdry nature of the script, one is
forced to challenge this picture as a social disservice at this time
...Aubrey Schenck, who produced this picture, and Twentieth
Century-Fox. which is releasing it. have evidenced here a lack of

public consideration that is most deplorable." CROWTHER.
TIMES.

N. Y.

"...Dark deeds in a sanatorium lend what chilling effect there is
to be found in the new Rialto melodrama. They do not succeed
in making 'Shock' more than a mild exhibit for the house of
horrors. . .Alfred Werker has occasionally whipped out a taut
scene, but the direction deserves no special mention. 'Shock' has
a good title and little more than that." BARNES. X. Y. HERALD
TRIBUNE.
"...Titled 'Shock,* by way of explaining what it intends to do the
customers. . .Doesn't even let its murderous maniacs go on the
prowl to throttle frail damsels just one brief and quickly subdued prowl in the whole affair. This time, you depend on a few
brandishings of a hypodermic
N. Y. WORLD-TELEGRAM.

needle to stir your fears." COOK.
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WHY A CANCER CAMPAIGN
To 16,668
American Exhibitors:
For several years, we of the National Theatres Amusement

Co.,

Inc. have been interested in doing something about cancer, America's
No. 1 Enemy.
When

the war ended and we were released from intensive wartime

activities, the executives ot our company — in a meeting at Kansas City —
resolved to aid The American
every facility at our command.

Cancer Society's 1946 campaign with

Subsequently', The American Cancer Society asked us to help
organize all the motion picture theatres of America in support of the
drive. We advised these Cancer officials we could not speak for the
entire industry, only for National Theatres.
However, we did agree to accept the responsibility of laying the
appalling facts about cancer before all exhibitors, and to invite them to
join us voluntarily in an Easter Week Drive, both to raise funds and to
let the American people know
now marked for death.

there is hope for 17 million of them

This we are doing . . . and the response, already, has been inspiring.
Production, distribution and exhibition are rallying to the call of
dire human

need, joining all other industry, business, press, radio and

the great community
ABOUT CANCER!

service organizations — TO

DO

SOMETHING

Sincerely yours,

tf
P.S.

CHARLES

P. SKOURAS

Pres., National Theatres Amusement

Co., Inc.

The invitation still stands. Someone,

somewhere, will thank you for accepting.

THE AMERICAN CANCER SOCIETY, Motion Picture Division, 444 West 56th Street, New York 19, N. Y.: CHARLES P. SKOURAS,
National Chairman; TED R. GAMBLE, National Co-Chairman; FRANK H. RICKETSON, JR., National Campaign Director; ROBERT W.
SELIG, Executive Campaign Manager; CHARLES M. REAGAN, National Distributor Chairman; LEON BAMBERGER, National Distributor
Co-Chairman and Special Consultant; SENN LAWLER, THORNTON
SARGENT, Assistant National Campaign Directors, MAURICE
(RED) KANN, Trade Paper Relations Chairman; HERMAN ROBB1NS, DON VELDE, Trailer and Accessories Committee; FRANK
WHITBECK, Hollywood Production Chairman; GEORGE JOSEPH, Distribution Organization; MONROE GREENTHAL, National Publicity and Advertising Director.
(This message paid for by National Theatres Amusement

Co., Inc.)

THE STRANGE
Rates •

MR. GREGORY'

• as supporting dualler in action

i'Jonograin
ti" minute*;
Fd-nnnd Lowe, J^n Rogers, Don Dousrlas,
Frank Reicher, Marjorie Hoshelle, Jonathan
Ha'e, Robert
EmTnett Keane, Fred Kelsev.
Frank Mayo, Jack Norton, Tom Leffingwell
Directed b;, Phil F.osen.
This myster" nro^r in ■ • r with " nn'^!
story twist (for a change) is satisfactory
fare for the .~ct;nn spots. In addition, the
Kali-mudra denth trance and similar feats
of hypnotism and black magic will prove
exceptionally interesting to devotees of
- of which there are man" in all
sections of the country. Edmund Lowe,
whose Van Dyke beard makes him look
intenselv-Satanic in his well-sustained portrayal of a sinister magician, provides fail-

'T?GER WOMAN'
Rates •

+

MINOR

FAIR MYSTERY-MAGIC

PROGRAMMER

spots and cheaper naborhoods
marquee value and this will al o >rve
an adequate supporting dualler in the naborhoods. Because the story, which deals with
a diabolical professional magician who pretends to be murdered and stays in a state
of suspended animation for days, is quite
fantastic, audiences cannot be expected to
take it seriously, but it has many spinetingling moments and a suspenseful climax.
Frank Reicher, as Lowe's faithful assistant,
and Marjorie Hoshelle. as the girl who unevidence of the
magician's hoax, are
the bestcovers
supporting
players.
Edmund Lowe, a professional magician,
experimenting with the Kali-mudra death
trance, succeeds in putting himself in a state
of suspended animation. Don Douerl5''
president of a local society of m"oric;ans. ir
fascinated by Lowe's stage performance an''
takes his wife, Jean Rogers, backstage to
meet him. After a visit to their home, Lowe

MURDER

falls in love with Miss Rogers and tries to
win her over but her husband stands in the
way. With the aid of his assistant. Frank
Reicher, Lowe frames his own "murder" by
going into a death trance which fools police
authorities and makes them believe that
Douglas was responsible. After Lowe has
supposedly been buried. Reicher releases
him after which Lowe kills the assistant.
Assuming the fictitious personality of his
brother, Lowe then testifies for the defense
in order to win Miss Rogers over. Although
her husband is convicted, Miss Rogers feels
grateful toward Lowe but her friend. Marjorie Hoshelle. becomes suspicious of him.
With the district attorney. Miss Hoshelle
goes
to the
and Miss
findsRogers
it empt;'.
is about
to crypt
strangle
whenLowe
the
police arrive in time to shoot him.
YORK

MELLER

as supporting dualler in action

Republic Pictures
57 minutes
Adele Mara, Kane Richmond, Richard Fraser. Peggy Stewart, Cy Kendall, Addison
Richards, Gregory Gay, Beverly Lloyd,
Frank Reicher, John Kelly, Garry Owen
Directed by Philip Ford.
This run-of-the-mill programmer lacking
in name value will just get by in the supporting spot on action house duals While
the attention-compelling title gives promise
of a lurid adventure film, "Tiger Woman"
is actually an obv'ous murder melodrama
further handicapped by the amateurish performance cf Adele Mara, a vapid blonde, in
the title role. She is neither the femme
fatale type nor a good enough
actress
to

give conviction to the part of a scheming
spots
adventuress who kills two men and then attempts to lure a third into her treacherous
web. One virtue is the brief running time,
but there is little or no suspense in a film
the outcome of which is apparent shortly
after the opening reels. The fact that Miss
Mara looks seductive and puts over a torch
song, "Who Am I," effectively just about
sums up her assets. Kane Richmond is
adequate as a handsome, devil-may-care private detective and Gregory Gay contributes
a good acting bit as a suave gangster.
Adele Mara, a beautiful, but mercenary,
night club songstress, asks Kane Richmond,
a private detective, to protect her husband
from Gregory Gay, a gangster to whom he
owes a large gambling debt. Because she
is carrying on a secret love affair with her
husband's
partner,
Richard
Fraser,
she

fears the latter will be blamed if her husband is killed. When the husband is found
dead. Miss Mara and Fraser destroy a suicide note in order to make his death appear
as murder and she can collect the S100.000
insurance money. Richmond suspects the
pair and he is about to get a confession
from Fraser when Miss Mara manages to
push the latter out of a window to his
death. Now certain of M!ss Mara's guilt,
Richmond tempts her into going on a fishing trip with him and she employs her
charms on him. When he resists her and
then accuses her of murdering both her
husband and Fraser. Miss Mara realizes she
is trapped. She attempts to shoot Richmond.
but the police, who have been warned, arrive in time to arrest her and save the
detective
from death.
YORK

Singula nij Netvsreel
The start of Lent and the large number of hold-overs on
Broadway has brought about a slight downward trend in weekly
grosses except for two Paramount releases — one newcomer and
one long-run - - which continue to smash returns. The Paramount, where "The Road to Utopia" and Benny Goodman and
His Orchestra are equally powerful draws, set a new box-office
record by grossing $135,000 for the initial week to top the $123,000
made by "Lady in the Dark" in February 1944. The second week
brought the total take to $257,000 and the Crosby-Hope picture is
expected to run for seven weeks before "The Virginian" comes in
. . .At the Rivoli. the Academy Awards gave "Lost Week-End" a
shot-in-the-arm with the result that the 15th week's business was
several thousand over that of the previous stanza. The Milland
starrer
expected to play into April before "Kitty," also with
Milland, isarrives.
All the other stage-and-screen attractions showed a sharp
drop following Ash Wednesday, including "Adventure," which took
in over $500,000 for its first four weeks at the Radio City Music
Hall and then finished a fair fifth week and was followed by
Columbia's "Gilda" last Friday (15th) .. .Best of the others was
"Sentimental Journey" and a stage show headed by the Hartmans
which, despite bad reviews, had a $94,000 first week following four
good weeks with "Fallen Angel" and Carmen Miranda providing
much of the marquee draw. "Journey" will be followed by "Doll
Face" early in April.
Both "The Sailor Takes a Wife," with Sammy Kaye and His
Orchestra and Marie McDonald on the stage, and "Three Strangers," with Jack Carson heading a strong stage bill, have had
strong initial weeks and moderate hold-over sessions with the latter completing its third stanza on March 14th, followed by "Cinderella Jones" and Cab Calloway and His Orchestra. . ."Sailor"
will be followed later this month by the long-awaited "Ziegfeld
Follies" and Xavier Cugat and His Orchestra which will play
through Easter. . .Another M-G-M first-run, "Vacation from Mari rage," opened at Loew's State on March 14th.
Topping most of the straight film houses is the small Victoria
where the re-release of "Rebecca" is showing tremendous pulling
20

power while, just a block away, a new United Artists release.
"Abilene Town," was just average during its two weeks at the
Globe. Another U. A. film. "Whistle Stop." followed on Saturday (16th).
An English Films war-time picture, "Journey Together." broke
the opening week-end record at the Gotham but many patrons
were disgruntled to discover that Edward G. Robinson, who is
played up in all advertising, has only a few scenes in the picture.
Two RKO Radio releases, "Tomorrow Is Forever" at the
Winter Garden and "The Spiral Staircase" at the Palace, are both
doing exceptionally well, with the latter's second week beating
any previous first-week record at this house which has been playing only British product since it went over to films on October 1st.
"Staircase," now in its sixth week, ran 50 percent ahead of "The
Spanish Main." the previous top-grosser at the Palace and will
continue into April.
Also holding up in sensational fashion at the Criterion, where
it broke all records in the 10-year history of the theatre, is "Scarlet
Street," which benefited by the publicity from the New York Censor Board's temporary ban. Now in its fifth week, the picture
grossed an outstanding $145,000 for' its first four stanzas.
The two Ingrid Bergman pictures, "Spellbound" and "Saratoga Trunk," are running along profitably with no signs of a letup. Now in its 17th week, the latter has been seen by 583,000
persons, only a few less than "Rhapsody in Blue." the previous
film and Hollywood Theatre record holder, and will stay at least
20 weeks before giving way to "Stolen Life." The U. A. release
is now in its 20th week at the Astor and will stay until Easter
when "The Kid from Brooklyn" comes in.
"Shock." despite bad reviews, is exactly what the Rialto's
horror-mad patrons ordered and is now in its second week.
Another 20th-Fox release, the British-made "A Yank in London," will arrive at the Victoria around Easter.
Still another English film, the costly "Caesar and Cleopatra,"
is expected to open at the Winter Garden around May 1st.
FILM
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BEHIND THE SCENES IN HOLLYWOOD'S

COLUMBIA
The studio's big feature of 1945, "Song To Remember," has
continued to have rough sailing through all the months of making
as well as during its release period. First, there was the row
about who was to get credit for the writing of the screenplay
with arguments flying thick and fast even up to the night of the
Academy Awards. Nov/ comes a suit from Frank Capra for
?2,000,000 asserted to be his share of the profits from the picture.
Capra avers that a contract dated June 6, 1935 gave him a onequarter interest in the profits of certain pictures he worked on.
Further the producer-director sets forth in his suit that he worked
on the story details nnd production details of the film. The studio,
on the other hand, is querying just what he did on the picture.
The Superior Court will decide.
This seems to be the week for law suits at Columbia. Harold
Lloyd, in the midst of a suit against Universal for plagiarism, has
now turned his guns on Columbia with two separate suits asking
$250,000 each on the same charge. "Movie Crazy" and "The Freshman" are the Lloyd films which the actor claims have been filched
in part. Clyde Bruckman, the screen writer, is involved in both
r-uits for his work on "Three Wise Fools" and "Loco Boy Makes
Good," both two-reelers. Lloyd's suit against Universal for $50,000
in which Lloyd was granted his claim is now being appealed by
that studio.
The Starrett-Burnette "Durango Kid" western series has
proven so successful for the studio these past two years that a
new contract has been set for eight more of the same with Colbert
Clark producing.
Ted Donaldson, the boy-actor, who scored so soundly in
"Curly," with Cary Grant several years ago, is set for another
build-up at Columbia. The youngster never quite measured up to
the acclaim of hie first film, for the simple reason that the studio
never found another vehicle that would give him a credible and
powerful role. Nov.', says the studio, they have a good one for
him in "The Return of Rusty," a sequel to "The Adventures of
Rusty." The boy starred in the first "Rusty" last year and the
film turned out to be all hokum and nothing else.
Three in production at this writing with "Gallant Journey,"
the Glenn Ford starrer, going into its third week. Janet Blair,
who picked off the plum role opposite him, her biggest dramatic
role to date, recently turned down a $5,000 weekly salary in a Rio
night club. The actress began her career singing with the late
Hal Kemp's orchestra. Another new starter is "Power of Attorney" (Forrest Tucker-Lynn Merrick). No marquee value there.
"The Jolson Story," in its sixteenth week of production, continues
toward wind-up.

ENTERPRISE PRODUCTIONS
The industry is still conjecturing as to what channel the
Einfeld and Loew unit will choose for their distribution. RKO
seems to have the inside track at the moment, but nothing is
settled as yet. Einfeld infers that he will go into production,
without a distribution deal set if necessary, although this is certainly not the usual procedure. But since he has private monies
for production, he may be able to do it.
Meanwhile, they have taken over the California Studios here
an:' have re-named the lot, Enterprise Studios. Joe Gilpin will
be studio and production manager for the new set-up. Hi 1 1
Sherman has signed a producing deal with the company and his
first will be "Ramrod," with Joel McCrea starred. A remodeling
program of $500,000 is being put into motion and generally activity
is intense.
Plans now call for six pictures from the company by the end
of the year and 16 for the year 1947. In order to meet this program, they will make other deals similar to the one concluded
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with Harry Sherman, and bring in other producers and directors
on special deals.
The Remarque novel, "Arch of Triumph," is still in the writing stages, but Enterprise has acquired the rights to "The Other
Love," which will be their second production. Barbara Stanwyck
has been signed to a long term contract and will do the leading
role in the second picture. David Lewis, on contract to Loew
and Einfeld, will produce both pictures.
Enterprise Productions, Inc. emerges as a full-fledged organization with a six-picture budget of $13,000,000 and an incorporation of $5,000,000, even though not one foot of film has as yet been
shot. Charles Einfeld's background in exploitation is standing
him in good stead in this new venture.

METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER
Big stir at this studio earlier this week, when L. B. Mayer let
it be known to the press in general that he wants the roster of
young players now under contract to the studio to be exploited
and developed to a point where their talent will do them and the
studio some good. Metro, more so than any other studio (probably because it is bigger than any other studio), has long been
guilty of signing people and then leaving them to wither into
oblivion on the contract players vine. These kids come out here
full of high hopes, "after all," they have, "a contract with MGM"
and they begin to think maybe they've arrived. But all too often
nothing ever happens. Metro has the largest roster of contract
players in Hollywood and Mayer now is apparently aiming to
eliminate the waste of potential talent. This studio which rode
the crest successfully for 20 years with names like Loy, Powell.
Shearer, Crawford, Garbo, Gilbert, supplemented as time passed
by Gable, Garson and Turner, knows the value of keeping the
new ones coming.
Title changes: "Faithful in My Fashion" has now become
"Love Match." And the Lionel Hauser production, which was to
have been "Love Match," becomes "First Beau."
Tony Martin, who weathered a ream of bad publicity while
he was in service, is scheduled to become Metro's newest "whitehaired boy." Martin, who had the sympathy of his friends during
the whole service fracas, cleared himself effectively. When he
was discharged from service, he returned to a warm welcome at
Metro. He did a sequence in Arthur Reed's "Till The Clouds Roll
By" and then headed for a smashing run at a popular Chicago
cabaret. He will be returning to the studio shortly and what with
his good looks and talent, the determination of the studio to make
him one of the big stars, and the romantic rumors about him
and Rita Hayworth, it is a good bet that he will emerge one of
the big sensations of 1946, box-office-wise ..Meanwhile, this studio
has just signed a big fat contract with Sinatra and Johnny Johnson, another singer of songs, is being worked up to stardom proportions. Busy music department they'll have at Metro.
Red Skelton, finishing "The Show-Off," will head into production again almost at once with a re-make of "Merton of the
Movies." This change of pace for the comedian is in line with
the program established when the studio discovered in "Bathing
Beauty" that there was a special kind of pathos combined with
the Skelton sense of comedy that made him more than just a
straight comic.
Four more <"■ ce men are back with new contracts on
the Metro lot. These boys scored in the Air Corps show, "Winged
Victory," and thereby built their reputations which were just
etting started when they left for service.
They are: Ray McDonald, Barry Nelson, Mark Daniels and Don Taylor.
Metro executives pride themselves on their adherence to "good
taste" in pictures. There are several instances on record where
the studio stopped production plans on pictures because authorities in the particular field with which the script dealt did not ap-

prove. This penchant is obvious again in the careful preparation
on the atom bomb film, "The Beginning Or The End." The script
is being done with almost line by lino approval of the authorities.
We don't entirely approve of this over-cautious approach b- a
studio to a subject - - even one as delicate as the highly controversial atom bomb. Aren't movie makers entitled to some of
the dramatic license taken for granted by novelists or playwrights?
Only four in production on the lot which is way under par
for this' studio. "Fiesta" (Williams-Carroll), "Till The Clouds Roll
By" (Garland-Walker), "You Were There" (Hepburn-Taylor) and
"The Show-Off" (Red Skelton-Marylin Maxwell) are the roster.
Executives here figure that at least seven pictures must be in
production constantly to off-set the overhead of running. But
there has been some trouble in the script department and a
bottleneck exists at the moment which executives say will soon be
broken so that the high-priced stars and directors now waiting
for assignments can go to work.

MONOGRAM
The lull has lifted at Monogram and three pictures are in
work with two more to come before the month is out.
Now on the sound stages are: "Don't Gamble With Strangers"
(Kane Richmond-Bernadene Hayes), "The Fighting Texan"
(Johnny M."ck Brown-Raymond Hatton) and "High School Scandals" (Freddie Stewart- June Preisser). A Cisco Kid feature and
a Bowery Boys production are scheduled for late March starts.
Much pre-review conversation is beginning to build on the
picture just finished by the King Bros., "Suspense." 'Tis said,
they have clone it again. And if so. it is to their credit. Making
good pictures on small budgets is the real test of this industry.

PARAMOUNT
Henry Ginsberg is moving his organization right along to a
new peak of production. The schedule for the first nine months
of 1946, announced in full this week by Ginsberg, includes 20 highbudget pictures. Four of these are already in work and the others
are set to come. "O. S. S." (Alan Ladd-Geraldine Fitzgerald).
"Suddenly It's Spring" (Fred MacMurray-Paulette Goddard) and
"Perils of Pauline" (Betty Hutton-John Lund) and "Welcome
Stranger" (Bing Crosby-Barry Fitzgerald-Joan Caufleld) are the
four currently grinding away.
Soon to come is the next Bob Hope comedy, "Where There's
Life," wh^ch will also have William Bendix and Signe Hasso.
Bing Crosby and Joan Fontaine will do "The Emperor's Waltz."
Gary Cooper1 will star in "The Unconquered" for Cecil B. DeMille.
Robert Fellows, who left a solid production berth at RKO a
short time ago, much to the surprise of the industry, has joined
Paramount and will take over a job there on the 25th. He is one
of the old-timers in the business with 20 years behind him.
Well, the picture every one was so frightened about copped
no less than three of the four biggest "Oscars" tendered by the
Academy. Ray Milland, Billy Wilder and Charles Brackett must
be a little weary by this time of saying "thank you." The only
comment that remains to be made at this time is to paraphrase
a remark Milland made on a radio show several days after the
awards. He said that his winning the Oscar only proved that an
actor is only as good as his role. This column is inclined to
switch it to: an actor is only as good as his director. Billy Wildermade not only Milland look good — he did wonders with some
bit players in "Lost Weekend," too.
There has been the usual post-mortems about the Awards
this year and some of the major studios, Metro, for instance, are
slightly (and more than slightlv) annoyed because they didn't
capture anv of the top prizes. Many in the industry felt that the
awards to Crawford and Dunn were strictly on a sentimental
basis and not on the basis of excellent performance.
As we watched the proceedings last week, we thought that
some corrections should be made in the system of making; the
annual award". First, there should be awards for the finest perform;] rices by a comedian and a comedienne. Often, the talent
of these people who bring laughter instead of tears is greater
than the most emotional dramatic achievement. Yet comedy, even
at its best, seems to be overlooked completely by those who vote.
Second, there should be an award for the best musical film of the
year- and the best musical performances. When the Academy
began its custom of the awards some eighteen years ago, film
musicals were non-existent. But in today's program of picture
making, they are an integral part. No musical, no matter how
t, can ever hope to win an award when classed with the top
dramatic films of the year. Yet there have been great filmusicals
that merit recognition. These two modifications in the Academy's
system of affording recognition to outstanding film accomplishments would bring unlimited improvement to the whole award
procedure and would certainly be justified within the ranks of the
industry as well as among the million of fans who wait breathlessly each year for Academy decisions.
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PRO
Production at this studio continues at the minimum of one.
The current film in work is "Crime In the Night" with Hugh
Beaumont and Cheryl Walker. Sig Neufeld is producing with
Sam Nev/field directing.
"Avalanche" wound up last week.

REPUBLIC
The studio is hopping up its tempo v/ith fifteen producers
now at work on more than 40 productions. Edward J. White.
William J. O'Sullivan. Armand Schaefer and Donald H. Brown
have all had their schedule quotas upped. It would seem this
studio is determined to keep its expansion program going until
i; has become more fact than publicity blurb.
The recent tie-up with English interests is bound to make a
drfference in the Republic scene, although it is still too soon to
tell in just what way the product will be affected.
Having witnessed the Ben Hecht film, "Spectre of the Rose,"
we cannot help but wonder how the Republic exchanges are going
to sell it. Hecht has gone overboard in much of his film, though
there are some moments that are beyond even the superlatives
of Hollywood lingo. Nevertheless, taken as a whole, this one is
going to be hard to sell commercially. It is "art" product from
the commercial point of view and from an artistic point of view,
it is not worthy of such classification. So, the film may find itself
without a berth on either side of the fence. Exploitation will
have much to do with the box-office returns on the picture, but
so far there has been no inkling of the ad campaign the studio
plans.The sound stages are busy with six pictures. "My Pal Trigger," the current Roger-Evans western moves toward wind-up.
The five new starters are: "The Twisted Circle" (Adele MaraWarren Douglas), "The Fabulous Suzanne" (Barbara BrittonRudy Vallee), "Santa Fe Uprising" (Allan Lane-Martha Wentworth), "Earl Carroll's Sketchbook" (Constance Moore-William
Marshall) and "Rendezvous With Annie" (Eddie Albert-Faye Marlowe). This last named is the first Allan Dwan production, and
Faye Marlowe was borrowed from 20th Century-Fox for the role.

RKO-RADIO
The next few weeks will see five new production units in work
on this lot. Frank Capra, Martin Mooney, Joan Harrison. William Keighley and John Brahm are the quintet whose initial
chores will get under way within this period. First for Capra
will be "It's A Wonderful Life" with Jimmy Stewart starred.
Martin
formerly
with who
Monogram,
"Criminal
ready toMooney,
go. Joan
Harrison,
began herhascareer
with Court"
Alfred
Hitchcock, does "Nocturne." Keighley will direct "Honeymoon"
for Producer Warren Duff. Brahm, on loan from 20th, will direct
"What Nancy Wanted" for Bert Granet.
Robert Sparks has been named as executive producer for "The
Petty Girl," which Al Bloomingdale will produce for RKO.
Despite all the talk that buying prices for stage properties
and popular fiction will be descending from the peak they hit.
RKO of
hasthejust
handed
Book
Month
Club over
issue.$150,000 for "The White Tower." a
George Stevens, who recently joined Liberty Films, will have
"It Must Be Love" as the second film on his schedule. "One Big
Happy Family" comes first.
Rainbow Productions, Leo McCarey's unit tied in with RKO
for distribution,
will soon
at work
on will
"Adamcomeandto Eve"
be
done
in Technicolor.
Two bemore
features
RKO tothis
year from this source, both to be produced by Irving Asher, a
member of the company. Ingrid Bergman will be used in one of
these, if the right story can be found. Stockholders in this company are: McCarey, Asher, Bing Crosby, Bob Hope, David Butler
and Hal Roach, Jr.
Hitting more and more toward the prestige belt. RKO is
dickering with Garson Kanin for a deal that will bring the writerproducer to the lot. As the deal now stands, Kanin wants producer-director status and President Rathvon says all right if he
brings along
Broadway
play.his "Born Yesterday," now making records as a
Ted Tetzlaff, former cameraman on the lot, has been elevated
to a director's berth and "The Big Angle" will be his first effort
in the new job. Pat O'Brien and Anne Jeffreys will be co-starred
with Jack J. Gross as executive producer.
Samuel Goldwyn hastened to assure independent producers
that his recent announcement that he would have no space to
nut on his lot is merely a temporary measure. Goldwyn explained that his next two pictures are to be made concurrently
and will require 160 sets. However, even a temporary shut-down
of space will make it hard for the units which have depended on
Goldwyn studio space. Possible exception to the ruling will be
Mary Pickford, should she decide to go into production. Her
husband's Comet Productions is now officing on the lot.
Meanwhile, Goldwyn's "The Best Years of Our Lives" (formerly called "Glory For Me") goes into production April 1 with
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Teresa Wright, Dana Andrews, Frederic March, Myrna Loy and
Hoagy Carmichael cast. At the same time, Danny Kaye will start
Secret Life of Walter Mitty." William Wyler is directing
in "The
the
former film which Robert Sherwood scripted.

20th CENTURY-FOX
'Annie Get Your Gun" is the latest Broadway musical to win
backing from 20th. This is an Oscar Hammerstein-Richard Rodgers musical. The studio is putting up some $200,000 but the
screen rights will go on the open market. The studio also has a
cne-fifth interest in "Carousel," current Broadway hit, by the
Kammerstein-Rodgers team. It seems reasonable to assume that
20th will pick off the screen rights to that plum, open market
or no.
With 16 producers working on 32 pictures, the studio is following through on the Zanuck decision to up the annual 22 features to a new high total of 32. With 22 pictures named for release for the balance of this season, the studio is going into the
peak of its production program within the next several months.
Already it begins: "Forever Amber" has just gone into production and "Lourdes of the West," a Catholic publication, is
editorializing against the film. Eugene Dooley, author of the
piece, recommends organizing a "Society for Ostracizing 'Forever
Amber'." He bewailed the publishing of the novel and protested
hotly its transposition to film. He suggested, too, that the "Society for Ostracizing" be kept intact to use against any film of
the "Amber" type which may come later. Looks like 20th is going
to be in for more free publicity on this picture than anything the
lot has had for a long time.
James Dunn's Oscar, for "A Tree Grows in Brooklyn," came
as a surprise to many and was considered by some to be purely a
sentimental gesture. However, since the choice is made by a
majority of the voters, it seems highly improbable that it could
have been made on that basis alone. Strange thing about the
award coming to Dunn, who came out of oblivion to do the role,
is that he hasn't worked since. What his chances are now seems
dubious. Remembering Katina Paxinou, who won a similar award
and then couldn't get a job, and Luise Rainer, who won it twice
and was completely ignored, we wonder about Jimmy. And, by
the way, how about Dorothy McGuire, whose performance in "A
Tree"
nation! and "The Enchanted Cottage" didn't even rate a nomiThree new starters on the lot this week: "Forever Amber"
(Peggy Cummins-Cornel Wilde), Technicolor; "Claudia and David"
(Dorothy McGuire-Robert Young) and Sol M. Wurtzel's production of "Deadline for Murder" (Paul Kelly-Sheila Ryan).

UNITED WORLD

PICTURES

In the early rush of the Rank-Universal-International deal,
the mistaken idea got about that the new set-up was a merger of
Universal and International. When things got to such a confused point that nobody knew who was what in the scene. International released a comprehensive resume of the arrangement.
Now, it seems that Universal is merely a stockholder in the new
company. The distribution will be through United World Pictures, Inc. International will make at least eight films annually
for release through UWP. Arthur Rank will make the same number in England for the same release source.
Until construction permits, United World Pictures will use
space in Universal's exchange offices throughout the country.
International will be shooting and working on the Universal lot.
But outside of a monetary arrangement, based on a share of the
three-way deal, Universal will not participate or share in International'sInternational.
film production plans. That, at least, is the official
release from
Meanwhile, "The Dark Mirror" (Olivia de Havilland-Lew
Ayres) continues in work, and Director Irving Pichel is working
on "Bella Donna" with Producer Edward Small for an early start.
Merle Oberon, Charles Korvin and George Brent are cast.

UNITED

ARTISTS

David O. Selznick has set Alfred Hitchcock for the directorial
assignment on "The Paradine Case" in which Laurence Olivier
will be starred. Olivier arrives here from England shortly. No
other casting yet and no starting date announced. Meanwhile,
Hitchcock has bought the rights to "Operation Annie," which he
plans to make in his new independent set-up (everybody definitely
"wants to get into this act!"). This is the story by Major Patrick
Dolan of the secret work of Radio Luxembourg during the war.
It has already had wide publicity and should make typical Hitchcock fare.
Boris Morros and William LeBaron are all set with their
Federal Films production of "Carnegie Hall." The picture will be
done in Technicolor and seventeen top music figures are scheduled
for appearance, including: Serge Koussevitzsky and the Boston
Symphony, Bruno Walter and the Philadelphia Symphony, Walter
Damrosch, the Vatican Choir, Artur Rubenstein, Jose Iturbi,
Vladimir Horowitz, Lily Pons, John Charles Thomas, Lauritz
Melchior, Mischa Elman, Victor Borge, Alec Templeton, Benny
Goodman, Duke Ellington, Tommy Dorsey and Vaughn Monroe
with their bands. How Federal proposes to borrow Melchior and
Iturbi from MGM has not as yet been clarified.
The Vatican
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As soon as studio space is
Choir sequence will be shot in Rome.
available at General Service, the production will go.
Benedict Bogeaus, attempting his most ambitious production
program, has announced a 100% increase in ad budgets on all of
"Mr. Ace" (George
his pictures scheduled for the coming year.
threey resuming shooting after a by
Raft-Sylvia Sidney) currentl
the
to benefit
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the
be
will
illness,
Raffs
to
due
lay-off
week
of Francis Macomupped program. "The Short and Happy Life
ber," which will star Gregory Peck, and "The Life and Loves of
Anna Pavlova," starring Tamara Toumanova, will be the next
i These films will be produced by Bogeaus in association with
Casey Robinson.
Besides "Mr. Ace," "Angel on My Shoulder" (Paul Mum-Anne
"The Strange Woman" (Hedy Lamarr-George SanBaxter)ders)and
continue for this outfit.

UNIVERSAL
The two plays which Universal recently bought from Mike
a tidy sum. "Up in Central Park,"
Todd netted
a Deanna Durbin starrer, cost $100,000 and
as producer
will gothat
which
off for a mere $50,000. No plans
picked
"Mexican Hayride" was
have been made for the second production.
Frank Borzage, still waiting for the release of his first independent picture at Republic, "I've Always Loved You," is going
to do a stint for the Skirball-Manning unit here while he waits.
To interest Mr. Borzage in the deal, the producers offered him the
script of "Magnificent Doll," with Ginger Rogers as the star.
Borzage couldn't resist. After this film is finished, he returns to
Man." Production on "Magnificent Doll."
for "Gallant
Republicis Irving
Stone's story of Dolly Madison, begins April 15.
which
River" and "For
In addition, Skirball-Manning have "Sunny
for production. CarServices Rendered" by Arthur Caesar ready
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men Miranda
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will
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a
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River"
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feminine role.
With "Scarlet Street" increasing its box-office potential by
reason of the censorship problems being aired in the newspapers,
Diana Productions is setting up its second production. This time
it will be a western — not in the usual sense — but as a story of
the West unadorned by hard-riding heroes and dastardly villains
and beautiful heroines. There will be all of these ingredients but
"Winchester 73" will tear down all the usual fol-de-rol and expose
— which wasn't always pretty. Joan
the old West as it really was
Bennett will add to the unorthodoxy of the Diana western by
appearing for the first time in her long career in such a film.
again direct and production starts within three
Fritz
weeks. Lang will
Three new films en the sound stages last week: "Lesson In
Love" (George Brent-Lucille Ball), "Inside Job" (Preston Fosterand "The Ghost Steps Out" (Abbott-Costello).
Ann Rutherford)

WARNER

BROS.

And still another lawsuit disturbs the western calm with Chico
Marx suing this studio for $200,000. The allegation by Marx is
that his name was used without authorization in "Rhapsody in
for
Blue." Marx also claims that Warner's owe him $100,000
"services rendered" in 1945. Studio officials admit the use of the
of any
name in "Rhapsody in Blue," but have no recollection
services rendered. This suit may be a return for the conflict
which arose when Warner Bros, tried to stop the Marx Brothers
film.
from using "A Night in Casablanca" as the title of their current
Warner executives are so pleased with the teaming of Ida
comLupino and Errol Flynn in "Escape Me Never," recently
pleted, that they are putting the duo into another film immediately. This time it will be "Autumn Crocus," a successful stage play
of some years back. Henry Blanke and Peter Godfrey will again
handle production and direction for the pair.
John Garfield's status with Warners has been precarious^ for
some time due to the imminent expiration of his contract. When
"Humoresque" winds up. Garfield will be through with his term
pact with the studio. He is planning to enter the independent
field as an actor, but he also will be listening to offers from major
studios, possibly giving Warner Bros, the inside track on his
Always Rings
services. His first picture for Metro. "The Postman
Twice," will hit general release soon and is not up to Garfield
he does
standards, although the fault is not the actor's. What standing.
next will be important to his career and his box-office films
this
Paul Henreid, who has fared not too well on Warner
studio.
the
with
contract
five-year
new
a
signed
just
has
past year,
He will do two a year for them and one outside at his discretion.
i will be the co-starring role with
His first part under the ne
way shortly.
Bette Davis in "Deception," which gets underCain
book for early
Warners have bought another James
.ored
Cain's "Mildred I'
It is "The Embezzler."
filming.
soundly despite the depletion cf plot by censorship boards. Jerry
is preparing the same author's "Serenade" for filming and
Wald
in all probabiliy he will handle this most recent purchase,
In production on this lot are three holdovers: "Humoresque"
(Joan Crawford-John Garfield), "The Sentence" (Ann SheridanKent Smith) and "A Very Rich Man" (Martha Vickers-Danc
Clark).
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In the Release Chart, the date under "Details" refers to the issue in which cast, director, plot, etc..
appeared. "Rel." is the national release date. "No." is the release number. "Rev." is the issue in which
the review appeared. There may be variations in the Running Time in states where there is censorship.
All new productions are on 1945-46 programs unless otherwise noted. (T) immediately following title
and running time denotes Technicolor production.
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GALLANT JOURNEY
Drama — Started March 6
Cast:
Glenn Ford, Janet Blair, Henry Travers, Charles Ruggles,
Arthur
Shields, Selena
Royle, Robert De Haven,
Jimmy
Lloyd, Michael Towne, Tommy Cook.
Producer-director: William A. Wellman
Story:
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POWER OF ATTORNEY
Drama — Started March 11
Cast:
Forrest Tucker, Lynn Merrick, Gus Schilling, Shemp Howard, Frank Sully.
Director: D. Ross Lederman
Producer: Ted Richmond
Story:

Not

available.

See

next

issue.
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Details under title: Burning the Trail
Heading West
Starrett-Houck
. ■ ..10-1..
Details under title: Massacre Mesa
. .8-20. .11-29. . .7018.
Hit The Hay (62)
Canova-Hunter
..
. .2-18
Hop Harrigan
(Serial)
Bakewcll-Holt
Jungle Raiders (Serial)
Richmond- Borg
. ...8-6... 9-14... 7120.
3-7
Just Before Dawn
Baxter-Barrie
. . .11-26
...2-5.. 10-18
Kiss and Tell (90)
Temple-Abel
.11-26
Landrush
Starrett-Burnette
Lawless Emnlre
Starrctt-Law
. . . .10-16. .11-15. . .7202.
Life With Blondie (69)
Singlcton-Lako
. .. .9-3. .12-13.. .7019.
. .8-20. . . .1-3. . .7014.
Meet Me On Broadway
Reynolds-Brady
.12-24
Mysterious Intruder, The
Dix-Blakc
Details under title: Murder Is Unpredictable
.8-6. .11-27... 7023. .11-26
Mv Name Is Julia Ross (64)
Foch-Macrcady
Details under title: The Woman
in Red
Nioht Editor
Gargan-Carter
...1-7
Notorious Lone Wolf. Tho (64)
Mohr-Carter
. . . .11-12... 2-14.
Details under title: Lone Wolf on Broadway
One Life Too Many
Brooks-Macready
.3-4.

Bandit of Sherwood Forest (T)
Blazing the Western Trail
Details under title: Raiders of Ouantl

.7012.

.. .6-11. . .2-14

Snafu (82)
So Dark the Night
Tars and Spars (88)
Talk About A Lady
That Texas Jamboree
Terror Trail
Texas Panhandle
Throw
a Saddle
a Star
(Details
under ontitle:
Smoky River Serenade)

1944-45

Adventures of Rusty (67)
Donaldson-Nagel
.
Details under title: Rusty
Black Arrow (Serial)
Scotf-Jergens
...
Blonde From Brooklyn
Haymes-Merrick
.
Boston Blackii Booked on Suspicion (67) . . . Morris-Merrick
..
Boston Blackle's Rendezvous
Morris-Foch
....
Details under title: Surprise in the Night
Both Barrels Blazing
Stnrrett-Harding
.
Details gntfer title: T»ra
Rifle)
Cowboy of Lonesome
River
Starrpft-Athens
Cyclone Prairie
Rangers
Starrett-Worth
Gay Senorita (70)
Bannon-Cochran
Fighting Guardsman,
The
(84)
Loder-Louise
...
I Love a Bandleader
Harris-Brooks
. ..
Over 21 (103)
Dunne-Knox
Rustlers of the Badlands
Starrett-Bliss
. . .
Details under title: Renegade
Roundup
Rhythm
Round-Up
(66)
Curtis-Walker
...
She Wouldn't Say Yes (87)
Russell-Bowman
.
Details under title: Some Call It Love
Sing Me a Song of Texas
Curtis-Storey
. .
Ten Cents A Dance (60)
Frazee-Lloyd
Thousand
and One Nights, A (93)
Wilde-Keyes
...
You Can't Do Without Love
Lynn-Stewart

Starrett-Burnette

River

1945-46 Features

PRODUCTION

10-1.. 12-27.

.7035.
Starrett-Harding
.. .4-30. . .9-18
O'Brien-Warrick
. .10-15. . .3-21
Starrett-Burnette
...9-3..
Morris-Donnell
1-21
Private Ghost
Lowery-Foeh
8-20. .11-15. . .7036.
MacMurray-Chapman
5-14. .12-25. . .7005.
Keyes-Parker
6-11

Outlaws of the Rockies
Perilous
Holiday
Phantom
Of The Desert
Phantom Thief, The
Details under title: Boston Blackie's
Prison Ship
Pardon My Past (87)
Renegades (T)
Details under title: The Kansan

METRO-CO

riot

. . .8-20. .12-20.

Bannon-Hunter

Story

Roaring
DetailsRangers
under title: Powder

Morris-Chapman

Chief

»N

Title— Gonnloi

CHART

Tfo*

Cast

PRODUCTION

Fiesta
(T)
Show-Off. The
Till The Clouds
You Were There

Roll

By

Williams-Carroll
Skelton-Maxwell
Garland-Walker
Taylor-Hepburn

(T)

COMPLETED
BLOCK NO. TEN

BLOCK

Bewitched
Details

(65)
under

NO.

title:

TWELVE

Alter

Thrill of a Romance (T)
(77)
Blessed
Twice SPECIAL

Thirty Seconds Over Tokyo
Valley of Decision (111)

Powell-Loy
515.
Barrymore-Johnson
.8-21.
Beery-Gleasor.
.....5-28.
.9-4.
Turner-Peters
O'Bricn-lturbi
5-29.
8-21.
Craig-Reed
...10-31.
Tracy-Hepburn
5-29.
Lawford-Lanchester
Sanders-Hatfield

Front

(138)

Abbott and Costello in Hollywood
(83)...
Dangerous
Partners
(78)
Her Highness and the Bellboy (112)
Hidden Eye, The (68)
Our Vines Have Tender Grapes (105)

NO.

FOURTEEN

She Went to the Races (86)
They Were Expendable
(133)
What Next. Corporal Hargrove? (95)
Vacation from Marriage (94)
Yolanda and the Thief (T)
(108)

BLOCK

NO. FIFTEEN

Letter for Evie, A (89)
Harvey Girls, The (T)
(101)
Portrait of Maria (76)
Sailor Takes a Wife (91)
Up GoesSPECIALS
Maisie (89)

.3-45.
.2-45.
.1-45.
.1-45.
.3-45.
.2-45.
.3-45.
.2-45.
.5-45.
.6-45.
.5-45.

Kelly-Sinatra
Garland-O'Brien
Rooney-Taylor

6-26..
..12-13.
2-7.

.525

3-5

.528.. .5-28
..529.. .6-11
.1-45.
.4-45.
1-45..
.6-45.

. . . .2-21 .
9-18

10-45.
10-45.
4-30.
3-5.
...12-25.
...12-11. . .9-45.
.9-45.
.10-16. .11-45.
.11-45.
..5-28. 10-4".
Craig-Gifford
....
Ll-45,
3-5
Montgomery-Wayne
Walker-Porter
...
Foreign.
Donat-Kerr
Astaire-Bremer
.. . . .8-6 .11-4^
.11-45.
. .1-22.
.1-22
.6-11.
Hunt-Carroll
Garlnnd-Hodiak
...
Del Rio-Armcndariz
.
Walker-Allyson
4-2.
Sothern-Murphy
...8-20.

FILM

.11-27
..4-ic;

.602.
.604. . .8-20
.601. .7-23
.603.
.600.
.607.

.9-3
. .7-23

..10-29
. .8-6
.609. .12-10
.11-26
.608.
.606.
610. .10-29
.611.
.614. .12-10
.612.
613.
.615.

6-11.
. . .11-27.

..531... 7-23
..512.. 11-23
..521.. 12-11
.511.
..527

A. & C
Craig-Hasso
Lamnrr-Walker
Arnold- Rafferty
O'Brien-Robinson

Adventure
(129)
Gable-Carson
Details under title: This Strange Adventure
Weekend at the Waldorf (130)
Turner-Johnson

.513. .12-23
.11-27
.518.
.517
1-8
.520... 2-19
.515. .12-25
.523.. 12-25

.530... 6-25

..8-21..
12-11 .

Tracy-Thaxter
Garson-Peck

.516..
11-27
.519.. 12-11
.514.. 12-11

.522
4-2
.526... 4-30

11-27.
.3-6... 6-45.

Johnson-Williams
Wilde-Craig

COMPLETED
1945-46
BLOCK NO. THIRTEEN

BLOCK

.

8-21.
6-26.
9-4.

Thaxter-Daniels

Ego

(105)

(144)
(T)
Anchors Aweigh
Meet Me In St. Louis <T) (113)
(T) (125)
Sational Velvet
Details under title: The Home

Dorn-Astor
Laurel-Hardy
Arnold-Royal

In

III.

..12-24
3-4
...12-24
3-4. ......

1944-45

Blonde Fever
(69)
Nothing
But
Trouble
(69)
Main St. After Dark (57)
Details under title: Tellt-le Hands
Thin Man Goes Home
(101)
Between Two Women
(83)
This Man's Navy (100)
Keen Your Powder Dry (73)
Music for Millions (120)
Gentle Annie (80)
Love (111)
Without
Son of Lassie (T) (102)
Oetails under title: Women's
Army
Picture of Dorian Gray (108)

Details

10-45

.1-7

.1-7
. 12-24
.1-7
.1-7
605... 7-23

BULLETIN

Zxgfeld

Follies

NOT

(T)

(110)

Astaire-Ball

DESIGNATED

5-1 .. .

.1-21

Army
Brat
Black Sheep
But
Not
Goodbye

Jenkins-Gilford
Craig-Jenkins
Morgan-Totter

Details
under
title: Boy's
Ranch
Early to Wed
(T)
Faithful
in My
Fashion
Great
Morgan,
The
Green
Years,
The
Hold
Hgh the Torch
(T)
Details
under title: For Better
For

Ball-Johnson
Reed-Drake
Morgan-Powell
Coburn-Drake
E.Taylor-Lassie

Worse

Shadow
Returns,
Details
under
Suspense
Details

. . . 10-29 . . .
8-6 .. .
1-7 . .

under

. . . .9-17. .
7-9...
Foreign
. .

No
Leave,
No
Love
Postman Always
Rings Twice, The
Star from
Heaven
(Cinecolor)
Time
for Two

Johnson- Kirkwood
Turner-Garfield
Thompson-Tobias
Ball-Hodiak

..10-1..
....6-25..
..10-29..
10-1..

Three Wise Fools
Two
Sisters
From
Boston
Yearling,
The
(T)

O'Bricn-Barrymore
Allyson-Lawford
Peck-Jarman

.11-26..
....7-9..
8-20..

WITH

Murder
of gambler
win
that
way.

the

cleans up

the town

oft-repeated

aided

fact

by girl

editor

that

you

Title— (tannine

Tim

(75)

Carey-Kelly
East
side
Kias
Lowe-Tierney
Francis-Cabot

lln»er
Divorce

<7?)
70>
Driftin'
Along
Details
under title: Rollin' Along
Flame of the West (71)
Forever Yours
(83)
Frontier
Feud
Details
under
title: Flaming
Frontiers
G. I. Honeymoon
(70)
In Old New
Mexico
Muggs
Rides
Again
Details
under
title: County
Fair
Lost Trail, The
Riders
of the Daw
Details
under title: Rainbow
Valley
Saddle
Serenade
Details
under
title: Cowboy
Serenade
Scarlet
Clue, The
(65)
Details
under
title: Radio
Mystery
Sensation
Hunters
Details
under title: Main Street Girl
Shanghai
Cobra,
The
(64)
South of the Rio Grande
Details under title: Song of the Border
Stranger
from
Santa
Fe (56)
Springtime in Texas
(55!
Trouble
Chasers
Details
under
title. Here Comes
Trouble

COMPLETED

Reno
Scott
and

Blair.
R. Dunlap

dance

hall

girl

Wives

Brown-Carver
Brown-Hatton
Storm-Smith
Brown-Hatton

Brown-Holt
Wakeley- White

. .9-22.
..5-12.
10-16.
..8-18.
3-5. .1-26.
. .10-1.
.2-19. .
..6-9.,
..3-24.
..8-7. 11-24.
.7-23. .

.4-30.

Wakeley-White
Toler-Manlon

9-18

.4-16.
Mcrrick-Lowerv

.6-11.
.5-28.

Toler-Moreland
Renaldo-Armida
Brown-Hatton
Wakley-White
Gilbert-Howard

1-22.
4-2.
.. .3-19.

Charlie

Chan

at

Suspense

title:

Alcatraz
Cookson-William

High

School

Kids

18,

1946

Gorcey-Drake
Wakcly-White
Wakely-Holt
Toler-Fong
Richmond-Reed
Lowe-Rogers

.5-14. . .1-10
. .8-6. . .3-16 . . .503
2-1 . . .4-6. . . .573.

..

. .10-1.
..9-17.
.12-10.
9-17.
. . . 10-29 .
6-25.

(32)

In Production

The

of

matrimonial

advice

story

of

the

life

Pearl

.10-15

(4)

Story:

Fitzgerald
and
Mi" idea is the

Crosby
same.

turn

from

RELEASE

Joan Caufleld.
Producer:
Sol C. Siegel
o

the

COMPLETED
BLOCK NO. THREE
For Whom the Bell Tolls <T)
Dangerous
Passage
(61)
Double
Exposure
(64)
Here Come the Waves
(99)
Practically
Yotrrj
(90)

BLOCK

1944-45

(158)

..9-8.

NO. FOUR

Bring
On the Girls (T)
(92)
High
Powered
(62)
Details
under title: The
High
Salty O'Rourke
(100)
Unseen, The
(81)
Details
under title:

Man

Fcar

Lamour-Cordova
Fontaine-Brent
MacMurray-Main
Haley-Savage
. . .

NO. SIX

title:

Hard

SPECIAL
Blonde
(T)
REISSUE

Gargan-Savage

Handle

.2-28.

. . 2-9 . .
.2-16. .
...1-2.

Funny
(98)

(T)

in

.528.

Miss Susie
Tokyo
Rose

Slagle's
(66)

.561.
.572.
.513.
. 527 . .
.516.

Mexico

BLOCK

Good

.8-26.

- 1945-46

Intentions

(96)

NO.

.2-19.

12-11. .11-23. . .4506. .10-15

Tufts-Lake
Barr-Masscn

....

.

Stanwyck-Cummings
Rogers-Reed
. . . . .
Donlcvy-Russell
deHaviland-Lund

Road

to

Utopia,

NOT

The

Good
Details

(90)

Crosby-Hope-Lamour

DESIGNATED

Big Town
Blue
Skies
(T)
Calcutta
California
(T)
Cross My Heart
Details
under title:
Too

Up

To Be True
under title:

Too

Good

To

Be

True

Reed-Brooks
....
Crosby-Astaire
...
Ladd-Russell
....
Stanwyck-Millanil
Hutton-Tufts
Tufts-Lynn

Third

Avenue

11-16.
10-26.
1-25.

.1-11.
12-28.
.2-22.

. .1-8.

.4501
9-3
.4504
9-3
.4503. . .8-20
.4502. ..8-20

.4509. .10-15
.4508. .10-15
.4507. .10-15

.9-18.

Bride Wore Boots, The
Hot Cargo
Uur
Hearts
Y/ce
Growing
To Each
His Own

SPECIALS

.6-12.
.4-30.
. .4-2.

...

Ladd-Lake
Lowery-Britton
. ..
McCrca-Br Hon
..
Milland-deHaviMand

NO. FIVE

.8-26.
. 9-28 .
12-14.

Bracken-Lake

Glue
Dahlia.
The
(99)
They Made Me A Killer (65)
Virginian,
The
(T)
(90)
Well-Groomed
Bride,
The
(75)

BLOCK

9-4
. .7-9

.10-2.
10-31.

Lamour-Cordova

FOUR

. 4433
. .4432
4434

Gardner-Reynolds
Gargan-Kclly
..
Milland-Wyman
Jones-Cotten

Goddard-Milland
.
Haley-Walker
...
Hutton-Fitzgerald

(87)

3-5

. .4424. . .4-16
.4421
4-2
.4422. . .4-16
.4423. . .4-16

.11-13.

Colbert-March
Cooper-Carroll
Ladd-Lake
....

(128)

NO. THREE

Masquerade

.4417

.11-15. . .8-31. . .4431. . .6-25

Hutton-Cordova

(93)

.508
.505. .12-10
.565

.4418. . . 3-5

.12-25. ..7-27. . ..4427.
4428 . . .6-11
. . .7-10.
.5-1.
.7-13. . 4426 .
.2-19. .9-14.
.6-11

Bracken-Lynn
Cummings-Scott

NO. TWO

BLOCK

.566.

.7-20

441f
3-5
.4419. . . .3-3

.11-27.
to

(113)

Blonde
(76)
under
title:

Kitty
(104)
People
Are
Stork
Club

. .6-2.

.4413.
.4415.
.4412.

12-2
12-25
.4414. .12-25
.4411.
12-2J

..5-15.
.9-4.
. .6-26.

of This
World
(96)
Came Along
(103)

Hold
That
Details

.5-15..
.7-10. .

Ladd-Russell
...
McCrea-Russell

A Medal for Benny
(80)
Affairs of Susan,
The
(110)
Murder,
He Says
(92)
Scared
Stiff (65)
Midnight Manhunt
Details
under

.7-13..

..2-7. ,
.1-10.
.1016.

Lake-Tufts
Lowery-Brooks

NO. FIVE

BLOCK

.7-21.
..6-2.

but

8-21..

Cooper-Bergman
Lowery-Brooks
Morris-Kelly
Crosby-Hutton
Colbert-MacMurray

Duffy's
Tavern
(97)
Follow
That
Woman
(70)
Lost Weekend,
The
(101)
Lovo Letters
(101)

.9-29.

niedii ine

Cast

10-13. .

.12-8..
.2-16..

hard

Ladd-Fitzgerald

COMPLETED
BLOCK NO. ONE

.514.
.509.

women

.2-18.

0. S. S

Sign of the Cross
(118)
Northwest
Mounted
Police
This Gun
For Hire
(81)

.6-12. .

.3-2.

other

CHART

Tlra»

Incendiary

.507.

to

White

WELCOME STRANGER
Comedy-drama — Started March 11
Cast:
Bing Crosby, Barry Fitzgerald,
Director: Elliott Nugent

Out
You

.3-2
. .12-24.
10-29
. . .2-18.
. .12-24.
.11-26. .

her

BLOCK

.1-22

. .7-23.

Roland-Ames
..
Brown-Hatton
Gorcey-Hall
Kirkwood-Knox
Stewart. Preisser

Female
lawyer
funis
to apply
to herself.

BLOCK
8-6
10-1
. ...3-19
11-12

.8-11. .

12-24.
. . . 6-25 . 12-15.
Francis-Kelly
. . .9-3. .1-12.
Richmond-Hazard
Brown-Hatton
. . . .8-20. .
2-4.
Brown-Hatton
.10-15.
Carradine-Drakc
.2-2.
..12-24.
Toler-Lorring

Wires
LiV8
Details under title: Stepping Around
Lonesome
Trail
Details under title: On The Cherokee Trail
Moon
Over
Montana
Red Dragon,
The
Details under title: Charlie Chan in Mexico
Behind
the Mask
Details
under
title: The Shadow's
Shadow
Strange
Mr. Gregory,
The
(63)
Details under title: Gregory

MARCH

In.

.10-2.. .5-28.
.8-21.. ..5-5.
.6-16..
7-9.
..2-5..
8-6.
.11-3..
.10-20.

Storm-Cookson
Renaldo-Kenyon
East Side Kids

(80)

Fcar
Details
under
title:
Gay Cavalier.
The
Haunted
Mine.
The
In High
Gear
Joe Palooka.
Champ
Junior
Pr°m
Details
under

del.

the

1945-46

Black
Market
Babies
Border
Bandits
Code of The
Drifter
Face of Marble,
The
Dark Allb'
Details
under
title:

.

IN PRODUCTION

.7-10. ..7-14.

1944-45

China's
Little Devils
Come
Out Fighting

D.UIb

Cast

COMPLETED

Allotment

CHART

Completed

fltle — Running

Boy
who resembles
famed
crooner
is substituted
for him
when
crooner
wants
to hide
away.
Troubles
start
from
there.

RELEASE

Regan-Storm
Storm-Reagan
Wakely-Whitc

can'1

HIGH SCHOOL
SCANDALS
Comedy with Music— Started March 8
Cast:
Freddie Stewart, June Preisser, Frank Darro, Noel Neill,
Murray Davis, Charlie Barnet and his orchestra.
Director: Arthur Dreifuss
Producer: Sam Katzmcm

Story:

Bclita- Moore

NEW PRODUCTSONS

Story:

THE FIGHTING TEXAN
Western —
Cast:
Johnny Mack Brown, Raymond
Hatton,
Director: Lambert Hillyer
Producer:
Johnny

.10-29
.10-29

PERILS OF PAULINE
(T)
Comedy with Music — Started February 28
Cast:
Betty
Hutton,
John
Lund,
William
Demarest,
Billy De
Wolfe, Constance Collier.
Siegel
Producer:
Sol C.
Director:
George Marshall

In Production (2)
In Production (1)

(17)
( S)

STRANGERS

reveals

Richmond-Reed

SUDDENLY IT'S SPRING
Romantic Drama — Started February 28
Cast:
Fred MacMurray, Paulette Goddard. M:icdonald Carey. Arleen Whelan, Lilian Fontaine, Georgia Backus.
Director:
Mitchel
Leisen
Producer:
Claude
Binyon

Murder-mystery — Started March 4
Cast:
Kane Richmond, Bernadene Hayes, Peter Cookson, Addison
Richards, Bill Kennedy.
Director: William Beaudine
Producer: Jeffrey Bernerd
Story:

Girl

1945-40 Features

NEW PRODUCTIONS
DON'T GAMBLE

Glamour

..2-18
.12-1C

Story:

Completed
Completed

title:

Shadow

9-3. . .
...9-18..

Pidgeon-Massey
Powell-Williams

(34)
(12)

The

Sunbonnet
Sue
(90)
Swing Parade of 1946
West of The Alamo

2-19...
1-7 . .

Holiday
in Mexico
(T)
Hoodlum Saint
(91)
Last Chance,
The
(105)

1945-46 Features
Westerns

The
title:

..3-8.
. .2-8.

.4512.
.12-10
4513. .12-10
.4511. .12-10

2-19.
11-13.
. .4-2.
. ,7-9.

.4518.
.4517.
.4516.
.4519.

. 2-18
. .2-18
. 2-1S
. .2-18

.3-5.
.7-9.
..8-6.
12-13. ..3-22... 4531.. 12-10
12-24.
..8-6.
12-10.
..7-9.
10-29..
. .1-8.

Imperfect
Lady,
The
Details
under
title:

Take

This

Ladies'
Han
Monsieur
Beauraire
(T)
Perfect
Marriage,
The
Khythn
Ranch
Searching
Wind.
The
Strangt
Life of Martha
Ivers
Details
under
title: Love
Lies
Swamp
Fire
Trouble With Women,
The
Details under title: Too
Two

Yean

Befort

thi

Good

Wrlght-Milland

Woman

Bracken-Welles
Hopc-Caulfield
Young-Nivm
Halay-Hllllard
Young-Sidney
Stanwyck-Hcflin

Bleeding

To

Be

True

Bast

SANTA FE UPRISING
;rn — Started March

. .10-1.
.11-26.

.

.
.

Weissmuller-Grey
Milland-Wright

.11-12.

EARL CARROLL'S
SKETCHBOOK
Musical — Started March 6
Cast:
Constance Moore, William Marshall, Bill Goodwin. Sdr/ard
Everett Horton, Vera Vague, Johnny Coy, Dorothy Babbs.
Director: Al Rogell
Associate Producer: Robert North

Red
and

Story:

..6-11.

Story:

NEW

In Production
In Production

(13)
( 9)

(1)
(0)

PRODUCTIONS

Michael
missing

Shane
girl.

clears

a

murder

RELEASE
Title— Running

committed

Arson Squad
(64)
Apology
for Murder
(67)
Border
Bad
Men
Crime,
Inc.
(75)
Dangerous
Intruder
(71)
Details
under
title: The

his

office

Detail!

Cart

Albertson-Armstrong
Savage-Beaumont
Crabbe-St. John
.
Neal-Tilton
Arnt-Borg

Intruder

4-30... 9-11
. .3-5... 8-27
11-13. .10-10.
.4-15

.528. . .7-23
.526... 10-1
502.
. .3-19
519.
...9-3

.4-16. . .8-21

Silver Fleet, The
(77)
Stagecoach
Outlaws
Swing Hostess
(76)
Three in the Saddle
Why Girls Leave Home
(68)
White
Pongo
(73)
,

COMPLETED

..

1945-46

Avalanche
Caravan
Trails
(Cinecolor)
Club
Havana
(62)
Danny Boy
Detour
(69)

Cabot-Borg
Dean-Carlin
Lindsay-Neal
Henry-Johnson
Savage-Neal

Devil Bat's
Daughter
Enchanted
Forest
(Cinecolor)
(80)
Flying
Serpent
(60)
Gentlemen
with
Guns
(Cinecolor)
Gun Smoke
How
Do You
Do?
(83)
I Ring
Doorbells
Lightning Raiders
Mask
of Diiion
Murder
Is My Business
(65)
Navajo
Kid
Once and
For All
Prairie
Rustlers
Details under title: Buster Crabbe

LaPlanche-James
. . . 1-21 .
Lowe-Joyce
1-22.
Lewis-Kramer
9-3.
Dean-Kenyon
1-21.
Steele-Saylor
12-10 .
Sordon-Windsor
8-6.
Shayne-Gwynne
.... 10-2 .
Crabhr-St.
John
.10-15.
Von Stroheim-Baies
11-26
Beaumont-Walker
.12-26.
Steele-Saylor
.... 10-15 .
Coleman-Reed
.... 10-29 .
Crabbe-St.
John
. . .9-17.

.12-24
.2-25
.1-7
4-9

Dean-Barton
Steele-Carlin

.3-20
..2-1.

Romance
of the West
Six Gun
Man
Details under title: Six-Gun

For

Song of Old Wyoming
(Cinecolor)
Strannlcr
of The
Swamps
Terrors
On
Horseback
Wife
of Monte
Crlsto

No.

.4-20
.10-23
..1-8
.11-30
.4-15

11-26

.12-8
.2-20
. 3-27

10-1
2-18

12-24

.11-26

8-6. .
.... 10-29 .

Hire

(40)
(16)
( 4)

NEW

PRODUCTIONS

Coi 'I
Director: Phil Ford

solves

. 10-29

A

(5)
(1)
(0)

Frawley,

Ricardo

oc. Producer: William J. O'Sullivan

murder

which

involves

the

girl

he

li

Otto Kruger,
Agay,
Grady

Story:

method.

26

a

pi
wealthy
young

ks by pin
man.

Trigger
title — hunnlng

Bells of Rosarita
(68)
Hordertowo
Trmlli
Cheaters,
The
(87)
Details under title: The

M

CHART

Rogers-Evans

Time

at

Magnificent Mr.

Cheyenne
Wildc.it
Chicago
Kid
(68)
Corpus
Christi
Bandits
Don't
Fence
Me
In
(71)
carl Carroll's
Vanities
(89)
Fatal
Witness
Federal
Operator
No. 99
(Serial)
Flame of Barbary Coast
(91)
Gangs of the Waterfront
Ihe i.rtat stagecoach
Robbery
Grissly's
Millions
(72)
Hitchhike to Happiness
(71)
Jealousy
(71)
Identity Unknown
(71)
Details under title: Johnny

3-4
Details

No.
In
.1-22. •.12-15.
6-19.
..9-3.
. .446.. 12-24
1944-45
.
. .9-10. . .429. . .10-1
.8-11..
Rogers-Evans
..
.5-15..
.451
.2-19. . .
..442.. .5-28
Garsgn Burnette
.
.6-12
.7-15.
Schildkraut-Burke
..2-5..
. .421
7-9
M
.9-30 . .3314
Ell ott-Fleming
.
.4-20..
. .6-29 .
9-15.
Barry-Roberts
.
. . 465
Lane-Talbot
10-15. . .417. . .2-19
. 7-23.
.10-2
Rogers-Evans
. .445. .11-12
O'Keefe-Moore
....11-13.
..4-5. . .413... 3-19
.Ankers-Frascr
1-22. . .7-7.. ..427
Lamont-Talbot
2-5.. ..7-3.. ..483
Can
Rogers-Evans
Terry-Roberts

Dawn

..

Wayne-Dvorak
7-24..
Armstrong-8achclor
12-25..
Elliott-Fleming
...9-18.
Grey-Kelly
Pearce-Evans
Morley-Asther
Men-Walker

March

Elliott-Fleming
Bruce-Ashley
Rogers-Evans
Stirling-Bailey
Elllett-Hayos
Guizar-Moore
Carson -Stewart
Men -Roberts
Lowery-Storey
Une-Stmnul

San
Antonio Kid
Santa
Fe Saddlemates
Sheriff of Cimarron
Sing. Neighbor,
Sing
(70)
Song
for Miss Julie, A (69)

Elliott-Blake
Carson-Stirling
Carson-Stirling
Terry-Brown
Early-Clark

Sporting
Details Chance
under

(59)
title:

Behind

the

tt> Monterey
nndor title: Marshal

of

Monterry

Remember

Me

Michael-Gordon
Neal-Mara

(57)
(59)

Alias Billy The
Kid
Bandit of Badlands
California Gold
Rush
Captain
Tugboat
Annie
(70)
Details
under title: Tugboat
Cat Man
of Paris. The
Cherokee
Flash
Colorado
Pioneers
Conquest
of Cheyenne
Crime
of the Century
Dakota
(82)
In Old Sacramento
Always
Loved You
Details
under
title:

(T)
Concerto

Daughter
of Dan 0 (Serial)
Days of Buffalo
Bill
French
Key,
The
Gav
Blade
Girls of the Big House
(68)
Guy Could Change. A (65)
Glass
Alibi, The
Invisible
Informer
Inner
Circle.
Thi
King
of the Forest
Rangers
(Serial)
L.-st Crooked
Mile.
The
lonely
Hearts
Club
Madonna's Secret, The
(79)
Man
from
Rainbow Valley
(M)
Marshall
of Laredo
Murder
in the Music
Hall
(84)
Night
Train
to Memphis

1945

12-11..
4-17
10-16..

.
.

..455.
..3313.
.454.
. .420.
..411.
. .401.

.

..6-4.
.9-15.
.9-29.
.7-29.

.9-3

.462.
..418... 6-25

6-11.
11-13..
..12-25..

. .425
.424. .10-15
. 9-17
.5-23. . ..426.
.416
.12-23
. .9-1..
11-16. . . .408
..11-27..
9-4..
.430

...3-19..
12-11.
...10-16

1945-46

Annie's

3-19..
...10-16..
. ..5-14.
3-6..,
5-28..
4-2. .
...10-31..
1-8. .
4-17. .

5-29 . . . 2-28 .
...2-19..
...12-25.. .6-2..
.8-12.
4-17 . .. .2-19.
10-16..

Rogers-Evans
Taylor-Frazee
Livingston-Terry

of

..414. . .4-16
.9-15.. .3318
. .4-2.
.9-15.
.7-2.. . .428. . .9-17
.3-18..
.482
11-15. ..443. ..9-17
.7-14..
.7-10..
.8-1. .3312. .
.431. .11-26
..456
..423
. .433. . .5-14
.7-20..
.5-10. . . .461..
.8-16.

.409.. . .5-14
.1-22
. .419.
. .424. . .8-20

.8-16..

Richmond-Mara
Rogcrs-Evat.
Abbott-Stewart

(78)
Utah
Vampire's
Ghost

.12-11.
.11-27.

Horton-George

Three's
A Crowd
(58)
TbomnnhhrM.
The

.7-23.

.Lane-Stewart

Ti-er

Woman.

.11-27.

ftandolph-O'Malley

Ships

.2-15..
.5-28.
. 3317
.422
.7-19.
.1-16. . .415. ..4-30

9-18.
9-18.

Lone
Texas
Ranger
Love,
Honor and
Goodbye
(87)
Man
From Oklahoma, The
(68)
Man
Hunt
of Mystery
Island
(Serial)
Marshal of Reno
Mexicana
(83)
Oregon
Trail
Phantom Speaks, The
(68)
Road To Alcatraz
Silver City Kid
Details under title: Red Gulch Renegades

Angel Comes to Brooklyn, An (70)
Details
under
title: New
Faces

In Production
In Production
In Production

William

Pal

COMPLETED

COMPLETED

THE FABULOUS SUZANNE
Comci
.March 6
Cast:
Barbara
Britton, R d
Vallee, Bill Henry,
Rich.! rd Denning.
Veda
Ann
Borg, lien
Sutton.
ociate Product
I
or: Steve Sekely
Waitress in Hoboken
a fortune .<",] wins

My

I've

25
Douglas,

RELEASE

IN PRODUCTION

Sunset
in El Dorado
(66)
Swinoin'
on a Rainbow
(72)
Tell It To A Star

.11-7.

murders

where

flies to New York from Berlin, AWOL
A year later, discharged from service, has to prove that he is father of his own

Steppin'
In Society
(72)
Details under title: You'll

(65) . . . . Dcan-Padden
5-14. .11-12. .
LaPlanche-Edwnrds
. 9-3. . . .1-1. . .
Crabbe - St.
John . . 1-21 .... 5-1 .. .
Loder-Aubert
8-6 ... 4-23 .

Completed (27)
Completed (14)
Completed ( 3)

baby.
Corporal

Stagecoach
Details

.4-10
11-21

1

THE TWISTED CIRCLE
Mystery
Started February
Cast:
Arlele Mara,
Worran
detective
8, 1946)

3-4 .
.10-1.
5-28.
8-6.
6-25.

road

RE?JDEZv/OUS WITH ANNIE
Comedy — Started March 11
<
Eddie Albert, Faye Marlowe, Gail Patrick, William Frawley, Raymond Walburn, Wallace Ford.
Associate Producer-Director: Allan Dwan

Along
the Navajo
Trail (66)
Behind
City Lights
(68)
Details
under
title: Return

IH.

.6-11.. 10-31
568. .
.6-11. . .9-22 . . .564.
563. .
.5-14
y-i
Ride
559..
.6-14.
..2-5.
Crabbe-St.
John
. . .1-22.
524. . .6-11
Bromberg-Jenks
.. .
.1-22. .
Family
.6-1
O'Brien-Aldrich
..
.5-28..
....521.
Fraser-Gillern
.5-2
.10-29
530.
11-5
Richardson-Withers
. .For
11-27...
8- 7-1
17
558. ..5-14
Crabbe-St. John
.
.11-1;
Tilton-Collins
. . . .6-12
9-8
509.
.4-16... 7-26.
Rirter-O'Brien
562 .
Lane-Leonard
.... ..3-5
.111
7-9
.4-16..
Fraser-Wrixon
. . .
.222
8-6
Crabbe-St.
John
Rltter-Knox
O'Brien-Ritter

The Plmnv
;i 12nd Street
Shadow
of Terror
(60)
Details
under
title: Checkmate

Story:
Private
( Finish* .1 March

finds

1944-45

Fighting
Bill Carson
Flaming
Bullets
Frontier
Fugitives
Details
under
title: Ride.
Ranger,
The Gano'T i Den
..
Missing Corpse
(62)
Details under title: Stranger in the

1915-46 Features
Westerns
Serials

and

CHART

Tint

COMPLETED

in

to toll

her rights
Ryder
robberieshelpsare girl
beingacquire
committed.

Composer ignores secretary who loves him. But she gets his song
into the Sketchbook
ami
they
sing it together
in love.

Story:

CRIME IN THE NIGHT
Mystery — Started March 4
Cast:
Hugh Beaumont, Cheryl Walker, Ralph Dunn, Paul Bryar,
Douglas Fo./ley. Milt Kibbee, Charles Quigley.
Director:
Sam Newfleld
Producer:
Sig Neufeld
Story:

Associate Producer: Sidney Picker

Director: R. G. Springsteen

...5-1

Completed
Completed

Bobby Blake, Jack LaRue,

Cast:

Ladd-Denlevy

1945-46 Features
Westerns

1

Martha Wentworth,
Allan
BartonLane,
MacLane.

. .y-17.
. .1-21.
..1-21.
..11-1.
.10-15.

.3-21.
..5-10-

Dowd-Duke

1-8.. 11-27.

Carson -Stewart
Carson-Stewart
Elliott-Fleming
Darwell-Kennedy

....12-24
.... 4-16 . .
...4-30..
..12-15.

Esmond-Aubert
Carson-Stirling
Elliott-Fleming
Elliott-Fleming
Bachelor-Browne
Ralston-Wayne
Moore-Elliott

.... 10-1 .
7-9 .
...3-19.
. . .10-29.
. .10-29.
8-6.
12-10.

Son

McLeod-Dorn

.9-14.
11-17.
..2-4.
12-13.
11-14.

.503.
. . 551 .
.565.
. .504.
.553.
.563.

.1-7

.12-25.
2-28 .
.11-26
.511.
.505.

8-20

Booth-Allen
1-21.
Carson-Stewart
. . .10-1. .. .2-8.
Dekker-Ankers
10-29
Ashley-Rogers
12-10... 1-25
Roberts-Powers
3-5. . .11-2.
Lanc-Frazee
6-25. . .1-27.
Wrixon-Fowley
....12-24
Stirling-Henry
2-18
Douglas-Roberts
. . .2-18
Thompson-Talbot
..10-15
Barry-Savage
12-10
Withers-Withers
1-21
Ledcrer- Patrick
... .10-1. . .2-16.
Hale-Booth
2-18.
Elliott-Blake
3-5. . .10-7
Ralston- Marshall
.10-29
Acuff-Mara
11-12

FILM

. .441
4-2
. .434. . .5-11

.. .554.
509.
.. .502.
.. .508.

12-24

. .2-4

.. .510
562
512. .. .3-4

BULLETIN

One
Exciting
Week
Passkey
to
Danger
Phantom
of the Plains
Phantom
Rider, The
(Serial)
Rainbow Over Texas
Rough
Riders of Cheyenne

Pearce-Harris
12-24
Bachelor-Livingston
11-26
Elliott-Fleming
... .2-5.
Kent-Stewart
8-6.
Rogers- Evans
.... .1-21
Carson-Stewart
. . . .5-14.

Scotland
Yard
Investigator
(68)
Song
of Mexico
Sheriff of Redwood
Valley
Song of Arizona
Spectra
of the Rose
Strange
Impersonation.
A (68)
Sun
Valley Cyclone
The Valley of the Zombie
Wagon Wheels Westward

VonSt'heim-Bachelor
IHara-Barrier
Elliott-Fleming
Rogers-Evans
.
Kurov-Essen
Marshall-Gargan
Elliott-Fleming
Booth-Livingston
Elliott-Fleming

West
of God's
Country
(Magnacolor)
Woman
Who Came Back. The
(68)
Details under titla: The Web

Hale-Booth
Kelly-Loder

Completed

1945-46 Features

NEW

2-19.

Time The
the End
underof title:
Till Details

.561.
.552.
.11-1.
.9-30.
12-28.

REISSUE

Not

available.

See

next

ntt. — Binning

In Production

Cut

Child
of Divorce
Likely Story, A
Sinbad
The Sailor

Body
Snatcher,
The
(78)
China
Sky
(77)
Tarzan and the Amazons
(72)
Those
Endearing
Young Charms
Zombies
on Broadway
(68)

(5)

(81)

NO. FIVE

Back to Bataan
(95)
Details
under title: Invisible
Brighton
Strangler,
The
(67)
Two
O'clock
Courage
West
of The
Pecos
Belle of
Ca^nova

the Yukon
(T)
brown
<y3)

Loder-Duprez

C84)

White's Scandals
(95)
in San Francisco, The
Angel
(79)
Loves Poppa (60)
Stars on Parade (69)

First Yank
Isle of the

Into
Dead

(82)

Spiral Staircase.
Details
under

BLOCK

Scott-Lee
..
Cooper-Wright

4-3
... .2-21

Henle-O'Shea
Hope-Mayo
Cartoon
Feature
Rubinson-Bennett

. . .8-21
5-15
.4-17..

2-19..

. . .2-5.
.11-27.
. .6-11.

Powell-Cheirel
.. . . .7-9
Foreign
Mason-Mannheim
Conway-Jelfreys
.. . .6-11
Haley-Jeffries
... .12-11

(72)

The
(83)
title: Some

McGuire-Brent
Must

Game of Death
(70)
Details
under
title: The
Most
Riverboat
Rhythm
(64)
Tarzan
and the Leopard
Woman

Loder-Long
Dangerous
(72) . . .

SPECIALS
Came

Jones

(90)

Kaye-Mayo

DESIGNATED

Badman's
Territory
Bamboo
Blonde
8edlam
Details under title:

Tale of

.1-21.
O'Brien-Trevor
Bennett-Ryan
. .
Vernon-McGuire
Haley-Jeffreys
. .

Falcon's
Alibi, The
Heartbeat
Kid From
Brooklyn, The
(T)
Lady
Luck
Genius At Work
Details under title: Master

MARCH

8-6.

Bedlam

Crack-Up
Desirable
Woman
ni->
Dung
Williams
Double Trouble

Notorious
Details
under
Sister Kenny
Step By Steo
Stranger,
The
Sunset
Pass

..10-1.
. .9-17.

Scott-Richards
Langford-Wade
.Karloff-Lee
A

Conway-Corday
Rogers-Aumont
Kaye-Mayo
.Young-Hale
Carney-Brown

Minds

Bergman-Grant
title:

Follow

Your

1946

. .2-4.
.5-14.
.8-20.
. .2-4.
.8-20.
6-25.
10-29...
9-3
... 10-29

Heart
Russell-Knox
Tierney-Jeffreys
Robinson-Young
Warren-Leslie

18,

.7-9.
8-20.

11-27. .
Cooper-Young
...
Cro by-Bergman
. . . . .3-5.
Colbert-Welles
...
.. .7-24.
. .4-2.

Bells of St. Mary's,
The
(125)
Tomorrow
Is Forever
(105)
Wonder
Man
(T)
(98)

NOT

Errol-Newton
...
Weismuller-Joyce

11-12
.... 1-21
. . . 10-29
....12-10

David,

and

typical

11
Peggy Cummins, Cornel Wilde, Vincent Price, Glenn LanCast:
gan, Reginald Gardiner.
Director:
John M. Stahl
Producer:
William Perlberg
Story:

From

the

best-selling

novel

o(

a

lady

of

many

affairs.

HOME SWEET HOMICIDE
Comedy — Started March 11
Cast:
Lynn Bari, Randolph Scott, Peggy Ann Garner, Allyn Joslyn, Connie
Marshall,
Barbara
Whiting,
Helen
Walker,
James Gleason, John Sheppard.
Director: Lloyd Bacon
Producer: Louis D. Lighten
Story:

DEADLINE FOR MURDER
tery — Started March 4
Cast:
Paul Kelly, Kent Taylor, Sheila Ryan, Jerome Cowan.
Director: James Tinling
Producer: Sol M. Wurtzel

Not

available.

.516.

Story:

Not

available.

.523. . .6-11
522 .
521.
524. .

.5-14
.4-30
.6-11

583.
. 12-11
581.
584.
. ..3-5
. .8-,
.
5il
10-16
591
.12-J3
10-16

.582

602 . .
... 603
604. . ..
..8-6
601. . ..8-6
605 . .
..8-6
.9-17
607. . ..8-6
..8-6
.9-17
608 .
. . 606 .
. . .610. 10-15
. . 609 . .10-1
.10-1
12-24
612. 12-24
615.

613.
614.
.611.

12-24
12-24

.617.
.616
.618.
.620. .
.2-18
. . 681 . . .6-25
. . .661. 11-26
.1-21
. . . 682 . .4-30
. . .651.

See

Be

next

issue.

next

issue.

RELEASE

CHART

It Shouldn't
Margie
(T)
Il.ree Little

Happen
Girls

To
in

A

Blue

Dog

Landis-Joslyn
Craine-Young
Haver-Mature

(T)

COMPLETED
BLOCK NO. NINE

Molly
and
Details

Me
(77)
undnr title:

Molly,

1944-45

Bless

.2-4.

. ..
. ..

Fields-Woolley

Her

.522.

Jones-Price
....
B.\nkhead-Eythe
.

Diamond
Horseshoe
(T)
Bull Fighters
(62)

Grable-Haymes
Laurel-Hardy

Call

of

the

J. Bennett-Raft
Mitchell-Anderson

(71)
(Reissue)

(81)

.525.
..527.

Dunne-Harrison
Fitzgerald-Huston
Landis-Gargan

Bell for Adano, A (103)
Black
Beauty
Captain
Eddie
(107)
Caribbean
Mystery
(65)
Details under title: First,

Hodiak-Tierney
trecman-Denning
MacMurray-Bari
Dunn-Ryan
....
Last and

Crain-Wilde
Jones-Boyer
Bennett-Eythe
Ball-Stevens

(70)

Doll Face
(80)
Dolly Sisters, The
(T)
(114)
Dragonwyck
(103)
Wake
Up and Dream
(T)
Falhn
Angel
(97)
House on 92nd Street
(88)
Details under title: Now
It Can
Jesse James (106)
Junior
Miss
(94)
Dei You
Love
Me?
Johnny
Comes
Flying
Home
Leave
Her To Heaven
(T>
(110)
Rendezvous
24
Return
of Frank
James
(92)
Shock
(70)
Shocking
Miss
Pilgrim,
The
(T)
Somewhere
in the Night
Smoky
(T)
Strange
Triangle
Sentimental
Journey
(94)
Spider,
The
(63)
State
Fair (T)
(100)
Walk
in the Sun
(117)
Details
under
UA
Release
Way
Ahead,
The
(104)
Wihnn
(T)
(1531
Yank

In

London,

A

.4-16
.5-28
.6-25

.July.
.June.

.8-21. .July .
.3-5..

. .528.
.526.
.529.
.523.

.6-11
.6-11

.Job*.

Miranda-O'Kecfe
Grable-Payne
Tierney-Price
Payne-Haver
Fayc-Andrews
Eythe-Hasso
Be

...12-10..
..3-19.
10-1.

Feb.
.Aug.
.Nov..

.11-13.
.12-10..

.Sept.

.12-11.
. .2-5..

Sept. .

9-17..
12-24. .
12-25.
12-10..
8-20.
2-5.,
3-55-14..
5-14.
4-30.

Told
Power-Fonda
Garner-Joslyn

Reissue.
2-19..

Neagle-Harrison

For..
11-29..
...Foreign.

.7-23
. .2-4
.7-9

.Jan.
.Nov..
Apr.
.Dec.
.Feb.
.Aug.
.Oct.
Apr.

8-11.

Chart
Nlven-Huntley
Hardwirke-Mitchell

.604.
.605.

.7-23

Feb.

O'Hara-Haymes
. . . .4-30. .
Stewart-Crane
11-26.
Jan.
Tierney-Wilde
5-28.
Gargan-Palmer
1-21 . .
Fonda-Tierney
....Reissue.
Price-Bari
10-15.
.Feb.
Grable-Haymes
...12-10..
.Feb.
Hndiak-Gulld
12-10..
MacMurray-Baxter
..7-23..
Hasso-Shepperd
1-7. .
.Mar.
Payne-O'Hara
10-1.
Oct..
. Dec. .
Conte-Marlowe
6-11.
.Aug.
Andrews-Crain
1-22.
Andrews-Conte

.611.
.620.

.601.

Always

(T)
Raid

..2-5.
..9-4.

.June.

.3-5
.4-30
.4- J
.2-7

1945-46

Anna and The
King
of Siam
And Then There Were None
(97)
Behind
Green
Lights
(64)
Details under title: Precinct 33

Centennial
Summer
Cluny
Brown
Colonel
Effingham's
Dark
Corner,
The

...9-4.

Gable-Yoniii

(. (JMPLETED
NOT DESIGNATED

.524.

..

NO. TWELVE

Wild

520.
521.

.May.

Juan Quilligan
(75)
Bendix-Blondell
.
Details under title: Two-Faced
Quilligan
White Do We Go From Here?
(T)
(77) . . . MacMurray-Leslie

REISSUE

.April
April
.May.

.12-11.

Don

Nob
Hill (T)
(95)
Within
These Walls

..4-5.
.9-18.

TEN

(104)

NO. ELEVEN

BLOCK

. .2-18.
.11-26.

.Apr.

Song of Bernadette
(156)
Royal Scandal,
A (90)
Details
under
title: Czarina

NO.

Detail*

Gili I

title — Sunning
Tim
IIS PitOD^CilOiN

BLOCK

.5-28.
. .9-3.
.2-19.

Claudia

ol
m the mai
middle-class
America.

adventures
couple
of

More
young

Story:

517. . .4-30
519. .4-30
.3-3
518. ..4-30
.520. .4-30

. .1-7

Deadline
at Dawn
(83)
Hayward-Williams
From
This
Day
Forward
Fontaine-Stevens
.
Details under title: All Brides are Beautiful

Along

«ct.

.9-3.

Watch

NO. FOUR

PRODUCTIONS

FOREVER AMBER
(T)
Romantic Drama — Started March

BLOCK

Neal-Hale
. Karloff - Drew
..O'Brien-Drew
Henreid-O'Hara
Warren-Long

NO. THREE

Cornered
(102)
Hotel Reserve
(79)
Dick Tracy
(61)
Sing Your Way
Home

.10-16
.8-21.

Davis-Haley
2-5...
..Conway-Corday 2-19...
Raft-Trevor
.....12-11...
Errol-Risdon
2-19.
Brown-Carney
4-16

(65)

Man
Alive (70)
Spanish
Main,
The
(T)
(100)
Wanderer of the Wasteland
(67)

BLOCK

■t.

1945-46

NO. TWO

Toyko
(72)

..7-10

..

Conway-Rutherford
Mitchum-Hale

COMPLETED
BLOCK NO. ONE

BLOCK

.11-13

Waync-Ahn

It's a Pleasure
(T)
(90)
Princess
and the Pirate
(T)
(94)
(hree Caballeros
<T)
(71)
wonan
in the Window,
The
(95)
Details inor.
title: Once Off Guard

George
Falcon
Johnny
Momma
Radio

..1-22
. .9-18

Army

(66)
(66)

SPECIALS

8*1.

1944-45
Karloff-Lugosi
. .
Scott-Drew
....
Welssmuller-Joyce
Day-Young
Brown-Carney

. .

Feature

Cartoon

Disney

NEW

2-4.
....3-4.

.11-13
...9-4

10-29 .

CLAUDIA AND DAVID
Comedy-drama — Started February 26
Dorothy McGuire, Robert Young, John Sutton. Rose Hob
Cast:
art, Gail Patrick, Harry Davenport, Florence Bates, Jetome Cowan, Roy Roberts, Frank Tweddell.
Perlberg
William
Producer:
Walter Lang
Director:

.3-4.

Moffett-Toomey
Williams-Hale
Fairbanks-O'Hara

(T)

COMPLETED
BLOCK NO. FOUR

BLOCK

Ueti'U

God,

.507.

CHART

IN PRODUCTION

...7-23.

Colbert-Wayne
I'll Take
It From
Here)

.564.

issue.

TIM

..10-29.

Granville-Conway

513.

PRODUCTIONS

RELEASE

McGuire-Madison

.691.
3-16

CRIMINAL COURT
Crime Drama — Started March 7
Cast:
Tom Conway, Martha O'Driscoll, Robert Armstrong, June
Clayworth, Robert Warwick, Phil Warren, Pat Gleason.
Director: Robert Wise
Producer: Martin Mooney
Story:

Detector

<T)

Pinocchio

.9-17. 12-21.
.4-16. .
11-26.
.4-30. 12-13.

(43)

of Home

Lie

Reservations
Without
Details
under title: Thanks

.501.
.506.

.7-23.
12-24.
11-26.
. .9-17.
.8-6. .

Dream

AboutunderMurder,
Truth
Details
title: The
The

Mar
.Mar.
Aug..

12-24
.610. .10-15
. .8-6
.617.
.609.
.'.1-21
..623.
612 . .3-18
.608. 10-29
.10-1
..9-17
.618.
.603.
.6-25
.614 .12-24
.619.
.615

.621.
.607.
.613.
.606.
.616.

.2-18
11-12
.9-17
12-24

.602.

.6-11
3-1

.622.
..8-7

27

Brute Man, The
Cat Creeps, The
Canyon Passage (T)
CodeDetails
of theunder
Lawless
title: Law

L945-46 Features
Completed (23)
In Production (3)
ivey to Producers: Small (Sml.); Rogers (Rgs.); Vanguard
(Van); Crosby (Cby.); Sherman (Shm.); Pressburger
Psh.); Hanger (Wgr.); Ripley-Monter (R.M.); Bogeaus
(ijog.); Stromberg (Sing.); Levey (Lev.); Cowan (Cow.);
Stone (Stn.); Selznick (Szk.); Nebenzahl (Neb.); Lesser
Les.); Loew-Hakim (L. H.); Skirball (Ski.); Eagle-Lion
(G. F. D.); Cagney (Cgy.); Bronston (Brn.); Hughes (Hug.).

RELEASE

Cut

••talis
.. .1-21

Angel On My Shoulder
Muni-Baxter
Details under title: Me and Mr. Satan
Mr. Ace
Raft-Sidney
Details under title: Mr. Ace and the Queen
Strange Woman,
The
Lamarr-Sandcrs

COMPLETED

»c

fl

Rgs

11-27
....10-31
..Foreign..
...7-10...
12-11.,
1-10
12-13
.... 12-13
9-18.

. .6-15. . .Stn.
Ggy. .
-.5-4. .G-F.D..
6-29. . .Crosby.
.7-27
Ski.

.6-25
.4-30

.6-11
.5-29
. . .6-16. . .Lev. .8-6
..4-2
• Rgs. .7-10
. . .6-30. . .Stn.
6-2.
. .8-10.. .L.H..
.5-14
..5-15
11-27 . .7-13. . Cwn. ..6-25

1945-46

. . Lev.
Abilene Town
(89)
Scott-Dvorak
8-6. . .1-11.
Details under title: Abilene
Adventures in Casablanca
Marx Brothers
10-15...
.L.H..
Details under title: A Night in Casablanca
Blithe Spirit (T)
(94)
Cummings-Harrison
Foreign. .12-14. . .GFD.
Breakfast in Hollywood
(93)
Breneman-Granville
.8-20. . .2-22. . .Gldn.
Caesar and Cleopatra
(T)
Olivier-Leigh
. . . Foreign.
G.F.D..
Captain
Kidd
(89)
. Laughton-Britton
2-5 .10-19. . .Bog.
Diary of A Chambermaid
(87)
Goddard-Hatfield
..7-23... 2-15. .Bog-Mcr.
Duel In the Sun (T)
Jones-Cotten
3-19.
...Szk.
Getting Gertie's Garter
(72)
O'Keefe-McDonald
...6-25 .11-30. . .Sml.
Fanny by Gaslight
Mason-Calvert
...Foreign..
GFD.
Henry V (T)
Olivier-Newton For
3-15. . .GFD.
Johnny in the Clouds (88)
Montgomery-Mills
.Foreign.
G.F.n.
Outlaw, The
Russell-Huston
. .2-8. . .Hug. .
Paris — Underground
(97)
Bennett-Fields
1-22. . .9-14. ..Bnt. .
Szk .
Rebecca (130)
Fontaine-Olivier
...Reissue.
Scandal in Paris, A
Sanders-Hasso
. . . 10-29 .
Psb.
Sin of Harold Diddlcbock, The
Lloyd-Walburn
.
.10-1..
Spellbound
(113)
Bergman-Peck
7-24 .12-28. . .Szk.
Details under title: House of Dr. Edwarda
This Happy Breed (T)
Newton-Johnson
. Foreign. .
G.F.D..
'^00 Women
Robson-Calvert
. Foreign . . .3-1...G.F.D..
Smg.
Young Widow
Russell-Hayward
3-5. . .1-25. . .Neb.
Whistle Stop (85)
Raft-Gardner
.
7-23.

Ride

Again,

The

(72)

Completed (41)
Completed ( 6)
Completed ( 4)

(48)
( 7)
( 4)

NEW

.1-21

.1-21
.10-1
.8-20
.2-li
12-10
12-10
10-29

.11-12

.1-21

Little Miss Big
Holden-Simmons
Love Takes A Holiday
Davis-Oakie
...
Lost City of the Jungle (Serial)
Adams-Haydn
...
Madonna of the Seven Moons ....
. . . .Calvert-Granger
.
Man in Gray (92)
Lockwood-Mason
Men In Her Diary (73)
Albritton-Hall
..
Murder Mansion
Goodwin-Grey
Night
in Paradise
Oberon-Bey
....
Smooth
as Silk (65)
Taylor-Grey
.. .
Details undet title: Notorious Gentlemen
On the Carpet
Abbott-Costello
Outlaws of Twin Forks
Grant-Adams
Pillow of Death (66)
Chaney-Joyce
Pursuit to Algiers (65)
Rathbone-Bruce
.
Details under title: The Fugitive
River Gang (64)
Jean-Brasselle
.
Details under title: Fairy Tale Murder
Rogue's
Progress
Royal Mounted Rides Again (Serial)
Scarlet Horseman, The (Serial)
Scarlet Street (102)
Secret Agent X-9
(Serial)
Senorita from the West (63)
Seventh Veil, The (94)
Shady Lady (94)
She Wolf of London, The
Details under title: Alibi in Ermine

Harrison-Palmer
Kennedy-Kennedy
Cookson-Shaw
Robinson-Bennett
Bridges-Wiley
..
Jones-Granville
Mason-Todd
...
Coburn-Simms
.
Haden-Harvey

So

In Production (5)
In Production (0)
In Production (0)

Correspondent
She
tries to

INSIDE JOB
Mystery — February 27
Cast:
Preston Foster, Alan Curtis, Ann Rutherford, Joe Sawyer,
Johnny Berkes, Jimmy Moss.
Director: Jean Yarbrough
Executive Producer: Ben Pivar
Storj
Couple worli in a depart
ni store are Era)
1 into a robbery.
They
give themselves up to save an ii
:ent policeman, proving again
that

crime

does

not

pay.

THE GHOST STEPS OUT
Comedy — Started March 6
|'i t: Bud
Abbott,
Costello,
Marjorie
Reynolds,
Binnie
Barnes, Lynne Lou
Baggett, Jess Barker,
John Shelton, Almira
Sessions.
Director: Charles Barton
Executive Producer: Joseph Gershenson
Story:
Not available.
See next Issue.

RELEASE
TW»— BlMlH

TIM

fN PRODUCTION
Dressed To Kill
Details under
Fandango
Details

(T)
under

title:
title:

Prelude

to

Murder

COMPLETED

28

Rathbonc-Brucc

1945-46

for

Death

Olivier-Rutherford
Grant-Armida
..
Ncal-O'Driscoll
Durbin-Tone

»tUIU

t«J.

Re

In

2-4

DeCarlo-Dor.levy

Schahrazad

Adventure
for Two
Bad Men or the Border
Blondie Alibi
Details under title: Design
Because of Him (87)

CHART
Cart

....

509. .11-26
510. .12-24

Loy-Ameche

....1-21
. Foreign
..8-6... 9-28. ..1101.
.1-21. . .4-12
527.
9-3... 1-18.... 516.... 2-4

.12-21
513. .12-10
. 1-11
515. . .2-18
..1-18. .1104
..12-7
511. ..1-21
3-29
525
2-8
518
. .2-22
520

...3-4
.2-4
. .2-18

5-31

Foreign. . . .4-5. . . .526
Foreign. . .3-15
. .2-19. . .9-14
..10-1...

523. .12-24
502. . .10-1
...

. . .1-8
...1-7
.11-12

529
521

5-3
3-1

..8-20
..3-19.. 12-14
. .8-20.. 10-26

512
1-7
507. .11-12

..10-2. ..9-21
. Foreign

503. .10-29

. .7-23. .10-23.. .1681
.11-12. . .1-22. ..1781
. . .8-6. .12-28
514
..4-16
. .1-22. .10-12

506. .10-20

Foreign. . .2-15
. 519 . . .1-21
.. .6-11
9-7. . .501. ..9-17
.12-24. . .5-17.
3-22. . . .531

Sondergaard-Grant
.10-15.
Chaney-Joyce
2-19.
.5-10.
Wyatt-Cookson
...... 2-4 . ..10-5.
Montez-Sabu
...... 10-1 . . .3-8.
Rathbone-Bruce
...10-29.
Tone-Foster
..
.6-11.
.9-28

. .517.
2-18
504. . 10-15

. . .3-1.
.6-25-. 11-30
.11-2

508. .10-20

Trail to Vengeance
Wicked
Lady

Grant-Knight
.
Mason-Lockwood

11-22 .. . 4-19 .

Obsron-Korvin

WARNER

Tint

. .Foreign.

In Production

(29)

COMPLETED

1944-45

Stanwyck-Morgan
Bogart-Hobart
.
Davis-Dell
Wyman-Cowan

1945-46 —

.420. . .7-23
.418...
6-25
.414.
.419
4-2
..4-30
.402
8-7
6-12
11-15
11-27
...1-10
6-12
.8-21
6-12
.2-21.
.12-10.
.10-31.

Beast With Five Fingers, The
Alda-King
.
Big Sleep, The
Bogart-Bacall
Burma Victory (63)
Documentary
Cinderella Jones (88)
Leslie-Aldo
12-13.
Confidential Agent
(118)
Boyer-Bacall
6-25.
Danger Signal (78)
Emerson-Scott
4-16.
Devotion
DeHaviland-Lupino
11-16.
Escape Me Never
Flynn-Lupino
11-26.
Her Kind of Man
Scott-Paige
8-20 .
Janie Gets Married
Leslie-Hutton
4-16.
Mildred Pierce (111)
Crawford-Carson
..12-25.
My Reputation
(94)
Stanwyck-Brent
. . . 11-29 .
Never Say Goodbye
Flynn-Parkcr
8-6.
Night and Day (T)
Grant-Smith
6-25.
Nobody Lives Forever
. .Garfield-Fitzgerald
.9-18.
Of Human Bondage
Henrrid-Parker
. . ■ .7-24
Ono More Tomorrow
Sheridan-Moran
....11-1.
Pride of the Marines (119)
Garfield-Parker
.... 11-27 .
Details under title. This Love of Ours
Rhapsody in Blue (139)
Leslie-Aldo
7-26.
San Antonio (T) (110)
Flynn-Smith
10-16.
Saratoga Trunk (135)
Cooper-Bergman
3-8.
Shadow of A Woman
King-Prince
2-19.
Stolen Life. A
Oavis-Fnrrt
2-19.
Three Strangers (93)
FitznrMld-Gre-nstreet 1-22
Time Tho Place and The Girl. The (T) ... .Morgan-Paige
4-2.
Too Young To Know (86)
leslio-Hutton
2-19.
Two Guys From Milwaukee
Morgan-Leslie
. . . .12-24.
Two Mrs. Carrolls, The
Bogart-Stanwyck
...5-14.

.4-28.
.3-17.
.2-10.
.9-2.
. .3-3.
.1-20.
..6-9.
.2-16.

.11-10.
..12-15.
. .3-9.
1-26.
10-20.

.3-30
.9-27.
12-29.
..9-1.

.512.. .2-18
.506. .11-12
.508. .11-26
.505.
.510.

10-15
.1-21

.501... 8-20

.2-16.
.12-1.

.511...

Johnson-Emerson

.10-6.
.10-6.

.504.

FILM

2-4

.507. .11-26

Boqart-Sheridan

House

..4-16
.401.
.413. .. .4-2
.411.
.416.
.415.
. .3-19
...8-7
.417.
.410. ..5-28
.. .2-5
. . .2-5
.412.
.10-16
.512

.502
7-9
.509. .11-26
.514. .12-10

REISSUES

in the Big

(3)

CHART

God Is My Co-Pilot (88)
Morgan-Massey
Escape in the Desert (79)
Sullivan-Dorn
Details under title: Strangers in Our Midst
Horn Blows at Midnight, The (78)
Kenny-Smith
Hotel
Berlin
(98)
King-Daatine
Janle (106)
Reynoids-Hutton
Objective Burma
(142)
Flynn-Brown
Pillow To Post (92)
Lupino-Greenstreet
Roughly Speaking
(117)
Russell-Carson
To Have and Have Not (101)
Bogart-Bacall

Murder

.522

cast
Dctalli
Crawford-Garfield
. .12-24.
Sheridan-Smith
.... 1-21 .
Greenstreet-Vickers
..2-18.

Christmas in Connecticut
(101)
Conflict
(86)
Curn Is Green, The (114)
Crime by Night (72)
Details infer title: Forty Whacks

lorn For Trouble
Originally titled:
It All Came True

.524
.530
.528.
. .505. .12-10

BROTHERS
Completed

1945-46 Features

COMPLETED

PRODUCTIONS

A successful
designer
gets jealous
over
her Foreign
husband's
friendship
with
a beautiful
photographer.
retaliate but they
both
see the light.

.4-16. . .11-9
.Foreign
. .9-3. .11-23

Goes My Love
Details under title: Genius in the Family
Spider Woman
Strikes Back, The
Strange Confession
(62)
Strange Conquest
Tangier (76)
Terror By Night (60)
That Night With You (84)
Details under title: Once Upon a Dream
This Love of Ours (90)
Details under title: .As It Was Before

Title— Rennhs
Humoresque
Sentence, The
Very Rich Man, A

LESSON IN LOVE
Comedy — Started February 26
Cast:
George Bient, Lucille Ball, Vera Zorina, Charles Winninger, Carl Esmond, Elisabeth Risdon, Wallace Ford, Louise
Beaveii'.
Director: Win. Seiter
Producers: Michael Fessier, Ernest Pagano
Executive
Producer:
Howard
Benedict
Story:

...

Curtis-O'Driscoll

RELEASE
1945-46 Features
Westerns
Serials

11-26
1-21. . .5-17
532.
9-3
7-23. .10-19. . .1102.

Dead
the Night
'.'. 'Redgrave-Withers
Frontierof Gal
(T)
(84)
oeCarlo-Cameron . . .5-14.
Girl On the Spot (75)
Barker-Collier
. . . .3-19.
Details under title: Serenade for Murder
. .9-3.
Gun Town
Grant-Knight
.10-15.
House of Dracula (67)
Chaney-O'Driscoll
House of Horrors (66)
Lowery-Grey
....
Idea Girl (64)
Barker-Bishop
. . 12-24
Little
Giant under
(91) title: On The Carpet)
Abbott-Costello
. .11-12.
(Details

. . . 12-24 .

Hussey-Carroll
Cagney-Sidnty
Livesy-Walbrook
Darnell-McClure
Colbert-Ameche
Bendix-Hayward
Powell-Fields
Bergon-Granville
Scott-Field
in Your Hand
Meredith

COMPLETED

Dalton's

3-4.

1944-45

Bedside Manner
(79)
Blood on the Sun (94)
Colonel Blimp
(T)
(148)
Great John L, The (96)
Guest Wife (88)
Hairy Ape, The (90)
Sensations of 1945
(86)
Song of the Open Road (89)
Southerner, The (91)
Details under title: Hold Autumn
Story of G. I. Joe (109)

B«i.

Pecos

Crimson Canary (64)
Beery-Collier
Details under title: Hear That Trumpet Talk

CHART

litis — Sitting TIM
lis JfHOULKJUION

for

Hatton-Adams
Collier-Brady
Andrews-Hayward
Grant-Knight

.503.

BULLETIN

I

"MURDER IN THE
"
MUSI
...with
A Surprise
C HALLTwist!
"A

Lifetime

of Thrills in 3 Shocking

Hours!" screams the catchline on
one of the three-column ads used for
the

dual

Music

*J

premiere

of Murder

In the

Hall at Paramount's Hollywood and Downtown
Theatres in

Hollywood and Los Angeles. "LoveCrazed Killer!" ... "Five Frightened
Girls Haunted
by Memories of
Love!"

That's where

showmen

should

place the emphasis in selling this picture about murder and ice skating.
Wisely, Republic's ad-men steered
clear of the skating and gave both
barrels

to

the

angles.

This offering has five attrac-

tive girls around

murder

which

and

terror

a strong

cam-

paign can be built. Vera Hruba
Ralston, Helen Walker, Nancy Keliy,
Ann

Rutherford

comprise
in the
loved
The

the quintet

strange
one

and

cast

William

man.

and

of a

loved

man

a

newcomer,

Jerome

who

by another.

handsome

promising

leading

of gals involved

further

gan

new

was

Bishop

is bolstered

shall,

promising

death

Julie

Marshall,

It's MURDER! as evident by the expressions of
lovely Vera Hruba Ralston and William MarRepublic's

and

by this

William

and
Gar-

Cowan.

(Continued on Next Page)

Above are some of the principals of the well-balanced east in Murder in the
Music Hall. Starting at the left: Miss Ralston. Mr. Marshall, Jerome Cowan, Helen Walker and
that perennial

EXPLOITATION PICTURE
(Continued from Preceding Page)

"MURDER

IN THE MUSIC HALL"

CREDITS
A Republic Picture. Directed by John English. Associate Producer. Herman Mil lakowsky. Cast: Vera Hruba Ralston. William Marshall. Helen Walker. Nancy Kelly.
William Gargan, Ann Rutherford. Julie Rishop, Jerome Cowan. Edward Norris, Jack
LaRue, Frank Orth. Fay McKenzie. Paul Hurst. Screen play by Frances Hyland and
Lasilo Gorog. Original story by Arnold Phillips and Maria Matray. Photography by
Jack Marta.

5. Through a cleaning tag, Don traces the owner of the
glove. She is Mrs. George Morgan (Nancy Kelly), wife of a
columnist. She admits having been in Carl's apartment, but
saw only a blind man when she was there.
]# Lila Leighton (Vera Hruba Ralston), ballerina of the Music Hall
ice show, acts strangely when she receives a note from a man she
had seen in a box seat. Her friends, Diane (Julie Bishop), Millicent
(Helen Walker) and Gracie (Ann Rutherford) are concerned by her
actions.

2. Lila visits Carl (Edward Norris), the note-writer who has just
been released from prison. He wants Lila to star in his new show
and, when she refuses, threatens to implicate her falsely in the death
that sent him to jail. As they talk, a "blind" man watches them
from the fire escape.

6. Don and Lila find the blind man and he substantiates
Mrs. Morgan's alibi. On the street, Don sees another blind
man dressed exactly like the one he had just talked to.

7. George Morgan (Jerome Cowan) confesses that he
played "blind man" to get some letters with which Carl was
blackmailing his wife.

3. When
later by
to Carl's
apartmentMarshall),
for the pocketbook
she
forgot, Lila
she returns
is followed
Don (William
handsome
orchestra leader at the Music Hall. They find Carl stabbed to death.

4. Don had picked up a woman's
asks the girls to help him trace it.

glove

in the apartment

and

he

8. In a surprise climax, Gracie admits the murder of Carl.
She loved him and knew of his love for Lila.

THE NEWS
(Contliued from

Page

14)

Cinematography (color) — Leon Shamroy for "Leave Her to
Heaven."
Special photographic effects — John Fulton for "Wonder Man."
Special sound effects — Arthur W. Johnson for "Wonder Man."
Cartoon—
"Quiet Please" (M-G-M). produced by Frederick
Quimby.

One-reel— "Stairway to Light" (M-G-M), produced by Herbert
Moulton.

Two-reel— "Star
Gordon Hollingshead. in the Night" (Warner Bros.), produced by
and Documentary
Great Britain. feature— "The True Glory," produced by U.S.A.
Documentary short subject— "Hitler Lives" (Warner Bros.),
produced by Gordon Hollingshead.
Special Awards— Walter Wanger for six years' distinguished
service as president of the M. P. Academy; Frank Ross, Mervyn
LeRoy and Frank Sinatra for "The House I Live In"; Peggy Ann
Garner as the most promising juvenile performer for her performance in "A Tree Grows in Brooklyn."
•
•
•

OUTLOOK GOOD - PRUTZMAN
Pointing to the return of servicemen to bolster domestic
theatre attendance and the increase in foreign revenues, Charles
D. Prutzman, vice-president and general counsel of Universal Pictures, declared that the outlook for the industry is bright in addressing the company's
ton, Del., last Wednesdayannual
(13). stockholders' meeting in Wilming-

"The return of nearly 10,000,000 veterans to civilian life is an
important addition to the box-office potential," Prutzman stated.
"Foreign revenues of the industry continue good, although a
number of problems
remain to be solved to achieve a free flow of
American pictures into some countries. Progress, however, is
being made in a number of situations."
The stockholders re-elected the following directors: Nate J.
Blumberg, Paul G. Brown, D. C. Collins, J. Cheever Cowdin, Preston Davie, William J. German. John J. O'Connor, Ottavio Prochet,
Charles D. Prutzman, J. Arthur Rank. Budd Rogers, Daniel
Sheaffer, W. H. Taylor, Jr. and Clifford Work.
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Expressing his "full confidence in husiness conditions, both in
the film industry and throughout the nation," Henry Ginsberg,
Paramount vice-president and chief of production, announced an
imposing program of twenty high-budget films to be produced
within the first nine months of the year.
Of the twenty features scheduled, three are already in work
and a number of others are fully set with stars, producers, directors and scenarists. The scale of the program is an indication of
Paramount's "complete belief in the great era of prosperity which
we foresee," Ginsberg declared.
The three pictures in production are: "O.S.S.," starring Alan
Ladd and Geraldine Fitzgerald; "Perils of Pauline," with Betty
Hutton and John Lund, and "Suddenly It's Spring," starring
Paulette Goddard and Fred MacMurray.
Brackett^WUder Again
Almost ready to shoot are "Welcome Stranger," with Bing
Crosby, Joan Caufield and Barry Fitzgerald, and "Where There's
Life," starring Bob Hope with Signe Hasso and William Bendix.
Among the most promising of the other scheduled productions
is "The Emperor Waltz," to be produced by Charles Brackett and
directed by Billy Wilder, the "Lost Weekend" team, and starring
Bing Crosby and Joan Fontaine.

N. Y. TAX THREAT FADES
There now appears little possibility that New York City
theatres will be hit by the five percent admissions tax recently
proposed by Mayor William O'Dwyer to finance the municipality.
Theatremen, who were up in arms against the threat of such a
levy, feel confident that the Mayor seeks to tap other sources of
revenue, such as an increase in the famous five-cent transit fare.
However, the tax authorization bill pending in the State Legislature would grant the city the right to impose such taxation up to
July 1, 1950, and the New York exhibitors will keep close watch
on developments in Albany.

CANCER COLLECTIONS OPTIONAL
Theatre collections for the American Cancer Society's 1946
campaign, April 21-28, will be on a purely optional basis, it was
pointed out last week by Maurice (Red) Kann. chairman of the
trade paper relations committee for the drive.
No exhibitor pledges will be sought, Kann said. "Theatres
are to be invited to participate but their course of action will be

PEOPLE

Frequent Trips to the Airport

EXPRESS

PARAMOUNT SETS BIG PROGRAM

Charles Skouras is national chairman of the theatre camvoluntary."
paign. Charles Reagan and Leon Bamberger are distributor
co-chairmen.

HIGHWAY EXPRESS LINES, Inc.

HIGHWAY

DIGEST

The trade mourned the passing of Frank Harris, veteran
Pittsburgh exhibitor, who died last week at the age of 65. He
was a former state senator.
Metro's Si Seadler leaves for Culver City this week on his
regular visit to the studio.
O. L. Lothamer has been appointed office manager of United
Artists' Detroit branch under Sydney Bowman, branch manager.
Leon J. Bamberger will serve as distributor co-chairman in
the drive to collect funds for the American Cancer Society, during
the week April 21-28. Charles Reagan heads the distributor
division.
Armand S. Deutsch, president of Story Productions. Inc., left
last Friday (15) for Hollywood to resume negotiations with producers, directors and agents in connection with the company's
first picture, "This Side of Innocence."
H. M. Richey, M-G-M exhibitor relations chief, returned from
a brief Florida vacation.
N. Peter Rathvon, RKO president in charge of production,
came East for a series of conferences at the home office. He
announced that the company now has the largest backlog in its
history, 18 features completed and two more in work.

INC.
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STARS MAKE
LOUSY
PRODUCERS !
There Might Be Some Question
About Latins As Lovers . . . but
Hanna Points to Record of Failure
by Movie Stars in Executive Roles
HOLLYWOOD
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LOUSY

Although the existing prosperity of the independent production field and the promise it holds out in
the postwar future is welcomed by far-sighted film men,
there is a worrisome element attached to it that commands inspection; namely, the attraction it holds for
actors and actresses.
Spurred by James Cagney's separation from Warners afew seasons back and his entry into the production field, it appears that a cycle is about to repeat
itself — an era of actor-producers. Gary Cooper followed Cagney and now the list of producing thespians
includes Hedy Lamarr, Melvyn Douglas (who will try his
hand when his MGM and Columbia contracts are
through), Noel Madison, Bing Crosby, Bebe Daniels,
Ben Lyon, Buddy Rogers, Constance Bennett, Kay Francis and even a western player, Cal Schrum.
There's no law against it, of course. If an actor
wants to switch his make-up box for a swivel chair,
glass-topped desk and dictaphone, he's at liberty to do
so. But the law of averages and the history of such experiments ought to be weighed very seriously before
any of the other top flight marquee personalities of the
movie industry make the plunge.

PRODUCERS

Today's crop of movie stars, sheltered by awed
press agents, comforted by sympathetic producers,
placated by gentle directors, and idolized by the public
are about as adequately equipped to enter production
as Mickey Mouse is to meet Joe Louis for the heavyweight title.
And their pictures show it. They are reflections of
their own limited tastes, produced with the simple purpose of giving themselves good roles — the public,
distributor and exhibitor be damned.
James Cagney dimmed

one of the brightest careers

in pictures with his two entries, "Johnny Come Lately"
and "Behind the Rising Sun.'1 Gary Cooper found little
favor with "Along Came Jones" and for the moment
appears to have abandoned his production ambitions.
The least said about Constance Bennett's escapade the
better. Ditto for Bing Crosby's "The Great John L."
As for fhe others, they remain to be heard from. And
in the case of Kay Francis and Hedy Lamarr, these two
sisters of the kleig lights appear to have resigned themselves wisely to the less spectacular administrative roles
of performing as glamorous aides to reputable productively.
tion men, Jeffrey Bernerd and Jack Chertok, respec-

The sad story of Charlie Ray, who plunked all his
silent screen earninqs into a production of "The Courtship of Miles Standish" and ended his career as a bit
player, is only one example that is remembered from
that first epidemic of actor-producers. Nazimova
ruined her potent box-office appeal by selecting and
supervising her own stories. Gloria Swanson cut short
her career by years when she stepped into the business
end of the industry. Clara Kimball Young and Harry
Langdon, likewise, never recovered after brief and unsuccessful tenures as masters of their own cinematic
fortunes. Wiser than the others Corinne Griffith scampered back to First National, repentant and poorer by
many thousands of dollars after her disastrous first
flight "Garden

of Edith."

Of course, there are those famous exceptions,
Charles Chaplin, Harold Lloyd, Mary Pickford and
Douglas Fairbanks — all wise hands at the art of making pictures and eminently successful both as actors
and business heads. Yet, it must be remembered that
theirs was the golden day of the silent screen. The
emphasis, more so then than now, was on personality.
Each of tho quartet held a unique niche. Formula was
their guardian angel and when they defied the pattern,
as did Fairbanks and Pickford in "The Taming of the
Shrew,'' they paid the penalty at the box-office. They
were smart enough to stick closely to golden curls,
magic carpets, horn-rimmed spectacles and derby hats.
It is no disparaqement of the contributions Messrs.
Lloyd, Fairbanks, Chaplin and Miss Pickford made tc
the growth of motion pictures to point to the fact that
today film production is infinitely more complex. It is
a more keenly competitive field. It's tough, gruelling
work. It demands the surety of the professional and
experienced.

But the real loss occasioned by the production ambitions of screen favorites falls on the exhibitor — the
qentleman who is required to shell out rentals to screen
lovelies who, for the whimsy of the moment, prefer to
shed their false eyelashes over typewriter keys instead
of a champagne glass.
Unless the theater operator puts his foot down and
adopts a "show me" attitude to the actor-producers,
there will be no stopping the pampered darlings. For,
mind you, no matter how bad their movies, it's still
money in the bank. A film star is a salaried employe
and pays taxes accordingly, whereas a producer-actoi
can take advantage of the capital gains set-up. Earnings are spread over a longer period with a consequent
increase in the individual's net income.
The actor-producer, therefore, is in the highly
strategic position of being able to satisfy his own ego
while earning more money than he would by being a
menial, at a couple of hundred grand per annum, at a
major studio.
These ambitious stars are not taking the long range
view, for as postwar production increases and the exhibitor enjovs selectivity of product, it's qoing to be a
nip and tuck race for bookinqs. Meanwhile, the personality's box-office lure has faded and all he has left
is a trunkful of cancelled checks, a couple of useless
prints in a vault, writers' cramp from siqning those personal letters to exchange manaqers and a spread from
sitting in an office when the lucky sap could have been
sunning in Palm Springs or golfing at Lakeside.
Of course, he can always look his ex-bosses in the
eye

and

say

proudly,

"I, too,

am DAVID
a lousy HANNA
producer!"
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RADIO

RKO

GOLDWYN

THE KID FROM BROOKLYN'
Rates • •

... 1 Special

DELIVERS ANOTHER

KAYE CLICK

• generally

RKO Radio (Goldwyn)
114 minutes
Danny Kaye, Virginia Mayo, Vera-EUen,
Walter Abel, Lionel Stander, Eve Arden,
Steve Cochran, Fay Bainter, Clarence Kolb,
Jerome Cowan, Victor Cutler, Mary Forbes,
Charles Cane, Don Wilson, Knox Manning,
Kay Thompson, The Goldwyn Girls.
Directed bv Norman Z. McLeod.

tumes, lavish sets and the Goldwyn Girls the usual eye-filling aggregation. Of the five
Jule Styne-Sammy Cahn tunes. "Hey, What's
Your Name" is a novelty, "The Sunflower
Song" is strictly a production number and
"You're the Cause of It All" is the popular

That engaging clown, Danny Kaye, will
again hold audiences in the palm of his
hand from start to finish of "The Kid from
Brooklyn." another lavish, tuneful and glittering Samuel Goldwyn hit. While this is
not always as hilarious as "Wonder Man"
and its songs are not of Hit Parade calibre,

Virginia Mayo's phone to call a vet. Kaye
falls for Miss Mayo, an out-of-work singer,
and promises to get her a job in the nightclub where his sister, Vera-Ellen, works.
When the latter is molested by Steve Cochrane, the drunken welter-weight champion,
his trainer, Lionel Stander, accidentally
knocks him out but Kaye gets the credit
for it in the papers. Walter Abel, Cochrane's manager, sees a chance to capitalize
on Kaye by convincing him that he is really
afights.
fighter
and he that
arranges
a series
of "fixed"
Unaware
Abel has
put his
money
on the title bout which Cochrane is expected
to win, Kaye lets success go to his head and
Miss Mayo is disgusted. On the night of the
big fight, she urges Cochrane to knock out
Kaye and teach him a lesson. But, through
Stander's stupidity, Cochrane is given an
insomnia cure to drink and Kaye proves the
winner'. Made a partner in the dairy where
he formerly worked, Kaye wins Miss Mayo
while Abel and Stander, now broke, get jobs
as milkmen.

Kaye's tremendously - increased popularity
will mean hold-overs in the first-runs and
top grosses in all but the action spots.
Harold Lloyd's 1936 vehicle, "The Milky
Way." gives Kaye another glove-fitting role
combining naivete and smart-aleck comedy
and he gets terrific laugh returns in several
farcical scenes and when he puts over one
of his fast-patter specialties, "Pavlova,"
written by his wife, Sylvia Fine. Although
some of the incidental high-jinks are only
mildly amusing, Kaye gives the action a lift
whenever he is on the screen — at least fourfifths of the running time. It's first-rate escapist fare with the two feminine leads from
'Wonder Man," Virginia Mayo and VeraEllen, looking lovely and performing capably and the Technicolor photography also
enhancing the beauty of the fetching cos-

groove.
Danny Kaye, a mild-mannered milkman
whose sales are below-average, gets a new
customer when his horse, Agnes, is about
to become a mother and he is forced to use

While Kaye is practically the whole show.
Walter Abel, as the explosive manager and
Lionel Stander, as the dim-witted
trainer.
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Wife of Monte Cristo

H

House of Horrors
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Journey Together

H

add comic touches and Fay Bainter has one
stand-out scene with Kaye as the latter
teaches her to box. Virginia Mayo sings
s the romantic inpleasantly and furnishe
terest and Vera-Ellen is a pert comedienne
who contributes some lively tap specialties.
Eve Arden has little to do other than toss
off a few wisecracks, several of which are
drowned in the laughter stemming from
Kaye's antics.
LEYENDECKER

20th CENTURY-FOX ... 1 April Release (Total 12)
JOHNNY
a*es • •

COMES

FLYING HOME' QUICKIE LACKING

generally as supporting dualler

20th Century-Fox
«>5 minutes
Richard Crane, Faye Marlowe, Charles Russell, Martha Stewart, Henry Morgan, Roy
Roberts, Charles Tannen, Elaine Langan,
Anthony Seides, Marietta Canty, Tom Dugan, Selmer Jackson, Hugh Beaumont, Will
Wright, John Hamilton, Harry Tyler.
Directed by Benjamin Stoloff.
This 20th Century-Fox quickie adds up to
mild entertainment with negligible marquee
value. While the picture offers nothing to
draw in the customers, it has a fair amount
of flying excitement and will get by as a
supporting dualler in the naborhood spots.
Although the theme of former A. A. F. pilots
trying to fit into civilian life has a certain
timely value, the three heroes conduct themselves more like The Rover Boys than men
with real-life problems. The climactic test
flight of a former
flyer who
has been

BOX

OFFICE

ANY MARQUEE

grounded for nerve exhaustion in a new jetpropelled plane has a good measure of suspense, not enough, however, to make up for
the helter-skelter doings of the earlier reels.
Director Benjamin Stoloff has inserted a
few scenes showing home life and confinement hospital details, but these attempts at
human interest and the tepid love story will
have little appeal to the women patrons.
Richard Crane, Charles Russell and Henry
Morgan, as the former flyers, and Faye
Marlowe, as the wife of one, are adequate,
yet they all seem like dramatic school players -- and with just about as much marquee draw. Only Martha Stewart, as a pert
girl mechanic, and Anthony Sydes, as a
chubby youngster, do better than average.
A trio of army combat flyers, Richard
return to the States for their discharge only
to learn that the former is suffering from
nerve exhaustion and must stay out of the
air for at least a year. Crane becomes a
bus driver and Russell returns to his wife,
Crane, Charles Russell and Henry Morgan.

RAT1N©:

• P.or

MORE

• • Average
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• • • ©ood

9

NAMES

Faye Marlowe, and goes to work in a bank
but both are unhappy and throw up their
jobs at word from Morgan, who wants them
to join him in buying a war-surplus plane
to start an air-freight business. Crane, who
becomes the business manager for the trio,
gets them their first contract but they soon
run into difficulties when a promised contract from a wealthy oil industrialist fails
to materialize because they have only one
plane. Meanwhile, Crane has become annoyed when the other two boys hire an aircraft mechanic in the person of Martha
Stewart and he is furious when the latter
authorizes an overhauling job on their
plane. Realizing that a second plane is essential to their growing business. Russell,
whose wife is soon to have a baby, signs up
for a test flight of a new jet plane. Crane
tricks Russell and flies the plane instead
and. after a brief black-out while in the air.
he lands the plane successfully and proves
the army medico was wrong about him.

LEYENDECKER

••••
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PARAMOUNT
THE BRIDE WORE
Rates • •

+

on name

BOOTS' FEW LAUGHS
value only; weak

Paramount
82 minutes
Barhara Stanwyck, Robert Cummings,
Diana Lynn, Patrie Knowles, Robert Benchley, Peggy Wood, Willie Best, Natalie Wood,
Gregory Muradian, Mary Young, Ida Moore,
Irving Pichel.
Directed by Irving Pichel.

Albert, a temperamental racehorse, outdistances Barbara Stanwyck and Robert
Cummings to capture the scanty laugh
honors in "The Bride Wore Boots," a feeble
farce-comedy. It's inconceivable that Miss
Stanwyck would consent to waste her fine
dramatic talents in this sort of tripe and,
while her drawing power will insure good
opening day grosses, business can't hold up
against unfavorable word-of-mouth. Except
for a hoked-up steeplechase climax, which
is wacky enough to keep patrons howling
with laughter, the story is silly, repetitious

'OUR HEARTS

WERE

"Our Hearts Were Growing Up" will have
to rest its chances for success on the fame
of its predecessor, "Our Hearts Were Young
and Gay" - a pleasant enough little film
but with a spotty box-office record. For the
sequel emerges as nothing more than a
clumsy carbon of the original's atmosphere
and era.
It's long on story complications

GILDA' PULP MAG

UP' AND GROWING

Stanwyck's Rift from Cummings is a horse
named Albert, who is promptly ridiculed by
Patrie Knowles, her partner in the horse
business. Later, when Diana Lynn, an admirer of Cummings' books, makes a play
for him. Miss Stanwyck decides on a divorce. The judge awards the children to
Miss Stanwyck and Miss Lynn sees an opportunity to move in and becomes Cummings' secretary. After Miss Stanwyck
sends over the twins to visit Cummings and
annoy Miss Lynn, the latter leaves in disgust. Meanwhile, Willie Best, Cummings'
groom, learns that Albert is a sensational
jumper and he persuades his boss to ride
race. Albert out-jumps all the other horses
in the race despite the fact that he must
stop and pick up Cummings whenever he
falls out of the saddle. Knowles is awarded
the cup when Albert romps in first but
empty-saddled -- and Miss Stanwyck realizes that Cummings loves her enough to
make a great riding sacrifice for her.

LEYENDECKER

WEAKER!

but short on really interesting plot. The
comedy is obvious and often downright dull
because of its familiarity. Lacking important names, the exhibitor will do best to
slip this in as the lower half of a double
bill, except where mention of the first
Skinner- Kimbrough opus might boost the
take.
It is definitely weak for action spots.
The plot introduces the two young ladies,
Cornelis Otis Skinner and Emily Kimbrough, in their s-chool days. It seems they
want to attend a football game and in order
to get there, they persuade a pair of bootleggers to act as their chaperons. Complications develop from the fact that their
suitcases get mixed up with those of their
friends and the debs become the unexpected
possessors of a stock of champagne. This
point is dropped as the yarn goes on to de-

STORY WITH STRONG
name

BOXOFFICE

velop a romance between the Skinner character and James Brown — an affair whose
vicissitudes are punctuated by a series of
unhappy
gags
victims.with the girls always the
Gail Russell and Diana Lynn, as before,
are the teen-age heroines. Their own engaging talents are not sufficient to offset
the poor material offered. Brian Donievy.
Billy De Wolfe and Bill Demarest resort to
their tried and true collection of histrionic
tricks, but they, too, bow before the inevitable.
William D. Russell's direction seems to be
accountable for much of the picture's draggy
pace and the fluffing of several comedy
scenes which might have warmed up the
spectator.
HANNA
< Hollywood >

ASSETS

value

Columbia
107 minutes
Rita Hayworth, Glenn Ford, George Macready, Joseph Calleia, Steven Geray, Joe
Sawyer, Robert Scott, Gerald Mohr, Ludwig
Donath, Don Douglas, Lionel Royce, S. Z.
Martel, George J. Lewis, Rosa Rey.
Directed by Charles Vidor.
Like an expensive container for a cheap
perfume, the glamorous star and lavish settings fail to disguise the fact that "Gilda"
is just a flashy and confusing pulp magazine story that gets by on sheer glitter.
Nevertheless, just as the pulps attract millions of readers, "Gilda" is going to be a
strong box-office lure for mass audiences.
The undeniable sex appeal of Rita Hayworth, who is photographed most alluringly
1 . 1946

and filled with the most obvious slapstick
antics. Under Irving Pichel's heavy-handed
direction, the players give the impression of
trying too hard — to squeeze laughs from
threadbare comic situations. Miss Stanwyck, Cummings and Patrie Knowles, in
particular, are guilty of mugging and often
seem to be laughing uproariously at mildly
amusing gags. Diana Lynn, who gives a
broad comedy characterization of a designing Southern minx, and Peggy Wood and
the late Robert Benchley. as understanding
in-laws, contribute the best acting jobs and
Pichel, himself, appears before the camera
as a racetrack announcer during the
steeplechase wind-up. It all adds up to a
waste of good acting talent.
Barbara Stanwyck, an ardent horsewoman, is married to Robert Cummings,
writer of historical novels who hates horses.
Although they quarrel constantly, they stay
together because of their six-year-old twins
and, on Christmas, they decide to make up
and give each other appropriate gifts. Miss

spots; n. g. for action houses

HOLLYWOOD PREVIEW
Paramount
84 minutes
Gail Russell, Diana Lynn, Brian Donievy,
James Brown, Bill Edwards, William Demarest, Billy De Wolfe, Sharon Douglas,
Mary Hatcher, Sara Hjaden, Mikhail Rasumny, Isabel Randolph, Frank Faylen.
Directed by William D. Russell.

Rates • • • on Hayworth

\H A SILLY FARCE

for action spots

GROWING

Rates • • as dualler in naborhood

APRIL

... 2 in Block No. 5 (Total 4)

in a succession of revealing costumes and
given the opportunity to sing two torch
songs, and the attractiveness of Glenn Ford,
back after three years in the service, give
this picture assets that go far toward overcoming the story weakness. The plot wends
its long-drawn-out way through a series of
time-worn situations concerning a carefree
young American who again meets the
■woman from his past after she is married
to the big-time gambler who saved his life.
Without revealing the cause of their bitterness toward each other, the film has them
hating, then marrying just for revenge and
finally embracing after a melodramatic and
murderous climax. All this against the
colorful setting of a fabulous Buenos Aires
gambling casino through which Nazi agents
and many other mysterious characters wander. Although he never makes the motives
of his principals very clear, Director Charles

Vidor manages to work up some interest
toward his unsympathetic gold -digging
heroine and his embittered hero and to
create some moderately- suspenseful sequences. Striking backgrounds and unusual
photography angles add the production
polish which helps to attract escapistminded fans.
In her first straight dramatic role in several seasons, Rita Hayworth is primarily a
sensuous eye-filling figure whose histrionic
efforts are of secondary importance. Glenn
Ford, more handsome and more mature, is
convincingly hard-boiled in a role with little
dramatic depth. George Macready gives a
superb performance as the sinister, bigtime gambler and Steven Geray is excellent
as a philosophical washroom attendant who
supplies the film's few lighter moments.
YORK

"THE OUTLAW

LONG

PUBLICITY CAMPAIGN

WILL PUT THIS OVER

Rates • • • or better in action and ballyhoo spots; less elsewhere

United Artists (Howard Hughes)
114 minutes
Jane Russell, Jack Beutel, Thomas Mitchell,
Walter Huston, Mimi Aguglia, Joseph Sawyer, Gene Bizzi, Julian Rivero, Emory Parnell, Dickie Jones, Martin Garralaga.
Directed by Howard Hughes.
The longest advance campaign in motion
picture history (Feb. 1943 to April 1946)
added to the well-touted sex angle and Jane
Russell's frankly-displayed charms, can't
disguise the fact that "The Outlaw" is merely a long-drawn-out and amateurishly-acted
"horse opera." Public curiosity about Howard Hughes' stubborn fight with the Production Code Administration and the curvaceous Russell's publicity build-up are bound
to pay off in big box-office returns — both
the original 1943 two-a-day runs and the
first 1946 playing dates broke records — but
business will not hold up in better class
theatres. It's probably the first western to
place sex above shooting and, although the
picture has plenty of both, its dramatic
moments are weak while its laughs all stem
from the boldly suggestive dialogue. While
Hughes may have clipped a few raw and
realistic shots from the 1943 version, he cer-

'STRANGE IMPERSONATION'
Rates • •

+

'for action

spots,

if sold;

tainly won out in his fight to retain such
out-and-out sexy moments as the outlaw's
struggle in the hay with Miss Russell and
the latter's bundling cure for the outlaw's
chills and fever. Except for the sensational
aspects of the story, the film is slow-moving,
dull and burdened with dialogue in the tentwenty-thirty melodramatic tradition. In
the past, such Howard Hughes productions
as "Hell's Angels" and "Scarface" made
film history by introducing personalities like
Jean Harlow and Paul Muni, but the producer-director's latest discoveries, Jane Russell and Jack Beutel, seem little more than
flashes in the pan. Miss Russell is displayed to the least-clothed photographic advantage but she shows little range of expression and is never convincing as the
hell-cat heroine. And Beutel. while he looks
the part of the boyish "Billy, the Kid." never
captures the sinister quality the role demands and he acts and speaks his lines like
a high school student. While the cast is
bolstered by two such reliables as Walter
Huston and Thomas Mitchell, only the former manages to rise above the weak script
and give a gently humorous and finished
portrayal of the big-time gambler who befriends the outlaw. Mitchell contents himself with a tongue-in-cheek portrayal of the
sheriff and Mimi Aguglia injects some gusty

humor in her few scenes as a Mexican
chaperone ; the rest are all bits. The outdoor photography is excellent -- Victor
Young's musical score is ordinary.
Walter Huston, big-time gambler and
long-time pal of Thomas Mitchell, arrives
in the New Mexico town where the latter
is sheriff in search of his stolen horse.
Learning that a tall, lanky youngster has it.
Huston
with up
him a and.
to Mitchell's
dismay, tangles
he strikes
friendship
with
Billy, the Kid (Jack Beutel). When Beutel
is wounded, Huston places him in the care
of his spitfire girl friend, Jane Russell, who
first resents and then falls in love with the
young outlaw. Despite this, Huston aids
Beutel to escape from Mitchell, who is still
on the trail of both men. After an Indian
raid, Beutel is finally captured by Mitchell,
who gets in an argument with Huston and
shoots his long-time friend. In an attempt
to double - cross Beutel, Mitchell promises
the outlaw he will give him a chance to
escape with Miss Russell if he will surrender his guns. But Beutel proves himself
too quick-witted for Mitchell, who is left
trussed-up while the outlaw and Miss Russell ride away. To save his own face, Mitchell puts a "Billy, the Kid" marker on
Huston's grave.
YORK

ENGROSSING

MELODRAMA

strong

dualler

AND UNUSUAL

elsewhere

Despite the fact that the oft-used "dream"
solution dissipates some of the punch of its
melodramatic plot, "Strange Impersonation"
is a well - acted, interest - holding programmer. It might be exploited to above average returns in action spots and should make
a strong supporting dualler in practically
all other types of houses. The out-of-theordinary story -- dealing with a horriblydisfigured woman who resorts to painful
plastic surgery and changes her appearance
to the extent that she is able to return
unrecognized to avenge herself on her hated
rival — is fantastic but strangely gripping

up to the point where the heroine awakens
from anesthesia to find the terrifying
events were all a dream. While this twist
was effectively used in "Woman in the Window," it is becoming too handy a device for
writers who are stumped for a way out of
script difficulties. The performances of
Brenda Marshall, as the vengeful heroine,
and that striking blonde. Hillary Brooke, as
her scheming rival, add credibility to this
involved tale. William Gargan also does
good work and H. B. Warner, as a plastic
surgeon, and Ruth Ford, as a drunken
woman, contribute outstanding bits.
Brenda Marshall, a chemist who has discovered a new anesthesia, is horribly burned
when she tries the formula on herself. She
doesn't know that the explosion of the fluid
was deliberately caused by her jealous assistant, Hillary Brooke, who tried to kill her
because she is in love with William Gargan, Brenda's doctor-fiance. With Brenda
in the hospital, Miss Brooke maneuvers
matters so that the badly-scarred
girl be-

'LIFE WITH BLONDIE' BELOW

PAR FOR THIS SERIES

Republic
68 minutes
Brenda Marshall, William Gargan. Hillary
Brooke, H B. Warner, Ruth Ford, Lyle Talbot, Mary Treen, George Chandler, Cay Forrester, Richard Scott.
Directed by Anthony Mann.

Rate;

as dualler for family

houses

Columbia
70 minutes
Penny Singleton, Arthur Lake, Larry Simms,
Marjorie Kent, Jonathan Hale, Ernest
Truex, Veda Ann Borg, Douglas Fowley,
Marc Lawrence, Regina Wallace, Jack Rice,
Francis Pierlot, Bobby Larson, Edward Gargan, Ray Walker, Josephine Whittell, George
Tyne.
Directed by Abby Berlin.
This is a weak entry in the popular series
based on Chic Young's comic strip, and will
merely get by as a dualler in the family
spots. This time, Arthur Lake and Penny
Singleton, who repeat their familiar characterizations of Dagwood and Blondie, play
second fiddle to Daisy, the Bumpstead dog,
and pet - lovers will probably go into ecstasies over her cute antics after she is
10

lieves that Gargan doesn't want to see her.
As Brenda decides to go away and start life
anew, Ruth Ford, an intoxicated girl she
once had befriended, demands money from
her at the point of a gun. In the ensuing
struggle. Miss Ford falls 20 floors to the
street and Gargan identifies the body as
Brenda's. Assuming the dead woman's
identity, Brenda goes to Los Angeles and
resorts to plastic surgery which changes her
original appearance. Reading that Miss
Brooke has married Gargan, Brenda returns
to New York and obtains a position as his
laboratory assistant. Gargan falls in love
with the girl who faintly resembles Brenda
but when she reveals her identity, Miss
Brooke brands her as an imposter who murdered the real "Brenda." Gargan, visiting
Brenda in her death cell, shakes her to
awaken her. She then finds herself coming
out of the bad dream she had while under
anesthesia.
DENLEY

elected "Pin-Up Pooch of the Navy." Otherwise, the film is the usual loose-jointed collection of inane doings and harum-scarum
slapstick designed to amuse audiences in
the family houses. While all the players
are guilty of mugging and over-acting, Arthur Lake, as Dagwood, and Veda Ann Borg,
as a baby-talking gangster's moll, act like
the old-time Keystone Comedy players.
Penny Singleton, as Blondie, and Larry
Simms and Marjorie Kent, as Bumpstead
children, have a few natural moments and
Jonathan Hale, as the long-suffering Mr.
Dithers, gives a well-shaded comedy portrayal worthy of better pictures than this
below-average programmer.
Daisy, the Bumpstead Family dog, is
elected "Pin-Up Pooch of the Navy" and becomes famous overnight as a dog model.
Jealous of Daisy's huge earnings, which are
higher than the salary he gets working for
Mr.
Dithers
(Jonathan
Hale),
Dagwood

(Arthur Lake) is unable to keep his mind
on the house plans for an important deal.
Although these plans must be finished by a
certain date in order for Hale to get a loan
from a wealthy client. Lake takes a modeling job but he soon finds out that he will
be paid only $7.50 per hour while Daisy gets
$100. Daisy receives so much publicity that
Veda
Ann must
Borg,have
a gangster's
moll,herdecides
that she
the dog for
own.
When Lake refuses to sell, the gangster's
henchmen dog-nap her. The frantic Blondie
phones Lake at his office and he absentmindedly picks up the briefcase containing
the plans and Hale's loan check to go in
search of the dog. The gangsters are finally
located in a nightclub and, after Lake,
Blondie and Mr. Dithers, assisted by six
Navy boys, capture the thugs in a hectic
battle, Daisy is restored to the Bumpstead
Familv.
LEYENDECKER
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'THE WIFE OF MONTE
Rates • •

+

CRISTO" GOOD

ADVENTURE

PICTURE FROM PRC

in action spots; good dualler elsewhere

PRC Pictures
81 minutes
John Loder, Lenore Aubert, Charles Dingle,
Martin Kosleck, Eduardo Cianelli, Fritz
Kortner, Eva Gabor, Fritz Feld, Egon
Brecher, Clancy Cooper, Virginia Christine,
Bruce Lester, Colin Campbell, John Bleifer,
Anthony Warde, Crane Whitley.
Directed by Edgar E. Ulmer.
As PRC's most ambitious production to
date, "The Wife of Monte Cristo" is a fastmoving costume melodrama which will have
a strong appeal to adventure-loving patrons.
While John Loder is the only marquee
name, the title is a highly-exploitable one
and business should be above-average in action spots. This is made-to-order for the
younger fans and will make a good dualler
generally. Produced by Leon Fromkess before he left PRC, this is replete with the
fast chases, exciting sword-play and hair'sbreadth escapes audiences expect from a
film based on an Alexander Dumas Monte
Cristo
tale. The
costumes
and
settings,

which are expensive-looking and authentic,
are worthy of one of the major studios.
Except for some explanatory sequences in
flashback and dialogue in the opening reel,
the picture holds interest and builds steadily
towards its exciting escape climax. The title
role is in the expert hands of Lenore Aubert
(featured in several RKO and Republic pictures), who gives an appealing portrayal.
John Loder is properly suave and sinister
as the villainous prefect of police and
Charles Dingle, Edward Cianelli and Fritz
Kortner are excellent in the important
character roles. Virginia Christine also
stands out. However, Martin Kosleck, long
associated with Nazi or horror parts, lacks
the dashing appearance for the Count of
Monte Cristo, although his performance is
capable enough.
In 1832, with a plague sweeping through
Paris, John Loder, the prefect of police,
conspires with Charles Dingle and Fritz
Kortner, two wealthy crooks, to sell poisonous medicine at exorbitant rates. However,
the Count of Monte Cristo (Martin Kosleck), who acquired his fabulous wealth
through a fellow - prisoner in the Chateau

d'lf prison, continues to help the oppressed
by donning a cloak and mask and raiding
the wagons containing the phony medicine.
Although Loder suspects Kosleck, only three
people, his wife, Lenore Aubert, and two of
his associates, Edward Cianelli and Clancy
When Kosknow his ontrue
Cooper,
leck is wounded
the identity.
hand during one of
the raids, his v/ife dons the mask and cloak
and, after Cianelli is captured by Loder,
she manages to rescue him. Loder pretends
interest in Miss Aubert and, after she
throws a scare into Kortner which results
in his death, he is able to connect her with
The Avenger. Loder imprisons Miss Aubert
hoping to trap Kosleck when he attempts
to rescue her. Kosleck is almost captured
en route to the prison but, when he arrives,
he takes Loder by surprise and has him isMiss Aubert' release.
order infora long
Loder sueisan killed
duel v/i Kosleck.
Although wounded, Kosleck sr. .ggles his
wife out of the prison and, as they leave
Paris, they promise to return at a later
date to avenge the people.

LEYENDECKER

'HOUSE OF HORRORS' SHOULD SATISFY CH ILL AND THRILL FANS
Rates • • or better in action houses; fair supporting dualler for naborhoods

Universal
65 minutes
Bill Goodwin, Virginia Grey, Robert Lowery,
Rondo Hatton, Martin Kosleck, Alan Napier,
Howard Freeman, Joan Fulton, Byron Foulger, Mary Field.
Directed by Jean Yarbrough.
With a title and theme made-to-order for
the shocker addicts, "House of Horrors" is
bound to do good business in action spots
where this type of patronage abounds. One
of the two completed films ("The Brute
Man" is still to come) in Universale new
"The Creeper" series which was terminated
by Rondo Hatton's recent death, the picture is not designed for impressionable
youngsters, but it will fill the supporting
spot in most secondary duals. Actually, the
title refers to an artist's studio cluttered

with surrealistic statues and, although the
death toll for the picture's 65 minutes is
five corpses with broken spines, there is no
mystery, only some obviously suspenseful
moments as a horrendous killer stalks his
doomed victims. No acting and practically
no change of expression was required of
the late Rondo Hatton, who played a brutelike, simple-minded creature under the influence of an embittered sculptor who resents artistic criticism — to the point of
disposing of those who scoff at his work.
Martin Kosleck is ideally cast as the crazed
sculptor and Alan Napier contributes an excellent bit as a supercilious art critic. The
lovely Virginia Grey and Robert Lowery,
who add some romantic interest, and Bill
Goodwin, as a police detective, handle the
straight roles capably.
Planning suicide because Alan Napier, an
influential art critic, has ruined his chance
to sell his latest piece of surrealistic sculp-

ture, Martin Kosleck instead rescues "The
Creeper," Rondo Hatton, from drowning.
the grotesque creature home, KosTaking
leck wins his gratitude and persuades him
to pose for his statue of the Neanderthal
man. Learning that Napier scoffs at Kosleck's work, Hatton murders the critic by
snapping his spine but Virginia Grey is suspected because she visited him shortly before his death. Another art critic is murdered for his scathing article about Kosleck, but Hatton always evades capture
studio
to the
goes of
Miss aGrey
until
the
model for
the sculptor's
sketch
to steal
Neanderthal man. Confronted by Kosleck
and Hatton, Miss Grey tells the brute that
the sculptor plans to turn him over to the
police to save his own neck. Hatton then
murders Kosleck, but Miss Grey is saved
from a like fate by the timely arrival of
the police.
YORK

'JOURNEY TOGETHER' DATED, BUT GRIPPING, BRITISH DOCUMENTARY
Rates • • as supporting dualler only; more

English Films, Inc.
80 minutes
Edward G. Robinson, Bessie Love, Sgt.
Richard Attenborough, Aircraftman Jack
Watling, Flight Lieutenant Sebastian Shaw,
and David Tomlinson, Stuart Latham, Sid
Rider, Hugh Wakefield, Patrick Waddington and other members of the Royal Air
Force, Royal Canadian Air Force and United
States Army.
Directed by John Boulting.
An inspiring, authentically produced British-made film of the documentary type,
"Journey Together" arrives almost a year
too late to interest America's entertainmentminded public. The picture does have a
strong selling name in Edward G. Robinson, but exhibitors should be warned not to
mislead patrons into believing he plays a
central role. At its New York first-run showAPRIL

1,

1946

in class spots

ings, several disgruntled male patrons, attracted by the "More powerful than 'Little
Caesar' " selling copy, loudly demanded
their money back at the box-office after
seeing the film. Actually, Robinson does a
splendid acting job, but in the minor role
of an understanding American flying instructor who trains the British recruits during a brief Arizona sequence. Evidently
filmed by the R. A. F. as a recruiting aid
during the war, this was written, directed
and enacted by members of Britain's flying
forces, with the exception of Robinson and
Bessie Love, old-time silent star who is seen
for just a flash and is the only woman in
the picture. While the story is similar to
America's "Winged Victory," it has less
heart interest or sentiment but far more
realism and suspense. The climactic sequence, showing the crew of a downed
bomber floating on a rubber life raft waiting and hoping for a rescue plane is tremendously gripping. Sergeant Richard At-

tenborough, who plays an unhappy navigator
who hoped to be a pilot, and Aircraftman
Jack Watling never seem to be acting and
are completely convincing at all times. The
picture may fit in the duals when coupled
with a top comedy or a musical but its real
forte is the arty houses.
Tracing the various training phases of
two R. A. F. cadets, Richard Attenborough
and Jack Watling, the story reveals the
ambitions of both to become pilots with the
latter realizing quick success but Attenborough attaining the unenviable position
of navigator. After training in America
under Edward G. Robinson and in Canada,
both men ultimately join the same bomber.
After a raid over Berlin and a forced landing in the ocean, both men finally realize
that all the jobs on a bomber are important
11
to the success of any flying mission.
DENLEY
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THE NEWS
A Bi-Weekly

Review

GOV'T BANS THEATRE BUILDING
will be no new theatre construction started

There
in the
United States for a period of approximately 18 months as the
result of an edict issued last week by the Civilian Production
Administration.
The order, a move by the Administration to clear the wav
for relieving the shortage of housing for veterans, allows a limit
of $1000 for construction and repairs on theatres. In cases where
construction or repairs of a theatre had already started (before
March 26), and on the condition that "any of the materials which
are to be an integral part of the structure have been incorporated
in it on the site," completion v/ill be permitted.
Limit on Movie Sets
Hollywood will be affected, too, by the provision placing a
ceiling of $15,000 on the cost of new film sets. However, this restriction probably will not work a great hardship on the studios,
since wartime limitations taught producers how to utilize existing
sets with slight modifications and touching up. Furthermore, the
the production companies might escape the $15,000 restriction
through a loophole clause which provides that "stands or struclii'" --'hir-H ar" beinsr re-erected for temporary purposes only are
exempt from the order." Since most of the studios have large
supplies of materials on hand, this provision could enable them
to build sets at any cost if they use present inventories.
T1,°re is scant chance for any new theatre construction to be
started within the provisions of the CPA order, since persons
applving for authorization must file with their local CPA office
setting forth the essential nature of such construction. That
pretty definitely leaves theatre construction out.

ALLIED LEADER NIXES DRIVE
Concrete evidence that Allied States Association was serious
about its announced intention to oppose charity collection drives
in theatres was offered last week by Sidney E. Samuelson, business manager of the Eastern Pennsylvania unit of the independent exhibitors organization, who rejected an offer from
Charles P. Skouras, national chairman of the industry drive on
behalf of the American Cancer Society, to serve as regional
co-chairman
for the campaign.
Samuelson not only refused to accept the post, but issued a
bulletin setting forth the reasons for his stand in these strong
terms:
"I am opposed to these drives in motion picture theatres
because —
"1. There are too many of them, and the drives are too close
together.
"2. The executive managements of the drives are not representative of all motion picture exhibitors, more particularly the
independents.
"3. The war is over, and the public resents having the plate
passed frequently in motion picture theatres where it is seeking
entertainment.
"4. The public, furthermore, resents these motion picture
collections because they violate the pledge of the various Community Chests that they would only be asked to contribute once
every year to all the combined charities.
"5. The civic leaders who provide the voluntary leadership
for Community
Chests are also distressed at these additional
collections for the same reason.
Exhibitors, reflecting this resentment, have complained to
their"6.organizations.

"7. Many independent exhibitor organizations, including
Eastern Pennsylvania Allied, have
passed resolutions against these
drives."
Asks One Drive

Samuelson referred to the recent recommendation by National
Allied president Jack Kirsch that all the industry charity drives
be consolidated into one campaign and said that the independents
would reconsider their position if this suggestion were adopted.
The bulletin continued:
"If such an eventuality arises, a necessary prerequisite condition would be adequate recognition for the independent exhibitors sothat they would be represented by persons and leaders
of their own free choice rather than by persons arbitrarily se-

u

DIGEST
of the

Trade's Events

lected in the star chambers of New York and Hollywood."
Samuelson also reported that members of his unit have complained about efforts by film men to coerce them into supporting
collection drives and showing trailers by threatening reprisals
when they seek to buy film. In a letter sent to every branch and
district manager in the Philadelphia territory, he warned that the
independent
association
takethe"prompt
if such complaints
were would
filed in
future. and vigorous action"

*

*

*

JOHNSTON DELIVERS FIRST REPORT
In his first annual report to the Motion
Picture Association since succeeding Will
Hays as president of the producer-distributor organization, Eric A. Johnston covered
a wide range of subjects pertaining to the
industry, but avoided vital distributorexhibitor relations.
The report, general in character, opened
with a plea for cooperation between the
various elements in the industry. Referring
to
change to
in MPA,
the organization's
name
fromtheMPPDA
Johnston declared,
that it signified the unity of activities and
enterprises of the industry. "The Spirit of
free enterprise, in opposing regimentation,
believes in competition but also knows the need of cooperation.
It seeks a constructive interplay of diversities in interest and
function. It calls upon us to recognize that though different
groups participate differently, we are all parts of one another in
a common enterprise.
Asks Free Foreign Trade
Addressing himself to the problem of the foreign market and
foreign films in America, the MPA head said that "free trade and
free communication cannot be separated in the case of motion
pictures. Unless the film productions of all nations can compete
freely in the world market, this most potent of all media of communication will not flow freely in all directions."
American film companies want a "fair share of the world's
market," he declared, disclaiming any "artificial barriers" against
foreign films in this country. "We gladly welcome free competition with the productive talents and skills of other nations. I
believe that film production in other nations would also thrive on
the same diet of free competition with American films."
Johnston told the producers to see to it that American films
give no offense to the nationals of foreign lands and that our way
of life be faithfully portrayed. "I know from personal experience
that in many countries the only America the people are acquainted with is the America of the motion picture. Their attitude toward America and toward the democratic ideals for which
America stands, is conditioned by the view we give of ourselves.
That view need only be honest and fair in order to be attractive."
Labor Relations
Calling for a system of handling labor disputes within the
industry by mediation and arbitration, Johnston called for reorientation of the industrial organization to provide a voice for
labor. "If the capitalist economy is to become truly democratic
every man must have a stake in capitalism, just as every citizen
shares in the political common good."
The MPA president renewed the producers' pledge to maintain
high moral standards in films by its system of self-discipline.
"Freedom of expression must serve the public welfare, not violate
it," he stated.
Johnston told the Association that he hopes to clear up much
of the statistical misinformation always current about the film
industry through the medium of the research department recently
introduced. "Time and again the industry is faced with facts
and figures from hostile sources in legislative and tax arguments,
in public controversies, and in critical descriptions of our business methods and policies. . .We have difficulty in refuting or correcting such distorted data because adequate verified statistical
information is unavailable.
"Our statistical research program should, first, attempt to
correct the probable misinformation already existing in the public
domain. The currency of such misinformation may be more
damaging than no information at all.
(Continued on Page 31)
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As the loyal young
(issue
March
41.

wife in From This Day Forward, lovely Joan Fontaine turns in her "best performance since 'Rebecca' ", according to FB reviewer Denley
He
also says
newcomer
Mark
Stevens,
the husband,
is "a great
prospect"
destined
to become
a favorite
with
the
ladies.

"FROM THIS DAY FORWARD"
comes

m

■

■

■

A Boxoffice Honey

RKO, the studio that has been turning out some

of the juiciest exploitation plums in recent months,

up with a dandy

This timely, emotion-packed

in From

This Day Forward.

trials and tribulations of a war vet and his devoted

wife might be termed

love-drama

a Woman's

about the

Picture — and that

would be assurance enough of its boxoffice potentialities. But, better than that, it's a Woman's Picture
that men will love. The RKO admen have cooked up a press sheet containing some of the most compelling
copy we've seen in months, so get yourself a copy and start dreaming of the angle you will use to exploit
this fine picture — romantic, domestic, war vet problem, tragedy, loyal wife, or which. Joan Fontaine is
powerful marquee
will make

stuff, but don't overlook

a plug for a very attractive newcomer,

the ladies' hearts go pitty-pat.

Mark

{Continued

Stevens, who
on Next Page)

EXPLOITATION PICTURE
(Continued from Preceding

Page)

]. Discharged from the Army, Bill Cummings (Mark
Stevens) is in an employment office awaiting his turn to
apply for a job when he notices rain cascading down the
window. He considers this a good luck omen, as it was
raining the day he met, proposed to and married the girl
he adores.

"FROM

THIS

DAY

CREDITS

FORWARD"

An RKO
Radio
Picture.
Produced
by William
Pereira.
Directed
by John
Berry.
Joan
Fontaine.
Mark
Stevens.
Rosemary
DeCamp.
Henry
Morgan.
Wally
Brown.
Judge. Renny McEvoy.
Bobby
Driscoll. Mary Treen.
Screen
Play by Hugo
Butler,

Cast:
Arline

5. The young couple's happiness as a result of this supposed good
fortune is rudely interrupted when Higgler — and Bill — are arrested on a morals charge. Despite Susan's plea for her husband.
Bill is convicted, but gets off with a suspended sentence. Shortly
thereafter, Bill is inducted into the Army.

2. Bill's memory wanders back to the night in 1937 when
Susan (Joan Fontaine) took him to meet her sister, Martha
(Rosemary DeCamp), and ne'er-do-well brother-in-law, Hank
(Henry Morgan). Despite the sorry example of marriage
they witnessed that evening, Bill and Susan marry.

5. Bill's thoughts return to the present as the girl at the desk of the
employment office tells him she has contacted a foreman's job for
him. Elated, he rushes home to Susan and learns from her that she
has a surprise for him... they are to have a baby.

'**£Zk
?
W.-^!
3. Susan keeps her job in a book store and Bill operates a
turret lathe in a factory. For six months they are ideally
happy, but one day he loses his job and comes home drunk
and surly. With patience and tenderness, Susan coaxes him
out of his ugly mood.

wise
4. Out of work, Bill turns to his hobby of sketching and
one day Susan shows a batch of his drawings to her boss.
Higgler (Erskine Sanford), who says he can use a series of
Bill's nudes for a book he is going to publish.

Above are two samples of the variety in the newspaper ads prepared
by the RKO ad staff -- the domestic problem angle and the light
romantic approach.
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Motion picture exhibitors
throughout the nation received
this series of postal cards, reproduced here in miniature.
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EASTER WEEK • April 21st -April 28th
IS CANCER COLLECTION WEEK

•*o

"Easter Week can
Americans nou
An inhuman

FREE SOCK TRAILER
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer, with Spencer Tracy as star,
has produced a short, dramatic trailer, available
Free to every exhibitor. Frank Whitbeck, ace o'
trailer makers, did the job... and your audiences
will laud you for showing it. National Screen
will distribute.

enemy will kill 17,000,000 Americans

now living

unless we do something about it. It is absolutely vital that we
avert this massive tragedy.
The enemy is cancer.
Cancer is a personal threat to every single one of us. There is
one chance in eight that you yourself will be its victim — yes, one
chance in six, if you are past 45. Many you know

and love will

develop this dread disease and, unless helped in time, die of it.

PRESS SHEET
A thoro-going press sheet,
practical and idea-inspiring, isbeing mailed toall
theatremen, telling how
the campaign is being
conducted and how
funds are to be remitted. National
Screen will stock a
supply for those
who need more
than one.

Our Vital Hope
At present three people die every
10 minutes of cancer. Did you
know that one of these three can
be saved? When

detected early

enough, and treated effectively, at
least 30 to 50% of cancer cases

NO ONE IS SAFE
FROM CANCER

CAN

ONE SHEET
Free, colorful
one-sheets will be
included in the
press-book sent to
all exhibitors. Put it
up in your lobby or
foyer.

UKHCM

tINCil SOCIEIT

2*r
IS CANCER

BE CURED. That is a wonderful message of hope.

To save those who now die needlessly, and to increase the number
who can be saved, we must do these
three vital things:
1. Spread knowledge everywhere
of the danger signals of cancer and
urge people to consult a doctor in
time to be saved.

COLLECTION

WEEK

IN

2. Provide far more and much better hospital facilities for prevention, diagnosis and treatment of
cancer.
3. Expand widely the scientific research attack which will lead to
more effective treatment and possibly even the elimination of
cancer.
We must organize to do these
three things as thoroughly and effectively as scientists were organized to solve the problem of the
atomic bomb. The American
Cancer Society has developed a
program to do this.

MOTION

PICTURE

THEATRES

ring hope to 1 7, 000, 000

AREA DISTRIBUTOR CHAIRMEN:
Albany, H. C. Bissell, Columbia Pictures Corp.
Atlanta, N. Lamantia, Universal Film Exchanges, Inc.
Boston, T. J. Donaldson, Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Pictures
Buffalo, E. Lux, RKO
Charlotte, H. H. Haas, Paramount Film Distributing Corp.
Chicago, S. Gorelick, RKO
Cincinnati, E. M. Booth, Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
Cleveland, Wm. S. Shartin, United Artists Corp.
Dallas, F. Lamed, Paramount Film Distributing Corp.
Denver, R. C. Hill, Columbia
Des Moines, S. J. Mayer, Twentieth Century-Fox
Detroit, M. E. Cohen, RKO
Indianapolis, F. B. Gauker, Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
Kansas City, R. C. Borg, Warner Bros.
Los Angeles, J. J. O'Loughlin, United Artists
Memphis, J. A. Prichard, Universal Film Exchanges, Inc.

Milwaukee, O. J. Ruby, Columbia Pictures Corp.
Minneapolis, A. W. Anderson, Warner Bros.
New Haven, B. A. Simon, Twentieth Century-Fox
New Orleans, E. L. O'Neill, Universal Film Exch., Inc.
New York, R. E. Moon, Twentieth Century-Fox
Oklahoma City, J. B. Sokley, Warner Bros.
Omaha, J. T McBride, Paramount
Philadelphia, M. Magill, United Artists Corp.
Pittsburgh, D. Kimelman, Paramount
Portland, J. R. Beale, Columbia Pictures Corp.
Salt Lake City, C. P Nedley, Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
San Francisco, B. Rose, Universal Film Exchange, Inc.
Seattle, F. Drew,' Twentieth Century-Fox
St. Louis, T B. Williamson, RKO
Washington, D.C., F. W Beiersdorf, Warner Bros.

tradepapcrs for complete list of Exhibitor State Chairmen.
THE AMERICAN CANCER SOCIETY, Motion Picture Division, 444 West 56th Street, New York 19, N. Y: CHARLES P SKOURAS, National
Chairman; TED R. GAMBLE, National Co-Chairman; FRANK H. RICKETSON, JR., National Campaign Director; ROBERT W. SEL1G, Executive
Campaign Manager; CHARLES M. REAGAN, National Distributor Chairman; LEON BAMBERGER, National Distributor Co-Chairman and Special
Consultant; SENN LAWLER, THORNTON SARGENT, Assistant National Campaign Directors, MAURICE (RED) KANN, Trade Paper Relations
Chairman; HERMAN ROBBINS, DON VELDE, Trailer and Accessories Committee; FRANK WHITBECK, Hollywood Production Chairman; GEORGE
JOSEPH, Distribution Organization; MONROE GREENTHAL, National Publicity and Advertising Director.

How Money Will Be Spent
in order to save thousands from death

4()r/( will be spent nationally on a great
coordinated program of research under
the guidance of The National Research

by cancer, such as:
Examination centers where you can
go to make sure you are free of cancer.
Modern X-ray equipment and more
radium.

Council, the nation's foremost scientific
advisory body which developed the
atomic bomb, and for educational and

More hospital provision for cancer
patients, many of whom cannot now be
accommodated for long term treatment.

service programs to supplement those
of the states.
609f of the money collected in each
state will be retained within that state

Education of the public as to cancer's
danger signals and necessity of early
diagnosis and treatment.
Visiting nurse service for cancer

for preventive education, and to assist
in providing you and your neighbors
with more and better hospital facilities

patients.
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SIZE-UPS

BEHIND THE SCENES IN HOLLYWOOD'S

COLUMBIA
Speaking of "Gilda," which is about the only thing at Columbia just now really worth speaking about, this column is amused,
amazed and a little nonplussed at the variance between the New
York reviews and West Coast reaction to the film.
The West Coast press went all out for the picture and performances, almost without exception. The Easterners, on the
other hand, were collectively caustic and unimpressed by the film.
Why? What's the difference? There, of course, must always be
a margin of difference in criticisms, since no criticism can ever be
completely objective.
But this much difference is rather fantastic.
We will back our original comment that "Gilda" is a new
triumph for Rita Hayworth and an exciting film that will have
your women customers back for another dose after their first
viewing of it — just to watch that Glenn Ford performance!
When you listen to the Harry James Band, you don't compare it
to the Boston Symphony. When critics review movies they should
relinquish their fancies about Shakespearean standards. Some
motion pictures are art... some are not... but the only test every
picture has to stand up under is its entertainment value. In our
opinion, "Gilda" passes that test with flying colors... and the boxoffice will so attest.
Three weak ones got to the sound stages this week to join
"The Jolson Story" (now in its fourth month of production) and
"Gallant Journey" (Janet Blair-Glenn Ford). "The Return of
Rusty" (Ted Donaldson), "The Coffin" (Karen Morley-Jim Bannon) and "Blondie Knows Best" (Penny Singleton-Arthur Lake)
are the three quickies that are shooting.

ENTERPRISE
Charlie Einfeld's boys continue to make news in movie town
this week. First comes news of a world-wide production agreement including such names as Alfred Hitchcock, Ernest Pascal
and Herbert Wilcox in England. There are possibilities of Enterprise erecting a studio in England. There are possibilities of a
distribution contract for the company with seven or eight potential partners, including English and local companies.
Meanwhile, specifically, David Loew and Albert Lewin hava
moved over to the lot and their "Bel Ami" will be the first production from that source. George Sanders, Angela Lansbury and
Ann Dvorak have been signed for the film which goes April 15.
There is no connection with Enterprise, it is said, save for the
rental of the space, although Loew is chairman of the board of
Enterprise. Incidentally, this is as good a moment as any to doff
a respectful hat to David Loew, son of the late great Marcus
Loew. He hasn't rested idly on the laurels and the $15,000,000
inheritance from his father as well he might have. He goes on
working hard to make a worthwhile contribution to the industry
in which his name has long been such an important factor.
The $750,000 building program under way continues steadily.
A new sound stage is being erected and other stages are being
enlarged and converted for full-time use.

METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER
One way to eliminate competition is to combine the competitive elements into one unit.
MGM and Hal Wallis apparently

STUDIOS

think this is a wise procedure on their atom bomb films. For
months now, the two producing companies have been racing each
other to get their atomic pictures to the public first. No one
seemed to be getting anywhere, so the Metro executives and Hal
Wallis talked it all out and decided that a combining of their
parties. All story mateforces would be most profitable for both
rial in the Wallis files is being turned over to Metro. The picture
will retain the Metro tag, "The Beginning or The End." and
lot. This unprecedented colfilming will be done on the Metro
laboration might be viewed in some quarters as evidence of
monopoly, but it seems more logical to view this as an unusual
case, because the subject matter is of such vital importance and
must be handled with care and authenticity.
We once asked Carey Wilson how long he thought the
"Sometimes
"Hardy" series could go on successfully. His answer:
it frightens me when I think of how unlimited the possibilities
are!" So, as reported here some time ago, Rooney is back and
Andy Hardy's got him. The series will continue where it left off
with Andy off to college, romances and antics in a new setting.
Claudette Colbert will be making an MGM picture shortly for
the first time since "Boom Town." Miss Colbert will share top
Franken
play. Walter Pidgeon in "The Secret Heart." a Rose
honors with
Despite weeks of ballyhoo that a newcomer would cop the
MGM
Timberlane,"
Lewis'got"Cass
Sinclair
Ginnyandin Lana
of idea
plum role the
With Spencer
the job.
Turner
switched
Tracy playing the title role, this is a box-office combo that should
be strong enough to carry any picture. With the production plans
season.
made, the picture is likely to be one of Metro's bigges-t for the
Jose Iturbi has come far afield from the days when he was a
staid and dignified symphony conductor and concert pianist. He
is about to play his first romantic lead on film. After watching
decided they
his work in "Holiday In Mexico," studio executives hands,
so it is
had another potential romantic character on their
now Jose Iturbi, "newest lover of the screen!"
A title change comes to the Hepburn-Taylor picture, originally
It is now "Undercurrent."
called "You Were There."
Production has picked up a bit on this lot with seven going.
Three new ones: "Tenth Avenue Angel" (Margaret O'Brien-George
Murphy), "My Brother Who Talks To Horses" (Butch JenkinsPeter Lawford-Beverly Tyler) and "A Woman of My Own" (Greer
Garson-Robert Montgomery). "Fiesta." "Till The Clouds Roll By,"
"The Show-Off" and "Undercurrent" continue.

MONOGRAM
The studio here is still glowing with the result of the release
first "million-dollar" picture. "Suspense" was
Monogram's
of
thown to the local press last week and the results were gratifying
to the producers, although this department (among others)
thought it comes up over-long and labored by reason of the need
SI
to include background numbers for Belita's magic onto ice.
the show
points and climax building were both sacrificed with
who
any
compare
to
ice
on
artist
an
is
numbers. Belita
have achieved greater success. But the effort to combine a
love-hate story with a show spectacle just didn't
psychological
come
off as expected.
Nevertheless, the King Brothers and Monogram are to be
congratulated on an excellent try. It is pointless for the studio to
maintain that this is major product, but we regard that as immaterial and unimportant. If Monogram can improve its product
from a point of saleability and forget all this ballyhoo about going

will he
into the field against Paramount, Metro. 20th, et al., they
doing all that exhibitors expect of an outfit like this.
is a new
Two films in production here. "Corpus Delicti"
"Freddy Steps
starter in the Chan series with the usual cast. which
continues
Ou" is the new title of "High School Scandals"
to wind-up, with Freddie Stewart and June Preisser heading the
teen-age company.

PARAMOUNT
Along with the nine - months production schedule completed
and announced recently by studio chief Henry Ginsberg, Paramount has set its release schedule for the balance of 1946. Now
going into release is "Road To Utopia" (Crosby-Hope), "Kitty"
(Ray Milland-Paulette Goddard), "The Virginian" (Joel McCreaBarbara Britton), "The Blue Dahlia" (Alan Ladd- Veronica Lake).
"They Made Me A Killer" (Robert Lowery-Barbara Britton), "The
Well Groomed Bride" (Ray Milland-Olivia de Havilland), "The
Bride Wore Boots" (Barbara Stanwyck-Robert Cummings), "Our
Hearts Were Growing Up" (Gail Russell-Diana Lynn), "Hot
Cargo" (William Gargan-Jean Rogers), "To Each His Own"
(Olivia de Havilland-John Lund), "O.S.S." (Alan Ladd-Geraldine
Fitzgerald), "The Searching Wind" (Robert Young-Sylvia Sidney),
"Swamp Fire" (Johnny Weissmuller-Virginia Grey), "The Strange
Love of Martha Ivers" (Barbara Stanwyck-Van Heflin), "Monsieur
Beaucaire" (Bob Hope-Joan Caufield), "Blue Skies" (Bing CrosbyJoan Caufield), "Cross My Heart" (Betty Hutton-Sonny Tufts),
"The Perfect Marriage" (Loretta Young-David Niven), "Big
Town" (Phillip Reed-Hilary Brooke), "Two Years Before the
Mast" (Alan Ladd-Brian Donlevy), "Ladies' Man" (Eddie BrackenCass Daley), "The Trouble With Women" (Ray Milland-Teresa
Wright) and "Welcome Stranger" (Bing Crosby-Joan Caufield).
We would call that a rather impressive line-up.
Betty Hutton has just signed a new contract which assures
her of at least a tenth anniversary at this studio. She joined the
company in 1941 when "The Fleet's In" rocketed her to stardom.
Big studios are constantly troubled by the problem of what
to do with young contract players. The young actors and actresses
are signed from all walks of life, many without experience, and
then the problem of getting studio producers, directors and executives acquainted with their abilities comes up. Many of them are
not ready for camera work and the months of preparation that
takes are slow ones indeed. Meanwhile, producers dislike signing
unknowns even to minor parts until they've seen them and there's
a stumbling block. Paramount is trying a set up, which, if it
works, will eliminate part of this problem.
They have organized a "showcase" for their younger players.
22 of their contractees were put through a series of 18 brief
scenes from well-known plays and screenplays on the studio's
audition stage every night for one week straight. Directors, producers and executive personnel were invited to attend and the
kids were given their chance complete with the double-a studio
treatment on sets, costumes, et cetera. No definite castings have
been made as yet as a result of this showcase idea, but the talent
department has high hopes that their plan will bring new players
to the foreground much faster than the usual routine of "waiting
for a break." Paramount is to be commended on an intelligent
effort to solve the persistent problem of discovering new talent.
Bing Crosby's second effort as a producer will soon be going
sines the star and his company have leased space at the Hal
Roach studio for the making of "Abie's Irish Rose." Edward
Sutherland will serve as producer-director. Michael Chekov has
been signed for one of the major roles. No other casting has
been announced as yet.
Only new starter on the lot this week is the Pine-Thomas
picture, "Seven Were Saved." Richard Denning and Catherine
Craig head the cast. Continuing in work are: "Suddenly It's
Spring" (Fred MacMurray-Paulette Goddard), "Perils of Pauline"
(Betty Hutton-John Lund), "Welcome Stranger" (Bing CrosbyBarry Fitzgerald and "O.S.S." (Alan Ladd-Geraldine Fitzgerald).

PRC
The big plans for PRC spouted some months ago by the company executives still have not formulated into reality. And the
studio pegs along on its one-picture schedule. "Crime In The
Night" (Hugh Beaumont-Cheryl Walker) wound up this week.
"Queen of Burlesque" with Evelyn Ankers and Carleton Young
got started. Sam Newfleld is directing for an Alexander-Stern
production.
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REPUBLIC
The deal between Sir Alexander Korda and Herbert J. Yates
is signed, sealed and about to be delivered, and the British LionRepublic amalgamation comes up as a new world film empire.
One of the first settlements in the agreement covered the renewal
of the Republic-British Lion distribution deal by which the English firm is sole Great Britain distributor for the local studio's
product for another ten years. Korda bought the British firm
last month for $1,000,000, shortly after he had resigned his post as
head of MGM production in England.
Korda's plans do not stop with the Republic deal. On his
recent visit here he contacted a number of producers, but no
definite arrangements were announced. He is buying back from
MGM a number of scripts prepared for the Metro-British film
enterprise which he will undoubtedly turn into pictures under his
new set-up. Republic stands to gain in prestige and profits from
the new arrangement.
The production schedule at Republic moves along at a steady
pace with more high-budget pictures taking their places on the
list. In production now in this category are "Earl Carroll's
Sketchbook" with Constance Moore and William Marshall, and
"Rendezvous with Annie" starring Eddie Albert and Faye Marlowe. Set for April starts are: "The Plainsman and The Lady"
with Bill Elliott and Vera Hruba Ralston and "That Brennan
Girl," which Al Santell will produce.
Meanwhile, the stock-in-trade westerns and mysteries continue. "Traffic in Crime" (Kane Richmond-Adele Mara) and "Red
River
Renegades"
sound stages
now. (Sunset Carson-Peggy Stewart) are on the

RKO-RADIO
This is the busiest lot in town at the moment with seven
pictures in work. New ones going are: "What Nancy Wanted"
(Laraine Day-Brian Aherne), John Brahm directing; "Honeymoon" (Shirley Temple-Franchot Tone-Guy Madison). William
Keighley directing, and an untitled Dick Tracy yarn, the second
in the series, with Morgan Conway and Anne Jeffreys.
Continuing in production are: "A Likely Story" (Barbara
Hale-Bill Williams), "Sinbad The Sailor" (Douglas Fairbanks, Jr.Maureen O'Hara) in Technicolor, "Criminal Court" (Tom ConwayToomey).O'Driscoll) and "Child 'of Divorce" (Sharyn Moffett-Regis
Martha
"Honeymoon" which was to have been shot in Mexico is being
started on the home lot because of the strike situation in Mexico.
Interiors will be shot here first in the hopes that the Mexican
situation will settle soon enough for the planned shooting schedule
to proceed. Franchot Tone stepped into the role left by Joseph
Cotten's rejection and Cotten has taken a suspension from Selznick for his refusal. The original deal between RKO and Selznick was a package arrangement for Temple, Madison and Cotten.
but Cotten, after reading the script, decided he could not accept
his role and bowed out.
Selznick has renewed his space deal with RKO-Pathe for
another year, which would indicate that his plans to procure his
own studio space have, for the time being, been stymied. But he
still is working on the arrangements to end once and for all his
housing problems, a studio spokesman stated.
Liberty Films is just about all set to go into production. They
have borrowed Donna Reed from MGM for the top feminine role
opposite James Stewart in "It's A Wonderful Life," which has a
starting date of April 8. Thomas Mitchell, Henry Travers and
David McKay are also cast. Frank Capra will produce and direct.
Victor Fleming has been pacted by Liberty for a directorial
assignment and Robert Stack. Todd Karns and David McKaj
have been added to the players' roster.
Meanwhile, the company, headed by Frank Capra. George
Stevens, Sam Briskin and William Wyler, has adopted the Liberty
Bell as its signature and is arranging for the authentic recording
of the bell's tones to be used on the sound track.
With first comments on "The Kid From Brooklyn" mingled
hot and cold, Samuel Goldwyn is busily winding up the details
that will send the next Danny Kaye film into production. The
feeling of most west coast critics on the latest Kaye film is that
the story was beaten unmercifully. The picture is different from
other
Kaye devotion
films in that
less of the usual
"numbers"is
and more
to there
story isdevelopment.
The Kaye
Technicolor
lavish and enhancing and ticket-wickets will have a busy time
despite tearing down notices. Virginia Mayo, the blonde beauteous
heroine, gets star rating from Mr. Goldwyn after this one and
goes into the next Kaye feature. "The Secret Life of Walter
Mitty," as co-star with the comedian. She is also set to star in
date.
"Best Years of Our Lives" which will have a simultaneous starting
FILM
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20th CENTURY-FOX
With three pictures wound up, only four remain on the production schedule as of this week. Finished were: "It Shouldn't
Happen To A Dog" (Carole Landis-Allyn Joslyn), "Three Little
Girls In Blue" (June Haver-George Montgomery), a Technicolor
musical v/ith a four month shooting schedule, and "Deadline For
Murder," a quickie, with Paul Kelly and Sheila Ryan.
Shooting presently are: "Claudia and David" (Robert YoungDorothy McGuire), "Forever Amber" (Peggy Cummins-Cornel
Wilde) in Technicolor, "Home Sweet Homicide" (Lynn BariRandolph Scott) and "Margie" (Jeanne Craine-Alan Young) in
Technicolor.
When "The Dolly Sisters" went into production at this studio,
it was thought that proper defenses had been set up against any
possible law suits by people still living who were depicted directly
or indirectly in the film. But apparently not. For George Jessel
and the studio are now faced with two $100,000 suits filed by former husbands of the sister act.
Harry Fox, who is the hero of the piece, is suing for damages
to his reputation as an established actor. The film, he claims,
makes him out a "lowly song writer." Jean Schwartz, former
husband of Rozsika Dolly, is suing for breach of a verbal contract
by which he was to have been hired as technical adviser on the
film. The men have good cases and it looks like damage suits
may have to be added to the production costs on this film.

UNITED

ARTISTS

Andrew Stone, whose last picture was only a lukewarm
success at the box-office and less than that in good picture terms,
is back at work again with a new permanent set-up that is
scheduled to turn out four pictures in the next year and a half.
Joining the group as associate producer is Don McElwaine, former PRC publicity man. Their first effort is now in production.
It is "The Bachelor's Daughters" and boasts a solid front of supporting cast names, including Gail Russell, Claire Trevor, Ann
Dvorak, Adolphe Menjou, Billie Burke, Jane Wyatt and featuring
Eugene List, the young American composer and pianist.
Also to come on the Stone program is "Stripped for Action,"
a comedy for which Eddie Bracken has been borrowed from
Paramount. "Petticoat Lane" is the third in the Stone group and
an untitled railroad story is the fourth of the group.
Although, "Duel In The Sun" is still not completed, the Selznick advertising and exploitation campaign has already taken a
solid hold in the national and trade press. It is planned now
that the film will have a road-show premiere and the total budget
for exploitation and advertising will hit close to $1,000,000. Nobody can say that perfectionist Selznick doesn't carry out his
policies in his selling program, too.

The Cagney-UA deal which started off with such auspicious
plans has been cancelled. The deal originally called for fifteen
pictures over a period of five years with Cagney himself starred
in at least five of them. Cagney's two ventures have not been
too successful. Neither "Johnny Come Lately" nor "Blood on the
Sun" evoked cheerful grosses. Now, it seems an impossibility for
the Cagney's to fulfill their contract with only about two years
to go on their term. UA, having more good production-releasing
deals tossed at them than they can possibly handle, was satisfied
to settle the arrangement amicably and without delay. Future
Cagney plans, despite rumors, are still uncertain.
"The Short, Happy Life of Francis Macomber," the next
Bogeaus picture, goes with a top cast headed by Gregory Peck,
Joan Bennett and Robert Preston. Zoltan Korda is directing and
shooting starts during April.
Producer Seymour Nebenzal is going ahead with his plans
for his next Nero film, "The Chase." Robert Cummings has been
signed on a percentage basis to play the leading role. Philip
Yordan is writing the screenplay. This one, too, is scheduled for
an April start.

Four UA features in production. "The Bachelor's Daughters"
(Gail Russell-Claire Trevor) is the new starter. "Mr. Ace
and
The Queen" (George Raft-Sylvia Sidney) has resumed productio
n
after Raft's illness. "Angel On My Shoulder"
(Paul Muni-Anne
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"Strange Woman"
Baxter)
conclude and
the list.

(Hedy Lamarr-George Sanders)

The Goetz-Spitz company continues to build itself to major
proportions. They plan to have complete sales and operational
staffs set in 31 exchanges by November and will enter active distribution by the first of next year. Until space and personnel is
available, the unit will office in the Universal exchanges as reported here earlier.
Production continues on "Dark Mirror," with Olivia deHavilland and Lew Ayres. This will be the first picture under the
Goetz-Spitz-Rank tieup.

UNIVERSAL
With all the censorship talk hitting white heat and alleged
columnists, along with assorted self-styled critics, screaming at
the moral laxness of motion pictures, Fritz Lang's recent announcement re the theory behind Diana Productions makes good
sense. He stated that the Diana aim will be for "adult" pictures.
For too long, there has been a lack of division in quality and
type of films. It is not too inconceivable that there is within the
85,000,000 weekly ticket buyers a healthy percentage of people
who are not too thin-skinned, too juvenile or too small-minded to
take strong dramatics beyond the realm of the threadbare boymeets-girl theme. This audience deserves intelligent projection
of an idea even though that may include what thin-lipped or
publicity-hungry critics label as "immoral actions."
Diana's next will be "Winchester 73," which Mr. Lang describes as a "murder mystery with a Freudian twist." The story
has a western background.
Skirball and Manning are hot on a deal to grab Joan Crawford for the star role in "Portrait in Black." The picture probably
will not get a start until late summer, since Miss Crawford has
several other commitments at Warner's first. James Mason, who
scored so soundly in "Seventh Veil," is being angled for the leading male role.
Robert Siodmak, the director who has established himself so
quickly in the top brackets, is being signed by Mark Hellinger to
handle the making of Ernest Hemingway's story, "The Killers."
This one will go in mid-April along with "Swell Guy" as the first
Hellinger efforts on the Universal lot.

WARNER

BROS.

Warners has lost another producer, Wolfgang Reinhardt, who
resigned without any statement as to his reasons for leaving and
immediately joined the new Enterprise Productions.
Jerry Wald, who many people felt should have gotten the
Thalberg award this year, is hard at work on "Jealous House," a
Clarence Budington Kelland story in which Eleanor Parker will
star. He is finishing up his work on "The Secret," which will be
Joan (Oscar) Crawford's next, immediately after "Humoresque"
is finished.
That Crawford is going to be busier than ever this next year.
Another one scheduled for her tentatively is "For Sentimental
Reasons," which is on Charles Hoffman's production schedule for
later in the year.
Henry Blanke, going into his 24th year with Warners, has
approximately $10,000,000 worth of productions on his schedule.
First to go will be the next Bette Davis picture, with Paul Henreid and Claude Rains, called "Deception." Also being prepared
is "Ethan Frome." which has Miss Davis and Henry Fonda slated
for the top spots. "Autumn Crocus" is set for Errol Flynn and
Ida Lupino. And the much publicized "Fountainhead" is still
going to be made, they tell us. "Of Human Bondage" and "Never
Say Goodbye" are ready for release now.
Two new starters here last week: "Cloak and Dagger," first
from United States Pictures, with Gary Cooper and Lilli Palmer.
"Cheyenne," a Robert Buckner production, has Dennis Morgan.
Jane Wyman and Janis Paige in top spots.
Continuing in production are "Humoresque" (CrawfordGarfield), "The Sentence" (Sheridan-Smith) and "A Very Rich
Man" (Greenstreet-Vickers). Incidentally, watch for a build up
on this Vickers girl within the next six months. The executives
are hot on her performances.
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In the Release Chart, the date under "Details" refers to the issue in which cast, director, plot, etc..
appeared. "Rel." is the national release date. "No." is the release number. "Rev." is the issue in which
the review appeared. There may be variations in the Running Time in states where there is censorship.
All new productions are on 1945-46 programs unless otherwise noted. (T) immediately following title
and running time denotes Technicolor production.
My

1945-46 Features
Westerns
Serials

In Production (5)
In Production (0)
In Production
(0)

Completed (35)
Completed (15)
Completed ( 3)

NEW

One

A refugee
a dog.

boy
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with
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THE COFFIN
Murder-mystery— Started March 23
Cast:
Karen Morley, Jim Bannon, Barton Yarborough, Jeff Donnell, Robert Scott.
Director: Henry Levin
Producer: Wallace MacDonald
BLONDIE
KNOWS
BEST
Comedy— Started March 23
Cast:
Penny Singleton. Arthur Lake, Danny Mummert.
Director: Abbe Berlin
Producer: Seymour Friedman
Story:

Dagwood
has
to impersonate
his boss
to -.1
finally
helps
solve
the resultant
confusion.

RELEASE
TltU — lull*

IN

TIM

Gallant
Journey
Story of Jolson,
Details
under

The
(T)
title: The

CM

Ford-Blair
Parks-Demarest
Jolson

COMPLETED

1944-45
Scott-Jergens
Haymes-Merrick
(67) ... Morris-Merrick

BosUn Blaekle's Rendezvous
Morris-Foch
Details under title: Surprise In the Night
Soto
Barren
Bluing
Starrett-Harding
Derails
enter title: Texas Rifles
Cowboy
of Lonesome
River
Starrett-Athens
Cyclone
Prairie
Rangers
Starrett-Worth
Gay Senorita
(70)
Bannon-Cochran
Fighting
Guardsman,
The
(84)
Loder-Louise
I Love a Bandleader
Harris-Brooks
.
Over 21
(103)
Dunne-Knox
. .
Rustlers of the Badlands
Starrett-Bliss
Details
under
title:
Renegade
Roundup
Rhythm
Round-Up
(66)
Curtis-Walker
.
(87)
Some

-Ing Me a Song of Texas
Ten Cents A Dance
(60)
Thousand and One Nights,
You

Can't

Do

Without

Call

A

It

Russell-Bowman

Love

Curtis-Storey
Frizee- Lloyd
Wilde-Keyes

(93)

Love

COMPLETED

Lynn-Stewart

Blackie

Crime
Doctor's
Warning
(Details
under title:

To Love
under title:

Hall

the

(69)
Paper

Foch-Macready

Red

Gargan-Carter
Mohr-Carter

Bannon-Hunter

Blackie's

.12-20. . .7012.
.12-27. . .7035.

...8-20.

Snafu
(82)
Sn Dark
the Night
Tars and
Spars
(88)
Talk
About
A Lady
That
Texas
Jamboree
Terror
Trail
Texas
Panhandle
Throw a Saddle
on a Star
(Details under title: Smoky
The

River Serenade)

The

.2-18

.6-11.
.6-11... 2-14
.11-22.

Parks-Lloyd
Geray-Cheirel
Drake-Blair
Falkenburg-Tucker
Curtis-Donnell
.
Starrett-Burnette
Starrett- Parks
Curtis-Roberts

.12-10.
. .6-25.
...8-6.

.3-14.
.1-10.
.3-28.

.7010... 1-7

.12-24.
.3-21 . .7203.
.12-24.
12-20.
.10-29.
.5-14.
.12-10.

Starrett-Burnette
Jix-Merrick

(60)

Down.

11-15... 7036.,
.8-20.
5-14. .12-25. . .7005.

Starrett-Burnette

River

.9-18
.3-21. ..

.3-18
9-3.

Private Ghost
Tucker-Merrick
lowfry-Foch
.. .
MacMurray-Chapm
Keyes-Parker
. . .

Kansan

Powder

Came Tumbling
Guilty?
(Serial)

.11-12. ..2-14
.1-7-

Starrett-Harding
. . .10-1.
O'Brien-Warrick
...4-30.
Starrett-Burnette
Morris-Donnell
.. . . .10-15.
. .1-21.

Details under title: Boston
Power
of Attorney
Prison
Ship
Pardon
My Past (87)
Renegades
(T)
Details
under
title: The

Two-Fisted
Stranger
Voice of The Whistler,

. .

Morris-Chapman

Chief

Secret Story

Roaring
Rangers
Details under title:

4-18
...8-6. 11-27... 7023. 11-26

.

Broadway

Outlaws of the Rockies
Perilous
Holiday
Phantom
Of The
Desert
Phantom
Thief, The

Walls
Who's

.12-24.
.. . 3-20.
8-6.
.10-15.

Bowman-Chapman
Kent-Ward

10-30. . .7024. . .1-21

MfTRO-COLDWYN-MAYIR
12-13... 7140.'.'.

3-18

l!>45-4(i Features

.11-12.

Completed

NEW

.4-30.

..9-4.
.2-19.
,..2-5.
..6-26.
.3-5.
.6-14.
.7-26.

.9-6. . .6027. .11-12
10-13. .6120
.6036
.6-21.
.5-10. .6031
7-9
.6030
..7-5.
. .5-17. ..6207.
.9-21.
.11-9.

. 6201
. 6201

. . 4-30 . .. .. 5-24
.8-9. . . .6020.. 10-15
.12-11. .9-13.
.6010. .10-29
.6015
.5-14.
.1-22. .8-23.
.7-24. .8-16.. . .6001
9-3
6208
. . 3-5
6-7.
. .6-11.. 11-10.

. 6223 . . 11-12
.6005. . .2-18

.7-23. ..9-27.
.1-22
6-7.
.11-13... 7-12.
. . .For. . 7-26

.6224.
.6029.

3-18

. 6005 .
6042

.8-6
..7-9

(37)

In Production

(7)

Doll

Murder)

PRODUCTIONS

TENTH
AVENUE
ANGEL
Comedy-drama — Started March 12
Cast:
Margaret
Lansbury. O'Brien, George Murphy, Phyllis Thaxter, Angela
Director:
Story:

Roy

I.ittle

girl

Rowland
has

her

disillusioned

. . .9-4. .10-18.
10-15
4-4.
10-29. . .1-24.

Baxter-Anderson

. .6-25. . .9-27.

.7201.

Story:

Race
horse
talking
to

. .2-18

1-31.
. . .7-9. . .4-25.
.11-12.
4-25.
9-17 . .2-28.

experts
horses.

try

Story:

The
with

friend
<>t ;i man
his wife.
When

.6-25.

10-11.
.3-21.

.7029.
7018.

.8-20. .11-29.
.2-18. . .3-28
9-14.
11-26.
10-18.
. .8-6. .3-7.
. .11-26.
. .2-5.
10-16
12-13.
...9-3.
. ..3-4.
. .8-20
1-3.
12-24. . .4-11.

Title — Rinnlni

to

commercialize

Fiesta
(T)
Show-Off,
The
Till The
Clouds
Undercurrent
Details
under

Roll

ThM

By

title:

.7120.

This Man's
"»en Votir

.7014.

il-15'.

Wheelright

her

by

little

boy's

a

Marx

talent

Nan
Powder

Were

Thrrc

tor

Hands

(101)
(83)

BLOCK

NO.

■a.

Cut

.

.12-24.
...3-4.
...3-4.

Dorn-Astor
Laurel-Hardy
Arnold-Royal

Beery-Gleaior.
Turner-Peters

8-21... 2-45
6-26. . .3-45
9-4... 1-45
515... 1-45.
. 8-21 . . . 3-45 .

.... .5-28. . .2-45.
9-4... 3-45.

D' Brien- 1tarbl
5-29
..2-45.
Craig-Reed
8-21... 5-45.
Tracy-Hepburn
. . .10-31. . .5-45.
Lawford-Lanchester
5-29... 6-45.

Women's
(108)

Army

TWELVE

Bewitched
(65)
Details
under
title: Alter Ego
Thrill of a Romance (T)
(105)

Sanders-Hatfield
Thaxter-Danieh
Johnson-Williams

In

.12-24.

Williams-Carroll
Skelton-Maxwell
Garland-Walker
Taylor-Hrpburn

Powell-Loy
Barrymore- Johnson

(100)
Dry (73)

ii
choose.

CHART

1944-45

Music
for Millions
(120)
Gentle
Annie
(80)
Without
Love
(111)
Son of Lassie
(T)
(102)
Details
under
title:
Picture
of Dorian
Gray

falls
must

D«tall>

<T)
You

Blonde
Fever
(69)
Nothing
Bot
Trouble
(69)
Main
St. After Dark
(57)
Details
onder
title: Telltale
Thln
Man
Goes Home
Retween
Two
Women

. 7202 .

a

PRODUCTION

.7160

.7019.

to

reported
dead
in a prison
camp
the husband
returns,
the woman

COMPLETED
BLOCK NO. TEN

.6-25.
..10-1.

Ralph

restored

A WOMAN
OF MY OWN
Drama — Started March
19
Cast:
Greer Garson, Robert Montgomery, Robert Mitchum, Florence Bates.
Director: George Cukor
Producer: Arthur Hornblow. Jr.

IN
.7022.

Producer:

dreams

MY BROTHER WHO TALKS TO HORSES
Comedy — Started March 11
Cast:
Peter Lawford, Beverley Tyler, Butch Jenkins.
Director: Fred Zinneman
Producer:
Sam

RELEASE
..4-2... 2-21.

Lake-Singleton
Morris-Lane

Devil's Mask,
The
Louise-Bannon
..
Frontier Gunlaw
Starrett-Taylor
.
Galloping
Thunder
Starrett-Burnette
Gentleman
Misbehaves,
The
Massen-Stanton
Details under title: Lullaby of Broadway
G'lda
'HO)
Hayworth-Ford
Girl of the Llmberlost
Tindall-Cllfton
.
Gunning
for Vengeance
Starrctt-Adair
Details under title: Burning the Trail
Heading
West
Starrett-Houck
..
Details
under title: Massacre
Mesa
Hit The
Hay
(62)
Canova-Hunter
..
Hop
Harrigan
(Serial)
Bakewell-Holt
.
Jungle Raiders
(Serial)
Richmond-Borg
.
Just Before
Dawn
Baxter-Barrie
Kiss and
Tell
(90)
Temple-Abel
Landrush
Starrett-Burnette
tawlesi
Empire
Starrett-Law
...
Life With
Blondie
(69)
Singleton-Lake
Man
Who
Dared
Brooks-Macready
Details
under title: Ont Life Too Many
Meet
Me On Broadway
Reynolds-Brady
.
Mysterious
Intruder,
The
Dix-Blakc
Details under title: Murder Is Unpredictabli

24

Way
Details

1945-46

Bandit of Sherwood
Forest
(T)
(87)..
Wilde-Louise
Bluing the Western Trail
Starrett-Matthews
Details onder title: Raiders of Quantl Basin
Blondle's
Lucky
Day
Close Call for Boston

Blondie

DttUb

Donaldson-Nagel

Black Arrow
(Serial)
Blonde
From
Brooklyn
8oston Blackii Booked on Suspicion

Wouldn't Say Yes
Details
under
title:

contract.

In

Story

Adventures of Rusty
(67)
Details under title: Rusty

She

a

CHART

PRODUCTION

Is Julia Ross (64)
under title: The Woman

Out Details
of the under
Depths
title:

THE RETURN OF RUSTY
Comedy-drama — Started March 20
Cast:
Ted Donaldson, Mark Dennis, Barbara Wooddell.
Director: William Castle
Producer: Leonard Picker
Story:

Name
Details

Night
Editor
Notorious Lone Wolf, The
(64)
Details under title: Lone Wolf on

3-6

. 6-45. ..

516. 11-27
519. 12-11
514. 12-11

.518.
.517.
.513. ,11-27
.12-23
. .2-19
.520.
.523. 12-25
.1-8
.515.
.
12-25
.526.
.522.
. . 4-30
525

. . .4-2
3-5

..11-27

530... 6-25

. .8-21

528. . .5-28

FILM

BULLETIN

Twice

Blessed

.4-13.
.1-12..

(77)

Wilde-Cralg

SPECIAL
Anchors
Aweigh
Meet Ma In St.
National
Velvet
Details
under

(T)
(144)
Louis
<T)
(113)
(T)
(125)
title: The
Home

Kelly-Sinatra
Garland-O'Brien
Rooney-Taylor

Front

6-26.
..12-13.
2-7.

4-30.
3-5.
...12-25.
...12-11.
.10-16.

FOURTEEN

She
Went
to the Races
(86)
They
Were
Expendable
(133)
What Next, Corporal
Hargrove?
(95)
Vacation
from
Marriage
(94)
Yolanda and the Thief
(T)
(108)

Craig-Gifford
5-28
Montgomery-Wayne 3-5.
Walker-Porter
8-6.
Donat-Kerr
Foreign.
Astaire-Bremer
....1-22

Letter for Evie, A (89)
Harvey
Girls, The
(T)
(101)
Portrait of Maria
(76)
Sailor
Takes
a Wife
(91)
Up Goes Maisie
(89)

Hunt-Carroll
6-11.
Garland-Hodiak
....1-22.
Del Rio-Armendariz
.4-2.
Walker-Allyson
8-20.
Sothern-Murnhy

BLOCK

NO. FIFTEEN

BLOCK

NO. SIXTEEN

Bad
Bascomb
Hoodlum Saint
(91)
Last Chance,
The
(105)
Postman Always Rings Twice, The
Two Sisters From
Boston
(112)

.10-45.
.10-45.
..9-45.
..9-45.
.11-45.
.11-45.
.11-45.
.11-45.
.1-46.
.. .1-46.
..1-46.
.. .1-46.

.511. ..11-27
..527... 4-15

.602..
.604.
.601.
.603.
.600.

.8-20
.7-23
.9-3
.7-23
..8-6

.607.
.609. .10-29
.11-26
.606. .11-26
.12-10
.608.
.610. .10-29
.614.

.12-10
.612.
. . .1-7
.615.
611 . . .1-7
.613.

.7-9.
Foreign

Turner-Garfield
JJIyson-Lawford

.12-10
.3-18

....6-25.
. . . .7-9.

3-46.

Adventure
(129)
Gable-Garson
Details under title: This Strange Adventure
Weekend at the Waldorf (130)
Turner-Johnson
Zirfgfeld Follies
(T)
(110)
Astaire-Ball

6-11.
...11-27.
5-1.

DESIGNATED

Little Mr.
Jim
Black Sheep
But
Not
Goodbye

Jenkins-Gifford
Craig-Jenkins
Morgan-Totter

Details under title: Boy's
Ranch
Easy To Wed
(T)
(117)
Faithful
in My
Fashion
Great
Morgan, The
Green
Years.
The
(127)
Hold High the Torch
(T)
Details under title: For Better For

Ball-Johnson
Reed-Drake
Morgan-Powell
Coburn-Drake
E.Taylor-Lassie

Worse

.616
10-45.
.3-46.

617

O'Brien-Barrymore
Peck-Jarman

under

(34)
(12)

Completed
Completed

Live

.3-18

NEW

Story:

Chan

solves

a

scries

of

torso

RELEASE
Title— linnlni

Cut

bus

High

School

Lowe-Rogers

Details Returns,
under
Shadow

title:
The

The

R.chmond-Reed

Suspense
Details

under

title:

Glamour

Sunbonnet

Sue

Driftin'
Along
Details
under title: Rollin' Along
Flame of the West
(71)
Forever Yours
(83)
Frontier
Feud
Details
under
title: Flaming
Frontiers
G. I. Honeymoon
(70)
In Old New
Mexico
Muggs
Rides
Again
Details
under title: County
Fair
Lost Trail,
The
Riders of the Daw
Details
under
title: Rainbow Valley
Saddle
Serenade
Details under title: Cowboy Serenade
Scarlet
Clue, The
(65)
Details
under
title: Radio
Mystery
Sensation
Details

Hunters
under title:

Main

Street

Girl

Brown-Carver
Brown-Hatton
Storm-Smith
Brown-Hatton

...
. .

Storm-Cookson
.
Renaldo-Kenyon
East Side Kids
Brown-Holt
...
Wakeley-White
.
Wakeley-White
Toler-Manton

.

to

San

Kellog.
Katzman
Francisco.

Itl.

li

Toler-Moreland
Renaldo-Armida

Stranger from
Santa
Fe (56)
Soringtime in Texas
(55!
Trouble
Chasers
Details under title. Here Comes

Brown-Hatton
..
Wakley-White
. .
Gilbert-Howard

COMPLETED
Allotment

APRIL

Wives

(80)

1,

.2-19. ...6-9
..8-7. ..3-24
.7-23. .11-24

1-22

.1-22.
.3-19.
..4-2.

503.
.573.

. . .2-4..

501
. .4-6.

In Production

(32)

makes

Pacific

(5)

strange

bedfellov

CHART

Tien

Cast

Pauline

Details

Ladd-Fitzgerald
. . .2-18.
Hutton-Lund
MacMurray-Goddard 3-18
Crosby-Caufield . .3-18.

(T)

Spring

It's

THREE

BLOCK

NO. FOUR

Bring
On the Girls (T)
(92)
High Powered
(62)
Details under title: The High

Man

Lake-Tufts
Lowery-Brooks

Lamour-Cordova
Fontaine- Brent
,
MacMurray-Main
Haley-Savage
. . .

Midnight Manhunt
Details
under

Gargan-Savage

Out
You

NO. SLX

title:

Hard

to

Handle

of This World
(96)
Came Along
(103)

Bracken-Lynn
.
Cirmmings-Scott

SPEOIAjL

REISSUE (T)

Incendiary Blonde

(113)

(128)

Kitty
People
Stork

(104)
Are
Club

Funny
(98)

BLOCK

Good

Colbert-March
Cooper-Carroll
Ladd-Lake

Intentions

(93)

NO. THREE

Bracken-Lake

Blue

Ladd-Laka

The

NO. FOUR
(99)

441f.

. .9-4.
. .5-15.
.6-26.

. 4418 .

..3-5
. .3-5

.4417.

..3-5

.4424. . .4-16
..4422.
4421 . .4-16
4-2

.11-13.

.4423. ..4-16
. .3-5
.11-27.
.12-25. . .7-27. . .4426.
.4427.
.4428. . .6-11
...5-1.
.7-10. .7-13.
.6-11
.9-14.
.2-19.

.8-26
.8-26.

.4433
.4432
.4434

. .7-9
9-4

.4501
.4504

9-3
9-3

.9-28.

. .

Goddard-Milland
Haley-Walker
Hutton-Fitzgerald
Lamour-Cordova
Tufts-Lake
Barr-Massen

Dahlia,

.4411.. 12-25
.4415.
.4414.. .12-2=;
12-25
.4419

.
.

Gardner-Reynolds
Gargan-Kelly
..
Milland-Wyman
Jones-Cotten

Masquerade
In Mexico
(96)
Miss Susie Slagle's
(87)
Tokyo
Rose
(66)

BLOCK

.5-15.
.7-10.

1945-46

NO. TWO

Blonde
(76)
under
title:

.4413. . .7-20
. 4412 . . 12-25

.11-15. . .8-31. . .4431. . .6-25

Hutton-Cordova

(T)

8-21.
.7-13.

. .1-10.
..2-7.
.10-16.

A Medal for Benny
(80)
Affairs of Susan,
The
(110)
Murder.
He Says
(92)
Scared Stiff (65)

BLOCK

.505.. 12-10

Cooper-Bergman
Lowery-Brooks
MorrU-Kelly
Crosby- Hotton
CelDert-MaeMurray

Ladd-Russell
...
McCrea-Russell
.

Detail] under title: Fear
BLOCK NO. FIVE

Hold
That
Details

..9-8.
.7-21...
..6-2...
..6-2....

1944-45

Salty O'Ronrke
(100)
Unseen, The
(81)

Duffy's
Tavern
(97)
Follow
That
Woman
(70)
Lost Weekend,
The
(101)
Love Letters
(101)

.9-29.

.6-25.. 12-24.

(158)

COMPLETED
BLOCK NO. ONE

1945-46
.

.516. . .3-18

PRODUCTIONS

in the
service
on a lite raft.

Air sea-rescue
an assortment

Sign of the Crew
(118)
Northwest
Mounted
Police
This Gun
For Hire
(81)

.10-2. ...5-5...
.8-21. ..5-28...
.6-16...
..2-5.
.10-20
. .7-9. ..11-3
..8-6.
.4-30.
..8-11

Trouble

Francis-Kelly

1946

9-22.
.10-16... 5-12.
...3-5... 8-18.
.10-1. ..1-26..

.6-11.
.5-28.

Shanghai Cobra, The
(64)
South of the Rio Grande
Details under title: Song of the Border

Completed

.527

10-15

. . . . .5-14.
.8-6.. .

.

.561.
.513.
.572.

..10-29..
. .10-29..
.3-16.

Storm-Reagan
Wakely-White

.514.
509

SEVEN WERE SAVED
Action-drama — Started March 18
Richard Denning, Catherine Craig, Russell Hayden, Byron
CastGeorge
Richards.
Loo, Keith
Richard
Doran,
Barr, Ann
Marshall, Jr.
Pine-Thorn;. s
Producers:
William Pine
Director:

BLOCK

..8-6
.3-19
..11-12
. 10-1

.4-16. .10-13

Merrick-Lowery

. .

Regan-Storm

1945-46 Features

Be*.

.9-18. ..6-12

..

.2-16.
.12-8.
. 12-10 .
.10-29
.
. .9-17
...2-9.
.6-25. .

PARAMOU

.7-10... 7-14.

Carey-Kelly
.. .
East Side
Kids.
Lowe-Tierney
..
Francis-Cabot
.

. .10-1.
..9-17.

1-10

Belita-Moore

Girl

(90)

Stranger
COMPLETED
BLOCK NO.

. .3-18

. 1944-45

(75)

Shadow

Swing Parade of 1946
West of The Alamo

Suddenly
Welcome

(2)
(0)

Scandals

COMPLETED
China's Little Devils
Come
Out Fighting
Dlllinger
(77)
Divorce
(70)

...

Shadow

(63)
Gregory.
Strange
DetailsMr.under
title: The
Gregory

For Whom the Bell Tells (T)
Dangerous
Passage
(61)
Double Exposure
(64)
Here Come the Waves
(99)
Practically Vttn
(90)

a

.1-12
.

Cherokee Trail

Shadow's

.506.

Gorcey- Drake
Wakely-White

.510.

IN PRODUCTION

In Production
In Production

Detail!

Stewart-Preisser

The

.529
.566.
3-2.

. 12-24
.11-26

Richmond-Reed

Behind the Mask
Details
under
title:

...3-2.

..12-24
. .3-18
. .2-18. .
..
10-29

Kirkwood-Knox
Stewart-Preisser

Kids

Wakely-Holt
Montana
Over
Moon
Toler-Fong
The
Dragon,under
Red Details
title: Charlie Chan In Mexico

IN PRODUCTION
Freddie
Steps
Out
Details under title:

School

.519.
.507.

Brown-Hatton
Roland-Ames
Brown-Hatton
Gorcey-Hall

Gear

...2-2.

.504.
.565.
567.
.528.

. .3-18
.7-23

High

High

..8-20.
. . 9-3.
.12-24
..10-15.
. .2-4. .

Cookson-William

RELEASE

CHART

Tim

In

Title— Rinalif

Chandler, Ruth
Producer:
Sam
on

at

..1-5. .

Carradinc-Drake
. .Toler-Lorring
Richmond-Hayes
Alcatrai

Wires
Details under title: Stepping Around

.11-268-20.

murders

Drifter

Chan

lonesome
Trail
Details under title: On The

Story:

PRODUCTIONS

CORPUS DELICTI
Murder-mystery — Started March 18
Cast:
Sidney Toler, Sen Yung, Tanis
Director: Arthur Dreifuss

Richmond-Hazard
Brown-Hatton
. .
Brown-Hatton

Suspense

Champ
Joe Palooka,
Junior
Prom
Details
under
title:

.1-21

....9-17.
..10-1.
..10-29.
10-1.

(18)
( 7)

title:

Fighting
Texan,
The
Gay Cavalier,
The
Haunted
Mine,
The
In Details
Fast Company
under title:

0. s. S
Perils of

1945-46 Features
Westerns

The

NEW

9-3..
...9-18.

Three Wise Fools
Yearling,
The
(T)

FearDetails

.605.

2-19.
1-7.

Pidgeon-Massey
Johnson-Kirkwood
Thompson-Tobias
Ball-Hodiak

of

Face ot Marble. The
Dark Alibi
Don't
Gamble
With
Strangers
Details
under
title: Charlie

12-24
.7-23

. . . 10-29 .
8-6.
1-7 .

Holiday
in Mexico
(T)
No
Leiive, No
Love
Star from
Heaven
(Cinecolor)
Two
Smart
People

Black
Market
Babies
(71)
Border
Bandits
Under
Arizona
Skies
Details under title: Code

. . .1-7
... .2-18
.1-7
.2-18

Beery-O'Brien
Powell-Williams

SPECIALS

NOT

..531... 7-23
..512.. 11-23
..521.. 12-11

10-45.

Abbott
and
Costello
in Hollywood
(83) . . .A. & C
Dangerous
Partners
(78)
Craig-Hasso
Her Highness and the Bellboy
(112)
Laraarr-Walker
Hidden
Eye, The
(68)
Arnold- Rafferty
Our Vines Have Tender Grapes
(105)
O'Brien-Robinson

NO.

.1-45.
.4-45.
.1-45..

COMPLETED
1945-46
BLOCK NO. THIRTEEN

BLOCK

529. . .6-11

2-21.. , .6-45.
9-18.

Tracy-Thaxter
Garson-Peck

(138)

Seconds Over Tokyo
ot Decision
(111)

Thirty
Valley

12-11

. .2-19.

10-26.
.11-16.
. .10-31.
.10-2 .12-14.

.4503. .8-20
.4502. . .8-20

.10-31. .1-25.
12-11. .11-23. . .4506.
. 4509 .
.6-12.
12-28 .
4-2.
.1-11
4508 .
..4-30.
.2-22. ..4507.
1-8.
9-18.

4-2

.3-8.
.2-8.
.4-19.

.10-15
10-15
10-15
10-15

.4512. .12-10
.4513. .12-10
.4511. .12-10

25

4518

2-18

They Made Me A Killer (65)
Virginian, The (T) (90)
Well-Groomtd
Bride, The (75)

7-9
5-3. . .4517
. .2-18
Lowery-Britton
..
McCrea-Britton
11-13. . . .4-5. . .4516. . .2-18
2-19. . .5-17. . .4519. . 2-18
Milland-deHavilland

Bride Wore Bcols, The (82)
Ho. Cargo (57)
Our Hearts Were Growing Up (122)
To Each His Own (122)

Stanwyck-Cummings
Rogers-Reed
Donlevy-Russell
deHavilland-Lund

.3-5. . 6-14. . .4522
8-6 . . .7-5. . .4524.
.7-9.

Cross My Heart
Details under
Searching Wind,
Strange Lite ol
Details under
Swamp
Fire

Hntton-Tufts

1-21.
..1-8

title: Too Good Ta Be True
The
Young-Sidney
Martha Ivers
Stanwyck-Heflin
title: Love Lies Bleeding
Weissmuller-Grey

Road

The

BLOCK

NO.

BLOCK

FIVE

NO. SIX

.

SPECIALS

to Utopia,

NOT

(90)

Big Town
Blue Skies
(T)
Calcutta
California
(T)
Too Good To Be True
Details under title: Third Avenue
Imperfect Lady, The
Details under title: Take This Woman
Ladies'
Man
Monsieur Beauraire (T)
Perfect Marriage, The
Rhythm
Ranch
Trouble With Women, The
Details under title: Too Good To Be True
Tw» Yean
Before the Mat

RED
RIVER
RENEGADES
Western — Started March
19

11-12

Cast:
.4531. .12-10

NEW

In Production
In Production

(14)
( 9)

RELEASE
Title— Riaalii
COMPLETED

Alexander

CHART

Tl»

Iff
Stern

No.
Dttub

Cut

4-30.

1944-45

Arson Squad (64)
Albertson-Armstrong
Apology for Murder (67)
Savage-Beaumont
Border Bad Men
Crabbe-St. John
.
CriB*. Inc. (75)
Neal-Tilton
Dangerous
Intruder (71)
Arnt-Borg
Details under title: The Intruder
Fighting Bill Carson
Crabbe-St. John . .
Flaming Bullets
Rltter-Knox
Frontier Fugitives
O'Brien-Rirter
...
Details under title: Ride, Ranger, Ride
The Gangster's Den
Crabbe-St. John . .
Missing Corpse (62)
Bromberg-Jenks
..
Details under title: Stranger In the Family
The Phantom nt 42nd Street
O'Brien- Aldrich
Shadow
of Terror (60)
Fraser-Gillern
....
Details under title: Checkmate
Silver Fleet, The (77)
Richardson-Withers
Stagecoach
Outlaws
Crabbe-St. John . .
Swing Hostess (76)
Tllton-Collins
...
Three In the Saddle
Rltter-O'Brien
.. .
Why Girls Leave -Home (68)
Lani-Leonard
White Pongo
(73)
Fraser-Wrlxon
...

COMPLETED

(1)
(0)

PRODUCTIONS

QUEEN
OF BURLESQUE
Murder-mystery — Started March
25
Cast:
Evelyn Ankers, Carleton Young.
Director: Sam Newfield
Producer:
Story:
Murder
committed
in a back-stage
background.

..9-11
..3-5. 10-10.
11-13 . . 8-27
.4-16. .4-15
.6-11.
.6-11.
.5-14.
.1-22.
..2-5.
.1-22.
.5-28.

.528.. .7-23
.526... 10-1
502 .
. .3-19
519.
10-31.
...9-3
..8-21
.9-22. ...568.
563.
..9-1. . . .564.
.6-14. ...559.
524. ..6-1]

...6-1
..5-2. ....521.

. 10-29

.11-5
530.
. For. . .8-17.
11-27.
. .7-1
558. ..5-14
.4-16.
.11-15
.6-12.
.7-26.
509.
. . . 9-8 ...562.
.111
7-9
.4-16.
..3-5.
.222
8-6

1945-46

Avalanche
Cabot-Borg
Caravan Trails (Cinecolor)
Dean-Carlin
Club Havana
(62)
Lindsay-Neal
...
Crime In The Night
Beaumont-Walker
Danny Boy
Henry-Johnson
Detour (69)
Savage-Neal
Devil Bat's Daughter
LaPlanchc-Jamcs
.
Enchanted Forest (Cinecolor) (80)
Lowe-Joyce
Flyinn, Srrpent (60)
Lewis-Kramer
....
Gentlemen
with Guns
(Cinecolor)
Dean-Kenyon
....
Gun Smoke
Steele-Saylor
...
How Do You Do? (83)
Sordon-Windsor
.
I Ring Doorbells
Shayne-Gwynne
..
lightning Raiders
Crabbe-St. John .
Mask of Diijon
Von Stroheim-Batcs
Murder Is My Business (65)
. Beaumont-Walker
Navajo Kid
Steele-Saylor
...
Once and For All
Coleman-Rced
Prairie Rustlers
Crabbe-St. John
Details under title: Buster Crabbe No. 1
Romanco of the West
Dean-Barton
....
Six Gun Man .
Steele-Carlin
...
Details under title: Six-Gun For Hire
Song of Old Wyoming
(Cinecolor) (65) . . . . Dcan-Padden
Mranglcr of The Swamps
LaPlanche-Edw.irds
Terrors On Horseback
Crnbbe - St. John
Wife of Monte Crlsto
Loder-Aubert
....

...3-4. .4-20.
3-18
. .10-1. .10-23.
..5-28.
.1-8.
. ..8-6. .11-30.
.4-15.
.6-25.
. . .1-21.
.2-20
. .1-22. .12-8.
.. .9-3. .3-27.
. .1-21.
.12-10.
4-10
.12-24.
. 10-15.
. 10-2.
.8-6.

.2-25.

.2-18

26

(40)
(16)
( 4)

Completed

(29)

Completed
Completed

(16)

( 3)

1945-46

Daughter of Don Q (Serial)
Days of Buffalo Bill
Fabulous Suzanne. The ...
French Key, The
Gay Blade
Girls of the Big House (68)
Guy Could Change, A (65)
Glass Alibi, The
Invisible
Informer
Inner Circle, The
King of the Forest Rangers (Serial)
Last Crooked Mile. The
lonely Hearts Club
Madonna's Secret, The (79)
Man from Rainbow Valley (M)
Marshall of Laredo
Murder in the Music Hall (84)
My Pal Trigger
Night Train to Memphis
One Exciting Week
Passkey to Danger
Phantom
of the Plains
Pilgrim
Details Lady.
under Thetitle: The Inner Circle
Phantom
Rider. The (Serial)
Rainbow Over Texas
Riiinh Ride's of Cheyenne
canta Fr U-risinr
Scotland Yard Investigator (68)
Song of Mexico
Sheriff of Redwood
Valley
Snectra of the Rose
Stranq" Impersonation,
A (68)
Sun Valley Cyclone
The Valley of the Zombie
Wagon Wheels Westward
West of God's Coo"try
(Magnacolor)
Woman Who Came Back. The (68)
Details under title: The Web

Son

.1-8. .11-27

4-30.
Carson -Stewart . . . .12-24.
Carson-Stewart
. . . .4-16.
Elliott-Fleming
.. 12-15.
Darwell-Kennedy

Esmond-Aubert
Carson-Stirling
. . . ..10-1.
Elliott-Fleming . . . .3-19.
Elliott-Fleming
. . .10-29.
.7-9.
Bachelor-Browne
. 10-29.
.8-20.
Ralston-Wayne
...
Moore-Elliott
.... .12-10.
McLeod-Dorn
... .1-21.
. .8-6.
Booth-Allen
Carson-Stewart
. . . 2-18.
.3-18
10-29.
Britton-Vallee
..
12-10.
Dekker-Ankers
...
.10-1.
Ashley-Rogers
Roberts- Powers
.6-25.
12-24.
Lane-Frazee
..3-5.
Wrixon-Fowley
.. .
Stirling-Henry
. . . .2-18.
2-18.
Douglas-Roberts
12-10.
Thompson-Talbot
Barry-Savage
.... 10-15.
. 1-21 .
'.' Withers-Withers
. . .10-1.
Lederer-Patrick
..3-5.
Hale-Booth
. . . Elliott-Blake
10-29.
Ralston-Marshall
11-12.
12-24.
Rogers-Evans
Acuff-Mara
3-18.
11-26.
Pearce-Harris
.... ...3-4.
Bachelor-Livingston
Elliott-Fleming
3-18
Mara-Douglas
... ..2-5..
Kent-Stewart
.
.8-6.
.5-14.
Rogers-Evans
2-19.
Carson-Stewart
. . . . .1-21.
. Lane-Wentworth
VonSt'helm-8achelor
M*ra-Barrler
....
Elliott-Fleming
Rogers- Evans
....
M-rshall-Gargan
..
Elliott-Fleming
Booth-Livingston
Elliott-Fleming
...
Hale-Booth
Kelly-Loder

.9-14.

303.
.551

11-17.
. . 2-4 .

.565

12-13.
11-14.
.2-28.
12-25.

3-18

.504
.553.

1-7

.563.
11-26
.511.
.505.

.2-8.
.1-25.

.554.
.509

.1-27.
.11-2.

.502. .12-24
.508... 2-4

'.sdi!
.2-16
.4-10.

510
.562

3-18

.512

3-4

.10-7.

.9-7.

.561.

.552.

.7-23.

.9-30.
.3-29.
.11-1.
.3-16.
12-28.

.9-17.
12-24

.3-9.

417
.566.
.506.
.513.

.9-17. 12-21.
.4-16.
. .8-6
11-26.

.564

.4-30.

.507.. .1-21

12-13.

1945-46 Features

WHAT

NANCY

Completed

NEW

WANTED

In Production

(43)

(7)

PRODUCTIONS

Psychological
Drama — Started
March
19
Cast: Laraine Day, Brian Aherne, Robert Mitchum. Fay Helm,
Shnryn
Moffctt.
Director:
John Brahm
Producer:
Bert
Granet
Story:
A kleptomaniac
t; i rl ruins her romance
and marriage
befon
finally goes insane.
HONEYMOON

. .8-6. . .3-20..
10-29. . ..2-1.,

. ii-7 '.'.
..4-23.
.5-1.

Alias Billy The Kid
Bandit of Badlands
California Gold Bush
Captain Tugboat Annie (70)
Details under title: Tugboat Annie's
Cat Man of Paris, The
Cherokee
Flash
Colorado Pioneers
Conquest of Cheyenne
Crime of the Century
Dakota (82)
In Old Sacramento
I'veDetails
Always under
Loved title:
You Concerto
(T)

.10-1

.11-26

. .1-7.
12-26.
11-21.
.10-15. . .4-9.
.10-29.
.9-17..

11-12.

Itl.

.12-24

11-26

..5-14. . .1-1.
8-6. ..
..1-21.
9-3..

Crosby,

.11-26

. 10-29

REPUBLIC
945-46 Features
Westerns
Serials

Cut

Angel Conies to Brooklyn. An (70)
Dowd-Duke
Details under title: New Faces of 1945

Lasi-Danleiy

Completed
Completed

.3-18
.3-18
Detail!

Moore-Marshall
Albert-Marlowe

Title — Ronnlnt Tiki
COMPLETED

.10-1.
11-26.
Bracken-Welles
...
Hope-Caulfleld
... .9-17.
.1-21.
Young-Niven
....
Haley-HIIIIird
...
.6-11.
Milland- Wright
. . .11-1.

Wade

CHART

PRODUCTION

Earl Carroll's Sketchbook
Rendezvous
With Annie

..

Nagel,

Assoc. Producer: Donald H. Brown
police clean out crime
ring with
phony

RELEASE
IN

10-29.

Anne

Sunset
Carson,
Peggy
Stewart,
Bruce
Langely,
Tcm
London.
Director: Thomas Carr
Producer:
Bennett Cohen
Sunset
outwits
holder of mortgage
to save the home
and
the lite Carson
o£ a girl.

. .7-9.
12-10.

..5-1.

1915-46 Features
Westerns

PRODUCTIONS

Director: Lesley Selander
Story:
A newspaper
man
helps
death
trap.

12-24.
..8-6.

Reed-Brooks
....
Crosby-Astaire
Ladd-Russell
Stanwyck-Milland
Tufts-Lynn
rVrlght-Mllland

NEW

10-15.

12-13. . .3-22.

Crosby-Hope-Lamour

DESIGNATED

IN CRIME

I-urder-mystery — Started March 15
Cast:
Kane
Richmond,
Adele
Mara,
Dick Curtis.

.5-31. . .4521.
6-28. . .4523.

..

TRAFFIC

In Production (8)
In Production (1)
In Production (0)

Romantic Comedy — Started March 20
Cast:
Shirley Temple, Guy Madison, Franchot Tone, Lina Romay.
Director: William
Keighley
Producer:
Warren
Duff
Story: A young ^ i il goes to Mexico City i" marry 1km- Pilot-sweetheart.
She gets lost and mixed tip in a scramble with tin- American consul and his ,uiii.
UNTITLED
DICK TRACY
Crime
Cast:

Story— Started March 21
Morgan Conway, Anne Jeffreys, Ian Keith, Douglas
Rita
Corday,
Jimmy
Crane,
Jason
Robards.
Howard.

Director: Gordon Douglas
Tracy
i
r at the

Producer:
Herman
risk ol his life.

FILM

Walton,
Esther
Schlom

BULLETIN

Title— ■■nalia
IN

RELEASE

TIM

Cart

Ueta'U

PRODUCTION

Child of Divorce
Criminal Couri
Likely Story. A
Sinbad The Sailor

He.
Moffett-Toomey
Conway-O'Driscoll
Williams-Hale
Fairbanks-O'Hara

(T)

COMPLETED
BLOCK
NO. FOUR
Body Snatcher, The (78)
China Sky (77)
Tarcan and the Amazons
(72)
Those Endearing Young Charms
Zombies on Broadway
(68)

BLOCK

(81)

NO. FIVE

Wayne-Ahn

Belli of the Yukon (T) (84)
Casanova Brown (93)
It's a Pleasure (T)
(90)
friiicess and the Pirate (T) (94)
(hree Caballeros (T) (71)
Woi.ian In the Winoow.
The (95)
Detail! under title: Once Off Guard
COMPLETED

Scott-Leo
..
Cooper-Wright
Henle-D'Shea
Hope-Mayo
Cartoon Feature
Robinson-Bennett

NO.

11-13 .

.523... 6-11

2-21.
.4-3.
8-21.
5-15
..4-17

..522.
..521.
.524. .

.5-14
.4-30
.6-11

.583.
.581
.584
.551.
. 591 .
.582.

.12-11
8-i
3-5
.10-16
. 12-25
.10-16

NO. TWO

Powell-Cheirel
.
Mason-Mannheim
Conway-Jeffreys
.
Haley-Jeffries
McGuire-Brent

.. .7-9..
Foreign. .
. .6-11. .
.12-11. .
...9-3..

Watch

Deadline at Dawn
(83)
From This Day Forward
Details under title: All Brides are Beautiful
Game of Death (70)
Details under title: The Most Dangerous
Riverboat Rhythm
(64)
Tarzan and the Leopard Woman
(72)

Hayward-Williams
Fonta ne-Stcvens

Along Came Jones (90)
Bells of St. Mary's, The (125)
Tomorrow
Is Forever (105)
Wonder Man
(T)
(98)

Cooper-Young
Crosby-Bergman
Colbert-Welles
..
Kaye-Mayo
....

Badman't
Territory
Bamboo
Blonde
Bedlam
Details under title: A Tale of Bedlam
Crack-Up
Desirable Woman
Ding Dong Williams

Scott- Richards
Langford-Wade
Karloff-Lee

DESIGN ATII.

..8-6

.9-17
.8-6
. 607 . . ..8-6
. 608 . .9-17
.606. .
1015
.610. . .10-1
. .609. . .10-1
12-24
12-24

.612.
.615.
.613.
.614.

12-24
12-24

.611.
. .1-7

NO. FOUR

SPECIALS

...8-6
.8-6

.605.

.2-19.

Cornered (102)
Hotel Reserve (79)
Dick Tracy (61)
Sing Your Way Home (72)
Spiral Staircase, The (83)
Details under title: Some

NO. THREE

Must

.602.
.603.
.604.
.601.

Davis-Haley
2-5
Conway-Corday 2-19
Raft-Trevor
..... 12-11
Errol-Risdon
2-19
.4-16.
Brown-Carney

...2-5..
.11-27. .
.6-11..

NOT

.519.
.518.
.520.
.516.

...9-4.
.1-22.
.9-18.

Neal-Hale
Karloff-Drew
O'Brien-Drew
..
Henreid-O'Hara
Warren-Long
...

BLOCK

.4-3P
.4-30
.4-30
. .3-5
.4-30

.517.

.11-13.

First Yank Into Toyko (82)
Isle of the Dead (72)
Man Alive (70)
Spanish Main, The (T) (100)
Wanderer of the Wasteland
(67)

BLOCK

BLOCK

1945-46

(65)

5-28.
.9-3. .

617
.616.

.3-4

.2-19.
Lod:r-Long

.3-4
12-10

619.
.618.
.620

Errol-Newton 7-9
Weismuller-Joyce
. 8-20.

. 681 .
.661.
.682.
.651.

..4-2.
. .7-24.

Call

of

(T)

Disney

20th

Completed

RELEASE
IN

TIM

...2-4.
.5-14.
.2-4. .
. .. 8-20
. .8-20.
.6-25.
.10-29.
9-3

Molly and Me (77)
Details nndor title: Molly, Bless Her
Song of Bernadette (156)
Royal Seandal, A (90)
Details under title: Czarina

.10-29.
.12-10.
.10-29.

APRIL

1,

1946

BACHELOR'S

Story:

..7-23.

.503.

1945-46

.611.
.620.

.604.
.605.

.7-23

.7-23
..2-4

.601.

.7-9

.8-6
.610. .10-15
. 12-24
.609.
.617.
.608
.623
.612. . .3-18
. 10-29
..10-1
.618. ..9-17
.603.
.6-25
.614 .12-24
.1-21
.619.
.624
. .4-1
.615.

.621.
.613.
..2-18
.11-12
.607.
.616 ..9-17
.12-24
.606.
.6-11
.602.
.622.
. .8-7

ARTISTS

..3-4

PRODUCTIONS

Four shop girls intent on good marriage, rent mansion
parents for the front required to lure their prey.

RELEASE
Title— ■•■■III

Feature

IN

.691

(4)

April.
.April.

adopt

Cent

••tells

tea.

to.

In.

PRODUCTION

COMPLETED

1-21.
3 4.

Rgs.

. . . 12-24 .

1944-45

.6-25
. .11-27.
.6-15... Stn
Bedside Manner
(79)
Hussey-Carroll
.
.
10-31
6gy.
.4-30
Blood on the Sun (94)
Cagney-Sidney
Colonel Blimp
IT)
(148)
Uvesy-Walbrook
.
.7-10.
.
.6-29.
.
Crosby
.Foreign
5-4.
GF.D.
Great John L, The (96)
Darnell-McClure
Ski
Guest Wife (88)
Colbert-Ameche
. . .12-11... 7-27
.7-1G
. .1-10. ..6-16. . Lev
Hairy Ape, The (90)
Bondix-Hayward
.6-11
.5-29
.12-13. . 6-30. . L.H..
Stn
.9-18..
Rgs.
Sensations of 1945
(86)
Powell-Fields
Song of the Open Road (89)
Bergon-Granville
.12-13. .8-10.
..4-2
.8-6
Southerner, The (91)
Scott-Field
.5-14
.. .6-2
Details under title: Hold Autumn in Your Hand
.5-15
.6-25
.11-27. . .7-13. . Cwn.
Story of G. I. Joe (109)
Meredith

3-18 .
.3-18.
3-18.
2-18.

522
.520.

and

CHART

Angel On My Shoulder
Muni-Baxter
Details under title: Me and Mr. Satan
Ace
Raft-Sidney
Details under title: Mr. Ace and the Queen
Strange Woman,
The
Lamarr-Sanders

Detail*

.11-13... Apr

ThM

Mr.

In Production

4-5.
9-18.

...

..526.
529... 6-11
528. ..6-11

DAUGHTERS

.10-29.

1944-45

Jones-Price
Bankhead-Eythe

.8-21. ..July
.3-5... July

Billie Burke, Jane Wyatt, Eugene List, Damian O'Flynn.
Russell Hicks, Bert Roach, Madge Crane, Bill Kennedy,
Earle Hodgins,
Argentina
Brunetti,
Gladys
Blake.
Director: Aaron Rosenberg Producer-director: Andrew Stone

CHART

Fields-Woolley

.June. .

Comedy — Started March 18
Cast: Gail Russell, Claire Trevor, Ann Dvorak, Adolphe Menjou,

.11-12.
. .1-21.

Catt

Gable-Y«i»|

NEW
THE

.10-29.

<3<t)

.6-25
.5-28
...2-5.
...9-4.

1945-46 Features
Completed (23)
In Production (4)
Ke-v to Producers: Small (Sml.); Rogers (Rgs.) ; Vanguard
(Van); Crosby (Cby.); Sherman (Shm.); Pressburger
(Psb.); Hanger (Wgr.); Ripley-Monter (R.M.) ; Bogeaus
(Bog.); Stromberg (Smg.); Levey (Lev.); Cowan (Cow.);
Stone (Stn.); Selznick (Szk.); Nebenzahl (Neb.); Lesser
Les.); Loew-Hakim (L. H.); Skirhall (Ski.); Eagle-Lion
(G. F. D.); Cagney (Cgy.); Bronston (Brn.); Hughes (Hug.).

8-6.

McGuire-Young
Wilde-Cummins
Bari-Scott
Craine-Young

COMPLETED
BLOCK NO. NINE

(81)

UNITED

. .1-21.

PRODUCTION

Claudia and
David
Forever Amber
(T)
Home Sweet
Homicide
Margie
(T)

(Reissue)

.4-30
4-lo

. . 527 .

12-10...
Dunne-Harrison
Nov..
Fitzgerald-Huston
..3-19.. .Aug.
.Feb.
Landis-Gargan
...
11-13. .
..10-1.
Bell for Adano, A (103)
Hodiak-Tierney
. . 12-10..
Black Beauty
Freeman-Denning
.
Captain Eddie (107)
MacMurray-Barl
.Sept.
Caribbean
Mystery (65)
Dunn-Ryan
12-11..
..2-5..
.9-17..
Details under title: First, Last and Always
Sept. .
Centennial Summer
(T)
Craln-Wilde
.... 12-24. . May.
Cluny Brown
Jones-Boyer
. 12-25
3-18 . .
Colonel Effingham's Raid (70)
Bennett-Eythe
....
Dark Corner, The
Ball-Stevens
... 12-10..
.Feb.
Deadline For Murder
Kelly-Ryan
.Jan.
Doll Face (80)
Miranda-O'Keefe
. .
Dolly Sisters, The (T) (114)
Grable-Payne.
...
.8-20.
Dragonwyck
(103)
Tierney-Price .... ...2-5..
Nov.
Apr ..
Wake Up and Dream (T)
Payne-Haver
Fallen Angel (97)
Faye-Andrews
...4-30.
.3-5.
House on 92nd Street (88)
Eythe-Hasso
.... . .5-14..
.Dec.
Details under title: Now It Can Be Told
..5-14.,
Reissue. .Aug.
.Feb.
Jesse James (106)
Power-Fonda
.2-19.
.Apr.
.Oct.
Junior Miss (94)
Garner-Joslyn
. . .
...2-4.
.4-30..
It Shouldn't Happen To A Dog
Landis-Joslyn
11-26 .
Do You Love Me?
O'Hara-Haymes
.1-21.
.Jan. .
Johnny Comes Flying Home
(65)
Stewart-Crane
...
Leave Her To Heaven
(T)
(110)
Tierney-Wilde
..5-28..
Rendezvous 24
Gargan-Palmer
...
.
Return of Frank James (92)
Fonda-Tierncy
... 12-10.
Reissue.
Shock (70)
Price-Bari
.10-15. May.
.Feb.
.Feb.
Shocking
Miss Pilgrim, The (T)
Grable-Haymes
... 12-10.
Somewhere
in the Night
Hod ak-Guild
....
.7-23.
Smoky
<T)
MacMurray-Baxter
. .1-7. .
Strange Triangle
Hasso-Shepperd
..6-11.
.Mar.
Sentimental
Journey (94)
Payne-O'Hara
..10-1.
Spider, The (63)
Conte-Marlowe
..1-22.
State Fair (T) (100)
Andrews-Crain
Dec. .
Walk in the Sun (117)
Andrews-Conte
. . . . .8-11. ..Oct..
Details under UA Release Chart
11-26. . ..Aug.
Mar.
Three Little Girls in Blue (T>
Haver-Mature
11-29.
Way Ahead, The (104)
Niven-Huntley
.. . . . For. .
.Mar.
wi|<on
(T)
(153)
Hardwicke-Mitchell
Foreign . .Aug..
Yank in London, A (106)
Neagle-Harrison
..

. .3-4
. . 6-25
.11-26
. .1-21
..4-30

CENTURY-FOX

1945-46 Features

Tltla— tiulM

Cartoon

Wild

.June. .

. . 524 .

Anna and The King of Siam
And Then There Were None (97)
Behind Green Lights (64)
Details under title: Precinct 33

REISSUE

Pinocchlo

the

...9-4.

J. Bennett-Raft
Mitchell-Anderson

COMPLETED
NOT DESIGNATED

.May. .
.May. .

.12-11

NO. TWELVE

Nob Hill (T) (95)
Within REISSUE
These Walls (71)

.10-1..
.9-17..

Double Trouble
' Haley-Jeffreys
Falcon's Alibi, The
Conway-Corday
Heartbeat
Rogers-Aumont
Kii) From Brooklyn. The (T) (114)
Kaye-Mayo
.
Lady Luck
Young-Hale
.
Genius At Work
Carney-Brown
Detail) under title: Master Minds
Notorious
Bergman-Grant
Details under title: Follow Your Heart
Sister Kenny
Russell-Knox
...
Step By Step
. .Tierney-Jeffreys
Stranger,
The
Robinson-Young
Sunset
Pass
Warren-Leslie
Till the End of Time
McGuire-Madison
Details under title: The Dream of Home
Truth About Murder, The
Granville-Conway
Details under title: The Lie Detector
Without
Reservations
Colbert-Wayne
Details under title: Thanks God, I'll Take
It From Here)

NO. ELEVEN

..

.2-18

.11-27. .
. . .3-5.

O'Brien-Trevor
Bennett-Ryan
Vernon-McGuin

Grable-Haymes
Laurel-Hardy

Juan Uuilligan (75)
Bendix-Blondell
.
Details under title: Two-Faced Qullllgan
Where Do We Go From Here? (T) (7 / 1 . . . MacMurray-Leslie

ONE

White's Scandals (95)
in San Francisco, The
Angel (79)
Loves Poppa (60)
Stars on Parade (69)

BLOCK

BLOCK

(104)

Don

Loder-Duprez
7-10.
Conway-Rutherford
.8-21.
Mitchum-Hale
..10-16..

SPECIALS

BLOCK

«••

3-4.
. .3-18.
2-4.
....3-4.

Karloff-Lugosi . .
Scott-Drew
Welssmuller- Joyce
Day-Young
....
Brown-Carney
. .

NO. TEN

Diamond Horseshoe (T)
Bull Fighters (62)

1944-45

Back to Bataan (95)
Details under title: Invisible Army
Brighton Strangler, The (67)
Two O'clock Courage (66)
West of The Pecos (66)

George
Falcon
Johnny
Momma
Radio

BLOCK

CHART

3-5
.4*

.521.
.2-7

COMPLETED

1945-46

Abilene Town
(89)
Scott-Dvorak
Details under title: Abilene
Adventures in Casablanca
Marx Brothers
Details under title: A Night in Casablanca

8-6... 1-11... Lev..
.10-15

L.H ..

.1-21

27

Blithe Spirit (T)
(94)
Breakfast in Hollywood
(93)
Caesar ami Cleopatra
(T)
Captain Kldd
(89)
Diary of A Chambermaid
(87)
Duel In the Sun (T)
Getting Gertie's Garter
(72)
Fanny by Gaslight
Henry V (T)
Johnny in the Clouds (88)
Outlaw, The
Paris — Underground
(97)
Bebecca (130)
Scandal in Paris, A
Sin of Harold Diddlebock, The
Spellbound
(113)
Details under title: House of Dr.
This Happy Breed (T>
2000 Women
Young Widow
Whistle Stop (85)

Edward*

Cummings-Harrison
Breneman-Granville
Olivier-Ulan
Laughton-Britton
Goddard-Hatfield
Jones-Cotten
...
O'Keefe- McDonald
Mason-Calvert
..
Olivier-Newton
Montgomery-Mills
Bussell-Huston
.
Bennett-Fields
Fontaine-Olivier
Sanders-Hasso
Lloyd-Walburn
.
Bergman-Peck

Foreign. .12-14. . .GFD.
.8-20. ..2-22..
Gldn
Foreign
G.F.O
2-5. .10-19. . .Bog.
.7-23. . .2-15. . Bog-Mer.
.. .3-19
Sz*
. . 6-25.. 11-30. . Sml.
Foreign
GFD
For
G.F.D

Newton-Johnson
Robson -Calvert
Russell-Hayward
Raft-Gardner
..

. Foreign
G.F.D
Foreign
G.F.O
3-5
3-1. ..Smg
. . . .7-23. . .1-25. . .Neb. . .1-21

UNITED WORLD
Completed

1945-16 Features

NEW

. .10-1
. .1-21
. .8-20
. .2-lfc
.12-10

Foreign. . .3-15.
. GFD. .12-10
2-8. ..Hog
. .1-22. . .9-14. ..Bnt. . .10-29
. . Reissue
Szk
. 10-29
Psb
.10-1
7-24. .12-28. . .Szk. .11-12

PICTURES
In Production

( 0)

(1)

PRODUCTIONS

THE DARK MIRROR
Drama — Started February 18
Cast:
Olivia de Havilland. Lew Ayres, Thomas Mitchell, Richard
Long, Damian O'Flynn, Regis Toomey, Gary Owen, Lester
Allen, Marty Mitovich, Rodney Bell.
Director: Robert Siodmak
Producer: Nunnally Johnson
Story:
A young psychologist probes a girl's mind.

RELEASE
Title — Running

IN

Time

Cast

Details

Rel.

No.

Rev.

NEW

PRODUCTIONS

Director: Charles Damont

Returning

soldier

is involved

without

RELEASE
TW«— tiwlM

for missing

IN

his effort

CHART
Cut

TIM

PRODUCTION

Fandango
(T)
Details under title: Schahrazad
Ghost Steps Out, The
Lover Come Back
Details under title: Lesson in

. DeCarlo-Donlevy
Abbott-Costello
Brent-Hall

heiress.

Jane

in politics

Welch
and
M.

love
*m

3-18
.1-21.
3-18.

Girl

On the Spot (75)
Details under title: Serenade for Murder
Gun Town

1945-46

House of Dracula (67)
House ot Horrors (66)
Idea Girl (64)
'"side Job
Little Giant (91)
(Details under title: On The Carpet)
Little Miss Big
Love Takes A Holiday...

Barker-Collier
Grant-Knight
' 'chaney-O'Driscoll
Lowery-Grey
....
Barker-Bishop
.
Foster- Rutherford
Abbott-Costello

3-19.
. . .9-3... 1-18.
.10-15... 12-7.
3-29.
.12-24.
.3-18 . . .2-8.
.11-12

. .2-22.
•5-31.

Holden-Simmons
3-4.
. Davis-Oakie
....... 2-4.,

Lost City of the Jungle (Serial)
.'. .Adams-Haydn
Madonna of the Seven Moons ....... . Calvert-Grangcr
Man in Gray (92)
Lockwood-Mason
Men In Her Diary (73)
Albrltton-Hall

Gentleman
thief.

Completed

gambler

Story:

Details

of

the

512
1-7
507. .11-12

Foreign.
.10-2. . .9-21

503. .10-29

.10-23.
.1-22.

S

In Production

(29)

(5)

PRODUCTIONS

turns

tor

2-18.
. . Foreign. . . 4-5
. . Foreign
3-15
2-19... 9-14.

.1101.
. . 527 .

.2-4

..516.
.1102

..509.. 11-26
. .510. .12-24
!l532'.
..513.. 12-10
..515... 2-18
.1104
1-21
. .511...
. 525
. .518... 3-4
. 520. . .3-18
.533.
.526
. .523. .12-24
..502.. .10-1

Office

of

law

Bruce Bennett, Janis Paige.
Producer: Robert Buckner
and

Strategic

RELEASE

order

and

hunts

down

Title— tiaalng

Servli 1

CHART

Tlai

Humoresque
Sentence, The
Very Rich Man,

Details

cast

IN PRODUCTION

Crawford-Garfield
Sheridan-Smith
Greenstreet-Vickers

A

COMPLETED

1944-45 -

Christmas In Connecticut (101)
City for Conquest
(98)
Conflict (86)
Corn Is Green, The (114)
Crla* kjr Night (72)
Details inter title: Forty Whaeii

1945-46

Beast With Five Fingers, The
Big Sleep, The
Burma Victory (63)
Cinderella Jones (88)
Confidential Agent (118)
Danger Signal (78)
Devotion (117)
Escape Me Never
Her Kind of Man
Janle Gets Married
Mildred Pierce (111)
My Reputation (94)
Never Say Goodbye
Night and Day (T)
Nobody Lives Forever
Of Human Bondage
One More Tomorrow
Pride of the Marines (119)
Details under title. This Love of Ours
Rhapsody in Blue (139)
San Antonio (T) (110)
Saratoga Trunk (135)
Shadow of A Woman
Stolen Life. A
Three Strangers (93)
Time. The Place and The Girl. The (T) ....
Too Young To Know (86)
Two Guys From Milwaukee
Two Mrs. Carrolls. The

REISSUES

Sorn For Trouble
Originally titled: Murder
It All Came True

lei.

.12-24.
..1-21.
.2-18.
..6-12.
Reissue.

Stanwyck-Morgan
Cagney-Sheridan
Bogart-Hobart
... ..5-17.
Davis-Dell
..8-21.
Wyman-Cowan
.8-21.
. 10-19 .
Morgan-Massey
Sullivan-Dorn
... ..6-12.

God Is My Co-Pilot (88)
Escape in the Desert (79)
Details under title: Strangers in Our Midst
Horn Blows at Midnight, The (78)
Kenny-Smith
Hotel
Berlin
(98)
King-Daatine
...
Jul*
(106)
Reynolds-Hutton
.
No Time for Comedy
(93)
Stewart-Russell
Objective Borma
(142)
Flynn-Brown
....
Pillow To Post (92)
Lupino-Greenstreet
Roughly Speaking (117)
Russell-Carson
...
Te Have and Have Not (101)
Bogart-Baeall
. . .

COMPLETED

u H .T
,0r Two
Olivier-Rutherford
..Foreign
....
Bad Men or the Border
Grant-Armlda
8-6
.9-28 '
Blondie
Alibi
(62)
Neal-ODriscoll
Details under title: Design for Death
....l-2l"
4-12"
Because ol Him (87)
Durbin-Tone
9-3.. 1-18
Brut, Man, The
Hatton-Adams
. . . .11-26. .'. . . .
Cat Creeps, The
Collier-Brady
1-21
5-17
Canyon Passage (T)
Andrews-Hayward
... 9-3.
n ."!. under
J**1"*
Grant-Knight
7-23 . . 10-19 . .
Details
title: Law for Pecos
Crimson Canary (64)
Beery-Collier
4-16... 11-9
Details under title: Hear That Trumpet Talk
Dalton's Ride Again, The (72)
Curtis-O'Driscoll
... .9-3. .11-23
Dead of the Night
Redgrave-Withers
Foreign
Dressed To Kill
Rathbone-Bruce
2-4 12-21 .
Details under title: Prelude to Murder
.1-11.
Frontier Gal (T)
(84)
deCarlo-Camcron
...5-14

28

Darwell,

Howard

Details

One

Love

COMPLETED

. .3-19. .12-14
. 8-20. .10-26

Cast:
Gary Cooper, Lilli Palmer, James Flavin.
Director: Fritz Lang
Producer: Milton Sperling (U. S. Pictures)

KELLY IS MY NAME
Comedy — Started March 11
Cast:
Phillip Terry, Ann
Savage, Allan Jenkins,
Edward Gargan, Donald McBride.
Director: Will Jason
Executive-Producer:
Story:

521. . 3-18

CLOAK AND DAGGER
Drama — Started March 16

Producer: Joseph Gershenson

Private detectives, bitter rivals, search
instead.
gets her secretary

.529

. . 8-20

BROTHER

NEW

CHEYENNE

Story:

In Production (5)
In Production (0)
In Production (0)

Completed (43)
Completed ( 6)
Completed ( 4)

THE RUN-AROUND
Comedy — Started March 14
Cast: Rod Cameron, Ella Raines, Broderick Crawford, Frank
McHugh, George Cleveland, Nana Bryant, Samuel S. Hinds,
Jane Adams. Joan Fulton.
Story:

WARNER
1945-46 Features

Western— Started March 18
Cast:
Dennis Morgan, Jane Wyman,
Director: Raoul Walsh

(48)
( 7)
( 4)

10-1.. •>
1-8
5-3..
1-7
3-1..
.11-12

1781.
1681.
.11-12.
. 12-28 .
...4-16
.7-23.
. . .8-6.
. .1-22. .10-12.. ..514.
..506. .10-20
Foreign . . .2-15. .
.531
.1-21
.. .6-11 . .5-17.
9-7. .519..
.12-24.
3-22. . .501... 9-17
.3-4
.528
.11-22. ..4-19..
5-10.
Spider Woman
Strikes Back, The (59) . . . Sondergaard-Grant
.10-15.524
Strange Confession
(62)
Chaney-Joyce
2-19.
.530
Strange Conquest
Wyatt-Cookson
...
2-4
.505.. 12-10
.10-5.
. .3-8.
Tangier (76)
Montez-Sabu
10-1 . .9-28.
.517.
Terror By Night (60)
Rathbone-Bruce
. . 10-29 .
.522. . .3-18
.2-18
That Night With You (84)
Tone-Foster
6-11.
10-15
Details under title: Once Upon a Dream
. .3-1.
.504.
This Love of Ours (90)
Oberon-Korvin
6-25. . .11-2.
Details under title: As It Was Before
. . 508 . . 10-20
Trail to Vengeance
Grant-Knight
11-30..
Wicked
Lady
Mason-Lockwood
. . Foreign

CHART

PRODUCTION

1945-46 Features
Westerns
Serials

Murder Mansion
Goodwin-Grey
Night in Paradise (T)
Oberon-Bey
Smooth
Silk title:
(65) Notorious Gentlemen Taylor-Grey
Details as under
On the Carpet
Abbott-Costello
Outlaws of Twin Forks
Grant-Adams
Pillow of Death (66)
Chaney-Joyce
...
Pursuit to Algiers (65)
Rathbone-Bruce
.
Details under title: The Fugitive
River Gang (64)
lean-Brasselle
..
Details under title: Fairy Tale Murder
Notorious
Gentleman
Harrison-Palmer
Royal Mounted Rides Again (Serial)
Kennedy-Kennedy
Scarlet Horseman, The (Serial)
Cookson-Shaw
Scarlet Street (102)
Robinson-Bennett
Secret Agent X-9 (Serial)
Bridges-Wiley
...
Senorita from the West (63)
Jones-Granville
Seventh Veil, The (94)
Mason-Todd
...
Shady Lady (94)
Coburn-Simms
She Wolf of London, The
Hadcn-Harvey
..
Details onder title: Alibi In Ermine
So Goes My Love
Loy-Ameche
....
Details under title: Genius in the Family

.11-15.
.11-27.
Reissue.
.1-10.
.6-12.
.8-21.
. .6-12
..2-21.
12-13.

...12-10.
Alda-King
..
Bogart-Baeall
... .10-31.
Documentary
.
11-16.
Leslie-Aldo ..
Boyer-Bacall
. .. .4-16.
.6-25.
Emerson-Scott
.
DeHaviland-Lupino
.11-26.
JMynn-Lupino
...
. .8-20.
Scott-Paige
Leslie-Hutton
.12-25.
. .4-16.
Crawford-Carson
Stanwyck-Brent
.11-29.
Flynn-Parker
.... .7-24.
.8-6.
Grant-Smith
.... ..6-25.
Garfleld-Fitzgerald
. .9-18.
Henroid-Parker
..11-1.
Sheridan-Moran
Garfield-Parker ... .11-27.

.8-11. .
.4-13.
.515
.6-30.
5-19.
.7-21.
-.9-9.
..4-7.
4-13. ,

.420... 7-23
.419.
.418... 6-25
.414.
.4-30
.402.
..4-2

.4-28.
.3-17.
.2-10.

..4-2
8-7

.9-2.

.415... 4-16
.516
.413... 3-19
.401....
8-7
.416.

.1-20.
..3-3.
..6-9.
.2-16.

.411
2-5
.417... 5-28
.412
2-3
.410.. 10-16
.512

.3-9.
11-10.
.4-20
12-15.

.512. . .2-18
.517.
.506. .11-12
.508.. 11-26

10-20.
. 1-26 .

.3-30.
.9-1.
.9-27. .
12-29

Leslie-Aldo
7-26.
Flynn-Smith
10-16.
Cooper-Bergman
3-8.
King-Prince
2-19.
Davis-Ford
-2-19.
Fitzgerald-Grc«nstreet 1-22. .2-16.
Morgan-Paige
4-2. .12-1.
Leslie-Hutton
2-19.
Morgan-Leslie
.... 12-24 .
Bogart-Stanwyck
...5-14.
.10-6.
Johnson-Emerson

.505. .10-15
.510. . .1-21

.501... 8-20
.502. . . .7-9
.509. .11-26
.514. .12-10
.511

2-4

.507. .11-26
.504.

In the Big House
.10-6.

Bogart-Sherldan

FILM

.503.

BULLETIN

PEOPLE

IN

! FLAN

CANCER CAMPAIGN. The advertising:, publicity and special events committee. Motion Picture Division of the American Cancer Society, meet to lay plans
for putting- over the theatre drive (April 21-28) to tight the dread plague. L. to r.,
around the table: Bob Selig, executive campaign director; Charles Schlatter, special
consultant; Bernie Kamber, special events; Carl Erbe, night club activities; Dorothj
Lieberman,
secretary;
Si Seadler, special
consultant;
Bed
Kami,
trade relations;
| Monroe Greenthal, national publicity-advertislngr director; Norman
Winter.
A. S. C,
I national publicity-advertising director; Marie Louise Van Slyck. women's publications
and fan magazines; Jack Goldstein, columnist; Al Zimbalist.
trade paper chairman;
i Hank Linet, assistant advertising chairman; Leon Bamberger, assistant national
distributor chairman.

PICTURES

FILM-RADIO DEAL. Hal Home, board chairman of Stor.> Productions, Inc., signs a contract for purchase of movie rights to radio show
"Honeymoon in New York" as Armaud S. Deutseh, Story prexy (left),
and Clarence
L. Menser,
NBC
v. p.. look on.

LEO TRIO. Three M-G-M executives examine exploitation ideas on
forthcoming specials from Leo's lair. In the familiar order: William
R. Ferguson, exploitation director; Rudy Berger, southern sales manager, and Burtus
Bishop, Jr., Dallas district manager.

IBACK EAST. RKO boss Ned E. Depinet and Mrs. Depinet return to New York after
visiting the studio and are greeted by S. Barret McCormick, director of advertising
and publicity, and Rutgers Neilson, publicity manager.

NEW ASSISTANT. Charles Schlatter, 20th-Fox advertising-exploitation
chief (seated) announced the appointment of Stirling Silliphant. recently of the U. S. N. R., as his assistant.

CONGRATULATES APPOINTEE. Fhil Reisman (right), vice-president in charge
of foreign operations for RKO Radio, shakes hands with Cresson E. Smith, whom
he recently appointed his personal
representative
in all foreign activities.

BEAUTY' & THE KINGS. Monogram's blonde star. Belita. chats with
producers Maury (left) and Frank King at the Hollywood press preview of ".Suspense".

What The Newspaper Critics Say
HIGHLIGHTS

FROM

REVIEWS OF NEW

'GILDA'
CALLED BORING, CONFUSED,
(COLUMBIA)

BY FOREMOST

CRITICS

GAUDY, HIGH-CLASS TRASH
all the elements of high-class trash,

"...Rita Hayvvorth throws a lot of pitches but they don't add up
to a good movie... As a director's fan, your correspondent liked
the pictorial excitement, the suspense and the cross-ruffing which
"Gilda' has... Goes haywire. It should have been a simple and
taut psychological melodrama .. .Employed plenty cf talent. It is
still a boring
and slightly confusing production." BARNES, N. Y.
HERALD
TRIBUNE.
"...Details are so mysterious and so foggily laced through the
film that they serve no artistic purpose, other than to confuse
things still more. Indeed, one is likely to wonder whether the
waters of this expensive film have not been deliberately muddied
in order to disguise its shallowness. . .Charles Vidor, who directed;
Virginia Van Upp, who produced, and a trio of writers deserve
no credit at all. They made out of 'Gilda' a slow, opaque, unexciting film." CROWTHER,
N. Y. TIMES.
"...* * * V2 Stars. . .Romantic melodrama ..Characters of the
drama are interesting and well played and although the story has

■ZIEGFELD
FOLLIES OF 1946' SPECTACLE
(MGM)

director Charles Vidor and
his experienced players have given it considerable holding power
by keeping the audience in suspense from one dramatic shift to
the other... Miss Hayworth is at her most beautiful and alluring
best as the tempestuous Gilda." CAMERON, N. Y. DAILY NEWS.
"...Gaudy melodrama. . .A lot of preposterous claptrap has been
turned into a pretty good picture by the skill of the writing, playing and direction. . .A picture thr.t had to be done superbly well
if they expected to get away with such a thing at all. They get
away with it nicely by doing the whole thing exactly that well."
COOK, N. Y. WORLD-TELEGRAM.
"...Suspense descends and flattens and the mystery grows less
interesting as the picture progresses. . .Exceedingly evanescent
entertainment. Its seductive and elegant promises, further
weighted with production values, good performances, and flashy
action, N.
carry
you forward rapidly from scene to scene." WINSTEN,
Y. POST.

PLEASES
MOST N. Y. REVIEWERS
stupendous production down to normal size

"...Metro has finally exercised its franchise to turn out a screen
revue as nearly as possible in the manner of one of the Great
Olorifier's great stage show. . .Certainly a dazzling film... Have
spared neither stars nor expense in screening a Technicolored
revel which has humor, magnificence and style. . .Right proportions of glittering spectacle, comedy skits, experienced dancing
and fair, if not distinguished, tunes. . .Strictly episodic, with inevitable ups and down, this 'Ziegfeld Follies' is entertaining — and
that's what it's meant to be." CROWTHER, N. Y. TIMES.
...Florenz Ziegfeld in his happiest days never splashed so much
color or provided such stupendous sets... After being dazzled by
an hour and fifty minutes of searing pinks, blues, chromes, beiges
and yellows, one is likely to overlook certain dramatic deficiencies
in the film... Even Red Skelton and Fred Astaire fail to lift the
show to a high level... If Metro had seen fit to cut this vast,

'WHISTLE
STOP" McMANUS
(UNITED ARTISTS)

PICTURES

and had at the same
time thought of something original to present, 'Ziegfeld Follies of
1946' might have measured up to big-league entertainment. As it
stands ALDnow,
it is a disappointing show." PIHODNA, N. Y. HERTRIBUNE.

"...Big, bouncing and colorful. . .Twelve separate skits of varying
entertainment value... The Water Ballet with Esther Williams is
distinguished by the most spectacular underwater lighting and
photography
N. Y. POST. that has ever been achieved. . .Good." WINSTEN,
"...* * * \<i Stars ... Great big beautiful hunk of entertainment...
Has every important star .. .Elaborate and stunning a revue...
Whatever your preference in the way of entertainment, be it song,
dance, grand opera or funny business, you'll find it in the 'Ziegfeld Follies of 1946'. . .Scads of beautiful showgirls." CAMERON,
N. Y. DAILY NEWS.

LABELS IT 'TANK TOWN
MELODRAMA'
line sags away from its taut purpose.

*'.. .As the title indicates, purports to mirror a cross-section of life
in an American small town. What it mirrors more certainly is
Hollywood's own ..-e-track concept that the most mirrorsome aspects of Amend i life are prurience, low-living and murder,
whether the town ue large or small... A tank town melodrama."
McMANUS, PM.
"...Plainly remote and artificial concoction lacks flavor, consistency, reason and even dramatic suspense. And it is also
abominably acted -- which covers about everything. . .Another
^cheaply manufactured melodrama." CROWTHER, N. Y. TIMES.
■"...Rambling thriller which promises more than it performs...
The direction is full of too obvious trickery and the general story

. .Never anything more than
weakly melodramatic. . .'Whistle Stop' is only a one-horse town
on theALDHollywood
TRIBUNE. melodrama route." GUERNSEY, N. Y. HER"...Story itself rambles uncertainly through a wide variety of
mixed episodes. . .Draws i lot of its -a'ength from an excellent
supporting cast. . .George Raft is inadequate for the leading role
both in appearance and acting sty e . Exciting and engrossing
hour and a half." COOK, N. Y. WORLD- TELEGRAM.
"...Economics, passions and personalities receive a curiously uneven treatment .. .Fights, double-crossing and schemes of violence
though somewhat telescoped for small-town existence, do keep an
audience wide awake... Can not call the picture routine or dull."
WINSTEN, N. Y. POST.

'CINDER
FUNNY
(WARNER ELLA
BROS.) JONES' CRITICS FIND IT DULL, NOT
loveliness
of Miss
. . .A little package of fluff and painful cut-ups. . .It would be very
difficult indeed to convey a more accurate impression of this nonsensical and amateurish film... Has been gathering dust for two
years on the studio shelf and plainly shows its age." CROWTHER, N. Y. TIMES.

"...Filled with artificial
Unfortunately, it is far from
funny. . .Meretricious is theantics.
adjective for the film...
There is no
poverty of production. Busby Berkeley, the director, has employed Hollywood resources prodigally in more than one sequence
...Dull." BARNES, N. Y. HERALD TRIBUNE.
"...Has little music.
It has the romantic airs of Mr. Alda, the

'SPIDER
WOMAN
(UNIVERSAL)

STRIKES BACK' A MISERABLEcumstances,
PICTURE
— N. makePOST
but those who Y.
the effort

"...Horror pictures are gradually sinking deeper and deeper in to
their own peculiar ruts, which is all right with this reviewer
who
would not be saddened if they sank entirely out of sight... For a
period or two this mumbo-jumbery is mercifully swathed in a haze
of mystification. . .A miserable picture." WINSTEN, N. Y. POST.
"...Flagrant insult to the intelligence of its ghoul fanciers. . .'The
Spider Woman Strikes Back' - - and the audience may, too, if
these pictures go on much longer." COOK, N. Y. WORLDTELEGRAM.
"...* Stars. . .Would-be chiller. . .Plot, though devious, offers
possibilities for thrills never achieved under careless production
...Good performances are practically impossible under the cir10

Leslie. Once in a while you have a musical pV,t
without music or a musical score without charm... Here you have
a picture that seems dead bent on having both shortcomings."
COOK, N. Y. WORLD-TELEGRAM.
". . .Endeavors to be one of those gay, smart, mad comedies — and
falls flat as the second half of a mediocre dual bill. . .Filmed at
least a couple of years ago — with musical interludes and pretentious production numbers — it wouldn't have looked much
better had it been released when the jokes about Wacs and Sergeants were still in vogue. Fact is, it's a dismal dish — despite
the efforts of pert Joan Leslie, personable Robert Alda... There
are some moments which induce guffaws. . .Busby Berkeley directed in flippety fashion."
THIRER. N. Y. POST.
include Brenda Joyce,
Gale Sondergaard, Rondo Hatton, Kirby Grant and Hobart Cavanaugh."
MASTERS, N. Y. DAILY NEWS.
"...Conjures up several moments of suspense. . .The film is notable only for a strange love scene between the sensulous Spider
Woman and her erotic plants." McCORD, N. Y. HERALD
TRIBUNE.

".. .As uninhibited as its predecessors, and the formula is just the
same."
E.J.B., N. Y. TIMES.
"...Latest atrocity. . .If I thought there was a chance that the
rest of Universal's monstrous counterfeits might one day touch
off such a holy smoke at Universal Studios, I'd stick my fire-card
in my hat and start for Hollywood tomorrow."
J.T.M., PM.
FILM
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RKO TO SPONSOR INDIES— RATHVON
eighteen

of
RKO has already completed
its important features for 1946 and two more
are before the cameras, N. Peter Rathvon
announced to the trade on his first visit
East since assuming the production reins at
the studio following the death of Charles
Koerner.
Pointing out that seven of the twenty
features are independent productions, Rathvon said that it is RKO's plan to solicit
product from inde sources. "We will continue to distribute and encourage independent production, and in this we have a
different policy than any other company,"
he declared. "We want fine independent
product, and we are shaping our plans in this direction."
Independent units now affiliated with RKO include Samuel
Goldwyn, Walt Disney, Liberty, Rainbow, Robert Riskin, International, Sol Lesser, Mervyn LeRoy, Frank Ross and Robert and
Raymond Hakim.
Three in Technicolor
Three of the twenty pictures are in Technicolor. The list of
completed features includes the already released "Bell™- of St.
Mary's," "Cornered" and "The Spiral Staircase." Awaitirg lelcnso
are the following: "Tomorrow Is Forever," "From This Day Forward," "Badmen's Territory," "Heartbeat," "The Stranger,"
"Without Reservations," "Make Mine Music," "The Kid from
Brooklyn," "Till the End of Time," "Notorious," "Sister Kenny,"
"Lady Luck," "Crack Up," "Tarzan and the Leopard Woman" and
"Deadline at Dawn."
Now before the cameras are "Sinbad the Sailor," in Technicolor, and "Desirable Woman" (see FB Production Record for
details).

COLUMBIA PROFITS RISE
Columbia Pictures shows an increase of $345,000 in its net
profit for the 26 weeks ended December 29, 1945, over the corresponding period in 1944. However, a large portion of the increase is due to the reduction in Federal taxes.
The company's net for the second half of 1945 was $1,295,000,

year.

UNIVERSAL NET DOWN

preA drop of approximately $150,000 in net profit from the
ceding year was reported last week by Universal Pictures for the
the
for
net
d
13 weeks ended February 2, 1946. The consolidate
Federal
including
charges
all
after
$934,506
period aggregated
taxes based on income. This compares with $1,083,601 for the
corresponding period of the previous fiscal year.
Before provision for Federal taxes, the company's consolidated
net profit amounted to $1,569,506 compared to $1,737,601 for the
same period in 1945.
The board of directors declared the regular quarterly dividend
of 50 cents per share, payable April 30 to stockholders of record
April 15.
The following officers were re-elected: chairman of the board,
J. Cheever Cowdin; president, N. J. Blumberg; vice-president and
general counsel, Charles D. Prutzman; vice-presidents, Martin
Murphy, John J. O'Connor, William A. Scully, J. H. Seidelman,
Clifford Work; treasurer and assistant secretary, S. Machnovitch;
secretary, Adolph Schimel; controller and assistant treasurer,
Eugene F. Walsh; assistant treasurer and assistant secretary,
Harold S. Brewster;
Margaret M. Sullivan; assistant treasurer,
Muhl and Anthony Petti.
Edward
assistant secretaries,

FOX NET NEARS 13 MILLION
A consolidated net profit of $12,700,000, after all charges, for
the fiscal year ended December 29, 1945, is estimated for 20th
, inCentury-Fox Film Corp. and its voting-controlled subsidiaries
cluding National Theatres and the Roxy Theatre. This tentative
financial statement compares with $12,480,491 for 1944.
The estimated figure for the past year is equivalent to $5.27
stock outstanding on
per share on the 2,119,709 shares of common
last December 29. In 1944 the outstanding common stock totalled
1,771,364 shares, equal to $6.04 per share.
Following is a comparison of the 1945 estimate with the actual
figures for 1944:
Estimate
Actual
1945
1944
(52 Weeks)
(53 Weeks)
Gross income from sales and rentals
$178,200,000 $172,624,529
of film and theatre receipts
Consolidated net profit before
Federal taxes, minority
and contingencies
interests
Provision
for Federal
income

A nother
Super

compared to $950,000 for the same period the previous year. In
1945, tax totalling $955,000 was paid on an operating profit of
$2,250,000. whereas in '44 the tax was $1,175,000 on operating profit
of $2,125,000.
The 1945 earnings for the six months period amounted to $2.01
per share of common stock (595,447 shares) compared to $1.42 per
share (383,401 shares) for the same period in the preceding fiscal

Service
from

and excess profits taxes
Deduct

net

profit

interests

to minority

HIGHWAY EXPRESS LINES, Inc.

Deduct

applicable

provision

for contingencies..

$ 37,100,000

21,650,000
$ 15,450,000

$ 40.244.588

25,100.000
$ 15,144,588

1.764^097

1.750,000

$ 13,700,000
13,380,491
900,000
1,000,000
$ 12,700,000

$ 12,480,491

METRO SLATES TRADE-SHOWS

Trade showings on five new features during the months of
April and May has been announced by M-G-M.
"The Green Years" is set for screening on April 19 in all
territories except New York and Los Angeles, where it already
has been shown. "Boys Ranch" will be shown on the same date
in all branches. On April 29 all offices will screen "Two Smart
People" and "Little Mr. John." On May 6 there will be screenings
in all territories of "Blue Sierra."
Metro had previously announced trade showings of "Easy to
Yv^ed" on April 8 in all branches.
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It is no accident that National's seat-selling TRAILERS have become
•the Showman's most potent point-oi-contact advertising medium! . . .
Twenty-five years of conscientious service to the motion picture industry
has developed an organization of craftsmen . . . with the "KNOW HOW"
that packs wallop into TRAILERS and ACCESSORIES . . . and patrons
into your theatre! ... It took a lot of experience . . . research . . . and
effort ... to jam into a single TRAILER or POSTER, the solution to the SELLING PROBLEMS of the Exhibitor ... the Distributor . . . and the Producer
. . . but . . . that's the PRIZE BABY'S formula for selling seats . . . and it's
been ringing the bell at the Box Offices of more than Fifteen Thousand
theatres, for many years! ... Of course, those problems are ever-changing . . . and the PRIZE BABY keeps his gang of show-wise craftsmen ON
THEIR TOES . . . acguiring the added "KNOW HOW" ... to anticipate
the changing times! . . . The kind of skill that turns PICTURES into PROFITS . . . for showmen everywhere!

SERVICE
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INDEPENDENTS
AND
THE
ATA
"...The American Theatres Association, as
presently constituted, must be viewed as a
luxury. . .The average exhibitor cannot afford
such a luxury. Not financially, we mean, but in
the sense that he cannot divert whatever
strength there is for
other independents.
and must support is
ready, as Allied is,

him in unity — unity with
The organization he needs
one that stands alert and
to scrap, if need be, for

his rights."
From an Editorial by MO
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INDEPENDENTS
Some
asked:

of our readers, friends and others, have

Where

does Film Bulletin stand on the newly

created American Theatres Association, or, if you prefer, the refurbished War Activities Committee?
There is a natural temptation to go overboard for
something as new and glittering as the ATA. It is an
imposing title — American Theatres Association — and
it has come into being to the accompaniment of trumpets as loud as those that blare forth to herald a three
million dollar super - special. A very efficient job of
glamorizing has been performed to endow the project
with elements of potentiality that are apt to intrigue
the imagination of many theatremen.
The program which ATA has prescribed for itself
is lofty, if somewhat vague, and it might well serve a
useful purpose in the industry. Certainly there can be
good, and no harm, in a plan to encourage exhibitors
to elevate their standards of operation and to foster
public good will. But the practical theatreman will
hardly be satisfied with these returns from a trade organization which solicits his support, moral and
financial.
Can this be, he might ask, the "thing" that will
cure the ills that have racked our great industry and
driven it into courts and
Could it be a medium

congresses seeking relief?

for inspiring improvement in mo-

tion pictures, resulting in larger and happier audiences,
more prosperity for exhibitors, as well as film companies?
Down

to cases, that practical theatreman
pendent, we mean)

(inde-

probably wants to know if this is

the solid phalanx of exhibitors organized to balance the
scales of the movie industry and to restore a reasonable

AND

THE

ATA

degree of equity in negotiations between the little man
who operates a little theatre somewhere and the man
who speaks for a multi-million dollar film corporation.
Well, is It?
Nothing basic has changed in our business since
World War II started and ended and nothing basic appears likely to be altered by the birth of the ATA. The
War Activities Committee had a vital function which it
fulfilled very well. As a matter of fact, the deportment
of the entire industry throughout the war was exemplary
and all of us are proud. But the problems confronting
the rank and file of independent exhibitors are very
much the same as they were on December
only more so.
The American

7, 1941 —

Theatres Association, as presently

constituted, must be viewed as a luxury. Its evident intentions are certainly honorable and there is no reason
why the operators of large theatre circuits should not
finance it and foster its program. If certain projects it
sponsors run parallel to the interests of those of the
mass of exhibitors, there is no reason why liaison cannot be effected with the organized independents.
However, the average exhibitor — the little fellow
— cannot afford such a luxury as ATA. Not financially,
we mean, but in the sense that he cannot divert whatever strength there is for him in unity — unity with
other independents. The organization he needs and
must support is one that stands alert and ready, as Allied is, to scrap, if need be, for his rights. More and
more, that little fellow is coming to the realization that
only by organization of those in his own ranks can he
continue to survive. ATA hardly seems to offer him the
projection he needs.
MO

WAX
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WARNER

BROS

'DEVOTION'
NOT FAITHFUL
BIOGRAPHY,
lu(
• • •

Rait

on name

values

Warner
Bros.
107 minutes
Ida Lupino, Paul Henreid, Olivia de HavilI i ml, Sydney Greenstreet, Nancy Coleman,
Arthur Kennedy, Dame May Whitty, Victor
Francen, Montague Love, Ethel Griffies, Edmond Breon, Odette Myrtil, Forrester Harvey, Eily Malyon, Billy Bevan, Marie de
Becker, Wallis Clark, Crauford Kent.
Directed by Curtis Bernhardt.
While the critical gentry will bemoan the
fact that "Devotion" is a distorted and unfaithful biography of the famed Bronte sisters, that factor should not cut much ice
with mass audiences. Of course, the truth
is that this is a sentimental make-believe
period piece, rather than a satisfying biographical story and it is likewise true that
the Brontes' own literary efforts, Wuthering Heights" and "Jane Eyre" were better
dramatic fare, but this Warner has the
elements that make a fairly strong "women's picture." For the marquee, there are
four topnotch names, and Ida Lupino's performance, in particular, will be the subject
of word-of-mouth advertising. Filmed over
threeshelf
years
"Devotion"
wastheir
keptmore
on
the
whileago.
Warners
released
timely pictures, and it now emerges with
the box-office value of two of the stars,
Henreid and Greenstreet, greatly enhanced.
The story is a rather sombre tale of sacrifice and frustration which should find the
ladies shedding a few tears. Its appeal will
not be so strong for male and juvenile audiences, however, for the pace is pedestrian
and the picture is burdened in parts by
symbolism and high-sounding dialogue. The
costumes are authentically drab in Yorkshire, more colorful in London and Brussels and the settings are realistic, except

1 April Release
BUT SHOULD

PLEASE WOMEN

for one stretch of the Haworth moors that
is too obviously studio-built.
In 1836, Charlotte, Emily and Anne
Bronte (Olivia de Havilland, Ida Lupino
and Nancy Coleman) live sheltered lives in
a Yorkshire village with their father. Rev.
Bronte, and their erratic brother, Branwell
(Arthur Kennedy), while they write a
prodigous number of poems, essays and
stories. When Kennedy is rescued in a
drunken brawl and brought home by Paul
Henreid, their father's new curate. Emily
scorns him but, later, when her two sisters
are earning money as governesses in London, he becomes Emily's close friend to
whom she confides her hopes and dreams.
The girls continue to make great sacrifices
for their brother but his paintings go unnoticed until Henreid secretlv buys one and
finances the education of Emily and Charlotte in Brussels. Charlotte, too, has become interested in Henreid but, after a
girlish love affair with Victor Francen, headmaster of the Brussels school, she returns
home to find her brother dying. Before his
death, Kennedy reads Charlotte's "Jane
Eyre" and Emily's "Wuthering Heights"
and tells his sisters they are in love with
the same man. When her book becomes
the literary sensation of London. Charlotte
is feted there by Thackeray (Sydney Greenstreet) while Emily's "Wuthering Heights"
is recognized as a greater, but less popular,
book. After Charlotte visits Henreid in
Limehouse and he admits he loves her, she
returns to Yorkshire to find Emily desperately ill. After Emily dies, Charlotte realizes
the quietbut
strength
of her
for Henreid
she and
the sister's
curate love
are
eventually reunited.
Ida Lupino gets all of Emily Bronte's
longing and strength of character into her
splendid portrayal, while Olivia de Havilland also does
well in the less-exacting
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characterization of the headstrong Charlotte. Nancy Coleman is pretty and appealing but has little to do as the third si^tei
Anne. Arthur Kennedy is permitted to steal
many of the scenes with a theatrically effective performance as their poetic, drunken
brother, Branwell. Paul Henreid. whose accent is explained by his "being educated
abroad," gives an intense portrayal of the
curate loved by the two sisters and Sydney
Greenstreet enjoys over-acting as the pompous Thackeray, given to spouting epigrams.
Odette Myrtil. Dame May Whitty and Ethel
Griffies contribute excellent bits and the late
Montague Love plays Rev. Bronte.

LEYENDECKER

M-G-M ... 1 Not Set
'EASY TO WED' VAN JOHNSON
Rates • • • on name

& ESTHER WILLIAMS

— NUF SED!

value

M-G-M
109 minutes
Van Johnson, Esther Williams, Lucille Bill.
Keenan Wynn, Cecil Kellaway, Ben Blue,
Carlos Ramirez, Ethel Smith, Grant Mitchell, June Lockhart, Paul Harvey, Josephine Whittell, Jonathan Hale, Tom Dugan.
Sondra Rogers, James Flavin, Celia Travers.
Directed by Edward Buzzell.
One of the easiest ways we know to fill
the average theatre to over-flowing is just
to advertise Van Johnson and Esther Williams in another lavish Technicolored romantic comedy with musical interludes. With
Lucille Ball and Keenan Wynn to furnish
frantic farcical antics, as well as supply
additional name value, "Easy To Wed" figures to clean up just as did "Thrill of a
Romance," "Anchors Aweigh" and other recent name-studded and Technicolored M-GM musicals. The nonsensical, inconsequential story, which was adapted by Dorothy
Kingsley from an original by no less than
three
other
well-known
authors,
has a
BOX OFHCE

germ of a comedy idea which has been
dragged out until it becomes repetitious and
almost entirely dependent on the clowning
of Wynn and Miss Ball to get laughs, which
they contrive to accomplish. In addition,
several Latin song numbers, a likely hit
tune. "The Continental Polka," by Ralph
Blane and Johnny Green, and Ethel Smith's
amazing playing of the Hammond organ
practically bring the tenuous plot a halt
but entertainment-minded fans won't mind
too much. This is typical of these glossy,
light-hearted comedies which merely serve
as an attractive frame for top-flight personalities. They're amusing and easilyforgotten -- but they pull in the paying
customers.
A libelous item in Paul Harvey's newspaper concerning Esther Williams, socialite
daughter of millionaire Cecil Kellaway, results in a $2,000,000 libel suit. Van Johnson,
smooth-working reporter, is called in by
Keenan Wynn to frame Miss Williams into
a situation that will force her father to
withdraw the suit. Meeting Johnson in
Mexico, where she is vacationing, Miss Williams believes him to be a fortune-hunter

RATING:

•Poor

••Average

•••Good

but, later, both she and her father grow
fond of him. Although it takes considerable persuasion, Lucille Ball. Wynn's hotheaded bride-to-be. finally agrees to a temporary marriage arrangement with Johnson
before she can burst in on him in a compromising position with Miss Williams.
Meanwhile. Johnson really falls in love with
Miss Williams and he stalls off Wynn. who
is' anxious to have the suit withdrawn.
When Johnson and Miss Williams attempt
to wed, Miss Ball accuses him of bigamy
but, after a few more mix-ups. the couples
are straightened out for a joyful finale.
Van Johnson gives his usual smilinu.
effortless performance which is all his millions of fans desire. His romantic vis-a-vis
is Esther Williams, who is photographed
most attractively but still seems a rather
colorless personality. Lucille Ball is excellent in one of the hard-boiled roles she does
so well and Keenan Wynn squeezes every
possible laugh out of the silly situations.
Ben Blue contributes another of his dumb
comedy portrayals and Cecil Kellaway
stands out as a genial financial tycoon.
YORK

••••Excellent
FILM
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20th CENTURY-FOX
'THE DARK CORNER' SLEEK MURDER

... 1 May Release gTetal 2)
MYSTERY

Rates • • • generally

B20th Century-Fox
99 minutes
Lucille Ball, Clifton Webb, William Bendix,
Mark Stevens, Kurt Kreuger, Cathy Downs,
Reed Hadley, Constance Collier, Matt McHugh, Molly Lamont, John Goldsworthy,
Regina Wallace, Forbes Murray, Gisela
Werbisek, Charles Wagenheim, Alice Fleming, Mary Field, Thomas Martin, Isabel
Randolph, Fddie Heywood and His Orchestra.
Directed by Henry Hathaway.
Discounting a few highly theatrical moments of its well-contrived plot, "The Dark
Corner" is a sleek murder melodrama. Despite its length and abundance of smart
dialogue, this is a natural for the action
fans and the Lucille Ball-William BendixClifton Webb cast names should insure
above-average grosses generally. Although
the picture combines some of the outstanding features of both "Laura" and "Murder,
I My Sweet" — notably steadily building
suspense and unusual and shadowy camera
angles — Director
Henry
Hathaway
oc-

'SUSPENSE1 MONOGRAM

casionally permits the action to become too
involved and implausible. While sophisticates may find that the shooting climax
— • almost identical with the recent "Suspense" — has a phoney ring, it will startle
and thrill average audiences. The mystery
is bound to suffer to some extent from the
weakness of type-casting Clifton Webb,
again because patrons who recall his brilliant portrayal in "Laura" will immediately
suspect he is behind most of the plot machinations. The musical score helps create
a shuddery, ominous mood.
Mark Stevens, who had served a threeyear prison term for manslaughter after
being framed by his ex-partner, Kurt
Kreuger, on a murder charge, opens an office with Lucille Ball as his secretary.
Noticing that he is being shadowed by William Bendix, a hired thug, Stevens corners
the latter and forces him to confess that he
had been hired
false
admission
is all by
partKreuger.
of a planBendix'
by Clifton
Webb, wealthy art dealer, whose young wife
is in love with Kreuger, to have Stevens
kill his former partner. When his scheme
fails, Webb has Bendix kill Kreuger and
leave the body in Stevens' apartment. After

he finds the body, Stevens, with Miss Ball's
aid, tracks down several clues which finally
lead him to Webb's art gallery. There Webb
traps Stevens and, after confessing his hate
for Kreuger who stole his wife, is about to
kill him. But the wife overhears her husband and she goes beserk and shoots Webb
before he can harm Stevens.
The two pivotal roles are in the hands of
comparative screen newcomers — Mark
Stevens, who fulfills the promise he showed
in "From This Day Forward" with a convincing portrayal of the harassed private
detective, and Clifton Webb, who is a past
master at the art of tossing off such epigrams as his description of a social gathering as "a nauseating mixture of Park Avenue and Broadway." William Bendix does
a fine straight acting job as the sadistic
hired killer and Lucille Ball is well cast as
the matter-of-fact office secretary who adds
necessary flippant comedy and a few romantic touches. Cathy Downs, Webb's wife,
has a fragile beauty that stands out. Conrtance Collier and Kurt Kreuger ~ITeistrong support.
DENLEY

STEPS INTO THE BIG-TIME

Rates • • • generally

Monogram
101 minutes
Belita, Barry Sullivan, Eugene Pallette, Albert Dekker, Bonita Granville, George E.
Stone, Edit Angold, Miguelito Valdez, Nestor Paiva, George Chandler, Chris-Pin Martin, Dewey Robinson, Charles Wilson,
Marion Martin, John C. Moore, Leon Belasco, Sidney Melton, Lee "Lasses" White,
Bobby Ramos and His Band.
Directed by Frank Turtle.
Monogram steps into the "big time" class
with its first million dollar production, an
absorbing blend of powerful melodrama
and spectacular ice-skating. Advance exploitation to sell the title and familiar cast
names will mean above-average grosses
generally. Word-of-mouth should be excellent, especially among the males, and boost
business in subsequents and action houses.
Produced by the King Brothers, whose "Dillinger" cleaned up at the box-office, "Suspense" is a much showier
but, except for the several lengthy picture,
ice ballets, the
punchy gangster quality of the former is

evident throughout. The climax, which
makes no compromise with a happy endim:.
is in the highly theatrical "Frankie and
Johnnie" vein but effective, nonetheless.
The unusual photographic angles and the
splendid musical score by Daniele Amfitheatrof aid Director Frank Tuttle in building
up suspense (the title is certainly wellchosen) and the several hard-boiled characters created by Philip Yordan, author of
"Anna Lucasta," act and talk in a realistic
down-to-earth fashion. In addition to the
music heard during the "East-Side Boogie"
and "Ice Cuba" skating routines, Miguelito
Valdez sings "Cabildo" and Bobby Ramos
and His Orchestra are heard in several
romantic tunes.
Arriving in Los Angeles broke, Barrv Sullivan lands a job selling peanuts at the Ice
Garden run by Albert Dekker where his
wife, Belita, is star. Sullivan soon promotes
himself to become Dekker's assistant after
he suggests a spectacular, but dinqrerous,
ice routine for Belita. Sullivan falls in love
with Belita but, although she avoids him,
her husband suspects the worst and he
closes the show and takes his wife to the
mountains. Sullivan follows them there and
when Dekker
shoots at him, a snowslide

results in which the husband is supposedly
killed. After several months, Belita is persuaded to return to the ice show, now managed by Sullivan, but she becomes disturbed
by clues that indicate that Dekker is still
alive and trying to keep them apart. Bonita
Granville,
Sullivan'sandpast,
also tries ato tough
break girl
up out
the ofromance
he
is finally compelled to confess that he really
killed Dekker. To keep the murder secret,
Sullivan tries to bring about Belita's death
during the ice show but he fails. After he
leaves her, the jealous Miss Granville shoots
Sullivan and Belita continues her skating
career.
Belita, whose breath-taking ice feats are
the
Sonja Henie's,
even equal
more ofattractive
and by proves
far the herself
better
actress. However, the histrionic honors are
captured by Barry Sullivan, who looks
handsome and gives a compelling performance in an unsympathetic role — one that
should bring him to the attention of both
producers and fans. Bonita Granville is
convincing as a "discarded dame." Eugene
Pallette, who gets laughs with his bulk and
gravel-voice, and Albert Dekker are also
first-rate.

LEYENDECKER

'BLONDE ALIBI' WEAK, BORING MYSTERY QUICKIE
+ as supporting dualler only

Rates •

Universal
62 minutes
Martha O'Driscoll, Tom Neal, Donald MacBride, Robert Armstrong, Elisha Cook, Jr.,
Samuel S. Hinds, Peter Whitney, John
Berkes, Matt Willis, Oliver Blake, Ethel
Wales, Byron Foulger, Marc Lawrence, William B. Davidson, Thomas E. Jackson.
Directed by Will Jason.
This minor mystery quickie is short on
excitement — long on boredom. Lacking
marquee values, this will barely get by as
a supporting dualler in the lesser naborhood
and action houses. The story is a confusing
murder tale with suspicion pointing to all
except the real killer - - as per formula,
APRIL
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but the slow pace and abundance of dialogue fails to keep patrons interested during
its hour-long running time. Tom Neal and
Martha O'Driscoll walk listlessly through
the romantic leads and even such reliable
character players as Samuel S. Hinds and
Elisha Cook, Jr. fail to make their portrayals stand out. Donald MacBride and
Peter Whitney enact the familiar exasperated police inspector-dumb assistant comedy
duo to scant laugh returns. The picture's
one and only bright spot is Johnnv Berkes'
amusing portrayal of a little sneak thief
whose conflicting stories confuse the police.
Unaware that her jilted suitor, a wealthy
physician, has been murdered, Martha
O'Driscoll boards the steamer for South
America to seek Tom Neal, a commercial
flyer, whom
she still loves after his two-

year unexplained absence. Miss O'Driscoll
is taken off the ship for questioning and
the murder weapon is traced to Neal, who
was seen leaving the physician's office by
two witnesses. Learning that Neal had been
unable to communicate with her because he
was jailed for a jam with the postal authorities, Miss O'Driscoll is convinced of his
Innocence and she gets the truth from one
of the witnesses, a half-blind scientist
(Samuel S. Hinds), but the latter is killed
en route to the police. When the police
find that the murdered physician had been
guilty of malpractice and had threatened to
expose a man who had been blackmailing
his patients, the trail leads to the real killer.
The latter is trapped through the cooperation of Neal, who is thus cleared.
YORK

Ladd
Meets His Match
In the Natch Girl
Of Lost Weekend
AND THE FIGHT GOES
11 REELS TO A FINISH!

What an electrifying combination for the
kind of hard-hitting melodrama that
made Ladd a sensation! . . . And he's got
double dame trouble because Veronica,
the girl who shared his first great
triumphs, is making passes at him too,

ft«*I HOWARD

DA S

in their "Best Vehicle since 'This Gun
For Hire'"— a suspense-swept drama of
murder in full bloom, by world-famous
mystery novelist Raymond Chandler!

Pro.

ANOTHER

AUARD-U

Louella Parsons is telling

4,000,000 readers of this
month's "Cosmopolitan"
that Ladd's two-gun,
two-girl thriller is the

Picture of the Month

1MMIIM1
A
Featured Finds From "The Lost Weekend"

DORIS DOWLINGlrW
and TOM

kGE

FAYLEN

POWERS

MARSHALL

jOUSEMAN

FRANK

Production

• Directed by GEORGE

ijraramount

MARSHALL

the academy award company

SO GOES MY LOVE' MIGHT BE A 'SLEEPER'
Pates • •

generally; more

in family spots

Universal
xs minutes
Myrna
Loy, Don
Ameche,
Rhys Williams,
Richard Gaines, Molly Lamont, Bobby Drisc oil, Sarah Padden, John Gallaudet, Clara
Blandick, Howard
Freeman,
Renie Riano,
John
Phillips, Pierre
Watkin,
Ruth
Lee,
Holmes
Herbert,
Bruce
Edwards,
Nell
Craig-.
I):r cted by Frank Ryan.
This has the makings of a "sleeper." The
gently humorous situations ;>nd the amusing];- nostalgic backgrounds of "So Goes My
Love" will carry a tremendous appeal to
family audiences — to the extent that this
pleasant comedy will be a strong grosser
in naborhood houses. As befits its 1870's
period, the picture proceeds at a leisurely
pace -- too slow-moving for the 'teen ago
crowd or action fans. Although Don
Ameche and Myrna Loy carry enough marquee weight for the average first-runs, it's
best suited to the top spot on duallers. The
first Jack Skirball-Bruce Manning production for Universal release, this is based on

"Genius in the Family," Hiram Maxim's
story of his father, the American inventor,
and it has been exceptionally well cast and
ably directed by Frank Ryan who has wisely stressed a quiet and charming mood that
largely makes up for its lack of excitement.
The dialogue is natural and filled with
chuckles instead of belly-laughs and there
are none of the exaggerated slapstick antics so common to comedies laid in the
horsehair sofa-horse-drawn car period. Many
patrons will find it a welcome change from
psychological dramas and lavish musicals.
Determined to find herself a wealthy husband, Myrna Loy leaves the farm and goes
to live with her cousins in Brooklyn. She
shocks the neighborhood by admitting her
aims but Hiram Maxim (Don Ameche). a
struggling young inventor who lives next
door, gives her advice and helps her out in
her search. He tells her that Richard
Gaines, a stuffy bachelor, is the ideal choice
but, after the latter asks her to marry him.
she realizes that it is Ameche she loves.
Some years after Ameche and Miss Loy are
married, his inventions find backing and
sales and he becomes both famous and
wealthy.
However, their child, Bobby Dris-

'SONG OF ARIZONA' TOPNOTCH

Rates • • •

J- where

Rogers is a favorite; OK

Republic
68 minutes

Roy Rogers, George "Gabby" Hayes, Dale
Evans, Lyle Talbot, Tommy Cook, Johnny
Calkins, Tommy Ivo, Sarah Edwards, Michael Chapin, Dick Curtis, Edmund Cobb,
Frank Reicher, Kid Chissell, Robert Mitchell Boychoir, Bob Nolan and Sons of the
Pioneers.
Directed by Frank McDonald.

All the sure-fire ingredients of the Roy
Rogers' musical westerns have again been
neatly blended in "Song of Arizona" and
something new has been added — a human
interest boys' ranch angle — to give it even
stronger family appeal. Rogers, the sweetsingmg Dale Evans, be-whiskered George
"Gabby" Hayes and the exploitable hit tune,
"Did You Ever Get That Feeling in the
Moonlight," add up to smash returns whereever the star is popular as well as entertaining fare for all except the big city firstOf course, Republic's successful patruns.

'THE SPIDER WOMAN
Rates

•

9

In action

houses;

ROY ROGERS MUSICAL-WESTERN
dualler for naborhoods

tern for these Rogers pictures allocates
more footage to the eight tunes — including
two novelty numbers sung by Bob Nolan
and the Sons of the Pioneers and a production number, "Mr. Spook Goes To Town,"
which seems out-of-place in a cowboy film
— than to the chase sequences and make
it more of a musical than a western but it
is doubtful that even the dyed-in-the-wool
"horse opera" addicts will find cause for
complaint. The wayward kids' roughhousing
of a stuck-up
mamma's
boyformula
and a
few
sentimental
touches
are all

stuff which always go over big in the naborhood spots. As always, Rogers plays his
easy-going, smooth-warbling self; George
"Gabby" Hayes has plenty of opportunity
for his irascible outbursts and Miss Evans
is an attractive heroine although her riding
outfits are all of dude ranch design. Tommy
Cook, as a youngster who admires his outlaw father, Sarah Edwards and Lyle Talbot do good acting jobs in a better-thanaverage cast.
George
"Gabby"
Hayes,
who
runs
the
Half-a-Chance ranch as a refuge for home-

STRIKES BACK' MINOR HORROR
fair

suppo rting

Universal
59 minutes

Brenda Joyce, Gale Sondergaard, Kirby
Grunt, Rondo Hatton, Milburn Stone, Hobart Cavanaugh, Eula Guy, Norman Leavitt,
Ruth Robinson, Tom Daly, Adda Gleason.
Directed by Arthur Lubin.
Although the title suggests numerous
spine-chilling moments, "The Spider Woman
Strikes Back" is run-of-the-mill horror fare.
While sophisticated patrons will laugh at its
ridiculously fantastic and infantile plot, it
should do well in the action spots where
Gale Sondergaard and the late Rondo Hatton, specialists in sinister roles, will lure the
horror addicts. Miss Sondergaard is an ideal
choice for the diabolic character of Zenobia
Dollard, a frustrated spinster who pretends
blindness to achieve her fiendish ends, and
12

coll, is too precocious and makes life difficult for Myrna while her husband refuses
to adopt the social life or to sit for his portrait. The youngster causes a near-tragedy
to Myrna, who is expecting another child,
when he accidentally knocks her down while
playing with his dog. However, doctors
save both her life and the baby and Ameche.
who has suffered agonies during the crisis,
agrees to have the entire family group sit
for a portrait.
Don Ameche's delightful portrayal of the
serious-minded, yet eccentric, inventor is a
triumph of under-playing and Myrna Loy
who looks lovely in the hoop-skirted costumes, gives a sparkling performance as the
self-willed wife. Bobby Driscoll contributes
a completely natural acting job as the
couple's mischievous eight-year-old son — a
youngster who will win the hearts of any
audience. Richard Gaines is ideally cast as
a stuffy suitor and Rhys Williams, as an
exasperated artist, and Clara Blandick. as
Maxim's sympathetic house - keeper, are
others who stand out.
LEYENDECKER

dualler in

she almost makes a ludicrous role convincing. The scene wherein she speaks tenderly
to a carniverous tropical plant that affectionately twines its stems around her wrist
as she feeds it human blood is effective
despite its phoney quality. The innocent
heroine's struggle to escape her clutches
and those of the brute-like Rondo Hatton
supplies a few suspenseful moments before
the two villains are destroyed in a blazing
climax. Brenda Joyce is capable enough as
the frightened heroine but Hatton. who
merely stalks menacingly through his deafmute role, and Kirby Grant, as a heroic
cattleman, have little to do.
Brenda Joyce is hired as companion to
blind Gale Sondergaard at the latter's ancestral mansion in Domingo, where a

MORE

REVIEWS

farmers'
SonderHatton.
sent to

ON PAGE

his money
Tommywhoandsings
the in
latter's
halfsister,
Dale toEvans,
a Kansas
City night club. Without telling Tommy
that his father has been killed. Roy Rogers.
Gabby's best pal, goes to Kansas City where
he persuades Miss Evans to come to the
ranch to visit her half-brother. Meanwhile.
Talbot's former henchmen find Tommy
alone at the ranch and tell him that Gabby
killed his father and they are entitled to
their share of the money left with the boy.
Rogers arrives in time to capture the outlaws and rescue Tommy, who then produces
the
$15,000
his father's
money
had
hidden in theof barn.
When Roy
and heGabby
decide this rightfully belongs to the bank.
Miss Edwards pays off the mortgage as a
reward.
DENLEY

EFFORT

naborhoods

plague is killing the neighboring
cattle. Although frightened of Miss
gaard's deaf-mute servant, Rondo
Miss Joyce is treated kindly and

less boys, is about to be foreclosed by Sarah
Edwards, town banker who holds the mortof Gabby's
boys.
idolizes gage.
hisOne outlaw
father,
LyleTommy
Talbot, Cook,
who
has been mailing him mysterious packages
which he hides in the barn on the ranch.
After Talbot is fatally wounded, he wills all

22

bed early after drinking warm milk. Miss
Joyce feels strangely weak in the morning
and she confides her fear of foul play to
Kirby Grant, a friendly cattleman. Actually.
Miss Sondergaard feigns blindness and she
spends each night drawing blood from Miss
Joyce to feed to a carniverous plant in her
cellar. From this she distills a poison which
Hatton feeds to the Domingo cattle — her
object being to drive off the farmers and
thus regain the land her family once owned.
When Miss Joyce refuses her sleeping
draught and stays awake to spy on Miss
Sondergaard in her fiendish -work, the latter tells Hatton to kill her. But Grant and
a Federal agent, who have been investigating Miss Sondergaard, arrive in time to
rescue Miss Joyce as the mansion goes up
in flames and the Spider Woman and her
manservant are trapped in the blaze.
LEYENDECKER
FILM
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BEHIND THE SCENES IN HOLLYWOOD'S

COLUMBIA
Melvyn Douglas, one of the first Hollywood men to go into
service, is ready to resume his career in pictures and his first
piobably will be at Columbia, where he made some successful
comedies several years back. It is titled "My Empty Heart" and
his co-star will be Rosalind Russell. However, Metro has a share
of the Douglas contract, so it may still be that his first will be
for them. Meanwhile, Producer Virginia Van Upp, one of Columbia's real assets, is preparing the story.
Vidor Quits
Charles Vidor, whose latest directorial stint was "Gilda," is
suing Columbia for termination of his contract. He has been on
the lot for eight years. No one seems to be willing to divulge the
differences that are causing the suit. It seems that Harry Cohn
for all his astuteness as a business man is not so capable in his
relations with his employees. Too many performers and directors
signed to contracts on this lot get restless under what appears to
be Cohn's mishandling. Even the publicity department seems to
be in a constant state of turmoil by reason of petty nuisances
which should never exist.
Lee Bowman has been added to the cast of "Rendezvous in
Rio," musical, with Evelyn Keyes and Ann
Miller.
Cantinflas Again
Another story has been added to the production roster of the
"Whistler" series. "The Hunter Is a Fugitive" has ust been
purchased from its author and will be number seven in the group.
A little more than a year ago, Cantinflas, the Mexican motion
picture star, was hailed in Hollywood and publicists were in a
tizzy telling the world about what he was going to do. At tha*
time, he was talking deal with RKO, but nothing came of it and
Cantinflas went home. Now, Columbia has stenn^d in v/ith pi
parently a much more solid idea and a deal has been made. Not
for any picture making up here, but for distribution of his films
here. The deal was made with Posa Films for financing and
distribution.
An 80-day schedule has been set for "Down To Earth," the
Hayworth picture now in work. This is one of Columbia's longest
schedules, which means the film will be one of its most expensive.
The decision for the extension came when executives saw the
first rushes. Roland Culver, English actor, has been added to the
cast to portray "Mr. Jordan"
- yes, he's in again.
Four In Work
Four in production on the lot with "Down To Earth," the only
new starter. This one is in Technicolor with Rita Hayworth,
Larry Parks, Marc Piatt and Alexander Hall directing.
"Blondie Knows Best" (Penny Singleton-Arthur Lpke), "Gallant Journey" (Glenn Ford-Janet Blair) and "The Coffin" (Karen
Morley-Jim Bannon) continue in work.

Wound up are: "The Return
j Dennis) and, at last, "The Story
Title Change: "Dangerous
"Power of Attorney," which was
Tucker and Lynn Merrick.

of Rusty" (Ted Donaldson-Mark
of Jolson."
Business" is the new name for
recently completed with Forrest

As reported here last issue, Wolfgang Reinhardt left his
Warner production berth to join forces with this company. His
first production has not been named as yet, but it is already being
talked of as a $2,000,000 picture for which details are now being
settled.

"Arch of Triumph," the Remarque novel, with which Enterprise first broke into print as a new production unit, seems to be
getting close to a starting date.
Work has been started on the
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first set for the film. Hopalong Street, where 172 westerns have
been made, is being torn down and in its place and with some of
the salvaged material, "Arch of Triumph" street is being constructed. The setting is, of course, Paris. Actual starting date
for shooting is set as July 1. Ingrid Bergman will star.
Meanwhile, all production is in the state of potential with
David Loew's unit still working towards a starting date for
"Bel-ami."

METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER
Arthur Freed has set his next production. It will be "The
Pirate," with Judy Garland, Gene Kelly and Lena Home in top
ioles. The Freed picture, "Till The Clouds Roll By," is now well
into its fourth month of production and the producer is planning
"The Pirate" for a summer start.
Meanwhile, "Ziegfeld Follies" opened in New York and Hollywood to mingled and mangled comments. Whatever can be said
about the film, and there is much on the good and the bad side
of the ledger, it is a spectacular contrivance. But it is not faring
so well at the hands of the critics, largely because of those comedy routines, which are about as original and subtle as pratt-falls.
We believe the critical reports bear out the report by this department —were
long
beforeWethemention
picture'sthis
release
— that
somescolded
of the usnumbers
weak.
because
Metro
for
that report.
Plum for Brown
Clarence Brown has been handed another plum for early
production. This time he will serve as producer-director on "Song
of Love," the story of Clara and Robert Schumann and Johannos
Brahms. Brown has just completed "The Yearling," which will
be ready for release sometime this fall.
Robert Montgomery has stepped out of his role in the currently-sho ting "A Woman of My Own" because he and George
Cukor, the director, could not agree on how the role should be
played. No assignment of the role has been made at this writing
and no comment as to what Montgomery will do was available
from studio spokesmen.
Tracy Due Back
Spencer Tracy will be getting back to work shortly with three
productions lined up for him in quick succession First will be
Pandro S. Berman's production of "Sea of Grass." Then, will
come Sinclair Lewis' "Cass Timberlane," with Lana Turner, and
third will be "Robinson Crusoe" for producer Sam Zimbalist.
No new starters on the lot this week. It would seem the
scripts are still not coming through as per schedule. "The ShowOff" (Red Skelton-Marilyn Maxwell) finished and six remain in
production.

MONOGRAM
This studio is to be congratulated on its immediate reaction
to Barry Sullivan's star-making performance in "Suspense." The
actor has been brutally ignored or shunted to stupid roles by
many allegedly astute producers, but now he stands to reap his
harvest by way of Monogram's recognition of his work. First of
all, he has been given co-billing with Belitn. the magic on ice of
the picture. Then, Trem Carr announced a new contract which
will give Sullivan three pictures within the next two years. All
of these will be important Monogram product and the first one is
another, called "The Hunted," from the fertile King Bros.
Second Look at 'Suspense'
Speaking of "Suspense," as many people are these days, this
correspondent
caught
the picture again
the other- night.
Few

pictures are worth a second look, but "Suspense" provided a challenge that had to be met. There is no doubt (even after second
viewing) that the film is far and away, the best film Monogram
lias contributed to the industry to date. It will stand up sturdily
in first-run competition.

neither' Donlevy nor Republic have registered either title or script.
it's a tos -up as to whom will make the film. In all probability
there will be a settlement to clear the decks for at least one of
the productions.

While it cannot honestly be said that "Suspense" is of a rank
with, for example, "the ten best films of 1946," it must not be
overlooked that the film can and does stand firmly ahead of lots
of the stuff that comes off of the major sound stages. For instance, an outfit like Columbia would be shouting its head off
about a picture like it.

April Big Month
This studio is set for the biggest production month since its
organization during April. In addition to the Wayne picture,
"The Plainsman and the Lady," with Vera Hruba Ralston and
William Elliott co-starred, will go. And Al Santell will start
"That Brennan Girl" for which James Dunn and Mona Freeman
(borrowed from Paramount) have been cast in the major roles.

It is to be hoped that "Suspense" marks the first milestone in
a trend that will make Monogram product in general of the quality that President Broidy and his entire staff are working to
achieve.

"Stagecoach to Denver," Allen Lane's Red Ryder starrer; "Santa
Fe Sunset," the third Magnacolor western musical, and Rov
Rogers' "Shine On Texas Moon" will also go before the month
ends.

Two stock-in-trade features fill the sound stages on the lot
this week: "Romance of The Rancho," another in the Cisco Kid
series, and "Hot Money," one from the Bowery Boys' unit.

PARAMOUNT
With "Seven Were Saved" wound up, Pine-Thomas finished
its 1945-46 program. About the 18th of this month they will go
into their next year's schedule with "Nightmare" as number one.
DeForest
Kelly, an unknown,
will be cast in the leading
role.
New starter on the lot this week is a Bob Hope comedv with
the great title, "Where There's Life." Signe Hasso and William
Bendix have the top supporting roles.
Continuing in production are: "Suddenly It's Spring" (Fred
MacMurray-Paulette Goddard), "Perils of Pauline" (Betty Hu'tonJohn Lund) in Technicolor, and "Welcome Stranger" (Bing
Crosby-Barry Fitzgerald-Joan Caufield).
With the European market opening up and British production
taking on quite a formidable shape in the market, Paramount is
not going to be left out of the lead if Henry Ginsberg can help it.
He has sent Luigi Luraschi, head of the foreign department, off
on a three-month survev of the continent. Luraschi should come
back bolstered with a factual catalogue that will tell Paramount
what they can and must do in the future, to keep abreast of the
European market.
That Scott Gal
Lizabeth Scott, the Hal B. Wallis girl, is set for her third
picture. This time it is "Desert Town." Burt Lancaster, who was
discovered by Wallis in a Broadway shew, is scheduled for the
male lead. This young man is also under contract to Mark Hellinger and goes into "The Killers" for him immediatelv, so the
Wallis film will be his second. The Scott girl has not caueht on
as fast or as firmly as was originally anticipated. She is certainly attractive enough, but, once again, that all-seeing eye. the
camera, points up weaknesses without pity. In "The Strange Love
of Martha Ivers," some of the dialogue reading by Miss Scott was
good for solid audience laughs where no laugh was intended. The
actress still has to drop a lot of her stage techniciue before the
camera will say, "Ok, that's honest." Undoubtedly, under the
clever Wallis guidance, the job will be accomplished. Meanwhile,
Miss Scott will have to wait for that real triumph which her
studio has predicted.

PRC
The quiet continues at this studio with only one picture in
work, "Queen of Burlesque"
(Evelyn Ankers-Carleton Young).
Scheduled for start any day is "Secrets of A Sorority Girl,"
for which Lew Landers has been set as director-.
None of the nebulous expansion plans hinted at some months
ago seem to be assuming reality at this point, although the studio
heads maintain there is progress afoot.

REPUBLIC
keep

Despite the dismal failures of actors turned producers, they
trying.

Another actor going producer is John Wayne. The picture
will be "Angel and The Outlaw." Wayne will produce and star.
James Edward Grant, the author, will direct. Harry Carey is set
for a top role. Shooting starts April 22. This deal probably
makes sense because Republic can use the marquee value of the
Wayne name and handing him the extra lure of a producership
is one way of keeping him working on the lot. However, if
Wayne was a smart guy, he would stick to acting and allow Republic — which has done quite well by him — to do the producing.
Actor Brian Donlevy is also turning producer and he seems to
be off to a bad start in his first venture. He announced a picture
called "The Minister and the Safecracker" for Kail production.
Republic reared up instantly and maintained they have a story,
called "McGee," based on the same novel, all set to go within the
next month.
The book, itself, is in public domain
and since
14

New

Color Process

Meanwhile, in production are "Earl Carroll's Sketchbook"
(Constance Moore-William Marshall). "Rendezvous With Annie"
(Eddie Albert-Faye Marlowe), "The Crimson Ghost" (Linda
Stirling-Charles Quigley), a serial, and "Under Nevada Skies"
(Roy Rogers-Dale Evans).
In line with the general expansion program at this studio,
there is talk of work on a new three-color process which the
company hopes to have ready by 1947. A fund of $1,000,000 ha
been set up for specific use in the color expansion program. Until
that time, however, the studio is expanding its Magnacolor- usage
as far- as possible.

RKO RADIO
A few months ago it was rumored that Ingrid Bergman would
do the title role in "Katie For Congress" when that picture came
to the shooting stage. That deal apparently did not work out. fo»
now Joseph Cotten, Loretta Young and Ethel Barrymore have
been announced for the leading roles. Dore Schary will produce
and H C. Potter will start the film rolling as director on May 1.
Gene Raymond, out of service for some months now, will dT
h's first screen role in "What Nancy Wanted," now in work with
Laraine Day and Brian Aherne. Raymond has been off the screen
since 1941 when he made "Smilin' Through" with his wife, Jeanette MacDonald.
Edward

Dmytryk to England
Dmvtryk, whose reputation in the directorial field has

rocketed this past year, has been assigned to "So Well Remembered," the James Hilton novel. Producer Adrian Scott ?.nrt
Dmytryk will leave shortly for England where the fi'm is to be
made under- the recent RKO Rank deal. Dmytryk has just finished work on "Till The End of Time" (Dorothy McGuire-Guy
Madison) which will be released in August.
Title change at RKO makes "Double Trouble" into "Vacation
in Reno."
Jack Haley and Anne Jeffreys are starred.
It would seem that Producer Joan Harrison is finally goin<j
to get to work at RKO. She has had material in preparation for
months now and, at last, two pictures are set to go almost simultaneously. First will be "Nocturne," with George Raft. That
goes on May 1 and on May 15, "They Won't Believe Me" is
scheduled, with Robert Young in the star role.
Goldwyn to Start Two
In production on the lot currently are: "Sinbad The Sailor"
(Douglas Fairbanks, Jr.-Mauree.n O'Hara), "What Nancy Wanted"
(Laraine Day-Brian Aherne), "Honeymoon" (Shirley Temple-Guv
Jeffreys).
Madison) and "Dick Tracy Vs. Cueball" (Morgan Conway-Anne
The Goldwyn forces will be out in full swing this week. too.
with two pictures
scheduled
for starting. "The
Secret Life of
Walter Mitty" (Danny Kaye-Virginia Mayo) and "The Best Year
of Our- Lives" (Myrna Loy-Frederic March-Dana
Andrews-Teresa
Wright-Virginia Mayo).
William Wyler is directing.

20th CENTURY-FOX
It seems that we've heard this before, but here we go again:
20th will produce only top-budget pictures! Pictures like "Razor's
Edge" and "Forever- Amber" are the aim of the studio and since
this type of production uses all available space and resources,
we are told, the lesser films will have to be farmed out in some
fashion. There is probably a connection between this new move
and the news that Bryan Foy. long associated with this studio, is
leaving 20th when his contract expires to go into production on
his own. With him will be Aubrey Schenck. The pair have already made financial arrangements and their initial program includes six features which will probably be released through this
company. Lewis Milestone and Harry Sherman are also likely t<
be signed to produce some of the B (C, D, etc.) pictures.
Seek Outside Product
While no definite invitation was given to independent producers, it was indicated that producers with a story and place to
make it into a picture would be given consideration in this plan
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to find supplemental product for the company's release schedule.
One of the top-budget pictures referred to in the policy change
is "The Late George Apley." Ronald Colman, who has been off
the screen for two years, has been signed for the title role.
Production is starting in June under Fred Kohlmar.
"The Razor's Edge," under the personal production supervision of Darryl Zanuck, got under way this week with seven star
■ names and three big names in supporting roles. The cast is
Tyrone Power, Gene Tierney, John Payne, Anne Baxter, Herbert
Marshall, Anne Revere, Clifton Webb, Lucile Watson, Fritz Kortner and Frank Latimore.
In production on the lot are: "Claudia and Davi:l" (Dorothy
McGuire-Robert
Young),
"Forever
Amber"
(Peggv
Cummins'Cornel
Wilde)
in Technicolor.
"Home
Sweet
Homicide"
(Lynn
Bari-Randolph
Scott) and "Margie"
(Jeanne
Crain-Alan
Young)
in Technicolor.
The last named is scheduled to wind up any day.

UNITED

ARTISTS

David O. Selznick moved in on several majors last week when
he signed Mervyn LeRoy as director on "Little Women," which
will be done in Technicolor with Shirley Temple stalled. LeRoy
has commitments with RKO for "The Robe," a Frank Ross Production, and with Warners, where space has been made available
for his Arrowhead Productions unit. But it seems likely that the
Selznick picture 'will come first,
indefinitely long way from being
head unit apparently has nothing
nick plans his "Little Women" to
be moved back if it is determined
nothing else ready.

because "The Robe" is still an
ready to start and the Arroweven near starting state. Selzgo in August, but that date nviv
definitely that LeRcy will have

David Hempstead, producer of "Kitty Foyle," "None But The
Lon^lv Heart" and "Tender Comrade," among others, has been
signed to a term producer's deal by Selznick. His first assignment has not been made, but with the Selznick program shaping
up heavily, he will undoubtedly be at work shortly.
'Duel' Wound Up
The flood of exploitation on "Duel In The Sun" continues and
it has been announced in awed tones that the final ending on the
picture has been shot in secret and now it should be ready for'
release after almost thirteen months of production. The final
version will run 185 minutes.
With all the ballyhoo out for "Henry V," the Arthur RankLaurence Olivier production, naming it strictly a "class" production, United Artists has arranged with the Theatre Guild to serve
as sponsor for the first-run engagement in some 20 odd cities
where the Guild operates a cubscription season. The Guild will
participate in profits and get screen credits. A complete sell-out
for the opening in Boston on April 3 was reported.
"The Victims," a story scon to run in Cosmopolitan magazine,
is being prepared by Andre De Toth, who will produce and direct
the picture.
Only one in production for this outfit is Andrew Stone';
"Bachelor's Daughters" (Gail Russell-Claire Trevor-Ann Dvorak).
A deal for the film version of Mike Todd's musical hit,
"Blcomer Girl," has been set for United World distribution. There
was no actual exchange of money in the deal wlvch calls for
Milton Feld to produce with Todd sharing in the profits. No starting date or production plans have been announced as yet. International will be the production unit.
Film rights to Somerset Maugham's novel, "Ashenden," have
;been purchased by International and James Hilton has been assigned to write the screen play. The combining of these two
ranking authors' names for a picture should net International a
'uniqua story writing job. No casting has been set as yet.
Moving to Universal
"Bella Donna" is set to start filming this week (April 15) and
|in the meanwhile the company is being moved as rapidly as possible to the Universal lot. Because building cannot proceed per
'chedule, Universal has purchased two Army barracks in which
they will house some of their own people, thus making more space
for the International group.

"Dark Mirror," the first picture for release
United
World, with Lew Ayres and Olivia de Havilland, through
wound up last
,yeek.

UNIVERSAL
The Rank deals have been so numerous and so involved that
t is difficult to determine just who does what for whom in the
et-up. Universal, associated with Rank in the United World setip, has just borrowed Phyllis Calvert to play the lead in the
■Iming of "Time Out of Mind." scheduled for mid-summer production. Jane Murfln will do the screenplay and Robert Siodmak
jvill direct.
Miss Calvert is the second of the Rank star roster lo
\ P R I L
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come to Universal for a picture. Patricia Roc, the first loan-out.
returned
to London.
completed her role in "Canyon Passage," has just
recently
who
Dan Duryea has finally succumbed to the offers of a long
term contract and signed with Universal. He will do two pictures
a year for the studio. His first under the new deal will be a
staining role in "The Black Angel." June Vincent was signed to
replace Ava Gardner in the co-star role and Peter Dorre has been
borrowed from Warner Brothers for an important characterization.
To Use Cineoolor
Universal has decided to try its luck with Cinecolor in a
forthcoming outdoor film, "The Wichita Kid," scheduled for summer production. This will be the second production from a majorstudio to be done in the tint. MGM recently completed "Star
From Heaven" in the same process. With the jam up at Technicolor growing steadily worse, it seems imperative that studios
rVd sonr other process which they can substitute on at least
some of the lesser pictures they make. The trend is more and
more toward color and the time has come for some positive
action.
Robert Taplinger, who recently resigned his producer-berth
at Columbia, has joined Walter Wanger's unit as vice-president.
He will produce as well as handle executive detail.

on the lot this week
new starterOnly Joyce-Don
Porter).
iBrenda

WARNER

is "Claude's Wile'

BROS.

This studio has been a busy place in the past two weeks with
pictures starting, and problems, too.
Major problem was the refusal of Mr. and Mrs. Humphrey
Bogart (Lauren Bacall) of their roles in "Stallion Road." The
Bogarts, singly and collectively, have caused an amazing amount
of difficulty on the Warner lot in production, publicity and just
plain every day cooperation. Someone should tell them that such
behavior nets no one anything — least of all, the players who so
perform.
At first it was announced that "Stallion Road" would be
shelved because "the director was ill." But after a little more
thought, the Bogarts were put on suspension and Ronald Reagan,
Zachary Scott and Alexis Smith were called in to take over.
Peggy Knudsen and J. Carroll Naish are also cast.
Who

Made

Whom?

Of course, it's not beyond the realm of possibility that the
Bogarts were justified in turning down the roles. Maybe they
weren't suited for them. One more bad picture is just about all
Miss Bacall could take, since her performance in "Confidential
Agent" was quite hammy. But surely, with all the stories that
have been submitted to this pair, who want to do a picture together-, something must have been right. Their last venture together, "The Big Sleep," is still something no one talks about very
much despite re-takes and re-shooting by the reel. We believe
that the records will prove, in most cases, that when actors start
selecting their roles it is the beginning of the end. There are
exceptions, but not many. In this case, however, there is no
doubt that Warners made both Bogarts stars.
Alfred de Liagre and John Van Druten have been signed as
producer and director for the screen version of "The Voice of
The Turtle." Van Druten wrote the original play which de Liagre
produced with such success on Broadway. No casting has been
named, but every actress on or off the lot will be praying to her
personal guardian angel for that one.
Alex Gottlieb has two more important story properties on his
list. "Land I Have Chosen." the book by Ellin Berlin, and "Back
Home For Keeps." Both are being scripted by the Gottlieb writing staff for early production.
Seven in Production
This is a busy lot with seven pictures in production. The
long-promised "Life With Father" is finally going with William
Powell and Irene Dunne singled out for the leads after dozens of
tests. Elizabeth Taylor has been borrowed from Metro for a part.
What a pity if they put a red-haired wig on her! Zasu Pitts.
Edmund Gwenn and James Lydon are also cast. Michael Curtiz
is directing for Robert Buckner. "Stallion Road" got off to its
shaky start with revised casting.
Continuing before the cameras are: "The Sentence" (Ann
3heridan-Kent Smith), "A Very Rich Man" (Sydney GreenstreetMartha Vickers-Dane Clark), "Cloak and Dagger" (Gary CooperLilli Palmer), "Cheyenne" (Dennis Morgan-Jane Wyman) and
"Humoresque"
almost
finished. (Joan Crawford-John Garfield). The last-named is
15
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in the Release Chart, the date under "Details" ret ers to the issue in which cast, director, plot, etc..
appeared. "Rel." is the national release date. "No." is the release number. "Rev." is the issue in which
the review appeared. There may be variations in the Running Time in states where there is censorship.
All new productions are on 1945-46 programs unless otherwise noted. (T) immediately following title
and running time denotes Technicolor production.
Throw a Saddle on a Star
Curtis-Roberts
(Details under title: Smoky River Serenade)

1945-46 Features
Westerns
Serials

In Production
In Production
In Production

Completed (37)
Completed (15)
Completed
( 3)

Two-Fisted
Stranger
Voice of The Whistler, The (60)
Walls Came Tumbling
Down, The
Who's Guilty? (Serial)

(4)
fO)
(0)

.. .12-10. . 3-21.

Starrett-Burnette
Dix-Merrick
Bowman-Chapman
Kent-Ward

COMPLETED

..

S-20
8-6.. 10-30.
.12-24
10-15. .12-13.

.7024. ..1-21
.7140.......

1944-45

NEW

PRODUCTIONS

DOWN TO EARTH (Technicolor)
Musical — Started March 27
Cast:
Rita Hayworth,
Larry Parks, Marc Piatt, Edward
Everett
Horton, James Gleason, Adele Jergen.
Director:
Alexander
Hall
Producer:
Don Hartman
Story:
Goddess
of Dance comes
to earth to break up a show
portraying
her character.
She falls in love with the producer
and saves the
show.
THE COFFIN
(Details in issue of April 1)
Story:
Girl secretly married
when
her father is accidentally
killed by her
husband.
The
body
is entombed
in a fireplace
to be discovered
years later by the daughter.

TIM. — ■■•■I*

TIB.

RELEASE

CHART
Cad

Ootalb

IN PRODUCTION
Blondie

Knows

3-18

Best

Singleton-Lake
Morley-Bannon
Ford-Blair

^n'
The
Gallant Journey

COMPLETED

.. .4-1.
.4-1

m»i!!. 0,.hST°,0d
^"V. ( T) (87 »
Wilde-Louise
Oetaili onder title:
Raiders of Quantl Basin Starrett- Matthews
o ii!ii.*!. ? ,m T?'i'
Blondle's
Lucky
Day
Lake-Singleton
Close Call for Boston Blackie
Morris-Lane

CM J1*.*, ■•-■•.
Gun„i„„ for
<« L[mMost
Gunning
Vengeance
Details onder title: Burning the Trail
Heandl"»
Details "«»t
under ••■•
title: Massacre Mesa

Hit The Hay (62)
Hop Harrigan
(Serial)
Jungle Raiders (Serial)
Just Before Dawn
Kiss and Tell (90)

[MZ i -iV
n
1 •,!"*
Life
With
Blondie ' • (69)

4-2

...9-4.
10-15.
.10-29.
3-18
. .6-25.

Baxter-Anderson

Tucker-Merrick

'.'.7-9.'.
. .2-18.

Louise-Bannon
Starrett-Taylor
Starrett-Burnette
Massen-Stanton

.11-12.

Hayworth-Ford

9-17

starrett-Adair

6-25 .

Tindall-CHf ton .... 6-25 .

Starrett-Houck
Canova-Hunter
.
Bakewell-Holt
Richm„nd-Borg
Baxter-Barrie
Temple-Abel
.
Starrett-Burnette
Starrett- Law
.
. Singleton-Lake

Detailsii° under
L
/e" title:
.-.
One Life Too Many
Meet Me On Broadway
Mysterious Intruder, The
Details under title: Murder Is Unpredictable
My Name Is Julia Ross (64)
Details under title: The Woman in Red
Night Editor
.
Noto ous Lone Wolf. The (64)
Details under title: Lone Wolf on Broadway

Brooks-Macready

Reynolds-Brady
Dix-Blake

Foch-Macready

.

10-18.
.1-24.
. .4-4.
.9-27.

.9-14.

.10-16

11-15.
12-13

.7-26
.7-12.
..6-7.

.

. .For.

RELEASE

. 7022

7001
.7029
. .4-1
'018
7206. . . .

Garson-Montgomery

A

.7202
4-1

.12-24.

8-6. 11-27.
4-18. . ,7023..11-2e
.2-14. . 7028

1-7.

NO.

...3-4.
.12-24.
10-45.

.11-45.
3-5. ..9-45.
.10-16.
11-45.
. .5-28.

FOURTEEN

She Went to the Races (86)
They Were Expendable
(133)
What Next, Corporal Hargrove? (95)
Vacation from Marriage (94)
Yolanda and the Thief (T) (108)

Craig-Gifford
Montgomery-Wayne
Walker-Porter
. . . . . .8-6. .11-45.
.11-45.
Donat-Kerr
..... Foreign.
1-46
1-46.
Astaire-Bremer

Letter for Evie, A (89)
Harvey Girls, The (T)
(101)
Portrait of Maria (76)
Sailor Takes a Wife (91)
Up Goes Malsie (89)

Hunt-Carroll
....
Garland-Hodiak
Del Rio-Armendarh
Walker-Allyson
Sothern- Murphy

BLOCK

NO. FIFTEEN

BLOCK

. .1-22. .11-45.
.1-46.
1-46
.1-22. .
.6-11.
.1-46.
8-20

. .4-2.

NO. SIXTEEN

Bad Bascomb
Hoodlum Saint (91)
Last Chance. The (105)

Beery-O'Brien
Powell-Williams

. Foreign

Postman Always Rings Twice, The
Two Sisters From Boston (112)

Turner-Garfield
Mlyson-Lawford

...7-9.
...6-25.

SPECIALS

Adventure (129)
Gable-Garson
.
Details under title: Tbls Strange Adventure
Weekend at the Waldorf (130)
Turner-Johnson
Zitgfeld Follies (T)
(110)
Astaire-Ball . .

NOT

(7)

.4-1.

COMPLETED
1945-46
BLOCK NO. THIRTEEN

BLOCK

7021

R

.8-6
..7-9

lei.

Abbott and Costello in Hollywood
(83) . . .A. & C
..4-30. .10-45.
Dangerous
Partners (78)
Craig-Hasso
....
. 10-45
Her Highness and the Bellboy (112)
Lamarr-Walker
.12-11.
.12-25.
Hidden Eye, The (68)
Arnold- Rafferty
...3-5.
..9-45.
Our Vines Have Tender Grapes (105)
O'Brien-Robinson

. 7it0. .
.7120.

9-3
7019
.3-4. . .1-3., .7014
. 8-20. 4-11..

Details

Woman

Own.

6042

.12-24.
4-1.

Williams-Carroll
J'Brien-Murphy
Lawford-Jenkins
Garland-Walker
Taylor-Hepburn
.

my

.6005.

Cut
CHART

Fiesta
<T)
Tenth Avenue Angel
My Brother Who Talks To Horses
Till The Clouds Roll By (T)
Undercurrent
Details under title: You Were There
ol

.6224.

In Production

(37)

Title— Imln Thw
IN PRODUCTION

. 10-1 . 11-29.
3-28

11-26 10-18.
3-1
...8-6.
.2-5.
11-26

.6029.

11-13.

Curtis-Storey
Frazee-Lloyd
Wilde-Keyes
Lynn-Stewart

. 6201
. 6201

.11-9.
. .4-30. .9-13.
, .5-24. .6020. 10-15
.5-14..
.12-11.
.1-22. . . . .8-9. .6015
.7-24..
. 6010 . . 10-29
.8-16..
.8-23. . 6208
.6001.... 9-3
.2-18
3-18
.6-7. . 6223 . 11-12
.1-22. .11-10.
.9-27.
.6005.
.. .7-23.
.6-11.
. .3-5.

Curtis-Walker
Russell-Bowman

Completed

1945-4K Features

. 7201 . .
7004
.7020

..2-28.
4-25

. .2-18.
.8-20.

.9-21.

Starrett-Athens
Starrett-Worth
Bannon-Cochran
Loder-Louise
Harris-Brooks
Dunne-Knox
Starrett-Bliss

METRCGOLOWYN-MAYE

.i-Si.
3-21
. .4-25.
10-11.

Roundup

Rhythm
Round-Up
(66)
She Wouldn't Say Yes (87)
Details under title: Some Call It Love
Sing Me a Song of Texas
Ten Cents A Dance (60)
Thousand and One Nights, A (93)
You Can't Do Without Love

l.i

Gargan-Carter
..
Mohr-Carter ... 11-12. .
.8-20. 12-20. . .7012.
Details
n ??, T°hL0V!,..• • Hall
u
Morris-Chapman
under title:
12-27..
the Chief
. 7035 .
Bannon-Hunter
Out of the Depths
.10-1.
Details under title: Secret Story
.4-30. .9-18..
Outlaws of the Rockies
Starrett-Harding
.12-25.
.
2-18
.3-21. . .7005...
7008
Perilous
Holiday
pZuL MVU
I'm ' <87)
MacMurray-Chapman
5-14 .'
O'Brien-Wa
rrick 10-15
Phantom
Of The Desert
Starrett-Burnette
. . . 9-3
Phantom Thief, The
Morris-Donnell
1-21
Details under title: Boston Blackle's Private Ghost
11-15... 7036.
Prison Ship
Lowery-Foch
8-20. .
Renegades (T)
K eyes -Parker
6-11.
Details under title: The Kansan
Return ol Rusty, The
Donaldson-Dennis 4-1 .2-14
Roaring Rangers
Starrett-Burnette
. . 6-11
Details under title: Powder River
11-22.
Sna,u (»2)
Parks-Lloyd
. . 6-25 .
.12-10..
.3-14.. .7010... 1-7
So Dark the Night
Geray-Cheirel
1-10
.11-12.
Story of Jolson, The (T)
Parks-Demarest
8-6
Details under title: The Jolson Story
Tars and Spars (88)
Drake-Blair
.3-28. . 7007
Talk About A Lady
Falkcnburg-Tucker .12-24.
.12-24.
That Texas Jamboree
Curtls-Donnell
.10-29.
Terror Trail
Starrett-Burnette
Texas Panhandle
.5-14. 12-20... 7203.
Starretl-Parks

16

Cowboy of Lonesome
River
Cyclone Prairie Rangers
Gay Senorita (70)
Fighting Guardsman,
The (84)
I Love a Bandleader
Over 21 (103)
Rustlers of the Badlands
Details under title: Renegade

2-21

1945-46

Tn
,f,
\Wa'm?9
(Details
under
title: <69)
Paper Doll Murder)
Dangerous Business
Details under title: Power ol Attorney
Devil's Mask, The
Frontier Gunlaw
Gal oping Thunder
Gentleman
Misbehaves,
The
Details under title: Lullaby of Broadway

Adventures of Rusty (67)
Donaldson-Nagel
. ..4-30 10-13.
9-6. . . .6120
.6027. .11-12
Details under title: Rusty
Black Arrow (Serial)
Scott-Jergens
.6-21.. 6036
Blonde From Brooklyn
Haymes-Merrick
.2-19.
Boston Blaekle Booked on Suspicion (67) . . . Morris-Merrick
..9-4.
.5-10. .6031
6030
7-9
Boston Blackle's Rendezvous
Morris-Foch
. ..
Details under title: Surprise In the Night
..2-5. . ..7-5..
.6-14
Both. larrtli llulog
Rtarrett- Harding
.6-26.
Details iirdor title: Texas RfSee
.3-5.
.7-26 .. .5-17. .6207.

.601.
.604. ..7-23
.602.
.8-20
.9-3
.600.
.603. ..7-23
607.
.609. ...8-6
. 10-29
.606. .11-26
.12-10
.11-26
.608.
.610. .10-29
614
.12-10
.612
.615
.613. . .1-7
3-18
611.
...1-7
...1-7
2-18
2-18
,..1-7
12-10

.. .7-9.
. .6-11. . 3-46

. .616

12-24

.U-27.. 10-45. ...605. ..7-23
. ..5-1... 3-46
617
. 1-21

DESIGNATED

Little Mr. Jim
Black Sheep
But Not Goodbye

Jenklns-Gifford
Craig- Jenkins
Morgan-Totter

Details under title: Boy's Ranch
Easy To Wed (T) (117)
Faithful In My Fashion
Great Morgan, The
Green Years. The
(127)
Hold High the Torch (T)
Details onder title: For Better For Worse

Ball-Johnson
Reed-Drake
Morgan-Powell
Coburn-Drake
E. Taylor-Lassie

Holiday in Mexico (T)
No Leave, No Love
Show-Oft. The

Pidgeon-Massey
Johnson-Klrkwood
Skelton-Maxwell

...10-29.
8-6 .
1-7.
2-19.
1-7 .
9-3 .
. . . 9-18 .

.3-18

...9-17.
..10-1.
3-4.
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1-22

Star
Two

Irom
Smart

Heaven
People

(Cinecolor)

Thompson-Tobias
Ball-Hodiak

Three Wise Fools
Yearling,
The
(T)

COMPLETED
BLOCK NO. TEN

Thin
Man
Goes Home
Between
Two
Women

Man's

Navy

Dorn-Astor
Laurel-Hardy
Arnold-Royal

Hands

(101)
(83)

(100)

Details
under
title:
Picture of Dorian Gray

BLOCK

Bewitched
Details

(65)
under

Twice

Blessed

Turner-Peters
....
O'Brien-lturbl
Craig-Reed
Tracy-Hepburn
Lawford-Lanchester

Alter
(T)

Sanders- Hatfield

.1-45.
.1-45.
.3-45.
.2-45.
.3-45.
.2-45.
.5-45.
.5-45.
.6-45.

.3-6. . 6-43
. 11-27.

Thaxter-Daniels

Ego

(105)

Johnson-Williams

(77)

Wilde-Craig

SPECIAL

.516 .11-27
.519 .12-11
.514. .12-11
11-27
.513.
.518
.511

. 12-23
.2-19

.1-8
. 12-25
.515.
.520
.523 .12-25
.522.
.526. ....4-2
.4-30

ims

.525. ...3-5
.530
. .528

..8-21
12-11 .

.6-25

Thirty Seconds Over Tokyo

Kelly-Sinatra
Garland-O'Brienn
Rooney-Taylor

Front

(138)

.1-45.
6-26
.12-13 . .4-45..
2-7.
.1-45..
2-21. .
. .6-45.
9-18.

Tracy-Thaxter

(111)

Garson-Peck

.7-23

531
..512. .11-23
..521.
.12-11
.511
.11-27
..527. ..4-12

MONOCRAM
1945-46 Features
Westerns

(12)

Completed
(38)
Completed
(

In Productier
Production

(6)
(0)

.7-23.

G. I. Honeymoon
> 70 >
In Old New
Mexico
Muggs
Rides
Again
Details
under
title: County
Fair

Storm-Cookson
Reiialdo-Kenyon
East Side Kids

Lost
Trail,
The
Riders
ot the Daw
Details
under
title:

Brown-Holt
vvaneley White

Saddle
Serenade
Details
under

Rainbow

title:

Cowboy

Hunters
under title:

Sensation
Details

Serenade

Street

Chasers
Trouble
Details
under

Cast:

(20)

of

Here

Girl

the

(2)

Director: William Nigh
Producer: Scott R. P'mlap
Story:
rise.) Kid breaks up racket of police chief ami tax collector.
HOT MONEY
Drama — Started
March
29
Cast:
Leo
Gorcey,
Huntz
Hall,
Bobby
Jordan.
Billy
Benedict,
Vince Barnett,
Sheldon
Leonard,
Bernard
Gorcey,
Milton
Parsons,
David Gorcey, James
Burke, William
Newell.
Director: Phil Karlson
Producer:
Jan Grippo
Story:
Bowery
Boys involved
banh
robbery
by trick, return the trick
to discover the real thieves.

RELEASE
Title — leonine

CHART

Tlat

Comes

COMPLETED
Allotment
Wives
(80)
Behind the Mask
Details
under
title: The
Black
Market
Babies
(71)
Border
Bandits
. .
Corpus
Delicti
Face of Marble, The
Dark Ali°i

Francis-Kelly
Richmond-Reed
Shadows

..

.. 9-3
1-5.
..8-20. . .1-12.
. . .4-1
.. .2-2.

Toler-Yung
....
.10-15.
Carradine-Drake
.12-24
Toler-Lorring
...
Richmond-Hayes
Alcatraz
Cookson-William

Fighting
Texan,
The
Brown-Hatton
Gay Cavalier,
The
Roland-Ames
...
Haunted
Mine,
The
Brown-Hatton
In Fast Company
Corcey-Hall
Details under title: In High Gear
Joe Palooka,
Champ
Kirkwood-Knox
Junior Prom
Stewart-Prelsser
Details
under
title: High
School
Kids
Live Wires
Gorcey-Drake
Details under title: Stepping Around
Lonesome
Trail
Wakely-Whlte
Details under title: On The Cherokee Trail
Moon
Over
Montana
Wakely-Holt
.. .
Red
Dragon,
The
(64)
Toler-Fong
Details under title: Charlie Chan In Mexico
Shadow Returns, The
Details under title: The Shadow
Belita-Moore
...
Strange
Mr. Gregory,
The
(63)
Lowe-Rogers
....
Details onder title: Gregory
Suspense
(101)
Richmond-Reed
Details
under title: Glamour Girl
Sunbonnet
Sue
(90)
Regan-Storm
...
Sweet
Sixteen
Stewart-Preisser
.
Details under
title: High
School
Scandals
Swing
Parade of 1946
(75)
Storm-Reagan
. .
Under
Arizona
Skies
Brown-Hatton
Details under title: Code of The Drifter
West of The Alamo
Wakely-White
. .

COMPLETED

1944-45

(75)

Carey-Kelly
. ..
East
Side
Kids.
Lowe-Tlerney
...
Francis-Cabot
..

Drlftln'
Along
Details under title: Rollin'
Flame of the West (71)

Brown-Carver
Along

Brown-Hatton

Perils

Completed

.527
.505. .12-10

..7-23. .

. . .3-18.
. 12-24
10-29 . . .
. .2-18. .

.3-2.

.507.

.3-2.

.16:
.52
.510.

.12-24. .
.11-26. .
.10-1. . .1-12.
.9-17... 12-8.
12-10. ..2-16.
. .9-17
2-9.
.10-29
6-25

.56^
.528

.514.
.501
.509.
.561.
.572...

.:i3 .

of

.516. . .3-18

.10-29.
.5-14.
.3-18 . 1-10.

501. .10-15

.8-6. . .3-16.
.2-4. . .4-13.
.2-4.

.7-10.

.4-6. .
7-14

..9-22
1016. ..5-12
. .3-5. ..8-18
.1-26
.10-1. .

.2-19

6-9.

.503
.567.
.573

8-6
10-1
. ...3-19
11-12

CHART

TtaM

Cut

OtUlli

Pauline

(T)

Hutton-Lund

It's Spring
Stranger

15,

••

»••

3-18

MacMurray-Goddard
Crosby-Cauncld

Duffy's
Tavern
(97)
Follow
That
Woman
(70)
Lost Weekend,
The
(101)
Love Letters
(101)

.fa-uner Reynolds
Ga Ban «el!y
....
Milland-Wyman
lones-Cotten

BLOCK

Hold
That
Details
Kitty
People
Stork

■•!

PRODUCTION

NO. TWO

Blonde
(76)
und.r
title:

(104)
Are
Club

Funny
(98)

in

Godda-d-Milland
Hal-y-Walkcr
Hulton-Fitzgerald

NO. THREE

Mexico

(96)

Lamour-Cordova

(87)

NO.

Tufts-Lake
Barr-Massen

FOUR

Blue
Dahlia.
The
(99)
They Made Me A Killer
Virginian.
The
(T)
(90)
Well Groomed
Bride, The

BLOCK

Intentions

(93)

BLOCK

Masquerade

Brsckrn Lake
Good

....

Ladd-Lake
Lowery-Britton
McCrea Britton
Miland-dellavMland

65)
(75)

NO. FIVE

Bride
Wore
Boots.
The
(82)
Hoi Cargo
(57)
Our Hearts Were Growing
Up (122)..
To Each
His Own
(122)

rtanwyck-Cummings
Rogers- Reed
....
Donlevy-Russell
deHavilland-Lund

Cross My
Details

Hutton-Tufts

BLOCK
Heart
under

Searching Wind.
Strange
Life ol
Details
under

NO. SIX

title:
The
Martha
title:

Swamp

Fire
SPECIALS

Road

to

Utopia.

NOT

Too

The

Good

To

Be

Young-Sidney
Stanwyck-Heflin

Ivers
Love
Lies

(90)

Third

The
title: Take

Crosby-Hope-Lamour
Reed-Brooks
Crosby-Astaire
...
Ladd-Russell
Stanwyck-Millanil
Tufts-Lynn

Avenue
This

Woman

Ladies'
Man
Monsieur
Beauralre
(T)
0. S. S
Perfect
Marriage.
The
Rhythm
land)

wrlght-Mllland
Bracken-Welles
Hope-Caulneld
Ladd-Fltzgerald
Y»nng-N ven
H»l«v- Milliard

Seven
Were
Saved
Denning-Cra'g
Trouble With Women,
The
Mllland-Wrlght
Details under title: Too Good
To Be True
Two
Yean
tofar.
it,, mitt
...
Lidd-DtMlny

COMPLETED
BLOCK
NO. THREE
For Whom the Bell Tolls (T)
Dangeroos
Passage
(61)
Double
Exposure
(64)
Here Come the Waves
(99)
Practically
Yogrs
(90)

NO

(158)

FOUR

Bring
On the Girls (T)
(92)
Hioh
Powered
(62)
Details
under title: The
High

. ..
...
.

10-31

101-216

.4503.
.4502.

4504.

12-14
.1-25.
12-11 .11-23. . .4506.
.4509.
.6-12. .1-11.
..4-30
.4 2. J2-28
4508
. 4507 .
.2-22.
4518
.9-18
.4511
7-y.
2-19. .4-19. .4:13.
.4512.
3
8.
. .2-8.
4516
6-28
. 1-8
.4-2.
4517.
11-13
.5-17.
. .4-5.
4 21
. 5-3.
8-6
.4 23
.4:19.

r-31
.8-20
.8-20
9-3
. .9-3
.10-15
10-15
10-15
2-18
10-15
12-10
12-1C
12-10
.2-18
3-13
.218
.2-18
3-18
4-1

.4522

.. .3-5.
7-9.
.1-21.

. 6.7-5.
14

.4:24.

4-1

10-15.
...1-8

12-13..
.8-6.. .3-22. .4531.. 12-10
12-24.
>-1 ,
.7-9.
12-10.
10-29 . .

11-26
.10-1..
1-21.
.9-17 .
. .2-18

...
. .
..
...

1944-45
Cooper-Bergman
.
Lowery- Brooks
Morris-Kelly
Crixbv H often
Colbert MasMirray
lake-Tufts
Lowery-Brooks

.401

10 2
.2-19

1112.

Weissmuller-Grey

Big Town
Blue
Skies
(T)
Calcutta
California
(T)
Too Good
To Be True
Details
under title:

BLOCK

..

Bleeding

MKSIONATKD

Lady.
under

True

3-18
. .3-18

.6-11.
51

.11-1
8-21. .
7-10
.7-13.

4413
4412
4415
. 7-20

.5-15
1016
110

Man

. .2-7

APRIL

(4)

PRODUCTIONS

1945-46

Imperfect
Details

1-2.

In Production

(34)

COMPLETED
BLOCK
NO. ONE

.5VJ.

. .3-18

at

IN

BLOCK

.504

Shadow
Richmond-Hazard
Brown-Hatton
..

Don't
Gamble
Details
under Withtitle:Strangers
Charlie
Chan
Fear
Details
under title: Suspense

China's Little Devils
Come
Out Fighting
Dllllnger
(77)
Divorce
(70)

..6-25.. 12-24.
10-29

.6-2.

Trouble

NEW

1*1.

1945-46

.4-2.
.3-19.

.

. .9-8.
.7-21.
..6-2.

WHERE
THERE'S LIFE
Comedy— Started March
27
Bob Hope, Signe Hasso, William Bendix, George pCoulouns,
-28
Cast:
George Zucco.
Paul Jone ;
Producer:
Sidney Lanfield
Director:
Story:
Hope
falls heir to a shaky
crown
hindered
by gang
"I Fascists.
His love for a girl-patriot helps him survive

Miss Susie Slagle's
Tokyo
Rose
(66)
Detail!

Cast

.

Brown-Hatton
Wakley-White
.Gilbert-Howard

li)45-4<i Features

Suddenly
Welcome

Gilbert
Roland,
Marjorie
Riordan,
Martin,
Ga—'^laga,
Frank Yaconelli, Iris Flores, George Lewis, Harvey 'Yoods,
Terry Frost.

.5-28.
.1-22.

Border

PARAMOUNT

Title — RinnlM

In Production

..8-11.
. .6-12.
6-11. .10-13.
.9-29.

M-rrlck-Lcwery

Fe (56)
(551

title.

..

Toler-Moreland
Ren.ildoAmnda

(64)
The
Cobra.
Shanghai
South ol the Rio Grande
Details
under title: Song
Santa
from
Stranger
Snringtime in Texas

.

Tolcr-Manton

Mystery

Main

.

Wakeley-White

11-24.
. . 3-24 .
. 5 28.

.8 21. . . 5-5.
.10-2 . .6-16.
. .2-5.
10-20.
.7-9.
. .8-6. ..11-3,
.4-30.
4-16.
.9-18

Valley

Scarlet
Clue, The
(65)
Details
under
title: Radio

PRODUCTIONS

1945-46 Features
(34)
Completed
ROMANCE
OF THE
RANOHO
Western — Started March
24

.

In.n in

RELEASE
NEW

. 8 7

. Storm-Smith
Brown-Hatton
Flam ng

. .5-28
.6-11

..529

Anchors
Aweigh
(T)
(144)
Meet Ma In St. Louis
(T)
(113)
National
Velvet
(T)
(125)
Details
onder title: The
Home

Valley of Decision

. .5-29.
. .9-4.
. .8-21.
5-29
.10-31.

.2-45.
.3-45.

Army

TWELVE

title:

Thrill of a Romance

..515.
.8-21.
.5-28.

Beery-Gleason

Women's
(108)

NO.

. .8-21.
.6-26.
. . .9-4.

....

Powell-Loy
Barrymore-Johnson

Keep Your Powder Dry (73)
Mosle for Millions
(120)
Gentle
Annie
(80)
Without
Love
(111)
Son of Lassie <T)
(102)

Forever Yours
(83)
Frontier
Feud
Details
under
tile

.11-26
. .8-20

1944-45

Blonde
Fever
(69)
Nothing
But
Trooble
(69)
Main St. After Dark (57)
Details
under
title
Telltale

This

.10-29.
. .10-1.

O'Brien-Barrymore
Peck-Jarman
....

4411.
4414 .12-25
4419

17
l?-2=i
.3-5

19 4 6
12-2'

Salty
0 Rourke
(100)
Un»ieu
The (81)
Details under title: Fear

LiLOCK

BLOCK

Out
You

NO.

Lamour-Cordova
Fontaine-Brent
MacMurray-Mam
Haley-Savage
..

SIX

Hard

to

Handle
Bracken-Lynn
Cummings-Scott

SPECIAL
Blonde

3-5

4417.

(T)

KEJSSUE

(113)

. .6-26.
11-13
5-1
.11-27

. . . .2-19.
.11-15.

Hutton-Cordova

Slon of the Cross
(1181
Northwest
Mounted
Police
(T)
(128)
This Gun
For Hire
(81)

.6-11

..4427.

6-11

.4428.
.4426.

.7-13.
. .9-14.

. .7-9
.6-25

.4431.

.8-31.

8-26. . 4432.
8-26
.4433
. 4434 . . . .9-4

Colbert-March
Cooper- Carrol I
Ladd-Lake
. .

IN

.3-5

4424. . .4-16
4421
4-2
4422. . 4-16
4423. . .4-16

7-10. . .7-27.
. . .12-25.

Gargan-Savage
title:

of This World
(96)
Came
Along
(103)

Incendiary

.5-15. .

NO. FIVE

A Medal
for Benny
(80)
Atiairs of Susan,
The
(110)
Murder.
He Says
(92)
Scared
Stiff (65)
Midnight
Manhunt
Details
under

.4418

.94..

Ladd- Russell
..
McCrea-Russell

PRODUCTION

Earl Carroll's
Sketchb.ok
Rmdezvous
With
Annie

RELEASE
Mti« — Aenmnf

Oeulb

Cut

COMFLL-TEd

(0)
(0)

CHART

Tin

lit

1945-46 —

Avalanche
Caravan
Trails
iCinecolor)
t.uu
Havana
i6<;>
Crime
In The Night
Danny
Boy
Detour
16 )

cabo.-Eorg
Dean-Carhn
....
L nosay-Ncal
....
Beaumont-Walker
Henry J.hnson
5avare-Neal
....

...

Devil Bat's
Daughter
Enchanted
Forest
(Clnecolor)
(80)
Flying
Seroent
(60)
Gentlemen
with
Guns
(Clnecolor)
Gun Smoke
How
You
Do?
I RingDo Doorbells
Lightning Raiders

In Production
In Production

Completed (15)
Completed ( 9)

(83)

',.

Mask
of Diijon
Murder
Is My Business
(65) . .
Navajo
Kid
Once
and
For All
Prairie
Rustlers
Details under title: Buster Crabbe No.

.4-20.

. . .3-4
.10-1.
. .5-28
.. .8-6.
3-18
. .1-21.
.6-25

LaPlanche-James
.
Lowe-Joyce
Lewis-Kramer
....
Dean-Kenyon
Ste le-Saylor
...

.1-21.
. 12-10
. .9-3

Sordon-Windsor
:h.iyne-Gwynne
. ..
Crabh--St.
John
.

10-2.
.10-15.
. .8-6
11-26

. .10-23
11-26
. . .1-8
. .11-30.
. .4-15

.1-22

. Von Strolie'm-Bates
Ccaumont-Walker
Steele-Saylor
.. .
Coleman-Reed
Crabbe-St.
John
.
Ank rs-Young
Dean-Barton
Steele-Carlin

flat

COMPLETEu

.12-24. . . .
..2-25
4-9
. .1-7

Alias
Billy The
Kid
Bandit oi Badlands
California Gold
Rush
Captain
Tugboat
Annie
(70)
Details
under title: Tugboat
Cat Man
ot Paris, The
Cherokee
Flash
Colorado
Pioneers
Conquest
ot Cheyenne
Crime
of the Century
Dakota
(82)
In Old Sacramento

.10-29
.9-17.

.... 10-29

. .4-23

4-30.

COMPLETED

. 194445
Albertson-Armstrong
Savage- Beaumont
\mi Crabbe-St.
John
.
Neal-Tilton
Arnt-Borg

. .9-11
, .3-5. 10-10.
11-13
. .8-27
.4-16.
. 4-15
10-31.
6-11. . .9-22.
.8-21
Crabbe-St.
John
. .
6-11.
Rltter-Knox
5-14.
O'Brien-Ritter
. .
Ride
1-22. ...9-1.
.6-14.
...Crabbe-St.
John
.. .2-5.
Bromberg-Jenks

'.'.'.'.'. '.'.'.'. '.'.'.'.

.11-12

. .

Richardson-Withers
Crabbe-St.
John
. .
Tllton-CnlUns
.. .
Rlter-O'Brien
L^nc-le^nard
Fraser-Wrlxon

Train

to

.7-23

.526.
.528.

(40)

Westerns
Serials

Completed

(16)
( 4)

NEW

...9-3

... 568
. ..564.
...563.

. 10-29

.^30
562 . .5-14
.558

murder

but

.3-5. . .7-26
.4-16

509. .11-1=
Ill
7-9
.222
8-6

clears

In Production (2)

Ya-rt Investigator
M-rlco

and

finds

the

THE CRIMSON
GHOST
Serial— Started March 29

Story:

18

Inventors
perfect
cause;
trouble.

topper

atom

Producer:
bomb.

Duncan

Lsro;/

Ronald
Dav'd
dishonest

one

. .502. .12-24
. .3-5.
. .6-25.
.508
2-4
.12-24
. 2-18 .'.' 2-16 .'.
. 2-18
2-18
.10-15
.12-10
.3-5.
. .1-21

. i'lO.
..562

. .10-1 1
10-29

. . .4-10..
...10-7..

Kent-Stewart
.
. .. .Rrg-rs-Evans
....
...Carson-Stewart
Carson-Stewart
.. .
. Lane-Wentworth
..

(68)

.5:4.
.509

.11-2.
.1-27.

..2-5.
.1-21.
.8-6.

3-4

.9-7.

.561.
.552

5-14.
.3-18.
2-19.
. .4-1.

VonSt'helm-Bachelor
MTaBarrier
....

.3-29

.506
.501
.566

Elliott-FI°mlng
Rooth-Livlnnston
Richmond-Mara

. .9-17
.8-6

. .3-9.
12-21.

.513

Wagon Wheels Westward
Ho""On th' Range

ri"titt-Fi<-mirg
Hale-Booth

. .9-17.
4-16
11-26
. . .4-1.

.4-18.

..561.

Details
under
title: West of God's
Woman Who Came Back
The
(68)
Dp'nlls under Hie: The Web

Country

..
..

.3-i8

. il2

Sun Valley
Cyclone
The Valley of the Zombie
Tr-ffif I- Crim-

1945-46 Features

Title — IimIii

IN

. . 447
4-1

5501.
Kelly-Loder

Completed

.4-30. .12-13.

.507. . .1-21

Dick Tracy
Honeymoon

vs.

S'nbad
Thf
What
Nancy

n

man

Can

George White's Scandals
(95)
Falcon
in San Francisco, The
Johnny Angel
(79)
Momma Loves Poopa (60)
Radio Stars on Parade
(69)
Into
Dead

.4-1.
.4-1.

Fa rbanks-O'Hara
uay-Ahe:ne
. . . .

Davis-Haley
...
Conway-Corday
Raft-Trevor
Errol-Risdon
Brown-Carney
..

(65)

(82)

0'Brlen-Dr*w
H-nr-H-O'Hara
Warren-Long
. ..

Cornered
(102)
Hotel
Reserve
(79)
Dick Tracy
(61)
Sing Your Way Home
(72)
Spiral Staircase,
The
(83)
Details
under
title: Some

Powell-Cheirel
Mason-Mannne m
Conw; y-Jeffcys
Haley-.'effres
McGuire-Brent
Must

Watch

NO. FOUR

602

.416.

603
605.
601.
604

Tarran

and

the

BLOCK

(70)
title

Lodcr-Long
The

Most

Dangerous

(61)
Leopard

Errol-N»wton

Wnmin

NO. FIVE

Badman'i
Trrritory
f)"ig Dong
W Illinois
Falcon's
Alibi. The
Truth
Ahout
Mnrd'r.
The
Details
under
title: The

(721

..

.
Lie

Detector

...

W:ismiil'cr-Joyce
Scott Richards
Vernon-McCu.re
Conwav-CoMay
Granville-Conway

.8-6

. .6-11
.11-27

. 8-6
606
.9-17
.607
610
.609.
.9-17
614 . .8-6
615
613 . .10-1

Foreign
.. .7-9.
. .6-11.

. 12-24
612. .12-21
12-24
10-1S
.10-1
12-24

. . .9-3.
5-28
.12-11

611.

.

2-5.

. .1-7

Deadline
at Dawn
(83)
Hr.yward-Williams
From
T'-is Day
Forward
Fonta n: rtcvns
Details under title: All Brides are Beautiful

Rhythm

8-6
8-6

.608

. . .

Man
Alive
(70)
Spanish
Main.
The
(T)
(100)
Wanderer of <hp Wasteland
(67)

BLOCK

2-19.
...2-5.
.12-11.
219.

. .2-19.

Neal-Hale
Karloff-Drew

NO. THREE

lei.

.3-4.
.4-1.

1945-46

NO. TWO

Toyko
(72)

'j.U'i.

Conway-Jcffreys
Temple-Ma* son

Sailor
(T)
Wanted

(4)

CHART

TltM

Cueball

In Production

(46)

PRODUCTION

Gane of Death
Drtails
under

for

12-10
.1-25.
..10-1.
10-29 .

.7-23.
12-24.

Rivcrhoat

Linda
Stirling, Charles
Quiglcy,
Kcnne
Mason
Directors: William Whitney, Fred Bannon

Circle

1-7

.505. .11-26

Mara-Douglas

of
ot Redwood
»h« Rose Valley
Im-p-so'-Von.
A (68)

BLOCK

Cast:

5i3.
.563.
.514.
.511

.504

Elliott-Flem'ng ....
Rogers-Evans
Marshall-Harqan

Sheriff
Sn»ctr«
Strann"

First Yank
hie of the

In Production (1)
In Production (1)

himself

. 11-14.
1^-25 .
.2-28.

3-18
Pearc -Harris
.... .11-12
Bachelor-L vngston .12-24
11-26
Elliott-Fleming
. . .3-4

(OMI'I.ETEP
BLOCK
NO. ONE

PRODUCTIONS

ni

.565

.2-8.

Acufl-Mara

Inner

503. . 3-18
.551

.4-20.
11-17.
..2-4.
12-13.

3-18
.1-21.
. .8-6.

...

Booth-Allen
Carson-Stewart
.. .
Lritton-Va ,f;c
. .
Dekker-Ankers
. . .
Ashley-Rogirs
....
Roberts- Powers
Lane-Frazee
Wrixon-Fowley
...
Stirling- Henry
Douglas- Roberts
Thompson-Talbot
Barry-Savage
....
Withers-Withers
Lederer-Patrick
Kale-Booth
Elliott-Blake
....
Ralston-Marshall
Rogers Evans
....

RELEASE

Roy
Rogers, Dale Evans, Gsorge "Gabby" Hayes, Sons of
ths Pioneers.
Director: Frank McDonald
Asscc. Producer: Edwrt"'1 J. White
accused

McLtod-Dorn

.9-14.

12-28.
3-16.
.11-1
.9-30

524. ..6-11

Cast:

Rogers
is
criminal.

Esmond-Aubert
.
Carson-Stirling
.. .
.3-19.
Elliott-Fleming
. . . . .7-9.
Elliott-Fleming
.. .
Bache or-Browne
. . 10-29.
Ralston-Wayne
.... .8-20.
12-10.
Moore-Ell. ott .... 10-29
10-1

...559

UNDER
NEVADA
SKIES
Musical — Started
March
29

story:

.4-16.. .
.4-3012-15.

Son

.

**.

.10-1

502.

..11-5
. .7-1.
11-27.
9-8.
6-12 . . .8-17.
.
.For.
.4-16

C->mpleted (17)
Completed ( 3)

li

.1-8. .11-27,
12-24.

519. .3-10

.5-28. ...5-2.
. 6-1 ....521.

(30)

Annie's

Memrhis

BLOCK

If) 15-40 Features

Dtiaili

Carson-Stewart
...
Carson-Stewart
.. .
tl. ott-Fleming
...
Darwell-Ktnnedy

iT)
Concerto

One
Exciting
Week
Passk-v
ti
Dang-r
Phantom
of the Plains
Piln- m Lady.
Th?
Drtails
uiil't title: The

Scotland
Sons
of

. . . 3-18
. .
3-18.

Cut

Lowd-Duke

1945

Daughter
of Don Q (Serial)
Days of Buffalo
Bill
Fab-loir.
Suzanne,
7 he
French
Key.
The
Gay
Blade.
<67)
Girls ot thf Big House
(68)
Guy Could Change. A (65)
Glass
Alibi. The
Invisible
Informer
Inner
Circle, The
King
of the Forest
Rangers
(Serial)
Last
Crooked
Mile,
The
Lonely
Hearts
Club
Madonna's Secret, The
(79)
Man
from
Rainbow Valley
(M)
Marshall
of Laredo
Murder
in the Musie
Hall
(84)
My
Pal Trigger
.

.1-22.

O'Brien- Aldrich
Fraser-Gillern

of

Phantom
Rider. The
(Serial)
R-unh"w
Over Texas
R * R-'-r
Renegades
R-.ur>, rtsriprs of Cheyenne
Sant-> F- U-risinr,
....

..4-10

.5-14 . .1-1
.1-21.
8-6
. .9-3. . . .5-1

Arson Squad
(64)
Apology
for Murder
(67)
"-rder
Barf Men
CrlBe,
Ine.
(75)
Dangerous
Intruder
(71)
Details
under
title: The
Intruder
Fighting
Bill Carson
Flaming
Bullets
Frontier
Fugitives
Details
under
title: Ride.
Ranger.

""
fia-~"r-<
D»n
M:sslnn
Crn«p
rfi2)
DetV|<
uirfer tlt'e- Stranoer
In the Familv
'>,. oi,, .,.„„, „» jo,' <:..„(
Shadow
of Terror
(60)
Details
under
title- Checkmate
Silver Fl°«t
The
(77)
Stagecoach
Outlaws
cwlng
Hos'ess
(76)
Thrpe In the S-rfrtle
Whv Girls Leav» Home
(68)
White
Pongo
(73)

.11-26

12-26 .11-21
10-15.

-7!
7/ii
. .3-20
4-1
10-29. ...2-1

Details under t'tl-- Stx-Gun
For Hire
Song of Old Wyoming
(Clnecolor)
(65) . . . . Dcan-Padden
Cannier
of The
Swams
I iPlinche-Edwrds
Terrors
On
Horseback
Crabbe - St.
John
Wife
of Monte
Crlsto
Loder-Ajb-rt

. . 2-1X

1945-46

Angel
Comes to Brooklyn,
An (70)
Ueuns
under
title: New
Faces

«:ght

10-1

.8-6.

....

. .
.... 12.24

...12-8
. . .2-20. . . .
. .3-27

1

nuc n of Burlesque
Romance of the West
Six Gun Man

. . .

CHART

Moore-Marshall
Albert-Marlowe

I till — Kinmni

I'veDetads
Always under
Loved title:
You

1945-10 Features
Westerns

RELEASE

..2-19.
. 9-3
. 8-20.
7-9.

617.
616.

12-10

618.

3-4
.2-18

620.

3-4

619

. .3-4

. .10-1.
. .8-20.
..7-23.
. .5-H

V I 1 M

I! I
E T I N

Williout
Reservations
Details under
title:

Thanks

sI'imJIALS

Alung

Came

Jones

Gad.

I'll

Colbert-Wayne
...10-29.
It From
Here)

Take

(90)

Cooper-Young

Bells of St. Mary's,
The
(125)
lumorrow
Is Forever
(105)
Wonder
Man
(T)
(98)

NOT

.11-26
661. . .1-21
68? . .4-3J
.6^1.

.9-17.
...8-6.

Langford-Wade
Karloff-Lee
title: A

Tale of

Bedlam

Divorce

Moffett-Toomey
0 Bntii-Trtvor

Cr.minal
Court
Desirable
Woman
Double
Trouble
Heartbeat
Kid From
Brooklyn.
The
(T)
Lady
Luck
Likely Story, A
Genius At Work
Details under title: Master
Notorious
Dela Is

681.

3-5.
4-2.
7-24.

DESIGNATED

Bamboo
Blonde
Bedlam
Details under
Child
of
oraiK-bu

.... 11-27 .

Crosby-Bergman
Colbert-Welles
Kaye-Mayu

title:

Minds
Your

Diamond

...10-29.

Bull

COMPLETED
BLOOK
NO. FOUR

Horseshoe

Fighter*

BLOCK

Tfcn-e Endearing
Ymng
Zombies
on
Broadway

Cartoon

Feature

(81)

Day Young
.Brown
Carney

rwn O'clock
Courage
West
of The
Pecos

517.
.519.
.518
.520.

1-22

Wayne-Ahn

....

Loder-Duprez

(66)
(66)

..

.. .

Conway-Rutherford
Mitchum-Hale

Seott-Lee
Cooper- Wright

if- a Pleasure
(T)
(90)
Princess
and the Pirate
(T)
(94)
'hree Cabal leros (T)
(71)
Wo.ian
In the Window.
The
(95)
Drtallt
inder
title: Once
Of) Gear*

Henie-O'Shea
■■>- M .ye.
Cartoon
Feature
Robinson-Bennett

10th

.11-13.

.523.

.6-11

. . 522 .

10-16.
.8-21. ..

. . 521 .
.524..

.4-30
.5-14
.6-11

...583.
. ..581. .12-11
... 584 .
..3-5
...551. 12-25
..8-7
591. 10-16
10-16

4-3. .
....2-21..
8-21..
5-15..
..4-17

Completed

the

PRODUCTIONS

From the best-selling novel
refuses all mortal
living

RELEASE
Till*— Milling

IN

Tlat

CHART
Can

McGuire-Young
Wilde-Cummins
Bari-Scott
...
Craine-Young

COMPLETED
NOT DESIGNATED
and

man

seeks

his soul and

omit*

The

King

of

Siam

Dunne-Harrison
Fitzgerald-Huston
Landis-Gargan
.

Bell tor Adano, A (103)
Black
Beauty
Caplain
Eddie
(107)
Caribbean
Mystery
(65)
Details under title: First.
Centennial
Summer
(T)
Cluny
Brnwn

Hodiak-Tlerney
Freeman -Denning
MacMu'ray-Barl
Dunn-Ryan
Last and

It Shouldn't
Happen
To A Dng
lohnny
Comes
Flying
Hoiic
(6r)
Leave
Hit To Heaven
(T)
(110)
Rendervous
24
Return
of Frank
James
(92)

15,

1946

Always
Craln-Wilde
lones-Boyrr

Colonel
Effingham's
Raid
(70)
Dark Corner.
The
(9 )
Headline
For M»rder
...
Hi You
Love Me?
Doll Face
(80)
Dolly Sisters
The
(T)
(114)
Dragonwyck
(103)
Wake
Un and Dr»im
(T)
Fallen
Angel
(97)
House on 92nd
Street
(88)
Details under
title: Now
It Can
Jesse James (106)
Junior
Miss
(94)

3-18
.3-18
.3-18. .
. .2-18.

...

Be

...

Bennett-Eythe
BiM-St'vens
Kelly-Ryan

Told

O'Hara-Haymes
Miranda-O'Keefe
Grable-Payne
Tierney-Pricr
Payne-Haver
Faye-Andrews
Eythe-Hasso
Power-Fonda
Garner-Joslyn

. Jones-Price

.12-10. . Nov..
..3-19. . Aog.
Feb.
...10-1.
.11-13..
.12-10. .
12-11.. .Sept
May
.2-5.. Sept
.9-17..
.12-24.
.12-25
12-10. .
.4-30 .
. .3-18
8-20.
2-5
3-5
5-14
5-14 .
4-30
Reissue
2-19.

Landis-Joslyn
.2-4
Stewart-Crane
11-26
. .Tierney-Wllde
5-28
rirnan-Palmer
1-21.
Fonda-Tierney
.... Reissue.

.611.
.620

.7-23

604.
605.

.7-9
.7-23
.8-6

June
Feb.

.610

.10-15

May
. .Jan
.Nov
Apr
Dec.

617.
609 .
623

12-21

612
608.

917
10-29

Feb.
Oct.
.Aug. .

61R
.603

Apr
Jan.

. . 6?4 .

Feb

522.
. .4-5. . .April
.9-18. . April.

.520
.521

.52 j.
Bendix-Blondell
MacMurray
J.

...9-4.
.2-5.
.9-4.

.

Leslie

.8-21.

Bennett-Raft

.June.
July

.527. . 6-23
.526.. .5-28

June.
July.

.529.

.528.

, Mitchell-Anderson

Wild

(Reissue)

. ..4.2-7
30
. 4-16
4-«

.524.

12-11

ELEVEN

(81)

.6 11
.6-11

.50>.

Gahli-Vwii

3o.

Hm.

A RTiSTS

RELEASE
fltle— ■■■•'•1 TIM

CHART
Cut VMiib

Daughters,

COMPLETED

The

Blithe
Spirit
Breakfast
in
Caesar
and
Captain
Kidd
wary of A
Duel In the

Russell-List

and

Mr.

....

*

.8-6. . 5-10.
.1-11. ..Lev.

Marx
Brothers
ivIuni-Baxter

Satan

. .1-21.

(T)
(94)
Hollywood
(93)
Cleopatra
(T)
(89)
Chambermaid
(87)
Sun
(T)

Cumm;ngs-Harrison
Foreign. .12-14. . .GFD. ..10-1
tireneman-Granville
8-20. . .2-22. . .Gldn. . .1-21
Olivier-Leigh
Foreign
6.F.0
Laughton-Britton
2-5. .10-19
. Bog. . .8-20
Goddard-Hatrleld
.7-23. . .2-15. .Bog-Mer. ..2-lfc
Jones-Cotten
. . .3-19
Szk

6-25..
O'Keefe-McDonald
Mason-Calvert
. . . Foreign
For
O'ivier- Newton
Montgomery-Mills
....34
Foreign
Raft-Sidney

Outlaw.
Ths
(114)
Paris — Underground
Rebecca
(130)

Russell-Huston
Bennett-Fields
Fontaine-Olivier

(97)

Edwards.

Strange
Woman.
The
this Happy
Breed
(T)
2000
Women
rouno
Widow
Whistle
Stop
(85)

c->nders-Hasso
Lloyd-Walburn
Bergman-Peck

Song of the Open
Road
(89)
Southerner.
The
(91)
Details under title: Hold Aotirmn
Story of G. I. Joe (109)

in Your

TN

M:r:or.

PRODUCTION
The

Reissue
10-29
.10-1

.

4-26

. Szk
Psb

10-29

.

. ..7-24. .12-28. . .Szk.
.12-24

Hussey-Carroll
Cagney-Sidney
llvesy-Walbronk
Darnell-McClure
Colbert-Ameche
Bendx-Hayward
Powell-Fields

Fnreirjn
. . 5-4.
G-F.D..
.7-27
.7-10. . .6-29.
. . Crosby.
6-16.
Ski.

11-12
4-1

...3-5

. . G-F.D. . .
G.F.D.. .

3-1. ..Sim .

. . .7-23. . .1-25. . .Neb.

. 11-27. . .6-15. . .Stn.
.10-31
6gy..
.

. .12-11
.Lev.
L.H..
. . .12-13.
Rgs.
.
1-10 . 8-10 . . .Stn.
. 6-30
Rergon-GranvMIe
Scott Field
.... . . .12-13.
. . 9-18.
Hand
.. .6-2
Meredith
.11-27.. .7-13...Cwn. .

Completed

Time

3-15. .. GFD .. 12-10

Foreign
Foreign

RELEASE
Title — Runn ng

12-10

GFD
G.F

Lamarr-Sanders
Newiou-Johnsun
Rohson-Catvert
Russell-Hayward
Raft-Gardner
...

UNITED WORLD
1945-4(> Features

11-30. . Sml.

2-8. . Hug
. .1-22. . .9-14. ..Brit..

1944-45

Bedside
Manner
(79)
Blood
on the Sun
(94)
C-lnn.l
Blimp
(T)
(148)
Great
Jihn
L. The
(96)
Guest
Wife
(88)
Hairy
Ape, The
(90)
Sensations
of 1945
(86)

.3-18
.10-1

.1-21

. .Rgs.
L.H..

10-15

Getting
Gertie's
Garter
(72)
Fanny
by Gaslight
H.nn
V ilr
Johnny
in ths Clouds
(88)
Mr. Ace
Details under title: Mr. Ace and the Queen

Dark

M

4-1

1945-46
Scott-Dvorak

Abilene

Night
in Casablanca.
A
Angel On My Shoulder
Details
under
title: Me

. .4-1
12-24

lei

PRODUCTION

.6-25
.614.
. . .619.

.622. .. 31
.602
8-7

.

Grable-Haymes
Laurel Hardy

COMPLETED

. .2-4

.601.

May
. Foreign. . Mar
May
.11-13. . Apr.

. Bankhead-Eythe

Scandal
in Paris, A
Sin of Harold
Diddlebock,
The
Spellbound
(113)
Details under
title: House of Dr.

1945-46

And Then There Were None
(97)
Behind
Green
Lights
(64)
Details under title: Precinct 33

APRIL

who

PRODUCTION

Claudia
and
David
Forevc.
Amber
(T)
Homo
Sweet
Homicide
Margie
(T)

Anna

of the

.606. . 6-11

l!):.")-4(i Features
( ompl.ted
VUi)
In Production (1)
ne> i« I'roducers: Sinuii ,51111 ); Kugeis (Kgs.); Vanguard
(ViW.'; L mslij (Cb\.); s.ieniian (Shin.); Pressbui ger
(PsLt.); \\ anger (Wgr.); Kipiey-Monter (R.M.); Bogr--.su*
vBog.); Stromberg (Sing.); Levey (Lev.); Cowan (Cos*.),
atone iStn 1, Sel/.nick (Szk.); Nclnii/.alU (Neb.); Least- 1
Les); Loew-llakim (L. H.) ; Skirhall (Ski.); Eagle-Lion
(G. F. D.); Cagney (Cgy.); Bronston (Bm.); Hug lies (Hug.).

Bachelor's

(5)

THE RAZOR'S EDGE
Drama— Started March 30
Cast: Tyrone Power, Gene Tierney. John Payne, Anne Baxter,
Herbert Marshall, Anne Revere, Clifton Webb, Lucile Watson, Fritz Kortner, Frank Latimore.
Director:
Edmund
Goulding
Producer:
Darryl Zanuck
Storj

Her

(71)

Abilene
Town
(89)
Details under title:

KEW

Aug.

11-29.

3-7

UNITED

IN

In Production

(39)

of

582.

CENTURY-FOX

1945-46 Features

. . .For.. . .Aug.

.4-30

. .7-10.

SPECIALS
Belli of the Yukon
(T)
(84)
ua>«no«a
Brjwn
(93)

.11-26

...

21

.621. .11-12
. .2-18
.613.
.607.. .9-17
.616 .12-24

..1-22. . Oct..
. .8-11. . .Mar.

t ii Ids- Woolley
944-45

NO. TWELVE

.4-30
.4-30
. .3-5
.4-30

516.

. 9-18

Army

Haver-Mature

.615.1

Frli

. .6-11. . .Dec.

Nlven-Huntley
..
Hardwicke-Mltchrll
Neagle-Harrison

(104)

NO.

REISSUE

.691
Call

NO. FIVE

Brk
In Bataan
(95)
Details
unt*r
title: Invisible
Brighton
Strangler,
The
(67)

. .

Karloff-Lugosi
....11-13..
Scott-Drew
9-4..
Welssmuller-Joyce

Charms
<68>

..7-23
12-10
him. ...1-7
.10-1 . Mar

.12-10. . .
. .10-15

TEN

(T)

(62)

BLOCK

1944-45

Body
Switcher
The
(78)
China
Sky
(771
Tarran
and the Amarons
(72)

BLOCK

NO.

Nob
Hill (T)
(95)
W.thin
These Walls
Disney

(T)

Juan
Quilligan
(75)
Details
under
title: Two-Fared
Quilligan
Wh.rr
Do We Go From Here?
(T)
1 77 1

Home

(T)

Blue

Don

REISSUE
Plnocchlo

in

BLOCK

Heart

of

Girls

Molly
and
Me
(77)
Details
under
title
Molly,
Bless
Song
of Bernadette
(156)
Royal Scandal.
A (90)
Details
under
title: Czarina

Russell Knox
11-12.
Tieriiiy-)effreys
...1-21
Robinson-Young
. . . 10-29.
W rren-Leslie
...12-10.
Mcf.uire-Madison
.10-29.
Dream

Littli

Chart

Price-Bari
(irable-Haymes
...
ilod.ak-Guild
MacMurray-Baxter
Hasso-Shepperd
I'ayne-OHara
Conte-Marlowe
Andrews-Crain
Andrews-Conte
...

t OMPLETED
BLOCK
NO. NINE

Conway-O'Driscoll
.
3-18
Bennett-Ryan
2-4 .
Haley-Jeffreys
2-4.
Roge. s-Aumont
.... 8-20 .
Kaye-Ma.o
6-25.
Young-Hale
10-29.
Williams-Hale
2-4
Carney-Brown
9-3.

(114)

Follow

Three

(T)

Way
Ahead,
The
(104)
Wilson
1 1)
(153)
Yank
in London.
A (106)

3-4.
1-21

Bergman-Grant
under

Sister Kenny
S!rr> Ry ctei
Stranger.
The
Sunset
Pass
Till the End
of Time
Details under title: The

.6-25

Shock
(70)
Shocking
Miss
Pilgrim,
The
Somewhere
in the Night
Smoky
(T)
Strange
Triangle
Sentimental
Journey
(94)
Spider,
The
(63)
stale
Fair (T)
(100)
Walk
in the Sun
(117)
Details
under
UA
Release

.1-21

.4-30
.6-25
8-6
.7-10
.6-11
.5-29
..4-2
.5-15
3-4
.6-25
.5-14

PICTURES
( 1)

In Production

(0)

CHART
Cast

leHavilland-Ayrcs

Details

Rel.

No.

In.

11

19

This

l!»45-4« Features
Westerns
Serials

(48)
">
(( 4)

Completed
Completed
Completed

NEW

Trail

In Production (4)
In Production ((•)
In Production (0)

(45)
( <>)
( 4)

Not

available.

See

next

IN

Cut

totalb

Abbott-Co, tcMo
Brent-Hall
Lesson

in

The

...3-18.
3-18.

Cameron-Raines

Adventure
tor Two
Bad Men of the Border
Blondie
Alibi
(62)
Details
under
title: Design
Because
of Him
(87)
Brute
Man.
The
Cat Creeps,
The
Canyon
Passage
(T)

4-1

1945-46

tor

Durbin-Tone
..
Hntton-«dams
Collier-Brady
Andrews-Hayward

1L„
LlW'*"
Grant-Knight
Details
under
title: Law for Peeos
Crimson
Canary
(64)
Beery Collier
Details under title: H-ar Tint Trumpet Talk
Dalton's
Ride Again,
The
(72)
Dead of the Night
Dressed To Kill
Details
under
title: Prelude
to
Fandango
(T)
Details
under
title: Schahrazad
Frontier
Gal
(T)
(84)
Girl Details
On theunder
Spottitle:
(75)Serenade
for
Gun
Town

..

Madonna of the Seven
Moons
....
Man
in Gray
(92)
Men
In Her
Diary
(73)
Murder Mansion
Night
in Paradise
(T)
On
the Carpet
Outlaws
of Twin
Forks
Pillow
of Death
(66)
Pursuit to Algiers
(65)
Details under title: The Fugitive
River Gang
(64)
Details under title: Fairy Tale Murder

Cnlvert-Granger
" Lockwnod-Mason
Alhritton-Hall
Goodwin-Grey
Oberon-Bey
...
Abbott-Costello
Crant-Adams
Chaney-loyce
Rathbone-Bruce

Royal Mounted Rides Again
(Serial)
Scarlet Horseman, The (Serial)
Scarlet Street
(102)
Secret
Agent
X-9
(Serial)
Senorita from the West
(63)
Seventh
Veil, The
(94)
«hadv
lady
(94)
She Wolf
of London,
The
Details under title: Alibi In Ermine
Smooth
as Silk
Details
under

(65)
title:

Notorious

.5-14. .12-21.
.3-19... 1-11.

"Barker-Collier
Grant- Knight

Gentlemen

Goes My Love
(88)
Details under title: Genius
in the Family
Snider
Woman
Strikes
Back,
The
(59)
. . .
Strange
Confession
(62)
Strange
Conquest
Tanqier
(76)
Terror
By Night
(60)
That Night With You
(84)
Details under title: Once Upon a Dream

.509. .11-26

3-4..
2-4..

3-15.
, Foreign.
. .2-18. .. . .4-5.
9-14.
. Foreign . .

. .2-19. . .
..10-1..
. . .1-8... .5-3.
. .11-12..
. ..8-20
. . .3-19. .12-14
. .8-20.. 10-26
10-2. . .9-21.

Kennedy- Kennedy
..7-23.
Cookson-Shaw
....11-12.
Rob nson-Bennett
...8-6.
Bridges-Wiley
4-16
Jones-Granville
...1-22
Mason-Tndd
Foreign
Coburn-Simms
6-11
12-24.
Haden-Harvey

...1-7

Taylor-Grey

In Production

.513.
.515.

10-23
.1-22.
12-28
10-12..
.2-15 .
9-7.
. .5-17. .
3-1

12-10
.2-18

.1-21
. 4-1
. .3-4
.3-18

.533.

. r23 . 12-24
.526
.502.

.10-1

.512
1-7
.507. 11-12
.503. 10-29
.16*1.
.1781.
'.
. .514. .529
.506. .10-20
.3-4
519. . .1-21
.501. ..9-17
.531
521. . .3-18

.11-22. . .4-19. . .528
.3-22.
.524
Sondergaard-Grant
.10-15.
.530
Chaney-Joyce
2-19.
.10-5. . .505.
.5-10.
Wyatt-Cookson
2-4 .
. .3-8.
Montez-Sabu
10-1 .
. .522.
.9-28.
Rathbone-Bruce .10-29
. .517.
. .3-1. . .504.
Tone-Foster
6-11.
.

in California's
.Man
refuses
to

J. Carroll Naish.
Producer: Alex Gottlieb

exclusive
set.
tlirl
tries
accept
her ways.
Comes

to <lo it
conflict...;

From

the

famous

play

about

the

True

famous

bast

PRODUCTION

Lheyenne
Cloak
and
Dagger
Humoresque
Sentence.
The
Very Rich Man, A

now

Day

.12-10
. .3-18
. 2-18
.10-15

family.

CHART
Details

let.

1945-46

.2-16..
Beast With Five Fingers, The
1 be
big Sleep.
(63)
Victory
Burma
(88)
Jones
Cinderella
(118)
Agent
Confidential
(78)
Signal
Danger
(107)
Devotion
Ms Never
Escaps
Her Kind
of Man
(78)
Janie
Gets
Married

Love

of

Rhapsody
in Blue
(139)
San
Antonio
(T)
(110)
Saratoga
Trunk
(135)
Shadow of A Woman
Life, A
Stolen
Three
Strangers
(93)
Time. The Place and The Girl, The
Too Young To Know
(86)
Two Guys From
Milwaukee
Two
Mrs. Carrolls.
The

REISSUES

3orn
For Trouble
Originally titled:
It All Came
True

Ours

12-10
Alda-King
10-31... .3-9.
uogart-Bacall
Documentary
11-10.
12-15.
12-13.
Leslie-Aldo
5-11.
6-25. .4-20
Boyer-Bacall
4-16.
Emerson-Scott
11-16
deHavilland-Lupino
11-26
flynn-Lupino
3cott-Paige
8-20
.1-26.
Leslie-Hutton
4-16. 10-20.
..12-25.
Crawford-Carson
Stanwyck-Brent
...11-29.
Flynn-Parker
8-6.
Grant-Smith
6-25.
Garfield-Fitzgerald
.9-18.
Henreid-Parker
..11-1.
Sheridan-Moran
.11-27.
.7-26. .9-27.
.3-30.
Garfield-Parker

In

the

Big

Bogart-Sheridan

In

Connecticut

City for Conquest
(98)
Conflict
(86)
Corn
Is Green.
The
(114)
Crlne
by Night
(72)
Details
sneer title: Forty

. .6-12..
Reissue

Whaeks

Horn
Blows at Midnight,
The
Hotel
Berlin
(98)
lanle
(106)
No Time
for Comedy
(93)
OMpctive
Burma
(142)
Pillow
To
Post
(92)
(101)

in Our
(78)

Midst

Morgan-Massey
Sullivan-Dorn

. . 5-17 .
..8-21.
10-19 .
8-21.
6-12.

Kenny-Smith
11-15.
King-D»«tine
...11-27.
Revnolds-Huttnn 1-10.
Stewart-Russell
..Reissue
Flynn-Brown
6-12.
Luplno-Greenstreet
. 8-21 .
Russell-Carson
Bogart-Baeall

.....6-12.
2-21.

.512.. .2-18
.506. .11-12
.508. .11-26
518
.517.
.505. .10-15
.510... 1-21

.501... 8-20

.514. .12-10
.2-16.
.12-1.

.511.... 2-4
.507.

.10-6..
.8-11.

Stanwyck-Morgan
Cagney-Sheridan
Bogart-Hobart
..
Davis-Dell
....
Wyman-Cowan

God
Is My Co-Pilot
(88)
Escape in the Desert
(79)
Details under title: Strangers

Roughly
Speaking
(1171
To Have and Have Not

1944-45

(101)

.512

.502
7-9
.509. .11-26

.10-6. .
4-13.

House

COMPLETED
Christmas

12-29.
.9-1.

Leslie-Aldo
..
Flynn-Smith
10-16.
Cooper-Bergman
3-8.
King-Prince
2-19.
2-19.
Davis-Ford
Fitzgerald-Gre;nstreet 1-22.
(T) .... Morgan-Paige
4-2.
Leslie-Hutton
2-19.
Morgan-Leslie
...12-24.
Bogart-Stanwyck
...5-14.
Johnson-Emerson

Murder

The Most Complete
Production
News

JO

let

Morgan -Wy man
4-1.
Cooper-Palmer
4-1
Crawford-Garfield
. .12-24
Sheridan-Smith
.... 1-21
Greenstreet-Vickers
..2-18

COMPLETED

Mildred Pierce (111)
My Reputation
(94)
Never
Say Goodbye
Night and Day (T)
Nobody
Lives Forever
Of Human
Bondage
One
More
Tomorrow
Pride of the Marines
(119)
Details
under
title. This

»»

.6-30.
5-19.
.7-21.
..9-9.
4-13.
..4-28.
.4-7.
.3-17.
.2-10.
. 9-2.
.3-3.
.6-9.
.1-20.

11-26

.504.
.503.
515
.420... 7-23
.418... 6-25
.414. .4-30
.419
4-2
.402
8-7
.4-16
.401.
.413.

.4-2

.416. .3-19
.415.
.516. . .
..8-7
.411
2*
.417... 5-28
.412
.410.

ACCURATE

(7)

PRODUCTIONS

.510. .12-24

. . .9-3. ..1-18. . .1104.
. 10-15 ... 12-7
511.
3-29.
525
.12-24. . . .2-8. . . .518.
. .3-18
. . .4-1
.11-12. . .2-22.
5-31.
.520. .

Jean-Brasselle

Loy-Ameche

NEW

IN

.1-21.

House of Draeula
(67)
]'/ ' Chaney-O'Driscoll
House
of Horrors
(66)...
Lcw:ry-Grey
Idea Girl (64)
Barker-B shop
lnside
Job
.Foster-Rutherford
Kelly
Is My
Name
Terry-Savage
Little Giant
(91)
Abbott-Costello
(Details under title: On The Carpet)
Little Miss Big
Holden-Simmons
She
Wrote
the Book
Davis-Oakie
Details
under
title: InT-kes
A Holiday
Lost City of the Jungle
(Serial)
Adams-Haydn
.

So

.11-23.

DeCarlo-Donlevy
deCarlo-Camrron

. Foreign

(29)

STALLION
ROAD
Drama — Started April 2
Cast:
Ronald Reagan, Zachary Scott,
Story:
Director: James V. Kern

Title— ■■■■li|

Murder

Murder

Completed

RELEASE

■ -9-3. . .1-18 . . .516.
11-26
.1-21 . .5-17
.532.
. . 9-3
.7-23.. 10-19.. .1102.

9-3.
. Foreign
2-4

508. .10-20

BROTHERS

. .8-6. . .9-28. . .1101.
.1-21. ..4-12
527.

.4-16... 11-9.

Curtis-O'Driscoll
Redarave-Withers
Rathbone-Bruce

Lady

Story:

. Foreign

Oh.ler- Rutherford
Grant-Armlda
Neal-O'Driscoll
.

Death

Grant-Knight
Mason-Lockwood

and love.
LIFE WITH FATHER (Technicolor)
Comedy — Started April 8
Cast:
Irene Dunne, William Powell, Elizabeth Taylor, Zasu Pitts,
Edmund
Gwenn, James Lydon.
Director:
Michael Curtiz
Producer:
Robert Buckner

Love

COMPLETED

Before

Vengeance

1 1 orsebreeders
scientifically.

PRODUCTION

Ghost
Steps Out, The
Lover Come
Back
Details
under
title:
Run-Around,

CHART

.11-30.
.6-25.. .11-2

Obcron-Korvin
It Was

1945-46 Features

issue

TlMe— tiMtai TIM

of Ours
(90)
under
title: As

WARNER

PRODUCTIONS

RELEASE

to

Wicked

CLAUDE'S WIFE
Drama — Started March 25
Cast:
Brenda
Joyce,
Don
Porter,
Patricia
Morison,
Milburn
Stone. Samuel S. Hinds, Kathleen Howard.
Director: Lewis Collins
Producer: Morgan B. Cox
Story:

Love
Details
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BLACK MARKET BABIES' STRONG
Rates • •

•

if exploited

Monogram
71 minutes
Ralph Morgan, Kane Richmond, Teala Loring, George Meeker, Jayne Hazard, Addison
Richards, Marjorie Hoshelle, Selmer Jackson, Maris Wrixon, Alan Foster, Nana
Bryant, Terry Frost, Parker Gee.
Directed by William Beaudine.
Jeffrey Bernerd's latest production for
Monogram, "Black Market Babies," has
sensational exploitation angles that will pile
up strong grosses wherever the title and
widely-publicized theme are splashed all
over the theatre front. Its pre-sold title,
taken from an article that appeared in
Woman's Home Companion and Reader's
Digest, make it an exploitation natural, better than Bernerd's "Allotment Wives" and
"Divorce." Name value is mild but, because the picture has gangster action for
the males, as well as heart interest to appeal to women patrons, it will make a good
show-topper
for action spots and a satis-

'THE NOTORIOUS

EXPLOITATION MELODRAMA

in action spots; good dualler generally

factory dualler in all except the first-runs.
The sale for adoption of unwanted illegitimate babies is a racket that is said to be
flourishing in several states (others have
laws against it) and the story stresses the
melodramatic angles of this timely and unpleasant theme. However, Director William
Beaudine has injected one very moving episode concerning an unmarried mother and
the
parents
of hertheinfant's
are
anxious to adopt
child. father,
Maris who
Wrixon,
Nana Bryant and Selmer Jackson do fine
work in these scenes. Ralph Morgan does
a splendid acting job as an alcoholic doctor
and Kane Richmond is convincing as the
ruthless baby racketeer. Although both receive their just desserts in "Crime Doesn't
Pay" fashion, the picture is not recommended for the youngsters.
When Dewey Robinson, a gang leader, is
shot during a hold-up, his smooth-talking
driver, Kane Richmond, forces an alcoholic
doctor, Ralph Morgan, to extract the bullet.
Richmond overhears Morgan ask George
Meeker, an underworld attorney, to help
him avoid criminal prosecution for selling

LONE WOLF

an illegitimate baby without having the
mother sign the necessary adoption papers.
Deciding that unwanted babies would be a
profitable racket, Richmond soon has both
Morgan and Meeker working for him as
silent partners in a maternity home for unmarried mothers. Teala Loring, sister of
Richmond's wife, and Maris Wrixon, an unmarried mother, both have their babies 0*1
the sameButdaybecause
but the Selmer
latter's infant
diesandat
birth.
Jackson
son is father of Mi-s
Nana Bryant,
Wrixon's
child, whose
have paid him $5,000 for the
infant, Richmond has Morgan switch babies
and
give them
Missto Boring's
Richmond
refuses
give Miss child.
WrixonWhen
her
baby, she goes to the district attorney who
uncovers evidence of the switch. Morgan
decides to confess his part in the racket
but Richmond tries to get him to take full
blame. Their argument leads to a struggle
in which Richmond is shot and, although
Morgan is freed of the murder charge, he
must stand trial on the baby deals.
LEYENDECKER

SERIES RESUMED WITH TEPID PROGRAMMER

Rates • • in action spots or as supporting dualler

Columbia
64 minutes
Gerald Mohr, Janis Carter, Eric Blore, John
Abbott, Don Beddoe, William Davidson,
Adelle Roberts, Robert Scott, Peter Whitney, Olaf Hytten, Ian Wolfe, Eddie Acuff,
Edith Evanson, Maurice Cass, Virginia
Hunter.
Directed by D. Ross Lederman.
After a five-year interim, Columbia resumes its "Lone Wolf" series, but makes a
weak start with this lukewarm programmer.
However, the title will attract mystery fans
in action spots and, because of its ample
comedy, it will get by as a supporting dualler generally. Although the central character is borrowed from Louis Joseph Vance's
popular detective novels, the story of "The
Notorious Lone Wolf" is cut from a familiar, threadbare pattern which has the slick
jewel thief (now reformed, of course) assuming an obvious disguise to outwit the

'THE RED DRAGON*
Rates • • —

BELOW

PAR CHARLIE CHAN

inspector who questions him about the theft
of a famous sapphire from the museum.
Learning that two Oriental potentates, John
Abbott and Olaf Hytten, who are in the
U. S. to return the jewel to their country,
are offering a fabulous reward for the
jewel, Mohr follows clues, the first of which
lead to the murder of a night club dancer
who had been seen wearing the diamond.
Accused of the girl's murder, Mohr escapes
and, after he kidnaps Abbott and Hytten,
he and Blore impersonate the potentates. A
well-known jewel merchant is killed while
calling on the supposed princes and Mohr
then follows other clues which lead him to
Don Beddoe, the night club owner. Although the latter holds off Mohr at the
point of a gun, Blore manages to summon
the police through a concealed walkie-talkie
outfit. With Beddoe captured, Mohr is able
to resume
Miss
Carter.his interrupted love-making with
YORK

ENTRY

as dualler in lesser action spots

Monogram
64 minutes
Sidney Toler, Fortunio Bonanova, Benson
Fong, Willie Best, Carol Hughes, George
Meeker, Marjorie Hoshelle, Robert Emmett
Keane, Don Costello, Charles Trowbridge,
Barton Yarborough, Jean Wong, Donald
Dexter Taylor, Mildred Boyd.
Directed by Phil Rosen.
Charlie Chan merely ambles through this
routine mystery programmer which will get
by in the lesser action spots mainly on the
diminishing draw of this once - popular
series. Although the atomic bomb enters
the plot in a most remote fashion, the story
is cut from a familiar pattern which has a
half-dozen murder suspects being mysteriously shot one by one, while no trace of
the weapon is found. While Charlie Chan's

2?

pursuing police and capture the real culprits who have stolen one of those fabulous
diamonds so common to action films. The
picture's chief novelty is the new Wolf, Gerald Mohr, who follows in the footsteps of
Warren William, who last portrayed Michael Lanyard, and Bert Lytell, Francis
Lederer and Melvyn Douglas, who all had
a try at the role. Mohr, who resembles
Clark Gable, is properly suave and attractive to the ladies, but he lacks name value.
Eric Blore, who continues in his old role
of the faithful English valet, Jamison, can
get laughs merely by relying on his comical
mannerisms and delivery of lines. John
Abbott and Don Beddoe stand out in character roles and Janis Carter supplies glamour
and a touch of off-again-on-again romance.
After serving in the armed forces, Michael Lanyard (Gerald Mohr), the oncefamous jewel thief known to the police as
the Lone Wolf, returns to New York and
is met by his faithful valet, Eric Blore.
While picking up his former romance with
Janis Carter, he is interrupted by a police

Number Three son and a scarey colored
chauffer do some mildly amusing detecting
on their own, the kindly Chinese sleuth remains inscrutable until the finale, when he
reveals the fantastic explanation — the
shots were fired, by remote control, from a
launching device. Sidney Toler gives his
familiar portrayal of the philosophical
Oriental detective and Benson Fong is engaging as his Number Three son. Among
the better performances are those of Fortunio Bonanova, as a voluble Mexican government official; Willie Best, as the wideeyed colored chauffer; Charles Trowbridge,
George Meeker and the late Don Costello.
However, the feminine players are belowpar and the romantic interest is negligible.
Charlie Chan (Sidney Toler) flies to
Mexico City at the request of Donald Dexter Taylor, who wants him to protect his
employer, Robert Emmett Keane, and his
plans for a more perfect atomic bomb. Soon
MORE

REVIEWS

ON PAGE
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after Chan arrives with his Number Three
son (Benson Fong) and his negro chauffeur
(Willie Best), Taylor is mysteriously murdered in the presence of Keane, Barton
Yarborough, an oil salesman; Marjorie
Hoshelle, a night club singer, and three
others, none of whom are what they represent themselves to be. After Keane is also
murdered, Chan realizes that all of the
others are trying to get the atomic bomb
plans. Through the help of a Chinese artist
(Jean Wong) who uses Red Dragon ink (the
only
picture's
title)
Chan possible
discoversreason
that for
the the
plans
are hidden
on an old typewriter ribbon. Chan finally
unmasks Yarborough, who is actually an
agent for an undisclosed country and who
used a launching device to shoot people by
remote control.
DENLEY

FILM

BULLETIN
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FAKKWKI.I.. Top KKO executives gathered at the Waldorf-Astoria
to salute N. Peter Rathvon prior to his return to Hollywood, where
he is ill charge of production. I., to H.: Kohert Mochrie. Mr. Kath\on. \"<*d K. Oepinet and Phil Keisman.

VIA BOYS. The newly organized American Theatres Association, meeting in
St. Louis, elected (left) Si H. Fabian, president, and Ted K. Gamble, chairman
<>l the board.

WINAXT FETED. — John ('. Winant, ambassador to England, was toasted at a
luncheon in Hollywood tendered by Darryl F. Zanuck. At the speakers table are
seen, 1. to r.: Harry M. Warner, Joseph M. Scheiick, Mr. Winant, Mr. Zanuck,
Louis B. Mayer and Samuel Goldwyn. Among the others present were: Donald
Nelson, Byron Trice, Robert Sherwood. Y. Frank Freeman, Edward Mannix,
Henry Ginsberg, David O. Selznick. Oeorge Mnrphy, Tyrone
Power.

STACK BELIEF LUNCHEON. Hal Home (left). Story Productions chief, and Phil Williams, March of Time ad head, have
been appointed chairman and co-chairman of the AMPA Relief
Fund Luncheon. April 24, at the Hotel Plaza, N. Y.. it was announced by A Ml* A prexy David Bader.

FOUNTS OF WISDOM. Howard Diet/.. M-G-M v. p.
and ad boss (right), and actor Walter Pidgeon gave
forth on the Information Please radio show recently.
At the left are John Kieran. F. I*. Adams and producer
Dan Golenpaul.
Yes, Leo was mentioned once or twice.

MOSS

TOASTED. Edgar Muss, retired 20th-Fox district manager, was honored at a testimonial dinner in
Phila. Among those present. Sain (iross. Jack Sichelman, Kill Gehring, Mr. Moss, Clarence Hill, C. E.
Peppiatt.

CITATION: (lark M. Blchelberger,
United Nations official, presents a citation to A. .1. Richards, Paramount News
editor-in-chief, for accurate and dramatic
presentation
of IN in Paramount
News

BEAUTY YS. CANCER. Singer Glnnj
simms exhibits the "cancer crusher"
container to be passed among theatre
audiences during the antl-cancei drive,
April 21-28, on behall ot the American
Cancer Society.
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HOLLYWOOD

REPORTER

is name-studded

DAILY

VARIETY

says . . ."A million dollar film in every respect . . . Cast

and talent-filled."

says . . ."Should be a big money-maker

. . . suspense builds throughout

. . . exciting movement

film . . . over-all excellence."

THE BANDIT OF SHERWOOD
Rates • •

+

IN COSTUME

ger riding the plains with dozens of horsespots

Columbia
8H minutes

Cornel Wilde, Anita Louise, Edc;ar Buchanan, Jill Esmond, Henry Dan'ell, Russell
Hicks, George Maeready, Lloyd Corrigan
John Abbott, Leslie Denison, Ian Wolfe,
Maurice Tauzin, Eva Moore, Ray Teal.
Directed by Geo. Sherman and Henry Levin.
Typical

FOREST' A WESTERN

generally; more in action

western

doings

in beautifully

Technicolored period settings makes "The
Bandit of Sherwood Forest" exciting adventure fare for the youngsters and actionminded adults. Some of the elders may enjoy being transported back to their youthful
leading of Robin Hood tales, but sophisticated patrons will find it pretty -- and
pretty dull — juvenile stuff. However, with
Cornel Wilde, who cuts a dashing figure in
tights, as a marquee lure for the ladies,
business should be above-par generally, best
in action spots. Except for his 13th Century attire and the fact that the bow-an:larrow has been substituted for a six-shooter,
Wilde's Bandit

is just another heroic aven-

men in hot pursuit. Although chases, sword
battles and hair's-breadth escapes occupy
much of the footage, the story is sheer
make-believe and engenders little or no
suspense. Dialogue is especially weak. The
Technicolor photography, which enhance;
the beauty of the outdoor landscapes and
the richly-brocaded costumes, is the real
star of "The Bandit of Sherwood Forest."
Wilde, who seems to enjoy playing his
swashbuckling role; Anita Louise, who
makes a luscious platinum blonde noblewoman who aids the Son of Robin Hood
rescue the young King Henry III; Lloyd

Corrigan, as the fussy old Sheriff of Nottingham, all seem out-of-place in feudal
England. The two outstanding performances are those of Jill Esmond and Russell
Hicks - - the first a regal figure as the
Queen, the latter a handsome, middle-aged
Robin Hood. Henry Daniell, who is always
effective in villainous costume roles, and
John Abbott also stand out.
In 1216, tyranny reigns in England under
the regency of Henry Daniell, who decides

AND COLOR

to imprison the young Kins; Henry III
(Maurice Tauzin). Accompanied by Anita
Louise, her lady-in-wating, the Queen Mother
iJill Esmond) flees the castle and goes in
search of Robin Hood, who is rumored to
have gathered his old band to again fijht
for liberty. In Sherwood Forest, they meet
Cornel Wilde, son of Robin Hood, and he
conducts them to his father, Russell Hickr,
who lays a plan to rescue the King before
Daniell can murder him. Disguised as a
prioress, Anita Louise, with Wilde and Fr!ar
Tuck posing as her attendants, gains entrance to the castle. Although they effect
the King's rescue, their act is discovered
and they are sentenced to death by Daniell.
When Wilde demands the nobleman's right
of dying in a duel. Daniell accepts the challenge but arranges to post guards to kill his
opponent. But Hicks and his band overpower the guards and they see that there
is fair play during the duel. After Wilde
vanquishes Daniell, the young King knights
the former bandit and arranges for his
marriage
to Miss Louise.

LEYEXDECKER

BROADWAY

NEWSREEL
Although business in the majority of Broadway first-runs is
down slightly during the latter part of the Lenten season, twi
of last week's stage-screen newcomers, "The Green Years" and
the annual Easter stage spectacle at the Radio City Music Hall.
and "Devotion" plus the bobby-sox favorite, Louis Prima and His
Orchestra, at the Strand, started off at a terrific pace which is
likely to hold up through the Easter period. In addition two
Technicolor pictures, "Ziegfeld Follies" and "The Bandit of Sherwood Forest," which set new week-end records at the Capitol and
Criterion
three weeks
ago, are still pulling
in the customers.
Columbia's "Bandit," a natural for the youngsters, will stay
through Easter, but M-G-M's "Follies," which is supported by
Xavier Cugat and His Orchestra and a sock stage bill, may be
replaced by "The Postman Always Rings Twice" in the holiday
week. . .M-G-M's "Green Years" took in over $130,000 during its
initial stanza after three excellent weeks for "Gilda." (Columbia
pictures rarely hold up for long runs at the world's largest theatre
as do the six, eight or ten week M-G-M features) .. ."Devotion,"
which receives a big boost from Prima's band, followed three
very-mild weeks for "Cinderella Jones" and Cab Calloway and
His Orchestra.
At the Roxy, "Doll Face," and the Latin Quarter Revue on
the stage, stayed only two average weeks, the Roxy's shortest run
in several seasons, and was succeeded by "Dragonwyck" and Connie Boswell on the stage on April 10th — a strong opening day.
Another sure-fire combination. "The Road to Utopia" and
Benny Goodman and His Orchestra on the stage of the Paramount has had six highly-profitable weeks, three of which w
over the $100,000 figure, and is staying for a seventh .-ind final
stanza which is expected to bring the total attendance to 800.000
for the engagement. "The Virginian" and Eddie Bracken on the
stage starts on April 16th and will stay until mid-May.
For the first time in Broadway first-run history, all the lesser
companies — Columbia, Republic, Monogram and PRC are reprehouse
26

sented simultaneously. PRC's "Wife of Monte Cristo." broke all
records on its opening day at the Globe and the take for

initial week was exceeded only by Disney's "Three Caballero''
last season. The latest Disney picture, "Make Mine Music." opens
here on April 20th. just before Easter .. .Monogram's "Joe Palooka.
Champ," which was a sudden booking to follow four weeks of
U. A.'s reissue, "Rebecca," is also doing well and will stay until
April 19th when "A Yank in London" opens. . .Republic's "Murder
in the Music Hall" opened at the Gotham on Saturday. 13th.
In addition to "The Green Years." Charles Coburn is also represented in another first-run, "Colonel Effingham's Raid." the first
20th-Fox release to open first-run at Loew's State, which more
frequently plays second run M-G-M pictures. And business was
here.
below that of the hold-over week for the second-run "Adventure"
One of the two long-run Ingrid Bergman films. "Spellbound."
is now in its 24th and final week at the Astor where it will be
succeeded by Goldwyn's "The Kid from Brooklyn" on April 18th.
Since last June, when the Astor opened "Wonder Man," the
theatre has played only Kaye and Bergman
pictures.
At the Hollywood, Bergman's "Saratoga Trunk" played to
approximately 656,000 persons in its first 20 weeks at the Hollywood, an all-time record for the 1,400 seat theatre. Now in its
22nd week, the Warner picture may play a half-year before
"Stolen Life" comes in some time in May.
"Kitty," which followed the record 17-week run of another
Milland starrer, "Lost Week-End." at the Rivoli. had a tremendous opening week and is holding up well enough to play into May
before 20th-Fox's "Cluny Brown" opens.
"Deadline at Dawn." which followed the new high-grosser,
"The Spiral Staircase" at the Palace, is doing fairly well, but will
be followed by another RKO Radio picture, "From This Day Forward," just before Easter.
Still another RKO release. "Tomorrow Is Forever." is now ioo
its eighth week of good business at the Winter Garden, which did
only fair with its six-month succession of British-made films. . .
And another RKO picture, "The Falcon's Alibi," opened on April
12th to give the company three current in Times Square.
FILM
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EXPLOITATION PICTURE *mm

Warner Brothers gave the title Devotion to their tale of the Brontes; a more descriptive title would be
Conflict. It is principally concerned with the conflict in the heart of the curate, Mr. Nicholls (Paul Henreid), between his feelings for the talented sisters, Charlotte (Olivia de Havilland) and Emily (Ida Lupino).

'DEVOTION'
The critics are complaining

Dramatic Fiction About the Bronte Sisters
that Devotion

is nof a faithful biography

of the famous

writing

Bronte girls, but the fact remains that it is a highly exploitable tale of the conflict between
sisters for the love of one man.

And

when

played by a triumvirate

two

of stars of the calibre of Ida

Lupino, Olivia de Havilland and Paul Henreid, assisted by Sydney Greenstreet, it offers unusual
marquee strength. The Warner admen have gotten up a group of striking ads (see next page)
that stress the rivalry between the sisters. They have gone to pains to disguise the fact that it
is a costume picture, which may or may not be a good idea.

(Continued on Next Page >

EXPLOITATION PICTURE
(Continued from Preceding Page)

"DEVOTION"

CREDITS
A Warner Bros. Picture. Produced by Robert Buckner
Directed by Curtis Bernhardt. Cast: Olivia de Havilland.
Ida Lupino. Paul Henreid, Sydney Greenstreet. Nancy
Coleman. Arthur Kennedy. Dame May Whitty. Victor
Francen. Montagu Love. Screen Play by Keith Winter
nniiiiii.il Story by Theodore Reeves. Photography by
Ernie
Haler. A. S. C.

5# Bramwell, who had been sent to
London through the aid of his sisters
and Mr. Nicholls, makes a mess of his
opportunity and returns very ill. As he
lies dying, he tells Emily that after reading her "Wuthering Heights" and Charlotte's "Jane Eyre," he has deduced that
they are in love with
the same man.

1 # In a village in Yorkshire, England,
in 1836, lived the three Bronte sisters,
Emily (Ida Lupino), Charlotte (Olivia de
Havilland) and Anne (Nancy Coleman),
all talented writers.
FOUR GREAT DRAMATK
SCREEN'S NEW DRAMATK

SYDNEY

2. Their brother Bramwell (Arthur
Kennedy) also has talent, but wastes it
cadging drinks at the inn by scrawling
cartoons of the villagers. He introduces
the new curate, Mr. Nicholls (Paul Henreid), who escorts the sotted Bramwell
home.

4.
for
see
the
and

Later, Mr. Nicholls meets Charlotte
the first time. She forbids him to
Emily and commands him to leave
parish. He replies by kissing her
knows that he loves her.

SENSATION I

IDA LUPINO
PAULHENREID
DE HAVILLAND
GREENSTREET

4. Emily visits Nicholls and confesses
her love for him. Unable to get Charlotte out of his heart, he leaves the village to resolve a desperate
situation.

3. Emily and Mr. Nicholls become close
friends, while Charlotte and Anne are
away. One day she shows him an old
house which she calls "Wuthering
Heights."

STARS IN THE

- v;r EJMEflj

DAMF MAY WHinY-

7. Charlotte's
Eyre" is
and
becomes a "Jane
sensation.
In published
London,
she is introduced to literary circles by
Thackeray (Sydney Greenstreet). Although Emily's "Wuthering Heights"
comes out without such fanfare, critics
realize it is the greater book.

*^^^vN^

Sfi'lD ,

8. As Emily lies critically ill, Charlotte
realizes the integrity of her character
and the quiet strength of her love. When
she dies, Mr. Nicholls returns to the village to be near Charlotte.

(A) Above are two of the newspaper
ads from the press sheet. The copy
strongly stresses the conflict between the
sisters and deliberately avoids any reference to the period in which the story is
laid. This might be acceptable for general houses, but class spots should find
reference to the Bronte sisters an important box-office factor.

THE NEWS
A Bi-Weekly

Review

WAC BECOMES ATA
Born of the War Activities Committee, which died a natural
death when World War II ended, fathered by several big time
theatre operators and setting forth certain high-sounding, if
vague, purposes, the American Theatres Association came into
being in St. Louis on April 1 and 2.
Some two hundred theatremen, including representatives of
most of the producer-controlled chains and large independent circuits, assembled at the Chase Hotel to participate in the organization of this new exhibitors' group, whose avowed primary objectives will be in the fields of public relations and general industry
welfare.
Quite pointedly, the assemblage was told that the American
Theatres Association will not attempt to handle such hot-potato
issues as trade practices, film prices and exhibitor-distributor relations. In some quarters, this was taken as a move to tempt
Allied States Association, the independent exhibitors organization,
into ATA ranks, but there appeared little possibility of the two
groups doing business. Allied, it will be recalled, took a definite
stand in Washington a few months ago that the end of the war
ended any need for the War Activities Committee — or any of
its offspring.
Indies in Majority
As an additional enticement to independent exhibitors, the
ATA adopted a constitution which provided that independents
shall at all times constitute a majority of the board. Directors
will be elected by states on the following basis: one director from
each state with a population of less than one million, two from
each state having between one million and two million and three
from states with populations of more than three million. In the
latter states, it is provided that only one of the three directors
shall be from affiliated circuits.
Si H. Fabian, one of the leading lights of the WAC. was
elected president and Ted R. Gamble, who performed a splendid
job as head of the War Finance Division of the U. S. Treasury
during the war, was named chairman of the board. Other officers
elected were: Charles P. Skouras, first v. p.; William Skirball,
second v.p.; Sam Pinanski, treasurer; William Crockett, secretary.
of $100,000
the first
year's
activities
and A itbudget
was made
clear was
that set
if up
morefor was
needed
it would
be
forthcoming.
One Collection Drive
Among the resolutions adopted was one consolidating all
theatre collection drives into one annual over-all charity campaign. This was in line with a recommendation made recently by
Jack Kirsch, president of Allied. The independent exhibitors organization has made an issue of the fact that theatres are called
upon too often to solicit funds from their patrons and is withholding its blessing from the forthcoming Cancer drive.
The Program
President Fabian presented ATA's program as follows:
(A). Self examination leading to appraisal of strong points
and weaknesses, the good and the real potential evils, inherent to
the theaters and their operations;
(B). Consideration of a self-imposed code of ethics for theaters in their relation with the public, standards of safety, of comfor the public;
(C). Awards to industry members for outstanding achievement within the industry;
(D). Plaques of recognition for and compliance with the
standards decided upon;
(E). An educational program to improve the knowledge of
new members (and old) concerning good business methods, pitfalls, good and dangerous practices and in a broader sense engender within the industry keener appreciation of the theater, its
products, its traditions and the great force it must be in the
world community
of the future;
(F). A special program to develop among the industry a
sense oneness, sympathy and fraternity;
(G). A program for passing on the appropriateness and wisdom of public interest in screen subjects.
The external phase, Fabian said, might encompas the
following:
(A). Participation in public charity projects which would include determination of industry leadership, methods, goals, motivation, publicity and general control;
(B).
Use of screens for Government subjects;
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(C). Use of theaters and
unclassified;

facilities for public co-operation

(D). Public indorsement or opposition of the industry to
public matters not selfishly related to the industry but of such
character as to recommend the industry's interest and strength
in their determination, such as full employment, public health,
housing and other public matters in which leaders of other industries have been heard but concerning which the industry has
been silent;
(E).
Donations to charity by the industry;
(F).
Establishment of scholarships by our industry;
(G). Awards to citizens for outstanding contributions to
peace, science and the arts;
(H).
Institutional advertising;
(I). Institutional
radio programs;
(J). Awards to writers for outstanding stories;
(K).
Awards to producers for outstanding production.

NEW LABOR PROBLEMS FOR MAJORS
Producer-labor relations, serene for all of two months now,
have become a bit disturbed again within the past week.
Herbert K. Sorrell, stormy petrel president of the Conference
of Studio Unions, walked out of a recent meeting with studio
representatives and made the charge that the producers planned
to institute an open shop policy. This was denied by MPA vicepresident Byron Price in a formal statement, who termed Sorrell's statement "without foundation
in fact."
Price said: "The major studios have no such policy and contemplate no such policy. They are now negotiating with a large
number of labor organizations, and these negotiations are based
on recognition of the established industry policy of a union shop
or a closed shop for crafts unions. We expect to continue negotiations on that
basis."studio unions have been coming to SorMeanwhile,
various
rell's support by authorizing strike action, if necessary, to obtain
contracts and prevent any move by the producers to force open
shop policies.
Last week, the AFL Carpenters and Joiners, Local 946, voted
to give the executive board authority to take "economic action"
to win a signed contract. This local also voted to join Sorrell's
CSU.
Musicians Make Demands
In New York last week the eight major producers heard from
James C. Petrillo, head of the American Federation of Musicians.
A list of 91 proposals for provisions to be inserted in the new
contracts between the studios and the AFM was presented to the
film company representatives, meeting with the musicians at the
Belmont Plaza Hotel. The previous contracts expired last
March 31.
Chief of the new demands are an increase in the number of
film musicians to be employed by each major studio from the
present 25-35 to a minimum of 90 and a step-up in salary from
$100 per week for each man to $200 on an annual basis. Musicians
would be limited to 10 hours work per week, after which overtime is to become effective. Undoubtedly, these conditions will
be comprised, but, meanwhile, the film companies issued a statement describing Petrillo's demands as "fantastic."
Other Restrictions
Among the other stipulations proposed by the AFM are restrictions against the use of sound track music for television
broadcasts and the re-use of sound on films other than those for
which the music was recorded.
Representing the film companies at the meeting were Nicholas
M. Schenck, Barney Balaban, Ned E. Depinet, Jack Cohn, W. C.
Michel, Samuel Schneider, John J. O'Connor, Joseph R. Vogel,
Joseph E. McMahon, Abe Schneider, Fred Meyer, Milton Schwarzman and Charles Boren.
Petrillo headed the musicians delegation.

HUGHES FACES MPA EXPULSION
Howard Hughes has been called on the carpet by Eric Johnston, president of the Motion Picture Association, to face chai
that he is using "disapproved
and unsubmitted"
advertising
in
connection with "The Outlaw."
Hughes, millionaire oilman who occasionally produces a film.
carried on a three-year fight with the Hays Office over deletions
(Continued on Next Page)
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recently obhe was ordered to make in "The Outlaw" and only
tained a seal for the picture. Now, according to a statement by
certain pieces
Johnston, Hughes has ignored the MPA's ban onsubmitted
to the
of advertising display and is using material not
organization.
Johnston said:
"Mr. Hughes submitted advertising which could not be approved under the provisions of our Code to which as a member
of the Association he voluntarily subscribed. Although the advertising was disapproved Mr. Hughes has nevertheless insisted
on using rejected material. He has also used objectionable advertising which was never submitted to the Association. In so
doing he has challenged the Association's system of selfregulation."
People Want Decency
The MPA president declared that the "American public wants
decency on the screen and in motion picture advertising" and he
complimented other producers for their cooperation in maintaining standards of decency.
A letter to Hughes from Carl E. Milliken, secretary of the
MPA, set forth a series of instances in which the objectionable
advertising has been used and advised the producer that a meeting of the board will be held in New York on April 23 to consider
action on his conduct unless he discontinues the use of unapproved advertising material by that date.

TO HONOR JACK KIRSCH
The motion picture industry will be out in full force for the
dinner-dance at the Palmer House in Chicago, May 25, celebrating:
the inaugural of Jack Kirsch as president of National Allied,
according to reports from the Windy City.
Four film company presidents -- Spyros P. Skouras, Fox;
Barney Balaban, Paramount; N. Peter Rathvon, RKO, and Edward C. Raftery, United Artists — will serve as members of the
executive committee for the affair. These distribution executives,
together with Allied leaders and other theatremen from all sections of the country, have announced their intentions of being
present to honor the dynamic young head of the independent
organization.

A nother
Super

Service
from

HIGHWAY EXPRESS LINES, Inc.

MONOGRAM GETS NEW FINANCING
A new financing deal whereby Monogram Pictures obtains a
revolving credit of two million dollars and additional funds to
sponsor independent production units has been concluded with
the Security-First National Bank of Los Angeles, it was announced by Steve Broidy, president, and George D. Burrows,
executive vice-president and treasurer of the film company.
The agreement provides for loans to be made available to
Monogram for a period of three years beginning March 1, 1946,
and expiring March 1, 1949. Under this agreement, the company
will have available for production a revolving line of credit of
$2,000,000, and for its Government Bond portfolio a credit of
$500,000. In addition. Monogram is permitted to guarantee bank
loans up to $500,000 made to independent producers releasing their
is further perpictures through the company. The corporation
mitted to guarantee returns to independent producers to a limit
of $700,000. Interest at the rate of 4 percent per annum is to be
charged on loans borrowed by Monogram for production purposes.
Preferred Called
This credit is to be supplemented by bank loans arranged
independently by several of the producing units releasing through
the Monogram organization.
It was also announced that as a result of the recent call by
the company of its outstanding 5% percent cumulative convertible
preferred stock, all but 725 shares of a total of 99,000 shares previously outstanding have been converted into common stock.
*

*

«

$1 7,800,000 PARAMOUNT PROFIT
Net profit of $17,821,000, an increase of more than $1,300,000
over 1944, has been estimated by Paramount Pictures for the year
ended December 29, 1945, after all charges including estimated
provision for all Federal normal and excess profits taxes. This
amount
includes $2,517,000
representing
the company's
net interest
as
a stockholder
in the combined
undistributed
earnings
for the
year of partially owned non-consolidated subsidiaries. Earnings
for the year ended December 30, 1944. were $16,488,106, including
$1,745,000 from the partially owned subsidiaries.
The estimated earnings for 1945 represent $4.75 per share on
the 3,752,136 shares of common stock outstanding at the close of
the year, which compares with $4.39 per share for the previous
*
year.

*

*

13,000 TO SHOW CANCER TRAILER

Pledges to show the trailer promoting the cancer campaign
have been received from 13,000 theatres throughout the country
to date, according to a report by Leon J. Bamberger, distributor
co-chairman of the campaign which will be conducted during the
week of April 21-28. Some territories have already achieved a
100 percent response and others are on the verge. The trailer
features Spencer Tracy.
In New York City, exhibitors decided to use open baskets for
the collections and it is reported that 1,000 out of a possible 1100
theatres will solicit funds from their patrons.
Meanwhile, there was repercussion in Congress to the recent
column by Robert C. Ruark in the N. Y. World Telegram condemning too numerous theatre collections when Rep. Augustus
W. Bennet, N. Y., declared that Ruark "exceedingly underestimates" the willingness of Americans to contribute to worthwhile causes.

•

NEW FINANCING GROUP

Pick-Ups To and From
Philadelphia Airports

A new film financing company has been organized by George
J. Schaefer and Arthur Greene, prominent Chicago banker, with
resources of $20,000,000 to be made available to independent production units. The company, incorporated in Wilmington, Del.,
will be known as Equity Capital Corp. Schaefer is president and
chairman of the board.

Meeting All Planes
•

Schaefer, veteran film executive, has been reported investigating the possibilities in the independent production field for some
time and is said to believe that there will be a steady increase in
the number of individual producing units. He will divide his time
between New York and Hollywood. There is also a possibility
that Equity Capital money may find its way into the English
market.
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What The Newspaper Critics Say
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GREEN YEARS' HAILED BY N. Y. CRITICS
'THE
(MGM)
"...Tender and touching story by A. J. Cronin has been turned
into a picture of considerable substance and expanse. . .All or as
many of the details could be packed into the two-hour running
time has been reproduced in the picture, faithfully and in line...
CROWTHER,
and warm."
for comfort .. .Appealing
Too Y. long
N.
TIMES.
"...A touching and fully dimensioned account of an Irish-Catholic
lad, growing up in a dour Scotch community .. .Great warmth,
variety and latent excitement .. .A pair of ruthless scissors would
have made a fine film far finer... All in all, to be recommended."
BARNES. N. Y. HERALD
TRIBUNE.
"...Solidly constructed
motion picture .. .Rich in sentiment
and
not devoid of character humor, though both are burdened with

■DEVOTION1
NOTICES VARY FROM
(WARNER)

INSULT TO "EMINENTLY REWARDING1

"...A typically girlish, sentimental triangular romance... A ridiculous tax upon reason and an insult to plain intelligence."
CROWTHER,
N. Y. TIMES.
"...A brilliant cast stays the exaggerations of Hollywood ... Generally hews to human qualities and does so with good sense...
Has remarkable persuasion. . .An eminently rewarding period
piece."
BARNES, N. Y. HERALD TRIBUNE.
"...For almost half hour, shows promise of becoming a very good
picture. . .The picture can look forward to the popularity that goes
to all slickly produced tear jerkers these days — but its authors

'DOLL
(FOX) FACE' A PRETTY EXASPERATING

"...Another backstage theatrical tale... The only distinction in
its writing is a persistence in grammatical mistakes. The only
remarkability about its pattern is a monotonous fidelity to form."
CROWTHER,
N. Y. TIMES.
"...Possibly there are entertaining angles to the notion that a
burlesque stripper might by hook or crook gain a literary reputation. But the movies are not the medium to handle the matter."

CHARACTERS

"...The plot is purely mechanical and the characters are mostly
stuffed costumes. . .Compound
of elegant costumes, exquisite sets
— really museum replicas of Georgian interiors — extra-crowded
tableaux, actors with Hollywood airs and a slightly-sullied Cinderella, whom Amber can fade with one wave." CROWTHER,
N. Y. TIMES.

". . .A heavily brocaded costume piece. . .Settings and costumes are
flamboyantly garish and so is the style of playing. . .Paulette Goddard has worked up blazing temperament to go with her ravishing
beauty in the title role . .High flown romantic story telling, raised

'COLON
EFFINGHAM'S
(FOX) EL

should have their knuckles rapped for making up such fibs about
their elders."
COOK, N. Y. WORLD-TELEGRAM.
"...False and distorted .. .The performances of the various people
are good enough if they are not associated with known characters
. . .For those who wouldn't know a Bronte from a Blondie anyway,
the
romance."
WINSTEN,
N. Y.picture
POST. isn't bad as genteel costume
"...* * * Stars. . .Supposed to be a biographical film study of the
Brontes, the three literary virgins of Haworth, and their brilliant,
irresponsible
but much
loved brother, Branwell."
CAMERON,
N.
Y. DAILY NEWS.

MOVIEWINSTEN,
— PM

"...Tunes alone do not a movie musical make, nor pleasant personalities a smash hit. In fact, in spite of likeable tunes and enticing
personalities, a pretty exasperating movie." J. T.
McMANUS, PM.

KITTY1
PLOT MECHANICAL,
(PARAMOUNT)

an occasional passage that is not as fresh as might be... Picture
is long, and if its people weren't so real and interesting the stretch
of time and successive small incidents would emphasize the length
...It is a splendid film, one of the best to have come along this
year... A little too pat to be perfect, with sentiment and suffering
to match."
WINSTEN,
N. Y. POST.
"...* * * * Stars... A wonderful picture .. .Charles Coburn gives
the liveliest and most endearing screen characterization in all of
his long and honorable career... The story has a humanness that
warms the heart, and an inspirational quality that kindles the
imagination." CAMERON, N. Y. DAILY NEWS.
"...Certainly worth seeing, despite its shortcomings and pious
exaggerations,PM.if only for its parade of interesting performances."
McMANUS,

N. Y. POST.
"...* * * Stars. . .The story of Gypsy's rise from burlesque to the
legitimate theatre by way of her autobiography is amusingly told.
Vivian Blaine, who represents Gypsy does not do a strip-tease...
Vivian's turn, as the Doll of the Gaiety Theatre, is a comparatively modest
and dance
ERON, N. song
Y. DAILY
NEWS.routine .. Direction is O. K." CAM-

"...The halcyon days of strip-teasing are being revived in none
too happy fashion... It bears about as much resemblance to oldtime burlesque as a society-page portrait does to a snapshot, and
it has as little vitality.. .Big and bustling, but far from bountiful."
BARNES, N. Y. HERALD
TRIBUNE.

STUFFED COSTUMES

RAID1 REVIEWS MIXED
with

"...May be called a most unfortunate case of cinematic schizophrenia..Embellishes a treatise on civic duty with both charm
and mellow dignity .. .Promises much in the way of warm and
intelligent drama.. .Breaks in two, leaving dramatic logic stranded
and fading out on an incongruous note of war-time sentiment "
GUERNSEY,
N. Y. HERALD
TRIBUNE.
". . .Quiet good humor. . .If the script was as good as Mr. Coburn's
performance, everything would be just dandy... Some portions of
the picture are pleasantly amusing, being generously endowed

homespun
humor
and true Confederate
philosophy.
Yet,
taken as a whole, has its disappointing moment .. Genial is the
word for this film." T.M.P., N. Y. TIMES.
"...Though the movie's characterizations of politicos, clubwomen
and other small-town
citizenry have no more subtlety than a
PM.
comic-strip, it has a pleasant sort of gayety, anyhow."
LEVITAS,
" . .Good. . Mellow, unostentatious film fare — adult in fashioning
...Amusing dialogue."
THIRER, N. Y. POST.

'DEADLI
CALLED A RACY LITTLE BAFFLER
(RKO) NE A DAWN1
"...Bang-up
"...Kacy little baffler. .. Good sense of mood and movement so
that the whole thing rolls off fast and well." CROWTHER N Y
TIMES.

"...A well conceived and imaginative chase mystery .. .Vastly intriguing, deriving its suspense from tantalization rather than
fear." GUERNSEY, N. Y. HERALD TRIBUNE.
".. .* * Stars. . .Murder mystery in which the suspense is cleverly contrived.. .In spite of the slightly unsatisfactory ending, the
action has been handled by director Harold Clurman
with sufficient suspense to keep the audience guessing up to the end "
CAMERON, N. Y. DAILY NEWS.
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several notches above its station by the tinges of mirth."
COOK,
N. Y. WORLD-TELEGRAM.
"...A disreputable romance is unfolded with pomp and circumstance..Mitchell Leisen has staged it with considerable authority
as well as fanfare, it is a superior fancy dress love story... The
dialogue is generally embarrassing. . .Script runs thin on humor
and drama." BARNES, N. Y. HERALD TRIBUNE.
"...In praise one can say that in every respect the picture has
been produced as well as could be hoped. The indictment is simply that a great deal of care, time, money and talent are used to
make
a glittering
entertainment of no particular consequence."
WINSTEN,
N. Y. POST.

melodrama that gets its ominous effects through a
careful; if at times a bit too carefully contrived attention to detail
and character. . .A good cast helps build up plenty of suspense
and excitement." PELSWICK, N. Y. JOURNAL AMERICAN.
". . . Artificially contrived but still very exciting mystery drama ..
Until the falling apart occurs, it is altogether satisfactory entertainment in the goose flesh school." COOK, N. Y. WORLDTELEGRAM.
"...As a murder mystery, as a purveyor of suspense, has the
elements to put it on top with the leaders. Though somewhat
more complex than most movies of the kind, it makes fairly good
sense when unravelled in the finale."
WINSTEN.
X. Y I'OST
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"... What Howard
do is to justify an
exploits cheap sex
an inferior and a

Hughes simply is seeking to
advertising campaign that
sensationalism on behalf of
tawdry motion picture. .
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uring these last two weeks of April, more than 23 million people, who
like movies, bought and read one or more magazines which contained a full
page advertisement on the fine box-office attraction .. ."SO GOES MY LOVE"..
The first of the Jack H. Skirball-Bruce Manning Productions for Universal release.
Here are the magazines in which these advertisements are appearing
Life, Look, Good Housekeeping, Woman's Home Companion, Screen Guide, Movie Show, Redbook, Time, Family
Circle, Movies, Movie Life, Movie Stars Parade, Photoplay, Modern Screen, Movieland, Screenland, Silver Screen,
Motion Picture, Movie Story.

and that isn't all . . .
Backing

up this tremendous

national

magazine

in excess of 70 millions of people, Universal
GOES

MY

LOVE"

the finest promotional
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VS.

DECENCY

Howard Hughes has attempted to puff up his pubof
lic dispute with the Motion Picture Association
Outlaw" far
America about the advertising of "The
has been
issue
The
tions.
propor
mate
legiti
its
beyond
high
very
elevated by his publicity spokesman to the
plane of free speech and a free press.
Poppycock. What Hughes simply is seeking to do
is to justify an advertising campaign that exploits cheap
sex sensationalism on behalf of an inferior and a tawdry
motion picture. No high-sounding phrases can disguise

that fact.

Mr. Hughes is a very wealthy man to whom motion
picture production is a diverting side line. His approach to the industry's problems is bound to be more
casual than those who have their capital and income at
stake in it. When Hughes resorts to the use of material
on "The Outlaw" that is obviously objectionable, he
is jeopardizing the interests of the industry at large.
No one has the right to start a fire on the grounds of
"freedom".
There are some facets of the MPAA

we disapprove

and the old Hays organization evaded certain responsibilities which could have bettered the industry and
which we hope Eric Johnston will undertake. But no
one can deny that the policy of self-regulation by which
the content of film advertising is kept within the bounds
and good taste is one of the Association's
of decency
worthier
functions.
We hope the organized independent theatremen of
America will express their support of the MPAA in this
matter.
MO WAX

WISDOM

FROM

TEXAS

One of the more subtle trade practices foisted
upon the theatreman by the film companies to invade
his legitimate profits is the one we have dubbed the
"hat-in-hand" policy in making film deals. This is the
system whereby the salesman, with either honeyed or
harsh words (depending on the rigidity of the particular
buyer's backbone), induces the exhibitor to agree to
excessive terms for a picture, with the adjacent promise
that an adjustment will be forthcoming if the receipts

do not measure up to the optimistic anticipation of the
usually optimistic sales executive. This entails a visit
by the theatreman, after the picture has completed its
engagement, to the distributor's branch office where he
carries his hat in his hand and proceeds to plead for a
kick-back. By this time the salesman's memory is a bit
vague about it all, but he will see what he can do.
Ultimately — sometimes it has to be considered by
"New York" for several weeks — the exhibitor is
granted a small fractional rebate of the rental he paid
and then he is expected, in humble gratitude for the
favor, to sign a new contract, again at terms that will
keep him dangling on the hook.
It is an enervating practice that robs the exhibitor
of independence in dealing with the distributor. It is a
devious device for limiting the theatre's profits to a
point where the exhibitor is virtually a hireling of the
film company. It is, in the words of Col. H. A. Cole,
head of the Texas Allied Theatre Owners, "a lousy way
of doing business"!
Col. Cole has issued a bulletin on the subject of
"adjustments" and you will find it right to the point.
Exhibitors would profit by heeding these words of the
veteran independent leader:
"You are all of you familiar with film companies
who in selling their product to you from time to time do
it on what might be called an "adjustments" basis. In
other words, the salesman promises you that if a picture
doesn't
do a certain vague amount, they will adjust the
film
rental.
"I know there are quite a number of adjustments
made by two or three of the companies after making
that promise, but, if you will pardon me, it's a lousy
way of doing business. It makes you slipshod and easy
when you make the deal, and when the adjustment is
made you will find that there is very little profit, if any,
in the engagement. Usually such adjustments are made
to save you from a loss (maybe) but not to give you a
profit. You don't have a single thing outside of popcorn on which you can make profit except your playing
time, and if an adjustment is made to break even, that
is really making you work at a loss.

"How much better it would be if, realizing that
situation, you battle for the correct terms when you
make your deal?
"Put that in your pipe and smoke it."
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ACTORS

SHOULD

No article that I have written during I I years as a
Hollywood correspondent has stirred more comment
than the recent contribution to Film Bulletin, "Stars
Make Lousy Producers."
As was to be expected, the major studio heads and
producers found the piece to be a reflection of their
own viewpoint. It is natural that they would seek to
disparage the efforts of leading players to produce in
their own right since the practice is eliminating important names from star rosters.
The players whose business capabilities the article
deprecated were furious. One of their representatives,
in a state of high dudgeon, called to cite the number of
now prominent directors and producers whose backgrounds include acting experience. . .an argument that
is more childish than profound.
Undoubtedly there are such men, many of them,
particularly among the old timers. People who have
grown up in the industry can recall an era when it was
commonplace for one person to perform such multiple
tasks as writing, directing, acting, producing or even
building the sets. But, to reiterate a point expressed in
the first article, such versatility was characteristic of a
particular phase of the film business. It has no plac =
in the complex motion picture pattern of today.
At any rate, the problem under discussion is not
meant to discourage the production aspirations of anyone — be he actor, film cutter, assistant director or
messenger boy. The issue at hand centers simply on
the growing habit of high-priced stars to set themselves
up as producers with no qualifications beyond the glamour of their names. They lack experience in any but
the acting end of the business and simply are taking
advantage of a lush motion picture market to obtain
financing and distribution — again solely on their personal box-office value.
The dangers of the practice can be resolved into
the simple fact that good pictures are not emerging
from the actor-producer set-ups. And that, whether
one likes it or not, is the only method by which success
in the motion picture industry is gauged.
To delve a bit deeper into the wholesale entrance
of film stars into production, it is apparent that two
factors are responsible. First, the spread of earnings
over a longer period; secondly, dissatisfaction with
existing production methods.
The revolt of the actors is symptomatic of a general upheaval which is taking place in Hollywood;
namely, a trend toward independence and a growing
reluctance to acquiesce in the high - handed policies
which for so long have been characteristic of certain
important film companies.
In the pre-decree days it was possible for the big
outfits to get away with their arbitrary attitudes. They
controlled all of production, much of the important
playing time and most of the valuable personalities.
Today, however, their dominant position is dependent
on their willingness to make concessions.
In order to survive they have been obliged to enter
into percentage deals which a decade ago would have
been laughed out of town. They have opened facilities
to independent units and autonomous set-ups have been
sponsored and encouraged to placate key men. In
short, the production structure of 1946 is vastly different from that of the pre-war days.

STICK TO ACTING
But more than being different — it is better. The
successful evolution of the producer-director and the
producer-writer is to be applauded and encouraged.
The new blood that has entered the independent ranks
is another source of satisfaction to proponents of a
competitive motion picture business.
But if the existing improvements in the production
structure are to achieve the desired wholesome effect,
those in the vanguard must be men of reputation, experience and talent. The industry cannot pin its hopes
on mere actors to whom independent production is not
the end but simply the means by which their vanity is
satisfied and their pocketbooks filled.
Independent production will survive and perform a
great service because it is a field which has attracted
the likes of Frank Capra and the group of veterans behind Liberty Pictures, Charles Einfeld and his EnterDrise
company, Hunt Stromberg, Walter Wanger, Jack Chertok, the King Brothers and the dozen or so others who
know that films are only as good as the men who make
them. In trying to measure up to the qualities expected
of them, these men will surely prove to be more caoable
producers than the box-office headliner who would prefer that the public measure up to his own shortsightedness and rather limited taste.
Certainly, the men in the independent phase of
filmmaking are not without blame. They are as susceptible to error as the fellow in the major plant who performs a job only because it is assigned to him. But at
least the independent catastrophe by a reputable production man is committed with more honesty than that
by an actor whose attitude is one of resentment against
the company that has developed him into an important
screen personality. Definitely, it is more commendable
than a desire to make a picture because a particular
story offers a showy but totally unsuitable role.
The wise actor in these unsettled days of movies is
the one who waits for the independent field to define itself, to clarify its position and measure the value of its
contribution to the industry.
Then, the artist will be in the enviable position of
tying in his career with men experienced in the creation
of entertainment. . .men capable of exploiting films. . .
men of broad viewpoint who can anticipate the everchanging public tastes.
As it stands, the star who stalks into the production field is as naive as a child in a world his peers do
not yet fully comprehend. For none of us can honestly
predict whether the present prosperity in the independent field is one of those war booms or actually the beginning of a new day in picture making.
Far-sighted film men believe the independent picture ishere to stay. Their hopes are pinned on the unit
system, on the establishment of new distribution companies, on the continued widening of releasing facilities
by existing film companies.
But they also want to see the field pioneered by
people who know what it's all about. Amateur excursions only tend to obscure the broad pattern of
progress.
And until the actors prove otherwise, they are
going to be labelled simply. . .muddling amateurs.
DAVID HANNA

20th CENTURY-FOX
'DO YOU LOVE ME?' MUSICAL

Rates • • • on name

WITH GOOD

The latest glossy musical from 20th Century-Fox. "Do You Love Me?," has the customary' marquee names, song hits and Technicolor to carry it to box office success in
spite of its thread-bare and utterly-implausible ugly duckling plot. Again the primlydressed, be-spectacled heroine has only to
remove her glasses, fluff out her hair and
don pretty clothes to emerge as a glamour
girl who wins all the male hearts in the
picture — just as easy as that. It's purely
escapist fare which manages to hold the interest mainly because of its top-flight personalities— the lovely (after the first reel)
Maureen O'Hara, the swoon favorite, Dick
Haymes, and Harry James, who gives a remarkably poised performance and. of course,
gets in a few hot licks on his trumpet. The
combination of Haymes and James will lure
and thrill every bobby-soxer, while their
elders will find it mildly enjoyable at best.
Originally made as "Kitten on the Keys" and
then re-made, in part, by producer George
Jessel, this is weak on comedy and intro-

'HER KIND OF MAN1 EXPLOITABLE

BROS

Warner Bros.
78 minutes
Zachary Scott, Janis Paige, Dane Clark, Faye
Emerson, George Tobias, Howard Smith,
Harry Lewis, Sheldon Leonard, Joseph Crehan. Monte Blue, John Gallaudet.
Directed bv Frederick de Cordova
Warners latest excursion into the field of
robust demi-gangster melodrama, hard-hitting action and torrid romance which they
have turned out so effectively in the past
comes a cropper in "Her Kind of Man" principally because of a lack of plot originality
and haphazard, loose-jointed direction. The
latter must take the brunt of responsibility
for the film's failure to click. For despite an
old-hat story that telegraphs its punches
reels in advance, it abounds with ingredients
that could have been turned to thrilling advantage. There is the ruthless, calculating
gambler played by Zachary Scott who rides
to quick riches astride an uncanny streak of
fortune; there is the hubba-hubba proportioned Janis Paige as the gambler's girl who
responds to his everyr whim:
there is the

BOX
1946

OFRCE

MELODRAMA

WEAKENED

rising Dane Clark in a highly sympathetic
role to form the conflicting triangle. There
are night club and gambling room settings
and a couple of old songs, "Something to
Remember You By" and "Body and Soul"
rendered fetchingly by Miss Paige, and lots
more. But director Frederick deCordova dissipates the potentials until all that is left is
routine program melodrama, peopled with
unbelievable characters and sprinkled sparingly with entertainment. Best returns will
come in action houses where exploitation the
gambling and gangster angles and Miss
Paige's curves will bring good results. Elsewhere it will require the support of a fairlystrong feature.
Zachary Scott, a cold-blooded gambler,
runs up a bankroll in a crap game and deludes to ride his luck into the big-time. He
is joined by a young gunman, Harry Lewis,
who feels that Scott is due for the big money.
When Scott's girl friend, Janis Paige, singer
in a night-club owned by George Tobias, is
awarded a contract in a New York show,
Scott goes along, but is forced to kill Sheldon
Leonard, whom he had cleaned out in gambling. Scott keeps out of sight for a while,
and Paige, in New York, becomes friendly
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final
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y oled
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Maureen O'Hara. great-great-grand-daughter of the founder of a tradition-bound
school of music, goes to New York to arrange
details with Reginald Gardiner about the
summer symphony festival. En route, she
meets Harry James, whose red-hot playing
fails to impress her and he calls her "cold
as ice." In New York, she smoulders with
resentment over this remark and finally,
she takes off her glasses, fluffs out her hair
and shops for glamorous clothes. Needing
an escort to enter the nightclub where James
is playing, she picks up Dick Haymes. who. is
looking longingly in a restaurant window.
Soon both Haymes, who turns out to be a
popular crooner who was merely on a diet
and James fall in love with her and she
disregards all messages from her stuffy fiance, Richard Gaines. When the news photographers snap Miss O'Hara playing a boogiewoogi,e rendition of Mendelssohn's calwedding
march her career as dean of classi
music
is shattered. However, James and Haymes
get together with Reginald Gardiner, who
announces a change of program to the sum-

WARNER

APRIL

BOXOFFICE

values

20th Century-Fox
91 minutes
Maureen O'Hara, Dick Haymes, Harry
James, Reginald Gardiner, Richard Gaines,
Stanley Prager, B. S. Pully, Alma Kruger,
Chick Chandler, Alnura Sessions, Douglas
Wood, Julia Dean, Harry Hays Morgan, Harlan Briggs, Eugene Borden, Frank Melton,
William Benedict, Kay Connors, Harry
James' Music Makers.
Directed by Gregory Ratoff.

Rates • •

... 1 May Release
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BY DIRECTION
with Dane Clark, a newspaper columnist.
Scott buys Paige's contract and takes her
learning that Scott is suspected of murder,
to Saratoga, where he has a part interest in
a new night club opened by Tobias. Clark,
follows them to Saratoga. In a boxing bout,
Tlark gives Scott a beating and is in turn
badly beaten by Scott's henchmen. Angered
by Scott's treatment of Clark. Paige leaves
for New York, but Scott follows her and
turning on his charm, gets her to marry him.
He opens a high-class gambling joint in New
York and it is raided. In the melee, Scott
accidentally shoots his sister, Faye Emerson, wife of Tobias. He escapes but is hunted down by the police and Tobias, who
shoots him, paving the way for Clark and
Paige to resume their romance.
Zachary Scott is rapidly becoming typed
in the heelish role and he does it well.
Starlet Janis Paige is an ocular treat in her
first starring film and displays, additionally,
a torchy, well-modulated singing voice, but
her thespic
hardly make
the "B"is
grade.
Even talents
the capable
Dane Clark
stymied by the limitations of dialogue and
de Cordova's direction. George Tobias and
Faye Emerson are wasted in insipid roles.
BARN

••••Excellent

RKO
'BADMANS

RADIO

... 4 in Fifth Block (Total 5)

enerally
TERRITORY' ACTIONFUL

WESTERN WITH FLOCK OF FAMILIAR FACES

Rates • • • in action houses; • •
RKO-Radio
98 minutes
Randolph Scott, Ann Richards, George "Gabby" Hayes, Ray Collins, James Warren, Morgan Conway, Virginia Sale, Andrew Tombes,
Richard Hale, Tom Tyler, Lawrence Tierney,
John Halloran, Isabel Jewell, Nestor Paiva,
Harry Holman, Steve Brodie, Phil Warren,
William Moss, Chief Thundercloud.
Directed by Tim Whelan.
This ridin', shootin' round-up of famous
western characters (most of whom have
made money for exhibitors in previous films)
is strong meat for action fans and an entertaining western for general audiences. With
a tale that employs The Dalton Boys, Jesse
and Frank James, Belle Starr, and includes
Lawrence "Dillinger" Tierney, Morgan "Dick
Tracy" Conway and George "Gabby" Hayes
in its cast, it has exploitation values that
can capitalize for high returns where westerns flourish, while the Randolph Scott name
will give it a lift in other situations. Although action is stressed throughout, romance is plausibly introduced into the plot
and ample comedy moments relieve the
strain of a succession of villainous doings.

The locale is that strip of Oklahoma territory which was not a part of the Union in
1850 and, consequently, became a hide-out
for lawless men. Most of these famous outlaws are pictured as likable characters but,
except for Belle Starr, they get the customary "Crime Doesn't Pay" treatment in the
finale. The picture seems to have a little of
everything, even a bang-up horse race, and
may seem over-long to all except the youngsters; they'll eat it up.
Through a faulty survey made in 1850, a
strip of land between Oklahoma and Texas
became a hide-out for such notorious outlaws as the Dalton Boys and the James
Brothers. When James Warren, deputy
sheriff, is wounded by Morgan Conway, of
the Texas State Police, over the arrest of
George "Gabby" Hayes, Jesse and Frank
James (Lawrence Tierney and Tom Tyler)
rescue him and give him medical aid. Warren's older brother, Randolph Scott, a Texas
sheriff, also quarrels with Conway and goes
to Quinto, in Badman's Territory, where he
meets Ann Richards, a newspaper editor crusading to have the region brought under
Federal control. Both the outlaws and the
wealthy cattlemen, who prefer their tax-free
status, oppose Miss Richards' fight and Scott
wins her gratitude by preventing her enemies

from closing down her paper. In the annual
Grass Rent Day horse race, Scott loses to
Belle Starr but, when the stakeholder runs
out, Scott prevents an Indian uprising by
forcing the man to pay them their winnings.
When the Dalton Boys make their historic
raid on Coffeyville, Warren and Hayes go
with them and Scott makes a desperate,
but futile, attempt to save his brother. Conway, now a U. S. marshal, arrests Scott and
has Hayes ruthlessly killed. Even though
handcuffed, Scott attacks Conway and kills
him in a gun battle. A sympathetic jury
brings in a verdict of justifiable homicide
and Scott is freed.
Randolph Scott makes a handsome, ironjawed sheriff-hero and Ann Richards gives
a capable performance as the crusading
newspaper editor, even if her clipped British
accent seems out-of-place in a lawless western community. Lawrence Tierney and Tom
Tyler are well cast as the James Brothers
and Steve Brodie stands out in his brief
role of the fearless Bob Dalton. George
"Gabby" Hayes is his usual irascible and
amusing self. Virginia Sale, in one of her
stock spinsterish characterizations, helps out
with the comedy. Ray Collins and Isabel
Jewell also do good work.

LEYENDECKER

'PARTNERS IN TIME' LUM AND ABNER DOFF MAKEUP IN HOMEY, APPEALING YARN

in small towns; fair dualler for naborhoods
and smooth direction, merge the present and
RKO-Radio
a nostalgic past into an enjoyable little film
73 minutes
of small town life. Incidentally, their appearance as the two personable young men
Chester Lauck (Luni), Norris Goff (Abner),
they really are is an additional selling point
Pamela Blake, John James, Teala Loring,
for their large radio-screen following, who
Danny Duncan, Dick Elliott, Charles Jordan,
have undoubtedly wondered what lay behind
Grady Sutton, Phyllis Kennedy, Ruth Lee,
the whiskers and greasepaint. A plot which
Ruth Caldwell.
sees the partners in danger of losing their
Directed by William Nigh.
general store while they attempt to restore
a blighted young love affair gives the film
This is the best of the Lum and Abner
plenty of opportunity to extol rural blessings,
past and present. An agreeable blend of
films and would have made an auspicious
humor, and heart-tugs, the picture's appeal
beginning for the pair's screen series. "Partwill not be limited to the sticks; it should
ners in Time" tells of the formation of their
make a favorable entry for the lower half
partnership forty years earlier, via flashin naborhood houses. N. G. for action spots.
back, in simple, homey, entertaining style.
Chester Lauck as Lum and Norris Goff as
Lum and Abner, partners in the Jot 'em
Down general store, are confronted with a
Abner are just as effective without makeup
lawsuit brought by city slicker Charles Jorand, under William
Nigh's understanding
Rates • • +

'DING fDONG

Rates •

dan and the danger of losing their store
unless they pay him off. Meanwhile, Teala
Loring and her fiance, John James, are on
the verge of breaking off because she wants
the big city while he wants to remain in
Pine Ridge. Lum and Abner, reluctant to
see the young 'uns separate, tell of their
experiences 40 years earlier when Abner, a
city boy, came to Pine Ridge to visit his war
buddy, Lum, and stayed on to marry the
girl Lum loved while they became partners
in the store. Lum's vivid description of the
small town of 40 years ago and its people
causes Teala to change her mind and reunites the lovers. In addition, Lum's narrative reminds him of evidence that the store
is rightfully theirs and Jordan is revealed
as a fraud.
BARN

WILLIAMS' FEEBLE DUALLER

RKO-Radio
62 minutes
Glenn Vernon, Marcy McGuire, Felix Bressart, Anne Jeffreys, James Warren, William
Davidson, Tom Noonan, Cliff Nazarro, Ruth
Lee, Jason Robards, Bob Nolan and the
Sons of the Pioneers.
Directed by William Berke.
"Ding Dong Williams" is one of those
minor duallers which might have performed
a more useful function had it rested quietly
as the magazine story from which it originated. The plot is thin, obvious and about
as absorbing as might be any succession of
scenes featuring a chubby, teen age girl run-

ning up and down hallways. Musical sequences, ranging from the Sons of the Pioneers to a bored looking child prodigy, pianist Richard Korbel, are tossed in to bolster
the story line. But they are distracting
rather than helpful. This will be submerged
as a dual bill filler only in the minor naborhood spots.
The screenplay centers on the plight of
the music head of a studio who is given an
order to write a modern composition for a
new picture. The old gent, with his affection for the masters, has no understanding
of the contemporary idiom. His enthusiastic
secretary introduces him to Glenn Vernon,
a youthful jive musician. Before it is learned that he composes by inspiration and canRKO

Block — Continued on Page 13

not write a note, he is engaged. The problem, then, is to get him in the proper melancholy mood. In outlandish fashion the deed
is accomplished and the musical piece created.
In a perfectly dreadful role, young Glenn
Vernon impresses one as having seen too
many George Raft pictures. Marcy McGuire
is the bulky heroine and Felix Bressart plays
the elderly musician with all the hokum at
his command. The supporting cast is drawn
from the ranks of Hollywood bit playera
William Berke's direction is the kind of
slaphappy job one would expect with a story
and budget such as were whipped up for
this number.
HANNA
(Hollywood)
FILM
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THE VIRGINIAN: "When you call me that--smile ! "

(/'//(• most famous line in Western a
is thrilling more millions than ft-r before.)
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OVER THE AMAZING GROSSES
THE FIRST FOUR ENGAGEMENTS

Paramount^

OF
OF

In 1946
Technicolor
All new! First time in Technicolor! By far
the finest production ever made of the twicetested and proved box-office natural from
the multi-million-copy adventure classic

By Owen Wister

Rounding Out The Most Amazing
Quartet Of Simultaneous Sensations In Any Company' s History !

Utopia
2 Out Of First 4 "Virginian" Dates
Actually Outgrossed New All-Time
Records Just Set By "Road To Utopia"
• •
g But "Utopia"
2 Out Of 4 Topped •Everythin

All 4 First Openings Topped "Going My Way'

"Get goin,' chums —
I'm gonna take
a shot at that N. Y.

Paramount record!"

Yes, it's moving into
the big house on
Broadway, following
Utopia's" terrific
7-Week run.

In Technicolor
Starring

JOEL McCREA
BRIAN DONLEVY
SONNY TUFTS
BARBARA BRITTON

•

as The Virginian
as Trampas
Steve
asas Molly

Fay Bainter, Tom Tully and Henry O'Neill
Produced by PAUL JONES
Directed by STUART GILMORE
Screen Play by Frances Goodrich and Albert Hacketr
Based on the Novel by Owen Wistcr and the play
by Kirk La Shelle and Owen \\ ister

pBiNTfj

RKO

BLOCK— Continued from Page

THE TRUTH ABOUT

S

MURDER'

CONFUSED

MURDER

MYSTERY

Rates • • • as supporting dualler only

RKO- Radio
63 minutes
Bonita Granville, Morgan Conway, Rita Corday, Don Douglas, June Clayworth, Edward
Norris, Gerald Mohr, Michael St. Angel,
Tom Noonan, Dewey Robinson.
Directed bv Lew Landers.
"The Truth About Murder" is fast-moving
but handicapped by a confusing murder plot.
Lacking the name strength or punch to hold
the top spot in any situation, it will serve
adequately as a supporting feature in action
and naborhood houses.
Although the film has several suspenseful
moments, the denouement is a decided letdown, mainly because the killer's motivation
is never clearly explained.
The one original

of a "lie detector" for solvthe use Miss
angleing theis crime.
Granville is attractive,
but her actions are too flighty for an attorney. Morgan Conway is scarcely a romantic
type for the hero. Edward Norris does a
good acting job, but the only outstanding
performance is that of June Clayworth, returning to the screen after a seven year absence, to give a poised and convincing portrayal of a handsome and heartless young
matron.
Using a lie detector test, Bonita Granville
discovers that her boss. District Attorney
Morgan Conway, is in love with her so she
resigns to go into partnership with lawyer
Edward Norris. The latter, whose wife, June
Clayworth, is running around with Don
Douglas, has ta1_en to drinking heavily, but
Miss Granville persuades him to attempt a
reconciliation. When Miss Clayworth is
murdered, the police find Norris preparing

RKO
'HEARTBEAT1 GAY
Rates • • • —

on name

ROMANCE

Despite the fact that it sags noticeably
through the middle, this gay, amusing and
quite improbable romantic comedy with a
Continental flavor will exert rather strong
appeal to feminine fans. The handsome,
blonde Frenchman, Jean Pierre Aumont, recently discharged from war service, is likely
to become a new "heartbeat" for the romantically-inclined matrons. Although the
males may find it too fluffy and repetitious,
Ginger Rogers and a first-rate supporting
cast will insure above-average grosses, except in rural or action spots. It's a typical
"Pygmalion" theme — or from gutter-snipe to
lady in a few weeks — and it has been brightly handled for the most part. Director Sam
Wood has added many delightful incidental
comedy touches to pad out the action but at
least 20 of its 102 minutes could have been
clipped to make a tighter film. After a most
original opening, with the credits shown on
a series of old Parisian billboards, the picture starts at a smart farcical pace but it
slows down after romance rears its head.
From then on, the deft characterizations of
Adolphe Menjou, Melville Cooper and, particularly, Mikhail Rasumny, do most to keep
interest alive.
In pre-war Paris, Ginger Rogers, recently
escaped from a reformatory, is tutored in
the art of picking pockets at Basil Rathbone's alleged "art school." Her first victim,
Adolphe Menjou, a distinguished ambassador,
catches her stealing his stickpin and, instead
of turning her over to the police, he dresses
her in fine clothes and sends her to the official ball to steal a watch from Jean Pierre
Aumont, a young diplomat. The latter has
been too friendly with Menjou's wife, Mona
Maris, but Miss Rogers removes the lady's
picture from the watch and then returns it
29,

1946

piling up against Norris. A photographers'
model, Rita Corday, and her husband, Michael St. Angel, both fall under suspicion
but before the former can reveal the true
murderer, she is shot through a window. Miss
Granville then calls together all the other
detector"
"lie she
concerned
peoplewhen
out
tries it test
it seta up,
she has for
and,
on Don Douglas. The detector betrays him
as the man who killed Miss Clayworth because she had decided to give him up and
go back to Norris. Before Douglas can kill
Miss Granville to silence her, Conway and
the police arrive.
LEYENDECKER

. . . 1 Not Set

IN PARTS; TOO LONG

value; less in action and rural houses

RKO Radio (Robert and Raymond Hakim)
102 minutes
Ginger Rogers, Jean Pierre Aumont, Adolphe
Menjou,
Basil Rathbone,
Melville Cooper,
Mona
Maris,
Eduardo
Ciannelli,
Henry
Stephenson, Marcelle Corday, Mikhail R:isumny.
Directed by Sam Wood.

APRIL

BADS0

to leave town and he is arrested despite his
protests that he cannot remember his actions. Miss Granville then determines to
find the real killer as the only way to offset the circumstantial evidence Conway is

to Aumont after the ambassador is convinced of his wife's innocence. Her assignment over. Miss Rogers leaves the ball but
is followed by Aumont, who has fallen in
love with her. She is finally forced to confess that she is a pick-pocket who is in danger of being sent back to the reformatory
unless she can get a husband "in name only."
Aumont picks on his impoverished friend,
Melville Cooper but, after the latter has
transformed Miss Rogers into a "lady," the
young diplomat finds he cannot let her sacrifice herself. A wedding, with the ambassador and other diplomats in attendance, is
a typical "fairy tale" ending.
Ginger Rogers, who does a capable acting

dance

job throughout, is more convincing as the
shiny-faced fugitive frcm a reformatory than
as the glamorous guest at the embassy ball.
Jean Pierre Aumont is well cast as the young
diplomat but it is Basil Rathbone, as the
tempestuous professor whose students are
taught the art of picking pockets; Mikhail
Rasumny, as a wise and understanding
friend of the heroine; Melville Cooper, as an
impoverished ne'er-do-well, and Adolphe
Menjou. as the jealous ambassador, who
make their every scene stand out. Eduardo
Ciannelli and Henry Stephenson are other
reliables in a well-nigh perfect supporting
cast.
DENLEY

hall

queen
ruled

the
thrill-blazing
nights!
IS

RKO
'MAKE MINE MUSIC

... 1 Special

ANOTHER
COLORFUL, AMUSING
• • as dualler for action houses

Rates • • • in better class spots;

RKO-Radio (Walt Disney)
75 minutes
Presenting the talents of Nelson Eddy, Dinah
Shore, Benny Goodman, Andrews Sisters, Jerry Colonna, Andy Russell, Sterling Holloway,
Tania Riabouchinska, David Lichine, The
Pied Pipers, The King's Men, The Ken Darby Chorus, The Benny Goodman Quartet.
Directed by Jack Kinney, Clyde Geronimi,
Hamilton Luske, Bob Cormack, Josh Meador.
Walt Disney's latest feature-length Technicolor treat is another imaginative, songstudded blend of fantasy and cartoon which
makes up in name strength what it lacks in
continuity. For "Make Mine Music" is actually a series of ten shorts, entirely unrelated except for the fact that each is built
around a piece of popular or classical music.
While they are heard but never seen, the
marquee draw of such stars as Nelson Eddy,
The Andrews Sisters, Dinah Shore, Benny
Goodman, Andy Russell and Jerry Colonna
will insure strong grosses generally. However, business will not hold up for long runs
as it did for such well-loved cartoon tales as

two-a-day,

United Artists (Two Cities)
134 minutes
Laurence Olivier, Robert Newton, Leslie
Banks, Renee Asherson, Felix Aylmer, Leo
tlenn, Esmond Knight, Harcourt Williams,
Ernest Thesiger, Max Adrian, Ivy St. Helier,
Francis Lister, Ralph Truman, Nicholas
Hannen, Griffith Jones, 22 other cast names.
Directed by Laurence Olivier.
At the outset, it must be explained that
Laurence Olivier's superb picturization of
Shakespeare's "Henry V" is not planned for
continuous run exhibition in this country —
and rightly so, for its appeal is strictly to
the intelligentsia, or class patrons, and students of history and drama, etc. More's the

DISNEY NOVELTY

"Snow White" or "Pinocchio." Disney has
added some soothing and delicately-tinted
sketching to several song interludes which
prove restful to the eyes as contrasted to the
brightly-colored
comic episodes.
And there's
none
of that meaningless
and kaleidoscopic
color and design which marred parts of "The
Three Caballeros."
The picture opens with "The Martins and
The Coys," sung by The King's Men against
a rowdy and comic-strip background of a
Kentucky backwoods feud, and then goes
into "Blue Bayou," sung by The Ken Darby
Chorus as the camera moves slowly through
a bayou scene which has a single wild bird
as its only animated figure. As a noisy and
frantically-funny contrast, Benny Goodman
and His Orchestra delight the jive set with
a rug-cutting picture of life among the bobbysoxers and then Andy ussell sings "Without
You," a sure-fire Hit Parade entry, in his
dreamy fashion as the camera focuses on a
blue landscape seen through a rain-drenched
window. Jerry Colonna's screechy rendition
of the baseball classic, "Casey at the Bat,"
which will delight the oldsters, and Sterling
Holloway's recitation of the orchestral fable

'HENRY V SPLENDID SHAKESPEARE
Rates • • • in metropolitan

RADIO

— FOR THOSE WHO

art and class houses; weak elsewhere

FEATURE

by Prokofieff, "Peter and the Wolf," are lively
and colorful interludes with the latter peopled with some of Disney's engaging animal
and bird characters. "Two Silhouettes,"
sung by Dinah Shore and danced by tiny
figures modeled after ballet stars, Riabouchinska and Lichine, is another artistic and
soothing number, more in the classic mood.
"After You've Gone" is a noisy jazz bit and
then come the high spots — The Andrews
Sisters' rhythmic singing of a quaint fable
about the romance of a boy and girl hat,
"Johnny Fedora and Alice Blue Bonnet" and
Nelson Eddy in "The Whale Who Wanted to
Sing at the Met," a rousing parody of opera
which includes many famous operatic arias
and introduces one of Disney's engaging and
lovable characters, Willie the Whale. This
ten minute episode has the nearest approach
to a plot and is full of chuckles and mildlypathetic moments. There's at least three
potential song hits to exploit and something
Mine Music,"
"Makeinterludes
everyoftaste
to please
even
if some
the in
quieter
may
not please
the conceits.
addicts of Disney's splash-andflash
cartoon
YORK

LOVE IT

pity that much of Shakespeare's exquisite
phrasing will be meaningless to the average
naborhood or small town movie-goer, and
many first-run patrons as well, for this British film is one of the most distinguished
and magnificently-photographed features ever made. The quality and presentation of
its Technicolor shots are far superior to any
previous picture — British or American — and
the scenic vistas and striking close views
(such as the passing horsemen reflected on
a rain-drenched field) are positively breathtaking in their loveliness. With Laurence
Olivier's performance as Henry V probably
ranking with the greatest of all time, the
picture, if heavily exploited, should attract
huge audiences for limited two-a-day runs
in all key cities under Theatre Guild auspices. The two-a-day
run in Boston is re-

portedly a sell-out and it should also go over
big in Manhattan. It could probably be
brought back for one week runs in most big
cities every season or so but never for continuous run.
One might almost say that Shakespeare's
plays have at last found their true medium
in the Technicolor motion picture for the
sweep and majestic pageantry of its battle
scene could never be adequately portrayed
on the stage. This is proven in the opening
scene, taking place on the cramped stage of
a 16th Century London theatre where the
performance seems like a high school students' play until Leslie Banks, as Chorus,
asks the audience to "Still be kind, and eke
out our performance with your mind" and
the screen appears to open up to huge panoramic backgrounds. Only the students of
Shakespeare will get the full import of much
that takes place during Henry V's invasion
of France and the ensuing battle of Agincourt, but individual scenes are superblyperformed and spoken in a manner to move
or impress even the layman. One such.
Henry's soliloquy on the eve of battle, is a
notable reading of some of the Bard's most
moving passages. Utterly delightful is the
romantic scene between Henry and the shyly-coquettish Katherine of Fiance, who
speaks only her native tongue yet is aware
of the meaning of Henry's impassioned
speeches. Except for this and a short tavern sequence, the lighter moments are regietably few, but many individual scenes
will stand as examples of superb artistry.
And the battle scenes, with hundreds of
archers and horsemen lined up or taking
part in bloody combat, are stirring action
unencumbered with dialogue stretches. Made
in 1944, at a cost of S2.000.000. the picture
has
rarely been surpassed for technical excellence.

Olivier, who produced and directed as we"
as starring as Henry V. must be highly
praised on all three counts. He is not only
a handsome and heroic figure, but his diction
is superb, his performance flawless.
Whatever the fate of "Henry V" as a box
Office attraction in America, it will stand
with the great prestige pictures of all time.
LEYENDECKER
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FILM

BULLETIN

"NIGHT IN PARADISE' LAVISH TECHNICOLOR
Rates • • • —

on name

Universal
84 minutes
Merle Oberon, Turhan Bey, Thomas Gomez,
Gale Sondergaard, Ray Collins, John Litel,
George Dolenz, Ernest Truex, Jerome Cowan,
Douglas Dumbrille, Paul Cavanaugh, Marvin
Miller, Moroni
Olsen, Pedro de Cordoba,
Directed by Arthur Lubin.
Walter Wanger has lavished another elaborate Technicolored production and a fine
cast on "Night in Paradise," an eye-filling,
if long-winded fairy-tale fantasy. Like Wanger's "Arabian Nights" and the Montez color
spectacles, the story is literally "out-of-thisworld" and designed to appeal to action and
escapist-minded fans rather than sophisticated patrons. While the latter, and the critics,
of course, will scoff at the infantile plot, with
its awkward insertion of topical phrases and
leering quips which verge on burlesque, the
picture has the Oberon-Bey names and
strong exploitation angles, which include
scantily-costumed damsels, to insure good
business generally. However, it won't hold
up for long runs. Although Aesop is the
centra' figure, the story is not based on one

'JOE PALOOKA,

FABLE WEAK

ON STORY

value

CHAMP'

of the philosopher's fables but on "Peacock's
Feather," a novel by George S. Hellman,
which impresses as an ordinary romantic
yarn which too frequently substitutes pageantry for imagination or original humor.
Except for the aforesaid topical references,
Arthur Lubin has directed the film straight,
but a few of the lesser players give their
highly-theatrical roles a tongue-in-cheek
treatment which is refreshing and amusing,
as well. Like a hand-painted postcard, much
of it lovely to look at, if static, but the chases
and angry mob scenes in the climax will
thrill the youngsters, at least.
Aesop (Turhan Bey), who realizes that no
one will accept a young man as a philosopher, is sent by the free people of Samos to
Thomas Gomez, fabulously wealthy king of
Lydia. Arriving as a bearded old man, Bey
finds Gomez' palace buzzing with activity in
preparationPrincess
for theDelarai
King's ofmarriage
to the
beautiful
Persia (Merle
Oberon). At first, Bey is mistaken for one
of Miss Oberon's retinue but, when Gomez
learns that Samos has sent him only a philosopher instead of a wedding gift, he orders
him killed. However, Miss Oberon is taken
with Bey's fables and she persuades Gomez
to spare his life. Meanwhile, Gomez has incurred the wrath
of Gale
Sondergaard,

AUSPICIOUS

Queen of Phrygia. who, through her sorcery,
haunts him and makes him jealous of Aesop's rising favor with Miss Oberon. When
Gomez breaks into Miss Oberon's chambers,
he finds her with the youthful Bey, who has
removed his old man's disguise. Bey escapes the palace, but he and Miss Oberon
are later trapped by Gomez' pursuing soldiers. As Gomez' hordes surround them,
Bey and Miss Oberon are forced to jump
off a high cliff into the sea. However, Miss
Sondergaard's sorcery saves them from death
and they live happily ever after surrounded
by their innumerable children.
Merle Oberon is photographed attractively
in a series of revealing costumes but, except
for the romantic passages, she is not at her
acting best. Turhan Bey, however, is surprisingly convincing, both as the bearded
Aesop and when he later reveals himself as
a handsome hero who lays siege to the
princess' heart. Thomas Gomez, who rages
and shouts as the money-mad King Croesus,
and Gale Sondergaard, who does little, but
laugh scornfully as a jealous queen, are effective enough dramatically but Ray Collins,
as a rascally chamberlain; Ernest Truex,
Jerome Cowan and others make a better
impression by failing to take their roles too
seriously.
YORK

START FOR NEW SERIES

Rates • • generally; more in action houses

Monogram
71 minutes
Leon Errol, Elyse Knox, Joe Kirkwood, Jr.,
Edward Ciannelli, Joe Sawyer, Elisha Cook,
Jr., Robert Kent, Sarah Padden, Michael
Mark, Warren Hymer, Jo Ann Marlow, Dave
"Tugwell" Willock, Betty Blythe, J. Farrell
MacDonald, Sam McDaniel, Lou Nova, Carol
Hughes, Eddie Gribbon, Philip Van Zandt,
Emmett Vogan, Dewey Robinson, Buss
Vincent, Jimmy McLarnin and Joe Louis,
Henry Armstrong, Cerefino Garcia, Manuel
Ortiz and Jack Roper, Ring Champions.
Directed by Reginald LeBorg.
Monogram looks to have a real winner in
"Joe Palooka, Champ," a heart-warming,
hard-hitting programmer about a fighter
who will prove an inspiration to the youngsters. Based on Ham Fisher's widelysyndicated comic strip, this is ideal fare for
naborhood houses and, as they did for its
Broadway showing, kids will stand wideeyed before a lobby display showing Joe
Louis, Henry Armstrong and other ring
idols in a picture about their favorite cartoon character. They'll tell the folks about
it and their elders will also enjoy this
amusing and exciting comedy while sports
fans are sure to get a kick out of it. While
Louis and the other ring champions are
seen only in the brief, but effective, opening
sequence, Lou Nova actually plays a part,
although it makes few acting demands on
him. A good-looking, young newcomer, Joe
Kirkwood, Jr., is a perfect choice for the
shy, awkward Palooka who refuses all
bribes to "throw" his big fight and the other
characters also resemble Fisher's originals.
Director Reginald LeBorg gives them a
true-to-life touch that lifts them out of the
comic strip category. For example, Leon
Errol makes the bald-headed, excitable
manager, Knobby Walsh, a very human and
natural figure. Elyse Knox is the attractive
and sympathetic heroine, Anne Howe, and
Sarah Padden is Mom Palooka to the life.
Edward Ciannelli, Elisha Cook, Jr. and Joe
Sawyer are seen in their customary gangster portrayals and add a touch of suspense
to the climactic fight scenes. Monogram
would do well to keep the present cast of
APRIL
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players intact for a series which should
develop into a favorite with family
audiences.
Knobby Walsh (Leon Errol). a fight promoter, tells an interviewer how he had
trained Lou Nova to fight for the world
championship before Edward Ciannelli and
his gangster bodyguards took him away
from him. Searching for a challenger for
Nova, Errol takes four broken-down fighters
on a tour of tank towns and, at a gas station, he finds Joe Palooka (Joe Kirkwood,
Jr.), a natural boxer. Anne Howe (Elyse
Knox), a society girl passing through town,
helps him sign Palooka to a contract.
Joe

fabulous
love was
born in
the shadow
of the
gallows!

wins a series of sensational boxing matches
until, after he is ridiculed at a party for
Anne's society friends, his training for the
fight with Nova suffers. Despite an argument with Errol, Palooka rebuffs the efforts
of Ciannelli to get him to throw the fight.
Errol then takes him to secret training
quarters
him offrom
Ciannelli's
men and. toon protect
the night
the fight
with
Nova, Palooka shows up just in time. One
of Ciannelli's men is about to shoot Palooka
while he is in the ring, but he is captured
by alert policemen. Palooka then wins the
match and is reunited with Anne Howe.
DENLEY

'SHE-WOLF
Rat es • •
—

OF LONDON'

JUST FOR THE HORROR

in action spots or as supp orting dualler

Universal
60 minutes
June Lockhart, Don Porter, Sara Haden,
Dennis Hoey, Jan Wiley, Martin Kosleek,
Eily Malyon, Frederic Worloek, Olaf Hytten.
Directed by Jean Yarbrough.
The spine-chilling- title, "She-Wolf of London," gives promise of gory thrills which this
slow-moving and generally unexciting programmer fails to deliver. Although cast
names are decidely weak, the picture will
satisfy as part of a dual horror bill (Universal is coupling it with "The Cat Creeps")
in action houses. The story, laid in the gasit era at the turn of the century, is fairly
well developed and Director Jean Yarbrough

'HOME

ON THE RANGE'

Rates • • —

for naborhood

MILD WESTERN

A routine outdoor programmer with th"
use of color partially compensating for its
lack of name value. "Home on the Range"
is as well suited to minor naborhood and
small town houses as action spots. The formula, easy-to-follow plot and numerous
shots of wild animal life make it ideal fare
for the younger fans. Magnacolor is still
far inferior to Technicolor, especially in the
close-ups which make the complexions appear yellowish and the faces blurred in out-

'THE CARAVAN

TRAIL' MINOR

n minor action houses only

PRC Pictures
61 minutes
Eddie Dean, Al LaRue, Emmett Lynn, Jean
Carlin, Charles King, Robert Malcolm,
Directed by Robert Emmett.

Spanish
Jack was
the roughest
. . . toughest
two-fisted
terror
of all!
16

achieves some suspense merely by suggestion rather than by actually showing the
were-wolf murders. However, picture-wise
patrons will quickly recognize the fact that
the mild-mannered aunt, instead of the innocent heroine, is behind all of the she-wolf
killings. The only outstanding performances
are those of Sara Haden, as the aunt, and
Eily Malyon, as a gaunt housekeeper.
June Lockhart, an heiress who lives with
Sara Haden, her supposed aunt, and the latter's daughter, Jan Wiley, fears she has inherited the curse of her family, said to be
haunted by the spirits of wolves. Just before
her marriage to Don Porter, Miss Lockhart
is terror-stricken by the murder of a child
near her London home and she breaks her
engagement.
When Miss Lockhart becomes

ill, her aunt keeps Porter away from the
house and tries to interest him in Miss Wiley.
Two other similar crimes are committed and
Miss Lockhart awakens each time to find
?vidence that she had committed the crime.
When Miss Wiley tells Porter about his
fiancee's fears, he starts an investigation on
his own. Miss Lockhart finally decides to
give herself up to the police but she is stopped by Miss Hayden who reveals herself as
the murderer who had drugged the girl and
left evidence of the crime at the bedside.
Before Miss Haden can kill Miss Lockhart,
the family servant rushes to call the police.
As Miss Haden runs after the maid, she
trips and falls on the knife she is carrying.
Miss Lockhart is then reunited with Porter.
YORK

IN MAGNACOLOR

and action house duals

Republic
55 minutes
Monte Hale, Adrian Booth, Bob Nolan and
the Sons of the Pioneers, Tom Chatterton,
Bobby Blake, LeBoy Mason, Roy Barcroft,
Directed by Robert Springsteen.

Rates ® • —

FANS

line. However, the long-shots, which are a
cross between sepia and faded-out Technicolor, are soothing to the eyes. The story,
which carries a fair share of chases and
fisticuffs, is juvenile stuff and Monte Hale,
Republic's new singing cowboy, gives an
amateurish performance. Most of the
warbling is pleasingly handled by Bob
Nolan and the Sons of the Pioneers (on a
busman's holiday from Roy Rogers' westerns) who score in such cowboy melodies
as "Over
ular title the
tune. Rainbow Trail" and the popMonte Hale, young Forestry Service
Ranger, arrives to visit his old friend, Tom
Chatterton, a gallant old man who is
struggling to preserve his land as an animal
sanctuary despite the efforts of LeRoy
Mason, an unscrupulous
land manipulator,

WESTERN

HAS COLOR,

to force him to sell at a loss. His niec°.
Adrian Booth, who owns the adjoining land,
has none of Chatterton's ideals concerning
animals. Calves are being killed by vicious
bears every day and Miss Booth and the
cattlemen have been convinced by Mason
that Chatterton's animals are the killers.
Hale suggests Chatterton deed his land over
to the Government to be used as a park
preserve, but, before the deed can be recorded, the old man is killed and the deed
stolen. Hale, suspicious of the way Chatterton died, investigates the scene of the
tragedy and finds evidence proving Mason
to be the murderer and instigator of the
cattle-killing. The deed is recovered and a
memorial park is dedicated to the late
Chatterton and his animal life.
DENLEY

BUT LACKS

Cinecolor is definitely a selling item in
"Caravan Trail," but there is little else to
attract business. One of PRC's new western
series starring a cowboy singer Eddie Dean,
this has no marquee values. The new color
process enhances the natural and soothing

NAMES

effect of the prairie backgrounds, but the
close-ups are not as sharp as they would be
in Technicolor or black-and-white. The picture has riding and shooting action aplenty
and even an original twist to the formula
outlaw plot, elements that will satisfy in the
lesser action houses.
Eddie Dean and this side-kick, Emmett
Lynn, act as guides for a caravan of homesteaders heading west to stake out land
claims. When Al LaRue, an outlaw who has
been terrorizing the locality in the hopes
of getting revenge on a man who framed
him for a murder he didn't commit, holds
up the caravan. Dean persuades him to let
them continue unmolested. Arriving in Red
Rock, Dean learns that his friend, the town
marshal, has been killed and that the local
judge Forrest Taylor, has been fraudulently
recording the land in his name and then
making the homesteaders rent the land and
pay exorbitant tribute to him. When Dean
is appointed marshal he selects LaRue and
His two outlaws to act as his deputies. Taylor then becomes desperate and hires a gang
of cut-throats to exterminate Dean and
LaRue. But the latter finds that he enjoys
working on the side of the law and. when he
learns that Taylor's cut-throats are headed
by the man who once framed him. he insists
on a show-down. LaRue agrees not to use
firearms, but when Taylor makes a vicious
attempt to kill him, the shooting starts.
After Taylor and the cut-throats are brought
to justice. Dean asks the governor to recommend a full pardon for LaRue.
LEYENDECKER
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The adventurers of the world
battled for love and loot!

A dance hall queen ruled
the thrill -blazing nights!

Spanish Jack was the roughest
• . . toughest two-fisted
terror of all !
fabulous love was born
in the shadow of the gallows !
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THE NEWS
A Bi-Weekly

Review

HUGHES QUITS MPA, FILES SUIT
Howard Hughes' battle with the Hays Office and, later, the
Motion Picture Association of America, over its banning of advertising matter on his production. "The Outlaw," exploded last
week when Hughes submitted his resignation to the MPAA and.
at the same time, filed a triple-damage suit against the organization's Advertising Code administration for $1,000,000. The producer charged that he would sustain estimated losses of $5,000,000
by the Production Code Administration's refusal to give its seal of
approval to the picture because it deemed the advertising matter
objectionable, and the resultant delay in release.
Charging that the MPAA violates the anti-trust laws by a
"group boycott in restraint of trade" due to its practice of granting a seal of approval to pictures and advertising material before
it can be shown publicly, Hughes requested that the court issue a
restraining order "preventing the Hays Office from interfering
further with 'The Outlaw' in any way." The plaintiff charged that
enforcement of the code wields "coercion" over 90 per cent of the
films exhibited in this country.
MPA Board Meeting Postponed
In a statement released on the eve of hi- scheduled appearance before the MPAA board to face charges that he had violated
the advertising standards of the Association which would lead to
expulsion, Hughes made it clear that he intended to carry the
fight to the very end. He cited his winning battle with State
Censor Boards over a two-vear period wherein he earned the right
to show the film in its entirety and felt that he was "entitled to
tell the public whv 'The Outlaw' has been delayed and that it is
being shown in full length" but that the Ha'_s Office forbids a
producer from "mentioning any argument with the censors."
Th° MPAA board meeting was postponed at the request of
Federal Judge Vincent L Leibell's office pend:ng a hearing in
U. S. District Court last Wednesday on Hughes' petition for a
temporary injunction. The plaintiff's action was seen in some
industry quarters as a challenge to the entire system of selfregulation by the motion picture industry.
*
*
*

UW BEGINS DISTRIBUTION IN 1947
United World Pictures announced that it would begin physical
distribution of its product on January 1, 1947. and. with organizational plans well on their way, will apply for membership in the

DIGEST
of the

Trade's Events

Motion Picture Association of America by next month. The disclosure was made by Matthew Fox, president of the company,
upon
return
from" England
week-end where plans were
workedhis out
at conferences
heldEaster
in London.
It was learned that all pictures distributed by the company,
beginning with 16 films for 1947 — eight from International, the
Goetz-Spitz production unit, and eight from Rank producing units
in England — will be trade-shown before they are offered for sale
and there will be no "blind" selling. William J. Heineman, general
sales head, assured. He added that there would be no "program"
pictures.
In regard to theatre acquisition, Fox said UW would attempt
to procure only "showcase" theatres in major metropolitan cities
where the company might run into playing time difficulties.
British Stars Plugged
Elaborate and intensive promotional plans were set, aimed
principally to further the box-office value of the British films and
their stars, Fox and Monroe Greenthal, advertising and publicity
head, announced, and to ensure their reception here. The plans
included personal appearances, trans-Atlantic copy via press and
radio, with American press personnel assigned to London studios
and a new still processing plant in London which is scheduled to
assume operations by next month.
The sales staff will include an Eastern sales manager, six
district managers, 31 branch managers and 62 salesmen. Although
it plans to have its own exchanges, initial operations will be
handled through the facilities of Universal in this country, of
Empire-U in Canada and of General Film Distributors in England.

ATA MEETS IN PHILADELPHIA
The first of a series of regional meetings designed to build up
the American Theatres Association exhibitor body was held in
Philadelphia last Thursday (25th) under* the sponsorship of Jay
Emanuel and Frank J. Walker.
President Si H. Fabian, board chairman Ted R. Gamble and
executive director Robert W. Coyne, as well as Emanuel and
Walker, addressed the assemblage of some 40 theatremen, affiliindependent, who attended the meeting at the RitzCarltonated and
Hotel.
The only definite action was taken upon the motion of Mr.
Walker, who proposed that a committee be appointed to investigate further whether the local theatremen desire to join the ATA.
(Continued

on

Page

32)

WARNERS COMMEMORATE 20TH ANNIVERSARY OF TALKIES

MAJOR

a
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HARRY

Warner Brothers, . in association with a number of other
organizations which had sponsored and participated in the development and advance of talking pictures, have instituted a fourmonths world-wide program commemorating the twentieth anniversary of the introduction of talking motion pictures.
The program will reach its climax on August 6 — the date on
which Warners 20 years ago presented the first successful talking
18

M. WARNER

JACK

L. WARNER

film — with a series of climactic celebrations
of the United States and Europe.

in the large cities

Sponsoring the event with the pioneering film company are:
The Bell System, including the American Telephone and Telegraph Company, Western Electric Company and the Bell Telephone Laboratories; RCA Victor Corporation; Thomas A. Edison.
Inc.. and Eastman Kodak Company.
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'SO GOES MY LOVE' . . . Sleeper!
Even when they sleep, exhibitors keep one eye
wide open in the hope that a "sleeper" occasionally
might come their way. Well, Universal now comes
along with a pleasant little picture of gentle good
humor which FB reviewer Leyendecker says "has the
makings of a 'sleeper' ". So Goes My Love, says
he, carries "tremendous" apoeal for family audiences, but since it is one of those unspectacular,
unballyhooed films, much of the burden of putting
it over rests with the individual showman. For the
marquee, it offers fairly good values in Myrna Loy
and Don Ameche — but that is not enough. The
public should be told, in no uncertain terms, that
here is a delightful movie, unheralded like the lavish
two million dollar epics, but replete with charm,
humor, affection, pathos — In brief, all those natural
human qualities that make a delightful entertain-

•••'•

Love;

ment. Don't fear you might over-sell So Goes My
just don't under-sell it!
(Continued on Next Page)
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Being wed to an eccentric inventor apparently is beginning to tell on

%

Myrna Loy, it one may judge by the lovely lady's taste in smokes.
More logical is the scene below, in which inventor Don Ameche
suddenly realizes that he loves the girl he had been trying to marry off
to a now bewildered Richard Gaines."
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EXPLOITATION PICTURE
'SO GOES MY LOVE'

CREDITS
A Jack H. Skirball-Bruce Manning Production released by Universal.
Directed by Frank Ryan. Cast: Myrna Loy. Don Ameche, Rhys
Williams. Bobby Driscoll. Richard Gaines. Molly Lament. Sarah
Padden. Screenplay by Bruce Manning and James Clifden. Based
upon "A Genius in the Family"
of Photography:
Joseph
Valentine.

by Hiram Percy Maxim.
A. S. C.

Director

1. Jane Budden (Myrna Loy), lovely country maiden, leaves her
chores and goes to the big city — Brooklyn — to find a wealthy,
dependable man to marry. On the trolley she meets Hiram Maxim
(Don Ameche) and discovers he is her next door neighbor.

5. A few years later, with Jane expecting another child,
young Percy (Bobby Driscoll) misbehaves, injuring his
mother, and her life is endangered. Maxim and son pray for
the safety of mother and expected baby.
2. When her aunt gives a tea and invites one of the most eligible
bachelors in town, Josephus Ford (Richard Gaines), Jane unabashedly announces her purpose in coming to Brooklyn, and Hiram, who
has
appointed himself Jane's matrimonial guardian, gives Ford
the OK.

6. Jane comes through and the family grows and prospers
with Maxim earning a place for his portrait in the National
Hall of Science. The famed artist, charmed with the family,
has them sit for a perfect domestic portrait.
Below,

JACK H. SKIRBALL

one

of

the

newspaper

ads

from

the

pressbook.

- brm»

3. However, before they are aware of it, Jane and Maxim fall in
love and they marry, despite the fact that as an inventor, he is an
economic failure and has lost faith in his ability.

Mjrna lot)

JP
Sss*

Don Imecfie
a yNiyiRSAirncii
4. After a year of marriage, they become parents and 'with the birth
of the baby boy, Maxim's inventions begin to click. As prosperity
comes, Maxim increasingly disregards convention, demonstrating his
inventions, even to donning a wig to exhibit his new curling iron.
20
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That different kind
of story that makes
great entertainment
that magnificent kind of
showmanship that makes

J

great box-office!
•
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if

Walter Wanger
presents

MERLE OBERON
TURHAN BEY

icjiit in

aradise
M
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A UNIVERSAL PICTURE with

THOMAS GOMEZ • GALE SONDERGAARD
RAY COLLINS • ERNEST TRUEX
GEORGE DOLENZ • JEROME COWAN

Directed by ARTHUR LUBIN • Produced by WALTER WANGER

Associate Producer: Alexander Golitzen

Screenplay: Ernest Pascal • Adaptation: Emmet Lavery • From the Novel "Peacock's Feather" by George S. Hellman
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SIZE-UPS

BEHIND THE SCENES IN HOLLYWOOD'S

COLUMBIA
Five in production on the lot: "Cowboy Blues" an action
musical with Ken Curtis, Jeff Donnell, Guy Kibbee (Kibbee has
been signed to a four-picture deal by the studio); "Sing While You
Dance." with Ellen Drew and Robert Stanton; "Rio" is rated in
the "big" production list with Evelyn Keyes, Lee Bowman, Ann
Miller and Allyn Joslyn, borrowed from 20th, and Veloz and Yolanda for specialty numbers; "Down To Earth," the Hayworth
Technicolor fantasy, and "Gallant Journey," with Janet Blair and
Glenn Ford.
Wound up are "Blondie Knows Best," and a horror quickie
called "The Coffin."
Columbia Sued
A suit for plagiarism worth, according to the plea, $165 000 has
been launchrd against Columbia and Producer Burt Kelly.
The

:

[
1

i

suit also claims breach of contract.
"Meet Me on Broadway" is
the cause of the suit. Wrubel claims $100,000 to cover an unkept
promise of a fee if the story was used.
The sum of $50,000 in the
suit covers the screen advertising and publicity credit which was
promised and not given.
Because Columbia promised to let him
do the musical score and then reneged, Wrubel asks another $15,000.
Lee Bowman, who seems to get first crack at the few important
male roles coming out of Columbia's
bins, is working in "Rio"
which is currently on the sound
stages with Evelyn Keyes and
Ann Miller in the starring feminine
roles.
Bowman's
last task
was "The Walls Came Tumbling Down" opposite Marguerite Chapman, now ready for release.
At the request of the Government, Warners are preparing early
production on "Rebel Without a Cause," a story of" juvenile delinquency. Jerry Wald will produce.
The film will be a combination
of documentary
fact and story value
to make
the point the
government has in mind.

The lot is a busy one with six pictures in production all holdovers. Next new one to start will be the Bette Davis film mentioned
earlier, "Deception."
Entefpprise

June 15th is the date set for the starting of Erich Remarqu
e's
Arch of Triumph." As reported here earlier, Ingrid
Bergman
wi be starred. The budget is set at $2,500,000. Lewis
Milestone
will direct. Irwin Shaw has written the screenplay
So it looks
as though
after
set
to go inthe
on Einfeld
its first group,
productio
n. months of conjecture ' is reallv
The company has added Charles Drake, possibly rememb.
red
from Wallis' "You Belong To Me," to a
m contract
His
first film for the company will be "The Ion-ter
Other Love." wlrch will
star Barbara Stanwyck.
No starting date is set as yet.
INTERNATIONAL PIC.
When the big Universal-Rank-Goetz deal was made some
time
ago, the releasing company coming out of the merger was
called
United World Pictures. Because of the vagaries of press
releases
it was assumed by many that this was the title under which
the
Goetz-Spitz company would function. For the record
and to clear
the situation for all time, International Pictures Corporat
ion is
the company encompassing all Goetz-Spitz Production and
United
World Pictures is simply the releasing unil through
which the
product will be sold. Naturally, many other companies
will release
jnrouj h this same unit.

STUDIOS

2:
Johnston Mourned
On the International lot, there was real sadness at the passing
of John LeRoy Johnston, publicity director of the company. Johnston was one of the finest press agents in this business and did his
and capably. No one has been announced to replace
job thoroughly
him
as yet.

The company is at work again. This time it is "Bella Donna,"
the old standard that has been made several times before in films
and always with solid box-office results. This version has Merle
Oberon, George Brent and Charles Korvin (borrowed from Universal) in the leading roles. Irving Pichel is directing for Producer
Edward Small.

METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER
Whispered reports on the early sneak previews of "The Yearling," have Producer Sidney Franklin, Director Clarence Brown
and all concerned, thoroughly convinced that the work, the money
and the time poured into the production will prove to be wellinvested. The reports reaching this column come from honest, unHollywoodish commentators who know film. Little discount need
be applied to their forthright criticism. But when they say it's a
"great and magnificent picture" the odds are that the exaggeration,
Release should come in the early Fall.
if any, is slight.
Meanwhile, Claude Jarman, Jr., the unknown youngster whom
Clarence Brown selected for "The Yearling" role, has been assigned to his second acting part. The 11-year old boy goes into
"High Barbaree," a story by Nordhoff and Hall of "Mutiny on the
Bounty" fame. Van Johnson has been handed the leading male
role, the most serious yet attempted by the actor. Everett Riskin
is producing and Jack Conway will direct.
Gable Takes It Easy
The Nordhoff-Hall team will be well represented on Metro's
roster, these next few months. In addition to "High Barbaree,"
Carey Wilson is just about ready to go on his "Christian Of The
Bounty," a sequel to "Mutiny." Metro is saying that Clark Gable
v/ill resume his original role and big plans are afoot, of course.
Gable, himself, seems strangely disinterested in making pictures or making like a Big Star. Since finishing "Adventure,"
he has said quietly but firmly, "I'm on my own now" and the studio
publicity and production departments simply sit and wait for him
to decide when he might like to work.
A new effort to get good material for screenplays is afoot at
Metro. This time it's a short-story contest in connection with the
Atlantic Monthly, the high-brow literary magazine. For the next
two years all "first stories" published by the magazine will be
eli] i >le for the Metro competition. Winners of the contest will be
giv n i/es and the opportunity of having their material bought
by the studio for production. Metro's will have the pri\
buying any of these stories at the rate of $5,000 each.
Thin Man Si-ries Resumes
"The Beginning Or the End" is about ready to shoot according
to Producer Sam Marx.
The film play boasts 183 speaking parts
and Robert Walker and Beverly Tyler have been handed the ro-

role,
mantic leads Van Johnson was originally touted for the big
also
but changes in casting are not explained. Tom Drake was
handed an important role. Norman Taurog will direct.
Metro's going to try once more to recapture the successful
They've got Myrna Loy
formula of the early "Thin Man" films.
back and William Powell will resume as Nick Charles. The title
of the try is "Song of the Thin Man."
The peak of high prices for best-sellers and plays seemed to
have been reached a few months ago. But apparently, it's not over
Metro has just paid $200,000 for "The Hucksters," a current
yet.
novel satirizing radio. It is said that Clark Gable will be starred.
Oboler Gets New Pact
Despite the rather dubious reception of "Bewitched," his first
directorial chore for Metro, Arch Oboler has been handed a new
three-way deal as writer, director and producer. The first under
the new pact will be "The Amelo Affair" which Oboler is now transposing from his original to screenplay form. He will not produce,
however, Jerry Bresler has that berth. "Bewitched" showed
enough promise, we believe, to merit Oboler another chance.
Richard Hart, recently signed from the New York stage, has
replaced Robert Montgomery in "A Woman of My Own." Meanwhile, Montgomery will start immediately in "Lady in the Lake."
Audrey Totter, Metro's newest white hope, loses out on her loanout deal which would have given her a good part in Universal's
"The Killers." She is set to go in the Montgomery picture immediately. Studio executives insist that the Trotter talent will,
within the year, be the big news of the lot and the industry.
Remakes
With "Easy To Wed" scoring so soundly, Metro executives are
thinking in terms of remake. This film was a remake of "Libelled
Lady" made some years ago. Now, "A Free Soul," the picture
that achieved pinnacles for Norma Shearer and Clark Gable, is
being re-worked and prepared for production as "A Life of Her
Own." "Red Dust." a Harlow-Gable sensation of 1932, will also
get revision for a new film. "Coquette," made in 1929 by Mary
Pickford at United Artists, is being prepared by Robert Lord for
early re-production. It is rumored that Lana Turner was to be
the star of this piece, but we are hopeful that the proper people
will realize that the Turner charms are not suited to such a role
as this one. Miss Turner, we hear, is so convinced, but the executives may think they know better.
Meanwhile, five continue in production as per our last issue's
schedule, with only "Fiesta" wound up.

MONOGRAM
Three in production on this lot last week, all new

starters.

"Trail To Mexico" is another in the Jimmy Wakely-Lee White
series. "Jade Lady" is a mystery yarn in the Shadow series, with
Kane Richmond and Barbara Reed. "Jumpin' Joe" is a returned
service man's yarn involving gangsters and a murder or two. with
Warren Douglas and Ramsay Ames (who are they?) in the leading
roles.

PARAMOUNT

role in "The

Kmpcroi

Waltz."

starring Bing Crosby and Joan Fontaine (now, there's billing that
is bound to spark up tired marquees). Billy Wilder is the producer on this one and plans to start as soon as Crosby winds up
"Welcome Stranger."
24

again.
Only new starter on the lot is a Pine-Thomas picture called
"Fear In The Night," Paul Kelly heading the cast
Continuing
in production
are:
"Perils
of Pauline"
(Bett Hutton-John
Lund),
"Welcome
Stranger"
(Bing
Crosby-B
Hasso).
Fitzgerald-Joan Caufield). "Where There's Life" (Bob Hope-Signe

PRC
Two quickies went in production last week. "Missouri Ha lide" has a musical background, with Martha O'Driscoll and William Wright topping the cast. "Gho^t of Hidden Valley" is a
formula western in the Buster Crabbe series.

REPUBLIC
The expansion program at this studio continues with an announcement by Vice-President Allen Wilson detailing the expenditure of the $1,500,000 allotment. Two new sound stages costin
$312,000 each are set to go up. a new administration building and
a new editorial building are included in the building program.
With the finest sound stage in Hollywood already in use on the
lot, Republic is fast bringing its working equipment up to a par
with any in the business.
And at the rate of expansion of their production schedule, the
improvement of facilities is sorely needed. Current production
includes an Armand Schaefer production called " G. I. War
Brides," with James Ellison and Anna Lee; another Magnacoloi
film, "Out California Way," v/ith Monty Hale and Adrian Boot'' •
Joseph Kane's production, "The Plainsman and the Lady," with
William Elliott and Vera Hruba Ralston, and the most important
picture is the John Wayne production with Wayne starred and
Gail Russell borrowed from Paramount for the feminine lead If
this pace continues, the studio will need every bit of the expansion
they are working on. Along with the four features, "The Crii Ghost," a serial, continues toward completion.
Wound up last week were: "Under Nevada Skies" (RoRogers-Dale Evans), "Earl Carroll's Sketchbook" (Constancs
Moore-Bill Marshall) and "Rendezvous With Annie" (Eddie Albert-Faye Marlowe).
June Duprez has been added to the ca^t for Alfred Santell's
production
of "That
Brennan
Girl."
Production
is set foi
mediate starting and the cast includes James Dunn. Mona Freeman and William Marshall.

RADIO
As soon as "Honeymoon" is finished, Shirley Temple goe
another film on loan-out from David O. Selznick.
This one

The pact with the Pine-Thomas unit, the fourth since the
original deal was inked in 1941, has been extended for an additional two years to August 1949. To date, Pine and Thomas have
made 35 pictures, low-budget enterprises of the action variety.
They fill the bill for the intended field.
Director Mitchell Leisen has handled one of the most varied
picture rosters of any director in the business. Since he began
his career at Paramount in 1933, he has made 29 pictures. He has
directed such diverse films as "Lady In The Dark." "Hold Back
the Dawn," "Frenchman's Creek" and "Kitty." Most recently,
"To Each His Own" stands to rate him more laurels than any
single film he has ever done. The studio is not unaware of the
talents of this comparatively young director and he has just been
signed to a new long-term contract. The salary figure is not disclosed, but it is assumed that it might easily be 40 times his initial
$150 per week. He has just finished "Suddenly. It's Spring,"
starring Paulette Goddard and Fred MacMurray.
Arleen Whelan Back
Roland Culver, the English actor who scores in "To Each His
Own," is going into another Paramount picture immediately. He
L:|- i"'1'" h.-uidrd .in important

Arleen Whelan, touted back in 1937 as an important discovery,
has a new lease in pictures with a Paramount long-term contract.
The original touting never came true and Miss Whelan left the
town disgusted and heartbroken. She scored solidly in the Broad
way version of "The Doughgirls" in 1943 and since then, tudio
have been trying to lure her back for a second chance. The initi 1
try was in "Suddenly, It's Spring" and the early rushes indicated
Miss Whelan's talents were worth a contract. So, here she goes

ill

be for Dore Schary and is titled "Bachelor and Bobby-So::,"
; rring Cary Grant and Myrna
Loy.
June 10 will be the start in .
date.
Irving Reis will direct.
Every "class" actress will be eyeing RKO carefully these next
months with the announcement that the studio has acquired film
lights to "Mourning Becomes Electra," the famous Eugene O'Neill
play. Dudley Nichols will do the screen play. This one. if made,
will be definitely in the intellectual department. The Johnson
Office probably will require Nichols to take the kernel of the play
in order to make it '(it" for filming.
Frank Capra has finally
started
his first post-war production,
Capra
St a its
"It's A Wonderful Life." James Stewart, Donna Reed, Lionel
Barrymore, Thomas Mitchell and Henry Travers head the cast.
The picture is working on a 60-day schedule and is planned for
early fall release.
The Goldwyn production unit is busy at work on two productions simultaneously. First is the Danny Kaye-Virglnia Mayo
Starrer, "The Secret Life of Walter Mitty ." in Technicolor. Second
is "The Best Years of Our Life" which boasts a cast headed by
Myrna Loy, Frederic March, Dana Andrews and Teresa Wright
Only One New Starter
Only RKO production si rted is one in the Falcon series with
Tom Conway again in the title role.
"Honeymoon"
(Shirley Temple-Franchot Tone), "Sinbad, The
Sailor" (Douglas Fairbanks.
Jr.-Maureen O'Hara).
"What
N
Wanted" (Lai a in. > Day-Brian Aherne) continue in production foi
a total of seven in work.
FILM
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UNIVERSAL

In recent seasons 20th has led the field in acquiring and
converting best-sellers to the medium of film. This studio also
has subsidized 19 authors with fellowships and advance payment?
during the last four years. Of the 19 books, Ave were bought for
motion picture productions, four by 20th; two became best-sellers.
"Dragonwyck" and "Centennial Summer" were the two bestsellers. A total of 3,904 manuscripts of unfinished novels were
submitted under the plan with the majority coming from
I servicemen.

While the gross take from this process for the studio may not
seem like a high return, the plan is commendable because it does
give first-time writers a chance to be read and possibly published,
even if their work is not for motion pictures.
New Foy Unit
Bryan Foy, as reported here last issue, is forming an independent unit. His first picture will be made in the New York studios
of 20th Century-Fox. He is also dickering for shooting space on
the PRC lot here. But thus far he has made no announcement
of what the initial picture will be or whom he will cast. His
starting date is many months off.
Three new starters on the lot have the production schedule
up to seven. "Carnival In Costa Rica" is a Technicolor musical
in the familiar 20th pattern with Dick Haymes, Celeste
Cesar Romero and Vera-Ellen in the leads. Anne Revere Holm
recent
Academy winner, is also cast as is J. Carroll
"My Darling
Clementine will bring Henry Fonda back to Naish.
film after his stint
m service. With him is Linda Darnell and Victor Mature. "That's
*or Me is a black and white musical which will be
carried bv
Harry James, Vivian Blaine and Perry Como.
rD The_four continuing in work are: "Forever Amber" (T)
(Peggv Cummins-Cornel Wilde), "Claudia and David" (Do>o'hv
McGuire-Robert Young), "Home Sweet Homicide" (Lynn
Bar*
SJ
Scott) and "The Razor's Edge" (Tyrone Power-Gene
Zanuck
1S ""
thS petsonal
suPervision
of Big Boss

UNITED

ARTISTS

The UA office here showed the trade press Laurence Olivier's
Henry V," last week with considerable trepidation.
Picture is definitely not of the usual class, officials Since the
apparently
feared a negative reception. Their fears were groundless.
"Henry
V is a great motion picture. It will undoubtedly be
two
or more before the film gets into regular release channel vears
s It is
not improbable that box-office returns, once the
film gets off the
two-a-day circuit, will not be important.
But, directly or indirect
Ivh k>
°ne d°eS a great job fo1' the industry.
Small
-exhibitors may never even run it or may run
it without making
any money on lt, but the intrinsic ya]ue ,n ^
B
he measure of dollars and cent,. The genera
l public, not attuned
"akS
P™b»Wy will not cheer Laurence Olivier's achieve
new audience
y V Wil1 b'ing a lar-e' untapp
♦
Z ?*' ?„
to
the theatres that show it. Congratulations ed
Mr. Olivier and
congratulations to the British film indust
ry for this magnificent
contribution to the art of filmmaking!
B
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The studio had a recent housecleaning in its young actor division, having dropped from the contract list Alan Curtis, Noah
Beery, Jr., Lon Chaney, Robert Paige and David Bruce. In the
sort of roles these players have been given for the most part, the
studio apparently believes it is wiser to keep changing the faces
prerented to the public. Curtis and Bruce are already making
deals with the independent producers who are so hungry for talent
with any name value at all, that they probably will have no difficulty finding a camera in front of which to work.
Skirball and Manning have just put down a $35,000 payment
to get the film rights to John O'Hara's "Appointment in Samara,"
a best seller of a few years ago. In addition, the producers will
pay the author ten percent of the gross of their picture. No
production plans have been announced.
Wanger's "Smash-Up"
Walter Wanger's next will be "Smash-up" starring Susan Hayward which goes into production May 15. Stuart Heisler has been
borrowed from Gary Cooper for the directorial chore.
Speaking of Wanger, he got a decision on his suit in Atlanta,
Ga., on the "Scarlet Street" banning which may set a new precedent in the censorship division. The court ruled that the city
censor had no right to ban any picture in its entirety. An injunction was granted Diana Productions to run the film, but the
effective date was set ahead for ten days to give the nine-man
board of censors a chance to review their findings. Their original
vote was 4-4 with one non-voter. There is another law suit pending
on the Wanger calendar — this one against Jimmy Fidler, loosetongued gossip columnist. Fidler is being sued for $1,000,000 for
his attacks against the same picture.
Six Shooting
Six in production on the lot with four new starters. "He
Meant No Harm" is a comedy fluff with Dennis O'Keefe and
Helen Walker. "Cuban Pete" is a comedy with music featuring
Desi Arnaz and his Band. "The Michigan Kid" is a quick western
with John Hall, Rita Johnson, Victor McLaglen and Andy Devine.
The important starter is "The Black Angel" which gives Dan
Duryea top billing and casts June Vincent, Peter Lorre and
Constance Dowling.
It's murder again for Duryea.

WARNER

BROS.

Robert Florey has been tempted off the Warner lot by an offer
from Charles Chaplin to share the director's credit with him on
his forthcoming "Comedy of Murders." Florey wound up a twoyear term at Warner's with "The Beast With Five Fingers." That's
the one that brought suspension to Paul Henreid. But Henreid's
back at work now with Bette Davis in "Deception." This one
goes into active production this week.
The fight is on between Warner Bros, and Joan Leslie. The
studio has obtained a temporary order restraining* the actress
from working in pictures for any other producer until she has
shown cause for her desire to void her contract with them which
still has three years to run. The actress is set in the leading role
of "The Chase" for Seymour Nebenzal which is supposed to start
May 1. Shades of Olivia de Havilland. we thought all this had
been settled once.
Curtiz To Work
Michael Curtiz is at work on his first picture under his new
producer-director deal. It is called "Winter Kill" and Rosalind
Russell or Joan Crawford are possibilities for the leading role.
It's amazing how many pictures are planned for the Crawford
talent. She has just finished "Humoresque" and is already through
her tests for the next film. She has had two offers from England.
And Warners keep announcing stories for her. Strange to think
that not too long ago no producer in town could find a picture for
her.
Bette Davis Agrees
The writer caught a preview of "Stolen Life," the Bette Davis
film, last week and talking with the actress, shortly after the preview, we were interested in her discussion of stars turning producers. "It's a very dangerous thing," she remarked, "because
an essential quality of all performers is a great ego and
when
they get into a spot where they have complete domination of a
situation, they're likely to forget good judgment and go beyond
the limits of common sense." She declared that she wouldn't
attempt an independent production unless she had someone working with her who she knew was as strong a personality as she.
"It's no
good having it all your own way," says Miss Davis— and
she's
so right.
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Phantom Thief. The
Details under title: Boston

1945-4B Features
Westerns
Serials

In Production (5)

Completed (39)
Completed (15)
Completed ( 3)

NEW

Prison
Ship
(60)
Renegades
(T)
Details
under
title:
Return

In Production
;'M
Production
(0)

COWBOY
BLUES
Action Musical — Started April 17
Cast:
Ken Curtis, Jeff Donnell, Guy Kibbee, Hoosier Hot Shots,
Robert Scott, Peg La Centra, Big Boy Williams.
Director: Ray Nazarro
Producer: Colbert Clark
Story:

Not

available.

See

next

Story:

A girl songplugger
romance.

issue.

fights through

Tinpan

Leon

allej

Barsha

to success

and

Musical— Started April 19
Cast:
Evelyn
Keyes,
Lee Bowman,
Ann
Miller, Allyn
Joslyn,
Veloz
and Yolanda,
Enric
Madriguera's
Orchestra,
Tito
Guizar.
Director: S. Sylvan Simon
Producers: Sidney Biddell and Allen Rivkin
A troupe of l". S. entertainers open in Rio. The heads of the show
are divorced but still in love. Complications evolve but the marriage is tixeil.

Tltl*— ■■■■!••
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IN PRODUCTION
Down
To
Earth
Gallant
Journey

(T)

COMPLETED

Bandit of Sherwood
Forest
(T)
(87).
Wilde-Louise
4-2
Blazing
the Western
Trail
(56)
Starrett- Matthews
...9-4.
Details under title: Raiders of Quantl Basin
Blondie
Knows
Best
Singleton-Lake
4-1
Blondle's
Lucky
Day
Lake-Singleton
.. 10-15
Close Call for Boston
Blackie
(60)
Morris-Lane
10-29
Coffln' Tt|e
Morley-Bannon ... 4-1

4-15

10-18.
1-24.

7030

Louise-Bannon
Starrett-Taylor
Starrett-Burnette

.11-12.

.2-28. . .7034. .

Misbehaves,
The
(74)
.
'iMassen-Stanton
under
title: Lullaby of Broadway
. .9-17. .10-11..
Gilda
(H0)
Hayworth-Ford
.4-25. . 7001.
Girl of the Limberlost
(60)
Tindall-Clifton
.7029 . . .4-1
. .6-25. .3-21. . .7206
. .6-25.
Gunning
for Vengeance
Starrett-Adair
Details under title: Burning the Trail
..10-1.
Starrett- Houck
West
Heading
3-28 . .7018.
Details
under title: Massacre
Mesa
7Jt"0. .
Hit The
Hay
(62)
Canova-Hunter
..2-18.
.8-20 .11-29
.
Hop
Harrlgan
(Serial)
Bakewell-Holt
.9-14.. .7120..
Jungle
Raiders
(Serial)
Richmond-Borg
...8-6.
.3-4
.11-12.
Jolson
Story,
The
(T) . .
Parks-Keyes
.7021
.11-26
3-1
Just Before
Dawn
(65)
Baxter-Barrie
10-18..
Kiss and
Tell
(90)
Temple-Abel
2-5.
tandrush
Starrett-Burnette
. . 11-26
. .7019.
Lawless Empire
(58)
Starrett-Law
10-16.
.12-13
Life With
Blondie
(69)
Singleton-Lake .9-3
.5-30. .
.3-4.
Man
Who
Dared
Brooks- Macready
. . .4-1
Details
under title: One Life Too Many
.7014
. .8-20. . .1-3. .
Meet
Me
On
Broadway
(78)
Reynolds-Brady
.7025. .
.
12-24
.
,4-11.
.
Mysterious
Intruder,
The
(62)
Dix-Blake
11-27
11-26
Details under title: Murder Is Unpredlctabh

.ii-'iV.'
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Foch-Macready
Sargan-Cartcr
Mohr-Carter

.. 3-20 ... 5-30
8-6. .10-30. . .7024. . .1-21
.12-24
10-15. .12-13. . .7140

(60)
The

Donaldson-Nagel
1944-45

Adventures of Rusty
(67)
Details under title: Rusty
Black

Arrow

(Serial)
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.
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.7023

. .7028
02"
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Starrctt-Harding
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MacMurray-Chapman
5-14
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O'Brien-Warrick
Starrett-Burnotte

.11-12.
.1-7

..10-15.
9-3

..4-30.

Both
Barrels
Blazing
Details
under title: Texas

Cowboy
of Lonesome
River
Cyclone
Prairie
Rangers
Gay Senorita
(70)
Fighting
Guardsman,
The
(84)
I Love a Bandleader
Over 21
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Rustlers of the Badlands
Details
under
title:
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Round-Up

Roundup

(66)

Starrett- Athens
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Bannon-Cochran
Loder-Louise
Harris-Brooks
Dunne-Knox
Starrett-Bliss
..
Curtis-Walker

Wouldn't Say Yes (87)
Details
under title: Some

Sing Me a Sonq of Texas
Ten Cents A Dance
(60)
Thousand
and One Nights,
A
You Can't Do Without Love

Call

It

Love

(93)
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Own.
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Abbott
and
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in Hollywood
(83) . . A. 4C
Dangerous
Partners
(78)
Craig-Hasso
Her Highness and the Bellboy
(112)
Lamarr-Walker
Hidden
Eye. The
(68)
Arnold- Raff erty
Our Vines Have Tender Grapes
(105)
O'Brien-Robinson
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She Went
to the Races
(86)
They
Were
Expendable
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What
Next,
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Hargrove?
(95)
Vacation
from
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and the Thief
(T)
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.. .
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Bad
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Hoodlum Saint
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Last Chance,
The
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Postman Always Rings Twice. The
Two Sisters From
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Adventure
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Details under title: This Strange Adventure
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Turner-Johnson
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Follies
<T)
(110)
Astairc-Ball
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.7-23
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Letter for Evie. A (89)
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Up Goes Maisie
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Clouds
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title: You
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Blonde
From
Brooklyn
Haymes-Merrick
Boston Blackie Booked on Suspicion (67) ... Morris-Merrick
Boston Blackie's Rendezvous
Morris-Foch
.. .
Details under title: Surprise In the Night
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.1-31.
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Starrett-Burnette
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Two-Fisted
Stranger
Voice of The Whistler,
The
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Who's
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.7020
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. .7221
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Gentleman
Details

My Name Is Julia Ross (64)
Details under title: The Woman
In Red
Night
Editor
(67)
Notorious Lone Wolf, The
(64)
Details under title: Lone Wolf on Broadway
One Way
To Love
(83)
Details under title: Hall the Chief
Out of the Depths
(61)
Details under title: Secret Story
Outlaws of the Rockies
Pardon
My Past (87)
Perilous
Holiday
(89)
Phantom
Of The
Desert
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Powder
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Crime
Doctor's
Warning
(69)
Baxter-Anderson
(Details
under title: Paper
Doll Murder)
Dangerous
Business
Tucker-Merrick
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title: Power
of Attorney
Desert
Horseman,
The
Starrctt-Bumette
Details
under title: Phantom
of the Desert
Devil's Mask.
The
Frontier
Gunlaw
(59)
Galloping
Thunder
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1945-46

The

8-20. .11-15. . .7036.
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Drake-Blair
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Curtis-Donnell
...
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....

She
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.3-18.
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Ford-Blair
...

Kansan

Snafu
(82)
So Dark
the Night
Tars and
Spars
(88)
Talk About A Lady
(71)
That
Texas
Jamboree
Terror
Trail
Texas
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(55)
Throw
a Saddle
on a Star
(67)
(Details under title: Smoky River Serenade)
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Lowery-Foch
Keyes-Parker
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SING WHILE YOU DANCE
Comedy with Music — Started April 15
Cast:
Ellen Drew, Robert Stanton, Amanda Lane.
Director: D. Ross Lederman
Producer:

of

The

Morris-Donnell
Private Ghost

Blackie's

.1-46.
1-46
.1-46.
. .6-11. . 1-46
. .1-22.
4-2.
.8-20. . .1-46.
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.7-23

11-26
.10-29

.11-26
.608. .12-10
.610. .10-29
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.612.
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12-10
. .1-7
1-7
1-7

7-9.
Foreign

3-18

....6-25.
. . . .7-9.

. 2-18
.1-7
2-18
12-10

.6-11

. .3-46.

. . . 11-27 .
5-1 .

FILM

10-45.

.605.
.616.

.7-23
12-24
1-21

.3-46
BULLETIN
617.

NOT
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(T)

.9-18.
.8-6.
1-7.

E. Taylor-Lassie
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Details under
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But
Not
Goodbye
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title: Boy's
Easy lo Wed
(T)
(117)
Faithful
in My
Fashion
F'«s'a
(T)
Great
Morgan,
The
Green
Years,
The
(127)
Holiday
in Mexico
(T)
Little Mr. Jim
No Leave,
No
Love
Show-Off,
The
Star from
Heaven
Two
Smart
People

Craig-Jenkins

Sheep

Morgan-Totter

.2-13.

Ranch
Ball-Johnson
Reed-Drake
Williams-Carroll
Morgan- Powell
Coburn- Drake
Pidgeon-Massey
..
Jenkins-Gilford
Johnson-Kirkwood

(Cinecolor)

: -3. .

Thin
Man
Goes Home
Between
Two
Women

Hands

(101)
(83)

. r15.

Powell-Loy
Barrymore- Johnson

This Man's
Navy
(100)
Keep Your Powder
Dry (73)
Music (or Millions
(120)
Gentle
Annie
(80)
Without
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(111)
Son of Lassie (T)
(102)
Details
tinder title: Women's
Picture of Dorian
Gray
(108)

NO.

8-21.
.6-26.
.9-4.

Dorn-Astor

Laurel-Hardy
Arnold-Royal

.8 21.
.5-28.
. .9-4.
5 29.
8 21.
5-29.
10-31.

Beery- Gleasor.
Turner-Peters
O'Bricn-lturbl
Craig-Reed
Traey-Hepburn
Lawford-Lanchester
Army

Sanders- Hatfield

Anchors
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Meet Me In St.
National
Velvet
Details
under

Kelly-Sinatra
Garland-O'Brien
Rooney-Taylor

SPECIAL

(T)
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(T)
(113)
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title: The
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Thirty Seconds Over Tokyo
Valley of Decision
(111)
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(138)

1945-46 Features
Westerns
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.2-19
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. .4-2
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(12)
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In Production
In Production

(2)
(i)
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TRAIL TO MEXICO
Western— Started April 8
Cast:
James Wakely, Lee ('Lasses) White.
Producer-director:
Oliver Drake
Story:

Not

available.

See

next
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Hut
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Wakely-White
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Details under
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East Side
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1-1
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Hutton-Lund
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. . .8-7. ..3-24
..7-23. .11-24
. .10-2
5-5
..8-21... 5-28

Toler-Moreland
Rr n.ildo-Armida

Completed

I. .ml.
clerk
il ilemma

rr-fe —

. . .3-18
.10-15

..2-19

8-6
10-1
3-19
11-12

.4-30... 8-11
..9-18. ..6-12

..

Trouble

NEW

. .7 10. . .7-14
9-22
.10-16... 5-12
. . .3-5. . .8-18
..10-1. ..1-26

' ES IN THE
NIGHT
i i
Started April 17
'
1 Kelly, DeForrest Kelly, Robert Erni tetl Keane,
Jeff
York, Charles Victor. Ann Doran, Kay Scott.
Director: M; x Shane
Producer: Pine-Tho

Miss Susie Slagle's
Tokyo
Rose
(66)

.504.565.
.519.

.

Brown-Hatton
..
Wakley-White
..
r,:lbert-Howard

'I'h
1915-4G Features

Kitty
(104)
People
Are
Stork
Club

.4-15

.
. . .
. .

Tolcr-Manlon

Girl

Stranqcr
from
Santa
Fe
(56)
S -ii'itir-e in Tf as (55',
ir-uMe
Chasrs
Details
undrr
title. Here Conies

. .

Brown-Hatton
Storm-Smith
Brown-Hatton

Wakeley-White

Mystery
Street

Shanghai
C"bra.
The
(64)
South of the Rio Grande
Details
under
title: Song

501. .10-15

. . .8-6. . .3-16. . . .503
. . .2-4. . 4-13
567

Lost
Trail, The
Riders
of the Dnw
Details
under
title:
title;

.1-10

. .
. .

1944-45

(75)

Scarlet
Ciue, The
(6
Details
under
title:

1-2.... 516.. .3-13

Storm-Reagan
Brown- Hatton

Brown-Carver

BLOCK

6-25.. 12-24.
10-29

3-18
. 10-29
5-14.

2-16

Scandals

Alamo

Saddle
Serenade
Details
under

. 6-25

Regan-Storm
Stewart-Preisscr

Driftin'
Along
Details
under title: Rollin' Along
Flanio of the West
(71)
Forever Yours
(83)
Frontier
Feud
Details
under
title: Flaming
frontiers
G. I. Honeymoon
(70)
In Old New
Mexico
Muggs
Hide.
Agnn
Oetails
under
title: County
Fair

Masquerade

Don't
Gamble
With
Strangers
Richmond-Hayes
Details
under
title: Charlie
Chan
at Alcatra2
Face of Marble.
The
(72)
Carradine-Drake
Fear <68>
Cookson-William
Details
under
title: Suspense
Fighting
Texans,
The
Brown-Hatton
Gay Cavalier,
The
Roland-Ames
...
Haunted
Mine,
The
Brown-Hatton
Ho! M°"e»
Gorcey-Hall
In Fast Company
Gorcey-Hall
Details under title: In High
Gear
Joe Palooka,
Champ
(70)
Kirkwnod-Knox
Junior Prom
(69)
Stewart-Prcisser
Details
under
title: High
School
Kids
Live Wires
(65)
Gorcey-Drake
Details under title: Stepping Around

APRIL

murdered

Paul
Gay

CHART

1945-46 —

The

Glamour

(90)

RELEASE

brother

Allotment
Wives
(80)
Francis-Kelly
. .
Behind
the Mask
(67)
. ...
Richmond-Reed
Details
under
title: The Shadow's
Shado*
Black
Market
Babies
(71)
Richmond-Hazard
Border
Bandits
(57)
Brown-Hatton
..
Dark Alibi
Toler-Lorring
...

Trail
(55)
under title: On

title:

Sunbonnet
Sue
Sweet
Sixteen
Details
under

Cut

COMPLETED

Lonesome
Details

Gilita-Moore

issue.

JUMPIN' JOE
Drama — Started April 8
Cast:
Warren
Douglas,
Ramsay
Ames,
Phil Van
Zandt,
Bryar,
Paul Maxey,
Fern
Barry,
George
Eldredg^,
Porrester.
Director: William Beaudine
Producer:
Lir.
Le
Story:

Suspense
Details

(101)
under

. .4-15
.10-29

Richmond-Reed
Lowe-Rogers

Sto

JADE
LADY
Mystery— Started April 17
Cast:
Kane Richmond, Barbara Reed, George Chandler, Joseph
Crehan, Pierre Watkin.
Director:
Phil Karlson
Producer:
Joe Kauf
an
Story
The
Shadow,
accused of murd r, solves a series of murders,
Ii
clear
his name.

AA returned
returned
G.
G.
over
his mob.

Roland-Riordan
(61)
The Shadow

S:rangi
Mr. Gregory.
The
(63)
Details under title: Gregory

China's
Little Devils
Come
Out Fighting
Oillinger
(77;
Divorce
(70)

. .3-5
Thaxter- Daniels

Tho
title:

COMPLETED

3-6. .6-43.

TWELVE

Bewitched
(65)
Details
under
title: Alter Ego
Thrill of a Romance (T)
(105)
Twice
Blessed
(77)

Rancho

West

..10-1.
. . 3-4.
.10-29.
. .10-1.
.11-26.
. .8-20.

19444.

Blonde
Fever
(69)
Nothing
But
Trouble
(69)
Main St. After Dark
(57)
Details
under
title: Telltale

in

Swing
Parade of 1946
Under
Arizona
Skies
Details under title:

. .9-17.
.10-29.

O'Brien-Barrymore
Peck-Jarman

COMPLETED
BLOCK NO. TEN

.4-15

..12-24.
. ..1-7.

skelton-Maxwell
Thompson-Tobias
Ball-Hodiak

Three Wise Fools
Yearling,
The
(T)

BLOCK

. . .

the

Shadow
Returns.
Details
under

2-18
12-10
12-10
12-10
.2-18
.2-18
3-18

4-1
.3-18
4-1

.4124.

..9-17.
.3-5
. .2-18.
10-15..
11-12..

Weissmuller-Grey

.509.
.561.

.572.
.513.

.4-15

Utopia,

NOT

The

(90)

Crosby-Hope-Lamour

DESIGNATED

Big Town
Blue
Skies
(T)
Calcutta
California
(T)
Cross My Heart
Details
under title:

R~cd-8rooks
Crosby-Asta re ....
Ladd-Russell
Stanwyck-MillanH
Hutton-Tufts
....
Too

Good

To

Be

True

12-13. ..3-22. ..4531.. 12-10
12-24.
.8-6.
.7-9.
12-10.

. .1-8.

21

Imperfect
Lady,
The
Details
under
title:

Take

This

Ladies'
Man
Perfect
Marriage,
The
Khyttim
Ranch
Seven
Were
Saved
Suddenly
Toe Good
Details

It's Spring
To Be True
under title:

Third

10-1.

Bracken-Welles
Young-Nivcu
Haley-H illiard
Dcnriing-Craig

11-26.
1-21.
11-1.
4-1.

. MacMurray-Goddard
iufts-Lynn

Avenue

Trouble
With
Women,
The
Details under
title: Too Good
Vean
Betnn
the
«a»t

Wright -Milland
Woman

M illand- Wright
To

Be

Crimson

.3-18.
10-29.

Completed
Completed

NEW

Mux,,,
struck
friends frcm

In Production
In Production

(1)
(1)

PRODUCTIONS

farm
girl
tries
the small
town.

t

get

into

pictures

aided

GHOST
OF HIDDEN
VALLEY
Western— Started April 15
1
Buster Crabbe. Al (Fuzzy)
St. John, Jean Carlin.
I
toi
Nev/field
Producer:
Sig
Story:

Not

available.

See

next

issue.

Cut

COMPLETED

La?lanchc-J.mes
.
. .1-22.
Lowe- Joyce
Lewis-Kramer
. .9-3.
Crabbe-St.
John
. . .1-21.
.12-10.
Steele-Saylor
■ordon-Windsor
. .
. .8-6.
;h;tyiic-Givynne
. . .. .10-2.
11-26.
Crabbe-St.
John
. .10-15.
Von Strohcim-Bates
Beaumont-Walker
.12-26
Steele-Saylor
. . . .10-15.
Coleman-Reed
. . . .10-29.
Crabbe-St.
John
. . 9-17.
1
Ankers-Young
. Dean-Barton
steele-Carlin

For

"Song of OH Wyoming
(Clnwtolor)
Strangler
of The Swamps
(60)
Terrors
On
Horseback
Thunder
Town
(57)
Wd: of Monte Cristo
(SI)

Neufeld

let

1945-46

°ue-n of Burlesqno
Romance of the West
(60)
Six
Gun
Man
(60)
Details under title: Sit-fein

lier

Oelall)

Ambush
Trail
(58)
Steelc-Saylor
Avalanche
Cabot-Borg
Caravan
Trails
(Cinecolor)
(65)
. Dcan-Carlin
.... ...3-4..
..10-1. .
Club
Havana
(62i
Lindsay-Neal
....
. .5-28.
Larceny
in Her
Heart
.
Beaumont-Walker
.
. .3-18.
Details
undT
title. Crimi
in The Night
Danny
Boy
(66)
Henry-Johnson
. .8-6. .
. . .1-21.
Detour
(6j)
Savage-Neal
.6-25. .
Devil Bat's
Daughter
Enchanti-d
Fonst
< Cinecolor)
(80)
Flying
Sernent
(60)
Gentlemen
with
Guns
Gun Smoke
How
Do You
Do?
(83)
I Ring
Doorbells
(67)
Lightning
Raiders
(61)
Mask
of Diijon
(73)
Murder
Is My Business
(65)
Navajo
Kid
(£9)
Once
and For All
Prairie
Rustlers
(55)
Details under title: Buster Crabbe Ho.

bs

CHART

RELEASE
ritU — R.nn'n,

Hire

.2-17.
6-20.
.4-20.
10-23.
.11-26
11-30.
..4-15.
.1-8.
. 12-24
.2-20.
.12-8.

.2-18

. 3-27 .
12-24.

.10-1
.11-26

. .2-25.
.
..4-10
.1-7.
4-9
11-21.
.
.

.II-7!

.7-24.
.... , ..4-1..
.8-6. . 3-20
.10-29
2-1.
.5-14. .11-12
..1-21
.9-3. ...1-1
5-1
4-10
. .8-6. . .4-23

(65) ...

Dean-Paddrn
UPlanchc-Edwnrds
Crabbe - Si.
John.
. . .Steele-Saylor
Loder-Aubert

The

Tine

Angel
Comesunder
to Brooklyn,
(70)
Uttatls
title: New An Faces

MISSOURI HAYBIDE
Musical— Started April 12
Cast:
Martha O'Driscoll, William Wright, John Carradine, Roscoe
Ates, Renee Godfrey. Eddie Dean
Assistant: Louis Germonprez
Producer-director: Josef Berne
Story:

RELEASE

COMPLETED

5-1.

(15)
( 9)

Ghost,

Into— (fanning

. . . .6-11.

LarM-Donlery

PRODUCTION

tar, Carroll's Sketchbook
R.ndezvous
With
Annie

True

Tw»

1945-4G Features
Westerns

IN

of

Completed
Completed
Completed

(40)
(16)
( 4)

NEW

4-1

PRODUCTIONS

G. I. WAR BRIDES
Drama — Started April 17
Cast:
James
Ellison,
Anna
Lee,
William
Henry,
Stephanie
Bachelor.
Director: George Blair Associate Producer: Armand Schaefer
Story:

An
English
rirl stows
American
In ■ she
had

away
in-'!

mi
in

a G.
London.

PLAINSMAN AND THE LADY
Weslern — Started April 10
Cast:
William Elliott, Vera Hruba
Gail Patrick, Donald Barry,
Associate
Producer-director:
Joseph
Story:

The
Call f< history
im i a .

id'

the

Pony

Express

I.

Bride

ship

to

find

the

from

St.

Joseph,

.Me.

to

OUT CALIFORNIA WAY
(Magnacolor)
Western — Started April 15
Cast:
Monty Hale, Adrian Booth, Bobby Blake, Tom London.
Director: Les Selander
As ociate Producer: Lou Gray
Storj

Not

available.

See

nexl

it

ANGEL AND THE OUTLAW
Western
Started Apt il 22
Casl
.lohn Wayne Irene Rich, Gail Russell, Bruce Caboi
''11.-., I.e. Dixon, Craig Woods.
I hi ectoi
.in tes Grant
\ ociate I 't o lucei
rohn
Story:

28

. . . 3-18
... 3-18

out

1-8.

Carson-Stewart
Larson-Stewart
_lt ott-Fleming
Darwell-Kcnnedy

I'veDetails
Always under
Loved title:
You

McLeod-Dorn

(T)
Concerto

UtUlU

Dcwd-Duke

Alias
Billy The
Kid
(56)
Bandi;
01 Badlands
(56)
California
Gold
Rush
(56)..
captain
Tugboat
Annie
(70)
Details
under title: Tugboat
Annie's Son
Cat
Man
of Paris, The
Cherokee
Flash
(55)
to.orado
Pioneers
(56)
Conquest
ot Cheyenne
Crime
of the Century
Dakota
(82)
Home On the Range
(55)
Details
under title: West of God's Country
In Old Sacramento

....12-24.
. . . .4-16. .
...4-30..
..12-15.

Moore-Elliott

1-7

..511
314
. 5501
. .505.. 11-26

8-20.

Aslilcy-Rogers
...12-10.
Robe, ts-Powcrs
i-j .
Lane-Frazee
6-25.
Wriion-Fowley
....12-24.
Stirling-Henry
2-18.
Douglas- Roberts
...2-18
Thompson-Talbot
.10-15.
Barry-Savage
12-10.

1-21.
...10-1..
3-18
10-29 .

'' Withers-Withers
Lcderer-Patrick
Hale-Booth
.Elliott-Blake
Ralston-Marshall
Rogers-Evans
Acuff-Mara
Pearce-Harris
Bachelor-Livingston
Ell ott-Flemlng
Mara-Douglas

Phantom
Rider. The
(Serial)
Rainbow
Over Texas
R-d
River
Renegades
Rough
Riders
of Cheyenne
(56)
"ttnta Fc U-risinti

..504
...5^3
.563

12-10.

Gay
Blades
(67)
Girls of the Big House
(68)
Guy Could Change, A (65)
Glass
Alibi, The
Invisible
Informer
Inner
Circle.
The
.
King of the Forest
Rangers
(Serial)
Last
Crooked
Mile,
The

Circle

.3-18

. . 551
.565

11-17.
.4-20.

...10-1
7-9. . 11-14.
. . . .3-19. .
.2-28.
...10-29.
4-18.
. . 10-29 . .
8-6. .12-25.
11-26

Booth-Allen
Carson-Stewart
(SriUon-Vallee
Oekker-Ankers

Lonely
Hearts
Club
Madonna's Secret, The
(79)
Man from
Rainbow Valley
(M)
Marshall
of Laredo
(56)
Murder
in the Music
Hall
(81)
My
Pal Trigger
Night
Train
to Memphis
One
Exciting
Week
Passkey
to
Danger
Phantom
of the Plains
(55)
Pilnrim
Details Lady,
underThetitle: The
Inner

11-27.... 503.
.9-14.

..2-4.
12-13.

Esmond-Aubert
Carson-Stirling
Elliott-Fleming
Elliott-Fleming
Bachelor-Browne
Ralston-Wayne
Hale-Booth

Daughter
ol Don Q (Serial)
Days
of Buffalo
Bill
(56)
Fabulous Suzanne,
The
French
Key,
The

Kent-Stewart
Rrgers-Evans
Carson-Stewart
Carson-Stewart
. . .Lane-Wentworth

...1-21.
....10-1.
2-18.
3-5.
.10-29.
3-4.
11-12
12-24 .
11-26
...2-5..
3-18

8-6.
1-21.
4-1.
....5-14..
...3-18.

Scotland
Yard
Investigator
(68)
Song
of Mexico
(57)
Sheriff of Redwood
Valley
(56) . .
Song
of Arizona
Spectr.
oi the Rose
Stranii'
Impersonation,
A (68)
Sun
Valley
Cyclone
The Valley of the Zombie
T'?ffie In Crime
Under
Nevada
Skies

VonSt'helm-Bachelor
. . tw-ra-Barrier
FITott-Flemng
. Rcgcrs-Evans
Kurov-Essen
Marsftall-Gargan
Elliott-Fleming
foi'h-Livinnston
Richmond-Mara
Rogers-Evans

Wagon
Wheels
Westward
(r6)
Woman
Who Came Back. The
(68)
Details under title: The Weh

. .Ft' •■'t-F'eming
.
ke'ly-Loder
. . .

1945-46 Features

.28..

. .1-25.
...11-2.
.1-27.
2-16.

.554.
..502.
.503. .12-24
.4-29
.508..
2-4

510
.562

3-18

.4-10.
.10-7.

.512. .

3-4

. .561.

.552.

.9-7

.11-1.
.9-30.
2-19.. 12-28.
3-16
.3-^9.
.7-23.
11-26
.3-9.
12-24.

4-1

.506
.501
447
366
.513

4-15

4-16.
4-15
. .4-1. 12-21.
... .9-17.
. 8-6

.564.

.1-21

. .4-30. .12-13.

.507.

. .9-17.

Completed

An outlaw is injured and nursed back to health by a Quaker
When
In love with
the daughter,
he reforms.

In Production

(49)

(7)

PRODUCTIONS

IT'S A WONDERFUL LIFE
Comedy-drama — Started April 15
Cast:
James
Stewart,
Donna
Ree-3, Lionel Barrymore,
Mitchell.
Henry
Travel".
Beaulah
Bondi.
Frpnk
F
H. B. Warner.
Samuel
S. Hinds,
Gloria G
Todd
Karns, Ward Bond, Mary Treen. Frank Alber^son, Charles
Williams.
Producer-director:
Frank Capra
Not

availabh

See

next

issue

THE FALCON'S
ADVENTURE
Mystery — Started April 15
Cast:
Tom Conway,
Madge
Meredith,
Ed Brophy,
Myraa
Dell,
Phil Warren.
Director:
William
Berke
Producer:
Herman
Schlom
Story:

Ralston, Joseph Schildkraut,
Raymond Walburn.
Kane
built

. . . .4-15.

Moore- Marshall
Albert-Marlowe

10-29

In Production (1)
In Production (3)
In Production (1)

(32)
(18)
( 3)

Stirling-Ouigley

1945-46

VjAj

NEW
1945-4<> Features
Westerns
Serials

CHART

The Falcon
a murder

SECRET

rescues a girl
ceni
1

LIFE OF WALTER

being

kidnapped
formula

MITTY

and becomes
for diamond

involved in
substitutes,

(T)

Comedy-drama — Started April 8
Cast:
Danny Kaye, Virginia
Mayo,
Fay Bainter.
Boris Karloff,
Thurston Hall, Florence Bates. Ann Rutherford.
Director: Norman Z McLeod
Producer: Samuel Gold
Story:

THE

\ proof
render
for
eh. 1 ractei

BEST

YEARS

pulp
bout.

OF OUR

magazines

daydreams

himself

as

the

LIVES

Drama— Started April 8
Cast:
Myrna Loy, Fredric March, Dana Andrews. Teresa Wright.
H

n

V
family.

Director:

Virginia Mavo, Cathy O'Donnell. Harold
Will
< ryler
Producer:

i
left off.
One

too

altruistic

flnds
fi

his

try
marriage
>od

of

his

in pick
smashed.

up

Russell.
Samuel

Goldwyn

their 1m
t hey
One
has lost his hands
vice-president

company.

FILM

BULLETIN

RELEASE
title— Bennlne

IN
Honeymoon
S.nbad
The
Whai
Nancy

Cart

BLOCK

Into
Dead

Davis-Haley
Conway-Corday
Raft-Trevor
Errol-Risdon
Brown-Carney

NO. TWO

Toyko
(72)

(82)

Neal-Hale
Karloff-Drcw

Man
Alive (70)
Spanish
Main,
The
(T)
(100)
Wanderer of the Wasteland
(67)

BLOCK

NO.

Cornered
(102)
Hotel Reserve
(79)
Dick Tracy
(61)
Sing Your Way Home
Spiral Staircase,
Details
under

2-19

O'Brien-Drew
Henrcid-O'Hara
Warren-Long
..

THREE

...2-5.
.11-27.
. .6-11.
. 7-9

Powell-Cheirel
Mason-Mannheim
Conwy Jeffreys
Haley-.'effries
..

(72)

The
(83)
title: Some

BLOCK

2-5
. . . .2-19
12-11
2-19
4-16

Foreign

. .6-11
.12-11
. .9-3

McGuire-Brent
Must

Game of Death
(70)
Details under title: The
Most
Riverbo.it
Rhythm
(64)
Tarzan
and the Leopard
Woman

Loder-Long

. . 2-19.

Dangerous

.7-9.
.8-20.

Badman's
Territory
(98)
Ding
Ddiio Williams
(62)
Partners
in Time
(76)
Truth
Aboui
Murder,
The
(63)
Details
under
title: The
Lie Detector
Without
Reservations
Details under
title: Thanks God,
I'll Take

Scott-Richards
Vcrnon-McGuire
GofT-Lauik
....
Granv.lle-Cor.way

10-1.
.5-14.

Along

Cooper-Young

NO. FIVE

(72)

SPECIALS
Came

Jones

(90)

Bells of St. Mary's,
The
(125)
Make
Mine
Music
(75)..
Tomorrow
Is Forever
(105)
Wonder
Man
(T)
(98)

NOT

607.
608

.
.
.
.
.

.. 8-6
8-6
..8-6
..8-6
.9-17
.9-17
..8-6

606.
610. .
609 . 10-13
.10-1
.10-1
12-24
612.
12-24
615.
12-24
613. 12-24
614.
611.

.4-29
.4-29
.4-2j>
.4-29

.10-29

...11-27
3-5

Feature
.4-2.
.7-24.

.3-4
.3-4

619. .12-10
.618.
620.
.2-18
. .3-4

7-23

Colbert-Wayne
It From
Here)

Crosby-Bergman
...Disney Cartoon
Colbert-Welles
Koye-Mayo

.617
616.

4-29

681.
661.
692.

.6-25
11-26
4-30
.4-29
.1-21

682.
651

A

Tale

of

Bedlam

Child
of Divorce
OraU-Uu
Crimiml
Couri
Desirable
Woman
Dick Tracy vs. Cueball
Double Trouble

Conway Cor.lay
Rooe's-Aumont
Kaye-Mayo
Young-Hale
Williams-Hale
Carney-Brown

(114)

Minds

Notorious
Details
under
title: Follow
Your
Sister Kenny
Sfen By Pte-i
Stranger,
The
Sunset
Pass
Till the End
of Time
Details under title: The Dream of

Russell-Knox
..
Tierney-Jeffreys
Robinson-Young
Wi-ren-iesiie
IWcGuire-Madison

(T)

Completed

NEW

1946

Corner,

The

For

(99)

Ball-Stevens

Murder

Do You
Love
Me?
Doll Face
(80)
Dolly Sisters, The
Dragonwyck
(103)

(91)
(T)

O'Hara-Haymes
Miranda-O'Kccfe
Grable-Payne.
Tierney-Price

(114)

Be

Cartoon

Told

(106)
(94)

Spider,

Journey

The

in

(94)

(63)

Girls in Blue
The
(104)
fi53)

London,

.605. .7-23
4-15
.601. . ..7-9
.604.

. .2-4

June.
Feb..
. Hay .

A

.Jan.

.

. 8-20.
. . .-14.
.2-5.. .

Payne-Haver
Faye-Andrews
Eythe-Hasso

5-14..
4-30.

Power-Fonda
Garner-Joslyn

Rrissue.
2-19. .

Nov..
. Apr .
Dec.

3-5-

628
.610.
.625.
.626

Chart
(T)

Conte-Marlowe

6-11..

Andrews-Crain
Andrews-Conte

1-22.
8-11.

Hnver-Mature
Niven-Huntley
Hardwicke-MItchell

(106)

Neagle-Harrison

11-26..
For..
11-29..

10-15
..8-6

. 4-29
.12-24
618
.617.
.609
.612.
.623
.608. . .3-18

Aug. .
Feb.

Oct.
Landis-Joslyn
2-4..
Apr.
Stewart-Crane
11-26.
Jan. .
Tierney-Wiidc
5-28..
Craine-Young
2-18
.
Gargan-Palmn
1-21 . .
.Feb.
Fonda-Tierney
....Reissue.. May.
Price-Bari
10-15. June
Grable-Haymes
...12-10..
Feb
:od.ak-Guild
..
.12-10
MacMurray-Baxter
. .7-23. .
Hasso-Shepperd
1-7. .
Mar
I'ayne O'Hara
10-1.
June

It Shouldn't
Happen
To A Dog
Johnny
Comes
Flying
Home
(65)
Leave
Her To Heaven
(T)
(110)
Margie
(T)
Rendezvous
24
(70)
Return
of Frank
James
(S2)
Shock
(70)
Shocking
Miss
Pilgrim,
The
(T)
Somewhere
in the Night
Smoky
(T)
S'rangc
Triangle
Sentimental

..

.7-23

Sept..

Kelly-Ryan

Wake
Up and Dream
(T)
Fallen
Angel
(97)
House on 92nd Street
(88)
Details under title: Now
It Can
Jesse James
Junior
Miss

...

..Sept
May .

.611.
.620.

.603.
630
.624
.614.
.619.
627.

. 10-29
..9-17
10-1
.6-25

12-24
..1-21
4-1

.615.
613.
.621.
.607.

. Dec. .
. Oct. .
Mar.
.Aug.

.616.
.606.

Mar.
.Aug..

.602.

.2-18
12-24
.9-17
11-12
.6-11

.622.

...Foreign.

1945-40 Features
Completed (26)
In Production (4)
Ke> to Producers: Small (Sml.); Rogers (Rgs.); Vanguard
(Van); Crosby (Cby.); Sherman (Shm.); Pressburger
(Psb.); Wanger (Wgr.); Ripley-Monter (R.M.); Bogaaufl
(Bog.); Stromberg (Smg.); Levey (Lev.); Cowan (Cow.);
Stone (Stn.); Selznick (Szk.); Nebenzahl (Neb.); Lesser
Les.); Loew-Hakim (L. H.); Skirhall (Ski.); Eagle-Lion
(G. F. D.); Cagney (Cgy.); Bronston (Bm.) ; Hughes (Hug.).

.10-29. .
.11-12. .
...1-21.
.10-29.. .
.12-10.
.10-29..

Feature

(40)

691

In Production

(7)

PRODUCTIONS

THAT'S FOR ME
Musical— Started April 16
Cast:
Vivian Blaine, Harry James, Carmen Miranda, Perry Como,
Phil Silvers, Edgar Buchanan, Reed Hadley.
29,

Dark

Dsad.ino

.12-10..
4-30
.12-11..
. .2-5..
. .9-17. .
3-18
.12-24.
.12-25. .
12-10

....

Bennett-Eythe

.Feb.
.Nov..

..11-13..
. .10-1.

Hodiak-Tlerncy
Freeman-Denning
MacMurray-Bari
Dunn-Ryan
....
Crain-Wilde
Jonc:.-Boyer

(70)

.12-10..
. .3-19. . .Aug.

..3-4

CARNIVAL IN COSTA RICA
(T)
Musical— Started April 15
Cast:
Dick
Haymes,
Celeste Holm,
Cesar
Romero,
Vera-Ellen,
Anne Revere, J. Carrol Naish, Pedro de Cordoba, Bail- i
Whiting.
Director: Gregory Rat off
Producer: William A. Bacher
Story
Costa Rican Coffee Planters try to arrange marriage foi daughter.
I tie couple rebels and plots its own marriagi
MY DARLING
CLEMENTINE
Western with Music— Started April 6
Cast:
Henry Fonda, Linda Darnell, Victor Mature, Cathv Downs,
Walter
Brennan,
Ward
Bond.
Alan Mowbray,
Tim
John Ireland, Roy Roberts, Vanessa Brown, Jane Dai
Grant Withers, J. Farrell MacDonald.
Director:
For
d
Producer:
Samuel C. Engel
Story:
Not John
a va liable.
S<

APRIL

Last and Always

NEW
Disney

Dunne-Harrison
Fitzgerald-Huston
. Lnndis-Gargan

Centennial
Summer
(T)
tinny
Brown
(100)
Raid

.3-18.
.3-18.

1945-46

Anna
and The
King
ol Siam
And Then There Were None
(97)
Behind
Green
Lights
(64)
...
Details
under title: Precinct 33

Home

RETSSUE

1945-16 Features

(Oiiii'i.liTED
NOT DESIGNATED

Effingham's

his

..8-7

....8-20
. . . 8-20
6-25.
10-29
2-4
9-3

Bergman-Grant
Heart

Power-Ticrnty

Tim

Bell for Adano, A (103)
Black
Beauty
Captain
Eddie
(107)
Caribbean
Mystery
(65)
Details under title: First,

Foy
ts

1-1 i

Razor's

Edge,

Bryan
.i ilukc

3-18
McGuire-Young
Wilde-Cummins
Bari-Scott
. ..

Colonel

l>5

CHART
Cut

Claudia
and
David
Forevei
Amber
(T)
Homo
Sweet
Homicide

Yank

Mcffett-Toomey
3-4
O'Rricn-Tr vor
1-21
Cor.way-O'Driscoll
.. 3-18
Bennett-Ryan
2-4
Conway-Jfffreys 4-1
Haley-Jeffreys
2-4

Falcon's
Alibi, The
Heartbeat
Kid From
Brooklyn,
The
(T)
la,,v Luck
Likely Story, A
Genius 4t Work
Detaili under title: Master

■ ••'lit "

PRODUCTION

Three
Littlr
Way
Ahead.
vTi.nn
it,

.9-17
. .8-6.

Langford-Wade
. . Karloff-Lee
title:

i

TIM

State
Fair (T)
(100)
Walk
in the Sun
(117)
Details
under
UA
Release

DESIGNATED

Bamboo
Blonde
Bedlam
Details under

Pinocchlo

602.
603.
604.
601 .
605.

. .1-7

Errol-Newton
.
Weismuller-Joyce

BLOCK

IN

Watch

.5-28
. .9-3.

Producer:
r.

RELEASE

NO. FOUR

Deadline
at Dawn
(83)
Hayward-Williams
From
This
Day
Forward
Fontaine-Stevens
Details under title: All Brides are Beautiful

Seiler

Title— ■■■lint

1945-46
(65)

Lewis

SI ruggling
l'..-i ml Lead
singer elected
gove

Temple- Madison
. 4-1 .
Fairbanks-O'Hara
...3-4.
Day-Aherne
4-1 .

Sailor
<T)
Wanted

White's Scandals
(95)
in San Francisco,
The
Angel
(79)
Loves Poppa (60)
Stars on Parade (69)

First Yank
Isle of the

Itorj

Uetvti

PRODUCTION

COMl'l,KT£D
BLOCK NO. ONE
George
Falcon
Johnny
Momma
Radio

1 in ectoi

CHART

TIM

PRODUCTIONS

THE SHORT, HAPPY LIFE OF FRANCIS MACOMBER
Comedy— Started April 3
Cast: Gregory Peck, Joan Bennett, Robert Preston, Reginald
Denny, Jean Gillie, Carl Harbord, Frederic Worlock, Vernon Downing, Earl Smith.
Director:
Zoltan Korda
Producers:
Story:

Benedict Bogeaus and Casey Robinson

A wealthy playboy goes on an African
She
falls in love with the guide.

LITTLE

hunting

trip with

his wife.

IODINE

Comedy — Started April 8
Cast:
Jo Ann Marlowe, Marc Cramer, Eve Whitney, Lanny Rees,
Irene
Ryan,
Hobart
Cavanaugh,
Leon
Belasco,
Emory
Parnell, Sarah Selby, Jean Tatriquin.
Director:
Reginald LeBoty
Producers: Buddy Rogers and Ralph Cohn
Story:

From

ABIE'S

the

IRISH

comic

strip.

ROSE

Comedy-drama— Started April 15
Cast: Joanne Dru, Michael Chekhov, George E. Stone, Vera Gordon, J. M. Kerrigan, Emory Parnell. David Leonard.
Story:
Producer-dire
ctor: Eddie Sutherland
Crosby Producers. Inc.
Prom theand Ann,and pathos between the
Cohens
Kellys.Nichols play of comedj

RELEASE
Title— Imaiag

IN
Bachelor's

Tin.

CHART
c«H

29
leUlh

PRODUCTION
Daughters,

The

Russell-List

1-1

lei.

U.

••»

COMPLETED

1945-46

Ab.lcne Town
(89)
Details under title: Abilene
Night in Casablanca, A
Angel On My Shoulder
Details under title: Me and Mr. Satan
Blithe Spirit (T)
(94)
Breakfast in Hollywood
(93)
Caesar and
Cleopatra
(T)
Captain
Kidd
(89)
Diary of A Chambermaid
(87)
Duel In the Sun (T)
Getting Gertie's Garter
(72)
Fanny by Gaslight
Henry V (I)
Johnny in the Clouds (88)
Mr. Ace
Detail! under title: Mr. Ace and the Queen
Outlaw, The (114)
Paris — Underground
(97)
Rebecca (130)
Scandal in Paris, A
Sin of Harold Diddlebock, The
Spellbound
(113)
Details under title: House of Dr. Edwards)
Strange Woman,
The
This Happy Breed (T)
2000
Women
foung Widow
Whistle Stop (85)

1945-46 Features

Scott-Dvorak

10-15. . .5-10.
1-21

Marx Brothers
f.,uni-Baxter
Cummings-Harrison
Breneman-Granville
Olivier-Leigh
L.iughton-Britton
Goddard- Hatfield
Joncs-Colten
....
O'Keefe- McDonald
Mason-Calvert
...
Olivier-Newton
Montgomery-Mill;
Raft-Sidney

1-21

L.H
Rgs

Foreign. .12-14. . GFD.
.8-20. . .2-22. . .Gldn.
Foreign
G-F.D. .
2-5. .10-19. . .Bog.
.7-23 . .2-15. .Bog-Mer.
...3-19
Szk
. . .6-25. .11-30. . Sml.
Foreign
GFD
.For
. G.F.D
.Foreign.
.. .3-4

Russell-Huston
Bennett-Fields
Fontaine-Olivier
Sanders-Hasso
Lloyd-Walburn
Bergman-Peck

. .10-1
. .1-22
..
. .8-20
. .2-lt
12-10

3-15. . GFD. .12-10

. . .7-24. .12-28. . .Szk. .11-12
.12-24
Foreign
G.F.O
Foreign
G.F.D
. . .3-5 . . . .3-1 . Smi. . .3-4
. . .7-23. . .1-25. . .Neb. . .1-21

In Production

( 1)

(1)

PRODUCTIONS

BELLA DONNA
1 m ria — Started April 15
Cast:
Merle Oberon, George Erent, Charles Korvin, Paul
Lenore Ulric, Robert Capa.
Director:
Irving Pichel
Producer:
Edward

Lukas,
S

all

A beautiful
divorcee
marri s arch ologist
and
they
go to Egypt.
sii»- falls in love with a blackmailing
character and
they plot husband's
murder.
Ultimately,
she
kills her lover
and
herself.

RELEASE
Title — Running

CHART
Cast

Details

deHavilland-Ayres

.4-1.

Time

IN PRODUCTION
Dark

Mirror,

The

1945-46 Features
Westerns
Serials

Completed (48)
Completed ( 6)
Completed ( 4)

(48)
( 1)
( 4)

NEW

Rel.

In Production (5)
In Production (1)
In Production (0)

PRODUCTIONS

Imaginative

i

m her.

youngster

creates

havoc

for parents, police and

Story:

Honky-tonk piano player's wife is killed. He tii s to hel], girl who
is suspect
solve
murder
Eventually
admits
lie is guilty.

CUBAN PETE
Comedy with Music— Started April 16
Cast: Dcsi Arnaz, Ethel Smith, Joan Fulton, Don Porter, Jacqueline de Wit, Beverly Simmons, The King Sister;-, Igor and
Yvette.

Director: Jean Yarbrough
Story:

Executive Producer: Howard

Female
perfum
manufacturer
wants
show
in New
York
When
shi
tries
trouble
begins.

Cuban
band
for
to replace
the

Welch
iter

radio

THE MICHIGAN KID (Cinecolor)
V, e ' rn— Started April 17
Cast:
Jon Hall, Rita Johnson,
Victor
McL.
len, Andy
William Ching, Leonard East, Milbum Stone.
ctor: Ray Taylor
Producer:
Howard

Devino.

M'"'-v:

law

IAOder'-to.in

Hcer

Am

is called

RELEASE
TKU— lilllni TIM

IN

Lesson

in

Love

servici

for

bring

Welsch
and

cut

n.tui,

Abbott-Costello

|,|.

|,

,„

. . . .3-18
4-1

1945-46

Two

Bod Men of the Border (56)
Blondic
DetailsAlibiunder(62)title: Design

to

CHART

Cameron-Raines

COMPLETED

30

to

PRODUCTION

Ghost Steps Out, The
Details under title:
Run-Around,
Tho

Adventure

back

Olivler-Rutherford
for

Death

Grant-Armlda
Neal-ODriscoll

Foreign
. . 8-6
.1-21

(T)
under

title:

....
9-28
iloi "
4-12 527" "4-15

Murder

Schahrazad

...9-3... 1-18.
Foreign
.11-26

..516.

. .1-21.. .5-17.
...9-3
. .4-15
..7-23.. 10-19.
. . . ..4-16... 11-9.
Foreign
. .9-3.. 11-23.
. ....2-4

Curtis-O'Driscoll
Redgrave-Withers
Rathbone-Bruce

.

DeCarlo-Donlevy

.

Little

Miss

Big

Holden-Simmons

Lover Come Back
' ' ' Brent-Hall
Lost
City of
of the
the Seven
Jungle Moons
(Serial) ....
.. ...... ".Adams-Haydn
Madonna
Calvert-Granger

.

in the

Family

..3-4

Loy-Ameche

..9-14.
. Foreign
.2-19 ...4-5.
5-3..

..10-1

Completed

RELEASE
Title— Rmnlnt

(30)

cut

IN PRODUCTION

.10-26.
.. ..10-2...
. 8-20
3-19 10-23..
9-21. .
.1-22.
11-12. .
7-24 . .
. .4-16.
7-23.. . 12-28.
10-12..
.8-6.
Foreign.
. .1-22. .2-15. .
12-24. . .5-17..

.1-7...
3-1.
5-10
.3-22.
.11-22. . 4-19.

4-1
3-i
.3-1?

..526
..502. . .10-1
..523. .12-2.529.

. . 507 . . 11-12
..512. . . .l.■;
1681
.1781
.503..10-2S
..514
3-4
1581
. .506..10-2C
. .519... 1-21
.531
..501... 9-17

.533.
.521. . 3-18
528
4-15
.530

.505. .12-K
.522. . .3-1;

.517. . 2-1?
.504. 10-15
524. . 4-1"
. . 508 . . 10-2:

(6)

DeUlli

Morgan-Wyman
4-1. .
Cooper-Palmer
4-1
Dunne-Powell
4-15..
Sheridan-Smith
.... 1-21 .
Reagan-Smith
4-15. .
Greenstreet-Vickers
..2-18..

Alda-King
12-10. .
Bogart-Bacall
....10-31.
Documentary
Leslie-Aldo
12-13.. ..11-10.
. .3-9.
Boyer-Bacall
6-25 .12-15.
Emerson-Scott
4-16
.5-11.
dcHavilland-Lupino
11-16 .. .4-20.
flynn-Lupino
.11-26.
Scott-Paige
8-20
Leslie-Hutton
4-16. 10-20.
.1-26.
Crawford-Carson
..12-25.
Stanwyck-Brent
...11-29.
Flynn-Parker
8-6.
Grant-Smith
6-25.
. .Garfield-Fitzgerald
. .9-18.
Henreid-Parker
. . . .7-24.
Sheridan-Moran
.... 11-1 .
.9-27.
Garfield-Parker
...11-27.
.3-30.

Murder

.520

In Production

Beast With Five Fingers, The
Big Sleep. The
Burma Victory (63)
Cinderella Jones (88)
Confidential Agent
(118)
Danger Signal
(78)
Devotion
(107)
Escape Me Never
Her Kind of Man (78)
Janie Gets Married
Mildred Pierce (111)
My Reputation
(94)
Never Say Goo«]bye
Night and Day (T)
Nobody Lives Forever
Of Human Bondage
One
More Tomorrow
Pride of the Marines (119)
Details under title. This Love

Sorn For Trouble
Originally titled:
It All Came True

.525
. .518

. . .2-4...6-11 ..5-31.
.9-7.

194546

REISSUES

..511... 1-2)

.12-14.

..11-12
. 8-20

COMPLETED

Rhapsody in Blue (139)
San Antonio (T) (110)
Saratoga Trunk (135)
Shadow of A Woman
Stolen Life. A
Three Strangers (93)
Time
The Place and The Girl. The
Too Young To Know (86)
Two Guys From Milwaukee
Two Mrs. Carrolls. The

. . 513 . . 12-K
..515. . 2-18
.1104

CHART

Tlat

Cheyenne
Coak
and Dagger
Life With Father
(T)
Sentence.
The
Stallion Road
Very Rich Man, A

.. 510.. 12-2-

...1-8

..2-4.
Spider Woman Strikes Back, The (59) . . . .Sondergaard-Grant
.2-19.
Stranae Confession
(62)
Chaney-Joyce
.10-5.
.9-28.
Strange Conquest
(63)
Wyatt-Cookson
. . .10-15.
Tangier (76)
Montez-Sabu
...
.
.3-8.
.10-29.
Terror By Night (60)
Rathbone-Bruce
. .10-1.
That Night With You (84)
Tone-Foster
11-30.
..6-11. . .3-1.
Details under title: Once Upon a Dream
This Love of Ours (90)
Oberon-Korvin
Foreign.
.6-25. . .11-2.
Details under title- As It Was Before
Trail to Vengeance
(54)
Grant-Knight
...
Wicked
Lady
Mason-Lockwood

1945-46 Features

..509..11-2e

1881

.2-18 . 4-23
Foreign .3-15.
. . .Foreign.

Man inIn Gray
(92) (73)
'..'.'.'.'. Albrifton-Hall
Lockwood-Mason ....
Men
Her Diary
Murder Mansion
Goodwin-Grey
Night in Paradise (T)
(84)
Oberon. Bey
Notorious
Gentleman
Harrison-Palmer
.
On the Carpet
Abbott-Costello
Outlaws of Twin Forks
Grant-Adams
Pillow of Death (66)
Chaney-Joyce
Pursuit to Algiers (65)
Rathbone-Bruce
.
Details under title: The Fugitive
River Gang (64)
Jean-Brasselle
. .
Details under title: Fairy Tale Mirder
Royal Mounted Rides Again (Serial)
Kennedy-Kennedy
Scarlet Horseman,
The (Serial)
Cookson-Shaw
...
Scarlet Street (102)
Robinson-Bennett
Secret Agent X-9
(Serial)
Bridges-Wiley
Senorita from the West (63)
Jones-Granville
Seventh Veil, The (94)
Mason-Todd
....
Shady Lady (94)
Coburn-Simms
...
Shf Woli c( London, The (61)
Haden-Harvey
Details under title: Alibi In Ermine
She Wrote the Book
Davis-Oakie
...
Details under title: Love Takes A Holiday
Smooth as Silk (65)
Taylor-Grey
Details under title: Notorious Gentlemen

.2^
.1102

.1-21.

Frontier Gal (T)
(84)
deCarlo-Cameron
.5-14.. 12-21.
1-11.
Girl Oetails
On theunderSpot title:
(75)Serenade for Murder "Barker-Collier
... .3-19... .1-18.
.12-7.
Gun
Town
(53)
Grant-Knight
. . . ..9-3..
House of Dracula (67)
Chaney-O'Driscoll
.10-15..
House of Horrors (66)
Lcwery-Grey
. . .3-29.
.12-24
2-8.
Idea
Girl
(64)
'[
Barker-Bishop
.
.
.
. .3-18
Insilfc Job
Foster-Rutherford
Kelly Is My Name
Terry-Savage
...4-1
3-18
(Details under title: On The Carpet)
.11-12. . .2-22.
Little Giant (91)
'
Abbott-Costello

school

THE BLACK
ANGEL
Drama — Started April 8
Cast:
Dan Duryea, June Vincent. Peter Loire, Constance Do- iing, John Phillips, Wallace Ford, Freddie Steele.
Director:
Roy William
Neill
Producers: Tom McKnight. Roy William Neill

Pecos

Daltons
Ride Again, The (72)
Dead of the Night
Dressed
To
Kill title: Prelude
Details under
to

So Goes My Love (88)
Details under title: Genius

HE MEANT NO HARM
Comedy — Started April 3
Cast: Dennis O'Keefe, Helen Walker, Ton Power:. Scotty Beckett, Benny Bartlett, Fuzzy Knn:
Director: Jack Rawlins
Executive Produce)-: Marshall Grant
Story:

for

Durbin-Tone ...
lohnson-Howard
Hatton-Adams
..
Collier-Brady
...
Andrews-Hayward
Joyce-Porter
Grant-Knight
...

Crimson
(64) Hear
Beery-Collier
OetailsCanary
under title:
That Trumpet talk

Fandango
Details

2-8. . Hug. . . .4-1
. .1-22. . .9-14. ..Bnt.. .10-29
Reissue . 4-26
Szk
10-29
Psb
.10-1

Lamarr-Sanders
.
Newton-Johnson
Robson-Calvert
Russell-Hayward
Raft-Gardner
...

Completed

NEW

. . .8-6. . .1-11. . .Lev

..

Because ol Him (87)
Brief Encounter
Brute Man, The
....?
Cat Creeps, The
Canyon Passage (T)
Claudes
Wife
Code of the Lawless (56)
Details under title: Law

of

Ours

.2-16..

Leslie-Aldo
7-26.
Flynn-Smith
10-16.
Cooper-Bergman
3-8 .
King-Prince
2-19 .
Davis-Ford .2-19.
2-19.
Fitzgerald-Gre»nstreet 1-22
.5-14.
(T) ... .Morgan-Paige
4-2.
I eslie-Hutton
. .
Morgan-Leslie
Bogart-Stanwyck
.12-24

In the Big

House

12-29
. .9-1.

FILM

.512... 2-1 a
.506. .11-1S
.517. . .4-15
.508..11-2*
.518
*-!
.505. .10-1:
.510... 1-21

.501... 8-21
.502
7-1
.509. 11-21

.2-16.

.514

.12-11

.12-1.

511

2

.507. .11-21
.504.

Johnson-Emerson
Bogart-Sheridan

.512

.10-6
.10-6.

.503.

BULLETIN

PEOPLE

IN

VICTORY LOAN WINNERS. Siv exhibitors were awarded airplane trips (<
England for their outstanding work in sale oi bonds during the Victorj Loai
( ampaign
last year.
takeare,
oil' 1.from
NewWilliam
York May
lit.manager
The showmen
each
a winner
in his They
division,
to r.:
Brown,
of tin
I.oew Poli-Bijou
Theatre,
New
Haven,
New
England
division; Joseph
Gold-

PICTURES

stein, manager of Capitol Theatre, St. Louis, Mid-Wes
manager
ami owner
of the Mayfair,
Philadelphia,
Maine, of Lafayette,
I. a.. Southern division; George
Circle Theatre,
Indianapolis,
and E. M. Jackson,
m.
Theatre,
Plentyweod,
Montana.

WEI. I. DONE. . .At a ceremony in the M-G-M studios, citations for "outstanding devotion
performance" were awarded on behalf of the Army and Navy departments. Recipients,
Morgan, Lena Home, Red Skelton, George Murphy, Marilyn Maxwell, Jimmy Durante,
Lionel Barrymore.
Awards
were made
by Lt. Col. Kohert
E. Kearney and Navy Captain

MAYOR VS. CANCER.
show, which started the
of the American Cancer
Gene Raymond
and Max

and distinguished
above, are Frank
Marsha Hunt and
Richard
I). Zern.

New York's Mayor O'Dwyer buys his tickets for the gala Carnegie Hull Canceldrive, from the New York Metropolitan Committee of the Motion Picture Division
Society. L. to r., Monty Salmon. Bonita Granville, Hizzoner, Jeanette MaeDonald,
Cohen,
chairman
of the New
York Metropolitan
Committee.

U PLAYS HOST. Pictured at the Deanna
Durbin-Felix Jackson cocktail party in the
Cottage of the Hampshire House in New
York, hosted by Universal, are: Jackson.
William A. Scully, General Sales Manager,
and Miss Durbln.

NEWSREELS CITED. For distinguished service during
the war years, the Treasury's Silver Medal was awarded
by Secretary' of Treasury Fred M. Vinson to editors of the
five national newsreels. I;. to r„ Edmund Reek, Fox
Movietonews; Walton C. Anent, Pathe News: Vinson;
Thomas Mead, Universal Newsreel; Michael D. Cloflne.
MOM News of the Day, and E. P. Genock, Paramount News.
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FATHER OF PROJECTION. Thomas Armat, inventor of the motion picture projector, will be honored May X by the Society
of Motion I'irt arc Engineers at its semiannual dinner in the Hotel
Pennsylvania,

PROMOTED: I. F. Dolid. left, formerly
supervisor of exchanges for Warners, was
named assistant to Ben Kalmensou. vicepresident
in charge
of sales.
Bernard
R.
head.
G
Iman, right, succeeds Dolid as exchange

INTERNEE
RETURNS.
Paul
VeMayne
(right). Paramount manager for Malaya and
Java, who was Interned by the Jups for
three and a half years, shown at the company's New York office after arrival from
Australia. With Verdaync are J. K. Perkins
(left), Far East division manager, and J.
W. Piper, Paramount International executive.
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(Continued from Page IS)
David Moliver, operator
questioned the value of the
whoetc.
is
problems ofdependent
film exhibitor
term?,

of several small naborhood houses,
new organization to the average inconcerned
the opinion
"more that
serious"
Ke said it with
was his
the

small independent would have little time to devote to the organization and would therefore have little influence in its counsels.
In New York the previous week, Fabian issued a statement
designed to clear up "misunderstandings" concerning aims and
activities of the ATA. He said: "It is not within the objectives of
this organization to seek to disparage or replace any existing
exhibitor organizations." Recognizing that there were differences
ot opinion among exhibitors on many trade practices, Fabian said
that ATA "seeks to represent a united exhibitor opinion" and,
con™?a.uently, must avoid "controversial inter-industry relations
and concentrate on those areas of agreement where all rightthinking theatre men feel
*and can*act alike."
*

CSU LMLS CHARGES 'FANTASTIC

"Fantastic" was the term applied by Herbert K. Sorrell, president of the Conference of Studio Unions, to a published statement
signed by several AFL unions in Hollywood claiming a membership of 26,00 in which they charged that the CSU had delayed
negotiations tor a wage increase by their eight-month studio strike
list year. The statement also warned that the AFL signatories
v ould not "tolerate disruptive tactics by this small minority, the
CSU" membership
which, it asserted,
had a membership of 5,000. Sorrell claims
7500
in the CSU.
The CSU chief said: "Conference of Studio Unions stands
willing to negotiate with the producers for union and closed shop
contracts on a basis which permits the average studio worker to
keep abreast of today's living costs. Our 7500 members will be
happy to see extended to our fellow workers in studios all protections and benefits we secure for ourselves. We will resist any
effort to impose open shop on anv union."
"Strike Jitters"
Calling the statement "a continuation of the strike jitters"
started earlier this week when the producers falsely circulated a
report that machinists Local 1185 would strike at 6 p. m. Wednesday, Sorrell stated that no such strike was ever intended in the
present situation "by that union or anv of the CSU unions but
the Association of Motion Picture Producers evidently hopes to
precipitate a strike to its own advantage for further oppression
of studio employes and interference with their rights or organization and collective bargaining." He reiterated that CSU prefers
to negotiate differences and added. "We will never strike for
anything that can be won by honest arbitration."
Resume Negotiations
The CSU negotiating committee and the major producers'
labor committee were scheduled to resume contract and wage
discussions late last week in a meeting arranged by U. S. Conciliator John J. Tutt. The discussions will center around the
18y2c-per-hour wage increase, or its equivalent, offered by the
producers, closed-shop and union shop problems, and enforcement
of the jurisdictional provisions of the AFL directive handed down
last December, some of which, it was alleged, have not been
carried out.

Meanwhile, company executives continued negotiations with
James C. Petrillo and the AFM board as the old contracts neared
their expiration next Tuesday
(30th). with discussions delayed
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temporarily
by company
illness of delegation.
Nicholas M.The
Schenck,
who heads the
parties Loew's
to the president,
contracts
were still at odds over wage increases and the number of workers
to be employed, as well as methods of computing working hours
of the musicians.

LINES.

CANCER COLLECTIONS AMAZE INDUSTRY
Cancer collections in the nation's motion picture theatres last
week were reaching astonishing proportions as patrons responded
to the appeal with totally unexpected enthusiasm. Despite apprehension that a collection following closely on the heels of the
Infantile Paralysis and Red Cross drives would meet with doubtful
success, a poll at mid-week revealed that collections were running
an average of 40# ahead of Red Cross.
Reports that patrons were applauding the Spencer Tracy appeal trailer and actually going up to the theatre manager and
thanking him for conducting the collection were indicative of the
exceptional response throughout the nation.
Wires received by National Chairman Charles P. Skouras
showed "astonishing results and almost unbelievable reception on
the part of the public," according to Robert W. Selig, executive
campaign manager in New York. The manner in which the campaign has been received brought many theatres into the fold for
collections, some of them beginning their campaign the middle of
last week and continuing beyond the date set for the drive.

D OF J AMASSES MORE EVIDENCE
If the defendants in the New York anti-trust case are not
required to divest themselves of their theatre holdings in the
decision pending in U. S. District Court, the Government expects
to have enough evidence to try again to effect theatre divorcement
as a means of breaking the alleged monopoly, it was disclosed by
Wendell Beige, assistant Attorney-General, in Washington last
fortnight. Beige added, however, that if the decision is favorable
to the Government, it will be unnecessary to uncover what he
termed the plaintiff's new "ammunition." The Department of
Justice is continuing to investigate "complaints regarding unfair
theatre combines," Berge said.
Meanwhile, in Detroit, an anti-trust suit asking $450,000 in
triple damages was filed in Federal Court by Thomas H. Ealand,
operator of the Ferndale Theatre, naming as defendants two exhibitors, Saul Sloan, operator of the nearby Radio City Theatre,
and Charles Komer, Co-operative Theatres of Michigan; United
Artists, Paramount, Loew's and Warner Bros. Ealand. a member
of Co-operative, charged that the latter had conspired with Sloan.
Komer and the defendant distributors to prevent the involved
companies' films from playing his theatre. He added that the
object of the conspiracy was to drive him out of business and
gave details of alleged offers from Sloan for sale of the Ferndale.

CIEA INVITES INDE EXHIBITORS
All "truly independent" exhibitors and exhibitor organizations
were invited to the Conference of Independent Exhibitors' Association's meeting in Chicago's Palmer House on May 23, by Jesse L.
Stern, chairman. Stern openly declared that the invitation was
intended to stimulate membership in the Conference to the point
where it will include all independent units.
In naming the forthcoming session "a common meeting place
for truly independent theatremen to express their opinion," Stern
noted that CIEA members have complete autonomy in the organization and are not restricted by any action of the national
group. He divulged that the principal matter on the forthcoming
meeting's agenda will be the decision in the New York anti-trust
suit, which is expected to be handed down by that date. Trade
practices is also included for discussion and, should the decision
not be forthcoming by May 23, the schedule will be dominated by
these important topics.
Myers Agrees
A. F. Myers, National Allied chairman of the board, apparently was in agreement with Stern. In a national bulletin. Myers
stated, "Participants in the Conference feel that it is the answer
to the widespread desire of independent exhibitors for an instrumentality through which to work together for their mutual
protection and also to cooperate with other branches and organizations in matters affecting the industry as a whole."
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OF NEW PICTURES
HIGHLIGHTS

K!D FROM BROOKLYN'
•THE
(RKO)

FROM

KAYE CLICKS 3GAIN
N. Y.

"...A good time for all... Leans more heavily on story to bolster
its quota of laughter. ..The farcical old story may be familiar, but
this time you have Danny Kaye leaping through its situations and
he is endlessly surprising. . .Just once does Danny cut loose with
one of the ludicrous scat songs of which his devotees are so fond.
The rest of the time he is busy with his chores in the story, all of
very pleasant and amusing." COOK, N. Y. WORLD TELEthem
GRAM.
'*. . .The widely expanding popularity of the incredible Danny Kaye
will reach the flood level. . .Whatever cause the gent has given for
delight in his two previous films is repeated with drums in this
new musical. . .When Mr. Kaye is not on the screen the pace perCROWTHER,
is uneven."
ceptibly drags... In short, the show

DRAGONWYCK'

(20TH CENTURY-FOX)

LAVISH PRODUCTION

TIMES.

"...* * * Vi Stars. . .Entertainment is good... An old story...
Kaye's antics are new and hilariously funny. His footwork, in
and out of the ring, is that of the most awkward, graceful oaf yet
seen. . .There is quite a spell of introductory stuff before Kaye gets
his first good line. After that the time passes quickly and pleasantly." HALE, N. Y. DAILY NEWS.
"...Irresistible screen comedy .. .Fresh as paint. . .Jules Styne and
Sammy Cahn have written catchy songs for the musical asides,
there is a full portion of gayety. . .Kaye makes 'The Kid From
Brooklyn' the sheer delight that it is... As broad as a barn door
in making its comic points, but it makes them with a maximum
of merriment."
BARNES, N. Y. HERALD TRIBUNE.

FAILS TO HIT MARK
rather
ludicrous motion
TRIBUNE.

". . .Darkly, brooding picture. . .Joseph L. Mankiewicz, the director,
has depended on cast and settings more than on his own screen
play to create his air of impending doom... A crafty horror story
...Chilling variety of entertainment at its subtle best." COOK,
N. Y. WORLD TELEGRAM.
"...Joseph Mankiewicz, in his adaptation and his direction, has
fumbled pretentiously. . .Gloomy and badly lit .. .Neither the message nor the drama come through on the screen with any sense
of direction or emotional impact. . .Merely foolish. . .Huston is
wonderful in his brief appearances, giving body and character to
a tansrled tale of democratic resurgence. Miss Revere accompanies
him to make 'Dragonwvck' something more than a costume charade. Unfortunately, it is no more
than that.
Mannered
and

picture." BARNES,

N. Y. HERALD

"...Cool and lifeless calculation about the picture .. .This kind of
picture has too often in the past appealed strongly to a large public to be condemned here for its deeper faults... A big gaudy
production."
WINSTEN, N. Y. POST.
"...A well-produced authentically-designed and moodily-contrived
piece of work... Its score is extremely effective at times but unfortunately turns out to be a regular punch-telegrapher at the
climaxes."
McMANUS, PM.
". . .The taut excitemr inherent in the tale has not been successfully extracted by the writer-director, Joseph Mankiewicz. . .So
much talk in the script and so little motion in the action that the
tale rather tediously unfolds. . .Settings and costumes are intrigN. Y. TIMES.
uing. Not as much can be said for 'Dragonwyck.' " CROWTHER.

'MAKE
MINE MUSIC1 VIVID MOTLEY GROUP OF SHORTS— SOME DELIGHTFUL, SOMF DO
(RKO)
"...Walt Disney has composed a livelv anthologv. Although it is
feature-length size, the new animated cartoon is no more than a
compendium of short subjects. Some of them are utterlv enchanting: all of them are magnificently executed from a purely technical
standpoint: several leave much to be desired in terms of entertainment. .Properly
.
billed as a novelty feature .Crowds a screen
with superb, fully-dimensioned imagery without always finding an
adeauate springboard for the pain=-takinsr inspiration which must
go into an animated cartoon." BARNES, N. Y. HERALD TRIBUNE.
"...Vivid, motley, ornamental and just-a-bit questionable in spots.
Into one hour and fifteen minutes Mr. Disney and his dexterous

'THE
VIRGINIAN* TECHNICOLOR
(PARAMOUNT)

WESTERN

"...An almost muscle-binding reverence seems to have staved in
the writers' and director's hands, and the film is as formal and
perfunctory as the performance of a rite. The episodes are set
in risid order, the pace is pedestrian and the actors are limited
largelv to talkine:. which is far from Western style. Except for
the u=e of Technicolor, which adds verv little, after all, since most
of th° film was olainlv photographed on artificial sets, this misrht
be an uriboa=ted effort of a low-budget studio troupe." CROWTHER. N. Y. TIMES.
". . .Good. .When they finally get around to gunplay, it's fast and
conclusive. . .This Western is very highclass on killing, social conventions, and language
.There is considerable tender sentiment."

charcrew have packed ten distinctive cartoon subjects of varyingsome
of
acter and length some of them thoroughlv delightful and
them ponderous and dull. No artistic pattern associates the lot.
They are just so many short subjects. You pays vour money, and
you takes your pick." CROWTHER, N. Y. TIMES.
"...Walt Disney has gone back to making pictures with nothing
in mind except sheer laughter and imaginative conniptions...
Strictly for the fun of the thing and there is a lot of fun provided
...This is a Disney flight of fancv that belongs right up in the
top drawer. . .The music, new and old, is beautifully matched to the
mood... The first few minutes may give you a notion that the
picture is going to be very routine Disney entertainment. Even
wouldn't be bad. but things improve rapidly." COOK, N. Y.
that
WORLD TELEGRAM.

RECEIVED TEPIDLY
WINSTEN,

N. Y. POST.

"...* * * Stars. . .Isn't the exciting western
. . .Beautiful outdoor action film, a nice, moral
to see. . .Neither McCrea nor Tufts seem to
their work... Does not move along at the
westerns."
HALE, N. Y. DAILY NEWS.

drama it used to be
picture for the kids
have their hearts in
swift pace of most

". ..The Schools Motion Picture Committee of the National Board
of Review of Motion Pictures, Inc., recommends it as 'suitable for
children between the ages of 8 and 14.' Nevertheless, I think I
will stay off base on this one. I don't want to be a party to
recommending to schoolkids or anybody else either the details of
or arguments

for lynching, in any era."

McMANUS,

PM.

'BEDLAM*
UNUSUAL MELLER 'PLEASANTLY GRUESOME'
(RKO)
to get much
"...A legitimate melodrama with some historical color and a good
deal of plotting and counter-plotting. .. Story lacks polish and
subtlety. . .The unusual settings and circumstances and a round
of credible performances make it a pleasantly gruesome entertainment." GUERNSEY, N. Y. HERALD TRIBUNE.

"...Several cuts above the average run of so-called horror films
• . .Has a tendency to wander into unadulterated Hollywoodisms in
spots, it is a generally straightforward and imaginative estimate
of a two-century-old sociological theme." E. J. B., N. Y. TIMES.
"...Anna Lee plays the principal role with spirit and zest, apparently not bothered by the flowery writing that makes it impossible
APRIL
2 9.
1946

life into her lines. . .Boris Karloff creeps through the
picture, filling his corners of it with menacing, cringing cruelty. . .
The ambitious undertaking of the picture occasionally overstrains
the facilities of its small-budget style but it still is far above the
run of mill horror fare." COOK, N. Y. WORLD TELEGRAM.
"...Lends itself to sensational advertising, but its actuality is
nothing
to titillate even a censor .. .Fair plus..." WINSTEN,
N.
Y. POST.
"...While the subject is of far greater scope than limited time
and budget can encompass, the production offers most of the essentials, appropriate atmosphere, able cast and a sketchy story."
N. Y. DAILY NEWS.
33
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BULLETIN
Exhibitor complaints about distributor policies are
not new, but the high level to which the tide of protests
has been rising in recent months is worthy of note by
the film executives.
Since the bulletins issued by the various exhibitor
organizations throughout the country are a reflection of
the membership mood, it should be interesting and instructive to some of the sales managers to learn what
their customers think about their policies. With this
thought in mind, we turn over this page to quotations
from several current bulletins.

*

*

*

Allied Theatre Owners of Texas
By H. A. Cole, President
Somebody in the United Artists office has gone
crazy. I don't know who it is, but the following deal
quoted to a small town operator for some of their pictures make it appear that they either are deliberately
staying out of the town or else they have no brains at
all. Just look at the following quotation for a first-run
small town oneration:
THE OUTLAW
50%
SINCE YOU WENT AWAY
40%
BREAKFAST IN HOLLYWOOD
40%
I'LL BE SEEING YOU
SPELLBOUND
ABILENE TOWN
PARIS
UNDERGROUND
G. I. JOE
BLOOD ON THE SUN

40%
50%
40%
40%
40%
40%

Either the salesman was crazy or drunk, or he must
have believed that the exhibitor was crazy or drunk.
Remember these figures were for a small town, not a
large city.

*

*

*

Allied Independent Theatre Owners of Eastern Penna.
By Joseph Conway, Ass't General Manager
Fox was cutting capers with LEAVE HER TO
HEAVEN. The exchange was all jazzed up because the
picture did well in a few first-run spots. But past experience proves that extended prior runs merely milk
the territory so effectively that subsequent runs do less
business rather than more business. There is no justification for extended time, plus splits, plus any of the
other dizzy gadgets that are being invented by the
swivel chair generals in New York.

13. 1946

BULLETS
While the Twentieth Century-Fox sales impressarios were so hopped up about LEAVE HER TO
HEAVEN, they might have explained to their independent exhibitor customers how come that the big Fox
Theatre in down town Philadelphia, owned by the Fox
Corporation themselves, did not play THE SPIDER, BEHIND GREEN LIGHTS and SHOCK. It will interest all
independent exhibitors to learn that these "three
palookas" were shown first-run in Philadelphia in the
tiny Studio Theatre (450 seats), which until now has
achieved prominence chiefly by showing ancient revivals and double feature horror shows.
Watch your Fox deals on the SENTIMENTAL
JOURNEY and DRAGONWYCK groups. Big city firstruns aren't doing too well on these supposedly "super
dupers", and they are definitely not living up to their
designations
as "percentage pictures" in most of the
smaller
situations.

*

*

*

Independent Theatre Owners of Ohio
By P. J. Wood, Secretary
We note from an item in one of the trade papers
that Director Charles Vidor has filed suit against Columbia Pictures for $78,000 unpaid salary. In his complaint, Mr. Vidor charges a Columbia official with the
use of obscene and abusive language, causing him,
Vidor, "humiliation, nervousness and Illness, requiring
the services of a physician."
This places Director Vidor in the same boat as
most of Columbia's exhibitor-customers who, for
years, have been signing meaningless Columbia
tracts which cause them, the exhibitors, to become
nervous and humiliated, and requiring consultation
their lawyers.

many
consick,
with

And this, too, by Mr. Wood:
It will be a source of keen satisfaction to those
exhibitors who are "blind-checked" and "doublechecked" on both percentage and flat rental pictures
to learn that all engagements of "Caesar and Cleopatra", aBritish made super-duper, which will be distributed in this country by United Artists will be
"checked" for the J. Arthur Rank Organization by William J. Heineman, Vice-President of United World Pictures, adistributing organization owned jointly by Universal Pictures and J. Arthur Rank of England.
Grad

Sears' face certainly must be red!
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CAPRA

TALKS

One of the most enlightened and certainly most
interesting statements to issue from a prominent motion
picture personality is that by Frank Capra carried recently in the magazine section of the New York Sunday
Times.

Capra's piece deals at length with the reasons
behind the postwar formation of independent companies, with particular emphasis on the individuality in
production that will issue from these organizations'
product as the months and years roll by.

SENSE

teriorated as vapid formulas for stories and casting became the Hollywood characteristic. Bank night, bingo
games and giveaways grew in intensity until once more
circumstance, in this case the war, again salvaged motion pictures from near oblivion. Overnight movies became the cheapest and most convenient form of
amusement.

They flourished, regardless of merit, and

in Hollywood the patrons of formula rubbed their hands
in glee.
Now the war is over and as our economic structure
struggles out of the reconversion era, competition to

The word "individuality" is one seldom heard in
the motion picture lexicon for the very simple reason
that the success of the motion picture industry has been
so phenomenal that assembly line methods were applied

the motion picture is going to materialize in every conceivable form. Travel, sports, television, rival theatrical displays in the manner of legitimate and spectacle
shows will begin to bite into the motion picture dollar.

almost from the very beginning. Formula has been the
hand-maiden

of production. Filmmakers zealously have

And this is one timo when the formula boys had

imitated one another and the theory generally has been

better be on guard.

that one hit picture deserves another — produced with
the identical cast, director, producer, and similar story.

independent units in Hollywood are ready to put forward something in the way of individuality in picture

This goes under the unhappy designation of "reuniting."
Sometimes it is boldly termed sequel and too often

making. They won't all be good. A lot will be flops.
But the law of averages and the calibre of men who are

there emerge those things called

For, as Capra puts it, those 70

in the independent field will account for many

"series."

outstanding

really

celluloid endeavors.

The result of this constant duplication of plots and
acting types is a monotonous

run of film product that

Yes, individuality is the keynote to postwar motion

pays its way more because of circumstance and conditions than because of its actual value as entertainment.

picture effort. As individuality in production becomes
the usual thing, a similar individuality automatically
will occur in exhibition. As more pictures are produced,

The filmmakers need only to review the history of

the showman

at last will have real selectivity in buying

the business to realize just how fortunate they have
been. Just when the silent picture had passed its popularity peak, sound came along to breathe new life into
the industry. For a year or so the public willingly
patronized anything advertised as "100% talking."
Later, technical improvement in sound films made them
acceptable entertainment buys.
But the appeal

of the new

picture form

soon de-

product.
It's a wonderful bill of goods Mr. Capra is talking
about. And the sooner it begins to materialize the
earlier can the industry look forward to a cleaner,
healthier day in the business relationship between
exhibitor and distributor.
DAVID

HANNA

PARAMOUNT

... 3 in Sixth Block {Total 5)

'O. S. S." SPY TALE HAS PUNCH
Rates • • • —

and sabotage preparatory to D-Day. Hounded by the Gestapo, they succeed in disrupting
rail transportation -- thus compelling the
Nazis to evacuate Paris without even making
a stand. Tracked down by a Gestapo agent
the film builds to a climax as the Allied

Paramount
107 minutes
Alan Ladd, Geraldine Fitzgerald, Pat
Knowles, John Hoyt, Gloria Saunders, Richard Webb, Ricard Benedict, Harold Vermilyea, Don Beddoe, Onslow Stevens, Gavin
Muir, Egon Brecher, Bobby Driscoll, Julia
Dean, Crane Whitley.
Directed by Irving Pichel.

'THE STRANGE

LOVE OF MARTHA

"The Strange Love of Martha Ivers," dealing as it does with murder, lust, frustration
and revenge is not a pleasant tale — but
being grooved in the brooding psychological
vein that is so popular today, it should
emerge as a highly satisfactory boxoffice
entry. It is extremely well played and with
Lewis Milestone listed as director one can

Despite its name value. "Swamp Fire" is
a slow-moving, outdoor, action programmer
— sub-standard even for the modestlybudgeted Pine - Thomas films. However,
Johnny Weismuller (in his first non-Tarzan
role) and Buster Crabbe are a good marquee draw in action houses or the naborhood duals. Although the background is the
Mississippi River Delta country, there are
surprisingly few swimming sequences for a
picture starring these two former Olympic
champions. Weismuller has one of his
water tussles with an alligator and occasionally shows a few fast strokes but
Crabbe never gets a chance to display his
aquatic skill. Fortunately, both Crabbe and
BOX OFFICE

13,

1946

SUB-STANDARD

value for action spots or naborhood

Paramount
(Pine-Thomas)
70 minutes
Johnny Weismuller, Buster Crabbe^ Virginia
Grey,
Edwin
Maxwell,
Carol
Thurston,
Pedro de Cordoba, Pierre Watkin, Marcelle
Corday,
Charles
Gordon,
Edward
Earle,
Wade Boteler.
Directed by William Pine.

MAY

IVERS' MASTERFUL

Somewhere in the Night
Boys' Ranch

Blue Sierra
Bedlam
The Falcon's Alibi
Without Reservations
A Night in Casablanca
Junior Prom
In Old Sacramento
Strange Conquest
Tars and Spars
Gay Blades
Mysterious
Intruder
Just Before Dawn

SUSPENSE

be sure that the melodrama is arresting and
the suspense maintained from start to finish.
Barbara Stanwyck, Van Heflin and newcomer Lizabeth Scott form a fairly impressive stellar roster for the marquee and there
is added exploitation value to be derived
from the fact that Miss Stanwyck is playing
a role similar to her tour de force in "Double
Indemnity." Too bad about that title — it
sounds more Hawthorne
than Hollywood.
Against the background of a Pennsylvania
industrial town "Martha Ivers" relates the
story of the effect of a murder on four lives.
Barbara Stanwyck, it seems, has committed
a murder in her youth when she bashed in
the head of an aunt she loathed. In order
to exist at all, the woman's whole life becomes a lie — a situation which draws to a

Paramount (Hal Wallis)
119 minutes
Barbara
Stanwyck,
Van Heflin, Lizabeth
Scott, Kirk Douglas, Judith Anderson, Roman Bohnen, Janis Wilson, Darryl Hickman,
Mickey Kuhn.
Directed by Lewis Milestone.

FIRE' SLOW-MOVING,

Strange Love of Martha
Swamp Fire . .
Rendezvous 24

Alan Ladd's performance is characteristically hard-hitting and the role he plays is
well tailored to his particular abilities. Geraldine Fitzgerald is a radiant and plucky
heroine. John Hoyt scores as a Gestapo
chieftan as does Harold Vermilyea as another Nazi. Patric Knowles is on hand as an
American naval officer.
Irving Pichel's direction socks the drama
across and plugs every possible action
element.
HANNA
(Hollvwood)

Rates • • • generally

Rates • • on name

o. s. s

conspirators try to get word back to headquarters of the threat of enemy troops dispositions along the Rhine. Geraldine Fitzgerald is killed just as this objective is
achieved.

"O. S. S." is the first of many pictures that
may be expected in the near future dealing
with undercover activities of America's espionage agencies during the war. The emphasis is on action, first in the tightly woven
screenplay and then in the acting and lively
direction by Irving Pichel. With Alan Ladd
as marquee bait and the exploitation advantages to be found in this initial postwar
expose, "O. S. S." will have little trouble in
carrying its weight at the boxoffice.
The plot casts Ladd and Geraldine Fitzgerald as members of a team dropped into
Nazi-occupied France to conduct espionage

'SWAMP

REVIEWS in This Issue

generally
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• • Average
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DRAMA

climax when she fears that the truth about
her will be revealed by a man who comes
out of her past. Once again her killing instinct is aroused. But the fellow is able to
deal with the neurotic woman and also with
her husband who has been a part of her
stifled life.
Barbara Stanwyck plays with her usual
effectiveness. Van Heflin is excellent as the
man who untangles the mess and wins the
heart of Lizabeth Scott in the doing. Kirk
Douglas, newcomer from New York, scores
in the showy role of the warped husband.
Judith Anderson, Roman Bohen, Janis Wilson and Darryl Hickman round out the
unusually competent supporting cast.
HANNA
(Hollywood)

PINE-THOMAS

duals only
Weismuller, who are exceedingly wooden
performers, are given a minimum of dialogue — the former plays a trapper who
speaks broken-English and the latter's lines
are mostly confined to the halting "Me go
— you go, too" style of delivery which he
made familiar — and tiresome — in the
long series of Tarzan pictures. Much of the
footage is either montage or long shots
showing racing motor launches, ships proceeding slowly in the fog and, for the
climax, an exciting swamp fire — all with
practically no dialogue. And the story and
treatment, as well as William Pine's inept
direction, date back to pre-talkie days. Virginia Grey, who seems to specialize in
predatory female roles, and Carol Thurston,
who has one of her customary native girl
parts, are saddled with these formula
assignments.
Johnny Weismuller, after being torpedoed
while in the Coast Guard during the war,
returns to the Mississippi River bayou
country with his self-confidence too shaken
to return to his old bar pilot's job. However, his sweetheart, Carol Thurston, and

"

Ivers

PROGRAMMER

his cajun friends conspire to trick him into
taking over from a suddenly-ill pilot and he
finds he can still bring in a ship safely.
Virginia Grey, spoiled daughter of Pierre
Watkin, who owns a summer home in the
Delta country, falls for Johnny and makes
Miss Thurston jealous. Later, Johnny accidentally kills Miss Thurston's grandfather
when the banana boat he is steering runs
into the old man's craft in a heavy fog.
Johnny disappears and goes on a long
drunk in New Orleans where is run down
by an automobile. Miss Grey identifies him,
takes him to her home and refuses to let
Miss Thurston communicate with him.
When Miss Grey persuades her father to
have restrictions on hunting and trapping
put on their island property, Buster Crabbe,
a jealous trapper, tells the cajuns that
Johnny is keeping them from pursuing their
only means of livelihood. Crabbe, plotting
revenge, sets fire to the swamp but Johnny
gives him a good beating and is reconciled
with his old friends — and with Miss
Thurston.
LEYENDECKER
••••

Exeell.nl

20th CENTURY-FOX
'RENDEZVOUS
Rates •

• —

24" WEAK

... 1 May Release

SPY MELLER

as supporting dualler

thenticity, but the film soon descends to a
moss-covered spy yarn level. Most of the
action is laid in the Hartz Mountains where
a group of German scientists, left behind
by Hitler, are planning to achieve his dream
of atom-bombing Paris and other large
cities by remote control radio. The climax,
wherein American and British agents halt
the scientist with just one minute to spare
before the switch is thrown is typical of
comic book heroics — and the youngsters
may get a thrill out of it. William Gargan
turns in a routine role. Herman Bing is
dragged in to inject some spluttering comedy which dates back to Keystone days,
Maria Palmer gives a colorless performance
as a Nazi agent and most of the others give
formula portrayals. Kay Connors, attractive daughter of the 20th-Fox sales executive, makes a brief appearance as a U. S.
Government secretary.
David Leonard, secretly one of a group
of Nazi scientists left behind by Hitler to
perfect the atomic bomb, leaves America to
return to Germany with the secret which
he has learned through scientific discussion

20th Century-Fox
70 minutes
William Gargan, Maria Palmer, Pat
O'Moore, Herman Bing, Kay Connors, Kurt
Katch, Eilene Janssen, David Leonard,
Henry Rowland, Ilka Gruning, Douglas
Fowley, Boyd Irwin, John Bleifer, Leslie
Denison, Leyland Hodgson, Marin Sais, Otto
Reichow, Ferris Taylor, Jack Norton, Emmett Vogan, Paul Kruger, John Banner.
Directed hy James Tinling.
Despite its world-shaking theme of atomic
energy, "Rendezvous 24" is one of the weakest programmers of the current 20th Century-Fox season. While the subject can be
exploited for the action houses, the picture's
name value (except for William Gargan)
is nil and the story becomes too involved
to hold interest. It will barely get by as
supporting dualler in naborhood spots. The
opening scene, which shows a group of
scientists in a round-table discussion of the
atomic bomb, has some semblance
of au-

20th CENTURY-FOX
'SOMEWHERE
IN THE NIGHT'
Rates
• •
where exploited
20th Century-Fox
110 minutes
John Hodiak, Nancy
Guild, Lloyd Nolan,
Richard Conte, Josephine Hutchinson, Fritz
Kortner, Margo
Woode, Sheldon
Leonard,
Lou Nova, John Russell, Housely Stevenson,
Charles Arnt, Al Sparlis, Richard Benedict,
John Kellogg.
Directed by Joseph L. Mankiewicz.
This taut, absorbing thriller overcomes
the handicap of an implausible and involved
plot by virtue of excellent direction, screaming suspense and a set of capable, perfectlycast performers. John Hodiak and Lloyd
Nolan give the picture fair-plus marquee
values, but it will require an intensive exploitation campaign by the exhibitor if returns are to match the entertainment
standard. The story, based on an original
by Marvin Borowsky and screen-scripted
by Howard Dimsdale and director Joseph
L. Mankiewicz, reaches pretty deeply for
some of its ramifications, dragging in as
varied a group of characters as it is possible to keep track of. Yet as the plot be-

IMPLAUSIBLE

here. William Gargan, American agent assigned to trail Leonard, loses track of him,
but later picks up the trail in a little inn
in the Hartz Mountains. There Gargan
contacts Pat O'Moore, a British agent, and
also meets Maria Palmer, posing as a Swedish journalist. Gargan and O'Moore are
lured to a cabin and only saved from destruction by their compass which reveals
planted
mines.butO'Moore
back andto
radio London
Gargan isis sent
captured
brought to a farmhouse where he learns
that Miss Palmer is actually a Nazi agent
working for Kurt Katch. a scientist wrho
has perfected the atomic bomb and will destroy Paris by remote control at 9:30.
O'Moore, who has learned about Miss Palmer from London, permits her to bring him
to the farmhouse. In the gun battle that
ensues, she is killed, but one of the scientists attempts to pull the switch that will
set off the atomic bomb over Paris. However, Gargan kills him and smashes the
radio control set at 9:29.
LEYENDECKER

... 1 June Release

i

BUT EXCITING. NEEDS EXPLOITATION

unrecognized. He unearths a letter from a
comes more and more involved, so does the
spectator's interest and as the Marine veteran, a victim of amnesia, sets out to discover his identity, only one irksome question keeps intruding — why does he take
such a hard way to do it? The answer, of
course, is obvious — so that a very exciting
motion picture can be made. Direct points
of exploitation are (1) stirring suspense;
(2) the characters — an amnesia victim
who suspects he was once a murderer, a
sultry night club singer, an easy-going hatlesfc detective, superbly portrayed by Lloyd
Nolan, an ogre-ish fistman, a crafty, fortune-telling faker, and lots more, and (3)
newcomer Nancy Guild, a cross between
Lauren Bacall and Lisabeth Scott, both in
appearance and manner, who is bound to
excite interest. Played up well, "Somewhere in the Night" should bring in aboveaverage grosses.
Marine John Hodiak comes to in a front
line hospital, his past an utter blank. From
a letter in his possession, he appears to be
an utter heel, intensely hated. Upon his
discharge, he returns to the address his
service record has listed but finds himself

"Larry Cravat" and finds the writer has deposited $5000 in a bank for him. His search
for the mysterious Larry Cravat, the very
mention of whose name causes things to
happen, leads him into a series of circumstances, many of them violent, where he
begins to suspect he is a murderer. The
hunt involves him with Nancy Guild, entertainer in a night club owned by Richard
Conte; Lloyd Nolan, shrewd, personable detective; Fritz Kortner, crafty, vicious soothsayer; Margo Woode, a questionable lady:
Lou Nova, brutish hatchetman. The situation is finally resolved as Hodiak discovers
he is, himself, Cravat and that Conte has
had him framed for murder and a $2,000,000
robbery.
Director Mankiewicz has extracted the
maximum possibilities from both his players and plot and builds suspense like a
snowball. Hodiak is seen to better advantage than ever before as the tortured amnesia victim. Nancy Guild makes an arresting debut in films and will be talked
about. Gem portrayals stem from the efforts
of Lloyd Nolan. Fritz Kortner, Margo
Woode
and Richard Conte.
BARN

M-G-M ... 2 Not Set
'BOYS' RANCH'

CUT FROM

'BOYS TOWN'

PATTERN

Rates • • as top dualler in action houses; lower slot elsewhere

HOLLYWOOD
MGM
90 minutes

PREVIEW

Jackie "Butch" Jenkins, James Craig,
Skippy Homeier, Dorothy Patrick, Ray Collins, Darryl Hickman, Sharon McManus,
Minor Watson, Geraldine Walt, Arthur
Space, Robert Emmet O'Connor, Moroni
Olsen, George Cleveland.
Directed by Roy Rowland.
Having explored in several cinematic
discussions the rehabilitation of wayward
boys at Father Flanagan's Boystown, MGM

now has turned its attention to a similar
project operated at Amarillo, Texas, called
"Boys' Ranch." Commendable though this
reiteration may be in spirit, the fact is that
as a movie study the story is old hat. The
formula is well defined and the element of
surprise is totally lacking. Action housesshould be able to exploit the theme for fair
returns. Minus anything in the way of
names, it will just pass muster on the lower
half of dual bills elsewhere.
The story centers itself mainly on the idea
behind the formation and organization of
Boys' Ranch, an establishment run by a ball
player who after being benched quits the
R.'imc to concentrate
on straightening
out
MORE
REVIEWS
ON PAGE 13

juvenile delinquents. The usual self-governidea isof employed
operatingconflict
Boys'
Ranch mentand.
course, thein dramatic
evolves from trying to reach the heart of
a particularly tough young man.
James Craig is a tower of strength as the
ball player turned philanthropist and Butch
Jenkins is appealing as the youngest of the
children. Skippy Homeier is successful as
the juvenile heavy and Darryl Hickman is
also good.
Roy Rowland's direction does the best in
drawing values from the script, but in the
face of its familiarity the effort is pretty
much wasted.
HANNA
(Hollvwood)
FILM
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TALE IN TECHNICOLOR
BLUE SIERRA' FAMILIAR LASSIE
ouses

Rates • • +

generally; more

in rural h

M-G-M
93 minutes
Elizabeth Taylor, Frank Morgan, Tom
Drake, Selena Royle, Harry Davenport,
Morris Ankrum, Catherine MeLeod, George
Cleveland, Mitchell Lewis, Jane Green,
David Holt, Minor Watson, Donald Curtis,
Clancy Cooper, Byron Foulger, Addison
Richards, Carl "Alfalfa" Switzer, Conrad
Binyon, James Flavin, Lassie.
Directed by Fred M. Wilcox.

This is another beautifully Technicolored
and mildly exciting dog story in the Lassie
series, ideal fare for naborhood houses
where family audiences predominate. However, while it will be a treat for dog-lovers
everywhere, it is lacking in romantic appeal
or name draw for the big city first-runs.
Like "Lassie Come Home" and "Son of Lassie," M-G-M's two previous (and successful)
films starring this magnificent animal, "Blue
Sierra" is built around canine adventures
rather than a human tale, although both a
'teen age girl and a young soldier take care

of and become attached to the dog. Because these two characters never meet, the
film is composed of two separate episodes,
one in the Blue Sierras, the other in the
war-time Pacific. The opening scenes are
replete with trained woodland animals and
shots of wild life — rather tame stuff for
most adults — and the main story is merely
a variation of that in "Son of Lassie,"
wherein a brave dog overcomes tremendous
obstacles to get a message through and,
later, to find his young mistress. The magnificent outdoor scenery of the Sierra lakes
and mountains is an outstanding feature.
Playing this up as a new "Lassie" film will
mean pre-sold audiences in many spots.
A beautiful female collie, who has her five
pups on the shore of a lake in the Sierras,
is brought back home with four of her pups
while the fifth is accidentally left behind to
run wild. The dog grows up among the
forest animals and, two months later, is
wounded by two hunters and taken home
by Elizabeth Taylor. The grown dog (Lassie) helps herd her family's sheep until he
is run down by a truck and taken to a
nearby vet. Unable to locate the owner, the

RKO
BEDLAM' OUTSTANDING

HORROR

RADIO

takes the dog and heArmy training center
is finally shipped to the Pacific in charge
of Tom Drake, a young sergeant. The dog's
bravery rescues Drake's unit from the Japs
the heavy gunfire shatters Lassie's
but
nerves. Sent back to the States, Lassie esand becomes a "bad dog," killing
chickenscapesand robbing ranchers for his food.
ost dog
When Miss Taylor finds her long-l
and he is shocked back to normal, Lassie
to
faces a court order from the rancherstrial,
have him destroyed. During the
Frank Morgan, a kindly rancher, finds the
collie's Army serial number and learns
is then withabout his record. The charge
drawn and Lassie returned to Miss Taylor.
inLassie, a handsome and remarkably
telligent collie dog, practically carries the
ting
e
suppor
capabl
picture but there are
performances from Elizabeth Taylor, now a
natural and appealing 'teen age youngster,
and Frank Morgan,s who plays autkindly old
man — a seriou role witho
comedy
is becoming a favortouches. Tom Drake
ite with the bobby-soxers but he must play
second fiddle to a dog star this time.

LEYENDECKEF

... 2 Not Set

MELODRAMA

Rates • • • in action spots; strong dual er generally

RKO Radio
79 minutes
Boris Karloff, Anna Lee, Billy House, Richard Fraser, Glenn Vernon, Jason Robards,
Ian Wolfe, Joan Newton, Leland Hodgson,
Elizabeth Russell, Skelton Knaggs.
Directed by Mark Robson.
Far superior to the usual run of horror
films. "Bedlam" gives Boris Karloff another
sadistic, spine-chilling role in an interestholding costume melodrama. Both the star
and the picture's theme, dealing with brutality in an 18th Century insane asylum, make
it sure-fire for the action spots and the many
gruesome scenes give it strong exploitation
angles. However, it should make a fair
dualler generally. Hogarth's famous painting of a wretched mad-house in "The Rake's
Progress" was Producer Val Lewton's inspiration for his latest shuddery epic, one
comparable to his "The Cat People," and
"The Body Snatcher." Although the fictional plot has a goodly share of manufactured

'THE FALCON'S

Rates

as

thrills, such characters as the sadistic asylum
keeper and his collection of "loonies" will
prove fascinating to the average patron. Life
inside the gloomy walls of St. Mary's of
Bethlehem (popularly known as "Bedlam")
and the contrasting scenes showing frivolous
London nobility are well done and realistic
and the costumes and sets are authenticappearing. Karloff gives a splendid portrayal of the overseer of "Bedlam" — an embittered man, obsequious to his betters, fiendish
to his unfortunate captives. Anna Lee gives
an outstanding performance as the arrogant
heroine who falls into his clutches and Billy
House is well cast as a fat, dissolute nobleman. Ian Wolfe, Elizabeth Russell and Skelton Knaggs also do good work. Richard
Fraser is not too convincing as a Quaker
who adds a touch of romantic interest to a
grim tale.
Boris Karloff, a sadistic director of St.
Mary's of Bethlehem, an 18th Century asylum
for the insane, owes his job to Billy House, a
dissolute nobleman who employs Anna Lee,
an ex-actress, to make him laugh.
Paying

ALIBI' ONE OF THE WEAKER

supporting

dualler or in Iesser action

RKO
Radio
62 minutes
Tom Conway, Rita Corday, Vince Barnett,
Jane Greer, Elisha Cook, Jr., Emory Parnell, Esther Howard, Jason Robards, Jean
Brooks, Morgan Wallace, Al Bridge, Paid
Brooks, Lucien Prival.
Directed by Ray McCarey.
The Falcon series continues to run downhill. This latest entry is a routine murdermystery suited only to lower-slot dualling in
minor naborhoods or for the minor action
houses. The twelfth of a succession of programmers built around the detective character created by Michael Arlen. "The Falcon's Alibi" demands too much of the spectator in order to unravel the complexities
of the plot. Although three murders take
place and the picture's pace is swift, the
suspenseful moments are few.
Except for
MAY
13,
1946

houses

LEYENDECKER

ONES
only

the mildly sinister midnight-to-dawn radio
announcer, who creates a perfect alibi for
his absences from the broadcasting studio,
the characters are all stock who-dun-it figures, acted in formula fashion. Tom Conway
is effective enough as the suave, smoothtalking Falcon, but Vince Barnett, who takes
on Edward S. Brophy's comedy chores as the
dim-witted Goldie Locke works frantically to
get a few chuckles and Esther Howard burlesques the role of a gushing society dowager.
The best performances are those of Elisha
Cook. Jr., as the jealous disc-jockey and
Jane Greer, as his faithless wife, and their
scenes together make for good melodrama.
Miss Greer also puts over two song numbers
attractively.
About
Falcon
Barnett,
of Rita

the usual visitors' fee of two pennies to see
the "loonies" in "Bedlam," as the asylum is
popularly known, Miss Lee is appalled at
Karloff's treatment of the poor demented
inmates. She persuades House to order reforms but Karloff, who resents Miss Lee,
convinces him that this would cost the noblemen too much money in taxes. Enraged,
Miss Lee leaves House and subjects him to
ridicule and Karloff finally manages to talk
committed to "Bedthe girlgoads
him intolam."having
There Karloff
her almost to
the point of insanity, but, despite this, she
manages to aid the inmates while Richard
Fraser, a young Quaker who befriended her,
works from the outside. When a new trial
is ordered for her, Karloff comes to take her
away but the other inmates rise up and make
him a prisoner. Despite his pleas, they put
him on trial and, when one of the inmates
kills him, they hide his body in some new
masonry. Karloff's disappearance is never
solved and Miss Lee and Fraser begin the
task of turning "Bedlam" into a humane
institution.

to leave Los Angeles for Miami, The
(Tom Conway) and his aide, Vince
are persuaded to stay at the request
Corday, secretary to Esther Howard,

who has discovered that her wealthy employer's highly-insured pearls are imitations.
Miss Corday is afraid she will be accused of
stealing the real pearls but, when the imitations are stolen, Conway tricks one of
Miss Howard's friends into revealing the
hiding place of the real pearls. The police
find them in Conway's possession and arrest
him but he is later given 24 hours to clear
up the mystery. Two murders take place
as Conway follows up clues and he learns
that Elisha Cook, Jr., an all-night radio
broadcaster, is jealous of his lovely wife,
Jane Greer. Cook has made recorded transcriptions of his voice and played these
while he was absent spying on his wife.
After he kills Miss Greer, Cook plunges to
his death and Conway gets evidence to prove
that he and Miss Howard are members of a
ring specializing in swindling insurance
companies.
YORK

II

RKO
WITHOUT

RADIO ... 1 in Fifth Block (Total 5)

ATIONS'
RESERV
value

Rates • • • on name

HILARIOUS

RKO Radio (Lasky and McEwen)
107 minutes
Claudette Colbert, John Wayne, Don DeFore,
Anne Triola, Phil Brown, Thurston Hall,
Charles Amt, Frank Puglia, Dona Drake,
Fernando Alvarado, Leona Maricle, Marvin
Miller, Esther Howard, Ian Wolfe, Cy Kendall, Erskine Sanford, Minerva Ureeal and
Louella Parsons, Cary Grant, Jack Benny
and Dolores Moran as themselves.
Directed by Mervyn LeRoy.
A gaily-entertaining cross-country tour
with mirth-provoking dialogue and engaging
portrayals by Claudette Colbert and John
Wayne, "Without Reservations" will mean
full houses everywhere. The time is about
ripe for another comedy in the "It Happened One Night" vein and the many amusing mishaps that befall an incognito authoress and a pair of Marine flyers en route to
Hollywood from New York will keep audiences in a state of near-hilarity for most of
the trip. Mei"vyn LeRoy has directed in a
smartly-satirical fashion and injected many
tongue-in-cheek touches and surprise bits,
such as the flash appearances of Jack Benny,

A NIGHT IN CASABLANCA'
Rates • •

-- generally;

"A Night In Casablanca" brings back the
Marx Brothers to the screen after five years
absence. Devotees of the frantic freres will
label the vehicle as being among their fairto-middling excursions, while the exhibitor
will have to measure boxoffice value on the
exploitation value of re-introducing the
celebrated team.
In a way, it is a pity to have to write a
tepid review of this particular show, for the

JUNIOR

COMEDY

Cary Grant and Louella Parsons (all playing
themselves) to bolster an over-long and delightfully-improbable script. Based on the
Take It From Here"
I'll
God,
novel, "Thanks
(an aviators' prayer for getting out of a
herotight spot, which is also used as the
ine's tag-line), this initial Lasky-McEwen
production is top-flight in every respect.
Women patrons at the New York exhibitor
screening were loud in their praise and the
men folks will enjoy the many down-to-earth
and near-risque references.
Claudette Colbert, author of a best-selling
novel about the psychological reactions of
returned war veterans, is on her way to
Hollywood by train to work on the screen
version. She is disappointed to learn that
Cary Grant can't appear in her film until
she meets John Wayne, handsome Marine
flyer traveling with his pal, Don DeFore, and
she decides he is ideal for the picture. Because Wayne pans her novel, Claudette hides
her identity but determines to win him over.
In Chicago, she boards their train, minus
baggage, ticket or reservation, but Wayne
and DeFore get her a coach seat and all
three carry on in the club car to the extent
that she is put off in Colorado and the flyers
gallantly join her. Their trip continues in

FAIR VEHICLE FOR MARXES

a second-hand car and, during then many
misadventures, Claudette and Wayne realize
Claudette
they are in love. InherNewownMexico,
name and gets
cashes a check in
thrown in jail and, when rescued by her
her
Hollywood producer, Wayne first learns
for
identity and believes she has played him the
a sucker. While Claudette plunges into
Hollywood celebrity whirl, she keeps up a
DeFore, who is stacorrespondence withwith
Wayne. The latter
tioned in San Diego
Claudette
of Hollywo
enough
jealous
od.'s
her in
finally
to join
romances
rumoredbecomes
Claudette Colbert, who seems to make a
of alternating her comedy and drapractice
matic starring appearances, manages to romp
through the farcical situations yet remain
believable as an author of a psychological
novel. John Wayne matches her in both the
c aspects
comedy and the occasional dramati
of his role and Don DeFore is fine as the
likable, good-humored third member of the
traveling trio. Anne Triola is a stand-out as
a chattering "beetle" (G. I. parlance for a
girl who gets in servicemen's hair) and
Thurston Hall is good as the typical blustering Hollywood producer.
DENLEY

RETURN

less in action spots

HOLLYWOOD PREVIEW
United Artists
(David Loew)
85 minutes
The Marx
Brothers, Charles
Drake, Lois
Collier, Lisette
Verea, Sig Ruman,
Lewis
Russell, Dan Seymour.
Directed by Archie Mayo.

boys are in rare form, refreshed by their
movie vacation and sparkling with the inanities that only the Marxes can conjure up.
One sequence in which the comedians dispose of the heavy's clothing as he packs to
leave a hotel comes closer to a fantasy,
Disneyesque technique than anything
they've attempted before. Yet, thanks to
the ridiculous low-key lighting producer
Loew and director Mayo have permitted on
their picture one can hardly see it. This
and such other production faults, as a
funeral musical score by Warner Jenssen,
confining sets and improper spotting of the
specialities, offset the hard work of the
stars. The outcome is a so-so effort that
will have to scramble for attention.
The plot is typically thin — being no more
than a framework for the gags and comedy
sequences. It deals with the attempts of
some Nazis . to get control of a hotel in

PROM' FAIR START FOR NEW

Rates • • as naborhood

ROMANTIC

supporting dualler; weak

Monogram
(J9 minutes
Freddie Stewart, June Preisser, Jackie Moran, Noel Neill, Frankie Darro, Judy Clark,
Warren Mills, Murray Davis, Mira McKinney,
Milton Kibbee, Belle Mitchell, Charles Eviins, Abe Lyman and His Orchestra, Eddie
Heywood and His Orchestra, Harry (The
Hipster) Gibson, The Airliners.
Directed by Arthur Dreifuss.
Sam Katzman's new "Teen-Agers" series
for Monogram release gets off to a lively and
jivey start. With Abe Lyman and Eddie Heywood and their orchestras as marquee draw
and several youthful players who may develop a following with the younger fans, the
picture is well suited to the naborhood spots

MONOGRAM

for action

Casablanca where they know some loot has
been hidden. Groucho steps into the picture as one of a succession of managers all of whom have met sudden deaths. Harpo
and Chico are his self-appointed bodyguards. In due course the heavies are apin their own pethe boysheroes.
prehended andbecome
culiar manner
Charles Drake plays the juvenile who
wants to clear his good name and prove
that he was forced to fly the Nazi loot to
Casablanca. Lois Collier is his sweetheart
and Lisette Verea is a member of the gang
whose sultry charms are used to influence
Groucho. Sig Ruman scores as the blustering Nazi overlord.
Aside from the blunders already menand snappy.
tioned. Archie Mayo's direction is bright
HANNA

(Hollywood)

SERIES

spots

where family audiences predominate. However, the juvenile plot and abundance of high
rchool antics and hep-cat talk may prove
tiresome to many grown-up patrons. It is
weak for action houses. Eddie Heywood's
special
vocalandarrangement
of "Loch
Lomond"
is a honey
Freddie Stewart,
a personable
young singer whose recordings have already
I'stablished a following for him, gives a
■5tand-out rendition of "My Heart Sings,"
i he recent favorite, and a few lesser song
numbers. June Preisser, who does some
clever acrobatic dancing, Noel Neill and
Judy Clark are good as campus girls, but
both Jackie Moran and Frankie Darro seem
a bit over-age for high school boys. And the
few elders in the cast, Mira McKinney. Sam
Flint and Milton Kibbee, are almost lost
in the shuffle.

Milton Kibbee, high school principal is
told by wealthy Sam Flint that, unless his
son, Jackie Moran, is elected class president,
the school will not get his annual donation.
Moran's opposition. Freddie Stewart, withdraws from the campaign but. later, he
re-enters when Moran makes passes at his
girl-friend, June Preisser. Meanwhile,
Frankie Darro, Freddie's campaign manager,
i-ushes Noel Neill, who runs the school paper, and gets her support. When things look
Slackest for Freddie, Miss Preisser and her
friends conduct a musical campaign which
wins the election for him. At the dance to
mnounce the winner, Moran first learns that
his father had tried to swing the election for
him and he persuades him to make his
annual donation anyhow.
YORK

!1
FILM

BULLETIN

IN OLD SACRAMENTO'
Rates • • • —

BIG-SCALE

With its above-average cast, elaborate
period costumes and nostalgic songs to embellish the formula western plot, "In Old
Sacramento" not only hits the mark for the
action houses but makes a good dualler generally. Naturally, William Elliott (the
"Wild Bill" Elliott of Republic's "Red
Ryder" series) is best known to the cowboy addicts, but Constance Moore, Eugene
Pallette and Lionel Stander give this name
draw for all except the deluxe first-runs.
It's typical western adventure fare, cut
from the same general pattern as "Dakota"
and other Republic high-budget films which
devoted almost as much footage to romance

'STRANGE

CONQUEST'
as secondary

and production numbers as to riding and
shooting action. Although the audience is
never in doubt as to the identity of the
masked bandit, his efforts to evade capture
furnish enough excitement for male patrons
and the fist battles are all of the hardhitting, table-smashing variety. Even if
Constance Moore seems too noble and pureas-the-driven-snow for an 1850 dance hall
queen, her singing of such old favorites as
"Speak to Me of Love," "The Man Who
Broke the Bank at Monte Carlo" and
"Camptown Races" are lively and entertaining interludes.
In the California gold rush days, William
Elliott, posing as a jaunty gambler, is actually "Spanish Jack," a notorious bandit
who holds up the money-laden stagecoaches.
After he falls in love with Constance Moore,
singing
star of
Withers'
who
suspects
his Grant
activities,
Elliottshowboat,
decides
to give up banditry. Knowing that Eugene
Pallette, sheriff of Sacramento, is preparing
to trap Elliott in his final hold-up, Jack LaRue, his half-breed aide, tips him off and
thev hide in the cabin of Hank
Daniels,

SLOW-MOVING,

A minor programmer dealing with scientific research in the Sumatran jungle,
"Strange Conquest" is mildly interesting
despite its lethargic pace. However, lack
of name values will relegate it to the supporting spot on naborhood duals. Not exciting enough for the action houses. The
film's first half hour, which shows three
members of a scientific expedition experimenting with various cures for Black Grass
jungle fever, is mainly conversational and
has a tragic climax. The two women in
the cast — a feminine scientist and a suspicious wife — don't even enter the pro-

Lowell Gilmore, a scientist seeking a cure
for the malignant Black Grass fever in the
Sumatran jungles, is disappointed when his
newly-arrived assistant proves to be an inexperienced young doctor, Peter Cookson.
After a quarrel between them, Cookson carries on his own research and he finds a
serum at about the same time as Gilmore

An entertaining modestly-budgeted musical with a U. S. Coast Guard base background, "Tars and Spars" should fit neatly
into the top spot on the average naborhood
dualler. Except for Janet Blair, its name
value is weak but the frantic comedy, zestful dancing and the Hit Parade song, "I'm
Glad I Waited For You" will make it a
favorite with the 'teen age set. Not for
first-runs or action spots. Using only the
title of the Coast Guard stage show which
toured the country in war time, Columbia
13,
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perfects his. Cookson voluntarily innoculates himself with the disease to test Gilmore's serum and its failure results in his
death. Later Cookson's serum is found to
be successful and Gilmore publishes a medithe Jane
deadWyatt.
man's arrives,
name.
When cala report
new under
assistant.
Gilmore assumes Cookson's identity. Worried at not having heard from her husband,
the real Cookson, Julie Bishop arrives at
the jungle laboratory and accuses Gilmore
of foul play. To convince Miss Bishop that
her husband's serum was a success. Miss
Wyatt innoculates herself with the deadly
fever. When a fire destroys the laboratory,
Miss Wyatt's life is in danger until Miss
Bishop finds a monkey has escaped the
blaze with her husband's scientific notes.
Gilmore and Miss Bishop then mix a fresh
serum and nurse Miss Wyatt back to health
covery.
and Cookson gets the credit for the disYORK

LITTLE MUSICAL

dualler; less elsewhere

Columbia
Janet Blair, Alfred Drake, Marc Piatt, Jeff
Donnell, Sid Caesar, Ray Walker, Tom Dugan, Anita Alvarez, James
Flavin, Joseph
Crehan, Robin Raymond.
Directed by Alfred E. Green.

MAY

BUT FAIRLY INTERESTING

ceedings until the last 25 minutes when the
action becomes more melodramatic but far
less credible. Lowell Gilmore, who strongly
resembles the late Leslie Howard, gives an
excellent characterization and Peter Cookson also gives a believable portrayal of a
young doctor who volunteers to test a rival
doctor's serum. Jane Wyatt renders a quiet
and convincing performance as a young
scientist who injects a touch of romance to
a grim tale. Julie Bishop adds a rather
theatrical note. Milburn Stone, Samuel S.
Hinds and Abner Biberman complete the
cast -with capable performances.

'TARS AND SPARS' ENTERTAINING
as naborhood

young prospector. When LaRue attempts
to rob Daniels, he is knocked out by Elliott, who later escapes capture and returns
to Sacramento. There he finds Daniels lavishing his gold on Miss Moore until he loses
his fortune in cards. Daniels poses as
"Spanish Jack" to recover his money from
crooked gamblers, but he is captured by
Pallette. Daniels is unable to deny he is
"Spanish Jack" until Elliott appears on the
scene in costume and clears him. In making his escape, Elliott is shot down by Pallette and dies in Miss Moore's arms.
Elliott makes a handsome, strong-jawed
gambler, but he fails to put much fire into
his romantic dialogue passages with Miss
Moore. The latter is as convincing as possible as the lovely dance-hall queen and
Hank Daniels does well enough as the
youthful prospector who falls in love with
her. As usual, such dependables as Eugene
Pallette, Lionel Stander and Jack LaRue
are excellent in important character roles
and Ruth Donnelly is amusing as the
heroine's outspoken companion.
DENLEY

dualler generally

Universal
63 minutes
Jane Wyatt, Lowell Gilmore, Peter Cookson, Julie Bishop, Milburn Stone, Samuel S.
Hinds, Abner Biberman.
Directed by John Rawlins.

Rates • •

REPLETE WITH ACTION

in action houses; good dualler generally

Republic
William Elliott, Constance Moore, Hank
Daniels, Eugene Pallette, Ruth Donnelly,
Lionel Stander, Jack LaRue, Grant Withers,
Bobby Blake, Paul Hurst, Victoria Home,
Charles Judels, Lueien Littlefield, William
B. Davidson, Ethel Wales, Dick Wessel.
Directed by Joseph Kane.

Rates

WESTERN

tacked on a makeshift plot concerned a
desk-bound seaman and embellished it with
pleasing songs and dances which provide
most of the picture's bright spots. Sid
Caesar, a newcomer who looks and acts
like Danny Kaye, has two fast-talking and
mugging song routines which, despite their
length, keep the audience screaming with
laughter. Marc Piatt's spectacular leaps and
his comic ballet number with Anita Alvarez
are also stand-outs. Janet Blair makes an
attractive SPAR and also does nicely in the
singing and dancing departments. Alfred
Drake was the original lead in "Oklahoma,"
but his name means little outside of Manhattan and, although he sings well, he fails
to impress as a romantic lead. "Love Is a
Merry-Go-Round" is another lively tune and
it has been well staged by Director Alfred
E. Green.
After a 21-day test chewing

vitamin

gum

on a raft anchored only 50 feet from his
Coast Guard base, Alfred Drake is mistaken for an overseas hero by a pretty Spar.
Janet Blair. She falls in love with him but,
when she learns the truth, she is furious
and leaves him. When she learns he has
finally received his overseas orders, she
makes up with Drake and he promises to
write her. Drake is then sent to Catalina,
only 20 miles away, and he is too ashamed
to let Miss Blair know he didn't go overseas.
Meanwhile, a recording of Drake singing
"I'm Glad I Waited For You" is heard by
the director of the Coast Guard show, "Tars
and Spars," and he is sent for to appear opposite Miss Blair. She then has another spat
with Drake, who is afterward actually sent
into action overseas and reported missing.
However, he returns to Honolulu in time to
take
in "Tars
Spars" with Miss
Blair part
and the
two areandreunited.
LEYENDECKER
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GAY

BLADES' MINOR

Rates • • —

SUPPORTING

FEATURE

generally; slightly better for action houses

Republic
67 minutes
Allan Lane, Jean Rogers, Edward Ashley,
Frank Albertson, Anne Gillis, Robert Armstrong, Paul Harvey, Ray Walker, Jonathan
Hale, Russell Hicks, Emmett Vogan, Edward Gargan, Marian Martin, Nedrick
Young, William Benedict.
Directed by George Blair.

a handsome he-man, without previous acting
experience, to star in a mammoth Hollywood production lacks any subtlety and is
not for discriminating audiences. Despite
its infantile plot, the film moves at a swift
pace and has a fair amount of laughs in
its slapstick moments. The handsome Allan
Lane does a capable acting job and looks
ready to step into higher-budget productions. Jean Rogers is a good choice for the
role of the career-minded talent scout and
Paul Harvey, Robert Armstrong and Russell Hicks are excellent in important character roles.

Patrons who leave their thinking caps at
home will be entertained by "Gay Blades,"
a nonsensical comedy with a layman's idea
of Hollywood casting methods. Minus
After a nation-wide talent hunt for a heman lead for a forthcoming mammoth film
name value, the picture will make an acceptable supporting dualler generally. In
production, Jean Rogers gets discouraged
and goes on a vacation. In a sporting goods
addition, the exciting ice-hockey sequences
can be exploited to attract sports fans in
store, she meets Allan Lane, ice-hockey
action houses. Given a broader treatment,
star, but, because he has no interest in
the film might have been good satire, but,
picture-making, she starts a romantic campaign to win him over.
It is only when
as it is, tie story of a nation-wide hunt for

'MYSTERIOUS

INTRUDER' ABOVE

PAR MYSTERY

Lane falls in love with Miss Rogers that
he discards his plans to become an architect
and agrees to take elocution and acting lessons. Lane's ice-bockey pals start calling
him a softie and, after his pal, Frank Albertson, is accidentally injured in a decisive
game, Lane becomes discouraged and takes
to drink. A street brawl follows and Lane's
face is injured and all Miss Rogers' hopes
for his screen career are blasted. The disparaging publicity about his potential star
throws Paul Harvey, the film executive, into
a rage and Miss Rogers tells him off and
resigns her position as talent scout. When
Miss Rogers convinces Lane she is really
interested in his welfare, he jumps into the
decisive ice-hockey game and wins back the
admiration of his team-mates and public.
Released from his Hollywood contract, Lane
then concentrates on his future as an architect with Miss Rogers as his wife.
YORK

IN 'WHISTLER' SERIES

Rates • ^ in action spots or as supporting dualler

Columbia
61 minutes
Richard Dix, Barton McLane, Nina Vale,
Regis Toomey, Helen Mowery, Mike Mazurki, Pamela Blake, Charles Lane, Kathleen
Howard, Harlan Briggs, Paul Burns, Isabel
Withers, Selmer Jackson, Arthur Space.
Directed by William Castle.
This murder mystery with several unusual
plot twists will keep patrons guessing. With
Richard Dix for marquee value, "Mysterious
Intruder" rates top billing in action spots
and should be a fair dualler generally. Fifth
— and one of the best -- in Columbia's
series based on "The Whistler" radio programs, it maintains suspense throughout its
hour-long unreeling. The pace is swift, three
murders are committed
and Director Wil-

'JUST BEFORE DAWN'

liam Castle has injected several tense situations which keep patrons on the edge of
their seats — what more can be expected
of an action programmer. As in the other
"Whistler" films, no time is wasted on unnecessary love interest. Richard Dix again
gives one of his convincing character portrayals — this time a private investigator
who turns crook, but tries to reform before
he is shot down in the end. Mike Mazurki
is a terrifying figure as a sadistic killer.
Regis Toomey and Barton McLane contribute acting strength and Helen Mowery,
Nina Vale and Pamela Blake are attractive
and capable in the feminine parts.
Paul Burns, elderly music store owner,
hires Richard Dix, private investigator, to
find Pamela Blake, a girl he hasn't seen in
seven years. Dix sends Helen Mowery to
pose as the long-lost girl but before Burns

FAIR ENTRY IN 'CRIME DOCTOR'

can tell her the whereabouts of some
extremely- valuable items left her by her
mother, he is shot by Mike Mazurki lurking
in the store. Mazurki takes the girl prisoner
but releases her when he learns she is an
imposter. Miss Blake is later located in a
sanatorium and sent by the police to see
Dix to learn about the valuable items, two
early recordings made by Jenny Lind and
worth $200,000. Miss Mowery is murdered
by Regis Toomey, who had also learned
about the recordings, but Dix is suspected.
To
clearhe himself,
Dix goes
Burns'
cellai
where
finds Toomey
with tothe
recordings
and kills him. When the police raid the
cellar, Dix is killed and the recordings are
destroyed by a stray bullet. The Whistler,
who is passing by, draws a moral that Dix
had slipped over the border-line of the law.
DENLEY

SERIES

Rates • • in lesser action houses or as supporting dualler onl^

Columbia
65 minutes
Warner Baxter, Adelle Roberts, Martin Kosleck, Mona Barrie, Robert Barrat, Craig
Reynolds, Marvin Miller, Charles D. Brown,
Wilton Graff, Charles Lane, Thomas Jackson, Peggy Converse, George Meeker, Charles
Arnt, Byron Foulger, Ted Hecht, Irene Tedrow, Skelton Knaggs.
Directed by William Castle.
Slightly better than the recent run-of-themill "Crime Doctor" programmers, "Just
Before Dawn" will satisfy as a supporting
dualler generally. Warner Baxter and the
popularity of the radio series will have some
draw for the who-dun-it fans, but only in the
lesser action spots. A novel murder— death
of a diabetic by injecting poison instead of
the necessary insulin into his veins — starts
off an hour-long film which is heavily plotted
16

and crammed with suspects. William Castle's direction is largely responsible for
maintaining interest throughout and keeping
the identity of the killer in doubt until just
before the climax. There is no romance and
practically no comedy to slow up the action.
Warner Baxter does a good acting job and
even dons a terrifying old man disguise
which would fool almost anyone — even picture-wise patrons. Martin Kosleck is ideally
cast as a treacherous mortician and Marvin
Miller, Robert Barrat and Wilton Graff are
among the many suspects. The handsome
Mona Barrie has the only feminine part
which
off
early.stands out — the others are all killed

ruptly, Baxter finds that the hypodermic
had contained poison instead of insulin.
After Meeker's sister, Adelle Roberts, tries
to aid Baxter solve the death, she disappears
and, later. Peggy Converse, who had admitted giving the dead man money, also
vanishes. When Marvin Miller, posing as
Meeker's brother, makes an attempt on Baxter's life, the Crime Doctor disguises himself
as a well-known criminal and visits Martin
Kosleck, a mortician known to be in league
with Miller. There Baxter finds the bodies
of the two missing girls. After quietly arranging for the arrest of Kosleck and Miller,
Baxter calls together Miss Barrie and all

Dr. Ordway (Warner Baxter) is called in
by a neighbor, Mona Barrie, to attend George
Meeker, who suddenly collapsed during a
party at her home. Finding that Meeker is
a diabetic, Baxter injects insulin from the
sufferer's own case. When Meeker dies ab-

the othersBaxter,
who had
present ata Meeker's
death.
whobeen
is carrying
cane to
feign blindness, tricks Wilton Graff, a discredited surgeon, into trying to poison him.
thus revealing himself as the man behind
all the killings.
YORK
FILM

BULLETIN

What the public and live showmen have been waiting for
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THE NEWS
A Bi-Weekly

Review

COAL CRISIS HITS THEATRES
Motion picture theatres became a casualty of the current
soft-coal strike as lack of the fuel caused power companies tto
curtail the amount of electrical current and places of amusemen
were ordered to shut down or operate only partially in order to
conserve electrical power. Among the first and hardest hit were
Chicago's theatres where virtually all of the city's houses decided
to shut down after exhibitors were unable to operate except between two and six p. m. Only a few of the Windy City's 334
theatres elected to remain open during those hours. The majority
decided that attendance during the operating hours permitted
was too meagre to allow remaining open.
In eastern Virginia, power companies blacked out theatre
areas with an order, effective May 9, prohibiting current being
piped to places of amusement until the emergency was relieved.
Elsewhere in the country, several areas "browned-out," many
of them voluntarily. In Hartford, theatres instituted a dim-out
of marquees and exterior lighting despite State fuel administrator
Wetteberg's decision that no brown-out would be necessary unless
the strike continues indefinitely. Compulsory brown-outs were
ordered in Illinois, Northern Indiana, Detroit, Washington, D. C.
Pennsylvania also indicated that it would dim exteriors.
In New York, Mayor O'Dwyer's office reported that a factfinding meeting of New York City officials early last week rejected the need for a brown-out in the Metropolitan area for the
present. Electric utility officials in New York estimated present
coal stockpiles as sufficient for another month.

*

*

*

ATA BUDGET, PUBLICITY SET
The American Theatres Association continued its organizational plans, despite opposition in various quarters, as it disclosed
the national budget of $100,000 minimum voted at the St. Louis
meeting last month would probably be doubled and that a system
of assessments had been worked out. The financing formula
decided on at the organizational meeting would require assessments on a percentage basis from each state in proportion to the
number of theatres in that State who were members of the ATA.
The assessments will be levied in a manner similar to that used
by the defunct War Activities Committee. It was noted that allocations had already been sent to various States where membership was well represented. Individual cost to each theatre would
be "low," it was stated.
National Publicity
Further progress was announced by Arthur Mayer, public
relations director, who disclosed that a nationwide public relations
network was in the process of formation, with a publicity chief
in each State. The posts will be salary-free and will be handled
by various theatre-advertising executives in the respective territories. Its function would be to publicize ATA activities locally
and assemble information for the national committee where it
would be available to members. It would also assist in promoting
new members for the organization.
Ted Gamble, board chairman, stated at a meeting in Memphis
last week that one of the primary functions of the ATA would
be to fight discriminatory
and unfair legislation pertaining to
theatres, pointing out that theatres are heavily overtaxed.
N. E. Fights ATA
Opposition to the ATA was voiced by Independent Exhibitors,
Inc., of New England, as it urged independent theatre owners to
reject membership in the ATA which it called "a definite menace
to independent exhibitors until it admits its identity as an organization primarily for the purpose of promoting and protecting
affiliated theatre interests." The N. E. group made the charge in
a letter sent to independent theatre units throughout the country
and pleaded for active opposition to the ATA. It noted that the
scope of (ATA) operations "includes many functions of general
interest now adequately covered for independent interests by the
Allied States Association and by the CIEA." It also pointed out
the danger of authorizing "producer-distributor-controlled exhibitors to plead for independents' welfare in the Government suit?"
pending decision in New York. Independent Exhibitors, Inc., is
an affiliate of National Allied.

COMPANY PROFITS SKYROCKET
Four companies reporting on their financial status last fortnight disclosed further increases in profits during 1945 and the
first quarter of 1946.
MAY

13,
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DIGEST
of the

Trade's Events

20th-Fox All-Time High
Twentieth Century-Fox recorded an all-time high of $12,746,467
in net profits for 1945 after all taxes compared with the previous
year's net of $12,480,491. The earnings include those of National
Theatres, Roxy Theatre, Inc., and all other subsidiaries. Federai
income taxes for 1945 were estimated at $21,650,000 on a combined
gross income of the corporation and its subsidiaries of $185,672,542.
Loew's Jumps $12,000,000
Loew's, Inc., reported net profits of $8,952,067, after Federal
taxes, for the 28 weeks ended March 14, 1946, subject to a yearend audit, compared with $6,768,469 for the comparable period the
year before. This was the equivalent of $1.76 per share of common stock, against $1.34 a year ago.
RKO First Quarter Triples
RKO showed a net profit for 1945 of $6,031,085 after taxes and
all other charges, compared with $5,206,378 for 1944, according to
the company's annual statement released last week. The corporation also reported a 1946 first quarter net of $3,675,953 after taxes,
compared with $1,141,044 in the first quarter of 1945, a hefty increase of $2,534,909 over the comparable period last year. The
report disclosed that at the end of 1945, neither RKO or its producing and distributing subsidiary, RKO Radio Pictures, had any
funded debt in the hands of the public and that the refinancing
of theatre subsidiary debt in last February resulted in the retirement of virtually all previously existing theatre funded debt. It
provided RKO and an increase in working capital of approximately $10,000,000.
Paramount Net Zooms
Paramount Pictures estimated its earnings for the first quarter ended March 30, 1946, at $11,587,000 after all charges including
estimated provision for taxes on income. This amount includes
$3,086,000 representing Paramount's direct and indirect net interest as a stockholder in the combined undistributed earnings for
the quarter of partially owned non-consolidated subsidiaries. Tb/s
compares with earnings for the comparable quarter in 1945 of
$4,007,000, including $839,000 share of undistributed earnings of
partially owned non-consolidated subsidiaries. Common stock per
share came to $3.09 for the 1946 first quarter compared with $1.07
per share for the quarter ended March 31, 1945.

PHILLY EXHIBS FIGHT TAX
Philadelphia exhibitors banded together last week to protest a
proposed 10% City Amusement Tax scheduled to take effect July
1. At a meeting held Friday (10th), representatives of Allied
Theatre Owners of Eastern Pa., MPTO of Eastern Pa., Unaffiliated Theatre Owners, Warner Bros. Theatres and Legitimate
Theatres, showed complete unity as they took vigorous action to
head off the levy, which would increase the present city amusement tax of four per cent.
The committee, formed of representatives of each of the
theatre groups and chairmanned by Morris Wax, pointed out that
the present four per cent levy was assumed ten years ago as an
"emergency measure" that would run a maximum of four years,
but city council never repealed the tax. It was also noted that
Philadelphia is the only large city in the U. S. which imposes a
municipal amusement tax on theatre-goers.
It was decided to bring the proposed "unfair and discriminatory" tax to the attention of the theatre-going public by means of
theatre screens, legitimate stages, newspapers, radio, billboards
and other media so that the public would be fully informed as to
the nature and extent of the proposed additional tax.
The committee also cited an attempt by the City of New York
to establish a five per cent admission tax in theatres in that city,
but public reaction forced withdrawal of the measure before it
could be enacted.

RED CROSS LEADERS FETED
A string of ceremonies to pay homage to members of the "24Hour Club," industry leaders and members of the trade press who
were among the leaders in the last Red Cross campaign conducted by the industry was loosed in Washington last Thursday
and Friday. The program included a visit to the White House
on Thursday where President Truman personally offered congratulations to the group.
Hosts to the film men during their stay in the nation's Capital
were Basil O'Connor, national director for the Red Cross; Spyros
Skouras, national chairman of the industry's Red Cross committee
and Harold J. Fitzgerald, campaign director.
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What The Newspaper Critics Say
HIGHLIGHTS

PROM

REVIEWS

OP NEW

"A STOLEN LIFE' 'TYPICAL' BETTE DAVIS DRAMA
(WARNER)
"...Not what you would call precisely a literary masterpiece nor,
yarn
indeed, any more than a moderately intriguing slick-fiction
director
. . .Tricky complications. . .It appears that the writers and provided
they
as
long
were not too much concerned with logic so
a tandem vehicle for Miss Davis' show. And a show she does
give beyond question. She is bland, wistful, introverted -- the
sort 'of character she usually plays." CROWTHER, N. Y. TIMES.
two Bette Davis's for one may be a come". . .The idea of getting
on for her fans, but it does not make for much in the way of
cinematic enchantment. . .There are moments of emotional excitement but they are extremely fugitive. . .Let's face it, 'A Stolen
Life' is Bette Davis' and no great credit to her particular tricks
of make-believe." BARNES, N. Y. HERALD TRIBUNE.
"...If the story happens to lag, Bette's followers get an extra
in the prettiest
acting. . .Every episode occurs
treat in fancy

'THE
(MGM)POSTMAN

ALWAYS

BY FOREMOST

— WITH TWO

demonstration that crime does not pay."
tale, another involved
CROWTHER,
N. Y. TIMES.
"...Tough story about lust and murder .. .Exacting in its excitement. It still misses, by quite a stretch, being a superior melodrama... No picture for Sunday school audiences. Tay Garnett
has built up the homicidal sequences of suspense with magnificent
artistry in his direction. . .Wicked in substance, but it softens its
punches
before it is finished." BARNES, N. Y. HERALD lamentably
TRIBUNE.
"...Tough and cynical. . .Headlong, impetuous narrative flow,
dashing along through quick sharp episodes, never relaxing its
breathless pace. . .Terse, rough dialogue .. .Everything about the
whole picture has turned out precisely right."
COOK,
N. Y.

'FROM
THIS DAY FORWARD'
(RKO)

WEAK

MARITAL

". . .A romantic reminiscence about the trials of a poor young husband and wife. . .The manner of the telling and the frequent illogic
of the script prevent this thesis from emerging with any clarity or
force. For the most part, just a rambling romantic affair, pseudorealistic but actually papiermache, as burdened with sentimental
fancies as a radio 'soap opera'. . .A great many obvious 'bit' players
strain hard to get into the act." CROWTHER, N. Y. TIMES.
"...Episodic and somewhat tedious study of marriage. . .Contains
several intimate and touching glimpses of domesticity but laborious
direction and abstinence from much-needed cutting overwhelm what
might have been a simple but effective love story. . .Byplay is more
vivid than its central theme... True to life and some of it is inter-

'SO(UNIVERSAL)
GOES MY LOVE' ROMANCE

AND COMEDY

"...Romantic comedy drama with a capital R and a small c, and
it also is sentimental in gauche fashion which was meant to be
quietly humorous. . .Type of entertainment which most likely will
sit well with those who can devour a double peach melba and
come up smiling. . .Handled with a deal of charm." T.M P N Y
TIMES.

". . .Pleasant comedy-drama. . .Style of the film is both frothy and
shallow.. There is no 'plot'... The point is that this couple have
quite a lot of harmless fun just
living, and the audience is allowed to share in a little of it. . .Frank Ryan's direction is smooth,
and does not intrude on the thin fabric of the material. . .Leaves
a mellow, friendly after-taste." GUERNSEY N Y HERALD
TRIBUNE.

'HER
KIND OF MAN' OLD-FASHIONED
(WARNER)

BETTE'S

".. .Good. . .Goes along smoothly up hill, down dale, into one set
of sorrows after another .. .Really like a movie plot or a serial
novel written for the ladies to love... The performance is better
than the situation."
WINSTEN, N. Y. POST.
" ..* * * Stars... The producers and director Curtis Bernhardt
have given of
MisstheDavis
fine production
and more
Catherine
Turney's
adaptation
novel a makes
it somewhat
credible
than
it was originally. . .Even with an improved script, and a director
who knows how to handle his characters to keep the story from
becoming completely static. Miss Davis has to work too hard to
give theNEWS.
drama life, depth and breadth." CAMERON.
DAILY

"...An old-fashioned gangster thriller .. .Follows the pattern and
the general cinematic style of dozens
of Nineteen Thirties pictures
on the subject of the rise and fall of crooks... Gun fights, slugging matches and gambling sessions of the usual hard-boiled sort
- and, except for a certain flair in dialogue, it is just another

N. Y.

ADULT MELODRAMA

"...Another of those super-slick illustrations of how to kill your
mistress' husband and get away with it . .A prurient, violent description of the human animal recklessly (and futilely) trying to
tear off the restricting garments of present-day morality .. .Most
eventful sort of drama."
McMANUS, PM.
"...* * * Vz Stars... It isn't a pretty tale, but it has dramatic
power... Both Lana and Garfield give exceptionally apt performances." CAMERON, N. Y. DAILY NEWS.
"...Starts dubiously and doesn't always run smooth. . .Eventually
what makes 'The Postman Always Rings Twice' entertainment
above the average is that when it gets into its best stride and
might be expected to conclude, it keeps going for another hour
of very good crime, passion and suspense. . .Violence is brought
to your doorstep without being held off by the rarity of the reasPOST. oning and the strangeness of characters." WINSTEN. N. Y.

DRAMA

esting as a whole, however, it has been inflated out of all proportion
to
its
context,N. distorted
out TRIBUNE.
of any possibility of naturalness."
GUERNSEY,
Y. HERALD
"...Full of sincere devotion to its pathetic set of people and I feel
very sad about reporting that for all the warmth that must have
gone into making the picture, the impact is very mild. . .Picture
almost succeeds in being a very good one in spite of all its handicaps of miscasting, heavy-handed monotony of detail and uneven
clutter of details that don't always fit into a neat plot pattern.
But the handicaps
overcome the good intentions." COOK, N. Y.
WORLD
TELEGRAM.
"...* * * Stars .Too serious for the lighthearted crowds...
Presents a believable if sometimes gloomy story of average people
braving a depression."
HALE, N. Y. DAILY NEWS.

IN LIGHT PERIOD FILM

".. .Myrna Loy and Don Ameche expertly sustain their characters
and the mild, warm humor of the story... When this tries for incident and drama its earlier effortless authenticity loses its charm
...Frank Ryan has directed the picture with a fond light touch
and a relaxed pace suiting the theme. . .Period in clothes and settings is admirably caught." W.H., N. Y. WORLD TELEGRAM.
"...* * * Stars. . .Light, humorous, domestic comedy .. .Many
amusing incidents. . .Some are srtretched too far for the film's
good. Loy's and Ameche's admirable performances and the able
help they get from their supporting players compensate for the
picture's weak spots. Frank Ryan, who directed, could have
quickened the comedy's pace by shortening sequences." HALE,
N. Y. DAILY NEWS.

GANGSTER

". . .A gangster-type melodrama of the more obvious sort — proving, of course, that crime does not pay... Creaks with conventions
of incident, character and tough-talking dialogue. . .Constant flow
of action. . .Kept ticking along on gambling scenes, a gun duel,
a fist-fight with boxing gloves, a police raid, an accidental killing
and a deliberate double murder. These and other things happen
fast enough to command attention without belief." GUERNSEY
N. Y. HERALD
TRIBUNE.

CRITICS

places you ever saw in a movie. Scenery and acting (Miss Davis)
TELEGRAM.
are the whole show in this picture." COOK, N. Y. WORLD

RINGS TWICE" CALLED
TENSE,
TOUGH,
WORLD
TELEGRAM.

"...A tremendously tense and dramatic show. . .Nothing so senabout the*
story. it. .Strictly
saga
...In its sational
surface
aspects
appears ano crime-and-punishment
more than a melodramatic
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PICTURES

THRILLER — TIMES

one of those things." CROWTHER. N. Y. TIMES.
". . .The new Warner set of underworld characters is every bit as
slick as the old crew. They go in even less for credibility than
they did in the earlier gangster pictures. Instead of trying to
make people believable, the concentration is on making them
glamorous, beautiful and, above all, witty. . .Good, exciting entertainment." COOK, N. Y. WORLD
TELEGRAM.
. .Old-Fashioned Gangster Film. . .If you can recall the good old
days when Edward G. Robinson and Jimmy Cagney were Public
Movie Gangsters Nos. 1 and 2, 'Her Kind of Man' will give you
several thrills of recognition. If you were too young, then it will
all be new and exciting... A strong whiff from the past, half
lavendar, half spent gunpowder. The kiddies will probably love
it... Fair plus." WINSTEN,
N. Y. POST.
FILM
BULLETIN

t's MONOGRAM'S Big One !
KING BROS. PRODUCTION starring BELITA • BARRY

SULLIVAN

ONITA GRANVILLE ■ ALBERT BEKKER with EUGENE PALLETTE

IIGUELITO VALDES • BOBBY RAMOS
Produced

by MAURICE

and

and His Band • A MONOGRAM

FRANKLIN

KING

PICTURE

- Directed by Frank Tu..le

*mm~

PEOPLE

IN

PICTURES

Nss meets.

Beading

National Screen'", three
day international
convention in New York
are
Herman(above)
Kobbins. (left)
president;
George F. Dembow, v.
p. in charge of sales;
(above, right) William
B. Brenner, v. p. in
charge of operations,
and (right) Arthur
Krim,
treasurer.

MGM TAKES TO AIR.
Howard
Dietz.
Metro
ad-publicity
chief,
picture advertising
to the press as
describes an innov; itinu in motion
he disc-loses MGM's plan for use of a giant ex-navy dirigible to fly the
Atlantic seaboard < •arrying huge electrical signs publicizing JICJI pictares. Above seen with Dietz are (left) Fred Keriver and (right)
Douglas Leigh, chie f execs of the Douglas Feigh Sky Advertising Corp.
and. below, a view of the airship as it will look Hying over New York.

ELECTED. Rutgers Neilson (left), liku Radio publicity head, and
I'hil Williams (right), ad publicity director of March of Time, newly
elected president and vice-president , respectively . of the Associated
Motion
Picture Advertisers.

SMPE CONVENES. Win. F. Rodgers. MGM sales head, opens the .r>!)th
conference of the Society of Motion Picture Engineers, Donald F.
Hyndnian,
SMPE
president, concentrates
on Rodgers'
remarks.

"FIFE WITH FATHER." Jack F. Warner, executive producer of Warner Bros, and
the authors of "Fife With Father" visit the set as studio starts filming the long-run
stage show, F. to K.. front row: Col. Warner, Irene Dunne, Mrs. Clarence Day;
Kusscl Crouse, Howard Lindsay. At top is Michael Curtiz, director, and just below
him are Robert
Buckner.
producer,
and Steve Trilling, assistant
to Col. Warner.

SHORTS SAFES. Oscar A. Morgan opens the first of Paramount'-, shorts subjects
sales meetings in New York. Seated, 1. to r., Wm. H. Erbb. eastern sales manager:
Morgan: Hugh Owen. N. Y. and Southern sales chief. Standing, 1. to r.. Henry
Randel, New York branch manager; Stanley Hode. shorts subjects publicity dept.:
D. John Phillips, shorts ad publicity chief: Monroe R. Goodman, shorts sales dept.;
Myron Sattler. N. Y. sales manager.

PKE-CON YFNTION. Fea\iug New York for a pre- convention meeting in Chicago
are BKO Radio officials (I. to r.) : Nat Levy, Robert Mochrie. Walter Branson. Ned
F, Dcpinct, Harry Michalson.
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SIZE-UPS

BEHIND THE SCENES IN HOLLYWOOD'S

COLUMBIA
New Studio Being Planned
This studio is considering seriously a new site for its activity.
One of the spots being considered is a 400 acre piece in the valley
for which studio executives are dickering at $5,000 an acre. A
completely modern studio is planned when the site is finally obtained with a percentage of the ground set aside for employe
housing purposes. The residential lots will be made available to
employes at cost, the plan states. There is no doubt that the
present studio is in a shabby state and too small for the needs of
the company. This move towards expansion is part of the trend
born of necessity that is making every production company look
for added space and plan new buildings and sound stages. No
substantial amount of this expansion can become reality immediately because of building restrictions. But it's obvious that the
giant industry is going to grow even more gigantic.
Hartman May Stay
Don Hartman, who was rumored leaving the Columbia fold,
has apparently been tempted into staying by the possibility of
having Jean Arthur or Ingrid Bergman for a star role in the
Damon Runyon story, "Return of October." Hartman's current
stint is "Down To Earth," the Hayworth 80-day schedule film, but
he is already working on the script of "October." It's even money
they won't
get Miss
who twins.
is rumored for more pictures
than
she could
make Bergman,
if she were
As stated here sometime ago, Charles Vidor has left the
Columbia lot and is suing in Federal court to break his directorial
contract with the studio. He is also asking $78,000 to cover the
salary set in his 39-week contract at $2,000 a week. He claims
to have been "pushed around" at the studio and that an executive
had used "obscene and abusive" language against him.
Melvyn Douglas is back in Hollywood and his first picture
will be on the Columbia lot, a co-starrer with Rosalind Russell
called "My Empty
Heart."
Douglas also has commitments
to
MGM, but his pet activity will be a newly-formed
independent
unit in which he will collaborate with John Martin Gosch.
Bogart Hard To Satisfy
Humphrey Bogart is slated to make a picture on this lot —
maybe.
Presently, Bogart is on suspension from Warners, but in
a deal made when Cary Grant went to that studio to make "Night
and Day," Bogart was promised
to Columbia
for one picture.
However,
it seems that Columbia
doesn't fare any better than
Warners in finding a story that pleases him.
He's turned down
three or four versions of the script he is supposed to do thus far
and writers and directors and producers are beginning to wonder
if Mr. Bogart really wants to make a picture.
Dick Powell Release
Dick Powell will make his next for Columbia release under
the production guidance of the JEM unit. Edward G. Nealis and
Milton Holmes are co-producers.
The story is "Johnny O'Clock"
and June Allyson is being sought on loan-out from Metro to costar with her husband.
The actress wants to do the role but the
MGM bosses are dallying over their answer since they have some
plans of their own for the girl.
Production on "Rio" was. halted brieflv last
when Lee
Bowman was v/ithdrawn from the cast because week
of pneumonia.
Keenan Wynn was borrowed from Metro to replace Bowman.
"His Face Was Their Fortune," which features Ted Donaldson, started last week.
"Down
To Earth" (Hayworth-Parks)
"Gallanttinue in production.
Journey"
(Ford-Blair)
and "Rio" (Keyes-Wynn)
conFirst Two Being Readied
"Stupendous" announcements from the Enterprise people have
been dotting the trade field for months
now. But up to this point
not one foot of any kind of film has been shot. However
stud'o
heads assure us that the next four months will see three productions in front of the camera at a total estimated cost of $8 750 000

STUDIOS

Joel McCrea, Veronica Lake, Don DeFore, Preston Foster and
Arleen Whalen have been named for "Ramrod," which Harry
Sherman
will
direct.is producing on a budget of $1,750,000. Andre De Toth
Ingrid Bergman and Charles Boyer are set for "Arch of
Triumph."
Production on this starts June 14 with Lewis Milestone directing.
On August 1 "The Other Love" will go into work with Barbara
Stanwyck.
Meanwhile, Enterprise has been queried about joining up with
the proposed Goldwyn distributing unit which is reported now in
the process of formation. No definite commitment has beeh made.
For further details on the Goldwyn project, see RKO "Size-Ups."

METRO-GOLBWYN-MAYER
New Ballyhoo Stunt
The studio has crept quietly up to its starting date on "The
Beginning Or The End" and production has commenced, though
not officially. Director Norman Taurog shot his first scenes with
Agnes Moorehead as the woman scientist, one day last week. And
the picture will shortly be off to a full-time shooting schedule.
The cast includes Robert Walker, Tom Drake, Lionel Barrymore,
Beverly Tyler and Hurd Hatfield.
A new form of exploitation will shortly be added to the already heavy advertising schedule that Metro uses. Ad Boss Howard Dietz has arranged to take over a Navy dirigible to roam the
skies above New York City with a flash sign technique for advertising. Eventually, the ship will fly across the country. It is
estimated that the sign including 40-foot letters for the title and
25-foot letters for a continuous running message, will be visible
for a distance of five miles. Of course, Howard Hughes has
jumped
the neon
gun all
on the
His skies
"Outlaw"
red
and green
over idea
the already.
Los Angeles
theseflashes
nights infrom
the wings of a huge airplane.
Hornblow Busiest
Arthur Hornblow seems to be taking over the "busiest producer" title from Joe Pasternak on the Metro lot at the moment.
"A Woman of My Own" with Greer Garson is presently before
the cameras. On the Hornblow schedule also are "Cass Timberlane," with Spencer Tracy in the lead; "The Day Before Spring"
and "The Hucksters," MGM's most recent buy from the best-seller
list for which they paid a mere $200,000.
However, Producer Pasternak is not far behind the Hornblow
schedule. He is currently working on a re-make of "Shop Around
The Corner," which Metro released in 1940 with Margaret Sullavan and James Stewart. Pasternak plans his re-make as a
musical and June Allyson will probably get the lead. Also on the
Pasternak schedule are "All Ashore," a sequel to the successful
"Anchors Aweigh," "Daddy Was A Wolf" and "Cabbages and
Kings," with music by Alec Templeton.
'Yearling' Rated High
Meanwhile, Sidney Franklin, who has finally enjoyed the thrill
of a successful sneak preview on "The Yearling," also is ready to
take up new chores. He will continue in the epic vein, apparently.
"Home Coming Ulysses" is through the screenplay writing step.
"American Cavalcade," an original story by Carl Sandburg and
"Young Bess," the story of Queen Elizabeth as an adolescent, will
keep Producer Franklin occupied for at least two years to come.
Two new starters last week: "The Mighty McGurk" is a
Wallace Beery piece, with Dean Stockwell the new moppet.
"Uncle Andy Hardy" has Mickey Rooney back in front of a
camera, five weeks after his return from service. Continuing in
production are: "Tenth Avenue Angel" (O'Brien-Murphy >. "My
Brother Who Talks To Horses" (Lawford-Tyler). "A Woman of
My Own" (Garson-Hart) and "Till The Clouds Roll By" (WalkerGarland) now in its fourth month of shooting.

MONOGRAM
Two New Ones
Two new starters on the lot this week with three others
winding up. "Decoy" is a B & B production with Jack Bernhard
and Bernard Brandt represented by the "B's." Jean Gillie, Bernhard's wife, who is making her first American appearance in a
part in "The Short Happy Life of Francis Macomber," the
Bogeaus-Robinson production, has the lead in this one. Herbert
Rudley, Robert Armstrong and Edward Norris bolster the cast.
The second starter is one of the John Mack Brown westerns,
"The Roaring Range."
"Trail to Mexico" (Wakely-White), "Jade Lady" (Kane Richmond-Barbara Reed) and "Jumpin' Joe" (Warren Douglas-Ramsay Ames) wound up on schedule.
Belita, following up on the exploitation program on "Suspense," will be doing personal appearances across the country for
the next few weeks. After the tour, she heads for Europe to
make a picture there.

PARAMOUNT
No New Starters
No new starters on the Paramount lot last week and with a
quick Pine-Thomas piece, "Fear In The Night," wound up, there
are only three in work. "Perils of Pauline" (Betty Hutton-Johr.
Lund), "Welcome Stranger" (Bing Crosby-Barry Fitzgerald-Joan
Caufleld) and "Where There's Life" (Bob Hope-Signe Hasso)
make up the trio now la work.
May 20 will find the next Crosby picture in work. With
scarcely a day off after "Welcome Stranger" winds up, Crosby
goes into "The Emperor Waltz," with Joan Fontaine as his costar. This one is being done in Technicolor with an old Vienna
background. Brackett and Wilder will produce and direct. Miss
Fontaine has been borrowed from RKO for her role. Also in the
cast is Roland Culver, the English actor who scored in "To Each
His Own." The story idea is being kept secret as far as possible
because the idea of Crosby doing Strauss
waltzes is an intriguing
one from an exploitation standpoint and the publicity department
is standing by to make full use of it.
Hal Wallis' "The Searching Wind" was not well received at
the preview here. Disappointing to most everybody.

PRC
Bryan Foy New Head
All the comments a few weeks back about Bryan Foy leaving
20th Century-Fox to make "B" pictures independently for release
through that studio were off-base. Foy has taken over as the
head of PRC, or rather, Eagle-Lion. Aubrey Schenck has already
been given a post as producer. Sam Israel leaves 20th to take
over publicity and advertising.
What this actually means is that PRC as such will be no
more. Eagle-Lion, a Rank tie-up, will take its place. Actually
PRC was never much more than a source of supply for Pathe
Laboratories
(which is a Rank-controlled business, too).
Reeves Espy who took over as head of PRC when Leon
Fromkess stepped out is to stay on in an executive capacity with
the new set-up.
As for production plans, Foy will be in complete charge
the stock will be low or medium budget films for distribution and
bv
Eagle-Lion.
PRC Has One Shooting
Whether there will be any affiliation between Eagle-Lio
United World in this new set-up can still not be determined.n and
Under the old PRC banner, there is one picture in work
another in the Michael Shayne detective series, called "Blondes
On The Loose," with Hugh Beaumont and Cheryl Walker heading
the cast. This is
a Sigmund Neufeld production.

REPUBLIC
Nelson Eddy Signed
The bi& news here is the signing of ex-Metro star Nelson
Eddy to a long term pact. His first musical, "Russian River"
will have budget.
a score by Rudolf Friml and is reputed to carry 'a
$2,000,000
With seven pictures in production, 33 in backlog and a plan
to triple the present budget on musicals
the coming year
Republic is really getting set to make itself for
felt in the front row
of picture production. When the so-called Republic expansion
plan began about a year ago or so, skeptics doubted that there
was anything to it beyond an effort on President Yates' part to
be heard above the rattle and din of new independent producers
Rank influences and the general flurry of the business.
Now there is concrete evidence of the expansio program.
In backlog and ready for release is Republic's first nTechnicol
or
S.u
1e,JTvehas Always
Loved You-" a Frank Borzage production,
lne studio
held this
one because they've had difficulty dickering afirst-run house in New York City for the opening. However
24

plans now are for an October premiere with the theatre at this
point still unnamed. "Spectre of the Rose," the Ben Hecht picture. "Rendezvous With Annie," "Earl Carroll's Sketchbook," "In
Old Sacramento," "Glass Alibi," "Fabulous Suzanne," and "The
French Key," the last three independent productions, are all set
to go. The balance of the backlog list is made up of the Rogers
pictures and other regular Republic product.
Six in Work
Currently in work are: "Plainsman and The Lady," with
Vera Hruba Ralston and William Elliott heading the cast; "G. I.
War Brides," with James Ellison and Anna Lee; "Out California
Way." third in a four-picture series of Magnacolor films, with
Monty Hale and Adrian Booth; "The Angel and the Outlaw." with
John Wayne and Gail Russell; "Shine On Texas Moon," a Roy
Rogers
western, and
and June
"ThatDuprez
Brennan
Mona Freeman
in topGirl,"
roles.with James Dunn,
With "Calendar Girl" and "Hit Parade of 1947" still to be
made and another musical, "Rio de Janeiro," also scheduled, the
studio will have its biggest quartet of musicals thus far, including
the Carroll picture.
The background music on "I've Always Loved You" and
"Spectre of the Rose" was done by Artur Rubinstein and George
Antheil, respectively. Antheil has been retained for a similar job
on "That Brennan Girl," while Richard Hageman is creating a
scoreThere
for "The
Angel
and The
Outlaw."
can be
no doubt
of the
fact that the musical division
at Republic is gaining stature that will command respect in the
field. The signing of Nelson Eddy is a big step forward.

RKO-RADIO
Buying Novels
It would seem that President
N. Peter Rathvon is proceeding
along the policy set up by Charles Koerner to get as many sound
novels as possible, tucked away in the story department for development into screenplays. In the past three months five such
properties have been purchased. They are: "The Brick Foxhole,"
"In the Darkness of the Sun," "The White Tower," "Written on
the Wind" and "The Glass House." In the year preceding this
period, 12 novels were purchased, only one of which has thus far
been filmed. That one was "They Dream of Home," which is now
completed under the title "Till the End of Time." All the other
books have been assigned to producers and scripts are in preparation. The schedule calls for the filming of the whole list this year.
Meanwhile, the only new starter is Producer Joan Harrison's
"Nocturne." George Raft does the lead with Lynn Bari borrowed from 20th Century-Fox for the top female role.
GOLDWYN
It is possible, although still not certain, that RKO is going
to lose the distribution rights to "The Kid from Brooklyn" as
well as all future Goldwyn product. Goldwyn is planning a distribution set-up of his own. Tentatively the set-up will handle
about 12 films annually including the Goldwyn product. Goldwyn's deal with RKO expires next month and it might just be
that he is seeking some more advantageous terms from RKO.
Has Studio to Offer
However, this news ties in with Goldwyn's recent move to get
rid of all independent producers now working on the Goldwyn
lot. He will now be able to offer as added inducement for his
distribution set-up, a place to make the picture which is one of
the desperate needs of the business right now.
It is also rumored that Goldwyn will offer financial backing
to outside productions which measure up to his standards.
It is believed that this move on Goldwyn's part has a direct
connection with earlier negotiations with Sir Alexander Korda
for a distribution deal for Goldwyn pictures in Europe through
the British Lion-Republic set-up. Final plans have not been announced, but the association and the completion of the plans
seems positive.
Enterprise and Liberty Films have already been approached
with an offer to use the new Goldwyn
set-up to release their
product.
No decision has been reached as yet.
No Comment by RKO
Goldwyn has two in work now: "The Secret Life of Walter
Mitty" (Danny Kaye-Virginia Mayo) and "The Best Years of Our
Life" (Myrna Loy-Frederic March). Slated for later production
is "I Thee Wed," an unpublished novel just purchased by Goldwyn, which will star David Niven, Teresa Wright and Dana
Andrews.
There was no comment by anyone from RKO as to what
would be done to replace both the Goldwyn and the International
product now off the RKO distribution set-up.

20th CENTURY-FOX
'Amber'

Off

The first few days after the story broke that "Forever Amber"
had collapsed, it was the chief subject of conversation and conjecture. New.- that all was not well was indicated earlier when
i-tories began to slip out about difficulties between Director Stahl
FILM
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and Actress Peggy Cummins. Then, the story came that Miss
Cummins was ill and production would be held up
a week.
And finally, the whole truth came out and there stoodfor20th
Century with about $300,000 worth of work, film and time invested
in nothing.
Despite the stories that Miss Cummins will resume her role,
this seems unlikely. The studio has cast her in "Bob, Son of
Battle," which goes into immediate production. Producer William Perlberg will not resume production on "Amber" until one
month after "Bob, Son of Battle" is completed, indicating that if
Miss Cummins proves herself in this lesser try, she will be reinstated. The roles certainly will have no similarity and the
whole story seems
ridiculous.
Tierney May Get Role
More credence is given to the story that Gene Tierney will be
handed the role immediately after she finishes "Razor's Edge."
Vivian Leigh has also been queried, but she is still not well
enough to make pictures. Henry King will direct when production resumed and other re-casting is being considered. The total
loss, including 43 costumes for Miss Cummins which cost more
than $50,000 and will not be usable on anyone else, runs to almost
a half-million dollars. Will exhibitors get clipped for the loss?
Question No. 2: Where was everybody when they were supposed
to be looking at the daily rushes?
It's a bad start for
picture and it is
beyond the realm
of possibility that the any
whole idea may be not
shelved. Meanwhile,
talk runs high and underneath all the blithe gossip is the story
of a girl who probably cannot tell all she knows about whv she
is not Amber.
Hughes-Sturges Here?
California Pictures, the Howard Hughes-Preston Sturges outfit, has completed a deal for lot space with
Century-Fox.
The Hughes unit has a commitment with United20thArtists
for one
more picture which is to be made this summer. After that, it is
nnHe^Uy
assumeda releasing deal will be consummated with
20th
Century-Fo
x.
With a net profit of almost $13,000,000 for 1945, 20th CenturyFox is planning some studio expansion. New buildings and additional acreage for outdoor locations will be included in the expansion program. Another outgrowth of the huge profit is a
proposed employes-pension plan available to all workers
who had
been in service one year or more as of January 1, 1946 Entire
cost of the plan will be borne by the company. Employes at the
re irement age of 65 will receive one per cent of their 1945 annual
salary multiplied by the number of years in service. The plan is
up for approval by the stockholders.
Cagney to Star
James Cagney, who fared rather badly in his first two ventures as an independent producer, has signed for the star role in
13 Rue Madeleine."
Louis
is the producer and
Henry Hathaway will direct. de TheRochemont
story deals with the O S S
and will be handled in a semi-documentary
fashion.
Title change on "That's For Me," which is Bryan Fov's last
picture on the 20th lot, gives the film the remarkably different
title of '^You're For Me." Vivian Blaine and Harry James head
the cast. This one, "Razor's Edge" (Gene Tierney-Tyrone Power)
Carnival in Costa Rica" (Dick Haymes-Celeste Holm), and "My
Darling
Clementine"
current productio
n list.(Henry Fonda-Linda Darnell) complete the

UNPTED

ARTISTS

More Shakespeare
It was inevitable! With the big swathe that "Henry V" cut in
its opening here, someone was bound to jump
and begin plans
for more of Shakespeare. That the "someone"in turns
out to be
David O. Selznick is not too surprising. Nothing definite
has
been announced but Mr. Selznick has registered under his
name
I l„°LSeVen Shakespearean plays including "Hamlet," "Macbeth, Romeo and Juliet," "Othello," "The Merchant of Venice "
King Lear
and "Anthony and Cleopatra."
Benedict Bogeaus has separated his production function from

rn(n^eleI , aerV1°e Corporation by converting the corporation
n^rtSEn ^rJ1C?- StUdi°S' InC' The new corporation will be
and a S2'000'000 building program is being
inati
fftp/
* I more
institu
ted
to provide
space and equipment for production
units ,easing space. The company will continu
e, as in the past
to lease most of its space to United Artists product
ions.
Meanwhile, Bogeaus will continue as president of General
bervice Corporation, but will devote most of his time to actual
production from here on in. He is planning more extensive
production and is implementing his exploitation,
, advertising
and general production set-ups to handle the publicity
program.
Stone's Program Set
Andrew Stone has set his program for the next two years
with United Artists. He recently completed "The Bachelor
's
Daughters. "Stripped for Action" will star Eddie Bracken
goes in June. "Petticoat Lane" and a sequel to "Daughters" and
next year. Stone is planning to build his own studio as soon eo
as
material and equipment become
available.
Sol Lesser has another picture in work on the lot. "No TreaM A Y
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passing" is the title with Edward G. Robinson heading the cast.
"Bel Ami," a David Loew production, is under way with George
Sanders and Angela Lansbury heading the cast and Albert Lewin
directing. "The Short Happy Life of Francis Macomber" (Gregory
Peck-Joan Bennett) and "Abie's Irish Rose" (Joanne Dru-Michael
Chekhov) are the other two in production.

UNITED WORLD
Distribution Plan
It would seem that the much-talked-of United World distribution organization is about to be put to functioning. President
Matty Fox has announced a basic plan.
United World will share exchange space throughout the country with Universal. Present Universal quarters will be used until
completely new offices to house both companies can be constructed. Sales organizations will also be established in Canada
and England.
The initial group of pictures, six in all, three American and
three British, will be ready by January 1. No circuit-type operation is planned in any area. No straight releasing deals will be
made; in other words, United World will not be adverse to working with outside producers but they will have to have an interest
in any picture they release. Blocks of two to six pictures are
planned with sixteen to eighteen features available for the first
year.
be no blind
(that's
and
featuresThere
will will
be screened
for selling
exhibitors
in what
each they
sales say!)
territory.
Will Acquire Theatres
They will acquire theatres either by lease or construction, in
all the large cities here and abroad unless proper playing time
for their films can be obtained without difficulty.
First six features on the list will include International's "Dark
Mirror" and "Bella Donna," and "Bloomer Girl" to be done in
Technicolor. From the English side will come Wesley Ruggles'
"London Town," "Stairway to Heaven," with David Niven, Raymond Massey and Kim Hunter — both in Technicolor — and one
more, also probably in Technicolor, from the Rank unit.
Seek to Sell British Stars
A mammoth publicity campaign is being planned to sell the
English players to be seen in UW pictures here in the United
States. James Mason, Stewart Granger. Sid Fields, Ann Todd.
Valerie Hobson and Deborah Kerr head the list and most of these
people have already been seen here. Mason, in particular, has
created quite a furore with his performance in "The Seventh
In addition to the International product and the special
Universal - Rank product to be released through United World,
more customers are being sought. Enterprise, the enigmatic holdout, has listened to a proposal from UW, as well as from United
Artists
Veil." and Goldwyn, but so far no decision has been made.
United World will undoubtedly go after any other top product it
can get to bolster its program strength.
'Bella Donna' Shooting
Meanwhile, the only current production for UW release is *
International's "Bella Donna" (Merle Oberon-George BrentCharles Korvin). Interesting to note that the film shot on this
picture has been turned over to the Pathe laboratories for processing. Hitherto, Edward Small, the producer, had always used
Consolidated Film Labs for his work.
The first big theatre signed for showing UW product is the
Winter Garden in New York City. A two-year lease arrangement
has just been closed. J. Arthur Rank held a lease personally on
the theatre which runs into the Fall. But United World will take
over then.

UNIVERSAL
Borrow David Niven
David Niven has been borrowed from Samuel Goldwyn to
co-star with Ginger Rogers in the Skirball-Manning production
of "The Magnificent Doll" which goes before the cameras June 1.
This is a period piece with Miss Rogers portraying Dolly Madison.
Plans for the production of "The Ballad and the Source" are
almost set. EN, an independent unit headed by Miss Bergman
and Walter Wanger, will be the producers. The film will be made
in England and Noel Coward is being dickered for the scripting.
Release will probably be through United World.
'Street' OK in Atlanta
Well, after all the tumult and the shouting, "Scarlet Street"
opened in Atlanta anyway. Walter Wanger won his point completely when the judge ruled that a re-showing should be held
and another ruling by the censorship board should determine
what happened. The censors were given five days to appeal, but
had to post a $10,000 bond to insure Diana Pictures and Universal
against loss should the initial ruling be upheld. The case was
dropped at that point. All that resulted was reams of free exploitation. Bet the lines at the Atlanta theatre are endless.
Eddie Albert and Susan Hayward have been signed by Wanger for the leading roles in "Smash-up."
In line with the trend
(Continued on Page 30)
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In the Release Chart, the date under "Details" ret ers to the issue in which cast, director, plot, etc..
appeared. "Rel." is the national release date. "No." is the release number. "Rev." is the issue in which
the review appeared. There may be variations in the Running Time in states where there is censorship.
All new productions are on 1945-46 programs unless otherwise noted. (T) immediately following title
and running time denotes Technicolor production.

1945-46 Features
Westerns
Serials

Completed (40)
Completed (16)
Completed ( 3)

NEW

In Production (4)
In Production (0)
In Production (Oj

PRODUCTIONS

Story:

A young
boy
for returned

brings
home
serviceman

a burro
brother.

COWBOY BLUES
(Other details in issue of April 29)
Story:

who
Boy

wins
gets

a photographic
prize,
job
and

RELEASE

prize
girl.

Hayworth-Parks
Ford-Blair
Keyes-8owman

Rio

COMPLETED

.4-29.

Sing Me a Song of Texas
Ten Cents A Dance (60)
Thousand
and One Nights, A
You Can't De Wlthoot Love

1945-46

Bandit ot Sherwood Forest (T) (87).
Wilde-Louise
Blazing the Western Trail (56)
. . \ Starrett- Matthews
Detail! under title: Raiders of Qoantl Basin
Blondie Knows
Best
Singleton-Lake
""1,sl,1f,.Df
Close
Call for Boston <69)
Blackie

(60)

Lake-Singleton
Morris-Lane

Cowboy TDh,e
£°„ffl.n'
Morley-Bannon'
Blues
Curtis DonMll
Crime Doctor's Warning
Baxter-Anderson
(Details snder title (69)
Paper Doll Murder)
Dangerous Business
Tucker-Merrick
Details under title: Power of Attorney
Desert Horseman.
The
Starrett-Burnette
Details under title: Phantom ot the Desert
OeviPs Mask. The
Louise-Bannon
Frontier Gunlaw
(59)
.Starrett-Taylor
Galloping Thunder
(54)
Starrett-Burnette
Gentleman
Misbehaves, The (74)
Massen -Stanton
r ,?e,a 's »nder »'«•: Lullaby of Broadway
r'l,3 ,\l°\<::
r J.?»
/ L;ml)er,°st <60)
Gunning
for Vengeance
h„,h! ,a"' Bn?er ,itle: Bun"n» tn» Trail
Heading West
Details under title: Massacre Mesa
Hit The Hay (62)
Hop Harrigan
(Serial)
Jungle Raiders (Serial)
Jolson Story, The (T)
Just Before Dawn
K.ss and Tell (90) (65)
Lanf ushr •:
Lawless
Empire

(58)

. .2-21.
..4-2.
..9-4.

.2-18. . .5-23.
.1-31.
'.'.'7-9!'
.4-25.
11-12. .2-28.

Canova-Hunter
" Bakewell-Holt
" "Richmond- Born '
"Parks-Keyes
".Baxter-Barrie
Temple-Abel
..
Starrett-Burnette
Starrett-Law

Life With
Blondie (69)
[ '."."..Sin^n [L ' '
Man
Who Dared
Brooks-Macready
Details under title: One Life Too Many
Meet Me On Broadway
(78)
Reynolds-Brady
Mysterious Intruder, The (62)..
Dix-Blake
Details under title: Murder Is Unpredictabli
My Name Is Julia Ross (64)
Foch-Macready
Details under title: The Woman
In Red
Night
Editor
(67)
Sargan-Cartcr
.
Notorious Lone Wolf. The (64)
Mohr-Carter
Details under title: Lone Wolf on Broadwa
y
r,Vn
T°
>°Ve title
'83> Hall the Chief
Morris-Chapman
Details
under
Out of the Depths (61)
Bannon-Huntcr
.. .
Details under title: Secret Story
Butlaws of the Rockies
starrett- Harding ..
Pardon My Past (87)
MacMurray-Chapman
Perilous
Holiday
(89)
O'Brien-Warrick
..
Phantom
Of The Desert
Starrett-Burnette
.
Phantom Thief. The
Morris-Donncll
Details under title: Boston Blackie's Private Ghost
Prison Ship (60)
Lowery-Foch
Renegades (T)
Keyes-Parker
....
Dgtalls under title: The Kansan
Return of Rusty. The
Donaldson-Dennis
Roaring Rangers
Starrett-Burnette
Details under title: Powder River
Sing While You Dance
Drew-Stanton
.. .
Sna'« <82>
;parks-Lloyd
So Dark the Night
Geray-Chcircl
Tars and Spars (88)
Drake-Blair
Talk About A Lady (71)
Falkenburg-Tuckcr
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-7207
.7034.

.11-26.
10-16. .11-15.
.
. .7019
. .9-3. .12-13.
. 5-30 . .
..3-4.
.7014 . ..4-1
.8-20.
. .1-3. .7025.
12-24. .4-11.
.11-26
. .7017.
.7023
. .7028.
. .2-14.
202'
.7..4-15
12-20. .7012..
12-27..
.7035..
.9-18..
.12-25. . . 7005 . ..2-18
.3-21. .7008.
.11-27.

.8-20.
. 10-1 .
.4-30.
5-14.

.4-18.

10-15.
.9-3.
.1-21. ..5-2..
11-15.
.7036
.8-20.
.6-11.
..4-1.
.6-11.

.2-14.

..5-10.
..2-5. ..7-5..
.6-14. ..5-17. ..6207.
.6-26.
.6030.
.7-26. .9-21. .6201
..3-5.
.7-9
. 6201
.11-9.
.9-13.
. .5-24.
. . 6020 .. 10-15
.1-22.
.5-14..
..7-24..
. 4-30 . ...8-9. .6015
.12-11.
.8-23. .6010.. 10-29
.8-16..
.6208
.6001
9-3
.11-10.
.3-5.
.6-11 ...6-7.
..1-22. .9-27.

.

. .7-23.
.11-13.
. . .For.

...
...

.6223.. 11-12
.6224
.6005.. .2-18
.6029

.6-7.
.7-12.
.7-26.

In Production

(40)

(6)

Dean Stockwell, Cameron

Story:
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Ex-fighter
joins
Sal and a little

Salvation
boy.

Army

and

Producer:

Nat

kept

by

in

tow

Perrln
Salvation

UNCLE ANDY HARDY
Comedy-drama — Started April 18
Cast:
Mickey
Rooney,
Bonita
Granville.
Dick
Simmons,
Romay,
Dorothy Ford.
Director: Willis Goldbeck
Producer: Robert
Story;

Andy
is back
romances.

from

the

Army
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goes
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CHART
Cast
Details

Ttae

lal-

PRODUCTION

Tenth Avenue Angel
My Brother Who Talks To Horses
Till The Clouds Roll By (T)
Woman
ol my Own, A

1'Brien-Murphy
Lawford-Jenkins
Garland-Walker
Garson-Hart

...4-1.
...4-1.
..12-24.
. .4-1.

COMPLETED
BLOCK NO. THIRTEEN 1945-46

10-45.

Abbott and Costello In Hollywood
(83) . . .A. &C
Dangerous
Partners
(78)
Craig-Hasso
Her Highness and the Bellboy (112)
Lamarr-Walker
Hidden Eye, Tho (68)
Arnold- Rafferty
Our Vines Have Tender Grapes (105)
O'Brien-Robinson

BLOCK

NO.

FOURTEEN

She Went to the Races (86)
They Were Expendable
(133)
What Next, Corporal Hargrove? (95)
Vacation from Marriage (94)
Yolanda and the Thief (T)
(108)

BLOCK

..1-7

R

NEW PRODUCTIONS

BLOCK

.7007.'.

7-9

.6042. . .3-18
.6005
8-6

THE MIGHTY McGURK
Comedy-drama — Started April 22
Cast:
Wallace Beery, Aline MacMahon,
Mitchell.
Director:
John Waters

NO. FIFTEEN

Letter for Evle. A (89)
Harvry Girls. The (T)
(101)
Portrait of Maria (76)
Sailor Takes a Wife (91)
Up Goes Maisie (89)

.'.7010.
.7205

.4-29.
.11-22.
.6-25. .3-14..
12-10.
.1-10..
. .8-6. .3-28.
12-24.

Completed

.3-18

. .7018.
.8-20.
.2-18. .11-29.
• 3-28. .71c0
.7120. . . .3-4
.9-14.
.8-6.
.11-12.
11-26. 10-18.
. 7021
..2-5. . .3-1.

.11-12.
.1-7.

.9-6. . .6027. .11-12
10-13. . 6120 .
.6-21..
.6036.
.6031.

METRO-COLDWYN-MAYe

,.10-1.

..8-6.

.2-19.
..9-4.

Starrett-Athens
.
Starrett- Worth
Bannon-Cochran
Loder-Louise
...
Harris-Brooks
. .
Dunne-Knox
. ..
Starrett-Bliss
..

Curtis-Storey
Frazee-Uoyd
Willie- Keyes
Lynn-Stewart

(93)

1915-46 Features

.7001.
.9-17. . .4-25.
.6-25. .10-11. .7029
.3-21.
. 6-25 .
.7206. . ..4-1

.

. ..4-30.

Curtis-Walker
Russell-Bowman

.7024... 1-21
.7140.!.. ...

.10-15.. 12-13.

. 7201
7004. . .4-15
.7020

4-1.
. . .10-15. . .1-24. .7030
..4-4.
. . . 10-29 . .
• • 7022 .
4-1.
4-29. . 9-27 .
. . .6-25.
3-18.

Hayworth-Ford
Tindall-Clifton
Starrett-Adair

Starrett- Houck

10-18.

..3-20.
..12-24
. .8-6. ..5-30.
.10-30.

Donaldson-Nagel

Call

.7203.
.7221.

Black Arrow (Serial)
Seott-Jergens
Blonde From Brooklyn
Haymes-Merrick
Boston Blackii Booked on Suspicion (67) . . . Morris-Merrick
Boston Blackie's Rendezvous
Morris-Foch
Details under title: Surprise In the Night
Both frarrah) Hazing
Starrett-Hardlng
Details under title: Texas Riles

It Love

M.

IN PRODUCTION
Down
To Earth
(T)
Gallant Journey
Rendezvous in Rio
Details under title:

Adventures of Rusty (67)
Details under title: Rusty

Roundup

father

.5-14. .12-20.
.12-10. .3-21.

1944-45

Rhythm
Round-Up
(66)
She Details
Wouldn't
Yes Some
(87)
underSaytitle:

Datalb

Cut

Starrett-Burnette
Hix-Merrick
....
Bowman-Chapman
Kent-Ward

.4-15.
.3-18.

thinks
her
the story.

CHART

TIM

Two-Fisted
Stranger
Voice of The Whistler, The (60)
Walls Came Tumbling
Down, The
Who's Guilty? (Serial)

Cowhoy of Lonesome
River
Cyclone Prairie Rangers
Gay Senorita (70)
Fighting Guardsman,
The (84)
I Love a Bandleader
Over 21 (103)
Rustlers of the Badlands
Details under title: Renegade

Daughter
arrives
from
New
York
at ranch
.-lie
owns.
His efforts to keep her thinking so make

ttJ» — Kiula*

Curtis-Donnell
Starrett-Burnette
Starrett-Parks
Curtis-Roberts
..

COMPLETED

HIS FACE WAS THEIR FORTUNE
Comedy — Started April 27
Cast:
Anita Louise, Michael Duane, Ted Donaldson.
Director: George Sherman
Producer: Wallace MacDonald

.12-24. .
.10-29.. .5-16.

That Texas Jamboree
Terror Trail
Texas Panhandle
(55)
Throw a Saddle on a Star (67)
(Details under title: Smoky River Serenade)

NO. SIXTEEN

Bad Bascnnib (112)
Hoodlum Saint (91)
Last Chance. The (105)
Pn.lman Always Rings Twice. The
Two Sisters From Boston (112)

4-30.
.10-45.
3-5.
.9^45.
...12-25.
...12-11.
.10-16. . .9-45.
3-5. .11-45.
..5-28. .11-45.

Craig-Gifford
Montgomery-Wayne
Walker-Porter
... . . .8-6. .11-45.
Donat- Kerr
Foreign. .11-45.
•1-46.
6-11. .11-45.
Astaire-Bremer
..1-22. .1-46.
.1-46.
Hunt-Carroll
Garland-Hodiak
.1-46.
Del Rio-Armendariz . .1-22. .1-46.
.8-20.
Walkrr-Allyson
Foreign
Sothrrn-Murphy
. . . . .4-2.
Beery-O'Brien
Powell-Williams

(113) . . . Turner-Garhrld
Allyson-Lawford

...7-9.
Foreign .
....6-25.
...7-9.

ILM

!-!d
.1-16
.4-46.
.4- 16.
.4-46.

.602.. .7-23
.604. .7-23
.601.
.8-20
.603.
.600.
.607.

..8-6
9- J

.609. .10-29
.11-26
.606.
.608. .12-10
.11-26
.10-29
.610.
614
.613.
.611.
.612.
.619.
.621.
.618.
61S
.622.
.620.

12-10
1-7
1-7
.2-18
.2-18
. 3-18
.1-7
12-10
.1-7

,3-lR

BULLETIN

SPECIALS
Adventure (129)
Gable-Garson
.
Details under title: This Strange Adventure
Weekend at the Waldorf (130)
Turner-Johnson
ZKgield Follies (T)
(110)
Astaire-Ball ..

NOT

6-11.
. . . 11-27 .
5-1.

DESIGNATED

Blue Sierra (T)
(93)
Boys'Details
Ranch under
(88) title: Black Sheep
But Not Goodbye
Details under title: Boy's Ranch
Easy To Wed (T) (117)
Faithful in My Fashion
Fiesta
(T)
Great Morgan, The
Green Years, The (127)
Holiday In Mexico (T)
Little Mr. Jrm
No Leave, No Love
Show-Off, The
Star from Heaven
(Cinecolor)
Two Smart People (93)
Three Wise Fools
Undercurrent
Details under title: You Were There
Yearling, The (T)

E. Taylor-Lassie
Craig-Jenkins

. .3-46. . . .616:

12-24
.7-23
.10-45.. . . 605 .
..3-46.. ..617.

.1-21

...9-18.

Strang! Mr. Gregory, The (63)
Details under title: Gregory

Morgan-Totter
1-7 .
2-19..
1-7 .
..12-24.

Ball-Johnson
Heed- Drake
Williams-Carroll
Morgan-Powell
Coburn- Drake
9-3..
Pidgeon-Massey
9-17.
Jenkins-Giftord
...10-29.
Johnson-Kirkwood
..10-1.
Skelton-Maxwell
3-4.
Thompson-Tobias
..10-29.
Ball-Hodiak
10-1.
O'Brien-Barrymore
.11-26.
Taylor-Hepburn
3-4.

.3-18

.2-45.
.3-45.

Blonde Fe»ef
(69)
Nothing
But Trouble
(69)
Main St. After Dark (57)
Details under title: Telltale Hands
Thin Man Goes Home
(101)
Between Two Women
(83)
This Man's Nary (100)
Keep Your Powder Dry (73)
Mosle for Millions (120)
Gentle Annie (80)
Withoot Love (111)
Son of Lassie (T) (102)
Details under title: Women's
Army
Pieture of Dorian Gray (10S)

Dorn-Astor
Laurel-Hardy
Arnold-Royal

Bewitched
(65)
Details under title: Alter Ego
Thrill of a Romance
(T) (105)
Twice
Blessed
(77)

Thaxter-Daniels
Johnson-Williams
Wilde-Cralg

..8-21.
12-11.

Anchors Aweigh (T)
(144)
Meet Me In St. Louis (T) (113)
National Velvet (T)
(125)
Details under title- The Home
Thirty Seconds Over Tokyo (138)
Valley of Decision (111)

Kelly-Sinatra
Garland-O'Brien
Rooney-Taylor

6-26.
.12-13.
2-7.

.1-45.
.4-45.
1-45. .

, .531. . .7-23
.512.. 11-23
.521.. 12-11

....2-21..
9-18

.6 45.

.511
.11-27
. .527...4-1C

BLOCK

NO.

.8-21.
.6-26.
. .9-4.

Powell- Loy
515 .
Barrymore- Johnson
. 8-21 .
Beery-Gleasor.
.....5-28.
Turner-Peters
.9-4.
O'Brien- 1turhl
5-29.
Craig-Reed
8-21.
Tracy-Hepburn
...10-31.
Lawford-Lanchester
5-29 .
Sanders-Hatfield

TWELVE

SPECIAL

.1-45.
.1-45.
.3-45.
.2-45.
.3-45.
. 2-45 .
.5-45.
..6-45.
5-45 .

.3-6. . 6-45.

.516
.519
.514
.518.
.513.
.517.
. 520 .
.515.
. .523.
. .522
..526.

.11-27
.12-11
.12-11
.11-27
.12-23
.2-19
.
. .1-8
.12-2S
.12-25
4-2
. .4-30

. .525

3-5

11-27. .
.530... 6-25

Front
Tracy-Thaxter
Garson-Peck

.528. . .5-28
. 52J

. . 6-11

ot The

Alamo

Wakely-White

China's Little Devils (75)
Come Out Fighting
Uiilinger
(77)
Divorce
(70)
Driftin' Along
Details under title: Rollin' Along
Flame of the West (71)
Forever Yours (83)
Frontier Feud
Details under title: Flaming
Frontiers
G. I. Honeymoon
(70)
In Old New Mexico
Muggs Rides Again
.
Details under title: County Fair
Lost Trail, The
Riders ol the Daw
Details under title: Rainbow
Valley
Saddle Serenade
Details under title: Cowboy Serenade
Scarlet Clue, The
(65) ...
Details under title: Radio Mystery
Sensation
Hunters
Details under title: Main Street Girl
Shanghai Cobra. The (64)
South of the Rio Grande
Details under title: Song of the Border
Stranger from Santa Fe (56)
S"-i 'Mime in Tenas (55',
Trouble Chasers
Details under title. Here Comes Trouble

1945-46 Features
Westerns

Completed (24)
Completed ( 8)

(34)
(12)

NEW

PRODUCTIONS

Story:

Producers:

Jack Bernhard

and Bernard

Bran "t

Woman kills three men to claim a fortune. Her crimes are 'liseovered and the futility of them proved when the 'fortune" turns
out to be $1.00.

THE ROARING RANGE
Western— Started April 22
Cast: Johnny Mack Brown, Raymond Hatton, Jan Bryant, Marshall Reed, John Merton, Cactus Mack, Ted Adams, Jack
Perrin, Lane Bradford.
Director:
Lambert Hillyer
Producer:
Scott R. Dunlap
Story:

Not

available.

See

next

issue.

RELEASE
Title— Eimnlni

TlBt

1945-46 —

Allotment Wives
(80)
Behind the Mask
(67)
Details under title: The Shadow's
Black Market Babies (71)
Border Bandits
(57)
Dark Alibi
Don't
Gamble
Details
under Withtitle:Strangers
Charlie Chan

Francis-Kelly
Richmond-Reed
Shadow

Richmond-Hazard
Brown-Hatton
.
. .Toler-Lorring
..
Richmond-Hayes
Alcatrai

at
Face of Marble, The (72)
| Fe« <68>
Details under title: Suspense
Fighting Tcxans, The
Gay Cavalier, The
Haunted
Mine, The
H«t Money
In Fast Company
Details under title: In High Gear
Jade Lady
. Joe Palooka, Champ
(70)
I Jumpin' Joe
; Junior Prom (69)
,
Details under title: High School Kids
, Live Wires (65)
Details under title: Stepping Around
i Lonesome
Trail
(55)
Details under title: On The Cherokee Trail

13,

1946

.

Carradine-Drake
Cookson-William

Richmond-Reef
Kirtwjod-Knox
Douglas-Ames
Stewart-Pnis^r

- 6-25.. 12-24
10-29
.1-5.
.. J-12.
....9-3.
.8-20.
.12-24. .
.. .3-18.
.10-15.
, . .7-23.

Brown-Hatton
Roland-Ames
..
Brown-Hatton
Gorcey-Hall
...
Gorcey-Hall
...

Toler-Manlon

.2-2.
.3-2.

....4-29
. . .12-24.
. . 4-29
..11-26.

Gorccy-Orakc

10-1 .

Wakely-White

9-17..

.504.
.565.
.519.
528.
507.

..9-8.
.7-21..

. .4-2. . ..6-2..
.3-19..
..6-2..

In Production

(38)

(3)

CHART
Cast

Hutton-Lund
.•. . . .Crosby-Cauficld
Nope-Hasso

COMPLETED
BLOCK NO. ONE

Detmlls

BLOCK

Hold That
Details

Blonde (76)
under title: Good

BLOCK

Gardner-Reynolds
Gn gan-Kelly
Milland-Wyman
lones-Cottcn

NO. TWO

Kitty (104)
People Are Funny
Stork Club
(98)

3-18.
. . . .3-18.
4-15.

1945-46

Duffy's Tavern
(97)
Follow That Woman
(70)
Lost Weekend,
The (101)
Love Letters (101)

Intentions

(93)

NO. THREE

.10-2.
2-19.
.10-31.
10-31.

...6-12.
4-2.
..4-30.

Blue Dahlia. The (99)
They Made Me A Killer .65)
Virginian. The (T)
(90)
Well-Groomed
Bride, The (75)

Ladd-Lake
4-2.
lowcry-Britton
7-9.
McCrea-Britton
...11-13.
Milland-deHavilland
2-19.

Bride Wore Boots, The (82)
Hot Cargo (57)
Our Hearts Were Growing Up (122)
To Each His Own (122)

Stanwyck-Cummings
Rogers-Reed
Donlevy-Russcll
deHavilland-Lund

Monsieur Seaucairc
(T)
(93)
0. S. S
Searching Wind, The (108)
Strange Life of Martha
Ivers (116)
Details under title: Love Lies Bleeding
Swamp SPECIALS
Fire

Hope-CauWeld
...
Ladd-Fitzgerald
..
Young-Sidney
... 10-15
Star.wyck-Heflin
..

Road to Utopia.

Crosby-Hopc-Lamour

NO. FOUR

NO. FIVE

NO. SIX

.1-11.
12-28 .
.2-22.

Lamour-Cordova
Tufts-Lake
Barr-Massen

BLOCK

.9-28.
12-14.
11-16.
10-26.
1-25.

.4^01

9-3

.4504
9-3
.4503. . .8-20
.4502. . .8-20

12-11.. 11-23. . .4506.. 10-15

Brscken-Lake
Goodard-Milland
Hairy-Walker
Hu.to:>Fitzgcrald

Masquerade
in Mexico (96)
Miss Susie Slagle's (87)
Tokyo Rose (66)

BLOCK

.4-15

.1-22..

Brown-Hatton
Wakley-Whilc
Gilbert-Howard

.10-13..
.9-29..

1-8.
9-18.

.8-6.
1-21.
.3-5.
.7-9.
.2-18.
.9-17.

. .3-8.
.4-19.
..2-8.
.5-17.
..5-3.
..4-5.
. 6-28 .
.5-31.
.6-14.
. .7-5.

.4509. .10-15
.4508. .10-15
.4507.. 10-15
.4512. .12-10
.4513.. .12-10
12-10
.4511.
.4518. . .2-18
.4517. . .2-18
.4516. . .2-18
.4 19

. 2-18

.4521. . . .4-1
.4523.
.3-18
.4522
4-1
.4324. . .3-18

. 11-12

Weissmuller-Grey

529.

..12-24.
. .3-18. .
.10-29.
...4-15
. .2-18. .

505.. 12-10
527

.6-11..
.5-28.

Toler-Moreland
R-naldo-Armida

IN PRODUCTION

BLOCK

Cut

COMPLETED

MAY

CHART

. 8-K
.1-22

.10-20.
. 7-9. ..11-3..
..4-30.
.8-6.
.9-18.
. .8-11..
..6-12..
.4-16.

.

.Morncx-Lowery

Tlae

Perils ol Pauline (T) . .
Welcome
Stranger
Where There's Life

DECOY
Mystery— Started April 26
Cast:
Jean
Gillie, Edward
Norris, Robert
Armstrong,
Herbert
Rudley, Sheldon Leonard, Marjorie Woodworth, Betty Lcr.
Head.
Director: Jack Bernhard

..3-19
.11-12
. . 10-1

11-24..
.5-28..
. .7-23.
. 8-7 . . .3-24.
.10-2..
..5-5..
.6-16..
.8-21.

Brown-Holt
...
Wakeley-Whitc
.

RELEASE
Tttla — Rinnlnt

(1)
(1)

503.
567.
573.

.2-39
.10-1. .

Storm-Cookson
Ri naldo-Kenyon
East Side Kids

Completed

1945-46 Features

.501. .10-15

1-26. .
.10-16. . .9-22.
6-9. .
..5-12.
. .8-18.

...
. .

Wakeley-White

.516.. .3-16
4-15

.1-10.
.3-18.
.5-14.
.. .8-6... 3-16
. .4-29
. .2-4. . .4-13
7-10.
.4-6
.2-4.
. .7-14.

[.arty-Kelly
...
East Side Kids.
Lowe-Tierney
...
Francis-Cabot
.
Srown-Carver
Brown-Hatton
Storm-Smith
Brown-Hatton

572
513. . .4-15

.10-29.

..

1944-45

MONOGRAM
In Production
In Production

. .4-15
.10-29. .2-16.
.6-25.

Lowe-Rogers

COMPLETED

1944-45

.4-1.
.12-10. . .2-16
. ..-17
Z-y

Suspense
<101>
Bclita-Moore
..
Details unde. title: Glamour Girl
Sunbonnet
Sue
(90)
Regan-Storm
. .
Sweet Sixteen
Stewart-Preisser
Details under title: High School Scandals
Swing Parade of 1946
(75)
Storm-Reagan
..
Trail to Mexico
Wakely-White
Under Arizona Skies
Brown-Hatti n
Details under title: Code of The Drifter
West

.8-20.

Peck-Jarman

COMPLETED
BLOCK NO. TEN

Mandarin's
Secret
Toler-Yung
Details under title: Corpus Delicti
Moon Over Montana
Wakely-Holt
Red
Dragon,
The
<64)
Toler-Fong
Details under title: Charlie Chan In Mexico
Romance of the Kancho
Roland-Riordan
Si.adow
Returns, The
(61)
mchniond-Rced
Uetails under title: The Shadow

.3-2.,

NOT

166.
.510.

506.

.4-29

.5-10.
.1-12.

.509.

12-8

561

(90)

12-13... 3-22... 4531.. 12-10
12-24.
..8-6.

Big Town
Rred-Brooks
....
Blue Skies
(T)
Crosby-Astaire
Calcutta
Ladd-Russell
. 7-9.
California
(T)
stanwyck-MillanH
.12-10.
Cross My Heart
Hotton-Tufts
1-8.
Details under title: Too Good To Be True
Fear In The Ninht
.
'(rlly-York
1-29.
Imperfect Lady, The
Wrioht-Milland ..10-1.
Details under title: Take This Woman
Ladies'
Perf.rt
RhytttB

'
514 !

The

DESIGNATED

Man
Marriage,
leu*

The

Rracken-Wellcs
Yniing-Nlven
Haltjr-Nllllart

....11-26.
1-21.
11-1.

'.Yl-25 .
Seven

Were

Saved

Denning-Craig

Suddenly
It's Spring
Tw»
Yean
Before
tne

Ban

MacMurray-Goddard
L»M-u*aiev>

...

1945-46 Features
Westerns

Completed
Completed

NEW

4-1.
.318
5-i

In Production
In Production

(17)
(13)

(1)
(0)

PRODUCTIONS

BLONDES
ON THE
LOOSE
Mystery— Started
May
2
Cast:
Hugh
Beaumont,
Cheryl Walker.
Pnul
Bryar.
Director:
Sam
Newfleld
Producer:
Sigmund
Neufeld
Story:
M ichael Shaj ne rounds
up gangster who controls gambling
syndicate trying to blackmail a newspaper
ed Ltor.
GHOST
OF HIDDEN
VALLEY
(Other details in issue of April 29)
S o
Englishman
inherits a hidden
ranch
which
is "haunted"
by cattle
rustlers.

RELEASE
Tltl*— K«n*ln»

CHART
Cut

TIM

COMPLETED
Ambush
Trail
(58)
'valanche
(68)
Caravan
Trails
(Cinecolor)
Uiub
Havana
(62)

OeteJb

945-46

(65)

......

Doorbells
Raiders

Mask
of
Missouri

Diijon
Hayride

(67)
(61)

Details

under

title:

(80)

Crabhc-St. John
Cr
.-c-St. John
Ste-le-Saylor

(65)

Jrabbe-St.
Cnbhe

.1-22.
. 9-3.
.1-21

.

.11-26
. .4-27

. .1-8.
.11-30.
.4-15.

. . 12-24
.2-18

. .12-8.
.2-20.
.3-27.

.10-1

. .4-2\
.12-10 .12-24.
Sordon- Windsor
.2-25.
:h yne-Gwynne
..
Crabb--St.
John
. 10-15
.10-2.
. .8-6 . .1-7.
0"~r S'ro'ieim-Batcs
Von
scoll-Wright
4-9
.11-26.
.4 2
Beau-. "lit. Walker
.4-10
12-26. 11-21
, :,eele-ravlor
Colomnn-Reed
10-1V

.'

Bustrr

..8-6.
.6-25
.1-21

Henry Johnson
Savage-Neal
. .. .
LaPIa 'Che-J mes
.
Lowe- Joyce
Lf" i* 'ramer . . . .

(73) ............

Murder
Is My Business
Navajo
Kid
(59)
Once and For All
Prairie
Rustlers
(55)

5-28
.10-1. ..10-23.
.4-20.
.3-4
.7-10.
.3-18.

Night

Penfunieof , Hidden
with
Guns
Ghost
Valley ....'.".'.'.'
Gun Smoke
Mow
no v„„
r>„?
((!■?)
I Ring
Lightning

.. ..
. . ..

Beairmont-Walker

Larceny
in Her
Heart
.......[
Details
under
title. Crime
in The
Danny
Boy
(66)
fetnnr
(6 ')
Devil Bat's
Daughter
Enchanted
Forest
i Cinecolor)
Flying
Serpent
(60) ...

Stecle-Saylor
Cabot-Borg
. .. an-Cailin
L 'idsny-Ntal

.2-17. .
.6-20. .

No.

nf P.,
Romance of the West
(60) .... .
Six Gun
Man
(60)
Details under title: Siv-Oun
For H:-<.
«»-<i »f Old Wuomlng
(Clneenior)
(6S)
Strangler
of The Swamps
(60)
Terrors
On
Horseback
Thunler
Town
(57)
...
Wife of Monto Cristo
(81)

John

. .

Ankers- Youna
B-ft <•-»(! II
?tee!c-Csr'in

.

Dian-Padden
i -«i 'nrhc-Fdw^rds
p~m-»
«•
j0hn
Stcele-Saylnr
Lodcr-Aubert
... .

Elliott-Fleming
Elliott-Fleming
Bacheior-Browne
sWIing-Quigley
Rawon-Wayne
Moore-Marshall
boom-Allen
Carson-Stewart
Bntton-Vallee
. Dekker-Ankers
Ashley-Rogers
Roberts-Powers
Lane-Fra2ee
Wrixon-Fowley
Hale-Boorh
Country

God's

.9-17.

9-3. . .11-12
10-21
..5-14
. . .r-J
. 1-21 . .4-10

. . . 10-21"'

.8 6. . .4-23.

....3-19.
...10-29.
..10-29.
....4-15.
8-6 .
... 3-18.
1-21.
.... 10-1 .
3-1810-29.
...12-10.
3-5.
6-25.
...12-24.
11-26.

Moore-Elliott
McLeod-Dorn

Invisible
Informer
Inner
Circle, The
King of the Forest
Last
Crooked
Mile,

Stirling-Henry
. ..
Douglas- Roberts
..
Thompson-Talbot
.
Barry-Savage
....

Rangers
The

(Serial)

Lonely
Hearts
Club
Madonna's Secret, The
(79)
Man
from
Rainbow
Valley
(M)
Marshal
of Laredo
(56)
Murder
in the Music
Hall
(84)
My
Pal Trigger
N:ght
Train
to Memphis
i)n. E-Hting
Week
Phant-m
of the Plains
(55)
P n- n Lady,
The
D'^ih
under
title: The
Inner

11-14..
.2-28. .

.505. .11-26
..2-8.
.1-25.

.4-18.

5501... 4-29

12-10.
.2-18.
. 1-21 .
10-15.
.2-16.
..3-5..
.10-1. .4-10.

.562
.510. . .3-18

.2-18.

Withers-Withers
Lederer-Patrick
Hale-Booth
Elliott-Blake
Ralston- Marshall
.
'. . . . Rogers-Evans
Acuff-Mara
Pearee-Harris
....
Elliott-Fleming
. .
Mara-Douglas
...

10-29
12-24.
11-12.

.10-7.
.512.. ..3-4

Phi-trrHirtT. The
(Serial)
Rainbow Ov:r Te-as
(65)
R rt RivRenegades
-■•>*—,
vi-y.
*nnic
Rough
c-.-ntn

Carson-Stewart
Lane-Wentworth

Riders
of Cheyenne
Fo U -rising

(56)

VonSt'helm-Bachelof
Mara-Barrer
....
Elliott-Flenvng
Rogers-Evans
....
Kurov-Essen
....
Marshall-Gargan

Son Valley
Cyclone
The Valley of the Zombie
T-affic In Crime
Undercover
Woman
Details
nndT
title: Passkey

Elliott-Fleming
Rooth-Livlnqston
Richmond-Mara
Bchlor-Livingston

to

Danger

Rogers-Evans
Ell'ftt-F'eming
Kelly-Loder

1945-46 Features

Completed

NEW

NOCTURNE
Drama — Started

May

.7-23.

.11-1.
3-16
12-28.
.3-29.

.501
.506
.566

12-24.
.11-26.
. .9-17.
.8-6.
.9-17.

.561.

.448.

.552.

.5-14.

...
. .

Scotland
Yard
Investigator
(68)
Sonn
of Mexico
(57)
Sheriff of Redwood
Valley
(56)
Sonn
of Arizona
Spectrr of the Rose
«*"">-•
Impersonation.
A (68)

' 5ii". "."-".]"

.4-27.

. 1-27 .
.11-2.

...3-4.
.3-18.
..2-5..
.4-1. . .9-7.
.8-6.
Kent-Stewart
....
3-18.
Rogers-Evans
....
.4-1.
Carson-Stewart
9-30.
2-19.
.5-9.
.3-18.
Albert-Marlowe
..

Circle

.563

.554.
. .516
.509. . .4-29
. .502.. 12-24
..508
2-4

.2-18.
12-10.
8-20.

In Old Sacramento
(89)
I'veDetails
Always under
Loved title:
You Concerto
(T)

Under
N^ada
Skies
Wagon
Wheels
Westward
(r6)
Woman
Who Came Back. The
(68)
Details under title: The Web

..11-7! !!!!!!.'!!!!!!
. .7-24
. 10-2U . .3-20
. . .4-1. . ..2-1
. 8-6
1-1

1

.

11-26

Colorado
Pioneers
(56)
Conquest
ot Cheyenne
Crime
of the Century
Crimson
Ghost,
The
Dakota
(82)
ban Carroll's
Sketchbook
Daughier
of Don
0 (Serial)
Days
of Buffalo
Bill C6)
Fabulous Suzanne, Tho
French
Key,
The
Gay
Blades
(67)
Girls ot the Big House
(68)
Guy Could Change, A (65)
Glass
Alibi, The
(68)
Home On the Range
(55)
Details
under title: West of

.447. . .4-15
. . 3-9 .
.4-15.

.513

.4-1

.511.
. . .4.1.
11-26. 12-21.
4-16.
.4-15.
.4-30.

...

.12-13.

.564
.507... 1-21

In Production

(51)

(7)

PRODUCTIONS

1

Cast:

1945-46 Features
Westerns
Serials

(40)
(16)
( 4)

Completed
Co-npleted
Completed

(35)
(18)
( 3)

J-\ Productionn
ductio
Pro:ict
In PrOd
ion
In

'4l^
'""'*
(1)

George Raft, Lynn Bari, Edward Ashley, Virginia Huston.
Joseph Pezney.
Director:
Edwin L. Marin
Producer:
Joan Harrison
Story
Detective
s< Ives crime
ot murder
of famed
pianist for which
ten
are suspected.
Title — BinnlM

•>T'«f PRODUCTIONS
THAT
BRENNAN
GI^L
Drama— Started April 29
Cast:
James Dun.
Mona

Freeman,

June

IN

Duirez,

Bill

Marshall.

Assistant:
Dick Moder
Producer-d'rector:
Al Santell
Story:
Alcoholic mother builds her daughter's
life into a messed situation.
SHINE ON TEXAS MOON
v'ester-i
Musical — Started
May
1
Cast:
Ro- Rogers, Dale Evans,
Gabby
Hayes,
Sons of the Pioneer". Trigger.
Director: William Whitney
Associate Producer:
Edward J. White
Story:
Fomt between
cattlemen and sheepmen
settled by Hon Ftogi rs.
SNOW
CINDERELLA
Comedr-drama — Started April 29
Cast:
Lynne Roberts, Charles Drake, Eric Blore, Renee Godfrey.
Director:
Bernard
Vorhaus
Associate Producers:
Walter Colmes- Henri Sokal
Slorv:
Not available
Si- next
is: m
OUT
CALIFORNIA
WAY
'Other details in issue of April 29)
Story:
Cowboj
finds a t
h battle trying to breali Into pictures.

RELEASE

'N
Angel

and

""ODUCTION
the

Outlaw

. . Wayne-Russell

G. I. War
Brides
Out California
Way
(M)
Plainsman
and
The
Lady
.
Mtl« — Running
Time

COMPLETED
Annrl Comes to Brooklyn, An (70)
0e»--"<
under
title: New
Faces
of 1945
Alias
Billy The
Kid
(56)
Ranrtit ot Radlards
(561
California
Gold
Rush
(56)
Captain
Tugboat
Annie
(70)..
Details
under title: Tugboat
Annie's Son
*M
Man
of Paris. Tho
Cherokee
Flash
(55)

28

CHART

■•I. tu.

Sinbad
The
What
Nancy

Fairbanks-O'Hara
Day-Aherne
....

Sailor
(T)
Wanted

COMPLETED
BLOCK
NO. ONE

1-8. 11-27.

Carson-Sttwart
Carson-Stewart
Ell ott-Fleniing
Darwi-ll-Kenncdy

. . .12 84.
... .416.
... .4-30.
. .12-15.

. .4-17.
. .9-14.
.. .2-4. .
.11-17.

Esmond-Aubcrt
Carson-Stirling

... .10-1. . .4-20. .
7-9. 12-13..

.503. ..3-18
...551.
.555.
. .565.
.504.
.1-7
.514.
.553.

Into
Dead

Toyko
(72)

(82)

Cornered
(102)
Hotel Reserve
(79)
Dick Tracy
(61)
Sing Your Way Home
(72)
Spiral Staircase,
The
(83)
Details
under
title: Some

Pnwell-Cheirel
Mason-Mannheim
Conway- Jeffreys
Halev-.'etfries
McGuire-Brent

NO.

NO

THREE

Must

FOUR

Rivcrtieat
Rhythm
(64)
Tarzan
and the Leopard

BLOCK

NO.

Most

.8-6
9-17
.8-6
.8-6
. ..607
.608
.606.
.609.
.610

.8-6
.8-6

612.

10-15
12-24
10-1
12-24
.10-1

7-9

615

6-11
12-11

9-3.

613
614
.611.

Watch

(72)

.5-28.
...9-3.
2-19.

Errnl-Newton
Weismuller-loyce

...8

617
616.
.618.

..1-7

"9.
[0

4-29
.2-18

Detector

Reservations

Details under title: Thanks

12-24

4-29
4-29
3-4
620. 12-10
.619.
3-4

FIVE

Badman's
Territory
(98)
ilinq
Dunn
Williams
(62)
Partners
in Time
(76)
Truth
About
Murder.
Tho
(63)
Details
under
title: The
Lie

.9-17

12-24

Dangeroos

Woman

.605.
601.

2-5.
.11-27.
6-11.

Lodrr-Long
The

.602.
.603.
.604.

2-19.

Foreign

Deadline
at Dawn
(83)
Hayward-Willianis
From
This
Day
Forward
Fontaine-Steven>
Details under title: All Brides are Beautiful
(70)
title-

.3-4.
..4-1.

Neal-Hale
Karloff-Drew
O'Brien-Drew
Henrrid-O'Hara
Warren-Long

BLOCK

..4-29.
.4-1.

Davis-Haley
2-5.
Conway-Corday
... 2-19.
Raft-Trevor
.....12-11.
Errol-Risdon
219.
Brown-Carney
4-16.

Man
Alive
(70)
Spanish
Main.
The
(T)
(100)
Wanderer of the Wasteland
(67)

Without

M.

.4-29.
.4-29

1945-46

George White's Scandals
(95)
Falcon in San
Francisco, The
(65)
Johnny Angel
(79)
Momma
Loves Poppa (60)
Radio BLOCK
Stars on Parade
NO. (69)
TWO

Game of Death
Details
under

1945-46
Dowd-Dukc

Loy-March
Temple-Madison
Stewart-Reed
.. .
Kaye-Mayo
....

First Yank
Isle of the

utU'U

PRODUCTION

BLOCK

In.

Cut

CHART

Best Years of Our Livrs. The
Honeymoon
It's A Wonderful
Life
Secret
Life of Walter
Mitty
(T)

4-"9.

EM'son'-Lei
..4 29.
Hale-Booth
4-29.
Elliott- Ralston ....4 29.
Catt
Dot 1 111

RELEASE

TIM

God,

I'll Takr

Scott-Richards
Vernon-McGuire
Golf-Lauck
Granville-Conway

... 10-1
...5-14.

Colbert-Waync

...10-29.

It

From

.4-23

.7-23.

. 3-4

Here)

FILM

. .5-13

BULLETI

SPECIALS
Along

Came

Jones

(90)

Cooper-Young

Bells of St. Mary's, The
(125)
Make
Mine
Music
(75)
Tomorrow
Is Forever
(105)
Wonder
Man
(T)
(98)

NOT

. .11-27
3-5
Feature
4-2
7-24

681.
6-25
661. .11-26
692... 4-29
682. . .1-21
6.1. . -4-30

Langford-Wade
Karloff-Lee
....

9-17
8-6

.5-13

DESIGNATED

Bamboo
Blonde
Bedlam
(79)
Details under
Child
of
Crack-Up

Crosby-Bergman
Disney Cartoon
Colbert-Welles
.
Kaye-Mayo
....

title: A

Tale

of

Bedlam

Divorce

Moflett-Toomey
0 Brien-Trevor

...3-4.
. .1-21.

.
.

Criminal
Court
Desirable
Woman
Dick Tracy vs. Cueball
Double Trouble

Conway-O'Driscoll
Bennett-Ryan
...
Conway- Jeffreys
Haley- Jeffreys

Falcon's
Adventure.
aFlcon's
Alibi. The
Heartbeat
(102)
Kid From
Brooklyn,

Conway-Meredith
Conway-Corday
Rogers-Aumont
Kaye-Mayo

(■»«■» Lock
Likely Story, A
Genios At Work
Details under
Notorious
Details
under

The
(62)
The

(T)

(114)

title:

Master

Minds

title:

Follow

Your

Sister Kenny
Step By Step
Stranger,
The
Sunset
Pass
Till the End
of Time
Details under title: The

2-4

. . .4-29
....8-20
. . . .8-20
6-25

Young-Hale
Williams-Hale
Carney-Brown

10-29
2-4
9-3

Bergman-Grant

... 10-29

4-29
4-1

Story:

of

IN

11-12
. . . .1-21
. . . 10-29
....12-10
. . 10-29

Abie's
Short,

Tftl*— (ttniaj

Carnival
in
My
Darling

Completed

Feature

691

3X

Bachelor's

In Production

(42)

Cad

Costa
Rica
Clementine

(T)

u«t»m

(4)

rt*.

no

.4-29.
.4-29.
.4-15.

Haymes-Holm
Fonda-Darnell
. .Power-Ticrney
Blaine-James

That's

for

.4-29.

DESIGNATED
Dunne-Harrison
Fitzgerald-Huston
Landis-Gargan
...

Bell for Adano, A (103)
Black
Beauty
Captain
Eddie
(107)
Caribbean
Mystery
(65)
Details odder title: First,
Centennial
Summer
(T)
Claudia
and
David
Cluny
Brown
(100)

Hodiak-Tierney
Freeman- Denning
MacMurray-B«rl
Dunn-Ryan

Colonel Effingham's
Raid
Dark
Corner,
The
(S9)

last and

Always

Dead'i-o
For Murder
Do Ycu
Love Me?
(91)
Doll Face
(80)
Dolly Sisters. The
(T)
(114)
Dragonwyck
(103)
Wake
Up and Dream
(T)
Fallen
Angel
(97)
Homo
Sweet
Homicido
House on 92nd Street
(88)
Details under title: Now
It Can
Jesse James (106)
Junior
MUs
(94)
It Shouldn't
Happen
To A Dog
Johnny
Comes
Flying
Home
(6=5)
Leave
Her To Heaven
(T)
(110)
Margie
(T)
Rendezvous
24
(70)
Return of Frank
James
(92)
Shock
(70)
Shocking
Miss
Pilgrim.
The
(T)
Somewhere
in the Night
Smoky
(T)
Strange
Triangle
Sentimental Journey
(94)
Spider,
The
(63)
State Fair (T)
(100)
Walk In the Sun
(117)
Details
under UA
Release
Chart
(T)

UNITED

"f-e't-Fythe
Ball-Stevens

Be

Told

.611. . .7-23
.620
2-4

11-13. . .Aog...
12-10

f.raln-Wilde
McGuire-Young
Jones-Boyer

(70)

Three Littlf Girl! in Blue
Way
Ahead.
The
(104)
*""
"•<
'1531
Yank
in London,
A (106)

12-10
. .3-19. . .Nov..
..10-1. . .Feb.

.

12-11... Sept.. .
.2-5... Sept..

.9-17

13,

1946

tan

Daughters,

under

Mr.

Woman.

ta.

•»»

4-29
4-29

Scott-Dvorak

Mr.

8-6. . .1-11 ... Lev. .. .1-21

Marx
Brothers
Muni-Baxter

Satan

.... 10-15. .. 5-10.
1-21

Russell-List

. .Rgs.
.L.H..

4-1

.'.'Cummmgs-Harrison
Brencman-Granville
01 vi«r-Le.gh
Laughton-Britton
Goddard-Hatfield
Jones-Cotten

Foreign. .12-14. . .GFD.
.8-20. . .2-22. . .Gldn.
Foreign
6.F.O.
2-5. .10-19. . .Bog
. .7-23. . .2-15. . Bog- Mer.
3-19
. -Szk.

. .10-1
. .1-21
.
. .8-20
. .2-li
......

0 Keefe- McDonald
.. .6-25. .11-30. . .Sml. .12-10
Mason-Calvert
...Foreign
GFD
Olivier-Newton
Foreign
GFD. . .4-2}
Montgomery-Mill;
3-15. . GFD. . 12-10
Marlowe-Cramer
. Foreign.
.4-29

Ace and the Queen

Raft-Sidney

3-4.

Russell-Huston
Bennett-Fields
Fontaine-Olivier
Sanders- Hasso
Lloyd-Walburn
.
Bergman-Peck

2-8. . Hug. . . .4-1

1-22.. .9-14. . .Bnt.. .10-29
. . .Reissue. . 4-26
. . 10-29

.10-1

Lamarr-Sanders
(T)

Newton-Johnson
Robson-Carvert
Russell- Hayward
Raft-Gardner
.

ED WORLD

. .Szk
Psb

7-24. .12-28. . .Szk. .11-12
. .12-24

Edwarde)

The

This Happy
Breed
2000
Women
'oung
Widow
Whistle
Stop
(85)

ft*.

1945-46

The

title:

•Main

Dru-Chekl:ov
The. Peck-Bennett

Abilene

Casablanca,
A (89)
My Shoulder
under
title: Me and

.601.
.7-9
.604... 7-23
.605
8-6
.528.
.610.
.625.

.Foreign
.Foreign
.

G.F.D
G.F.D

. . .3-5. ...3-1..
7-23. .1-25.

Smg
..Neb..

3-4
.1-21

PICTURES

.11-26. ■ Apr
218. . .
. .5-28.
Jan

. .1-21. .
. May. .
. Reissue. . Feb . ,
. 12-10.
.10-15. . . .Feb.

1946-47 Features

.626. . .4-29
.617. .12-24
.609. ..10-1
.623.. .3-18
612. .10-29
.608... 9-17

N-.ver-Matiiri!
. . .For
Aug
Nlven-Huntley
...
11-29
..A«|
HanMrke-Mltchell
Neagle-Harrison
.. Foreign. . . Mar

ARTISTS

In Product'on

( 1)

(1)

NEW

.6-25

.1-21

621.

A beautiful
divorcee
marries;
arrh"ologist
and
they
She falls in love with a blackmailing
character and
band's murder.
Ultimately,
she
kills her lover
and

RELEASE

624
4-1
614. .12-24

.627.
.619.
.615.

PRODUCTIONS

BELLA DONNA
Drama — Started April 15
Cast:
Merle Oberon, George Brent, Charles Korvin, Paul Lukas,
Lenore Ulric, Robert Capa.
Director:
Irving Pichel
Producer:
Edward
Small
Story:

618.
.603.

12-10. . June. .
.7-23..
..1-7.. June. . . .630
.10-1. .Mar
..6-11..
.Dec
..1-22. .Oct
Mar
. .8-11
11-26

Completed

. 10-^
.4-15

.3-18

Title — Running

Bella

go
to B
they plot husherself.

CHART

Time

Details

Cast

IN PRODUCTION

Rel.

..4-29. ..

Donna

Obtron-Kent

COMPLETED

Dark
Mirror.
The
London
Town
(T)
Stairway
to Heaven

.. .
. . .4-1. . .
. Foreign
.
. Foreign. .

deHavilland-Ayres
FielJ-Kendall
M?s\cy-Niven

(T)

. Jnsn.

2-1*

613. .11-12
607. . .9-17

616. .12-24

606. ,

.6-11

602.
. . .622.

..8-7

1945-46 Features
Westerns
Serials

..3-4

1945-46 Features
Completed (28)
In Production (i)
Ke-v to Producers: Small (Sml.); Rogers (Rgs.); Vanguard
(Van); Ooshy Thv.); Sherman (Shm ) ; Pre*»sburg©r
(Psb.); Wanger r.Vrr.); Rlnley-Montor (R.M.); Bop-mum.
(Ro<t.): StTomners- (Smg.) : Levey (Lev.); Cowan (Cow.);
Stone (Stn): Selznick (Szk.): Nebenzahl (Neb.): Le«,.r
Les); Loew-Hakim (L. H.); Skirball (Ski.); Eagle-Lion
<C. f. D): Cafmey (Cgy.); Bronston (Bm.): Hughe* (Hug.)
MAY

Strange

CHART

.3-18
12-24. . June.
.12-25. . Feb.
.12-10. . .May

Kelly-Ryan
. .4-30. . . May
O'Hara-Haymes
...
Jan.
r'innda-O'Keefe
.8-20 . . Apr .
Grable-Payne.
...
. Nov. .
...2-5.
Tierney-Price
....
.5-14.
Payne-Haver
....
...3-5
Faye-Andrews
.Dec
..5-14.
.3-18.
Bari-Scott
..4-30.
Eythe-Hasso
Feb.
Oct.
. Reissue.
Power-Fonda
. .2-19. . .Aug..
Garner-Joslyn
. . .
. . 2-4. .
Landis-Joslyn
Stewart-Crane
...
Tierney-Wllde
Craine-Young
Gargan-Palmer
Fonda-Tierney
...
Price-Bari
Grable-Hayroes
...
Hodiak-Guild
MacMurray-Bavter
Hasso-Shcpperd
Payne-OHara
....
Conte-MaHowe
...
Andr-ws-Crain
Andrews-Conte
...

deMaupassant.

PRODUCTION

Getting
Gertie's
Garter
(72)
Fanny
by Gaslight
Henry
V <T)
(134)
Johnny in the Clouds
(88)
Little
Iodine
Mr. Ace
Details

1945-46

Anna
and The
King of Siam
And Then There Were None
(97)
Behind
Green
Lights
(64)
Details under title: Precinct 33

Guy

Tkw

Outlaw.
The
(114)
Paris — Underground
(97)
Rebecca
(130)
Scandal
in Paris, A
Sin of Harold
Diddlebock,
The
Spellbound
(113)
Oetails ondcr title: House of Dr.

Me

COMPLETED

by

Blithe
Spirit
(T)
(94)
Breakfast
in Hollywood
(93)
Caesar
and
Cleopatra
(T)
Captain
Kidd
(89)
Diary of A Chambermaid
(87)
Duel In the Sun
(T)

CHART

Ti»-

tale

Irish Rose
Happy Life of Francis Macomber,

Night
in
Angel Un
Details

PRODUCTION

Razor's
Edge.
The
You're
For Ke
Details
under
title:

NOT

Cartoon

CENTURY
RELEASE

IN

(lassie

Abilene
Town
(89)
Details under title:
Disney

1945-4G Features

the

COMPLETED

Home

(T)

20th

From

Title — ImiH

REISSUE
f inocchlo

PRODUCTIONS

RELEASE

Heart
Russell-Knox
Tierney-feffreys
Rohinson-Yeung
Warren-Leslie
McGulre-Madison

Dream

.. .3-18.
. ..2-4.
4-1.

NEW

NO TRESPASSING
Drama
started April 22
Cast:
Edward
G. Robinson,
Lon
McCallister,
Allene
Rob.
Rory Cal oun, Ruth Nelson, Julie London, Margaret Wells.
Director:
Delmer Daves
Producer:
Sol Li
Story:
A psychopathii
tai
r tries to keep liis foster-daughter
from the
world
But
he Calls in love in spite of him and is saved.
BEL AMI
Drama— Started April 29
Cast: George Sanders, Angela Lansbury, Ann Dvorak, Frances
Dee, Marie Wilson, John Carradine, Katherine Emery,
Warren William, Hugo Haas, Albert Bassermun, Richard
Fraser, Judy Cook, Wyndham Standing, Charles Trowbridge, Vernon Steele, David Bond, Leonard Mudie, Jean
Del Val.
Director: Albert Lewin
Producer: David Loew

(48)
( 7)
( 4)

Completed
Completed ((51)
6)
Completed ( 4)

NEW

PRODUCTIONS

In Product'on (5)
In Production (')
(0)

PIRATES OF MONTEREY
(T)
Fantasy— Started April 26
Cast:
Maria
Montez,
Rod
Cameron,
Philip
Reed,
Rasumny, Gilbert Roland, Tamara Shayne.
Director:
Alfred Werker
Producer:
Paul
Story:

An

in-runner

falls

in

love

with

his

best

friend's

Mikhail
Malvern
sweetheart.

kground of the Spanish ti^ lit for early California.
OH SAY CAN YOU SING
Comedy— Started April 26
Cast:
Sheila Ryan,
Fred
Brad
P ula Drew,
Walter
Catl
Isabelita, Jack Marshall, Louis Da Pron, Moro and 5 29

.5-31...

Director:

I" Hi, Guadalajara Trio.
Will Jason
Executive Producer:

Ema-WLLErT
Started

She

Marshall Grant

SinSer29ta"8 '" ",Ve WUh tW° SiSterS bUt fl

April

Ava

Gardner,

Albeit

So

Dekkcr,

Edmond

"''■'
■ Sam
Levene, Jack
Jeff Corey
lor: Robert Siodmak Lambert,
Producer: Mark Hellinger
A'! "'»'"•""■'•
solve

a

murder.inspector

opens

RELEASE

u

,

in

for

Lo»e

Duryea-Vincent
Abbott-Costello
'
Hall-Johnson

for

laL

Death

,im

.Neal-O'Driscoll

(57) '"
(T)

it:r
Collier-Brad
wa
yrt . .11-26
1-21.
.Utton-Adams

Clyde's

Wfe"

Andrews-Hayw.nl

Crimson
Canary
(64)
Beerv-rnllier
Details under t.tl.: Hear That Trumpe
tTalk
iS

■

p-,

■.• ■ :

Arnaz-Smith

Dtt
of £. KATTl"
<72)
uressed
To Kill
Killtitle: Prelude
D^sed
Details T„ under
to
Fandango
(T)
Details
under title- Schahrazad
Frontier
(84)
Girl
On Gal (T)

*7 Serenad
>
. ...
Gun Details theunnvrSnot title:
e for

Murder

Murder

Lover Come
Back
Lost City of the Jungle
Madonna of the Seven

Man
in Gray
(92)
Men
In Her Diary
(73)
Murder
Mansion
..
Paradise
(T)
Gentleman

Scarlet
Street
Secret
4B.„»
Senonta from

Tin

3-19.
...9-3.
. .4-29.
.10-15.
3-18.

.

///

Tarry-Savage

...

1102)
x-9
'Serial)
the West
(63)

Seventh lutfy
Veil. The
(94)
«hndv
C>4)
She Wolf of London,
The
(61)
Details under title: Alibi In Ermine

4-1
.11-12

Abbotf-CosteMo
Holden-Simmons

' Lockwood-Mason
Albritton-Hall
endwin-Grey
g

Abbott-Costello
Grant-Adam
s
Chaney-Joyee
Rathbone-Bruce
Jean-Brasselle

11-23

.

.10-2

Kennedy-Kennedy
Cameron-Raines
Cookson-Shaw

7-23
"
4-1
11-12

Rob'nson-Bennett"
Bridges-Wiley
Jones-Granville

8-6
4-16
1-22

Mason-Todd '.'.Foreign
Cnhnrn-Simm,
6-11
Hadcn-Harvey
12-24

...
....

..2-4.
.4-19...
...3-1. .
. . .2-4.
.1-7.
.11-22.

Loy-Ameche

to

Vengeance

(54)

Lady

Oberon-Korvin

..

Grant-Knight

. ..

Mason-Lxkwood

. 10-29.
.2-19.
.10-1.

Story:

NEW

In Production

(32)

.3-29. .
..2-8..

511. ..1-21
.525
4-1
.518
3-4

. 2-22 .

.520. . .3-18

10-29
. ..503..
1681

1-22. . 1781.
12-28. . lc81 . .
.7-24. .
.506.
.519. .10-2n
.1-21
.3-4
. 501 .
.531. .4-29

Title— Riunlni

Cheyenne
Cloak
and
Dagger
Life With
Father
Stallion
Road

Details

out

.9-T>

Morgan-Wyman
Cooper-Palmer
Dunne-Powill
.
Reagan-Smith

(T)

Mildred Pierce (111)
My Reputation
(94)
Never
Say Goodbye
Night and Day (T)
Nobody
Lives Forever
Of Human
Bondage
One
More
Tomorrow
Pride of the Marines
(119)
Details
under
title. This

Love

R RISSUES

3orn
For Trouble
Originally titled:
Came

of

Ours

In the

.2-16.

.6-25.
.11-10.
4-16. ...3-9.
11-16.
.4-16.
.12-15.
11-26.
.8-20.
. .4-20.

.3-30.
.7-26. ..9-27.
...9-1.
.12-29.

.

.512

'.51
8.. .4-2
.512...
2-189
. .506. .11-12
..508.. 11-26
.517. ..4-15

12-25.

Leslie-Aldo
Flynn-Smith
.1-21.
10-16.
3-8.
Cooper-Bergman
. . . 1-22.
Sheridan-Smith
2-19.
King-Prince
.2-19.
Davis-Ford
.2-19.
Fitzgerald-Grcenstreet ..4-2.
(T) ... .Morgan-Paige
Leslie-Hutton
.5-14.
Morqan-Leslie
..
218.
12-24.
Booart-Stanwyck
Greenstreet-Vickcrs

Big

lei.

11-29.
Crawford-Carson
Stanwyck- Brent
. ..
.7-24. .1-26.
.'i6-20.'
Flynn-Parker
. 6-25 .
Grant-Smith
. .Garfield-Fitzgerald
.9-18.
.8-6.
Henreid-Parker
.11-1..
11-27.
Sheridan-Moran
. .6-1.
Garfield- Parker
....

Johnson-Emerson
Murder

..4-1.
12-10.
10-31.
12-13.

Alda-King
Bogart-Bacall
Documentary
Leslie-Aldo
Boyer-Bacall
Emerson-Scott
deHavilland-Lupino
flynn-Lupino
Scott-Paige
Leslie-Hutton
....

Rhapsody in Blue
(139)
San
Antonio
(T)
(110)
Saratoga
Trunk
(135)
Sentence.
The
Shadow of A Woman
Stolen
Life, A
(107)
Three
Strangers
(93)
Time. The Place and The Girl, The
Too Young To Know
(86)
Two Guys From
Milwaukee
Two
Mrs. Carrolls,
The
Very Rich Man.
A

her-

.4-15.
. .4-1.
.4-15.

1945.46

Beajt With Five Fingers, The
bid Sleep,
The
Burma
Victory
(63)
Cinderella
Jones
(88)
Confidential
Agent
(118)
Danger
Signal
(78)
Devotion
(107)
Escapi
Mi Never
Her Kind
of Man
(78)
Janle
Gets
Married

who
befl
and
ultimately

CHART

Tiae

COMPLETED

It All

STUDIO

(5)

PRODUCTIONS

RELEASE

510.. 12-24

.513.. 12-10
.515... 2-18
1-11 ' .1104.
1-18..
•12-7..

.5-17..
. 9-7.

.504.
10508. .10

.

A woman
pianist
must
choose
between
the man
and
the man
she loves.
She
kills one of them
self. Jealousy is the motivating
theme.

. .509.. 11-26

12-21

10-12..
.2-15. .

u

. .6-11.
.6-25... 11-2
Foreign.
11-30

IN PRODUCTION

..9-21.
10-23.

. 3.22 . . .
528.
.5-10... .505 .12
530
..10-5..
.3-8. .. . 524 ... 4.9-28...
U
.517. . .2
. .3-1. - . .522. . .3- 15

BROTHERS
Completed

DECEPTION

10-15.

.521.
.533.

Drama — Started April 25
Cast:
Bette Davis, Paul Henreid, Claude Rains.
Director: Irving Rapper
Producer: Henry Blankc-

532.
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(Continued from Page 25)

for on-the-spot location shooting. Miss Hayward is now in
New
York for the filming of kidnapping scenes in Central Park. Stuart
Heisler is directing.
Six Shooting
Six in production on the lot with three holdovers: "The Ghost
Steps Out" (Abbott-Costello), "The Black Angel" (Dan DuryeaJune Vincent) and "The Michigan Kid" (Jon Hall-Rita Johnson)
New ones are: "Pirates of Monterey" (Maria Montez-Rod Cameron) m Technicolor, "Oh Say Can You Sing" (Sheila Ryan-Fred
Brad;
Hellinger's
production,
"The
Killers"
(Burt
Lancas
tcr-Ava Mark
Gardner).

WARNER

BROS.

Suspension Problem
All quiet on the Warner lot with the suspension list still a
considerable one headed by Humphrey Bogart, Lauren Bacall
and
Andrea King. There doesn't seem to be any explanation
of why
u "",''
'ways had so much suspension trouble
In the
early days, it was Bette Davis; she took eleven in five years
inone that lasted for a year straight.
Then, Jimmy Ca: ',
equalled cluding
her record.
Olivia de Havilland
really m
history in her famous suit.
And
always and continuously
tl
are these minor short-duration
fights that usually end with no
30

one

having gained a thing.
No two arguments are ever the same, so it is impossible to
say whether the studio is right and the players wrong or viceversa. But it would certainly seem that the people involved
could realize how much is being lost on both sides by protracted
periods of non-work. It is undoubtedly true that much miscasting
is avoided by these suspension routines, but it is equally just as
possible that people miss roles that would have helped their
careers. Perhaps, if more care and judgment were put into the
roles when they are written and originally cast, some of this constant turmoil could be avoided.
Joan Leslie Loses
Joan Leslie, who has been in the process of a suit against
Warners, to break her contract with them, has lost her case.
She claimed the contract was signed while she was a minor, but
the court upheld Warner's claim. The actress will be kept from
accepting employment with any other studio until her contract
with Warners is fulfilled or she has their permission for an outside commitment. The case is being appealed. But meanwhile.
Miss Leslie is not working and is off salary.
Only new starter on the lot is "Deception" (Bette Davis-Paul
Henreid-Claude Rains).
Irving Rapper is directing.
Contin u
in production
are: "Cheyenne"
(Dennis
Morgan-Jane
Wyman),
"Stallion Road"
(Ronald Reagan-Alexis Smith)
and "Life With
Father"
(William
Powell-Irene Dunne)
in Technicolor.
FILM
BULLETIN

EXPLOITATION PICTURE ntnw

JESSE

FRANK

JAMES

JAMES

Hera, in a relaxed moment,

SAM

BASS

is Randolph

Scott, two-fisted

sheriff, and Ann Richards, crusading newspaper
nemeses of the outlaws.

editor —

BILL

DALTON

GRAT

DALTON

'BAOMAN'S TERRITORY' . . . Actionful!
This rip-roaring outdoor melodrama makes little — hardly
any — compromise with those story elements that too often
debilitate westerns. The emphasis in Badman's Territory is on
Action — and note the capital A. The showman has a powerful
exploitation angle in the assemblage — greatest ever — of
famous outlaws, who motivate the two-gun career of sheriff
Randolph Scott.
Give this show both guns, boys!
HANK

McGEE

(Continued on Next Page)

The outlaws, reading from upper left, are played by: Lawrence Tierney, Tom Tyler, Nestor

EXPLOITATION PICTURE
(Continued from Preceding Page)

'BADMAN'S
An

RKO

Produced

Radio
by Nat

TERRITORY'

CREDITS
Picture. Executive Producer, Jack
Holt.

Directed by Tim

Whelan.

J. Gross.
Cast: Ran-

dolph Scott, Ann Richards, George "Gabby-' Hayes. Lawrence
Tierney, Tom Tyler, Phil Warren. Steve Brodie, William Moss,
James Warren. Isabel Jewell, Morgan Conway, Nestor Paiva, Ray
Collins. Original Screen Play by Jack Natteford and Luci Ward.
Director of Photography.
Robert de Grasse.
A. S. C.

1. Texas
Oklahoma
Warren),
"Gabby"

Sheriff Mark Rowley (Randolph Scott) comes to the lawless
Panhandle and finds his wounded brother, John (James
being nursed by lovable old renegade, "Coyote" (George
Hayes), and newspaper
editor Henryette
(Ann Richards).

5,
rises Texan
further knocks
when the
Daltons(Nestor
ride
intoMark's
town stock
and the
out lawless
Sam Bass
Paiva) the gang's toughest henchman.

2. Learning that John's life had been saved by the James brothers,
Frank (Tom Tyler) and Jesse (Lawrence Tierney), he becomes friendly with them and assures his standing in town.

3. Henryette launches an editorial crusade to clean up the Panhandle
and when a "citizen's committee" tries to close her shop Mark prevents it and realizes he is falling in love.

4. Their romance hits a snag when Mark judging a horse race between Henryette and Belle Starr (Isabel Jewell) awards victory to
the latter
20

£. As Mark becomes a powerful figure in town, a shady
cattleman (Ray Collins) decides it would be safest to have
him named Sheriff of the Panhandle, which is faced with
annexation to the Oklahoma Territory.

7. He runs into trouble when an old enemy. Captain Hampton (Morgan Conway), shoots down "Coyote" in cold blood
and attempts to arrest Mark. He is forced to kill Conway
but is acquitted by a friendly jury and wins Henryette.
FILM

BULLETIN

THE NEWS

DIGEST

(Continued from Page 19)
The "24-Hour Club" members, tops among distributors and
exhibitors in the Red Cross collection, as well as the rest of the
party, headquartered at the Statler Hotel and, in addition to the
White House visit, enjoyed a Potomac cruise on a Navy destroyer,
were feted Thursday evening at the Statler, then went on to New
York on Friday for further celebration.

SCHINE PLAN OPPOSED BY WRIGHT
Details of the "Schine plan" for reorganization and realignment ordered by the Federal Court in Buffalo were revealed last
week, and lived up to the expectation that they would offer much
less than the Government desired for dissolution of the monopoly.
At any event, it was far less harmful to the defendants than the
plan submitted last February by Robert L. Wright, special assistant to the Attorney General.
According to Schine's proposals, the five-state circuit containing 160 theatres was to be broken down into three corporations;
one corporation would operate all Schine theatres in New York
state, another would control all those in Ohio, while the third
would operate the circuit's theatres in Maryland, Kentucky and
Delaware. The Department of Justice had asked that Schine
dispose of 80 of its theatres.
Schine attorneys told Federal Judge John Knight that this
method would "break up the large buying power" of the chain,
which was what the court desired, and that the only common interest the stock owners would have in the three corporations
would be "the right to get dividends."
Wright, when informed of the plan, indicated that he would
oppose the method as "not materially altering the present
situation."
The proceedings, which were conducted in an "in chambers"
session by Judge Knight and Willard S. McKay, chief Schine
counsel, were adjourned until May 28.

SMPE HONORS WARNERS. ARMAT
Scrolls of Achievement honoring Warner Brothers and
Thomas Armat were presented last week at the semi-annual
dinner-dance of the Society of Motion Picture Engineers at the
Hotel Pennsylvania in New York in a ceremony which highlighted the society's 59th semi-annual technical conference. The
citations were accepted by Major Albert Warner, vice-president
and treasurer of Warners, in behalf of his brothers, Harry M.
and Col. Jack L. Warner, and by Lt. Brooke Armat, U. S. N., son
of Mr. Armat, who was unable to attend.
The ceremony was held in commemoration of the twentieth
anniversary of sound films, pioneered by Warner Bros., and the
fiftieth anniversary of the first exhibition of motion pictures in a
theatre, when Thomas Armat operated the first projector which
he had invented.
In accepting the scroll, Maj. Warner acknowledged his company's contribution to sound pictures and heaped praise on the
motion picture engineers
for their development of the technical
factors.

Another
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GEN. BOOTH GETS VARIETY AWARD
General Evangeline Cony Booth of the Salvation Army was
selected by the Variety Clubs for its annual Humanitarian Award
for 1945 in recognition of "unusual service rendered to and in
behalf of world-wide humanity." it was revealed last fortnight
of the national Humanichairman
Rowswell,General
by Albert
Booth will receive a silver
Award committee.
tarianKennedy
plaque and a check for $1,000 at the Award banquet on the evening of May 18 which will climax the four-day national convention of the Variety Clubs at the Hotel Astor in New York.
General Booth, 80 years old, was selected by a committee
consisting of 70 newspaper and magazine editors and publishers,
radio commentators and others well informed in current affairs.
Rowswell revealed that General Booth "overtowered everybody
in the final balloting."

PEOPLE
Anthony (Tony) Sudekum, 66, president of Crescent Amusement Co., one of the largest theatre circuits in the South, died
suddenly after being stricken with a heart attack on Sunday,
April 28, in Nashville. Sudekum, in addition to heading the chain,
was one of the most prominent citizens of Nashville and a colonel
on the staff of the governor of the state.
Earle W. Sweigert was named Paramount division sales manager to succeed William E. Erbb, resigned, as Charles M. Reagan,
distribution chief, announced a new alignment in the branch
offices. The new setup will have Sweigert heading the MidEastern division; Hugh Owen at the helm of the Northeastern
and Southern divisions; J. J. Donohue supervising the Central
division, and George A. Smith in charge of the Western division.
Spyros Skouras, 20th-Fox prexy, has accepted the chairmanship of the
New York Fund Campaign's Manhattan Motion
PicturesGreater
Committee.
Monroe Greenthal was elected a vice-president of United
World Pictures, and James M. Franey was named treasurer.
William J. Heineman, vice-president and sales head of United
World, was appointed by the J. Arthur Rank Organization to repRank in sales of "Caesar and Cleopatra" to be released by
United resent
Artists.
Jack L. Warner was elected treasurer of the Academy of
Motion
Johnston.Picture Arts and Sciences, succeeding the late John LeRoy
Francis A. Bateman, for the past five years Republic's Pacific
Coast district sales manager, leaves the company June 1 to engage in a ne\v film project.
ment.Mike Spector was named head of Universale talent departSidney Alexander, Columbia advertising head, left the company to join David O. Selzniek as Eastern ad-publicity manager,
succeeding Robert Levitt, resigned.
William E. Erbb, recently resigned as Paramount's Eastern
joins David O. Selznick's Vanguard Films in an
sales manager,
executive
capacity.

Leopold Bader, 76, father of David A. Bader, former president
Motion Picture Advertisers, died May 1 at his home
Associated
of
in Brooklyn.

Donald Swartz, veteran Minneapolis film man, was appointed
executive secretary of North Central Allied, after selling his inall his time to directing
Classics there to.. demote
terest in Film
A.
NC
m .
George Mitchell was named Republic's Portland branch
manager.
Earl Wingart was appointed manager of a new news Copland service department to be an Integral part of 20th-Fox home
by Charles Schlaioffice publicity organization, it was announced
fer, head of advertising, publicity and exploitation for the
company.

Read the Story of the
Variety Clubs
DEEP IN THE HEART
OF SHOW BIZ
May Issue, Readers Digest

NEW JERSEY
MESSENGER
SERVICE
Mernbtf Nat'l Film Carriers
250 N. Juniper
LOC. St.,
4823 Phila,, Pa.
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Not a sour note in this merry Box Office melody! . . . and for
a good reason! . . . The PRIZE BABY has composed a harmonious medley ... of TRAILERS and ACCESSORIES ... to
the tune of PROFITS for your theatre . . . and turned it into
a Hit . . . with Showmen all over the country! * * * Yes sir,
Bach, Beethoven and Berlin have nothing on the PRIZE
BABY . . . when it comes to making delightful music at
your Box Office
because . . . he's practiced this tune for
Twenty-Five Years . . . and he's acquired the touch of the
masters . . . "The Magic Touch of Showmanship".

mmm\§\Ctee/t
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ARAMOUNT
A CANDIDATE

RESPECTFULLY

FOR

THE

SUBMITS

1946 ACADEMY

AWARDS

Marked For Immortality As One Of The
Screens Unforgettable" Woman'* s Pictures"
Touched JVith The Same Genius That Brought Charles Brackett
Academy Award

Recognition For "The Lost Weekend"

"

A

fi#cre4
THAT NO TRADE
PAPER
WOULD DARE TO MAKE ABOUT
ANY BUT THE GREATEST OF
BOX-OFFICE
ATTRACTIONS
"Olivia DeHavilland's work in this superb
drama definitely deserves an Oscar . . . The
picture cannot fail to qualify Charles Brackett
for a nomination for the best original screenplay award."

— Hollywood Reporter

"So undeniable is the picture's appeal that
nothing less than big grosses can be expected
. . . One of those pictures in which women
revel."
• • • • — Film Daily
"Fandom . . . will storm in to see this 'woman's
story' . . . Such freshness, depth, and adult
— Daily Variety
approach that it seems almost atomic-new."
• • •
"Dust off the SRO sign and the 'Second (or
third, or fourth) Big Week' mat . . . Olivia
DeHavilland's performance is easily the best
• • •
of her life."
— Boxoffi.ce

Sim
with

"Olivia DeHavilland . . . turns in a performance of the kind that gets stars Academy
• • • — M. P. Daily
awards."
"Geared to the ladies' trade with the same
smoothness as a pair of nylons — the theatre
rush business will approximate a stocking
sale."
— Film Bulletin

m

FROM

Mary Anderson • Roland Culver 'Virginia
Welles • Phillip Terry • Bill Goodwin
And introducing

AN EXPERT IN DRAMATIC APPEAL TO WOM ENFAMOUS WOMEN' S-MAGAZINE
AUTHOR FANNY HEASLIP LEA

John Lund
"A leading— man
great promise!"
M. P.of Daily
"A sure bet for stardom."
— The Independent

Produced bv CHARLES
Directed by MITCHELL

BRACKETT
LEISEN

Screen Play by Charles Brackett and Jacques Thery

'This is the story of Jody. When she was a
gi?l she had stars in her eyes. When she was
a woman she had stars in her heart. It's for
women who have lived long enough to know
that life demands courage and for girls who
think — like Jody — that unless love is right
out of the blue sky it isn't for them. This
picture is for any woman . . . If Jody doesn't
bring Olivia DeHavilland an Academy Award
I'll throw away my crystal ball."

TAKE A
MESSAGE
TO
AMERICA,
PLEASE!
Maybe the folks in your town think we're a bit immodest when we use the
phrase ( 'Of course it's M-G-M" in our advertisements.
You see that phrase right now on ads for "The Green Years/' "The Postman
Always Rings Twice," "Ziegfeld Follies of 1946" and "Two Sisters From
Boston" will carry it.
Of course it's M-G-M! We say it with justifiable pride, based on performance!
When "The Green Years"— that wonderful motion picture— sets new records
and packs Radio City Music Hall week after week for 7 great weeks.
Of course it's M-G-M!
When "The Postman Always Rings Twice" breaks a 27-year Capitol, N. Y.
record right after "Ziegfeld Follies of 1946" had established a new all-time
high there, of course it's M-G-M! (Incidentally, "Follies" is first in Variety's
National Box-office Survey.)
We don't expect "The Postman's" new Capitol record to stand long because
next comes the season's biggest musical romance "Two Sisters From
Boston." Of course it's M-G-M!
Such an uninterrupted flow of big pictures — and more on the way — is
very unusual in picture industry, except for one company which has made
it a habit for 22 years.
"Of course it's M^M!"

DESIGN

FOR

In rebuttal to an article recently published by Film
Bulletin in which the motion picture industry was urged
to put up a strong, militant defense against arbitrary
censorship practices by individual states and communities, columnist Jimmie Fidler recently devoted a section of his syndicated column.
Fidler, who knows us very well, would have his
readers believe that we are one of those depraved
monsters that are pictured in privately printed booklets
lurking around corners to ensnare young children for
questionable purposes. He asks: "Does Hanna cheer
films that teach immature kids to steal and even to kill?
Does he condone movies that exhibit half-naked women
in suggestive circumstances for millions of adolescents
to see and wonder about?"
Now really, Jimmie! Isn't that a rather obvious
play to the gallery — a not very clever distortion of
another newspaperman's viewpoint to keep alive your
new, self-appointed role as guardian of morals and custodian of Hollywood's good name?
First, let us point out that we not only desire to
see basic moral standards maintained on the screen,
but we expect them, for there have been very few instances in recent years where ethical producers have
violated the code which they themselves created and
agreed to be guided by. Secondly, we know that any
widespread defections will result in serious reprisals, in
the strengthening of existing censorship laws and the
creation of new ones. And that would seriously endanger the progress of the motion picture art.
Our quarrel with censorship bodies can be reduced
to very simple terms. We do not think that the vast
majority of United States citizens approve of the bigotry which permits "The Southerner" to be barred from
Memphis. Nor do they condone the outlawing of sequences inwhich Lena Home appears because she is a
Negress. Nor is there support for the infantile theory
that any drama dealing with known emotional conflicts
such as those in "Scarlet Street" necessarily amounts
to a "blueprint for murder."
Personally, we would not send our own child to see
"Scarlet Street," but the film industry cannot handicap
itself by making motion pictures which always must
consider the juvenile audience. The problem is not one
of censorship, but one of regulation of attendance and
the adoption by the exhibition end of the industry of a
policy whereby a division between juvenile and adult
audiences can be created.
These, then, are the points that were covered in
the previous article, but which when translated by Fid MAY
27,
1946

MORALS
ler became
a burning
plea for the rebirth
and Sommoroh
right here in Hollywood.

of Sodom

And that leads, naturally, into a discussion of Fid ler's own qualifications for the role of patron saint of
purity. It already has been well publicized that "Dillinger," one of the motion pictures that has been ripped
to shreds since the gossiper's "decency" campaign began, originally received his blessing — to the extent of
a three "bells" rating — the second highest possible.
Consistency must be the handmaiden of the militant. Yet Fidler was guilty of the same sort of twofaced dealing when, just prior to the war, he testified
before a U. S. Senate committee that films were mongering for war. A survey of his broadcasts showed
that the very pictures which the opportunistic crusader
had on the pan for mentioning such terrible words as
"Nazi" and "Hitler" had been highly praised in his reviews. An idea for the exploitation of the Fidler name
had come too late!
One is inclined also to look aghast at the temerity
of a journalist to preach of cinematic cleanness, when
his own stock in trade is the irregular love life of members of the film colony. Thus, those who would be uplifted by the Fidler air show not only are treated to an
editorial on saving American children from ruin, but
gain a keyhole glimpse into the reasons behind a new
Hollywood divorce, hear observations on the bosom
question and the dope on one of those Sunset Strip
brawls.
We

do not hold with the common Hollywood impression of Fidler that his criticism of the film colony,

however misguided, is "biting the hand that feeds him."
No newspaperman, good, bad or indifferent, is bound
in loyalty to the activity he covers. His only responsibility is to himself, his editors and his readers.
Obviously, journalist Fidler has betrayed that responsibility for his own aggrandizement on many occasions. The way to nail the gentleman is to pounce on
his inaccuracies, bait him for his lack of consistency
and point up the opportunism with which he espouses
the causes of the rabble rousers.
He might then come face to face with the necessity for considering himself a public servant and find
less time to consider the way other newspapermen are
fulfilling their particular jobs — particularly newspapermen who are able to report Hollywood and the film
industry without crawling into the boudoir.
DAVID HANNA

PARAMOUNT ... 2 in Block No. 6 {Total 5)
'MONSIEUR
• e •

Rate

BEAUCA5RE'

SWELL LAUGH

FROLBC FOR HOPE

generally

ations culminating in an hilarious rough-andtumble duel with an expert swordsman. Although some of the dialogue is drowned out
by audience laughter and a few sequences
are stretched beyond their comic strength,
these are minor faults. The tomfoolery all
takes place against the elaborate trappings
and fancy wigs and costumes of the French
and Spanish courts which give the production an "A" polish.
Beaucaire (Bop Hope), court barber to
King Louis XV of France, loves Joan Caulfield, a royal chambermaid who hopes to
catch the eye of the King (Reginald Owen)
and become a court darling like Madame
Pompadour. To avert a threatened wsr with
Spain, Owen orders Patric Knowles, the
court's greatest swordsman and heart-breaker, to marry the Spanish prln?e~s whom he
has never seen. Loath to e'o this, Knowlen
changes clothes with Hope before they depart for Spain, where Miss Caulfie!d has also
been banished by the irate Queen (Constance
Collier). En route, Knowles saves the life
of Marjorie Reynolds and falls in love with
her without realizing that she is the Span:sh
princess. At Madrid, Hope is fo'ced to continue the masquerade and get into numerous scrapes with Joseph Schildkraut, a plotting nobleman v/ho hopes to start war and
seize the throne. Hope almost has to go
through with the marriage to the reluctant

Paramount
93 minutes
Bob Hope, Joan Caulfield, Patric Knowles,
Marjorie Reynolds, Cecil Kellaway, Joseph
Schildkraut, Hillary Brooke, Reginald Owen
Constance Collier, Leonid Kinsky, Mary
Maris, Charles Coleman.
Directed by George

Marshall.

Here is a heaping dish of Bob Hope, with
just the right flavoring of Booth Tarkington's
original novel to make a costume comedy
broadly burlesqued for terrific laugh returns.
It should get smash grosses everywhere. Except for the period and Louis XV settings,
this frantic farce bears little resemblance to
the romantic drama made by Rudolph Valentino more than two decades ago, but average audiences will be too busy laughing
to find any complaint on that score. Tarkington's mistaken identity theme has been
switched about to fit Hope's clowning and
wise-cracking comedy and his occasional
modern allusions (even one reference t(
Bing) are incongruous enough to hit anyone's funnybone. As the blundering courl
barber forced to masquerade as a Frenck
nobleman betrothed to a Spanish princess
Hope frolics through a dozen amusing situ-

'THE SEARCHING

WIND' HEAVY, SERIOUS DRAMA

Rates • • -\- generally; more

"The Searching Wind," Lillian Hellman's
warning against appeasement, may have received only indifferent success in the theater,
but its screen adaptation offers some compensation. For under the deft production
guidance of Hal Wallis, the drama has been
smoothed into a mature, thoughtful motion

Rates • © • —

on name

Title
Monsieur Beaucaire
Searching Wind
The Stranger
Cluny Brown
Strange Triangle
It Shouldn't Happen
Cn? More Tomorrow
A Stolen Life

Page
6
6
ti
8
8

To A Dog

Song of Mexico
Night Editor
Glass Alibi, The
Avalanche
She Wroto the Book

8
9
9
9
12
12
12
18

Miss Reynolds when Knowles, who has learned her identity, arrives to save the day. The
finale finds Hope, now married to Miss Caulfield, as barber to George Washington ir
America.
LEYENDECKER

FOR CLASS SPOTS

in class spots

Paramount (Hal Wallis)
118 minutes
Robert Young, Sylvia S dney, Aim Richards
Dudley Digges, Douglas Dick, Albert Basseriii. in, Dan
Seymour,
Ian Wolfe, Marietta
Canty.
Directed by William Dieterle.

'THE STRANGER'

REVIEWS in This Issue

picture that will receive widespread critical
approval. It does present a boxoffice problem, though, since its names, Young and Sidney, are hardly in the top brackets and its
serious theme is not generally popular film
fare for mass audiences. Best results will
be gained in the class spots. It will require
the support of a light feature in most other
situations.
Beginning with the recorded voice of the
late President Roosevelt warning the world
that the mistakes of 25 years ago cannot
be repeated, Miss Hellman's story uses the
personalized tale of two women and a man
to depict a panorama of critical events in
the rise of Fascism, beginning with Musso-

GRIM CHASE

MELODRAMA

EN ORSON

lini's march on Rome
his violent death.

and concluding with

Sylvia Sidney, Ann Richards and Robert
Young are sincerely moving as the trio whose
disillusionment at the hands of a changing
world affects both their emotional and intellectual lives. Douglas Dick, the juvenile
of the piece, is a splendid newcomer to Hollywood and crusty Dudley Digges is delightful in his original role of the newspaper
publisher who gives in too soon.
William Dieterle's direction moves the
drama forward with his characteristic vigor
—effective.
heavy handed at times, but generally
HANNA

(Hollywood)

WELLES STYLE

value general y; better in action spots

RKO
Radio (International)
95 minutes
Edward G. Robinson, Loretta Young, Orson
Welles, Philip Merivale, Richard Long, Billy
House,
Bry.in
Keith,
Konstantin
Shayne,
Directed by Orson Welles.
Orson Welles' quietly sinister performance is better than his slow-paced direction
of "The Stranger," a grim post-war espionage tale. After substituting a gradually
mounting sense of terror for actual excitement during most of the film's length,
Welles winds up with a contrived and
overly-theatrical climax in the chiller-diller
tradition. The marquee pull of Welles,
Loretta Young and Edward G. Robinson,
each of whom gives an effective dramatic
portrayal, will insure good box office returns
generally, very good in action houses. It's
an unpleasant yarn in which the romance
between a small town professor (actually
a Nazi fugitive who planned the mass murder of thousands during the war) and his

bride is played down and the lighter moments are few and far between. The
shadowy and unusual photographic angles
contribute to the picture's brooding quality.
With one of the greatest of all war criminals — a Nazi who planned mass murders
— known to be at large in America, Edward
G. Robinson, attached to the Allied War
Crimes Commission, permits one of the
Nazi's former assistants, Konstantin Shayne.
to "escape." Robinson then trails Shayne
to a little Connecticut town where he attempts to contact the fugitive, Orson Welles,
now teaching history in the local boys'
school. After eluding Robinson, Shayne
meets Welles who cold-bloodedly murders
him and buries his body before arriving for
his wedding to Loretta Young, daughter of
a Supreme Court Justice. Convinced that
his quarry is in the town, Robinson poses
as an antique buyer while he checks up on
all recent arrivals. Robinson finally traps
Welles into an unwary remark, but he is
without proof until the body of Shayne is
discovered.
Welles, meanwhile, has told his

wife that Shayne had long been blackmailing him and she remains loyal and refuses
to reveal what she knows to Robinson. As
his wife's nerves begin to crack under the
strain, WTelles plans to have her killed in
an "accident." Although the scheme fails.
Miss Young's brother nearly falls into
Welles' trap. She then goes to the clock
tower, where Welles is hiding, in order to
kill him. Robinson follows and, in the
struggle, Welles plunges to his death from
the lofty tower.
Welles, who delivers several speeches
about the Nazi belief in Aryan supremacy
in his intense and modulated radio voice,
gives one of his more restrained - - and
most effective — performances. Loretta
Young, as his frightened, yet loyal, wife,
and Edward G. Robinson, as the detective
who relentlessly trails him, both do excellent acting jobs as do the late Philip Merivale, Konstantin Shayne and Richard Long.
Billy House, as a loquacious, one-man shopkeeper, gets a few welcomeLEYENDECKER
chuckles.
FILM
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20th CENTURY-FOX
'CLUNY

BROWN'

CLEVER

LUB3TCH
DIRECTION
less elsewhere; wea k in

Rales • • • in deluxers and class spots;

20th Century-Fox
100 minutes
Charles Boyer, Jennifer Jones, Peter Lawford, Helen Walker, Reginald Gardiner, Sir
C. Aubrey Smith, Reginald Owen, Richard
Haydn, Margaret Bannerman, Ernest Cossart, Sara Allgood, Billy Bevan, Florence
Bates, Michael Dyne, Una O'Connor, Christopher Severn, Ottola Nesmith, Rex Evans,
Directed by Ernst Lubitsch.
The famed "Lubitsch touch" is evident in
every scene of "Cluny Brown," a whimsical
and thoroughly amusing film based on Margery Sharp's best-selling novel. The popularity of the Book-of-the-Month Club selection, plus the strong marquee pull of
Charles Boyer and Jennifer Jones — not
lorgetting Lubitsch, one of the few directors
whose name helps to sell tickets — should
make this a strong box office attraction in
the deluxe and class houses. However, the
subtlety and satire will not impress mass
audiences so much and returns will be
lower in the sub-runs and rather weak in
action spots. Cluny Brown, an impulsive
girl with a fondness for tinkering with
stopped-up drain pipes, and the Czech refugee who sympathizes with her, are both
such unconventional and likeable characters
that most audiences will immediately take

'STRANGE

TRIANGLE'

... 2 June Releases | Total 3)

action houses
them to their hearts. And they are delightfully portrayed by Miss Jones and Boyer,
who are far better here than in their recent
dramatic roles. Even if the story is somewhat inconsequential for the 100-minute
running time, it is embroidered with sparkling dialogue and brilliantly satirical portraits of the stuffy aristocracy and the
smug middle-classes in pre-war Britain.
Lubitsch manages to insert several doubleentendre lines without ever becoming offensive and his fade-out is a masterpiece of
subtle humor that will send patrons out
chuckling.

In 1939, Reginald Gardiner, who is giving
a cocktail party in London, is frantically
phoning for a plumber to fix his stopped-up
sink. A Czech refugee, Charles Boyer, is
mistaken for the plumber but when Jennifer Jones, niece of the real plumber, arrives,
it transpires that she has taken on the job
for the love of it. After Miss Jones has a
drink with Boyer and Gardiner to celebrate,
her shocked uncle sends her off to become
maid at the country estate of Reginald
Owen and Margaret Bannerman. Peter
Lawford, son of the household, who idolizes
Boyer for his anti-Nazi ideas, invites him
to be his house guest and the latter again
meets Miss Jones. Boyer sympathizes with
her desire to settle down and he furthers
her interest in Richard Haydn, a stolid
pharmacist. But, at the party to announce
her engagement.
Miss Jones succumbs
to

ENGROSSING,
EXPLOITABLE
sold in action spots

Rates • • as dualler generally; more

if

20th Century-Fox
65 minutes
Preston Foster, Signe Hasso, John Shepperd, Anabel
Shaw, Roy
Roberts, Emory
Parnell,
Nancy
Evans,
Robert
Malcolm,
Gladys
Blake,
George
Melford,
Directed by Ray McCarey.
This programmer from 20th-Fox is an
exploitable melodramatic tale of marital infidelity, cut to fit the dual bills. Preston
Foster and Signe Hasso, both of whom
turn in excellent performances, give this
mild marquee value, but the theme of a
conniving, vicious, faithless wife is the
stronger selling angle.
The film has sev-

the desire to fix his plumbing and the marriage is off. After straightening out Lawford's romance with Helen Walker, a bored
young
Boyer
leaves Owen's
country horsewoman,
home to return
to London.
When
Miss Jones comes to see him off, he decides he loves her and orders her aboard
the train. Years later, in America, Boyer
is the successful author of a mystery, "The
Nightingale
Murder" and,
when his wife
makes an interesting
announcement,
he
writes a sequel, "The Nightingale Strikes
Jennifer Jones' naviete and Charles Boyer's worldly-wise charm seem perfectly
matched, despite their difference in ages.
Boyer, incidentally, delivers some of the
film's most amusing lines in his scenes with
Reginald
Again." Owen and Margaret Bannerman,
who are perfectly cast as aristocrats who,
in 1939, are vaguely aware that Hitler has
"written a book or something." Richard
Haydn, as a smug, class-conscious pharmacist, and Una O'Connor, who never utters
a word of dialogue, give outstanding comedy portrayals and Reginald Gardiner,
Sara Allgood and Ernest Cossart are likewise excellent. Peter Lawford, as an earnest liberal, and Helen Walker, as a bored
young beauty, do exceptionally well in roles
which
are out of their usual
romantic

PROGRAM

eral surprise twists and some climactic
gun-play to make it exciting enough for
the action houses. The story, which follows the "True Confessions" style, opens
with a murder trial and then flashes back
to show how the accused man was compelled to take the blame when his pal murdered his double-crossing wife.
The story starts with Preston Foster on
the witness stand in a murder case. He
tells of his discharge from the Army and
his acceptance of a job as supervisor of a
district for a banking chain. Eager for
companionship while in San Francisco, he
meets a strange young woman and spends
a pleasant evening with her, but she disappears the next day. Trying to forget the

LEYENDECKER

groove.

MELLER

haunting girl, he goes to work and his first
stop is the bank in a small town, where
he is surprised to find that Signe is the
faithless wife of John Shepperd, manager
of the local branch. Despite the persistence of Signe, Foster avoids her advances.
Ultimately, she induces her husband to embezzle some funds from the bank and to
leave for Mexico with her. However, she
attempts to double-cross him and make off
with the funds herself, but her husband
shoots her. As the husband walks to the
stand, he has the sympathy of everyone in
testimony.
the
courtroom as the result of Foster's
DENLEY

20th CENTURY-FOX ... 1 July Release (Total 2)
'IT SHOULDN'T HAPPEN TO A DOG' FRANT'C COMEDY
Rates • • f as supporting dualler, exc ept in action spots
20th Century-Fox
70 minutes
Carole Landis, Allyn Joslyn, Margo Woode.
Henry Morgan, Reed Hadley, Jean Wallace
Roy Roberts, John Alexander, John Ireland
Ralph Sanford, Kathryn Card, Charles Tanen, Jeff Corey, Charles Cane, Tom Dugan,
Directed by Herbert I. Leeds.
Although 20th Century-Fox laid itself open
to exhibitors' wise-cracks about the title of
this programmer, "It Shouldn't Happen to a
Dog" i.s bettor than it sounds and should
make an entertaining supporting dualler
generally. Carole Landis, who appears in
only a few sequences, and Allyn Joslyn, who
really goes to town with an energetic and
mugging portrayal of a news-hound, give it
fair name value. The amusingly improbable
plot actually centers about a handsome
Dobeiman pinscher, named Rodney, who
mistakenly makes
the headlines as taking

IS GOOD

part in a cocktail bar stick-up. Learning,
too late to stop the presses, that the "robbery" was merely a gag, the reporter goes
to frantic lengths to kidnap the dog and
save his face with his editor and the pursuing cops and rival newsmen. Of course
the nonsensical situations pile up with just
a touch of melodramatic excitement coming
in near the climax. Most of the gags and
wise-cracks are good for laughs and one
sequence, between the dog and a gabby taxidriver, is a stand-out. John Alexander, as
the practical joker of the police force, and
Henry Morgan, as a gangster, are best of
the competent supporting cast.
On his discharge from the army, Allyn
Joslyn returns to his New York newspaper
only to be given the prosaic job of science
editor instead of his former crime beat, now
being covered by Jean Wallace. Unable to
convince his editor, Roy Roberts, that he is
a born crime reporter, Joslyn follows up
some leads on a government case against a

DUALLER

black market operator for tax evasion.
Stopping in a cocktail bar. Joslyn is present
when Carole Landis, leading a Doberman
pinscher dog, asks the proprietor for some
bones. As she starts to leave, the lights
go out and $70 is taken from the cash
register. After Joslyn phones in the story
and makes the headlines, he learns that John
Alexander, a cop, took the money as a gag.
With the police and rival reporters looking
for the girl and the dog, Joslyn manages to
find Miss Landis and kidnap her dog. When
Joslyn later learns that Miss Landis is a
policewoman, he gives the dog to a gangster
working for the black market operator. The
latter really holds up a bar with the dog and
this leads Joslyn back into the tax evasion
case, with Miss Landis to help him. Together they find missing witnesses in the
case and are almost shot by Reed Hadley
and his gangster henchmen before the dog
manages to save the day for them.
YORK
FILM

BULLETIN

'ONE MORE
Rate;

TOMORROW

on name

TALKY

Warner Bros.
88 minutes
Ann Sheridan, Dennis Morgan, Jack Carson, Alexis Smith, Jane Wyman, John
Loder, Reginald Gardiner, Marjorie Gateson, Thurston Hall, John Abbott, Marjorie
Hoshelle, Sig Arno, Mary Field, Billy Benedict, Anabel Shaw, Ferdinand Munier.
Directed by Peter Godfrey.
With five top-flight players to utter its
smart dialogue, "One More Tomorrow" will
get box office attention, if not complete
audience satisfaction. It's a pseudo-sophisticated and talky domestic drama which
seems strangely dated in this post-war
world and, although the ladies will enjoy it,
male patrons are bound to become restless
and annoyed at the lack of action. This
re-make of Philip Barry's "The Animal
Kingdom" was filmed late in 1943, just before Ann Sheridan's suspension. Now, as
the oomph gal's first new release in over

"A
STOLEN on LIFE'
BELOW
Rates
name values

This double portion of Bette Davis in a
role which permits the star to play identical twins of widely -contrasted temperaments is more of an acting tour-de-force
than it is believable drama. However, the
romantic triangle, with the twin sisters
fighting for one man's love, is the type of
pulp magazine plot that always appeals to
women patrons and, added to the star's
tremendous box office draw and the names
of Glenn Ford and Dane Clark, the result
should mean good grosses generally. This
initial B. D. Production for Warners is a
re-make of an Elizabeth Bergner film released by Paramount in 1939 and, except for
a switch to the New England locale, it is
essentially the same long-drawn-out tale of
deceit, selfishness and unrequited love. Although the picture
has been padded un-

OF MEXICO"

Republic
57 minutes
Edgar Barrier, Adele Mara, George Lewis.
Jacqueline Dalya, Jose Pulido, Raquel de
Alva, Margaret Falkenberg, Elizabeth Waldo,
Carmen Molina, Tipica Orchestra.
Directed by James Fitzpatrick.
A colorful and informative south-of-theborder travelogue containing just enough
plot to place it in the feature category, "Song
of Mexico" is a novel little film. Name value
is lacking and it runs less than an hour, but
it should prove a fair supporting dualler in
all except the action spots. The first bilingual made by James A. Fitzpatrick, noted
1946

leaves with Miss Sheridan and, after meeting her friend, Reginald Gardiner, owner
of a liberal sheet, he backs it and becomes
editor. Morgan falls in love with Miss
Sheridan, but after she turns him down because of the difference in their social stations, he falls under the spell of Alexis
Smith, who has long planned to many him
for his money. After their marriage, Miss
Smith starts to run Morgan's life, including
getting rid of his loyal butler and drinking
year's absence
After a Morgan
Carson.magazine,
pal, Jack
learns
the liberal
from
that Gardiner is about to publish a series
of articles exposing a copper company for
sending faulty material to the fighting
forces. Miss Smith persuades him to drop
his father's
lying about
by copper
the expose
he
When incompany.
terest in the
finally learns, from the loyal Carson, about
his wife's deception, Morgan prints the
articles and returns to Miss Sheridan as
Miss Smith heads for Reno.
DENLEY

RROS. ... 1 July Release

mercifully with unnecessary characters and
endless atmospheric shots, Director Curtis
Bernhardt manages to make the emotional
climaxes moving and dramatically effective.
Except for the bad sister's smarter wardrobe and slightly - more brittle manner of
speech, Miss Davis fails to differentiate between the twins in the early scenes and,
as a result, the audience, as well as the
screen characters are often confused. The
trick photography, which brings the twin
sisters close together in several scenes, is
so amazingly well done that it will draw
audience comment and build up interest in
the film.
Kate Bosworth (Bette Davis), a serious
young artist, travels to Cape Cod where
she meets and falls in love with Glenn Ford,
who works for the Government as a lighthouse inspector. Their friendship ripens
until Kate's twin sister, Patricia, (also
Bette Davis), a selfish girl who makes a
hobby of collecting lovers, is intrigued by
Ford and decides to win him over. After
Patricia marries Ford, Kate is heartbroken
but tries to lose herself in her painting until an ill-mannered artist, Dane Clark, tells
her she will never make a good artist until

TRAVELOGUE

Rates • • as supporting dualler; less in

27,

MAY PLEASE WOMEN

PAR FOR BETTE DAVIS, BUT WILL APPEAL TO WOMEN

Warner Bros.
107 minutes
Bette Davis, Glenn Ford, Dane Clark, Walter Brennan, Charlie Ruggles, Esther Dale,
Bruce Bennett, Peggy Knudsen, Clara Blandick, Joan Winfield, Mary Servoss.
Directed by Curtis Bernhardt.

MAY

C DRAMA

two years, plus the enhanced name value
of Jack Carson, Dennis Morgan and Jane
Wyman, it should start off doing big business in first-runs. However, it will tail off
in the subsequents. It is weak for the rural
and action houses. Although the story
(originally laid in the early 1930's) has been
brought up to the 1940 period and given a
liberal and socially-significant slant, it remains essentially a love triangle in which
the poor, but honest, girl wins out over the
scheming socialite. However, audiences will
find it difficult to become stirred up over
characters who rarely seem like flesh-andblood figures and for this reason, Jack Carson's likeable butler and ex-pug supplies
the picture's brightest moments and Reginald Gardiner's caustic witticisms also get
excellent laugh returns.
Ann Shsridan, photographer for a weekly
magazine, is assigned to do a society layout on a birthday party for Dennis Morgan,
irresponsit] " on of Thu:ston Hall, a millionaire. Eci'cd with
ths pnrty, Morgan

WARNER

'SONG

DOMES!

value only; less in action and rural houses

she has really lived. When Kate returns
to Cape Cod, she finds Patricia vacationing
there while Ford is in Chile. The two sisters go out in a sailboat which runs into a
storm and Patricia is washed overboard as
Kate tries to save her but gets only her
wedding ring. As she recovers, Kate realizes that everyone believes her to be Patricia and, when Ford arrives, she decides to
continue the deception. When she learns
that Ford was planning a divorce because
of his wife's escapades, Kate breaks off
with Bruce Bennett, Patricia's last lover.
Unable to continue the deception, Kate returns to Cape Cod and Ford follows her
there to tell her that he has learned the
truth and wants her to start a new life
with him.
Although Miss Davis is practically the
entire film, she receives able support from
Glenn Ford, as the personable hero, and
from Walter Brennan, as an irascible old
salt, and Charlie Ruggles, as an understanding relative. Dane Clark gives a showy
performance in the unnecessary role of an
ill-tempered artist and Bruce Bennett makes
his brief part stand out.
YORK

WITH STORY IS OK DUALLER

action spots

for his globe-trotting shorts, this is a pleasant
stay-at-home glimpse of Mexico, fast becoming one of the leading vacation lands.
Splendid photographic shots of the Shrine
of Guadalupe, the Mexican pyramids, the
beach at Acapulco and a Mexico City bullring are interspersed with musical interludes
at the capital's leading nightclubs. The plot
is a familiar one and unimportant except as
a peg on which to hang the eye-filling scenes
and tuneful moments. Most of the songs
are lively, the instrumental music langorouj
and Carmen Molina's tempestuous dance is
a stand-out. Although the doll-faced Adele
Mara is a weak choice for the role of a
vacillating heroine, the other players are
well cast as to type and Edgar Barrier does

a capable
man hero. acting job as the Yankee businessBecause Edgar Barrier, high-powered
young executive, is devoting all his time to
business, his fiancee, Adele Mara, breaks the
engagement and flies down to Mexico. On
a tour of Mexican night spots, she meets a
handsome singer, Jose Pulido who falls
madly in love with her. Meanwhile, Barrier
entrains for Mexico to find Miss Mara and,
en route, he meets an attractive divorcee,
Jacqueline Dalya, Miss Dalya helps Barrier
make Miss Mara jealous until the latter
realizes she loves him after all and returns
with him to New York. And Miss Dalya
consoles herself with Pulido.
YORK
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'NIGHT EDITOR' TEPID MELODRAMA
Rates • © —

William Gargan, Jeff Donnell, Charles D.
Brown, Janis Carter, Coulter Irwin, Paul
E. Burns, Harry Shannon, Frank Wilcox,
Robert Stevens, Michael Chapin, Roy Goddon, Robert Emmett Keane, Anthony Caruso, Emmett Vogan, Lou Lubin, Edward
Keane.
Directed by Henry Levin.
This is a mildly interesting melodrama,
more concerned with illicit love than with
newsmen. It will pass muster as a supporting dualler generally. Following the
general outline of the popular radio series
of the same name, the story is a flashback
telling by a night editor who is trying to

'THE GLASS

ALIBI' INGENIOUS

Rates • • -)- in action spots; good dual

Republic
68 minutes
Paul Kelly, Anne Gwynne, Douglas Fowley,
Maris Wrixon, Jack Conrad, Selmer Jackson, Cy Kendall, Cyril Thornton, Walter
Soderling, Vic Potel, Eula Guy, George
Chandler, Forrest Taylor, Phyllis Adair,
Ted Stanhope.
Directed by W. Lee Wilder.
An ingeniously contrived plot, with a
most unusual climactic twist, puts "The
Glass Alibi" above the run-of-the-mill mystery programmer. While name value is
mild, the picture rates exploitation to attract the who-dun-it fans in action houses.
Will also make a good supporting dualler
generally. The title of Minred Lord's original screenplay refers to the carefully
planned placing of fingerprints on drinking
glasses and doorknobs in a room far from
the scene of a murder to establish the
killer's alibi. How the killer's scheme back-

'AVALANCHE'
•

ABOVE

duall er generally;

ca n b(

A routine murder mystery unfolded amidst
scenic beauty. The first of Pat de Cicco's
Imperial productions, with Bruce Cabot and
a capable supporting cast, this is above the
ordinary PRC release and will make a fair
supporting dualler generally, good for action
houses. The story has considerable suspense
and the identity of the murderer will come
as a surprise to most spectators. Although
the first part, laid inside
a snow-bound

parked in an auto on a lonely road, Gargan
and Miss Carter witness a near-by murder
but, because of the possible scandal their
presence would reveal, Gargan keeps silent
even after he is called in on the case. Gargan also learns that Miss Carter knows the
identity of the killer, Frank Wilcox and
perjures herself to save the latter after an
innocent man is arrested for the crime.
Gargan then determines to reveal his affair
with Miss Carter even if it means losing
both his police badge and his wife's love.
Although Miss Carter tries to stab Gargan,
he manages to tell the truth about Wilcox
and the killing. As Irwin leaves Brown and
vows to ask his wife's forgiveness, he meets
Gargan, now running a cigar stand in the
news building, and he tells him that his
story taught him a lesson.
YORK

MURDER-MYSTERY

er generally
fires to convict him of another murder he
didn't commit provides a surprise ending
— one of the most original in the murdermystery field. While the characters' reactions are not always believable, W. Lee
Wilder's skillful direction keeps the patron's
interest alive until the final fade-out. Douglas Fowley, until now buried in westerns
or minor roles, turns in an excellent performance as a mercenary, scheming newspaper reporter and Maris Wrixon gives an
appealing portrayal of the ailing heiress he
marries. Paul Kelly does his customary
capable acting job, Anne Gwynne is convincingly hard-boiled as a gangster's moll
and Cy Kendall also stands out.
Taking refuge from the police in the
beach home of Maris Wrixon, Cy Kendall,
notorious gangster, phones his "moll,"
Anne Gwynne, to join him. Miss Gwynne's
current lover, Douglas Fowley, a newspaper
reporter, tips off the police and Kendall is
arrested. Fowley, recalling that Miss Wrixon
is a millionairess with only six months to
live due to a heart ailment, plays up to

PAR FOR PRC MYSTERY

PRC Pictures
70 minutes
Bruce Cabot, Roscoe Karns, Helen Mowery,
Veda Ann Borg, John Good, Regina Wallace
Philip Van Zandt, Wilton Graff, Harry Hays
Morgan, Eddie Parks, Syd Saylor, Eddie
Hyans, Eddy Waller, Joe, the Raven.
Directed by Irving Allen.

12

ROLE

get an erring young reporter to mend his
ways. Director Henry Levin shows a tendency to employ the old-fashioned sob story
technique, but the players give the story
considerable conviction and suspense is
fairly well maintained throughout. Although Jeff Donnell over-acts as a longsuffering wife, William Gargan gives a capable portrayal of the cop and Janis Carter
is excellent as a selfish, predatory female.
Charles D. Brown is convincing as the night
editor and Paul E. Burns and Harry Shannon make minor roles stand out.
When Coulter Irwin, a young reporter,
starts drinking and neglecting his wife, his
night editor, Charles D. Brown, tells him
the story of William Gargan, former police
lieutenant. Gargan had been happily married to Jeff Donnell until he fell for Janis
Carter, a wealthy married woman.
While

Columbia
67 minutes

Rates •

FOR SUPPORTING

as supporting dualler

her and marries her. meanwhile stalling off
Miss Gwynne with promises of great wealth
in a short time. After the marriage, Miss
Wrixon's health seems to improve and
Fowley is compelled to get money from
Miss Gwynne, who is being financed by
Kendall's henchman. Desperate because of
the failure of his plan, Fowley decides to
murder his wife and make her death appear as suicide. But first he develops a
perfect alibi by plotting with Miss Gwynne
to place his fingerprints in a room in Palm
Springs. Fowley then slips back to his
home, shoots his wife and places the revolver in her hand. But Paul Kelly, of the
Homicide squad, has long suspected Fowley and he uncovers evidence to show that
Miss Wrixon had died of heart failure before Fowley shot her. Although he can't
convict Fowley of this, he is able to arrest
him for Miss Gwynne's murder, although
she had actually been killed by Kendall,
who had escaped from jail when he learned
that she had been two-timing him.
DEYENDECKER

PROGRAMMER

exploited in action houses
mountain lodge, is too talky, the pace quickens when the film moves outdoors and the
climax is a thrilling ski chase similar to that
in "Spellbound." Director Irving Allen has
permitted both Veda Ann Borg and Regina
Wallace to over-act, but Bruce Cabot gives
a capable performance as a heroic Treasury
Department agent and Roscoe Karns supplies a few laughs as his jittery pal. Jack
Good, a handsome young newcomer, really
stands out. However, the strikingly-photographed outdoor shots, including several terrifying snow slides, are the one feature that
lift the level of this programmer.
Bruce Cabot and Roscoe Karns, Treasury
Department agents, arrive at a mountain
lodge to arrest a wealthy industrialist for
income tax evasion. Learning that he hasn't
returned from a skiing trip and that there
have been snow slides, Cabot accompanies

the ski instructor, Jack Good, in a search
for the missing man. They find a body in
the snow, which Good identifies as the missing industrialist, and Cabot starts to investigate the murder. Snow slides prevent anyone from leaving the lodge and eventually
Cabot learns that the body was that of a
gangster who had been trying to collect a
debt from the industrialist. Various guests
come under suspicion and later Cabot actually finds the industrialist dead from a
ski-pole stab. When Helen Mowery, another
guest, is missing, Cabot goes in pursuit and,
after a ski chase, he finds her with Good,
who is holding her under threat of death.
After Good is killed in an avalanche of snow,
Cabot learns that he had schemed with the
industrialist and then had killed the latter
in an attempt to gain his fortune.
DENLEY
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SAMUEL GOLDWYN

VIRGINIA MAYO * VERA-ELLEN THE GOLDWYN GIRLS
WALTER ABEL- EVE ARDEN - STEVE COCHRAN
FAY BAINTER - LIONEL STANDER
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Directed by NORMAN Z. McLEOD
Adapted by DON

1

HARTMAN

Screenplay by GROVER
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and MELVILLE

JONES. FRANK BUTLER

SHAVELSON

• From a

and RICHARD CONNELL

Based on a Play by LVNN ROOT and HARRY
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Gorgeous

with bewitching beauties .... Alive with the

spirit of fun and dancing and

dazzling delight....

and Danny Kaye more lovable than ever as the bewildered
milkman who fumbles his way to fame and fortune !
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THE NEWS
A Bi-W eekly Review

NEW THEATRE TAXES
Always the happy hunting ground for politicians seeking
funds, movie theatres in several large cities are faced with new
tax "bites" levied by local lawmakers. With admission scries at
their peak and reports of huge film profits making the headlines,
exhibitors are finding it difficult to wa>d off these new levies.
In Philadelphia, City Council ignored a huge turnout of protesting theatremen and their employes and voted 13-0 to increase
the city tax on theatre admissions from one cent on each 25 cents
to a straight 10 percent. Answering the claim of a spokesman
for the exhibitors that the tax would adversely affect theatre
receipts, one councilman pointed out that most movie houses
increased their admission prices during the past two years and
that this did not decrease attendance.
New

Levy for Chicago

Chicago also faces the threat of a ten percent tax on noi?
theatre admissions, if a recommendation by the City Council's
committee on taxation is adopted. It is noteworthy that the film
houses have been singled out for special consideration by the
Council, since the proposal provides only a three percent levy on
other theatrical and sports admissions.
The tax would bring $7,000,000 into the city's coffers, it is
estimated, and has the backing of Mayor Kelly, which is tanta
mount to adoption.
Atlanta Drops Tax Idea
In Canton, Ohio, a city councilman proposed an amusement
tax of one cent on each admission to all places of entertainment,
the revenue to be set aside for a public park and for enlargement
of the police force.
Only from Atlanta, Ga., was there comforting news on the
taxation front. There the City Council discarded a proposal that
theatre admissions be taxed one cent on each 50 cents or fraction.
A recommendation was substituted that the revenue be obtained
by levying on liquors.

20THFOX PROFITS ZOOM UP
In tune with the jingle of profits being rolled up by the other
majors is the financial report of 20th Century-Fox snd subsidiaries
for the first quarter of 1946. The company's con-olid- ted net for
the three months ended March 30 amounted to $3,241,953, more
than double the profit for the corresponding quarter in 1945,
which showed $2,855,485. The 1946 earning; is equivalent to $2.53
per share on the common stock after deduction- for dividends on
the preferred stocks. Tl co rates to $1.53 per share in the
1945 quarter.

Gross income from sales and film rentals and theatre receipt s
amounted to $46,390,305, compared to $42,028,729 for the first
quarter of 1945.
Officers Re-elected

All members of the 20th-Fox board were re-elected at the
annual stockholders meeting in New York last Tuesday (21) and
all officers were renamed at the subsequent meeting of the be id
The officers are:
Spyros P. Skouras,
president;
Will: C.
Michel, executive vice-president: Darryl F. Zanuck, vice-pi
in charge
of production;
Thomas
J. Connors,
vice-president
in
charge
of sales; Murray
Silverstone
and Joseph
H. MoskoAitz.
vice-presidents; Donald A. Henderson, treasurer; Wilfred J E
comptroller and assistant treasurer; Felix A. Jenkins, secre;
Read B. Simonson and Fred L. Metzler, assistant treasurerC
Elwood McCartney, assistant comptroller; J. Harold Lang,
F. Wasson, Jr. and William Werner, assistant secretaries. Geo
The board of directors: Skouras, Zanuck, Michel, Silversto-e
Connors, Jenkins, Henderson, Eadie, L. Sherman Adams,
Robert
L Clarkson, John
Daniel O. Hastings, Robert Lehman,
William P. Philips R.andDillon,
Seton Porter

REPUBLIC QUALITY COSTS UP-YATES
"1946 will definitely mark the arrival of Republic
ci a major production organization
in this industry
prepared and equipped to deliver product comparable
being offered by the leading companies."
With these
M A Y 2 7, 1946

to the rank
and we are
to that now
words, presi-

DIGEST
of the

Trade's Events

dent Herbert J. Yates opened Republic's Pacific Coast regional
sales meeting last Monday (20) at the company's North Hollywood
studio.

s expansion proAsking support for exhibitors for Republic
gram, Yates said, "The exhibitor must realize that the cost of
production has continuously increased beyond our control in the
past few years, and theatre operators must carry their share of
the load in increased rentals if the quality and quantity of production is to be continued." He pointed out that Republic is the
of fiist class westerns and
only studio delivering a steady flow ng
to supply this type of
announced the intention of continui
product.
Th2 confab was attended by Pacific Coast district and branch
managers, salesmen, studio and home office executives. S lbseMay 24-2P, and
quent regional meetings are scheduled for isChicago,
a possibility that the
New York, May 27-29. However, there
rai'.icad s like will force cancellation of the Chicago and New
York meetings.

CIEA RAPS ATA
One of the largest and most representative gatherings of
independent exhibitor leaders assembled in Chicago last week for
the joint meeting of the allied board and the Conference of Independent Exhibitois Associations — and, incidentally, to honor
Allied's national president, Jack Kirsch.
Approximately 70 were in attendance for the cessions, including representatives of every Allied and CIEA unit, as well as
several unaffiliated organizations. The West Virginia Managers
Association and the Montana Exhibitors Association sent observers, while Fred Wehrenberg, MPTOA board chairman, was
present in his personal capacity.
At Friday's session of the CIEA, a resolution vjas adopted
condemning the plans and purposes of the recently formed American Theatres As ociation and throwing down the gauntlet to
that new organization.
It was generally regarded as likely by observers that Allied
and the CIEA would for: ul; te pi; is to taken an even
trongsr
stand on vital industry
i sues than in the past, ;s a dyr
answer to ATA's entice
Another meeting of the Allied bo:
day morning.

*

*

*
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NEWSPAPER STRIKE AFFECTS PHSLLY
With all three ct the city's important daily newspapers, the
Fvcnirg Bulletin ?r,d tlis morniny Record and Inquirer, n t making newstand deliveries cue to the strike cf their truckmen,
P
iphia movie house have been :
affected by the l;c;
-i
uate advertising.
The
drivers
walked
cut on May
16
as
t'iie
le
ult
of
a
e'.i
pule
with
the
pub'.ishsrs
about
pay
and other benefits.
Ths War;: r circuit, which controls practically all of the firstruns n:l neighborhood ke o
withdn
for
the first few days of ti:e strike, as
of the independents.
Only the William Gold ti hi es continued to t
ever, as the news-hungry public s
ipe the
;p per offices
to buy their pape g over the counter and thousands of bays
started 10 p.e'die them throughout the city, practically all the
theatres in the city hi tii resui ted d ertising in I
- affected papers. Tbe tabloid D; ily Ne
' as been unaffi
the
strike,
having
signed
a
contract
with
the
truckmen
several
months ago.
Grosses Off
A check-up of a cross-section of Philly's film theatres revealed the fact that business is off approximately 15 to 20 percent,
with most cf the exhibitors attributing it to the absence of
newspaper advei lising.
Mary houses reported that they have been deluged with phone
caJls asking lor the name of the attraction, an indication that a
large section of the public relies on the dailies to keep infoi
I
on what is playing around town.
The result has been to impress
many have regarded with only casual interest before.
(Continued on Page
30)
1?

TITLE

CHANGE

"Courage of lassie" is the new title of the M-G-M picture which
was reviewed in Film Bulletin issue May 13 as "Blue Sierra"

SHE WROTE
THE BOOK' HILARIOUS
as naborhood dualler, less in first-runs

INCITeS

Universal
74 minutes
Joan Davis, Jack Oakie, Kirby Grant,
Gloria Stuart, Mischa Auer, John Litel, Jacqueline DeWit, Thurston Hall, Lewis L.
Russell, Victoria Home, Olin Hovvlin, Cora
Witherspoon, Raymond Largay, Selmer
Jackson, Gladys Blake, Claire Whitney.
Directed by Charles Lamont.
A fast and furious farce-comedy with
emphasis on slapstick, "She Wrote the
Book" will be a strong bill-topper on the
naborhood duals. The popularity of Joan
Davis, who has topped the radio comedy
polk- for the third successive year, should
also make this an above-average dualler
r-isewhere. The irrespressible star is at her
bet in this topical satire on the book publishing business and her role gives her the
opportunity to run the gamut from subdued character comedy to hilarious clowning. She is remarkably convincing as a
"Plain Jane" high school calculus teacher

JOAN

DAVIS

COMEDY

and screamingly funny as the would-be
glamour girl who believes herself the author of a daring best-seller, "Always Lulu."
Her high jinks at a party scene will keep
audiences in stitches. Under Charles Lamont's fast-paced direction, the players
squeeze every ounce of humor out of the
wildly - improbable plot. Mischa Auer, in
one of his familiar bogus Russian noblemen
characterizations, and Jack Oakie, as his
usual excitable self, are both very good.
Gloria Stuart makes a rather negative impression as the mousey wife who really
"wrote the book," but Kirby Grant does
well in another straight role - - opposite
Miss Davis.
Joan Davis, calculus instructor at a small
western college, is secretly commissioned
by Gloria Stuart, wife of the dean, to pick
up a royalty check for a sensational bestseller which Miss Stuart has authored under the fictitious name of Lulu Winters. On
the train to New York, Miss Davis meets
and becomes interested in Kirby Grant, a
civil engineer.
At the publisher's
office,

where the press agent (Jack Oakie) has
arranged a reception to meet the author of
"Always Lulu," she is mistaken for the famous Lulu Winters. Panicky over this unexpected development, Miss Davis escapes
from the pursuing Oakie, but her taxi
crashes and she emerges from the crash
an amnesia victim. During her loss of
memory,
Davisthereads
"Always life
Lulu"of
and
startsMiss
to live
extravagant
its heroine, as planned by Oakie. The publisher, anxious for her to write a sequel,
hires a bogus Russian count, Mischa Auer,
to help her spend her royalty checks and
make her go broke. The plan fails when
Thurston Hall, an elderly admirer, starts
to shower her with gifts and his jealous
wife tries to shoot her. This shock restores
her memory and she returns home to find
herself expelled from the college for her
shocking behavior in New York. Learning
that the college will be forced to shut down
for lack of funds, Miss Davis uses her Lulu
Winters
guisesheto embarrasses
crash a party
home where
him atandHall's
his
guests to the extent that he finances the
university just to get rid of her. After she
is reinstated at the college, Miss Davis is
reunited with Grant.
DENLEY

BROADWAY

NEWSREEL
A half-dozen new entries during the past week perked up
comBroadway's first-run business which had slumped due to the holdlong-run
bination of rainy weather, the brown-out and the Paramount
had
over in the majority of the Times Square spots.
Hai:
Music
City
Radio
the
at
Own"
His
Each
"To
ones,
two new
and "O.S.S. ' at the Gotham, to add to three others, "The Blue
Dahlia," "Kitty* anc'. "The Weil-Groomed Bride" already playing
at the Paramount, Rivoli and Victoria, respectively. The first
Paramount picture to play the world's largest theatre since "So
Proudly We Hail" in 1943, "To Each His Own" followed seven
smash weeks of M-G-M's "The Green Years," which took in a
total of $888,000 aided by the Music Hall's annual Easter spectacle
during the first four weeks... "The Blue Dahlia," which had the
biggest non-holiday opening day gross in the history of the Paramount, is now in its third smash week being aided by a strong
scage bill, headed by Duke Ellington and His Orchestra and The
Mills Brothers. . .Alan Ladd's other picture, "O.S.S.," opened on
May 25th at the Gotham following four weeks of Republic's "In
Old Sacramento," which started big but slumped during the final
stanza. . ."Kitty," now in its eighth week at the Rivoli, is still
showing a profit and will stay until 20th Century-Fox's "Cluny
Brown" moves in on June 1st while the other Milland starring
film, "The Well-Groomed Bride," is the weakest of the lot in its
second week at the Victoria and it will be followed on May 30th
by RKO's
"Bad Man's Territory."
Among the other stage-screen combinations, "The Postman
Always Rings Twice" is showing the greatest box office strength
in its fourth week at the Capiol where Guy Lombardo and His
Orchestra and Annamary Dickey head the stage show, he MG-M picture will piny another stanza before "Two Sisters from
Boston" and the Ritz Brothers opens on June 6th.
"Do You Love Me?" and Count Basile and His Orchestra
opened on May 24th at the Roxy following three profitable weeks
for "The Dark Corner" and George Jessel on the stage acting as
trailer for his production
of "Do You Love Me?"
"One More Tomorrow" and Tommy Tucker and His Orchestra
also opened on May 24th at the Strand following two very good
U

and

one average week for "Her Kind of Man,"
stered by Carmen Cavallaro and His Orchestra.

which

was

bol-

Loew's State, meanwhile, did very well with a second-run of
"The Lost Week-End" to give Ray Milland three pictures playing
simultaneously within a radius of five Broadway blocks.
Best among the straight-film attractions is "A Stolen Life."
which did a record-breaking $56,000 during its first week at the
Hollywood and is set for a long run at this house where the
previous attraction, "Saratoga Trunk," played 22 weeks.
Two of the three current RKO Radio attractions continue to
do smash business, "The Kid from Brooklyn." which established
new house and attendance records during its first week at the
Astor,
in aitsnew
fifthrecord
week, gross
while for
Disney's
"Make during
Mine Music"
which being
also set
the Globe,
Easter
week, also in its fifth stanza... The third RKO film, "Heartbeat."
is doing well enough in its second week at the Palace and will
stay until "Without Reservations" opens on June 7th.
Two Universal pictures, "So Goes My Love" and "Little
Giant," were disappointing at the Winter Garden and Criterion,
respectively, although the former was strong for its initial week.
then slumped for the two holdover sessions. The British-made
"Madonna of the Seven Moons" opened on May 22nd and this
will be followed by the long-awaited "Caesar and Cleopatra" at
the Winter Garden. . .M-G-M's "Bad Bascomb" also opened on
May 22nd at the Criterion following two mild weeks for "Little
Still another Universal picture. "The Cat Creeps," is now at
the Rialto following four strong weeks of "Bedlam." This Karloff
was
the only film to play this long at the Rialto this season and
Giant."
the only pictures to play three were RKO's "The Body Snatcher"
and "Isle of the Dead." making Karloff the King of this horror
house.
A $10,000 advance sale has already been chalked up for
"Henry V." which will open a two-a-day engagement on June 17th
at the New York City Center, the first film to ever play this home
of opera, ballet and concert.
FILM
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EXPLOITATION
PICTURE
of the issue

JOE PALOOKA, CHAMP'

Comic Strip Hero Comes to Life!
Ham Fisher's shy, hard-punching Joe Palooka
has long been the idol of comic strip fans of
every age. The adventures of Joe and his
ubiquitous manager, Knobby Walsh, are followed every day by millions of kids and grownups in the newspapers of the nation. Now
comes Monogram with the first film story about
these well known characters and the movie, Joe
Palooka, Champ, has been hailed by the critics
as doing full justice to the affectionate regard
with which Joe and Knobby are viewed by their
faithful followers. This is a homey, heart-warming picture and one that the showman can urge
uoon his patrons with real enthusiasm. All the
characters known to the comic strip fans are
there and, as an added inducement to sports
followers, the cast includes heavyweight champ
Joe Louis, Henry Armstrong, Jimmy McLarnin
and Lou Nova. But the BIG news is Joe Palooka.
You might mention to the ladies that he is a
particularly handsome newcomer named Joe
Kirkwood.
(Continued on Next Page)

Here are the movie prototypes of Ham Fisher's famous comic strip characters: Joe Kirkwood as Joe Palooka; Leon Errol as his excitable
and affectionate manager, Knobby Walsh; Sam McDaniel as the inevitable handler, Smoky, and two members of the champ's entourage.

EXPLOITATION PICTURE
(Continued from Preceding Page)
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CHAMP"

PALOOKA,

JOE

CREDITS

A Monogram Picture. Produced by Hal E. Chester. Associate Producer. Geo-ge
Moskov. Directed by Reginald Le Borg. Cmt: Leon Errol. Joe Kirkwood, Elyse Knox,
Eduirdo

Ciannelli, Joe Sawyrr,

McDaniel.
Henry

Sara Padden.

Armstrong,

Elisha Co)k, Jr.. Warren

Lou Nova, and

Ceferino

Garcia,

the Champions

Manuel

Hymer,

Ortiz. Jimmy

Screenplay by Cyril Endfield and Albert de P.na.
Photography
by Benjamin
Kline,
A.S.C.

Robert

Kent, Sam

of the Prize Ring: Joe Louis,
McLarnin.

Jack

Rop r.

Original St:.ry by Hal E. Choster.

4. In a small town during the tour, Walsh finds Joe
Palooka (Joe Kirkwood), a pleasant, shy chap and a
natural boxer. Knobby immediately sees the boy's possibilities and they become fond of each other. Knobby tells him
he wants to make a champion of him.

1. Fight promoter Knobby Walsh (Leon Errol) trains Al Costa
(Lou Nova) to fight for a world championship, but gangster Florini
(Eduardo Ciannelli)
takes the champion away from him.

5,,
Knobby
problem
of winning
over Joe's
family to the
idea faces
of his the
signing
a contract
to become
a profe
sional fighter under Walsh's wing. With the aid of Anne
Howe (Elyse Knox), a society girl passing through the
town, Knobby finally wins out and Joe's name is affixed to
a contract. The handsome lad has taken a "shine" to Anne.
Joe goea on to win a string of bouts and he quickly becomes
a challenger for the championship.
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2.

In his search

Louis in a gym

for a challenger to Costa,

Kno

into

Joe

and tells him he "shows promise.

m
6. While Joe is training for the title bout with Costa,
Anne invites him to a part
ch some of her friends
make a fool of the bashful boy. His training suffers and
he becomes estranged from both Anne and Knobby. However, Joe rebuffs Florini's efforts to get him to "throw"
the fight.

3. When
his money
runs out, Knobby
faithful handler, Smoky (Sam McDaniel)

takes four pugs and
his
on a tour of tank towns.

7. Knobby finally takes Joe to secret training quarters
and gets him into prime condition. During the match, one
of Florini's men is about to shoot Joe while he is in the
ring, but is captured, along with his boss. Joe goes on to
win the championship — and Anne Howe.
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SIZE-UPS

BEHIND THE SCENES IN HOLLYWOOD'S

COLUMBIA
It would seem that Columbia is planning a slight injection of
"culture" into its work-a-day program of pictures. First indication, the signing of Orson Welles to a directorial-acling contract.
Second, a story of the life of Ludwig Von Beethoven added to
the Sidney Buchman production schedule.
The name of the piece which will have the Welles domination
is untitled as yet. Presently, he's doing a musical piece for Broadway called "Around the World." The Beethoven picture is second
or third on the Buchman list, which also includes "Jacobowsky
and the Colonel." Buchman is operating as an independent producer on the lot with a releasing deal through Columbia. Harry
Cohn's outfit continues to function on the premise that a few
gems inserted at crucial points serve to brighten up a lot of paste.
Glenn Ford Renewed
Glenn Ford, who clicked in "Gilda," has been signed for
another year by Columbia. He is just finishing his first starring
role in "Gallant Journey" and the studio plans to keep him for
"top" roles from here on in. Meanwhile, the actor apparently is
acquiring an audience, having been elected "man of the year" by
the "Bobby Soxers of America."
Columbia's title-change department was, as usual, busily employed these past few days. The picture that started out as
"Rendezvous in Rio" then went to "Rio" is now "Thrill of Brazil."
Evelyn Keyes, Keenan Wynn and Ann Miller head the cast.
Another change converts "The Coffin" to "The Unknown." This
one has Karen Morley and Jim Bannon.
A new entry in the Crime Doctor series went before the
cameras last week, "The Crime Doctor's Man Hunt." Warner
Baxter and Ellen Drew head the cast. One other new starter is a
western which Columbia coyly classifies as an "action musical."
It is "Singing On The Trail," with Ken Curtis and Jeff Donnell.
Continuing in production are: "Down To Earth" (Rita Hayworth-Larry Parks), "Gallant Journey" (Glenn Ford-Janet Blair)
and "Thrill of Brazil" (Evelyn Keyes-Keenan Wynn).

ENTERPRISE

Big news of the week at this fast-moving studio was the
signing of Ginger Rogers and John Garfield to contracts.
The contract with Miss Rogers is a long-termer and the
actress is to have full say on production points. Two stories are
already set for filming: "Wild Calendar" and "Maggi July." The
latter will be done first. The actress' husband, Jack Briggs, has
been signed as associate producer to work with Wolfgang Reinhardt on Enterprise productions, specifically those in which Miss
Rogers will work. The actress gets $175,000 per picture and 40
per cent of the profit. Major studios are really beginning to
scream for the aspirin. With actresses and actors learning how
easy it is to make a deal like the one Miss Rogers has just
signed with Enterprise why should they sign contracts with a
major studio for such pittances as four or five thousand a week.
It doesn't make sense. This is one more indication that the
prediction here and elsewhere months ago was not just idle conjecture. The independents are a major threat to studios like
Metro, 20th. Paramount and Warners. What can they possibly
offer their top players to compete with a 40% profit deal? Better
pictures? No, because the independents, many of them at least,
are stopping at nothing to get top stories and directors. More
pictures? No, because it is pointless to make more pictures when
you can make so much on one. It is obvious that the trend away
from major studios is on in full swing. Companies like those
named will have to go along. More and more, they will become
releasing and distribution outlets for the product made by in-

STUDIOS

month
producers.
dependent
on. tomorrow or next
trend ismean
the doesn't
butThat
year,
or even next
Garfield Signed
John Garfield, who has been playing hard-to-get with Warners
for months now, apparently has decided that no long-term con"
completed
Having
for him.
15 necessary
signed with
he has"Humoresque,
studio,
home just
at his
Crawford,
Joan
with tract
called "The Burning Journey." The comEnterprise for a picture
will attempt to entice a big name actress to join Garfield
in thispany venture.
Anatole Litvak also has signed here, as producer-director. He
own property, a current French novel, "Coup de
will
Grace,"bring
to his
film lor his first Enterprise chore.
Meanwhile, Sol Wurtzel and Loew-Lewin are winding up pictures that will bear the Enterprise banner — though they may
still be released through present releasing tie-ups. Wurtzel's
tag and "Bel-Ami,"
has toa a20th
to Paradise"
"Flight
the
Loew-Lewin
piece, still
is tied
UA release
release.
Einfeld Planning
There can be no doubt that Charlie Einfeld's years as head
of Warners' advertising and exploitation program, is shaping the
Enterprise course in a definite direction. The fine hand of Mr.
Einfeld's experience is apparent in the continuous efforts of the
company to sign box-office names and to obtain properties which
are in the public eye. He obviously had his program carefully
planned before he started and is building on that plan steadily.
The results should be interesting and, it is safe to predict,
profitable.
Meanwhile, no deal has been set for the release of Enterprise
product. Every major releasing company has its oar in. Rumor
currently gives Universal the inside track, but no final commitment has as yet been made.

METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER
"The Beginning or The End," Metro's atom bomb picture, is
now in its fourth week of production with everything progressing
as per schedule. The cast is headed by Lionel Barrymore, with
Brian Donlevy, Robert Walker, Beverly Tyler, Tom Drake and
Hurd Hatfield. It is being watched, foot by foot, by government
and scientific experts in the field and should come out a completely authentic
with a story background, if Metro's
best efforts
mean documentary
anything.
New starters on the lot are "Lady In The Lake" (Robert
Montgomery-Audrey Totter) and "High Barbaree" (Van JohnsonJune Allyson). Montgomery is also acting as director on his
picture and is employing a new photographic device so secret
that the press is being kept off the set.
In addition to the new starters, the following are still in
production: "My Brother Who Talked To Horses" (Peter LawfordBeverly Tyler), "A Woman of My Own" (Greer Garson-Richard
Hart), "The Mighty McGurk" (Wallace Beery-Aline McMahon)
and "Uncle Andy Hardy" (Mickey Rooney-Bonita Granville).
"Tenth Avenue Angel" (Margaret O'Brien-George Murphy)
and "Till The Clouds Roll By" (Judy Garland-Robert Walker)
wound up. The latter has been in production for many months,
three directors have worked on it.
Gable On Sidelines
After MGM paid $250,000 for "The Hucksters" as a vehicle
for Clark Gable, the actor turned down the role. More and more
the indication seems that Gable doesn't care whether he makes
pictures or not. He is bitterly unhappy about the roasting he
took
"Adventure"
and are
he's working
sitting tight
all talk
about critically
contracts.in Studio
executives
hard on
to get
him
re-signed, but he's just cool.

Latest hot tip on the "Forever Amber" situation over at 20th
is that Offers have been made for the loan of Lana Turner to do
comment" on whether they
would not
MGM starexecutives
the role.
a deal can be made. The part
out or whether
loan their
will
would be a great one for the actress, certainly more desirable
than her own idea to do a re-make of "Coquette."
Gregory La Cava and Harry Kurnitz are talking deal with
MGM on a story La Cava has written to star Gene Kelly. Kelly
is already slated for the top male role in Arthur Freed's production of "The Pirate," but this La Cava story may come first.
At least one of the many story properties being prepared by
Joe Pasternak and his writers is about ready for production.
This is "The Kissing Bandit." The story, we hear, is still weak
but Producer Pasternak is counting on the co-starring of Kathryn
Grayson and Tony Martin plus some enchanting music to carry
it. Meanwhile, writers are still making last-minute repairs. Lazlo
Benedict, long an associate of Mr. Pasternak's here and abroad,
will be given his first opportunity to direct an MGM picture with
this one.
Trouble With Rooney
Mickey Rooney has been set for the top role in "Summer
Holiday,"
new Mamoulian
title for thewill
musical
of "AhArthur
Wilderness,"
which
Rouben
direct version
for Producer
Freed.
Gloria De Haven gets the top female role. Rooney was in the
original picture, made in 1936, as the young brother.
Stories have been emanating from the "Uncle Andy Hardy"
set on which Rooney is now working, that the actor has been
making like an irreplaceable genius. He keeps other players
waiting, the unforgivable sin on any sound stage and generally
gives the impression that he is top man. There is no doubt
that he is, but it's not good manners (and more to the point), it's
not
show of
it. adult
Rooney's
career
transition
from a
childgood
star sense
to anto actor
stature
is still
not complete.
Rooney is a great performer, unquestionably, but he might not
have fared so well without Carey Wilson's Hardy family to buoy
him over the rough spots.

MONOGRAM
This company was one of those that got in early on the
return, to foreign business and a recent report from President
Steve Broidy indicates the move was a profitable one for them.
Mr. Broidy announces a 50 per cent increase so far in that field
of business, with more to come.
The plans, at present, indicate that only the "better-grade"
product will be selected for export. The low-budget films will not
be sold overseas. This means, of course, that some Monogram
players will have a chance to build brand new audiences overseas because the market there, barren of American films for six
years, is ready to accept new faces as well as established players
eagerly.
It is probable that Monogram will do a reciprocal job on
English films here if Pathe Ltd., one of the foreign firms with
which they have made a deal, has product they feel they can use
in their market.
William Beaudine started another Bowery Boy's film this
week with the usual Bowery Gang. That added to "Decoy" (Jean
Gillie-Edward Norris) completes the production schedule.

PARAMOUNT
It would seem that Paramount is spreading its wings to take
in the European market in a rather positive way. There is talk
now that the company will build its own studio in England,
though, for the time being, they are negotiating for already constructed space on which to begin their foreign production
program.
This new project is the outgrowth of the recent European
trip that George Weltner, Hal Wallis, Joseph Hazen and Y. Frank
Freeman completed. The executives reported to President Barney
Balalxm that films six and seven years old were being gulped
down whole by European markets. If they want American films
so badly, why can't American producing companies supply them?
Paramount's answer to the query is this plan to start making
pictures there as soon as
have their own studio built. they can get space and ultimately to
Lull In Schedule
With only three pictures on the schedule here, this studio is
in a lull. "The Perils of Pauline" (Betty Hutton-John Lund),
"Welcome Stranger" (Bing Crosby-Joan Caufield) and "Where
There's
ing films.Life" (Bob Hope-Signe Hasso) comprise the trio of work-

Next one to go will be "The Emperor Waltz," with Crosby
and Joan Fontaine. In keeping with
the helter-skelter return to
location shootings now taking Hollywood by storm, this company
has already sent off the advance units to Jasper National Park.
Canada. At least three weeks of the actual shooting schedule
will be covered up there.
Every major studio and many of the independents .-insetting companies for location filming or already have companies
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out. There is no doubt of the value of such expeditions, costly
though they may be. First of all, they lend authenticity to backgrounds; they give film a flavor of reality not attainable with
contrived replicas. Perhaps their most important function from
an exhibitor's point of view is that all over the country, moviegoers will be given an opportunity to come close to the whole
business of picture making .and the people who make them, many
for the first time. This new contact, if handled carefully, will
give these moviegoers a new sense of closeness with Hollywood
and will increase many times their avidity to see on film a picture which was made in the locale of their homes. It is an indirect exploitation angle, but an important one none-the-less.

PRC

Rumors to the effect that PRC was going out of business were
hotly denied last week by Kenneth M. Young, president of Pathe
Industries. Mr. Young further stated that there will be no absorption of PRC by Pathe Eagle Lion. The two companies and
programs will be completely separate, sharing only in a joint
physical distribution program through the Pathe PRC Exchanges.
Harry H. Thomas, PRC President, meanwhile stated that his
company is lining up its 1946-47 program and further expansion
in production budget is the theme.
Foy Takes Over
Meanwhile, Bryan Foy has taken over as head of Pathe Eagle
Lion here and started his career by issuing a "cease order"
against any further publicizing of PRC. This order was issued
shortly after the announcement by Publicity Director Bob Goodfried of PRC to the effect that PRC will continue to produce films
and operate its exchanges even after Pathe E-L takes over here.
The indication from Mr. Foy's statement was that PRC would
make way for Pathe Eagle Lion as of June 15 by way of its
production schedule, exchanges and all other appurtenances.
Kenneth M. Young's denial of PRC absorption and Harry
Thomas' statement of the new 1946-47 PRC program came as
contradiction to the program implied by Mr. Foy.
At the moment, it's anybody's guess as to just what will
happen in the final juggling.
Meanwhile, PRC continues its one-every-ten-days schedule of
picture
making
"Melody Round-Up," in Cinecolor, with Eddie
Dean and
RoscoewithAtes.

REPUBLIC
More and more westerns, big ones, seems to be the motto at
Republic these days. Nine are slated to go into production during the next two months. In the group will be the first Gene
Autry special and two Roy Rogers features.
"Heldorado" and "Home in Oklahoma," both Rogers pictures,
started May 23. The first one is on a location jaunt and schedules
are being set so that the cast can work between the two without
loss of time.
"Sergeant Gene Autry" starts June 6, Armand
Schaefer
producing.
Producer Lou Gray, specialist in the Magnacolor series, has
two more to go before the end of June.
To complete the Western splurge, which constitutes about
one-fourth of the annual western schedule for 1946, are two in
the Red Ryder series and two Sunset Carson starrers.
Goodman Pub. Head
Mort Goodman, advertising and publicity director for Warners
Pacific Coast theatres for the past nine years, takes over as publicity director here, replacing Les Kaufman who has gone over
to International. Mr. Goodman has a big spot to fill, for Les
Kaufman did one of the best jobs in the business for Republic
and made hundreds of friends for himself and the company.
Apparently, the Autry-Republic fight has been armisticed because the Cowboy has signed a new contract with the studio
which calls for eight pictures to be completed by September 30.
1947, four of which must be done by March 31, 1947. This contract cancels all previous existing deals and evidently marks a
clean-slate policy for actor and company.
Only one new film started at Republic this week, another in
the
cast. Red Ryder series, "Vigilante of Boom Town" with the usual
Continuing in production are: "Angel and the Outlaw" (John
Wayne-Gail Russell) on location, "Plainsman and the Lady" (William Elliott-Vera Hruba Ralston), "Shine on Texas Moon" (Roy
Rogers-Dale Evans), "That Brennan Girl" (James Dunno-Mona
Freeman) and "Snow Cinderella" (Lynne Roberts-Charles Drake).

RKO-RADIO
The first repercussion of the change over from the Koerner
to the Rathvon regime showed last week in the surprise resignation of William Dozier, who was the late Mr. Koerner's executive
istant.
parting ofwas
as "friendly''
studio
executives. The
No details
the classified
contract settlement
were Inrevealed.
Mr. Dozii tediately announced his affiliation with International as executive assistant to William Goetz. His job here
■will lie much the same as the one he held with Mr. Koerner. for
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whom he handled story, player and package deals.
There's an unusual situation becoming more and more apparent on the RKO lot. The studio is making bigger budget
pictures all the time, but the contract player's list is shrinking to
a minimum. Such players as Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., Maureen
O'Hara, Shirley Temple, Loretta Young and Joseph Cotten, all
now working in RKO pictures, are not under term contract to
the studio. Naturally, the people working in Goldwyn and Liberty
films are under contract to those companies, even though the films
have RKO release. This is not a serious situation except insofar
as it limits the exploitation possibilities on a picture. Long-range
publicity stories, always part of an exploitation program for a
picture, are limited here because by the time a story breaks in a
national magazine on a player, that player is off the RKO lot,
and working in another picture. In the final analysis, this may
have slight bearing only on the reception of a picture by the
public and yet it is closing off a good source of public relations.
Tops In Inde Units
This seems to be in line with RKO's alertness to the trend
toward independent unit production — in which this outfit has
taken the lead among the majors. More and more big screen
names are becoming available for single-picture deals and RKO
is in position to grab them up, while not bearing the cost of
carrying a large fixed roster.
The point is that RKO would rather put extra money into a
big name player for one picture than keep a lot of people under
long term contracts without enough story material to keep them
busy. Meanwhile, they keep working their young newcomers,
whom they have on small salary, into bigger and bigger roles, so
that ultimately their names will have marquee value to sell a
picture.
Meanwhile, there are 8 pictures in production for RKO release, two of them being Samuel Goldwyn films and one from
Liberty.
New starters on the RKO program are: "Katie for Congress"
(Loretta Young-Joseph Cotten-Ethel Barrymore) and "Deadlier
Than The Male" (Claire Trevor-Lawrence Tierney).

20th CENTURY-FOX
Only new starter at this studio is Sol Wurtzel's "Flight To
Paradise," with Paul Kelly, Osa Massen, Hillary Brooke, which
he is making as his own production. Since he is affiliated with
Enterprise, that company will come into the picture somehow.
Wurtzel is one of the independents whose request to build his
own studio has been turned down by the government. Consequently, Wurtzel has signed a contract with Morey and Sutherland Productions, Inc., for complete possession of their studio
every other month. The contract will continue for six months
with an option for renewal. Space is really the problem of the
independents these days.
No further word on the "Amber" situation, though it seems
apparent that Gene Tierney will get the role unless, as reported
elsewhere, MGM can be persuaded to give the studio Lana Turner.
The blow-up on this picture was not a pretty one and certainly
no credit to 20th. However, when the picture is finally completed,
all the excitement will probably result in additional interest on
the part of the public. But at the same time, 20th had best make
this a good picture after all the shouting or the same audiences
that rush out to see what has happened to the story will be just
as quick to criticize bitterly.
4 In Production
The current production schedule stands at four: "Carnival In
Costa Rica" (Dick Haymes-Celeste Holm), "The Razor's Edge"
(Tyrone Power-Gene Tierney), "My Darling Clementine" (Henry
Fonda-Linda
Darnell), "You're For Me" (Vivian Blaine-Harry
James).

Now it's happened to Betty Grable! She's been threatening
for a long time and Rita Hayworth's success in "Gilda" has apparently convinced Miss Grable that she must do a straight
dramatic role. Her next will be "No Wedding Ring," the Gene
Markey story and production. We wonder whether the box-office
will accept
Betty sans song and dance. Personally, we don't
think
so.

UNITED

ARTISTS

Of the seven pictures in production on the lot, three arc new
ones. Hunt Stromberg has started his "Dishonored Lady," with
Jack Chertok as his producer and Robert Stevenson directing.
Hedy
Lamarr, Dennis O'Keefe, John Loder and William Lundigan
are cast.
The Hopalong Cassidy series is being resumed under the
name of Hopalong Cassidy Productions, Inc. This one is called
"The Devil's Playground" (William Boyd-Elaine Riley) and Louis
Rachmil is producing with George Archainbaud directing.
Buddy Rogers' Comet company starts its second feature, "Miss
Television," with David Bruce and Cleatus Caldwell.
3 Continue Shooting
Continuing in production are: "The Short, Happy Life of
Francis Macomber"
(Gregory Peck-Joan
Bennett)
for Benedict
MAY

27,

1946

Bogeaus and Casey Robinson, "Abie's Irish Rose" (Michael
for Crosby Producers, Inc., "Bel Ami" (George
Chekhov-Joan Dru)
Sanders-Angela Lansbury) for Loew-Lewin, Inc.
Joan Leslie is losing out on the role in the Seymour Nebenzal
picture, "The Chase," because of her suit with the Warners.
to the part with Robert CumMichele Morgan has beenn signed
Productio is due to start this week.
mings starred.
"Henry V," the Shakespeare production from Laurence Olivier
and company, is due to open in Los Angeles on June 1 at a small
This theatre apneighborhood theatre with "road show prices.
parently has a UA franchise for foreign pictures and here is one
time when they'll really hit the jackpot.

UNITED WORLD
n pie by InterNewest plum to be pulled out of the productio
for the fornational is the deal signed recently with Sam Wood Internati
onal
for
mation of a new producing unit to make films
Pictures and United World release. No immediate plans have
a numbeen announced by the Wood unit, but the producer owns orge
S.
ber of film stories. One of his pets is the Edna Ferber-Ge
which Mr. Wood has been
Kaufman play, "The Land Is Bright,"
wanting to get on to film for some time now.
deal, Bill Dozier's joinAdded to the news of the Sam Wood
ing the International company as reported elsewhere in this
background
impressive
an
nal
column, begins to give Internatio
for continued competition in the front ranks of picture making.
John L. (Les) Kaufman is the newly appointed director of
publicity and advertising for International Pictures Corporation.
He comes from Republic to fill the spot left vacant by the recent
death of John LeRoy Johnston.
Leonard Goldstein will take over as executive producer on the
International purchased this
and ofI."
of "The at Egg
production
best-seller recently
a price
§100,000.
Meanwhile, only one picture continues in production for the
banner, "Bella Donna" (Merle Oberon-George BrentInternational
Korvin).
Charles

UNIVERSAL
The Skirball-Manning unit has signed the talked-of deal for
two pictures with Joan Crawford. This actress, too, has signed
one of those percentage arrangements which are so attractive to
players these days because of the capital gains angle. Meanwhile,
she starts her last of a three-picture deal at Warners shortly. It
is understood that she will be making other films for Warners, but
this will depend upon her approval of the vehicle and the title.
Strange to watch the reborn power of this actress as a box-office
potential and to remember that not too many years ago she was
classed as box-office poison. It's nobody's fault, really, except
perhaps MGM producers who somehow stuck the player with a
long series of films that would have killed the popularity of three
actresses in one. It's the same old story, the play's the thing.
Without a credible yarn to spin, any actor is licked before he
starts. The Crawford revival is just one more proof of the fact,
though why more proof should be needed at this stage of the
game is a question we can't
answer. Set
Lee Bowman
Lee Bowman has been borrowed from Columbia for the leading role in Walter Wanger's next film, "Smash-Up," which will
co-star Susan Hayv/ard. This is an original story by Dorothy
Parker and Frank Cavett. Eddie Albert and Marsha Hunt are
already set into supporting roles. The picture is already underway with Director Stuart Heisler, Susan Hayward and a crew
working in New York on preliminary scenes.
No new productions under way and four continue toward
wind-up: "Black Angel" (Dan Duryea-June Vincent), "The Michigan Kid" (Jon Hall-Rita Johnson), "Pirates of Monterey" (Maria
Montez-Rod Cameron) and "The Killers" (Burt Lancaster-Ava
Gardner).

WARNER

BROS.

More talent trouble at Warners resulting in the cancellation
of the contract with Actor John Dall. When John Dall was
brought out here to do the important role in "The Corn Is Green,"
there wasn't enough paper to hold all the stories that were released about his potential future. Now, it seems that Dall, despite
the fact that he caught on well with the fans and is still in demand on Broadway, isn't to have that bright career at Warners
after all. No reason was given for the termination of the deal.
Ronald Reagan has been assigned to the male lead in "The
Voice of the Turtle" when it goes into production. This play has
been a property of this studio for two years now, but no attempt
has been made up to now to put it into production. Eve Arden
will carry the second female lead, but no assignment has been
made of the star role which a dozen local actresses (some on the
Warner lot) are itching for. The role has been offered to Jean
Arthur, but it is not certain that she is well enough to accept.
John Van Druten will direct.
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In the Release Chart, the date under "Details" ret ers to the issue in which cast, director, plot, etc..
appeared. "Rel." is the national release date. "No. " is the release number. "Rev." is the issue in which
the review appeared. There may be variations in the Running Time in states where there is censorship.
All new productions are on 1945-46 programs unless otherwise noted. (T) immediately following title
and running time denotes Technicolor production.
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1945-46 Features
Westerns
Serials

Completed (41)
Completed (16)
Completed ( 3)

In Production (4)
In Production (1)
In Production (0)

NEW PRODUCTIONS
THE CRIME DOCTOR'S MANHUNT
Mystery— Started May 13
Cast:
Warner Baxter, Ellen Drew, William Frawley.
Director: William Castle
Producer: Rudolph Flothow
Story:

Girl

assumes

sister's

identity.

She

commits

murder

to

Not

available.

See

next

issue.
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CHART
MUh

Cart

Tim

IN PRODUCTION
Down
To Earth
(T)
Gallant Journey
Thrill of Brazil
Details under title:

Hayworth-Parks
Ford-Blair
Keyes-Bowmari

Rio

COMPLETED
Bandit

ol Sherwood

Forest

(T)

..

.4-15.
.3-18.

..

.4-29.

1945-46
(87) . .

Wilds-Louise

.4-2.
.9-4.
Detailstheunder
title Trail
Raiders(56)of Qoanfl Basin Sta/rett- Matthews '
Bluing
Western
.4-1.
Blondie Knows
Best
Singleton-Lake
10-15.
Blondie's Lucky Day (69)
Lake-Singleto
n
10-29.
Close Call for Boston Blackie (60) . .
Morris-Lane
.4-29.
Cowboy Blues
Curtis-Donnclf ".'.'
.6-25.
Crime Doctor's Warning
Baxter-Anderson
.
(Details under title: (69)
Paper Doll Murder)
.3-18.
Tucker-Merrick
Dangerous Business
Details under title: Power of Attorney
Desert Horseman,
The
Starrett-Burnette
. ...9-3.
Details under title: Phantom of the Desert
.2-18.
Devil's Mask, The
Louise-Bannon
Frontier Gunlaw
(59)
Starrett-Taylor
..
7.7-9!
Galloping Thunder
(54)
Starrett-Burnette
11-12.
Gentleman
Misbehaves, The (74)
Massen-Stanton
.
Details under title: Lullaby of Broadway
.9-17.
Gilda (110)
Hayworth-Ford
. . .6-25.
Girl of the Limberlost (60)
Tindall-Clifton
.6-25.
Gunning for Vengeance
Starrett-Adair
10-1.
Details onder title: Burning the Trail
Heading West
Starrett-Houck
...
Details under title: Massacre Mesa
.5-13.
His Face Was Their Fortune
Louise-Duane
.8-20.
.2-18..
Hit The
Hay (62)
Canova-Hunter .'..'.
Hop
Harrigan
(Serial)
Bakewell-Holt
..
11-12.
Jungle Raiders (Serial)
Richmond-Borg
..8-6.
Jolson Story, The (T)
Parks-Keyes
11-26.
Just Before Dawn
(65)
Baxter-Barrie
..2-5.
Kiss and Tell (90)
Temple-Abel
11-26.
{■anifrilsn
Starrett-Burnette
. 10-16.
Lawless Empire (58)
Starrett-Law
. .9-3.
Life With Blondie (69)
Singleton-Lake
..
..3-4..
Man Who Dared
Brooks-Macready
.8-20.
Details under title: One Life Too Many
Meet Me On Broadway
(78)
Reynolds-Brady
... 12-24.
Mysterious Intruder, The (62)
Dix-Blake
Details onder title: Murder Is Unpredictablt
..8-6.
Foch-Macready
My Name Is Julia Ross (64)
Details onder title: The Woman In Red
Night
11-12.
Editor
(67)
. . . Gargan-Cartcr
... ..1-7.
Notorious Lone Wolf. The (64)
Mohr-Carter
..
Details onder title: Lone Wolf on Broadway
.8-20.
One Way To Love (83)
Morris-Chapman
.
Details onder title: Hall the Chief
Out of tho Depths (61)
Bannon-Huntcr
. . .10-1.
Details under title: Secret Story
.4-30.
5-14.
Outlaws of the Rockies
Starrett-Hardlng
..
Pardon My Past (87)
MacMurray-Chapman 10-15.
Perilous
Holiday
(89)
O'Brien-Warrick
Phantom
Of The Desert
Starrett-Burnette
..9-3.
.1-21..
Phantom Thief, The
Morris-Donnell
.
.8-20.
Details nnder title: Boston Blackle's Private Ghost
6-11..
Prison Ship (60)
Lowcry-Foch
Renegades
(T>
(88)
Keyes-Parker
..
Details tinder title: The Kansan
.6-11.
..4-1..
Return of Rusty, The
Donaldson-Dennis
Roaring Rangers
Starrett-Burnette
Details onder title: Powder River
.4-29.
Sing While You Dance
..Drew-Stanton
.
12-10.,
Snafo (82)
Parks-Lloyd
...
.6-25.
So Dark the Night
Geray-Chelrel
. .
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10-18.

..4-4.
.1-24.
.9-27.

Starrett-Burnette
Morley-Bannon

.3-20.
4-1

»ix-Merrick
Bowman-Chapman
Kent-Ward

8-6. .10-30. . .7024. . .1-21
6-7
.12-24
10-15. .12-13. . .7140

Voice of The Whistler, The (60)
Down, The
Walls Came Tumbling
Who's Guilty? (Serial)

MISC

.7207.

.7001
.7029
.7206

NEW

HAL ROACH

)

In Production (1)

PRODUCTIONS

STUDIOS

School

but

teacher,

plague

kids

she

lesson

her

gets

across.

.'.'.'33-28. 1.
.11-29. .7018
.7160
.7120
.9-14.
.'li-iV.

4-1

10-18.
.7021.'.'.S-i3
.7202
.7019

The

pictorial

history

.7025. . .5-13

.11-27... 7017.. 11-26
.4-18. . .7023
. .2-14. .7028... 4-15
12-20.. .7012.
12-27..
.7035.
.9-18..
.12-25.
.7005... 2-18
.3-21.. .7008
..5-2
11-15... 7036.
.6-13
.7205

.2-14.
11-22.
.7010. ...1-7

of

the

atom

A

hardboiled

detective

becomes

HIGH BARBAREE
Adventure Drama — Started May 13
Cast:
June Allyson, Van Johnson,
Hull, Cameron Mitchell.
Director: Jack Conway
Story:

Young
Navy
pilot forced
re-live his life and make

down
sonic

RELEASE

4-1

.7014

In Production (7)

bomb

experiments

and

results.

LADY IN THE LAKE
Mystery Drama — Started May 8
Cast:
Robert Montgomery, Audrey Totter, Leon Ames.
Director: Robert Montgomery
Producer: George Haight
Story:

3-4

Completed (42)

ER

NEW PRODUCTIONS
BEGINNING OR THE END
Drama — Started May 6
Lionel Barrymore, Brian Donlevy, Robert Walker, Beverly
Cast:
Tyler, Tom Drake. Hurd Hatfield.
Sam Marx
Producer:
Director: Norman Taurog
Story:

.3-14.

Completed (

1945-46 Features

•7022. . .3-18

.10-11.
.4-25.
.3-21.

.6-27.

INDEPENDENTS

METRO^GOLDWYN-MAY

.7020.
.7030.

.7034.

...1-3.
..4-11.

(82)

1945-46 Features

Story:

. 4-25 .
.2-28.

.12-13.
.5-30.

Stranger
The
under title: The Coffin

..7004.
7201 . .4-15

.6-20.

.5-23..
.1-31.

Two-Flsted
Unknown,
Details

CTJRLEY
(Cinecolor)
Comedy — Started April 11
Cast: Fiances Rafferty, Larry Olsen, Eilene Janssen, Ardda Lynwood, Gerald Perreau, Jimmy Menzies, Tommy Menzies,
Dale Belding, Eugene Holland, Kathleen Howard, George
Nokes, Edna Holland.
Producer: Robert McGowan
Director: Bernard J. Carr

M.

. .2-21.

Drake-Blair
Falkenburg-Tucker
.12-24..
. .8-6. . .3-28
.1-10... 7007.. .5-13
Curtis-Donnell
.12-24.
.10-29... .5-16
Starrett-Burnette
Starrett- Parks
.7203
Curtis-Roberts
. . ..5-14. .12-20..
.12-10... .5-30.
3-21... 7221

protect

SINGING ON THE TRAIL
Western — Started May 13
Cast:
Ken Curtis, Jeff Donnell, The Hoosier Hotshots, Guy Kibbee, Big Boy Williams, Dusty Anderson.
Director: Ray Nazarro
Producer: Colbert Clark

Story:

Tars and Spars (88)
Talk About A Lady (71)
That Texas Jamboree
Terror Trail
Texas Panhandle
(55)
Throw a Saddle on a Star (67)
(Details under title: Smoky River Serenade)

TrtU— iMlilf

involved

Claude

Producer:
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Horses
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new decisions
Cast

IN PRODUCTION
Mighty McGurk, The
My Brother Who Talks To
Woman
of my Own, A
Uncle Andy Hardy

in a strange

Bccry-MacMahon
Lawford-Jenklns
Garson-Hart
Rooney-Granville

COMPLETED
1945-46
BLOCK NO. THIRTEEN

case.

Jr., Henry

Everett Riskin

Pacific
before

Dttalh

murder

finds time to
rescue comes.

1«L

Mk

*m

...5-13
....4-1
4-1
...5-13

Abbott and Costello In Hollywood
(83)...
Dangerous
Partners (78)
Her Highness and the Bellboy (112)
Hidden Eye, The (68)
Our Vines Have Tender Grapes (105)

A. iC
Cralg-Hasso
Lamarr-Walker
Arnold- Rafferty
O'Brien-Robinson

4-30.. 10-45
3-5.. 10-45
... 12-25 .. 10-45
.. .12-11. . .9-45
.10-16. . .9-45

602
9-3
604... 8-20
603... 7-23
601
8-6
600... 7-23

She Went to the Races (86)
They Were Expendable
(133)
What Noxt, Corporal Hargrove? (95)
Vacation from Marriage (94)
Yolanda and the Thief (T)
(108)

Craig-Glftord
5-28.. 11-45
Montgomery-Wayne 3-5.. 11-45
Walker-Porter
8-6.. 11-45
Donat-Kerr
Foreign. .11-45
Astaire- Bremer
1-22.. 11-45

607.. 10-29
609.. 11-26
606.. 11-26
608. .12-10
610.. 10-29

Letter for Evle. A (89)
Harvey Girls. The (T)
(101)
Portrait of Maria (76)
Sailor Takes a Wife (91)
Up Goes Malsie (89)

Hunt-Carroll
6-11... 1-46
614.. 12-10
Garland-Hodlak
... .1-22. . .1-46
611
1-7
Del Rio-Armendariz
Foreign. . .1-46. .. .612. .. .1-7
Walker-Allyson
4-2... 1-46
615
1-7
Sothern-Murphy
... .8-20. . .1-46. .. .613. ... 1-7

BLOCK

BLOCK

NO.

FOURTEEN

NO. FIFTEEN

ILM

BULLETIN

BLOCK

NO. SIXTEEN

Bad
Bascomb
(112)
Hoodlum Saint
(91)
Last Chance,
The
(105)
Postman Always
Rings Twice, The
Two Sisters From
Boston
(112)

.4-46.
Beery-O'Brien
.. .
Powell-Williams

(113) . . . Turner-Garfield
Allyson-Lawford

SPECIALS

.4-46.
.Foreign
..7-9. .

.

..6-25.
. ..7-9.

Adventure
(129)
Gable-Garson
Details under title: This Strange Adventure
Weekend at the Waldorf
(130)
Turner-Johnson
Znyte.d
Follies
(T)
(110)
Astaire-Ball

NOT

.11-27.
...5-1.

the

Torch

Moon
Over
Montana
Wakcly-Holt
Red
Dragon.
The
<64)
Toler-Fong
Details under title: Charlie Chan In Mexico

.3-18
.3-18

Roaring
Range, The
Romance of the Rancho
Shadow
Returns,
The
(61)
Details
under title: The Shadow

Brown-Hatton
Roland-Riordan
Richmond-Reed

Strange
Mr. Gregory,
The
(63)
Details under title: Gregory

Lowe-Rogers

'.V-is

.616. .12-24
.605. . .7-23
.617... 1-21
.5-13

. .4-15

..9-3..
.9-17.
.10-29.

Peck-Jarman

.8-21.
.6-26.
..9-4.

Dorn-Astor
Laurel-Hardy
Arnold-Royal

Handi

Powell-Loy
Barrymore- Johnson

..515.
.8-21.
.5-28.

Beery-Gleason
Turner-Peters
O'Brien- Iturbl
Craig-Reed
Tracy-Hepburn
Lawford-Lanchester

Women's
(108)

...9-4.
.5-29.
.8-21.
10-31.
5-29.

Sanders-Hatfield

(65)

Thaxter-DanieU

Details under title: Alter Ego
Thrill of a Romance (T)
(105)
Twice
Blessed
(77)

.

Anchors Aweigh
(T)
(144)
Seet Me In St. Louis
(T)
(113)
atlonal
Velvet
(T)
(125)
Details
onder title- The
Home
Thirty Seconds Over Tokyo (138)
VaJley of Decision
(111)

Kelly-Sinatra
...
Garland-O'Brien
Rooney-Taylor
Front
Tracy-Thaxter
Garson-Peck

. ..
....

Completed
Completed

NEW

RELEASE
Title— tinning

IN

TIbi

.2-45.
.3-45.
.1-45.
.1-45.
.3-45.
.2-45.
.3-45.

...516.. 11-27
...519. .12-11
...514.. 12-11

(2)
(0)

their

first

fU4.

•• .Baa.

PRODUCTION

Secoy

1945-46 -

Allotment
Wives
(80)
Behind
the Mask
(67)
Details
under
title: The
Black
Market
Babies
(71)
Border
Bandits
(57)
Dark Alibi

Francis-Kelly
Richmond-Reed
Shadow's

27,

1946

Delicti

-.6-25.. 12-24.
.10-29

at

...9-3
1-5.
. .8-20. . .1-12.
.12-24. . .5-25.
. .3-18

Richmond-Hazard
Brown-Hatton
..
Tolcr-Lorring
..
Richmond-Hayes
Alcatraz
Carradine-Drake
Cookson-William

Jumpin'
Joe
Junior
Prom
(69)
Details
under
title: High
School
Kids
Live Wires
(65)
Details under title: Stepping Around
Lonesome
Trail
(55)
Details under title: On The Cherokee Trail
Mandarin's
Secret
Details under title: Corpus

Drifter

(104)
Are
Club

Funny
(98)

...8-6... 3-16
503
4-29. . .6-29. . . .574
...2-4... 4-13
567

Wakely-White

. . .2-4. . .4-20

Masquerade

in

Mexico

BLOCK

(38)

Good

Hutton-Lund
Crosby-Canfleld
Hope-Hasso

1945-46
.2-19.
10-2.

Gardner-Reynolds
Ga.-gan-Kelly
....
Milland-Wyman
Jones-Cotten
....
Bracken-Lake

Intentions

10-31.
10-31.

....

Goddard-Milland
Haley-Walker
Mutton-Fitzgerald

(96)

Lamour-Cordova

(87)

..

Tufts-Lake
Barr-Massen

NO. FOUR

Bride
Wore
Boots,
The
(82)
Hot Cargo
(57)
Our Hearts Were Growing Up (122)
To Each
His Own
(122)

Stanwyck-Cummings
Rogers-Reed
Donlevy-Russell
deHavilland-Lund

NO. FIVE

NO. SIX

.1-8.
2-19.

..3-8.
.4-19.
..2-8.

11-13.
.4-2.
.. .7-9.

6-28.
.5-17.
. .5-3.
. .4-5.
.5-31.

. .8-6.
.3-5.
9-17

Hope-Caulfield
...
Ladd-Fitzgerald
Young-Sidney
....
Stanwyck-Hcflin

Fire
(70)
SPECIALS

Weissmuller-Grey

. 9-28 .
12-14.
11-16.
10-26.

.

.4501
9-3
.4504
9-3
.4503. . .8-20
.4502. . .8-20

12-11. .11-23. . .4509.
.4506.
. .1-25.
.6-12. .1-11.
12-28.
..4-2.
.4-30.
4507 .
. 4508
.2-22.
.9-18.

.7-9.

Monsieur
Bcaucairc
(T)
C 3)
0. S. S.
(107)
Searching
Wind,
The
(108)
Strange
Life of Martha
Ivers (116)
Details
under
title: Love
Lies Bleeding
Swamp

M.

.3-18.
.4-15.
.3-18.

Ladd-Lake
Lowery-Britton
McCrea Britton
Milland-deHavilland

BLOCK

(3)

CHART

Blue
Dahlia.
The
(99)
They Made Me A Killer :65)
Virginian,
The
(T)
(90)
Weil-Groomed
Bride, The
(75)

BLOCK

573

In Production

Details

NO. THREE

Miss
Susie Slagle's
Tokyo
Rose
(66)

4-15

Cast

(93)

BLOCK

516. . .3-li5

5-14. . .1-10. ...501. .10-15
..3-18

Tlae

Blonde
(76)
under
title:

1-2

.10-29. . -6-15

Storm-Reagan
Wakcly-White
Brown-Hatton

Completed

lii.OCK NO. TWO

Kitty
People
Stork

. .6-25
.

.513.

AMOUNT

Duffy's
Tavern
(97)
Follow
That
Woman
(70)
Lost Weekend,
The
(101)
Love Letters
(101)
Hold
That
Details

.4-15
.572.

.6-14.
..7-5.

.10-15
10-15
10-15
10-15

.4512.. 12-10
.4513.. 12-10
.4511.. 12-10
.4518.
.4517.
.4516.
.4519.
.4r21.

.
.
.
.
.

.2-18
.2-18
.2-18
2-18
. 4-1

.4523. ..3-18
.4522. . . .4-1
.4524.. .3-18
.4532... 5-27
.4526.. .5-13
.4529.. .5-13
.4528... 5-13

.1-21.
.2-18
10-li.
11-12.

Road to Utopia, The
(90)
NOT
DESIGNATED

Crosby-Hope-Lamour

12-13... 3-22... 4531.. 12-10
12-24.

Big Town
Blue
Skies
(T)
Calcutta
California
(T)
Cross My Heart
Details under title:

Reed-Brooks
....
Crosby-Astaire
....
Ladd-Russell
stanwyck-Millanit
Hutton-Tutts
....

..8-6.

Fear
In
Imperfect
Details
Ladies'
Perfect
RhvtJm

The
Night
Lady,
The
under
title:
Man
Marriage,
laaak

Too

Good

Take

T»

This

Be

True

.1-8.
.4-29.

Kelly-York
Wrlght-Mllland

Woman

...

Bracken-Welles
V"'inq-Niven
HaUr-BIITtard

The

.11-1.
.3-18.
..4-1.

mkm

.505.. 12-10
.527

11-26.
.10-1.
.1-21.

...

.*. . . .Denning-Craig
MacMurray-Goddard
LaM-DMlary

Mast

..7-9.
12-10.

. 5-1.

Shadow

;

Don't
Gamble
With
Strangers
Details
under
title: Charlie
Chan
Face of Marble,
The
(72)
F"r
<68)
Details
under title: Suspense
Fighting
Texans.
The
Gay
Cavalier,
The
(65)
Haunted
Mine,
The
(52)
Hot Money
In Fast Company
Details under title: In High Gear
Jade
Lady
Joe Palooka,
Champ
(70)

. .
..

The

PAR

Seven
Were
Saved
Suddenly
It's Spring
Twa
Yean
Safer*
th.

. ..5-13.

. .Gillie-Norris

COMPLETED

MAY

and

CHART
Details

Code of

Alamo

COMPLETED
BLOCK NO. ONE

...513.. 11-27
...518. .12-23
...517
1-8
.2-45. ...520... 2-19
.5-45. ...515.. 12-25
. ..523.. 12-25
.6-45. ...522
.5-45.
4-2
...526... 4-30

(of all things)
experiments.

Cast

The

Pc; ils of Pauline
(T)
W' Icome
Stranger
Where
There's
Life

PRODUCTIONS

Bowery Gang turn exterminators
takes them into a house of mad

of

. .2-9. .

Scandals

IN PRODUCTION

GHOST BUSTERS
Drama — Started May 13
Cast:
Leo
Gorcey, Huntz
Hall, Tanis
Chandler,
Gabriel
Dell,
Bobby Jordan, Douglas Dumbrille.
Director: William Beaudine
Producer: Jan Grippo
The
job

West

School

(75)

RELEASE

In Production
In Production

(24)
( 9)

High

.2-16..

.10-29. ..2-16

..

Regan-Storm
Stcwart-Preisser

title:

12-10.
. .9-17.
. .5-13
. .4-15

Belita-Moore

Girl

(90)

rttl* — ftannlM

MONOCRAM
(34)
(12)

Glamour

1945-46 Features

3-5
...3-6... 6-45. ...525
11-27..
...530... 6-25
.528.
.8-21..
.5-28
.12-11..
.6-11
.529.
.6-26..
.1-45. ..531.. .7-23
. 12-13 . .4-45. ..512.. 11-23
...2-7. .1-45.. ..521.. 12-11
.2-21..
.6-45. .511. .11-27
..527... 4-15
. .9-18.

Johnson-Williams
Wilde-Craig
....

SPECIAL

Story:

Sunbonnet
Sue
Sweet
Sixteen
Details
under

Army

NO. TWELVE

title:

.3-18

.11-26.
...3-4.
.8-20..

There

<101>
unite,

Swing
Parade of 1946
Trail
to Mexico
Under
Arizona
Skies
Details under title:

..12-24.
. .1-7.

O'Brien-Barrymore
Taylor-Hepburn
. .

(101)
(83)

1943-46 Features
Westerns

Suspense
Details

..10-1.
.10-29.
...3-4.
J'Brien-Murphy
. . .4-1.
Garland-Walker
. .12-24.
Ball-Hodiak
....
.10-1.

Thli Man'j
Nary
(100)
Keen Your Powder Dry (73)
Musle for Millions
(120)
Gentle
Annie
(80)
Without
Love
(111)
Son of Lassie (T>
(102)

BLOCK

.2-18
.2-18
12-10

1944-45

Blonde
Fever
(69)
Nothing
But
Trouble
(69)
Main St. After Dark (57)
Details
onder title: Telltale

Details
under
title:
Picture of Dorian
Gray

.621.
.618.
.620.
.622.

.2-19.

Ball-Johnson
...
Reed-Drake
Williams-Carroll
Morgan-Powell
. .
Coburn-Drake
...
Pidgeon-Massey
.
Jenkins-Gifford
Johnson-Klrkwood
Skelton-Maxwell
.
Thompson-Tobias

COMPLETED
BLOCK NO. TEN

Thin
Man
Goes Home
Between
Two Women

10-45.
.3-46.

. .8-6..
.9-18..
...1-7.

Craig-Jenkins
...
Morgan-Totter
..
E. Taylor-Lassie

Tenth Avenue Angel
Till The Clouds
Roll By (T)
Two Smart People
(93)
Three Wise Fools
Undercurrent
Details
under title: You
Were
Yearling,
The
(T)

Bewitched

.6-11. ..3-46.

DESIGNATED

Boys' Ranch (88)
But
Not
Goodbye
Courage
of Lassie
(T)
Details under title: Hold
High
Easy To Wed
(T)
(117)
Faithful
in My Fashion
Fiesta
(T)
Great
Morgan,
The
Green
Years,
The
(127)
Holiday
in Mexico
(T)
Little Mr.
Jrm
No
Leave,
No Love
Show-Off,
The
Star from
Heaven
(Cinecolor)

.4-46.
.4-46.

.619.

.

.10-15
. .7-23

. .3-18
.12-24. . .3-30.
..4-15
.10-29
3-2.
.2-18.

Brown-Hatton
Roland-Ames
Brown-Hatton
Gorcey-Hall
Gorcey-Hall

.

Douglas-Anus
Stewart- Prcisser

Wakely-Whlte
Toler-Yuug

1945-46 Features
Westerns

.528.
.507.

.566.
.529.
.510.

...

. .4-29
.12-24. ..5-28.
. .4-29
.11-26. . .5-10.
.10-1... 1-12.
..9-17... 12-8.
...4-1

.506. . .4-29
.514.. .5-13
.509
.561

Completed
Completed

NEW

Title— Maaalag

out

rustlers

mob

RELEASE

Tim.

COMPLETED
Ambush
Trail
(58)
Avalanche
(68)
Blondes
On The
Loose
Caravan
Trails
(Cinecolor)
(65)
Club
Havana
(62)
Larceny
in Her
Heart
Details under title. Crime in The

In Product ion
In Production

(18)
(13)

(1)
(0)

PRODUCTIONS

MELODY
ROUND-UP
(Cinecolor)
Western Musical — Started May 11
Cast: Eddie Dean, Roscoe Ates.
Producer-director:
Robert Emmett
>n(s

Richmond-Reef
Kirkwood-Knox

Gorcey-Drake

2-2.
3-2.

.565
.504. . .4-15
.519

Tansey

aided

1945-46

Night

by

his

CHART
cart

Steele-Saylor
Cabot-Borg
Beaumont-Walker
Dean-Carlin
Lindsay-Nr.il
Beaumont-Walker

pal.
DataUa

let

..2-17.
3-4. . .6-20.
..5-13...
10-1... 4-205-28. .10-23.
. .3-18. . .7-10.

4-29
11-26

25

Danny
Detour

Boy
(6a)

(66)

Devil Bat's
Daughter
Enchanted
Forest
'ClnecoloD
(80)
Flying
Semen)
(60)
Gentlemen
with
Guns
Ghost
of Hidden
Valley
i.un Smoke
How
Do You
Do?
(83)
I Ring
Doorbells
(67)
Lightning Raiders
(61)
Mask
ot Diljon
(73)
Missouri
Hayride
Murder
Is My Business
(65)
Navajo
Kid
(59)
Once
and For All
Prairie
Rustlers
(55)
Details under title: Buster Crabbe
Pne»n of Burlesq»e
Romance of tho West
(60)
Six Gun
Man
(60)
Details under title: Six-Gun
<;i>no of
Strangler
Terrors
Thunder
Wife of

.8-6. . . .1-8
.1-21. . .4-15
..6-25.
11-30

Henry-Johnson
Savage-Neal
LaPlanche-James
.
Lowe-Joyce
Lewis-Kramer
Crabbe-St. John
.
Crabbe-St.
John
.
Steele-Saylor
Sordon-Windsor
. .
5hayne-Gwynne
. .
Crabbe-St.
John
.
Von Stroheim-Bates
O'Dr scoll-Wright
Beaumont-Walker
Steele-Saylor
. . .
Coleman-Reed
Crabbe-St. John
.
No.

For

Old Wyoming
(Clnecolor)
of The Swamps
(60)
On
Horseback
Town
(57)
Monte Cristo (81)

. .1-22. .12-8
.2-20
. .1-21..
. .9-3. .3-27
. .4-29.
.12-10.
.12-24
.2-25
.10-15.
. .8-6.
.10-2.
11-26. ..1-7
..4-9
.4-10
. .4-29.
.12-26.
.10-15.
.10-29.
.9-17.

10-1
2-18

... Dcan-Padden
LaPlanrhe-Edwards
Crahhe - St.
John
Steele-Saylor
Loder-Aubert
....

..5-14. .11-12
. .9-3
1-1
.1-21
5-1
4-10
. . .8-6. . .4-23

10-29

4-1

Completed (36)
Completed (18)
Completed ( 4)

NEW

PRODUCTSONS

VIGILANTES OF BOOM TOWN
Western— Started May 13
Cast:
Albn
Lane,
Bobby Blake,
Stewart.
Director: R. G. Springsteen
Story:

In Production (2)
In Production (4)
In Production (0)

(40)
(16)
( 4)

Red
Ryder
learns
boxin
mistake
and succeeds in

Wentworlh,

Producer:

Peggy

Sidney Picker

He
is kidnapped
robbery.

by

CHART

Title — Pannlmj

Way c-Russell
EHiott-Ralston
Rogers-Evans
Roberts-Drake
Dunn-Freeman

Tine

Moore-M:mh*ll
Carson-Harmon
Roorh-Allen
Carson-Stewart
RriMon-Va'lee
Dekker-Ankcrs
Ashley-Rogers
Ellison-Lee

.

Robe-ts-Powers
Lane-Fmzeo
.
. Wr'xon-Fowley
..Hale-Booth

Country

Moore-Elliott
McLeod-Dorn

Stirling-Henrv
.
Douglas-Roberts
. . . . . Thompson-Talbot
Barry-Savaoe
..

Lonely
Hearts
Cluh
' ' ' ' Withers-with-rs
Madonna's secret. The
(79i
..!!!.'.'.'."!.'.' Lederer-Patriek
Man
from
Rainbow
Valley
(M)
Hale-Bo-th
....
Marshall
of Laredn
(56)
Elliott-Blake
"urder
in the Miimc
Hall
(84)
. Ralston- Marshall
Mv
Pal Trieger
Booers-Fvans
Ac'iff-Mara
• '•hi Train
to Memphis
Pearc-H'rrls
rtno Fvrltlnn
W»<-k
Male-Rooth
.
"«1 California
w»y
(M)
Bachelor-Mara
Pa^kry
to Danger
....
Phantom
of the Plains
(55)..
?'■'-'■•" 1 "•'•' THDetails
under title: The
Inner Circle
•«•..-♦.„
nM„.
Tll, ^.-|a|)
Rainbow Over Texas
(65) ....
n <* ojv„r
if„..ri)1,-rl,
"•'
Rough

wit»
»nni,
of Cheyenne
(^6) . .
inn
CntHnil
Y*ril
|nv(wHn»»nr
te°\
ch<rirT "f R«dwnod
«~llcy
(56) ....
Sonn
nf Arizona
'68)
Snnn
of Mexico
(571
Spectre nf the Rose
(90)
n..,r., ,„
n.;„„
, ffig)
Sun
Valley
Cyclone
(55)
The Valley of the Zombi*
Traffic In Crime
Riders

lei.

■a.

lee

Elliott-Fleming

1-8.. 11-27.

.503. . 3-18
.4-17..
.12-24. .
. 555 .9-14. . ...551
..4-16..
. .4-30. . . .2-4. . . . 565 .
11-17. . .504.
.12-15. • 4-20. .
'.'.55
6.
. ..1-7
12-13. .
. .10-1.
. ..7-9. . 11-14.. ..514
.. ..553
563 .
. .3-19. ,
.10-29. .2-28. .
.10-29
. .4-15. .12-25.

. .511.

.11-26
. . 505 .
. .3-18.
. 8-6.
..1-21.
3-iR 7.2-8.. '.'.554'
. .10-1. .
.5-18.
. 1-25 . . . .519.
.10-29.
.12-10.
.5-22.'. . .509.. .4-29
. . 4-29 .
6-25. !ii-2.
.502. .12-24
. . .3-5. .1-27. .. ."^08
2-4
.516
.12-24
.4-2T.
11-26
.4-18.
5501. . .4-29
12-10
8-20

]'] Albert-Marlowe.
Carson-Stewart
I nn"-Wentworth
wnnchcim. Bachelor
Rogers-Evans
. Kurov-Fss-n

Mirshall-Garoan
ci|'ntt-F|»m|nn
Ronth-Llvlngston
Richmond-Mara

Story:

nil,
(ls.
Political

12-10.
10-15.
2-18.
.1-21.
.10-1. , .2-16.

girl

between

conflict

.4-10.
.10-7.

.510. . .3-18
.562
. .512

.5-11.
. .9-7.

.2-5
. 8-6.
3-18.
..4-1.
3-18

.56

1.

.448.

. 4-1 . . .5-9.
.5-14.

«-6.
2-19.

r13.

ce:<
.552

.506
147

.4-15

12-28.
5-m. ..
9-17. . .3-1.
3 ■>(?.

!ll-26.
5-24 . .

.=67.
.520.

thinks

Life

of

First Yank
Isle of the
Man
Alive

Lives,

The

Life

.

she

1

Mitty

Toyko
(72)

(T)

Kaye-Mayo

....

Davis-Haley
...
Conway-Corday
..
Raft-Trevor
...
Errol-Risdon
Brown-Carney
...

(65)

(82)

Neal-Hale
Karloff-Drew
P'Brien-Drew

NO. THREE

(72)
(83)

title:

Some

NO

Most

Watch

FOUR

Riverbeat

Rhythm
and

the

BLOCK

(64)
Woman

(72)

NO. FIVE

Badman's
Territory
(98)
Ding
Dong
Williams
(62)
Partners
in Time
(76)

"18
Without

(63)
Lie

Detector

Reservations

SPECIALS

Details

under

Came
of St
Mine

God.

I'll Take

. .6-11
.12-11
9-3

Tale

of

Bedlam

Divorce

619. .12-10
.618.
.620.
.3-4

..

.2-18
.5-14.
.10-1.

From

.7-23.
Here)

. .5-13
4-29

.10-29
661.
681.
682.

.1-21
o-25
. ..4-29
69? .11-26
651.
. .4-30

4-2..
7-24..

Lanffford-Wade
Karloff-Lee

. . . .9-17. .
8-6. .

.5-13

3-4.

(114)

Kaye-Mavn
Vnuno-Hnle
Williams-Hale
Carney-Brown

Mlndi

Follow

Your

Heart

. 10-29

Bergman-Grant

.11-12

Russell-Knox
..
Tierney- leffreys

. .1-21
.12-10
10-2«»

Stranger.
The
Sunset
Pass
TIM
the End
of Time
Details under title: The
Whit
w.'iev
Winted

Robinson-Young
WnTen-l esl|»
MeGulre-Madison

.10-29

Drenm

ot

Home
Day-Aherne

.4-29
4-1

6-2*...
10-29..
2-4..
9-3. .

lister Kenny
Sten By S»«n

REISSUE

..4-29
.3-4
.4-29
.. .4-29

Granville-Conway

O'Brien-Trevor
1-21
Conway-O'Oriscoll
. . . 3-18
Bennett-Rvan
2-4. .
Conway-Jeffreys
4-1 . .
Haley-Jeffreys
2-4..
conway-Meredith
...4-29..
Conwav-Cordav
. . . 8-20. .
Rogers-Aumont
. . . .8-20
•

Kid From
Brooklyn,
The
(T)
Lady
Luck
Likely
Story.
A
Genius At Work
Details
under
title: Master
title:

.3-4

.2-19

Moffett-Toomey

Crack-Up
Criminal
Court
Desirable
Woman
Dirk Tracy vs. Cueball
Double
Trouble
Falcon's
Adventure.
The
aFlcon's
Alihi. The
(62)
Heartbeat
(102)

under

617. . ..1-7
616. .

.5-28.
.9-3.

Colbert-Welles
Kaye-Mayo

DESIGNATED
A

.10-1
12-24
612.. 12-24
.10-1
615. . 12-24
613. .
614. .
611. 12-24

Weismuller-Joyce

It

.8-6
..8-6
.9-17

.9-17
608. ..8-6
.8-6
.609.
606.. ..8-6
10-15

Cooper-Young
.. .
11-27
Crosby- Beroman
Disney Cartoon
Feature
.
. . .3-5.

(125)

Forever
(105)
(T)
(98)

title:

.607

. Foreign

Conwty-Jcffreys
Haley-Jeffries
.McGuire-Brcnt

Colbert-Wayne
Thanks

Jones
(90)
Mary's.
The
Music
(75)

Bamboo
R'nnde
Bedlam
(79)
Details onder
of

title:

..605..

...7-9

Scott-Richards
Vernon-McGiiire
Goff-Lauck

Truth
AboutunderMurder,
Details
title: The
The

. .2-19..
. .2-19.,
..4-16.

..11-27..
6-11

Errnl-Newton

Leopard

.603..
.602..
. .604..
. . 601 . .

2-5

Deadline
at Dawn
(83)
Hayward-Williams
From
This
Day
Forward
Fonta:ne-Stcvens
Details under title: All Brides are Beautiful
Game of Death
(70)
Lodcr-Long
Details
under title: The
Most
Dangerous
Tarzan

.12-11.,
...2-5..

2-19.

Powell-Cheircl
Mason- Mannheim

under

.5-13.
.4-29..
..3-4..

Fairbanks-O'Hara
1945-46

Cornered
(102)
Hotel
Reserve
(79)

BLOCK

f

■ • . .4-1.

Henreid-O'Hara
Warren-Long

Details

I.

oet*>ts

.

Spanish
Main.
The
(T)
(100)
Wanderer ot the Wasteland
(67)

Dick Tracy
(61)
Sing Your Way Home
Spiral Staircase.
The

an I

4-29.

Temple-Madison
. . Stewart-Reed
Raft-Bari

NO. TWO

BLOCK

romance

CHART

. . Loy-March

.

Walter

Into
Dead
(70)

involves

woman

and

a man

Cat

The
Sailor
(T)
COMPLETED
BLOCK
NO. ONE

Notorious
Details

.11-1
.9-30.

. 12-24 .

.9-17. .
. . .4-1.

Secret

Child

3-4

she

whom

gambler

and

TIB*

Sinbad

NOT

.12-24. .
. .4-29. .
.3-18.

Best Years of Our
Honeymoon
It's A Wonderful
Nocturne

Tomorrow
Is
Wonder
Man

Mara-Douglas
i/ent-St-wart 'in
Pnners-=vans
Carson -Stewart

Two

KATIE FOR CONGRESS
Drama — Started May 17
Cast: Loretta Young, Joseph Cotten, Ethel Barrymore, Charles
Bickford, Harry Davenport.
Dore Schary
Producer:
Director: H. C. Potter

Along
Rells
Make

.2-18.
.2-18.

3-5.
.10-29.
3-4.
11-12.

In Production (8)

PRODUCTIONS

involve

murders

Story:

BLOCK

■ 1945-46

Angel Comes to Brooklyn.
An <70)
Dowd-Dukc
Details
under
title: New
Faces
of 1945
Alias Billy The
Kid
(56)
Carson-Stewart
Ranilit of Rar|la»ds
(561
Carson-Stewart
California
Gold
Rush
(56)
,
Elliott-Fleming
Captain
Tugboat
Annie
(70)
Darwell-Kennedy
Details
under title: Tuohnat Annie's
Son
Cat Man of Paris. The
(55)
Esmond-Auberl
Cherokee
Flash
(55)
Carson-Stirling
Colorado
Pioneers
<f6)
Elliott-Fleming
fnnn„cst
of Chevenne
FHiott-Fleming
Crime
of the Century
Rarhe'nr-irnwnc
Crimson
Ghost,
The
Stirling-Quigley
Dakota
(82)
Rals'on-Wavne
Earl Carroll's
Sketchbook
Fl P;ls,> Kid
Daughter
of Ron 0 (Serial)
Days
of Buffalo
Bill
(56)
F=.hu|A,„ Suzanne.
The
French
Key. The
(67)
Gay
Blades
(67)
G
I. War
Brides
>-.rU i>< »he r;„ h„„„
,fig)
Guy Could Change.
A (65)
Glass
Alibi. The. (68)
...
Home On the Range
(55)
D-tails under title: West of God's
In Old Sacramento
(89)
IV
Alwavs
Loved
You
(T)
n»»->iis unrfpr title: Concert
o
Invisible
Informer
Inner
Circle.
The
King of the Forest
Rangers
(Serial)
I a«t CrnokM
Mile.
The

Detail*

.1-21
.507.

DEADLIER THAN
THE MALE
Murder Melodrama — Started May 9
Cast: Claire Trevor, Lawrence Tierney, Walter Slezak, Audrey
Long, Philip Terry, Esther Howard, Isabel Jewell, Tony
Barrett, Elisha Cook, Jr., Jason Robards.
Executive Producer: Sid Rogell
Director: Robert Wise
Producer: Herman Schlom

George White's Scandals
(95)
Falcon in San Francisco, The
Johnny Angel
(79)
Momma Loves Poppa (60)
Radio Stars on Parade (69)

4-29
....4-29
5-13
5-13
. . . .5-13

C«st

COMPLETED

.564.

(52)

Completed

RELEASE

IN PRODUCTION
Angel and the Outlaw
Plainsman
and
The
Lady
Shine
fin Texas
Moon
Snow
Cindere'la
That
Brennan
Girl

.511.

4-15. ... ■ ■ ■
1Z-41
4-16
4-30. .12-13.

R K O/- R A D I O

IN PRODUCTION

Martha

11-26. . .4-15.

Rogers-Evans
Elliott-Fleming
Kclly-Loder

Skies
Nevada
Under
<S6)
Westward
Wheels
Wagon
Back.The TinWe*(68)
Cametitle:
Woman
OetalltWhounder

Tttta— tenant

from
Jim
Corbett.
breaking
up a bank

RELEASE

Bachelor-Livingston

Danger

NEW

REPUBLIC
1945-46 Features
Westerns
Serials

to

1945-40 Features

Hire
(65)

Passkey

11-21.

. .4-1. . .7-24
. .8-6. .3-20
10-29
2-1

....

Woman title:
under

Undercover
Details

11-26

.11-7.

1
Ankers-Young
Dean-Barton
Steele-Carlin

12-24

,

. .4-1

...

.4-1
Plnocchlo

(T)

Disney

Cartoon

Feature

691

26
FILM

BULLETIN

2 Ot h

CENTURY

11)45-46 Features

Completed

THE

-FOX

(42)

In Production (5)

DEVIL'S
PLAYGROUND
item
Started May 16
Cast:
Bill Boyd, Andy Clyde, Rand Brooks
:
Riley.
i' i (tor: George Archainbaud
Producer: Louis Rachmil

Storj

Vno

venture

in

Title — IiqiIii

TO PARADISE

A man escapes to a small island to dodge false murder charge. He
meets shipwreck survivors who have uranium plant in South America sought hy Nazis.

RELEASE
Tlt!»— jticslag

CHART

TIM

Cot

0«t*jB

Costa
Rica
Clementine

Razor's
Edge,
The
You're
For Me
Details
under
title:

(T)

That's

for

4-29.
. . . .4-29.

Power-Tierncy
Blaine-James

4-15.
4-29.

Me

1945-46

COMPLETED

NOT

Haymes-Holm
Fonda-Darnell

DESIGNATED

Anna and The
King of Siam
And Then There Were None (97)
Behind
Green
Lights
(64)
Details under title: Precinct 33

Dunne-Harrison
Fitzgerald-Huston
Landis-Gargan

Bell for Adano. A (103)
Hodiak-Tlerney
Black
Beauty
Freeman-Denning
Captain
Eddie
(107)
MacMurray-Berl
Caribbean
Mystery
(65)
Dunn-Ryan
Details under title: First, Last and Always
Centennial
Summer
(T)
Crain-Wilde
Claudia
and
David
McGuire-Young
Cluny
Brown
(100)
Jones-Boyer
Colonel Effingham's Raid
(70)
Bennett-Eythe
Dark
Corner,
The (99)
Ball-Stevens
Deadline
For Murder
Kelly-Ryan
Do You
Love Me?
(91)
Doll Face
(SO)
Dolly Sisters, The
(T)
(114)
Dragonwyck
(103)
Wake Up and Dream
(T)
Fallen
Angel
(97)
Home
Sweet
Homicide
House on 92nd Street (88)
Details under title: Now It Can Be Told

O'Hara-Haymes
Miranda-O'Keefe
Grable-Payne
Tierney-Price
Payne-Haver
Faye-Andrews
Bari-Scott
Eythe-Hasso

Jesse James
Junior
Miss

Power-Fonda
Garner-Joslyu

(106)
(94)

...12-10
,
. .3-19. . .Nov..
10-1... Feb.
. . .11-13. . .Aog
..12-10., .Sept.
..12-11.
2-5.. . Sept. .
July.
9-17.
3-18
12-24 . .
12-25 .
12-10.
3-18.

June.
Feb..
. May.
. May.

4-30.
. . Jan.
8-20
2-5. ..Nov..
. Apr.
3-5
5-14
5-14... Dec. .
3-18
4-30. . .Oct..
Reissue . . . Feb .
2-19... Aug. .

It Shouldn't
Happen
To A Dog
Johnny Comes
Flying
Home
(65)
Leave
Her To Heaven
(T)
(110)
Margie
(T)
Rendezvous
24
(70)
Return of Frank
James
(92)
Shock
(70)
Shocking
Miss
Pilgrim,
The
(T)
Somewfiere
in the Night
Smoky
(T)
Strange
Triangle
(65)

Landis-Joslyn
2-4... July.
Stewart-Crane
11-26... Apr.
Tierney-Wllde
5-28... Jan..
Craine-Young
2-18
Gargan-Palmer
1-21... May.
Fonda-Tierney
.... Reissue. . . Feb
Price-Bari
10-15... Feb.
Grable-Haymes
....12-10
.June
Hodiak-Guild
12-10
MacMurray-Baxter
..7-23.
Hasso-Shepperd
1-7. . .June.

Sentimental Journey
(94)
Spider,
The
(63)
State Fair (T)
(100)
Walk
in the Sun
(117)
Details
under
UA
Release

Payne-O'Hara
Conte-Marlowe
Andrews-Crain
Andrews. Conte

Three
Little Girls in Blue
Way Ahead, The
(104)
mUnn
rT)
(153)
Yank
in London,
A (106)

.611... 7-23
.620
2-4
601

7-9

.604... 7-23
.605

8-6

.628
.610. .10-15
.625. . .4-15

.612.. 10-29

UNITED

.615... 1-21
629. . .5-13

.621.. .2-18
.613.. 11-12
.607... 9-17
.616. .12-24

Haver-Mature
11-26
Nlven-Huntley
For
Aog.
Hardwleke-Mltchell
11-29. . .Aoa..
Neagle-Harrlson
... Foreign. .. Mar.

.606. ..t>ll
.602

8-7

.622

3-4

1945-46 Features
Completed (28)
In Production (7)
Key to Producers: Small (Smt); Rogers (Rgs.); Vanguard
(Van.); Crosby (Cby.); Sherman (Shm.); Pressburger
(Psb.); Wanger (Wgr.); Ripley-Monter (R.M.); Bogeaiu
(Boe:.): Stromberg (Smg.); Levey (Lev.); Cowan (Cow.);
Stone (Stn.); Selznick (Szk.); Nebenzahl (Neb.); Lesser
Les.); Loew-Haklm (L. H.); Skirhall (SkL); Eagle-Lion
(G. F. D); Gagney (Cgy.); Bronston (Bm,); Hughes (Hug.).

PRODUCTIONS

DISHONORED
LADY
Drama — Started May 6
Cast:
Hedy Lamarr, Dennis O'Keefe, John Loder, William Lundigan, Natalie Schaefer, Paul Cavanaugh.
Director: Robert Stevenson
Executive Producer: Hunt Stromberg
Producer: Jack Chertok
Story:

A blase magazine
editor
catches
up with
her and
claim
her goal.

tries to find real
she must settled

happiness
but her past
the debt
before she can

MISS TELEVISION
Comedy— Started May 10
Cast: David Bruce, Cleatus Caldwell, Ann Hunter, Howard Freeman, Grady Sutton, Margaret Dumont, Percival Vivian,
Joe Green, John Berts, Harry Baris, Emmett Vogan Svd
J
Saylor.
Director: Reginald LeBorg
Producers: Buddy Rogers-Ralph Cohn

Story:

MAY

Yo,,„« 'singer

27,

1946

gets

her

break

in

Television

through

her

sister

and

. Low.
.Lsr.

and

Mr.

. Rgs.

.8-6. ..1-11... Lev.... 1-21

Muni-Baxter

Satan

. .1-21.

Stn
Russell-List
Cummings-Harrison
.12-14. . .GFD...10-1
Foreign.
Brencman-Granville
.. . 8-20
.4-1. . . .2-22. ..Gldn. . .1-21
GFD
Olivier-Leigh
. . . Foreign . .
Laughton-Britton
.10-19. . .Bog. ..8-20
Goddard-Hatfield
. .7-23. . . .2-15.
.Bog-Mer. ..2-lfc
Jones-Cotten
...

Getting
Gertie's
Garter
(72)
Fanny
by Gaslight
Henry
V (T)
(134)
Johnny in the Clouds
(88)
Little
Iodine
Mr. Ace
Details under title: Mr. Ace and the

O'Keefe-McDonald .....3-19.
2-5
...6-25.
Mason-Calvert
.. Foreign. . .11-30. . Sml. .12-10
GFD
Olivitr-Newton
.Foreign.
.
Foreign.
.
GFD. . .4-29
Montgomery-Mills
. 3-15... GFD.. 12-10
Marlowe-Cramer
Rog
.. .4-29..
Raft-Sidney
. . .

Night
in Casablanca,
A (89)
Outlaw.
The
(114)
Paris — Underground
(97)
Rebecca
(130)
Scandal
in Paris, A
Sin of Harold
Diddlebock,
The
Spellbound
(113)
Details under title: House ot Dr.

Szk

Queen

Edwardei

Strange
Woman,
The
This
Happy
Breed
(T)
2000
Women
young
Widow
Whistle
Stop
(85)

3-4.
10-15 . ..5-10.

Marx
Brothers
Russell-Huston
Bennett-Fields
Fontaine-Olivier
Sanders-Hasso
Lloyd-Walburn
Bergman-Peck

Bog

. LH. ..5-13

.1-22. . . .2-8. . Hug
4-1
. .9-14. ..Bnt. . .10-29
. Reissue . .4-26 . .Szk
Psb
10-29 .
.10-1. .
.12-28. ..Szk. .11-12
Smg
GFD

. .12-24. .
. . .7-24 .
. . Foreign.

Lamarr-Sanders
Newton-Johnson
Robson-Calvert
Russell-Hayward
Raft-Gardner
,

.GFD

..3-1.
3-5. ..1-25
7-23.

.Smg

3-4

. .Neb. . .1-21

URES
1946-47 Features

Completed

RELEASE
Title — Running

IN

Bella

Time

(T)

In Production

CHART
Details

No.

Rel.

...
. Foreign .
.Foreign.
.. .4-1.

deHavilland-Ayres
Field-Kendall
M.issey-Niven

,#

UNIVIRSA
1945-4G Features
Westerns
Serials

L.

( 7)
4)

Completed (53)
Completed ( 6)
Completed ( 4)

NEW

PRODUCTIONS

(48)

. Jnsn.

In Production (3)
In Production (1)
In Production (0)

PIRATES OF MONTEREY (T)
Fantasy— Started April 26
Cast:
Maria
Montez,
Rod
Cameron,
Philip
Reed,
Rasumny, Gilbert Roland, Tamara Shayne.
Director: Alfred Werker
Producer:
Paul
Story:

(1)

..4-29...
Oberon-Kent

COMPLETED

Dark
Mirror.
The
London
Town
(T)
Stairway to Heaven

( 3)

Cast

PRODUCTION

Donna

.630

10-1... Mar.
6-11... Dec. .
1-22... Oct..
8-11. ..Mar.

ARTISTS

NEW

Scott-Dvorak

ft*

Bachelor's
Daughters,
The
Blithe
Spirit
(T)
(94)
Breakfast
in Hollywood
(93)
Caesar
and
Cleopatra
<T)
Captain
Kldd
(89)
Diary of A Chambermaid
(87)
Duel In the Sun
(T)

.603... 6-25

.627.. .5-13
.619

M.

1945-46

.608.7.9-17
.618

.624
4-1
.614. .12-24

■*.

Dru-Chckhov
Dru-Chckhov
4-29. .
Sanders-Lansbury
...5-13.
Robinson-McCallister
.5-13.
The. Peck-Bennett
4-29..

Abilene
Me

Cassidy.

Malta

.626.7.4-29
. 617 . . 12-24
.609... 10-1
.623... 3-18

Chart
(T)

My Shoulder
under
title:

Hopalong

cut

COMPLETED
Abilene
Town
(89)
Details under title:

ol

CHART

ThM

Irish
Abie's
Irish Rosa
Rosa
Bel Anil
No
Trespassing
Short, Happy Life of Francis Macomber,

Angel On
Details

IN PRODUCTION
Carnival
in
My
Darling

life

IN PRODUCTION

Drama— Started April 29
Cast: Paul Kelly, Osa Massen, Hilary Brooks, Bruce Lester,
Gene Stutenroth, Lee Patrick, Kurt Katch, Fritz Leiber.
Director: James Tinling
Producer: Sol M. Wurtzel
Story:

long

RELEASE

NEW PRODUCTIONS
FLIGHT

the

American gun-runner
against a background

Mikhail
Malvern

falls in love with his best friend's sweetheart,
of the Spanish fight for early California.

OH SAY CAN YOU SING
Comedy— Started April 26
Cast:
Sheila Ryan,
Fred
Brady,
Paula
Drew,
Walter
Catlett,
Isabelita, Jack Marshall, Louis Da Pron, Moro and Yaconelli, Guadalajara Trio.
Director: Will Jason
Executive Producer: Marshall Grant
Story:

Former

Story:

An

IJSO singer falls

in love

with

two

sisters but

finally

decides.

THE KILLERS
Drama — Started April 29
Cast:
Burt
Lancaster,
Ava
Gardner,
Albert
Dekker,
Edmond
O'Brien, Sam Levene, Jack Lambert, Jeff Corey.
Director: Robert Siodmak
Producer: Mark Hellinger
insurance
inspector
a murder.

opens

RELEASE

up

on

I

nU

robbei

CHART

TtM

t»t»IU

c*rt

IN PRODUCTION
Black
Angel,
The
Details
under title:
Killers. The
.
Michigan
Kid, The
Pirates of Monterey

Lesson

in

Love

Lancaster-Gardner
Hall-Johnson
...
Montez-Cameron

(C)
<T)

COMPLETED
Adventure
for Two
Bad Men
of the Border
Blondie
Alibi
(62)
Details
under
title:

Duryea-Vincent

.

.4-29.
..5-13
...4-29
. . .5-13

1945-46
(56)
Design

for

Death

Olivlef-Rutherford
Grant-Armlda
Neal-O'Dri^oll

.1101
.. .8-6. . .9-28.
...1-21. . .4-12.

. . . 527 .

27

Because
of Him
(87)
Brief
Encounter
Uruti
Man,
The
Cat Creeps.
The
(57)
Caayon
Passage
(T)
Claude s Wife
Code
of the Lawless
(56)
details
under title: Law for Peeos
Crimson
Canary
(64)
Details under title: Hear That Trumpet TaJk
Cuna"
■"«'«
Dalton's
Ride Again,
The
(72)
Dead
of the Night
Dressed
To
Kill (72)
Details
under
title: Prelude
to
Fandango
<T)
Details under title: Schahrazad
Frontier
Gal
(T)
(84)
Girl On the Spot
(75)
Details under title: Serenade tor

Durbln-Tone
Johnson-Howard
Hatton-Adams

...9-3... 1-18.

...
.

Beery-Collier

..4-16... 11-9.

.. .

Murder
DcCarlo-Donlevy

.

deCarlo-Cameron
Barker-Collier
. .
Murder
Abbott-Costello
Grant-Knight
...
O'Keefe-Walker
Chaney-O'Drlscoll
Lowery-Grey
Barker-Bishop
...
Foster-Rutherford
Terry-Sa»age
...
Abbott-Costello
Holden-Slmmons
Brent-Hall

.

Lost
City of
of the
the Seven
Jungle Moons
(Serial)
!! "Adams-Haydn
Madonna
Calvert-Granger ....
Man in Gray
(92)
Lockwood-Mason
.
Men
In Her
Diary
(73)
Albrltton-Hall
..
Murder Mansion
Goodwin-Grey
..
Night
in Paradise
(T)
(84)
Obfron-Bey
....
Notorious
Gentleman
Harrison-Palmer
.
Oh
Say
Can
You
Sing
Ryan-Brady
....
On
the Carpet
Abbott-Costello
.
Outlaws
of Twin
Fork!
Grant-Adams
Pillow
of Death
(66)
Chaney-Joyce
...
Pursuit to Algiers
(65)
Rathbone-Bruce
.
Details under title: The Fugitive
River Gang (64)
Jean-Brasselle
. .
Details under title: Fairy Tale Murder
Royal Mounted Rides Again (Serial)
Run-Around,
The
Scarlet Horseman, The (Serial)
Scarlet
Street
(102)
Secret
Agent
X-9
(Serial)
Senorlta from the West (63)
Seventh
Veil, The
(94)
Shady
Lady
(94)
She Wolf of London,
The
(61)
Details under title: Alibi In Ermine
She Wrote the Book
(75)
Details
under title: Love Takes
A Holiday
Smooth
as Silk
(65)
Details
under
title: Notorious
Gentlemen

Kennedy-Kennedy
Cameron-Raines
Cookson-Shaw
..
Robinson-Bennett
Bridges-Wiley
...
Jones-Granville
Mason-Todd
Coburn-Simnu
Haden-Harvey
..

So

Loy-Ameche

Goes My Love
(88)
Details under title: Genius

in

the

Family

Davls-Oakie
Taylor-Grey

....

Spider Woman
Strikes
Back, The
(59)
. . . .Sondergaard-Grant
Stranoe
Confession
(62)
Chaney-Jovce
Strango
Conquest
(63)
Wyatt-Cookson
Tangier
(76)
Montez-Sabu
.. .
Terror
By Night
(60)
Rathbone-Bruce
That Night With You
(84)
Tone-Foster
Details under title: Once Upon a Dream
This Love of Ours
(90)
Oberon-Korvin
. .
Details under title: As It Was Before

.11-30... 1103.
..516

. . .11-26
Collier-Brady
. . . .1-21. . .5-17.
...9-3
Andrews-Hayward
. .4-15
Joyce-Porter
..7-23..
10-19.
Grant-Knight
...

Arnaz-Smith
. . .
Curtis-O'Drlscoll
Redgrave-Withers
.
Rathbone-Bruce

Ghost Steps Out, The
Gun
Town
(53)
He Meant No Harm
Hooso of Dracula
(67)
House
of Horrors
(66)
Idea Girl (64)
In>ide Job
Kelly
Is My
Name
Little Giant
(91)
(Details under title: On The Carpet)
Little Miss Big
Lover Come
Back

Foreign

2-4

Trail
Wicked

to Vengeance

(54)

Grant-Knight

Lady

.'.'.'.'.
..509..
.532..'.'11-26

..2-4
6-7.
.1-21...
.5-14. .12-21.
.3-19... 1-11.
..3-18

. .510. .12-24
'.'.554.'.'.'.'.'.'.
..513.. 12-10
.515.. .2-18

..9-3... 1-18... 1104
..4-29
. 10-15 . . .3-29.
. 12-7
.511... 1-21
.525
4-1
. 12-24 .
.537
.518
3-4
. .2-8.
.3-18.. .6-28.
. . .4-1
.11-12.. .2-22.
.520. . .3-18
.6-21.
. .3-18. .
. .536
.. ..2-18.
..3-4. . .4-23. .1881
Foreign. . .3-15.
..526
. Foreign. ..4-5.
.9-14.
. .523. .12-24
..2-19.
..502... 10-1
..10-1.
.Foreign
..1-8. .
.529. . .4-29
.5-3.
. .5-13.
.11-12.
. . 8-20 . 12-14.
..3-19.
.512
1-7
.8-20.. 10-26.
.507.. 11-12
.10-2... 9-21
10-23..
. .7-23. . .5-14. .
.11-12. . .1-22. .
...4-1.. 12-28. .
.7-24. .
. .8-6. .
. . .4-16.
10-12..
.Foreign.
.1-22.
.2-15. .

503.. 10-29
1681
.535
1781
1581
.514

BROTHERS

1945-46 Features

Completed

. .4-29
.Foreign
..9-3. .11-23.

3-4

NEW

(32)

In Production

«i)

PRODUCTIONS

CRY WOLF
Drama — Started May 13
Cast:
Barbara Stanwyck, Errol Flynn, Jerome Cowan, Gerakline
Brooks, Pochard Baseheart, Helen Thimig, Rory Mallinson.
Director: Peter Godfrey
Producer: Henry Blanke
Story:

Wealthy
hunter.

Scientist

suspects

his

RELEASE
Title— tioilnt

nephew's

widow

G&Jt
CHART

of

being

a

fortune

OiUJU

Tlae

IN PRODUCTION
Cheyenne
Cloak
and
Dagger
Deception
Life With
Father
Stallion
Road

Morgan-Wyman
Cooper-Palmer
Davis-Henreid
Dunne-Powell
.
Reagan-Smith

(T)

COMPLETED

..5-13..
..4-1..
....4-1..
...4-15..
,..4-15..

1945-46

12-10
Alda-King
10-31
Bogart-Bacall
2-16..
Documentary
3-9.
12-13
Leslie-Aldo
11-10.
6-25..
Boyer-Bacall
4-16. .12-15.
Eraerson-Scott
11-16. . .4-20.
deHavilland-Lupino
....
11-26...
Flynn-Lupino
8-20... 5-11.
Scott-Paige
6-22
4-16...
Leslie-Hutton
10-20.
. .12-25.
Crawford- Carson
.. .11-29. . .1-26.
Stanwyck- Brent
8-6
Flynn-Parker
6-25
Grant-Smith
..9-18
. .Garfield-Fitzgerald
Sheridan-Smith
1-21

Beast With Five Fingers, The
Big Sleep, Tbe
Burma Victory (63)
Cinderella Jones (88)
Confidential Agent (118)
Danger Signal (78)
Devotion (107)
Escape Me Never
Her Kind of Man (78)
(89)
Janie Gets Married
Mildred Pierce (111)
My Reputation (94)
Never Say Goodbye
Night and Day (T)
Nobody Lives Forever
Nora
Prentiss
Details under title: The Sentence
Of Human Bondage
(87)
One More Tomorrow
of theunderMarines
Pride
Details
title. (119)
This

..506. .10-20
. .519... 1-21
. .611 .5-17.. ..501... 9-17
.12-24. .. .9-7.
. .531. . .4-29
..2-4... 5-31..
.533.
.. .1-7
3-1.,
.521... 3-18
.11-22.. .4-19..
.528... 4-15

Rhapsody in Blue (139)
San Antonio (T) (110)
Saratoga Trunk (135)
Shadow of A Woman
Stolen Life, A (107)
That Way with Women
Details under title: A

.10-15..- 3-22..
. .2-19. . .10-5.
...2-4... 5-10.
. .10-1
3-8..
.10-29
3-1.
..6-11... 9-28..

.524... 4-15
.505.. 12-10
.530. ..5-13
.522. . .3-18
.517. . .2-18
.504. .10-15

Three Strangers (93)
Time, The Place and The Girl, The
Too Young To Know (86)
Two Guys From Milwaukee
Two Mrs.
Carrolls, The
REISSUES

.6-25... 11-2

508.. 10-20

3crn For Trouble
Originally titled:
It All Came

STUDIO

. Foreign.

Mason-Lockwood

WARNER

.1102

..

Murder

Love

Very

Rich

of

Ours

Man

Leslie-Aldo
Flynn-Smith
Cooper-Bergman
King-Prince
Davis-Ford
Greenstreet- Vickers

7-24. ■••••••
.. .11-1. .. .6-1. .
9-1.
11-27

House

True

.512...
2-18
.506.. 1112
.508.. 11-26
.517. . .4-15
.520
.518... 4-29
.505. .10-15
.510.. .1-21

.519
.501... 8-20

7-26. . .9-27.
10-16. .12-29.
3-8... 3-30.
2-19
..2-19
. . 2-18

Fitzgerald-Greenstreet 1-22. . .2-16.
Morgan-Paige
4-2
2-19. ..12-1.
Leslie-Hutton
Morgan-Leslie
. . . .12-24
Bogart-Stanwyck
...5-14

(T)

In the Big

Henreid-Parker
Sheridan-Moran
Garfield-Parker

.512

.502
7-9
.509.. 11-26
. .514.. 12-10

.511... 2-4
.507. .11-26

Johnson-Emerson

10-6... .504.

Bogart-Sheridan

10-6

503.

SIZE-UPS

(Continued from Page 25)

Milton Sperling and Joseph Bernhardt, who
up their first production, "Cloak and Dagger,"
their next
It is "Golden City" and Gary
Palmer
will film.
he teamed.
New Title for Sheridan Film
Title change: "The Sentence," Ann Sheridan
out as "Nora Prentice," according to chief Jack
decision.

are just finishing
have already set
Cooper and Lilli
starrer, will come
L. Warner's final

Looks like with the final leave-taking of John Garfield, Dane
Clark may at last get that long promised break. He's been set
in the co-starring role of "Deep Valley" with Ida Lupino. This
one will be a Henry Blanke production.
Only new starter on the sound stages: "Cry Wolf" with Barbara Stanwyck and Errol Flynn in top roles. Continuing in production: "Cheyenne" (Dennis Morgan-Jane Wyman), "Cloak and
Dagger" (Gary Cooper-Lilli Palmer), "Life With Father" (Irene
Dunne-William Powell), "Stallion Road" (Ronald Reagan-Alexis
Smith) and "Deception"
(Bette Davis-Paul Henreid).

INDEPENDENTS
Hal Roach has finally set his 1946-47 release schedule at 12
feature comedies, all to be made in Cinecolor. "Curley," now in
production, is the first of the list. "Here Comes Trouble," which
will star William Tracy and Beverly Lloyd, a former Howard
Hughes protege, is second on the list.
Bebe Daniels, under a producer's contract, is working on
Fabulous Joe" for early filming.
No releasing deal has been set by Roach as yet. Nor has he
announced the length of his features. It is stated by studio
executives that the pictures will run as long as audience reaction
signifies.

"The

28

New Outfit
A new company called impressively enough. Screen Guild
Productions, is under way on its program of 28 features for release during the remainder of 1946. On the schedule are 12
Hopalong Cassidy re-issues which now belong to George Hirliman.
streamlined verbe in Cinecolor.
pictures
Five ofsions ofthe
James
OliverwillCurwood
stories willFour
be made.
Golden Gate Pictures is a production unit also working in the
Screen Guild set-up. Two quick ones have already been turned
out by this unit: "Death Valley" with Robert Lowery and Helen
Gilbert, in Cinecolor. Lew Landers directed and William David
produced. "Flight to Nowhere" was the second film with Alan
Curtis and Evelyn Ankers. William Rowland directed this for
David. A third film, "Scared to Death," also in Cinecolor, with
Bela Lugosi featured, is ready for release.
Rowland Out
Director William Rowland was yanked off "Flight to Nowhere," midway through production after certain players in the
company are said to have complained that Rowland had been
using a dictatorial attitude. SAG acted as mediator and the
director
members. was reinstated after he apologized to the offended
The proposed construction of a lot which was to house only
independent units in Culver City has been stymied by the Civilian
Production
Administration's
refusal
the plan
because Solavailable
materials have
to be channeled
into ofveteran
housing.
Lessei
headed the group of indie producers who had their blue prints
drawn for a $2,600,000 plant. Cagney, Rainbow Production •.
United States Pictures, Pine-Thonuis and Lester Cowan are other
participants in the plan. Lesser has found other space as has the
Pine-Thomas unit, but the other companies are still on the hunt
for adequate place for picture making.
FILM
BULLETIN
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HONORED. National Allied president Jack Kirgch was feted by some
:ihmi people at a dinner - dance in
Chicago Saturday night. Many celebrities were in attendance.

iS

PICTURES

CLUB MEMBER. Barney Balaban, president of Paramount.
awards Adolph Zukor, founder of the film company and chairman of the board, with a gold, diamond-studded membership
badge in Paramount'* newly organized 25-Year Club. HO members were enrolled.

KKI) CROSSMEN & 1'RKW. Among the members of the 24-Club who were selected to visit
the White House as a reward for exceptional effort on behalf of the Red Cross Drive were
these RKOites ill the foreground surrounding President Truman: Ned E. Depinet, vice-president of RKO, John McFadden, Otto Ebert and fieorge Jackson, the latter three KKI) salesmen.

SALES CHIEF. William A. Scully
announced
Universalis
sales convention
to be first
held post-war
in New
York starting June 24. The occasion
is
alsu administration.
the loth anniversary of I 's
present

CITATIONS.
For Warner
Bros, pi
>ering w
in sound film, s-.M.P.E. president lion E. Hyndman (center) presents a si-roll to .Major Albert
Warner. A scroll was also presented to Thomas
Armat.
Brooke. "father of the projector," through bis son,

AT SMPE CONIAB. Don E. Ilyiidmau. SMPE prcxy. William I- . Rodgers, M-G-M
vice-president, ami Nathan D. Golden, Department of Commerce' tilm chief, conversing during a lull in the annual
SMPE convention
held in New
York recently.

•I BI.ICITY .MEN. Rutgers Neilson. RKO publicity manager and newly elected president of AMPA, chats with
Benjamin A. Cohen. Public Information official of the
Cnited Nations, regarding the May JK AMPA luncheon in
New
Y'ork, which
Cohen
will address.

TEXAS CONGRATULATED.
Herman Bobbins, president
of National
Screen
congratulates
E. W. "Doc"
Allen. Dallas branch
manager,
at the NSS sales
tion for tbc high performance of bis office during 1945.

Service,
conven-
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WB & U TO HOLD SALES CONVENTIONS
Dates have been set for the first post-war sales conventions
to be held by Warner Bros, and Universal, providing, of course,
that the railroad strike which crippled the nation's transportation
system starting last Thursday
(23) has been settled.
The Warner meeting, scheduled for August 5-7 in Atlantic
City, will be held in connection with the company's commemoration of the 20th anniversary of sound pictures, according to the
announcement by Ben Kalmenson, vice-president and general sales
manager. The three-day celebration-meeting will be attended by
a large delegation of home office executives, including, in addition
to Kalmenson: Samuel Schneider, vice-president; Mort Blumenstock, vice-president in charge of advertising-publicity; Roy
Haines, southern and western division sales manager; Jules Lapidus, eastern division sales manager; I. F. Dolid, assistant to Kalmenson; Norman H. Moray, short subject sales manager; Bernard
R. Goodman, supervisor of exchanges; Ed Hinchy, head of playdate department; Gil Golden, national advertising manager; Larry
Golob, eastern publicity director; Bill Brumberg, manager of the
field exploitation staff.
The meeting will be attended also by the nine district managers and 37 branch managers of the U. S. and Canada.
U Confab Starts June 24

Universale convention will be held at the Waldorf Astoria in
New York for four days beginning June 24, sales chief William
A. Scully announced.

The meeting, which will signalize the tenth anniversary of
Universale present regime, will be attended by all sales executives, district managers, branch managers, salesmen and head
bookers from 31 branch offices in this country and Canada. The
delegates, Scully stated, will participate actively in the entire
convention program.

HUGE TURNOUT FOR KIRSCH AFFAIR
Railroad strike to the contrary notwithstanding,
throng of industryites were slated to be in attendance a athuge
the
dinner-dance honoring Jack Kirsch, president of national Allied
in Chicago's Palmer House last Saturday night (25th). The committee, headed by Van A. Nomikos, had received over 2,000 reservations by Saturday morning and, while some of those who planned
to be present were due to find themselves stranded en route as
result of the transportation stoppage, the ballroom was due toa
be taxed to capacity.
Many of the industry's most prominent film and theatre
executives, as well as political leaders
and several movie stars
were
among those present to honor Allied's dynamic young chief
executive.

Another
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HIGHWAY EXPRESS LINES, Inc.
Pick-Ups To and From
Philadelphia Airports
Meeting All Planes
DAY and NIGHT SERVICE
HIGHWAY

EXPRESS

236 N. 23d St.
1239 Vine St.
Philadelphia 7, Penna.
so

LINES,

INC.

1225 Vine St.
LOCust 431 I

O'DONNELL DEFENDS ATA
Irked by the attacks on the American Theatres Association
emanating from independent exhibitor sources, particularly Independent
Exnibitors, Inc.
of New in England,
RobertlastJ. week
O'Donnell,
Texas circuit
operator,
declared
an interview
that
those opposing ATA are either mistaken or deliberately misstating the plans of the organization.
In a series of letters and cartoons, the New England Allied
unit has been depicting the ATA as crying crocodile tears over
the plight of independent exhibitors. The letters, bearing the
signature of Walter E. Mitchell, president, allege that the ATA
is dominated by affiliated theatre interests and, therefore, constitutes a"menace" to the independents of the country. Members
are urged not to join the new organization.
O'Donnell Denies
O'Donnell, himself boss of a large affiliated chain and one of
the co-chairmen and organizers of ATA, denied the claim that
the group was controlled by the producer affiliates.
Repeating ATA's oft-expressed desire to have Allied join the
new body, the Texan declared that it would be to the best interests of the industry if that came to pass. He disclaimed any
intention on the part of ATA to invade the organizational functions of Allied.
Despite the entreaties of ATA leaders, observers doubt that
there is any possibility of Allied aligning itself with O'Donnell's
organization.

PEOPLE
Alec Moss, Paramount exploitation manager, has returned to
his desk following a prolonged illness. He returned recently from
several weeks in Florida, where he was recuperating.
A large delegation of M-G-M officials, headed by William F.
Rodgers, attended the Kirsch affair in Chicago.
David Palfreyman, head of the MPA (Johnston Office) trade
relations department, has transferred his headquarters from New
York to the organization's new offices in Washington.
Robert E. Vining and Gerald M. Mayer have joined MPA as
associates to Carl E. Milliken.
A. F. Myers, general counsel of Allied, will return to Washington from the Chicago board meeting on Tuesday, transportation permitting.
J. Cheever Cowdin, chairman of the board
tures, was presented with the Stevens Honor
for notable achievement in industrial finance
The award is made by the Stevens Institute of

of Universal PicAward Medallion
and management.
Technology.

Maurice King, of the King Bros, producing team ("Dillinger"
and "Suspense") has been in New York in search of talent for
future productions.
Philip Cowan has been added to the United Artists advertising
staff to work on special sales promotions, it was announced by
ad chief Paul N. Lazarus, Jr.
T/Sgt. Milton Hoffman returned to the Paramount press book
department following his discharge from the Army, according to
word from Curtis Mitchell, national director of advertising and
publicity.
Neil Agnew, vice-president and general sales manager of the
Selznick Vanguard unit, announced the appointments of John T.
Howard
to be western division manager
and William Erbb as
British Empire manager.
Roy Boomer has been named secretary-treasurer of the
Theatre Equipment & Supply Manufacturers Ass'n, according to
an announcement by president Oscar F. Neu.
D. John Phillips, ad director of Paramount Shorts and News.,
has
in Hollywood
short been
subjects
product. for conferences on the company's 1946-47
Sidney E. Samuelson, business manager of Allied of Eastern
Penna., was one of the exhibitor leaders in Chicago for the board
meeting and the Kirsch party.
Walter Gould, United Artists foreign manager, has returned
to New York following a two-months business trip to England
and the Continent.
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What The Newspaper Critics Say
HIGHLIGHTS

EAT'
HEARTB
(RKO)

FROM

REVIEWS OF NEW

COMEDY-ROMANCE

COOLLY

nor novelty—
" . .Tedious and talky romance. It has neither wit weak
and the
nor even a vagrant dash of spice... The writing is
direction of Mr. Wood lacks humor and the comic inventiveness
that a commenting camera should have... As a consequence, this
naive, tirepseudo-French comedy is increasingly obvious aand
bottle of cheap
somely wishy-washy and no more Parisian than
perfume. . .The chance for some satiric comment on parlousdiplomacy is muffed and its parallel play with petty thievery becomes pure (if not very good) fun." CROWTHER, N. Y. TIMES.
" . . . Morrie Ryskind, who wrote the script, has fumbled his way
at pickthrough a tale of a reform-school lassie, whose proclivitypromising
ing pockets leads to a Cinderella romance with a
acting,
artful
some
does
young French diplomat . .Miss Rogers

THE BLUE DAHLIA1 TOUGH

LITTLE
GIANT1 NEW TYPE ABBOTT-COSTELO
(UNIVERSAL)
"...Sluggish and uneven. . .Laughs are not too frequent...
Routines are genuinely funny. These burlesques, then, undoubtedly will be just what that pair's fans ordered. It's sad,
however, that they are too few and far between." A.W., N. Y.
TIMES.
"...New trend in Abbott and Costello comedies. . .Universal has
contrived a happy ending for a story which might have been
more effective with a logical finish. Perhaps it's asking too much
of an Abbott and Costello picture. . .There is the hope, hinted at
in 'Little Giant,' that one day some one will rig up a real story
for Costello." PIHODNA, N. Y. HERALD TRIBUNE.
" . . .2y2 Stars... A touch of pathos augments — the addlepated
clumsiness, gag-lines and slapstick trivia which was the Abbott
and Costello sesame to fortune. Mental anguish is not particular-

'THE
(FOX)DARK CORNER'

APPLAUDED

of her, but she does not keep 'Hearthave expected
as onebeat'might
on its ostensible
beam... The love scenes between the two
leading players are pallid, but never in bad taste. . Neither Gallic
nor good." BARNES, N. Y. HERALD TRIBUNE.
"...For its first few minutes, shows strong signs of developing
into the jauntiest light comedy of our movie season . ..Quick
switch into standard movie sentimentality. COOK. N. Y. WORLD
TELEGRAM.
".. .Wood has squeezed every possible laugh out of a screwy script
...An amusing script ... Miss Rogers does a workmanlike job in
the starring role— though, to us she's really not the gamin type.
Practically everybody else in the lineup is superbly cast, and
makes the most of the farce tempo. . .Good." THIRER, N. Y.
POST.

MELODRAMA

— HERALD

TRIBUNE

" . . .$\<> Stars. . .Tough murder drama. . .Tight, exciting and
baffling. . .Just the right amount of humor has been injected into
the serious business of murder to relieve the tenseness now and
then... Tense scenes so well enacted that they're fascinating even
though NEWS.
you don't know what's coming next." HALE, N. Y.
DAILY
".. .Good-plus. . .This is no simple story of a veteran returning to
a problem wife. It is also a murder mystery and a toughie gangster picture. . .Action is continuous, intense and exciting. . .This is
entertainment,
not too pure and not too simple." WINSTEN,
N.
Y. POST.
"...Alan Ladd conducts himself in the icy manner from which
you know he never will revive until a better part comes along...
Veronica Lake, William Bendix and Howard Da Silva — all of
them doing their best, but accomplishing nothing likely to go
into their memory books."
COOK, N. Y. WORLD TELEGRAM.

COMEDY

GETS MIXED NOTICES

ly becoming on Lou's pudgy frame, however, and the trick of
highlighting comedy with a touch of pseudo-tragedy offers so
manyY. comparisons
that the ruse falls distinctly short." MASTER.
N.
DAILY
NEWS.
"...Measured up as recommendable comedy. Lacks the sponw
taneity and invention for which Abbott and Costello comedies
have been noted and also it represents, I am afraid, the breaking
up of this frequently-warring comedy team."
McMANUS,
PM.
"...Abbott and Costello, apparently taking cognizance of their
lessened popularity, are trying a new tact... Fair plus. . .Manages
to progress from beginning to end without that sensation of plotmakers caught on a circular treadmill. . .Slapstick gets a rest and
the
more uproarious
stuff is soft pedaled .. .Several good laughs."
WINSTEN,
N. Y. POST.

BY THE CRITICS

"...Lives up to the precedent of slick performance and excitement set by its predecessors. . .Exceedingly well cast and well
directed. .TELEGRAM.
.Good acting is there in abundance." COOK, N. Y.
WORLD
". . Tough-fibered, exciting entertainment .. .The action, and there
is plenty of it, is violent and explosive. . .Director Henry Hathaway has drawn superior performances from most of the cast...
Mark Stevens proves that he has a rare combination of talent
and personality."
T.M.P., N. Y. TIMES.
"...Realistic but nevertheless only medium-powered crime drama
...Script is paced a little too slowly and telegraphs too many
secrets to create an authentically creepy atmosphere. . .Hathaway's

'THE
WELL GROOMED
(PARAMOUNT)

RECEIVED

AND TENSILE MURDER

(PARAMOUNT)
"...Tough and tensile murder melodrama. Making much of Alan
Ladd's dead-pan ferocity and Veronica Lake's brazen coyness,
'The Blue Dahlia' spins a tightly integrated tale of killings and
sluggings into an arresting film of its kind .. .Decorated with
rough, colloquial dialogue and forthright acting. . .Result is a better than average screen melodrama, which would probably get
along very well indeed anyway with the Ladd-Lake acting collaboration." BARNES, N. Y. HERALD TRIBUNE.
"...A honey of a rough 'em-up romance. . .Bones are beingcrushed with cold abandon, teeth are being callously kicked in
and shocks are being blandly detonated at close and regular intervals...An air of deepening mystery overhangs this tempestuous tale which shall render it none the less intriguing to those
lovers of the brutal and bizarre. . .The low art of knuckle-duster
fighting THER,
is N. elaborately
Y. TIMES. displayed. . .Brisk, exciting show." CROW-

CRITICS

PICTURES BY FOREMOST

manipulation of individual scenes rings strikingly true, particularly in the murder sequence. . .As a whole, however, misses too
many
its shots TRIBUNE.
to hit par for top-notch thrillers." GUERNSEY,
N.
Y. of
HERALD

"...4 Stars... All the qualities that made 'Laura' so successful a
murder
film areof to
be foundandin imminence
'The Dark ofCorner'.
that samemystery
atmosphere
suspense
danger . .Has
that
made
you
sit
on
the
edge
of
your
seat."
CAMERON,
N.
Y.
DAILY NEWS.
" ...New contender for thriller laurels. . .Good. . .It is, without a
doubt, Mark Stevens' movie. He's good looking, with a pleasant
deepY. voice,
N.
POST.and a persuasive manner. He'll go places." THIRER.

BRIDE' BIG DISAPPO! NTMENT

"...One of the year's big disappointments in the romantic-comedy
department. . .Doesn't come any way near hitting the mark. The
script shows possibilities and the players know their way about
in roles that call for them to be carefree and slightly debonair,
so our guess is that Mr. Binvon and his collaborator, Robert
Russell, just weren't inventive enough this time to keep a thin
gag spinning with merry abandon. . .Just doesn't get up enough
momentum to take flight." T.M.P., N. Y. TIMES.
"...Sketchy material. . What laughs there are emerge from the
hard work of the three principals, but much of the time their
efforts merely accentuate the flimsiness of the script. . .Right only
for those who will take light screen entertainment without deMAY
27,
1946

— N. Y. TIMES

manding that
it be flavored with subtlety." GUERNSEY, N. Y.
HERALD
TRIBUNE.
"...Fair plus... Might be called a utility comedy .. .Must not be
touted as entertainment worth an effort to see... It is a thin
story, rendered even less substantial by the way it must be
stretched to reach from beginning to end. The dialogue, though
entirely acceptable, flashes no diamonds of wit that might
brighten the path."
WINSTEN,
N. Y. POST.
"...An elaborately, though naively, contrived little comedy, consisting mainly of the one long series of chases punctuated by
romantic quarrels. The few sprightly moments it does manage to
provide can be credited entirely to the pleasant set of people
dashing through its wild sequences." COOK, N. Y. WORLD
TELEGRAM.
31
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SPYROS

N E

SKOURAS'

he radiates charm, good will and sincerity which make
halting manner

of delivery particularly

appealing. One finds oneself captivated by the man's
personality to a degree which usually makes it difficult
to appraise his words

dispassionately.

For that reason, we are rather pleased that we did
not hear Mr. Skouras' address at the Jack Kirsch dinner
in Chicago, for we, too, have not been unsusceptible to
his personal

influence.

The

speech

was

19 1 6

SPEECH

Spyros Skouras is a personable and an astute man
In intimate conversation or in addressing an audience,
his sometimes

1 (i .

ing to the Allied banner

which Mr. Skouras, him-

And that leads us to some
Chicago speech:

other excerpts from the

"The effort of our company has been to make
good pictures and to price them fairly.
"Our company has tried to make quick and
effective adjustments where our prices were out of
line with the money you actually took in at the
boxoffice and Tom Connors and myself personally

to the inde-

pendent exhibitors to desist from the use of any organized means of combatting increasing film prices and

justice to its own

group

or to the industry.

and equitable division of that dollar, or to oppose
in an organized

manner

ods of determining

submit, is more

antagonistic

best interests of the nation's independent

mediocre and poor ones. Let us give them an "E" for
effort in that department. But the mark is not nearly

to the

theatremen

Unlike Metro,

position.

for example,

which

usually sells a

rather consistent degree of fairness, Mr. Skouras' sales
department has adopted a policy of selling only two or
three pictures at a time and invariably allocating at
least one of the group

came

inferior bargaining

might

fairly large block of pictures and allocates them with a

regardless.

is in an

If one

reaching our desk and

our ears during the past few years, the 20th CenturyFox product has NOT been priced fairly.

with the major film companies. It is patent by the very
nature of the limited film market, by the vast wealth
of the distributors and by the potency of their affiliated
exhibition interests that the little theatreman, on his

of pricing them.

judge by the exhibitor sentiments

than Mr. Skouras' recommendation that each one rely
solely on his individual bargaining power in negotiating

own,

this practice."

It is true that Mr. Skouras' studio has turned out
some good pictures, some of the best, but also many

fair and intelligent meth-

what that division should be —

or how if should be measured."
Nothing, we

encouraged

so high in the matter

"It is not, I submit, the proper purpose of
Allied, or of any other organization, to resist a fair

in

for pointing, the very company
self, heads.

In cold print, for instance, we find the 20th Cen-

"No organization of producers, distributors or
exhibitors that sets itself up to prevent the equitable distribution of (the) boxoffice dollar is doing

to buying combines

prosperity of the film companies, due to the steady encroachments on their legitimate profits by, excuse us

important

oppressive terms.

and

many territories. And the reason is simply that their
earnings have not kept pace with the vastly increased

enough to demand analysis minus the force of the magnetic Skouras personality.

tury-Fox president, first of all, appealing

IN CHICAGO

We

would

in the top bracket

not mention

these complaints

from only a few exhibitors, but we

represent

the attitude

—

merit
if they

believe they

of an overwhelming

number.

Perhaps this opinion will be confirmed when the results
are in from the poll now being conducted by Allied

The "fair and intelligent methods", of which Mr.
Skouras speaks, need be so only in the opinion of film

asking exhibitors which distributor is the "fairest" and
which the "toughest". If 20th Century-Fox is voted the

men who fix them. The scales are tipped so heavily in
favor of the big distributors that it would take thous-

"toughest", will Mr. Skouras grant that his company's
general sales policy is inequitable and will he take steps
to correct it?

ands of independents grouped together in solid organization to restore some degree of balance in negotiating
power between
them.
This is what the little independents

have come

to

realize within the last few years, as witness their flock-

We

also find

Mr.

Skouras

saying

this

in Chicago:

"To my mind, the interest of the independent
exhibitor,
which
this
association
(Allied)
repre( Continual on Page Thirteen)
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SHOW

PEOPLE

The primary elections are over. The summer
breathing spell will pass and soon the fall campaigns
will get underway for the November run-offs.
In California and New York, the centers of Am-

IN POLITICS
be popping.

And with it will come the usual misrepre-

sentation ofthe show folks' political work- Away from
Hollywood or New York you'll get the impression that
Stalin himself is directing one party's campaign. As

In Los Angeles two very distinguished members of
the show world are running for Congress and one is
seeking the office of Attorney General of the State of
California. Respectively, they are actress Helen
Gahagan, author Emmett Lavery and actress Lucille
Gleason.

for the other, they'd have you believe that Hitler's
ghost is quartered at Hollywood and Vine — serving as
inspiration for the rebirth of Naziism.
There are extremists in all camps. But generally
the members of the theatrical profession who give of
their time, their energy and their money for something
in which they believe are no different than the rest of
us who do the same thing at election time and then puff
up with pride at our civic consciousness.

At the moment the situation is comparatively
placid, but shortly we can look forward to seeing the
show people once more under fire for their political
enterprise. The press will become horrified and the
gossip columnists, to a man, will tote out that old chest-

only brick-bats and criticism that would send an old
time politico scurrying for cover. We imagine, though,
that censure for political activity is sometimes much
easier to take than those reviews they read on the
drama
pages.

erica's amusement industry, the members of the theatrical profession once more are preparing their energies
for a very active part in the coming elections.

nut — about "actors being servants of the people who
oughtn't to take sides in social issues-'"
But we can look forward also to watching the
theatrical folk ignore the criticism with an aplomb that
has moved them out of the freshman class of politics to
the status of professional in a scant decade and a half.

The show people, thanks to their prominence, get

So with a stamina that is remarkable, fortitude that
is fascinating to watch and a dedication that could bear
example, the show folk once more are ready to demonstrate their usefulness as American
citizens.
More

power

to them!!

For among the many heritages that are ours for
having lived in the era of Franklin Roosevelt is a realiza-

CAIN RAISES WRITERS

tion that the business of government is everyone's —
not merely that of the ward heeler, the cracker barrel
authority or the district alderman. To exercise the
right to vote is a constitutional guarantee. And with
it goes the respected American tradition to spout, blow
off steam and let the chips fall where they may.

James M. Cain, stormy petrel of the literary world
for many years and now a sizzling, outspoken figure in
the field of Hollywood writers, is on the warpath.

In the era of false security that preceded the depression, Americans made the sad mistake of ignoring
those great privileges. This was particularly true of
the white collar and artist classes.
Lately, however, the
world have stepped out of
gods to show themselves as
their mind and intend to do
been

people of the amusement
their roles of fragile china
citizens who have a lot on
something about it.

Not everything that has been said for all that has
done politically by the theatrical industry has

been

Cain wants a better deal for writers all the way
down the line. He'd like to see them get more money.
He wants their sequel rights reserved. He is urging
that they have more sayso in the way their stories are
treated. He'd like to see "licensing" replace the present system of buying a property outright. He's packed
with a great many more ideas which have been burning
up the pages of local publicationsAnd when they are all tabulated and put in order
they make good sense — just as the author did for
years when at every opportunity he bawled out Hollywood for not making movies of his novels. In order to
get them done, he peddled his yarns for peanuts.

perfect. There have bean many foolish statements, any amount of ridiculous positions taken. Yet,
they have all been made honestly and, to all outward
appearances,
with the utmost sincerity.

Yet, look at the record — "Mildred Pierce,"
"Double Indemnity" and "The Postman Always Rings
Twice" — three of the most handsome box office hits
in existence.

The artists are smart enough to learn from their
mistakes. They are clever, influential people and are
beginning to acquire the knack of making their influence felt.

Yes, the writer has taken a terrific beating at the
hands of Hollywood and unless the boys in the front
office sit up and take notice, brother Cain will be in the

Come

September

and

October, the fireworks will

vanguard
reaching. of a revolution that will be drastic and farFILM
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20th CENTURY-FOX
ANNA
Rates

RELEASES

AND THE KING OF SI AM' FINE PICTURIZATION OF BEST-SELLER
except in action houses

20th Century-Fox
128 minutes

Irene Dunne, Rex Harrison, Linda Darnell,
Lee J. Cobb, Gale Sondergaard, Mikhail
Rasumny, Dennis Hoey, Tito Renaldo,
Richard Lyon, William Edmunds, John
Abbott, Connie Leon, Mickey Roth, Leonard
Strong, Diana Van den Ecker, Si-Lan Chen,
Neyle Morrow, Marjorie Eaton, Addison
Richards, Helena Grant, Stanley Mann,
Julian River.
Directed by John Cromwell.
This dramatic and moving picturization
of Margaret Landon's best-seller is outstanding as regards production, entertainment and box office draw. The only thing
lacking is Technicolor, but its use for the
magnificent Oriental backgrounds might
have distracted from the film's tender and
amusingly-human tale. Like the book, which
recently passed the 1,000.000 mark in sales,
the picture will have an extraordinary appeal to women, despite the fact that no
attempt was made to inject love interest.
The name value of Irene Dunne and Linda
Darnell, plus Rex Harrison's popularity
with class patrons, will insure strong
grosses in all except action houses. The
clash between Eastern ideas and age-old
Oriental customs -- as exemplified by a
courageous English widow and the despotic
King of Siam — furnishes the basis for a
fascinating and absorbing film. Although
there is more dialogue than action and
Director John Cromwell occasionally shows
a tendency to linger over the pageantry and
the quaint customs and mannerisms of Siam
in the 1860's, he maintains interest through-

'CENTENNIAL SUMMER1

Rates • • • —

out the two-hour unreeling. Gentle humor
the early
is plentifully sprinkled through
scenes and the final scenes are intensely
dramatic and likely to bring tears to the
eyes of more-susceptible patrons. The
l, Berbackgrounds are amazingly beautifuincludes
nard Herrmann's musical score
many haunting and lovely strains and the
photography is worthy of special mention.
In 1862, Irene Dunne, an English widow
accompanied by her 10-year-old son. Richard
Lyon, arrives in Siam to teach the children
of its despotic and polygamous ruler, Rex
of Harrison's
Indignantforbecause
Harrison
women and refusing
degrading. customs
to grovel before him as his subjects do,
Miss Dunne's independence finally intrigues
the King and wins him over. As she becomes closer to him, she realizes that Harrison is a lonely man trying desperately to
gain knowledge so that he can properly rule
his people. She even arranges a dinner for
the emissaries of various European nations
and, after receiving her coaching, Harrison
impresses them to the extent that they open
consulates in Siam. Miss Dunne decides to
leave Siam after Linda Darnell, the King's
favorite wife, escapes the palace and, after
her capture, is burned alive. But, after her
son is thrown from a pony and killed, Miss
Dunne heeds Harrison's pleas and remains
to teach his son, Mickey Roth, who will
one day become ruler. When Harrison dies,
his grown son ascends the throne and, as
his mother. Gale Sondergaard, and Miss
Dunne proudly watch, he abolishes the ageold custom of groveling before the King.
Irene Dunne again proves herself a lovely and knowing actress — a fine choice for
the courageous and independent schoolteacher, Anna, but the outstanding
por-

HEART-WARMING

except in action houses

20th Century-Fox
102 minutes
Jeanne Crain, Cornel Wilde, Linda Darnell,
Walter Brennan, Constance Bennett, William Eythe, Dorothy Gish, Charles Dingle,
Barbara Whiting, Gavin Gordon, Buddy
Swan, Kathleen Howard, Avon Long, Reginald Sheffield, Edna Holland, Larry Stevens,
Paul Everton, William Frambes, Winifred
Harris, Ferris Taylor, Olin Howlin.
Directed by Otto Preminger.
A congenial, heart-warming period piece,
embellished with Jerome Kern's music and
vivid Technicolor photography, "Centennial
Summer" is good entertainment for the entire family. With a well-balanced cast of
popular young players and several character names, this should do strong business
generally, particularly in naborhoods and
small towns. Based on a novel by Albert
E. Idell about a large family living in Philadelphia during the 1876 exposition, this is
similar to "Meet Me in St. Louis," although
it lacks the engaging juvenile sequences of
that delightful picture. While the battle of
two sisters, one flirtatious and scheming,
the other gentle and sweet, for one man's

10,
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trayals are those of Rex Harrison, who does
a brilliant acting job in the difficult role of
the King of Siam, and Gale Sondergaard,
who gives a touching performance as the
King's neglected first wife and mother of
the ruler-to-be. Harrison's first American
part will do much to make him a favorite
here as he already is in England, while Miss
Sondergaard emerges from the obscurity of
her recent horror films to give a supporting
performance that may be a contender for
Academy Award. Linda Darnext year's
nell looks ravishing in a comparatively
minor role, Lee J. Cobb and Mikhail
Siamese court
Rasumny are excellent as actor,
rd
Richa
KER
ls and that fine child
officia
y '
LEYENDEC
Lvon, also stands out.

MUSICAL FOR FAMLY TRADE

affections is a familiar and oft-told tale, the
sub-plot, dealing with a homespun railroad
man and his worldly-wise sister-in-law, is
packed with delightful human incident.
Except for "All Through the Day," which
is already on the Hit Parade, the late
Jerome Kern's score is mainly atmospheric
and not one of his best. In fact, "Up with
the Lark" is strikingly reminiscent of the
Rodgers-Hammerstein number, "It Might
As Well Be Spring" from "State Fair." The
costumes and settings, which are colorful
and authentically post-Civil War, add to
the picture's charm and will remind the
old folks of their photo albums at home.
In 1876, the family of Walter Brennan
and Dorothy Gish are enjoying the Centennial Exposition in their home town of
Philadelphia when a letter comes telling
them to expect Miss Gish's much-traveled
sister, Constance Bennett, to arrive from
Paris for a visit. The eldest daughter of
the family, Linda Darnell, is bored with her
doctor-fiancee, William Eythe, and when
Miss Bennett arrives with Cornel Wilde,
who is to set up the French Exhibit at the
Centennial, she sets her cap for him. However, her younger sister, Jeanne Crain, who

BOX OFFICE RATING:
JUNE

... 2 AUGUST

• • Average

• • • Good

speaks a little French, offers to help Wilde
cope with American workmen. Wilde is
attracted to Miss Crain until Miss Darnell
tells him that her sister is engaged to
Eythe. He goes about with Miss Darnell
for a while but, when he learns the truth.
he leaves her flat to go back to Miss Crain.
And Miss Darnell returns to Eythe. Meanwhile, Brennan, who has invented a clock
the railroad time in each difwhich gives
ferent city, is demoted to the night shift
but, after Miss Bennett works her wiles on
the president of the railroad, the latter puts
him on a special assignment for the line.
Jeanne Crain, who makes a sweet and
heroine, sings most of the numappealbersing
in a pleasing voice, while Cornel Wilde,
Linda Darnell and even Walter Brennan
and Dorothy Gish take up the strains of
several of the family ballads. Miss Darnell
is well cast as the high-strung beauty in
be-ruffled gowns and Wilde does well
enough in a role which might have been
better played by a real Frenchman but William Eythe, as always, gives an exceedingly
wooden performance. Best portrayals are
those of Walter Brennan and Dorothy Gish
s and
as the sumer
warm-h
parentnt
ConBennett earted
who is excelle
and looks
ravishing as the flirtatious visitor from
Paris. Avon Long's song-and-dance to "Cinderella Sue" with a little pickaninny is
outstanding.
YORK
••••

Excellent

'TWO SMART PEOPLE'
Rat es • •
on name value

DIVERTING CROOK

M-G-M
93 minutes
Lucille Ball, John Hodiak, Lloyd Nolan, Hugo Haas, Lenore Ulric, Klisha Cook, Jr.,
Lloyd t orrigan, Vladimir
Sokoloff, David
Cota, Clarence Muse.
Directed by Jules Dassin.
A smartly contrived and amusing, if completely unbelievable, comedy - melodrama,
"Two Smart People" will depend on its marquee names to insure fair-plus business.
Its best spotting is as top feature on the
average dual bill. There are some exciting
sequences to satisfy the action fans. The
"cheating cheaters" theme is given a novel
twist by having a friendly detective accompany a handsome swindler and a doublecrossing blonde on a cross-country tour during which each of the three tries to outwit
the others. The clever retorts and wisecracks fly so thick and fast during the

as dualler in family houses;

M-G-M
92 minutes
Jackie "Butch" Jenkins, James Craig, Frances Gifford, Henry O'Neill, Luana
Patten,
Chingwah Lee, Spring Byington, Morris Ankrum, Laura La Plante, Celia Travers,
Directed by Fred Zinnemann.
This sentimental little programmer is best
suited to naborhood and family spots where
the disarming antics of the several kid players will elicit the usual "Oh's" and "Ah's"
from feminine patrons. However, "Little
Mr. Jim" is slow-moving and repetitious and
would benefit greatly by cutting to reduce
its 92 minutes running time — far too long
for a secondary dualler. It is not suitable
for either first-runs or action houses. Based
on the novel "Army Brat," this is a tearjerker which makes an obvious play on the
audience's sympathy toward such stock fig-

IS DUAL TOPPER

early portions of the film that they impede
the action, but the climax is both swiftpaced and suspenseful. However, the slowly
budding romance between the two smart
crooks is particularly hard to swallow as is
their eventual decision to wait for each
other while serving their prison terms. One
song, and a langorous episode in Mexico dc
little more than pad out a basically implausible story.
John Hodiak, who has just gotten away
with $500,000 in government bonds, first
meets Lucille Ball, whose current racket is
selling phoney oil paintings, when she queers
a crooked oil deal he is promoting. When
Lloyd Nolan, a New York detective, appears
on the scene to take Hodiak back to New
York to stand trial, the latter talks him
into being his "guest" on a transcontinental
train journey which will take in the Mardi
Gras and end up in Sing Sing. Miss Ball
turns up on the same train and both she and
Nolan try to find out where Hodiak is hiding the fortune in bonds. After a brief stop-

'LITTLE MR. JIM' SLOW-MOVING
Rates • • —

ROMANCE

much

SENTIMENTAL

PROGRAMMER

less elsewhere

ures as a neglected youngster-, a bereaved
father, a kindly, philosophical Chinaman,
etc. A completely natural performer who
never resorts to mugging, young Jackie
Jenkins' puzzled expression is his stock in
trade. But with more than two-thirds of the
action devoted to his childish adventures
Director Fred Zinnemann is unable to whip
up much interest in the adult portions of the
plot. James Craig, as Jackie's Army captain father, and Frances Gifford, as his mother who dies giving birth to another child,
are an attractive couple who are definitely
"supporting players" to the juvenile star.
Chingwah Lee makes the most of his many
scenes as Jackie's wise old Chinese confidante and Luana Patten and Sharon McManus stand out among the many cute
youngsters in the cast. Laura La Plante,
silent days screen star, returns to give an
agreeable portrayal of a helpful neighbor.
Jackie "Butch" Jenkins is the pride of his
father, James Craig, captain at a U. S. Ar-

W&RNER

over across the border, during which Hodiak
and Miss Ball start to fall in love, they land
in New Orleans during Mardi Gras. There
Elisha Cook, Jr., Miss Ball's fellow crook
who is also after the bonds, catches up with
the trio but, before he can force Hodiak tc
turn over the money, Miss Ball finds the
hiding place and takes it. After Nolan kills
Cook and handcuffs Hodiak, Miss Ball voluntarily returns to surrender the cookbook
which held the hidden bonds. Nolan then
admits that he had already recovered them
and he takes Hodiak to Sing Sing while Miss
Ball, who is also going to serve a prison term
promises to wait for him.
Lucille Ball, who has a made-to-order role
as a wise-cracking, smartly-gowned crook,
and John Hodiak, as the smooth-talking,
devil-may-care swindler, do their utmost to
make these roles convincing and Lloyd Nolan
is excellent as the easy-going detective.
LEYENDECKER

my post, and beloved of his mother, Frances
Gifford; their Chinese servant, Chingwah
Lee, and several little girl neighbors. Discovering inadvertently that he is going to
have a young sister or brother, shortly.
Jackie sells his little pals privileges, such as
washing, holding or just looking at the
baby to come. However, his mother dies in
childbirth and Jackie is heartbroken and
bewildered while Craig starts drinking and
becomes a mental and physical wreck. A
group of officers' wives are determined to
help the motherless boy but, after Craig
orders them from the house, Chingwah Lee
makes him see the error of his ways. When
it is discovered that Lee is in reality a general of the Chinese Army who had accepted
the position as servant for diplomatic reasons, Craig goes to serve as American laison
officer in China while Jackie agrees to remain in the U. S. and prepare for his future
career as an Army officer.
DENLEY

BROS. ... 1 June Release

'JANIE GETS MARRIED' SEQUEL BELOW QUALITY OF ORIGINAL
- as dualler in naborhood and rural houses; weak for action houses

Rates • •

Warner Bros.
89 minutes
Joan Leslie, Robert Hutton, Edward Arnold,
Aim Harding, Robert Benchley, Dorothy
Malone, Dick Erdman, Hattie McDaniel, Don
aid Meek, Clare Foley, Margaret Hamilton
Directed by Vincent Sherman.
A silly and repetitious farce built around
the characters made popular in 1944's lively
comedy about adolescence, "Janic Gets Married" will garner its best returns in naborhood and small town situations. It is weak
for action houses. Where the original
"Janie" was popular, this is bound to attract
fairly good business — and also disappoint
numerous fans who expected engaging humor
or originality. Although there are some genuine laughs scattered through
the early

scenes, much of the footage is more frantic
than funny and several spots are downright
dull. The noisy finale is almost a carbon
copy of "Janie's" merry ending. The original
(?) script by Agnes Christine Johnson is
merely a re-working of the time-worn plot
wherein young newlyweds are brought close
to a split-up by well-meaning but interfering
in-laws. This makes three strikes — and out
of Warners for Joan Leslie, who made "Toe
Young to Know" and "Cinderella Jones" be,fore replacing Joyce Reynolds in the title
role of this "Janie" sequel.
Soon after his return to civilian life in
the typical American town of Hortonville,
Robert Hutton is swept off his feet by his
girl friend, Janie (Joan Leslie), and they
get married. Hutton's buddy from overseas,
a pretty WAC (Dorothy Malone), arrives
and makes Janie jealous enough to encourage
the attentions of her former suitor.
Dick

Erdman.

When

Donald Meek, who plans

to buy the paper owned by Janie's father.
Edward Arnold, sees Erdman and Miss Leslie in an embrace, he jumps to the conclusion that they are the newlyweds. Matters
are scrambled further at the dinner part]
when Janie gives for Meek who meets Hutton, Erdman and various servicemen in different rooms of the house. The party turns
into a free-for-all with Janie's parents (Arnold and Ann
Harding)
tiffing and
with Hutton's
parents
(Robert
Benchley
Barbara
Brown) as Meek walks out. Peace is finally
restored by Janie's younger sister (Claire
Foley) who placates Meek by telling him
that the young couple are expecting a baby.
As
Meek
to buy Arnold's
paper and
Janie
andagrees
her husband
are reunited,
the
Jittle sister tells them not to let her down
about the baby.
DENLEY
FILM
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WESTERN

RENEGADES'

Rates • • -f- in action houses; OK

IN TECHNICOLOR

Columbia
88 minutes

Evelyn Keyes, Willard Parker, Larry Parks
Edgar Buchanan, Jim Baiinon, Forrest Tucker, Ludwig Donath, Frank Sully, Willard Robertson, Virginia Brissac, Paid E. Burns
Francis Ford, Vernon Dent, Hermine Sterler
Addison Richards, Syd Saylor.
Directed by George Sherman.
Even with Technicolor to enhance its
scenic values and provide an extra selling
angle, "Renegades" remains an over-size
western burdened by a routine, small-time
plot. Marquee lure is mild and it should
prove to be just a fair bill-topper in naborhood houses catering to the family trade.
Of course, it will go well in action spots.
While this outlaw yarn has the customary
fast-riding, fisticuffs and gun-play, it lacks
the realism and excitement of most of the
big-time westerns. An obvious attempt to
play up the romantic angle and add human
interest fails because the heroine is depicted
as a vacillating lass who deserts her handsome, dependable doctor fiance for a good-

'MADONNA

HAS ROUTINE PLOT

dua ler in family spots

al scenes are dralooking bandit. Sever
matically effective and the spectacular leap
from a high cliff into the water by three
bandits on horseback is the thrill highlight
which will hold few surof a typical western -oper
a followers.
prises for avid horse
WilEvelyn Keyes is on her way to marrystagewhen her
lard Parker, young doctor, notori
ous outlaw
coach is attacked by the
Dembrow (Edgar Buchanan) and his two
Larry Parks, intersons. A young rider,bandit
s to return their
venes and forces the
loot and then he permits them to escape.
Later, when Parks summons Parker to visit
his ailing mother, the doctor learns that he
is the youngest son of the Dembrow clan
and that he has been trying to lead an
honest life. When the Dembrows raid the
to the
town, Parks' true identity is revealed
sheriff who wants him hauled off to jail to
's crimes. However, Parkhis family
pay erfor
assumes
full responsibility for Parks so
that he can visit his dying mother before
he stands trial. Public sentiment is against
Parks during the trial and he is on the
verge of being convicted when Buchanan
and his two brothers raid the courthouse
and carry him off. Miss Keyes then decides

OF THE SEVEN MOONS'

ABSORBING

to join Parks and marry him. The Dembrows continue their lawless existence until
just before
Miss Keyes'
is born.
Realizing that Parks
has nobaby
intention
of going
back to a lawful life, Miss Keyes manages
to summon Parker who brings her back tc
town where her baby is born. The Dembrows continue to escape the law until Parks
stealthily returns to town to claim his child.
Parker gives pursuit and kills Parks after
which
Miss Keyes and he plan to start a new
life.
Evelyn Keyes, whose red hair- shows to
best advantage in Technicolor and who wears
several fetching costumes which never seem
to soil in the dusty prairie air. is unable to
make the heroine either sympathetic or convincing. Edgar Buchanan's scripture-quotleader is the film's outstanding
ing banditand
portrayal
Larry Parks, soon to portray
singer in Columbia's "The Jolson
mammy
the
Story,"
does a capable acting job as the
youngest member of the notorious bandit
clan. Willard Parker makes an upstanding,
two-fisted young medico and Ludwig Donath, Virginia Brissac and Willard Robertson
contribute first-rate character portrayals.
LEYENDECKER

BRITISH MELODRAMA

Rates • • as supporting dualler only; mo re in class spots

Universal (Gainsborough)
88 minutes
Phyllis Calvert, Stewart Granger, Patricia
Roc, John Stuart, Peter Glenville, Nancy
Price, Peter Murray-Hill, Jean Kent, Reginald Tate, Dulcie Gray, Alan Haines, Helen
Haye, Amy Veness, Hilda Bayley, Evelyn
Darvell.
Directed by Arthur

Crabtree.

Another high quality British-made film
for Universal release, "Madonna of the
Seven Moons" is an absorbing, out-of-theordinary melodrama dealing with schizophrenia — split personality of the JekyllHyde order. While the romantic plot will
interest women patrons, its British stars
are unknown here and, except in the class
spots where it is certain to be a draw, box
office value is weak. This will get by as a
supporting dualler if coupled with a strong
comedy or musical. Although the foreword
states that this was based on an actual
case out of medical history, the story is
fantastic, yet interest-holding and melodramatically effective. There
are several

'DARK ALIBI' IMPROVEMENT

Rat es

as supporting dualler in minor

Monogram
61 minutes
Sidney Toler, Benson Fong, Mantan Moreland, Teala Loring, John Eldredge, Edward
Earle, George Holmes, Joyce Compton, Ben
Carter, Janet Shaw, Ray Walker, Milton
Parsons, Edna Holland, Tim Ryan, Anthony
Warde, Russell Hicks, William Ruhl.
Directed by Phil Karlson.
"Dark Alibi" is better than recent entries
in Monogram's Charlie Chan series and will
adequately fill the supporting spot on dual
bills in minor naborhood and action houses.
However, name value is not strong enough
to attract patrons in spots catering to the
horror trade. The film has an ingenious
plot about forged fingerprints and the
characters include at least a half-dozen susJUNE
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(one bedsequences
passionate
room sceneromantic
would never
get by in an
American-made film) and many revealing
shots of the lovely Patricia Roc which will
bring forth the wolf call from those males
who are induced to see the picture. Both
Miss Roc, who is now getting a Hollywood
build-up in Walter Wanger's "Canyon
Passage," and Phyllis Calvert are extremely attractive and the latter (who must be
reserved and straight-laced, then fiery and
uninhibited) is as convincing as possible in
a difficult and unbelievable role. Stewart
Granger, who is permitted to over-act as a
jealous lover, Peter Glenville and Nancy
Price sound too English for their Italian
gypsy roles, but John Stuart is excellent as
Miss Calvert's worried husband and the
others are good with the exception of Alan
Haines, whose juvenile is too prissy for
American tastes. Production values are
magnificent and the atmospheric shots are
splendidly photographed.
As a young girl attending an Italian convent school, Phyllis Calvert is brutally attacked by a gypsy and this warps her mind
so that she develops a dual personality.
Years later, she is happily married to John
Stuart and mother of Patricia Roc, who has

IN MONOGRAMS

CHAN

been educated in England, when the effect
of her daughter's modernity causes Miss
Calvert to disappear taking only her jewels
and leaving behind a cryptic 7 Moons sign.
Stuart then tells his daughter that her
mother is a schizophrenic who had disappeared on three previous occasions following a nervous shock. Determined to
trace her mother, Miss Roc goes to Florence where a gigolo, Peter Glenville, offers
to assist her in her search. Meanwhile,
Miss Calvert has resumed her relationship
with Stewart Granger, a gypsy bandit with
whom she has lived on previous flights.
Glenville lures Miss Roc to his home, the
Inn of the 7 Moons, where he drugs her
while a carnival is in progress. Miss Calvert, jealous of Granger, mistakes Glenville
for her lover and stabs him as he is bending over Miss Roc. The latter comes out
of her stupor and recognizes her mother,
who has been injured in the tussle with
Glenville. Miss Calvert dies in her husband's home and Granger, who has followed, stands outside the window and sadly
mourns the loss of the one pure thing in
his life.
LEYENDECKER

SERIES

naborhood and action spots
pects, not including the actual killer whose
unmasking in the denouement will surprise
even mystery-wise audiences. Two hilarious
vaudeville patter routines between those
two likeable negro comics, Mantan Moreland and Ben Carter, break the monotony
of the mysterious happenings, but Moreland's
teeth-chattering
in a and
theatrical warehouse
filled withantics
skeletons
wax
dummies are corny and out-dated, as well
as an insult to the intelligent negro. Sidney
Toler ably handles his familiar role of the
philosophical Chinese detective and Benson
Fong is amusing as his Number Three son.
Others who stand out are Russell Hicks,
Milton Parsons and Edna Holland.
When her father, Edward Earle, a former- convict, is sentenced to death for the
murder of a bank guard during a robbery,
his daughter, Teala Loring and her fiance
George Holmes, get Charlie Chan (Sidney
Toler) to conduct a re-investigation of the

case. Learning that Earle had been convicted on the strength of fingerprints found
at the scene of the crime, Chan goes to the
man's hotel, run by the unco-operative Edna
Holland, where he questions her and several guests. Later, when Chan and his No.
3 son (Benson Fong) go to the prison to
talk to Earle, they are fired upon by one
of the hotel guests. Finding that Earle was
one of a series of ex-convicts convi<
similar cases, Chan gets the theory that the
finger-prints were forged. He also learns
that originals of the prints were smuggled
out of the prison and, as his investigation
comes closer to conclusion, several of the
suspects are killed in a theatrical warehouse where Chan finds the equipment for
impressing rubber gloves with the forged
fingerprints. The case is closed when Chan
reveals that Holmes, a prison guard, was
head of the gang.
LEYENDECKER

'SPECTER OF THE ROSE' BEN erHECHT'S
TRAGEDY
elsewhere

Rates • • -- in arty spots; weak

duall

Republic
90 minutes
-luilflii Anderson, Michael Chekhov, Ivan
Kirov, Viola Essen, Lionel Stander, Billy
Gray, Charles "Red" Marshall, George ShadnofF, Juan Panelle, Lou Hearn, Constantine,
Ferike Boros, Ferdinand Pollina, Polly Rose
and Modern and Classical Ballets.
Directed by Ben Hecht.
This strange, talky drama, built around
and peopled by ballet performers and their
followers poses a difficult problem for the
average exhibitor in that it is lacking in
appeal to the masses. Obviously a pet brainchild of Ben Hecht, who also produced and
directed for Republic release, "Specter of
the Rose" will attract and cause discussion
among ballet fans, devotees of the arts and
class patrons, but generally— its fate will
be a secondary dualler — and a weak one at
that. Hecht, whose early talkies in collaboration with Charles MacArthur
("The

"RAINBOW

Rates • • • —

Hearn's brief comedy speech is good for
chuckles. In addition to his terpsichorean
achievements, Ivan Kirov does a fine acting
job as the half-mad dancer and Viola Essen
is appealing as the hapless heroine. Except
for Stander, the nearest approach to a mar-

OVER TEXAS' FOLLOW
THE ROY ROGERS
rs* nameS value

in action houses on Roge

Republic
65 minutes
Roy Rogers, George "Gabby" Hayes, Dale
Evans, Sheldon Leonard, Robert Emmett
Keane, Minerva Urecal, Gerald Oliver
Smith, George J. Lewis, Keime Duncan,
Pierce Lyden, Dick Elliott, Bob Nolan and
the Sons of the Pioneers.
Directed by Frank McDonald.
The latest Roy Rogers' musical western,
"Rainbow Over Texas," is a blending of all
the familiar ingredients that appeal to the
cowboy star's numerous fans. As in his
last half-dozen vehicles, Rogers is supported by his regular Republic stock company
- the sweet-singing Dale Evans to supply
pulchritude and romance, the be-whiskered
George "Gabby" Hayes for his irascible
comedy and Bob Nolan and the Sons of the
Pioneers
for smooth
harmonizing
- - the

'THE CAT CREEPS' ROUTINE
Rates • • —

Scoundrel" and "Crime Without Passion")
were highly praised by critics and sophisticated patrons but died at the box office,
deserves credit for attempting something
original and different. While the ballet interludes, strikingly performed by Ivan Kirov
and Viola Essen, are an integral part of the
plot and suspense is neatly maintained during the intensely-dramatic sequences leading
up to the startling death leap climax, much
of the film is slow-moving and filled with
artificial and pseudo-artistic dialogue. Tragedy is always uppermost and the lighter
moments are few, most of them being supplied by Michael Chekhov's pixy-like portrayal of an improvident impresario. Lionel
Stander spouts some typical Hecht witticisms to get scant laugh returns, but Lou

Noah Beery, Jr., Lois Collier, Paul Kelly,
Douglas Dumbrille, Rose Hobart, Fred
Brady, Jonathan Hale, Vera Lewis, Arthur
Loft Iris Clive, William B. Davidson.
Directed by Erie C. Kenton.
There's nothing new, novel or especially
thrilling in "The Cat Creeps," a routine
murder mystery which will just get by as
a filler on action dual bills. Universal is
coupling this quickie with "She-Wolf of
London" as a double-horror bill and the two
titles will probably attract fairly good business in action spots. The setting is the
familiar one of a lonely house on an eerie
island where five suspects to a 15-year-old
murder, plus a reporter
and his photog-

and dancing partner in the "Specter of the
Rose" ballet. Despite Miss Anderson's warnings about Kirov's tendency toward madness, Miss Essen marries him and the two
become stars of a touring company managed
by Michael Chekhov, improvident ballet impresario. Miss Essen hopes to overcome
Kirov's temporary fits of madness but. when
she fails, she hides him to prevent his being
put into an insane asylum. Exhausted from
a two-day watch, Miss Essen drops off to
sleep as her mad husband dances about her
and almost murders her before he leaps
through a window 20 stories above the street.
After the tragedy, Miss Essen returns to
Miss Anderson's ballet school.
YORK

her father's wishes, she dresses in boys'
clothes and goes west to meet her cowboy
idol. Soon after Rogers, who is making a
personal appearance tour, finds the "boyish" Miss Evans in his baggage car with
his horse, Trigger, he learns she is really
a girl and, on arrival in Texas, he hides
her from the detective her father has put
on her trail. During the mock hold-up and
pony express
race heldLeonard,
annually who
in Keane's
Texas
town, Sheldon
runs a
gambling joint, has one of his masked
henchmen actually pull a real stick-up.
With Rogers likely to win the Pony Express race, Leonard tries to disqualify him
by stealing his horses. However. Rogers
exposes Leonard's villainy, and wins the
race just as Keane arrives to claim his
daughter. After Rogers and Miss Evans
stage a real western barbecue. Keane
changes his opinion of the west -- and
Rogers.
DEN LEY

QUICKIE

as dualler in action houses only

Universal
5tf minutes

Viola Essen, ballet pupil of Judith Anderson, who had been a celebrated ballerina ir
her glamorous youth, falls in love with Ivan
Kirov, suspected of murdering his first wife

FORMULA

only thing missing is a stand-out hit tune
for additional selling value. The story pattern, which again stresses music and tomfoolery rather than six-gun action, is showing signs of wear and Director Frank McDonald tacked on a Pony Express Relay
Race to pep things up for the climax. The
title number and a novelty tune, "Little
Senorita," are the best of the four songs
heard, but none is of Hit Parade calibre.
In addition to Rogers, who is content to be
his likeable, easy-going self, and the other
regulars. Sheldon Leonard contributes a
first-rate villainous portrayal and Robert
Emmett Keane and Gerald Oliver Smith
give broad comedy performances as effete
easterners.
Robert Emmett Keane, a Chicago meatpacker who owns an entire Texas town
used mainly for advertising purposes, hates
western songs but his daughter. Dale Evans,
is infatuated with Roy Rogers and. against

HORROR

quee name is Judith Anderson, who gives a
superb portrayal of a faded ballerina, now
reduced to teaching ballet.

rapher, gather to investigate the crime.
First the old housekeeper and then two of
the suspects are killed off but the average
patron will be able to figure out the identity of the murderer before half of the picture's 58 minutes have elapsed. Slowlyopening doors and shadowy figures will get
a few shudders, but only from the youngsters or impressionable adults. Such reliables as Paul Kelly, Rose Hobart, Douglas
Dumbrille and Jonathan Hale do the best
they can with rubber-stamp acting assignments and Noah Beery, Jr. makes a futile
struggle to get laughs with his wise-cracking lines. Vera Lewis' hawk-like features
are more frightening than most of the
creepy doings of the plot.
Fred Brady, star reporter, is assigned to
investigate a tip that a 15-year-old suicide
case was actually a murder committed near
the eerie island home of Vera Lewis. Jonathan Hale, father of Brady's fiancee, Lois

Collier, is one of those under suspicion as
is Douglas Dumbrille, his attorney. With
Rose Hobart, Dumbrille's secretary, and
Paul Kelly, a private detective, they leave
for the island and, shortly after their arrival, Miss Lewis is strangled to death.
While Bradyr is questioning those concerned.
Iris Clive appears with the story that the
soul of Miss Lewis has passed into her pet
cat, who will wreak vengeance on the
killer. Miss Hobart. who fears the cat. and
Kelly brille
are confesses
mysteriously
killedmurdered
before Dumthat he had
them
both because they had been blackmailing
him about the earlier murder. After Noah
Beery,
Jr., cache
Brady'swhich
cameraman,
a $200,000
had beenstumbles
hidden on
in
the house, he confesses that Miss Clive's
presence had been planned by him to trap
Dumbrille.
YORK
FILM
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THE NEWS
Review

A Bi-Weekly

INDIES TAKE STAND AGAINST ATA

of the

Trade's Events

organization such as Allied States Association under independent
management and control;

The American Theatres Association appears doomed to occupy
a position in the industry little different from that of the producer-controlled MPTOA. That role seemed to be written for the
within the past two weeks that Naannouncements
the
ATA by
tional Allied, the Conference of Independent Exhibitors Associations and the Pacific Coast Conference of Independent Theatre
Owners all are opposed to the new organization as it is presentlyconstituted
Despite the flurry of announcements from ATA headquarters
that this or that group of exhibitors is favorably disposed toward
it, the fact that the organized independent exhibitors have taken
a stand against ATA means that it will have to pick up its membership from the scattered fringes of the exhibitor body, individuals and small units that have usually aligned themselves
with the MPTOA.
The belief in some quarters that the affiliated circuits would
allow the MPTOA to die for want of financial support and that
the majors would shift their full support to the ATA was dispelled last week with the disclosure that they have paid their
current dues to the Kuykendall outfit. That can be taken to mean
that the major circuits will support both organizations, for purposes best known to themselves.
The first public statement by Allied
in the form of a resolution setting forth
ing to cooperate with the new group if
as the agency of the large affiliated and

DIGEST

regarding the ATA was
its opposition and offerit frankly declares itself
unaffiliated circuits.

The resolution alleges that the "proponents, organizers and
principal officers of ATA are mainly officers, agents and employes
of theatre chains affiliated with one or more of the major motion
picture producers through stock ownership or pooling agreements,
and ATA's present membership consists mainly of such affiliated
theatres".
It continues:
WHEREAS it is our firm conviction based on long experience
that the interests of independent exhibitors can best be protected
and in many situations can only be protected by a strong national

NOW, THEREFORE.

BE IT RESOLVED:

1. We oppose the establishment of American Theatres Association as an agency or representative of independent motion
picture exhibitors and we advise the members of Allied regional
associations and independent exhibitors generally that, in our
opinion, it is contrary to their interest and indeed may prove
most damaging for them to join ATA.
2. We do not oppose the formation and use of American
Theatres Association or any other association as the agency or
representative of the affiliated and other large theatre chains;
and in matters of common interest on which we see alike Allied
stands ready to cooperate with any organization representing such
chains.
The PCCITO

trustees, meeting in Seattle, also adopted a

resolution asking their members to "refrain from participating"
in the ATA and announcing that the Pacific Coast organization
will "actively resist the extension of ATA membership among the
independent exhibitors" of the West Coast.

FABIAN FINDS SUPPORT FOR ATA
Returning from a tour of several regional meetings with
southern exhibitor groups, Si Fabian, American Theatres Association president, reported that there is "solid" support for his
organization in the South.
The ATA leader declared that the strongest support so far
has come in Arkansas and that a substantial following can be
counted on in Texas and the Carolinas.
Robert W. Coyne, executive director of ATA, also announced
that the Southern California Theatre Owners Ass'n had unanimously voted to join the new national organization. He displayed
a telegram from Paul Williams, general counsel of the SCTOA,
who claims a membership of 300 theatres.
(Continued on Page 26)

EDITORIAL
(Continued from Page Three)
sents,

is no

different

from

the

interest

of

other

exhibitors."
Earlier in his address, the film executive spoke of
himself as an exhibitor. It is a fact that Mr. Skouras
started as a small independent theatre owner and, by
dint of talent and great energy, increased his holdings
until he became the operator of one of the largest circuits in the country. He still controls that circuit and,
in a sense, his interests are similar to those of the average independent exhibitor. But only in a very limited
sense. Today, Mr. Skouras" theatre interests are akin
to the small independent's like the Great A & P is akin
to the corner grocery store. If one needs some confirmation ofthis point, examination of the court records
in the New York anti-trust case would reveal what enormous
JUNE
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Mr.

Skouras'

theatre

chain

enjoys

over the average independent in dealing
companies.

with

the film

There are other portions of Mr. Skouras' speech
which we would like to discuss, space permitting, but
we cannot omit reference to his plea for "a spirit of
conciliation, a spirit of being willing to live and let
That plea should be repeated again and again to
distributors,
as well as exhibitors. It should be repeated
live".
by Mr. Skouras to his own sales department, from the
general sales manager down to the local salesman. This
call for fairness contained the best words Mr. Skouras
spoke in Chicago. Translated into action, they could
bring about the happy relationship he must certainly
desire between his company and its customers.
MO

WAX
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PICTURES

AMPA

SALUTES

IN.

Ned

E. Depinet, KKO

v. p.. and

Rutgers Xeilson, AMI'A prexy, Hank United Nations executive Benjamin A. Cohen, principal speaker at the
recent Advertisers
luncheon.

MEN OF AFFAIK & LADY. At the top are assembled the past presidents of National
Allied, plus a lovely lady, honoring the incumbent, Jack Kirsch, at the affair in Chicago.
L. to r. : Col. H. A. Cole, A. F. Myers, Al Steffes, Kirsch, Martin G. Smith. Nathan
Vamins, M. A. Rosenberg and Sidney E. Samiielson. Seated: Yvonne DeCarlo, Universal
star. Below, at the same affair: Toastmaster George Jessel, Ben Banovitz, Spyros 1*.
Skouras,
Miss DeCarlo
and Kirsch.

RET. SAFES EXECS. James R. Grainger, Repnhlic. v. p.
and general sales manager, poses with Frank P. Derwin.
New England district sales mgr., and Thomas Duane,
Boston sales mgr., at the company's eastern regional sales
meeting in New York.

METKOMEN. This session ol Metro sales executive- was called by eastern chief
Edward K. O'Shea in Chicago. Seated: Bob Lynch, • . J. Bowen, Ben Aimer, Mort
Miindstnk.
Turn
Katz,
Herman
M. N. Wolf, Jack
Donaldson,
I. on Ripps
Formateand andO'Shea.
Ralph Standing:
Pielow.

CANDYMAN. Leonard s.
Sihlcsinger has been named
president and general mgr.
of the Warner Bros. Service Corp.. which supervises
and operates all of the
candy and beverage concessions in the company's
theatres.

PREDICTS. II. I. Yates,
president oi Republic, told
the company's sales stall
that the industry should
reach a new peak ol prosperity during the next 12
months. lie based on the
prediction on the lack ot
other forms of amusement.

ARKANSAS EMIIBs. At the recent convention of the Arkansas I.T.O.A. held in
Little Hock. In the usual order: Ben Cammack. KKO district mgr.; C. C. Muiulo,
AITOA
prexy;
H. V. Kcagin.
I. eon Bamberger
and
Leonard
Shea,
all of KKO.

THE GENTLEMAN
Rates • • —

MISBEHAVES' FACTORYMADE MUSICAL QUICKIE
spots

as supporting dualler in n aborhood

Columbia
74 minutes
Robert Stanton, Osa Massen, Hillary Brooke
Frank Sully, Sheldon Leonard, Dusty Anderson, Shemp Howard, Jimmy Lloyd, Chester Clute, Ernie Adams, Gladys Blake.
Directed by George Sherman.
Typical of so many of Columbia's factoiymade, low-budget programmers, "The Gentleman Misbehaves" is inconsequential, mildly entertaining at best and totally lacking
in marquee names. While Osa Massen,
Frank Sully and Hillary Brooke are capable
players, their boxoffice value is nil and they
can't pull this comedy quickie out of the
also-ran class. It will probably get by as a
secondary dualler in naborhood spots. The

picture starts off with an amusing situation,
but the humor soon becomes forced and
frequently descends to slapstick — a field in
which Shemp Howard excels. Robert Stanton (formerly known as Bob Haymes, brother of Dick, the 20th-Fox singing star) is a
good-looking juvenile who sings pleasantly,
although none of his several songs stands
out. Osa Massen also does nicely as a
would-be-actress who, of course, scores a
hit on Broadway when she replaces the leading lady on a moment's notice — it could only
happen in the movies.
The morning after his latest show flops,
Robert Stanton, Broadway actor-producer,
receives a gilded horseshoe from Hillary
Brooke, his leading lady who is annoyed at
his attentions to other women. Stanton
throws the horseshoe out of the window and
it hits Osa Massen, a French refugee wear-

'LARCENY IN HER HEART' BELOW
PAR MYSTERY QUICKIE
linor houses
as supporting dualler

Rates • • —

PRC Pictures
68 minutes
Hugh Beaumont, Cheryl Walker, Ralph
Dunn, Douglas Fowley, Charles Quigley,
Marie Harmon, Paul Bryar, Charles Wilson,
Julia McMillan, Gordon Richards, Henry
Hall, Milton Kibbee, Lee Bennett.
Directed by Sam Newfield.
The second in PRC's Michael Shayne,
Detective, series, "Larceny in Her Heart,"
is a below-average mystery quickie handicapped by a muddled plot. Hugh Beaumont
again gives a likeable portrayal of the easygoing private investigator, but because his
name value is practically nil, the film will
serve only as a secondary feature on duals
in less action and naborhood houses. The
picture's chief mystery is the relation of the

title to the story which has only three
women characters, none of them inclined
to thievery. After wasting time with the
usual wise-cracking by-play between Shayne
and his attractive "Girl Friday," the mystery story finally gets underway and stirs
up some suspense and a murder or two.
However, it becomes increasingly confused
and so difficult to follow that a five-minute
explanation by Shayne is tacked on to
clarify the mysterious actions of the various
characters
in the story proper.
Michael Shayne (Hugh Beaumont), private investigator, is forced to postpone a
long-planned motor trip with his secretarysweetheart, Cheryl Walker, when Gordon
Richards requests him to locate his missing
step-daughter. Shortly after, a blonde resembling the photo Richards gave him
staggers into Beaumont's office and, later,
is found strangled.
While holding off the
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police, who have received a tip to visit his
office, Beaumont and his pal, Paul Bryar,
a reporter, Anally get rid of the body by
dumping it on Richards' lawn. When the
newspapers tell that the body was fished
out of and
the bay,
goes to Richards'
home
gets Beaumont
some information
from a
maid, Julia McMillan, before latter is found
strangled also. Further clues lead Beaumont to Douglas Fowley's sanatorium where
he finds Richards' real step-daughter. When
Richards realizes that Beaumont has learned the truth, he and Fowley try to have
him "rubbed out" but the police, tipped off
by Bryar, rescue him in the nick of time.
Beaumont's explanations show that Richards had hired a double to pese as his stepdaughter and then killed her in order to
claim the girl's inheritance.
DENLEY

u*i Nenvsreel

Heavy rains during the latter part of the Memorial Day weekend kept many visitors away from Broadway and washed away
the expected upswing in grosses at many of the first-run film
palaces. Exceptions to the general slump in business were two
newcomers and one holdover, RKO's "Badman's Territory" at the
Victoria and 20th-Fox's "Cluny Brown" at the Rivoli, and Paramount's "To Each His Own" in its second week at the Music Hall.
Among the several new pictures which opened strong late this
week were "Two Sisters from Boston" at the Capitol and "Without Reservations" at the Palace.
RKO Radio now has four current on Broadway, while Paramount and Universal each have three pictures playing in Main
Stem houses. In addition to "Badman's Territory," which broke
all opening day records at the Victoria and also established a new
weekly high for the house, the company has "The Kid from
Brooklyn," now in its eighth strong week at the Astor. Disney's
"Make Mine Music" also in its eighth profitable week at the
Globe and "Without Reservations" which opened on June 7th at
the Palace following a three-week run for the same company's
"Heartbeat,"run.which slumped badly for the last two weeks of its
four-week
In addition to "To Each His Own," which did over $135,000
in its second week at the Radio City Music Hall, $10,000 more
than its initial week, Paramount's "The Bride Wore Boots," supported by Glen Gray's Orchestra on the stage, opened at the
Paramount on June 5th following four smash weeks with Alan
Ladd's "Blue Dahlia" and Duke Ellington and His Orchestra on
the stage. . .Another Ladd film, "O. S. S.," broke all opening week
records in the 13-year motion picture history of the Gotham
Theatre and continues strong with a third stanza starting on
June 8th.
Three Universal pictures opened this week, but none was exceptionally strong. "Night in Paradise" started on June 5th at
the Criterion following two mild weeks for M-G-M's "Bad Bascomb"; "The Run-around" went into the Winter Garden on the
same day following two weak stanzas for the British-made "Madonna of the Seven Moons," and Loew's State opened one of its
occasional first-runs, "Tangier," on June 6th with the usual vaudeville bill in support.
JUNE

ing an expensive chinchilla coat. When
Miss Massen learns that Stanton is broke,
she offers him her coat if he will marry
her so she won't be deported to France.
Stanton agrees, with the stipulation that
there be a quick annulment and, while he
is out, a fleeing gangster throws a bag containing $20,000 into his hotel room. With
bills
pays a all
this,
show starring
new Stanton's
ahead with
can go Massen
he Miss
so
Miss Brooke. When the latter becomes jealous of Miss Massen and walks out just bofore the opening, the French girl, who has
a good singing voice, steps in and saves the
day. Of course, the annulment is called off
and, as Stanton and Miss Massen are embracing in the doorway, the horseshoe falls
from the wall and again hits the girl — as it
did when the picture started.
LEYENDECKER

Among the other stage-screen attractions. "Two Sisters from
Boston," supported by a strong stage bill headed by the Ritz
Bros., had a terrific opening day on June 6th following five strong
weeks for "The Postman Always Rings Twice," with Guy Lombardo and His Orchestra on the stage. The final week of the
latter combination, which included Memorial Day, even exceeded
the previous stanza.
"Do You Love Me?," with Count Basie and His Orchestra in
person, is now in its third and final week at the Roxy after a
satisfactory hold-over week. "Somewhere in the Night" with Desi
Arnaz and His Orchestra on the stage, opens at the Roxy on
June 12th.
Trailing the others is "One More Tomorrow," with Tommy
Tucker and His Orchestra in person at the Strand which has had
disappointing business and will stay only three weeks of the
originally-scheduled four and will be succeeded by "Janie Gets
Married" on June 14th.
"Cluny Brown" received excellent reviews and did good business during its first week at the Rivoli and the picture is exto play well
into July.
Theweeks.
theatre's previous tenant, "Kitty,"
held up pectedfairly
for nine
Fifth week for "Stolen Life" at the Hollywood was I
than the previous week and this Bette Davis picture will also stay
into July when "Night and Day" is tentatively scheduled to open
as Warners 20th Anniversary feature .. .The Rialto. New York's
horror house, has been doing poorly with its recent one-week attractions, Universale "The Cat Creeps" and "Dressed to Kill" and
Columbia's "Perilous Holiday" so that it brought in a re-issue,
"Shadow of a Doubt" on June 7th.
The Ambassador, which started out as a first-run house, is
also doing well with re-issues such as the current double bill,
"The Cat People" and "Curse of the Cat People."
"Henry V," United Artists' two-a-day spectacle, which will be
the first film attraction at the City Center opening on June 17th,
has already rolled up an advance sale totalling $50,000, all through
the medium of mail orders. Interest in this has been heightened
by the current stage engagement of Laurence Olivier's Old Vic
Company in "Henry IV" and other classic plays.
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What The Newspaper Critics Say
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CRY FOR THE LADIES — TIMES

(PARAMOUNT)
".. .After the first showing, there was hardly a dry feminine handkerchief in the house. The ladies had a good two-hour cry . .
Spins dangerously on the brink of bathos, but it seldom spills
over into that treacherous chasm for more than a fleeting scene
or two, thanks to a screen play which artfully dodges complete
morbidity. Mitchell Leisen has directed the cast skillfully and
his fastidious eye for detail is evident in the carefully appointed
sets which reflect the various moods and circumstances of the
characters."
T.M.P., N. Y. TIMES.
"...Top-flight tear-jerker. The substance of the story is in no
sense novel .. .Considerable emotional intensity .. .However corny
the plot, the acting, writing, direction and production save it from
the stigma of being a soft touch for screen-going suckers."
BARNES,
N. Y. HERALD
TRIBUNE.

"...4 Stars. . .Charles Brackett, producer and author of the story
on which it is based, has given Miss DeHavilland the chance of
her acting career by his creation of Jody Norris and her deeply
moving story of frustrated mother love. The sentimental dramatics of the play are written and acted with such beautiful restraint that no adult, either male or female, need be ashamed of
having his emotions stirred to tears." CAMERON, N. Y. DAILY
NEWS.
"...An understanding panorama of small town life... Her (DeHavilland) portrait of the lonely spinster this mother ultimately
becomes, full of self-conscious, awkward eagerness, will remain a
high spot among acting achievements of this year... A picture a
husband can enjoy, too, while his beloved wife sits and revels in
the
opportunity to cry her pretty eyes out." COOK, N. Y. WORLD
TELEGRAM.

'O. S. S.' SPY THRILLER GETS MIXED NOTICES
(PARAMOUNT)

"...A spy thriller, recounting the desperate chances taken by
American cloak and dagger boys and girls in confounding the
Nazis before and after V-E Day. As melodrama, it has considerable urgency. When it tries to sugar-coat its central theme with
a vague and frustrated romance between a couple of our agents,
it tosses dramatic punches rather ridiculously."
BARNES, N. Y.
HERALD
TRIBUNE.
"...A generally thrilling, albeit incidental, chapter of the modern
derring-do, which, by all accounts, has made the intrigues of
Dumas and Oppenheim as startling as a bedtime yarn ..Irving
Pichel, who directed, has made this offering tense, tightly written
and swiftly paced... The story, although simplicity itself, is re-

'DO(FOX)YOU LOVE ME?' STRICTLY FOR MUSICAL
"...Numbers ranging from full-orchestra classical to jam-session
modern, held together by a story which is frankly a vehicle for
the sound track... The performers are among the best in modern
musical circles. . .Diverting entertainment for those who shop for
music and not much else. . .Purely musical entertainment."
GUERNSEY,
JR., N. Y. HERALD
TRIBUNE.
"...Hep-cats will have their money's worth... A harmless and
pleasant enough musical, decked out in gorgeous Technicolor and
costuming and full of tuneful songs. While not in the first rank
of screen musicals, it should provide an hour and a half of divertissement from current problems-. . .There is very little that is

ONE
MORE
(WARNER)

TOMORROW'

GETS COOL

".. Around this story core the scenarists have spun several layers
of comedy, but they do not achieve the facility that Mr. Barry exhibited in switching from serious to light to serio-comic situations. In short, the dialogue is blunted, whereas it needs to be
razor-edged. . .Boils down to just another romantic comedy drama
with pretentions of social import." T.M.P., N. Y. TIMES.
"...Hollywood's
second attempt to make a good movie out of

TERRITORY' APPARENTLY

FANS, SAY CRITICS

new or original about the story... With a few more specialty
numbers and a little brighter dialogue, this could have been firstrate entertainment."
E.J.B., N. Y. TIMES.
" ..Agreeable formula filmusical enhanced by the Technicolored
loveliness of Maureen O'Hara, the deep and dulcet vocal tones of
Dick Haymes — put to several hit numbers; the sweet and hot
horn of Harry James, who doubles as romancing actor: the droll
humor of Reginald Gardiner." THIRER, N. Y. POST.
"...3 Stars ... Light and engaging film entertainment .. .The conflict of the plot hinges on what is fast becoming an old controversy between classical and new swing rhythm. The story has
been told over and over."
CAMERON,
N. Y. DAILY
NEWS.

Philip Barry's fine play, 'The Animal Kingdom.' The story has
been relentlessly modernized, most of its social significance removed, its emphasis changed, its characters and their relationships revised. In the process the smart Barry dialogue has undergone changes, too, and the movie version relies too much on
brittle talk better suited to the stage... A better-than-average picture. But it somehow fails to make what is happening to the
characters seem important." MORRIS, PHILA. RECORD.
"...In spite of too much talk and too little action. 'One More
Tomorrow' has the virtue of showing an interest in affairs reasonably similar to those with which you and I are familiar .. .Not
notably successful in this screen adaptation, the writers are at
their best
incidental dialogue." LEE. PHILADELPHIA EVENING inBULLETIN.

NOT A CRITIC'S PICTURE

. Lumbering -action melodrama. . All of the boys scowl and
growl in what has now become traditional fashion, and they conveniently spur their overworked horses and whip out their sixshooters to divert attention from what little story the picture has
to offer over its ninety-eight-minute course." T.M.P., N. Y.
TIMES.
...Long, crook-ridden Western about an outlaws' sanctuary in
the day of the James brothers. . .Its opportunities for action are
never fully developed by the sketchy staging, and since its banditry has a perceptible false flavor of glamour. Not in the top
Class for either excitement or taste." GUERNSEY, N. Y. HERALD TRIBUNE.
...A Western conceived after the pattern of 'Frankenstein's
Monster Meets the Wolf Man at Dracula's.' It boasts not only
its own bodacious band of Texas terrorists and lawless cattlemen,
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"...Exciting? Sure, but I'd certainly like to hear from some
O.S.S. vets on what they think of the film as reporting. I personally believe that any studio which recreates a France in which
everyone talks American should forfeit its copyright on a documentary title like 'O.S.S.' and let factual film-makers have a go
at it." McMANUS,
PM.

CRITICAL RECEPTION

"...Several proficient screen players work hard to little avail...
A sorry script .. .There is more than enough talent in the offering.
It is definitely wasted... A tired rehash of material which has a
considerable lack of vitality in the first place... For all the stalacting it is neither
provocative nor entertaining." BARNES
N. Y. wartHERALD
TRIBUNE.

'BADMAN'
S
(RKO)

plete with action... An engrossing thriller." A.W., N. Y. TIMES.
"...One thing they'll never be able to take away from 'O.S.S.'
the new picture about the Office of Strategic Services, it was the
first of the spy stories to come through when censorship had been
relaxed enough to make it possible at all. Aside from that honor,
there's not much to be said .. .Stimulate the kids and transport
the
AlanN. Ladd
fans into a seventh or strategic heaven." WINSTEN,
Y. POST.

but also the James Boys, the Dalton Boys, Sam Bass and Belle
Starr, America's pioneer gun moll... More in keeping with the
film's announced theme of banditry is the $1.40 you have to pay
to see it." J.T.M.. PM.
"...Fair-plus ..The shooting is to the point, there being little of
that futile pistol popping that kills nobody in cheaper Westerns
..Action addicts need fear no subtleties of person or plot... The
only omissions are a stampede and a dishonest banker, but they're
never missed."
WINSTEN, N. Y. POST.
"...21- Stars. . .Despite a better cast and bigger budget than the
average western, the production is less inclined to concentrate on
the familiar routine of fisticuffs and gunplay. There's also an involved romantic angle, something which ordinarily isn't permitted
to clutter up the feuding between good and bad men of the old
West .. .Performances are of a caliber to sustain interest through
the slower spots, and occasionally there's a burst of excitement
worth waiting for."
MASTERS. N. Y. DAILY NEWS.
FILM
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SIZE- UPS

BEHIND THE SCENES IN HOLLYWOOD'S

COLUMBIA
Despite the fact that Charles Vidor filed suit for the termination of his contract last month, he has accepted the offer to direct
the Rosalind Russell-Melvyn Douglas picture coming up next
month. The picture is titled "My Empty Heart" and Virginia
Van Upp will produce. The Vidor- Van Upp team was responsible
for "Gilda."
Rumor has it that the King Bros., Monogram's pride and joy,
are talking deal for production at Columbia. No details are available on the deal which is in the pending stage. But if these
producers can do for Columbia what they did for Monogram, it
would certainly be a welcome shot in the arm for Columbia. Sam
Katzman, a Monogram producer for several years, has come over
to this lot. His first will be "The Last of the Mohicans." Katzman has Michael O'Shea and Jon Hall under personal contracts.
Bogart Ready
Humphrey Bogart has at last approved the script on "Dead
Reckoning" and cameras should be rolling this week. John Cromwell will direct. No leading lady has been assigned as yet, although the studio is trying desperately to get an important name
for the role. Bogart wanted his wife for the part. But the
actress whose career phizzed out so quickly refuses to ride back
again on her husband's name. At least that's what the story said.
Title change: "His Face Was Their Fortune" will go out as
"Personality Kid."
One New Starter
Only new starter this week is a quick one called "It's Great
To Be Young" (Leslie Brooks-Bob Stanton).
Continuing in production are "Down To Earth" (Rita Hayworth-Larry Parks) and
"Thrill of Brazil" (Evelyn Keyes-Lee Bowman).
"Gallant Journey" (Janet Blair-Glenn Ford), "The Crime
Doctor's Manhunt" (Warner Baxter-Ellen Drew) and "Singing On
The Trail" (Ken Curtis-Jeff Donnell) wound up production.

ENTERPRISE
The big news from this outfit is the fact that a releasing deal
has finally been closed with Universal. It provides for six features
annually for a period of several years (rather vague). The Enterprise product will be sold apart from Universal's own program
and the unit will employ its own sales manager. An unusual
phase of the distribution deal was its "ratification" by the company's top stars, Ingrid Bergman, Ginger Rogers, Barbara Stanwyck, John Garfield and Joel McCrea, following its approval by
the board of directors.

Now that that's settled, all Enterprise has to do is get
on its picture schedule. First to go in the Enterprise-Univegoing
rsal
deal is Harry Sherman's "Ramrod," with Joel McCrea starred.
McCrea is also signed for the second Harry Sherman picture,
"They Passed This Way," which is to be budgeted at $2,000,000.
Of course, the big stuff of the program is still "Arch of Triumph"
which is slated to go into production June 24. John Garfield's
first will be "The Burning Journey," the story of boxer Barney
Ross. Ginger Rogers will star in "Maggi July." Barbara Stanwyck in "The too.
Other Love," another Remarque story, is part of
the program,

METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER
Sales chief William F. Rodgers has set six features for national release during July and August, three each month.
The
July releases are: "The Green Years" (4th), "Boys' Ranch" (18th)
"Easy To Wed"
(25th).
In August: "Courage
of Lassie (8th)'

STUDIOS

"Faithful In My Fashion" (22nd) and "Three Wise Fools" (29th).
With the story situation becoming more and more critical at
this studio, two story properties are being dusted off and reproduction. These are Angna Enters'
"Age of Innocence" by Edith Wharton. Someandfor possible
"Silly Girl" considered
where along the line the policy for story stock is changing. A
few weeks ago, Metro announced that they would not continue
to be a part of the high-priced contingent who stop at nothing
to acquire a Broadway play for pictures.
Following through on this announcement, the play department which functions from New York was closed almost without
notice. And yet, the studio apparently does not ban the highprice routine for novels. "The Day Before Yesterday," not yet
off the press, was bought for $125,000 just last week. Metro
wizards have tended more and more toward the fiction field for
their material. They began this trend by their prize-novel contest
two years ago. But neither book which carried off the grand
prize in this show has as yet reached a camera.
Stories A Problem
MGM, still the major with the longest star contract list, has a
serious problem in procuring enough film-worthy story material
lor its people. That's v/hy it seems strange that with all the
scurrying going on, the play department should so suddenly be
folded. Undoubtedly, there is more reason here than meets the
reporter's query and time will reveal the thinking behind the
move.
Laraine Day is officially free from MGM. The actress, who
originally signed with the studio in 1939 and then again for seven
years in 1944, apparently decided her loan-out deal was not profitable enough for her though it may have been for the studio.
Miss Day made only one picture, "Keep Your Powder Dry," for
Metro on her seven-year termer, but has worked steadily at other
studios, chiefly RKO. It is believed that the actress will now sign
at least a part-time deal with RKO. Her experience with Metro
will probably keep her away from any long-term deal with any
studio.
Producer Edwin Knopf started his picture, "The Secret
Heart," last week with Robert Z. Leonard directing. The cast
boasts Claudette Colbert, Walter Pidgeon, June Allyson and
Robert Sterling.
Oscar Prospects
Metro rumors are already buzzing that the studio will not be
caught short again when Academy time rolls around next year.
"The Yearling" is to be the number one entry. But all speed
ahead is the routine on "The Beginning or the End," the atom
bomb film, as an entry also. The production now in progress is
being kept as secret as possible, but executives hope it will be
ready for a November release.

President Broidy's recent report on the state of the studio
shows that Monogram is showing a 17^ per cent profit increase
in the first 42 weeks of the fiscal year. With this strong ups.v.ir;
as backbone, the studio is zooming ahead with plans for 32 pictures in the 1946-47 season. Four of these will be in the milliondollar budget class with the King Brothers and Roy Del Ruth in
production chairs. If the King Brothers should leave the studio,
as rumored, it will be a serious setback for this up-and-coming
outfit.
Meanwhile, Sam Katzman has left the Monogram lot and gone
over to Columbia as an independent feature producer.
To Avoid Censors
The 194G-47 schedule will be absolutely free of any censorablproduct, according to President Broidy's present plans.
Alt!:-

"Dillinger" proved
to be one of Monogram's
biggest
moi
Broidy feels th
makers, that type of product is now taboo.
with the rising surge of pressure groups against suggestive films
of any type, such films can only mean trouble for the company
making them.
The Monogram
chief is also slapping down on
sensational advertising copy for his product.
This last is a move that all intelligent studio heads could well
follow. The public is fed up to the ears on 24-sheets that scream
SEX and newspaper, magazine and other advertising media that
distort the simplest kind of film into some lurid, sensational tale.
Naturally,
like lurid
"The basis.
Outlaw"
nothingtoward
else to
sell
have to be pictures
sold on the
But with
the trend
smash
advertising of the unpleasant sort has grown speedily and without reason (except the need to attract buyers) to a point where
it isn't sate to let children walk by billboards any longer. Perhaps, the censorship boards should turn their attention to the ad
columns and leave the pictures alone.
Kay Francis Back
Ann Harding and Victor Moore are the first two players set
in roles for Roy Del Ruth's "It Happened On Fifth Avenue."
Other casting will follow shortly and the picture will go before
the cameras within the month. Background scenes were shot on
Fifth Avenue during the last Easter Parade.
After eleven months of personal appearance in the play
"Windy Hill," Kay Francis is back on the Monogram lot to prepare her third picture on her producer-star contract. It will be
"Wife Wanted" and Jeffrey Bernard will again serve as coproducer with Phil Karlson directing.
Second 'Palooka' Goes
In a quick follow-up on the successful "Joe Palooka, Champ,"
Producer Hal E. Chester got "Gentleman Joe Palooka" into work
last week. Joe Kirkwood again has the title role with Leon
Errol, Elyse Knox, Lionel Stander and Guy Kibbee also cast.
Barry Sullivan, who scored so solidly in "Suspense," has
signed a contract with Monogram that will give him three piclures at this studio in the next two years-.

PARAMOUNT
This report finds Paramount with only one picture in production at this studio. There is a Pine-Thomas film shooting, too,
but this is not on the Paramount lot. It is paradoxical that in a
situation where independents are crying for shooting space,
Paramount has more than 15 sound stages empty. The next film
to go here will be "Emperor Waltz," the Brackett-Wilder film with
Bing Crosby and Joan Fontaine.
Shake-Up
In a production shake-up which may have far reaching results, Sol C. Siegel has been relieved of his supervisory duties by
studio chief Henry Ginsberg. Siegel henceforth will work on and
be responsible only for his own productions. He recently completed "Blue Skies" and "Welcome Stranger." Harry Tugend, too,
is stepping into a new deal at Paramount which will relieve him
of all supervisory duties. He will concentrate on his own productions and the first will be "Golden Earrings," a best-selling
novel now in the Paramount writing department. Marlene Dietrich and Ray Milland will be co-starred with Mitchell Leisen
directing.
Kenneth Macgowan has checked off the lot to sit out the rest
of his contract which has about eight months to run. Macgowan,
formerly one of Darryl F. Zanuck's big producers, joined Paramount in 1944. His last picture chore was "Too Good To Be
True."
One more top producer on the lot leaves his desk in the current shake-up, Seton I. Miller. Miller has three un-released pictures in the Paramount backlog and his reason for resigning is
that he is going "to write a book." "California," "Calcutta," and
"Tworeleased.
Years Before the Mast" will bear Miller's name when they
are
No reason was given for this quick shift in situations except
that the Paramount powers feel that authority should be concentrated in the hands of President Ginsberg.
Producer Robert Fellows has been handed the chore on
"Dragnet," recently purchased for $22,500 from author Gerald
Adams.
Bill Ilolden Returns
Actor William Holden, last seen in "Young and Willing" in
1943, will mark his return to film after a service stint in "DearRuth," one of the Broadway plays that Paramount nabbed sometime ago at a handsome price.

Pine-Thomas put number two in their "Big Town" series into
work last week. The same principals, Philip Reed, Hilary Brooke
and Robert Lowery are assigned.
Bob Hope is winding up "Where There's Life"
quickly as
possible in order to get his cross-country tour underas way.
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PRC
from a soven-year contra
Edga, Ulmer obtained his rele
go on his- contract anu his
with PRC. Ulmer had three years to ed.
It is possible that he
announc
new affiliation has not been
will continue an association somewhere in the independent ueld.
Two of the usual in production under the PRC banner this
scoe Ates) in Cineweek, "Melody Round-Up" (Eddie Dean-Ro
s. "Dangerous Men," a Buster Crabbe-Al St. John
continue
color
got started.
western,
Spotlight on E-L
PRC spokesmen still insist that the company will continue io
function as it has in the past. But the spotlight has switched to
Eagle-Lion project in which PRC is likerj to
the muchonlybigger
one small branch.
become
President Bryan Foy is busily laying all the ground work for
Eagle-Lion unit. The studio, iorbig time production in his new
tune of
merly called .PRC Studio, is being renovated to the
$100 000. Production is planned to start in ten days or so en a
picture called "It's A Joke, Son." Mr. Foy is also planning
Scott, if he can bo;
picture
Wallis. Tone and Lizabeth
Hal Franchot
her fromwith
Deny Fox Tie-up
'distribution proceed apace.willArthur
for
, plans
Meanwhile
have
Rank, the British side of the Pathe Eagle-Lion team,
his first picture under the deal ready for distribution next month.
It is called "Bedelia," Margaret Lockwood starred. As the plan
now stands, the Rank pictures will start the ball rolling in the
Pathe circuit here and in South America. Foy will come through
approximately 20 pictures scheduled for production in
withyear.
later-next
the
It is still denied that 20th Century-Fox has any tie up
•one ofmen20th's
Bryan Foy,
group,
the
2C;h lot
fromtoptheprodu*
to draft
here,butcontinues
he took over
untilEagle-Lion
(wo
the
are
Gottlieb
Ben Stoloff and Harold
for his organization.
Oleg Cassini, a 20th-Fox desh
latest Fox men to join Foy.
and husband of 20th actress Gene Tierney, will head the cos;
designing department for Foy.

REPUBUC
President Herbert J. Yates chose the occasion of the recent
sales meetings to keynote the Republic policy
exchange
western
for the coming
year.
Among other things, Mr. Yates predicted that 194G will see
the definite arrival of Republic into the major ranks. He pointed
out, also that the expansion program planned must necessarily
mean upped costs and "the exhibitor must be prepared to share
the producer's problems." Increase in Color
Emphasis on more color films, though not 'n the Technicolor
process, was another highlight of President Yates' predictions.
All in all, the studio's progress was reviewed thoroughly and
with satisfaction by President Yates and the 1940-47 program
should be an interesting one to watch.
Four pictures wound up last week: "Plainsman and The
Lady" (Vera Hruba Ralston-William Marshall); "Shine On Texas
Moon," (Rov Rogers-Dale Evans), "Snow C'nderella" (Lynne Roberts-Charles Drake) and "Vigilantes of Boom Town" (Allan LanrMartha Wentworth).
Continuing in production are: "-Angel and the Outlaw" (John
Wayne-Gail
Freeman). Russell) and "That Brennan Girl" (James Dunn-Mon I
Only Henry).
new starter is "Mysterious Mr. Valentine" (Linda SterlingWilliam

RKO-RADIO
Val Lewton,
responsible
for many
of RKO's
most successful
mystery
and horror
films, resigned
his post
as producer
this week
and will leave the lot immediately. The producer, who worke '
under
executive plans
producer
Gross,to recently
His immediate
call Jack
for him
complete completed
a story of"Bedlam."
bis own
for later film production.
A plum in any story department is the one that RKO nabbed
last week when they picked off "Barnaby and Mr. O'Malley" for
$200,000. This is the Jerry Chodorov play based on the famous
comic strip. RKO's deal gives it picture rights prior- to the st
;ir centation but no picture plans have been set as yet. The play
is due on Broadway for a Fall opening and some people are predicting it will out-distance 'Harvey." which also deals with an
imaginary character.
Will given
Rush the
"Katie"
Dore Schary has been
go-ahead sign by President
Rathvon in order to bring bis "Katie For Congress" in before 'ho
November elections. Speaking of Producer S-charv. a word of
commendation should go his way for a scene in "Till The End of
FILM
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Time." He puts dialogue and a bit of business into the capable
hands of Robert Mitchum and the scene conies up as one of the
strongest yet seen on film in protest of racial discrimination.
Robert and Raymond Hakim are set to produce another picture
for RKO release with Anatole Litvak
is the story and it will be done before
prise en his three-picture deal. Barbara
newcomer, will make her picture debut
Goldwyn

directing. "Time To Kill"
Litvak goes over to EnterBel Geddes, the Broadway
in the film.

Producer Samuel Goldwyn is still having difficulties on his future releasing deals. While he is rumored setting up an international program with Sir Alexander Korea, he is still dickering
with RKO for a renewal of his present contract for one more year.
If he does re-sign with RKO. it will only be to give him enough
time to establish his own organization so that his deal with Korda
can be completed. Walt Disney, also releasing through RKO
prerent'y, is raid to be in on the Korda-Goldwyn set-up.
Mr. Goldwyn has iust pad $17,500 for an option on "I, James
Lewis, a novel by Gilbert Gabriel, which is not as yet completed.
If the book shou'd have a successful sale, or be made a book club
selection, the price to the author may go to $150,000. Teresa Wright
and David Niven have already been penciled into the leading roles
if the story comes through as planned.

2G?h CENTURY-FOX
This studio has a large schedule with 42 top-budget
tor future production as fast as equipment and talent
will permit. Fourteen producers now have this schedule
stages of preparation. William Perlberg heads the list

films slated
availability
in various
with "For-

ever Amber," "Chicken Every Sunday." "Don Q, Son of Zorro,"
"Jean v?.!jean" and another Claudia picture on his list. Otto
Preminger, who handled "Centennial Summer" with such deftness,
i at work on "Daisy Kenyon," "Any Number Can Play" and "Methinks The Lady." George Jessel is planning a re-make of "The
Band V/ngon" and "I Wonder Who's Kissing Her Nov/" which
goes into production shortly. Other producers on the lot are each
tabbed for three or more top features which will go to comprise
the 1946-47 schedule at this studio.
"Amber" To Go Again

"Forever Amber" should go back before the cameras withi
n
two months or so. The girl who was taken from the role, Peggy
Cummins, has had another shift in her assigament. She was to
have gone into "Bob, Son of Battle," but that, too, has been cancelled. Now, she is slated for a role in "The Late George Apley,"
in which Ronald Colman will star. Joseph Mankiewicz will direct
for Fred Kohlmar and production should start this week.
Een Lyon has been recalled from London to take over the
post
of executive talent director succeeding Rufus LeMaire.
LeMaire
resigned to join William Goetz's International Pictures
Company
as executive assistant
.
Only One Starter

Chaplin's Straight Kolc
Charles Chaplin is coming out of retirement and also out from
behind the props that made him famous. Without benefit of
elongated shoes, baggy trousers, cane or mustache, the master
comedian is going into the leading role of his own production,
"Comedy of Errors." The advance unit of the company under the
direction of Robert Florey, is already at work. Chaplin goes to
work this week.
David O. Selznick stepped in quickly to recover Warner Brothers' recent fumble on the John Dall contract. Dall was the young
actor from Broadway who was promised such glowing things at
Warners but couldn't get set. When his contract with Warners
was cancelled, Selznick signed him to a Vanguard contract
immediately.
The huge exploitation campaign for Selznick's "Duel In The
Sun" calls for a big staff and that is what Paul MacNamara has
lined up. Sid Alexander, chief of the Eastern ad-pub section, last
week realigned his staff in the following manner: Ted Baldwin
will be in charge of promotion and exploitaton; Joe Roberts is
publicity manager. Baldwin's department consists of Jim Eastman,
Herb Berg and George Bernstein.
Bogeaus Signs Berle
Ben Bogeaus completed a percentage deal for the Broadway
musical, "Are You With It?" Milton Berle has been set into the
film already on a participation basis without salary. The arrangement is a unique one since up to now the deal hasn't cost Producer
Bogeaus a penny. No immediate production plans have been
fmour.ced. We doubt that this show, for all its success on the
stage, is outstanding film material.
Only new starter on the lot this week is "The Chase," Seymour
Nebenzal is producing. Robert Cummings and Michele Morgan
have the top role-. Continuing are Bogeaus' "Short Happy Life of
Franc's Macomber" (Gregory Peck-Joan Bennett), Crosby's "Abie's
Irish Rose" (Joanne Dru-Richard Norris), Lesser's "No Trespassing" (Edward G. Robinson), Loew-Lewin's "Bel Ami" (George
Panders-Angela Lansbury). Stromberg's "Dishonored Lady" (Hedy
Lamarr-Dennis O'Keefe).

UNITED WORLD
Arraand Deutsch and Hal Home,

heads of Story Productions,

recently completed a smart deal with the Intel national-UW set
up that provides sound stages for shooting and release arrangement
at the same time. They will make "This Side of Innocence" on
the Universal lot and release it through UW. Story Productions
owns several other properties including "Home of the Brave," the
Broadway play, but whether these will be made under the same
set-up is not as yet certain.
"Bella Donna" (Merle Oberon-Charles Korvin) is winding up
this week.
No other production is set for early starting.

UNIVERSAL
New ones in production this week are just a couple of quickies,

Pioducer William Bacher's next will be "The Foxes of Harrow.
"
The studio has just bought the novel for a reported
$150,000. No
casting has been announced.

"Wild Beauty" (Don Porter-Lois Collier) and "Mysterious Mr. M"
(Richard Martin-Pamela Blake).

Only new starter on the lot this week is "13 Rue Madelein
e,"
with James Cagney and Annabella in the top roles.

roles in "Black Angel," has been set to "White Tie and Tails."
This is the role that Charles Korvin turned down and took a sus-

UNITED ARTISTS
Andrew Stone's next feature will be a Techni
color picture
called "Texas The Great" for which $4,000,000 has been
budgeted.
Stone and a staff of researchers have been working for two
years
on background material for this film which Stone predxt
s will
be as ambitious as "Gone With The Wind." That's shootin
g high.
The Texas epic will go into production immediately after "Hot
and
Bothered," with Eddie Bracken, is completed.
Charles R. Rogers, who has yet to have a picture which
lives
up to his advance ballyhoo, is starting another film shortly
. Maria
Montez and Jean Pierre Aumont, her husband, will
be co-.Harrcd
for the first time in Roger's film, "Queen of Hearts.
" This is a
period piece dealing with the love story of Emperor
Franz Joseph
and Elisabeth of Austria. Alex Thurn-Taxis will
direct The film
is budgeted at $2,000,000 (that figure is getting
so ordinary it
carcely bears mentioning any more!) and product
ion is slated for
early fall.

Dan

Duryea. who

just wound

up another of his killer-type

pension for so doing. It's a new field for Duryea; for the first
time on film, he'll be doing a suave, romantic character. Ella
Raines is the girl in the piece.
Hayward Build-up
When Walter Wanger signed Susan Hayward to a contract
he promised to make her an important star. When he cast her
in "Canyon Passage," the actress hit the ceiling because she'd
been fooled again. Now, however, it seems that Mr. Wanger had
a long-range plan. Comes "Smash-up" with Lee Bowman, Eddie
Albert and Marsha Hunt lined up to support actress Hayward.
Mark Hellinger is producing and Stuart Heisler is directing. Immediately after this one, Susan Hayward goes into "So Gallantly
Gleaming" with Dana Andrews as her leading man. This looks
like the build up Mr. Wanger predicted. Susan Hayward is one of
those actresses in Hollywood who never gives a bad performance,
is good to look at, but somehow never seems to click in the top
bracket. Maybe, these improved stories and productions are the
final push she needs.
(Continued on I'ugc 24)
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In the Release Chart, the date under "Details" ref ers to the issue in which cast, director, plot, etc.,
appeared. "Rel." is the national release date. "No. " is the release number. "Rev." is the issue in which
the review appeared. There may be variations in the Running Time in states where there is censorship.
All new productions are on 1945-46 programs unless otherwise noted. (T) immediately following title
and running time denotes Technicolor production.

1945-46 Features
Westerns
Serials

In Production (3)
In Production (0)
In Production (0)

Completed (43)
Completed (17)
Completed ( 3)
NEW

Teen-agers

entertain

at

summer

hotel.

(T)
title:

Rio

COMPLETED

Careers

are

born.

CHART

Time

.1-21

Completed (
RELEASE

Title — Running

Rev.

In Production

(1)

CHART

Time

Curley

)

Cast

Details

Rafferty-Olsen

Rev.

5-27 .

Rel.

Rel.
Hayworth-Parks
Keyes-Bowman

, 1945.46

MiTRO^COLDWYN.MA

...4-15.
4-29.

1945-46 Features

.2-21.

ii-'iV.'

20

.5-30. . .7208.

..4-1.
...8-6. .10-30... 7024.
.12-24
6-7. . .7011.
.10-15.. 12-13... 7140.

Kix-Merrlck
(82) ... .Bowman-Chapman
Kent-Ward

1945-46 Features

No.

.4-2.
Bandit ot Sherwood Forest (T) (87)
.7201
Wilde-Louise
.7004. . .4-15
10-18.
Blazing the Western Trail (56)
.9-4.
Details under title; Raiders of Qoantt Basin Starrett- Matthews
Blondtc Knows
.7020.
Best
Singleton-Lake
.. ...4-1.
10-15.
B londic's Lucky Day (69)
.1-24.
Lake-Singleton
.
.
Close Call for Boston Blackle (60)
10-29.
Morris-Lane
. .4-4. .7030.
. .4-29.
Cowboy
Blues s Manhunt,
Curtis-Donnell'
'
'.'.
Crime Doctor
.
.5-27.
The
Baxter-Drew
.9-27.
.7022.. .3-18
..6-25.
Crime
Doctor's
(69)
(Details
underWarning
title: Piper
Doll ..'.'..'
Murder) Baxter-Anderson
.3-18. .6-20.
Dangerous Business
Tucker-Merrick
Details under title: Power of Attorney
Desert Horseman,
The
Starrett-Burnette
...9-3.
.'
.3-18.
Details under title: Phantom of the Desert
.2-18.
.1-31.
.5-23. .7026.
Devil's Mask, The
Louisc-Bannon
.
Frontier Gunlaw
(59)
Starrett-Taylor
.7207.
Gallant Journey
Ford-Blair
..-1
7-2.
11
9. .2-28. .7034.
Galloping
Thunder
(54)
."."
Starrett-Burnette"
Gentleman
Misbehaves, The (74)
Masson-Stanton
.
Details under title: Lullaby of Broadway
.4-25. .7001.
..9-17. . 10-11.
.7029.
cm3 ofi(«0).
,' U.
Hayworth-Ford
. .
Girl
the Llmberlost
(60)
Tlndall-Clifton
.6-25. .3-21.
.. .6-25.
Gunning fo, Veneeant,
. 7206 .
Starrett-Adair
.4-1
Details under title: Burning the Trail
..10-1.
Heading West
.4-25'.
Siarrett-Houck
.. ,
Details under title: Massacre Mesa
..5-13. .3-28.
His Face Was Their Fortune
Louise-Duane
. .2-18.
.8-20. .11-29. ■ 7018
3-4
Hit The Hay (62)
Canova-Huntcr ".
.7.U'0
.7120
.8-6.
Hop Harrlgan
(Serial)
Bakewell-Holt
Jungle Raiders (Serial)
.9-14.
Richmond-Borg
.11-12.
Olson Story, The (T)
Parks-Keyes
.11-26.
Just Before Dawn
(65)
10-18.. ..7021... 5-13
Baxter-Barrie
..2-5. ...3-1.
Wm and Tell (90)
Temple-Abel
..
Landrush
.11-26.
.Starrett-Burnette
.7202.
.10-16.
.7019.
.3-30.
Lawless Empire (58)
".'..'.'.
Starrett- Law
.12-13.
. . .9-3.
.7040.
Life With
Blondie
(69)
'.'.'.'.'.'.
'.Singleton-Lakc'
'
Man
Who Dared
Brooks- Macrcady
.4-1
..3-4.
Details under title: One Life Too Many
.8-20.
..1-3., .7014
Meet Me On Broadway
(78)
Reynolds-Brady
..4-11.
Mysterious Intruder, The (62)
.7025.
.
.5-13
.12-24.
Dix-Blake
Details under title: Murder Is Unpredictable
My Name Is Julia Ross (64)
. .8-6. .11-27... 7017.. 11-26
Foch-Macready
Details under title: The Woman In Red
.4-18., .7023
Night Editor (67)
Gargan-Cartcr
.
.1-7..
.11-12.
.
Notorious Lone Wolf, The (64)
Mohr-Carter
. .2-14. .7028.. .4-15
..
Details under title: Lone Wolf on Broadway
12-20 . ,
.7012.
One Way To Lone (83)
Morris-Chapman
.8-20. 12-27 . .
Details under title: Hall the Chief
.7035.
Out of the Depths (61)
Bannon-Huntcr
..10-1
.9-18..
Details under title: Secret Story
Outlaws „f the Rockies
Starrett-Hardlng
...4-30
.12-25.
.7005... 2-18
DarM°n M» P,a" (87>
MacMurrny-Chapman
5-14. .3-21.. .7008
PerlloM
Holiday
(89)
O'Brien-Warrick
..10-15
PhZr Thief,
tm 7hJu
Starrett-Burnette
. . . .9-3. ..5-2... 7031.
Phantom
The Dmrt
Morrls-Donnell
. . . . 1-21. . 11-15..
Details under title: Boston Blackle's Private Ghost
.7036.
Prison Ship (60)
Lowcry-Foch
8-20. .6-13.. 7003.
Renegade.
(T)
(88)
Kcyes-Parkor
6-11..
Details under title: The Kensan
.6-27..
.7205
Return of Rusty, The
Donaldson-Dennis
...4-1., .2-14..
Roaring Rangers
Starrett-Burnette
. .6-11
Details under title: Powder River

Sing While You Dance
Singing On The Trail
Snafu (82)
Sn Dark the Night
Tars and Spars (88)
Talk About A Lady (71)
JhPl Texas Jamboree
•error
Trail
Texas Panhandle
(55)

of The Whistler, The (60)
Came Tumbling
Down, The
Guilty? (Serial)

IN PRODUCTION

Cast

IN PRODUCTION
Down
To Earth
Thrill of Brazil
Details under

.3-20.

Starrett-Burnette
Morley-Bannen
..

PRODUCTIONS

RELEASE
Title — Running

12-10. . .3-21. . .7221.

Two-Fisted
Stranger
Unknown,
The
Details under title: The Coffin
Voice
Walls
Who's

IT'S GREAT TO BE YOUNG
Comedy with Music — Started May 26
Cast:
Leslie Brooks, Bob Stanton, Jimmy Lloyd, Jeff Donnell,
Pat Yankee.
Director: Del Lord
Producer: Ted Richmond
Story:

Throw
a Saddle
a Smoky
Star (67)
(Details
under ontitle:
River Serenade) Curtis-Roberts

..Drew-Stanton
4-29. 11-22.
Curtls-Donncll
5-27.
1-10. .7010... .1-7
Parks-Lloyd
6-25.
(Way-Chcirel
...12-10.. . .7-4. ,
Drakc-Blair
8-6 .3-28. . .7007. 7.5-13
Falkcnburg-Tueker
.12-24. ,
.5-16.
Curtis-Donnell 12-24
Starrett-Burnette
, 10-29
12-20.
Starrott-Parks 5-14
. 7222 ..'.'.'. ."
.7203.'.'.'.'.'.'.

Completed (43)

Y,£ fc

In Production (7)

NEW PRODUCTIONS
THE SECRET HEART
Drama — Started May 31
Cast:
Claudette Colbert, Walter Pidgeon, June Allyson, Robert
Sterling, Marshall Thompson.
Director: Robert Z. Leonard
Producer: Edwin Knopf
Story:

Not

available.

See next issue.

RELEASE
Title — Running

IN

No.

CHART
Details

Time

PRODUCTION

Rel.

Cast

Beginning or The End
High Barbaree
Lady in The Lake
Mighty McGurk, The
Woman
of my Own, A
Uncle Andy Hardy

Barrymore-Donlevy
Johnson-Allyson
Montgomery-Totter
Bcery-MacMahon
Garson-Hart
Rooney-Granville

COMPLETED
1945-46
BLOCK NO. THIRTEEN

..5-27.
. . .5-27.
.5-27.
...5-13.
4-1.
...5-13.

Rev.

7

10-45.

Abbott and Costello In Hollywood
(83) . . .A. & C
Dangerous
Partners (78)
Cralg-Hasso
Her Highness and the Bellboy (112)
Lamarr-Walker
Hidden Eye, The (68)
Arnold-Rafferty
Our Vines Have Tender Grapes (105)
O'Brien-Robinson

.602.
.604.
.601. ..7-23
..8-20

She Went to the Races (86)
They Were Expendable
(133)
What Noxt, Corporal Hargrove? (95)
Vacation from Marriage (94)
Yolanda and the Thief (T) (108)

4-30. ..10-45.
10-45 .
3-5.
...12-25. .9-45.
...12-11.
.10-16. .9-45.
.11-45.
.11-45.
Cralg-Gifford
5-28.
Montgomery-Wayne
3-5.
.11-45.
Walker-Porter
8-6. .11-45.
Donat-Kerr
Foreign .
Astalre-Bremer
1-22. .11-45.

Letter for Evie, A (89)
Harvey Girls, The (T)
(101)
Portrait of Maria (76)
Sailor Takes a Wife (91)
Up Goes Malsie (89)

.1-46.
Hunt-Carroll
6-11. ..1-46.
Garland-Hodlak
1-22. ,.1-46.
Del Rio-Armendariz
Foreign. .1-46.
Walker-Allyson
4-2. . .1-46.
Sothern-Murphy
....8-20.

.614.

BLOCK

NO.

BLOCK

BLOCK

FOURTEEN

NO. FIFTEEN

NO. SIXTEEN

Bad Bascomb
(112)
Hoodlum Saint (91)
Last Chance, The (105)
Postman Always Rings Twice, The
Two Sisters From Boston (112)

BLOCK

Beery-O'Brien
Powell-Williams
(113) . . . Turner-Garfleld
Allyson-Lawford

NO. SEVENTEEN

Adventure (129)
Gable-Garson
Details under title: This Strange Adventure
Weekend at the Waldorf (130)
Terner-Johnson
Zwgfeld Follies (T)
(110)
A<l.vre-Balt

DESIGNATED

But Not Gcedbye
Fiesta
(T)
Groat Morgan, The
Holiday In Mexico

(T)

.612.
.619.
.621.
.618.

.4-46.
7-9. ..4-46.
Foreign . ..4-46.
....6-25.
. 4-46.
7-9.

Moronn-Totter
Williams-Carroll
Morgan-Powefl
Pldgeon-Massey

.620.
.622.

.2-18
12-10
.2-18
..1-7
..1-7
..1-7
.3-18
.1-7
.3-18
.5-13
.5-13

8-6
..9-18
1-7
.11-26

SPECIALS

12-10

.613.
.615.
.611.

..4-46.

Boys' Ranch (88)
Craig-Jenkins
Courage of Lassie <T)
(93)
E. Taylor-Lassie
Details under title: Hold High the Torch
Faithful in My Fashion (81)
Reed-Drake
Three Wise Fools
O'Brlen-Barrymori

NOT

. .9-5
.7-23
.600.
.603.
.607. ...8-6
.609.
.10-29
.606. .11-26
.11-26
.608. . 12-10
.610.. 10-29

,

6-11... 3-46.
. . .11-27.
5-1.

10-45.
.3-46.

.616. .12-24
.605.. .7-23
.617. . .1-21

1-7.
.12-24.
....9-17.

"MLM

BULLETIN

Little Mr. Jim (92)
My Brother Who Talks To Horses
No Leave, No Love
Show-Off, The
Courage of Bess (Cinecolor)
Details under title: Star from Heaven
Tenth Avenue Angel
Till The Clouds Roll By (T)
Two Smart People (93)
Undercurrent
Details under title: You Were There
Yearling, The (T)

COMPLETED
BLOCK NO. TEN
Blond. Ferer
Nothing But

Jenkins-Gilford
. . 10-29 .
Lawford-Jenkins
...4-1.
Johnson-Kirkwood
..10-1.
skelton-Maxwell
.
.10-29.
Thompson-Tobias
. ..3-4.

O'Brien-Murphy
..12-24.
..4-1.
Garland-Walker
Ball-Hodlak
. . . ..10-1.
Taylor-Hepburn
. . ...3-4.
.8-20.
Peck-Jarman
...
1944-45

(69)
Trouble

(69)
"^"Jm
Details *ftw
under Dart
title (57)
Telltale
Thin Man Goes Home
(101)

.8-21.
.6-26.
..9-4.

.2-45.
.3-45.

.1-45.
.1-45.
..515.
Powell-Loy
.3-45.
. 8-21 . .2-45.
Barrymore- Johnson" .5-28.
.3-45.
Beery-Gleasor.
Turner-Peters
..9-4. .2-45.
.5-29.
0'Brien-ltorbl
.8-21. .5-45.
Craig-Reed
.6-45.
10-31.
Traey-Hepbum
5-29. .5-45.
Lawfort-Lanehester

Hands

Between Two Women
(83)
Tills Man's Ran
(100)
Keep Yoor Powder Dry (73)
Mosle for Millions (120)
Gentle Annie (80)
Without Love (111)
Son of Lassie (T) (102)
Details under title: Women's
Picture of Dorian Gray (108)

BLOCK

Dorn-Astor
Laurel-Hardy
Arnold-Royal

Army

....

.

Thaxter-Danleb

..11-27..

.530... 6-25

. .8-21.
12-11.

.528... 5-28

Johnson-Williams
Wllde-Cralg

6-45.

Kelly-Sinatra
Ball-Johnson
Coburn-Drake
Garland-O'Brien
Rooney-Taylor

Frtnt

Tracy-Thaxter
Garson-Peck

MONO
(34)
(12)

1945-46 Features
Westerns

NEW
SCHOOL

Completed
Completed

.1-45.
.4-45.

,1-45..
....2-21.. .6-45.
9-18.

.7-23

4-15
3-18
..512.. 11-23
..521.. 12-11
.511. ..11-27
. .527...4-1S

(26)
( 9)

In Production
In Production

Ann
Rooney.
Producer: Sam Katzman

Senator

in

scandal,

But

he

is

Lionel

Stander,

Hal E. Chester

CHART

Time

Cast

Details

Rel.

No.

Rev.

1946

..

..6-15. .
6-25. . . .1-2. .
10-29.
5-14.
4-29.
8-6.
2-4.
2-4.

Wakely-White

.1-10..
.3-16..

.12-24.
.5-11.

.526
..505..
12-10

. .528
. ..2-2.. ..507
...3-2..

.. .6-8. .
..3-30..
.566
...3-2..
5-28.
.5-10.

1915-46 Features

Completed

.1-12.

NEW

Story:

Editor

(40)

In Production

RELEASE
Title — Running

in

Where

There's

Life

Cast
Hope-Hasso

BLOCK

.. .6-12. . .1-25.
4-2... 1-11.
. .4-30. . 12-28.

Masquerade
in Mexico (96)
Miss Susie Slagle's (87)
Tokyo Rose (66)

Lamour-Cordova
Tufts-Lake
Barr- Massen

Blue Dahlia. The (99)
They Made Me A Killer .65)
Virginian, The (T)
(90)
Weil-Groomed
Bride, The (75)

Ladd-Lake
4-2... 4-19.
Lowery-Bri'.ton
7-9
5-3.
McCreaBritlon
...11-13
4-5.
Milland-dcHavilland
2-19... 5-17.

BLOCK

NO. FOUR

NO. FIVE

.572.

..2-9.
.513.

Rev.

.4501
9-3
.4504
9-3
.4503. . .8-20
.4502... 8-20

1-8... 2-22.
9-18.... 3-8.
2-8 .

.4509.. 10- 15
.4508. .10-15
.4507. .10-15
.4512.. 12-10
.4513.. 12-10
.4511. .12-10
.4518.
.4517.
.4516.

.2-18
.2-18
.2-18

.4 21.
.4519.
.3-18

Bride Wore Boots, The (82)
Hot Cargo (57)
Our Hearts Were Growing Up (122)
To Each His Own (122)

BLOCK

Stanwyck-Cummings
Rogers-Reed
Donlevy-Russell
deHavilland-Lund

NO. SLX

. .8-6

. . r-31.
6-28.
3-5... 6-14.
. . .7-9
7-5.

.4523.
.4522.
.3-18
.4524.
.4526.

0. S. S. (107)
Searching Wind, The (108)
Strange Life of Martha
Ivers (116)
Details under title: Lou Lies Bleeding

Ladd-Fitzgera!d
Young-Sidney
Stanwyck-Heflin

Swamp

Weissmuller-Grcy

Fire (70)
SPECIALS

Monsieur Beaucaire <T)
(93)
Road to Utopia, The (90)

..

2-18. . .7-26.
1-21
..10-15
.11-12

Hone-Caulfield
... .9-17. . .8-30.
Crosby-Hope-Lamour 12-13. . .3-22.

.4527.
.4528.

.5-13
. .4-1
..5-13
.4-1

.5-27
.529... 5-13
.4532.
.4531. 12-10
.5-27

Big Town
Reed-Brooks
12-24
Blue Skies <T>
Crosby-Astaire
8-6
Calcutta
Ladd-Russell
7-9
California
(T)
Stanwyck-Millanil
.12-10
Cross My Heart
Hutton-Tufts
1-8
Details under title: Too Good To Be True
Fear In The Night
Kelly-York
4-29
Imperfect Lady, The
Wrlght-Mllland
10-1
Details under title: Take This Woman
Ladies'
Man
Bracken-Welles
.... 11-26
Perils of Pauline (T)
Hutton-Lund
3-18
Perfect Marriage, The
Yiung-Niven
1-21
Rhythm
Ranch
Haley-Williard
.... 11-1
Seven Were Saved
Denning-Craig
4-1
Suddenly It's Spring
MacMurray-Goddard
.3-18
Two Years Before the Mast
Ladd-Donlevy
5-1
Welcome
Stranger
Crosby-Cauflcld
. . . .3-18

mmm
1945-46 Features
Westerns

Completed
Completed

NEW
.4-15

them-

12-11.. 11-23... 4506.. 10-15

Goddard-MillanJ
Haley-V/nlker
Mutton-Fitzgerald

NO. THREE

clear

Rel.

. . 10-2. . .9-28.
2-19.. 12-14.
.. 10-31. .11-16.
10-31. .10-26.

Bracken-Lake

(93)

they

4-15

Gardner- R»yiijlds
Ga gan-Kcl.y
M;;land-Wyman
Joncs-Cotten

Intentions

But

Details

1945-46

NO. TWO

Blonde (76)
under title: Goad

murder.

CHART

Time

IN PRODUCTION

.12-8.
.2-16.

(2)

PRODUCTIONS

and reporter are involved
selves and find the culprit.

.514...
513
.502. . .4-29

.561.

.501. .10-15

I COVER BIG TOWN
Drama— Started
May 22
Cast:
Philip Reed, Hilary Brooke, Robert Lowery.
Director: William Thomas
Producer: Pine-Thomas

..510

.509.

..4-15
. .3-18

PARAMOUNT

N'OT DESIGN ATJSD

.1-12
504. . .4-15
565.
..1-5
..519
..5-25..

. .516.

..521.
.6-29. . .503.
.4-27. . . . 561 .
.4-20.. . .573.
. .574

1945-46

..6-25.
Allotment Wives (80)
Francis-Kelly
.10-29.
Behind the Mask (67)
Richmond-Reed
Details under title: The Shadow's Shadow
.4-29.
Below The Deadline
Douglas-Ames
Details under title: J.imriin' Joe
Black Market Babies (71)
Richmond-Hazard
...9-3.
Border Bandits
(57)
Brown-Hatton
8-20.
Dark Alibi (65)
Toler-Lorring
.. .12-24.
flecoy
Gillie-Norris
5-13
Don't Gamble With Strangers
Richmond-Hayes
....3-18
Details onder title: Charlie Chan at Alcatraz
Face ol Marble, The (72)
Carradine-Drake
..10-15.
Fear (68)
Cookson-William
...7-23.
Details under title: Suspense
Freddie Steps Out
Stewart-Preisser
.... 3-18
Details under title: High School Scandals
Gentlemen
from Texas, The
Brown-Hatton
3-18.
Details under title: The Fighting Texans
Gay Cavalier, The
(65)
Roland-Ames
.12-24.
Ghost Busters
Gorcey-Hall
. . 5-27
.10-29.
Haunted Mine, The (52)
Brown-Hatton
.
..4-15
.2-18.
Hot Money
Gorcey-Hall
..
In Fast Company
Gorcey-Hall
Details under title: In High Gear
.12-24.
Joe Palooka, Champ
(70)
Kirkwood-Knox
Junior Prom (69)
Stewart-Preisser
.11-26.
Details under title: High School Kids
Live Wires (65)
Gorcey-Drake
10-1.
Details under title: Stepping Around
Lonesome
Trail
(55)
Wakely-Whlte
9-17.
Details under title: On The Cherokee Trail
Missing Lady, The
Richmond-Reef
4-29.
Details under title: Jade Lady
Mnon Over Montana
Wakcly-Holt
12-10.
Red Draqon.
Thf
'64)
Toler-Fong
9-17.
Details under title: Charlie Chan In Mexico

10,

.415.
.10-29. . .2-16.

Reaan-Stnrm
Albert-Taylor
Storm-Reagan
Wakcly-White
Brown-Hatton

Alamo

BLOCK

IN PRODUCTION

JUNE

of The

BLOCK

Palooka is tricked into publicity spear for unscrupulous politicians.
He retires from the ring embittered, but finally succeeds in exposing the crooks.

COMPLETED

West

Kitty (104)
People Are Funny
Stork Club
(98)

Romantic Comedy — Started May 27
Cast:
Leon Errol, Joe Kirkwood,
Elyse Knox,
Guy Kibbee.
Director: Cyril Enfield
Producer:

RELEASE

Belita-Moore

Hold That
Details

JOE PALOOKA

Title — Running

Suspense
(101>
Details undfc iitle: Glamour Girl
Sunbonnet
Sue
(90)
Strange Voyage (80)
Swing Parade of 1946
(75)
Trail to Mexico
Under Arizona Skies
Details under title: Code of The Drifter

Duffy's Tavern
(97)
Follow That Woman
(70)
Lost Weekend,
The (101)
Love Letters (101)

(2)
(0)

HERO

State

Lcwc-Rogers

COMPLETED
BLOCK NO. ONE

PRODUCTIONS

High
school
antics
involve
cleared by the kids.

Story:

.531.

G R & fc*V

Musical Comedy — Stalled
May 21
Cast:
Freddie
Stewart,
June Preisser,
Director: Arthur Dreifuss
GENTLEMAN

6-26..
2-19..
9-3..
..12-13.
2-7.

Strange Mr. Gregory, The (63)
Details under title: Gregory

.525.... 3-5

.529... 6-11

SPECIAL
Anchors Aweiob (T) (144)
Easy To Wed (T) (117)
Green Years, The (127)
Meet Me In St. Looli (T) (113)
National Velvet (T) (125)
Details under title: The Home
Thirty Seconds (her Tokyo (138)
Valley of Decision (111)

Story:

.513.. 11 -27
.518.. 12-23
.517
1-8
.520. ..2-19
.515.. 12-25
.523.. 12-25
.522
4-2
.526. . .4-30

NO. TWELVE

Bewitched
(65)
Details under title: Alter Ego
Thrill of a Romante (T) (105)
Twice Blessed
(77)

HIGH

.516.. 11-27
.519.. 12-11
.514.. 12-11

Sanders- Hatfield

.3-6..

.5-13.

Shadows
On The Range
Brown-Hatton
Details under title: Roaring Range
Shadows Over Chinatown
Toler-Yung
Details under title: Corpus Delicti
South of Monterey
Soiand-Riordan
Details under title: Romance of the Rancho
Siiadow
Returns, The
(61)
Richmond-Reed
Details under title: The Shadow

DANGEROUS MKN
Western— Stai ted May

(19)
(13)

In Production
In Production

(0)
(I)

PRODUCTIONS

24
21

EdSt. John, Patricia Knox,
Crabbe, Al (Fuzzy)
Kermit
King,
Charles
Buster,
ward Cassidy, Budd
Maynard.
Producer: Sig Neufeld
Director: Sam Newfleld
Cast:

Buster

Story:

Crabbe
breaks
up
cover lost treasure

theft
map.

of

medicine

RELEASE
Title — Running

1945-46

Ambush
Trail
(58)
Avalanche
(68)
Blondes On The Loose
Caravan Trails (Cinecolor)
(65)
Club Havana
(62)
Larceny in Her Heart
Details under title. Crime in The Night
Danny
Boy
(66)
Detour (69)
Devil Bat's Daughter
Enchanted Forest (Cinecolor) (80)
Flying Seroent (60)
Gentlemen
with Gi'ns
Ghost of Hidden Valley
Gun Smoke
How Do You Do? (83)
I Ring
Doorbells
(67 )
Lightning Raiders (61)
Mask of Diijon (73)
Melody Round-Un
(C)
Missouri Hayride
Murder Is My Business (65)
Navajo
Kid
(59)
Once and For All
Prairie Rustlers (55)
Details under title: Buster Crabbe No. 1
Oueen of Burlesque
Romance of the West (60)
Six Gun Man
(60)
Oetails under title: Six-Gun For Hire
Song of Old Wyoming
(Cinecolor) (65) ....
Strangler of The Swamps
(60)
Terrors On Horseback
Thunder Town
(57)
Wfe of Monte Cristo 181)

wagon

ami

i

Ip

CHART

Time

COMPLETED

show

Cast

Rcl.
.2-17.
.6-20.

Stcele-Saylor
Cabot-Borg
Beaumont-Walker
Dean-Carlin
Lindsay-Neal
Beaumont-Walker

.5-13.
. .3-4.. .4-20.
.10-1.
10-23.
.5-28. .7-10.
.3-18..

Henry-Johnson
Savase-Neal
LaPlanche-Jamcs
.
Lowe-Joyce
Lewis-Kramer
Crabbe-St. John .
Crabbe-St. John
.
Stecle-Saylor
Sordon-Windsor
..
shayne-Gwynne
..
Crabbe-St. John .
Von Stroheim-Bates
Dean-Ates
ODr;scoll-Wright
Beaumont. Walker
Steele-Saylor
...
Coleman-Reed
...
Crabbe-St. John .
Ankers-Young
Dean-Barton
Steele-Carlin

..8-6..
..1-8.
..6-25.
.4-15.
.1-21.. .11-30.

. .4-29
.11-26

.12-24

.1-22. .12-8.
.9-3. , .2-20.
. 1-21 . . . 3-27 .
..12-10.
.4-29.
.12-24. ..
.2-25
.10-2.
.10-15
.8-6.. ,.
11-26., ..1-7

...
....

. .5-27.
. .4-29.

.2-18
.10-1
.11-26

..4-9
.4-10

12-26. 11-21.
10-15.
.10-29.
.9-17..
.11-7.
.7-24.
. .8-6. . .3-20.
..4-1..
10-29.
..2-1.

Invisible Informer
Inner Circle, The
Kin| of the Forest Rangers (Serial)
Last Crooked Mile, The
Lonely Hearts Club
Madonna's Secret, The (79)
Man from Rainbow Valley (M)
Marshall of Laredo
(56)
Murder in the Music Hall (84)
My Pal Trigger
Night Train to Memphis
One Exciting Week
Out California Way (M)
Passkey to Danger
Phantom
of the Plains (55)
Pilgr.m Lady, The
Details under title: The Inner Circle
Phantom
Rider, The (Serial)
Plainsman
and The Lady
Rainbow Over Texas (65)
Red River Renegades
Rendezvous With Annie
Rough Riders of Cheyenne
(56)
Santa F? Uprising
Scotland Yard Investigator (68)
Sheriff cf Redwood
Valley (56)
Shine On Texas Moon
Snow Cindere'la
Song of Arizona (68)
Song of Mexico (57)
Specire of the Rose (90)
SinrnImpersonation, A (68)
Sun Valley Cyclone (55)
Val!ey of the Zombie, The (56)
T-?ffic In Crime
Undercover
Woman
Details under title: Passkey to
Under Nevada Skies
Vigilantes of Boom Town
Wagon
Wheels Westward
(56)
Woman Who Came Back, The (68)
Details under title: The Web

.4-1

(i) U!)!4Dnpo.ij ill

ft £ P U B L I C

VIGILANTES

(40)
(16)
( 4)

Completed (37)
Completed (21)
Completed ( 4)

NEW

PRODUCTIONS

OF BOOM

Director:
Story:

Martha

R. G. Springsteen
MR.

Title — Running

In Production (2)
In Production (1)
In Production (0)

Wentworth

X

wspaper

man

Sidney Picker

He
is kidnapped
robbery.

by

VALENTINE

and

secretary

RELEASE

expose

a counterfeit

book

COMPLETED

1945-46

r- :gel r.omcs to Brooklyn. An (70)
Oetails under title: New Faces of 1945
A'ias Billy The Kid (56)
Bandit of Badlands
(56)
California Gold Rush (56)
tnptaln Tugboat Annie (70)
Details under title: Tugboat Annie's Son
Cat Man of Paris. The (55)
Cherokee Flash (55)
Colorado Pioneers (56)
Conquest of Cheyenne
Crime of the Century
Crimson Ghost, Tho
Dakota (82)
E-irl Carroll's Sketchbook
El Paso Kid
Daughter of Don 0 (Serial)
Days of Buffalo Bill (56)
Fabulous Suzanne, The
French Key. The (67)
Gay Blades
(67)
G. I. War Brides
c^h it) th, Big House (68)
Guy Could Change, A (65)
Glass Alibi, The (68)
Home On Ihe Range (55)
Details under title: West of God's Country
In Old Sacramento
(89)
I've Always Loved Yoo (T)
Details under title: Concerto

NO.

. 512 . . .

.6-8.

.521.

.5-11.

3-4
518.
.561.

4-15.
12-21 .
5-27 .
4-16.
4-30.
.12-13.

(go) paiaiduio,)

seJTUCJj

.4-15

.4-1

.564

..507... 1-21

nf-U(;7

CHART

Loy-March
Trevor-Tierney
Temple-Madison
Stewart-Reed
Young-Gotten
Raft-Bari
Kaye-Mayo

ONE

White's Scandals (95)
in San Francisco, The
Angel (79)
Loves Poppa (60)
Stars on Parade (69)

BLOCK

Re..

(65)

NO. TWO

.2-19
Neal-Hale
Karloff-Drew
...
O'Crien-Drew
... ...2-5.
Ihnrsid-O'Hara
..11-27.
.6-11.
Warren-Long

Watch

Powell-Cheirel
Mason-Mannheim
Foreion .
Conwi'y-Jcffreys . . .. .7-9.
Haley-Jeffries
. . . . .6-11.
McGuire-Brent
..12-11.
9-3.

.8-6
.8-6
.8-6
.8-6
.9-17
..607
.608. . .9-17
.606.. .10-1
.610. .10-15
.614
.609... 10-1
12-21
12-24
.612.
.615.
.613.
12-24
12-24
.611.

NO. FOUR

. .1-7
617 . .

Kayward-Williams
Fontaine-Stevens

.5-28.
. .9-3.
.2-19

Lodcr-Long
Errol-Nrwton
...
Wei-muller-Joyce
Scott-Richards
Vernon-McGuiro
Goff-Lau:k
Granville-Conway

Without
Reservations
Details under title: Thanks

NO

SIX

God,

.616. .
.618.
619. .12-10
.3-4
3-4
.620.
4-29

. ."-9.
.2-18

.8 (0.

NO. FIVE

Badman's
Territory
(98)
[)inn Dong Williams
(62)
Partners in Timo (76)
Trntli
Ahou!
Murder.
Th*
Details under title: The (63)
Lie Detector

BLOCK

Rev.

.604.
.601.
.605.

NO. THREE

Must

Rel.

.602.
.603.

Davis-Haley
.... ...2-5.
.12-11.
Conway-Corday
..
Raft-Trevor
..2-19.
Errol-Risdon
. .2-19.
Brown-Carney
... ..4-16.

Deadline at Dawn
(83)
From This Day Forward
Details under title: All Brides are Beautiful
Game of Death (70)
Details under title: The Mo>t Dangerous
Rivertcat Rhythm
(60
Tarznn and the Leopard Woman
(72)

BLOCK

4-29..
5-27. .
. . . .4-1.
4-29
5-27 .
5-13 . .
4-29..

1945-46

First Yank Into Toyko (82)
M« of the Dead (72)
Man Alive (70)
Spanish Main. The (T) (100)
Wanderer of the Wasteland
(67)

BLOCK

Rel.

. . 503 .
1-8. .11-27. .
. .3-18
. .4-17..
Carson-Stewart
...12-24. ..9-14.. ..551
Carson-Stewart
....4-16.
..565.
Elliott-Fleming
...4-30. . . . 2-4 . . ..504.
Darwell-Kennedy
..12-15. .11-17..
'.'.55
. .4-20. .
. 6.. .1-7
Esmond-Aubert
...10-1.
.
.514.
. ..553.
Carson-Stirling
7-9. .12-13.
.11-14.. ..563.
Elliott-Fleming
...3-19.
Elliott-Fleming
...10-29. .2-28. .
Bachelor- Browne
. .10-29
..511.
Stirling-Ouigley
. . . .4-15. 12-25
Ralston-Wayne
8-6.
.11-26
. . 505 .
Moore- Marshall
. .3-18.
C?rson-Harmon
Eiofi-Allen
1-21. .'.5-22.'.
Carson-Stewart
.. .10-1.
Brittcn-Vallee
. . . .3-18.
.5-18..
Dekker-Ankcrs
...10-29. . ..1-25..
!.'.554'.
^519
Ashley-Rogers
....12-10.
. . 509 . . .4-29
Ellison-Lee
4-29.
.'.
2-8
.7.
Roberts-Powers
3-5.
5-27
..502. .12-24
..11-2. ..508.
Lane-Frazee
6-25. ..1-27..
Wrixon-Fowley
...12-24. . .4-27. . .516.
.
.
.2-4
Halr-Booth
11-26. .4-18
.5501. ..4-29
Mnnre-Elliott
.. .12-10. .5-31.
.517. . .5-13
McLcod-Oorn
8-20.
Dowd-Duke

10-7.

Time

Cornered (102)
Hotel Reserve (79)
Dick Tracy (61)
Sing Your Way Home (72)
Spiral Staircase, The (83)
Details under title: Some

CHART

Wayne-Russell
4-29
Dunn-Freeman
. . . .5-13
Time
Cast
Details

Georoe
Falcon
Johnny
Momma
Radio

BLOCK

racket.

IN PRODUCTION
Angel and the Outlaw
That Brcnnan
Girl
Title — Running

. .510..
562 . . . .3-18

.3-18.

Rogers-Evans
Lsne-Blake
Elliott-Fleming
Kelly-Loder

Best Years of Our Lives. The
Deadlier Than The Halo
T'-ncymooti
It's A Wonderful
Life
Katie For Congress
Nocturne
Secret Life of Walter Mitty (T)

BLOCK

Mystery — Started May 24
Cast:
Linda
Stirling. William
Henry,
Tristan
Coffin. Barbara
Wooddell. Virginia Christine, Kenny Duncan.
Director: Phil Ford
Producer: Donald II. Brown
Story:

.4-10.

IN PRODUCTION

Peggy

Producer:

Reil Ryder
learns
boxing
from
Jim
Corbett.
mistake
and succeeds in breaking
up a bank

MYSTERIOUS

Danger

COMPLETED

Blake,

.2-16.

.2-5. . 9-7.
Kent-Stewart
8-6..
EHiott-Ralston
4-29..
.448.
Rogers-Evans
4-1.
Carson-Stewart
4-1. . .
Albert-Marlow"
. . .3-18 ...5-9.
Carson-Stewart
... .5-14. . .11-1. .. .552.
.566
Lane-Wentworth
. . . .3-18 .3-29.
.9-30.
VonSt'helm-Baehelor
2-19.
.501.
Elliott-Fleming
...7-23.
Rogers-Evans
5-13. . . .
Roberts-Drake
5-13
Rogers-Evans
12-24. . . .3-9.
.506.
.513.
.447.
Mzra-Barrier
12-28.
Kurov-Essen
11-26
Harshall-Gargan
... .8-6. . .3-16.
Elliott-Fleming
.. .9-17. . .5-10.
.4-15.
.520.
Booth-Livingston
. .9-17. . .5-24.
.567.
.511.
Richmond-Mara
4-1.
Bachelor-Livingston
11-26.

RELEASE

TOWN

Western— Started May 13
Cast:
Allan
Lane.
Bobby
Stewart.

2-18.
...2-18.
..10-15.
12-10.
....1-21.
... 10-1 .
2-18.
3-5. .
..10-29.
3-4
. .11-12.
.12-24.
. .4-29. .

. 10-29

Dean-Padden
..5-14. .11-12.
LaPlanchc-Edwnrds ..9-3..
.1-21. . ..1-1.
.4-10.
Crabbe - St. John
..5-1.
Steele-Saylor
..4-23.
Loder-Aubert
... .
.8-6

1945-46 Features
Westerns
Serials

Stirling-Hcr.ry
Douglas-Roberts
Thor.ipson-Talbot
B^rry-Savage
Withers-Withers
Lederer- Patrick
Hale-Booth
Elliott-Blake
Ralston-Marshall
Rogers-Evans
Aeuff-Mara
Ptarce-Harris
Hale-Booth
..
Bachelor-Mara
Elliott- Fleming
Mara-Douglas

I'll Take

.... 10-1
...5-14.

.4-29

..7-23.

. .4-23
.4-29
3-4

Colbert-Wayne
. . .10-29.
It From Here)

. .5-13

Bamboo
Blonde
Bedlam
(79)
Details ondcr title: A Tale of Bedlam

Lansford-Wade
Karloff-Lce

Crack-Up
Falcon's Alibi. The
(62)
Till the End of Time
Details under title: The

O'Prien-Trcvor
1-21 .
Corway-Corday
.8
20.
Mcf.jirc-Madison
..10-29.

Dream of Home

...9-17.
8-6. .

...5-13
1 29

SPECIALS
Along Came Jones (90)
Bells of St. Mary's. The (125)
Make Mine Misll
(75)
Tomorrow
Is Forever
(105)
Wonder
Man
(T)
(98)

Cooper-Youno
....11-27..
Crosby -Bergman
3-5.
Ib-ney Cartoon Feature . .
Colbert-Welles
4-2. .
Kaye-Mayo
7-21

681.
6fil
69?

.6-75
.11-26
.-4-30
.1-21

651.
682

22

FILM

BULLETP'

'.""s

NOT
Child

of

DESIGNATED

RELEASE

Divorce

Moflclt-Toomey

Criminal
Court
Dick Tracy vs. Cueball
Double Trouble
Falcon's
Adventure,
The
Heartbeat
(102)
Kid From
Brooklyn.
The
(T)
Lady
Lock
Likely Story, A
Genius At Work
Detail) under title: Master
Notorious
Details

3-4

Conway-Q'Driscoll
Conway-Jeffreys
Haley- Jeffreys
conway-Meredith
Rogers-Aumont
Kaye-Mayo
Young-Hale
Williams-Hale
Carney-Brown

(114)

Minds

Bergman-Grant
under

title:

Follow

Your

Sinbad The Salor
(T)
Sister Kenny
Step By Steo
Stranger, The
( >5)
Sunset
Pass
What
Nancy
Wanted
Woman
on The
Beach
Details
under title: Desirable

Title — Running

IN

... .3 18
4-1
2-4
. . . 4-29
8-20
6-25
10-29
2-4
9-3

4-29
4-1

Angel On
Details
683. . .5-27

Woman

(T)

Disney

20th.

Cartoon

Feature

691

CENTURY-

1945-46 Features

Completed

(4.3)

FOX
In Production

(5)

NEW PRODUCTIONS
IS RUE

MADELEINE

Drama— Started May 27
Cast:
James Cagney, Anabella, Prank Latimore, Walter Abel.
.Director: Henry Hathaway
Producer: Louis de Rochemont
Story:

News

drama

of

the

OSS.

RELEASE
Time

Title — Running

Carnival
in
My
Darling

Costa
Rica
Clementine

(T)

Razor's
Edge,
Tin
You're
For Me
Details
under title:

CHART

Power-Tierncy
Blaine-James
That's

for

Boyd-Clyde
Goddard-Hatfield
Jones-Cotten
....

Getting
Gertie's
Garter
(72)
Fanny
by Gaslight
Henry
V (T)
(134)
Johnny in the Clouds
(88)
Little
Iodine
Mr. Ace
Details under title: Mr. Ace and the Queen

O'Keefe-McDonald
Mason-Calvert
. .
Olivier-Newton
Montgomery-Mills
Marlowe-Cramer
Raft-Sidney
. ..

Night

Marx

Casablanca,

A

(89)

Outlaw,
The
(114)
Paris — Underground
(97)
Rebecca
(130)
Scandal
In Paris, A
Sin of Harold
Dlddlebock, The
Spellbound
(113)
Details under title: House of Dr.

Brothers

. ..4-1

Stn

Foreign. .12-14. . .GFD...10-1
.8-20. . .2-22. . .Gldn...l-21
Foreign
GFD
. .5-27
2-5.. 10-19.. .Bog... 8-20
. 7-23... 2-15.. Boa- Mer...2-1&
...3-19
...Szk
. . .6-25. .11-30. . .Sml.. 12-10

Foreign

6FD

.Foreign
Foreign..
. . .4-29

GFD.. .4-29
3-15. . GFD. .12-10
Roo,

3-4

Bog

. .10-15. . .5-10. . LH...5-13

.

Russell-Huston
Bennett-Fields
Fontaine-Olivier
Sanders-Hasso
Lloyd-Walburn
Bergman-Peck

2-8. . Hug. . . 4-1
..1-22... 9-14... Bnt... 10-29
Reissue. . .4-26 . .Szk

10-29
.10-1

Plb

. ..7-24.. 12-28. . .Slk.. 11-12

Edwarde*

Strange Woman,
The
This
Happy
Breed
(T)
2000
Women
foung Widow
Whistle
Stop
(85)

1-21

..1-21.

Devil's Playground,
The
Diary of A Chambermaid
Duel In the Sun
(T)

(87)

Lsr.

. .8-6. . .1-11. . Le»
«g«.

Muni-Baxter

Satan

Lamarr-Sandcrs
Newton-Jolnison
Kobson-Calven
Russell-Hayward
Raft-Gardner
..

ED WORLD
1946-47 Features

4-15
4-29

.12-24

Smg

Foreign
Foreign

GFD
GFD

3-5
3-1. ..Smg
3-4
. ..7-23. . .1-25. . .Neb... 1-21

PICTURES

Completed

RELEASE

Dunns-Harrison
Fitzgerald-Huston
Landis-Gargan
...

(70)
.

.

12-10. . .Aug. .
..3-19. ..Nov..
..10-1. ..Feb.

.11-13... Anj..
. . 12-10
.
. ,12-11... Sept.
..2-5... Sept.
.Aug.

. .9-17.
..3-18.
12-24.
.12-25.
Bennett-Eyths"..
.'. .12-10.
Ball-Stevens
.3-18.
Kelly-Ryan
..4-30.

O'Hara-Haymes
'.'.'
Miranda-O'Keefe
.. . . .8-20
Grable-Payne
...2-5.
Tierney-Price
Payne-Haver
....3-5
..5-14.
Faye-Andrews
. ..
.5-27
Kelly-Massen
... ..5-14.
.3-18
Bari-Scott
..4-30..
Eythe-Hasso
.

It Shouldn't Happen To A Dog (70)
Johnny
Comes
Flying
Home
(65)
Leave
Her To Heaven
(T)
(110)
Margie
(T)
Rendezvous
24
(70)
Return of Frank James
(92)
Shock
(70)
Shocking
Miss Pilgrim,
The
(T)
Somewhere
in the Night
Smoky
(T)
Strange Triangle
(65)
Sentimental Journey
(94)
Spider,
The
(63)
State Fair (T)
(100)
Walk in the Son
(117)
Details
under UA
Release Chart
Three Little Girls in Blue (T)

Landis-Joslyn
...
. .2-4.
Stewart-Crane
... . .11-26.
..5-28..
.2-18. .
Tierney-Wilde
Craine- Young
Gargan-Palmer
. . . .1-21.
. Reissue.
Fonda-Tierney
.10-15. .
12-10.
Price-Bari
......
Grable-Haymes
...
.12-10. .
Hodiak-Guild
...
.7-23. .
MacMurray-Baxter
. . .1-7. .
Hasso-Shepperd
..10-1.
Payne-OHara
..6-11.,
Conte-Marlowe
..1-22.
Andrews-Crain
.8-11.
Andrews-Conte
...

Way Ahead. The
(104)
»TI»on
(T)
(153)
Yank in London, A (106)

Niven-Hontley
..
Hardwlcko-Mltchell
Neagle-Harrison
..

ij &'£■

Power-Fonda
Garner-Joslyn

Reissue.
. . . . .2-19..
. . .

Haver-Mature

, Feb..
. . May.
. . May.

.601.
.604.
.605.

( 3)

In Production (1)

. 626 .

. Dec.

.Oct
.Feb.
Aug..
July.
-Apr.
.Jan..
. May.

, .Feb.
.Feb.
.June.
July. .
June.
.Mar.
. Dec. .
. Oct. .
.Mar.

.Mar.

CHART
Details

Cast

IN PRODUCTION
.7-23

..2-4

.7-23
.7-5

..8-6
.628.
..625.
610 . 10-15
.4-15

. . Jan.
.Nov..
. .Apr.

11-26..
.Aug.
. . . For. .
11-29. .Aug..
Foreign.

.634.
.611.
.620.

Time

Bella

Dark
Mirror,
The
London
Town
(T)
Stairway to Heaven

.4-29
,12-24

Oberon-Kent

.608... 9-17
.618
.603... 6-25
.632.. .5-27
.624
4-1
.614. 12-24

WILD

BEAUTY

Outdoor

Completed (54)
Completed ( 7)
Completed ( 4)

NEW

PRODUCTIONS

Story— Started May

Don
Porter, Lois Collier, Robert Wilcox,
Robert
"Buzz"
Henry, George Cleveland, Eva Puig, Dick Curtis.
Assistant:
Phil Bowles
Producer-director:
Wallace
Fox
Story:

Not

available.

See

Cast:

.602
.622

Kl'tS T &

VM
1945-46 Featur
es
Completed (29)
In Production (6)
Key to Producers: Small (SrnL); Rogers (Rgs.); Vanguard
(Van); Crosby (Cby.); Sherman (Shm.); Pressburger
(Psb.); Wanger (WgT.); Ripley-Monter (3B.M.) ; Bofreaua
(Bog.); Stromberg (Smg.); Levey (Lev.); Cowan (Cow.);
Stone (Stn.); Selznick (Szk.); Nebenzahl (Neb.); Denser
Les.); Loew-Hakim (L. H.); Skirball (Ski.); Eagle-Lion
(G. F. D.); Cagney (Cgy.); Bronston (Bm.); Hughes (Hug.).

8-7
3-4

23

Cast:

.615... 1-21

.606... 6-11

. Jnsn.

In Production (4)
In Production (0)
In Production (1)

(48)
( 7)
( 4)

.627. 7.5-1.3
.619

630. . .5-27
.621... 2-18
.613.. 11-12
.607... 9-17
.616. .12-24

. Foreign.
...
Foreign.
.4-1.

U.N IV £R SAL
1945-46 Features
Westerns
Serials

MYSTERIOUS MR. M.
Serial— Started May 23

.629... 5-13
.631

.. .

deHavilland-Ayres
Field-Kendall
Massey-Niven

(T)

.617.
.609.
.623. . .10-1
.3-18
.612.. 10-29

Rel.

.4-29.

Donna

COMPLETED

.633.
. .June.

Do You
Love Me?
(91)
Doll Face
(80)
Dolly Sisters, The
(T)
(114)
Dragonwyck
(103)
Wako Up and Dream
(T)
Fallen Angel
(97)
Flight
To Paradise
Homo
Sweet
Homicide
House on 92nd Street
(88)
Details under title: Now It Can Be Told
Jesse James (106)
Junior
Miss
(94)

1946

Mr.

Russell-List
....
Cummings-Harrison
Breneman-Granville
Olivier-Leigh
...
Laughton-Britton

Title — Running

Bell for Adano, A (103)
Hodlak-Tlerney
Black
Beauty
Freeman-Denning
Captain
Eddie
(107)
MacMarray-Barl
Caribbean
Mystery
(65)
Dunn-Ryan
Dsiails under title: First. Last and Always
Centennial Summer
(T)
(102)
Crain-Wilde
Claudia
and
David
McGuire-Young
Cluny
Brown
(100)
Jones-Boyer

10,

and

. Low .

.5-13
4-29.

1945-46

Bachelor's
Daughters,
The
Blithe
Spirit
(T)
(94)
Breakfast
In Hollywood
(93)
Caesar and
Cleopatra
(T>
Captain
Kidd
(89)

in

..5-13
5-27
.5-27

Scott-Dvorak

1945-46

Anna and The King of Siam
(128)
And Then Thert Wer» None
(97)
Behind
Green
Lights
(64)
Details under title: Precinct 33

JUNE

Me

..:

Me

COMPLETED
NOT DESIGNATED

Colonel
Effingham's
Raid
Dark
Corner,
The
(99)
Deadline
For Murder

My Shoulder
under title:

..4-29. .
. . 4-29 . .

Haymcs-Holm
Fonda-Darnell

.4-29.
Details

. . Dru-Chtkhov
Sanders-Lansbury
.
Lamarr-O'Keefe
..
Brucc-Caldwell
Robinson-McCallister
The. Peck-Bennett

ho.

Details

Cast

IN PRODUCTION

Abie's Irish Rose
Bel Ami
Dishonored
Lady
Miss
Television
No
Trespassing
Short, Happy Life of Francis Macomber,

Abilene Town
(89)
Details under title: Abilene

. . . 10-29

Fairbanks-OHara
3-4
Russell-Knox
11-12
Ticrncy-Jeffrcys
....1-21
Robinson-Young
. .10-29
Warren-Leslie
. . . .12-10
Day-Ahorne
4-1
Bennett-Ryan
2-4

REISSUE
Pinocchlo

i,;ul

PRODUCTION

COMPLETED

Heart

CHART

Time

Richard
Moore.

next

Martin,

issue.

Pamela

Blake,

Jane

Randolph,

Directors: Lewis Collins, Vernon Keyes
Exec. Producer:
Story:
Not available.
See next issue.
SMASH UP

Dennis

Morgan

B. Cox

Drama — Started May 29
Cast:
Susan Hayward, Lee Bowman,
Director: Stuart Heisler
Story:

Not

available.

See

next

issue.

RELEASE
Title — Running

Eddie Albert, Marsha Hunt.
Producer: Walter Wanger

CHART

Time

Cut

IN PRODUCTION
Killers, The
Pirates of Monterey

Lancaster-Gardner
Montei-Cameron

(T)

COMPLETED
Adventure
for Two
Bad Men of the Border
Blondie
Alibi
(62)
Details
under
title:
Because of Him
Brief Encounter

(87)

..5-13.
.. .
.5-13....

. 1945.46

(56)
Design

Malb

for

Death

Olivier-Rutherford
Grant-Armldi
Keal-ODriscoll
Durbln-Tone
lohnson-Howard

.4-12.

. Foreign 9-28
.1-18.
8-6
1-21..
9-3..
Foreign

.1101

.2-4
...527.. .4-15

.516.

Bla'k, *"•«'. Th«
Oetalls under title:

.4-29.
Lesson

In

Love

r8?'! Creeps.
Man' ,1"'
Ca
The (57,
Canyon Passage (T)
Ban it woman
Details under title: Claudia's Wile
Code of the Lawle., (.6;.

Duryca-Vincent
Hatton-Ada.i.s
Collier-Brady
. AnditWi-Hayward
Joyce-Porter
...

"
...

.532.

.5-17.
.7-26
. .9-3.. . .7-12..
.4-15.
.7-23.

r„nl „„,„,,,

Detail, Canary
ender <64)
tin.: Law tor P.eos ""*"*
Crimson
Details under t.lle: Har That Irjmpe! Talk Bcery-Coll.er

1-21
.11-26.

10-19.

.540.
.539.
.1102

The' Carpet)'

Love ol Ours (90)
Details under title: As

..509.. 11-26

n»n /'I6.
Ar,.az-Smith
... . .4-29. .ii-23. '.'.534.'.'!!.!!
Dalton
. Ridi Again. The (72)
Curtis-O'Driscoll
..510. .12-24
. ...9-3.
Foreign.
Dead of the NiBht
ludgrave-Wlthen
Dressed To Kill (72)
Rathbone-Bru
ce
.
.
.2-4.
.
Details under title: Prelude to Murder
.1-21..
Fandango
(T)
dCarlo-Donlevy
.5-14.
Details under title: Schahrazad
12-21.
.1-11.
Frontier Gal (T)
iS4j
.513.. 12-10
deCarlo-Cameron
.3-19.
Girl On the Spot
(7.)
Barker-Collier
..
.515. . .2-18
Details onder title: Serenade for Murder
.3-13
Ghost Steps Out. The
.1-18.
Aiibott-Dntello
.
7.6-7'..1104.
Cun
Town
(53)
Grant- Kr,;ght
.4-29.
.538.
..i>-3. . .7-j.
H.r Adventurous
Nighl
O'Keefe-Waiker
12-7.
Details under title: He Meant No Harm
.10-15. .3-29.
House of Draeula (67)
.511. ..1-21
ChaneyO'Driscoll
6-28.
House of Horrors (66)
Lowery-Grey
Idea Girl (64)
.525
4-1
Barker-Bishop
.
12-24
.
518
3-4
Inside Job
.537
.3-18.
. .2-8.
.
Foster-Ruthe.-ford
Idol of the Crowds ...
. Terry-Savage
...
. . .4-1.
Little
Giant under(91) title: Keily Is My ' Name' .Abbott-Costello
Details
6-21..
.11-12. . .2-22
520. . .3-13
Little
Miss under
'Details
title: On
Big
Lover Come Back

This

Trail to Vcngeanca
Wicked
Lady

.4-16
..11-9.

Tangier (76)
Trrror By Night (60)
That Night With You (84)
Details under title: Once Upon

Holdcn-Simmons
Brent-Hall
...
Adams-Haydn
Caivert-Granger
Lorkwood-Mason
Alhritton-Hall
.
Hall-Johnson
. Gnodwin-Grey
. Obron-Bey
Ha:rison-Pal ::er
. Ryan-Brady
..
. Abhott-Costello
.^rant-Adams

. .3-18. .4-23. .
. 1881.
.536. ..
3-4
.Foreign
.2-18.
Lost
City ofof the
the Seven
Jungle (Serial)
.
Madonna
Moons (88)
. .4-5. . . .526. .
Man In Gray (92)
. Foreign . ..3-15.
.9-14..
. .523. , 12-24
Men
In Her Diary f73)
. .2-19
. .502..
Michigan Kid, The (C)
.10-1
Murder Mansion
. .4-29.
Night in Paradise (T)
Foreign
. .10-1.
(84)
.5-3
529. ..4-29
Notorious Gentleman
. . .1-8.
Oh Say Can You Sing
..5-13.
On the Carpet
.11-12.
Outlaws of Twin Forks
.8-20.
Pillow of Death (66)
..12-14..
.3-19
8-20.. 10-26.. .512
.507. .11-12
. . .1-7
P.**
Algiers title:
,65, The Fugitive
\\\ ZZl'Zl,
' !
Detailsto onder
River Gano (64)
.10-2...
9-21
503. 10-29
Jean-Brasselle
..
Details onder title: Fairy Tale Murder
10-23.
16«1.
.5-14.
Royal Moonted Rides Again (Serial)
Kennedy-Kmnedy
. 535 .
Run-Around,
The
..7-23. .1-22. ..1781.
Cameron- Raines
Scarlet Horseman, The (Serial)
.11-12.
Cookson-Shaw
...4-1. .12-28.
. .514.
. . .8-6. .7-24.
Scarlet
Street (102)
Rohr.son-Bennct't'
Secret Agent
X-9 (Serial)
Bridges-Wiley
. . 506 ...3-4
. .4-16. .10-12. .1581.
Senorlta from the West (63)
.Foreign.
.1-22.
Jones-Granville
.10-20
Seventh Veil, The (94)
Mason-Todd
..2-15. ..519. . .1-21
Shady Lady (94)
.6-11
9-7 ..501.
r.r.bnrn-Slmm$
..
.
.9-17
She Wolf of London, The (61)
Haden-Harvey
. . .12-24... 5-17. . . 531 . . .4-29
Details onder title: Alibi In Frmme
She Wrote the Book (75)
...2-4.. .5-31
533. .5-27
Davis-Oakie
Details under title: Love Takes A Holiday
...1-7
3-1
521.
Smooth as Silk (65)
Taylor-Grey
Details onder title: Notorious Gentlemen
..3-18
.11-22... 4-19
528.
So Goes My Love (88)
Loy-Ameche
..4-15
Details under title: Genius in the Family
.10-15. ..3-22
524.
Sn:dcr Woman Strikes Back. The (5") . . . .Sondergaard-Grant
..2-19. . .10-5
505. ..4-15
Strange Confusion
'<2)
Chaney-Joyce
.
.
.2-4.
.
.5-10
530. .12-10
Strange Conquest
(63)
Wyatt-Cookson
.
..5-13

STUDIO

Montez-Sabu
Rathbone-Bruce
Tone-Foster

a Dream

It Was

Oberon-Korvin

Before

ARNER

..Foreign

11-301103

BR OTHER
Completed

RELEASE
IN

6-25... 11-2.

Grant-Knight
:„ason-Loekwood

1945-46 Featun

.522.. .3-18
.517. . 2-18
.504. .10-15
.508. .10-20

(54).....'

Title — Running

10-1
3-8.
.. .10-29. .. .3-1.
611... 9-28.

(33)

In Production

Cast

(5)

No.

CHART

Time

S

Details

PRODUCTION

Cloak and Dagger
Cry Wolf
Deception
Life With Father
Stallion Road

Cooper-Palmer
Stanwyck- Flynn
Davis-Henreid
Dunne-Powell
Reagan-Smith

(T)

COMPLETED

1945-46

Bust With Five Fingers,
Big Sleep.
.... . . The
Burma
VictoryThe (63)
theyei-.ne
Cinderella Jones (88)
Confidential
Agent
(118)
Danger Signal (78)
Devotion (107)
Escaps Ml Never
Her Kind oi Man (78)
Janie Gets Married (89)
Mildred Pierce (111)
My Reputation (94)
Never Say Goodbye
Night and Day (T)
Nobody Lives Forever
Nora
Prentiss
Details under title: The

Love

Very

Rich

Three Strangers (93)
Time. The Place and The Girl, The
Too Young To Know (86)
Two Gnys From Milwaukee
Two Mrs.
Carrolls, The
REISSUES
?orn For Trouble
Originally titled: Murder

.12-10.
.10-31.

Alda-King
Bogirt Uacall . .
Documentary
Moryan-Wyman
Leslie-Aldo . . .
Boycr-Bacall
...
Emerson-Scott
..
deHavilland-Lupino
flynn-Lupino
..
Scott-Paige
Leslie-Hutton
Crawford-Carson
Stumyck- Brent
Flynn-Parker
...
Grant-Smith
Garfield -Fitzgerald
Sheridan-Smith

Sentence

Of Human Bondage
One More Tomorrow
(87)
Pride of the Marines (119)
Details under title. This
Rhapsody in Blue (139)
San Antonio (T) (110)
Saratoga Trunk (135)
Shadow of A Woman
Stolen Life, A (107)
That Way with Women
Details under title: A

4-1.
...5-27.
5-13 .
4-15.
4-15.

of

Oors

Man

Henreid-Parker
Sheridan-Moran
Garfield-Parker

.12-13.

.2-16.

.11-29. .10-20.
. 6-25 . . ..1-26.

House

City for Conquest
It All Came Tree
No Time for Comedy

.512.'..2-i8
.506.. 11-12
.508.. 11-26
.517. ..4-15
.520
.518. ..4-29
.505.. 10- 15
.510. ..1-21

.8-6.
. .9-18.
.1-21.

.7-20..

. '.. !8-3.'.'
.6-1.
..9-27.
..3-30.
7-26. ...9-1.
10-16. .12-29.
3-8.
2-19
2-19
7-6.
. .2-18
,

Fitzgcrald-Gre?nstreet 1-22. . .2-16.
(T) ... .Morgan-Paige
4-2
.
Leslie-Hutton
2-19. . .12-1.
Morgan-Leslie
. . .12-24. . .8-17
Bogirt-Stanwyck
...5-14

In the Big

.512

11-10.
. .3-9.

...4-1.
11-16. 12-15.
.4-20.
..4-16.
. .6-25.
.4-16.
.11-26.
12-25. .6-22..
. .8-20. ..5-11.

. . . .7-24.
...11-1.
11-27.

Leslie-Aldo
Flynn-Smith
Cooper-Bergman
King-Prince
Davis-Ford
Grcenstreet-Vickers

Rel.

. 519 . . . 5-27
.501... 8-20
'.52l'.'.'.5-27
.502
7-9
.509.. 11-26
.514. .12-10
.'.507.

U-26

.511

2-4

Johnson- Emerson

10-6. . . .504.

Cagney-Srieridan
Poqart-Sherldan
Russell-Stewart

4-13. .
10-6..
4-13 .

.515.
.516.
.503.

SIZE-UPS

(Continued from Page 19)

WARNER

BROS.

A quick change in the release schedule is going to bring "Of
Human Bondage," the re-make starring Eleanor Parker, and
"Night and Day," the Cary Grant starrer in Technicolor, into the
theatres at least six months earlier than originally planned. "Of
Human Bondage" breaks in the first runs in August and "Night
and Day" goes in September. It is whispered that "Night and
Day" hits where "Rhapsody in Blue" missed— and then some.
Joan Leslie is a free agent. The Superior Court ruled that
Miss Leslie's contract with Warners, signed when she was a minor,
is invalid and the actress is now free to accept outside roles immediately. Now it can be proved whether Joan Leslie is a better
actress than her Warner roles indicated.
Lupino May Leave

Ida Lupino maintains that when her Warner contract is up
six months hence, she's going to grab herself one of those smart
free-lance deals.
Crawford Clicks Again

Other secret raves are coming from the direction of "Humoresque." Even anti-Craw fordites are saying that her performance
in this one is something that will lino her up for award consideration strictly on performance basis, and sentiment go hang. Warners are gnashing their teeth because they could have had Craw24

ford for six pictures. But they were timid and settled on three.
Now, the actress is one of the best box-office bets in the business.
Her next for the Warner Brothers (and the last of the trio) is
"The Secret." Van Heflin has been borrowed from Metro for the
male lead. It is a good bet, however, that Miss Crawford will stay
with this studio, since they gambled with her when some thought
she was finished as a top-ranking personality.
Heflin Back On Top
Strange that Warners should be using Hefl'n, a Metro property,
with Crawford, who made more money for Metro than any other
single star over a period of years, in one picture. Metro has had
nothing for Heflin since his return from service. But his performance in the Wallis Paramount picture, "Strange Love of
Martha Ivers" has quickly zoomed him to the top again.
Joseph Bernhard and Milton Sperling arc ready to start their
second picture for the United States Pictures unit this month.
It is the Niven Busch story, "The Pursued," and Teresa Wright
will be starred with Joel McCrea.
No New

Startors

No new starters this week. "Cheyenne" (Dennis Morgan-Jane
Wyman) wound up. "Cloak and Dagger" (Gary Cooper-Lili Palmer), "Deception" (Bette Davis-Paul Henreid). "Life With Father"
(William Powell-Irene Dunne), "Stallion Road" (Ronald ReaganAlexis Smith) and "Cry Wolf" (Barbara Stanwyck-Errol Flynn)
all continue in work.
FILM

BULLETIN
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EXPLOITATION
PICTURE of the issue

i

—

Their desperate passion frustrated by the existence of her husband,
John Garfield and Lana Turner, are about to dispose of Cecil Kellaway.

"THE POSTMAN
ALWAYS RINGS

TWICE"

(Continued on Next Pane)

.... Rings the Boxoffice Bell!
The very same James M. Cain who penned such boxoffice dynamite as
Double Indemnity and Mildred Pierce authored this drama-charged tale
of two young people swept up in a torrent of passion they could not
resist, ihe showman need only acquaint himself with the story told in
The Postman Always Rings Twice to grasp immediately the wealth of
exploitation angles it contains. From the moment John Garfield and
Lana Turner meet, they are caught in the irresistible grip of their emoHons and start to plot the murder of her husband, this becomes the sort
of edge-of-the-seat melodrama that holds an audience down to the
closing scene. The exploiteer has three sales-worthy elements: strong
story, two top names who are also two interesting characters.

C

EXPLOITATION PICTURE

R

E

U

T

S

A Mctro-Goldwyn-Mayer Picture. P'oduced by Carey Wilson. Directed by Tay Garnett.
Cast: Lana Turner. John Garfield, Cecil Kellaway. Hume Cronyn. Leon Ames. Audrey
Totter. Alan Reed. Jeff York.

(Continued from Preceding Page)

on

the

Novel

by

James

M.

Screen Play by Harry Ruskin and Niven Busch.
Cain.

D. rector

of

Photography.

Sidney

Wagner,

Based
A.S.C.

9

"The Postman Always Rings Twice"
■■■■■■:■■■■■

]# Nick Smith (Cecil Kellaway), bumbling, good-natured
proprietor of the Twin Oaks Tavern, California roadside
restaurant, persuades hitch-hiker Frank Chambers (John
Oarfield) to take a job as his assistant. He happily introduces Frank to his wife, Cora (Lana Turner).

5, District Attorney Kyle Sackett (Leon Ames) suspects murder
?nd brings them to trial. A shrewd lawyer, Arthur Keats (Hume
Cronyn) gets them off with a suspended sentence. However, their
life is poisoned by the crime they committed. They marry, but can
find no happiness.

2. From the moment they meet, Frank and Cora know
they want each other. She tries to forestall the inevitable,
but during the summer they frequently go swimming together and eventually confess their love.
6. Just as the cloud is lifting and they find themselves again in
love, Justice has its revenge. Driving back from the beach one day,
their car plunges over a cliff and Cora is killed. Although innocent
in this case, Frank is convicted of murdering his wife and goes to
the chair hoping that Cora, at least, will believe that it was an
accident.

3. Goaded by their desire to be together, Frank and Cora
decide to murder Nick, but their plan miscarries and Nick
recovers from a fractured skull, believing he was the victim
of an accident.

4. Remorseful at first, the temptation to rid themselves of
Nick returns when he tells of his plan of taking Cora back
to Canada to care for his invalid sister. They determine
on murder without a slip-up. In an auto on a lonely road,
Frank hits Nick over the head with a bottle and runs the
car over a cliff. Nick is killed, Frank injured, Cora runs
back to the road screaming for help.

L^ftTURNtR JOHNIiftRHEtO Jj^
..HI |M1

THE NEWS

DIGEST

(Continued from Page 13)

U TO RELEASE ENTERPRISE FILMS
The product of Enterprise Productions, the new Charles Einfeld-David Loew production organization, will be released internationally through Universal, it was announced last week.
The distribution deal, for an unspecified, but "long", term
provides for Enterprise lo deliver six features annually, which
Universal will sell individually and apart from its regular product.
(For further details, see ENTERPRISE
SECTION.)
Ups in PRODUCTION

under Studio Size-

E. Thornton Kelley, convention chi irman, expects one of the
largest gatherings
in the history of the organization.
T
owners
from
24 states were
already
registered
last week
and
request i for accommodations continued to pour in.
A feature of the convention will be the displays of the latest
in theatre equipment.

9 MILLION NET FOR WB. 6 MONTHS
The biggest six-months net profit in the company's history,
almost double that for the same period in the previous year, was
announced by Warner Bros. Pictures last week. $9,125,000 for the
half year ended March 2, 1946. compares with $4,605,000 in 1945.
The net figure is after provision of $8,630,000 for Federal income
taxes and after deduction of $900,000 for contingencies.
The 1946 net for the six months is equivalent to $2 46 per
share of common stock, compared to $1.24 in 1945.
There was an increase of over 11 million dollars in the company'j gross

income

for the

COLUMBIA STOPS '46-47 SELLING

PEOPLE

A sudden, unexplained announcement was made by Cilumbia
late last week that the sales staff had been advised to refrain
from making any sales of the company's 1946-47 product "until
further notice". The decision to halt selling was made at a meeting of sales executives in Chicago on Thursday.
An announcement
later date.

explaining the action was

promised at a

Armand

S. Deutsch and Stanley Kramer,

president and vice-

president, respectively, of Story Productions, have gone to Hollywood to join Hal Home in negotiations for the production and
distribution of the

company's

first picture, "This

Side

of

Innocence".
Claude Lee, Paramount's ubiquitous director of public relations, attended and addressed the Southeastern Theatre Owners
convention
in Jacksonville,
Fla., last week.

GALLUP SHOWS ADMISSION STEP-UP
There has been an increase of 38 percent in the average movie
admission price since 1940, according to a report by the George
Gallup Audience Research Institute. The rise from 32^ cents in
1940 to the present average of 45 cents includes the 10 percent
increase in the Federal admission tax.

period.

Leonard

Goldenson, head of Paramount

travelled to Chicago and

Minneapolis

theatre operations,

for conferences.

Joseph Conway, assistant business manager of Allied Theatre
Owners of E. Pa., leaves on a trip through upstate Pennsylvania
this week for personal contacts with

organization

members.

David H. Coplan, UA managing director in Great Britain, is
in New York for home office conferences.

LOWENSTEIN TO RETIRE

William

This year's Allied of New Jersey convention will be the last
one over which Harry H. Lowenstein will preside. The five-time
president will step down when the Jersey unit assembles for its
27th annual confab at the Chelsea Hotel, Atlantic City, June 19-21.
He will be honored at a testimonial dinner on the closing night.

Another

Super

Service

from

HIGHWAY EXPRESS LINES, Inc.

236 N. 23d St.

LINES,

the promotion

of William

sales chief, has been on an

extended swing around the company's West Coast offices.
Murray Silverstone, president of 20th-Fox International-InterAmerica, has appointed Francis L. Harley managing director of
Europe, Scandinavia
the Middle East and Africa to the Equator.
Mrs. Marjorie Granger

Dawson

has joined the greatly en-

larged MPA (Johnston office) staff as associate to Arthur Di'lir.i.
director of community relations.
Dav'd Gould, UA manager
offico for conferences.

in Puerto Rico, visited the home

sight to Allied leaders at the Jack Kirsch affair

in Chicago was the appearance of Al StefTes, long one of the bulwarks o.! the inde organization.
I
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Statutory
Following is the complete text of the decree handed down by the special
companies.
film
major
eight
the
against
suit
anti-trust
t's
Court in the Governmen

COURTIS

DECREE

IHRfcE JUDGES SET RULES FOR INDUSTRY'S PRACTICES;
PROVIDE FOR ARBITRATION
LIMIT RIGHTS OF MAJORS;
d
A decree is granted in accordance with the views expresse
It
notice.
days'
ten
on
settled
be
to
opinion
g
in the foregoin
should provide for the dismissal of all claims asserted by the
defendants which act only as proplaintiff against any of the
ducers of motion pictures and for the dismissal of claims against
on their acts as producers, whether
any other defendants based tion
with others.
as individuals or in conjunc
defendant-distributors
The granting of licenses by any of the theatres
either of the
which fix minimum prices for admission to
defendants or of any other exhibitor should be enjoined in which
such minimum admission prices are fixed by the parties either in
writing, or through a committee, or through arbitration, or upon
the happening of any event, or in any other wise.
The defendants should be enjoined from conceitedly agreeing
to maintain a system of clearances as among themselves or with
other exhibitors, and no clearances should be granted against
theatres in substantial competition with the theatre receiving a
license for exhibition in excess of what is reasonably necessary
to protect the licensee in the run granted. Existing clearances in
excess of what is reasonably necessary to protect the licensees in
the runs awarded to them shall be invalid pro tanto. In determining what is a reasonable clearance the following factors
should be taken into consideration:
(1) The admission prices of the theatres involved, as set by
the exhibitor;
(2) The character and location of the theatres involved, including size, type of entertainment, appointments, transit facilities, etc.;
(3) The policy of operation of the theatres involved, such
as the showing of double features, gift nights, give-aways, premiums, cut-rate tickets, lotteries, etc.;
(4) The rental terms and license fees paid by the theatres
involved and the revenues derived by the distributor-defendant
from, such theatres;
(5) The extent to which the theatres involved compete with
each other for patronage;
(6) The fact that a theatre involved is affiliated with a
defendant-distributor or with an independent circuit of theatres
should be disregarded; and
(7) There should be no clearance between theatres not in
substantial competition.
The further performance by any of the defendants of existing
formula deals, master agreements to the extent that we have
previously found them invalid, or franchises should be enjoined,
and the defendants should also be enjoined from entering into or
carrying out any similar agreements in the future.
Defendants owning a legal or equitable interest in theatres
of ninety-five per cent or more either directly or through subsidiaries may exhibit pictures of their own or of their wholly
owned subsidiaries in such theatres upon such terms as to admission prices and clearances and on such runs as they see fit.
No defendant or it subsidiaries shall exhibit its films other
than on its own behalf or through wholly owned subsidiaries, or
subsidiaries in which it has an interest of at least ninety-five per
cent, without offering the license at a minimum price for any run
desired by the operators of each theatre within the competitive
area. The license desired shall in such case be granted to the
highest responsible bidder having a theatre of a size and equipment adequate to show the picture upon the terms offered. The
license shall be granted solely upon the merits and without discrimination infavor of affiliates, old customers, or any person
whatever. Each license shall be offered and taken theatre
by
theatre and picture by picture. No contracts for exhibition
shall
be entered into, or if already outstanding shall be performed in
which the license to exhibit one feature is conditioned upon
an
agreement of the licensee to take a license of one or more
other
features, but licenses to exhibit more than one feature
may be
included in a single instrument provided the licensee shall
have
had the opportunity to bid for each feature separately and
shall
have made the best bid for each picture so included.
To the
extent that any of the pictures have not been trade-shown
to the granting of a license for more than a single picture,prior
the
licensee shall be given by the licensor the right to
reject a percentage of such pictures not trade-shown prior
the granting
of the license to be fixed by the decree. But thattoright
any picture must be exercised within ten days after to reject
there has
been an opportunity afforded to the licensee to inspect
it.
The defendants shall be enjoined from entering into
or con
tinuing to perform
isting pooling
existing
poolintr agreeme
agreemennts
wh0,-oK„
ts
„;„„.
whereby
given
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theatres of two or more exhibitors, normally in competition, are
the business policies of such exoperated as a unit or whereby
hibitors are collectively determined by a joint committee, or by
one of the exhibitors, or whereby profits of the "pooled" theatres
are divided among the owners according to pre-agreed percentages. They shall also be enjoined from making or continuing to
perform agreements that the parties may not acquire other theatres in the competitive area without first offering them for inclusion in the pool. The making or continuance of leases of
theatres under which defendants lease any of their theatres to
another defendant or to an independent operating a theatre in
the competitive area in return for a share of the profits shall be
enjoined.
Each defendant shall cease and desist from ownership of an
interest in any theatre, whether in fee or in stock or otherwise,
in conjunction with another defendant-exhibitor. Each defendant
shall cease and desist from ownership, jointly with an independent, of an interest in any theatre, greater than five per cent,
unless such defendant's interest is ninety-five per cent or more;
and where the interest of such defendant is more than five per
cent and less than ninety-five per cent, such joint interests shall
be dissolved either by a sale to, or by a purchase from, such
co-owner or co-owners. Rearrangements of such joint interests
with an independent, if by purchase, shall, however, be subject
to the direction of this court so that their effectuation may promote competition in the exhibition of motion pictures. Where a
defendant owns a ninety-five or greater per cent interest in any
theatre, such theatre may be considered as its own so far as this
opinion and the decree to be entered hereon are concerned. Each
of the defendants shall be enjoined from expanding its theatre
holdings except for the purpose of acquiring a co-owner's interest
in jointly owned theatres, and this only in cases where the court
shall permit such acquisition, instead of requiring an outright
sale of the undivided interest of the defendant in question. The
foregoing provision as to divestiture of partial interests in theatres shall apply both to interests held in fee and beneficially and
to those represented by shares of stock. But it shall not prevent
a defendant from acquiring theatres or interests therein in order
to protect its investments, or in order to enter a competitive field;
if the later case, this court or other competent authority shall
approve the acquisition
after due application
is made
therefor.
Each defendant shall be enjoined from operating, booking or
film-buying through any agent who is also acting in such matters
for any other exhibitor, independent or affiliated.
The decree shall also provide for arbitration of disputes as
to bids, clearances, runs, and any other subjects appropriate for
arbitration in respect to all parties who may consent to the
creation of such tribunals for adjustment of such disputes. It
shall also provide for an appeal board generally similar to the
one created by the consent decree as to any parties consenting
thereto. It shall make such disposition of the provisions of the
existing consent decree signed November 30, 1940, as may be
necessary
in view of the foregoing opinion.
In order to secure compliance with the decree to be entered,
duly authorized representatives of the Department of Justice
shall on the written request of the Attorney General or the Assistant Attorney General in charge of anti-trust matters, and on
reasonable notice to the defendant or defendants affected, be permitted reasonable access to all books and papers of the defendants
and reasonable opportunity to interview their officers or employees, as provided
in Section
XVIII
of the Consent
Decree.
Proceedings under the decree to be entered shall be stayed
pending appeal or for the purpose of enabling the parties to
adjust their business without an unfair burden or as practice
may require upon such terms as the decree shall provide.
Jurisdiction of this cause shall be retained for the purpose
of enabling any of the parties to the decree to apply to the court
at any time for such orders or directions as may be necessary or
appropriate for the construction or carrying out of the same,
for the enforcement of compliance therewith, and for the punishment of violations thereof, or for other or further relief.
Findings should be proposed by the parties for the assistance
record.
of
the court, but such proposed findings will form no part of the
Dated June 11, 1946.
AUGUSTUS
U.

N. HAND,
S. Circuit Judge.

HENRY
JOHN

W. GODDARD,
U. S. District Judge.
BRIGHT.
U. S. District Judge.
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Following are the highlights of the verdict
in the Government's
anti-trust suit against
the eight major film companies.

Imteft ^totpfi Ststnrt Court
SOUTHERN

DISTRICT

OF NEW

YORK

United States of America,
Plaintiff,
against
Paramount Pictures, Inc.; Paramount Film
Distributing Corporation; Loew's, Incorporated; Radio-Keith-Orpheum Corporation; RKO Radio Pictures, Inc.; KeithAlbee - Orpheum Corporation; RKO
Proctor Corporation; RKO Midwest Corporation; Warner Bros. Pictures, Inc.;
Vitagraph, Inc.; Warner Bros. Circuit
Management Corporation; Twentieth
Century-Fox Film Corporation; National
Theatres Corporation; Columbia Pictures
Corporation; Screen Gems, Inc.; Columbia Pictures of Louisiana, Inc.; Universal
Corporation; Universal Pictures Company, Inc.; Universal Film Exchanges,
Inc.; Big U Film Exchange, Inc.; and
United Artists Corporation,
Defendants.

Equity No.
87-273

Before:
AUGUSTUS
N. HAND,
HENRY
W. GODDARD

Circuit Judge,
and JOHN
BRIGHT,
District Judges.

This is a suit to secure equitable relief against the alleged
domination and control by the defendants and their affiliates of
the motion picture industry in contravention of Sections 1 and 2
of the Sherman Anti-Trust Act. Decree granting partial relief
to plaintiff.
Wendell Beige, Assistant Attorney General; Robert L. Wright.
Philip Marcus, Elliott H. Meyer, and John R. Niesley,
Special Assistants to the Attorney General; Frank W.
Gaines. Jr., Gerald A. Herrick, Robert B. Hummel, Harold
Lasser and Horace T. Morrison, Special Attorneys for
United States of America.
Simpson Thacher & Bartlett, Attorneys for Paramount Defendants; Whitney North Seymour, Louis Phillips, Albert
C. Bickford and Armand F. MacManus, Counsel.
Davis Polk Wardwell Sunderland & Kiendl; J. Robert Rubin,
Attorneys for Defendant Loew's, Inc.; John W. Davis, J.
Robert Rubin, C. Stanley Thompson, Benjamin Melniker
and S. Hazard Gillespie, Jr., Counsel.
George S. Leisure, Ralstone R. Irvine, Granville Whittlesey.
Jr., and Gordon E. Youngman, Attorneys for Radio-KeithOrpheum Corporation, RKO Radio Pictures, Inc., KeithAlbee-Orpheum Corporation, RKO Proctor Corporation
and RKO Midwest Corporation; Roy W. McDonald, and
Donovan Leisure Newton & Lumbard, Counsel.
Joseph M. Proskauer and Robert W. Perkins, Attorneys for
the Warner Defendants; Joseph M. Proskauer, Robert W.
Perkins, J. Alvin Van Bergh and Howard Levinson.
Counsel.
Dwight, Harris, Koegel & Caskey, Attorneys for Twentieth
Century-Fox Film Corporation and National Theatres
Corporation, Defendants; John F. Caskey and Frederick
W. R. Pride, Counsel.
Schwartz & Frohlich, Attorneys for Defendant Columbia;
Louis D. Frohlich, Arthur H. Schwartz, Irving Moross and
Max H. Rose, Counsel.
Charles D. Prutzman,
Attorney for the Universal Defendants;

O'Brien, Driscoll & Raftery, Attorneys for the Defendant
United Artists Corporation; Edward C. Raftery, Arthur
F. Driscoll, Chas. D. Prutzman, George A. Raftery and
Adolph Schimel, Counsel.
The five major defendants— Paramount Pictures, Inc., Loew's,
Incorporated, Radio-Keith-Orpheum Corporation, Warner Bros.
Pictures, Inc., and Twentieth Century-Fox Film Corporation, and
their subsidiaries — were charged in the amended and supplemenunreasonably to retal complaint with combining inandtheconspiring
production, distribution and
strain trade and commerce
such trade and
monopolize
to
and
pictures
exhibition of motion
commerce in violation of the Sherman Act. The three minor
defendants— Columbia Pictures Corporation, Universal Corporation, and their subsidiaries, which are producers and distributors,
and not exhibitors, and United Artists Corporation, which is a
distributor only, were likewise charged with combining and conother unspiring with the five major defendants and withandeach
commerce in
reasonably to restrain and to monopolize trade
motion pictures. As it appeared upon the trial that there was no
violation of the Sherman Act in respect to production of motion
pictures and that there was on the contrary active competition in
production, the charge in respect to production was formally
abandoned by the plaintiff. The issues therefore are whether
there have been illegal restraints or monopolization in the distribution and exhibition of motion pictures.
The plaintiff contends that an illegal conspiracy and monopoly were effected by: (1) concertedly fixing the license terms
before the licensees have had a fair opportunity to estimate the
value and character of the films licensed and before such films
were completed or shown; (2) concertedly fixing the run. clearance, and minimum admission price terms on which an exhibitor
may show pictures through license agreements covering periods
of a year or more; (3) concertedly conditioning the licensing of
one film or group of films upon the licensing of another film or
group of films and by conditioning the licensing of films in one
theatre or group of theatres upon the licensing of films in other
theatres or group of theatres; (4) concertedly discriminating with
respect to the license terms granted to theatres in large circuits
because such theatres are part of a circuit. The means of such
discrimination are said to be the licensing for exhibition in theatres of the five defendant exhibitors of runs ahead of those granted to competing independent exhibitors, and the continuance of
these prior runs from season to season to the prejudice of independent exhibitors. As a result independent exhibitors are
systematically excluded from the opportunity to procure preferred
runs of pictures distributed by the defendants in the localities in
which defendants' theatres operate and at times refused any run
at all in order to protect defendants' theatres from competition.
It is further charged by the plaintiff that the distributorexhibitor defendants have combined with each other: (1) by
conditioning the licensing of film distributed by one defendant in
theatres operated by another upon the licensing of films distributed by the latter in the theatres operated by the former:
(2) by excluding independently produced films from affiliated
theatres and by excluding unaffiliated exhibitors from competing
with first run or other run theatres in cities and towns where
affiliated theatres are located; (3) by excluding unaffiliated exhibitors from operating theatres on the same run as affiliated
exhibitors; (4) by using the first and early runs of affiliated theatres to control the film supply, runs, clearances and admission
prices of operators of competing unaffiliated theatres in cities and
towns in which affiliated theatres are located; (5) by pooling or
otherwise sharing with each other the profits of affiliated theatres
owned or controlled by two or more exhibitor defendants located
in the same competitive area and frequently by together operating on the same run in cases where they would be in competition
with one another except for such pooling or profit sharing agreements; (6) by effecting a division of the territory of the entire
United States among them for theatre operating purposes.
The amended and supplemental complaint prays: (1) That
each of the contracts, combinations and conspiracies in restraint
of trade, together with attempts to monopolize the same, be declared illegal; (2) that the defendants and their subsidiaries be
perpetually enjoined from continuing to carry out attempts at
monopolization and all restraints of trade in distribution and exhibition of motion pictures; (3) that a nation-wide system of impartial arbitration tribunals, or such other means of enforcement
{Continued on Next Page)
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After the amended and supplemental complaint was filed,
nts and their subsidiary corplaintiff and the five major defenda
porations that were parties to the suit, executed a written consent
er
to the entry of a decree by the District Court, signed Novemb rethe consent
20 1940 A decree was made in accordance with
citing that no testimony had been taken, that no provision of the
decree should be construed as an admission or adjudication thai
any of the plaintiff's charges were true, or that the consenting
defendants had violated any law, or that the doing or the failure
to do any of the acts or things enjoined or directed to be done
would constitute a violation of law.
The three minor defendants and their subsidiaries did not
consent to the decree of November 20. 1940, presumably because
and
of their opposition to the provisions requiring trade-showing
films. It
prohibiting block-booking of groups of more than fiveentry
of a
was provided that if the plaintiff did not secure the
decree against the three minor defendants before June 1, 1942.
were to be released from those prothe consenting defendants
visions. Such a decree was in fact not entered by the specified
date, and accordingly the sections of the decree regarding tradeshowing and block-booking have lapsed. Nevertheless, accordingto
to the testimony, the consenting defendants have continued
comply with them.
Counsel for the five major defendants and their subsidiaries
contend that the consent decree has, in some respects at least.
the effect of a final judgment which may not be modified. But
we cannot see how such a position is consistent with the language
of Section XXIII (d), which permits "* * * any of the parties to
this decree to apply to the Court at any time more than three
modificayears after the date of the entry of the decree for any everything
tion thereof." That period has expired, and therefore
of the Sherrelating to rights under and remedies for violation
man Act is, therefore, open for consideration, even as between
certainly nothing has hitherto been deconsenting parties; and
cided which affected the non-consenting parties. It would seem
to follow that we cannot bind any parties to subject themselves
to the arbitration system or the board of appeals set up in aid of
it without their consent, even though we may regard it as desirable that such a system, in view of its demonstrated usefulness,
should be continued in aid of the decree which we propose to
direct.
The evidence has established various infractions of the Sherman Act on the part of each of the defendants which we shall
proceed to discuss.
Price-fixing
The defendants who have granted moving picture licenses
have fixed minimum admission prices which the exhibitor agrees
to charge irrespective of whether it is to pay a flat rental or a
percentage of the theatre receipts. It is said that these minimum
admission prices are in general only those currently charged by
the exhibitors and that they are placed in the licenses in order to
assure the distributor of a minimum revenue when it licenses
upon a percentage basis, and also to assure a continuation of the
conditions which moved it to grant a given run to the exhibitor.2
Whatever the reason, the various licensing defendants have
agreed with their licensees to a system which determines minimum admission prices in all theatres where motion pictures licensed by them are exhibited. In this way are controlled the
prices to be charged for most of the motion pictures exhibited
either by the defendants, or by independents, within the United
States. That the eight defendants distribute most of the features
is evident from the record. For example, during the 1943-44
season the eight defendants distributed about 77.6% of all features
nationally distributed except "westerns" and low cost productions,
and even if the latter inferior and non-competitive pictures are
included, they distributed 65.5%.
The licenses are in effect price-fixing arrangements among
all the distributor-defendants, as well as between such defendants
individually and their various exhibitors. Such combinations we
hold to be forbidden by the Sherman Act.
2That the distributor-defendants have more than merely a passive
interest, as they claim, in the maintenance of specified minimum prices
is shown by their inclusion in the licenses of provisions for severe penalties
if less than those prices are charged. 'Some licenses provide that if the
schedule of minimum prices is violated, all existing licenses of the distributor for that theatre may be cancelled at the option of the distributor;
other licenses provide that the particular license may be cancelled or that
the exhibitor's clearance over subsequent runs be greatly reduced. See
Plaintiff's exhs. 275-290.

The exhibits submitted in this case contain numerous express agreements between the various distributing defendants
and their licensees stating the minimum admission prices which
JUNE
24,
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are required to maintain in showing the distributors'
in the areas concerned. The agreements are not only
the distributor-defendants and other defendants owning
but also between the distributor-defendants and independent theatre owners. A correlation of these agreements shows
that in many instances the minimum prices set forth in the license
conagreements by the various defendants are in substantial
formity. Indeed, it is conceded in the joint brief filed on behalf
of Loew's, Paramount. Warner. RKO and Twentieth Century-Fox
that the admission prices included in licenses of the various distributor-defendants are in general uniform, being the usual admission prices currently charged by the exhibitors.
It does not ?i>em important whether the distributor was the
more controlling factor in determining the minimum admission
prices. Whether it was such a factor or merely acceded to the
customary prices of the exhibitors, in either event there was a
general arrangement of fixing prices in which both distributors
and exhibitors were involved. But it is plain that the distributor
did more than accede to existing price schedules. The licenses
required them to be maintained under severe penalties for infraction, and the evidence shows that the distributors in the case
cf exceptional features, where not satisfied with current prices,
would refuse to grant licenses unless the prices were raised.
Moreover, the distributors, when licensing on a percentage basis,
were interested in the prices charged and even when licensing
for a flat rental were interested in admission prices to be charged
for subsequent runs which they might license on a percentage
basis. Likewise all of the five major defendants had a definite
interest in keeping up prices in any given territory in which thev
cwned theatres, and this interest they were safeguarding bv filing
minimum prices in their licenses when distributing their films to
independent exhibitors in those areas. Even if the licenses were
at a flat rate, a failure to require their licensees to maintain fixed
prices would leave them free by lowering the current chaise to
decrease
through
competition the
the licensors'
theatres in
the neighborhood.
The income
whole in
system
presupposedown a
fixing of prices by all parties concerned in all competitive areas.
Such uniformity of action spells a deliberately unlawful
svstem, the existence of which is not dispelled by the testimony
of interested witnesses that one distributor does not kno'.v vhat
another distributor is doing; and there can, in our opinion, be no
reasonable inference that the defendants are not all planning to
fix minimum prices to which their licensees must adhere. See
Record p. 1322.
In addition, several of the exhibits disclose operating" agreements between the five distributor-defendants who are also theatre
owners, or between them and independent theatre owners in
which joint operation of the theatres covered by the agreements
is provided and minimum admission prices to be charged are
either stated therein, or are to be jointly determined by other
means.
licensees
pictures
between
theatres,

As further evidence of a conspiracy among; the distributors
to fix prices, we find master agreements and franchises between
various of the defendants in their capacities as distributors and
various of the defendants in their capacities as exhibitors. These
contracts stipulate minimum admission prices often for dozens of
theatres owned by an exhibitor-defendant in a particular area
of the United States. Loew's as distributor, for example, fixed
minimum prices for nearly all of Paramount's 133 theatres in
Florida in an agreement covering the 1943-44 season. Plaintiff's
Exh. 57 (11). In the Chicago area Loew'j again as distributor
specified prices in a single agreement for upwards of 50 theatres
owned by a Paramount subsidiary, Balaban & Katz Corporation.
Licenses granted by one defendant to another for exhibition
in only one theatre, while less striking evidence of conspiracy
than the above master agreements and franchises, disclose the
same inter-relationship among the defendants. Each of the five
major defendants as a theatre-owning exhibitor has been licensed
by the other seven defendants as distributors to exhibit the pictures of the latter at specified minimum prices. RKO. for example, as a theatre-owner, has been granted licenses with price
restrictions by the other defendant-distributors. In turn, RKO.
being itself a distributor, has granted similar licenses to the other
four exhibiting defendants. We think that RKO, Loew's, Warner,
Paramount
and Fox,
in granting
and themselves
accepting licenses
minimum prices
specified,
have among
engaged with'
in a
national system to fix prices, and that Columbia, Universal and
United Artists, in requiring the maintenance of minimum prices
in their licenses granted to these exhibitor-defendants, have participated in that system.
It is a reasonable inference from all the foregoing that the
distributor-defendants have acquiesced in the establishment of a
price-fixing system and have conspired with one another to maintain
man Act.prices. Such a conspiracy is per se a violation of the Sher-

Moreover, irrespective of the conspiracy anions" distributors
to which we have referred, each distributor-defendant has illegally
combined with its licensees, for in agreeing to maintain a stipulated minimum admission price, each exhibitor thereby consents
to the minimum price level at which it will compete against other
(Continued on Page 6)
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licensees of the same distributor whether they exhibit on the
same run or not. The total effect is that through the separate
contracts between the distributor and its licensees a price structure is erected which regulates the licensees' ability to compete
against one another in admission prices. Each licensee knows
from the general uniformity of admission price practices that
other licensees having theatres suitable for exhibition of a distributor's picture in the particular competitive area will also be
restricted as to maintenance of minimum prices, and this acof price
quiescence of the exhibitors in the distributor's control each
disa conspiracy between
competition renders the whole
tributor and its licensees. An effective system of price control in
which the distributor and its licensees knowingly take part by
entering into price-restricting contracts is thereby created. That
the combination is made up of a sum of separate licensing contracts, individually executed, does not affect its illegality, for tacit
participation in a general scheme to control prices is as violative
of the Sherman Act as an explicit agreement.
This practice of stipulating minimum admission prices in the
contracts of license is illegal in another respect. The differentials
in price set by a distributor in licensing a particular picture in
theatres exhibiting on different runs in the same competitive
area are calculated to encourage as many patrons as possible to
see the picture in the prior-run theatres where they will pay
higher prices than in the subsequent runs. The reason for this
is that if 10,000 people of a city's population are ultimately to see
the picture — no matter on what run — the gross revenue to be
realized from their patronage is increased relatively to the increase in numbers seeing it in the higher-priced prior-run theatres. In effect, the distributor, by the fixing of minimum prices,
attempts to give the prior-run exhibitors as near a monopoly of
the patronage as possible. This, we believe, to be in violation of
§2 of the Sherman Act, at least when the distributor's own theatres are not exhibiting its picture on a prior-run and it is to
theatres other than its own that it attempts to give a monopoly.
It is argued that the practice of minimum admission pricefixing is permitted under the Copyright Act. But that act has
never been held to sanction a conspiracy among licensors and
licensees artificially to maintain prices. We do not question that
the Copyright Act permits the owner of a copyrighted picture to
exhibit it in its own theatres upon such terms as it sees fit, nor
need we now decide whether a copyright owner may lawfully fix
admission priceo to be charged by a single independent exhibitor
for the exhibition of its film, if other licensors and exhibitors are
not in contemplation.
The foregoing holding that the defendants have all engaged
in unlawful price-fixing does not prevent the distributors from
continuing their present methods of determining film rentals;
they may measure their compensation by stated sums, by a given
percentage of a particular theatre's receipts, by a combination of
these two. or by any other appropriate means. What is held to
be violative of the Sherman Act is not the distributors' devices
for measuring rentals, but their fixing of minimum admission
prices which automatically regulates the ability of one licensee to
compete against another for the patron's dollar and tends to increase such prices as well as profits from exhibition.
If the exhibitors are not restrained by the distributors in the
right to fix their own prices, there will be an opportunity for the
exhibitors, whether they be affiliates or independents, to compete
with one another. This is because one exhibitor by lowering admission prices will be able to compete with other exhibitors in
obtaining patrons for his theatre — a competition which may well
benefit both exhibitors and the public paying the admission fees.
Clearance and Run
It appears to be plaintiff's' contention that clearance practices inherently operate to produce unreasonable restrictions of
competition among theatres and are therefore per se violative
of the Sherman Act. With this we do not agree, for it seems to
us that a grant of clearance, when not accompanied by a fixing
of minimum prices or not unduly extended as to area or duration, affords a fair protection to the interests of the licensee without unreasonably interfering with the interests of the public. At
common law a vendor of income-producing property may validly
covenant with his purchaser not to compete for a given time or
within a given area so long as the restrictions are reasonably
necessary to protect the value of the property purchased. It is
true that licenses of property rather than sales are here concerned and that the distributors covenant not only not to exhibit
the film themselves, but also not to license them to others. Nevertheless, we believe these are not differences which affect the
applicability of the common-law rule to the present case, for licenses between one distributor and one exhibitor with reasonable
clearance provisions do not, in our opinion, involve anything unlawful. Such provisions are no more than safeguards against
concurrent or subsequent licenses in the same area until the exhibitor whose theatre is involved has had a chance to exhibit the

pictures licensed without invasion by a subsequent exhibitor at a
lower price. It seems nothing more than an adoption of the common law rule to restrict subsequent exhibitions fcr a reasonable
time within a reasonable area. While clearance may indirectly
affect admission prices, it does not fix them and is, we believe, a
reasonable restraint permitted by the Sherman Act.
The costs of each black and white print is from $150 to $300,
and of a technicolor print is from $600 to $800. Many of the
bookings are for less than the cost of the print so that exhibitions
would be confined to the larger high-priced theatres unless a system of successive runs •with a reasonable protection for the earlier
runs is adopted in the way of clearance.
In Section VIII of the Consent Decree, moreover, there is the
explicit statement to which all parties, including the plaintiff,
consented.
and

"It is recognized that clearance, reasonable as to time
area, is essential in the distribution and exhibition of

motion
While, aspictures."
previously stated, we do not deem ourselves bound
by any provision of the consent decree, if we now find that it
violates the Sherman Act, the forcefulness of the phrasing of this
sentence indicates the proved utility of clearance practices in the
movie industry and also their apparent necessity for a reasonable
conduct of the business. Indeed, it is practically conceded that
exhibitors would find extremely perilous the acceptance of licenses
for the exhibition of films without assurance by the distributor
that a nearby competitor would not be licensed to show the same
film either at the same time or so soon thereafter that the exhibitor's expected income — perhaps on the basis of which he
agreed to the specified rental — would be greatly diminished.
Moreover, we understand the plaintiff to concede that the licensor
may license its pictures for different successive dates. A reasonable clearance is in practical effect much the same. Either a
license for successive dates, or one providing for clearance, permits the public to see the picture in a later-exhibiting theatre at
lower than prior rates.
While we cannot find sufficient evidence to support an inference that the major defendants here, though controlling some of
the largest circuits of theatres in the country and thus possessing
potential weapons of great strength, have either collectively or
severally entered upon a general policy of discriminating against
independents in their grants of clearances, yet they have acquiesced in and forwarded a uniform system of clearances and in
numerous instances have maintained unreasonable clearances to
the prejudice of independents and perhaps even of affiliates. The
decision of such controversies as may arise over clearances should
be left to local suits in the area concerned, or, even more appropriately, tolitigation before an Arbitration Board composed of
men versed in the complexities of this industry.
In determining the reasonableness of the specific clearances
which may come before these tribunals, they should consider
whether the clearance has been set so as to favor affiliates or
control the admission prices of the theatres involved.
In determining whether any clearance complained of is unreasonable, the following factors should be taken into consideration and accorded the importance and weight to which each is
entitled, regardless of the order in which they are listed:
(1) The admission prices, as set by the exhibitors, of the
theatres involved;
(2) The character and location of the theatres involved, including size, type of entertainment, appointments, transit facilities, etc.;
(3) The policy of operation of the theatres involved, such
as the showing of double features, gift nights, give-aways, premiums, cut-rate tickets, lotteries, etc.;
(4) The rental terms and license fees paid by the theatres
involved and the revenues derived by the distributor-defendant
from such theatres;
(5) The extent to which the theatio involved compete with
each other for patronage;
(6) The fact that a theatre involved is affiliated with a
defendant-distributor or with an independent circuit of theatres
should be disregarded; and
(7) There should be no clearance between theatres not in
substantial competition.
The foregoing has been directed to the validity of clearance
provisions resulting from separate negotiations between individual
distributors and exhibitors in free and open competition with
other distributors and exhibitors, and, as stated, we believe their
reasonable use to be lawful. It is here claimed by plaintiff, however, that the distributor-defendants have acted in concert in the
formation of a uniform system of clearances for the theatres to
which they license their films and that the exhibitor-defendants
have assisted in creating and have acquiesced in this system.
This we find to be the case and hold to be in violation of the
Sherman Act.
Much that has been said about clearances is applicable also
to runs; the two are practically alike. Clearances are given to
protect a particular run against a subsequent run. and the prac(Continued on Page 1'fi)
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'TSLL THE END OF TIME' STRONG
Rates • • • —

EMOTIONAL

DRAMA

ABOUT YETS

generally

RKO Radio
105 minutes
Dorothy McGuire, Guy Madison, Robert
Mitehum, Bill Williams, Tom Tully, William
Gargan, Ruth Nelson, Loren Tindall, Jean
Porter, Harry Von Zell, Selena Royle, Richard Benedict, Arthur Loft, Gavin Gordon.
Johnny Sands, Tim Ryan.
Directed by Edward Dmytryk.

"Till the End of Time" is a timely and
absorbing film dealing with returning veterans, despite a slow start and an episodic
quality, which adds human interest but detracts slightly from its dramatic punch.
With Dorothy McGuire, who gives a portrayal of great emotional intensity, and Guy
Madison, the widely-publicized newcomer
who exudes boyish charm, the picture's romantic aspects will carry tremendous appeal
to feminine fans. At the same time, it has
several hard-hitting sequences to attract
male patrons. Based on Niven Busch's novel,
"They Dream of Home," this is a moving
and intensely realistic picture which dep'cts
the average war veteran as either restless
and unsettled or embittered — as so many actually are. The story centers about ex-Marine Guy Madison, only son of middle-class
parents who is reluctant to return to school
and is ready for romance with a lonely war
widow, and his two war buddies, one a
Westerner with a silver plate in his skull,
the other a legless ex-pugilist. None of the
three finds it easy to adjust himself to ci-

CRACK-UP'

... 3 in Slock No. 6 (Total 5)

ANOTHER

vilian life and their efforts in that direction
furnish the most dramatic, as well as a few
of the comic, episodes in an earnest and
interect-holding tale. While the romantic
sequences are outstanding, the climactic barroom brawl is a thrill highlight and several
tragic touches will bring tears to the eyes
of many spectators. Despite his tendency
to linger over the many heart-warming
family and home-town bits, Edward Dmytryk's direction is excellent and shows an
grasp of the returning veteran's
unusual
reactions. The musical background, which
stresses the currently-popular title tune
(based on Chopin's "Polonaise") is an additional selling point.
On his discharge from the Marines, Guy
Madison heads for his Los Angeles home
while his buddy, Robert Mitehum, sets off
for a New Mexico ranch. Madison's parents
are not home for his surprise arrival so he
goes to the local juke-box joint where he
meets and falls in love with Dorothy McGuire, widow of a war flyer. Although his
parents try to understatnd him, Madison is
restless and avoids going back to school or
entering his father's business. Finally, Miss
McGuire helps him get a job in a factory,
but he quarrels with the foreman and she
has difficulty bringing the boy to his senses.
When Mitehum turns up broke and embittered and Bill Williams, another buddy
who has lost both his legs, is unable to snap
out of his depressed mood, Madison gets
drunk in a bar. In the brawl that follows
an argument about racial prejudices, Mitehum is knocked
out and Williams
puts on
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his artificial legs and comes along to help.
After seeing that Mitehum gets hospital care,
Madison is joined by his parents and by Miss
McGuire. who promise to help him with his
civilian life problems.
Dorothy McGuire, who gives the role of
the lonely war widow a fascinating Garbolike quality, does one of the finest acting
jobs of her career. Guy Madison does so
well in a sensitive role that he will have
patrons talking about him and awaiting his
next film. Robert Mitehum gives another of
his superb taciturn portrayals, reminiscent
of his "G. I. Joe" characterization, and Bill
Williams does well as the Marine afraid to
use his artificial legs. Ruth Nelson and
Selena Royle are splendid as understanding
mothers and Jean Porter contributes a few

lighter moments as a pretty 'teen ager.

LEYENDECKER

SLEEPERS'!

Rates • • • in action spots; slightly less elsewhere

RKO Radio
93 minutes
Pat O'Brien, Claire Trevor, Herbert Marshall,
Ray Collins, Wallace Ford, Damian O'Flynn,
Dean Harens, Erskine Sanford, Mary Ware,
Tom Dugan, James Burke, Al Hill.
Directed by Irving Reis.
Comparable to "Murder, My Sweet" and
other superior action fare, "Crack-Up" is a
cracker-jack melodrama and Pat O'Brien's
best vehicle in several seasons. It's a genuine "sleeper" which should clean up in action spots and make a first-rate attraction
in almost any type of house. Irving Reis'
taut direction (similar to Alfred Hitchcock's
superb style) builds up suspense and keeps
the spectator guessing from the bang-up
opening shot to the "nick-of-time" finale.
In other hands, the plot, which revolves
around a carefully-planned attempt to forge
famous paintings, might have seemed fantastic and its development somewhat confusing, but in this case, it achieves thriller
proportions.
Although
the picture has a

fair quota of sophisticated love interest,
these interludes are brief and never slow up
the spine-tingling story. The photography
and production values are both excellent.
Theing hisstory
Pat O'Brien
smashway opens
into thewith
museum
where he
had
been conducting a series of art lectures,
hitting a policeman and then losing consciousness. When he comes to thinking he
had been in a train wreck, the bewildered
O'Brien is informed that there had been no
wreck. After Ray Collins, member of the
museum's board, suggests to police that
O'Brien has had a mental crack-up, the latter goes over the events of the night before
starting from his lecture when he had promised to have some genuine masterpieces
on hand for X-Raying at the next lecture.
Determined to prove that he had been in a
train wreck,
O'Brien retraces
his steps
uncovers
information
that reveals
that and
he
had been deliberately knocked out as the
train on which he had been riding approached a tunnel. Damian O'Flynn, museum
curator, tells O'Brien that he had discovered
that a Gainsborough which had been lost at
sea while being shipped back to England,

was a forgery and that other paintings being exhibited in the museum may not be
genuine. O'Flynn is murdered before he can
aid O'Brien further and the latter then enlists the aid of Mary Ware, secretary to the
museum's director, in X-Raying the paintings. After he uncovers the forgeries, Miss
Ware covers him with a gun until Collins
arrives to hold him captive. Collins, the thief
who is hiding the original paintings, plans
to shoot O'Brien but Herbert Marshall, Scotland Yard man who had been sent from
London to investigate the loss of the Gainsborough, arrives in time to save his life and
capture Collins.
After such light-weight vehicles as "Perilous Holiday"
"Man Alive,"
Pat with
O'Brien
is back
in hisandhard-hitting
stride
his
expert portrayal of the determined art
lecturer. Claire Trevor, as his romantic visa-vis, is ideally cast as is Herbert Marshall,
as a suave Britisher whose identity as a Scotland Yard man is not revealed until the
clinrax. Ray Collins contributes a fine character portrayal and Wallace Ford and
Damian O'Flvnn also do good work. YORK
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BLONDE' WEAK MUSICAL FOR LOWER SLOT

Rates • • as supporting dualler in naborhoods

RKO Radio
68 minutes
Frances Langford, Ralph Edwards, Russell
Wade, Iris Adrian, Richard Martin, Jane
Greer, Glenn Vernon, Paul Harvey, Regina
Wallace, Jason Robards, Jean Brooks, Tom
Noonan, Dorothy Vaughan, Robert Clarke.
Directed by Anthony Mann.
This is a minor musical lacking solid entertainment values. "The Bamboo Blonde"
leans far too heavily on Frances Langford,
although her radio and record following may
give the programmer fair box office draw in
naborhood spots. It's strictly for the duals —
supporting a drama or action topper. Never
a beauty, Miss Langford has been photographed unflatteringly and her blonde hairdo is not becoming. Her velvety singing
voice has always been her chief asset and it
shows
to be-t advantage
here in "Right

THREE WISE FOOLS' HOKUM
Rates •

• for family houses

M-G-M
90 minutes
Margaret O'Brien, Lionel Barrymore, Lewis
Stone, Edward Arnold, Thomas Mitchell,
Ray Collins, Jane Darwell, Charles Dingle,
Harry Davenport,
Henry O'Neill.
Directed by Edward Buzzell.
While a group of fine veteran actors stand
around looking tragically uncomfortable,
little Margaret O'Brien works all over the
screen like a real trouper, heavy brogue
and all, to make something of this rather
embarrassing hokum fantasy about a cute
little Irish immigrant who finally wins the
love of three bitter, rich old men. It is the
colleen's belief in fairies that eventually
conquers all and director Edward Buzzell,
not content with subtly suggesting the
existence of the Good Folk, shows them
full blown, on the screen — thereby destroying the faith of his audience.
This re-

Along About Evening nd "Dreaming Out
Loud," two pleasing tunes, if not of Hit
Parade calibre. Even the story, which concerns a flying crew and the Bamboo Blonde
their plane which makes headpainted
lines foronits heroic exploits during the war,
seems dated and filled with romantic complications which could have been cleared up
with a simple explanation — but then there
wouldn't have been any picture. Miss Langford tries hard, with only mild success, to
win audience sympathy for the nightclub
heroine, but she shows up unfavorably in
her scenes with the attractive Jane Greer,
who plays a selfish rich girl in convincing
style. Ralph Edwards' live-wire antics garwiseAdrian's
do Iris
ner a few
a colorless
makes
cracks, butlaughs
Russell asWade
flying hero.
Russell Wade, new skipper of a B-29
bomber, is framed by his crew into going
to a second-rate night spot which is out-ofbounds for servicemen.
The club's singer,

M-G-M
81 minutes
Tom Drake, Donna Reed, Edward Everett
Horton, Spring Byington, Sig Rinnan, Harry
Davenport, Margaret Hamilton, Warner
Anderson, William "Bill" Phillips, Hobart
Cavanaugh, Connie Gilchrist, Fred Essler,
Wilson Wood, Jack Overman.
Directed by Sidney Salkow.
A mildly amusing, overly - sentimental
romantic comedy, "Faithful in My Fashion"
is handicapped by a feather-weight story
padded far beyond its logical running time.
However, Tom Drake's growing popularitj
should attract some 'teen age fans and the
picture will gel by in naborhood and familj
spots. The plot presents a post-war problem although an unlikely one — of a returning veteran who is unprepared for
changes in either his sweetheart's
feelings

LEYENDECKER

FANTASY FOR OLD FOLKS AND KIDDIES
viewer, at least, will never again believe in
fairies,
for ofthehorrible
ones inlittle
"Three
Wise Fools"
are a lot
creatures.
The
picture is a bad mixture of fantasy and
reality. It will prove boring to sophisticated
audiences, but. old folks and youngsters
should enjoy the antics of the cute young
star. Fair grosses can be anticipated in
naborhood and rural situations. It will be
weak in metropolitan deluxers and action
houses.
The story opens with Harry Davenport.
an old leprechaun, telling the fairies the
story of a girl who ran off to Ireland with
an Irish troubador, leaving behind three
suitors. Before he carries her off, the
troubador "blesses" the three disappointed
swains with the wish that their ambitions
come true — and Irish curse. Forty years
later, the seven-year-old Margaret O'Brien,
granddaughter of the girl they loved, arrives in America and finds doctor Lionel
Barrymore, Judge Lewis Stone and banker
Edward Arnold - - all successful greedy,
lonesome
bachelors, living together.
Mar-

FAITHFUL IN MY FASHION' LIGHT-WEIGHT

Rates • • generally as supporting dualler

Frances Langford, hides Wade and then
hustles him out the back way after which
they spend a pleasant evening without even
learning each other's names. After arriving
at their air base, the crew finds Wade's slot
machine photo of Miss Langford and, assuming they are sweethearts, they paint her
on their plane which they christen "The
Bamboo Blonde." The crew's heroic war
exploits make headlines and Miss Langford's
publicitytheasclub
"Theto Original
Bamboo
zooms
popularity.
WhenBlonde"
Wade
returns for a bond tour, his former rich
girl sweetheart, Jane Greer, appears and
warns Miss Langford to stay away from
him. But Wade and Miss Langford really
fall in love during the bond tour and Miss
Greer makes one final, and futile, attempt to
win him back. When Miss Langford finally
meets Wade's wealthy parents, they welcome
her
despite the difference in their social
stations.

garet is accompanied by Thomas Mitchell,
her faithful man-servant. The child explains
that she is an orphan and that her grandmother's dying wish was that they become
her guardians. They send her away brokenhearted, but discover that she is the rightful owner of a property they had contributed to win some public goodwill. They find
her and take her into their house, but only
for the purpose of getting her deed to the
property. Margaret will not give it up because she is convinced that fairies live in
the eld tree on the land. All their wiles fail
to induce her to give up the property and
when she realizes their motive, the child
goes to a convent to become a nun. Realizing they love her, the three old men hold
themselves up to public disgrace, pretend tc
share her faith in the fairies and take her
to their hearts.
The performances of Messrs. Barrymore,
Stone, Arnold and Mitchell are unbelievably
WAX
Eddie Buzzell's direction ditto.
bad.

YARN MILDLY AMUSING

or in his former working conditions. The
elaborate pretense made by his co-workers
to keep the truth from him and give him a
happy furlough is handled in unimaginative
fashion and will hold few surprises for the
average patron. A swifter pace and a
broader style of acting might have made
this an entertaining hour-long comedy. As
it is, both Tom Drake, who is boyish and
engaging, and Donna Reed, who is attractive and capable, are permitted to take
their unbelievable roles far too seriously.
Edward Everett Horton, Spring Byington.
Hobart Cavanaugh and Margaret Hamilton
play kindly middle-aged store employes practically carbon copies of roles which
have made them familial' figures to screen
fans. Sig Ruman's explosive comedy gets
e. few laughs.
After almost live years Of Army life, Tom
Drake returns to the department store
where he formerly managed the shoe department determined to spend his two-week

furlough with his sweetheart, Donna Reed.
Unknown to him, the latter is no longer a
clerk but head buyer for the department
and she is now engaged to Warner Anderson. However. Drake's four associates in
the shoe department, Edward Everett Horton, Spring Byington, Hobart Cavanaugh
and Margaret Hamilton, persuade Miss
Reed to conceal her promotion and to pretend to still love him in order to make his
furlough a happy one. Abandoning her
swank apartment. Miss Reed borrows her
former East River flat from its present
tenant and she convinces Drake that she
still loves him. When she is confronted by
both Anderson and Drake, after the latter
learns of her promotion, she confesses the
entire ruse. Drake is heartbroken until the
four shoe clerks arrange for him and Miss
Reed to work in adjoining window displays.
They soon discover they really love each
other and are reunited.
YORK
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... 1 July Release (Total 2)

20th CENTURY-FOX
SMOKY'

ANIMAL

Rates • • • —

STORY IN TECHNICOLOR

in family and rural house s; less elsewhere

20th Century-Fox
87 minutes
Fred MaeMurray, Anne Baxter, Burl Ives,
Bruce Cabot, Esther Dale, Roy Roberts, J.
Farrell MacDonald,
Max
Wagner,
Victor
Kilian, Guy Beach, Herbert Heywood.
Directed by Louis King.
The sure-fire ingredients of a well-loved
animal story, outdoor action and gorgeous
Technicolor photography are again pleasingly blended in "Smoky." It's a natural for
family and rural houses and it should do a
bit above-average business generally. Actually, however, the children will get the
greatest thrill out of this leisurely and rather tearful tale of a man's devotion for a
spirited stallion, for its supplementary human tale is unexciting and lacking in emotional depth. Based on Will James' widelyread novel, this has a dramatic flurry or
two between two brothers, one wayward, the
other honest, and the merest suggestion of
romance. The climactic reunion between
master and broken-down horse is too maud-

lin for words. For the rest, it's mainly the
trials and tribulations of a horse who refuses to be broken into the saddle, soothing
cowboy ballads and lovely western scenery —
but that's enough for family audiences even
if sophisticated patrons may stifle a few
yawns. Although Fred MaeMurray does a
capable acting job as the roving cowboy
who becomes strongly attached to Smoky,
the beautiful black colt and the magnificent
color photography
are are
the "stars"
the Burl
picture. Second honors
capturedof by
Ives, noted singer of such ballads as "The
Foggy, American
Foggy Dew,"
Bluewho
Tailexhibits
Fly" anda
other
folk "The
songs,
refreshing, easy-going style and whose record
and concert hall fame will be an extra selling
point in many spots. Anne Baxter is merely
required to look pretty in western outfits
and Bruce Cabot, Esther Dale and J. Farrell
MacDonald are competent in smaller roles.
When Fred MaeMurray, a roving cowhand,
first sees Smoky, a four-year-old stallion escaping from a herd of wild horses in the
mesa country, he knows that he will never
be satisfied until he has broken him into
the saddle.
MaeMurray
rounds up Smoky

and brings him to the ranch owned by Anne
Baxter and, although he dodges questions
about his past, she gives him a job. Things
run smoothly for a time while MaeMurray
gently, but firmly, breaks Smoky until Bruce
Cabot, MacMurray's wayward brother, turns
up and pleads to be given another chance at
a job. At round-up time, Smoky is allowed
to remain wild and, later, when MaeMurray
is thrown from his saddle and wounded, the
horse rescues him and drags him safely back
to the ranch. Cabot, resentful because MacMurray orders him off the ranch for forging
his name to a bad check, hijacks Smoky
along with 30 head of cattle. Infuriated at
Cabot's bad treatment of him, Smoky rears
up and kills him before he escapes to the
hills. Later, Smoky is captured by a cowhe is
puncher, sold to a rodeo and, after ray,
hurt, is sold to a livery stable. MaeMur
finding
of
hope
up
given
who has never
Smoky, finally comes upon him pullin
Smoky
junk wagon. MaeMurray then brings
into
him
turns
and
to the ranch
back
pasture.

20th CENTURY-FOX
'DEADLINE FOR MURDER*

DENLEY

. . . 1 August Release (Total 2)

FAMILIAR CHASE

YARN

Rates • • in action spots or as supporti ng dualler only

20th Century-Fox
65 minutes
Paul Kelly, Kent Taylor, Sheila Ryan, Jerome Cowan, Renee Carson, Leslie Vincent,
Joan Blair, Matt McHugh, Marian Martin,
Thomas Jackson, Jody Gilbert, Syd Saylor,
Emory Parnell, Andre Chariot, Ray Teal,
Eddie Marr, Jack Mulhall, Spec O'Donnell.
Directed by James Tinling.
A run-of-the-mill melodrama with killings
aplenty but practically no suspense. Deadline for Murder" will get by in action spots
or as a supporting dualler in naborhoods.
While the arresting title and familiar cast
names suggest a mystery thriller, audiences
will be disappointed to get only a routine
yarn about a chase for a missing Government document which would mean millions

to a foreign combine. However, except for
several extraneous lighter moments which
slow things up, Director James Tinling has
managed to achieve a fast pace and squeeze
some excitement out of this tired tale. Kent
Taylor, again playing a suave gambler and
man-about-town, and Paul Kelly, in one of
his detective characterizations, carry off their
customary assignments in capable fashion,
but Sheila Ryan is unconvincing as a girl
reporter — the kind who sits on the edge of
people's desks, phones in scoops and acts
like the typical movie version of a newspaperwoman. Jerome Cowan and Renee
Carson do well enough as the foreign agents
and Jody Gilbert furnishes a few amusing
moments as a formidable policewoman.
Learning that her stepson, Leslie Vincent,
has taken a gun and gone in search of a
valuable
Government
document
missing

from his father's safe, Joan Blair appeals to
Kent Taylor for aid. The latter, who has
just forestalled a fake hold-up engineered
by Jerome Cowan, host at a gambling house,
follows Vincent to a chorus girl's apartment
where the boy tells him that the missing
document concerns oil concessions which
would mean millions to a foreign combine.
As Taylor follows the trail of the document,
and, as he beseveral murders take place
comes more involved in intrigue, Paul Kelly,
a detective, and Sheila Ryan, a meddlesome
newspaper reporter, help him get out of
of the whereTaylor learns
scrapes.aboutsWhen
Cowan agrees to
of the document,
get it for him for $25,000. After a hold-upis
and a gun skirmish with Cowan, Taylor
saved by the timely arrival of Kelly and the
LEYENDECKER

police.

'DRESSED
TO KILL' ONE OF THE BETTER SHERLOCK
Rates
-f- in action spots; good

HOLMES

MYSTERIES

dualler elsewhere

Universal
72 minutes
Basil Rathbone, Nigel Bruce, Patricia Morison, Edmond Breon, Frederic Worlock, Carl
Harbord, Patricia Cameron, Holmes Herbert, Harry Cording, Tom P. Dillon, Ian
Wolfe, Mary Gordon, Olaf Hytten, Delos
Jewkes, Topsy Glyn.
Directed by Roy William Neill.
This ingeniously-told and interest-holding
mystery yarn is made to order for the Sherlock Holmes devotees and action fans in
general. It will also make a good supporting dualler in the naborhoods. Fourteenth
(and reportedly the last) of Universal's programmers based on Sir Arthur Conan
Doyle's
famous
yarns,Thethis
one of the best ofdetective
the series.
calmis also
and
resourceful Holmes and his blundering,
but well-meaning crony, Dr. Watson, have
JUNE
24,
1946

a hard nut to crack as they follow the trail
of three identical prison-made musical boxes
whose tunes hold a message for a gang of
unscrupulous criminals. A beautiful and
strikingly-gowned adventuress (hence the
title) is their chief adversary and Holmes
gets himself into several tight spots before
he brings the crooks to justice. Basil Rathbone's imperturbable demeanor as Holmes
and Nigel Bruce's blustering as Dr. Watson
are again neatly contrasted throughout and
Patricia Morison is well cast as the attractive adventuress. Ian Wolfe, Frederic Worlock and Edmond Breon give fine character
portrayals and Delos Jewkes' singing of a
beer-hall ballad, "Ya Never Know Just 'oo
Yer
touch. Gonna Meet," adds a novel lighter
Three identical music boxes, made in
Dartmoor Prison and auctioned in London,
hold the key to the hiding place of a stolen
set of Bank of England plates for engrav-

ing five-pound notes. After one of the purchasers is murdered and a second is robbed
Holmes (Basil RathSherlockthat
box,
her
of
bone)
is convinced
a gang headed by
Patricia Morison and Frederic Worlock will
stop at nothing to get the hidden bank
plates. Because Holmes lacks the evidence
to arrest them, he gets the third musical
box and decodes a message from its tune
indicating that the plates are hidden in the
library of a Doctor "S." By a clever ruse,
Miss Morison's confederates capture Holmes
and she steals the third box from Dr. W '
son (Nigel Bruce) before the detective can
free himself. However, Dr. Watson unconsciously suggests a clue to the hiding place
of the bank-note plates and Holmes arrives
at the Memorial Home of Dr. Samuel Johnson in time to trap Miss Morison in the act
of finding the plates before he turns her and
her confederates over to the police.
LEYENDECKER
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THE RUNAROUND'

Rates • •

FAST-MOVING,

AMUSING

Universal
S(; minutes
Bod Cameron, Ella Raines, Broderiok Crawford, Frank McHugh, Samuel S. Hinds,
Nana Bryant, George Cleveland, Joe Sawyer, Joan Fulton, Dave Willoek, Charles
Coleman, Ferris Taylor, Dorothy Granger,
Emmett Vogan, Jaek Overman, Pamela
Blake.
Directed hy Charles Lamont.
This fast and furious cross-country race.
plentifully sprinkled with slapstick and
fisticuffs, is entertaining stuff for escapistminded patrons. Although the cast names
are not strong enough to hold the top spot
in most situations, it will make a good duailer generally and benefit by favorable wordof-mouth in subsequents. The coast-tocoast chase, from San Francisco to New
York via plane, bus and old-model Ford, is

similar to the popular "It Happened One
Night" story formula and has many amusing bits, some racy dialogue and a few exciting moments during its 86 minute unreeling. While the heroine's reactions frequently seem inexplicable, matters are
satisfactorily straightened out in a surprise
climax which also paves the way for a logical romantic finish. Production values are
modest with much of the action taking
place out-doors or in roadside restaurants,
country
hotels, etc.Rod
Under
Charles (ordinarily
Lamont's
breezy direction,
Cameron
the long, lanky cowboy type) gives a surprisingly capable comedy performance. Ella
Raines also does nicely in a lighter-thanusual portrayal. Broderick Crawford is
merely adequate in a strong-arm role, while
George tribute
Cleveland
comical bits.and Dave Willoek conRod Cameron
detective
agency quits
whenBroderick
his bestCrawford's
friend.
Frank McHugh, is fired and starts his own
agency. Learning that Samuel S. Hinds h is

'CRIME OF THE CENTURY' ENGROSSING
Rates © ® —

COMEDY

as duailer generally

sent for Crawford to help locate his missing daughter who has run away to marry
a sailor, Cameron gets to Hinds first and
is hired for the job. When Crawford also
turns up, Hinds offers $15,000 to the one
who brings the daughter back first. From
a picture supplied by Hinds, Cameron finds
Ella Raines in San Francisco and tricks
her into starting back East with him. However, Crawford is hot on their trail and the
two outwit each other, beat each other up
and do everything possible to get Miss
Raines back home. During the trip East,
Cameron and Miss Raines fall in love and,
when he returns her to Hinds, he finds that
the latter's real daughter is happily married to the sailor and that the girl he
secreHinds' up
U. S.
draggedtary. across
The entirethechase
wasis cooked
by
pacify
to
order
in
Raines
Miss
Hinds and
the former's wife. Cameron gets the reward anyway and wins Miss Raines in the
bargain.
YORK

QUICKIE LACKS NAMES

as supporting duailer only

Republic
57 minutes
Stephanie Bachelor, Michael Browne, Martin
Kosleck Paul Stanton, Betty Shaw, Ray
Walker. Mary Currier, Tom London, Don
Costello. Earl Hodgins, Charles Wilson,
Garry Owen, Frances Morris, Charles Cane,
Frederick Howard, David Fresco.
Directed by Philip Ford
A fast-paced low-budget thriller- running
less than an hour, "Crime of the Century"
adequately fulfills its purpose — to round
out the bill in minor naborhood or action
houses. The arresting, if somewhat extravagant, title is the sole selling point as
the players have no marquee value. The
story of a daring plan to keep secret the
death of a corporation head in order to gain
control of his business is unusual enough

to hold attention, despite its improbability.
And the audience is kept guessing until just
before the climax when a gruesome shot of
the dead man's body, preserved in a bathtub filled with ice cubes, solves the mystery.
The plot is stripped of non-essentials to the
extent that comedy relief and love interest
have been completely overlooked. Stephanie
Bachelor, a stunning, svelte clothes-horse
type who has been appearing in a string
of these Republic "C" pictures, plays the
glamorous temptress very capably and Martin Kosleck and Paul Stanton give their
customary villainous portrayals. Michael
Browne is extremely amateurish as the
tough-guy hero.
After several years in prison. Michael
Browne returns home to find that his brother, Ray Walker, is mysteriously missing.
In a small bar, Browne meets Stephanie
Bachelor who explains that she is a close

friend of Walker's, who has been called
away on an important story. On a tip from
Walker's editor, Browne goes to the home
of the president of Amalgamated Industries
who, he is told, is too ill to see him. However, when the industrialist's daughter.
Betty Shaw, tells him she is being prevented from seeing her father, Browne agrees
to help her. When Browne learns that Miss
Bachelor is the industrialist's secretary.in
Browne and Miss Shaw force their way
to his bedroom and discover his dead body
preserved in ice. His death was being kept
secret so he could be re-elected and, later,
the vice-president would get control of the
business. Walker, who had discovered this,
kept prisoner in the house by Stanis being
ton and Miss Bachelor. After the latter
two meet their just rewards, Walker releases the sensational story to the newsDENLEY

papers.

'LOVER COME
Rates • • -f on name

BACK' NONSENSICAL
value; weak

FARCE IS FAIRLY AMUSING

for action and rural houses

Universal
90 minutes
Lucille Ball, George Brent, Vera Zorina
Charles Winninger, Carl Esmond, Raymond
Walburn, Elisabeth Risdon, Wallace Ford
Louise Beavers, Franklin Pangborn, Georgt
Chandler, William Wright, Joan Fulton, William B. Davidson, Lane Chandler.
Directed by William A. Seiter.
This nonsensical farce in the sophisticated
vein is fairly amusing escapist fare. Although their acting talents seem wasted in
such trivial stuff, Lucille Ball and George
Brent, and a first-rate supporting cast containing several reliable comedians, give this
above-average marquee value for secondary
first-runs and better naborhood spots. It
will be weak in small towns and action
houses. Miss Ball has at least a dozen
changes of costume, one more striking than
the other, as an added selling point for the
ladies, while the males will enjoy the risque
situations and double-entendre lines. The
plot, however, is just another re-working of
the familiar theme about the faithful wife
who turns the tables on her philandering
II

husband to make him jealous and much of
it is the old bedroom (in one door — out another) comedy routine. While the last is extremely repetitious and stretched out until
it becomes tiresome, it still gets laughs in
most spots. Settings and costumes give this
a high production polish.
Lucille Ball, top designer for a dress company, has been resisting the advances made
by her associates, Carl Esmond, Raymond
Walburn and William Wright, while her husband, George Brent, has been a war correspondent overseas. On Brent's return, Miss
Ball unexpectedly gets a place on the press
boat to meet him on the steamer and, although she learns that Vera Zorina, another
photographer, has the adjoining stateroom,
she refuses to succumb to jealousy until a
bevy of newspaper girls he has known overseas kiss him and make a big fuss over him.
One of the girls plays a romantic record,
made by Brent, which is an exact duplicate
of the one he sent to his wife, as well as
a half-dozen other girls. Deciding to give
Brent a jolt, she makes him jealous by planting a half-smoked cigar and a man's hat in
her apartment and by encouraging the attentions of Esmond.
Learning that Brent's

father, Charles Winninger, has always been
a philanderer, Miss Ball has a bitter quarrel
with Brent and heads for Las Vegas for a
divorce. Brent and Miss Zorina are doing
a photographic lay-out on the same town and
mix-up in hotel reservathere is aAfterfrantic
considerable running in and out
tions.
of each other's bedrooms, Miss Zorina steps
out of the picture and paves the way to a
ation between Miss Ball and her
reconcili
husband.
Lucille Ball looks fetching, makes the most
of her humorous lines and gives an excellent
light comedy portrayal — certainly one of her
best to date. George Brent also does well
in a comedy role which is a welcome contrast to his recent dramatic portrayals. But
•Vera Zorina. the third starring member
lacks the light touch necessary for featherweight farce and seems miscast in a part
which makes no demands on her ballet
dancing ability. Charles Winninger and
Raymond Walburn portray broadly comic
figures, Wallace Ford is outstanding in his
drunk scene and Elisabeth Risdon, Carl
Esmond and Franklin Pangborn act as if
they enjoyed their comedy chores.
I.KYENDECKER
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"0. S. S."
CREDITS

A Paramount

P. dure.

ProJuced by Richard Maibaum.

Lidd G ra:d;ne Fitzgerald. Patric Knowles,
Benedict.
Richard Webb.

John

Directed by Irving Pichel.

Hoyt,

Pat

Phelan.

Don

Cast: Alan

Beddoe,

Richard

4# Ellen accompanies Meister on a train trip, she taking
a plaster dummy containing explosive. When they enter
the vital Corbet-Mallons tunnel. Martin holds up the train,
while Ellen lights the fuse. The tunnel, and Meister. are
blown up, while Martin and Ellen escape.

1. John Martin (Alan Ladd), young trainee in the Office of
Strategic Services, America's super-spy agency in World War II,
is arrested by an electronics plant guard for stealing a sketch on
a practice assignment. His superior warns him that such carelessness "over there" would mean his death.

5. Brady's team passes information
months. The Commander arrives and
Ellen a tough assignment — to contact
has valuable data on German troop
Rhine where the Allies will cross.

to the Allies for
gives Martin and
agent Parker, who
movements at the

2. In OSS headquartei t\ the French desk, under Commander
Brady (Patric Knowles) is given top priority. Their first job will
be to knock out the vital Corbet-Mallons tunnel of the French
railway system. Brady needs a woman to fill out his team and he
has selected Ellen Rogers (Geraldine Fitzgerald). As the team
gets its final instructions in London during an air raid, Martin
notices that Ellen is trembling. He objects to working with her.
but she assures him that she can hold her own with any man.

6. At the farmhouse where they have been contacting
Allied planes by radio, a group of drunken nazis manhandle Ellen. Martin enters, gun in hand, and recognizes
OSS agent Parker among the nazis. Parker slugs Martin, then drags Ellen into the bedroom and gives her vital
information.

3. After parachuting into Normandy, the American agents contact FFI leaders with whom they meet in a small shop. A German, Colonel Meister (John Hoyt) enters and is attracted by Ellen,
who poses as a sculptress. At her studio, she shows him some
of her work.

7. After the nazis are gone, Ellen helps Martin memorize
Parker's instructions. They hear the nazis returning and
Ellen sends Martin out to transmit the radio, while she
remains to stall the enemy, knowing what her fate at
their hands will be.

T
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SIZE-UPS

BEHIND THE SCENES IN HOLLYWOOD'S

COLUMBIA
Harry Cohn, this studio's
and guiding spirit, is now
in New York, attending homeheadman
office conferences which are
not
expected to result in any vital changes affecting the Columbia
organization or its product.
Exercising its rare penchant
for antagonizing the press of
late, this studio has reportedly come out with an ultimatum to
fan mag and press photographers that has the boys baffled, hurt
and ready to fight back.
Already not too happy about the prevalence of closed sets on the lot, the camera packers were amazed
at publicity chief Frank Rosenbergs' order that all shots of Columbia stars, even those taken at night clubs or social affairs, would
have to clear through his office before they might be published.
Harmful Policy
Such an unprecedented policy, if effected, would be detrimental
to the studio and the publicizing of its product, with the exhibitor
in time also suffering.
Repercussions in a too severe treatment
of the press in regard to publicity cooperation may seem trivial
in the case of a boxofflce sensation like Hayworth, but enough
tightly closed sets for even top players can result in no good
for all concerned.
Any attempt by a studio publicity department,
even on executive order, to become completely self-sufficient without close association of the press— trade, local daily and magazine—is a step 20 years backwards
in film exploitation tactics
and a hefty whack at the screen's life line.
Bogart Vehicle Starts
Still in production at Columbia is the Evelyn Keyes-Keenan
Wynn— Ann Miller musical, "Thrill of Brazil," while the Humphrey
Bogart drama, "Dead Reckoning," is finally underway, with Lizabeth Scott, borrowed from
Paramount for the feminine lead. "The
Gloved Hand,' a quickie mystery, as yet uncast, was also slated
to take off at the week-end, while Virginia Van Upp's production
of "My Empty Heart," co-starring Rosalind Russell and Melvyn
Douglas,
is being groomed for an early start.
Henry Levin has been assigned his first solo big directorial
assignment in "The Return of Monte Cristo," which Edward
Small is committed to produce for Columbia
release, with Louis
Hayward in the title role, before Small's return to the United
Artists' fold.
Scheduled for a July 1 start is the Dick Powell-Evelyn Keyes
mystery, "Johnny O'Clock," which will be directed by Robert Rosson. Cameras should start turning this week on the Richard
Dix Whistler mystery, whose title has been changed from "The
Hunter Is a Fugitive" to "Secret of the Whistler."

EAGLE-LION

Recognition of the new Eagle-Lion setup as a releasing
organization as well as a full-fledged independently functioning
producing company is now imperative, upon clarification last
week of the hitherto confused and confusing relations between
E-L and PRC.
Even so-called or self-styled experts among the Hollywood
trade people were kept guessing at the past several weeks' developments concerning the new firm, most of them complicating the
situation further by reading in shades of international intrigue or
corporate financial skulduggery. What has happened is simply
that PRC's majority stockholder and virtual one-man board Robert Young, decided his little outfit was too far cursed
cheap
product to stand much uplift. When the British Rankwithinterests
offered him an attractive proposition for production and release
exchange by mutual consent, Young and his advisors set up the
new organization.
Young's Ambition
Ever since the astute and enormously wealthy industrialist
owner of the Lackawanna and Nickel Plate Railroad and Pathe
Industries chief, entered the film production
business through
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PRC, he had hoped to step out on a large, major-like scale.
But the nature of PRC's established reputation for crime quickies
and 15 days western wonders, plus the difficulty of war-time studio
expansion, restricted Young's plan.
Now with Aubrey Schenck and Bryan Foy as production heads
of Eagle-Lion, the PRC studio, so renamed, and E-L taking over
36 key exchanges throughout the country from PRC, the new
organization is fast shaping as a potential force in production
arid distribution. Despite the seeming raids on 20th Century-Fox
and M-G-M for key men, there is definitely no organizational
tie-up between Eagle-Lion and any major studio.
To Enlarge Studio
Indication of Eagle-Lion's plan for expansion may be gathered
from the immediate expenditure of $1,000,000 for new construction and renovation of the former PRC studio at 7324 Santa
Monica Boulevard. Although delayed by the Civilian Production
Administration's March 23 crackdown on commercial building,
the project has been partially okayed and some construction is
now in progress.
With the return from New York of Schenck and Foy, who
had been conferring with Young and Robert Benjamin, J. Arthur
Rank representative, it was annonunced that Eagle-Lion production will be in full swing by September, with six films slated
before the end of the year. A minimum budget of $350,000, against
PRC's $35,000 minimum, has been set, with the provision of
several million per production if warranted.
Present production plans call for "It's a Joke, Son," the Kenny
Delmar (Senator Claghorn) comedy to start shooting in midJuly. Meanwhile, a neat publicity coup came the studio's way
with the announcement that Senator (The Man) Bilbo would do
his utmost to prevent the film from reaching the screen because
of its being "a slight on Southern legislators."
Claghorn
Film
Also listed on the E-L calendar are "Repeat Performance,"
starring Franchot Tone, and a story dealing with the life of
Mother Cabrini, for which Irene Dunne is being sought for the
lead.
Latest name additions to the E-L staff are Buddy Westmore
as head of the make-up department and Irving Friedman, formerly
assistant head of M-G-M's music department, to top the E-L music
department. The new studio's signing actor Arturo de Cordova
to a contract is first of its "raids" of stars and indicates a policy
of
picking
up good
boxoffice prospects who haven't hit their full
stride
at other
studios.

[NTERPRISE
Despite Enterprise's deal with Universal for release of the
new company's product, the Charles Einfeld-David Lewis organization is still regarded in production circles as a separate entity,
maintaining its own studio (formerly the California Studio) and
with its enterprising own publicity department turning out a raft
of newsworthy releases as to the company's formidable plans.
Although the company's request for an additional sound stage
to be built has been turned down by the local Civilian Production
Administration Office, an appeal has been sent to Washington
and a favorable verdict is anticipated because of the building
permits granted other studios.
'Ramrod' Shooting
Already well in production is the company's first film for Universal release. Starting less than three months after Enterprise's
formation, "Ramrod" is a super-western starring Joel McCrea,
Veronica Lake, Preston Foster and Don Defore. Directed by fllni
veteran Harry Sherman (his 155th picture), "Ramrod" is being
filmed largely in Utah's Zion National Park. Of special interest
to exhibitors is the making of a one reel exploitation trailer on the
location.

Probably second on the Enterprise slate will be the $3,000,000
production of Erich Maria Remarque's best selling "Arch of
Triumph," co-starring Ingrid Bergman and Charles Boyer. Also
on the Enterprise schedule is another Remarque novel, "The
Other Love" for Barbara Stanwyck; "The Love Story of Sarah
Q." (also for Miss Stanwyck, who has signed a long term contract
with Enterprise) ; "The Burning Journey," life story of boxer Barney Ross, for John Garfield's his first independent production
away from Warner Bros.
Two .Rogers' Vehicles
Another on the Enterprise list for a December 1 start is
producer-director Anatole Litvak's "Coup de Grace," from French
author Joseph Kessel's novel and probably starring James Mason,
British boxoffice champion. Also lined up is a second Harry
Sherman — Joel McCrea outdoor drama, "They Passed This Way,"
proving that Enterprise intends to maintain a variety of product
in type and budget.
Two films announced for Ginger Rogers, who has also shown
her faith in Enterprise's future, are "Maggi July" and "Wild
Calendar." Second venture for Litvak may be "The Snake Pit,"
startling novel of life in an insane asylum.

METRO-GOLD

WYN-MAYER

Least affected of the Big Five by the decision in the Government's anti-trust suit, Metro showed more concern the past week
over its convention of Latin American managers. Prime issue
decided by the first post-war conclave for this purpose was tha.t
Spanish speaking countries definitely prefer Spanish dubbed product to English titles. Less moot matter also settled was that
the Latin Americas would rather see and hear musicals than any
other films.
Nine Features Going
Heading the list of nine features in production is "Summer
Holiday" (from Eugene O'Neill's "Ah Wilderness"), with Mickey
Rooney given top billing over Walter Houston, Gloria De Haven,
Marilyn Maxwell and Frank Morgan. The Technicolor production, under the direction of Rouben Mamoulian, boasts a top
budget, even for a Metro musical. Still in preparation, with music
rehearsals heavily featured, actual shooting starts this week.
Rehearsals have just finished and cameras started to roll on
"It Happened in Brooklyn," starring Frank Sinatra, Kathryn
Grayson, Peter Lawford and Jimmy Durante, with Richard Whorf
directing.
Other product now shooting on the Metro lot: "Sea of Grass,'
Spencer Tracy, Hepburn, Melvyn Douglas; "High Bararee," with
Van Johnson and June Allyson; the atomic bomber "The Beginning or the End," headed by Robert Walker, Lionel Barrymore
and Brian Donlevy; Robert Montgomery and Audrey Totter in
"Lady in the Lake;" Claudette Colbert and Walter Pidgeon in
"The Secret Heart;" Mickey Rooney winding up "Uncle Andy
Hardy" and Greer Garson's "Sacred and Profane," formerly "A
Woman of My Own."
Other title changes are "The Cockeyed Miracle" from "But
Not Goodbye" and Red Skelton's former "The Show-Off" is now
"Carnation Charlie."
Although trade commentators have become quite immune to
the title change menace, it is still the exhibitor's headache, and
should be the studio's too, for a film to be publicized and "sold"
to the ticket buyers under one title and then, shortly before Its
release, undergo an extreme switch — generally no improvement!

MONOGRAM
This studio remains a paradox in its growing pain stage and
determination to win major recognition quickly. Despite the 22.52
per cent profit increase for the fiscal year, announced by President Steve Broidy, and the studio's program of 32 features for
1946-47, four of them announced as million dollar productions,
there seems to be little effort expended on expansion of physical
facilities.
The studio's greatest handicap in its ambitious project of
production expansion is its severely limited space. It was over
six months ago that Prexy Steve Broidy announced plans for
studio enlargement, even the building of a new studio on a more
spacious site, yet, today, with other studios managing to wheedle
some building permits from the CPA, Monogram is still managing
to get by on its limited lot, with an occasional sound stage rental
from Eagle-Lion (formerly PRO.
Jiggs On Screen
Heading current Monogram production is "Bringing Up
Father" in which Joe Yule will portray the immortal Jiggs and
cartoonist Georrge McManus will also be featured, under Eddie
Cline's direction. The popular comic strip, which was screened
once before in 1928 with Marie Dressier, as Maggie, and J. Farrell
MacDonald, as Jiggs, promises to be a real blessing for Yule,
Mickey Rooney's dad.
Monogram's success with film adaptations of comic strips,
which still top any best-seller reading list, was proved recently
in the first of the Joe Palooka series. The sequel, "Gentleman
Joe Palooka," is now in production with Joe Kirkwood, Jr. again
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New Kay Francis Film

Other films shooting are producer-star Kay Francis' "Wife
Wanted," matrimonial bureau expose, co-starring Robert Shayne;
the Charlie Chan mystery, "Hot Money," with Sidney Toler; the
western,
Hatton. "Trigger Finger," with Johnny Mack Brown, Raymond
Slated for an early takeoff are Phil Regan and Phil Brito in
"Sweetheart of Sigma Chi," for which Slim "Cement Mixer" Gaillard has been signed; Jack London's outdoor epic, "Trail to
Alaska;" a Jimmy Wakely western, "Songs and Saddles" and
'Ginger, the Adventures of a Dog."

PARAMOUNT
At present, there is only one Paramount production .shooting,
the Bing Crosby — Joan Fontaine costarrer, "The Emperor Waltz."
The Brackett and Wilder film journeyed 2000 miles to Jasper National Park in Alberta, Canada, for location scenes.
Pine-Thomas also have one working for Paramount release,
"Jungle Flight," aviation adventure story featuring Robert Lowery,
Ann Savage, Douglas Fowley and Robert Kent.
Director Mitchell Leisen will soon take the "Golden Earrings"
company, headed by Ray Milland and Marlene Dietrich, to Oregon
for location shooting. C. B. DeMille's outdoor epic, "Unconquered,"
is also nearing the shooting stage, with background footage completed and stars Gary Cooper and Paulette Goddard soon reporting
for work. Ward Bond and Cecil Kellaway are the latest additions
to the supporting cast of the Technicolor production.
Although Paramount is still comparatively an inactive lot
because of studio backlog, there certainly is no lack of story
properties or star names.
Hal Wallis Productions have been busily engaged in buying up
literary vehicles. "Be Still, My Love" has been bought for an undisclosed sum from former Hollywood correspondent June Truesdell. The psychological murder drama will star Barbara Stanwyck.
Also purchased by Wallis was "Paid in Full," an article that appeared recently in the Reader's Digest. Author Frederic Loomis,
M. D., was paid $15,000 for the short story, one of the top figures
for a magazine article.
Ladd Gets 'Haircut'
Assigned for an August start to director Tay Garnett is "The
Big Haircut," costarring Alan Ladd and Brian Donlevy.
Producer Daniel Dare has three stories being readied for him.
First to roll will be the Bop Hope-Dorothy Lamour "My Favorite
Brunette," formerly known as "The Private Eye," and with Peter
Lorre supplying the villainy. Elliott Nugent will direct. The
picture is slated to start as soon as Bob Hope returns from his
present cross-country personal appearance tour.
Dare's second production will be the recently purchased novel,
"Gather Ye Rosebuds" and following will come "Life Is a Ton of
Bricks," another Ruth McKenney-Richard Bransten original.

PRC

It doesn't require any special gift for deciphering handwriting
on the wall to observe that PRC is in the process of being eliminated as a film company. Headman Robert Young has hitched
his movie wagon to the Eagle-Lion banner and the only reason for
PRC's
continued existence obviously is the company's commitments
to exhibitors.
Continue* Producing
For the time being, it seems that PRC will continue to release
through its former 36 exchanges, now bearing the Eagle-Lion name.
In addition to avoiding any possible law suits for non-fulfillment of
contracts, the ill-fated company is determined to maintain the best
product possible under the circumstances. Harry Thomas, Young's
top executive for PRC, is to be commended for this resolution in
the face of such tough odds.
The June 20 release of "Avalanche," mystery drama starring
Bruce Cabot and Helen Mowery should be welcomed by exhibitors
as one of PRC's best films and one that might well have been produced by a major. Release schedule for the next two months lists
the Eddie Dean Cinecolor western "Colorado Serenade" (June 30);
"Larceny in Her Heart" (July 10); "Prairie Bad Men" (July 17);
"Queen of Burlesque" (July 24); "Down Missouri Way" (August
15); "Blonde for a Day" (August 22).
Currently in production is the untitled No. 8 of the Buster
Crabbe-Al St. John western series.

REPUBLIC
The big news at Republic this week and for many weeks was
that Gene Autry was back in the saddle. First of the four pictures
which
will make
for Republic
this and
yearLynne
is "Sioux
City doing
Sue."
which Autry
has Frank
McDonald
as director
Roberts
the feminine honors.
FILM
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Will Be Welcomed
This is Gene's first after almost four years in the Army and
his return will be welcomed by western fans from Coast to Coast.
As part of the reconciliation, it is understood that the studio
promised Autry the best of its western vehicles and at least equal
treatment in exploitation to that given Roy Rogers. In lieu of
"Smiley" Burnette, who is busy elsewhere, Gene will have Sterling
Holloway for laughs.
Rogers is also busy on his current location assignment, "Home
in Oklahoma," Dale Evans and George "Gabby" Hayes accompanying Rogers and Trigger on the trek to Davis, Oklahoma.
Still in production are "Angel and the Outlaw," producer-star
John Wayne and Gail Russell heading a location company back to
the lot after six weeks outdoor shooting around Sedona, Arizona.
"That Brennan Girl," starring James Dunn and Mona Freeman,
is winding up, while "Vigilantes of Boom Town" and "Mysterious
Mr. Valentine" finished last week.
The adventure serial, "Zorro Strikes Again," is slated to start
production this week, while the outdoor drama, "Spoilers of the
North," has been assigned to producer Donald Brown for August 15.
RKO's financial structure in unusually healthy shape and at
present, the studio is leading the field with 55 releases for the year,
a good portion certain to be boxoffi.ce winners, and seven that look
like solid money makers currently in production. With its potent
independent units furnishing good product, this company is moving
forward in formidable fashion.
Although the rumor had been rife that Samuel Goldwyn was
jockeying around to create his own worldwide releasing company,
probably with Sir Alexander Korda, he has renewed his distribution
deal with RKO for another year.
The squabble between Goldwyn and Mary Pickford over the
so-called Goldwyn lot seems to have terminated for the time being
with the firm claim of both to a majority ownership and the mutual
challenge
"to meet me in court" when the time for a showdown
comes.
Two Goldwyns Shooting
Goldwyn's "The Time of Our Lives," co-starring Myrna Loy
and Fredric March, and "The Secret Life of Walter Mitty," with
Danny Kaye in the title role, are still in production.
Also in production is Liberty Films' "It's a Wonderful Life,"
the James Stewart-Donna Reed starrer. Others currently shooting
are "Honeymoon," teaming the new sensation, Guy Madison, and
Shirley Temple, and "Katie for Congress," starring Loretta Young
and Joseph Cotten.
New starters are Pat O'Brien and Walter Slezak in "Riffraff,"
which marks the directorial debut of veteran cameraman Ted
Tetzlaff, and "Beat the Band," pairing Frances Langford and
Phillip Terry, with radio program master Ralph Edwards and
Gene Krupa's band also featured. Finished are "Deadlier than the
Male" and "Nocturne."
On the near future list at RKO, in order, are: "Trail Street,"
with Randolph Scott, Barbara Hale, Robert Ryan; "They Won't
Believe Me," co-starring Robert Young and Susan Hayward; Henry
Fonda and stage actress Barbara Bel Geddes (her screen debut)
in "A Time to Kill," directed by Anatole Litvak; another Fonda
starrer, "That Girl from Memphis," adapted from the Wilbur
Daniel Steele novel and to be directed by Frank Lloyd; "Out of
All
helm.Time," to be made in Technicolor under the Stephen Ames'

20th CENTURY-FOX
As far as "Amber" is concerned, it's beginning to look as if
its postponement, while not forever, will run through the summer.
The latest studio grapevine — and that's all it is as no official casting has been released — is that none of the principals will return
to the film when it does resume production. Peggy Cummins is
considered definitely out of the title role and at this sitting is supposedly set for her American debut in "The Late George Apley,"
which will star Ronald Colman and marks Richard Ney's first
assignment since he severed relations with Metro.
May Resume September 2
One official announcement pertaining to the film is that it may
be resumed on September 2, cast permitting, and that John Stahl
will definitely be replaced as director by Otto Preminger, whose
stock is now riding high with the studio front office since his
"Centennial Summer."
Latest casting note on "High Window," the Raymond Chandler
mystery, has George Montgomery and Nancy Guild costarred for a
July 1 start. Other Robert Bassler productions being readied are
"The Homestretch," to start this week; "Bob, Son of Battle"
(July 1); "Party Line" (August 5).

Currently shooting at 20th are "Carnival in Costa Rica," "My
ling Clementine"
(back from location); "The Razor's
which was delayed by the illness of Gene Tierney, John PayneEdge"
and
Clifton Webb; "13 Rue Madeleine," the OSS drama starring James
Dai
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Cagney and Annabella, and directed by Henry Hathaway.
"You're
For Me," the Vivian Blaine-Harry James musical, has finished.
Wurtzel to Quiz Exhibs
Sol Wurtzel will start his fourth independent production for
20th release on July 8. As yet uncast, the film is "Dangerous Heritage" and will be directed by James Tinling. Wurtzel's office
headquarters are at the Fox Western Avenue studio, but negotiations have been completed for shooting space at Morey and
Sutherland's independent studio.
A novel step in producer-exhibitor relations is being undertaken by Wurtzel, who plans to mail theater operators throughout
the country queries on what their audiences want in screen entertainment. What's more, the ingenious Wurtzel has pledged to
comply with the majority report.

UNHID

ARTISTS

Charlie Chaplin, one of United Artists' largest shareholders,
but least active production units, has started his first straight,
out-of-costume role in "Comedy of Murders," in which Martha
Raye returns to the screen.
Also on the United Artists' current schedule is "Fool's Gold,"
marking Bill Boyd's resumption of the Hopalong Cassidy character
under his own production deal with Lewis Rachmil.
Still shooting are the Stromberg-Lamarr "Dishonored Lady,"
held up by Miss Lamarr's illness; Sol Lesser's production of "No
Trespassing," starring Edward G. Robinson and Lon McCallister;
Loew-Lewin's "Bel Ami," with George Sanders and Angela Lansbury; Nero
Pictures' "The'Rose'
Chase,"
starring
Michele
Morgan.
Winds
Up Robert Cummings and
Finished are Crosby Productions' "Abie's Irish Rose," Comet's
"Miss Television" and Benedict Bogeaus' "The Short Happy Life
of Francis Macomber" (Gregory Peck). Peck's next will be "The
Parradine Case" for David O. Selznick.
DOS' "Duel in the Sun" still has not been set for its U. A.
release date.
Slated for an early start are Andrew Stone's "Strange Bedfellows," teaming Eddie Bracken with Priscilla Lane, who returns
to the screen after three years retirement as mother and housewife;
Charles R. Rogers' "The Fabulous Dorseys," based on the careers
of bandleaders Tommy and Jimmy, and directed by Al Green;
William Cagney's production of "The Stray Lamb," which will
appropriately be followed by "A Lion Is in the Streets," both
starring James Cagney; Sol Lesser Productions' first of a new
Tarzan series, "Tarzan's Dangerous Game."

UNITED WORLD
Long lasting confusion over the United World set-up, in relation to both Universal and the J. Arthur Rank interests, seems to
have abated sufficiently for partial clarification, at least.
Now securely esconced on the Universal lot, where a CPA
permit will soon allow construction of a special administration
building for the combined organization, the Goetz-Spitz International Pictures Corp. appears to be functioning in behalf of United
World, at least as far as meets the eye.
So far the International publicity office is the sole agency
issuing any information relevant to United World and will have
to be recognized as official spokesman, whether or not it's the
pleasure of International, Universal or Mr. Rank.
2 In, 6 To Go
To date, the UW slate reads "The Dark Mirror" and "Bella
Donna" completed by International and for exchange with Rank's
"London Town" and "Stairway to Heaven."
There are still six more to go for International for the calendar
year of 1947. Among them will be Betty MacDonald's best seller,
"The Egg and I," Sam Wood's production of "The Story of Ivy" and
the Nunnally Johnson "Peabody's Mermaid."

UNIVERSAL

This lot is a veritable beehive in the industry these days with
its sound stages occupied and studio officials eagerly awaiting the
availability of building material for expansion, in keeping with
the United World and International deal for use of Universal's
shooting facilities, as well as for the studio's own activities.
At present two of the Universal independent units have films in
production and are lining up others. Mark Hellinger, who has
just completed "The Killers," Burt Lancaster-Ava Gardner melodrama, has started "Swell Guy," with Sonny Tufts and Ann Blyth,
whose option has been picked up by Universal for another year.
Crawford Signed

Skirball-Manning is the other unit currently busy with "The
Magnificent Doll," the story based on Dolly Madison's Life in the
White House, with Ginger Rogers in the title role, Burgess Meredith appears as President James Madison and David Niven as the
frustrated, ill-fated Aaron Burr.
(Continued on Page 24)
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PRODUCTION
& RELEASE
In the Release Chart, the date under "Details" ret ers to the issue in which cast, director, plot, etc.,
appeared. "Rel." is the national release date. "No. " is the release number. "Rev." is the issue in which
the review appeared. There may be variations in the Running Time in states where there is censorship.
All new productions are on 1945-46 programs unless otherwise noted. (T) immediately following title
and running time denotes Technicolor production.

1945-46 Features
Westerns
Serials

In Production (3)
In Production (0)
In Production (0)

Completed (45)
Completed (17)
Completed ( 3)

NEW

PRODUCTIONS

DEAD
BECKONING
Psychological Mystery— Started June 11
Cast:
Humphrey Bogart, Lizabeth Scott.
Director: John Cromwell
Producer:
Story:

Two vets return
criminals
down.

from overseas,

one

THE GLOVED HAND
Mystery — Started June 20
Cast:
None announced as of June
Director:
John Sturges
Story:

Not

available.

See

next

Producer:

title:

Cast

Time

COMPLETED

Rio

John

Haggott

CHART

IN PRODUCTION
Thrill
of Brazil
Details
under

Sidney Bidell
Bogey tracks the

15.

issue.

RELEASE
Title — Running

is murdered,

No.
Details

Rev.
Rel.

.4-29.

Parks-Lloyd
Geray-Cheirel
Drake-Blair
Falkenburg-Tueker
Curtis-Donnell
Starrett-Burnette
Starrett- Parks
Curtis-Roberts
..

Two-Fisted
Stranger
Unknown,
The
Details under title: The Coffin

Starrett-Burnette
Morley-Bannon
.

Voice of The Whistler, The (60)
Walls Came Tumbling Down, The
Who's Guilty!
(Serial)

. .3-20. . .5-30. . .7208
...4-1

lix-Merrlek
(82) ... .Bowman-Chapman
Kent-Ward

7-4

. . .8-6. .10-30. . .7024. . .1-21
.12-24
6-7... 7011
.10-15.. 12-13... 7140

Vet returns to newspaper job, confused by new turn of events
triumphs
with aid of photographic memory
and girl.

RELEASE
Title— Running

Cast

Details

Rel.

Rafferty-Olsen

Rev.

Compieted

.7026

RELEASE
Title — Running

IN
.
..4-1

5-27

M £T R O ~C O LD W Y H ~M A Y * *
1945-46 Features

of my Own,
Andy
Hardy

(44)

In Production (6)
No.

CHART

Time

Details

PRODUCTION

A

Rel.

.5-27.

Cast

Beginning or The
End
H igh Barbareo
Lady
in The
Lake
Secret
Heart,
The
Woman
Uncle

Rev.

Barrymore-Donlevy
Johnson- Allyson
Montgomery-Totter
Colbert-Pidgeon

.6-10.
.5-27.
.5-27.

Garson-Hart
....
Rooney-Granville

..4-1.
.5-13.

COMPLETED
1945-46
BLOCK
NO. FOURTEEN

,
3-4

. 7120

7021

No.

COMPLETED
Curley

•7022... 3-18

.7160
7018

but

CHART

Time

IN PRODUCTION

.7030.

.7034

.5-14. .12-20... 7203
.12-10... 3-21... 7221

NEW PRODUCTIONS

.7201
.7004. . .4-15

..7001..
.7029

1-7

.. .8-6....3-28
1-10... 7007.. .5-13
.12-24..
.12-24.
.10-29... .5-16... 7222

HEBE COMES TROUBLE
Comedy — Started June 11
Cast:
William Tracy, Joe Sawyer, Beverly Lloyd, Patti Morgan.
Director: Fred Guiol
Producer: Fred Guiol

1945-46

.7020.

.12-10
. 6-25.. 11-22... 7010

HAL ROACH

Story:

Keyes-Wynn

Bandit ot Sherwood Forest (T) (87)
Wilde-Louise
4-2... 2-21.
Blazing the Western Trail (56)
Starrett-Matthews
.. .9-4. .10-18.
Details lotfer title Raiders of Qaanfl Bat In
..4-1. .
Blondla Knows
Best
Singleton-Lake
. . . 10-15.
Blondle's Lucky Day (69)
Lake-Singleton
. . . 10-29.
..4-4.
.1-24.
Close Call for Boston Blackie (60)
Morris-Lane
.7-18.,
Cowboy Bines
Curtls-Donncll
. . . . 4-29 . .
.5-27.
Crime Doctor's Manhunt, The
Baxter-Drew
....
]9-27.
.6-25.
Crime Doctor's Warning
(69)
Baxter-Anderson
(Details under title: Paper Doll Murder)
.6-20.
.3-18.
Dangerous Business
Tucker-Merrick
...
Details under title: Power of Attorney
9-3
.7-11
Desert Horseman,
The
Starrett-Burnette
.2-18.
Details under title: Phantom of the Desert
Devil's Mask, The
(66)
Louisc-Bannon
. . . ..4-15. .5-23.
Down
To Earth
<T)
Hayworth-Parks
..
..1-31.
Frontier Gunlaw
(59)
Starrett-Taylor
. .
. .3-18.
Uallant Journey
Ford-Blair
..7-9.
Galloping Thunder
(54)
,.\ ^Starrett-Burnette
. 11-12. .2-28.
Gentleman
Misbehaves, The (74)
Massen-Stanton
. .
Details under title: Lullaby of Broadway
..'4.25'.
Gllda (110)
Hayworth-Ford
.. ..9-17. ..4-25.
Slrl of the Llmberlost (60)
.10-11.
Tlndall-Clifton
. . . .6-25.
.6-25. ..3-21.
Gunning for Vengeance
Starrett-Adair
Details under title: Burning the Trail
Heading West
Starrett-Hoock
10-1
Details under title: Massacre Mesa
His Face Was Their Fortune
Louise-Duane
5-13
Hit The Hay (62)
Canova-Hunter
8-20..ii-29.
Hop Harrlgan
(Serial)
Bakewell-Holt
2-18... 3-28.
It's Great To Be Young
.Brooks-Stanton
. . . .6-10
Jingle Raiders (Serial)
Richmond-Berg
8-6. ..9-14.
Jolson Story, The (T)
Parks-Keyes
11-12
Just Before Dawn
(65)
Baxter-Barrie
11-26. . . 3-1
Kiss and Tell (90)
Temple-Abel
2-5.. 10-18

5-1.3

.7202
..11-26
'.'.
10-16. .11-15. .
.7040
.7019
4-1
9-3.. 12-13
. . 3-4... 5-30
.7014
8-20
. .1-3
.7025... 5-13
12-24... 4-11

Landrash
Starrett-Burnette
Lawless Empire (58)
Starrett-Law
Life With Blondle (69)
Singleton-Lake
Man Who Dared (66)
Brooks- Macready
Details nnder title: One Life Too Many
Meet Me On Broadway
(78)
Reynolds-Brady
Mysterloos Intruder, The (62)
Dix-Blake
Details under title: Murder Is Unpredictable
.8-6.. 11-27... 7017.. 11-26
My Name Is Julia Ross (64)
Foch-Macready
Details order title: Tie Woman In Red
.7023
Hlght Editor (67)
Gargan-Carter
1-7... 4-18..
Notorious Lone Wolf, The (64)
Mohr-Carter
11-12
.2-14. .7028... 4-15
Details under title: Lone Wolf on Broadway
.7012.
One Way To Love (83)
Morris-Chapman
... 8-20 .. 12-20
Details under title: Hall the Chief
.7035.
Put of the Depths (61)
Bannon-Hunter
10-1 . . 12-27
Details under title: Secret Story
•attain of the Bookie*
Starrett-Hardlng
.. .4-30. . .9-18. .
.7005... 2- 18
Pardon My Past (87)
MaeMurray-Chapman
5-14.. 12-25. . 7008
Perilous
Holiday
(89)
O'Brien-Warrick
..10-15.
.3-21..
Phantom Of The Desert
Starrett-Burnette
9-3
Phantom
Thief, The (65)
Morrls-Donnell
1-21
5-2... 7031.
Details under title: Boston Blaekle's Private Ghost
.7036
Prison Ship (60)
Lowery-Foch
8-20.. 11-15
Renegades
(T)
(88)
Keyes-Parker
6-11... 6-13. .7003. . .6-10
Details anaer title: The Kansan
Return of Rusty, The
Donaldson-Dennis
.. .4-1. . .6-27. .7205.
Roaring Rangeri
Starrett-Burnette
. . 6-11 . . . 2-14 .
Mails aador title: Powder River
Sing While You Dance
Drew-Stanton
4-29 ..7-25.
Singing On The Trail
Curtis-Donnell
5-27

ZQ

Snafu
(82)
So Dark the Night
Tars and Spars
(88)
Talk About A Lady
(71)
That
Texas
Jamboree
Terror
Trail
Texas
Panhandle
(55)
Throw a Saddle
on a Star (67)
(Details under title: Smoky River Serenade)

She
Went to the Races
(86)
They
Were
Expendable
(133)
What Next, Corporal Hargrove?
(95)
Vacation
from
Marriage
(94)
Yolanda and the Thief
<T>
(108)

Craig-Gifford
Montgomery-Wayne
Walker-Porter
Donat-Kerr
Astalre-Bremer

Letter for Evie, A (89)
Harvey
Girls. The
(T)
(101)
Portrait of Maria (76)

Hunt-Carroll
Garland-Hodlak
Del Rlo-Armendarlz

Sailor
Takes
a
Up Goes Malsie

Walker-Allyson
Sothern-Murphy

BLOCK

BLOCK

NO. FIFTEEN

Wife
(89)

(91)

NO. SIXTEEN

Bad
Bascomb
(112)
Hoodlum Saint
(91)
Last Chance,
The
(105)

Faithful in My Fashion
Three Wise
Fools
(90)

Reed-Drake
O'Bricn-Barrymore

(81)

SPECIALS

Adventure

.609..
.606..
.608..
.610..
.614.

11-26
11-26
12-10
10-29

.613. .12-10
..1-46.
.611.
.615.
...1-7
..4-46. .
...1-7
.612.
.4-46.. .619. ..2-18
...1-7
.621.
..2-18
.4-46..
Foreign.
.618. .12-10
...7-9. . .1-46...
.4-46. .
.1-7
.622. .. ..3-18
. .6-25. . .4-46. . .620. ..3-18
....7-9.
.9-18. .8-46. .
.5-13
4-2.
8-20.

nan

(113) . . . Turner-Garfield
Allyson-Lawford
Craig-Jenkins
.
E. Taylor-Lassie

. 607 . . 10-29
.11-45.

Foreign.

NO. SEVENTEEN

Boys' Ranch
(88)
Courage of Lassie
(T)
(93)
Details under title: Hold High the Torch

.11-45.
.11-45.

.11-45.
..1-46.
.1-46.
6-11.
..1-46.
1-22.

Beery-O'Brien
Powell-Williams

Postman Always Rings Twice, The
Two Sisters From
Boston
(112)

BLOCK

5-28.
3-5.
8-6.
Foreign.
....1-22.

.

8-6.

1-7.
11-26..

.8-46
.8-46

. .5-13

(129)

. .2-19.
.6-11.
Details under title: This Strange Adventer*"able-Garson
.
Easy To Wed
(T)
(117)
Ball-Johnson
Green
Years.
The
(127)
Coburn-Drake
.
Weekend at the Waldorf (130)
Turner-Johnson
Ziegfeld
Follies
(T)
(110)
Astalrc-Ball
. .

NOT

.3-46
.9-3.
.11-27.
...5-1.

DESIGNATED

But
Not
Goodbye
Fiesta
(T)
Great
Morgan.
The
Holiday
In Mexico
(T)
Little Mr. Jim (92)

Morgan-Totter
Williams-Carroll
Morgan-Powell
Pldgeon-Massey
Jonkins-Gifford

10-45
.3-46

616. .12--M
4-15
3-18
605... 7-23
617... 1-21

1-7 .
..12-24.
...9-17.
. . .10-29.

JSILM

6-10

BULLETIN

Mighty
McGurk, The
My Brother Who
Talks
To Horses
No
Lenve,
No
Love
Show-Off,
The
Courage
of Bess
(Cinecolor)
Details
under
title: Star
from
Tenth Avenue Angel
Till The Clouds
Roll

By

The

Heaven

Were

.10-1.
.10-29.
...3-4.
.

Peck-Jarman

...

M OHOCRA

Story:

M

Completed (27)
Completed ( 9)

NEW

PRODUCTIONS

Gramophone
salesman
Ring crashes
and
amuses-amazes
Emperor

Story:

HOT MONEY
Mystery — Started June 11
Sen
Victor
Toler,
Sidney
Cast:
Warren.
Director: Terry Morse

James Burkett

Producer:

(.'bailie CI
puzzle
motive art tri

Fast
shooting
heroine.

cowboy

clean

up

on

rustler

ill

BRINGING UP FATHER
Comedy — Started June 20
Cast:
Joe Yule, George McManus.
Director: Eddie Cline
Story:

Contractor
Moore's.

JiggS

foil

but

no

match

for

Heroine

is victimized

and

RELEASE
Title — Running

Producer:
social

uplift

Barney Gerard

plan

to

close

then

exposes

lonely

heart

club

rai

CHART

Time

Cast

Details

Rel.

Joe

Palooka

Errcl-Kirkwood

COMPLETED

No.

flecoy

.

Shadow

Richmond-Hazard
Brown-Hatton
..
Toler-Lorring

....9-3.
.8-20.
.12-24.
Gillie-Norris
. . . ..5-13.
Richmond-Hayes
. , . .3-18.
at Alcatraz
Carradine-Drakc
.10-15.
Cookson-William
..7-23.

Don't
Gamble
With
Strangers
Details
under title: Charlie Chan
Face of Marble,
The
(72)
Fe«r
(68)
Details
under title: Suspense
Freddie Steps Out
Details under title: High School Scandals
Gentlemen
from
Texas,
The
Details
under title: The
Fighting Texans
Gay
Cavalier,
The
(65)
Ghost Busters
Haunted
Mine,
The
(52)
High
School
Hero
Hot Money
In Fast Company
Details under title: In High Gear
Joe Palooka,
Champ
(70)
Junior Prom
(69)
Details
under title: High School
Kids
Live Wires
(65)
Details under title: Stepping Around

Stewart-Preisser
Brown-Hatton

.526
.505.. 12-10

.
..

.1-12. .
..1-5.
. 5-25 . .

.2-2.
.3-2.

.565
.504. ..4-15
.519

.528.
.507.

..3-18.
. .3-18..

..6-8..
.12-24. . .3-30..
.529.
. .5-27.
. 10-29 .
. .6-10.
.2-18. . .'.:3-2.'
...4-15
.510.
.5-28.
.5-10.
Kirkwood-Knox
. .12-24.
.502. . .4-29
Stewart-Preisser
.11-26.
..514... 5-13
.1-12..
.509.
Gorcey-Drake
..10-1..
.566'.
.561.
'.onesome
Trail
(55)
..9-17. .12-8.
Wakely-Whlte
.
Details under title: On The Cherokee Trail

Strange
Mr. Gregory,
Dttalls under title:
Suspense
(101)
Details
vnde;
,-itle:
Sunbonnet
Sae
(90)
Strange
Voyage
(80)
Swing Parade of 1946
Trail to Mexico
Under
Arizona
Skies
Details under title:
West of The Alamo

JUNE

2 4,

The
(63)
Gregory
Glamour

Lowe-Rogers
BelitaMoore

...

Regan-Storm
Albert-Taylor
Storm-Reagan
Wakely-White
Brown-Hatton

...

Code of The

Drifter
Wakely-White

1946

..4-29.
.12-10.
..9-17.

.2-16.

.572

..2-9.

.513... 4-15

.5-13.

.10-29.

.2-16.

.10-29.

..1-2.
615.
.1-10

..5-14.
.8-6.
..
.4-29.
...
..2-4.

in

Mexico

BLOCK

Goddard-Milland
Haley-Walker
'iutton-Fitzgcrald

Tufts-Lake
Barr-Massen

NO. FOUR

.3-16.
. 6-29 .
.4-27.

.2-4. . .4-20.

.9-28.

.4501.

12-11 .
10-26.
10-31 . .11-16

.4502.
.4504.

4-2.
9-18.
..4-30.

Lamour-Cordova

(87)

Rev.

.4503.

.1-25.
. 12-11 .. 11-23 .. . 4306 .
.1-11. . .4509.
...6-12. 12-28

Intentions

(96)

Blue

Dahlia,

The

(99)

. .

.1-8.
2-19.

....

.4507.
.4508.

..3 8.
..2-8.
.4-19.

.12-10
12-10
,12-10
.4511.
.4513.
.4512.
.4518.

Lowery-Bri'.ton
McCrea-Britton
Milland-deHavilland

BriJo
Wore
Boots,
The
(82)
Hot Cnrgo (57)
Our Hearts Were Growing Up (122)
To Each
His Own
(122)

Stanwy k-Cummings
Roners-Rced
....
Donlevy-Russell
dcKnvilland-Lund

BLOCK

NO. FIVE

NO. SIX

Suddenly
Welcome

Ladd-Fitzgcrald
Young-Sidney
. ..
Stanwyck-Heflin

. .1-21.
2-18.
.10-15.
.11-12.
..9-17.

.4521. . . .4-1
.6-14.

.4523. ..3-13
.4522
4-1
.4524... 3-18

.7-26.
..8-9.
.9-13.

.3-22.
.8-30.
. .9-6.

12-13.

This

Ladd-Russell
. .
St? iwyck-Millan*
Kelly-York
.. .
Reed-Brooke
rVrlght-MMIand

Woman

Rracken-Welles
Hutton-Lund
Haley-V/illiard
Denning-Craig

(T)

.4526.. .5-13
.4528...
5-13
.4527.. .5-13
..529... 5-13
.4532. . .5-27
.4531.. 12-10

..12-10.
.7-9.
..6-10.
. .4-21.
..11-26.
.10-1.

.

..3-18.
.

. .11-1.
MacMurray-Goddard
.3-18
Cro^by-Caufield
. . ....4-1.
.3-18,

NO. ONE

Big Town
Blue
Skies
(T)
Cross My Heart
Details
under title:
Perfect
Marriaoe.
Two
Years
Before

.

Hope-Caulfirld
Crosby-Hope-Lamoor

It's Spring
Stranger

BLOCK

.3-5.
.7-9.

.2-18
.2-18

.4519.

.8-6.

Weissmullcr-Grey

Take

..5-3.
.5-17.
..4-5.
.6-28.

. .7-5.

Beaucaire
<T)
(93)
Utopia. The
(90)

Calcutta
California
(T)
Fear
In The
Night
I Cover Big Town
Imperfect
Lady,
The
Details
under
title:

.4516.
.4517.

.5-31.

SPECIALS
Fire
(70)

Monsieur
Road to

...7-9.
...4-2.
.11-13.

.9-3
.8-20
..9-3
.8-20
. 10-15
10-15
10-15
10-15

.2-22.

Ladd-Lake

They Made Me A Killer ;65)
Virginian,
The
(T)
(90)
Well-Groomed
Bride, The
(75)....

BLOCK

involved

No.

Rel.

2-19.
.10-31.

Jcnes-Cotten

NO. THREE

become

.10-2.

Bracken-Lake

(93)

Miss Susie Single's
T;kyo
Rose
(66)

Too

The
the

1946-47

Good

To

Be

True

■

Rccd-Brooke
Crosby-Astalre
Hutton-Tufts

12-24
8-6.
1-8

Ymmn-Niven
Ladd-Donlevy

Mast

r
1945-46 Features
Westerns

R

1-21
5-1 .

.w
In Production
In Production

Completed (10)
Completed (14)

NEW

Story:

.6-25.

lady

(0)
(1)

PRODUCTIONS

N,. 8 BUSTER CRABBE SERIES
Western — Started June 13
Cast:
Buster Crabbe, Al (Fuzzy) St. John, Patti McCarty.
Director: Sam Newfleld
Producer:
Sig Neufelrl

..4-1.
. .4-15.

Girl

(75)

Funny
(98)

Ladies'
Man
Perils of Pauline
Rhythm
Ranch
Seven
Were
Saved

Roland-Ames
..
Gorcey-Hall
. ..
Brown-Hatton
St>v»art-Prc:sser
.
Gorccy-Hall
Gorcey-Hall

Missing
Lady,
The
Richmond-Reef
Details
under title: Jade
Lady
Moon
Over
Montana
Wakely-Holt
.. .
Red
Dragon,
The
'64)
Toler-Fong
Details under title: Charlie Chan In MexlM
Shadows
On The
Range
Brown-Hatton
Details
under
title: Roaring
Range
Shadows
Over Chinatown
Toler-Yung
Details under title: Corpus Delicti
South
ot Monterey
Roland- Riordan
.
Details under title: Romance of the Rancho
Shadow
Returns,
The
(61)
RIchmond-Rced
.
Details under title: The Shadow

fair

4-15

Garssn-Kelly
Milland-Wyman

NOT DteSIGNAT&D

. 4-29 .

Douglas-Ames

(70)
(101)

Letters

Kilty
(104)
People
Are
Stork
Club

Details

Gardner. Reynolds

Hold That Blonde
(76)
Dstalls
onder
title: Good

Swamp

..6-25.
.12-24.
.10-29. .5-11.

Cast

Hopo-Hasso

BLOCK(101) NO. TWO

Lcve

America
through.

. 1945-46

0. S. S. (107)
Searching
Wind,
The
(108)
Strsnge
Love ol Martha
Ivers (116)
Details
under
title: Love
Lies Bleeding

....6-10

Francis- Kelly
R.chmond-Reed

Details
under
title: The Shadow's
Below
The
Deadline
Details
under
title: Jumpin'
Joe
"Mack
Market
Babies
(71)
Border
Bandits
(57)
Dark
Alibi
(65)

(97)

Follow That Woman
Lost Wtelwnd, The

Rev.

1945-46

Allotment
Wives
(80)
Behind
the Mask
(67)

woes

Diiity

IN PRODUCTION
Gentleman

Life

Tavern

Masquerado

.Maggie's

by

There's

COMPLETED
BLOCK NO. ONE

BLOCK

WIFE WANTED
Matrimonial Drama — Started June 20
Cast:
Kay Francis, Robert Shayne.
Director: Phil Karlson Producer: Kay Francis-Jeffrey Bernerd
Story:

Where

Duffy's

gang

court,

CHART

Time

IN PRODUCTION

Gloria

Best,

Willie

TRIGGER FINGER
Western — Started June 18
Cast:
Johnny Mack Brown, Raymond Hatton, Jennifer Holt.
Director: Lambert Hillyer
Supervisor: Charles Bigelow
Story:

express
in Latin
but come
(lying

RELEASE

of murders
scries
Pacific,
to South
route
En
He solves them
upon arrival
in Pango-Pango,
stolen
by Japanese.

Story:

Two ex-GI's running air
in international
intrigue

Title — Running

Young,

Viennese
Fosef.

JUNGLE FLIGHT
Aviation Drama — Started June 20
Cast:
Robert Lowery, Ann Savage, Douglas Fowley, Robert Kent.
Director: Peter Stewart
Producer:
Pine-Thomas

(4)
(1)

In Production
In Production

(34)
(12)

1945-46 Features
Westerns

PRODUCTIONS

THE EMPEROR WALTZ
Comedy with Music — Started June 10
Cast:
Bing Crosby, Joan Fontaine, Oscar Karlweiss.
Director: Bill Wilder
Producer: Charles Brackett

.8-20.,

(T)

NEW

.6-10

. .12-24
3-4...
..10-1

In Production (2)

(42)

Completed

1945-46 Features

4-1.. ..

Uall-Hodiak
. ..
Taylor-Hepburn
.

There

PARAMOUNT

..5-13.
...4-1.

j'Brien-Murphy
Garland Walker

(T)

Two Smart
People
(93)
Undercurrent
Details
under title: You
Yearling,

Beery- MacMahon
Lawfuid-Jmkins
Jobnson-Klrkwuod
Skellon- Maxwell
Thompson-Tobias

.516.

Crabbe exposes swindlers
li adin j i • gold
claims.

Title — Running

.501. .10-13
.521
.503
.574
.561
.573.

hoaxin:-

RELEASE

.3-18
.4-15

Time

COMPLETED
Ambush
Trail
(58)
Avalanche
(68)
Blondf
For A Day
Detail'
under
title:
Carr.van
Trail,
The
Club
Havana
(62)

Blondes
(Cinecolor)

Fuzzy

the
(65)

Loos?

Ices"

CHART

1945-46

On

to believe he

Cast

Stcele-Saylor
Cabot-Cort
B-aumont-Walker
Ttan-Carlln
Lindsay-Ntal

Details

Bel.

No.

R«v.

2-17
3-4 . . .6-20
... 5-3 . . 8-22

5-21

10-1... 4-20
5-28.. 10-23

4-29
11-26

21

Colorado Serenade
(68)
Larceny
in Her
Heart
Details
under
title. Crime
Danny

rietour

Boy

in

Tha

(66)

(60)

6-30
.3-18. . .7-10

Dean-Ates
Beaumunt-Walker

Night

Hei'.ry. Johnson

Savage-Heal

Devil Bat's
Daughter
L?.Nar.che-J.rmes
..
Enchanted
Forest,
The
(Cinecolor)
(80) . . . Ljwe-Joyce
Flying
Serpent,
The
(60)
Lev/is- Kramer
....
Gentlemen
with
Guns
Crabbe-St.
John
.,
6host of Hidden
Valley
Crahbe-St.
John
.
Gun Smoke
Steele-Saylor
How
Do You
Do?
(83)
Sordon-Wlndsor
..
I Ring
Doorbells
(67)
Shayne-Gwynne
. .
Lightning Raiders
(61)
Crabbe-St.
John
.
Mask
of Diljon
(73)
Von Stroheim-Bates
Melody Round-Up
(C)
Dean-Ates
Down
Missouri
V/ay
O'Driscoll-Wright
Details
under
title: Missouri
Hayride
Murder
Is My Business
(65)
Navajo
Kid
(59)
Once and For All
Prairie
Badmen
Details
under
title: Dangerous
Men
Prairie
Rustlers
(55)
Details under title: Buster Crabbi No.

Beaumont-Walker
.
steele-Saylor
. . .
Coleman-Reed
...
Crabbe-St. John
.
Crabbo-St.

6-10

..8-6
1-8
. .
..6-25.. 11-30
.1-21. . .4-15

John

12-24

.1-22... 12-8
..9-3... 2-20
.1-21. . .3-27
. .4-29
.12-10

10-1
2-1S

. ..8-6.. 12-24
.10-2. ..2-25
10-15
1-7
11-26
4-9
. .5-27
.4-29... 8-15

11-26

.12-26. . .4-10.
10-15. .11-21..

.5-13

.10-29.
.4-29..
.9-17..

.

1

,.11-7..

.7-24..
..8-6.. .3-20..
..4-1.
..2-1..
10-29.

Ouoen of Burlesque
Ankers-Young
...
Romance of the West
(60)
Dean-Barton
Six Gun
Man
(60)
Steele-Carlln
. . .
Details under title: Six-Gun For Hire
Song of Old Wyoming
(Cinecolor)
(65) . . . . Dean-Padden
Strangler ol The Swamp
(60)
LaPlanche-Edwards
Terrors
On
Horseback
Crabbe - St. John.
Thunder
Town
(57)
Steele-Saylor
Wife of Monte
Cristo, The
(81)
Loder-Aubert
....

V. 6-3'. '.

.4-1

R £ P 0 B t. J C.

NEW

PRODUCTIONS

In Production (4)
In Production (0)
In Production (0)

Director:
Story:

William Whitney

Roy
foils
Heresford

villainous
cattle.

gang's

Producer:

attempt

to

Edward

crossbreed

Gene
tries
but finally

to crack
Hollywood
decides
he'll take
the

RELEASE
Title — Running

studios
outdoor

and

through
life.

ruin

singing

contests

Cast

Details

Angel and the Outlaw
That
Brennan
Girl

Rel.

No.

Rev.

COMPLETED

1945-46

Angel Comes to Brooklyn, An (70)
Details
tinder title: New
Faces of 1945
Alias
Billy The
Kid
(56)
Bandit
ol Badlands
(56)
California
Gold
Rush
(56)
Captain
Tugboat
Annie
(70)
Details under title: Turjricat Annie's Son
Cat Man of Paris, The
(55)
Cherokee
Flash
(55)
Colorado
Pioneers
(56)
Conquest
of Cheyenne
Crime
ol the Century
(56)
Crimson
Ghost, The
Dakota
(82)

Dowd-Duke

Er.rl Carroll's Sketchbook
El Paso
Kid
Daughter
of Don Q (Serial)
Days of Buffalo
Bill (56)
Fabulous Suzanne, Tin

Moore-Marshall
Carson-Harmon
Booth-Allen
Carson-Stewart
Britton-Vallec

French Blades
Key, (67)
The
(67)
Gay
G. I. War
Brides
Girls of the Big House
(68)
Gay Could Change,
A (65)
Glass Alibi. The
(68)
Home On tho Range
(55)
In

Details under title: West of
Old Sacramento
(89)

I've Always
Loved Yon
Details
under
title:
Invisible
Informer
Inner
Circle. The
King of the Forest
Last
Crooked
Mllo,
Lonely
Hearts Club

God's

(T)
Coneerte

Rangers
The

....

Carson-Stewart
.
C::r>oii-Stcwart
.
Elliott-Fleming
.
Darwell-Kcnnedy

(Serial)

McLeod-Dorn

Stirling-Henry
. Douglas- Roberts
Thompson-Talbot
Barry-Savage
. .,
Withers-Withers
Lederer-Patriek
Hale-Booth
Elliott-Blake
Ralston- Marshall
Rogers-Evans . . .
Stirling- Henry
..
Aeuff-Mara
...
Pearce-Harris
Hale-Booth
....
Bachelor-Mara
Elliott-Fleming
Mara-Douglas

Phantom
Plainsman

Kent-Stewart
EIHott-Ralston

22

The
The

(Serial)
Lady

.10-29.
..4-15. !12-25.
.'.2-28.'
...3-18.
. .8-6.
.'.5-22.'!
..1-21.

. .3-18.
. .10-1.
.10-29. ..1-25.
, . . '.'.Ashley-Rogers
Dekker-Ankers
.
.12-10.
.'.5-18'.
Ellison-Lee
...
. . .4-29.
Roberts-Powers
. .. .3-5. !!ii-2.
Lane-Frazee
. 6-25. ..1-27.
.7.2-8'.
Wrixon-Fowley
.12-24. . .4-27.
.11-26.
Hale-Booth
.. .
..4-18.
Country
.12-10.. .5-31.
Moore-Elliott
.
. . .8-20

Madonna's Secret, The
(79)
Man from
Rainbow
Valley
(M)
(57)
Marshall
of Laredo
(56)
Murder in the Music
Hall
(84)
My
Pal Trigger
Mysterious
Mr.
Valentine
Wight
Train
to Memphis
One
Exciting
Week
(69)
Out California
Way
(M)
Passkey
to Danger
Phantom
of the Plains
(55)
Pilnrim
Lady,
The
Details under title : The Inner Circle
Rider,
and

.1-8. .11-27.
.4-17. .
.12-24.
.9-14..
..4-30..
..4-16. ...2-4..
.12-15. .11-17.

. .4-20..
..10-1. .12-13..
.
.11-14..
. ...7-9.
. .3-19.
, .10-29.

Esmond-Aubert
Carson-Stirling
Elliott-Fleming
Elliott-Fleming
Bachelor-Browne
Stirling-Quigley
Ralston-Wayne
..

. . .2-18.
. - 2-18.
...12-10.
. 10-15 .
...1-21.
...10-1.
. .2-18.
...3-5.

.. ..3-18
.2-5

. ...8-fi.
. .4-29.

.503. ..3-18
.555
.55i
.565
.504.... 1-7

RELEASE
Title — Running

Into
Dead

6-14.
4-10.
10-7.

Toyko
(72)

..512

6-8

.521.

5-11
9-7

.518.
.561.

3-4

.511.
.564
.507... 1-21

Panama

. .4-29
.4-29
. . . 4-1

Without

Must

Most

Bamboo
Blonde
(68)
Bedlam
(79)
Details under title: A

(72)

Detector

..11-27...
6-11...

God.

SPECIALS

Stranger, The
Tomorrow
Is
Wonder
Man

NOT

I'll Take

of Home

(114)

C»5)
Forever
(105)
(T)
(98)

DESIGNATED

Child
of Divorce
Criminal Court
Dcadlirr
Than
The
Male
Dick Tracy vs. Cueball
Double Trouble
Falcon's
Adventure,
The
Lady
Luck
Likely Story. A
Genius
At Work
Details under title: Master

..609.
612.
615.

613.
614.
611.

.9-17
.9-17
10-15
.10-1
12-24
12-24
.10-1
12-24
12-24

.5-28
.9-3

.617.. ..1-7

.2-19

.616.. .3-4
.3-4
619..
618.. 12-10

?
,.10-1..
..5-14.

Seott-Richards
Vernon- McGuire
Goff-Lauek
Granville-Conway

It

From

.622.
.623.

..7-23

625
624

. . . 10-29

621

.2-18
.4-29
.4-29
3-4
.. .4-29
.5-13

Here)
...9-17
8-6...

Bedlam

(125)
(T)

. .607
...608

620..

Errol-Newton
Welsmuller-Joyee

Langford-Wade
Karloff-Lee

Crack-Up
(93)
Falcon's
Alibi,
The
(62)
Till the End
of Time
(105)
Details under title: The Dream

Along Came Jones
(90)
Belli of St. Mary's,
The
Heartbeat
(102)
Kid From
Brooklyn,
The
Make
Mine
Music
(75)

....

Colbert-Wayne

Tale of

Rev.

Watch

(107)

NO. SLX

inter-

..606.
..610.

Dangerous

Woman

under title: Thanks

BLOCK

into

...Rel.

...2-19...

O'Brien-Drew
Henreld-O'Hara
Warren-Long
.

Loder-Long

NO. FTVE

Reservations

leads

. .2-5.".!
Powell-Cheirel
.... ...7-9
Foreign
Mason-Mannheim
..6-11
Conwey-Jeffreys
.
.12-11
Haley-Jeffries
.
McGulre-Brent
. . ..9-3

Badman's
Territory
(98)
Ding
Dong
Williams
(62)
Partners
In Time
(76)
Truth
About
Murder,
The
(63)
Details under title: The
Lie

she

.5-27
.4-29

Deadline at Dawn
(83)
Hayward-Willlams
From
This
Day
Forward
Fontaine-Stevens
Details under title: All Brides are Beaotlfil
The

and

Cast

NO. FOUR

(70)
title:

take

Jeffreys.
Producer: Nat Holt

Neal-Hale
...
Karloff-Drew
,

NO. THREE

BLOCK

doesn't

1945-46

(82)

Cornered
(102)
Hotel Reserve
(79)
Dick Tracy
(61)
Sing Your Way Home (72)
Spiral Staircase,
The
(83)
Details
under title: Some

Details

. .510... 3-18
.5502
..562

boss

Loy-Mareh
. . .
Temple-Madison
Stewart-Reed
.
Young-Cotten
Kaye-Mayo
. . .

Man
Alive (70)
Spanish
Main. The
(T)
(100)
Wanderer of the Wasteland
(67)

BLOCK

..517... 5-13

.567
6-10
.520
.513.... 4-1

Details

COMPLETED
BLOCK NO. TWO

Riverboat
Rhythm
(64)
Tarzan and the Leopard

'.'519.'.'.'.'.'.'.
..'.502.
.509. '.12-24
. .4-29
'.'.
.554!'. '.'.'.
..508
2-4
. .516. . .5-27
.5501. . .4-29

.8-6.
.9-17..
.9-17..
.4-1. .5-24.

CHART

Time

Best Years of Our Lives, The
Honeymoon
It's A Wonderful
Life
Katie
For Congress
Secret
Life of Walter
Mitty
(T)

.511

.'556 .'.'.'.'.'.' .'

.506
.447. ..4-15

In Production (7)

playboy

IN PRODUCTION

Game of Death
Details
under

. .505. .11-26

12-24 .
11-26. . .12-28.
. .3-9.
.5-10.

(55)

by "fixer"
for oil field map
in
national intrigue and clean-up
of gang.

.553.
.514.
.563.

2-16.

.10-29.
3-4.
. . .6-10
..11-12
.12-24
. . 4-29

Search

BLOCK

. . 4-29
. .5-13...,

Wayne- Russell
Dunn-Freeman

Story:

First Yank
Isle of the

IN PRODUCTION

.501...
. 566 . . .

PRODUCTIONS

Band
singer's
to reform
marries
out of attempt
the business.

prize

CHART

Time

Completed

448.. .6-10

.7-23.
.5-13.
.5-13.

11-26... 4-15.
12-21.
.4-15.
.5-27.
... .4-16.
.4-30.
.12-13.

Rogers-Evans
Lane-Blake
Elllott-Flemlni
Kelly-Uder

RIFFRAFF
Chase Melodrama — Started June 10
Cast:
Pat O'Brien, Walter Slezak, Anne
Director: Ted Tetzlaff

J. White

SIOUX CITY SUE
Music&l Western— Started June 11
Cast:
Gene Autry, Lynn Roberts, Sterling Hollaway, Cass County
Boys.
Director: Frank McDonald
Producer: Arraand Schaefer
Story:

Danger

.5-9

.'.3-16.
.11-1...
552.
.3-29.
.9-30.

BEAT THE BAND
Musical — Started
June 10
Cast:
Frances Langford, Gene Krupa, Phillip Terry, Ralph Edwards, June Clayworth.
Director: John Auer
Producer: Michel Kraike
Story:

HOME IN OKLAHOMA
Musical Western — Started June 10
Cast:
Roy
Dale Evans, Trigger, George "Gabby" Hayes,
Sons Rogers,
of Pioneers.

..4-1.
.3-18.
..4-1.
2-19.
...
.3-18.
.. .5-14.

VonSt'hela-Baehelor
Elliott-Fleming
..
Rogers-Evans
Roberts-Drake
. ..
Rogers-Evans
Mara-Barrler
Kurov- Essen
Marshall-Gargan
Elliott- Flemlnf
..
Booth-Livingston
Riehmond-Mara
..
Bachelor-Livingston

Under
Nevada
Skies
Vigilantes
of Boom
Town
Wagon
Wheels
Westward
(56)
Woman Who Came Back, The (68)
Detain infer title: TIM We*

NEW

..4-23.

Completed (38)
Completed (22)
Completed ( 4)

(56)

Scotland
Yard
Investigator
(68)
Sheriff of Redwood
Valley
(56)
Shine On Texas Moon
Snow Cinderella
Song
of Arizona
(68)
Song
of Mexico
(57)
Spectre of the Rose (90)
Strange
Impersonation.
A (68)
Sun
Valley
Cyclone
(55)
Valley of the Zombie, The
(56)
Traffic In Crime
Undercover
Woman
Details
under title: Passkey
to

.10-29

.8-6.

1345-46 Features
Westerns
Serials

Rogers-Evans
Canon-Stewart
Albert-Marlowe
Carson -Stewart
Lane-Wentworth

1945-46 Features

..5-14. .11-12.
..1-1..
..9-3..
. 1-21 . .
..5-1..
.4-10..

(40)
(16)
( 4)

Rainbow Over Texas
(65)
Red
River
Renegades
Rendezvous
With
Annie
Rough
Riders of Cheyenne
Santa
Fe Uprising

. .1-21
. .8-20
.10-29

O'Brien-Trevor
.
Conway-Corday
McGuire-Madison

Cooper-Young
Crosby-Bergman
Rogers-Aumont
Kaye-Mayo
. .
Disney Cartoon
Robinson-Young
Colbert-Welles
Kaye-Mayo
. .

.5-13
.5-13

681. ..•-25
661. . .4-29
662. .11-26
692.
652.
683.
. .4-29
682. ...4-1
651.
..1-21
..4-30
. .5-27

...11-27
3-5
6-25
8-20
. .10-29
4-2
....7-24

Moffett-Toomey
Conway-O'Driseoll
Trevor-Tlerney
Conway-Jeffreys
Haley- Jeffreys
Conway-Meredlth
Yomg-Hile
Wllllams-Hale
Carney-Brown

630.
628

627.
629.
626.

3-4...
...3-18...
5-27...
4-1. . .
2-4. . .
. . .4-29. . .
10-29...
2-4. . .
9-3. . .

Minds

FILM

BULLETIN

Nocturne
Notorious
Details
under
title: Follow Your
Heart
Sinbad
The Salor
(T)
Sister Kenny
Step By Step
Sunset
Pass
What
Nancy
Wanted
Woman
on The
Beach
Details under title: Desirable Woman

Raft-Barl
Bergman-Grant

RELEASE

5-13 . .
. . . 10-29 . .
Tilie — Running

<T)

Disney

20th

Cartoon

Feature

Completed

RELEASE
Title — Running

(44)

In Production

Cast

Costa
Rica
Clementine

(4)

Details

IN PRODUCTION
Carnival
In
My Darling

.691.

Rel.

(T)

Haymes-Holm
Fonda-Darnell

Razor's
Edge,
The
13
Rut
Madeleine

Power-Tierney
Cagney-Annabella

COMPLETED
NOT DESIGNATED

...4-29
. 4-29
..4-15
. .6-10

1945-46
.12-10. . .Aug.
Dunne-Harrison
..
Fitzgerald-Huston
..3-19... Nov..
..10-1... Feb.
Landis-Gargan
...

Anna and The King ot Siam (128)
And Then Thero Were Bone (97)
Behind Green
Lights
(64)
Details inder title: Precinct 33

Bell for Adano, A (103)
Hodlak-Tlerney
Blaek
Beauty
Freeman-Denning
.
Capt»lo
Eddie
(107)
MacMirray-Barl
Caribbean
Mystery
(63)
Dunn-Ryan
Details ooder title: First, Last and Always
Centennial Summer
(T)
(102)
Crain-Wilde
Claudia
and
David
McGuire-Young
...
Cluny
Brown
(100)
Jones-Boyer
Colonel Effingham's Raid
(70)
Dark Corner, The
(99)
Deadline
For Murder
(65)
Do You
Love Me?
(91)
Doll Fate
(80)
Dolly Sisters. The
(T)
(114)
Dragonwyck
(103)
Wake Up and Dream
(T)
Fallen Angel
(97)
Flight To Paradise
Home
Sweet
Homicide
Hoose on 92nd Street (88)
Details inter title: Now It Can Be Told
Jesse James (106)
Junior
Miss
(94)

Bennett-Eythe
Ball-Stevens
Kelly-Ryan
O'Hara-Haymes
...
Miranda-O'Keefe
. .
Srable-Payne.
...
Tierney-Price
Payne-Haver
Faye-Andrews
Kelly-Massen
. ..
Bari-Scott
Eythe-Hasso
Power-Fonda
Garner-Joslyn

It Shouldn't Happen To A Dog (70)
Johnny Comes Flying Home
(65)
Leave Her To Heaven
(T)
(110)
Margie
(T)
Rendezvous 24
(70)
Retern ot Frank James
(92)
Shock
(70)
Shocking
Miss Pilgrim,
The
(T)
Somewhere
In the Night
Smoky
(T)
(87)
Strange Triangle
(65)

Landis-Joslyn
Stewart-Crane
...
Tlerney-Wllde
Cralne-Young
Gargan-Palmer
..
Fonda-Tlerney
...
Price-Bari
Grable-Haymes
...
Hodiak-Guild
....
MacMurray-Baxter
Hasso-Shepperd
..

Sentimental Journey (94)
Spider,
The
(63)
State Fair (T)
(100)
Walk In the Son
(117)
Details under UA Release Chart
Three Little Girls In Blue (T)
Way Ahead, The
(104)
Wilson
(T)
(153)
Yank In London, A (106)
Yoo're
For Me
Details
under title: That's for Me

Payne-O'Hara
Conte-Marlowe
Andrews-Craln
Andrews-Conte

.11-13... Aug..
12-10
12-11... Sept.
Aug.
..2-5... Sept.

....
...
..
. . .

Haver-Hatun
Nlren-Hintley
...
Hardwleke-Mrtchell
Heagle-Harrlson
..
Blaine-James

.601
7-9
.604... 7-23

.605
8-6
. .9-17.
..633... 6-10
.3-18. .
12-24 . . June. ,
. 12-25 . .
.12-10.

..May.
Feb. .
. Aug .
.May.

..3-18.
..4-30.
. . Jan.
. . .8-20.
...2-5.. ..Nov..
.Apr .
...3-5.
.5-14.
..5-14.. .Dee
.5-27..
.3-18..
..4-30. .Oct
. Reissue.

. . .

. .634... 6-10
.611... 7-23
..620
2-4

.2-19..

.Feb.
Aug..
.July.
• Apr.

.Mar.

11-26..
...For..
11-29..
Foreign.

.Mar.

.Ai|.

My Shoulder
under
title:

Bachelor's

Daughters,

. .617. .1^-24
..609... 10-1
..623... 3-18

traditional
up with

608... 9-17
.618.
'.5-13
.603.
.6-25
.632.
.624.
.'.'629..5-27
.614. 12-24
..4-1
..627.
.619.
.5-13
..615. .1-21

. . 621 . .5-27
.2-18
.613. 11-12
.607. .9-17
..616. .12-24
.606.
.6-11

.Ann..
.Mar.

.602.
.622.

..8-7

.4-29..

A RT-ifiti

Night
in Casablanca,
A (89)
Outlaw, The
(114)
Paris — Underground
(97)
Rebecca
(130)
Scandal
in Paris, A
Short, Happy Life of Francis Macomber, The.
Sin of Harold
Dlddlebock, The
Spellbound
(113)
Details under title: Hoese of Dr. Edward*

Marx Brothers
Russell-Huston
.
Bcnnett-Flclds
Fontaine-Olivier
Sanders-Hasso
Peck-Bennett
..
Lloyd-Walburn
.
Bergman-Peck

Strange Woman,
The
This
Happy
Breed
(T)
2000
Women
Young
Widow
(98)
Whistle
Stop
(85)

Lamarr-Sanders
Newton-Johnson
Robson-Calvert
Russell-Hayward
Raft-Gardner
..

24,

1946

Stn

...

...6-25.. 11-30... Sml.. 12-10

Foreign

6FD

.Foreign

GFD. . .4-29

.Foreign..
...4-29
. . 5-27

3-15. . .GFD.
.12-10
Rog

3-4

Bog
.Hug.

.10-15. . .5-10. ..LL...5-13
..1-22... 9-14.. .Bnt..
.Szk.
2-8. .Psb.
.4-29
.10-29
.Reissue.
.4-26
.10-29. . . .7-19.
. . .4-1
.10-1.
...7-24..
12-28... Szk.. 11-12
.12-24

Smg

Foreign
Foreign

GFD
GFD

3-5

3-1... Smg

3-4

. ..7-23. ..1-25. . .Neb. . .1-2]

HUD PICTURES
1946-47 Features

Completed (3)

RELEASE

cane and costume
to play
French
Bluebeard

amateur

Time

Bella

Donna
COMPLETED

Dark
Mirror,
The
London
Town
(T)
Stairway to Heaven

In Production (1)

CHART
Details

Cast

IN PRODUCTION

.4-29.

0beron-3rent

deHaviiland-Ayres
...4-1..
.Foreign.
Field-Kendall
.
.
.Foreign.
ftlassey-Niven

(T)

Features
Westerns
Serials

(48)

No.

Rel.

.Jnsn.

In Production (6)
In Production (0)
In Production (1)

7)
( 4)

Completed (55)
Completed ( 7)
Completed (4)

NEW

PRODUCTIONS

MAGNIFICENT DOLL
Historical Drama — Started June 5
Cast:
Ginger Rogers, David
Niven, Burgess
Meredith, Peggy
Wood.
Director: Frank Borzage
Producer: Skirball-Manning
Romantic
saga of
husband
President

the fabulous Dolly Madison,
and Aaron Burr's frustrated

her influence
on
love for her.

her

War correspondent hero is really chronic heel, ruins everybody's
in boarding house but reforms in time to save boy in Are.

life

SWELL GUY
Comedy-Drama — Started June 3
Cast:
Sonny Tufts, Ann Blyth, Ruth Warrick, Wm. Gargan.
Director: Frank Tuttle
Producer: Mark Hellinger
Story:

RAMROD (Enterprise Production)
Outdoor Drama — Started June 1
Cast:
Joel McCrea, Veronica Lake,
Preston Sturges.
Director: Andre de Toth
Story:

FOOL'S GOLD
Western Mystery— Started June 10
Cast:
Bill Boyd, Andy Clyde, Rand Brook.
Director: George Archainbaud
Producer: Lewis Rachmil
Story:
Not
available.
See next
issue.
THE CHASE
Melodrama — Started June 12
Cast:
Robert Cummings, Michele Morgan, Peter Lorre
^irevCt0^tArt^MRiPiey
Producer: Seymour Nebenzal
Story:
Not
available.
See next
issue.
JUNE

Russell-List

Foreign. .12-14. ..GFD... 10-1
. .'CirmmingsHarrison
Breneman-Granville
.8-20.. .2-22...Gldn. ..1-21
Olivier-Leigh
...
Foreign
GFD
Laughton-Britton
. .5-272-5.. 10-19.. .Bog.. .8-20
lioyd-Clyde
Goddard-Hatfield
.
.7-23. ..2-15.. Bog- Mer...2-lfs
Jonos-Cotten
...3-19
Szk
O'Keefe- McDonald
Mason-Calvert
. .
Olivier-Newton
.
Montgomery-Mills
Marlowe-Cramer
Bruce-Caldwell
.
Raft-Sidney
...

19J5-4G

..3-4

a

.1-21.
...4-1

Getting
Gertie's
Garter
(72)
Fanny
by Gaslight
Henry
V (T)
(134)
Johnny in the Clauds
(88)
Litllo
Iodine
Miss
Television
Mr. Ace
Details under title: Mr. Ace and the Queen

Title — Running

COMEDY OF MURDERS
Mystery Comedy— Started May 31
Cast:
Charlie Chaplin, Martha Raye.
Director: Charlie Chaplin
Producer: Charlie Chaplin
Story:
Chaplin forsakes his
catching

.1-21

Muni-Baxter

Satan

The

612.. 10-29

NEW PRODUCTIONS

in

Mr.

. .. .Lsr.
.Rgi.

... 8-6 ... 1-11 ... Lev.

. .626. . 4-29

1945-46 Features
Completed (32)
In Production (5)
KEY TO PRODUCERS
Small (Sml); Rogers (Rgs); Vanguard (Van); Crosby (Cby) ;
Sherman (Shm); Pressburger (Psb) ; Ripley-Monter (RM);
Bogeaus (Bog); Stromberg (Smg); Levey (Lev); Cowan
(Cow); Stone (Stn); Selznick (Szk); Nebenzahl (Neb); Lesser
(Les); Loew-Lewin (LL) ; Eagle-Lion (GFD); Cagney (Cgy);
Bronston (Brn); California (Cal) ; Chaplin (Chn).

detective

and

Blithe
(T)
(94) (93)
BreakfastSpirit
in Hollywood
Caesar
and
Cleopatra
(T)
Captain
Kldd
(89)
Devil's Playground, The
Diary of A Chambermaid
(87)
Duel In the Sun
(T)

Story:

u «s i r.c.p

Mo

..4-29

Dru-Chekhov
Scott-Ovorak

.610.
.10-15.'
.'.635
628 .'.'.'.'.'.'
.625...
4-15

...2-4.,
.11-26. Jan..
..5-28..
. .2-18. . .May.
..1-21.
. Reissue.
. 12-10.
.10-15. . . Feb .
.Feb.
.June.
.12-10.. July. . . 63 . .
1
.7-23..
..630.
...1-7.. .June.
..10-1.
..6-11..
..1-22. .Dec.
. Oct. .
. .8-11.

Angel On
Details

... Low .

1945-46

Abie's Irish Rose
Abilene Town
(89)
Details under title: Abilene

CHART

Time

Sanders- Lan^bury
...5-13.
Lamarr-O'Keeio
5-27..
Robinson-McU.ilih.ler
.5-13.

COMPLETED

. . .

Delaiis
Kel.

Bel Ami
Dishonored
Lady
No
Trespassing

CENTURY-FOX

1945-46 Features

Cast

IN PRODUCTION

Fairbanks-OHara
3-4..
Russell-Knox
11-12..
Tlerney-Jeffreys
.... 1-21 . .
Warren-Leslie
....12-10..
Day-Aherne
4-1..
Bennett-Ryan
2-4..

REISSUE
Plnocchlo

CHART

Time

Feud

between
tic merger.

cattle

men

and

RELEASE
Title — Running

sheep

Donald

Crisp, Don

Producer:
men

CHART

ends

DeFore,

Harry Sherman
in

true.,

and

roman-

Bttslb

Time

M.

Ml

IN PRODUCTION
Killers, The
Pirates of Monterey

Lancaster-Gardner
Montcz-Cameron

(T)

COMPLETED
Adventore
for Two
Bad Men of the Border
Blondie
Alibi
(62)
Details
under
title:
Bocause ot Him
(87)
Brief Encounter
Black
Angel,
lhe
Details
under title:
Brute
Man,
The
Cat Creeps,
The
(57)
Canyon
Passage
(T)

1945-46
(56)
Design

Lesson

for

In

Death

Love

Olivier-Rutherford
Grant-Annlda
Neal-O'Driscoll
Diirbln-Tone
...
Johnson-Howard
Duryea-Vincent
Hatton-Adams
..
Collier-Brady
Andrews-Hayward

..5-13.
.
. Foreign .9-2«.
..8-6.. .1-18. .1101
..1-21.. .4-12.
..527.
.Foreign.
..9-3..
. .4-29.
.11-26.
.1-21.
..9-3..

.4-15
..2-4

.5-177 . .51«.
.7-26. . . .540. .

76- io

23

Foreign.
Danger Woman
Details under title: Claudia's
Code ol the Lawless C6>
Details under title: Law tor
Crimson Canary (64)
Details under title: Hear That
Cuban
Pete
Dalton's Ride Again, The (72)
Dark Horsj
Dead of the Night
Dressed To Kill (72)
Details under title: Prelude
Frontier GaJ (T)
(84)
Girl On the Spot (75)
Details onder title: Serenade
Ghost Steps Out, The
Gun Town
(53)
Her Adventurous
Night
Details under title: He Meant

Joyce-Porter

4-15

. .7-12. .. .539

Grant-Knight

7-23. . 10-19. . .1102

Beery-Collier

4-16... 11-9

Wife
Pecos
Trumpet Talk

to

Murder

for Murder

No

Harm

Arnaz-Smith
Curtis-O'Driscoll
Terry-Savage
Redgrave-Withers
Rathbone-Bruce
deCarlo-Cameron
Barker-Collier
..
Abbott-Costello
Grant-Knight
O'Keefc-Walkcr

House of Dracula (67)
Chancy-O'Drlscoll
House of Horrors (66)
Lowery-Grey
..
Idea Girl (64)
Barker-Bishop
.
Inside Job
Foster-Rutherford
Details under title: Kelly Is My Name
Little Giant (91)
Abbott-Cosiello
(Details under title: On The Carpet)
Little Miss Big
Holden-Simmons
Lover Come Back (90)
Brent-Hall
Lost City of the Jungle (Serial)
Adams-Haydn
Madonna of the Seven Moons (88)
Calvert-Grangcr
Man in Gray (92)
Lockwood-Mason
Men In Her Diary (73)
Albritton-Hall
Michigan Kid, The (C)
Hall-Johnson
Mnrdcr Mansion
Goodwin-Grey
Mysterious Mr. M
Martin-Blake
Night in Paradise (T)
(84)
Oberon-Bey
Notorious Gentleman
Harrison-Palmer
Oh Say Can You Sing
Ryan-Brady
On the Carpet
Abbott-Costello
Outlaws of Twin Forks
Grant-Adams
Pillow of Death (66)
Chaney- Joyce
Pursuit to Algiers (65)
Rathbone-Broce
Derails onder title: The Fugitive
River Gang (64)
Jean-Brasselle
Details under title: Fairy Talo Murder
Royal Mennted Rides Again (Serial)
Kennedy-Kennedy
Run-Around,
The (88)
Cameron-Raines
Scarlet Horseman. The (Serial)
Cookson-Shaw
Scarlet Street (102)
Robinson-Bennett
Schahrazad
(T)
DeCarlo-Donlcvy
Secret Agent X-9 (Serial)
Bridges-Wiley
Senorlta from the West (63)
Jones-Granville
Seventh Veil, The (94)
Mason-Todd
Shady Lady (94)
Coburn-Simms
She Wolf of London, The (61)
Haden-Harvey
Details onder title: Alibi In Ermine
She Wrote the Book (75)
Davis-Oakie
Smash-Up
Details under title: Love Takes A HolldayHayward-Bowman
Smooth
as Silk (65)
Taylor-Grcy
Details onder title: Notorious Gentlemen
So Goes My Love (88)
Loy-Ameche
Details under title: Genius in the Family
Spider Woman Strikes Back. The (59)
Sondergaard- Grant
Strange Confession
(62)
Chaney-Joyce
Strango Conquest
(63)
Wyatt-Cookson
Tangier (76)
Montez-Saliu
Terror By Night (60)
Rathbone-Bruce
That Night With You (84)
Tone-Foster
. .
Details under title: Once Upon a Dream
This Love of Ours (90)
Oberon-Korvin
Details under title' As It Was Before
Trail to Vengeance
(54)
Grant-Knight
.

4-29 .
9-3.
4-1 .
Foreign.

11-23
.6-7

..2-4..
.5-14.
.3-19.
..3-18.

. 12-21
.1-11. .

.1-18.
. . . y-3 . .
..4-29. . . .7-5.
.12-7.
.10-15.. .3-29.
. 12-24 . .
. .2-8.
. .3-18. . .6-28.

.513.. 12-10
.515... 2-18
.1104.
.538.
.511... 1-21
.525
4-1
.537
.518
3-4

BROTHERS

WARNER
1945-46 Features

Completed (33)

NEW

PRODUCTIONS

In Production (6)

THE

SECRET

Psychological Drama — Started June 10
Joan Crawford, Van Heflin, Raymond Massey.
Cast:
Jerry Wald
Producer:
Curtis Bernhardt
Director:ending.
story:

A

nurse'

'

less

lnve

for

RELEASE
Title— Running

a

worthless

character

lias

a

VlMlPt,

CHART

Time

Cast

Details

Rel.

No.

IN PRODUCTION

.520... 3-18
3-4
3-18... 6-21
536
2-18. . .4-23. . .1881
.. Foreign. .. .4-5. .. .526. . .6-10
. . Foreign. . .3-15. .. .523. .12-24
2-19... 9-14
502... 10-1
4-29
10-1
. ...
6-10
1-8
5-3
529. . .4-29
. . Foreign
5-13
. . . 11-12
8-20
3-19.. 12-14.
... .8-20. .10-26.
.512
1-7
.507. .11-12
10-2. ..9-21.
.503. .10-29
. .7-23. .10-23. . .16R1
... .4-1. • .5-14. .. .535
11-12. . 1-22. . .1781
... .8-6. .12-28
514
3-4
.... 1-21
4-16. . .7-24. . .1581
... .1-22. .10-12
506. .10-20
Foreign .. .2-15
519. ..1-21
6-11
9-7. . .501. . .9-17
12-24... 5-17
531... 4-29

..6-10
1-7

. .6-10.

534 .

... 11-12. . .2-22.

.2-4... 5-31

Lady
Wicked
Beauty
Wild

509. 11-26
ilO. .12-24

Mason-Lotkwood
Porter-Collier

533... 5-27

3-1

521... 318

11-22. . .4-19

528. . .4-15

.10-15. . .3-22
2-19... 10-5
2-4... 5-10
10-1
3-8
...10-29
3-1
.6-11... 9-28

524... 4-15
505.. 12-10
530... 5-13
r22...3-18
517... 2-18
504.. 10-15

.6-25... 11-2

508.. 10-20

11-30... 1103

STUD

Cloak and Dagger
Cry Wolf
Deception
Life With Father
Stallion Road

Cooper-Palmer
Stanwyck-Flynn
Davis-Henreid
Dunne-Powell
.
Reagan-Smith

(T)

COMPLETED

I*'1®'
....10-31.
Bogart-Bacall
Documentary
•••••4-1Morgan-Wyman
12-13.
Leslie-Aldo
6-25.
Boyer-Bacall
;*'}°Emerson-Scott
1
deHaviiland-Lupino
.11-26.
Jlynn-Lupino
.... ..8-20.
Scott-Paige
.
Leslie-Hutton
. .4-16.
.12-25.
Crawford-Carson
6-25 . . .
. . 11-29
Stanwyck-Brent
Flynn-Parker
. .
Grant-Smith
...
.8-6.
. .Garfleld-Fitzgerald
..1-21.
Sheridan-Smith
..9-18.

Rhapsody In Blue (139)
San Antonio (T) (110)
Saratoga Trunk (135)
Shadow of A Woman
Stolen Life, A (107)
ThatDetails
Way under
with Women
title: A

Very

Love

Rich

Three Strangers (93)
Time, The Place and The Girl, The
Too Yocng To Know (86)
Two Guys From Milwaukee
Two Mrs.
Carrolls, The
REISSUES

of Ours

Man
(T)

Henreid-Parker
.
Sheridan-Moran
Garfield -Parker .

Leslie-Aldo
Flynn-Smith
Cooper- Bergman
King-Prince
Davis-Ford
Greenstreet-Vickers

.2-16

.6-22.
10
.1-2
-20.
6.

Cagney-Sheridan
Bogart-Sherldan
Russell-Stewart

'.518.

'.523!

512.

..3-9.
11-10.
12-15.
.4-20.

.506.

.2-18

11-26
.4-15
.11-12
.517.
.508.
.512. .6-10
.4-29
.520.
.505.
.510. 10-15
.1-21

7-20.

.7-24. .
.11-27..
..11-1..

7-26
10-16
.3-8
2-19
4-2.
2-19.
. .2-18

.9-27.
..3-30.
..6-1.
.12-29.
..9-1.

Fitzgerald-Greenstreet .219.
1-22
..7-6.
Morgan-Paige
12-24..
Leslie-Hutton
. .
.2-16.
.5-14. .12-1.
,8-17.
Morgan-Leslia
Bogart-Stanwyck

3orn For Trouble
Johnson-Emerson
Originally titled: Murder In the Big House
City for Conquest
It All Came True
No Time for Comedy

'.5-H.
'.".ar-5:

..5-13
...4-15
. 5-27
...4-15

1945-46
Alda-Kmg

Beast With Five Fingers, The
Big Sleep. The
Burma Victory (63)
Cheyenne
Cinderella Jones (88)
Confidential Agent (118)
Danger Signal (78)
Devotion (107)
Escape Ml Never
Her Kind of Man (78)
Janie Gets Married (89)
Mildred Pierce (111)
My Reputation (94)
Never Say Goodbye
Night and Day (T) (128)
Nobody Lives Forever
Nora Prentiss
Details under title: The Sentence
Of Human
Bondage
(107)
One More Tomorrow
(87)
Pride of the Marines (119)
Details under title. This

...4-1

'

.10-6..
.4-13..

.519.
.522.
...8-20
. 5-27
.501.
. . .7r9
.509.
.502.
.11-26
. 12-10
.514.
.521...
5-27
.511
.507
.524.

...2-4
.11-26

.504.

.10-6..
.4-13..
.516.
.503.
.515.

'A^jJlj™lj r &s
(Continued from Page 19)

Another top name star signed by Jack Skirball and Bruce
Manning is Joan Crawford, for the leading role of "Portrait in
Black," which will start as soon as the actress completes "The
Secret" at Warners.
Broadway producer Michael Todd's first for Universal will be
the Edna Ferber novel, "Great Son." Todd already has sold Universal the screen rights to "Up in Central Park," purchased especially for Deanna Durbin, and "Mexican Hayride" for Abbott
and Costello.
Durbin Back
Miss Durbin's first film venture since birth of her baby will be
"I'll Be Yours," slated to go the first of August with William Seitcr
directing and husband Felix Jackson producing. "Up in Central
Park" will follow.
Currently in production at Universal, besides "The Magnificent
Doll" and "Swell Guy," is Walter Wanger's "Smash Up" (Susan
Hayward-Lee Bowman-Eddie Albert). Also shooting is "White
Tie and Tails" in which menace Dan Duryea escapes from type as
a well mannered but droll butler. Winding up production is the
Technicolor
"Pirates of Monterey," with Maria Montez and Rod
Cameron.

WARMER

BROS.

Despite increased competition from a multitude of independent
film producers and estrangement of several of their leading players,
(Joan Leslie the latest) Warner Bros, continues to show a nice
profit whenever a financial report is made to stockholders and
public.
24

after this publication's preceding
The last report, issued just months
ending March 2 of $9,125,for the six
issue, showed a profit
six month period in 1945.
equivalent
000, almost double the
Seek To Hold Crawford
The boxoffice success of "Mildred Pierce" contributed in good
measure to the neat profits and, in recognition of this, Warners is
going all out in making the current Joan Crawford starrer, "The
Miss Crawford that the Warin convincing
andis especially
Secret,"
to work.
a nice place
ner studio
There are several other properties in line for the Academy
Award actress at Warners — if she should choose to return after her
production participation deal with Universal's Skirball and Manning
as star of "Portrait in Black."
Benny and Bogart
Announced for early starts by Warner Bros, are "Always Leave
Them Laughing," the Jack Benny biography which will costar
Humphrey Bogart with the comic; Bette Davis in "Ethan Frome:"
the screen version of John van Druten's stage hit, "Voice of the
Turtle;" "Remember the Hour," starring Robert Hutton.
Next for United States Pictures, releasing through Warners,
will be "Pursued," with Fred MacMurray borrowed from Paramount to play opposite Teresa Wright in the Technicolor drama.
Following will be "So Goes the Nation," "Distant Drums," "Golden
City" and "Gentle Sin."
Still shooting is the Sperling-Bernhard "Cloak and Dagger,"
delayed by Gary Cooper's illness, while Warners' "Cry Wolf"
(Stanwyck-Flynn), "Deception" (Davis-Henreid), "Life With Father" (Dunne-Powell) and "Stallion Road" (Reagan-Smith) are
also in production.
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SOUTH OF BORDER MKTROMEN. William F. Kodgers, M-G-M sales
host t:i visiting managers of Loew's International in New York. The Soulli
America executives also spent two weeks looking over the M-G-M Studios at
Other home office officials sealed in the center with Mr. Kodgers are l>avid
ard Brenner, Morton Spring and Sam
Burger.

PICTURES

chief, plays
ami Centra]
Culver City.
Blum, Rich-

3 REPCBLIC BIGWIGS, .lames R. Grainger and Herbert .1. Yates, vicepresident and president, respectively, of Republic, flank star Vera Ralston at
the reception lor her at the Sherry -Netherlands Hotel recently. Celebration
was for completion of her latest film. "Plainsman
and the Lady".
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DRIVK-IN SPEAKERS. RCA Victor officials inspect new weatherproof tn-car
speakers ductionfor
drive-in
first units Dept.i
off' theMeade
proline are.
I. to theatres.
r. : W. Y\ . Shown
Watts, inspecting
sales mgr. the
Engineering
Brunet, v. p. of the department, and general mgr. Harry
E. LeRoy.

CONVENTIONEERS. RKO
executives Dave
Prince and Leon •!. Bamberger surround exhibitor
R. Jackson at the Southeastern Theatre Owners
Convention
in Jacksonville.

HONOR SOUND PIONEERS. Governor Maurice .1.
Tohin of Mass. helps Sam I'inauski. New England circuit operator and himself a pioneer in sound pictures,
celebrate Warner Bros. 20th Anniversary in the sound
field.
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GOVERNMENT TO APPEAL DECISION
There was little doubt in legal, trade or Government circles
that the Department of Justice would appeal to the Supreme
Court the decision handed down by the three-judge statutory
court in the movie monopoly case. (See highlights of opinion and
decree elsewhere in this issue). Spokesmen for the Department
expressed their disappointment at the failure of the court to sustain the Government's contention that divestiture of affiliated
theatres is necessary to break the majors' monopoly.
It is expected that the Government will shortly file its recommendations for a final decree which will set forth the conditions
upon which its appeal to the Supreme Court will be based. The
defendants probably will then offer their version of a final decree
and the case will be cleared for action by the highest court in
the land.
Myers Pans

Verdict

DIGEST
of the

Trade's Events

Local checking and the checking system used by the distributors in general came in for a blasting. A committee was to be
appointed to take the grievances up with distributors. The board
also voted approval of one audience collection annually in theatres.
Fred Wehrenberg of St. Louis was elected president of the
organization, succeeding Kuykendall who retired because of ill
health. Lewen Pizor of Philadelphia succeeded Wehrenberg as
chairman of the board. Vice-presidents re-elected were Frank C.
Walker, M. A. Lightman, Mitchel Wolfson and E. C. Beatty.
J. J. O'Leary was elected treasurer, succeeding Walter Vincent,
whose health also forced him to relinquish the post. Morris
Loewenstein was re-elected secretary. Herman Levy of New
Haven was named general counsel for a one-year term. The
executive secretary post will be filled shortly.

HUGHES LOSES FIGHT AGAINST MPA

A. F. Myers, general counsel of Allied, charged that the decision of Federal Judges Augustus N. Hand, John Bright and
Henry W. Goddard (the opinion was written by Judge Hand)
contained "four great inconsistencies."
First, Myers declared, the court held that fixing minimum
admission prices in film contracts is illegal, yet although "existing clearances are mostly geared to admission prices * * courl
held reasonable clearances were necessary." Second, "whilst
condemning the methods by which the defendants acquired theii
theatre monopoly, the court refused to deprive defendants of the
fruits of their illegal practices." The Allied leader said that the
third inconsistency in the decision was the one "leaving the great
affiliated chains intact in view of the drastic orders againjl
Crescent and Schine (circuits)." This, Myers declared, "is calculated to make a monkey of the law."
The fourth glaring inconsistency, according to Myers, is the
provision allowing the defendants theatres in which they own
a 95 percent interest, but requiring them to sell films to all others
on a competitive basis. Not only is this inconsistent, but it is of
"doubtful workability," he said.
Myers expressed the opinion that exhibitors having treble
damage suits "will have a bonanza and the distributors may
encounter difficulty in enforcing their contracts, at least certain
provisions of them."

Howard Hughes lost a round in his battle with the Motion
Picture Association, in connection with distribution of his production "The Outlaw", when Federal Judge John Bright last week
denied Hughes' motion for a temporary injunction against the
MPA and vacated the temporary restraining order against MPA
issued by Judge Vincent Leibell two months ago, thus leaving
the organization free to proceed against Hughes for his refusal
to refrain from using rejected promotional material on his picanti-trust suit against MPA is still pending in
ture. Hughes'Court.
U. S. District
Judge Blight's opinion was composed of nine points, among
which he charged that Hughes apparently sought to use the case
for publicity purposes. The opinion also found that if Hughes
wishes to retain MPA seal of approval, he must abide by the
conditions under which it is granted; that MPA has not breached
its contract with Hughes, rather that the latter "has not only
violated the terms under which he obtained the seal, both before
and since the submission of the disputed advertising to MPA,
but he claims the right to do so even though it requires the recognition of another part of the contract he is violating"; that there
is no evidence of discrimination against Hughes. "That Hughes
was not satisfied with the results proves nothing other than that
he would not be satisfied unless he had all of his own way."
There was no indication from Hughes' counsel, Charles Poletti,
following the decision whether Hughes intends to appeal.

AL STEFFES DIES

REPUBLIC TO SPEND 25 MILLION

W. A. Steffes, one of the organizers of Allied States Association
and leader in exhibitor affairs for a quarter of a century, died in
Minneapolis last Wednesday (19) at the age of 59. "Al," as he
was affectionately known in film and theatre circles, was undergoing a major operation when his failing heart gave out.
Abram F. Myers expressed Allied's and the whole industry's
grief in this message:
"In the passing of Al Steffes, Allied lost its greatest leader,
the industry has lost a great constructive force, we all have lost
a cherished friend. He will be mourned by a host of friends and
admirers and especially by all independent exhibitors whose champion he was."
*
*
*

WEHRENBERG HEADS MPTOA
Rumors that the Motion Picture Theatre Owners of America
might fold were dispelled by that organization's directors meeting
in Columbus, Miss., last fortnight. Rather, MPTOA voiced its
intention to offer a much more aggressive and militant program
than it ever had before and began a reorganizational movement
in that direction which included employing a paid, full-time
executive secretary and a general counsel to aid in formulating
and activating its policies.
The meeting, conducted in retiring president Ed Kuykendall's
home, was attended by 20 directors and four observers from other
organizations, including Col. H. A. Cole of Allied.
The issue of affiliating with American Theatres Association
was discussed, but the ultimate outcome resolved itself into a
neutral position with MPTOA affirming its willingness to "cooperate with any organization representing any branch of the
industry for the purpose of discussing and acting upon problems
relating to the welfare of the industry." No move was made
towards affiliation with ATA and the latter organization was not
even discussed by name in the resolution.
26
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*
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Republic will spend a total of $25,500,000 during the 1946-47
season on 32 features, 26 outdoor action dramas and westerns and
four serials, and 16 of the pictures will be in Trucolor, it was
announced by president Herbert J. Yates, Sr. Yates also disclosed that the company was eliminating smaller-budgeted "B's"
schedule.
season's will
new Republic
on the
8 westerns
a group
and The
new of
Trucolor
process
which
use for its 16
tinted films is the result of intensive experimentation and research
at Consolidated Film Industries' laboratories. Plants in New York
and Hollywood will be geared by the end of this month to handle
100,000,000 feet of color film per year, said Yates, and world-wide
distribution of Republic films in Trucolor would be implemented
by a policy of establishing an up-to-date releasing schedule for
the foreign market.
The 16 Trucolor pictures will include a new group of four
features designated as the "Major" group, two Roy Rogers productions and ten "All-Star" outdoor productions, of which four
are completed.
Among the top features on the new program will be two special Frank Borzage productions, 10 Deluxe productions and the
four Major Trucolor features. There will be 16 features in the
new "Variety" group, six Roy Rogers in addition to the two in
color, four big-budget Gene Autry productions and eight Red
Ryder westerns.
In addition to the $25,500,000 production budget, the studio
expansion plan allocates more than $2,000,000 for construction of
additional facilities. Also, a record appropriation of $3,500,000
for advertising, publicity and exploitation was* disclosed with at
least $1,000,000 allotted to the promotion of the Trucolor pictures.
*
*
«

ALLIED BACKS PHILLY COMBINE
Allied Theatres of Eastern Pa. will sponsor the buying combine for independent exhibitors in the Philadelphia area, it was
decided last week, with Allied doing the buying and booking for
(Continued on Piigc 31)
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Singulis a*i Netvsreel
Except for the Radio City Music Hall, which consistently
grosses well over the $100,000 figure whatever the picture or the
season, and the Capitol, where "Two Sisters from Boston" and a
strong stage show headed by the Ritz Bros, and Gracie Barrie
took in $105,000 for a second week following an initial stanza which
approached the $110,000 record gross set by "The Harvey Girls" in
January, Broadway first-runs are in the Summer doldrums with
week-end customers at the nearby beaches and last Wednesday's
patrons listening to the radio or seeing the Louis-Conn fight.

badly or been disappointing from the start. "Without Reservations," now in its third week at the Palace, is holding up fairly well
and Disney's "Make Mine Music" showed a handsome profit for its
nine weeks at the Globe even if the final two weeks were mild.
United Artists' "Diary of a Chambermaid" opened at the Globe
on June 22nd, "The Stranger" will open at the Palace late this
month, while Monogram's "Suspense" will follow "Badman's" into
the Victoria on July 4th. Goldwyn's RKO release, "The Kid from
Brooklyn,"indefinitely.
is in its tenth profitable week at the Astor and will
continue

The world's largest theatre had a strong opening day with
"Anna and the King of Siam" and the usual class stage show following four highly-profitable weeks for "To Each His Own" which
totaled approximately $500,000. The other stage-screen spots are
suffering from weaker films which now play only three or even
two weeks instead of the customary four, five and six week engagements of the Winter months.

It's a different story with the Universal p'ctures, however.
"Night in Paradise" had only two mild weeks at the Criterion and
was followed by the same company's "Lover Come Back" on June
19th, while "She Wrote the Book" opened on the same day at the
Winter Garden after a 13-day run of "The Runaround" to weak
business. "Tangier," which was one of Loew's State's occasional
first-runs, supported by the customary vaudeville bill, had a disappointing first week while "Inside Job" at the Rialto was only
fair following a mild stanza for a re-issue of Universalis "Shadow
of a Doubt."
Best of the other straight-film attractions is still Paramount's
"O. S. S.," which, in its third week at the Gotham, did 25 percent
better than this year's previous first week top gross for the house.
in July.Hearts Were Growing Up" will arrive here some time early
"Our

"Somewhere in the Night," with Desi Arnaz and the Copacabana Revue on the Roxy stage is staying only two weeks following
a two-week five-day run for "Do You Love Me" and Count Basie
and His Orchestra on the stage. However, both pictures did good,
if not sensational business for the shorter engagements. "Smoky"
with
Donald
on June
26th. O'Connor heading the stage bill, opens at the Roxy
Neither the Paramount, where "The Bride Wore Boot " and
Glen Gray's Orchestra on the stage is now in its third and final
week, and the Strand, where "Janie Gets Married" and Erskine
Hawkins and His Orchestra is now in its second week, have shown
much box office strength followng unfavorable reviews and wordof-mouth. In each case, the stage band draw has been keeping
business up to a fairly-profitable level. "The Searching Wind"
opens at the Paramount on June 26th, while "Of Human Bondage"
will open at the Strand on July 5th.

Despite favorable reviews, "Cluny Brown" slumped badly after
a strong opening week at the Rivoli, but the 20th Century-Fox
picture is continuing for a fourth week and even longer.
At the Hollywood, "Stolen Life" is still showing strength in its
eighth week and it will continue for another month until Warners'
Anniversary picture, "Night and Day" opens on July 25th.
United Artists' "Henry V" had a brilliant opening at the
Y.
'WhN.
itwote
City Center on June 17th and with a strong advance for this
a-day attraction, it is expected to play through most of the Summer
...The same company's other British-made Technicolor film,
"Caesar and Cleopatra," is not expected to open at the Winter
Garden until mid-August.

Universal and RKO Radio product has been spread all over
the Times Square scene during the past two weeks, but except for
"Badman's Territory" at the Victoria where the third week bettered
the excellent second week's business, business has either slumped

Once Upon A

Time

. . .

there was an exhibitor who called

reissues

Elephant; ". He would throw a salesman
out of the theatre if he so much as
mentioned booking a reissue. But
— one day he was stuck for a picture and one of those ponderous
pachyderms came to the rescuebusted his box-office records too
— and was he a surprised exhibitor? Now Mr. EX is out looking
for all the so-called White

Ele-

phants his Astor salesman

can

supply.
P. S. —

He's

crazy

about

'em!

Plenty of his box-office records

have gone by the boards since then with —
ASTORPICTURE
S— O F C O U R S E !
SWISS FAMILY ROBINSON
with Thomas Mitchell — Edna Best
Tim Holt — Freddie Bartholomew
TOM
Sir

BROWN'SwithSCHOOL. DAYS
Cedric Hardwicke — Gale Storm
Jimmy
Lydon — Billy Halop
Freddie Bartholomew

BEYOND TOMORROW
with Jean Parker — Charles Winninger
C. Aubrey Smith — Harry Carey
RAIN
with Joan Crawford — Walter Huston
William Gargan
JUNE

24.

LITTLE MEN
with Jack Oakie — Kay Francis
George Bancroft — Jimmy Lydon
Ann Gillis
SILVER DEVIL, Killer of the Range
from Peter B. Kyne's Great Cosmopolitan Magazine Story, "Wild Horse"
BIRTH OF A STAR
A streamlined feature starring
Danny Kaye
JIMMY

STEPS OUT

(formerly
"Pot
o' Gold") Goddard
with
James
Stewart
— Paulette
Chas. Winninger — Horace
Heidt

THEY MEET AGAIN
with Jean Hersholt — Dorothy Lovett
Maude
Eburne
with

MELODY FOR THREE
Jean Hersholt
Fay Wray
Toscha. Seidel

SCARFACE
with Paul Muni — George Raft
Boris Karloff
ONE

ROMANTIC

NIGHT

(formerly "New Wine") with
Ilona Massey — Alan Curtis
Binnie Barnes — Billy Gilbert
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tice of clearance is so closely allied with that of run as to make
comment on the one applicable to the other.
The evidence we have referred to shows that both independent
distributors and exhibitors when attempting to bargain with the
defendants have been met by a fixed scale of clearances, runs,
and admission prices to which they have been obliged to conform
if they wished to get their pictures shown upon satisfactory runs
or
were or
to with
compete
in exhibition
either
withhavethelicensed
defendants'
theatres
theatres
to which the
latter
their
pictures. Under the circumstances disclosed in the record there
has been no fair chance for either the present or any future
licensees to change a situation sanctioned by such effective control
and general acquiescence as have obtained. The only way competition may be introduced into the present system of fixed prices,
clearances, and runs is to require a defendant when licensing its
pictures to other exhibitors to make each picture available at a
minimum fixed or percentage rental and (if clearance is desired)
to grant a reasonable clearance and run. When so offered, the
licensor shall grant the license for the desired run to the highest
bidder if such bidder is responsible and has a theatre of a size,
location, and equipment to present the picture to advantage. In
other words, if two theatres are bidding and are fairly comparable
the one offering the best terms shall receive the license. Thus
price fixing among the licensors or between a licensor and its licensees as well as the non-competitive clearance system may be
terminated, and the requirements of the Sherman Act, which the
present system violates, will be adequately met. The administrative details involved in such changes will require further consideration. We are satisfied that existing arrangements are in
derogation of the rights of independent distributors, exhibitors,
and the public, and that the proposed changes will tend to benefit
them all.
Formula Deals, Master Agreements, and Franchises
Formula deals, certain master agreements, and franchises
have tended to restrain trade in the distribution and exhibition
of motion picture features and in view of the history and relation
to the moving picture business of the various parties to this action have exercised unreasonable restraints. In our opinion these
restraints will be obviated or at least sufficiently mitigated by
requiring a distributor wishing its pictures to be shown outside of
its own theatres to offer to license each picture to all theatres
desiring to show it on a particular run and, if the theatres are
responsibly owned and otherwise adequate, to grant the desired
run to the highest bidder.
Formula deals have been entered into by Paramount and
by RKO with independent and affiliated circuits. By such agreements a particular circuit has been licensed to exhibit a certain
feature in all its theatres at a specified percentage of the national
gross receipts realized from that feature by all theatres in the
United States. The circuit may allocate playing time and film
rentals among the various theatres as it sees fit. See Plaintiff's
Exhibits 241, 419A, 419B. Arrangements whereby all the theatres
of a circuit are included in a single agreement, and no opportunity is afforded for other theatre owners to bid for the picture in
their several areas, seriously and as we hold unreasonably restrain competition. These formula deals have been negotiated
without, so far as we are informed, any competition on the part
of independent theatre owners who would labor under a great
disadvantage in attempting severally to match or outbid the offers
of a circuit that was making offers for all of its theatres.
Certain master agreements are open to the same objection
as formula deals, for they cover exhibition in two or more theatres
in a particular circuit and allow the exhibitor to allocate the film
rental paid among the theatres as it sees fit and also to exhibit
the features upon such playing time as it deems best, and leaves
other terms to the circuit's discretion.
Franchises which so far as the five major defendants are
concerned were forbidden by the consent decree are also objectionable because they cover too long periods (more than one
season) and also because they embrace all the pictures released
by a given distributor. They necessarily contravene the plan of
licensing each picture, theatre by theatre, to the highest bidder.
It is true that a prohibition of formula deals, master agreements and franchises will interfere with certain contracts which
have been made in the past but their formation was a restraint
upon trade which was unlawful at the time they were made, and
therefore should not be continued.
In our opinion it follows from the foregoing that provisions
in license agreements known as moveovers which give to a licensee the privilege of exhibiting a given picture in a second
theatre as a continuation of a run in a first theatre are incompatible with the system we have prescribed of bidding for pictures and runs theatre by theatre. The same would seem to be
true of so-called overage-and-underage provisions which are often
inserted in licenses to permit an exhibitor owning a number of
theatres to apply a deficit in the playing time in one or more
28

others. Under such provisions it is not possible to determine the
the peraccount of one theatreor until
amount payable for the have
practically to
been completed,
formances in the others
apply the bidding system we are establishing. But provisions in
licenses for "extended" or "repeat" runs in the same theatre,
though apparently criticized by the government, would not seem
in time when other exto be objectionable if reasonably limited bid
for similar licenses.
hibitors are given the opportunity to
Likewise, any other license provisions which may be called to our
attention that would substantially interfere with the effectiveness
of the bidding system would have to be revised and perhaps may
have to be specially dealt with in the decree to follow this opinion.
Block-booking

and

Blind-selling
For many years the distributor-defendants licensed their films
in "blocks", or indivisible groups, before they had been actually
d In such cases the only knowledge prospective exhibiproduce
tors had of the films which they had contracted for was from a
players. In many
description of each picture by title, plot and
cases; licenses for all the films had to be accepted in order to
obtain any, though sometimes the exhibitor was given a right of
of pictures. Besubsequent cancellation for a certainandnumber
blind-selling based upon
cause of complaints of block-booking
the supposed unfairness of contracts which often included pictures
-the inferior quality of which could not be known— Sections III
the five consenting disand IV of the consent decree required
tributors to trade-show their films before offering them for license
and limited the number which might be included in any contract
to five. More than one block of five however could be licensed
own. While this rewhere the contents of any had beennowtrade-sh
ceased by time limitation,
striction in the consent decree has
ors have continued to observe the restricthe consenting distribut
tion. The non-assenting distributors have retained up to the
present time their previous methods of licensing in blocks, but
have allowed their customers considerable freedom to cancel the
license as to a percentage of the pictures contracted for.
forbids block-bookThe plaintiff argues that the Sherman itAct
is illegal to condition
ing in toto. This is said to be because
the licensing of one film upon the acceptance of another, and it
of films intherefore can make no difference whether the group
volved in a license be two or forty. In our opinion this contention
is sound, and any form of block-booking is illegal by which an
exhibitor, in order to obtain a license for one or more films, must
accept a license for one or more other films.
A patentee who has granted a license in consideration that
the patented invention shall be used by the licensee only with
unpatented material furnished by the licensor may not restrain
as a contributory infringer one who sells to the licensee like
materials for like use.
It is true that a copyrighted motion picture when united with
another copyrighted picture by block-booking is not tied to an
uncopyrighted article. Nevertheless the objections to conditioning
the licensing of one picture upon the licensing of another are the
same, for the result is to give the copyright owner not only the
reward which is his due from the licensing of a single copyrighted
film, but to extend his monopoly by requiring his licensee to accept one or more other films and to pay royalties therefor as an
additional consideration. We cannot see that this differs in printo purchase uncopyrighted arthe licensee
requiring with
ciple
ticles infrom
connection
the license of a copyright. In either

case the copyright owner is obtaining something which the demonopoly.cisions have forbidden as beyond the grant of his limited
Block-booking, when the license of any film is conditioned
upon taking of other films, is a system which prevents competitors from bidding for single pictures on their individual merits
and adds to the monopoly of a single copyrighted picture that of
another copyrighted picture which must be taken and exhibited
in order to secure the first.
We however declare illegal only that aspect of block-booking
which makes the licensing of one copyright conditional upon an
agreement to accept a license of one or more other copyrights.
A distributor may license to an exhibitor at one time as many
films as the latter wishes to receive, but the distributor may not
constitute groups of pictures which it refuses to license separately. The distributor may of course not license his pictures at all.
but if he does license them, he must do so severally and. in accordance with the bidding procedure previously indicated, must
license them to the exhibitor or exhibitors who are qualified and
offer the best terms for the various runs.
Blind-selling does not appear to be as inherently restrictive
of competition as block-booking, although it is capable of some
abuse. By this practice a distributor could promise a picture of
good quality or of a certain type which when produced might
prove to be of poor quality or of another type — a competing distributor meanwhile being unable to market its product and in the
end losing its outlets for future pictures. The evidence indicates
that trade-shows, which are designed to prevent such blind-selling,
are poorly attended by exhibitors. Record pp. 1178-9. Accordingly, exhibitors who choose to obtain their films for exhibition
(Continued on Next Page)
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d against burdensome agreein quantities, need to be protecte
ge 01
ments by being given an option to reject a certain percenta
their blind-licensed pictures within a reasonable time after they
of rejecshall have become available for inspection. Such right
tion has been incorporated in numerous licenses given by the
defendants and should be afforded whenever licenses of unproduced films and films not trade-shown are secured by an exhibitor
who has made the best competitive bid for them.
to sanction is liThe only group licensing we are prepared
censing by which the group is not offered on condition that the
licensee shall take all the pictures included in it, or none, but in
which the pictures are separately priced, and each picture is to be
sold to the highest duly qualified bidder. As we have already
indicated in discussing formula deals, master agreements, and
franchises, the offering of pictures should be theatre by theatre,
and if more than one picture is included in a license agreement,
it will be onl> becauie oi busines • convenience and to the extent
that each picture so included has received the bes b d
"Pooling" Agreements
It is claimed by plaintiff that the theatre-owning defendants
have combined with each other and with independent theatreowners by "pooling" their theatres through operating agreements,
leases, joint stock ownership of theatre-operating corporations, oi
through joint ownership of theatres in fee. We are asked to de
termine the validity of these various means of joining interests.
These operating agreements we hold to be in clear conflict
with the Sherman Act, for through them a defendant-exhibitor
reduces to a minimum opposition between its own and other
theatres in the "pool". Cooperation, rather than competition,
characterizes their operation, and in view of the exhibitor-defendants' financial strength, control of first-class film distribution.
ownership of concentrated numbers of first-run theatres, and especially their combination to reduce competition in exhibition
through systems of price-fixing and clearances, such restraints as
these agreements impose upon free commerce in motion pictures
are far less than reasonable. The result is to eliminate competition pro tanto both in exhibition and in distribution of films which
would flow almost automatically to the theatres in the earnings
of which they have a joint interest.
Other forms of operating agreements are between major defendants and independent exhibitors rather than between major
defendants, see, e.g., Plaintiff's Exhibits 97, 118, 208, 238-9. 358, but
we are not of the opinion that this renders them legal. The effect
is to ally two or more theatres of different ownership into a coalition for the nullification of competition between them and for
their more effective competition against theatres not members of
the "pool". Even if the parties to such combinations were not
major film producers and distributors, but were all wholly independent exhibitors, such agreements might often be regarded
as beyond the reasonable limits of restraint allowance under the
Sherman Act. This result is certain when some of the parties
are of major statute in the movie industry and have in other ways
imposed unlawful restraints upon it, as we have found to be the
case upon the record before us.
In certain other cases the operating agreements are accomplished by leases of theatres, the rentals being determined by a
stipulated percentage of profits earned by the "pooled" theatres,
see, e.g., Plaintiff's Exhibits 9, 106, 118, 204. This appears to be
but another means of carrying out the illegal objection discussed
above. While a theatre-owner may of course remove itself from
the business of operating theatres by leasing them to anyone it
deems fit upon a fixed rental basis, so long as a monopoly in exhibition is not thereby achieved by the lessee, any arrangement
whereby one of the exhibitor-defendants in this case allies its
theatres with those of a competing exhibitor, independent or
affiliated, and yet itself remains in the trade of exhibiting motion
pictures by retaining an interest in the profits earned by the
allied theatres, is unlawful under the anti-trust acts.
Many theatres, or the corporations owning them, are held
jointly by one or more of the exhibitor-defendants, in some cases
in conjunction with independents. See, e.g., Plaintiff's Exhibits
8, 9, 46, 48, 62, 164, 355, 387; RKO's Exhibit 11. As these joint
interests enable the major defendants to operate theatres collectively, rather than competitively, we find them illegal for the
reasons above stated. Appropriate steps should be taken so that
no exhibitor-defendant will own theatres (whether represented by
fee, beneficial, or stock interests) jointly with other exhibitordefendants, regardless of the size of the interests involved. Appropriate steps should also be taken so that no exhibitor-defendant or defendants will jointly own a theatre or stock interest
therein with any independent exhibitor, except when a defendant
or an independent owns an interest of five per cent or less, which
we deem de minimis and only to be treated as an inconsequential
investment in exhibition.
It should be added that in our opinion there can be no objection to operating, booking, or film buying through agents,
provided the agent is not also acting in respect to theatres owned
by other exhibitors, independent or affiliated, and provided that in
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case the agent is buying films for its principal he does this
through the bidding system, theatre by theatre.
Discrimination Among Licensees
The amended and supplemental complaint alleges thai in
lie i ing films each of the distributor-defendants has discriminated against small independent exhibitors and in favor of the
large uifiliated and unaffiliated circuits. Of the various contract
p ovlsions by which such discriminations are said to have been
accomplished, plaintiff sets forth the following in its brief: suspending the terms of a given contract, if a circuit theatre remains
closed for more than eight weeks, and reinstating it without
liability upon re-opening; allowing large privileges in the selection and elimination of films; allowing deductions in film rentals
if double bills are played; granting moveovers and extended runs;
granting road-show privileges; allowing overage and underage;
; ranting unlimited playing time; excluding foreign pictures and
those of independent producers; granting rights to question the
classification of features for rental purposes; and especially, discriminating in film rentals, clearances, and minimum admis ion
prices.
The defendants argue that these privileges granted to the
c i u s flow from their negotiations with the individual theatrecwnars rather than from a standard policy of discrimination deliberately pursued by them. This is perhap true, but the result
is the same whether- the bargaining power of the large exhibitors
forces upon the distributors a discriminatory policy, or whether
the latter voluntarily carry such a policy into effect. Acquiescence
in an unreasonable restraint, as well as the creation of such a
restraint, violates the Sherman Act. Under the bidding system
we are requiring such discriminations would appear impossible.
Those provisions which are not compatible with the operation of
thi svstem. or v/hich are inherently unreasonable, such as a provision for clearance between theatres where there is no substantial competition, will no longer- be includible in licenses, as mentioned elsewhere, but otherwise the bidders will compete for licen ins contracts on a parity, in that the same offer- will be made
to all prospective exhibitors in a community.
The foregoing is not to be construed, however-, as indicating
that the distributor-defendants have discriminated among their
licensees with respect to film rentals, clearances, or minimum
admission prices. They have perhaps done so, but we are without sufficient knowledge of the many factors entering into the
determination of these provisions such as the character of specific
communities, the nature of the different theatre appointments, of
the patrons, operating policies, locations, and responsibility of
operators. In the absence of such facts, we are unable to infer
that the distributor-defendants have violated the Sherman Act in
this particular regard, but any discriminations in the other ways
noted above in favor of affiliated licensee or licensees connected
with independent circuits as against individual independents must
be enjoined, and we believe will not exist in future licenses under
the bidding system for which -we are providing.
Divestiture of Theatres
We cannot accede to the prayer of the plaintiff that the
major defendants should be divested of their theatres in order
that no distributor of motion pictures shall be an exhibitor. Undoubtedly such a step while not ipso facto preventing price-fixing
agreements or unreasonable clearance would terminate the government's most urgent objections to the present methods of conducting the motion picture business, but it would also withdraw
the defendant-distributors from competition in the exhibition field
and at the same time would create a new set of theatre owners
which would be quite unlikely for some years to give the public
as good service as the exhibitors they would have supplanted in
view of the latter's demonstrated experience and skill in operating what must be regarded as in general the largest and best
equipped theatres. We think that the opportunity of independents
to compete under the bidding system for pictures and runs renders such a harsh remedy as complete divestiture unnecessary, at
wanting.
least until the efficiency of that system has been tried and found
It would seem unlikely that theatre owners having aggregate interests of little more than one-sixth of all the theatres in
the United States are exercising such a monopoly of the motion
picture business that they should be subjected to the drastic
remedy of complete divestiture in order to effect a proper
of free competition. It is only in certain localities and not in
general, that an ownership even of first-run theatres approximating monopoly exists. Under the proposed system, the only theatres the competition of which in exhibition even Paramount— the
largest owner — would in anywise control are the 7.72 per ceni
which it now owns. Each of the other four major defendants
would control a far smaller percentage of the theatres. Even in
places like Philadelphia and Cincinnati, where Warner and RKO
have owned all the first-run theatres, their theatre interest cannot
properly be aggregated to establish a conspiracy in restraining
exhibition, for in such localities there would seem to be nothing
to prevent other persons from building theatres of a similar type
if the market for the distribution of films should be opened to the
highest bidder and the builder of a new theatre could compete
(Continued on Page 30)
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owners in obtaining pictures for exhibition
theatre
with other
in the theatre he had built. The only pictures that the present
sole exhibitors in such localities could control would be their own,
which they can always exhibit freely in their own theatres.
If in certain localities there is ownership by a single defendant of all the first-run theatres, there is no sufficient proof
that it has been for the purpose of creating a monopoly and has
not rather arisen from the inertness of competitors, their lack of
financial ability to build theatres comparable to those of the defendants, or from the preference of the public for the best
equipped houses and not from "inherent vice" on the part of these
defendants. Each defendant had a right to build and to own
theatres and to exhibit pictures in them, and it takes greater
proof than that each of them possessed a great financial strength,
many theatres, and exhibited the greater number of first-runs to
deprive it of the ordinary rights of ownership. Outside the limits
of the trade practices and agreements which we have found to
violate the anti-trust laws and which will under the final decree
be abolished, there is general competition among all the defendants as well as between them and independent distributors for
the exhibition of their various pictures.
In the case at bar, as we have reiterated, many of the objections are to the trade practices we have alluded to, and not
to the ownership of theatres either by the major defendants or
by their wholly-owned subsidiaries. If those theatres were all
owned by entirely independent corporations the distributingproducing defendants, if not in competition in the distribution of
their films, would control competition in the exhibition business
by in the aggregate controlling the distribution of most of the
best pictures in the United States and imposing restrictions upon
their use. The root of the difficulties we have discovered lies not
in the ownership of many or most of the best theatres by the
producer-distributors, but in price-fixing, non-competitive granting
of runs and clearances, unreasonable clearances, formula deals,
master agreements, franchises, block-booking, pooling agreements
and certain discriminations among licensees between defendants
and independents. These practices, if employed in the future, in
favor of powerful independents would effect all of the undesirable
results that have existed when the five major defendants and their
subsidiaries have owned or controlled numerous theatres in which
the defendants' pictures have been exhibited. That such would
be the case seems amply demonstrated by the decisions where
powerful independent circuits were involved. United States v.
Crescent Amusement Co., 323 U. S. 173; Interstate Circuit Inc.
v. United States, 306 U. S. 208. If the objectionable trade practices were eliminated, the only difference between such an assumed situation in which the defendants owned no theatres and
the present would be the inability of the major defendants to play
their own pictures in their own theatres. The percentage of pictures on the market which any of the five major defendants could
play in its own theatres would be relatively small and in nowise
approximates a monopoly of film exhibition.

There has however been restraint of competition in exhibition by the five major defendants through ownership of theatres
jointly with one another or if their interests be more than five
per cent even where jointly held with independents which, in our
opinion, calls for a divestiture of such interests whether such
partial interest is in fee or through stock ownership or otherwise.
We find such joint interests in a great number of theatres,
a summary
of which
is set forth below.u
and hold that they
11 In so far as information could accurately be obtained from RKO's
Exhibit 11. the numbers of theatres jointly owned by the defendants
are
approximately
as follows:
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General Considerations
It may be said that such restrictions in commercial dealings
as we would impose will interfere with the right of a copyright
owner to choose his customers or contract for the disposition of
his own property. The answer is that no such absolute right
exists where its exercise will involve an extension of a copyright
monopoly or an unreasonable interference with competition in the
distribution and exhibition of moving pictures. A system of fixed
admission prices, clearances and block-booking is so restrictive of
competition in its tendency that it should be modified to comply
with the terms of the Sherman Act. The modifications in practices we have indicated will relieve conditions that have grown
up through the years. Indeed the practices are defended on the
ground that business convenience and long usage ought to sanction them. But, in spite of their long continuance, we cannot
escape the conclusion that in various ways the system stifles
competition and violates the law and that business convenience
and loyalty to former customers afford a lame excuse for depriving others of rights to compete and for perpetuating unreasonable restrictions. The remedy we are giving against the infractions is certainly no more drastic in effect than the one the
Supreme Court granted in Interstate Circuit v. United States, 306
U. S. 208, nor more severe than the one it imposed in United
States v. Crescent Amusement Co., 323 U. S. 173. The defendants
have built up great business enterprises in a very popular field.
Yet they have carried on practices we have found unduly restrictive of interstate commerce and even though we do not suggest
that they any more than "those eighteen upon whom the tower
in Siloam fell" have been "sinners above all men", yet measures
should be taken to restore the moving picture business to a condition of competition that will benefit both competitors and the
general public and to abate practices that are unlawful.
It is argued that the steps we have proposed would involve
an interference with commercial practices that are generally acceptable and a hazardous attempt on the part of judges — unfamiliar with the details of business — to remodel its delicate adjustments which have hitherto provided the public with what is a
new and great art. But we see nothing ruinous in the remedies
proposed. Disputes which may arise under the bidding system
are likely to relate to questions whether the bidder has a theatre
adequate for the run for which he bids, whether the clearance
requested is reasonable as regards his own theatre and those of
others, and similar matters generally involved in comparing bids.
If the defendants will consent to an arbitration system for the
determination of such disputes the kind that has worked so well
under the consent decree, they will facilitate the adjustment of
most of the differences that are likely to occur, with a large
saving of time and money as compared with separate court
actions.
A suit in the district court for violation of the Sherman Act
is doubtless an awkward way to cure such ills as have arisen,
but it is perhaps the best remedy now available to the government. There surely are evils in the existing system, and the
Sherman Act provides a mode of correction which is lawfully
invoked. At all events, that which is written is written, and is
controlling on us.
It does not follow from the foregoing that we should wholly
break up the exhibition business of each of the major defendants

.Tlmh

rko

must be terminated by a sale to, or purchase from the co-owner
or owners, or by a sale to a party not one of the other defendant
exhibitors. The decree or subsequent orders to be entered in
conformity with this opinion will control sales or exchanges of
such fractional interests for the purpose of restoring or creating
a reasonable competition in the areas in question.

:■„:,

Theatres

, 292

Theatres

even though a "root and branch" decree might be legally possible. Such total divestiture would be injurious to the corporations concerned, and, if we are right in our analysis of the situation, we should still have to give relief against price-fixing, systems of clearance, formula deals, master agreements and franchises, block-booking, pooling agreements, and other agreements
we have held invalid. The relief proposed we believe should
suffice, while total divestiture would be damaging to the public
as well as to the defendants and not accomplish any useful purpose at the present time.
FILM
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GOLDMAN ASKS CLOSE TO MILL!
William Goldman, Philadelphia circuit operator, asked triple
damages amounting to $982,704 plus counsel fees and interest, in a
brief filed in U. S. District Court on damages in his successful
anti-trust suit against the Stanley-Warner chain and the major
distributors.
The figure was thrice the amount estimated by Goldman on
behalf of his Erlanger Theatre and covered the period from December 1,1941 to December 8, 1942. It was allegedly computed on
the
basis
of a year's earnings by a Warner theatre in comparable
circumstances.
The defendants' brief has not yet been submitted as instructed
by the court following last month's hearings on damages.

RAFTERY SEARS RE-ELECTED
Edward C. Raftery was re-elected president of United Artists
at a board meeting held at the New York home office June 13.
Also re-elected were:
Gradwell L. Sears and George Bagnall, vice
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24,

presidents; Lloyd Wright, secretary; Harry .J. Muller, treasurer;
Paul D. O'Brien. Harry J. Muller, Harry D. Buckley and Charles
treasurer.
E. Millikan, ass't. secretaries and Herbert E. Weimer, ass't.
Raftery reported UA's position in the industry as being the
most favorable in the company's 27-year history. He revealed that
10 features have been completed for the 1946-47 season and fifteen
others either shooting or in preparation. He declared that UA
will be able to furnish exhibitors with a "steady flow of entertaining pictures at regular intervals."

SALARIES REVEALED
Industry incomes over $75,000 for 1944, on a partial list released
by the Treasury Department last week, reached some astronomical
figures with Paramount, Warners and 20th Century-Fox personnel
hitting record figures.
Leo McCarey, producer of Paramount's "Going My Way" took
the lead with $1,113 035, constituting a challenge to M-G-M's longtime champ earner, Louis B. Mayer. Metro was one of the companies not yet reported. McCarey's $75,000 salary was augmented
by $1,038,035 in royalties, bonuses and other compensation.
Among others thus far listed, Charles Skouras was next with
$263,000 from National Theatres; Darryl F. Zanuck with $260,833
P. Skouras with $255 907, both of 20th-Fox, followed
Spyros
and
chief.
the NTS
Ray Milland's $243,333 was tops among actors with William
Eer.dix $234,204 a cloce second.

Universal Pictures Ccmpanv. Inc , announced consolidated net
profits of the company for the 26 weeks ended May 4, 1946, aggregated $2,576,405 after all charges including Federal taxes. This
compares with $2,064,175 for the corresponding period of the preceding fiscal year.
Monogram Pictures Corporation and its subsidiaries, in its
report for the 39 weeks ended March 30, 1946, showed consolidated
net profits of $513 510 after all charges but before provision for
Federal income and excess profits taxes, almost double the $294,589
for the corresponding period the previous year After taxes, the
net came to $254,510 as compared with $121,089 for the similar
period the year before.
For the 44-week period ended May 4, 1946, Monogram showed a
consolidated net of $648,174 after all charges but before provision for federal income and excess profits taxes, compared with
$375,590 for the same period the previous year. After provision
for Federal taxes, the net settled down to $318,824, compared with
$154,405 for the comparable period the previous year.

PEOPLE
J. Edward Shugrue was appointed public relations director
for American Theatres Association with headquarters in New
York.
Alfred F. Corwin, William F. Laffan and Irving M. Eckstein
joined the Motion Picture Export Association. Corwin handles
the advertising-publicity department, Laffan will be controller in
charge of accounting and Eckstein will be in charge of sales
control.
E. J. Smith, Jr., rejoined RKO Radio as assistant treasurer
and assistant secretary, following his release from the Army,
where he served with the rank of Major.
Herbert F. Jacoby was elected to the United Artists board of
directors, replacing Sidney Chaplin.
Sid Alexander assumed his post last week as eastern advertising, publicity and exploitation director for Vanguard Films and
Selznick enterprises.
Grover Parson? was named South-Southwestern divisional
sales manager of PRC Pictures. He was formerly Atlanta manager for Paramount. Sam Mibier, PRC exchange manager in
Dallas, homawas
City. promoted to district manager for Dallas and OklaCharles B. Moss, New York exhibitor and son of theatre
owner B. S. Moss, last week announced formation of Moss Productions, with plans to make three features, at a total of $4,000,000
during the next two years.
Earle W. Sweigert, recently appointed Paramount district
manager, is be:ng honored by Philadelphia exhibitors at a testimonial dinner June 24.
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GAY BLADES
starring Allan Lane, Jean Rogers,
Edward Ashley

t°hfe ROSE
SPEC
withTER
Judith Anderson,
Michael Chekhov, Ivan Kirov,
Viola Essen, Lionel Stander

starring

STRANGE IMPERSONATION
Brenda Marshall and William Gargan
with Hillary Brooke

THE FRENCH

KEY

starring Albert Dekker
with Mike Mazurki, Evelyn Ankers

THE GLASS

ALIBI

starring Paul Kelly,
§§.

Douglas Fowley, Anne Gwynne

ONE EXCITING WEEK
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THE MAIN

The three judges of the statutory Federal court in
New

ment of these theatres restrained prospective competition in violation of the Sherman Act.

York labored like giants for six months with the

mass of testimony and documentary

evidence in the

movie monopoly case and finally came

The Court turned a deaf ear to these arguments

forth with a

and was seemingly blind to the voluminous documents

legal squeak.
The eminent doctors of the law expounded at great
length on the ills of our industry, touched many of the
sore spots, then prescribed a pitifully inadequate and
impractical

ISSUE

remedy.

presented by the Department of Justice in substantiation of its contention that the strategic position of their
first-run affiliated theatres gave the principal defendants inordinate power over the affairs of the motion
picture industry.
Instead, the Court toyed with percentages, how

Reading the earlier portions of the opinion written
by Judge Hand, one gathered the impression that the

many theatres each of the Big Five operated compared

Court had fully grasped the complex problems of the

to the total of over 18,000 in the country — Paramount,
7.72%; Fox, 3.52%, etc. Ignored were the decisions

business. Many of the majors' practices were condemned. Minimum admission prices; uniform runs and
clearances; unreasonable clearance and clearances between non - competitive theatres; compulsory block
booking and blind selling; master contracts, franchises
and formula deals — these and other policies employed
by the defendants were denounced as being in violation
of the anti-trust laws.
If one had not seen the headlines announcing the
verdict on the main point of theatre divestiture, it must

of other courts in the Schine and the Crescent and the
Goldman cases.

And, then, this conclusion: "It would seem unlikely that theatre owners having aggregate interests
of little more than one-sixth of all the theatres in tho
United States are exercising such a monopoly of the
motion picture business that they should ba subjected
to the drastic remedy of complete divestiture in or6sr
to effect a proper degree of free competition."
Free competition. The trouble with our Industry

have come as a shock to read, back on page 52 of the

is that there is plenty of competition, in the main,

opinion: "We cannot accede to the prayer of the
plaintiff that the major defendants should be divested
of their theatres in order that no distributor of motion

among

pictures shall be an exhibitor." So much fault in the

a greater degree of competition in film distribution, to

majors' methods of doing business having been pointed
out, it seemed inevitable that the cure recommended

encourage the production of more and better product,

by the Court would have to be basic.

cial and fundamental issue, the Court went off on an
illogical tangent that belies the eminence and experience of the three jurists.

but

not

enough

among

the

sellers.

The Court's chief aim should have been to restore

and to enable the buyers to stand on level competitive

that some people in tho industry deny that !!, at,-c divorcement will open the gates to alio'/ a freer flow of
product, nothing as adequate has been recommended
by them or by this Court.
The decision fails utterly to accomplish the objective of establishing freer enterprise in our industry. We

counsel had argued that the Big Five

exercised monopolistic power over the distribution of
film product through their control of so many

buyers,

ground in dealing with the sellers. And while it is true

But, when it came down to a decision on this cru-

Government

the

of the

country's first-run film houses and that the close align-

have

no doubt

that

the

Supreme

Court

will reject
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Discussion of the independent production scene has
centered in recent months on i'.i great amount of activity that is taking place in the upper brackets. That
is to say, the news has been concerned chiefly with the
formation of companies such as Liberty, Enterprise and
the like — firms committed to the making of high-budgeted pictures exclusively.
Within the year, though, we can expect to begin
hearing of an expansion in the minor independent
And why not?
league.
The market is wide open for product that can be
made inexpensively by small firms and showwise independent production men. The major studios are producing fewer B pictures, from the viewpoint of cost if
not of quality.
Mo iogram and Republic steadily have increased
the number of A pictures on their schedule with no
commensurate rise in the quota of program show;. Universal, apparently, is determined to compete with the
big five. Columbia, for the last five years, in both tho
program and A divisions, has offered a supply of pr^duct that is about as helpful to the exhibitor as a smallpox epidemic.
This leaves PRC as the only outfit doing business in
the "quickie" field. You can make book that there
will be plenty of competition within the year.
Just now the factors are not favorable to a reviva!
of two-bit independent production. The studio space
isn't available, materials are lacking, transportation is
still a problem and the talent situation hasn't levelled
cff.
Once these handicaps are overcome, lesser indie
operators can come out of hiding and set up shop with
much more assurance than was possible in the >ld days
of poverty row. They may not be able to shoot a western in five days rcr ^4,000 — or an action jicture for
$8,000 in a week. Bu, the boys who knew the anqles
will be able to operate somewhere between $18,000
and $35,000. And the cap!;.:! will be available to thorn,
providing they are smart enough to reorganize the business along sounder lines than ii the pre-war era.
The first essential is an independent distribution
set-up — one geared physically and psychologically to
peddle low budget film. An exchange it*. onager stolen
from MGM isn't worth a hill of beans when it comes to
selling an exploitation movie called "The Rocdhouse
Terror" and a shiny, streamlined office doesn't impress
an exhibitor who is out hunting bargains.
No, the postwar "quickie" will need all its flash
on film — where it counts. It will have to be geared to
the exploitation market. Names won't come as freely
as they used to and the producers will bo compelled to
depend on ideas and showmanship.
Those with the resourcefuln-: ;s and imaqination to
comprehend the requirements of tl,e field wili walk into
a ready-made market. For, as the rest of Hollywood
becomes more grandiose, the exhibitor will turn to those
companies selling a reasonable line of product at rea-

sonable prices, with
attention.

office
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The lightweight independent can never delude himself into believing that's the white hope of the industry.
But as a competitive force he can make himself felt
h the immediate postwar years.

LACK

FLACKS

complea picture's
between from
time stretches
to
Today,
five months
releasethedate,
and its when
tion
take
to
s
companie
formed
newly
the
a year, it behooves
stock of themselves and realize what an inferior job of
publicity they're doing.
Whereas the major companies are able to keep
news of their finished pictures alive, the independents
enioy a splurge while they are in production and then
the whole project peters out. And the fault is not that
of the publicity boys.
In the two years that the major independent production field has begun to take form, some of the finest
publicity men in Hollywood have left good positions to
take part in this commendable program of decentralization. Like the producers and directors who wearied of
assembly line methods, the flacks have enjoyed the opportunity to work on their own initiative and without
the brow beating they encounter at the larger film
factories.
But most of them are doing one man jobs. The
lucky ones get an assistant and a unit man. The latter
comes in a week or so before a picture starts and usually disappears after the set party celebrating the last
day of shooting.
By this time the publicity head and his aide are
so burdened with other assignments that they have little
time and less disposition to venture into any post-production publicity.
The details are of
only the fact that none
are venturing into the
partment to match his
the industry.

no consequence in this space —
of the important film men who
indie field has a publicity deown stature and importance in

It is false economy to expect a publicity department composed of two or three men to function efficiently in an organization that is making million dollar
movies. There are too many avenues to be covered.
The complex machinery of exploitation requires not so
much jack-of-all trades, but specialists in particular
The major lots have these specialists. The indephases.
pendents had better get hold of them. The smart ones
will enlarge their publicity departments just as quickly
as they can. They will want them to compete in every
respect:
size, talent and results.
A good publicity campaign is boxoffice insurance.
And when the chips
forms of insurance.
just about the salary
tives who clutter up
and majors alike.

are down, it's one of the cheapest
A department can be bought at
paid to some of the stooge execuall movie companies, independents
DAVID
FILM

HANNA

BULLETIN

WARNER
'OF HUMAN
Rates • • • —

BONDAGE'

MAUGHAM'S

generally

Warner Bros.
105 minutes
Paul Henreid, Eleanor Parker, Alexis Smith,
Edmund Gwenn, Janis Paige, Patric Knowles, Henry Stephenson, Isobel Elsom, Marten Lamont, Una O'Connor, Eva Moore,
Richard Nugent, Doris Lloyd.
Directed by Edmund Goulding.
This is an interest - holding, intensely
melodramatic remake of W. Somerset
Maugham's sordid romance which brought
fame to Bette Davis when released by RKO
in 1934. The picture does not compare
favorably with the earlier version, but the
tale is universally popular and a first-rate
cast, headed by Paul Henreid, Eleanor
Parker and Alexis Smith insure good
grosses generally. Miss Parker's portrayal
of the Cockney waitress, Mildred, cannot
compare to Miss Davis' superb performance
and the picture occasionally seems pedestrian in pace and as dated as an old-fashioned dime novel. Despite these faults,
Maugham's tale is fascinating as a depiction of the love of a sensitive painter for a
common gutter-snipe and the girl's vile behavior and raging tantrums are still dramatically effective. It's strictly adult fare.
Edmund Goulding strives hard to point up
the story's human side and while audiences
may not understand the painter's hopeless

THE FRENCH
Rates • • —

Albert Dekker, Evelyn Ankers, Mike Mazurki, John Eldredge, Frank Fenton, Selmer
Jackson, Byron Foulger, Marjorie Manners,
Joe DeRita, David Goreey, Sammy Stein,
Walter Soderling, Emmett Vogan, Alan
Ward, Michael Branden.
Directed by Walter Colmes.
The accent is on comedy rather than suspense in "The French Key," a mildly entertaining, ifimplausible, mystery programmer.
Based on the Frank Gruber novel about
Johnny Fletcher, the vagabond detective, the
picture will attract the who-dun-it fans who
devour this type of fiction, but its weak name
value and short running time will relegate
it to supporting spot on duallers. An amusing opening establishes the devil-may-care
character of Fletcher and of his strong-arm
side-kick, Sam Cragg, but when the pair

BOX OFFICE
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love for the girl, they will sympathize with
him at all times and the women are bound
to shed tears over the many tragic moments. The lighter touches are few and,
therefore, are doubly welcome and the settings and costumes of 19th Century London
are authentically drab and unattractive.
Erich Wolfgang Korngold's musical score
deserves special mention.
Realizing that he will never become a fine
artist, Paul Henreid gives up his studies in
Paris and returns to London to study medicine in compliance with his uncle's wishes.
In a cheap restaurant, Henreid, who is
hypersensitive of his club foot, strikes up
an acquaintance with Eleanor Parker, a
waitress who is quite rude to him. Inexplicably drawn to her, Henreid takes her
out several times until she suddenly runs
off with another patron of the restaurant.
Henreid finds solace in the company of
Alexis Smith, a novelist he met in Paris
but, when Miss Parker returns to announce
that she was deserted before marriage and
is expecting a baby, he again devotes himself to her. Later, when he learns that she
is having an affair with his best friend,
Patric Knowles, she abuses him with every
vile word at her command. He again takes
her in after she has become a streetwalker
and cares for her and her baby but, when
he finally proves able to resist her cheap
advances, she again abuses him and destroys his belongings.
Heinreid contracts

erally

as supporting dualler gen

1 July Release

TALE STILL EFFECTIVE DRAMA

KEY' MILDLY ENTERTAINING

Republic
67 minutes

JULY
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• Poor

Title
Of Human Bondage
The French Key
Perilous Holiday
Tnside Job
Valley of the Zombies
Freddie Steps Out
One Exciting Week
Clondie's Lucky Day

Page
7
7
8
8
8
13
13
13

pneumonia and, after he learns that Miss
Parker and her baby have died, he finds
comfort in the love of Janis Paige, young
daughter of his long-time friend, Edmund
Gwenn.
Paul Henreid gives a sensitive portrayal
as the unhappy, club-footed Philip Carey
which is probably the equal of the late Leslie Howard's notable portrayal. While Miss
Parker tries to submerge her attractive personality, she fails to get under the skin of
the degenerate, vicious Mildred. Edmund
Gwenn is a delight as a philosophical
middle-aged family man and Patric Knowles, Marten Lamont and Henry Stephenson
also do well. Janis Paige is good as the
adoring Sally, but Alexis Smith is forced to
struggledialogue.
with some of the picture's most
unreal
LEYENDECKER

COMEDY-MYSTERY

start to track down a murderer, the plot
becomes too involved with the underworld,
the police, coin collectors, society millionaires and even the three (bronze) bears.
The pace is swift and there are several exciting sequences, but the proceedings require
strict attention from the audience and often become too confusing to make any sense.
Much of the breezy dialogue is laugh-provoking just as some of it — such as Fletcher's
reference to a "dick" followed by an extraneous shot of Richard Alien— is merely
smart-alecky. Albert Dekker gets a change
of pace from his villainous roles and doe~ "
smooth acting job as Johnny Fletcher a-!
Mike Mazurki is ideally cast as his d':.iwitted strong-arm buddy. Evelyn Ankers
furnishes a touch of romance as a helpful
cabaret singer and John Eldredge and Frank
Fenton also do good work.
When Albert Dekker, vagabond detective,
and his strong-arm buddy, Mike Mazurki,
are unable to pay their rent, they are locked
out of their hotel room by a French Key

RATING:

REVIEWS in This Issue

••Average

•••Good

inserted by the management. Using a passkey to enter the adjoining apartment and
then go through the window to their room,
they find a dead man on the bed, clutching
a gold coin of 1822 vintage. Afraid they
will be blamed for the murder, Dekker and
Mazurki crawl back into the next apartment
where the furious Evelyn Ankers, a nightclub singer-, confronts them. After they win
her over sr.J get her to help them, they
start trrrking down Frank Fenton, a coin
collector I :iown to be interested in the rare
1822 co r Selme:- Jackson, a wealthy ini- "! "trk :.' ii i to buy the coin but Dekker
■ > :cs to sell. After Jackson is mun
and several attempts are made on Dek;
life, the trail leads to an abandoned gold
mine where Fenton had been hiding a hoard
of valuable gold coins. Dekker finally learns
that Jackson had been engaged in melting
down illegal go.d coins into bullion and then
leading U. S. Government officials to believe
the gold was being mined.
DENLEY

••••Excellent

'PERILOUS HOLIDAY' ROUTINErhoods
PROGRAMMER
Rates •

•

as supporting

dualler in nabo

Columbia
89 minutes
Pat O'Brien, Ruth Warrick, Edgar Buchanan, Alan Hale, Audrey Long, Willard Robertson, Minna Gombell, Eduardo Ciannelli,
Martin Garralaga, Jay Novello, Pedro Regas,
George J. Lewis, Al Hill, Eddie LeBaron
and His Continental Orchestra.
Directed by Edward H. Griffith.
With more talk than action, more production flash than thrills, "Perilous Holiday" fails to hit the mark at which it was
aimed — the action houses. However, Pat
O'Brien (who is miscast as a Lothario being
pursued by two lovely girls) presents
enough marquee value to make this suitable for the average dualler. Based on
Robert Carson's Colliers' Magazine serial
about South-of-the-Border intrigue, the film
wastes far too much time on romancing
and comedy repartee before getting into the

'INSIDE JOB' MAUDLIN

MIXES COMEDY,

melodramatic situations of its involved and
improbable plot. The final ten minutes are
both suspenseful and exciting, but the rest
stresses Latin music, local color and lovemaking — just so much padding for patrons
looking for the hard-hitting footage expected in a Pat O'Brien vehicle. The twofisted star sings a catchy ditty, "An Irishman's Idea of Love" in pleasing style, but
he is becoming a bit too paunchy for lovemaking with a pretty young blonde like
Audrey Long. Miss Long is no more than
adequate as a giddy man-chaser, while Ruth
Warrick is extremely attractive, poised and
convincing as a sophisticated columnist
from the U. S. A. on the trail of a big-time
racketeer. Alan Hale, Edgar Buchanan and
Eduardo Ciannelli also do good work and
Minna Gombell contributes an amusing
comedy bit. Eddie LeBaron and His Continental Orchestra may attract rhumba and
record enthusiasts.
In

Mexico City, Pat O'Brien is assigned
by Willard Robertson, an undercover agent,

CRIME YARN FOR LOWER

MELODRAMA

to watch Ruth Warrick, a newspaper columnist who has just arrived from the U. S.
on a secret mission. But first O'Brien becomes entangled with Audrey Long, a giddy
young blonde who follows him about even
after he starts to escort Miss Warrick. During a long evening of nightclubbing, Miss
Warrick tells O'Brien that she is determined to expose Alan Hale, who now runs
a local club, but who had been responsible
for her father's death. When Hale attempts
to bribe O'Brien to leave town, Miss Warrick accuses him of working for the racketeer. Later, when O'Brien and Miss Warrick work together and get positive proof
that Hale is a counterfeiter, he walks in
on them and tells them he has them marked for death. Miss Long, who has been
following O'Brien, also stumbles in on the
"party" and all three are almost killed before the Mexican police arrive to save the
day.
Long then surrenders O'Brien
to
MissMiss
Warrick.

LEYENDECKER

SLOT

Rates • • as supporting dualler only

Universal
65 minutes
Preston Foster, Alan Curtis, Ann Rutherford, Joe Sawyer, Joan Fulton, Milburn
Stone, Samuel S. Hinds, Jimmie Moss,
Howard Freeman, John Berkes, Harry
Brown, Cy Kendall, Joe Kirk, Vera Marshe,
Chester Clute.
Directed

by Jean

Yarbrough.

Large doses of sentimentality bog up the
action of "Inside Job" — a familiar crook
melodrama. With three good marquee
names — Preston Foster, Alan Curtis and
Ann Rutherford — contributing better portrayals than this low-budget programmer
deserves, it will satisfy as a supporting
dualler generally, but its cops-and-robbers
yarn is too mild for action houses. Although the romantic leads are pictured as a
likable, easily - infill: need young married
couple, the "Crime Doesn't Pay" formula is
R

VALLEY OF THE ZOMBIS'

followed through to the bitter (five to fifteen years prison term) end, as a result,
the film is more like a sermon than entertainment. While the early scenes manage
to hold the spectator's interest well enough,
the story goes very maudlin after a neighboring youngster visits the heroine and appeals to her motherly instincts while she
and her husband are hiding from the police.
Young Jimmie Moss, who plays the overlyprecocious child, will win the hearts of
many feminine fans. Preston Foster is excellent as a ruthless racketeer and Ann
Rutherford gives a sympathetic portrayal of
the unhappy heroine, but Alan Curtis often
seems floored by a slip-shod script. Such
Universal regulars as Samuel S. Hinds and
Milburn Stone are wasted in bit roles.
Attempting to go straight after taking the
rap for his partner-in-crime, Preston Foster,
years before, Alan Curtis gets a Christmas
job in a big department store. His wife,
Ann Rutherford, who also goes to work in

RIDICULOUS HORROR

tes • • as dualler in minor action hou ses; n. g. ekev/here

Republic
50 minutes
Robert Livingston, Adrian
Thomas Jackson, Charles
Htodgin i, William Haade,
Roy Mason, Charles Cane,
Directed by Philip Ford.

Booth, Ian Keith,
Trowbridge, Earl
Wilton Graff, LeRuss Clark.

This silly horror quickie contains some of
the hammiest melodramatic acting since the
"ten-twenty-thirty" days. In its efforts to
be horrifying and thrilling. "Valley of the
Zombies" succeeds only in being unbelievably ridiculous. However, it probably will
get by for fair grosses in the minor action
houses. While the living-dead man of the
title, who is made up to resemble a blackrobed villain of the "Curse you, Jack Dalton" school of acting, commits a half-dozen
cold-blooded murders during the picture's
56 minutes, the plot is too ludicrous to
8

the store, keeps Curtis on the straight-andnarrow until Foster shows up and threatens
to expose his prison record unless he participates in a deal to rob the place. Aided
by his unwilling wife, Curtis robs the store
without Foster's knowledge and they escape with a huge amount of cash. Hiding
in an obscure apartment, Miss Rutherford
strikes up a friendship with Jimmie Moss,
son of a policeman. When Foster learns of
the hideout, he arrives on the scene just as
Jimmie's father, Joe Sawyer, is leaving.
Foster shoots Sawyer but the officer fires
back and wounds him mortally. Curtis and
Miss Rutherford are about to flee when
they discover Sawyer has a chance to live.
Sacrificing their chance for freedom, they
call a doctor and, when the police arrive,
they surrender. With their sentences minimized because of their aid to Sawyer. Curtis
and Miss Rutherford start their prison
terms.
LEYENDECKER

QUICKIE

frighten anyone bu': ihe youngsters. In an
attempt to lighten the i ::. . y-handed proceedings, Director Philip Ford has permitted the romantic couple involved in the
story to act as if they were kidding the
entire affair. And, the result destroys any
suspense the shuddery doings might whip
up. Ian Keith, ordinarily a capable performer, can scarcely be blamed for scowling
and raging through his Dracula-like role.
Robert Livingston and Adrian Booth make
an attractive couple — but that's all, and
only Charles Trowbridge, who is killed off
early (lucky guy!) in the action, maintains
a high acting standard.
Shortly after Charles Trowbridge, a brain
specialist, reports to a young doctor, Robert
Livingston, and his nurse, Adrian Booth, the
theft of ten pints of blood from his laboratory, he is visited by Ian Keith, an insane
man whom he had pronounced dead years
previously. Keith is now an example of
living death which requires periodic transfusions of blood and he soon kills Trow-

bridge after making him his unwh'ing blood
donor. When Keiths brother, Earl Hodgins,
who has been working in the laboratory to
supply him with blood, discovers ths crime,
he, too, is killed. Thomas Jackson, a detective, visits the doctor's office to investigate the crime and becomes suspicious of
both Livingston and Miss Booth. Determined to clear their names, the two go to
Keith's family mausoleum where they find
his casket empty. They then enter Keith's
abandoned home where they find an embalming room with another corpse — that
of a garage attendant. When Keith confronts them, he tells them of the voodoo
potions which have kept him alive despite
the fact that he was declared dead. Keith
then kidnaps Miss Booth and hypnotizes her
into accompanying him to the laboratory to
give him another transfusion. However,
Livingston and the police arrive in time to
save her and Keith is shot and killed after
a chase over the roof-tops.
YORK
FILM
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'FREDDIE STEPS OUT' LIVELY PROGRAMMER
Rates • • in naborhood

less elsewhere

and rural houses;

FOR YOUNGER

family house showing during the strictly
juvenile efforts to hide a baby from the high
school faculty, many grown-up patrons will
soon weary of the seemingly endless hepcat talk. The best way to enjoy this is to
ignore the silly plot and sit back and listen
to the Latin music of Chuy Reyes, such
standard tunes as "Don't Blame Me" and
"Sing Low, Sweet Chariot" and a popular
number, "Patience and Fortitude," warbled
by Freddie Stewart and the entire cast in
a typical musical comedy finale. Stewart is
an appealing, high-voiced singer who still
has a lot to learn about acting; June Preisser, as the noisy blonde heroine, gets in her
customary acrobatic dancing and Noel Neill
and Anne Rooney make cute campus girls.
Warren Mills, Jackie Moran and Frankie
Darro are other regulars.
Milton Kibbee, principal of Whitney High
School, misunderstands why one of his
students, June Preisser, is sent away for a
year "because
of her condition."
In the

Monogram
75 minutes
Freddie Stewart, June Preisser, Warren
Mills, Ann Rooney, Jackie Moran, Noel
Neill, Frankie Darro, Milton Kibbee, Edythe
Elliott, Murray Davis, Claire James, Douglas Fowley, Emmett Vogan, Belle Mitchell,
Terry Lee Carlson, Chuy Reyes, Charlie
Barnet and His Orchestra.
Directed by Arthur Dreifuss.
The second in Sam Katzman's "Teen
Agers" series for Monogram release, "Freddie Steps Out," is another lively programmer with a scatterbrained plot about high
school doings. With Charlie Barnet and His
Orchestra and the sweet-singing Freddie
Stewart as marquee draw, this is made to
order for naborhood spots where the
younger, jive-hungry fans abound. Although
laughter was long and loud at a New York

"ONE EXCITING WEEK' HOKUM

FANS
meantime, Freddie Stewart, a popular radio
crooner, becomes disgusted at being mauled
by his fans and he quits his sardine radio
program to go to a rest home. When his
agent offers a reward for the singer's return, Frankie Darro and Jackie Moran see
a chance to get a fellow-student (Freddie
Stewart's double) into trouble by having his
best friend, Warren Mills, claim the reward
by saying the singer is incognito at the high
school. The agent arrives at the school with
the singer's wife and baby and, in a comedy
of errors, the infant turns up in various
students' dormitories. Of course, this leads
to various sweethearts becoming estranged
and, when Kibbee finds the baby in Miss
Preisser's room, he suspects the worst.
When the real father arrives on the scene
after reading that he has been found in a high
school, the entire matter is cleared up and
he does his broadcast from the school with
his double singing a duet with him.
DENLEY

& SLAPSTICK FOR FAMILY TRADE

Rates • • as supporting dualler in naborh ood and rural houses

69 minutes
Republic
Al Pearce, Pinky Lee, Jerome Cowan, Arleen Harris, Shemp Howard, Mary Treen,
Will Wright, Lorraine Krueger, Arthur
Loft, Maury Dexter, Chester Clute, LeRoy
Mason.
Directed by William Beaudine.

To the rural (chiefly) and naborhood
patrons who make up the greater part of
the listening audience for Al Pearce and his
radio gang, "One Exciting Week" will be
an entertaining mixture of hokum and
slapstick. It should prove to be a good
supporting feature in family spots, but is
far too corny for sophisticated audiences.
This time the mild-mannered Pearce is content to play a straight role and to let Shemp
Howard
and Pinky Lee take care of the

'BLONDIE'S LUCKY
Rates • • in naborhood

DAY" ANOTHER

Practically a carbon copy of previous entries in this popular series, "Blondie's
Lucky Day" has the customary broad comedy antics and nonsensical domestic complications that still seem hilarious to family
audiences. After sixteen Blondie programmers based on Chic Young's famous comic
strip, the humor is certainly starting to
wear thin and the slapstick situations have
lost their laugh value through endless repefrantic
tition. As an example, Dagwood's
8,
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ROUTINE

breakfast rush wher ne discovers he is late
and his dash through the front door, only
to collide with the arriving postman, have

been employed in every recent "Blondie"
picture — but they still get laughs. Except
for a romantic sub-plot, nicely handled by
Robert Stanton and Angelyn Orr, the story
follows a long-familiar pattern which has
Lake mugging to his heart's content as the
blundering Dagwood and Miss Singleton
giving a more natural comedy performance
as his loyal, but exasperated, wife, Blondie.
Jonathan Hale repeats his usual capable
portrayal of Mr. Dithers and Larry Simms
and Marjorie Kent are the Bumpstead
youngsters.
Left in charge of the construction office
while his boss, Mr. Dithers (Jonathan Hale),
is out of town, Dagwood (Arthur Lake) is
persuaded
by the
public-spirited
citizens to take
on atown's
returned
veteran as
an

architect.

Although

of three con-men, Jerome Cowan, Pinky Lee
and Shemp Howard, who try to fleece him
of his bankroll. In a fight, Pearce is knocked out and, when he awakens with a fine
case of amnesia Cowan persuades him he is
"Public Enemy No. 1" and talks him into
impersonating the war hero — not knowing
that he actually is. Pearce and the three
crooks arrive in Midburg intent on collecting the $10,000 which they plan to split four
ways. While Pearce is being feted by the
townsfolk and pursued by a man-chasing
columnist, Arleen Harris, his real sweetheart, Mary Treen, arrives. Cowan and his
two pals steal the $10,000 during the ball
held in Pearce's honor and, when they make
a get-away, the hero goes in pursuit. Another fight and another blow on the head
restores Pearce's memory and he finally
realizes he actually is the war hero. After
the crooks are captured, Miss Treen takes
Pearce into custody — for life.
YORK

ENTRY IN SERIES

and rural houses only

Columbia
69 minutes
Penny Singleton, Arthur Lake, Larry Simms,
Marjorie Kent, Robert Stanton, Angelyn
Orr, Jonathan Hale, Paul Harvey, Jack
Rice, Charles Arnt, Bobby Larson, Frank
Orth, Margie Liszt, Frank Jenks, Daisy, the
Dog.
Directed by Abby Berlin.

JULY

usual slap-dash comedy and frantic-antics
in the nonsensical plot. Several of the mixups that result when a returning war hero
gets amnesia just before being welcomed at
his home town celebration are laugh provoking, but the continual noise and confusion soon becomes wearisome to the average beholder. While Jerome Cowan and
Mary Treen contribute sustained characterizations, Arleen Harris' chattering columnist can only be taken in small doses
and may prove as annoying to audiences as
she does to the people on the screen. A few
musical numbers played and sung by The
Teen-Agers, a band from Hoagy Carmichael's radio show, will please the jitterbugs.
Al Pearce, a Merchant Marine war hero
just returned to the U. S. A., is on his way
to his home town of Midburg, where preparations are being made to give him a gala
"welcome home" party and a fund of $10,000.
Before taking the train, the shy Pearce goes
to a small bar where he falls into the hands

the

veteran

out to be a discharged WAC, Angelyn Orr,
his wife, Blondie (Penny Singleton), makes
her one of the Bumpstead family and escorts her to work the next day just as Hale
returns to his office. When the infuriated
Hale fires both Lake and Miss Orr, they
decide to form their own construction company. In the hopes of getting the Butler
Theatre account before Hale can sew it up,
Lake wines and dines Robert Stanton only
to discover that he is the son and that his
father, Paul Harvey, is boss of the company. However, Stanton, who has fallen in
love with Miss Orr, gets Lake in to see
Harvey, who is impressed with his construction plans. Harvey promises Lake the job
and, when Hale arrives and learns his former employe is almost broke, he agrees to
patch up all differences so that they can
work together on the theatre construction
LEYENDECKER

turns
job.
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What The Newspaper Critics Say
HIGHLIGHTS

CLUNY
(FOX)

BROWN'

FROM

LU3ITSCH

REVIEWS

OF NEW

DIRECTION

HIGHLY

"...Ernst Lubitsch has come up with a delectable and sprightly
. .The
lampoon. . .Among the year's most delightful film iscomedies.
continuous...
laughter which is distilled is not abdominal, it
Bare plot lines, however, are meager and unrewarding. . .Apart
from the landed gentry and the plumbing fraternity, whose stuffiness kids 'Cluny Brown' is gentle ribbing which should be enjoyed
by most persons."
A. W., N. Y. TIMES.
"...The movie version of Margery Sharp's novel is as random as
the original. Definitely not dramatically consecutive. But it has a
rich fund of humor and a wealth of superior cinematic detail...
Delightful entertainment
.Mostly straight spoofing, but it has the

"WITHOUT
(RKO)

RESERVATIONS'

BRISK AND

BY

FOREMOST

CRITICS

PRAISED

acting
make most of it highly amusing."
BARNES,andN. execution
Y. HERALDto TRIBUNE.

". . .From Miss Jones and the whole cast, the wise directorial hand
of Ernst Lubitsch has drawn performances that are exactly right.
Charles Boyer is even more effusively amorous than usual." COOK,
N. Y. WORLD
TELEGRAM.

".. .Good-plus. Despite a general hewing to the line of plot and
character, there have been such startling shifts in casting that the
effect is quite different .. .The picture is a distinctly pleasant and
original experience .. .It is a good picture, taken from a better
WINSTEN, N. Y. POST.
book."

DIPPY flightly
COMEDY—
WORLD TELEGRAM
comedy from falling completely apart. . .Credit

". . . Brisk and dippy comedy... You needn't be in much suspense
on what happens but there are a lot of amusing episodes before the
ending is neatly tied up in cupid ribbons. . .These episodes come
in such good measure, they become a bit repititious toward the
finish. . .Offers light hearted, gay diversion for a relaxed hour or
two."
COOK, N. Y. WORLD TELEGRAM.
"...More than the mere coincidence of Claudette Colbert in the
cast to suggest that 'Without Reservations' is imitative of 'It Happened One Night.'... In spite of its repetitive nature and some
painfully contrived sequences, there is a great deal that is glib
and engaging fun. . .The lightly accelerated romance which is carefully contrived between the two is the cement which keeps this

'JANIE
GETS MARRIED' ALL AGREE
(WARNER)

PICTURES

Miss Colbert
TIMES.
and Mr. Wayne with pleasant performances." CROWTHER, N. Y.
". . .A fluffy comedy. . .Keeps going long after the best points have
been made... Rigid editing would have helped .. .This sort of light
drawing-car comedy is a perfect background for Miss Colbert's
talents. Wayne and DeFore make a marvelous light-comedy team.
When they descend to burlesque, they're not so good... Fine summer entertainment."
PIHODNA, N. Y. HERALD TRIBUNE.
" .A cross-country romance. .. Transcontinental mess of plottage,
someY. of
it amusing and all of it trying to be. . .Good." WINSTEN,
N.
POST.

ITS NOISIER THAN

"...About as uncomfortably noisy as some one else's family quarrel ..More tiresome than amusing. . .Surrounds some trumped-up
domestic troubles with enough idle conversation to make one's
ear-drums ache, together with a few beribboned morals about
marriage, until the only sympathetic character remaining is a
crusty old tyrant who walks out on the whole irritating situation
...Script contained lively, snappy farce material, so that the
staging
runs wild
no substance
to carry... A precious bore."
GUERNSEY,
N. Y.withHERALD
TRIBUNE.
"...Contains everything but the kitchen sink ... Merry madhouse
of married life. . .Events are all so trivial, so episodic, and so
lacking to sustained dramatic interest that I never- want to see
Janie again
until she's old and gray." MORRIS, PHILADELPHIA RECORD.

FUNNY

"...The original 'Janie' film was one of the loudest comedies ever
to hit town and it had its occasionally funny moments, too. The
sequel, 'Janie Gets Married,' is a trifle less loud but only because
it has fewer people in the company. . .This review is stressing the
volume of sound because that seems to be the main point its
producers had in mind... Some of the material in this picture is
worth shouting
about. . .Screamingly unfunny." COOK,
N.hardly
Y. WORLD
TELEGRAM.
"...Few
amusing
scenes. . .Noisy study of life." MARTIN,genuinely
PHILADELPHIA
INQUIRER.
"...As childish and bromidic as was the first reckless juvenile
farce. . .Soggy farce ..Possibly 'Janie Gets Married' will please
the juveniles — but not sufficiently, we hope, to warrant a sequel.
TIMES.
We shudder to think what that would be." CROWTHER. N. Y.

Bra€B€lu?ay Newsreel
The vacationing school kids crowding into many of the firstrun spots offset the usual early July hot weather slump along the
Main Stem and helped to bring near-record grosses to two newlyopened 20th Century-Fox pictures at the two world's largest
theatres. The first cXy of the second week of "Anna and the King
of Siam," coupled with the usual spectacular stage program at
Radio City Music Hall, even topped the opening day of the initial
week, which broke all non-holiday records for an opening stanza
at this house. Another $140,000 gross is expected and the picture
will play into August before RKO Radio's "Notorious" comes in
. . ."Smoky," with Donald O'Connor on the Roxy stage — a natural
combination for- the youngsters — took in close to $100,000 for its
opening week following two satisfactory weeks for' "Somewhere
in the Night" and Desi Arnaz and His Orchestra which totaled
approximately $160,000. "Centennial Summer" is due here, probably late in July.
Still leading the other stage-screen houses is the Capitol where
"Two Sisters from Boston" and the Ritz Bros, on the stage is still
doing smash business in its fourth week after garnering more
than $300,000 for its three initial stanzas. The combination will
remain for a fifth week before "Easy to Wed" comes in.
Andy Russell, favorite of the bobby-sox fans, who is on the
stage of the Paramount Theatre with Raymond Scott's Orchestra,
is more of a draw than "The Searching Wind" and was mainly
responsible for the fair business during the program's opening
week. The combination is now in its second stanza and will play
a third before "The Strange Love of Martha Ivers" and Dinah
Shore in person comes in.
Trailing the other stage-screen shows is "Janie Gets Married"
and E-^kine Hawkins and His Orchestra, which completed three
mild weeks at the Strand on July 4th. "Of Human Bondage"
opened on July 5th.
The sole other important opening of the holiday week was
Monogram's "Suspense," which opened on July 4th at the Victoria

following four- highly-profitable and one mild week for RKO
Radio's "Badman's Territory."
Except for "Henry V," which had a capacity second week
which even exceeded the opening stanza's gross at the two-a-day
N. Y. City Center, most of the others are down to just average
or' mild business. The U. A. Technicolor feature, which is protected by an advance sale of close to $75,000. is set for at least
six more weeks.
The two long-run films on Broadway, "The Kid from Brooklyn" at the Astor and "Stolen Life" at the Hollywood, are faring
better than most with the former still profitable in its 11th week
and the Warner picture doing well enough in its tenth week.
The latter will be succeeded on July 25th by the Warner Anniversary picture, "Night and Day."
Also showing a profit is "O.S.S.," now in its sixth week at the
small-seater Gotham where another Paramount film, "Our Hearts
Were Growing Up," will come in before the end of the month.
Dropping off considerably, despite favorable reviews and popular- stars in the cast, are "Cluny Brown," now in its fifth week
at the Rivoli, and "Without Reservations," in its fourth -week at
the Palace. The latter will be succeeded on July 10th by another
RKO Radio release, "The Stranger," but no date has been set for
"Two Years Before the Mast," which comes into the Rivoli.
"Diary of a Chambermaid'' dropped off after a good opening
week at the Globe but the picture will remain until later this
month when another U. A. release, "Breakfast in Hollywood,"
comes in... "The Hoodlum Saint." now in its second week at the
Criterion, is doing mild business as did Universal's "Lover Come
Back" in its one-week engagement at the same theatre. . .Another
Universal release, "Dead of Night." got good reviews, but its
British cast is unable to lure customers into the Winter Garden
which has been doing weak business for the past month. "Caesar
and Cleopatra" is not expected into the Winter Garden until midAugust.
FILM
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SALES CHIEF. E. T. Gomersall was
named general sales manager of Enterprise Productions, leaving his post
as assistant
sales chief at Universal.

SPARK CONVENTION. . .Monogram's recent IS annual sales convention in Chicago had, as its featured
speakers, Steve Broidj', (left), president; W. Raj Johnson, (center), chairman of the board and Trem
Carr,
(right), executive
director.

<(ff)x ,wn

ion in Atlantic City
at Allied Theatre Owners of New
X. J. CONVENTIONEERS . . Smiling f:
nager, Dave Snaper,
George
(told, E. Thornton
Kelly, convention
include: Standing, I. to r.. Ralph Will
Sales Promotion
head, H. Block
and L. Weitzman
Sy Meyers, Henry (Doc) Brown, Leon J Bamberger, KKll
Seated are Harry
Lowenstein,
retiring presiden
nil !■; 1 Lachman,
new prexy of N. J. Allied

HEADS IMA Barney Balahan will head the motion picture division of the $100,000,000
United Jewish Appeal campaign.

J
PRODUCT PALAVER . Recently signed as general sales manager
of Liberty Films, E. K. (Ted) O'Shea, left, discusses product with
RKO Radio executives Ned K. Depinet (standing) and Robert Mochrie (right) and Liberty vice-president
Samuel
J. Briskin.

AWARD ..Maj. Albert Warner, left, receives Parents' Institute
award from E. Philip Wilcox in commemoration of the 'nil, Anniversary- of talking pictures.

TOUGH

GOING. . .Gabriel

Pascal,

producer
ot "Caeser
and Cleopatra",
tells of trials
in completing
film during England's blitz.

PREEM
CELEBS.,
Laurence
Olivier,
producer-director-star
of British-made
"Henry V". attends premiere of film with wife \i\ian Leigh. Vt right, GradweU
I .. s,.:ii^,in vice-president
of I'A, distributors of the Him. poses outside < 'it> Center
Theatre
New York.

THE NEWS
A Bi-W eekly Review

STUDIO STRIKE SETTLED
A short-lived studio strike which began Monday morning (1st)
was settled by the next night with an interim agreement between
10 studios involved and the unions. The agreement, which has no
time limit, is to allow producers to negotiate contracts with all the
unions involved.
There were conflicting reports about the cause of the strike.
Byron Price, West coast head of the Motion Picture Association,
claimed that it was purely a jurisdictional conflict, while Herbert
K. Sorrell, head of the Conference of Studio Unions, stated that
the walkout was due to the refusal of the studios ta sign a contract
for wage increases for a short term. The producers had been
holding out for a contract to run until the end of 1947 while Sorrell was holding for termination at the end of the current year.
He based his refusal to agree to the longer term because of the
possibility of a sharp increase in the cost of living.
Production was halted at only two studios during the two-day
strike, at Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer and Warner Bros., where most
of the pickets were concentrated. There were a few cases of violence reported, but no flareups of the intensity of those during last
fall's stoppage.

NO DECREE BEFORE OCTOBER
There will be no decree entered in the New York anti-trust
case until after October 7, it developed following filing of the
Government's decree proposals and recommendations. The defendant companies were granted a postponement from July 1 to
September 15 in which to submit their proposals for a new decree
to the Department of Justice and until October 7 for their version
of a decree to reach the three-judge statutory court. Company
attorneys will confer with Government counsel, headed by Robert
L. Wright, periodically during the summer in an effort to iron out
all non-controversial subjects and will submit their final proposals
by the October deadline. The court will then take the proposals
under advisement in the light of its own findings and will formulate the final decree.
No appeal to the Supreme Court was contemplated, it was
indicated by assistant Attorney General Wendell Berge, until the
final decree is handed down.
Big Five to Conform
In a conference held in the iudges' chambers at which the
extension was granted, the Big Five distributor defendants professed their willingness to abide by the findings of the court and
to put into effect, as quickly as possible, certain trade practices
ordered in the decision. Among thece were single picture selling
at auction, dissolution of pools, elimination of formula agreements
and halting of franchises. Counsel for the Little Three — Universal,
United Artists and Columbia — refused to commit themselves at
that time.
The decree proposals submitted by the Government, along with
a letter of recommendations, to the court, was indicated as tentative. Department of Justice attorneys indicated that they would
not object to exhibitor associations submitting recommendations,
although the court has consistently denied what it termed "outside" parties to intervene. However, it has permitted exhibitor
representatives to be heard during the action.
Asks 25% Cancellation
Government proposals included termination of pooling and
franchise agreements, institution of a revised arbitration system,
a minimum figure of 25 per cent cancellation be granted an exhibitor where he buys a group of pictures before tradeshowing
and wishes to cancel after tradeshowing. It also asked that a
time period following entry of a final decree be set for compliance
by distributor defendants to its terms.
CIEA Drafts D.-cr,-.. Committee
The Conference of Independent Exhibitors Associations remobilizod its committee on the Consent Decree to cooperate with
Government and to make suggestions reflecting the views of independent exhibitors for the final decree. The committee includes
original members Col. H. A. Cole, A. F. Myers, Robert Poole and
Jesse Stern in addition to new members Nathan Yamins and L. O.
Lukan. North-Central Allied also will be invited to send a representative. Stern said that the committee would evolve a set of
recommendations reflecting the views of "truly independent exhibitors" at a meeting to be called shortly.
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MPTOA's executive committee, at a special meeting, declared
that the organization would draft recommendations for a final
decree and present its suggestions to the Federal Court, the D of J
and the defendants. The committee took a strong position against
the "auction" method of selling, which, it contended, may force
long-established exhibitors out of business. Herman Levy, MPTOA
of the organizageneraltionscounsel,
suggestions.was directed to prepare the draft

RKO UNVEILS STRONG 1946-47 SCHEDULE
The strongest program in the history of RKO Radio was
Depinet, executive vice-president,
promised for 1946-47 by Nedat E.
least 36 features for the forthcoming
as he announced a total of
season at the company's fifteenth annual sales meeting at the
Waldorf-Astoria in New York last week. There will also be 18
short subjects, 13 "This Is America"
Walt Disney Technicolor
releases, six each of the Edgar Kennedy and Leon Errol tworeelers, a new series of four two-reel miniature musicals, four tworeel Ray Whitley musical westerns, the Sportscopes series and the
Flicker Flashbacks group and 104 issues of Pathe News. At least
seven of the features will be in Technicolor.
In addition
featuresforthcoming
produced at
company's
own
studios,
there willto bethereleases
fromtheSamuel
Goldwyn,
Walt Disney, Liberty Films, Rainbow Productions (Leo McCarey),
Jesse L Lasky-Walter MacEwen, Robert Riskin Productions. International Pictures and Sol Lesser Productions.
"Top Entertainment"
"Never before in the company's history has there been offered
such a fine balance of name stars, name producers, and name
properties," Depinet told the meeting. "The combination of all
three elements guarantees top entertainment. We have powerful
Hollywood names behind the cameras as well as in front. The
stories have already proved their appeal in big-figure-circulation
magazines and as best sellers."
Among the major productions already completed and ready for
early release are Alfred Hitchcock's "Notorious," co-starring Cary
Grant and Ingrid Bergman, slated for Radio City Music Hall;
"Sister Kenny," starring Rosalind Russell and Alexander Knox;
the Technicolor "Sinbad the Sailor" with Douglas Fairbanks, Jr.,
Maureen O'Hara and Walter Slezak; "Till the End of Time" teaming Dorothy McGuire, Guy Madison, Robert Mitchum and Bill
Williams; "It's a Wonderful Life" first of the Liberty films, a
Frank Capra Production, starring James Stewart and Donna Reed;
International's "The Stranger" directed by Orson Welles, with
Edward G. Robinson, Loretta Young and Welles co-starred.
"Kid" and "Music" R<»ady
Also, "Woman on the Beach" starring Joan Bennett; "Honeymoon," the Shirley Temple-Franchot Tone-Guy Madison starrer:
"The Locket" starring Laraine Day, Brian Aherne, Robert Mitchum and Gene Raymond. "The Kid from Brooklyn" Samuel Goldwyn Technicolor Production starring Danny Kaye and Walt Disney's "Make Mine Music" in Technicolor have already scored on
Broadway and are now ready for national distribution.
Another Liberty Films production, George Stevens' "One Big
Happy Family," a second Rainbow Production to be produced and
directed by Leo McCarey; "A Time to Kill" starring Henry Fonda:
"Intermission" first of three productions from Lasky-MacEwen;
Walt Disney's "Song of the South" and "Fun and Fancy Free" are
all being readied for production, while at the Goldwyn studios,
cameras are grinding on "The Best Years of Our Lives." and "The
Secret Life of Walter Mitty" a Danny Kaye starrer. Two more
Goldwyn productions are planned.
Big Names
Plans call for several more with big names including such
stars as Cary Grant, James Stewart, Rosalind Russell. Dorothy
McGuire, Shirley Temple, Edward G. Robinson. Joan Fontaine.
Robert Young, George Raft. Joseph Cotten, Joan Bennett. Robert
Cummings, Dana Andrews, Fredric March and many more.
N. Peter Rathvon, president and board chairman, in Charge
of Production, Robert Mochrie, vice president and general sales
manager, and Phil Reisman vice president in charge of Foreign
operations, also addressed the 400 delegates which included home
office executives, district and branch managers, salesmen and field
exploiteers.
(Continued on Pane 27)
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BEHIND THE SCENES IN HOLLYWOOD'S

D
The two-day strike had little effect on production at this
studio. As a matter of fact, only Warners and Metro suffered a
shutdown during the 48-hour strike period from last Sunday
night to Tuesday night.
In accordance with the currently popular trend among other
major studios to align independent producers on production and
release deals, Columbia now has four separate outfits functioning
besides the company proper. First deal set was the Edward
Small independent production of "The Return of Monte Cristo,"
starring Louis Hayward and Barbara Britton.
This film, now in production, was followed up by the formation of a new company called Venture Pictures, headed by Lou
Appleton, Jr. and Bernard Small, son of Edward Small. "Bulldog
Drummond at Bay" is the initial effort of Venture for Columbia
release and v/ill roll at the studio probably the start of next
month.
Mr. D. A.
Slated for July 15 is Sam Bischoff's independent production,
/'t^
Attorney>" starring free lancers Adolphe
Menjou
?>• vT 6,?mS
°'Keefe
Columbia
Marguerite Chapman.
Bischoff
is now
in NewandYork
makingproperty
arrangements with the radio
shows interests for exploitation tie-up.
u /ay Pictures is the title of the fourth independent unit
neaded by Sam Katzman, formerly a Monogram producer. Jon
Hall, on loan out from Samuel Goldwyn, and Michael O'Shea who
is under personal contract to Katzman, will co-star in James
Fenimore Cooper's adventure classic, "The Last of the Mohicans,"
first m a projected series of outdoor dramas planned bv the new
outfit. Starting date is not set.

On Columbia's own current
are "Dead Reckoning"
which started as soon as Lizabethschedule
Scott returned from a trip to
England and joined co-star Humphrey Bogart. John
Cromwell
"heav

"

melodrama'

with Morris Carnovsky
Powell Thriller

featured

as the

n-^AD°then detfctive thriller gets underway in a few days with

SSf
1°™}
and EV6lyn KeyeS Sharing stellar honors Winding
Jn "JohTny
* *L
i ^irected and scripted by Robert Rosson.
up
v,^6 «£L •?, iS the Rita Hayw°rth-Larry Parks "Down to Earth "
while
Thrill of Brazil" and "The Gloved Hand" have finished.
n«,,^aUinS
the slavtinS Sun are "My Empty Heart," with Melvyn
Douglas joining
Rosalind Russell as soon as he finishes in "Sea

and alS° JUdy Canova's second fof Columbia,
"Ghosf Town?
,,lMCfumb,ia Plans t0 make a real departure from its usual product, largely romantic comedies, crime thrillers and supe* westerns or at most, popular biographical dramas,
by bringing the
as
the socially
enlightened doctor
t0 the Screen'
the Pe°Ple"
oc^i "AnrEh,iemy,0i
aslhe
will be Alexander
Knox Star^
excellent actor of "Wilson" and "Sister Kenny." No starting
date has
been announced for the Shepard Traube product
which wfil
mark Hollywood's first Ibsen drama since the
advent of soJnd
camSunHW-n
C^ine not actua»y getting before the
cameras
until tne neWH
end of
the month, the fast growing comnanv's
nCWS- T^e scheduled TtSg
t0"m,ake
111^
Mdate^^A^
nr,H ui t J°ke' Son' the Senator Claghorne epic, is July
?L 1 alth™gh some Hollywood prophets are already
mplying
earnest aboutttl^f
their
seemin
first
feature
sP°k—
StUdi°
and others slated to follow.d'eadl?
Ti^
T,rr ost\Zu
™™R,?bertuKent haS been assigned to script the Kenny Delmar
comedy which will be directed by Ben
whUe Marion
Parsonette got an early start last week on Stoloff,
the production reins
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of "Repeat Performance." Set to roll the first part of September,
this comedy-drama will star Franchot Tone, with Tom Conway
in a featured role.
Signing Talent
"Sweet Adeline," an original by Robert B. Churchill, will be
the first musical bearing the Eagle-Lion trademark and is also
scheduled for September start. The studio is still soliciting talent
among writers, producers, directors and players from other companies and all available sources. Signed to a long term contract
was Albert J. Cohen, formerly with Columbia and Republic.
Cohen's first assignment on his new deal will be "Mattewan,"
story based on the New York mental institution.
Eagle-Lion vice-prexy Foy's return from New York confab
with Pathe Industries' heads is expected to net some important
news shortly in regard to forthcoming production plans and
player contracts.
Affiliation with Universal for distribution purposes has not
in the slightest dampened the spirits of the aggressive new company appropriately known as Enterprise. In addition to rapid
development of tneir own physical facilities, the former California
Studio, and maintaining a lively publicity department of its own,
Enterprise proceeds with its extensive production plans, its first
venture, Harry Sherman's super western, "Ramrod," is nearing
completion.
It was no surprise to most trade observers when Charlie Einfeld, astute head of the organization, sailed into the recent Universal sales convention in New York and told his audience that
film production overhead had got too heavy in recent years beyond its right proportion to theater grosses.
Pledging a $30,000,000 gross for the six pictures his firm plans
to produce in its first year, Einfeld stated that production values
anu superior exploitation programs would assure such a high
High Budgets
gross.It is obvious that the Einfeld-Lewis company has no idea of
skimping on production costs. Even the Sherman western will
carry a high budget because of an extensive location trip to
Utah's Zion National Park. Its second production, "Arch of
Triumph," a $3,000,000 investment has been announced.
Ready to go before the cameras in a few days, the Remarque
drama will require an all-time high of 96 sets and several units
working at the same time. With such high priced personnel as
stars Ingrid Bergman, Charles Boyer and director Lewis Milestone, the film will undoubtedly come close to the announced cost.
An idea of the production's slated opulence may be garnered in
the announcement that "executive assistant director" Nate Watt
will have four assistants of his own!
The balance of Enterprise's first year product, listed in the
preceding issue of Film Bulletin, also boast budgets of at least
$2,000,000. This is the figure quoted for the company's third production, "The Other Love," adapted from the yet unpublished
novel also by Remarque. Starring Barbara Stanwyck, the film
* and
v/ill the
probably
on September
1, with
to background
Switzerland
FrenchrollRiviera
planned in
Augusta junket
to obtain
footage and montage.

METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER
This plant appeared due for a lot of trouble if the strike had
continued. Production was shut down for the two days of the
strike, but now, happily, has resumed.
News for the past two weeks out of Leo's lair has been quite
diversified, centering around the return of Gene Kelly, an overture
to the British market, speed up of the short program — with
emphasis of atomic Bikini — and the stormy question of which

actor would portray
or the End."

the late President Roosevelt in "Beginning

Kelly Build-up
Returning to the studio from his Naval service, 1945 Academy
Award nominee Kelly boosted Metro's star roll to 30. This is
reportedly the largest line-up of stellar personalities ever under
contract to M-G-M and the greatest number now under contract
to any one studio. In Kelly, Mr. Mayer and staff rightly figure
they have another boxoffice potential equal to Rooney, Gable,
Johnson, Garson and Williams.
On the international front, Metro's parent body, Loew's International Corp. has added Sam Eckman, Jr., to its board. In the
words of president Arthur M. Loew, "Eckman has long been one
of the most prominent figures in British film circles and his appointment is a true indication of his importance, and the importance of the British market."
Chairman and managing director of M-G-M Pictures Ltd. in
England, Eckman visited the Culver City plant while in California
and expressed his pleasure at the growing popularity of such
British Alms as "The Seventh Veil" in this country. He also commented favorably on the future of 16 mm in the British and continental market. Significance of the Eckman "promotion" and of
his .severaT releases to the press is that M-G-M is fully girding to
maintain and expand its activities in England despite any effort
at near-monopoly by the multitudinous J. Arthur Rank interests.
Shorts Back
Metro's long time pride and joy, a profitable one, is slated to
come into its own once again with return to pre-war production
volume of the studio's short subjects. For the coming release
season, M-G-M will turn out more than one short per week for a
total quota of 54 features. Included are four two-reel specials, lb
cartoons, 10 Pete Smith items, six John Nesbitt Passing Parades,
12 Fitzpatrick Travel-talks and six other single reel features.
The big demand for timely, important shorts is shown by
requests pouring in from all cities for prints of "Bikini, the Atom
Island," which was written and narrated by Carey Wilson. Metro's
plan is to capitalize on topics of cuiyrent interest in the production of short subjects that may prove far better exploitation
features for exhibitors than a weak dualler.
FDR Casting Problem
"Beginning or the End," the full sized atomic bomb drama,
raised an unusually delicate question of casting recently, when
Eleanor Roosevelt objected to the studio's announcement of
Lionel Barrymore for the role of her late husband. Although
Barrymore denied the inference that he had ever cast any slurs
upon the great President, Metro chose to respect Mrs. Roosevelt's
protest and has finally cast Geoffrey Tearle for the part. Walter
Houston had been the second choice, but it was found too difficult
to fit him into the characterization. Tearle, a native American
but English stage veteran, is said to resemble F. D. R. in appearance and voice.
Less trouble was encountered in casting President Truman,
with the role going to expert character actor Roman Bohnen.
New starter at Metro is "Summer Holiday," musical version
of Eugene O'Neill's "Ah, Wilderness," while still in production
are "Sea of Grass," "The Secret Heart," "High Barbaree," "Lady
in the Lake," "Beginning or the End" and "Sacred and Profane,-'
new title for Greer Garson's "A Woman of My Own." In preparation are "The Arnelle Affair," "The Kissing Bandit," "This Time
for Keeps" and "Daddy Is a Wolf."

MISC. INDEPENDENTS
At present there are more than a half dozen new companies
forming and jockeying around for position whose product, if and
when turned out, may be distributed through some independent
channel. Most of these units, however, quickly align themselves
for distribution and exploitation with either United Artists or one
of the other majors. The exceptions to date of companies actually in production are Hal Roach and Screen Guild Productions
and its affiliated Golden Gate Productions.
Roach is now engaged on his second film since return of the
studio by the Army. Titled "Here Comes Trouble," with William
Tracy and Joe Sawyer topping the cast, the Cinecolor comedy
follows "Curley." As announced previously, Roach's plan is to
produce a third film before he decides on his distribution set-up.
Meanwhile, studio spokesmen report that several of the majors
have been dickering with him for the deal. In the past, Hal
Roach has done business with both M-G-M and United Artists,
although
it is quite likely that his new arrangement may be with
another firm.
Screen Guild Plans
Apparently Screen Guild and Golden Gate Productions have
a distribution advantage over most indies, inasmuch as the company is composed of 1800 theater owners in this country and
Canada. Headed by Joe Blumenfleld, San Francisco
and Los
Angeles independent theater magnate, the company has bolstered
its production plans up to 38 features for 1947 release, at least 26
earmarked as new product and the remainder reissues of the
Hopalong Cassidy series, rights to which were bought by Screen
Guild from the former Harry Sherman-Bill Boyd combine.
Bud18

gets on the
to $250,000.
Expected
Screen Guild
Sig Neufeld,

new films has been upped

from

a minimum

$60,000

to join former PRC producer Jack Schwarz in the
production alignment are Alexander and Stern and
who have wound up at PRC.

MONOGRAM
Headline news for this studio came from its first international
sales convention in Chicago, with president Steve Broidy announcing 48 features for 1946-47 distribution. Included in this
array are two $1,000,000 specials, 32 regular features and 14 westerns. The pair of super-budget films are to be sold separately
irom Monogram's regular program.
The Roy Del Ruth million dollar baby, "It Happened on Fifth
Avenue," is expected to roll in the near future, with the addition
of newcomer Cathy Carter to a cast headed by Ann Harding and
Victor Moore. The second million dollar film will be the King
Bros. "The Hunted," with Belita and Barry Sullivan.
Other Class A films slated for production are producer Jeffrey
Other A's
Bernera s "Black Gold," "Sweetheart of Sigma Cni," 'The Maze '
and "Wife Wanted," with star Kay Francis as co-producer; Walter Mirisch's "In the Fog" and "One-Way Street," Scott Dunlap's
"Trail to Alaska," Louis Appleton's "High Conquest."
Other product in the group will be highlighted by Barney
Gerard's "Brinigng Up Father,' Hal Chester's "Gentleman Joe
±Jalooka" and i-.ina.3ley Parsons' "Ginger."
Monogram appears set to outdo itself with the top budgeted
"High Conquest," producer Appleton and famed mountain climber
Harry
Morganfootage
leavingiorsoon
Switzerland's
Matterhorn
to mm .Hayes
background
the ior
Alpine
drama. Based
upon
tne book by James Ramsey Uilman, the film will probably boast
some important cast names when shooting begins at the studio
after me "location" trip.
"Sweetheart of Sigma Chi," college musical, gets underway
today with Phil Regan, Phil Brito and Bonita Granville starred,
bull shooting are "Bringing Up Father" and "Wife Wanted," while
nnishea are "Hot Money,
1 rigger Finger" and "Gentleman Joe
Palooka."
PARAMOUNT
This studio, like all the other majors, has revealed its increasing interest in the returning foreign market. The occasion
was tne recent semi-annual meeting of company domestic and
foreign executives, held at the Hollywood studio and keynoted
by Barney Balaban, who has since been re-elected by the board of
directors as president tor another year.
In conference at the studio for three days, the confab was
attended by all of Paramount's tops, including theater man Balafcan, chairman oi the board Adolph Zukor, studio chief Henry
Ginsberg, Y. Frank Freeman, Charles Reagan, Paramount International prexyBritain.
George Weltner and David .ttose, Managing Director for Great
OK Ginsberg Policies
After
viewing
the
company's
completed
for thewith
1946-47
season, the visiting execs expressed
their product
satisfaction
the
films and consequently of Henry Ginsberg's studio operation.
Among other suojects discussed was gearing production in regard
to foreign sales possibilities.
Leading off Paramount's greater bid for the world-wide market, particularly in England and its dominions, tentative plans
for the erection of a new studio near London were submitted by
Rose. Also announced was the return to England shortly of
Freeman in connection with this enterprise.
Discussions also included the recent court decision and its
possible influence on studio production and sales. Paramount
spokesmen also revealed agreement by studio toppers for extensive studio expansion as soon as building materials become
available.
In the meantime, the studio backlog is still plentiful and although a large number of firms are being readied for production,
at present only one is shooting, Bing Crosby's "Emperor Waltz."
Bob Hope's "My Favorite Brunette" and the Ray Milland-Marlene Dietrich starrer "Golden Earrings" will start soon.

PRC
It may

be somewhat premature to sound the death knell for
this little organization, but it has become obvious that either
Producers' Releasing Corporation will soon cease to exist as a
production outfit, unless its remnants should buy out from the
status of stepchild to Pathe Industries-Eagle Lion set-up and
affiliate with some other organization. Even if this were done,
it would probably spell finish to PRC as a name.
Despite the imminence of its demise, PRC is still planning a
sales convention for Atlantic City on August 7-8-9 and setting a
fifteen-city premiere in Missouri for its relatively lavish "Down
Missouri Way" on August 1. At the same time, there is no proFILM
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duction under the PRC banner at present and disintegration of
several independent production units is rapidly
the company's
place.
taking
Winding Up
Sig Neufeld Productions and Alexander-Stern Productions,
both producers of some of PRC's best boxofflce product, have
received checks winding up their relations with the Pathe Industries' organization. The payments were supposedly in full for
respective minimum of four pictures to go under their contracts.
It is expected that both of these production junits may affiliate
with Screen Guild Productions (see Misc. Independents).

REPUBLIC
Production plans for this studio hit a new high, with twelve
pictures slated to be before the cameras this month, five carrying
over from June and seven more rolling in July.
First of the new ones to go will be "The Magnificent Rogue,"
a July 6 starter. Two are scheduled to take off today (July 8)
in "Calendar Girl" and "Along the Mohawk Trail," first in the
studio's new series of Trucolor westerns for 1946-47. Both "The
Magnificent Rogue," a romantic comedy, and the period musical,
"Calendar Girl," are designated as top budgeters.
"Homesteaders of Paradise Valley," a Red Ryder western,
starts July 10. Roy Rogers' "Heldorado" will go July 22, while
Gene Autry's second film since return to the studio will start a
day later and is as yet untitled. On July 25, Donald Barry will
assume the title role of "Slippy
5 More McGee."
Going
The five other films continuing in production during the first
week of this month were "The Angel and the Outlaw," "That
Brennan Girl," "Home in Oklahoma," "Zorro Strikes Again" and
"Rio Grande Raiders."
Of major importance is Republic's advent into the short subject cartoon field. A deal has been set between the Yates organization and the newly formed Bob Clampett Productions for the
latter to turn out a series of six Trucolor cartoons during 1947.
Clampett, with Warner Bros, for 16 years and originator of "Bugs
Bunny," also plans to handle straight single reelers and possibly
some novelty sequences in feature films for Republic.
The deal
has been brewing for some time and was consummated upon the
completion of added facilities at Consolidated Laboratories for
film processing.
"Will Tomorrow Ever Come" is the title
the original
Rudolph Friml operetta in which Nelson Eddy andofJeanette
MacDonald will team for Republic, starting probably at the end of
September.

RKO-RAPIO
RKO's 15th sales convention at New
Waldorf Astoria,
furnished some interesting news concerningYork's
this fast-moving company's product for the new year and also in regard to the distribution set-up as affected by the recent court decision. The
1946-47 program (see News Digest) is one of the most promising
in RKO's
should
nudge the company still further up
the
ladder history
toward and
major
leadership.
Production, meanwhile, is in full blast at RKO, with the
parent studio boasting three shooting, Samuel Goldwyn working
on two, Liberty Films' with one and Robert Riskin Productions
ready to start its first, "The Magic City," in mid-August. James
Stewart will star in this film as soon as he finishes work in
Liberty's "It's a Wonderful Life." Riskin is now readying "Girl
from Bogardus," scripted by Waldo Salt, as second for his unit.
Two for Tierney

"Honeymoon," the Guy
Shirley Temple, Franchot
Tone starrer, has finished, asMadison,
has Frances Langford's "Beat
the
Band." Still shooting are RKO's "Katie for Congress" (Loretta
Young-Joseph Cotton); "Riffraff," (Pat O'Brien-Walter Slezak),
while
starter."The Devil Thumbs a Ride" (Lawrence Tierney) is a new

"Trail Street" is scheduled to go on July 12, with bad boy
Tierney again starred,
proving studio executives' faith in his boxoffice appeal. Sharing top honors will be Randolph Scott, Barbara
Hale, George "Gabby" Hayes (borrowed from Roy Rogers and
Republic
) and Robert Ryan.
At Samuel Goldwyn studio, Danny Kaye's "The Secret Life of
Walter Mitty" and "The Best Years of Our Lives" (Fredric MarchMyrna Loy) are still shooting.
Henry Fonda and Barbara Bel Geddes are slated to start in
A. Time to Kill" on August 1, while Laraine Day's second film for
RKO since release from her M-G-M contract will be the screen
version tember
of Booth
takeoff. Tarkington's "Alice Adams," marked for a Sep-

20th CENTURY-FOX
No, there's nothing more definite on the "Forever Amber"
situation. In fact, casting news on the title role
has become so
slim that local columnists hungering for headlines have whipped
up such nifties as that Betty Grable may get the part. Actually,
this is not as fantastic an idea as it may seem on first reading
Miss Grable's comely charms should well match Amber's and although, the blonde star doesn't fancy herself a great dramatic
actress, she's great boxofflce. Don't be too surprised if she should
JULY

3,
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win the role over Gene Tierney, supposedly now Mr. Zanuck's first
choice
— or second
— forif the
amorous
Amber. (Our Editor says he'll
be
surprised
as hell
Grable
gets it!)
The British importation Peggy Cummins is definitely out of
the running and has finally gone to work in her first American
screen role, the feminine lead of "The Late George Apley." John
P. Marquand's best seller is now shooting, with Ronald Colman
costarring and Richard Ney, Edna Best, Richard Haydn in the
cast.
Lull At This Studio
The summer and backlog lull has really hit 20th, usually strong
on production and at present there are only three shooting, "The
Razor's Edge" and "13 Rue Madeleine" still going in addition to
the starting "Apley." Finished are 'Carnival in Costa Rica" and
"My Darling Clementine." Because of the light program and
heavy tourist trade, visitors have been banned through the middle
of July from sound stages — an unusual procedure for this usually
hospitable studio.
There are plenty of story properties being readied at 20th,
among them "Brooklyn Bride" and "The Bandwagon" for producer
George Jessel; "Christmas in Havana," to co-star Vera Ellen and
Cesar Romero for William Bacher; "The Ghost and Mrs. Muir,"
starring Rex Harrison for Fred Kohlmar; "Stranger on the Highway," Sam Engel producing; Walter Morosco drawing "Autumn
in Acapulco" and "Ballad of Furnace Creek."
Sol Wurtzel starts his fourth independent production for 20th
today at the Morey-Sutherland studio. An adventure drama,
"Dangerous
leading
roles. Millions," it has Kent Taylor and Donna Drake in its

UNITED

ARTISTS

Working space seems to be the main problem confronting most
of the independent production units who sell their wares through
United Artists. Andrew Stone Productions have moved from General Service studios to Hal Roach for the current "Strange Bedfellows" and will probably continue to shoot future films there
until more space is available at a handier location.
Already in Culver City at the RKO-Pathe (or Selznick lot) is
Sol Lesser's company. Limited stage space has been a problem
with Lesser's outfit for some time.
Cagney At Goldwyn
Several of the United Artist companies have been using General Service studios but the recent purchase by William Cagney
Productions of a reputed 49 per cent interest in the lot from
Benedict Bogeaus may change the situation there. This deal was
negotiated for $650,000, allowing the fast coming Bogeaus a neat
profit over the $400,000 he paid Western Elecrtic for the property
and equipment.
The Cagneys, William and Jimmy, have been housed on the
Samuel Goldwyn lot, but recent squabbles between Goldwyn and
Mary Pickford over the studios' controlling ownership may have
precipitated the Cagney move. Despite this, "The Stray Lamb,"
starring Jimmy Cagney, is still slated to roll on the Goldwyn lot
on September 16.
Some speculation is due the Bogeaus decision to sell, in view
of his considerable production activity, including Benedict Bogeaus
Productions, just finishing "The Short Happy Life of Francis
Macomber;" the Bogeaus-Casey Robinson tie-up for doing "The
Life of Anna Pavlowa" and Bogeaus' deal with producer Lewis
Rachmil and Bill Boyd for Hopalong Cassidy Productions.
Comet Productions, the Buddy Rogers-Ralph Cohn company,
has solved its shooting space problem for the time being by
scheduling it next Cinecolor production, "Adventures of Don
Coyote," as a strictly location venture. Even the interiors will be
shot on location for the film, which rolls next week under Reginald
LeBorg's direction. Comet has also been sheltered on the Goldwyn
lot, but lack of space there resulted in the company arranging a
deal with the Morey and Sutherland rental studios for space during October and December.
Currently Shooting
The current U. A. films shooting are Charlie Chaplin's "Monsieur Verdoux" (changed from "Comedy of Murders"), Nero Productions' "The Chase," Hunt Stromberg's "Dishonored Lady,"
Loew-Lewin's "Bel Ami," Stone's "Strange Bedfellows." Finished
are Hopalong Cassidy Productions' "Fool's Gold" and Sol Lesser's
"No Trespassing", while Golden Productions have been assured
space for their delayed "Eddie and the Archangel Mike" at General
Service with September 2 as starting date.
Very much in the United Artists' family doghouse, and even
more so on the naughty-naughty list of the Motion Picture Association is Howard Hughes, whose sexy film, "The Outlaw," has led
to litigation. Federal Judge John Bright in New York last week
denied Hughes' motion for a stay of judgment granted to the
MPA to revoke its production code seal on the Jane Russell haystack drama. Hughes, of course, will appeal to the Circuit Court
of Appeals and the MPA has agreed to take no action pending
the appeal.
Censure Dinner
Initial objection of the Association was based not on the film
(Continued on Page 24)
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In the Release Chart, the date under "Details" refers to the issue in which cast, director, plot, etc..
appeared. "Rel." is the national release date. "No." is the release number. "Rev." is the issue in which
the review appeared. There may be variations in the Running Time in states where there is censorship.
All new productions are on 1945-46 programs unless otherwise noted. IT) immediately following title
and running time denotes Technicolor production.
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Westerns
Serials

NEW

1946-47 Features
Westerns

In Production (4)
In Production (0)
In Production (0)

Completed (47)
Completed (17)
Completed ( 3)

NEW

PRODUCTIONS

THE RETURN OF MONTE CRISTO
Adventure Drama — Started June 29
Cast:
Louis Hayward, George Macready, Steven Geray, Barbara
Britton.
Director: Henry Levin
Producer:
Edward
Small
Story:

Grandnephew
of Monte Cristo foils villains' plan
inheritance and escapes from Devil's Island.

JOHNNY O'CLOCK
Mystery— Started July 8
Cast:
Dick Powell, Evelyn Keyes.
Director: Robert Rosson
Story:

Dick Powell
as rugged,
share of hard knuckles

Reckoning
To Earth

Producer:

Cast
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GunningHi;
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Vengeance
.
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Bandit of Sherwood Forest (T) (87)
Wilds-Louise
Blondie Knows
Best
Blngleton-Lake
Blondle's Lucky Day (69)
Lake-Singleton
.
Cowboy Blues
Curtis- Donnell
.
Crime Doctor's Manhunt, The
Baxter-Drew
Dangerous Business
Tucker-Merrick
Details under title: Power ot Attorney
Desert Horseman,
The
Starrett-Burnette
Details under title: Phantom of the Desert
Devils Mask, The (66)
Louisc-Bannon
.
Frontier Gunlaw
(59)
Starrett-Taylor
Sa Han; Journey
Ford-Blair
Galloping Thunder
(54)
Starrett-Burnette

*»

Starrett-Houck

Mesa

m - iS
W,
Man Who Dared (66)
Details under title: One Life Too
Mysterious Intruder, The (62)

Many

Milton Holmes

..

takes his
to justice.

Rel.

Details

Comes

Trouble

Cast
. Tracy-Loyd

(Cinecolor)

COMPLETED
Curley
'Neath
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Rev.
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Rafferty-Olsen
Hayden-Cooper

Canadian Skies
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In Production (8)

PRODUCTIONS

SEA OF GRASS
Historical Drama — Started May 24
Cast: Spencer Tracy, Katharine Hepburn, Melvyn Douglas, Robert Walker.
Director: Elia Kazan
Producer: Pandro Berman
Story: Spencer Tracy leads Kansas cattle barons in feud with homestead
farmers, championed by frontier attorney Melvyn Douglas. Hepburn provides romance as St. Louis society belle.

SUMMER HOLIDAY
Musical Drama — Started June 17
Cast:
Mickey Rooney, Gloria DeHaven,
Maxwell, Frank Morgan.
Director: Rouben Mamoulian

Walter Houston, Marilyn
Producer: Arthur Freed
No.

Story: "With a change of title. Kugene O'Neill's nostalgic, bittersweet
drama, "Ah, Wilderness," returns to the screen in a new musical
version.

.10-1
.3-28.

.2-18.
..5-13
Louise-Duane
..6-10
Bakewell-Holt
Brooks-Stanton
.
...9-14.
Riohmond-Borg
...8-6.
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.11-12
10-18.
Baxter-Barrie
. . .11-26 ...3-1.
Temple-Abel
. . . . .2-5. .5-30.
.11-26
Starrett-Burnette
Brooks- Macready
..3-4.
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Time
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Editor (67)
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Holiday
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Phantom
CM The Desert
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Singing On The Trail
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So Dark the Night
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Talk About A Lady (71)
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That Texas Jamboree
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Curtis- Roberts
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The
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IN PRODUCTION

IN PRODUCTION
Dead
Down

him

PRODUCTIONS

ONE MORE CHANCE
Western — Started June 17
Cast:
Jean Parker, Russell Hayden, Pamela Blake, Buzz Henry,
Raymond Hatton.
Director: William Berke
Producer: WilliamNo. Berke
Title— Running

easy going private sleuth who
before bringing
the criminals

RELEASE
Title — Running

to deprive

In Production (1)
In Production (1)

Completed ( 1)
Completed (1)

Beginning or The End
High Barbaree
Lady in The Lake
Secret Heart, The
Sacred and Profane
Details under titlo: A Woman
Uncle Andy Hardy

Rel.

of My Own

Sailor Takes a Wife
Up Goes Malsle (89)

BLOCK

BLOCK

. ..

(91)

NO. SLXTEEN

Bad
Bascomb
(112)
Hoodlum Saint
(91)
Last Chance,
The
(105)
Postman Always Rings Twice, The
Two Sisters From Boston
(112)

Faithful

in My

Fashion

Advcntore

(81)
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.1-46.

.Hunt-Carroll
.Garland-Hodlak
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Goodbye
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Gallant Bess (Cinccolor)
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from
Great
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Holiday In Mexico
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O'Driscoll-Wright

(80) .. .Lowe-Joyce
Lewis-Kramer
Crabbe-St.
John
Crabbe-St. John
Steele-Saylor

The

. . 6-24
. .10-1. ..4-20
.5-28.. 10-23
6-30

Crabbe-St. John
uean-Carlin
IJndsay-Ntal
. .
Dean-Ates
..Henry-Johnson
5avage-Neal
. .

Hayride

Night

Sordon-Windsor
5hayne-Gwynne
Beaumont-Walker

(65)

Dangerous

Men

12-24

.4-29... 8-15

.'.'.'.6-10

1-22.
9-3..
...1-21.
...4-29.
12-10

. .12-8.
.2-20.
2-18
....10-1
. 3-27 .
..6-3.

8-6.. 12-24.
... .10-2. . .2-2=;.
. .3-18. . .7-10.

Crabbe-St. John

"... 4-29 . . .7-17 .

Crabbe-St.

. . .9-17. . .11-7. .

Ouern of Burlesque
Romance of the West
(60)
Six Gun
Man
(60)
Details under title: Six-Gun

Ankers-Young
Dean-Barton
Steele-Carlln

For

Hire

4-1.
8-6. ,
10-29.

...11-26

.5-13

.3-20.
.7-24.

..2-1.

(65)

Dean-Padden
5-14. .11-12.
LaPlanche-Edwards
. .9-3
1-1.
c.ibbe - St. John. . .1-21. .. .5-1.
Steele-Saylor
4-10.
Lodcr-Aubcrt
8-6... 4-23.

(40)
(16)
( 4)

Completed (42)
Completed (22)
Completed ( 4)

NEW

PRODUCTIOrJS

THE MAGNIFICENT ROGUE
Comedy — Started July 6
Cast:
Lynn
Roberts,
Warren
Adele Mara.

Douglas,

.10-29

.4-1

REPUBLIC
1915-46 Features
Westerns
Serials

4-29
11-26

1-8

Prairie
Rustlers
(55)
Details under tltlo: Buster Crabbe No. 1

John

Rev.
.5-21

.6-25. .11-30
.1-21...
4-15

Crabh»-St.
John
..10-15
1-7.
Von Stroheim-Bates 11-26
4-9.
Dean-Ates
5-27
Beaumont-Walker
. .12-26. . .4-10.
Steele-Saylor
10-15. .11-21.
r.oteman-Rced ..10-29

Song of Old Wyoming
(Clnocolor)
Strangler of The Swamp
(60)
Terrors
On
Horseback
Thunder
Town
(57)
Wife of Monte Cristo, The
(81)

.573.

the

Bel.

2-17...
3-4
. . 6-20 . .
.. .5-3. . .8-22. .

Loose Beaumont-Walker

(65)

.572

.567.

Details

Cabot-Borg —
1945-46

Buster Crabbe
No. 8
Caravan
Trail,
The
(Cinecolor)
Club
Havana
(62)
Colorado Serenade (68)
Danny
Boy
(66)
Detour
(69)

In Production (0)
In Production (0)

CHART

Time

Devil Bat's Daughter
DownDetails
Missouri
under Way
title:

No.

.5-1.
.9-18.

Bride
Wore
Boots,
The
(82)
Hot Cargo (57)
Our Hearts Were Growing Up (122)
To Each
His Own
(122)

NO. FIVE

Title — Running

.2-16.

. 6-29 .

1945-46

NO. FOUR

.561.

.516.
.699.

.1-21.
...1-8.

Ladd-laka
Lowcry-Britton
...
KcCrea-Britton
..
Milland-deHavilland

BLOCK

COMPLETED

.502... 4-29
.514... 5-13
.509.

CHART

Kelly-York

Mast

How
Do You
Do?
(83)
I Ring
Doorbells
(67)
Larceny
in Her
Heart
Details
under
title. Crime

..1-2.
.6-15.
.1-10.
. 6-22 .
.3-16.

12-24
..8-6. .

. . .

rjnc-'liven
Lartd-Donlevy

1915-46 Features
Westerns

.510.

In Production
In Production

Ladd-Russell
Stanwyek-Mllland
Lowery-Withers
Tufts-Fitzgerald

True

Recd-Brnoke
Crosby-AJtaire
Hulton-TufU

..5-27

...4-1..
.4-15.

..2-4.

Crosby-Fontaine

Be

.3-18.
..6-11.
.4-1.
.4-15.
.3-18.

Blue
Dahlia,
The
(99)
They Made Me A Killer !65)
Virginian,
The
(T)
(90)
Well-Groomed
Brido, The
(75)

Monsieur

. . .6-10.
.6-24.

..2-4.

Cast

To

...

MacMurray-Godiiard
Millrnd Wright
Crosby-Cuufleld
Ilope-Hasso

RELEASE

(25)
(20)

Time

DESIGN ATjED

8,

.3-30.. ..529
..566
..3-2..

Drifter

Completed
Completed

Calcutta
California
(T)
Danger Street
Easy Come. Easy Go
Details under title: Third
Fear In The Night

.12-24.
. .6-10
. 10-29 .

. .5-14.

IN PRODUCTION
NOT

. .6-8..

Regan-Storm
Albert-Taylor
Storm- Reagan
Wakely-White
Brown-Hatton
Brown-Hatton

RELEASE
The

. .5-8. .

. .3-18.

.10-29.

..
..

Good

.6-24.
.10-1.
11-26.
.3-18.

...

Lamour-Cordova
Tufts-Lake
Barr-Massen

Road to

...3-18.

Belita-Moore

Wakely-White

Title — Running

...7-23.

Girl

1945-46 Features
1946-47 Features

Waltz,

...

Toe

.6-10.

Masquerade
In Mexico
(96)
Miss Susie Slagle's
(87)
Tokyo
Rose
(66)

Swamp

.6-1.. ..508
.1-12..
..565

Richmond-Hayes
Brown-Hatton
..
Gorcey-Hall
. ..
Money

Don't
Gamble
With
Strangers
Details
under title: Charlie

.505.. 12-10

,..4-29.

Joe

F.-.ce of Marble, The
(72)
Carradinc-Drake
few
<68)
Cookson-William
Detail)
under title: Suspense
Freddio Steps Out (75)
Stewart-Preisser
Details under title: High School Scandals
Gentlemen
from
Texas,
The
Brown-Hatton
..
Details under title: The Fighting Texans
Gay
Cavalier,
The
(65)
Roland-Ames
Gentleman
Joe Palooka
Errol-Kirkwooc!
Haunted Mine, The
(52)
Brown-Hatton
..
High
School
Hero
Stewart-Preisser
Hot
Money
Toler-Young
In Fast Company
Gorcey-Hall
...
Befalls under title: In High Gear
Joe Palooka, Champ
(70)
Kirkwood-Knox
Junior Prom
(69)
Stewart-Preisser
Details
under title: High School
Kids
live Wires
(65)
Gorcsy-Drake
Details under title: Stepping Around
\onesome
Trail
(55)
Wakely-White
Details under title: On The Cherokee Trail
Hissing
Lady,
The
Richmond-Reef
Details under title: Jade Lady
Moon
Over Montana
Wakely-Holt
. ..
Red
Dragon,
The
<64)
Toler-Fong
...
Details under title: Charlie Chan In Mexlta
Shadows
On The
Range
Brown-Hatton
Details
under title: Roaring
Range
Shadows Over Chinatown
Tolor-Yung
Details under title: Corpus Delicti
South
of Monterey
Roland-Riordan
Details under title: Romance of the Rancho
Shadow
Returns,
The
(61)
Richmond-Reed
Spook Busters
Gorcey-Hall
...
Details under title: The Shadow
Strange
Mr. Gregory,
Details under title:
Suspense
(101)
Details ondei
title:
Sonbonnet
Sae
(90)
Strange
Voyage
(80)
Swing Parade of 1946
Trail to Mexico
Trigger
Finger
Under
Arizona
Skies
Details under title:
West of The Alamo

...6-25. .12-24.
.10-29.

Shadow
Douglas-Ames

Jumpin'

The

NO. ONE

BLOCK

Franels-Kelly
Richmond-Reed

(T)

Big Town
Blue
Skies
(T)
Cross My Heart
Details
under title:

1945-46

Details
under title:
Below
The
Deadline
Details
under title:

Emperor

Rev.

.6-24.
.6-24.

Yule-McManus
Francis-Shayne

Reed-Brooke
....
eVrlght- Hllland
..

Woman

Lowery-Savage
Bracken-Welles
Hutton-Lund
Denning Craig

Suddenly
It's Spring
Trouble With Women,
Welcome
Stranger
Where
There's
Life

BLOCK

Details

IN PRODUCTION
Bringing
Up
Wife Wanted

This

COMPLETED
BLOCK NO. THREE

RAM

Time

Take

Perfect
Marriage,
The
Two
Years Before the

8-20..

Completed (29)
Completed (10)

Jungle Flight
Ladies'
Man
Perils of Pauline
bcun
Were
Saved

BLOCK

.6-10

There
Peck-Jarman

Title — Running

.6-10

Beery-MacMahon
Lawford-Jenkins
,..4-1
Johnson- Klrkwood
..10-1
skelton-Maxwell
3-4 .
J'Brien-Murphy
4-1..
Garland-Walker
...12-24..
Ball-Hodiak
10-1...
Taylor-Hepburn
3-4. .

(T)

1945-46 Features
Westerns

I Cover Big Town
imperfect
Lndy,
The
Details
under
title:

1-7. ..
12-24.
10-29. ..

In Production (2)
In Production (0)
In Production (0)

Stephanie

Bachelor,

Director: AI Rogell
Producer: William O'Sullivan
Story:
Wife takes over ■; 1. husband's advertising bii
1,1
leave
posl
until
she
lands
big
contract with wolf,
He retaliati
by going after cosmetic siren.

CALENDAR GIRL
Costume Musical — Started July 8
Cast:
Jane Frazee, Gail Patrick, William Marshall, James Ellison.
Director: Allan Dwan
Producer: Allan Dwan
Story:

Darling of the fire station
has to decide between
struggling
young
composer and banker's son ■ — ■ against a musical period background.

RELEASE
Title — Running

CHART
Cast

Time

Details-

IN PRODUCTION
Home
Sioux

in Oklahoma
City Sue

COMPLETED

Invisible

1945-46

Country

Moore-Elliott
, . , McLeod-Dorn

Rangers
The

..2-18.
..2-18.

.

Roberts
. . . .' .. DouglasThompson-Talbot
Barry-Savage
..

(Serial)

Lonely Hearts Club
' ° Withers-Withers
Madonna's Secret, The (79)
^Lederer-Patrick
Man from Rainbow Valley (M) (57) ...... Hale-Booth
Murder in the Music Hall (84)
Ralston-Marshall
My Pal Trigger
, Rogers-Evans . . .
Mysterious Mr. Valentine
Stirling-Henry
.
Wight Train to Memphis
Acuff-Mara
...
One Exciting Week (69)
Pearce-Harris
..
Out California Way (M)
Hale-Booth
...
Passkey to Danger
Bachelor-Mara
.
Pilgrim Lady, The
Mara-Douglas
Details under title: The Inner Circle
Phantom
Rider. The (Serial)
Kent-Stewart
..
Plainsman and The Lady
EHiott-Ralston
Rainbow Over Texas (65)
Rogers-Evans
Red River Renegades
Carson-Stewart
Rendezvous With Annie
Albert-Marlowe
Rough Riders of Cheyenno
(56)
Carson -Stewart ...
Santa Fe Uprising
Lane-Wentworth
..
Scotland Yard Investigator (68)
VonSt'helm-Baehelof
Sheriff of Redwood Valley (56)
Elliott-Fleming
..
Shine On Texas Moon
Rogers-Evans
Sncw Cinderella . .'
Roberts-Drake
Song of Arizona (68)
Rogers-Evans
....
Song of Mexico (57)
Mara-Barrler
....
Spectre of the Rose (90)
Kurov- Essen
Strang* Impersonation.
A (63)
Marshall-Gargan
Sun Valley Cyclone (55)
Elliott-Fleming
..
That Brennan
Girl
Dunn-Freeman
Valley of the Zombie, The (56)
Booth-Livinoston
Traffic In Crime
Richmond-Mara
Undercover
Woman
Bachelor-Livingston
Details under title: Passkey to Danger
Under Neva^n Skies
Rogers-Evans
....
Vigilantes of Boom Town
Lane-Blake
Wagon
Wheels Westward
(56)
Elliott-Fleming
...
Woman Who Came Back, The (68)
Kelly-Loder
Details under title Tfc« Wit)

K0~*
1915-46 Features
1946-47 Features

.10-15.
.12-10.
..1-21.
.2-16.
..10-1.
6-14.
..2-18.. .4-10.
.10-23.
.7-12.
. ...3-4.
.6-10. .
.11-12.
.'.3
12-24-18.
. . .6-8.
. . 4-29 .
.5-11.

...8-6.
. .4-29.
...4-1.
. .4-1.
..3-18.
.5-14.
.3-18.
2-19.

..512

3-4

. .521.
.523.
.518.

.448.

. .5-9.
.7-25.
.11-1.
..9-30.
3-29 .

12-24 . 12-28.
. . .3-9.
11-26.

Murderer bums
couple
on long

a ride,
chase.

.6-10

Title — Running

tries to swap

Without Reservations
(107)
Details under title: Thanks God,

Colbert-Wayne
...10-29
It From Here)

.567
.513

.5-24.
.6-28.
.4-15.

.522.
.520.
.511.

6-10
4-1

.564
.507... 1-21

Blonde (68)
Bamboo
Bedlam
(79)
Details under title: A Tale of Bedlam
(93)
Crack-Up
Falcon's Alibi, The (62)
TillDetails
the End
Time The(105)
underof title:
Dream of Home

O'Brien-Trevor
Conway-Corday
fE-9'"9Z9"

1-21..
8-20..

Along Came Jones (90)
Bell: «f St. Mary's, The (125)
Heartbeat (102)
Kid From Brooklyn, The (T) (114)
Make Mine Music (75)
Stranger, The 015)
Tomorrow
Is Forever (105)
Wonder REISSUE
Man
(T)
(98)

.11-27...
Cooper-Young
.
...3-5...
..8-20...
Crosby-Bergman
.6-25
Rogers-Aumont
Kaye-Mayo
Disney Cartoon Feature
Robinson-Young
.7-24. ..
..10-29..
Colbert-Welles
..4-2...
Kaye-Mayo
...

Plnocchlo

NOT

Loy-March
Stewart-Reed
Young-Cotten
O'Bricn-Slczak
Kaye-Mayo

COMPLETED
BLOCK NO. THREE

Beat the Band
Child of Divorce
Criminal Court
Deadlier Than The Male
Dick Tracy vs. Cueball
Falcon's Adventure, The
Genius At Work
Honeymoon
lady Luck
Likely
Story,underA title: Master
Detail)
Locket, The
Nocturne
Notorious
Details under

title:

Follow

Your

Heart

Story:

Eight

691 .

Day-Aherne
Raft-Barl
Bergman-Grant

4-1 . .
5-13. .
• . . 10-29 . .
3-4..
11-12..
1-21. .
12-10..
2-4..
2-4. .

FOX

CENTURYCompleted
Completed

(35)
(11)

P. Marquand's

In" Production (0)
In Production (4)

PRODUCTIONS
Richard Ney, Edna Best.
Producer: Fred Kohlmar

best-selling novel on aristocratic Boston

heirs
pursue
wealth
national intrigue in China.

and

danger

against

backdrop

CHART
Details

Time

IN PRODUCTION

Cast
Power-Ticrney
. .
Cagney-Annabella

Details

Rel.

No.

Rev.

Black Boauty
Carnival in Costa Rica (T)
Claudia and David
Flight To Paradise
Home Sweet Homicide
If I'm Lucky
Details under title: That's for
Margie
(T)
My Darling Clementine
(T)
Shocking
Miss Pilgrim, The (T)
Three Little Girls In Blue (T)

4-29
4-29
5-27
6-24
4-29

.\ . ..\][ . . . .

612.. 12-24
615.. 12-24
613
12-24
614. .12-24
611
1-7'

NO. FOUR
.5-28
...9-3

617
616

3-4
3-4

Up

and

Dream

Me

(T)

COMPLETED
NOT DESIGNATED
Anna and The King of Siam (128)
Behind Green Lights (64)
Details under title: Precinct 33
Bell for Adano. A (103)
Centennial Summer
(T) (102)
Cluny
Brown
(100)
Colonel Effingham's Raid (70)
Dark Corner, The (99)
Deadline For Murder (65)
Do You Love Me? (91)
Doll Face (80)
Dragonwyck
(103)
Fallen Angel (97)
Jesse James (106)
Junior Miss (94)
It Shouldn't Happen To A Dog (70)
Johnny Comes Flying Home
(65)

Freeman-Denning
Haymes-Holm
McGuire-Young
Kclly-Massen
Bari-Scott
Blaine-James
...
Cralne- Young
...
Fonda-Darnell
Grable-Haymes
..
Ha?er-Matori
...
Payne-Haver

...

of
No.

Rev.
..4-15.
. .6-10.
.Sept.
.12-10.
..4-29.
. .3-18.
..3-18.
..5-27.

Sept.

. .4-29.
...2-18.
. 4-29 .
.12-10.
.11-26.

Aug.

..5-14.
6-10

1945-46
Donne-Harrison
Landis-Gargan
..
Hodlak-Tlerney
Crain-Wilde
...
Joncs-Boyer
Bennett-Eythe
...
Ball-Stevens
Kelly-Ryan
....
O'Hara-Haymes
..
Miranda-O'Kecfe
.
Tierney-Prlce . . .
Faye-Andrcws
...
Power-Fonda
...
Garner-Joslyn
Landls-Joslyn
...
Stewart-Crane
..

22

FILM

inter-

Rel.

1946-47

leads

family.

DANGEROUS MILLIONS
Adventure Drama — Started July 8
Cast:
Kent Taylor, Donna Drake, Konstantin Shayne, Tala Birell.
Director:
James Tinling
Producer:
Sol Wurtzel

Razor's Edge. The
13 Rue Madeleine

driver and

....4-1
.4-29
..5-27
..4-30
. .1-21

...682
6S3

Feature

Fairbanks-O'Hara
Russell-Knox
Tierney- Jeffreys
Warren-Leslie
Haley-Jeffreys
Bennett-Ryan

Woman

NEW

In Production (0)
In Production (6)

Powell-Chelrel
7-9
Mason-Mannheim
.Foreign
Conway-Jeffreys
6-11
Haley-Jeffries
12-11
McGulre-Brent 9-3

Deadline at Dawn
(83)
Hayward-Wllllams
From This Day Forward
Fontaine-Stevens
Details under title: All Brides art Beautiful

Cartoon

THE LATE GEORGE APLET
Whimsical Drama — Started June 24
Cast:
Ronald Colman, Peggy Cummins,
Director: Joseph Mankiewicz
John

...661.
...681. ..4-29
«-*5
...652
662. ..11-26
692

Langford-Krupa
3-4.
Moffett-Toomey
6-24.
Conway-O' Driscoll . . . 3-18 . .
Trevor-Tierney
5-27..
Conway-Jeffreys
4-1. .
conway-Meredith
. . .4-29. .
Carney- Brown
9-3. .
Temple-Madison
.... 4-1 . .
Young-Halo
10-29..
Williams-Hale
2-4..

Minds

Sinbad The Salor (T)
Sister Kenny
Step By Step
Sunset
Pass
Vacation In Reno
Woman
on The Beach
Details under title: Desirable

Story:

6-24
.. ..5-13

...6il
Disney

DESIGNATED

Title — Running

1945-46

Watch

(T)

3JI033W

629
627

■ 63-01 '

RELEASE

identity with

Cast

621.. .5-13
..6-24
630.
uosipeuj ..5-13

9-17
8-6

1945-46 Features
1946-47 Features

.3-16.
.5-10.

..4-15.
.5-27. 12-21.
.4-16.
.12-13.
. .4-30.

I'll Take

NO. SIX

.2-18
.4-29
.4-29
.4-29
.4-29
.3-4

..7-23

Langford-Wade
Karloff-Lee

Wake

Best Years of Our Lives, The
It's A Wonderful
Life
Katie For Congress
Rifraff
Secret Life of Walter Mitty (T)

BLOCK

622
&"
.624.

.501.
.566.

CHART

IN PRODUCTION

Must

10-1
...5-14

ADIO

Time

Cornered (102)
Hotel Reserve (79)
Dick Tracy (61)
Sing Your Way Home (72)
Spiral Staircase, The (83)
Details under title: Some

Scott-Richards
Vernon-McGuiri
Goff-Lauek
Granville-Conway

20th

PRODUCTIONS

RELEASE

(98)
Territory
Badman's
Wlilianu(76) (62)
Ding Dongin Time
Partners
Truth
AboutunderMurder,
Details
title: The
The (63)
Lie Detector

(72)

Woman

NO. FTVE

.557.
.552.

THE DEVIL THUMBS A RIDE
Mystery — Started June 24
Cast:
Lawrence Tierney, Nan Leslie, Ted North, Betty Lawford.
Director: Felix Feist
Producer: Herman Schlom
Story:

.620.

BLOCK

.506
.447. . .4-15

..4-1.
11-26.

Completed (39)
Completed (19)

NEW

. .510... 3-18
.5502

.7-23
.5-13.

. .8-6.
.9-17.
..5-13.
.9-17.

Errol-Hewton
Weismuller-Joyet

(64)
Rlverboat Rhythm
Tarzan and the Leopard

SPECIALS

.556.

.618.
619. 12-10

219

ioder-Long

Damertw

.511. . .6-24

.10-1. .
.554!
..3-18.
.519.
.4-29
10-29 . . .1-25.
.509.
.12-10.
..4-29.
. .1-27.
'.2.8'.] '
..6-25., .5-18'.
. .508
2-4
.12-24. . .4-27. ..516... 5-27
.11-26.
.4-18. .5501. . .4-29
.12-10.
517... 5-13
..8-20. ..5-31

.

Stirling-Henry

.555
.565
.514
.568

Mot

.'-9.
...8 p).

BLOCK

4-17..
. 12-24.
. 4-29 . .
.4-30.. 4-20..
.2-4..
.10-1. .
10-29. . 7-22.
.2-28.
.10-29.
..4-15.
..3-18. .5-22. .
!!i-21.

Wayne-Russell
Carson-Stewart
Elliott-Fleming
Esmond-Aubert
Elliott-Fleming
Bachelor-Browne
Stirling-Qulgley
Moore-Marshall
Carson-Harmon
Booth-Allen
...
Carson-Stewart
Britton-Vallee
Dekker-Ankers
Ashley-Rogers
.
Ellison-Lee
. ..
Lane-Frazee
...
Wrixon-Fowley
Hale-Booth
...

Informer

Inner
The
King ofCircle,
the Forest
Last Crooked Mile,

Rev.

.6-24.
.6-24.

Rogers-Evans
Autry- Roberts

Angel and the Outlaw
Alias Billy The Kid (56)
California Gold Rush (56)
Cat Man of Paris, The (55)
Conquest of Cheyenne
Crime ol the Century (56)
Crimson Ghost, The
Earl Carroll's Sketchbook
El Paso Kid
Daughter of Don Q (Serial)
Days of Buffalo Bill (56)
Fabulous Suzanne, The
French Key, Tho (67)
Gay Blades
(67)
G. I. War Brides
6«y Could Change, A (65)
Glass Alibi, The (68)
Home On the Range (55)
Details under title: West of God's
In Old Sacramento
(89)
I'MDetails
Always under
Loved title:
Yon Concert*
(T)

Rel.

Details
under (70)
title Tk«
of Death
Game

Feb.
.12-10. .Aug. .
..10-1.
. . Aug.
.11-13.
. .May.
.Aug.
June.
.12-24.
. .12-25.
. .9-17 . Feb. .
.12-10. .May.
..4-30.
...3-18

. . 620 .
.634.
.633.
. .6K).
. 628 .
.601.
.626.
.62S.
.635.

4-29
.6-10
.5-27
.4-15
10-15
..2-4
12-24
.6-24
..7-9
.3-18

■..Jan.
.Apr.
. Feb. . . 617 .
...8-20 .Dec..
.612..
.623.
. Reissue. .Aug.. . .618.. 10-29
..5-14.
3-5. . -Apr. , .603.. .6-25
..2-19..
.July.. . 624 . .
.632..
.5-27
.11-26.
. .2-4.
..4-1

BULLET!*1

Leave
Her To Heaven
(T)
(110)
Rendezvous 24
(70)
Return of Frank James
(92)
Shock (70)
Somewhere
in the Night
(87)
(T)
Smoky
Strange Triangle
(65)

Tlemey-Wllde
. . .
Gargan-Palmer
..
Fonda-Tiernoy
. .
Price-Bari
Hodiak-Gulld
...
MacMurray-Baxter
Hasso-Shepperd

Sentimental Journey
(94)
Walk In the Sun
(117)
Detail! under UA Rolease

Payne-O'Hara
Andrews-Conte

Yank

In

London,

A

Chart

(106)

Jan..
. May.
. . 614 . . 12-24
..627.. .5-13
..619

. .. Reissue.
.1-21.
. .10-15.
.12-10.

..June.
.Feb.
.Fch.
. July.

. .7-23.
June.
. . .1-7.
. .Mar.
. . . 10-1 .
...8-11. . .Mar.

..

Neagle-Harrlson

UNITED

..5-28.,

.Foreign. . .Mar

.

..615... 1-2)
..629... 5-13
. . 631 . . . 6-24
..630... 5-27
. . 621 . .2-18
..616. . 12-24
622

3-4-

ARTISTS

NEW

Completed (34)
In Production (5)
KEY TO PRODUCERS
Small (Sml); Rogers (Rgs); Vanguard (Van); Crosby (Cby) ;
Bill Boyd (BB) ; Pressburger (Psb) ; Ripley-Monter (RM) ;
Bogeaus (Bog); Stromberg (Smg); Levey (Lev); Cowan
(Cow); Stone (Stn) ; Selznick (Szk); Nebenzahl (Neb); Lesser
(Les); Loew-Lewin (LL) ; Eagle-Lion (GFD); Cagney (Cgy);
Bronston (Brn) ; California (Cal) ; Chaplin
(Chn).

RUSTLERS' ROUNDUP
Western — Started June 20
Cast:
Kirby Grant, Fuzzy Knight,
Director: Wallace Fox

RELEASE

BEDFELLOWS

Boy
and

and
girl
promote

wake
up on beach
wealthy
vacationers

RELEASE
Title — Running

Details

Sanders-Lansbury
Cummings-Mofgan
Chaplin-Raye
...
Lamarr-O'Keefe
.

COMPLETED
Irish

Town

Rose

Pirates of
Ramrod
Smash-Up

My Shoulder
under title:

Me

and

Mr.

Scott-Dvorak

.4-29.
..8-6.

Muni-Baxter

1-21

Devil's Playground, The
Diary of A Chambermaid
Duel In the Sun
(T)

Boyd-Clyde
Goddard-Hatfleld
Jones-Cotten

Gertie's
Garter
by Gaslight

(87)
(72)

.1-11.

. Lev. .

Strange Woman,
The
This
Happy
Breed
(T)
2000
Women
Young
Widow
(98)
Whistle
Stop
(85)

.9-20. ..Rgs.

.1-21

.Stn

..9-6.
12-14.,
Foreign.
.2-22.. .GFD... 10-1
. 8-20 .
.Gldn...l-21
Foreign. . .8-16. . .GFD
...4-1.

.Bog. . .8-20
2-5. .10-19. . .B.B
. .5-27.
7-23. ..2-15..Bog-Mer. ..2-U
..3-19
Szk
6-25.. 11-30. . .Sml. .12-10

.GFD.
6-24
B.B.
Boyd-Clyde
. . .
3-15.. GFD.
Foreign
Olivier-Newton
.
GFD.
.Foreign.
12-10
Montgomery-Mills
Marlowe-Cramer
. . . .4-29. .
R.C. . .4-29
Bruce-Caldwell
... . . .5-27. .
.8-2.
Bog.
Raft-Sidney
3-4.
.10-15... 5-10... LL... 5-13
Marx Brothers
Robinson-McCallister
.5-13
Lsr
Russell-Huston
..2-8.
.Hug .10-29
4-1
.9-14. .Bnt..
Bennett-Fields
1-22.
.Szk
. Reissue
.7-19.
Fontaine-Olivier
.4-26
.Psb
Sanders-Hasso
.Bog
.10-29.
.4-29
Peck-Bennett
. .Stg
..10-1
Lloyd- Walburn
Bergman-Peck
. .7 -24.. 12-28

..Szk.. 11-12

Lamarr-Sanders
Newton-Johnson
Robson-Calvert
Russell- Hayward
Raft-Gardner
.

.12-24
Foreign
Foreign

Smg
GFD
GFD

3-5
3-1... Smg
3-4
...7-23... 1-25... Neb. ..1-2]

UNITED
Completed

RELEASE
Title — Running Time

COMPLETED

Bella
Donna
Dark
Mirror.
The
London
Town
(T)
Stairway to Heaven

( 4)

JULY

8,

1946

(48)
( 7)
( 4)

CHART

Completed
Completed
Completed
Completed
Completed
Completed

..6-24.
...5-13.
. 6-24 .

Tufts-Dlyth

..6-24.

Details

Because
of Him
(87)
Black
Angel,underIhe title:
Details

Design

for

...

Lesson

in

Town

Claudia's

to

(65)Meant
He

Rel.

Murder
Murder

Killers, The
Little
Giant under
(91) title: On
(Details

Is

No

My

. .1-21.
.4-15.
. .9-3.

..

Grant-Knight

.. .
.

Uwcry-Grey
Burker-Bishop
. ..
Foster-Rutherford

Name

Lancaster-Gardner
Abbott-Costello

The Carpet)

Goes My Love
(88)
Details onder title: Genius

in

Spider Woman Strikes Back, The
Strange
Conquest
(63)
Tangier
(76)
Terror
By Night
(60)
Time of Their Lives, The

the

. 4-29 .

Family

(59)

(Cinecolor)

527... 4-15
..543

.547.
.8-23. ...516....
2-4
.5-17.
..7-26..
.8-2.
.6-10
.7-12..
.7-26., ..532.
.539.
.541.
... .542
.540
.7-19.

...2-4.

.4-29.
...9-3.

...534.. .6-24

..7-5..

.3-29.
..525
.6-28.. ..537
..3-18.. . .2-8. ..548
..518
.8-30.
.2-22.
.11-12.
..5-13.

'.'.'Si.

...4-5.
..3-15. ...526... 6-10
.523. ..12-24
.. ..544
.. .529.
.4-29
...5-3.
..8-2. .
10-23
..5-14.
.1-22.

NJUl

.6-24

.519. . .4-29
.1-21
..531.

..6-10.

..533.

.6-10

8-9.

BROTHE
Completed (22)
Completed (13)

.1681.
.1781
..535.

..2-15.
.5-31.
.12-24. ..5-17.

...2-4.
...1-7.
.11-22. ..4-19.
. .3-22.
Sondergaard-Grant
..5-10.
Wyart-Cookson
Montez-Sabu
. . . .10-15.
.10-29.
...2-4.
Rathbono-Broce
..10-1. ...3-8.
Abbott-Costello
.8-16.
. .3-18. ...3-1.
...
. ..

4-1
3-4

.4-23. ...520.. .3-18
..6-21.
...536...
6-24
.1881

Loy-Ameche

Hall-Lindsay
Porter-Collier

515.. .2-18
.1104.
.538.

.12-24.

..3-18.
Brent-Hall
....
Foreign.
Adams-Haydn
. . .
Calvert-Granger
. ..2-18.
Lockwood-Mason
. . Foreign.
Oberon-Bey
....
Ryan-Brady
...1-8.
Grant-Adams
..5-13.
..8-20.
Kennedy-Kennedy
Cameron-Raines
Cookson-Shaw
..11-12.
Foreign.
Mason-Todd
...4-1.
Haden-Harvey
. . ..7-23.

She Wrote the Book (75)
Davis-Oakle
Details under title: Love Takes A Holiday Hayward-Bowman
Smooth
as Silk
(65)
Taylor-Grey
Details
under
title: Notorious
Gentlemen
So

.1-18.

..6-7.
.3-19... .1-18.
1-11
...4-1.

Barker-Collier

O'Keefe-Walker

Harm

Lover Come Back
(90)
Lost City of the Jungle (Serial)
Madonna
of the Seven
Moons
(88)
Man
in Gray
(92)
Night
in Paradise
(T)
(84)
Slightly
Scandalous
Outlaws
of Twin
Forks
Royal Mounted Rides Again
(Serial)
Run-Around,
The
(88)
Scarlet Horseman, The (Serial)
Seventh
Veil, The
(94)
She Wolf of London, The
(61)
Details onder title: AIIM In Ermine

..521.
..528.
...524...
...530...
...522...
..546
...517...

.5-27
.3-18
.4-15
4-15
5-13
3-18
2-18

.545.

R S

In Production (0)
In Production (4)

No.

. .4-29
. . .4-1

In
In
In
In
In
In

.4-29.
...9-3.
11-26.

Arnaz-Smith
Terry-Savage
. . .
Rathbone-Bruce
.

(53)

HerDetails
Adventurous
Night
under title:

...1-21.

Hatton-Adams
Collier-Brady
Anaruws-Hayward
Joyce-Porter

Wife

Prelude

House
ot Horrors
(66)
Idea Girl (64)
Inside Job (65)
Details
under title: Kelly

..10-1.
. Foreign.
. .6-10.
....4-29.

Durbln-Tono .....
Duryea-Vincent
..

Love

On the Spot
(75)
Details onder title: Serenade for

Gun

.Foreign.
.Foreign.

., ..1-21... 4-12

Neal-O'Driscoll

Death

RELEASE

(48)
( 7)
( 4)
( 9)
( 1)
( 0)

. .

1945-46

1943-46 Features
1946-47 Features

Title — Running

Time

IN PRODUCTION

UNIYER5*
1945-46 Features
Westerns
Serials
1946-47 Features
Westerns
Serials

(C)

In Production (0)

Cast
Oberon-Brent
. .
deHavilland-Ayres
Field-Kendall
Massey-Niven

(T)

Montez-Cameron
McCrea-Lake

Johnson-Howard
Redgrave-Withers
Holden-Simmons
Hall-Johnson
..
Goodwin-Grey
.
Martin-Blake
. .
Harrison-Palmer
DeCarlo-Donlevy
.

COMPLETED

Vigilante's Retorn
Wild
Beauty

1946-47 Features

(T)

Guy

Brief
Encounter
Dead
of the Nigtit
Little Miss Big
Michigan
Kid, The
Murder
Mansion
Mysterious
Mr.
M
Notorious
Gentleman
Schahrazad
(T)

Girl

O'Keefe-McDonald
Mason-Calvert
. . . Foreign .

Fool's Gold
Henry
V (T)
(134)
Johnny In the Clauds (88)
Little
Iodine
Miss
Television
Mr- A"
Details under title: Mr. Ace and the Queen
Night in Casablanca.
A (89)
No
Trespassing
Outlaw, The
(114)
Paris — Underground
(97)
Rebecca (130)
Scandal
in Paris, A
Short, Happy Life of Francis Macombcr, The.
Sin of Harold
Dlddlebock,
The
Spellbound
(113)
Details onder title: Hone of Dr. Edwarda

of frontier

CHART

Rogers-Niven

Brute
Man,
The
Cat Creeps,
The
(57)
Canyon
Passage
(T)
Danger
Woman
Details
under
title:
Cuban
Pete
Dark
Horsj
Dressed
To
Kill (72)
Details
under
title:

.Low.
.Neb.
.Chn.
.Smg.

Satan
Russell-List
....
Cummings- Harrison
Brenoman-Granville
Olivier-Leigh
...
Laughton-Britton

Monterey

Wallace Fox

government

Cart

Doll

Blondie
Alibi
(62)
Details
under title:

.Cby.

Bachelor's
Daughters,
The
Blithe Spirit
(T)
(94)
Breakfast in Hollywood
(93)
Caosw
and
Cleopatra
(T)
Captain
Kldd
(89)

Getting
Fanny

.5-13...
.6-24. .
.6-24. .
. 5-27 . . .

Dru-Chekhov

(89)

up

Rev.

1945-46

Details under title: Abilene

Angel On
Details

Rel.

Cast

Bel Ami
Chase,
The
Comedy of Murders
Dishonored
Lady

Abie's

Stone

CHART

IN PRODUCTION

Abilene

Tom

strangers
and
penniless,
team
for fortune
within
24 hours.

Time

out corrupt
to heroine.

Time

IN PRODUCTION
Magnificent

Adams.
Producer:

1946-47

Comedy — Started June 22
Cast:
Eddie
Bracken,
Priscilla
Lane, Arthur
Treacher,
Conway.
Director: Andrew Stone
Producer: Andrew
Story:

Jane

of CJ. S. marshals straighten
Pair
town
and
return stolen property

Title — Running

Swell

NEW PRODUCTIONS
STRANGE

villainy to portray a know-it-all
homicidal
departs
Duryea
out of a hole.
employers
society
his his
pulls from
who
butler

Story:

Story:

1945-46 Features

PRODUCTIONS

WHITE TIE AND TAILS
Comedy-Drama— Started June 10
Dan Duryea, Ella Raines, William Bendix, Clarence Kolb.
Cast:
Producer: Howard Benedict
Director: Charles Barton

Production
Production
Production
Production
Production
Production

(6)
(0)
(0)
(6)
(1)
(0)

CHART
Cast

Details

Possessed
Details under title: The Secret

Crawford-Heflin

. . . .6-24

Cry
Wolf
Doception
Life With

Father

Flynn-Stanwyck
Davls-Henreld
Dunne-Powell

5-27
5-13
4-15

Cloak

Dagger

and

(T)

Stallion
Road
Beast With Five Fingers, The
Big Sleep,
The
Cheyenne
Escape
Ml Never
Nevor Say Goodbye
Nobody Lives Forever

1946-47
Cooper-Palmer
Reagan-Smith
Alda-KIng
. . .
Bogart-Bacall
Morgan- Wyman
Flynn-Luplno
Flynn-Parker
.
. .Garfleld-Fitzgerald

Rel.

Rev.

.4-15...
4-1.

12-10...
10-31..
4-1..
. ..11-26...
. . ..9-18...
.8-6..

23

Norn Prentiss
Details under title: The Sentence
Shallow of A Woman
That Way with Women
Details under title: A Very Rich Man
Time, Tho Place and The Girl, The (T) . .
Two Mrs. Carrolls, Tho

COMPLETED

Burma Victory (63)
Cinderella Jones (88)
Devotion (107)
Her Kind of Man (78)

Sherldan-Smlth

..

King-Prince
Greenstrcet-Vickers
Morgan-Paige
Booart-Stanwyck

1945-46 —

. ..
.

Documentary
Leslie-Aldo
deHavilland-LuiIno
Scott-Paloo

.1-21.
.2-19.
.2-18.
..4-2.
.5-14.
12-13.
11-16.
.8-20.

.2-16.
.4-20.
..3-9.
.5-11.

..512.

.2-18

. .517.
..512.
..518.

.4-15
.4-29

Janii Gets Married (89)
My Reputation (94)
Night and Day (T) (128)
01 Human
Bondage
(107)
One More Tomorrow
(87)
Saralooa Tronk (135)
Stolen Life, A (107)
Three Strangers (93)
Two Guys
From Milwaukeo
KEISSUES

Leslie-Hutton
4-16. . .6-22
520... 6-10
Stanwyck-Brent
.. .11-29. . .1-26
510... 1-21
Grant-Smith
6-25
8-3
523
Henreid-Parker
7-24. . .7-20. .. .522
Sherldan-Moran
...11-1.
.6-1
519... 5-27
Cooper-Bergman
3-8.. 3-30. .. .514. .12-10
Davis-Ford
2-19
7-6
521. .5-27
Fitzcern^-Gre^nstreet 1-22. . .2 16
511
2-4
Morgan-Leslie
.. .12-24. . .8-17
524

City fcr Conquest
No Time for Comedy

Cagney-Sheridan
Russell-Stewart

4-13. . . .515
4-13. . . , =16

UPS
(Continued from Page 19)
so much as the colorfully lusty advertising billboards of the buxom
star and such ad lines as "How would you like to tussle with Russell?" The MPA is so concerned about the effect of such exploitation tactics on churches, educators and other censor groups that
president Eric Johnson called a special dinner meeting of top
names in the industry to register their support of the screen's self
regulation and to imply censure of Hughes.
Louis Pollack's fast-selling comedy book on the trial and tribulations of an expectant father, "Stork Bites Man," has been purchased by the Buddy Rogers-Ralph Cohn-Comet unit for early
production. Pollock, one of the trade's crack advertising executives (he was former director of advertising and publicity for
United Artists), penned the book from his personal experiences
as an anxious pater-to-be. Eddie Albert is being sought for the
leading role.

UN3TED WORLD
Top news from this company was the addition of Douglas
Fairbanks, Jr. to its ranks of production units. Announced at a
special luncheon for the press, formation of the Douglas Fairbanks
Company has been in process for the past few months. Coincident
with his winding up production in RKO's "Sindad the Sailor,"
Fairbanks is now ready to start work on his first independent
venture, "The Exile."
*
Associated with Fairbanks in the new company is Clarence
Ericksen, who had been with Douglas Fairbanks, St. for many
years. A budget of $2,000,000 has bfeen set for the Cosmo Hamilton
adventure drama, which will go before the cameras at International Pictures' shooting facilities on the Universal lot sometime
in October. Fairbanks will play the male lead and a feminine star
is being sought to play opposite him.
'Terry & Pirates'
Second on the Fairbanks' agenda is an adaptation of Milton
Caniff's popular strip, "Terry and the Pirates," in which Fairbanks
does not plan to appear. John McClain, associate of Caniff, has
been assigned to prepare the screenplay for "Terry," which
Caniff reportedly has refused to sell to several major studios in
the past despite some high bids. Third on the list will probably
be
"Thepublic
Happydomain.
Go Lucky," a story based on old legend and still
in the
Other United World product slated for early production are
"The Egg and I;" the Somerset Maugham espionage drama, "Ashenden," with a camera unit slated to make the trip to Aleppo near
the Syrian Turkish border for authentic
locale; the Sam Wood
production, "The Story of Ivy."
Also slated by International for later starts are "For the Love
of Mary" and "Delusion," both to be produced by S. P. Eagle of
"The Stranger" fame.

With six pictures now shooting, including Enterprise's "Ramrod," production on the Universal lot is at peak, while also loaded
are the studio's cutting rooms, where a record number of 11 films
has required the Universal editorial staff to take on extra help. A
high mark for this studio is its present line-up of 35 producers,
producer-directors, producer-actors and producer-writers.
Now before the cameras are Skirball-Manning's "The Magnificent Doll," Mark Hellinger's "Swell Guy," Walter Wanger's "Smash
Up," Universal's own "Priates of Monterey" and "White Tie and
Tails." The western, "Rustlers' Roundup," and Hellinger's "The
Killers" wound up production last week.
7 In Cutting Rooms
In the cutting rooms are International's "Bella Donna" and
these Universal productions: "The Time of Our Lives," Abbott and
Costello's formerly titled "The Ghost Steps Out;" "Slightly Scandalous," changed from "Oh, Say Can You Sing;" "Wild Beauty"
and the serial, "The Mysterious Cerf," in addition to "The Killers"
and "Rustlers' Roundup."
One of the most elaborate, large scale premiere junkets since
pre-war days will be staged by Universal for Walter Wanger's
"Canyon Passage" on July 13,
two plane loads of stars, studio
execs and press correspondentswhen
will attend the world premiere
of
the film in Portland, Oregon. Leaving Los Angeles on July 12, the
24

in a three day celebration of Oregon's
will be royally
guests
utilized as a timely exploitation tie-up for
was hosted
centennial,
drama.
northwestwhich
the
Another top budget outdoor drama plated by Universal for
early start is "Black Bart — Highwayman," which will be produced
by
Howard
Welsch.
readied is an original; it will co-star
Yvonne
De Carlo
and Being
Ann Blyth.

This studio, scene of the strongest picket activity during the
48-hour
strike last week, shut down for the two days, but is back
to normal.
Recent speed up in release of the studio's backlog is fast
bringing production at the Burbank studio up to a near pre-war
level. An average of five topline productions has been maintained
for the past month and a substantial increase in films shooting
is contemplated in the near future.
Recent producer assignments by studio head Jack Warner
cover 31 story properties, all slated to get working before the end
of the year. In order maintain this schedule, studio spokesmen
assert that seven films will have to be shooting continuously.
Best sellers and yet unpublished novels form 13 of the forthcoming productions, the balance consisting of 10 orginal screen
stories, stage plays and short story adaptations. Five of the films
are classed as musicals.
Blanke Gets Novels
Producer
Henry Blanke drew a shelf full of novels, "The
Woman in White," Wilkie Collins mystery; "The Iron Gates," by
Margaret Millar; "Deep Valley" by Dan Totheroh "Ethan Frome"
by Edith Wharton; "Treasure of Sierra Madre" by B. Traven.
Assigned to William Jacobs are an original comedy by Eugene
Conrad, "Love and Learn;" the Dennis Morgan starrer, "My Wild
Irish Rose," based on Cha,uncey Olcott's life; "Whiplash," Kenneth
Earl original designed for Dane Clark.
Jules Furthman will supervise the screening of Dorothy
Baker's "Young Man with a Horn;" "Dark Eyes," by Elema Miramova Fisher.
and Eugenie Leontovitch; "Winter Kill," from a novel by
Steve
Producer Charles Hoffman is already preparing Gosta Larsson's "Ships in the River," as debut vehicle for the new Swedish
import, Viveca Lindfors. Hoffman's other assignments are "A Kiss
in the Dark," based on the Victor Herbert song, and "The Unsuspected," from Charlotte Armstrong's novel.
Gottlieb Line-up
To Alex Gottlieb go "wallflower," from the Mary Orr and
Reginald Denham play with Robert Hutton. Jane Wyman and
Janis Paige starred; "The Glass Room," original mystery drama
by Lester Fuller and Edwin Rolfe; "Howdy Stranger" original
slated for Dennis Morgan and Jack Carson; Louis Sobol's screen
story "Bill's Gay 90's" based on the New York night club, and
"Honeymoon Freight," by Donald Keyhoe.
Robert Buckner has been assigned the C. W. Forester novel,
'Captain Horatio Hornblower," probably starring Errol Flynn.
This will
be followed by "The Apple Orchard," a new novel by
John
Kafka.
Producer Owen Crump's list consists of "Man of Our Town,"
based on stories by Bellamy Partridge; "Night unto Night." from
Philip Wylie's popular novel; W. R. Burnett's "Tomorrow Is Another Day" and James Webb's "Thunder Valley."
Wald Has Crawford
Jerry Wald already has his first, "Possessed," before the
cameras, with Joan Crawford, Van Heflin and Raymond Massey
starred. Following the Rita Weiman magazine story will come
James M. Cain's "Serenade," scheduled for Ann Sheridan and
Dennis Morgan. Others are Bill Morrow's script of the Jack
Benny biography, "Always Leave Them Lauahing;" "Silver Lining," based on the life of dancer Marilyn Miller; "Calamity Jane,"
from the Ethel Hueston novel; "Mr. Broadway," the story of Sime
Silverman by Abel Greene and Jack Lait.
Currently shooting on the Warner lot are "Possessed," "Cry
Wolf" and "Deception." United States Pictures' first production,
"Cloak and Dagger," and Warners' "Stallion Road" are finished.
U. S. second film, "Pursued" and Warners' "Wallflower" are slated
to start within a few days.
FILM
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THE

RUNAROUND
". . . Double Cross-Countr
y Chase for Laughs!
pictured above occur in Universal^ highly
laughable minor league version
of It Hap-

The shenanigans

pened One Night.

Not that The Runaround

is in the class of that Capra comedy classic, but the story
good fun in a less subtle, less inspired style. The scene
of the kissing couple falling into the pond is an outstanding ballyhoo item, the Universal publicists
is cut from the same

pattern and it makes

some

claiming that it is "real," an accident that happened while the cameras were grinding. This merry
comedy romance is particularly saleable merchandise for the summer months. It's frothy, diverting,
relaxing.
Say so.
(Continued on Next Page)

EXPLOITATION PICTURE
< on tinned from Preceding Page)

"THE RUNAROUND"
CREDITS

A Universal Picture. Directed by Charles Lamont. Produced by Joe Gershenson. Cast: Rod Cameron. Ella Raines. Broderick Crawford. Frank McHugh. Samuel S. Hinds. Joan Fulton, George Cleveland. Nana Bryant.
Screenplay by Arthur T. Horman and Sam Hellman. Original Story by
Arthur T. Horman and Walter Wise. Director of Photography, George
Robinson.
A.S.C.
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4. Although Penelope is furious at Kildane for tricking her,
she is forced to make the trip back to New York in an old
jalopy. In a driving rain, they pick up a honeymooning
couple (Joan Fulton and Dave Willock) and both couples
register as man and wife at a hick hotel.
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]. Private detectives Prentiss (Broderick Crawford) and Kildane
(Rod Cameron), deadly rivals, are engaged by the wealthy Mr.
Hampton (Samuel S. Hinds) to find and fetch his runaway daughter
back home, with her picture as the only clue and a $15,000 reward
as incentive.

2. Learning that the girl, Penelope (Ella Raines) is on her way to
marry a deck-hand in Hawaii, Kildane out-distances Prentiss and
locates her in San Francisco. Using a ruse that he represents her
fiancee, Kildane tricks her into going with him, ostensibly to another
rendezvous in Mexico!

3. Meanwhile, Prentiss has caught up with them and attempts to
hijack Penelope away from Kildane, but the latter eludes him by first
him arrested by the local gendarmerie, then when Prentiss
tries to eel rough, Kildane unloosens a flock of belligerent taxi
drivers at him.
.'<>

5. With Prentiss still hot on their trail, they are forced to
make a quick departure and meet with an accident. Although Penelope has an opportunity to escape, she refuses
to leave Kildane and they resume their trip by train.

£. The relentless Prentiss finally catches up with them on
the train, but Kildane bilks him once again by claiming that
he and the missing heiress are married and Penelope upholds him.

7. When he delivers the truant heiress to her father. KilI ii. learns that the girl he dragged clear across the country
is
Hampton's
daughter,
but his
Penelope's
bestnotfriend.
Hampton,
explains
thatsecretary
he hiredandKildane
only
to itisfv M^, Hampton, but gives him the check since he
delivered the girl on the picture. Kildane's final clinch with
"Penelope" ends up in the swimming pool.
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It was announced that six of the features would
Technicolor and two in Cinecolor.

Sales Policy "Flexible"
season's proConcurrently with the announcement of the new policy
as afduct, Scully also disclosed that the company's sales
flexible"
"remain
would
decision
monopoly
film
recent
the
by
fected
until a decree is signed by the court.
The appointment of E. T. Gomersall, assistant genera' file's
manager for Universal, to the post of general sales manager of
Enterprise Productions was announced simultaneously by S.
Enterprise president, and Scully, at the close of
Charles Einfeld,
the convention.
Record Ad Budget
An advertising budget of $4,000,000, an all-time high, for promotion of the new season's product was announced by John Joseph,
national director of advertising and publicity, and Maurice Bergman, Eastern ad-publicity director. The budget would be concentrated in newspapers and trade papers, it was said. Another
feature would be concentration on point of sale with day-and-date
bookings.
J. Cheever Cowdin, chairman of the board, announced that
Universal's domestic business during the 10 years under the
present management headed by Nate J. Blumberg, president, and
Scully, has been increased from 7500 to 12,000 accounts, while
weekly billings and inventories have gone up 300 per cent. Comparable results were achieved in the foreign department, Cowdin
added.
Over 250, including company executives, salesmen and bookers
were
1942. in attendance for the company's first national meeting since

MONOGRAM HAS 2 MILLIONThere will be 32 features, 14 westerns and two million-dollar
specials on Monogram's 1946-47 program, it was announced by
Steve Broidy, president, at the company's 15th annual convention
in Chicago over the final June week-end. The big-budget specials
will be sold separately from the rest of the program. One will
come from Roy DelRuth "It Happened on Fifth Avenue" and the
other will be produced by the King Bros, unit, "The Hunted." with
each costing over $1,000,000, Broidy declared.
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DIGEST
Next in importance are a group of "A" pictures, it was said,
into
with two to be in color, thus marking Monogram's plunge Berthe tint field. They are "Black Gold" produced by Jeffrey
nerd, and "Trail to Alaska," a Scott R. Dunlap production. Other
include Walter Mirisch's "In the Fog."
et productions
high-budgrt
of Sigma Chi," starring Phil Regan and Bonita Gran"Sweethea
ville, "High Conquest," with Louis D. Appleton as producer and
"The Maze" and "Wife Wanted"
director; Jeffrey Bernerd's
starring Kay Francis who is also co-producer, and several others.
Six Series
four "Cisco Kid" outdoor dramas;
be
will
Among the series
amas; three "Charlie Chan" thrillfour "Bowery Boys" comedy-dr
ers; and four "Teen-Agers" high-school musicals. In the western
field, the program will include eight starring Johnny Mack Brown,
four of which will be specials, produced by Scott R. Dunlap and
White.
six musical westerns starring Jimmy Wakely and Lee "Lasses"
Speakers included Ray Johnston, chairman of the board; Trem
nt and
Carr, executive director; George Burrows, vice-presideMaurice
treasurer; Louis Lifton, advertising and publicity director;
Goldstein, general sales manager; L J. Schlaifer. director of sales;
John S. Harrington and Seymour Bonis.

;f HINE MOTIONS DENIED
Two motions by Schine Chain Theatres, Inc., of Buffalo, were
denied by Federal Judge John Knight in U. S. District Court in an
effort by the court to effect early disposition of the case. The
Schine motions were for a stay of all proceedings concerning
dissolution of the chain pending determination of an appeal to the
Supreme Court and for the appointment of a special master to
take testimony on the circuit's operations in the light of present
day conditions.

O'SHEA HEADS LIBERTY SALES
E. K. (Ted) O'Shea, left his post as Eastern sales manager for
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer to become general sales manager in charge
of world-wide distribution for Liberty Films, the Briskin-CapraWyler production company which will release through RKO Radio.
O'Shea will headquarter in New York and work closely with RKO
sales executives.
O'Shea's appointment became effective last week, when he
was introduced to the RKO Radio national sales convention which
opened in New York on Monday (1).
The new Liberty sales chief had been with M-G-M for 26
years, beginning as a salesman and rising through district managerships to his last M-G-M post as Eastern sales head. His first
duties will be in connection with Frank Capra's "It's a Wonderful
Life," starring Jimmy Stewart.

PEOPLE
Barney Balaban, president of Paramount, accepted the national chairmanship of the motion picture division of the United
Jewish Appeal for Refugees, Overseas Needs and Palestine. The
campaign is for $100,000,000.
Norman Ayers was promoted to the post of Southern division
sales manager of Warner Bros, in the realignment announced by
Ben Kalmenson, WB vice president and general sales manager.
He is succeeded as Eastern district manager by Sam Lefkowitz.
Jack Kirby, Paramount's southern district manager, resigned
that post effective July 15. Kirby has been with Paramount since
1925.
Lawrence A. Audrain was named a vice-president and director of advertising and public relations of Prestige Pictures, Inc.,
J. Arthur Rank distributing company.
Sidney Lieb was appointed New York home office service manager of the Motion Picture Export Association and Jean Birkhahn
was named manager for Bulgaria.
. . William S. Hart, outstanding western star of yesteryear, died
Sunday, June 24, after a three-week illness.
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MG-M presents VAN JOHNSON • ESTHER WILLIAMS • LUCILLE HALL • KEENAN W'VNN in "EASY
TO WED" • In Technicolor • Cecil Kellaway • Carlos Ramirez • Hen Hlue • I-'thel Smith at the Organ
Adapted by Dorothy Kingslcy • From the Screenplay "Libeled Lady" by Mauri ne Watkins, Howard Lmmett
Rogers and George Oppenheimer
• Directed by EDWARD BUZZELL
• Produced by JACK Cl'MMINGS

<£AS
\
TO
WED

11

wOOiSarH !
The First two engagements of M-G-M's sensational
Technicolor Musical "EASY TO WED" are absolutely
phenomenal! Week after week it is doing S.R. O.
business in 4 Los Angeles theatres day and date. And
Broadway too hails the new record-breaker at the
Capitol where it's headed for a long and prosperous
run. Every showman who has it booked may happily
look forward to a record-breaking engagement.
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If there is any production policy with more than
three strikes against it, it is that of remakes.
Yet in the face of the consistent failure of old hits
to repeat their original success, Hollywood periodically
bursts out with a rash of remakes. Exhibitors swallow
them with some grumbling, the public is disappointed
and the critics invariably compare the new version unfavorably with the old.
against the practice.

But there's never a real outcry

The reason is simple enough. It's merely a matter
of psychological salesmanship. The theater owner, recalling the figures on "Love in the Mill" produced in
1926, somehow deludes himself into believing thai it"
1946 counterpart will approximate the original gross.
Diehard movie fans will lend reasonable support to a
rehash of an old favorite just as an exercise in nostalgia.
The reviewer secretly welcomes such efforts for they
afford him an opportunity to show his erudition by recalling all the good
points
of the initial masterpiece.
Today, the cycle of remakes is in full swing.
Characteristically, Warners has been the chief offender.
In recent months the Burbank studio has turned out new
versions of three great hits of a decade

POLICY

cajoled patrons into attendance
bango and giveaways.

with bank night, bingo,

That was a sorry era in the annals of American
show business. The standardization of product brought
it about. The run of bad pictures was the determining
factor.

itself.

And

history, you

know, has a

way

of repeating

THE L. A. EXPERIMENT
With

24 first r"n theaters

Los Angeles

and another

operating

regularly in

half dozen

opened up from
time to time as display houses, the booking and exhibition set-up of the west coast city may well portend
the nation-wide
practice of the future.

The unusually large number of first run houses has
been created all within the last 18 months, it has been
accomplished by grouping three and four theaters in
the far flung Los Angales area as showcases for day
and date bookings.

or so ago —

"Petrified Forest," "The Animal Kingdom" and
Human Bondage."
The least said about the first two the better.

"Of
"Of

Human Bondage" appears to have some merit but to
quote an FB review "it does not compare favorably with
the earlier version." Thus we are lead to the obvious
conclusion that once the curiosity seekers have appraised the Somerset Maugham story, it will have played
out its audience. Surely, the Paul Henreid - Eleanor
Parker vehicle is not possessed of the same artistic or
boxoffice magic of the Leslie Howard - Bette Davis
combination
some years back.
Metro's "Easy to Wed" is a remake of "Libelled
Lady" and is doing quite well at the boxoffice, thanks
mainly to the extraordinary appeal of Van Johnson.
However, there is no hiding the fact that the young
actor's devotees are frankly disappointed by the feeble
entertainment
by "Easy
to Wed."
much wiser it values
would afforded"
have been
to tailor
a fresh How
and
modern
vehicle for the phenomenal
star!
Then, there are those oldies that sneak

Independents which in the past have been compelled to exist on the crumbs left over when Fox West
Coast milked a picture dry found an unexpected ally
in United Artists. The company, weary of having iis
pictures pushed around in Los Angeles, encouraged the
formation of the Music Halls bloc — a group of four
clusively. independently
theaters,

owned,

which

plays UA

ex-

Now comes word that another independent combine has been achieved to play reissues with all the
trappings of a deluxe engagement. The first group of
pictures has been drawn from Paramount and does noi
seem very interesting. Nevertheless the idea is sound,
particularly in this community where the picture people
create an audience for revivals.
With downtown business and theatrical areas in ai!
U. S. communities suffering from traffic congestion and
in view of the predicted withdrawal of population from
crowded sectors to suburban areas, the case for the
multiple first run is strong.

into the

production roster without anyone detecting their vintage. A columnist with the memory to recall the work
of playwrights or novelists is able to expose such works
for what they really are — warmed over plots thai
already have
been
brewed
too much.
There is no defense of the remake. It isn't good
entertainment. It isn't good boxoffice. It isn't good
policy.
It isn't good for the studio.
It's lazy filmmaking.
We have only to recall the pre-war recession and
its devastating effect on the motion picture industry to
emphasize the defects of the remake system and its accompanying ills — series, sequels, formulas and the like.
Remember, gentlemen, that theaters stayed in business
not because film studios had discovered a maqic formula for picture
production,
but because
exhibitors
FILM BULLETIN,
Rockefeller Center.
Wecner. Circulation
Sara Salzer. David

1916

The weakness, from the independent exhibitors'
viewpoint, is that the long runs of such engagements
milk a show before it gets into the secondary bracket
Divorcement may take care of that.
But divorcement

will not eliminate

The smart independent showman
the situation in Los Angeles.

the combine.
will watch

therefore

already are a success. They've
The Music
from a controlling chain and playea
an ideaHalls
borrowed
The revival set-up has only started.
it to the hilt.
Other projects, involving conversion to first runs
are on the agenda — the product to come from insources.
dependent and foreign
They

will test the

Los

Angeles

experiment.

DAVID

HANNA
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August {Anniversary) Release

DAY' LAVISH, ENTERTAINING

Warner Bros.
128 minutes
Cary Grant, Alexis Smith, Monty Woolley,
Ginny Simms, Jane Wyman, Donald Woods
Eve Arden, Alan Hale, Mary Martin, Carlo;
Ramirez, Dorothy Malone, Henry Stephenson, Selena Royle, Paul Cavanagh, Sig Bu
man, Milada Mladova, George Zoritch, Johr
Alvin, Joyce Compton, Howard Freeman
Clarence Muse, Estelle Sloan, Herman Bing
Victor Franeen, Tom D'Andrea, Bobby Watson, Jayne & Adam Di Gatano.
no.
Directed bv Michael Curtiz.
Warner Bros, widely-heralded 20th Anniversary production, "Night and Day" is a
brilliant blending of the songs and biographical story of Cole Porter and a tremendously tuneful and entertaining film. With Cary
Grant giving a fine portrayal of one of
America's leading popular composers and
a cast studded with name players and outstanding specialty artists, the picture will
be on everybody's "must" list and undoubtedly will wind up among the top box office
attractions of the 1946-47 season. Avoiding
the fault of "Rhapsody in Blue" — which
went overboard on story — this concentrates
•more on the musical features. It has ar
even more lavish production, is photographed in glittering Technicolor, and its array
of song hits is even more memorable and
far more in the popular vein.
The title song is reprised several times
as the romantic theme number; "Begin the
Beguine" has been given a magnificent vocal
and dancing presentation; "I've Got You
Under My Skin," "Just One of Those
Things" and "I Get a Kick Out of You" are
smoothly warbled by Ginny Simms; Jane
Wyman puts over "Let's Do It" and Mary
Martin recreates the song and the situa-

CENTENNIAL
• —

SHOW

tion that boosted her from the chorus to
Belongs to Daddy."
Heart
fame singing
There's
even "My
a flash
of Porter watching a
film of Roy Rogers singing "Don't Fence Me
In" and excerpts from dozens of his other
hit tunes of the past three decades— a record that even Gershwin didn't beat.
Although Porter's life, from his college
days just before the First World War to the
present, actually has had few dramatic highlights, Director Michael Curtiz has kept interest alive by accenting the romantic angle
>and playing up the composer's leg injurj
during the climactic scenes. The song numbers are never dragged in and are almost
always tied in with an important event in
Porter's career. In addition to Miss Martin,
Monty Woolley also plays himself and injects much-needed comedy relief between
the elaborate song sequences. The Technicolor camera work is among the best to
date.
While studying law at Yale in 1914, as per
the wishes of his wealthy grandfather (Henry Stephenson), Cole Porter (Cary Grant)
takes far more interest in writing songs, in
which desire he is aided by Professor Monty Woolley. During the Christmas holiday,
Porter decides to try his hand at show business instead of returning to Yale, to his
grandfather's intense disappointment. Porter writes the music for "See America
First." which stars Jane Wyman with Woolley as director, but the news of the Lusitania's sinking ruins the show's opening night.
Porter then enlists in the French Army
and, after a leg injury, he is treated by
Alexis Smith, a Red Cross nurse who he
had first met at his grandfather's home.
After the war, Porter's "Fifty Million
Frenchmen" and "The New Yorkers" are
tremendous hits and he marries Miss Smith.
But, as he writes the music for a long line
of successes, his wife drifts into the background of his life and she finally leaves
him.
Soon after his grandfather's
death

20th CENTURY-FOX
Rates • •

MUSICAL

WILL CLICK BIG
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in Indiana, Porter is thrown from a frightened horse and his leg is seriously injured.
He goes through countless operations
without permitting his friends to inform
his wife. But, when he attends a Yale reunion on crutches, Porter is finally reunited
with his wife.
Although Cary Grant looks too old for
the college scenes, he plays his sympathetic role quietly and effectively and Alexis
Smith gives an appealing portrayal of Mrs
Porter. Monty
Woolley'sandacidulous
characterization is excellent
Jane Wyman
stands out as a pert soubrette. Of the others, only Ginny Simms, whose part resembles the career of Ethel Merman, has extensive footage, but Eve Arden scores in her
French chanteuse bit and Henry Stephenson does one of his fine acting jobs as Porter's wealthy grandfather. Estelle Sloan's
tap routine is a standout specialty.

LEYENDECKER

... 1 August Release (Total 2)

TECHNICOLOR

MUSICAL

IN STATE FAIR' PATTERN

generally; less in action houses

20th Century-Fox
102 minutes
Jeanne Crain, Cornel Wilde, Linda Darnell,
William Eythe, Walter Brennan, Constance
Bennett, Dorothy Gish, Larry Stevens, Barbara Whiting, Kathleen Howard, Buddy
Swan, Charles Dingle, Gavin Gordon, Avon
Long, Eddie Dunn, Lois Austin, Harry'
Strang, Frances Morris, Reginald Sheffield.
Produced
and directed by Otto I'reminger.
Fortified by a lilting, if undistinguished,
musical score from the pen of the late
Jerome Kern and gorgeous Technicolor
photography most advantageously employed, "Centennial Summer" follows the musical pattern set by the same company's
"State Fair," but fails to measure up to its
high entertainment-standard and will not
achieve the box office success of that musical. There are, however, enough good tunes,
colorful incident and homey, pleasant story
to raise this well above the average both in
entertainment
and
boxoffice
merit.
Mr.

Kern had written better music, but this is
not bad. "All Through the Day" is already
well up on the Hit Parade list, while such
other tunes as "Up With the Lark," "In
Love in Vain" and "The Right Romance"
are hummy and engaging. In addition,
"The Railroad Song" and "Cinderella Sue,"
the latter sung and danced by Avon Long,
are catchy ditties. Lyrics are supplied by
Leo Robin, Oscar Hammer-stein II and E.
Y. Harburg.
The and
story,
based on by
Albert
E. Kanin,
Idell's
novel
screen-scripted
Michael
is unassumingly simple, in direct contrast
to the gaudy trappings and high-budget
production lavished on it by 20th-Fox. Set
in Philadelphia during the Centennial Exposition of 1876, it is concerned with a family headed by Walter Brennan, bewhiskered railroad foreman who has job difficulty
because he spends so much time inventing
a "round-the-world" clock and with his
daughters' romantic problems when a dashing Frenchman, in the person of Cornel
Wilde sporting a Charles Boyer accent,
comes upon the scene to manage the French

pavilion in the Exposition. Both have their
hearts set on the handsome Wilde; Jeanne
Crain attempts the honorable method of being sweet and pure, while sister Linda Darnell uses all the wiles in her well-rounded
repertoire. Miss Darnell's boy friend. William Eythe, just stands around, confused
and unhappy, until the lovely Linda relinquishes the Frenchman to her sister. Constance
wife has
Dorothy
Gish's
worldly sisterBennett,
fromas Paris,
some bright
moments as she adds sparkle to the film and
gives both Brennan and his wife some
anxious moments with her sophistication.
Producer-director Otto Preminger has
employed a leisurely pace in which the
songs seem to fit right into their respective
niches along the story thread. The tunes
never get into the way: rather, songs and
story complement each other. As in "State
Fair," nearly everyone sings, and. if voices
were dubbed in for certain of the players,
ly.
it has been done skilfully and unobtrusiveBARN
FILM

BULLETIN
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... 5 in First 1946-47 Block

SERIOUS, SLOW-MOVaMG

generally; more

BIOGRAPHY,

Although a serious and an inspiring picturization of a great woman's fight to have
her treatment for infantile paralysis recognized, "Sister Kenny" unfortunately lacks
omany of the attributes of a popular success.
Rosalind Russell, who gives a splendid and
carefully-thought-out portrayal of the reallife Australian heroine, gives the picture
marquee power, but the romantic interest
is slight, the lighter touches are few and
the pace during the many clinical scenes
and explanations of the symptoms and
treatment of polio is pedestrian. Director
Dudley Nichols has inserted several human
touches and romanticized parts of Elizabeth Kenny's life, yet it all seems more documentary than dramatic.
While the women

will sympathize with annd shed a few tears
over the brave nurse's long struggle against
almost insuperable odds, their male escorts
are more likely to find it dull going. Best
returns will be garnered in class houses.
It will be weakest in action spots.
When Elizabeth Kenny (Rosalind Russell) graduates as a nurse from an Australian hospital in 1909, her friend Dr. McDonnell (Alexander Knox) offers her a staff
job at his hospital but she elects to become
a "bush nurse." After six months of hard
work. Liz, as she is known to everyone, returns home to find her childhood sweetheart, Dean Dagger, back from the Army
and ready with a proposal of marriage.
They agree to wait for a while and Liz goes
back to the bush where she accidently discovers a treatment to restore muscular activity to a child stricken with infantile para.
lysis. Knowing nothing of the orthodox
treatment, Liz uses her own methods on
six other stricken children with wonderful
results. Knox, who believes in her implicitly, takes her to see Philip Merivale, the
hospital's orthodox pedic specialist, whc
condemns her treatment and refuses to let
her use it on regular patients. Liz postpones
her wedding in order to treat hopeless cases but, as soon as she opens a new clinic,

'LADY LUCK' MILD COMEDY

ABOUT

RKO Radio
116 minutes
Rosalind Russell, Alexander Knox, Dean
Jagger, Beulah Bondi, Philip Merivale,
Charles Dingle, John Litel, Dorothy Peterson, Charles Kemper, Fay Helm, Regis Toomey, Doreen McKann, Frank Reicher,
Gloria Holden, Ray Walker, Charles Halton,
Lumsden Hare, Virginia Brissac, Paid Stanton, Mary Gordon.
Directed by Dudley Nichols.

Rates • • +

GAMBLING

Robert Young, Barbara Hale, Frank Morgan, James Gleason, Harry Davenport, Teddy Hart, Don Rice, Lloyd Corrigan, Joseph
Vitale, Douglas Morrow, Jack Norton, Mary
Field.
by Edwin

L. Marin.

Containing story material for an amusing hour-long programmer, "Lady Luck'
has been padded by 30 minutes of repetitious comedy to become a rambling, moderately-entertaining film. Name values are
mild, but the gambling theme is exploitable
and should serve as a fair-plus dualler. It
will be weak in both first-runs and action
houses. The introduction and opening
scenes gives promise of a gay, light-hearted
farce about the gambling urge, but the
pace becomes pedestrian and the situations

•

•

-\- for action

spots;

good

Lawrence
Tierney,
Anne
Jeffrys,
Lowell
Gilmore, George Cleveland, Jason Robards,
Myma
Dell, Harry
Harvey,
Addison
Richards, Ray Walker, John Hamilton.
Directed by Phil Rosen.
While this routine spy thriller stretches
the imagination, it is well-stocked with actionful moments, and will serve as a satisfactory entry for the dual bills, particularly
in action houses. Employing a far-fetched
story wherein a group of fugitive Nazis impersonate aU. S. Senator and his staff to
gain an incriminating list, then try to pin
22,
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A romance develops and, after Young convinces Miss Hale that he has given up gam
bling, they go to Las Vegas and are mar
ried. But Miss Hale thinks he has broker
his pledge and applies for a divorce. Trycronie.1
Young's
ing to patch
induce
her touptrytheherquarrel,
hand at
roulette hoping she will acquire the gambling fever.
The family trait crops up and, in a long
winning streak, Miss Hale winds up with a
fortune and her own club. Young tries,
without success, to win her back and. in
desperation, he asks James Gleason to play
against Miss Hale's new professional pokerplayer and clean him out. The professional
turns out to be Morgan and, when the latter
decides Miss Hale needs a jolt, he deliberately throws away a sure hand and loses the
club to Gleason. When Miss Hale learns
the truth about Young's broken promise,
they are re-united and both agree to give up
gambling for good.
DENLEY

ACTION

su pporting dualler elsewhere

RKO Radio
62 minutes

JULY

During the early scenes, Rosalind Russell is permitted to look her usual attractive self — later the resemblance to photos
of the middle-aged Sister Kenny and the
latter's brusque, matronly mannerisms is
startling enough to bring forth audible comment from audiences. Alexander Knox offers a convincing portrayal as the Scottish
doctor who champions Sister Kenny and
Dean Jagger makes the most of his shadowy romantic role but it is the late Philip
Merivale, as Dr. Brack who opposed her
treatment, who gives a really notable and
outstanding performance in his last screen
part. Beulah Bondi and Fay Helm also contribute sterling character bits.
LEYENDECKER

URGE

spots
lose their spontaneity before the film, is
half over. Except for Frank Morgan's delightful old rogue, the characters' actions
are neither rational nor believable and audiences will be able to anticipate almost
every turn of the plot. Robert Young doel
well enough as the handsome big-time gambler and Barbara Hale gives an appealing
portrayal until forced to act like the sophisticated proprietress of a gambling establishment. Such expert character comedians
as Harry Davenport, James Gleason and
Lloyd Corrigan make the most of their
roles as meddlesome pals of the hero and
Teddy Hart contributes a broadly played
bit which keeps audiences howling. Production values are excellent.
Barbara Hale, whose ancestors have lost
their shirts through ill-advised betting,
keeps a sharp eye on her poker-playing
grandfather, Frank Morgan. When the latter accepts a bet from Robert Young and
is unable to pay off, he tries to run away,
but Young brings him back to Miss Hale.

'STEP BY STEP' SPY THRILLER HAS AMPLE
Rates

it is closed by order of organized medical
authorities. In World War I, she goes to
France as an Army nurse and, from 1919 to
1929, she continues her fight for polio-stricken Australian children but opposition remains strong and both a British Commission and, later, an American committee
condemn her methods. After World War
II, she leaves for America to take up her
work at the Kenny Institute in Minneapolis
and here, on her 59th birthday, hundreds of
children she has aided to walk come to do
homage to a great lady.

as dualler if exploited; less in first-runs and action

RKO Radio
97 minutes

Directed

TEPID B. O.

in class s pots; less in action houses.

ensuing murders on a newly discharged
Marine, director Phil Rosen has concentrated on well-worn angles indigenous to this
type of drama, such as hairbreadth escapes,
fistic encounters and the inevitable chases.
The result is bound to give action addicts
a run for their money. Lawrence Tierney
and Anne Jeffreys, former co-stars of "Dillinger," carry the ball satisfactorily as the
pair who become framees of the Nazis.
There are few laughs, principally because
director Rosen has concentrated on action,
but what humor there is comes from the
antics of George Cleveland as proprietor
of a motel. The rest of the cast is about
par for this low-budget
production.
Senator Remmy (Harry Harvey) and his
new secretary, (Anne Jeffreys) await a Fed-

eral agent bearing a post-war list of Nazis
Calithe Senator's
thisbeachcountry
active infornia
Tierney,
home. toLawrence
newly-discharged Marine, is attracted to
Jeffreys when he meets her in swimming,
but when he goes to the beach house, she
has disappeared and he finds a new girl
bearing her identity. Investigating, he discovers Jeffreys bound, the Senator clipped
and the Federal agent dead, victims of
Nazis who are determined to retrieve the
list. The spies frame Tierney and Jeffreys
for the murder and a subsequent killing,
but Tierney, with the help of George Cleveland, keeper of a motel and an old-time
Marine, succeeds in rounding up the gang
while eluding the police.
STINE

GREAT

DAY1 WELL MADE

Rates • © —

BRITISH FILM DOOMED

as supporting dualler only, more

RKO
Radio
(i9 m; mites
Flora Robson, Eric Portman, Sheila Sim
Philip Friend, Isabel Jeans, Walter Fitz
gerald, Marjorje Rhodes, John Laurie, Margaret Withers, Leslie Dwyer, Maire O'Neill
Irene HandJ, O. B. Clarence, Kathleen Har
rison, John McLaren, Jacqueline Clarke.
Directed by Lance Comfort.
A splendid, human tale of English villager: preparing for Eleanor Roosevelt's
visit during World War II, "Great Day'
will probably seem trifling and dated to the
bulk of American patrons. Because Flora
Robson is the sole familiar marquee name,
this British-made will get scant attention
here and be relegated to the supporting spot
on the average dualler. However, each
member of the large cast (including several character actresses who have no equal
in America) contribute superb portraits to
make up a heart-warming human document
which will get favorable word-of-mouth and

'SUNSET PASS' ZANE
Rates • • —

GREY

as supporter in action spo

RKO
Radio
£0 minutes
James Warren.
Nan Leslie, John Laurenz.
Jane Greer, Robert Barrat, Harry Woods
Robert Clarke, Steve Brodie, Harry Harvey.
Directed by William Berke.
This well-plotted, old-fashioned western
yarn in Zane Grey's familiar style, is solid
fare for dyed-in-the-wool cowboy addicts,
but, because name value (other than the
author's) is nil, this will be a weak draw.
This third filming of "Sunset Pass" starts
off with the inevitable express company
agent arriving in Arizona to stop a series
of gold shipment robberies. There's a goodly share of chases, shooting and skullduggery and just a trace of romance
during

TO DUALLERS

in class spots,
do better business in the class spots. Mrs.
Roosevelt's visit (she is never actually seen
during the action) is only the spark which
sets off a chain of events dealing with the
love:, hopes and disappointments of a group
of England's "little people." The film is packed with delightful homey touches and natural (albeit British) dialogue and its central dramatic plot is intensely moving

without
Eric Portman's
sensitive becoming
portrayalmaudlin.
of an officer
of World
War I reduced to a tragic misfit during the
last conflict is a memorable one and Flora
Rob on gives a quietly effective performance a"> his patient, understanding wife.
The wholesome-looking Sheila Sim does
good work as their daughter and Maire
0'Ne:il, as a sharp-tcngued gossip, and Marjorie Rhodes, as a friendly, hard-working
pub-keeper, are only two of the half-dozen
actrese? who contribute character gems.
England's picturesque countryside and rural
homes have been faithfully photographed
throughout.
The small English village of Denley is all
agog over the forthcoming visit of Eleanor
tsWESTERN
only.

LACKS

NAME

Roosevelt. With only 24 hours to prepare
for the distingu'shed visitor, all the women
work feverishly under the supervision of
Flora Robson, whose husband, Eric Portman, is still living on memories of his past
glory of World War I. Their daughter.
Sheila Sim, helps support the family by
working on a farm owned by the middleaged Walter Fitzgerald, to whom she is
secretly engaged although she really loves
Philip Friend, a young Army officer. At
the Inn, Portman, who has been fraternizing with an American officer and spent his
scanty funds, takes a small sum from a
girl's handbag but is caught and arrested.
Miss Robson realizes all he has been
through but Portman heads for the river
bank where Miss Sim finds him. Telling
Portman that he must face life with the
same courage that he faced death in the
last war, Miss Sim walks home with him
And. the next day. Portman, his wife and
his daughter proudly take their places in
the cheering crowd that welcomes Mrs.
Roosevelt to Denley.
YORK

VALUE

the hour-long running time, as well as some
routine comedy
relief between
side-kick
and a flirtatious
dance the
hallhero's
girl.
James Warren, a long, lanky cowboy type
does good work as the fearless express company agent and Jane Greer puts some life
into her dance hall entertainer role. Except for that dependable character actor
Robert Barrat, the others are merely adequate. However, the outdoor photography
is exceptionally good.
Warren, an express company agent, and
his Irish-Mexican side-kick, John Laurenz,
are bound for Arizona to stop a series of
gold shipment robberies when their train
is halted by six bandits who take off a cash
shipment and scatter to the hills. Warren
is prevented from shooting a masked bandit on a black horse by Nan Leslie, who is
returning home
from an Eastern
school.

when she spoils his aim. Warren doesn't
know that Miss Leslie recognized her brother, Robert Clarke, and that he and Stev
Brodie, employed in the Wagontongue Bank
are both members of a gang led by Harry
Woods. When Warren's clues point tc
Clarke, Miss Leslie tries to get him to help
her brother. After Clarke saves Warren's
life, he determines to break with Brodie
and Woods, but the latter refuses. Woods
then frames Clarke for the old killing of
Robert Barrat's son and an angry mob
threatens to lynch the boy. When Laurenz
accidentally finds the express company money, Warren saves Clarke from the mob by
exposing Woods as the real killer of Barrat's son. With the desperadoes disposed of.
Warren is free to marry Miss Leslie. YORK

M-G-M ... 1 Not Set
THE COCKEYED
Rates •

O

as dualler

MIRACLE'
generally

M-G-M
81 minutes
Frank Morgan, Keenan Wynn, Cecil
way, Audrey Totter, Richard Quine,
Cooper, Marshall Thompson, Leon
Morris Ankrum, Jane Green, Arthur
Directed by S. Sylvan Simon.

KellaGladys
Ames,
Space.

This novel, laugh-provoking treatment of
life-after-death is heart-warming entertainment for the family trade. Although Frank
Morgan and Keenan offer fair marquee
draw, the picture is best suited to the duallers — more likely in the supporting spot.
Based on George Seaton's play, "But Not
Goodbye," which had only a brief Broadway
run, the picture has a fantastic plot which
asks audiences to believe that spirits may
remain on earth or return in an attempt to
straighten out the difficulties of the loved
ones they left behind. Showing Frank Morgan, as a recently departed 63-year-old,
scheming with his youngish-looking father,
1W

COMEDY

FANTASY

SHOULD

Keenan Wynn, who died in his 30's, is a ludicrous idea, but so adroitly handled by
Director S. Sylvan Simon that it never
proves offensive or irreverent. Except for a
few tender dramatic scenes, beautifully played by Gladys Cooper, and a pallid romantic
sub-plot, the accent is on horse-play and
this pays off in good laugh returns just as
the "Topper" films did. In a role tailored
to his measure, Frank Morgan gives his
usual expert comedy portrayal and his occasional serious moments are equally fine.
Keenan Wynn's wise-cracking humor seems
odd at first issuing from a costume character, but audiences will soon overlook this
while laughing at his farcical antics. Miss
Cooper is excellent, as is Cecil Kellaway as
Morgan's double-crossing friend, but the
younger players, Marshall Thompson, Richard Quine and Audrey Totter, are handicapped by ordinary roles in an out-of-theordinary plot. The trick photography is
expertly done.

AMUSE
Frank Morgan, an ailing retired shipbuilder, has secretly given his old crony,
Cecil Kellaway, the remaining family funds
to invest in a doubtful property deal. Just
as Kellaway sells the property at a profit,
Morgan dies of heart failure but his spirit
remains earthbound and meets his father,
Keenan Wynn, who died fifty years before
in his 30's. Kellaway arrives to give the
profit to Morgan's wife. Gladys Cooper, but.
when he learns of her beareavement, he
realizes that no one now knows about the
investment and that he can keep the entire profit. Although Morgan and Wynn
are unable to make their presence felt by
the living, they try to warn Miss Cooper
about Kellaway's duplicity. Finally, Wynn
agrees to create a lightning storm, which
always has scared Kellaway. When Kellaway returns and speaks to Morgan, the latthat
family.the check made out to Miss Cooper will
be found on his person and given to his
DENLEY
FILM

BULLETIN

ROGERS VEHICLE WILL HAVE WIDE APPEAL
'MY PAL, TRIGGER" TOPNOTCH
rate dualler for family spots,

Rates •

-}- for action houses; first

stallion rather than the humans who own
and love him and, as such, it is far above
the ordinary cowboy film. This factor
makes it a good bet for family houses
which usually do not use westerns. However, excitement, such as several fast chases
and a bang-up horse race, is not neglected
in this modern western tale and the musical
interludes are tuneful and pleasant. Best
of the latter are "Harriet" and "Ole Faithful." both warbled by Rogers, who also
handles his acting chores and narration
during the animal sequences in capable
fashion. George "Gabby" Hayes subdues
his usual irascible portrayal and comes
through with an excellent characterization.
Jack Holt is good as a suave heavy and
Dale Evans also does nicely but does less
singing than usual. It's really Trigger's
picture and he proves an outstanding equine
star.

Republic
79 minutes

Roy Rogers, Dale Evans, George "Gabby'
Hayes, Jack Holt, LeRoy Mason, Roy Barcroft, Sam Flint, Ralph Sanford, Francis
McDonald, Kenne Duncan, William Haade,
Harlan Briggs, Frank Reicher, Paul E.
Burns, Alan Bridge, Tom London, Bob Nolan
and the Sons of the Pioneers, Trigger.
Directed by Frank
McDonald.
Republic comes through with an original
story twist in the latest Roy Rogers musical western, "My Pal, Trigger," by having
the star play second fiddle to his magnificent Palomino horse. The first of the new
Rogers series to sport Republic's new main
title, and with veteran Jack Holt added to
the popular star's regular support, this
should clean up wherever Rogers has been
a draw. The story is comparable to "Smoky" and "Black Beauty," concentrating on
the life cycle and adventures of a beautiful

'HER ADVENTUROUS

Rates

Roy Rogers visits George "Gabby" Hayes'
ranch to suggest to the latter's daughter,
Dale Evans, that Rogers' horse and Hayes'

NIGHT' HIGHLY AMUSING

prize-winning palomino be mated- but his
suggestion is coldly refused. Jack Holt,
owner of a neighboring ranch who is also
anxious to own a colt sired by Hayes' palomino, has his henchmen steal the horse durno
ing the night. However, Hayes' palomi
before
horse
s'
Roger
finds
and
es
escap
and
Holt's men locate him. Holt shoots
kills the palomino and rides off and Rogers
killing—
is charged with the stealing sandlater,
Trigbut is released on bail. Month
when the
ger is born to Rogers' horse and,
latter dies, Rogers offers the colt to Hayes
as a gift— but is refused. To pay Rogers'
bail debt, Trigger is auctioned off to one of
Holt's henchmen who hires Rogers as trainer. Later, Hays is induced to bet his ranch
on a race between his horse, ridden by Miss
Evans, and Holt's "dark horse." However,
Rogers "throws" the race to Miss Evans,
ng ofr Hayes'
the shooti
Holtandguilty
provesino
es Trigge
as a
thenin receiv
palom
reward.
LEYENDECKER

PROGRAMMER

-f- as supporting dualler.

pense before its surprise ending. The picture starts off slowly with O'Keefe and Miss
Walker as rather youthful-appearing parents of a problem child, but once the latter's
flashback telling of his parents' first meeting starts, action speeds up and continues
at a swift pace until the end. Audiences
are not expectd to believe it, just laugh
at the wacky situations. As the agitated
young telephone lineman (later the exasperated parent) O'Keefe gives the best of
his many fine comedy portrayals and Miss
Walker makes a splendid foil as the infuriated girl kho grows to love — and later
marry — him. Beckett is just light as the
imaginative 12-year-old and Fuzzy Knight
and icsCharles
add to theJudels'
fun. broadly humorous ant-

Universal
75 minutes
Dennis O'Keefe, Helen Walker, Tom Powers,
Fuzzy Knight, Scotty Beckett, Milburn
Stone, Charles Jud?ls, Bennie Bartlett, Betty Compson, Eddie Dunn.
Directed by John Rawlins.
This novel and thoroughly amusing programmer aims only to entertain — and this
it is certain to do, especially in naborhood
and family spots. While production values
are modest and the name value is just average, Dennis O'Keefe, Helen Walker and,
particularly, young Scotty Beckett give such
ingratiating comedy portrayals that they
will immediately find favor with audiences
and boost their stock for future films. A
light and thoroughly improbable farce about
a 14-year-old who lets his imagination run
riot, "Her Adventurous Night" is filled with
hilarious sequences and even a bit of sus-

Dennis O'Keefe and his wife, Helen Walker, have vainly tried to curb the imagination of their 12-year-old son, Scotty Beckett,
but when he flourishes his father's pistol at
school, he is taken to the poiice. Pressed
for an explanation, Beckett weaves a yarn,
which he claims he heard from his parents,

about how they were innocently involved in
an unsolved bank robbery of 13 years ago.
The story, described in flashbacks, has Miss
Walker, driving to Los Angeles to get mar
ried, run into a telephone repair truck and
being forced to accept a hitch from the
lineman, O'Keefe. To their consternation,
the truck is occupied by an armed bank
robber (who bears a marked resemblance to
Beckett's school principal, Tom Powers)
fleeing from the scene of his crime. Powers
forces O'Keefe to drive to a winery and
makes the pair pose as newlyweds so that
they can all get some rest. Both try to
outwit Powers during the night and it is
Miss Walker who finally uses O'Keefe's test
phone to contact poice. Beckett's story ends
there, but when police check and find that
O'Keefe's gun was actually used in the bank
robbery, both he and Miss Walker land in
jail. However, when Beckett follows some
clues and traps the actual bank robber, his
parents forgive him and boast of his exploits.

YORK

'DEAD OF NIGHT' ONE OF THE BEST BRITISH IMPORTS

Rates • • generally; • •

• in class spots

Universal
79 minutes
Michael Redgrave,
Roland Culver, Googie
Withers, Mervyn Johns, Frederic Valk, Judy
Kelly, Hartley Power, Sally Ann
Howes,
Anthony Baird, Mary Merrall
Directed by Cavalcanti, Charles Crichton
Basil Deardon,
Robert Hamer.
"Dead of Night" is one of the most unusual British-made films to reach these
shores, a psychological thriller which is engrossing as well as spine-chilling. Although
it is extremely well acted and definitely superior entertainment, the cast has no marquee value and the picture needs strong
selling to attract American fans. It's a natural for class spots, but, generally, it will
probably wind up as a supporting dualler.
However, critical and word-of-mouth will
build interest and result in many return engagements. The story is composed of three
separate and distinct sequences, each related to a central character who finally realize these fantastic experiences were all part
of his dreams. With a different director
and set of characters for each sequence,
JULY
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the film is, naturally, episodic yet the spectator remains completely fascinated from
start to finish. The first tale, wherein a
hearse driver saves a man from going to
his death, is brief and effective; thte second,
which shows a husband developing madness
under the spell of an antique mirror, is
shuddery; the final sequence of a ventriloquist's dummy who dominates his master's
life and drives him to his death, is the most
startling of the group. Michael Redgrave's
acting as the mad ventriloquist will rate
with the best performances of the year while
Frederic Valk, as a skeptical psychiatrist,
Ralph Michael, as the husband hypnotized
by the vision in his mirror, and Googie
Withers, as his troubled bride, are also outstanding. Roland Culver will be remembered for his recent featured role in Paramount's "To Each His Own" and the others
are excellent, but strictly-British types.
Each episode is developed in highly-imaginative fashion by its director and the musical
score by the London Philharmonic Orchestra creates an eerie mood throughout.
Summoned to Roland Culver's country
farm on business, Mervyn Johns meets a
group of people who seem oddly familiar
until he realizes that they are all in his

constantly - recurring dream. Although
Frederic Valk, a psychiatrist, is skeptical,
the others are sympathetic toward Johns
and each tells of a strange incident in his
life. Anthony Baird, who had been convalescing from an auto crash, sees a hearse
driver beckoning to him from the street
outside the hospital. Later, he sees the
same face as he is about to board a bus
and he stays out. A block away, the bus
crashed over a bridge. Googie Withers tells
of giving her husband, Ralph Michael, an
antique mirror which had belonged to a
murderer. Michael kept seeing the reflection of the murderer's room in the mirror
and, when he actually becomes crazed enough
to attack his wife, she smashes the glass
and breaks the spell. Valk then tells of
Michael Redgrave, a ventriloquist whose
dummy seemed to assume a stronger personality than his owner. When the dummy
wanted to go into partnership with another
ventriloquist, Redgrave shoots the latter.
Johns becomes so horrorstricken by the
stories that he tries to kill Valk and finally
he awakens from his dream to answer a
phone call summoning
farm.

him to Culver's11
YORK

"MAN

Rates

FROM

RAINBOW

VALLEY' SLOW-MOVING

as supporting dualler in minor

Republic
56 minutes
Monte Hale, Adrian Booth, Ferris Taylor
JoAiui Marlowe, Emmett Lynn, Kenne
Duncan, Tom London, Bud Geary, Bert
Koach, Doye O'Dell, Sagebrush Serenaders.
Directed by Robert Springsteen.
"Man from Rainbow Valley" is written
and acted in kindergarten fashion and, while
the juvenile plot is ideal for the youngsters
at kiddie matinees, it's too syrupy and uneventful for dyed-in-the-wool western fans.
The second in Republic's Magnacolor series,
this has some pretty picture postcard scenic effects and some splendid shots of Outlaw, the wild horse, and other animals, but

COLORADO

Rates © ©

SERENADE'

in lesser action houses.

these can't compensate for the dearth of
action and excitement. And, while the
Magnacolor process is a shade sharper and
clearer than Cinecolor, it still can't compare to Technicolor. Monte Hale, who warbles in the accepted crooning style, and the
attractive Adrian Booth are never any more
than a pair of Hollywood actors taking part
in a silly romantic plot and Jo Ann Marlowe
is extremely precocious as a little girl who
idolizes Outlaw. The Sagebrush Serenaders, a road company edition of The Sons of
the Pioneers, are also heard singing two
cowboy ballads. As a "horse opera" which
actually tells the story of a horse, this is
yawn-ful fare for all except the kiddies.
Monte Hale, creator of the popular comic
strip featuring Outlaw, the wild stallion, is
as fond of the real horse as his thousands
of fans are of the comic strip animal.

FORMULA

PRC Pictures
68 minutes
Eddie Dean, David Sharpe, Roscoe Ates
Mary Kenyon, Forrest Taylor, Dennis
Moore, Abigail Adams, Warner Richmond,
Lee Bennett, Robert McKenzie, Bob Duncan.
Directed by Robert Emmett Tansey.
Another formula western with the pale
Cinecolor photography only partially offsetting the film's minor league cast names.
"Colorado Serenade" will get by as a supporting dualler in lesser action houses.
There's little or no suspense in its re-working of cowboy plot No. 39, which ends with
a young outlaw revealed as the long-lost
son of an honest circuit judge, but the
youngsters will get a kick out of the shoot-

JUVENILE OUTDOOR

FILM IN COLOR

action houses.

WESTERN

When an unscrupulous rodeo promoter, Ferris Taylor, hits on the idea of capturing
Outlaw and making him his star attraction,
his niece, Adrian Booth, tricks Hale into
believing she is a writer commissioned to
write an interview with the wild horse.
of two of Ferris' henchmen
the aid manages
With
Miss Booth
to capture Outlaw,
thus leaving his colt, Shadow, and the herd
of mares defenseless against wild animals
who attack them. Furious at the theft and
at being tricked by Miss Booth, who he had
admired,
Taylor's
rodeo
and.
with
the Hale
help goes
of histo little
sister,
Jo Ann
Marlowe, he regains possession of Outlaw.
Miss Booth is finally cured of her loyalty
to her rascally uncle and, after she convinces Hale she is actually on his side, they
return Outlaw to the freedom of the range.
DENLEY

IN CINECOLOR

ing and endless chases. The Cinecolor process, which is still far below Technicolor's
high standard, shows up best in the outdoor long shots, but it frequently blurs the
facial outlines in the close-ups. Although
Eddie Dean has too colorless a personality
for a cowboy hero, he croons "Home on the
Range" and similar tunes in pleasing fashion. Much better are David Sharpe, a
good-looking, broad-shouldered lad who is
handy with his fists, and Dennis Moore, who
makes a convincing outlaw. Abigail Adams
makes a favorable impression as the dance
hall dame and Roscoe Ates supplies his
customary
stuttering comedy
relief.
Eddie Dean and his side-kick, Roscoe
Ates, foil an attempted stagecoach hold-up
designed to murder Forrest Taylor, a judge
bound for Rawhide City to restore law and
order. Later, after one of the gunmen is
captured, David Sharpe, a stranger on the

coach, allows him to escape so that he can
follow him to the gangsters' hide-out.
Sharpe ingratiates himself with Dennis
Moore, the gang leader, and is given the
assignment of rubbing out Taylor. Meanwhile, Taylor, who is certain that Moore
has been stealing Government gold shipments, asks Dean and Sharpe to accompany him to Warner Richmond's mine where
the gang has its headquarters. When Taylor learns that Moore is actually his longlost son, kidnapped in infancy by Richmond in revenge for having been sent to
prison, he goes out to face him carrying no
weapons. Moore refuses to believe the story
of his paternity but, when Richmond shoots
the defenseless judge, he is in turn critically wounded by Moore. Moore finally dies in
Taylor's
armsCity.
and law and order is restored
to
Rawhide
DEXLEY

StriHuluntf Newsreel
Two Technicolor musicals, "Centennial Summer" and "Easy
to Wed," and a psychological thriller, "The Stranger," have joined
"Anna and the King of Siam" in bucking the Summer heat and
bringing in smash grosses. "Centennial," aided by Chico Marx.
Jane Froman and a strong stage show, opened at the Roxy on
July 17th to long waiting lines which held through most of the
day. "Easy to Wed," with Hal LeRoy and George Paxton and His
Orchestra heading the stage bill, is now in its second big week
after an initial stanza which approached the Capitol's record high.
Both of these will hold into August when "Claudia and David"
comes into the Roxy and "Holiday in Mexico" follows into the
Capitol. "The Stranger" broke all existing house records in its
first week at the Palace which also set new highs in both money
and attendance for the opening day. Meanwhile, "Anna and the
King of Siam" started a fifth week at the Radio City Music Hall
on July 18th after four weeks each of which exceeded the $140,000
figure to bring the total take to well above $500,000 mark... Business at the two other stage-screen houses, the Paramount and the
Strand, has dropped considerably during the final weeks of "The
Searching Wind" and "Of Human Bondage." The four weeks of
"Wind," supported by the name draw of Andy Russell and Alan
Carney in person, has held up well enough but "Bondage," with
Spike Jones and His City Slickers on the stage, is mild during its
third Stanza. "The Strange Love of Martha Ivers" and Dinah
Shore and Gil Lamb in person starts at the Paramount on July
24th while "Two Guys from Milwaukee" and Robert Alda in person comes into the Strand on July 26th.
With the exception of "Henry V," which is near-capacity foi
the fifth week of its two-a-day run at the New York City Center,
other film.'- arc average or a bit below during the final weeks of
lon>,' engagements.
Best among
the other newcomers on Broad12

way is Monogram's "Suspense" which is holding up well during
its second week at the Victoria following a highly-profitable opening stanza .. ."Renegades" started well at the Criterion but slid
to mild business during its second week while "Breakfast in
Hollywood" never got started at the Globe and will stay only two
weeks
United Artists
release, to"Young
Widow" insether
to
follow.with
Thisanother
will introduce
Jane Russell
New Yorkers
second film instead of in the 1941 "The Outlaw" which still has
no definite Broadway booking. . ."O. S. S." is holding up better in
its eighth week at the Gotham than most of the other long-run
films and no definite date is set for "Our Hearts Were Growing
Up" which follows. . ."The Kid From Brooklyn" consistently attiacts the passers-by in its 14th week at the Astor and no successor has been announced but "Stolen Life," Broadway's other
long-run film, is in its 12th and final week at the Hollywood and
will
followed
"Night and
Day,"25th.
Warners' Anniversary film
whichbe has
a gala bypremiere
on July
With "Night and Day," "Easy to Wed" and "Centennial Summer," Broadway will have three Technicolor musicals playing
simultaneously in addition to "The Kid From Brooklyn." "Renegades" and "Henry V" also in Technicolor. And on August 15th.
another British-made Technicolor spectacle. "Caesar and Cleopatra," has its long-awaited American premiere at the Winter
Garden. Meanwhile, this theatre has been playing Universal's
English product, including the current "Dead of Night" which
did fairly well for three weeks following laudatory reviews, and
"They Were Sisters," which opens on July 23rd... The Rivoli's
new tenant, following seven weeks of "Cluny Brown." which
started well but tapered off markedly, will be RKO's "Till the
End of Time," also opening on July 23rd... The Rialto is in the
doldrums with such horror product as PRC's "Avalanche" and
Republic's "The Catman of Paris.". . .After two weeks of "Mother
Cabrini," brought in for its timely value, the Ambassador remains
in the first-run field with the premiere of "Frenzy," a Four Continents release starring Derrick De Marney. The same firm expects
to
have
in August.another British-made, "Murder in Reverse," on Broadway
FILM

BULLETIN

Dorothy

IKO's

^vuJl o^^vw^e
starring

McGuire and Guy Madison
lobert Mitchum • Bill Williams
Tom Tully • William Gargan • Jean Porter
Johnny Sands • Loren Tindall
A Dore Schary Production • Directed by Edward Dmytryk
Screen Play by Allen Rivkin
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Your own fans "discovered"
these three new stars:
ROBERT

MITCHUM

in "The Story of G. /. Joe"

BILL WILLIAMS
in "Those Endearing Young Charms"

GUY

MADISON

the sailor in "Since You Went Away
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• of a national

magazine carrying an ad on
"TILL THE END OF TIME,"
you could spend $20,000 a
week for the next fifty years
— and still have a fortune
left!

RKO Backs ^UJL^Ue^JLo^TU^e
P** with ads in magazines totaling

56,674,390

CIRCULATION

-publications such as LIFE (3 insertions) - LADIES'
JOURNAL -SATURDAY EVENING POST -WOMAN'S

HOME
HOME

COMPANION (2 insertions) - McCALL'S - COSMOPOLITAN
- TIME - LOOK (2 insertions) - LIBERTY - SEVENTEEN AMERICAN WEEKLY, the FAN LIST and 5 Canadian Magazines.

THE NEWS
A Bi-W eekly Review

DISTRIBUTORS SET "AUCTION SALES' /

As the "Big Five" distributors reportedly prepared to comply
three-judge
with the provisions of the decree handed down by the
statutory court in the New York anti-trust case, confusion was
rampant as to the methods to be used by the distributors to meet
some of the more drastic changes ordered. Major topic for discussion was the "auction selling" clause whereby single pictures
must be sold to the highest qualified bidder.
July 25th was the date set by the distributors in conference
with the court and the Department of Justice for inauguration
of the new single sales to the highest bidding exhibitor and while
each of the five theatre-owning distributors maintained that they
were devising individual plans for single picture selling, the general pattern was expected to be the same for all. Any number of
pictures to be offered on a single contract, but the sale of one
picture not to be conditioned on the sale of another; prices for
each picture to be negotiated separately.
Other Factors
Factors other than the actual percentage figure or flat rental
kept popping up to plague distributors, as well as keeping exhibitors in the dark as to just how they would get product. Playdates offered, extent of run, size of theatre, exhibitor's credit
standing, his past record as a showman and many other factors
were left unaccounted for.
The Department of Justice declared its intention of policing
"auction selling" to prevent coercion and other potential evils
which might result from this untried method. A spokesman for
the Department expressed his belief that bidding will require
close scrutiny to protect independent exhibitors and single theatres. According to the decision, the D of J would have the
authority to check books, financial agreements and sales at auctions of all companies involved. Assistant Attorney General Wendell Berge asserted that the Department was "willing to hear
from groups regarding our methods of policing the decree; we
also have no objection to these organizations requesting permission to submit facts to the court.
Exhibitor Groups Meet
In line with this thought, Allied States executive committee
met in Washington last week to study the decision and draw up
final recommendations to be submitted to the Department of
Justice and possibly to the court itself. MPTOA leaders also met
in the nation's capital last Thursday to discuss the decree. The
MPTOA executive committee huddled with Berge and Robert L.
Wright, special assistant to the Attorney General, who prosecuted
the case for the Government.
Senate BUI
Two film lawyers, representing the five exhibitor-distributors,
also met with Wright in Washington last week in an attempt to
plan a procedure with the D of J for handling auction selling.
Also in Washington, Senator William Langer of North Dakota,
avowed his intention to proceed with his plan to introduce an
anti-block booking and theatre divorcement measure in the Senate
in the face of the Department of Justice opposition to such legislation. The Department went on record as against reintroduction
of the Langer-Neely anti-block booking and theatre divorcement
bill, offered last session preferring to achieve divorcement by due
process of law. Senator "Langer contended that should the Supreme Court grant complete divorcement, "it will not hurt to
have both the law and a decision," and indicated that he would
offer the bill before the close of the current session of Congress.

SCHINE LOSES DIVESTITURE FIGHT
Schine Chain Theatres, Inc., lost its battle to retain control
of more than 50 theatres when Federal Judge John Knight ordered the circuit to divest itself of the movie houses which are
located in 41 communities through the states of New York Ohio
Maryland and Kentucky. The defendants were
60 days in
which to appeal and, according to Schine counsel given
Willard
Sch.ne would require the full period before the appeal McKay
notice
could be filed because of the extensive study and preparati
on
necessary The appeal will contend that the
court order is confiscatory, McKay added.
n,nnnnJrfet'inf
Knight rejected Schine's
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DIGEST
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Trade's Events

Monroe or Madison. Schine was directed to file with the court the
names of all theatres it elects to retain within 30 days of receiving
the order.
Pooling Dissolved
Pooling arrangements at Fostoria and Medina, O., and in
Syracuse, N. Y., were ordered dissolved. In addition Schine must
sell those theatres remaining undisposed of under the 1942 consent
decree within six months. The chain was allowed two years to
dispose of the other houses. Judge Knight ordered that the sales
be made as rapidly* as possible "on terms approved both by the
purchasers and the court, and to the end that the theatres disposed of will be in competition with the theatres retained by the
circuit." As a precaution against further acquisition which might
lead to a return of the condemned situation, the court directed
that "no defendant shall acquire a financial interest in any additional theatres except only after it has been shown that such
acquisition would not restrain competition."

ALLIED COMMITTEE IN D. C. MEETING
The executive committee of Allied States Association met in
the nation's capital last week for a vital two-day conference on
plans for the annual convention to be held in Boston next September and discussion on general counsel A. F. Myers' analysis
of the N. Y. anti-trust decision. Emphasis was placed on the
court's proposal for auctioning pictures to competing exhibitors
desiring to show them on the same run. "That proposal," said
Myers, "for which there is no precedent in the decided cases, is
the court's substitute for tha traditional Sherman Act remedies
of divestiture and dissolution."
The general counsel expressed his doubt that other features
of the decision were open to question on the merits "since they
conform to precedents established by the Supreme Court. However, the way is open for suggestions for implementing them and
making them workable, and the committee will seek to formulate
appropriate suggestions along that line." Myers said that the
result of the committee's deliberations would be reported to Allied
members by the board and after the group had formulated its
suggestions, it will seek to harmonize them with the views of
other exhibitor organizations through the Conference of Independent Exhibitors' Associations.
Yamins Heads Convention Committee
Nathan Yamins was named chairman of Allied's 13th Annual
Convention to be held at the Copley Plaza Hotel, September 16-18.
Leonard Goldenson was selected general chairman and E. Thornton Kelley, convention manager. Nineteen other Allied members
will compose the National Convention Committee which will be
assisted by a working committee from Independent Exhibitors,
Inc., New England affiliate of National Allied. Leonard Goldberg
heads the New England unit's committee.
Attending the meeting were president Jack Kirsch, Col. H. A.
Cole, M. A. Rosenberg, Sidney E. Samuelson, Martin G. Smith,
Yamins and Myers.

TRUMAN ASSURES FREEDOM OF SCREEN
President Truman reassured the motion picture industry that
it will enjoy freedom of the screen which he termed "an important
attribute of our democratic system and must be firmly protected''
in a letter addressed to Si Fabian, president of the American Theatres Association, in which the President designated the Office
of War Mobilization and Reconversion as the central agency for
requests for exhibition of informational
films.
The chief executive stressed the' fact that "any assistance
which this government may request of any part of the film industry must not be interpreted as interfering in any way with the
complete freedom of the screen." The letter, read at a meeting
of government officials and heads of the ATA, went on to thank
the industry for its contribution to the government during wartime.

UA SETS 3 PRODUCT DEALS
United Artists' board of directors authorized three new distribution deals with producers including the release for the first
time by the company of feature-length cartoons. Edward C.
Raftery, UA president, in announcing the deals, said it was "in line
with the company's policy of expansion."
(Continued on Page 37)
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What The Newspaper Critics Say
HIGHLIGHTS

HUMAN
OF(WARNER)

BONDAGE1

FROM

REVIEWS OF NEW

'EASY
TO WED' LIGHT COMEDY
(MGM)

WELLES

VEHICLE

TECHNICOLORED

EQUINE DRAMA

"... Embellished with romance and color, tear-jerking qualities
of this saga are fortunately played down to a minimum . . . Lacks
the stature of a top film drama, but it is adequate and diverting
summer screen entertainment . . . Containing a dash of sentiment,
a dash of action and a full measure of bright backgrounds!
'Smoky' is an unstimulating but pleasant Western concoction."'
GUERNSEY, JR., N. Y. HERALD TRIBUNE.
"... Superior film fare ... A grandly Technicolored outdoor
drama, as charming and tender as it is actionful . . . Comedy is
delightful . . . Performances are excellent . . . The younger generation, plus its older folks,
certainly take 'Smoky' to its heart "
NEWS.
THIRER, N. Y. DAILY will

TRIBUNE

Metro musicals Out of the 110 minutes running time only about
10 minutes are on the dull side . . . Lucille Ball steals every scene
she's in." HALE, N. Y. DAILY NEWS.
"... Keenan Wynn and Lucille Ball step out and make it clear
they are the funniest comic team on the screen just now — and by
a tremendous margin . . . Van himself sings and dances his way
conservatively and acceptably." COOK, N. Y. WORLD TELEGRAM.

"... One of those ready-made, modestly colossal entertainments
for the manufacture of which MGM is most superbly equipped . . .
Plot is a sturdy farce . . . Sure-fire for popularity, though it failed
to
stir any
the deeper pools of passion or merriment." WINSTEN,
N. Y.ofPOST.

UNUSUAL

FILM

"... 4 Stars . . . Except for one short horror sequence, the Fox
production is a most engaging film. By far the best picture turned
out by Darryl Zanuck's studios in years, and one of the most
original and delightful pictures to be presented at the Music Hall
during this or any other year . . . The cast is well-nigh perfect."
CAMERON, N. Y. DAILY NEWS.
"... It is a little-known but extraordinary true story which heavily exaggerates the old maxim that truth is stranger than fiction
. . . The script writers, Talbot Jennings and Sally Benson, have
worked with sympathy and understanding . . . The music of the
production deserves special mention." WINSTEN, N. Y. POST.
"... By its very sound, is a promise of strange and wonderous
things . . . Literate, honest, and beautifully edited . . . The casting is perfect ... It transports you, not to mere 'escape,' but to
rollicking
AGER, PM.adventure for the eye, the ear, the heart, and the mind."

HAS HIGH

(RKO) *>
"... Orson Welles plainly gets much pleasure out of playing
villainous roles . . . The performance of Mr. Welles in the title
role is one of the less convincing features of this film . . . The
writing, by Anthony Veiller, is the weakest thing about it — and
that estimation includes another silly performance by Loretta
Young . . . The whole thing becomes a routine and mechanical
cat-and-rat chase, with the outcome completely apparent, despite
a few bright and clever twists." CROWTHER, N. Y. TIMES.
"... Has passages of imaginative and sustained violence. Conjures up a mood of terror on more than one occasion. Welles
knows his way through and around a script, whether he is directing or acting ... A fancy horror story, but definitely far-fetched.
The Welles' attempts to make it more credible by macabre shots

20

"... Good ... It achieves a certain degree of success in that
effort largely through the surprisingly good work of Eleanor
Parker in the role that Bette Davis played twelve years ago . . .
It has not been cheapened by any attempt to popularize or brighten as entertainment." WINSTEN, N. Y. POST.
" . . 3 Stars ... A great literary work, based on the story of the
physical and spiritual frustration of a young English medical
student whose club foot was indicative of his warped disposition
and unnatural desires . . . Catherine Turney has made a fairly
faithful adaptation of the novel and Edmund Goulding has directNEWS.
ed it with a sympathetic hand." CAMERON. N. Y. DAILY

AND THE KING OF SIAM' CRITICS ACCLAIM

"... Great good sense has gone into the screen translation . . .
Curiously moving and altogether entertaining ... A captivating
picture . . . 'Anna and the King of Siam' is off the beaten path
as screen entertainment.
It is all the more enjoyable for that
fact." BARNES, N. Y. HERALD TRIBUNE.
"... The one movie from which every trace of love story has
been omitted . . . No reservations can be conceived here in the
recommendation on this picture.
Loud cheers for every moment
of
its
two
hours
and
eight
minutes."
COOK,
N. Y. WORLD
TELEGRAM.
"... Vastly attractive to those who respectably delight in the
idealized picture of a female whose splendid qualities accomplish
worthy ends . . . The script does not follow the line of the book,
and certainly the extravagant decorations are a bit beyond the
span of that report."
CROWTHER, N. Y. TIMES.

SMOKY'
(FOX)

excitement about it. In playing and writing, the picture settles
down to a dogged, routing style." COOK, N. Y. WORLD TELEGRAM.

REFRESHMENT— HERALD

"... A light comedy refreshment . . . The whole production is
garnished with technicolor and a dash of music. There are, of
course, no stimulants in 'Easy To Wed,' but it is tall, cool and
sparkling . . . Much of the picture's scoring is done by its second
team
. . An effervescent
N. Y. .HERALD
TRIBUNE. screen entertainment." GUERNSEY,
"... Mr. Wynn and Miss Ball together handle the burdens of the
cleverly-complicated plot and throw both their voices and their
torsos into an almost continuous flow of gags ... A summer picture that is decidedly easy to enjoy." CROWTHER, N. Y. TIMES.
" . . . 31/, Stars . . . Fine hot weather entertainment . . . New, light,
humorous, showy musical comedy is on a par with the other big

'THE STRANGER'

CRITICS

RECEIVES MIXED NOTICES

"... A pale and pedestrian repeat. It is so manufactured and
dramatically inert that even those who did not see the original
will likely find it disappointingly dull . . . Mr. Henreid gives little
indication of the shy and tortured nature of the man in his pompously self-depreciating and emotionally stiff attitudes. And a girl
named Eleanor Parker wiggles and whines so elaborately in the
role of the licentious waitress that her manner seems almost in
jest . . . Pretty much of a thorough-going bore."
CROWTHER,
N. Y. TIMES.
"... The new version is nowhere near as good as the old Bette
Davis-Leslie Howard masterpiece . . . Transformed into a slow,
rambling and not very dramatic story . . . The picture simply
leaves a feeling that no one connected with its making had any

'ANNA
(FOX)

PICTURES BY FOREMOST

SPOTS

and
exaggerated
mummery TRIBUNE.
merely underline its deficiencies."
BARNES,
N. Y. HERALD
"... Orson Welles has turned his varied talents to horror story
and he shoots the works . . . Young Orson uses all these devices
with much more polish than the veteran actors and directors of
horror pictures can achieve." COOK, N. Y. WORLD TELEGRAM.
"... A deliberate chiller terrifyingly well done and almost always
convincing."
AGER, PM.
"... Moves with clear logic and enough gloom-ridden suspense to
rank among the better melodramas with a message . . . With
ponderous intensity it achieves a style in the grand manner and
concludes with a crashing climax . . . Can be enjoyed or criticized
with equal justification, being neither great nor bad, but withal,
positive."
WINSTEN,
N. Y. POST.

GETS
MILD PRAISE
" . . . Told very movingly and

very simply, with a happy avoidance
of sentimentality ... A cowboy picture without guns or elaborate
melodrama; it has a human story to tell rather than flashy action
to project."
PECK, PM.
" . . . Fred MaeMuiray and Anne Baxter provide romantic interludes between shots of horses . . . Mainly for the horse fanciers
. . . Picture strictly is about a man who loves horses in the wholeGRAM. hearted way that Will James did." COOK, N. Y. WORLD TELE-

" ... As pretty as a picture card, though not quite as satisfactory
a horse romance as it was a dozen years ago . . . Mighty pleasant
and refreshing entertainment . . . Fred MacMurray fits the role of
the knowing cowboy neatly . . . Indeed a picture for the family."
T. M. P., N. Y. TIMES.
FILM

BULLETIN

FULL PAGE ADS IN 22 LEADING MAGAZINES
(INCLUDING LIFE, LOOK, LIBERTY, AMERICAN

WEEKLY, TRUE STORY, PHOTOPLAY, TRUE CONFESSIONS)
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EVERYBODY'S HAPPY... Walt Disney signs a new two-year distribution pact with KKO
Radio Pictures. Seated beside Disney is X. Peter Rathvon, KKO President; standing arc: Roy
Disney, President of Disney Productions; Ned E. Depinet, KKO executive vice-president, and
Gunther
Lessing, Disney
vice-president
and general
counsel.

"SMOKY" GETS AWARD.. Spyros P.
Skouras, president of 20th-Fox, receives the
monthly Parents Magazine award for the
Technicolor production "Smoky" as "the
outstanding picture of the month (August)
for family audiences." Phil WilloOX makes
the presentation.

ARY. . .Martha Viekerg, Warner
ANNIVERS
Bros, starlet, displays calendar designating
the memorable date of August IS, birthday
of successful commercial talking pictures
20 years ago which Warners is celebrating
throughout the land.

CONGRATS. ..Edwin W. Aaron, assistant
general sales manager for M-G-M, congratulates three new appointees at trade
press luncheon: 1. to r., Aaron. Frank Hensler, new district manager; John P. Byrne.
new eastern sales manager; William IS.
Zoellner, special department
head.

}

TAKE A BOW. . .Douglas Fairbanks, Jr.,
introduces Clarence K. Ericksen, his associate in the Douglas Fairbanks company,
to newsmen assembled to hear Fairbanks'
announcement
of Corporation,
an affiliation with International Pictures
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PRESIDENT
Edward Lachman, veteran exhibitor, win. was recentlj
elected president of Ulied
Theatre owners of New Jersey at the organization's
27th annual convention.
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F. Rodgers, vice-president
FAREWELL. . .William
FOND
sales manager for M-G-M,
tenders a solid gold cigarette
me
iito to E. K. (Ted) O'Shea, retiring eastern sales
;<; \eais with the company, at a luncheon attended
by
personnel,
including. I. to l\. William
B. Zoellner, II. M.
ers,

O'Shea

and

Edwin

W.

and ge ueral
as a far .well
manager
office
25 home after
Kichey.

nt \ THEATRE
CHIEF...
J. K. Little, recently appointed manager of the RCA
w lni has Equipment
spent the last
five
Theatre
section.
months
ers visiting
throughout theatre
the
I deal. S.

Aaron.
i;. Mi-
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Universal takes great pride in presenting

Walter Wangers
Technicolor production of Ernest Haycox'
Saturday Evening Post story and novel,

"CANYON PASSAGE
One of the truly great motion pictures
in the American tradition.

m

The distinguished producer of "Stagecoach'V'The Trail
of the Lonesome Pine"and other noteworthy interpretations of our nation's magnificent heritage, now brings
to the screen a sincerely dramatic saga of the pioneer
struggle to conquer the great American Northwest . . .
a motion picture destined to take its place with such
films as "Cimarron"/ The Covered Wagon" and "Union
Pacific" in the hearts and minds of the American people.

WALTER

WANGER

presents

Dana ANDREWS Brian DONLEVY Susan HAYWARD

Canyon Passage
in

introducing Patricia ROC
with HOAGY CARMICHAEL
STANLEY RIDGES

WARD BOND

FAY HOLDEN

Directed by JACQUES TOURNEUR
A UNIVERSAL RELEASE

ANDY DEVINE
VICTOR CUTLER

• Produced by WALTER WANGER
• Screenplay by Ernest Pascal

Adapted from the Saturday Evening Post Story "Canyon Passage" by Ernest Haycox
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SIZE-UPS

BEHIND THE SCENES IN HOLLYWOOD'S

COLUMBIA
This studio is hitting a July production schedule unprecedented in its history with ten films due to be shooting before the
month ends. At this writing there are three new starters, one a
serial. "My Empty Heart" leads the trio. This film is the return
shot for Melvyn Douglas after more than four years off film.
Rosalind Russell does the leading female role and the picture
under Virginia Van Upp's production figures to be one of Columbia's "Class" productions for the year. The perennial "Whistler"
series goes on with Richard Dix and Leslie Brooks making "The
Secret of The Whistler." The serial is "Son of The Guardsman"
(Daun Kennedy-Bob Shaw).
With "Johnny O'clock" (Dick Powell-Evelyn Keyes), "Down
To Earth" (Rita Hayworth-Larry Parks) and the Douglas-Russell
film all on shooting schedules simultaneously, Columbia is at the
moment working on the cream of its 1946-47 crop. The Hayworth
picture is now in its third month of production and, as always
with Hayworth product, studio spokesmen speak in hushed tones
about the film. The Hayworth name has been the strength of
Columbia product for several years now, but with the big boxoffice success of "Gilda" the name is more potent now.

EAGLE-LION
Continuing to build its talent roster even before production
gets under way, this outfit has termed June Lockhart, daughter
of Gene Lockhart, to a contract. The young actress has been lost
for tftree years in the uncharted wilds of the Metro stock players
list. At Eagle-Dion where talent will be less of a drug on the
market, the actress might finally get some recognition.
Another asset acquired this week by Bryan Poy, head of the
company, is Peggy Goodin's "Clementine," a newly published novel.
In keeping with the trend to high prices for material, Eagle-Lion
is reported to have spent a cool $40,000 for the film rights. Now,
it is said, Mr. Foy is dickering with his alma mater, 20th-century,
for young Barbara Whiting to do the leading role.
Production should become actuality before the month is out
and the industry will be watching closely to see what this brash
young unit will do once the wheels get rolling.

ENTERPRISE
Script trouble on "Arch of Triumph" finally resulted in scriptist Irwin Shaw walking off the lot. But the screenplay was finished before he left and the picture is under way. Shaw is reported
to have told the producers they could do what they liked with the
script as long as his name didn't appear on the credits. However, the required letter of authorization to remove his name was
not received, so perhaps Mr. Shaw isn't really serious about bowing out on the credits.

An argument about the treatment of an important picture like
"Arch" is no discredit to anyone concerned. It is a sign of healthy
differences of opinion that ultimately should result in a stronger
motion picture, which, in the last analysis, is what everybody is
after.
Meanwhile, Director Lewis Milestone is in his first week of
actual shooting on the set, after months of preparations and background shooting The picture goes on a 14 week schedule with
(96) sets to be constructed. There is a European unit of the company now shooting background footage in Paris. Michel Bernheim, noted French director and Georges Kassel, a Parisian journalist, are part of Producer David Lewis' technical staff. Only
cast members working this week are Ingrid Bergman,
Charles
Boyer and Louis Calhern. No other castings have been made
public.

STUDIOS

Herb Stein's resignation as head of Enterprise's publicity
department came as a surprise to the trade this week Bill Blowitz has taken over the spot, with Geraldine Mavor assisting.

METRO-GOLD

WYN-MAYER

Clark Gable continues to fly in to town only long enough to
replenish his hunting equipment and then is gone again with no
indication that he is even aware of the Culver City studio where
"Adventure"
now since
nine ifmonths
It isthat
work.means
supposed toThat
he iscompleted.
a picture
to start
Gable were
was
immediately which is not possible, his public would have had a
lapse of almost 18 months between pictures. That much of a
lapse is too long for any actor and surely too long for Gable at
this stage of his career, if he wants to maintain his rank. But
it's obvious that Gable really doesn't care. All the ballyhoo about
"The Hucksters" left him absolutely cold. There isn't a yarn in
the vast supply of the Metro story department that has received
the Gable nod of approval yet. Mr. Gable simply has "gone
Leave it to Metro and Joe Pasternak to make big splashes
fishing." possible. The dynamic Pasternak has taken a crew and
whenever
company of 61 people off to Mackinac Island to make "This Time
For Keeps." The company left on July 9 for two weeks of filming
outdoor scenes in Technicolor. While this sort of production adds
substantially to budgets, it gives the pictures added exploitation
values. Esther Williams, Lauritz Melchior, Jimmy Durante and
Johnnie Johnston are among the celebrities who will give the
iviackinac folk a taste of Hollywood.
Indicative of the trend of the times is the establishing of a
new department at Metro to handle imported films and revivals
exclusively. Veteran William Zoellner will be in charge of the
department with representatives tagged into each exchange center.
The department will also handle the Spanish dubbed films that go
into Mexican theatres and in other Spanish-speaking sectors of
the country. About five importations and six revivals will comprise the merchandise to be sold by the unit. Among the oldies
scheduled for re-release are "Gone With The Wind," "The Great
Waltz," "The Philadelphia Story," "Mutiny on the Bounty," "San
Francisco," and "Tale of Two Cities."
The lot continues to hum with seven pictures in production.
Only new starter is "Ballerina" which Joe Pasternak and Henry
Koster are teaming on. Margaret O'Brien is starred, with Cyd
Charisse featured. And Pasternak will introduce M. C. Danny
Thomas of the niteries in this one.
Wound up this week (15) were "Lady of The Lake" (Robert
Montgomery-Audrey Totter) and "Uncle Andy Hardy" (Mickey
Rooney-Bonita Granville).

MISC. INDEPENDENTS
Affiliated Films, part of Screen Guild Production Inc. is winding up its first picture effort, "One More Chance." No immediate
product is set to follow on the sound stages for Screen Guild with
which the Golden Gate unit is also affiliated. Jack Schwartz is
the third producer in this Screen Guild tie up and he has not as
yet announced any immediate starting date for a film. How or
where the product of this company will be sold has not been
announced.
Hal Roach's first Cinecolor production, "Here Comes Trouble,"
continues in production. Hal has leased shooting space on his
lot to Edward Small and Lester Cowan on a two year deal which
goes into effect January 1. The two producers will establish
themselves on the lot within two months and go to work. Small
plans "The Life of Rudolph Valentino" as his first chore with
"Lorna Doone," "The Scarlet Letter," "Kate Fennigate" and "The
O'Flynn's" to follow. Cowan is at work on story plans for "Baby-

Ion Revisited," "The President's Husband," "The Life of Sun Yat
Sen" and "A Free Press." Both of these producers last released
through RKO-Pathe. But no announcement has been made of
future releasing plans.

MONOGRAM
Studio heads busy with important plans for the 1946-47 season
as outlined in this column last issue, must have taken some small
pause at least when they read the divided opinions of the New
pet, "Suspense." There were
York critics for their white-hairedThere
were those who cheered
those that raved unstintingly.
Belita's personality and iceability. There were those who said
hallelujah because Barry Sullivan had finally gotten a part worth
his talents. There were those who cheered the story and production. But there were more who made comment about the muchado-about-nothing campaign that had ballyhooed "the million dollar picture." As one scribe suggested, it might have been better
they had spent "say only HALF a million dollars." But despite
if
the controversy, the King Brothers can be proud of the solidity of
their product and the industry can honestly look forward to more
of this type product from Monogram.
"Bringing Up Father" (Joe Yule-Sharon McManus) and "Wife
Wanted" (Kay Francis-Michael Shayne) both wound up this week.
Replacing them on the shooting schedule is one of Monogram's
expensive ones, "Sweetheart of Sigma Chi" with Phil Regan, Elyse
Knox, Phil Brito and Ross Hunter; and "The Silver Trail" a
Johnny Mack Brown western.

PARAMOUNT
After putting $50,000 on the table for the Variety Clubs of
America for film rights to the picture they will call "Variety Girl,"
Paramount last week announced plans for the musical to be made.
Practically all the name players on the lot will be seen in the film
but no leading roles have yet been set. The story will deal with
the
history and development of the philanthropic theatrical organization.
With only two pictures in production at the moment, studio
spokesmen announce that three more will get starting guns in the
next two weeks. "Golden Earrings" with Ray Milland and Marlene Dietrich already has a location company out gathering background. "Unconquered" with Gary Cooper and Paulette Goddard
goes on July 29 with Cecil B. DeMille at the helm in what is
promised as a "super Technicolor production." On August 5, "The
Big Haircut" with Robert Fellows producing and Tay Garnett,
the ex-MGM man, directing, gets started; Alan Ladd and Brian
Donlevy are starred.
The new starter this week is Bob Hope's "My Favorite Brunette" which re-teams him with Dorothy Lamour.
Paramount continues its policy of backing New York stage
productions when the prospects seem good. Its latest investment
of $80,000 went into Max Gordon's "Park Avenue." The deal gives
no film rights. So apparently, this is a straight dollars-and-cents
profit deal. Arthur Schwartz did the score, Ira Gershwin the
lyrics, and George Kaufman and Nunally Johnson, the book. So
the investment is a sound one.
Hal Wallis is doing a bit of delving into Broadway, too. He
plans a Broadway production this Fall of "Most Likely To Succeed," the Michael Robinson comedy which he recently bought.
After the stage production, he will convert the property to film.
The author got a guarantee of $75,000 with a possible added $75,000
if the play lives up to expectations. Wallis' new boy, Douglas
Dick, will be given the top male role. Barbara Stanwyck is being
angled for the female lead.
As soon as Lizabeth Scott finishes her chore at Columbia with
Humphrey Bogart in "Dead Reckoning," she'll come back to Mr.
Wallis to do "Desert Town." Ironical that Scott should finally
have gotten that role with Bogart. He wanted his wife, Lauren
Bacall, but that was nixed and so the role goes to a girl who, when
her career began two years ago, was kept busy resenting people
who said, "you're so like Bacall."
Pine-Thomas have been served notice by Paramount that their
policy of picking up unknowns and tossing them into bit parts in
their pictures will have to be curtailed. Paramount figures that
with their huge stock list, the PT unit can find all the bit players
it needs on that list and give kids who are on salary a chance to
get on film. Pine-Thomas do much of this quick pick-up routine
because it has proven good exploitation for their pictures. The
people they use are adequate for the parts. Only harmful thing
is that once having tasted picture work, they go in seriously for a
career even if they had never planned one before. Since their
chances for getting any place are nil, the taste is a bitter one.
Perhaps Paramount is right. At any rate, right or wrong, the
boys are going to have to use Paramount contractees wherever
possible.

PRC
There seems to be a wide divergence of opinion as to the
future status of this outfit. Reports out here in Hollywood are to
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the effect that the company is only marking time before its
complete demise, but president Harry Thomas, in New York, insists that the company is just putting its affairs in order before
undertaking a reorganization of its production setup. Thomas
declares that there will be a minimum of 26 features produced by
PRC in 1946-47.
There is a possibility that this company will be used as an
outlet for the minor league product of the Eagle Lion-Rank-PRC
organization. There is every likelihood that the PRC distribution
organization will be retained by the Young interests of Pathe,
who control the pursestrings.
Conferences now taking place in London between Eagle Lion
and J. Arthur Rank will ultimately determine the future of PRC.
At present, only one opus is on the shooting stages, "Driftin'
River," described as a musical western. However, Sigmund Neufeld is planning two to go in August and Robert Pansey will continue his Eddie Dean series. Dean, incidentally, is the only player
under contract to the company.

REPUBLIC
This studio is attempting to beat the traditional July-August
slump by scheduling almost one-quarter of its 1946-47 production
list into work during this period.
"Heldorado" (Roy Rogers-Dale Evans) joins "The Magnificent
Rogue"
(Lynne Roberts-Warren
andthis
"Calendar
Girl"
(Jane Frazee-William
Marshall) onDouglas)
the boards
week. Set
to
start by the end of August are: "Homesteaders of Paradise Valley ' with Allen Lane; " Trail To San Antone," Gene Autry's second piece; "That's My Gal," a Trucolor feature; "Spoilers of the
.Nortn;" "Oregon Trail Scouts," a Red Ryder; "Web of Danger;"
"Apache Rose," a Roy Rogers picture in Trucolor and "Hit Parade" which will feature Joan Edwards.
With 56 features and four serials on the list for 1946-47, this
spurt of activity will give the studio a good jump on its work
schedule. Already completed and ready for release in the new
season are: "I've Always Loved You," Frank Borzage's Technicolor production; "That Brennan Girl" (James Dunn-Mona Freeman) and "The Angel and the Outlaw" (John Wayne-Gail Russell)
at the head of the list. Others completed include: "The Affairs
of Geraldine," with Jane Withers and Jimmy Lydon; "The Pilgrim Lady," "The Ghost Goes Wild," starring James Ellison and
Anne
Gwynne;
and Rudy
Vallee. "The Fabulous Suzanne," with Barbara Britton
Frank Borzage is planning his next production for a late
summer starter. Called "Gallant Man," the film will have its
setting around Hollywood Park race track where a camera unit
is already at work.
Republic is setting at least four pictures in Trucolor, according to Vice President Allen Wilson, in addition to the Montey
Hale-Adrian Booth series. "That's My Gal," "Slippy McGee" with
Donald
Barry starred,
"Down Tahiti Way" and "Singapore Sal"
are the quartet
so ear-marked.

RKO-RAPIO
Following
on thethatannouncement
this studio's
1946-47
program,
comes close
the story
$6,000,000 has ofalready
been budgeted
lor exploitation and advertising of the pictures scheduled. This
sum will be divided among newspaper, radio and magazine campaigns. Twelve Hundred full page ads in magazines will spearhead the program. Sunday supplements will get a good portion.
The keynote of the campaign will be to build a peak point of
public interest before pictures go into first-run houses.
Eddie Cantor has made up his quarrel with RKO and returns
to the studio on September 15 as a producer-star. His first will
be "Rich Man, Poor Man" a story now being written for him.
The Cantor-RKO differences came last year just before Charles
Koerner passed away and his sudden death prevented any settlement of the problems at that time.
all the
earlier deal,
about heSamuel
breaking
awayDespite
from the
RKOtalkreleasing
is backGoldwyn's
for another
year.
And this year he will release five films which is considerably
more than his usual schedule. "The Kid From Brooklyn" (Danny
Kaye-Virginia Mayo) is already in first run. "The Secret Life Of
Walter Mitty," another Danny Kaye-Virginia Mayo-Technicolor
combo, is still in work. "The Best Years of Our Lives" (Myrna
Loy-Frederic March) is also in work. Still to come are "The
Bishop's Wife" which will have David Niven and Teresa Wright
co-starred
and "Earth and High Heaven" which has no casting
set yet.
Looking over the 1946-47 tentative schedule from RKO it is
easy to recognize the force and value that is being added to the
program by the studio's smart distribution affiliation with independents. This studio more than any other in the business has
coralled the cream of independent production units for release
through its' channels. Whether this was foresight or good break,
no one can say nor does it matter. The fact remains that with
Goldwyn, Disney (who has just renewed his deal), Frank Capra's
Liberty Films, Leo McCarey's Rainbow Productions, Jesse LaskyFILM

BULLETIN

Walter MacEwen, Robert Riskin Productions, Robert and Raymond Hakim and Sol Lesser Productions, the company has an
assurance of a saleable program before it even touches its own
product. A quick look at the product already finished under the
RKO banner including such films as Dore Schary's "Notorious"
with Bergman and Grant, "Sister Kenny" with Rosalind Russell
and Alexander Knox, "Till the End of Time" with Dorothy McGuire, Guy Madison and Robert Mitchum, and a dozen or so more
gives credence to the possibility that this studio may emerge before the 1946-47 season ends as the biggest money maker in the
business.
Pioduction on "Katie For Congress" was halted last week
when Loretta Young was rushed to the hospital for an emergency
operation. This will probably run the production schedule overtime and keep co-star Joseph Cotten from heading for England
and the star role in "The Voice of the Turtle."
Only new starter this week is a western, "Code of the West,"
with Producer Herman Schlom guiding and James Warren featured.
Six other films continue: "The Devil Thumbs A Ride" (La7/rence Tierney-Nan Leslie); "The Best Years of Our Lives" (Myrna
Loy-Fredric March); "The Secret Life of Walter Mitty" (Danny
Kaye- Virginia Mayo) ; "It's A Wonderful Life" (James StewartDonna Reed); "Katie For Congress" (Loretta Young-Joseph Gotten;; "Beat the Band" (Frances Langford-Gene Krupa), and "Riffraff" (Pat O'Brien-Anne Jeffries).

2<Mi CENTURY-FOX
Three new starters, all under the production reins of Robert
Bassler, run the production total up to seven at this writing.
Bassler has started "Homestretch," a Technicolor film with Cornel Wilde and Maureen O'Hara co-starred. Another Bassler production to go is "The High Window" with John Brahm directing
and George Montgomery co-featured with Nancy Guild. Third
starter and
is "Bob,
Son of Battle,"
in Technicolor with Peggy Ann
Garner
Lon McCallister
featured.
George Jessel's "I Wonder Who's Kissing Her Now," also in
Technicolor should get a start this week. Last minute casting
difficulty may cause a slight delay. Linda Darnell, who recently
was removed from the cast of "Homestretch," also refused the
role in this film and June Haver was substituted at the last
moment.
Mark Stevens has the male lead.
Continuing in production are: "The Razor's Edge" (Tyrone
Power-Gene Tierney), "13 Rue Madeleine" (James Cagney-Annabella)
mins). and "The Late George Apley" (Ronald Coleman-Peggy Cum"Forever Amber" is still playing coy with the cameras and
this time, they say, production has been postponed for an added
month pending tests now being made and added work on the
script. Producer William Perlberg insists shooting will start
September 30.
Richard Greene, after five years absence from American films,
will have the lead in Gene Markey's "The Night the World Shook."
Greene was originally scheduled for "No Wedding Ring" but was
withdrawn from that spot to take over on "The Night."
Remember "Cafe Metropole?" It was a smart moneymaker
back in 1937 with Tyrone Power and Loretta Young co-starred.
It's
been pulled
of to
theremake.
files and several producers are reading
the script
with anouteye

UNITED ARTISTS
This company has approved and concluded three new releasing deals for the coming year. Harmon-Ising with feature cartoons, Arnold Pressburger with one top-budget feature and Arthur
Kelly with two features, were all admitted to the circle. The
cartoon features from Harmon-Ising will be "The Knights of the
Round Table" for Christmas business and "The Little Prince."
Pressburger will do "Last Year's Snow" with Hedy Lamarr and
George Sanders, budgeted at $1,500,000. Kelly has promised "The
Ryan Girl," an Edmund Goulding play and Eric Baume's "Half
Caste." Edward Small, who will be working on the Roach lot,
also submitted an offer which was rejected. UA is now negotiating a counter offer with him.
David O. Selznick may pull another one of his miracle-out-ofa-bag tricks if his present plans work out. He's dickering Garbo
for a return to the screen in "The Paradine Case." Bait for the
actress is not only a strong role but the chance to co-star with
Gregory Peck. The part has already been approved by her but
she wants a one-picture deal while Selznick is holding out for a
two-picture tie-up. After Garbo returns from Sweden, the deal
should be settled. Question now is, if the deal jells, how many
people want to see Garbo and how much exploitation will it take
on
Mr. Selznick's
do want
to see her.part to convince the skeptics that they really
Mary Pickford is going out of business again. This lady's
production plans change so quickly it is difficult to keep apace.
Two years ago she fought hard to get possession of "One Touch of
Venus." Then columns were filled with her production plans for
JULY

22,
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the successful Broadway musical.
Now, the property is up for
sale. It is rumored that Enterprise has made a substantial offer
with the hope of getting it for a Ginger Rogers' starrer.
Chaplin's "Comedy of Murders" gets the new title of
CharlieVerdoux."
"Monsier

No new starters and with Seymour Nebenzal's "The Chase"
wound up, leaves four in production: "Bel Ami" (George SandersAngela Lansbury); "Monsieur Verdoux" (Charles Chaplin-Martha
Raye); "Dishonored Lady" (Hedy Lamarr-Dennis O'Keefe) and
"Strange Bedfellows" (Eddie Bracken-Priscilla Lane).

UNITED WORLD
With nothing ready for immediate starting, concentration in
the Spitz-Goetz camp is on future work. First big plum news is
that Claudette Colbert will do the leading role in "The Egg and
I," Betty MacDonald's best seller. Filming will start in the Fall.
Next big news is that August 15 will mark the starting date
of the Technicolor production of "Bloomer Girl" on a budget of
$2,300,000. Milton H. Feld, former Universal producer, will hold
pioduction reins on this. No casting has been set as yet.
Leo Spitz, Chairman of the Board, and Matty Fox, President
of the United World, are holding conferences in London with J.
Arthur Rank. The men took with them prints of "The Dark
Mirror" and a partial print of "Bella Donna" and discussions
should evolve to a plan for domestic and foreign distribution plans
for these pictures as well as another eight or possible ten due for
production this year. What the Rank product for United World
distribution will be may also be settled at this session.
William Dozier, who recently resigned from RKO to take over
a vice presidency here, has assumed his duties. He will not work
on any specific production to begin with but will serve as William
Goetz's immediate assistant. With six pictures scheduled and in
preparation, the job should be a full one. In addition to "Bloomer
Girl," and "The Egg and I," there is Joseph Sistrom's production
of "Ashenden," Douglas Fairbank's "The Exile" and Sam Wood's
production of "The Story of Ivy" as well as Nunally Johnson's
"Mr. Peabody and the Mermaid."
The latest story property to be acquired by this company is
Rex Beach's "The World in His Arms" for which a neat $100,000
was
set in San Francisco in
1850. paid
The the
bookauthor.
will beIt's
on atheperiod
stalls piece
this Fall.

UNIVERSAL
Michael Fessier and Ernest Fessier, two of Universal's busiest
producers, have been reoptioned by the studio on a writing-producing pact for another year. Their next will be "Flame of Tripo
li," a Technicolor feature with Yvonne DeCarlo and George Brent.
Walter Wanger's unit and his co-unit, Diana Productions,
have two more to go on the 1946 schedule and a total of six in
preparation for immediate and Fall production. First to go will
probably be "Gallantly Gleaming" which will star Susan Hayward.
This young actress who has been around town since "Gone With
The Wind" casting days is going to be a big star if Producer
Wanger has his way. Another promised production is Rosamund
Lehman's "The Ballad and the Source." "If I Love You" is in
preparation for Joan Bennett. "The Secret Beyond the Door,"
"Mystery in Mauve" and "Winchester 73" complete the list.
Three new starters, including Enterprise's "Arch of Triumph,"
give this company a total of seven in work. In addition to the
Enterprise feature, "The Lawless Breed" (Kirby Grant-Jane Adams) andare
"Vigilante's
Lindsay)
also going.Return" in Cinecolor (Jon Hall-Margaret
Continuing in production are: "Pirates of Monterey" in Technicolor (Maria Montez-Philip Reed; "Smash-Up" (Susan Hay wardLee Bowman) a Walter Wanger production; "Ramrod" (Joel McCrea-Veronica Lake), an Enterprise production; "Magnificent Doll"
(Ginger Rogers-David Niven), a Skirball-Manning production;
"White Tie and Tails" (Dan Duryea-Ella Raines); "Swell Guy"
(Sonny Tufts-Ann Blyth), a Mark Hellinger Production.

WARNER

BROS.

Number three in the present Crawford-Warner deal will be
"Need For Each Other," the Louis Sobol-Ernest Lehman yarn
which the studio just nabbed for $50,000. Errol Flynn will co-star
with Miss Crawford in this one. Oscar Levant is also scheduled
for a featured role. Jerry Wald will produce again for Miss
Crawford.
Ronald Reagan has been assigned his most important leading
role to date opposite Viveca Lindfors in her first American picture, "Ships in the River."
Jeffrey Lynn is back at Warner Bros, after four years in the
army. He has been reinstated on the star list which now totals
30 actors and actresses, and as soon as the right vehicle can be
found for him, he'll go to work.
Four continue in production with no new starters: "Possessed" (Joan Crawford- Van Hefiin) ; "Cry Wolf" (Barbara StanwyckErrol Flynn); "Deception" (Bette Davis-Paul Henreid) and "Life
With Father" in Technicolor (Irene Dunne-William PowellJ.
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In the Release Chart, the date under "Details" ref ers to the issue in which cast, director, plot, etc.,
appeared. "Rel." is the national release date. "No. " is the release number. "Rev." is the issue in which
the review appeared. There may be variations in the Running Time in states where there is censorship.
All new productions are on 1945-46 programs unl ess otherwise noted. (T) immediately following title
and running time denotes Technicolor production.
Throw a Saddle on a Star (67)
Curtis- Roberts
(Details under title: Smoky River Serenade)

1945-46 Features
Westerns
Serials

In Production (6)
In Production (0)
In Production (1)

Completed (47)
Completed (17)
Completed ( 4)
NEW

Two-Flsted
Stranger
Unknown,
The
Details under title: Tho Coffin
Walls
Who's

A war widow meets and solves the problems of the post-war world.

SON OF THE GUARDSMAN
Serial (13)— Started July 15
Cast:
Daun Kennedy, Bob Shaw, Leonard Penn, Stanford Jolley.
Director:
Mel De Lay
Producer:
Sam Katzman
Story:

Medieval

England

with

outlaws

fighting

SECRET OF THE WHISTLER
Murder Mystery— Started July 15
Cast:
Richard Dix, Leslie Brooks.
Director:
George Sherman
Story:

Husband's plot to murder
he is hung for her death

cruel

CHART

Time

Cast

Johnny
Return

Reckoning
To Earth
O'clock
of Monte

(T)

Bogart-L. Scott
Hayworth-Parks

Cristo,

Powell-Keys
Hayward-Britton

The

COMPLETED
Bandit

ol Sherwood Forest

(T)

1945-46
(87)

Wilde-Louise

and

No.
Details

IN PRODUCTION
Dead
Down

Rel.

Rev.

...6-24..
...4-15..
... .7-8.
. . . .7-8.
..4-2... 2-21.
..4-1

7004. . .4-15
Blondlo Knows
Best
Blngleton-Lake
.'. .10-15
. .7020
7-18
4-4. ..7180.
Blondle's Lucky Day (69)
Lake-Singleton
Chick Carter, Detective (Serial)
.4-29. . 7-11.
Talbot-Blake
.7223.
.5-27.,
Cowboy
Blues
Curtis-Donnell
'
'.
Crime Doctor's Manhunt, The
Baxter-Drew
.3-18.. . 6-20 .
Dangerous
Details Business
under title: Power of Attorney ' * Tucker-Merrick
.7209.
Desert Horseman,
..9-3...
7-11.
The
Starrett-Burnette
Details under title: Phantom of the Desert
.2-18... 5-23. .7026.
. 7204 .
Devil's Mask, The
(66)
Louisc-Bannon
.. .3-18
Frontier Gunlaw
1-31. •7207.
(59)
Starrett-Taylor
..
Gallant Journey
.7037*.
Ford-Blair
..7-9... 4-25.
Galloping Thunder
(54)
Starrett-Burnette
11-12... 2-28. .7034.
Gentleman
Misbehaves, The (74)
Massen-Stanto
n
.
Details under title: Lullaby of Broadway
.9-17... 4-25.
.7001
noL
(110)a
ri
Hayworth-Ford
.
. ..6-24
'.7i2C\ 4-1
Gloved Hand
The
Louise-Dunne
.... .6-25... 3-21.
Gunning for Vengeance
Starrett-Adalr
. ,
Details under title: Burning the Trail
.10-1
ni"9.. West
Starrett-Houck
...
Details
under title: Massacre Mesa
.5-13
His Face Was Their Fortune
Louise-Duane
.2-18...
3-28.. .7160.
.6-10
. 7206. .'.'...' .'
Hops Great
Harrlgan
(Serial)
It
To Be
Young
Jungle Raiders (Serial)
Jolson Story, The (T)
Just Before Dawn
(65)
Kiss and Tell (90)

Bakewell-Holt
Brooks-Stanton '.'.'.'.
. . .8-6. ..9-14.,
Rlchmond-Barg
.. .11-12
Parks-Keyes
..... 11-26.... 3-1.
.7101
.7021... 5-13
Baxter-Barrle
...
. .2-5.. 10-18.
Temple-Abel
.11-26
.7040
m ndn!LlL
W " V V.',
Starrett-Burnette
. ..3-4... 5-30..
Man
Who Dared
(66)
Brooks- Macready
.
Details under title: One Life Too Many
.12-24... 4-11. .7025... 5-13
Mysterious Intruder. The (62)
Dix-Blake
Details under title: Murder Is Unpredictabh
..1-7... 4- 18.. .7023.
Night Editor (67)
Bargan-Carter
..
Notorious Lone Wolf. The (64)
11-12... 2-14. .7028. .4-15
Mohr-Carter
. .
Details under title: Lone Wolf on Broadway
.4-30... 9-18..
Outlaws of the Rockies
Starrett-Hardlng
.. 10-15... 3-21.. .7008.
Perilous
Holiday
(89)
D'Brlen-Warrlck
..
Phantom Of The Daeert
..9-3
Starrett-Burnette
.1-21
5-2..
Phantom
Thief, The (65)
Morris-Donnell
...
Details under title: Boston Blackle's Private Ghost
.7036
.8-20.. 11-15.
Prison Ship (60)
Lowery-Foch
....
.6-11... 6-13. .7003. ..6-10
Renegades
(T)
(88)
Keyes-Parker
....
Details inder title: The Kansan
.6-27. . 7032 .
.6-11..
Return of Rusty, The
Donaldson-Dennis
.2-14. .7205.
Roaring Rangers
Starrett-Burnette
..4-1.
Details under title: Powder Hirer
.7031'.
..7-25..
Sing While You Dance
.4-29.
Drew-Stanton
.
12-10.
.5-27
Singing On The Trail
Curtis-Donnell
So Dark the Night
Geray-Cheirel
... 12-24 .
.7222
12-24. ..3-28.
Talk About A Lady (71)
Falkenburg-Tucker
.5-16.
That Texas Jamboree
Curtis-Donnell
Terror Trail
Starrett-Bornette
. ..4-29..
Thrill ol Brazil
.10-29
Keyes-Wynn
Details under title: Rio
'.
.7016. '.'.'. '.'.
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Story:

Youngster
who
younger
rival.

idolizes

ballerina

* fc

In Production (7)

tries

to

save

her

idol

from

a

No.

CHART
Details

Time

Rel.

.5-27..

IN PRODUCTION
wife

..6-7... 7011.
12-13... 7140.

Y N - MAY

Completed (46)

RELEASE

Rudolph Flothow

.12-24.
10-15.

NEW PRODUCTIONS
BALLERINA
Romantic Musical — Started July 8
Cast:
Margaret O'Brien, Cyd Charisse, Danny Thomas.
Director:
Henry Koster
Producer:
Joe Pasternak

Title — Running

Producer:

..3-20.. ..7-4
4-1..

(82) ... .Bowman-Chapman
Kent-Ward

1945-46 Features

royalty.

first wife is exposed by second
he is not guilty.
though

RELEASE
Title — Running

The

R O - C 01 OW

PRODUCTIONS

MY EMPTY HEART
Drama — Started July 12
Cast:
Rosalind Russell, Melvyn Douglas, Sid Caesar.
Director: Charles Vidor
Producer:
Virginia Van Upp
Story:

Came Tumbling Down,
Golltyl (Serial)

.3-21... 7221.
.5-30... 7208.

....12-10.

Starrett-BBrnette
Morley-Bannon

Cast
Barrymore-Donlevy
Johnson- Allyson
Montgomery-Totter
Tracy- Hepburn
Colbert- Pidgeon
. .
Garson-Hart
....

Beginning or The End
High Barbaree
Lady in The Lake
' 7-8
Sea of Grass
Secret Heart, The
Sacred and Profane
Details under title: A Woman of My Own
Summer
Holiday
Rooney-DeHaven
Uncle Andy Hardy
Rooney-Granville

COMPLETED
BLOCK NO. FTFTEE>;

Rev.

.5-27..
.5-27.
. .7-8.
.6-10.
..4-1.
.5-13.
. .7-8.

1943-46

Letter for Evle, A (89)
Harvey Girls, The (T) (101)
Portrait of Maria (76)
Sailor Takes a Wife (91)
Up Goes Malsle (89)

Hunt-Carroll
.6-11.
Garland-Hodlak
..
Del Rio-Armendarlz
Walker-Allyson
.. . .1-22.
Sothern-Murphy
.. Foreign.
..8-20.
...4-2.

.1-46..
.1-46..
.1-46.. .614.

.1-46..
. 12-10
.1-46.. ..615.
. .611.
.4-46.. ..613.
...1-7
..612. ...1-7
BLOCK NO. SIXTEEN
..2-18
.4-46.. ..619. ...1-7
Bad Bascomb
(112)
Beery-O'Brien
. ..
.4-46.. ..621. .12-10
Hoedlom Saint (91)
powell-Willlams
.
Last Chance, The (105)
..618. . .2-18
Foreign .
...7-9.
.4-46..
...1-7
.4-46..
Postman Always Rings Twice, The (113) ... Turner-Garfield
..
..620. ..3-18
..622.
Two Sisters From Boston (112)
Allyson-Lawford
.
..3-18
..6-25.
.7-46. . ..625.
BLOCK NO. SEVENTEEN
...7-9.
Boys' Ranch (88)
Craig-Jenkins
. .8-46.
.8-46. . . .626.
Courage of Lassie (T) (93)
E. Taylor-Lassie
.
..5-13
.8-46.
Details under title: Hold High the Torch
. 627 . ..5-13
. .6-24
. . .8-6.
Faithful in My Fashion (81)
Reed-Drake
. .9-18.
.
628
.
.
.
.
.
1-7
.
Three SPECIALS
Wise Fools (90)
O'Brien-Barrymore
.6-24
Adventure

.11-26. .3-46.
..6-11.

(129)

Details under title: This Strange AtfventsreGable-Garson
Easy To Wed (T) (117)
Ball-Johnson
... . .2-19.
Green Years, The (127)
Coburn-Drake
...
...9-3.
Weekend at the Waldorf (130)
Turner-Johnson
.11-27.
Zxgfeld Follies (T) (110)
Astalre-Ball ..

NOT

DESIGNATED

...5-1.

Cockeyed Miracle, The (81)
Details under title: But Not Goodbye
Fiesta (T)
Gallant Bess (Cinecolor)
Details under title: Star from Heaven
Great Morgan, The
Holiday In Mexico (T) (127)
Little Mr. Jim (92)
Mighty McGurk, The
My Brother Who Talks To Horses
No Leave, No Love
Show-Off, The
Tenth Avenue Angel
Till The Clouds 'Roll By (T)
Two Smart People (93)
Undercurrent
Details under title: You Were There
Yearling,

The

(T)

Morgan-Totter
Williams-Carroll
Thompson-Tobias

Morgan-Psnrtll
Pldgeon-Massey
....9-17
Jenkins-Glftord
Beery- MacMahon . . . 10-29
...5-13
Lawford-Jenkins
Johnson-Klrkwood
Skelton-Maxwell
I'Brien-Murphy
Garland-Walker
Ball-Hodiak
. . ...12-24
10-1
Taylor-Hepburn

605. . .7-23
623. .3-18

.3-46.

.1-21
617.

.7-22

6-10

6-10

Peck-Jarman

M ON OCR
1945-46 Features
Westerns

...1-7.
..12-24

.616. 12-24
.624. . .4-15
10-45.

(34)
(12)

A M

Completed (31)
Completed (10)

In Production (1)
In Production (1)

NEW PRODUCTIONS
SWEETHT5ART OF SIGMA CHI
Musical— Started July 10
FILM

7

BULLETIN

Cast:
Phil Regan, Phil Brito, Elyse Knox, Ross Hunter.
Director:
Jack Bernhard
Producer:
Jeffrey Bernerd
Story:

A gambler uses his girl to
with the star of the team.

fix

a crew

race

but

she

falls

in

love

THE SILVER TRAIL
Western— Started July 8
Cast:
Johnny Mack Brown, Raymond Hatton, Jan Bryant.
Director:
Lambert Hillyer
Supervisor:
Charles J. Bigelow
Story:

Outlaws
Brown.

trying

to

ship

silver

RELEASE
Title — Ronning

out

of

the

Details

Cast

Francis- Kelly
Richmond- Reed

Details
under title: The Shadow's
Below
The
Deadline
Details
under title: Jiimpin'
Joe
"Mack Market
Babies
(71)
Border
Bandits
(57)
Bowery Bombshell
Details under title: Hot
Money
Bringing
Up Father
Dark
Alibi
(65)
flecoy

Richmond-Hayes
Brown-Hatton
..
Gorcey-Hall
. ..
Yule-McManus
Toler-Lorring
Gillie- Norris
..

The

(63)

,iile:

Wakely-Whlto

No.

Rev.

Wakely-Holt
Toler-Fong

,..6-24.
.12-24.
..5-13.
...3-18.
.10-15.
..7-23.
..3-18.
.3-18.

..9-17.

. .

Roland- Riordan
.

.10-29.
..5-27.

Girl

Sonbonnet
Soe
(90)
Strange Voyage
(80)
Swing Parade of 1946
(75)
Trail to Mexico
Trigger
Finger
Under
Arizona
Skies
Details onder title: Code of The

Regan-Storm
Albert-Taylor
Storm-Reagan
Wakely-White
Brown-Hatton
Brown-Hatton

. .
..

Drifter
Wakely-White
Francis-Shayne

NEW

.573.

Story: A baby photographer becomes a private detective involuntarily to
solve a murder and endless involvements. A gentle ribbing of all
whodunit films.

Title— Running

Time

Cast

IN PRODUCTION
Emperor

Waltz,

The

(T)

Crosby-Fontaine

Big Town
Blue
Skies
(T)
Cms
My Heart

onder title: Too

Perfeet
Marriage, The
Two Years Before the

NOT

Good

Mast

To

DESIGN ATTO

Calwtta
California
(T)
Danger Street

JULY

Bo Trie

Reed-Brooke
Croshy-Astalro
Hatton-Tiftt
Young-Niven
Ladd-Donlevy
Ladd-RasMll
Stanwyck-Mllland
Lowcry-Wlthers

22,

Rel.

Rev.

1946

. 8-6..

.4321. .. .4-1
.4523. ..3-18
.4522
4-1
.4524.. .318
.4526.
.5-13
.4528. .5-13
.5-13
.4527.
529... 5-13

.9-6
.9-17.. .8-30.
.3-22.
12-13 . .

Completed
Completed

PRODUCTIONS

DRIFTIN' RIVER
Western Musical — Started July 12
Cast: Eddie Dean, Roscoe Ates.
Producer-director:
Robert Tansey
Story:

Girl inherits horse ranch.
deal with the government.

Outwits

Time

Ambush
Trail
(58)
Avalanche
(68)
Between
Two
Sisters
Delails
under
title:
Blonde
A Day
DetailsFor under
title:

Cast

Sister's

Blondes

On

Dcan-Carlin
Lindsay-Neal
Dean-Ates
Henry-Johnson
Savage-Neal

.5-3.. .8-22.
.4-2010-23.
.6-30..
.10-1.
.5-28.
.4-15.
..8-6.
.6-25. .11-30.
.1-21.
.1-8.

.

. .

LaPlsnche- James
O'Driscoll-WrigM

Hayride

.
.

(61)
(73)
(C)

Crabbe-St. John
.
Von Stroheim-Bates
Dean-Ates

Murder Is My Business (65)
Navajo
Kid
(59)
Overland
Riders
Details under title: Buster Crabbc No.

Beaumont-Walker
.
Steele-Saylor
. . .
Crabbe-St. John
. .

8

Prairie
Badmcn
Details
under
title: Dangerous
Men
Prairie
Rustlers
(55)
Details under title: Buster Crabbe No. 1

Crabbe-St. John

.

Crabbe-St

.

Ourcn
of Burlrsque
(67)
Romance of the West
(60)
Six Gun
Man
(60)
Details onder title: Six-Gun

Ankers-Young
Dean-Barton
Steele-Carlln
For

Song of Old Wyoming
(Cinecolor)
Strangler ol The Swamp
(60)
Terrors
On
Horseback
Thunder Town
(57)
Wife ol Monte
Cristo, The
(81)

5-1
7-9
.12-10

1945-46 Features
Westerns
Serials

.4-29..
.1-22.
.9-3.
.4-29.
.1-21..
12-10 .

John

.3-18.
.10-2.
. .8-6..
10-15
11-26.

. . .

Hire

afcELU
8 LI C
(40)
Completed (42)
( 4)

NEW

Completed
Completed

(24)
( 4)

.8-15..
.2-20.
.12-8.
.3-27..
.12-24.
..6-3.
.2-25.
.7-10.

. .5-27. ..4-10.
11-21.
..1-7.
.12-26.
..4-9.
10-15.
..6-24.

(65) . . . . Dean-Padden
...
LaPlanche-Edwards
Crabbe - St. John.
Steele-Saylor
Loder-Aubert
....

(16)

Rel.

10-29.
..3-4.

. . .

Loose Beaumont-Walker

(65)

Missouri

Details

Secret
the

and

.2-17.
.6-20.

Steele-Saylor
Cabot-Borg
Coleman-Reed
Her

thieves

makes

her

No.

Rev.

CHART

1945-46

Caravan
Trail, The
(Cinecolor)
Club
Havana
(62)
Colorado Serenade (68)
Danny
Boy
(66)
Detour
(69)
Devil Bat's
Daughter
DownDetails
Missouri
under Way
title:

horse

.5-21

.11-26
..4-29
.12-24
.'.6-10
.2-18

.10-1
.11-26

.5-13

.4-29... 7-17.
.9-17... 11 -7.
.7-24. .
.8-6. .3-20..
10-29.
..4-1.

..2-1.
.11-12.
..1-1..
.5-14 .4-10..
. 1-21 . ..5-1..
. .9-3.
. .4-23.
.8-6.

.1-21..
1-i

.4532...
5-27
.4531.. 12-10

In Production (0)
In Production (1)

(19)
(15)

6-24

..12-24.
8-6.

.4519. ..2-18

C

1946-47

COMPLETED

Derails

No.
Details

1945-46 Features
Westerns

Lightning Raiders
Mask
of Diljon
Melody Round-Up

MY FAVORITE BRUNETTE
Comedy — Started July 15
Cast:
Bob Hope, Dorothy Lamour, Peter Lorre, Charles Dingle,
John Hoyt, Lon Chaney.
Director:
Elliott Nugent
Producer:
Daniel Dare

CHART

.

crosby-Hope-Lamoor

(90)

.4518. . .2-18
.4517. ..2-18
.4516. . .2-18

.6-14.
..7-9..
.2-18. . . .7-5.
.1-21. . .9-13.
.7-26.
. .8-9.
11-12.
10-15.. .

Hope-Caulfield

.4512. .12-10
.4513.. 12-10
.4511.. 12-10

11-13.
..4-2.. .
. .7-9.. . .5-3.
.5-17.
.6-28.
..4-5.
.5-31.

7.3-5..

Enchanted
Forest. The
(Cinecolor)
(80) .. .Lowe-Joyce
Flying
Serpent,
The
(60)
Lewis-Kramer
....
Gentlemen
with
Guns
Crabbe-St.
John
..
Ghost of Hidden
Valley
Crabbe-St. John
.
Gun Smoke
Sterle-Saylor
How
Do You
Do?
(83)
Sordon-Windsor
..
I Ring
Doorbells
(67)
Shaync-Gwynne
..
Larceny
in Her
Heart
Beaumont-Walker
Details
under title. Crime
in The Night

PRODUCTIONS

RELEASE

Weissmuller-Grey

(93)

COMPLETED

In Production (0)
In Production (2)

Completed (25)
Completed (20)

SPECIALS
Fire
(70)

NEW

PARAMOUNT
1945-46 Features
1946-47 Features

0. S. S. (107)
Searching
Wind,
The
(108)
Strange
Ivers Lies(116)
Details Love
underot Martha
title: Love
Bleeding

RELEASE

..2-4.
..6-24.

.9-18.
..3-8.
. 2-19.
.1-8. . .4-19.
..2-8.

Ladd-Fitzgerald
Young-Sidney
...
Stanwyck-Heflin

NO. SLX

.561.

.2-16.

..

Stanwyck-Cummings
Rogers-Reed
Donlevy-Russell
..
deHavilland-Lund

9 R

.502. . .4-29
.514. ..5-13
.509.

.3-18.

Barr-IYIassen

NO. FIVE

Utopia, The

.3-18.
.6-11.
..4-1.
.4-15.
.2-22.

Lamour-Cordova
Tufts-Lake

(82)
The
Boots,
Wore
Bride
Hot Cargo (57)
Our Hearts Were Growing Up (122)
(122)
His Own
To Each

(T)

. 6-24 .
.10-1.
11-26.
.3-18.

1945-46

Ladd-Lake
Lowery-Britton
McCrea-Britton
..
Milland-deHavilland

Title — Running

.4-20.,

West of The Alamo
Wife Wanted

The

In Mexico
(96)
Slagle's
(87)

Beaucaire

.6-10.

..

. .
Lowery-Savage
...
Bracken-Welles
Hutton-Lund
.
Denning-Craig
MacMurray-Goddard
. .
Milland-Wnght
Crosby-Cauneld
Hope-Hasso

.510.

.516... 3-18
..1-2.
.699.. .4-15
.10-29. .6-15.
.1-10.
.501. .10-15
.521
..5-14. .6-22.
.3-16.
.503
...8-6. .6-29.. .574
.4-29.
..6-24.
..2-4. .4-27. , .561.

Belita-Moore

Glamour

Woman

Blue
Dahlia,
The
(99)
They Made Me A Killer J65)
Virginian,
The
(T)
(90)
(75)
Bride, The
Weil-Groomed

Road to

..6-25.

. . .

This

Kelly-York
Reed-Brooke
vYrlght-Milland

Rose
(66) NO.
'.
BLOCK
FOUR

Monsieur

...4-1
.4-15.

. . .

Masquerade
Miss Susie

Swamp

..4-29. .2-16.
.572
.12-10.
..9-17.
.513... 4-15
..2-9.
..5-13... 7-20. . .567.

...
. . .

Richmond-Reed
Gorcey-Hall

..6-8..
.3-30..

Take

. . 10-29 .
.4-29.

Tufts-Fitzgerald

Avenue

COMPLETED
BLOCK NO. THREE

BLOCK

. .5-8.. ..515

Third

(T)

It's Spring
Suddenly
Trouble With Women,
Stranger
Welcome
Where
There's
Life

BLOCK

. . 528
..2-2.. ..507
..3-2..
.5-25.'.

.12-8.

Jungle Flight
Man
Ladies'
Perils of Pauline
Saved
Were
Seven

Tokyo

'.'.519.'.'.'.'.'.'.

.12-24.
...6-10
.10-29. ..3-2..
..6-10.
...6-24.
..2-18. .6-22.
.5-28.
.12-24. .5-10.
.11-26.
.1-12.
..10-1.

Brown-Hatton
Toler-Yung

.505.. 12-10

..508
.1-12..
..3-18. ...6-1.. ..565
. .8-20.
...4-15

Richmond-Reef

Lowe-Rogers

Details onder title: Gregory
Suspense
(101)
ond*

by

..4-29..

Douglas-Ames

'.onesome
Trail
(55)
Details onder title: On The Cherokee Trail
Missing Lady,
The
Details onder title: Jade Lady
Moon
Over
Montana
Red
Dragon,
The
'64)
Details onder title: Charlie Chan In MexlM
Shadows
On The
Range
Details
under title: Roaring
Range
Shadows Over Chinatown
Details under title: Corpus Delicti
South
of Monterey
Details onder title: Romance of the Rancho
Shadow
Returns,
The
(61)
Spook Busters
Details onder title: The Shadow

Details

Rel.

...6-25 .12-24.
.3-11. .
. 10-29 .

.

Shadow

Don't Gamble With Strangers
Richmond-Hayes
Details onder title: Charlie Chan
at Aleatraz
Face ot Marble, The
(72)
Carradine-Drake
f»t
(68)
Cookson-William
Details
onder title: Saspensi
Freddie Steps Oot (75)
Stewart-Preisser
Details onder title: High School Scandals
Gentlemen
from
Texas,
The
Brown-Hatton
..
Details onder title: The Fighting Texans
Gay
Cavalier,
The
(65)
Roland-Ames
Gentleman
Joe Palooka
Errol-Kirkwood
Haonted Mine, The
(52)
Brown-Hatton
..
High School
Hero
Stewart-Preisser
,
Hot
Money
Toll t- Young
In Fast Company
Gorcey-Hall
...
Details under title: In High Gear
Joe Palooka, Champ
(70)
Kirkwood-Knox
Junior Prom
(69)
Stewart-Preisser
Details under title: High School
Kids
Live Wires
(65)
Gorcey-Drake
Details onder title: Stepping Around

Gregory,

stopped

1945-46

Allotment Wlvet
(80)
Behind
the Mask
(67)

Mr.

are

CHART

Time

COMPLETED

Strange

country

Go
Easy title:
Come. under
Easy
Details
Fear
In The
Night
I Cover Big Town
The
Lady,
Imperleet
Details
under
title:

.10-29

.4-1

In Production (2)
In Production (1)
In Production (0)

PRODUCTIONS

HELDORARDO
Western Musical— Started July 11
31

Cast:

Roy
Rogers,
George
(Gabby)
Harvey, Sons of the Pioneers.
Director:
William Witney
Story:

Plot

to

blow

up

Boulder

Dam

RELEASE
Title — Running

by

Time

Cast

Earl
Carroll's
El Paso
Kid Sketchbook
Daughter ot Don 0 (Serial)
Days of Buffalo
Bill (56)
Fabulous Suzanne, The
French
Key, The
(67)
Gay
Blades
(67)
G. I. War
Brides
Guy Could Change, A (65)
Glass Alibi, The
(68)
Home
in Oklahoma
Home On the Range
(55)

IHooreMarshall
Carson-Harmon
Booth-Allen
Carson-Stewart
...
Britton-Vallee
...
Dskkcr-Ankcrs
...
Ashley-Rogers
...
Ellison-Lee
Lane-Frazee
Wrixon-Fowley
Rogers-Evans
....
Hale-Booth
Moore-Elliott

.7-22. .
.2-28.
.'.2-8.!

(Serial)

, ',.Withers-Withers
Lederer-Patrick

Rogers-Evans
Stirling-Henry
Acuff-Mara
"cares-Harris
Hale-Booth
. Bachelor-Mara
Mara-Douglas

Inner Circle

Scotland
Yard
Investigator
(68)
Sheriff of Redwood
Valley
(56)
Shine On Texas Moon
Snow Cinderella
Sioux
City Sue
Song
of Arizona
(68)
Song
of Mexico
(57)
Spectre of the Rose
(90)
Stranoi
Impersonation.
A (68)
Sun
Valley
Cyclone
(55)
That
Brennan
Girl
Traffic In Crime
Undercover
Woman
Details
under
title: Passkey
to

..
...
...

.508
2-4
.516.. .5-27

.5-31.

...523.
.510.' .7-8
7.521.
.5-11.
. .6-8 .. .518..
1-26.
.581.

.V-12'.

. .4-29.
..4-1. 7.5-9.
.7-25.
.7-19.
. . . .3-18.
..4-1.
.5-14.
...
2-19. .11-1.
. . . .3-18.
.3-29.
.9-30.
VonSt'helm-Bachelor
.7-23.
Elliott-Fleming
..
.5-13.
Rogers-Evans
...
.5-13.

Roberts-Drake
Autry-Roberts
. . .
Rogers-Evans
Mara-Barr'er
....
Kurov-Essen
Marshall-Gargan
Elliott-Fleming
..
Dunn-Freeman
Richmond-Mara
Bachelor-Livingston

. .3-4

. . .448.
...557.
... 525
...552..

.6-16

...566..

. .6-241
3-9.. ..506
.12-24 . .12-28.. . . 447 .
11-26
. .513.
!....5-10..
. .3-16..
..567.
(
.522.
. 8-6
.9-17
.6-28.
.5-13
.4-15.
.511.
..4-1.
11-26.

Rogers-Evans
....
"wr"- i fvingston
Lane-Blake
Elliott-Fleming
...
Kelly Loder

NEW

Not

available,

See

next

Title — Running

.520.
.564

. .4-30. .12-13.

.507. ..1-21

.7-8

No.

Loy-March
Tierney-Leslic
Stewart-Reed
Young-Cotten
O'Bricn-Slezak
Kaye-Mayo

COMPLETED
BLOCK

(0)
(7)

Deadline

32

at

Dawn

(83)

Day-Aherne
4-1
Raft-Barl
5-13
Bergman-Grant
. . . 10-29
Fairbanks-O'Hara
3-4
.Haley- Jeffreys
2-4
Bennett-Ryan
2-4

girl

inherits race

horse,

Producer:

romance

Robert Bassler

and

problems.

a vicious

THE HIGH WINDOW
Mystery — Started July 9
Cast:
George Montgomery, Nancy Guild, Reed Hadley, John IreStory
land, Conrad Janis, Fritz Korner.
Director:
John Brahm
Producer:
Robert Bassler
tries

to

solve

RELEASE

4-29
7-8
4-29
5-27
6-24

Dangerous
Millions
Late George
Apley,

4-29

Razor's
Edge,
The
13
Rue
Madeleine

Title — Running

murder

clear

Ctrl

accused

Time

612. .12-24
615.. 12-24
613. .12-24
614 . . 12-24
611. . . .1-7

Black
Beauty
Carnival
In Costa
Rica
(T)
Claudia
and
David
Enchanted
Voyage.
The
(T)
Details
under title: Wake
Flight
Home

Up

and

To Paradise
Sweet
Homicide

Cast

Details

Rel.

Taylor-Drake
Colir.an-Cummins

7-8
. . . .7-8

Power-Tierney
Cagney-Annabella

4-15
. .6-10

617

3-4

Frecman-Drnning
Haymes-Holm
McGuire-Young
Payne-Haver

No.

.. 12-10. . .Sept. .. .636.
4-29
. . . .3-18. . .Sept
5-14

Krlly-Massen
Bari-Scott

If

..5-28

I'm
Lucky
Details
under
title:
Margie
(T)
My
Darling Clementine

Dream

5-27
3-18.... Oct

Blaine-James
That's
(T)

for

of

CHART

IN PRODUCTION
The

and

1946-47

Powell-Chclrel
7-9
Mason- Mannheim
.Foreign
Conw;y-Jeffreys
. . . .6-11
Haley-Jeffries
12-11
McGulre-Brent
9-3

Hayward-Willlams

In Production (0)
In Production (7)

The classic story ot the dog who is suspected of being
killer but saved by the little girl who loves him.

1945-46

Watch

--F.O.X

PRODUCTIONS

Bruce Humberstone

Wealthy

Rev.

NO. THREE

Cornered (102)
Hotel Reserve (79)
Dick Tracy (61)
Sing Your Way Home (72)
Spiral Staircase, The (83)
Details under title: Some Must
BLOCK
NO. FOUR

..Foreign....
10-29
11-12
1-21
12-10

Completed (35)
Completed (11)

IN PRODUCTION
Best Years of Our Lives. The
Devil Thumbs A Ride, The
It's A Wonderful
Life
Katie For Congress
Mr. Fix
Details under title: Riffraff
Secret Life of Walter Mitty (T)

651. ..5-27
682.
.. .1-21
.4-30

Cartoon

CENTURY

insanity. detective
Private
Rel.

..10-29
7-24
4-2

HOMESTRETCH (T)
Comedy Romance — Started July 8
Cast: Cornel Wilde, Maureen O'Hara, Glenn Langan, Helen Walker, James Gleason, Margaret Bannerman, Ethel Grimes,
Michael Dyne.

Story:

Details

8-20
3-5
6-25

BOB, SON OF BATTLE (T)
Action Romance — Started July 15
Cast:
Peggy Ann Garner, Lon McCallister, Edmund Gwenn, Cara
Williams.
Director:
Louis King
Producer:
Robert Bassler

CHART
Cast

626. ..6-24
.«-*5
681.
661. .11-26
. .4-29
662 .
683.
692.
652. .. .4-29
. .4-1

Langford-Krupa
....6-24
Moffett-Toomey
3-4
Conway-O'Driseoll
.. .3-18
Trevor-Tierney
5-27
Conway-Jeffreys
4-1
conway-Meredith
...4-29
Carney-Brown
9-3
Temple-Madison
. . . .4-1
Williams-Hale
2-4

Mlndi
Locket, The
Nocturne
Notorious
Sinbad The Sa'lor (T)
Vacation in Reno
Woman
on The Beach
Details under title: Desirable Woman

20th

..6-24
627.
629. ..5-13

. . . 11-27

Pcbson-Portman
Young-Hale
Russell-Knox
Tierney-Jeffreyi
Warren-Leslie

DESIGNATED

in«*_4f? Features

628.

1946-47

NEW

issue.

Time

Disney

.621... 5-13
.6-24
630.
.5-13

8-6
....9-17
1-21
.10-29
8-20

Robinson-Young
Colbert-Welles
.
Kaye-Mayo
...

(105)
(98)

.2-18
.4-29
..3-4
.4-29
.4-29
.4-29

..4-1

PRODUCTIONS

RELEASE

Cooper-Young
.
Crosby-Bergman
RogeivAumont
Kaye-Mayo
...
Disney Cartoon

(114)

1946-47 Features

CODE OF THE WEST
Western — Started July 9
Cast:
James Warren, John Laurenz, Debra Alden, Robert Clarke.
Director:
William Berke
Producer:
Herman Schlom
Story:

of Home

.6-10

. .4-15.
. .9-17. .5-24.
12-21.
..5-27.
.4-16.

In Production
In Production

(39)
(19)

O'Brien-Trevor
Conway-Corday
McGuire-Madison

Beat the Band
Child of Divorce
Criminal Court
Deadlier Than The Male
Dick Tracy vs. Cueball
Falcon's Adventure, The
Genius At Work
Honeymoon
Likely
Story,underA title: Master
Details

Story:

Completed
Completed

Bedlam

Day
Luck (97)
Kenny
By Step (62)
Pass (60)

Dh-ector:

1945—G Features
1946-47 Features

Langford-Wade
Karloff -Lee
. . .

(T)

NOT

625.
623.
624.

..7-23

Colbert-Wayne
...10-29
It From
Here)

I'll Take

(125)
<T)

622.

10-1
...5-14

Granville-Conway

COMPLETED
BLOCK NO. ONE

.4-15

Danger

Under
Nevada
Skies
Valley of the Zombie. The
(56)
Vigilantes
of Boom
Town
V/agon
Wheels
Westward
(J6)
Woman
Who Came Back, The
(68)
Details under title: The Web

C>5)
Forever

(T)
REISSUE

Great
Lady
Sister
Step
Sunset

.582

.2-16.
02
.6-14. .... 55
.512.
.4-10.
. .5441.
.7-12

....

Stranger, The
Tomorrow
Is
Wonder
Man
f Inoechlo

.10-1.
.2-18.
10-29.
6-10.

Tale of

(93)
Alibi,
The
(62)
End
of Time
(105)
under title: The Dream

Along Came Jones
(90)
Sells *f St. Mary's, The
Heartbeat
(102)
Kid From
Brooklyn,
The
Make
Mine
Music
(75)

.5501... 4-29

.4-27

.3-18.

Crack-Up
Falcon's
Till the
Details

God,

SPECIALS

..519
7-8
.509.. .4-29

10-15.
12-10.
.1-21.

. .3-4.
11-12.
12-24.
.4-29.

. ..
...

Kr.nt-Stewnr'
EHiott-Ralston
Rogers-Evans
Carson-Stewart
Albert-Marlowe
Carson-Stewart
Lane-Wcntworth

.511. . .6-24

..517... 5-13

.8-6.

Phantom
Rider, The
(Serial)
Plainsman and
The
Lady
Rainbow Over Texas (65)
Red
River
Renegades
Rendezvous
With
Annie
Rough
Riders of Cheyenno
(56)
Santa
Fe Uprising

Bamboo
Blonde
(68)
Bedlam
(79)
Details under title: A

.2-18.
.2-18.

..
..

(M)
(84) (57) . . '.. . ^Hale-Booth
Ralston- Marshall

.555
.565'.554!
.514
.568

NO. SIX

... .620.
619 . . 12-10
.618.

r"9
|0

...8

Scott-Richards
Vernon-McGuire
Goff-Lauck
Detector

...616.... 3-4

2-19

Errol-Newton
Welsmuller-Joyet

(72)

Eadman's
Territory
(98)
Ding
Dong
Williams
(62)
Partners
in Time
(76)

BLOCK

.556.

McLeod-Dorn
Stirling-Henry
...
Douglas-Roberts
. .
..... Thompson-Taiuot
Barry-Savaoe
....

(79)

f'y Pal Trigger
(79)
Mysterious
Mr.
Valentine
«ioht
Train
to Memohls
One
Exciting
Week
(69)
Out California
Way
(M)
Passkey
to Danger
Pilorim Lady, The
Details under title: The

.8-20.

. . .

Woman

... 9-3

Loder-Lon|

Dangerous

NO. FIVE

Without
Reservations
(107)
Details tinder title: Thanks

.4-17..
.4-20. ,
..2-4..

.3-18.
.10-1..
.5-18.
10-29 . .1-25.
12-10.
.4-29.
.6-25. .1-27.
12-24. .4-27.
. 11-26.
. 6-24 .
12-10. .4-18.

Country

(T)
Concede

Man fromin the
Rainbow
Murder
Music Valley
Hall

10-29.
.10-1.

Most

Truth
Aboutunder
Murder,
Details
title: The
The (63)
Lie

.4-15.
.10-29.
.3-18. .5-22..
'.'.
. . .1-21.

Details under title: West of God's
Old Sacramento
(89)

Lonely
Hearts
Clnb
Madonna's Secret, Tho

Rev.

.7-8.
.4-29.
12-24.
.4-30.

Game of Death (70)
Details under title: The

BLOCK

.7-8.

Wayne-Russell
...
Carson-Stewart
...
Elliott-Fleming
...
Esmond-Aubert
...
Elliott-Fleming
..
Bachelor-Browne
Stirling-Quigley

FromDetails
This ander
Dan title:
Forward
All Brides are Beautiful Fontaine-Stevens

Riverboat Rhythm
(64)
Tarzan and the Leopard

Details

1945-46

Rangers
The

White

Rogers.
No.

F razee-Marshall
Roberts-Douglas

The

I've Always Loved Yoo
Details
under
title:

Edward

Paul

Rel.

COMPLETED

Invisible
Infermer
Inner
Circle, The
Klni of the Forest
Last
Crooked
Mile.

Evans,

CHART

Angel and the Outlaw
Alias Billy The
Kid
(56)
California Gold
Rush
(56)
Cat Man
of Paris, The
(65)
Conquest
of Cheyenne
Crime
ot the Century
(56)
Crimson
Ghost,
The

In

Dale

Producer:

is stopped

IN PRODUCTION
Calendar
Girl
Magnificent
Rogue,

Hayes,

4-29. . .Sept

Me
Cralne-Young
Fonda-Darnell

2-18
....4-29

FILM

BULLETIN

Rev

Shocking
Miss Pilgrim.
The
(T) . .
fhree Little Glrli In Hue <T>

.12-10..

. .Grable-Haymes

.11-26

, ..'laver-Mature

COMPLETED
NOT DESIGNATED

1945-46

.Aug.

.12-10.
..10-1. ..Feb.
.AM..
.11-13.. .Aug.

Anna and The
King of Siam
(128)
Behind Green
Lights
(64)
Detallt inder title Precinct 33

Dunne-Harrison
Landis-Gargan

Bell for Mm*, A (103)
Centennial Summer
(T)
(102)
Cluny
Brown
(100)
Colonel EHingham't Raid (70)
Dark Corner,
The
(99)
Deadline
For Murder
(65)
Do You
Love Me?
(91)
Doll Fact (80)
Dragonwyck
(103)
Fallen Angel
(97)
Jesse James (106)
Junior
Hiss
(94)

Hodlak-Tlerney
.
Crain-Wilde
....
..9-17.
Jones-Boyer
....
.12-24.
.12-25.
Bennett-Eythe
...
Ball-Stevens
.12-10.
Kelly-Ryan
...3-18.
O'Hara-Haymes
..
. .4-30.
Miranda-O'Keefe
.. ...8-20.
Tierney-Prlce
... 3-5 •
Faye-Andrews
...
..5-14.
Power-Fonda
.Reissue.
Garner-Joslyn
... ..2-19..

It Shouldn't Happen To A Dog (70)
Johnny
Comes
Flying
Home
(65)
Leave
Her To Heaven
(T)
(110)
Rendezvous 24
(70)
Return of Frank James
(92)
Shock (70)
Somewfiere
in the Night
Smoky
(T)
(87)
Strange Triangle
(65)
Sentimental Journey
(94)
Walk In the Sun
(117)
Details under UA Release Chart

Landis-Joslyn
...
Stewart-Crane
...
Tlcrney-Wllde
...
Gargan- Palmer
Fonda-Tierney
..
Priee-Barl
Hodiak-Guild
...
MacMurray-Baxter
Hasso-Shepperd
Payne-O'Hara
....
Andrews-Conte
...

Yank

Neagle-Harrlson

In

London,

A

(106)

U N 1 T ■■* D

UNIVlRSAt

. . Oct.

. .
...

.634... 6-10
.620. ...2-4
.633.
.601.
.628.
.610.
.625.

June.
.May.
.Feb..
. .Aug.

.635.
.626.

.May.
. . Jan.
. . Apr .
.Dec..
.Feb.
.Aug..
. July.
.Apr.

...2-4.
.11-26.
.May.
..5-28.
..1-21.
. Reissue. . Feb . .
..10-15. . .Feb.
.12-10. June.
July.
. .7-23.
. . .1-7. June.

..10-1.
..8-11.

.629.
.630.
.631.

.Mar.

.621.

.Mar.

.616.
622

.5-13
.6-24
.5-27
.2-18
12-24
3-4

Title — Running

Time

Cast

Details

Bel Ami
Dishonored
Lady
Monsieur
Verdoux
Details under title:
Strange
Bedfellows

Comedy

of

Bracken-Lane

Abie's Irish Rose
Abilene Town
(89)
Details under title: Abilene

Dru-Chekhov
Scott-Dvorak

Angel On My Shoulder
Details under title:

Muni-Baxter

7-8 .. .

Me

and

Devil's Playground, The
Diary of A Chambermaid
Duel In the Sun
(T)
Gertie's
Garter
by Gaslight

.Cby.

.1-21... 9-20...

Boyd-Clyde
Goddard-Hatfleld
Jones-Cotten
. .
O'Keefe-McDonald
Mason-Calvert
. .

Fool's Gold
Henry
V (T)
(134)
Johnny In the Clauds (88)
Little
Iodine
Miss
Television
Mr. Aee
Details under title: Mr. Ace and the Queen
Night in Casablanca, A (89)
No
Trespassing
Outlaw, The
(114)
Paris — Underground
(97)
Rebecca (130)
Scandal
In Paris, A (100)
Short, Happy Life of Francis Macomber, The.
Sin of Harold
Dlddleboek, The
Spellbound
(113)
Derails eider title: House of Dr. Edwardu

Boyd-Clyde
. . .
Olivier-Newton
.
Montgomery-Mills
Marlowe-Cramer
Bruce-Caldwell
.
Raft-Sidney
.. .

Strange Woman,
The
This
Happy
Breed
(T)
2000 Women
Young
Widow
(98)
Whistle Stop
(85)

Lamarr-Sanders
Newton-Johnson
Robson-Calvert
Russell-Hayward
Raft-Gardner
.

JULY

22,

1946

GFD.. .

. ..6-24
.Foreign
.Foreign..
.4-29..

B.B.
.

.5-27...

GFD.
R.C.
3-15... GFD.
R.C.
.8-2...

...3-4..

4-29
10-1

.Foreign
.Foreign
3-5

.5-13

.Hug
4-1
Bnt... 10-29
.Szk
.Psb
Bog
Stg

12-28... Szk.. 11-12

..12-24

Completed

( 4)

Smg
GFD
GFD
3-1. ..Smg

3-4

7-23... 1-25... Neb... 1-21

In Production (0)

CHART
Cast

Details

Rel.

No.
R.i.

. . 4-29 .
...Foreign.
.4-1.
.Foreign.

. . . Jnsn.

_'
Western— Started July 6
Kirby Grant, Fuzzy Knight, Jane Adams, Claudia Drake,
Cast:
Harry Brown, Dick Curtis, Karl Hackett, Charles King.
Phil BowlesAssistant:
Wallace Fox
Producer-director:
Story :

Not

available.

See

next

issue.

VIGILANTES RETURN
(Cinecolor)
Western —Started July 8
Devine,
Andy
Drew,
Paula
Jon Hall, Margaret Lindsay,
Cast:
Robert Wilcox, Jack Lambert, Jonathan Hale, Arthur Hohl.
Howard Welsch
Producer:
Ray Taylor
Director:
Story:

up crooks

rounds

in murder,

framed

U. S.ing Marshal
town.

who

are ruin-

From the Remarque novel of a surgeon, fugitive from the Kuzih
in pre-war Paris, who is forced to an illegal practice and of the
woman
he loves.

Magnificent

Doll

Pirates of
Ramrod
Swell
Guy
White
Tie

Monterey

Time

CHART
Gum

and

Rogcrs-Niven
(T)

totalis

Schahrazad
They
Were
Vigilantes

Tails

(T)
Sisters
Return,

The

Because ol Him
(87)
Black Angel,
1 he
Details
under title:
Bruti
Man.
Cat Creeps.

The
The

Takes

a

Holiday

Johnson-Howard
.Foreign.
Redgrave-Withers
. Foreign.
Holden-Simmons
Hall-Johnson
. . .
Goodwin-Grey
..
3-4.
...10-1.
. .6-10..
Martin-Blake
.Foreign.
...4-29.
Harrison-Palmer
,
G.ant-Adams
. .
7-8.
. .6-10.
Hayward-Bowman

(Cinecolor)

.1-18.

1945-46
Design

for

Lesson

Death

In

Neal-O'Driscoll

..

.1-21... 4-12

Durbin-Tone .....
Duryca-Vincent
..

...9-3.
4-29 . .
.8-23. .
..8-2..
.5-17.
.7-26..
Hatton-Adams
Collier-Brady
...
.7-12..
..1-21. .7-26..
Andrews- Hayward
.4-15.,
Joyce-Porter
..9-3.
.4-29.

Love

(57)

Claudia's

Wife

Prelude

to

Murder

(53)

HerDetails
Adventurous
Night
under title:

Arnaz-Smith
Terry-Savage
Rathbone-Bruce

. . .
.

Barker-Collier

..

Grant-Knight
(65)Meant
He

House ot Horrors
(66)
Idea Girl (64)
Inside Job
(65)
Details under title: Kelly
Killers, The
Little
Giant under
(91) title: On
(Details

Is

No Harm

My

Name

O'Keefe-Walker

lowery-Grey
Barker-Bishop
. . .
Foster-Rutherford
Lancaster-Gardner
Abbott-Costello
.

The Carpet)

Brent-Hall
Adams-Haydn
...
Calvcrt-Granger
.
Lockwood-Mason
.
Obcron-Bey
....
Ryan-Brady
Grant-Adams
Kennedy-Kennedy
Cameron-Raines
Cookson-Shaw
...
Mason-Todd
Haden-Harvey

So Goes My Love
(88)
Details inder title: Genius

Loy-Ameehe

In

Woman Strikes Back, The
Conquest
(63)
(76)
By Night
(60)
of Their Lives, The
Beauty

the
(59)

Family

Davis-Oakle
Taylor-Grey

.7-19..

527... 4-15
.543.
..516.... 2-4
..547

. .539
.532. . .6-10
..541
, .542
..540

. .534. . .6-24
...2-4.
..4-1.
.3-19... ..6-7.
1-11.
.1-18.. ..515... 2-18
..7-5.. .1104.
. . .
.538.
.4-29.
..9-3.
.
.3-29.

Lover Come Back
(90)
Lost City of the Jungle
(Serial)
Madonna of the Sevon
Moons
(88)
Man
In Gray
(92)
Night
In Paradise
(T)
(84)
Slightly
Scandalous
Outlaws
of Twin
Forks
Royal Mounted Rides Again
(Serial)
Run-Around,
The
(88)
Scarlet Horseman, The (Serial)
Seventh
Veil. The
(94)
She Wolf of London, The
(61)
Details inder title: AIIM In Ermine
She Wrote the Book (75)
Smooth
as Silk
(65)
Details
under
title: Notorious
Gentlemen

Spider
Strange
Tangier
Terror
Time
Wild

.7-23.

..1-21.
. Foreign.

DeCarlo-Donlevy
Inason-Calvert
Hall-Lindsay
...

On the Spot
(75)
Details meter title: Serenade for Murder
Town

, . .6-24.
7-8.

11-26.

Canyon Passage
(T)
Danger
Woman
(65)
Details
under
title:
Cuban
Pete
Dark
Horse
Dressed
To Kill (72)
Details
under
title:

Gun

...5-13.
. . 6-24 .

1946-47

COMPLETED
Blondie
Details Alibi
under(62)title:

. . .6-24.

. .

Montez-Cameron
McCrea-Lake
..
Tufts-Blyth
...
Duryea-Raines

Brief
Encounter
Dead
ot the Night
Little Miss Big
Michigan
Kid, The
(C)
Murder Mansion
Mysterious Mr. M. (Serial)
Notorious
Gentleman
Rustlers'
Roundup
Smash-Up
Details under title: Love

Girl

Bog.

10-15. . .5-10. . .LL
.5-13
Lsr,

.1-22.. .9-14.
..2-8.
. Reissue. . .7-19.
.4-26
. 10-29 .

12-10
.4-29

PICTURES

Oberon-Brent
..
deHavllland-Ayres
Field-Kendall
Massey-Niven

(T)

Foreign

..7-24.

RELEASE
Bella
Donna
Dark
Mirror.
The
London
Town
(T)
Stairway to Heaven

Rgs.

.. .5-27
..7-23... 2-15
Bog-Mer. ..2-H
..3-19
Szk.
...6-25.. 11-30... Sml. 12-10

Marx Brothers
Robinson-MeCallister
Russell-Huston
Bennett-Fields
Fontaine-Olivier
Sanders-Hasso
Peck-Bennett
Lloyd-Walburn
Bergman-Peek

UNITED WORLD

COMPLETED

..Let.

4-1
9-6. .Stn
Russell-List
....
Cirmmings-Harrison
8-16.
Foreign..
1214. . .GFD... 10-1
.8-20... 2-22.
Breneman-Granville
.Gldn...l-21
.GFD
Olivier-Leigh
... . Foreign. .
10-19.
Laughton- Britton
.Bog. . .8-20
2-5.
. . . .Neb
Cummings-Mofgan
..6-24
...B.B

(72)

Title— Running Time

.1-11.

Mr. Satan

(87)

1946-47 Features

.4-29.
...St.

. . .

..1-21

Bachelor's
Daughters,
The
Blithe Spirit
(T)
(94)
Breakfast In Hollywood
(93)
Caesar aand Cleopatra
(T)
Captain
Kldd
(89)
Chase,
The

Getting
Fanny

. Low .
.. .Smg.
. .Chn.

1945-46

(0)
(6)
(2)
(0)

IN PRODUCTION

Murders

COMPLETED

(.»

PRODUCTIONS

RELEASE

Rel.

...5-13
....5-27
6-24 . . .

Production
Production
Production
Production
Production
Production

BREED

Title — Running

Rev.
Sanders-Lansbury
Lamarr-O'Keefe
Chaplin • Raye

LAWLESS

Story:

No.

IN PRODUCTION

THE

In
In
In
In
In
In

(48)
( 7)
( 4)
( 9)
( 2)
( 1)

ARCH OF TRIUMPH
Drama — Started July 15
Cast:
Lngrid Bergman, Charles Boyer, Louis Calhern.
David Lewis (Enterprise)
Producer:
Lewis Milestone
Director:

ARTISTS

CHART

Completed
Completed
Completed
Completed
Completed
Completed

NEW

.6-24
12-24

1945-46 Features
Completed (35)
In Production (4)
KEY TO PRODUCERS
Small (Sml); Rogers (Rgs) ; Vanguard (Van); Crosby (Cby) ;
Bill Boyd (BB); Pressburger (Psb); Ripley-Monter (RM) ;
Bogeaus (Bog); Stromberg (Smg); Levey (Lev); Cowan
(Cow) ; Stone (Stn) ; Selznick (Szk) ; Nebenzahl (Neb) ; Lesser
(Les); Loew-Lewin (LL) ; Eagle-Lion (GFD); Cagney (Cgy);
Bronston (Bin); California (Cal); Chaplin (Chn).

RELEASE

(48)
( 7)
( 4)

Serials

..7-J
10-15
.4-15
4-29

.617.
.623. 10-29
.3-18
.612.
.618..
.603.
.632. .6-25
.624. .5-27
.614. 12-24
.627. ..4-1
.5-13
.619.
.615. .1-21

Foreign. . .Mar

..

.6-10
.5-27

1945-46 Features
Westerns
Serials
1946-47 Features
Westerns

....
. . .

Sondergaard-Grant
Wyatt-Cookson
Montez-Sabu
. . .
Rathbone-Bruce
.
Abbott-Costello
Porter-Collier
. ..

.12-24.

..2-8..
. .6-28.
. .3-18. .8-30. .
.5-13. ..2-22.
.11-12.
..6-21.
..3-18.
Foreign. .4-23..
. Foreign.
.2-18.
...4-5.
..3-15.
. .5-13. ..8-2..
...1-8. ...5-3.
. . 8-20 .
..
2.. .
-214
.15. Foreign.
..11-12.
.7-23.
...4-1.
.12-24. .5-31..
..2-15
17.
.1-7.
.2-4. ..5...31.

. .525

4-1

..518.... 3-4
. ..537
.548
7-8
..520... 3-18
. .536...
1881
6-24
..526... 6-10
..544
..523. ..4-29
.12-24
..529.
.1681
. 1781
..535... 6-24
.519. ..1-21
..531... 4-29

..533... 5-27
.3-22. ..521...
.11-22. . .4-19
528. . .4-15
3-18
10-23 . '.
.5-10.
.10-15.
...2-4.
.10-29.
..10-1.
. .3-18.
. .6-10.

..3-8.
.8-16.
..3-1.
.8-9.

..522.,
...530.
.524.
..517.

.5-1:
.3-18
.2-18
.546.. .415
..545..
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BROTHER
Completed
Completed

l94.rh-46 Features
l!)4tt-47 Features

RELEASE
Title — Running

Possessed
Details under
Cry
WoU
Deception
Life With

Father

Title — Running

Here

aaxauwoo

Details

Rel.
Rev.

Cast
Crawford-Heflin

.6-24.

Flynn-Stanwyck
Dayis-Henreld
.
Dunne-Powell
..

.5-13.
.5-27.
.4-15.

1946-47

Cloak
and
Danger
Stallion Road
Beast With Fin Fingers, The
Big Sleep,
The
Cheyenne
Escape
Ml Never
Never Say Goodbye
Nobody Lives Forever

1946-47 Features
Westerns

.11-26.
...4-1.
.8-6.
..9-18.

( 1)
( 1)

title:

One

In Production (1)
In Production (1)

CHART
Cast
. Roach .

(Cineeolor)

TracyLoyd

More

Chance

.6-24..

Parker-Haydtn

. . .7-8.

Rel.

1946-47

SG-A.

.2-19.
.5-14.
.2-18.
..4-2.

1945-46

(63)
Vietory
(88)
lones
Cinderella

Documentary
Leslle-Aldo

(107)
Devotion
Her Kind
of Man
(78)
(89)
Married
Janie Gets
(94)
My Reputation
(128)
Night and Day (T)
(107)
Bondage
Of Human
(87)
City
One More Tomorrow
(135)
Trunk
Saratoga
Life, A (107)
Stolen

deHavllland-L.pIno
^°"'P,a,'"
"•■
. .
Leslie-Hotton

....

Stanwyck-Brent
Grant-Smith
Henreid-Parker
Sheridan- Moran
Cooper-Bergman
Davis-Ford

. Roach .

.1-21.
.5-27..

Burma

.

..

.12-13.

.2-16..

11-16.

.4-20.
.5-11.
..3-9.

..8-20.
..4-16.
.11-29. .7-20..
.6-22. .
..8-3.
. .6-25. ...1-26.
. .7-24.

. 3-30.

.

..2-19.
..11-1. ..6-1.
.8-17..
s (93)' .'.".'.'.'.'.'......... .Fitzgerald-Gre-nstreet 1-22.
. . .12-24.
Morgan-Leslie
.. .3-8. ...7-6.
.4-13..
REISSUES
From Milwaukee
Two Guys
..2 16.
for
No Time

Cagney-Sheridan
Russell-Stewart

Conquest
for Comedy

ftiv
. SC-A.

Curley
Rafterty-Olsen
..
'Neath Canadian Skies
Hayden-Cooper
Nora
Prentiss
Sheridan-Smith
Details
under
title: The
Sentence
Shadow of A Woman
King-Prince
That Way with Women
Greenstreet-Viekers
Details under title: A Very Rich
Man
Time, The Place and The Girl, The (T) ... .Morgan-Paige
...
Two Mrs. Carrolls, The
Bogart-Stanwyek

COMPLETED

...4-1.
..4-15.
.12-10.
.10-31.

Cooper-Palmer
. .
Reagan-Smith
. .
Alda-King
Bogart-Bacall
Morgan-Wyman
/lynn-Lupino
Flynn-Parker
...
Garfield-Fibgerald

Completed
Completed

Trouble

COMPLETED

No.

title: The Secret

(T)

Comes

Rolling
Home
Details
under

CHART

Time

IN PRODUCTION

In Production (0)
In Production (4)

(22)
(13)

Time

IN PRODUCTION

RELEASE

$

.512

.512... 2-18
.517. ..4-15
.518...
.520... 4-29
6-10
.523
.522
.510... 1-21
. 519 . . . 5-27
.524.
.514. . 12-10
.521.
. . 511 ..5-27
.516.
. . .2-4

.4-13..
.515.

. . . . The Only
Trade Paper
That

ANALY
STRY'S NEWS
as well as reports it
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An

RKO

Picture.
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Preceding, lJaaeJ

» »

GRACK-UP
CREDITS

Produced

by Jack Gross.

Directed by Irving Reis.

Based

on the magazine novelette. "Madman's Holiday." by Fredric Brown. Screenplay by John Paxton. Cast: Pat O'Brien, Claire Trevor. Herbert Marshall,
Wallace Ford, Ersliine Sanford, Damian O'Flynn. Ray Collins, Mary Isham.
Dean
Hares.
Cameraman,
Robert
deGrasse.
A.S.C:

4. Returning, Steele gets in touch with the curator of
the museum, then finds him murdered before he can divulge information that might clear matters and Steele is
suspected of the murder.

1 „ Going berserk in the art museum where he has been conducting a series of lectures, George Steele (Pat O'Brien) is subdued by
Dr. Lowell (Ray Collins) of the museum staff and Police Lt. Cochrane (Wallace Ford). He tells them an incoherent tale of a train
wreck from which he escaped, but since police records show no
recent wreck, Lowell convinces the police, art critic Traybin (Herbert Marshall) and Steele's girl friend, Terry (Claire Trevor) that
Steele has suffered a mental crack-up.

5# Although Terry urges him to give himself up, Steele
convinces her to get Dr. Lowell's secretary (Mary Ware)
the museum to X-ray the paintings,
them tointo
to smuggle
be frauds.
he finds
which

2. Steele remembers that he had applied for X-Ray equipment
to examine valuable paintings for his lecture class when he received a call that his mother was dying in an out-of-the-way town.
Boarding a train to rush to her bedside, he recalls seeing a rapidlyapproaching train, then an explosion in his brain and nothing
more until he came to crashing into the museum.

3. Dismissed from the staff for his mental state, Steele determines
to investigate and boards the same train. The same thing happens,
only this time the approaching locomotive swerves at the last
moment and Steele is convinced he was slugged on his last trip.

ft. The secretary traps them into a meeting with Dr.
Lowell, who determines to put them out of the way, explaining that he has been destroying fake paintings, collecting the insurance on them and keeping the originals,
his racket.
while Steele had endangered

7. As Lowell is about to kill thorn, the police arrive with
Traybin and the villainous doctor is killed. Traybin reveals- that ho is really working for Scotland Yard to find
the original paintings and Steele ami Tony are clear to
resume their romance.

THE NEWS
(Continued from page 17)

m was
Conspicuous by its absence from the board's agendu
the company
the lack of action on Eric Johnston's proposal that
the Motion Picture Association, from which it withdrew last
rejoin
September.
The three product deals included one with Harman-Ising, for
two feature-length cartoons; Arnold Pressburger, one starring
Hedy Laraarr and George Sanders, entitled "Last Year's Snow"
and 'budgeted at more than $1,500,000 and the third with Arthur
Kelly's new company for two pictures.

HUGHES' CONDITION IMPROVING

Howard Hughes' condition last mid-week, following his injury
in the crash of an experimental reconnaissance plane July 7, was
improvement" after
as "continuing to show the
described by his doctor and
multi-millionaire
a period in which
four blood transfusions
aircraft and movie producer hovered between life and death.
Hughes, producer of "The Outlaw," whose current battle with
the Johnston office over approval of the advertising matter on the
picture, made industry headlines, was critically injured when his
fast twin-engined plane fell on its maiden flight. He suffered
fractures of the skull, collarbone, leg, nose and ribs, the last
piercing his left lung and deflating it, in addition to numerous
burns and cuts.

NEW ANTI-TRUST SUIT FILED
An anti-trust suit asking triple damages of $2,100,000 was filed
in New York Federal Court by Fifth and Walnut, Inc., lessees and
operators of the National, Louisville, and Albert J. Hoffman, owner
of the theatre, against nine major distributors, Marcus Loew
Booking Agency and United Artists Theatre Circuit. The action
charged conspiracy to prevent the National from obtaining firstrun product.
In the charge, the plaintiff stated that despite the fact that
his theatre is centrally located and is larger than some other local
first-run houses, it has been unable to buy first-run product since
1941. Harold Janecky, formerly a division manager for Skouras
Theatres in New York, and Vance Schwartz, once in a similar
capacity for Fox West Coast, operate the National.
Plaintiff seeks a permanent injunction restraining each defendant from contracting, combining and conspiring among themselves to monopolize or attempt to monopolize exhibition of firstrun features in Louisville and to prevent the plaintiffs from bidding competitively for- a license to exhibit first-runs at the National
or- to prevent the plaintiffs corporation from negotiating with the
distributors for the exhibition of first-run features at the theatre.

ATA HAS 6500 MEMBERS
In announcing the names of 33 public relations directors who
have been appointed for 31 states, the American Theatres Association revealed that it now has a theatre membership of 6,500,
according to Arthur L. Mayer, public relations counsel and Ned
Shugrue. public relations director.
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JACKSON PARK GAINS NEW VICTORY
A new victory was scored by the Jackson Park theatre las
fortnight when Federal Judge Michael L. Igoe in U. S. District
n that the ruling
Court in Chicago affirmed the theatre's contentio
made by the jury and recently confirmed by the Supreme Court
was applicable in the current Jackson Park litigation attacking
the Chicago clearance system. Judge Igoe's decision overruled the
defendants' contention "that this was a separate case.
The Chicago system of release was called a clear-cut violation
of the Sherman anti-trust act by the court. Thomas McConnell,
counsel for the Jackson Park ranked the verdict equal in importance to the Supreme Court ruling in which the theatre was
awarded $360,000 in damages. He predicted that it would spell
the doom of the present system of release in Chicago, giving the
independent theatres in that area the chance for relief from
distributor and affiliated circuit domination.
In his verdict, Judge Igoe entered his findings of fact and conclusions of law and requested McConnell to prepare a final decree
which he is to present in court on August 20. Should the defendants wish to appeal the verdict, they will have 20 days after
that date to do so. McConnell noted, however, that the defendants can appeal only if some error is found in Judge Igoe's verdict.

NEW TICKET RULES
New Internal Revenue Bureau rules aimed at eliminating
"inaccurate reports" on ticket takes was reported as in the offing
in Washington last week. The new rulings would require the
name of a theatre to be printed plainly upon each ticket would
eliminate circuits' use of "A" and "B" tickets, i. e., designating a
letter for each of its theatres.
Reportedly, the Bureau has evidence that certain circuits
have switched tickets when playing a high percentage picture
with a low priced film in an apparent effort to give false returns
on grosses to distributors and the Internal Revenue Department.
The new regulation was also said to be effective in eliminating
efforts to avoid full payment of admission tax receipts.

PEOPLE
Spyros P. Skouras, president of 20th Century-Fox has accepted
the New York chairmanship of the $2,500,000 National Arthriti
Research Foundation drive starting in October.
Si Fabian will
serve as co-chairman for the dinner which will open the campaign.
Milton E. Cohen, manager of RKO's Detroit exchange, succeeds B. G. Krauze as East-Central district manager.
Clyde Goodson, branch manager of Paramount's New Orleans'
office, was promoted to branch manager at the Atlanta office succeeding Grover Parsons, resigned. Gordon Bradley, Atlanta sales
manager, succeeds Goodson at New Orleans and Albert Duren
assumes the post held by Bradley.
Robert Schless resigned as Paramount International division
manager for Continental Europe, North Africa and the Near East.
Richard Talmadge heads the re-organized Planet Pictures as
president with Harvey Parry as vice-president in charge of production; Ray Collins as vice-president in charge of co-ordination;
Jack Seaman as vice-president; Robert Bovven, treasurer and Hal
N. Potter, secretary.
Thomas A. Burke, branch manager of Monogram's Minneapolis exchange resigned from that post to become general man20th. ager of Theatre Associates, buying and booking combine on July
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. . . and 85 percent of the theatres
in the U. S. are INDEPENDENTS!
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HAIL,

WARNER

The Exhibitors of America

BROTHERS
Join the People of the

World in Saluting Warner Brothers for Their
Abiding Faith in That Great Adventure. And,
Too, for Their Magnificent Contributions to
Picture-Making and Good Citizenship in the
Two Decades Since.
From Editorial by Mo Wax

MYERS'

ANALYSIS
Page Five

Reviews of the Ne
NOTORIOUS*

GRANT, BERGMAN,

HITCHCOCK.

HOLIDAY

IN MEXICO' LONG
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MILWAUKEE*
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COMEDY-DRAMA;
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HECHT

AMUSING

WESTERN

ENTERTAINMENT

BIG GROSSER
FARCE

HAS ROUTINE STORY
FOR FAMILY TRADE

IN PARIS' STUFFY, LONG-WINDED, SLOW-MOVING
And Others, Pages 8, 9, 10, 37
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: "GABBY" HAYES
DALE EVANS

• JACK HOLT

BOB NOLAN and The SONS & PIONEERS
• Screenplay by JACK TOWNLEY
Directed by FRANK McDONALD
Original Story by PAUL GANGEIIN
•
Vnd JOHN K. BUTLER
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PEOPLE 10 PICTURES

ANNIVERSARY ACTIVITY With Warners celebrating- the Twentieth Anniversary
of Talking Pictures this month, activity for the festivities ran high. Above, Major
Albert Warner (center), vice-president of Warners, receives a recording of ceremonies in the Library of Congress, where he presented a print of "Lights of New
York" to I>r. Luther Evans. Librarian of Congress (left) and a piece of early sound
equipment to Dr. Alexander Wetmore of the Smithsonian Institute. At right.
Monty Woolley and Mary Martin broadcast from Yale Club during entertainment
preceding
special preview
of Warner's
Anniversary
production,
"Night
and Day".

\l\.\ MEXICO. . .Spy roe P. Skouras, president of 20th Century-Fox
(left), on his recent visit to Mexico City was greeted upon his arrival
by President-elect
Miguel Aleman
(second from left).
At right is George
National
Theatres.
Skouras.
president

T^

s

FOX IN LONDON. . .When Otto W. Bolle (center), newly appointed managing director of 20th Century- Fox Film Co.. Ltd., arrived in London aboard
the Queen Mary, he was met by Sir Gordon Craig. Francis L. Harley, whom
he succeeds, J. I'attinson and Arthur Silver-stone.
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"AMBER" DIRECTOR. . Otto I'reminger.
totli - lox producer - director, autographs
copies of "Forever Amber", which be will
direct -for the company, at La Gnardia
airport as he left for the coast from New
York. The TWA stewardesses arc .lean
Lord and Marx
llosmau.

f*

LUNCH WITH GOVERNOR. . .The Walter Wanger's with
Governor Earl Snell and wife at luncheon during the
world premiere of Wanger's Universal release, "Canyon
Passage", in Portland, Ore. I., to r., Mrs. Wanger (.loan
Bennett), the Governor, Wanger and Mrs. Snell.

■1IMINY wards
SIGNS
(I kelele conscience,
Ike) Edlistens to Cliff
bis official
.liminy Cricket, as he signs a Bve-year exclusive contract in the cartoon Held for
Walt Disney Productions. He re-creates
.limiu>'s voice in the Disne> feature "Kun
and Fanca
Free" foi RKO
Radio release.

HAIL, WARNER

EDITORIAL
Vol. 14, No. 16

August 5. 1946

To gain some

appreciable

concept

BROTHERS
of the significance of the Warner

Brothers' persistence and courage in fathering the development of sound and
speaking motion pictures, one need only imagine what the state of our industry
might be today were the screen still mute.
Twenty

years ago, almost everyone

in film business believed

the movies

were destined forever to be silent — that is, practically everyone except four
enterprising brothers. Their quest for a movie that talked was thought by the
many to be like trying to weave a rope of sand.
In 1926, the scope of the motion picture seemed inextricably bound by
the limits of antics and sub-titles upon the silver sheet. The public was sated
with wild heroics, ludicrous melodramatics and slapstick. Intelligent people

America* independent
tflctfon Picture Journal

shunned

the films — they were for eight-year olds.

The evening of August 6, '26, saw the dreams and efforts of the
bear luscious fruit. 'Don Juan", silent but accompanied by an inspiring
nized score, was the featre attraction. But the really exciting part of
gram was provided by a series of short subjects, from which came,
the voices of the performers upon the screen. There and thus was

Page Five

talking motion

picture which

opened

vast new

Warners
synchrothe proactually,
born the

horizons of entertainment

and

brought new life to a stagnant industry.
On this anniversary, the exhibitors of America join the people of the world
in saluting Warner Brothers for their abiding faith in that great adventure.
And, too, for their magnificent contributions
citizenship in the two decades since.

to picture-making
MO

MYERS'
Deep

and

good

WAX.

ANALYSIS

uncertainty and grave doubts

exist in independent

exhibitor circles

about the effects of the Federal Statutory Court's ruling in the monopoly
Theatremen are particularly concerned
decreed by the Court.

about

the "auction

bidding"

case.
system

How, they are asking, will single picture selling affect film prices, which,
they maintain, have already reached the saturation point? What changes will
it bring in competition for product, runs, clearance?
Allied counsel A. F. Myers, in his analysis of the decision (see News

Digest

this issue) discusses the bidding system in detail. We believe Mr. Myers'
opinions will aid many exhibitors in understanding the problems to be faced

BULLETIN

and we are turning over the following space to vital excerpts from his analysis.
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SYSTEM

In closed situations. For exhibitors having no competition

in the local-

ity or on the particular run the Court's distribution system would seem to be
ideal. Pictures would be separately priced when offered for license. They
could be licensed singly or in groups — whatever
While the Court terms the price a "minimum
case, be only the asking price.

number

the parties agree upon.

price", it can, in the nature of the
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TWO

Under the Court'', ruling on block-booking the exhibitor's right of selection
appears to be unrestricted and in the drafting of a decree care should be taken
to keep it that way. In order to license a suitable picture the exhibitor could
not be compelled to accept an unsuitable one. In order to license a reasonably
priced picture he could not be required to accept one which was exorbitantly
priced. And in case he buys a group of pictures which have not been trade
shown he would have an unrestricted right to reject a stated percentage within
them.days after there has been an opportunity afforded the exhibitor to inspect
ten

in the United States; Canada. $7.50;

Under the decision a distributor, acting singly, retains the right to choose
his customers

and to sell his products or to refrain from selling them — a right

{Continued on Next Page)

EDITORIAL

(Continued from Preceding Page)

which is expressly recognized by the anti-trust laws. But a distributor would
hardly refuse to deal with an exhibitor in retaliation for his having exercised
his rights under the Court's order. To do so would involve consequences so
grave as to deter even the mosf arrogant among them, including citation for
contempt and an action for treble damages.
A frequent inquiry since the decision was handed down is whether, under
the bidding sys/em, an established exhibitor, an "old customer", would be
open to invasion by a newcomer. Some independents appear to attach much
importance to the old customer relationship as a means of protection. The
answer is that any qualified person would have the right to bid for the pictures.
I deem it fair to point out that this liability to invasion has always existed
and, despite the claims of certain sales managers, the old customer status has
afforded only slight protection. It has been of no avail when the invader was
an affiliated theatre and the established exhibitor was independent.
2.

In Competitive situations. It is in situations where there is existing

or potential competition for pictures on the same run that the decision is causing the most anxiety. Some profess to see in it a distributors' paradise in which
they will first designate an exorbitant upset price for their features and then
conduct an auction at which rival exhibitors will commit economic suicide to
the enrichment of the distributors.
That is theoretically possible, but to assume that it will happen in many
cases puts a low estimate on the intelligence and resourcefulness of the exhibitors. The exact procedure which v/ill be followed is not yet known, but it
seems likely that a distributor, having a group of pictures to offer, will notify
the qualified exhibitors in each competitive area of the minimum price for each
picture and ask for bids, picture by picture. Each picture then will be awarded
to the highest qualified bidder.
The procedure is the reverse of that which has long existed in the motion
picture business. The custom has been for the distributor to put an extreme
valuation on his pictures and then solicit his customers in the hope of making
a deal as close to that price as possible. In negotiations the purpose of the
distributor was to hold to the price while the aim of the exhibitor was to lower
it. But the Court blithely assumes that the designated minimum will be reasonable and will permit of an increase by bidding and still remain within the means
of the bidders. Consequently the Court made no provision for a situation
where the designated minimum was so exorbitant that no exhibitor could afford
it, much less raise it by bidding.
In such a situation there would be no course
reduce his asking price. Of course, in some
especially where bad blood exists among the
tempted to submit unduly high bids to prevent
all or even a fair share of the desirable pictures.

open to the distributor but to
highly competitive situations,
rivals, an exhibitor might be
his competitor from acquiring

The danger is aggravated by the ruling that defendants may continue to
operate wholly-owned theatres. The five theatre-operating distributors might
find it profitable by tacit agreement to continue their mutual back-scratching
arrangement by holding film rentals at a high level since competition among the
metropolitan first runs would be largely confined to themselves and increased
rentals paid by their respective theatres in bidding up prices against independents in the smaller towns and on the subsequent runs would be more than offset
in the final analysis by the high rentals exacted from the independents. And
while the bidding must be not only picture by picture, but also theatre by
theatre, it is obvious that an affiliated circuit may find it advantageous to bid
exorbitant prices in a particular location in order to achieve a competitive
advantage or to drive out a competitor, whereas an independent with only one
or two theatres cannot afford such tactics because he cannot set off his losses
in one theatre against either increased earnings in others or, more important,
increased earnings from high film rentals.

From any point of view the bidding method
increase film rentals than to reduce them.

seems better calculated to

mii ram.
The many new attractions on the first-run
scene have boosted business along Broadway
despite the summer heat. Best among the
newcomers is "The Strange Love of Martha
Ivers" with "Two Guys from Milwaukee,"
"Night and Day" and "Till the End of Time"
also registering strong grosses in initial
weeks. "Strange Love." which is supported
by Dinah Shore, Gil Lamb and Dick Stabile
and His Orchestra, had an outstanding gross
of $110,000 for its opening stanza at the
Paramount, the seventh picture in the history of the theatre to reach the S100.000
mark with only two of these, "Road to
Utopia" and "The Blue Dahlia," being 194546 pictures. . .At the Strand, Buddy Rich
and His Orchestra and Robert Alda in person are as much of a draw as "Two Guys
from Milwaukee" and the combination had
an exceptionally big opening week following
three good weeks for "Of Human Bondage"
and Spike Jones and His Orchestra. . .The
other Warner house, Hollywood, approached
the $50,000 mark for the opening week of
"Night and Day," which opened on July 25th
following the profitable 12-week run of
"Stolen Life.". . ."Till the End of Time" also
had a big initial week at the Rivoli following seven and one-half weeks for "Cluny
Brown" which dropped steadily after the
two opening stanzas.
However, there are no complaints about
the other two 20th-Fox pictures, "Anna and
the King of Siam" and "Centennial Summer" which are still doing sensational business at the Radio City Music Hall and the
Roxy, respectively, the world's two largest
houses. "Anna," which started a seventh
week on August 1st after chalking up close
to $840,000 for its first six stanzas has the
usual class stage show without names but
the Roxy, where "Centennial Summer" started a third week on July 31st after taking
over $200,000 total for the first two, has a
strong stage bill headed by Chico Marx and
Jane Pickens. "Summer" will stay at least
five weeks before "Claudia and David" opens while the Music Hall may bring in
RKO's "Notorious" in mid-August. . ."Easy
to Wed," with George Paxton and His Orchestra and Hal LeRoy on the Capitol stage
is in its third strong week and will play at
least one more before another Technicolor
musical, "Holiday in Mexico" opens... Not
a single new first-run film opened in the
Times Square district during the past week
but two of the preceding week's openers
were disappointing and are not expected to
go past the 14-day period. Jane Russell's
first New York showing ("The Outlaw"
may come to the Globe in September) in
"Young Widow" received a unanimous
"thumbs down" from the critics and the
first week was mild just as was "Breakfast
in Hollywood." another U. A. release which
preceded it for two stanzas. Still another
U. A. film. "A Night in Casablanca" will
come to the Globe before "The Outlaw"
opens. . ."Courage of Lassie" had a disappointing week at the Criterion as did its
predecessor, Columbia's "Renegades." However, still another Technicolor outdoor picture, "Canyon Passage," will follow here.
Most of the longer-run films are holding
especially "O.S.S.."
up
y well,
whichsurprisingl
is staying
for an eleventh week at
the Gotham thus postponing the opening of
"Our Hearts Were Growing Up." which had
been announced for August 3rd... Monogram's "Suspense" is holding
in its
fourth week at the Victoria upandwell
no date
is set for "It Shouldn't Happen to a Dog"
which follows. .."The Stranger" also shows
strength in its fourth week
at the Palace
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DISNEY

RETRENCHES

The big news in Hollywood last week was the bombshell exploded by Walt Disney, who announced the mass
as a "retrenchment move'' made
employedestimes.
firing
ry 450
by unsettle
necessaof
Reading between the lines of the terse news story one
quickly concludes that brother Disney is pulling in his horns
until he sees the effect of the new, reformed sales system
on the cartoon field.
With the forcing of short subjects specifically forbidden, Disney and his fellow operators in the briefie field are
just going to have to wait until the exhibitors give them the
"go ahead" signal.
The theater operator, for the first time in history, is
to have the say so. He's the fellow with the checkgoing book
— the genie, who by rubbing his lantern, can either
make or break the shorts producer.
And if the exhibitor should decide on the latter course,
who can blame him? For years he's absorbed more short
subjects into his operating cost than he could ever find time
to play. He's bought
ing things featuring
concocted from stock
are nothing more than

horrible musical miniatures, terrifymediocre band leaders, traveloques
shavings and animated cartoons that
carbons of the old Krazy Kat series.

Now, he's going to wait and see what the shorts field
has to offer. The briefie movie form will have to compete
for attention just as the full length feature. When an operator books a short, he's going to look for name and exploitation value. He will want to see entertainment for
every dollar he forks out in rental. He's going to consider
program balance and a dozen and one other elements that
have been impossible In the past.
The boys out Hollywood way will tear their hair. They
can be counted on to say that the exhibitor is destroying
the incubator of movie talent when he rejects short subjects.
The cry babies won't have a chance.
For while they are bleating, the short subject business
will attract the attention of showmen — people who know
that good celluloid entertainment is the easiest merchandise
to sell, whether it is packaged in one reel or eight.
Competition is just as necessary in the miniature division as it is in the feature length department. Competition
serves the all-important purpose of making better product.
When short subjects are good, the exhibitor will buy
them.

them.

When

short subjects are bad, the exhibitor will reject

logic. That's the way the shorts field will operateThat's
in the future.

AN

ANNIVERSARY

Ten years ago today our by-line crept into print for
the first time somewhere in the back pages of Film Bulletin.
The paper was called the Independent Exhibitors Film
Bulletin in those days. The cover was a bilious orange and
on our debut it was emblazoned with big black type that

said"Adolph Zukor wouldn't know when his pants were on
fire."
That was the spirit of FB; to speak out loudly, if often
inelegantly, against those things which jeopardized the interests ofthe independent exhibitor at the same time that
they
affronted
the dignity of the motion picture industry
itself.
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Happily, that same spirit is to be found in these pages
a decade later. The language is more refined; the split infinitives, fewer. But the noise an issue of FB can raise when
it
hits a movie executive's desk is still as loud as it was in
1936.
During our long tenure as one of the paper's Hollywood correspondents we have done our share of shouting.
A great many people have been attacked under our by-line.
Never personally, of course, but simply because in sincere
honesty we felt a particular picture wasn't up to snuff, or
that a policy was breeding mediocrity of product.
Turnabout, though, is fair play. So by way of celebrating this anniversary, let's ramble through a few of the items
and opinions expressed in our writings. Then you'll wonder
why we ever were moved out of the classified ad section
into the front pages of the book.
Remember "Union Pacific, '" the biggest qrosser for
Paramount in 1939? That was the show we dismissed as
the "dud" of the season. For weeks, back in '37 we insisted David O. Selznick was going to Metro; that the
Cohns were selling Columbia.
We saw no possibilities in a Broadway recruit called
Vincent Price and after his first picture, it was suggested
that he hie himsef back to New York and the stage. Betty
Grable was called a goshawful, tiresome ingenue. In a
burst of sentiment we predicted permanent stardom for
stage veterans Francine Larrimore and Gladys George.
A fellow named Edward Dmytryk was thumoed on his
first directorial effort and urged to return to the cutting
room. Nat Levene, in an interview, was hailed as "guardian
angel" of the independent field. On the day our storv appeared he since.
quit Republic, joined Metro and hasn't been
heard from
We hesitated in givinq "Alexander's Ragtime Band" a
socko boxoffice rating. The picture put over the Zanuck
regime at 20th Century! When a young actor called
Tyrone Power played a bit in a movie he was completely
overlooked in favor of an ecstatic appraisal of the star,
Simone Simon.
Warners, we were confident, would never survive without Jimmy Caqney. We cheered his entrance into the independent field. Now we're wondering! Joan Crawford
was an actress whose Metro movies we flatly refused to
review.
Now we stand in line.
We scorned "Boy of the Streets" — a movie that made
Monoqram's comeback a success. We were sure Roy Rogers
would never replace the great Autry — that Lloyd Nolan
would succeed George Raft as Paramount's ace tough guy.
No one naid any attention to Humphrey Boqart then and
crooner Dick Powell was just a washed-up singer — with
jowels.
Yes, the mistakes have been many — the errors of
judgment ridiculous in the light of subsequent events. But
they were made in good faith and on the basis of all information at rhe time.
Tc point to the many accurate predictions that have
cone under this heading in the last decade: to reaffirm our
faith in the independent field that iust now is beqinning to
materialize in Hollywood might make a more profound and
pompous piece today.

Bui a sense of humor is essential in this unpredictable
industry. And perhaps the next studio that is rapped in this
pillar mov like to think that after our next ten years on FB
we'll tab xhe beef as just another faux pas.
DAVID HANNA

WARNER
'TWO GUYS FROM
Rates • •

MILWAUKEE'

BROS. . 1 August Release
MODERATELY

Warner Bros.
90 minutes
Dennis Morgan, Jack Carson, Joan Leslie,
Janis Paige, S. Z. Sakall, Rosemary DeCamp, Tom D'Andrea, Parti Brady, John
Ridgely, Francis Pierlot, Franklin Panghorn, Pat McVey, Monte Blue, Chester Clute,
Charles Coleman.
Directed hy David Butler.
"Two Guys from Milwaukee" is enjoyable
hot weather entertainment, dealing with
some light and amusing farcical doings in
a highly improbable plot. Although Dennis
Morgan is co-starred. Jack Carson wraps
up the film — and audiences as well — with
his down-to-earth clowning and, between
them, they give this above-average name
draw generally.
That old familiar situation
- a visiting prince from a mythical Balkan
kingdom who takes a 24-hour leave to find
out what average Americans are really like
- has been given a few original twists and,
as long as the accent is on comedy, it provides fast-moving fun. Because David Butler has directed most of the film in a humorous, tongue-in-cheek fashion, the attempt to
inject a serious topical note seems out-ofplace in the slapstick scene. A surprise
finale, which brings in Lauren Bacall and
then her husband, Humphrey Bogart, will
have audiences howling and send them out
in a happy mood.

FARCE

Dennis Morgan, a, Balkan potentate visiting in America; eludes S. Z. Sakall, his
aide, and takes a. 24-hour leave to find out
what average Americans are really like.
Striking up an acquaintance with a Brooklyn cab-driver,' Jack Carson, Morgan tells
him that he, too, is from Milwaukee and the
two become firm friends. After a night of
drinking, Carson takes Morgan to his home
and, later, introduces him to his girl, Joan
Leslie, a manicurist. At Carson's suggestion,
Miss Leslie spends a day showing Morgan
the New York sights and they find they
are greatly attracted to each other. Later
that night, when Morgan is scheduled to
make an address to his people over the
radio on the eve of their plebescite to decide between a monarchy or a republic, he
discusses American democracy with Carson
unaware that they are already on the air.
As a result he becomes a national hero but
his people vote for a republic and he is a
free man. But Morgan and Carson quarrel
about Miss Leslie's affections and, after a
wild cab ride, she is injured. When she
regains consciousness, she tells her muddled
dream to a doctor who advises whom she
really loves. When Miss Leslie chooses
Carson, Morgan takes off by plane for a
job with a beer company in Milwaukee. On
the plane he meets his supressed desire,
Lauren Bacall, but is prevented from sitting
next to her by the arrival of her husband —
Humphrey Bogart.
Jack Carson is perfectly cast as the Brooklyn taxi-driver and he enlivens the proceed-

20th CENTURY-FOX
'CLAUDIA
AND DAVID' DELIGHTFUL
• • • generally
Rat<
20th Century-Fox
79 minutes
Dorothy McGuire, Robert Young, Mary Aster, Gail Patrick, Robert Sutton, Rose Hobart, Jerome Cowan, Harry Davenport, Florence Bates, Else Janssen, Frank Twedell,
Anthony Sydes, Pierre Watkin.
Directed by Walter Lang.

"Claudia and David" has only one fault —
one a critic rarely finds — it is too short!
This thoroughly captivating sequel to Rose
Franken's "Claudia" is a delightful film,
gem-studded with realistic spontaneity and
crammed with chuckles and heart-throbs.
Dorothy McGuire's characterization of the
wisely naive young wife is so perfectly conceived that it would be heresy to think of
anyone else portraying Claudia, while Robert Young as David and an excellent supporting cast, under Walter Lang's masterful
direction, combine to create an entertainment that will enthrall all audiences. Its
all-too-brief 79-minute running time seems
to fly as Claudia endures David's
recurrent jealousy, a bout with waggery,
measles
spotting her four-year-old son and a climac8

AMUSING

-(- generally; less in action houses
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ings whenever he is on the screen. Although Dennis Morgan is handicapped by
being too American a type for a Balkan
prince, he gives an ingratiating performance. Joan Leslie does nicely as the vacillating manicurist who loves both men, but
Janis Paige is merely decorative in an unnecessary role. S. Z. Sakall's explosive
comedy and fussy mannerisms always get
laughs and Rosemary DeCamp and Patti
Brady contribute excellent performances^
LEYENDECKER

Release

BIG GROSSER

tic accident that nearly makes her a widow.
Full credit is due director Lang for those
little touches that lend enchantment to an
interesting narrative, amusingly and movingly told. The incidents are lifted bodily
from Miss Franken's novel of the same
name and Vera Caspary's adaptation wisely
recognizes the authoress' charming style as
perfectly fitted for the screen. Here is a
rare instance where the sequel can look at
the original proudly with the assurance that
it matches and often surpasses the latter's
entertainment assets. "Claudia and David"
should receive a warm reception in every
class of theatre, with highly favorable wordof-mouth boosting returns right down the
line. At this rate, 20th-Fox can make
Claudia an annual attraction to be anticialike. pated with glee by exhibitors and audiences
Starting merrily with Claudia's (Dorothy
McGuire) driving peculiarities, Claudia and
David (Robert Young) attend a dinner
party given by the latter's sister, Julia (Gail
Patrick) where they meet Elizabeth Van
Doren (Mary Astor). a widow in need of an
architect; Philip Dexter (Robert Sutton) and
his jealous wife (Rose Hobart) and Brian
O'Toole (Jerome Cowan), a spiritualist,
among others.
When David becomes inter-

ested in Elizabeth's building plans. Claudia
is vexed, particularly since she is anxious
about the health of her young son, Bobby
(Anthony Sydes). Dexter offers to take her
home to settle her doubts and on their arrival they find Bobby in the midst of a convulsion. Dexter's presence of mind saves
Bobby's life and David finally arrives after
the crisis is past. After a hectic argument,
they are reconciled, but only until David resumes his building plans with Elizabeth and
Dexter shows an interest in Claudia. In a
number of amusing incidents, they play
their jealousies against each other until
Dexter'sconvinces
wife precipitates
a crisis
and
Claudia
her and herself
that there
is nothing harmful in their friendship. On
the eve of a dinner party which Claudia
gives for all the parties involved, David is
seriously injured in an automobile accident.
He recovers and Claudia and David realize
how much they mean to each other. In a
final laugh-filled scene. David convinces her
to take a trip to California with him. invoking fake spiritualist powers.
Dorothy McGuire and Robert Young are
sterling in the stellar roles, but the supporting cast, headed by Mary Astor and Robert
Sutton, is not far outdistanced by the stars'
performances.
BARN
FILM
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'NOTORIOUS' GRANT, BERGMAN,

Rates

...

1 Special (1946 - 47)

HITCHCOCK,

HECHT — WOW!

• -f- generally

RKO Radio
101 minutes
Cary Grant, Iiigrid Bergman, Claude Rains,
Louis Calhern, Madame Konstantin, Ivan
Triesault, Reinhold Schunzel, Moroni Olsen,
Alex Minotis, Wally Brown, Rieardo Costa,
Lenore Ulric, Sir Charles Mendl, Eberhard
Krumsehmidt, Fay Baker.
Directed by Alfred Hitchcock.
Here, Mr. Exhibitor, is a boxofflce smash!
Alfred Hitchcock's superb directorial skill,
combined with luminous acting by Ingrid
Bergman tmd Cary Grant, make "Notorious"
a topnotch thriller. The marquee magic of
these three names, plus an intriguing title,
will make this one of the foremost money
attractions of the season. Ben Hecht's skillful re-working of an ordinary spy tale results in a film that holds audiences spellbound and the several romantic sequences
have rarely been surpassed on the screen for
passionate intensity. Hitchcock, as is his
wont, builds suspense slowly and steadily
until he approaches a climax which will
have patrons gripping the arms of their
seats in excitement.
While the espionage

plot is not completely plausible in that it
forces its heroine to go to extraordinary
lengths to gain vital information about Nazi
agents for the U. S. Government, the situations are intensely dramatic and Hecht's
dialogue is always forceful and convincing.
The lavish sets and the magnificent Rio de
Janeiro backgrounds are a greater selling
point for South America than dozens of
travel folders. Also worthy of special comment are Ted Tetzlaff's unusual photographic angles, the splendid musical score and
Miss Bergman's striking gowns.
Trying to escape notoriety following her
father's conviction as a German spy, Ingrid
Bergman meets Cary Grant, a U. S. Government agent, who appeals to her patriotism and asks her to accompany him to
Brazil on a dangerous mission. Grant and
Miss Bergman fall in love before she learns
that her assignment is to contact Claude
Rains, close friend of her father, and learn
about a mysterious project he and his Nazi
associates have afoot. Disregarding the
warning of his domineering mother, Madame Konstantin, Rains proposes marriage
to Miss Bergman and, although she loves
Grant, she tells him she will go ahead with
Government orders. After the honeymoon,
Grant
at Rains'
home
where attends
he gets athebigkeyparty
to the
wine cellar

from Miss Bergman. Obtaining samples of
uranium ore found in some of the bottles.
Grant leaves, but not before Rains has discovered them together. Realizing that she
is an American spy and that Grant may
learn his plan to manufacture atomic weapons against a third World War, Rains and
his mother plan to slowly poison Miss Bergman. As she is slowly being weakened,
Miss Bergman is unable to communicate
with Grant who finally forces his way into
Rains' home. Telling Rains he will not disclose his error to the other Nazis if he is
permitted to take Miss Bergman to the
hospital, Grant leaves with her. But the
other Nazis learn the truth and liquidate
Rains leaving Miss Bergman free for Grant.
Ingrid Bergman's brilliant portrayal again
makes her a candidate for an Academy
Award and Cary Grant gives his finest
screen performance to date as the Government agent torn between love and duty.
Claude Rains' suave portrayal is also
outstanding, while Madame Konstantin contributes modulated, yet forceful, acting to
a difficult role as the crafty matriarch.
Louis Calhern and Reinhold Schunzel are
likewise excellent. Lenore Ulric, stage star,
has been cut to only a few fleeting appearances.
LEYENDECKER

M-G-M ... 1 Not Set (1946 - 47)
'HOLIDAY IN MEXICO' OVERLONG
Rates • • • —

on name

values; weak

M-G-M
127 minutes
Walter Pidgeon, Jose Iturbi, Ilona Massey,
Xavier Cugat, Roddy McDowall, Jane Powell, Hugo Haas, Mikhail Rasumny, Helene
Stanley, Wm. "BUI" Phillips, Marina Koshetz, Paul Stanton, Doris Lloyd, Grady Sutton, Ann Codee, Olaf Hytten, Linda Christian, Rosita Marstini, Amparo Iturbi, Tonia
and Theresa Hero.
Directed by George Sidney.
Here is another of M-G-M's star-studded
super-lavish, over-long Technicolor musicals.
"Holiday in Mexico" is notable chiefly for
its aim to elevate Jane Powell to stardom
in the Deanna Durbin-Judy Garland tradition. But with Walter Pidgeon and Xavier
Cugat's Orchestra to attract the masses, and
Jose Iturbi's incomparable piano playing to
draw music lovers, this can't fail to be a
fair box office success, even if the two hour
telling of its frail, thread-bare plot will make
many patrons restless, especially those who
prefer a diet of red meat action fare to
whipped cream frosting. It will be weak
for action houses. The Mexican locale is
merely an excuse for strikingly-colorful sets
and costumes and the presentation of such
Latin personalities as Cugat and Iturbi
is so pleased with her lovely voice that he
also agrees to come.
Unknown
to Jane,
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OFFICE

MUSICAL HAS STRONG

SELLING POINTS

tor action spots

against appropriate backgrounds, one of
which — an open air bowl — is ridiculously
massive. The so-called plot, when it is not
being interrupted by songs and concert specialties, is concerned with the puppy-love
entanglements of Jane Powell with the mature Iturbi and a 'teen age girl with the
suave Pidgeon. It's mildly amusing, but
drawn-out and repetitious. Cutting about
30 minutes definitely would improve its entertainment value. Among the musical high
spots are Iturbi's playing of Chopin's "Polonaise" and Rachmaninoff's "Second Piano
Concerto," as well as some boogie-woogie
twin piano pounding with his sister, Amparo.
Little Miss Powell's superb soprano renditions of Victor Herbert's "Italian Street
Song" and the climactic Gounod's "Ave Maria," in which she is backed up by a tremendous choral group in the overpowering
outdoor setting are better than the two new
ballads, "And Dreams Remain" and "Someone to Love," both sung clearly, but without
much warmth, by Ilona Massey. The photography is excellent with the unusual camera
angles of Iturbi's piano being similar to the
Disney technique.
In Mexico City, Jane Powell, 15-year-old
daughter of Walter Pidgeon, the American
Ambassador, takes care of details for her
father's embassy ball and persuades both
Xavier Cugat and his singer, Ilona Massey,
to attend. She then visits Jose Iturbi, who
mistakes her for an auditioning singer and

RATING:

•Poor

••Average

• • • ©ood

Pidgeon had known Miss Massey in Europe
and he renews a romance while his neglected daughter imagines she is in love with
Iturbi, to the consternation of Roddy McDowall, her young boy friend. When Iturbi,
who is actually a grandfather, learns of
Jane's affection, he conspires with Pidgeon
to disillusion her. Pidgeon also gets in a
similar predicament with an admiring 'teen
age youngster but his diplomacy gets him
out of this. Jane finally accepts her father's
growing love for Miss Massey and turns
back to McDowall and, in the end, she
makes her singing debut at a concert staged
by Iturbi.
Mikhail French
Rasumny's
hilarious
bitExcept
as an forexcitable
diplomat,
the
picture belongs to Iturbi and Miss Powell.
The latter, who has made only two minor
musicals for U. A. release, is a wholesome
and engaging 15-year-old who has a natural
comedy sense and who needs only a firm
directorial hand to curb a slight tendency
toward cuteness. Iturbi handles his comedy and acting chores delightfully. As the
suave American Ambassador, Walter Pidgeon walks through a role which makes
few demands other than that he be his romantic and charming self. Ilona Massey
is strikingly photographed, but remains a
cold personality. Roddy McDowall tries too
hard, yet manages to get chuckles as the
high-voiced adolescent.
YORK

••••Excellent

20th CENTURY-FOX
'HOME,
SWEET
Rates • •

HOMICIDE'

GOOD

... 1 October Release

ENTERTAINMENT

FOR FAMILY TRADE

generally

20th Century-Fox
90 minutes
Peggy Ann Garner, Randolph
Scott, Lynn
Bari,
Dean
Stockwell,
Connie
Marshall,
James Gleason, Anabel Shaw, John Shepperd, Barbara Whiting, Stanley Logan.
Directed by Lloyd Bacon.
Three engaging juvenile performers
brighten the melodramatic background of
"Home Sweet Homicide" and make it a
novel and entertaining programmer. Although not a big picture in any sense, the
"Junior Miss turns detective" angle can be
exploited to attract family audiences while
Lynn Bari and Randolph Scott give it failname draw. Based on the novel by Craig
Rice, this stresses the human interest and
wholesome comedy (despite the title) engendered by the youngsters' efforts to solve
a crime without police assistance and to
promote a romance for their widowed mother. Except for the scary climax, there is
little actual suspense mainly because audi-

'CANYON
Rates • • •

PASSAGE'

TECHNICOLORED

in action houses; less elsewhere

Universal
90 minutes
Dana Andrews, Brian Donlevy, Susan Hayward, Ward Bond, Patricia Roc, Andy Devine, Rose Hobart, HaUiweU Hobbes, Lloyd
Bridges, Stanley Ridges, Dorothy Peterson,
Hoagy Carmichael, Fay Holden.
Directed by Jacques Tourneur.
The strong cast and gorgeous Technicolor
outdoor backgrounds in "Canyon Passage"
dress up an essentially commonplace pioneering tale. Based on the widely-read Saturday Evening Post serial by Ernest Haycox and starring Dana Andrews, Brian Donlevy and Susan Hayward as marquee names,
this Walter Wanger special has selling angles and should do especially well in action
houses and above average in other situations. The story's thrill highlights are a
realistically brutal fistic encounter between
hero and bad man and
Indians climax, complete
ins, scalpings, slaughtered
in between, the action is

QUEEN

Ratps © 9

the cowboys-andwith burning cabsettlers, etc., but,
rambling and the

OF BURLESQUE'

WESTERN

est novel. Arriving at Logan's home, they
hear turb
hishim,typewriter
so they
disbut later going
they hear
shotsdon't
coming
from the nearby home of John Shepperd.
husband of their mother's agent. Realizing
the importance of every detail, they take
note of the exact time of the shots, but,
when Randolph Scott arrives to investigate
the murder of Shepperd's wife, they answer
his questions but deliberately falsify the
time of the shots. They decide to let their
mother solve the case and get publicity, but
when she refuses, they follow the:r own
clues. First they help Shepperd to hide out
and then they search his home for letters
proving his wife had been blackmailing people. They find the list just before they see
a man murdered in Shepperd's home. Miss
Garner, who has hidden the list in her
house, is later attacked by Logan, who had
been one of the blackmail victims. After
Stockwell proves that Logan's typing alibi
was actually sounds coming from a record,
the murderer confesses and the children are
delighted to see that Scott is taking an interest in their mother.
DENLEY

HAS ROUTINE

frontier romance is handled in routine fashion The human interest touches and the
pleasing prairie ballads written and sung by
Hoagy Carmichael are well done, but they
tend to dissipate suspense and delay the
progress of the main plot. This can boast
of breathtakingly beautiful Technicolored
panoramas of Oregon's plains and mountains, but. otherwise, it isn't in the same
league with Wanger's memorable "Stagecoach" of 1939.

In 1856, Dana Andrews, who runs a general store and operates a mule freight line
in Jacksonville, Oregon, is in love with Susan Hayward, who is betrothed to his close
friend, Brian Donlevy, manager of the local
express office. At a festive town gathering,
Andrews asks Patricia Roc, adopted daughter of Andy Devine, a settler, to marry him.
Meanwhile, Donlevy, who has been stealing
miners' gold
to cover
gambling
becomes
involved
in the his
murder
of a losses,
miner
and the latter's friend, Lloyd Bridges, forces
him to stand trial at a kangaroo court. The
crowd wants to hang Donlevy, but Andrews
defends him and insists upon a legal trial.
When Andrews' enemy, Ward Bond, incites

STORY

an
Indian while
uprising,
Donlevy'sband
fatetogether
is left
undecided
the settlers
to protect their settlement. During the Indian raid, Jacksonville is invaded and burned, Andrews' store and mule teams are
destroyed and Donlevy is murdered. When
Devine is massacred, Miss Roc escapes to
the hills and, when she is rescued, she tells
Andrews she wants to settle down instead
of being a part of his restless existence.
This leaves Andrews free to marry Miss
Hayward and, together, they start for San
Francisco to obtain money to rebuild the
business.
Dana Andrews gives a vigorous portrayal
of the restless pioneer business man and
Brian Donlevy is well cast as the suave
gambler. Both Susan Hayward and Patricia
Roc (British star making her first Hollywood picture) have been photographed attractively. The former gives her role the
required sultry quality, but Miss Roc has a
precise and lady-like manner of speaking
which seems out-of-place, although her British background is explained. Hoagy Carmichael gives an easy-going portrayal and
puts over "Buttermilk Sky" effectively.
LEYENDECKER

FAIR MURDER-MYSTERY

re suT->ortinq dualler in minor houses

PRC Pictures
68 minutes
Evelyn Ankers, Carleton Young. Rose La
Rose, Craig Reynolds, Marian Martin, Emory Parnell, Alice Fleming, Murray Leonard,
Jacqueline Dalya, Nolan Leary, Gordon
Clark, Red Marshall, David Frisco, Charles
King.
Directed by Sam Newfield.
This moderately suspenseful murder mystery, with its burlesque background adding
some color, will make a fair supporting
dualler in lower price houses. Although
there are no marquee names in the cast, the
title and background can be exploited to
attract some trade. Actually, however, the
burlesque queens are always fully clothed
in tawdry costumes and there is nothing offLO

ences will guess the identity of the real
killer and will enjoy watching the kids
show up the blunderings of the police. Peggy Ann Garner and Connie Marshall are
natural and typical of 'teen age youngsters,
and, while Dean Stockwell (who scored in
"The Green Years") may seem too precocious and given to grown-up utterances, his
cute appearance will win the hearts of
feminine patrons. Lynn Bari is attractive
and convincing in her young matron role
and Randolph Scott makes an excellent romantic foil as the matter-of-fact police lieutenant. Barbara Whiting (the Fuffy of
"Junior Miss") again gets laughs with her
sloppv appearance and James Gleason contributes one of his sturdy character portrayals.
Lynn Bari, young widow and writer of
successful mystery novels, has three children (Peggy Ann Garner, Connie Marshall
and Dean Stockwell) who are content to do
all the household chores, but feel that their
attractive mother should have a new romance. They decide to invite Staney Logan, author of a best-seller, to dinner to
celebrate the completion of Miss Bari's lat-

color in the dialogue and situations. Several murders take place during a story dealing with backstage bickerings and jealousies
and, although suspicion is directed at a
half-dozen characters, the avid mystery fans
will probably be able to spot the killer long
before the denouement. Miss La Rose
handles her burlesque stripper role well
enough, but Evelyn Ankers carries the acting burden and also puts over a near-suggestive song, "Oh No, Not Much." very
neatly indeed.
When Carleton Young, newspaper reporter, learns that his girl friend, Evelyn Ankrs, is to be replaced as star of Craig Reynolds' burlesque show by her predecessor,
Jacqueline Dalya, he has hopes she will at
last marry him and give up the stage. However, Miss Ankers, who believes Reynolds
is being blackmailed by Miss Dalya, and
Rose La Rose, another stripper, keep ang(More Reviews on Page 37)

ling for the star part. After Marian Martin, a chorine, quarrels with Miss Dalya
about a man they both had loved, the new
star is found strangled in Miss Ankers'
wardrobe trunk. The police inspector Emory Parnell, questions both Miss La Rose
and Miss Ankers until Alice Fleming, wardrobe mistress who idolizes the latter, confesses to the murder, but no one believes
her. Later, after both Miss Martin and Miss
La Rose are also murdered. Miss Fleming
claims an attempt was also made on her
life. But inspection of the room reveals that
Miss Fleming must have fired the bullet at
herself and the police finally make her
confess that she committed the other crimes
as the result of a homicidial mania induced
by her intense love for Miss Ankers, whom
she mistakenly believes to be her daughter.
DENLEY
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WARNERS' FAITH IN SOUND
OPENED TALKIE ER A IN '26
Four brothers adopted a foundling just 20 years ago this week.
The infant had been kicking around for a while, neglected and
rebuffed because of its strange and unorthodox nature. By most
it was regarded as a freak and they shied away from it.
But the four Warner Brothers — Harry, Jack, Albert, Sam — saw
the possibilities of this stripling sound, and not only took it under
their wing, but invested everything they had into nurturing and
developing it.
It took a lot of faith and guts to get the baby started. Sometimes growing pains were mistaken for last gasps. But once shed
of its diaper, developed by scientific research and fed on a diet
of showmanship and popular approval, the youngster grew by
leaps and bounds.
Today, the queer little baby is the giant of the motion picture
industry— the talking picture. And most of the credit must go
to its foster parents, the Warner Brothers, for having had the
courage to adopt the unwanted infant two decades ago.
On August 6, 1926, Warner Bros, presented the world premiere
of John Barrymore in "Don Juan" and a program of Vitaphone
short subjects starring opera and concert artists who were heard
as well as seen on the screen for the first time. That first night
went down in history as the birth of commercially successful talking pictures. It started the revolution which brought sound to
all the screens of the world.
The Twentieth Anniversary celebration of that event is being
sponsored this month by Warner Bros., the American Telephone
& Telegraph Co., Bell Telephone, Western Electric, Eastman
Kodak, RCA-Victor, Society of Motion Picture Engineers and
Thomas A. Edison, Inc.
On August 6, 1946, 250 theatres will premiere Warners' anniversary Technicolor feature, "Night and Day". Each special
presentation will climax a civic event embracing the participation
and cooperation of city officials, national notables, newspapers and
radio stations. A mammoth studio celebration studded with stars
and big names in business, government and sciences will join in a
tribute over a coast-to-coast hook-up.
Throughout the country, Governors have proclaimed the week
of August 6 as 20th Anniversary of Talking Pictures week for
their respective States. National radio programs have been plugging the Cole Porter tunes from the Anniversary picture, "Night
and Day". Newspaper contests, window displays, posters, ads and
every conceivable means of publicizing the event have been lavished by Warner publicists until the entire nation joins in celebrating the Anniversary.
But the picture was different back in 1925.
Hearing about experiments with talking pictures from Western
Electric, the late Sam Warner was delegated by his brothers to
look into an exhibition at the Bell Telephone Laboratories.
Returning full of enthusiasm, despite others' skepticism, he persuaded his brothers to hear and see them, too. They agreed to
undertake the development.
They reorganized their activities, Sam experimenting with the
new medium at Vitagraph studios in Brooklyn, while Jack continued production of silent pictures, Albert supervised their distribution and Harry, as president, supervising all activities, particularly financial.

By the spring of 1926, after overcoming many difficulties, technical, financial and artistic, the brothers made definite plans for
theatrical release and formed the Vitaphone Corporation to carry
on the development.

They took the silent feature starring John Barrymore, "Don
Juan", and added a musical score supplied by the New York Philharmonic. To supplement the program, they added several shorts
with world-famous artists appearing in them and opened the show
at New York's Warner Theatre.
The response was overwhelming
AUGUST
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THE WARNER BROS.
From the left: Jack L., Vice-President and Executive Producer;
Harry M , President, and Major Albert, Vice-President and Treasurer. The fourth brother, Samuel L., died in 1927.
but still not powerful enough to convince theatre owners that they
should go to the expense of wiring their theatres for sound.
So Warners took the matter to the public. They acquired
show-window theatres for their talking product and when "The
Jazz Singer" appeared on Broadway, it was acknowledged that
talking pictures might be here to stay. But the elation felt by
the Warners when they saw their experiment succeeding was
sadly dampened when Sam Warner died one day before the first
public showing of "The Jazz Singer" on October 5, 1927.
To speed up reconversion of theatres for sound, with the
demand stimulated by "The Jazz Singer", Warner Brothers
assumed the risk of installing equipment for road showing of the
picture. Their judgment was borne out when the theatre owner
in each location took over the equipment permanently. By June
16, 1928, 220 theatres were showing sound pictures. The Vitaphone
Corporation had scored 20 feature productions and produced more
than 300 short subjects.
Then came the flood of sound equipment demand all over the
country, and the clincher was the first 100% all-talking picture,
"Lights of New York". It had been a long pull for the Warners,
who had backed their faith in Vitaphone with their own funds.
Between August, 1926, and December, 1928, the Warners personally
made a number of large loans to Warner Bros. Pictures, Inc.,
with advances at one time exceeding five million dollars. They
have been amply repaid for this risk, both financially and in the
respect and gratitude of an entertainment-hungry world.

The IWcirner ffro.v. Say . . .
C "The number of unbelievers was more than a thousand to one
against us... Those men who backed us up with their faith in
those early days of sound were real showmen, and as showmen
they realized that we had something of tremendous value.. More
than that, however, was the confidence these men had in us — in
my brothers, Sam, Jack and Albert, and myself." - HARRY M.
WARNER.
C. "As I see it, our industry has undergone such a drastic transformation and has made such long forward strides in its short
span of existence that it could well spend the next twenty yens
consolidating its position. . .But we are not the kind of people who
"WARNER.
rest
on our laurels. . .The talking picture is not the last horizon
for us. There are new and brighter ones still ahead." — JACK L.
C. "One of the incidental, though by no means unimportant,
results of the talking motion pictures was that they brought to
the film industry a respect never before accorded it. The old-time
snipers at the screen. . .were very much surprised to discover,
when the screen was given voice, that Hollywood had many worthwhile things to say." — MAJOR ALBERT WARNER.
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HOW TALKIES WERE BORN

Rewnem ber *?

Rivoli Vitaphone News

1870 Alexander Graham Bell patented the telephone.
1877— Thomas A. Edison
the phonograph.

invented

1X80— Bell and associates transmitted voice and music on a
beam of light, using a selenium cell. Later Bell and associates developed a flat disc
wax
record.
1887— Editon
started
his research
leading
to the invention
of
the motion picture.
His purpose was to provide a pictorial accompaniment to the phonograph.
1896 — Silent motion pictures were projected on a theatre screen
for the first time at Koster & Bial's Music Hall, New York,
on April 23, by the Vitascope, invented by Thomas Armat
and manufactured by Edison, using Eastman film.
1907— Dr. Lee De Forest invented the audion tube.

LA CROSSE,

Coram* to (lie RiroK That*, "Sr- One Week-7 Days, *-*»*£?«*>

VITAPHONE
WILL
THRU! THE
WORLD
W»«

1916 — E. C. Wente

developed the condenser microphone.

1917— Theodore W. Care and E. I. Sponable discovered the Thalofide cell, used in World Wars I and II for secret signalling.
1920 -Among the new developments that came into use during and
immediately after World War I were the public address
system, electrical recording and broadcasting systems.
1921 — Lee De Forest's first demonstration of sound-on-fllm recording was made in his High Bridge, N. Y., laboratory.
1923 — De Forest Phonofilm was shown for three weeks, starting
April 15, as part of an otherwise silent program at the
Rivoli Theatre, New York.
1925 — Warner Bros, on June 25 entered an agreement with W. E.
to share in the development of sound motion pictures.
1925-26 — Sam

Warner headed a crew of motion picture and electrical technicians in developing the commercial possibilties
of sound.

1926 — Vitaphone Corp. formed on April 8. Agreement entered into
with Western Electric on April 20 granting to Vitaphone
the exclusive right to use Western Electric apparatus for
recording sound motion pictures. E. C. Wente completed
development of a loud speaker capable of handling enough
power to make it suitable for theater use. World premiere
of Vitaphone at Warners' Theatre, New York, on August 6,
the program consisting of "Don Juan" with a synchronized
sound-on-disc score and a group of Vitaphone musical shorts.
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APRIL 29th It Mar 5*. 1928

Ushers in the First Anniversary of Vitaphone.
BRINGING WITH IT THE REFINEMENTS
and IMPROVEMENTS Made By This Remarkable Invention During the First Year of its
Activity —
THE
JAZZ SINGER
Opens a New

i.r-i

1913— After continued experiments, Edison introduced the Kinetophone for projecting talking motion pictures. The talk was
recorded on phonograph records, and the phonograph was
the screen. A fire in Edison's laboratories on
placed behind
December
9, 1914, destroyed the motion picture department,
and making of "talkers" was abandoned. . .Dr. Lee De Forest
sold all rights to his audion tube to Western Electric Co.

WISCONSIN

Field for Vitaphone.

Until You You
HaveHave
SeenNotandHeard
HeardVitaphone.
"The Jazz Singer"
AL. JOLSON will sing a number of songs during "The Jazz
Singer." Thus employing Vitaphone in a hither to undeveloped
field.
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VITAPHONE
IS THRILLING
THE WORLD.
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APRIL 29th
to SAT. MAY 5th

The reproduction of this 1928 circular will strike a nostalgic
note with thousands of exhibitors. Were you one of those
who helped Warner Bros, make talking pictures a reality?
This was the official premiere
of commercially
sound and talking motion pictures.

successful

1927 — Fox-Case Corp. presented several sound-on-film shorts on
January 21 at Sam H. Harris Theatre, New York, in conjunction with silent feature "What Price Glory?" General
Electric presented demonstration of a sound-on-film device
resulting from six years of experimentation in its Schenectady laboratories. Exhibition was held January 30 in a
Schenectady theatre. General Electric, RCA and Westinghouse sponsored demonstration of their sound-on-fllm device
at Rivoli Theatre, New York. February 11. First talking
newsreel, produced with Fox-Case sound-on-film system, previewed at Roxy Theatre, New York. April 29, and throughout ensuing week. "The Jazz Singer", starring Al Jolson,
first motion picture with spoken dialogue (two short
sequences, in addition to song numbers), had its world
premiere October 6 at Warners' Theatre, New York.
1928 Sound devices developed by GE. RCA and WTestinghouse
were made available to the film industry through a deal
with FBO. "The Perfect Crime", first feature with Photophone (sound-on-film) recording, released by FBO on June
17... "Lights of New York", first all-talking feature, opened
at New York Strand.
1929 Over 1,000 U. S. theatres wired for sound and conversion
gains momentum.
1930 — About 10,000 theatres (more than half of active number
U. S.) are wired.

At Columbus Circle in New York, gay festivities have been
held daily during the past two weeks as part of Warners
20th Anniversary of Sound celebration.
12
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1935 — Film industry, production and exhibition. 100r^ converted
to sound.
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E'RE mighty grateful for
all the tributes that are

being heaped on Warners these
Anniversary days. But there are
others within the industry who
have earned the right to consider
it their Anniversary, too.
To the exhibitors, large and small,

c
Jack L. Warner,
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tude most sincere; and we look

Earners and "talking pictures"
we very much. It was through

forward to the continued progress

leir far-sightedness, their sup-

that must result from this ever-

ort and their showmanship that

growing bond between us.

rogress was possible in those

And now, fully realizing the

rst struggling "See and Hear"
ays. We acknowledge their im-

meaning of this occasion to every

ortant contribution with grati-

exhibitor on the globe, we here present our Celebration attractions.
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Y" EVERY DAY!

BETTE DAVIS
LEN LIFE
WALTER BRENNAN-CHARUE RU66LES.
Screen Play by Catherine Turney
•
Adapted by Margaret Buell Wilder
From a Novel by Karel J. Benes •
Music by Max Sterner

HUMPHREY

LAUREN

BOGART BACALL
MARTHA VICKERS • DOROTHY MALONE

o

Music by Max Steiner • Screen Play by William Faulkner, Leigh
Brackett & Jules Furthman • From the Novel by Raymond Chandlei

D„.cudby CURTIS BERNHARDT

DENNIS

' SS*-?^^ ^ j*~-

JACK

MORGAN CARSON
TW© GUYS FROM
MILWAUKE

ELEANOR

Original Screen Play by Charles Hodman and I A L Diamond
Directed by
Produced by

DAVID BUTLER

• ALEX GOTTLIEB

ALEXIS

PARKERHENREIDSMITH
W. SOMERSET MAUGHAM'S

w„h EDMUND

LESLIE • PAIGE • SAKALL • BRADY

PAUL

GWENN

• JANIS PAIGE

Music by Erich Wolfgang Korngold • Screen Play by Catherine Turney
Dlrec,ed ^
Produced by

EDMUND GOULDING • HENRY BLANKE

mrcoore

PAUL

BETTE

DAVIS HENREID
WITH

CLAUDE RAIN

A UNITED STATES PICTURES PRODUCTION

*• V.

Screen Play By JOHN
Based

COLLIER

& JOSEPH

On Play By LOUIS

Music By ERICH

SCREEN

THAN

VERNEUIL

WOLFGANG

Directed by

KORNGOLD

Produced by

Directed By

HENRY

IRVING RAPPER

PLAY BY AlBERT MALIZ AND RING IARDNER JR. ORIGINAL STORY
BORIS INGSTER AND JOHN IARKIN
MUSIC BY MAX STEINER

BY

Produced by

FRITZ LANG • MILTON SPERLING

BLANKE

.
*W^*r
k
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IDA

DENNIS

LUPINOALDA
KING BENNETT
THE NAN I L VEr

MORGAN-CARSON
JAN

ANDREA

Screen Play by Catherine

Turney • Adaptation by Jo Pagano

Directed by RAOUL

WALSH

•

and Catherine Turney

From

Produced by ARNOLD

a Novel by Mantta Wolff
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Screen
V

CAVALLARO

HALE

& Orchestra \

Play by

Francis Swann, Agnes Christine Johnston & Lynn Starling
Original Story by Leonard Lee
Orchestral Arrangements by Ray Heindorf
Directed by
Produced by

DAVID BUTLER

•

ALEX GOTTLIEB
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a Sound program needs
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... LUCILE WATSON • S. Z. SAKALL • PATTI BRADY
Screen Play by I A L Diamond and James V. Kern • Original Story by Ben and Norma Barzman * Adaptation by Lewis R. Foster

JAMES

KERN
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mm

LOONEY

Two Reels (Re-Released)
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>Q0 FEATURETTE

PARADES
{T3jInSPORT
Technicolor — One Reel

With WALTER

GEORGE
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COULOURIS -TOBIAS ffi-;

Original Screen Play by W. R. Burnett
Music byAdolph Deutsch
Directed by
Produced

JEAN NEGULESCO

• ROBERT

TUNES . //

Reel

-— ^^JJfJOE

AKES
MacDO
(So You Want) One
Reel
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COMEDIES

RIBBON CARTOONS
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EXPLOITATION
PICTURE

"NIGHT ANDDAY"

Warner Bros. Birthday Gift
It is fitting that Warner Bros, should celebrate the 20th Anniversary of talking pictures with a picture that is so delightful a
treat to the ear as Niqht and Day, the
musical story of musical genius Cole Porter. This is Sound at its best, a moving
panorama of a famous man's colorful life
set to the tempo of the dozens of lilting,
catchy tunes he has composed — all in
Technicolor. At the top, left: Mary
Martin re-creating My Heart Belongs to
Daddy. And below: I've Got You Under
My Skin, Ginny Simms singing Just One of
Those Things and Cary Grant (as Porter)
hearing Rosalie played by a group of
street musicians in London. At the top,
right: a dance interpretation of the classic
Begin the Beguine. And below: Jane
Wyman singing You Do Something to Me.
It's a showman's dream!

EXPLOITATION PICTURE
(Continued from Preceding Page)

"NIGHT

AND DAY"

CREDITS
A Warner Bros. -First National Picture. Produced by Arthur Schwartz. Directed
by Michavl Curtiz. Cast: Cary Grant. Alexis Smith, Monty Woolley. Ginny
Simm>. Jane Wyman. Eve Arden, Victor Francen, Alan Hale. Dorothy Malom,
Tom D'Andrea. Selena Royle. Donald Woods. Henry Stephenson. Screen Play
by Charles Hoffman, Lron Townsind and William Bowers. Adaptation by Jack
Moffitt. Based on the Career of Cole Porter. Orchestral Arrangements by
Ray Heindorf. Photographed in Technicolor by Peverr II Marley. A. S. C. and
William V. Skall, A. S. C.

4. Porter enlists in the French Army and is wounded. In a
hospital in France, he again meets Linda, working as a Red
Cross nurse. She inspires Cole to continue with his songwriting, gets his song an audition in Paris, but his music is
considered too high-brow.

1# Much more absorbed in student rallies and campus musical productions than in his law studies at Yale, Cole Porter (Cary Grant),
aided and abetted by law professor Monty Woolley, decides to try his
hand at show business.

5. Back in America. Porter takes a job as a song-plugger in
a five-and-ten with Carole Hill (Ginny Simms) to get the feel
of popular demand, finds his original songs are more popular
with customers than the published ones.

2. Home for the Christmas Holidays, he tells his grandfather that he
will not return to Yale, a great disappointment to the old man. But
Cole's visit at home is lightened by the visit of his cousin, Nancy
(Dorothy Malone) and her friend, Linda Lee (Alexis Smith).

3. Practically broke, Porter and Woolley connive to get "angels" to
back their first show, "See America First," which stars Gracie Harris
(Jane Wyman). On opening night, as it appears to be a hit, the
audience begins to walk out and Porter learns that the Lusitania has
been sunk.
The show closes.
26

6. Cole again gets Woolley and thus begins a series of smash
hit shows. He goes to London, marries Linda, but when he
gives all his attention to his shows. Linda leaves him. During
rehearsal for "Leave It To Me" Gracie picks her chum, Mary
Martin, from the chorus to sing "My Heart Belongs to
Daddy," which makes Broadway history.

7. Porter is injured in a fall and rather than lose the use of
his leg, undergoes
without
knowledge.
Honored countless
at a Yaleoperations,
reunion. Cole
finds Linda's
Linda
there and they are reunited.
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IS DIGEST

Bi -Weekly Review of the Trade's Events
UNIVERSAL,

INTERNATIONAL

MERGE

The production activities of Universal Pictures Company, Inc., and International
Pictures Corporation will be merged as of October 1st, 1946, in a new production company under the name of Universal International Production Company, it was announced
simultaneously in New York, London and Hollywood last Wednesday <31) by the J.
Arthur Rank organization, Universal, International and United World Pictures Co., Inc.
The announcement of the merger of interests was made at the conclusion of a
series of conferences in London attended by important executives of these companies
at which a representative of the Robert Young Picture Enterprises was also present.
Plans were drawn up for what was termed a "stronger Anglo-American Film relationship and for the expanded production, distribution and exhibition of J. Arthur Rnnk
and Universal and International
Pictures throughout
the world."
Programmers,
Westerns Out

<• Johnston,
Mi'AA
|j,e^i<ieni,
«„.
4
contract extension from five to seven years at a
recent MI'AA board meeting:. Successor to Will
Hays, Johnston's service to the industry during
his one-year tenure and his
plans for tlie future
of the motion picture have won the admiration
and respect of all branches.

The new consolidated company will produce top bracket pictures, with 25 planned
for the first year. Program pictures formerly made by Universal, such as westerns,
serials and low bracket pictures will be completely eliminated, it was stated.
The new Universal International, which will be a wholly owned subsidiary of
Universal Pictures Company, Inc., will be headed by Leo Spitz, as chairman, and William Goetz, as president, and they will be in charge of all production activities. Cliff
Work, vice-president of Universal, will remain as one of the senior studio executives.
United World will be consolidated into the organization for the distribution of
the United International Pictures, which will also distribute the Rank pictures in the
United States and Latin America. Executives of UW will join the expanded Universal
organization with Matthew Fox, UW president, rejoining Universal as executive vicepresident and a director on the board. A special department within the Universal distribution organization will be created to give specialized and concentrated attention to
the Rank product.
The combined group announced its intention tc add to its present interests in
over 1,000 theatres throughout the world by the acquisition or building of theatres,
including houses which Universal International intends to acquire in the United States!
Raiik-Eagle-Lion Deal Continues
The previously established relationship between Rank and Robert Young's EagleLion Distributing Company in America for the distribution of the former's films in the
U. S. and Latin America will be continued. The Rank Organization will distribute the
American-made
Eagle-Lion product in the United Kingdom and elsewhere throughout
the world.
An important feature of the new association, it was noted, will be a regular and
planned interchange of actors, directors and writers between Universal
International
in this country and the Rank organization in England, thus adding to the world-wide
appeal of the product of both groups.
*
*
*

MYERS

SAYS DECISION

BASED

ON

FALLACY

Terming the statutory court's proposal of competitive bidding fc- films as
a
substitute for divestiture like "treating a cancer with headache
pills", A ? Myers
general in
counsel
of National
Allied, unleashed
opinion
the New
a scathing denunciation of 'the court's
York anti-trust
case.
In a 23-page analysis of the decision handed down by the three iud-es Mvers

The vast campaign Imllvhooing the 20th Anniversary of sound pictures has been conducted
under the knowing eye of Warner Bros, t p
and ad-pub chief Mort Blumenstock. It is one
of the most intensive and extensive campaigns
'
ever.

\
5J
"ijrsr !»»»!*-»
The Universal Pictures building now being lich
at Park Avenue and ;"> 7 1 11 in New Fork w I ts a Hill
house Universal Pictures Co., Inc., and i
ted
ates, including Universal International
lliliWorld Pictures. Enterprise Productions i lllll the
J. Arthur Hank
Organization.
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He
Putting films on the
He added.
adde2e"prtnCiaII^Created
fllmauction
Sh°rtage
the will
gt'eateSt
^ of the
thedefendants
fndusfry 'tolay
block
not induce
to in-"
crease the number of their releases or to open their retained first-run
theatres to the
"Partial" Victory
pe'tiUon^h^n!:"0'110"8 "" **" **^™
"*> might wish to entef into^comAlthough the Government scored a "partial" victory in view of the decision's
denunciation of the defendants' business methods and the Court's findings of law viola
tion, the decisions' denial of the Government's plea for theatre divo
ent was "most
extraordinary", Myers said, and the decision "falls short of the fullrcem
ure of relief
which independent exhibitors had hoped for, and which the findings meas
and conclusions
of the court clearly warrant."
«rn+» ITrt C°Ult'S ™aj°r fJjllacy is in assuming a product shortage to be the normal
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Partial Divorcement
As for the partial theatre divestiture ordered and the proposed court control over
Sa le^ °r Purchase of joint interests in partially owned theatres, Myers claimed "in view
rf ^ Goddards
Court's indulgent
toward
theatre ownership by the defendants, and
Judge
action inattitude
permitting
certain
of the defendants to acquire a laree
number of theatres under the consent decree, this seems to be a meager
safeguard"
"win
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exhibitors are concerned"
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ana less incentive to lower admission prices."
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Legility
of Clearance Questioned
Commenting on the Court's findings on the legality of clearance, the analysis
called the Court's definition "more remarkable for what it omits than for what it' includes." Myers said that clearance was uniform in most metropolitan areas and was
granted "through concerted action" thus raising the "very grave question
whether27
there is any legal clearance in those areas today."
Myers also went into detail on block-booking
and blind-selling, pooling agree-
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(Contniued from Page 27)

merits and jointly owned theatres, discrimination among licensees, the reasons and
inconsistencies in denying divestiture, appraisal of the bidding system and action to
be taken on reforms. He termed group resolutions of protest addressed to the court,
polls to determine if exhibitors favor either acution selling or divestiture, and resoluas totally futile and "naive."
dropped
tions that the entire proceeding beChoice
of Remedies
Among tlit- guests at the luncheon on behalf of
the United Jewish Appeal given hy Sp.vros P.
Skouras to leaders of the motion picture Industry
are: Harry Buckley, W. M. Michel, William
While and Malcolm
Kingrsberg.

"The question boils down to a choice of remedies," he said. "It is either auction
Court
selling as prescribed by the district court or total divestiture as the Supreme
doubtless will order once the case comes before it. For a court of its own motion to
prescribe a drastic and revolutionary method of doing business, which affects innocent
be reversed."
and should
unprecedented
defendants,
than athefinal
even more
bystanders
He advised
that until
decree is is-entered,
organizations
and leaders
should
refrain from advancing programs that carry emotional rather than realistic appeal,
noting that "distributors are not wasting time on futile gestures but are busy working
out solutions to their own advantage."
The Allied executive committee, after a study of the report submitted by Myers,
will formulate a policy for the organization in reference to the decision as well as
recommendations to the Attorney General, as provided for by action of the Board. It
will also discuss the problem of harmonizing Allied's position with that of other
independent exhibitor organizations through CIEA.
*
*
»

SINGLE

Kd Catlin, with Warners for 25 years, has heel
promoted hy Hen Kalmenson to branch manager
in Buffalo, succeeding Al Herman, resigned. Cat1 iii moves to Hiift'aln from Cleveland,

TREASURY

John H. Nathan, veteran overseas motion picture
distribution representative for Paramount, has
been named the company's division manager for
Continental Europe, French North Africa and the
Near Bast, succeeding Robert Schless, who rerecently. Nathan's headquarters will he
located signed
in Paris.

PIC

SELLING

STARTS

Single picture selling by the Big Five distributors slipped into the industry on
July 25 practically unnoticed as the sales forces of the distribution companies complied
with their assurance to the Department of Justice to inaugurate the practice of selling
one picture at a time. Instructions to regional offices of the distributors were sent by
each of the Big Five. Columbia set its selling procedure in a similar pattern, offering
"one or all" of its product with separate negotiations required for each picture and
cancellation privileges contingent on the final decree.
Universal made no change in its selling procedure, although it declined to take
contracts on next season's product until mid-August. William A. Scully, vice-president
and general sales manager, indicated that there would be no change in the sales formula until the situation regarding the "Little Three" has been fully clarified. United
Artists was expected to follow the same procedure. Republic, Monogram and PRC.
non-parties to the suit, will continue on the same basis as heretofore.

*

*

RULING

HITS

•

INDE

PRODUCERS

Hollywood was thrown into a dither last fortnight when the Bureau of Internal
Revenue issued a ruling disallowing capital gains entries by producers and film stars
forming separate corporations for production of a single picture, for the purpose of
paying lower taxes. The first to feel the impact of the new ruling was producer
Samuel Goldwyn, against whom a ruling was entered by the Bureau declaring that
five single picture companies formed by Goldwyn are of income status rather than
capital gains status. Several other producers and stars fall under the same category
and a bill that will reach whopping proportions was expected to be presented by the
Treasury to these individuals, particularly since the ruling is retroactive for three years
under the statute of limitations ruling.
The Bureau held that although there was nothing illegal in setting up separate
corporations for individual pictures, it will not permit such structures to be used for
the purpose of evading income taxes. With evidence piled up over a two-year period.
the Bureau charges that corporations have been set up, with stock issued participants
later converted and profits from this conversion listed with the Treasury as capital
gains, subject to a 25 per cent capital gains tax, instead of the much higher straight
income levies — as much as 85 per cent.
Since the Treasury Department has the authority, under a previous Supreme
Court ruling, to determine whether a corporation is for capital gains purposes, on a
corporate basis, or for personal income purposes, the only point on which the ruling
might be contested in court is the facts on which the Bureau bases its ruling. With
an intensive investigation that stretched over two years during which the Bureau
collected its evidence, it seemed highly probable that it issued its ruling secure in the
knowledge that it would be upheld if it came to court proceedings.
In Hollywood, reaction to the ruling was varied.
In quarters where the ruling

*

WARNERS

*

*

MEETS IN A. C.

Approximately 100 Warner Bros, executives, representing the domestic and foreign
sales departments, home office, studio and theatre organization, will convene on Monday.
August 5 in Atlantic City for a three-day international sales meeting tied in with the
celebration of the Twentieth Anniversary of Talking Pictures. The sessions will mark
the first big sales meeting held by Warners in four years, with Ben Kalmenson. vicepresident and general sales manager, presiding.
Discussion will include an outline of coming product, changes in sales practices
under the new industry regulations and other timely matters. Divisional and departmental meetings, dealing with regional and local operations, will wind up the sessions
on Wednesday.
*
*
»

JOHNSTON

Hilton Cohen takes over as RKO's Eastern Central district manager, succeeding
H. <;. Kranze,
resinned.
Cohen,
now
with
lllul
eight
years.
was manager of the company's Detroit exchange,
advancing in that post in i!ii:f from cltj salesman.
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PACT

EXTENDED

Eric Johnston's contract as president of the Motion Picture Association was
extended from five to seven years by the Association's board of directors at its meeting
in New York on July 25. The board also deferred further action in the case of "The
Outlaw," pending Howard Hushes' recovery from his recent plane accident. Herman
Robbins, president of National Screen Service, was elected a member of the Association.
In announcing the contract extension, the board lauded Johnston for his grasp
of the industry's problems, his plans and projects and voted the extension to assure
continuation of Johnston's "lon^-range programs to enable the motion picture achieve
its fullest development."
In his acceptance, the MPA president said thai he was more
(Continued on Page 38)
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Behind the Scenes of Film Production
COLUMBIA
The report is that Columbia will not institute its new selling
arrangements as dictated by the anti-trust decree until January.
The company is currently offering exhibitors its 1946-47 program
of 27 features, four action musical and ten Charles Starrett westerns on a single contract. However, provisions have been made
for individual picture sales on a "one or all" basis. A separate
contract covers three serials, 28 two-reel comedies and 84 onereelers with the same clause that exhibitors can buy one or all
of the serials, etc.
Executives of the company admit that the new sales plan
whereby every picture will be screened and sold individually, has
a lot of bugs in it that will have to be ironed out as experience
points out the weak points. General Sales Manager Montague
predicts an increase in distribution costs. He predicts, too, that
because of the uncertainty of distribution which may arise in the
new set-up a shortage of pictures may result. This would require
the re-issuing of some of Columbias important pictures of the
past to fill the gap until the new system really gets rolling. Montague indicates that the sales procedure will have to be changed
in detail from time to time as new situations not covered fct1 j-the
basic plan arise.
Buchman to Leave
Another producer at Columbia is unhappy. This time it is
Sidney Buchman who has announced that he will leave the studio
in December when he completes his scheduled production, "Assigned To Treasury," which rolls September 15. As soon as he
winds up his contract with this studio, he will start on "Last
Frontier," the Howard Fast novel. This one will be made on the
Roach lot with no releasing deal set as yet.
Meanwhile, the Cohn-Vidor feud continues, although Vidor is
working on the lot producing "My Empty Heart." The two men
haven't spoken for months which certainly makes for an unsatisfactory working atmosphere for all concerned.
Brent in Lead
George Brent has been inked for the male lead in "The Corpse
Came C. O. D.," which Sam Bischoff will produce. Veronica Lake
is being sought for the femme spot. Yarn is by Jimmy Starr,
Hollywood columnist.
The studio continues its full-time schedule of production with
eight in production. New starter this week is "Mr. District Attorney" (Dennis O'Keefe-Marguerite Chapman). In addition to
those in work, eight more are scheduled
to roll in the next month
...all in the B (and lower) class.

EAGLE-LION
Apparently the Rank-Young interests intend to maintain this
newly created production organization to make, lower price product. The London conferences on the Universal - International
merger brought forth no definite announcement about Eagle-Lion,
but it is generally assumed that Rank will back the outfit to have
a supply of moderately priced pictures for his British market,
while Robert Young is believed to be set on casting PRC adrift
and developing E-L.
The company's first picture is now in production. "It's A
Joke, Son" started on July 29 with radio's Kenny Delmar creator
of Senator Claghorn, heading the cast. Una Merkel (recovered
from a long illness), June Lockhart, Constance Dowling and Kenneth Farreil are in the cast.
Meanwhile, the studio is dickering with Sylvia Sidney for the
co-star role in "Repeat Performance," with Franchot Tone Constance Dowling and Tom Conway are already set in supporting
roles. Marion
tte will produce and shooting is scheduled
15.
to start August Parsone

"His Wedding Night," a Joe Fields screen play, has been
pur-
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chased for a Dennis O'Keefe vehicle. The fine hand of the EagleLion-Rank tie-up is plainly visible in the news that Ann Todd will
be brought over from England to play the leading female role.
Wonder how David O. Selznick will like that since he is going to
co-star her in his "The Parradine Case" with all the usual Selznick
fanfare?
"Born To Speed" is a Ben Stoloff production set to go shortly.
Johnny Sands heads a cast of lesser knowns for this one which
will be one of E-L's "little specials."

METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER
Four new pictures got under way this past two weeks giving
the studio a total of nine in production. Pandro Berman is rolling his second film, "Life's For The Loving," with Gregory LaCava directing Gene Kelly and Marie MacDonald in the leading
roles, simultaneously with "Sea of Grass." Following "Ballerina,"
Joe Pasternak has "This Time For Keeps," one of his Technicolor
pieces, Richard Thorpe directing, with Esther Williams and the
Melchior-Durante-Iturbi team. "It Happened In Brooklyn" is Jack
Cummings' job with Frank Sinatra, Katharine Grayson and Peter
Lawford in top roles. Durante is featured in this one, too. Richard Whorf directs. Only straight drama of the quartet of new
starters is "The Arnelo Affair." John Hodiak, Frances Gifford
and George Murphy head the cast for Producer Jerry Bresler.
Atom Film Finished
The atom bomb piece, "Beginning or The End," is finished
as are Robert Montgomery's first production stint, "Lady in the
Lake" and "Uncle Andy Hardy." The first two pictures will be
anticipated by the trade and public alike with considerable interest. Despite the fact, (or perhaps because of it) that sets on
these two productions were closed almost constantly, enough news
on them has seeped through to keep public interest at a high
pitch. Montgomery was reported having instituted several new
camera processes in his film. And as for the atom-bomb film,
well, it is reported to be, in a press-agent's favorite word, "sensational."
The deal by which Frank Ross was to transfer his production
of "The Robe" from RKO to Metro has hit a financial snag. However, it still seems fairly reasonable that the deal will go through.
By the terms of the arrangement, RKO was to be reimbursed for
an advance of $75,000, its initial payment on the story rights, as
well as the cost of the screenplay. Frank Ross is still the producer and Mervyn LeRoy will direct. The epic will be done in
Technicolor and Metro will give it top priority, if and when the
production actually starts.
Gable Resistance Weakening
The indifference of Clark Gable to motion pictures as commented on in our last issue may be weakening a bit. Latest report from the Metro front office is that Gable is looking favorably
at a story idea called "Day Before Yesterday." The script is not
yet completed, but the actor liked the novel. Sam Zimbalist has
been set as the producer and the studio is scurrying to catch
Katharine Hepburn for the co-starring role. Hepburn has been
signed to a new long term contract, so it shouldn't be too difficult
to arrange the casting, provided the script can finally be sold to
both of these players. Gable definitely did not like Metro's selection of "Adventure" as his first post-war vehicle. He was sore
about the panning it received.
The general reaction around the trade these days is that
Metro is overloading their product, particularly in the musical
division. The films in this division have gotten steadily longer
29
and more and more weight has been added to cast lists and production numbers. It is understandable that Metro wants to use
all the valuable and well-known people they have under contract
and to make its productions as lavish as possible, but sometimes
too much is as great an evil as too little.

MONOGRAM
With only a Cisco Kid film started in the past two weeks,
"Sweetthis studio is running at a minimum for the summer.
heart of Sigma Chi" (Phil Regan-Elyse Knox) continues in prowestern. duction. Wound up is "The Silver Trail," a Johnny Mack Brown
Production units are busy with preparations for pictures
slated to go during August. There is a Monogram unit now established in Zermatt, Switzerland, for background shots of worldMatterhorn for "High Conquest." Irving Allen is
renowned
producing.
DeFore Borrowed for Del Ruth Film
Roy Del Ruth's company, too, is busily working on pre-script
shooting on "It Happened On Fifth Avenue." For several months
now, Del Ruth has had a camera unit in New York shooting
background material. When the actual shooting schedule begins,
Del Ruth will use one of the sound stages on the Goldwyn lot.
Don DeFore has been borrowed from Hal Wallis for the male
lead. Gale Storm, Monogram's own contractee, will have the female lead. Ann Harding, Victor Moore and Cathy Carter have
supporting roles. This should set a new Monogram high in production and cast values.
Other films scheduled to shoot this month are: "The Trap,"
latest in the Charlie Chan series, with Sidney Toler as the clever
Oriental; a new Bowery Boys opus titled "Hex Marks the Spot"
and a pair of Jimmy Wakely-Lee "Lasses" White westerns, "Song
of the Sierras" and "Rainbow Over the Rockies."
Ad Dept. Enlarged
Louis Lifton, ad-pub chief of Monogram, announced plans to
enlarge his department by appointing heads of the three divisions
— publicity, advertising, exploitation. John C. Flinn, Jr., formerly
of WB, has been named to the publicity spot and Sanford Abrahams has been upped to head the advertising section. Several
prospects are being considered for the exploitation division.

PARAMOUNT
The production pace has been slow here in recent weeks, only
two features having been shooting during the past fortnight, but
things are starting to hum again.
Cecil B. DeMille's "Unconquered" (Cooper-Goddard) in Technicolor is rolling. Wallis' "Desert Town" is due back from location any day and goes into studio shooting on August 15. "Golden
Earrings" (Ray Milland-Marlene Dietrich) and "Dear Ruth" (William Holden-Joan Caulfield-Edward Arnold) have August 5 starting tags. "The Big Haircut" (Alan Ladd-Brian Donlevy) goes
August 26, as does "Variety Girl," the all-star show.
The two films continuing in production are "The Emperor
Waltz"
Lamour). (Crosby-Fontaine) and "My Favorite Brunette" (Hope-

Top Stars for "Union"
Having paid a record price for "State of The Union," Paramount is apparently going all-out to get the best stars for the
top roles. The studio is trying to nab Claudette Colbert and Gary
Cooper, ideal choices, we say. Authors Lindsay and Crouse indicated these two players as their selections for the roles. However, these players, freelancers long before the current rush started, come high. But the roles are plums for any players and it is
not unlikely that both Cooper and Colbert will be reasonable if a
Satisfactory script comes up.
Joan Caulfield, who has been getting the build-up routine at
the studio for the two years she has been there, graduates in her
most important role to date. The studio has cast her in the costar role with William Holden in Paul Jone's production of "Dear
Ruth." Sidney Lanfield will direct. This will mark Holden's return to the screen after his long stint in service.
Milland in "Big Clock"
Ray Milland will go directly from "The Golden Earrings," now
on pre-production location shooting in Oregon, to "The Big Clock."
The story is from Kenneth Fearing's novel which hits the stands
this fall. Richard Maibaum will produce.
Paul Stewart, who was signed last December to direct
"Christabel Caine" at RKO, is now set at Paramount for his first
direction job. Stewart ran into differences with Producer William
Peirera and checked off the RKO lot without anything accomplished. He will take over "The Wayfarers" for Producer Harry
'Intend. John Lund and Edward G. Robinson have been set in
the male roles. No other casting has been named as yet.
Hal Wallis won out in a recent competition with his former
associates, the Warner Brothers. Both Wallis and Warners were
bidding for film rights to an unpublished novel called, "House of
Mist." Wallis' deal called for a down payment and a ceiling of
$200,000 depending on sales. Meanwhile, final preparations are
going on "Desert Town" which goes before the cameras next
week.
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PRC
No production on this lot at the moment. But firmly the
spokesmen for the company insist that production will continue.
The Eagle-Lion people here on the coast insist that PRC is completely divorced from any Eagle-Lion activity. The only cooperative function will be in the use by E-L of PRC exchange offices
the country until they can set up their own distributhroughout
tion unit — or convert PRC's.
Any definite pronouncements relative to 1946-47 productions
are still in the offing pending the outcome of the recent conferences in England between E-L representatives and J. Arthur Rank
and the PRC sales conference. In the sensational news of the
Universal-International-United World merger there was no mention of PRC's future status.

REPBBUC
Nine pictures are in editing processes, something of a record
for this studio. Among the features that will soon be ready for
release are: "The Plainsman and the Lady" (William Elliott- Vera
Ralston), "Angel and the Outlaw" (John Wayne-Gail Russell),
"That Brennan Girl" (Mona Freeman-James Dunn) and "Home
In Oklahoma" (Roy Rogers-Dale Evans).
This list of product is strongly indicative of the strides that
have been made at this studio in the past year. One year ago or
thereabouts first word of the expansion program began coming
from studio spokesmen. The new sound stage was in construction. Other physical improvements were planned. Deals with
important producers like Frank Borzage and others were announced. Skeptics said, "so what?" Republic has answered that
question satisfactorily with the product it is now readying for
release. Borzage's "I've Always Loved You" will probably get
national release in September. The others will follow and it will
be established that Republic, still retaining its successful pattern
of westerns, has managed to put into film cans, a product worthy
of competition in the open market.
Only two in production this week. "Calendar Girl" continues.
The new starter is "That's My Gal," a Trucolor film with Don
Barry
Lynne Roberts in the leading roles for Producer
Armand and
Schaefer.

RKO-RADiO
■hAlong with the shift of "The Robe" to Metro, RKO relinquished its possession of another important story property this
week. "Written on the Wind," novel by Robert Wilder, was sold
to International (UW) for $150,000. It is a good bet that RKO
will come out of the deals for these two properties with some
valuable boxoffice names for a picture or two. Shrewd bargaining
has been one of this studio's strongest points of late.
Alexander Knox has been borrowed from his home studio.
Columbia, for a star role in "Indian Summer." In addition to his
acting chore, Knox will collaborate with Boris Ingster, the author,
on the screenplay. Ingster will direct. This will be a Sid Rogell
production with Michael Kraike acting as producer. Production
start is still some months off.
"Baldpate" Again
If a picture makes money once and then again, the second
time, why not a third? That seems to be the reasoning behind
the
decisionforthat
is bringing
To Baldpate"
the screen
a third
time. "Seven
ProducerKeys
Herman
Schlom isback
set to
to
produce this one for the Sid Rogell unit. Jack Haley and Boris
Karloff are already set in key roles. As FILM BULLETIN'S
editorial observed in the July 22nd issue, re-makes are no good
entertainment-wise, boxoffice-wise, or otherwise. Yet, studios get
into a pattern and first thing off, there's a cycle. "Baldpate," of
course, is a classic in literature and it may be considered so in
film making, too. Thus, it may be excluded from the ordinary
"re-make" division. Nevertheless, classic or no, unless any yarn
can be given a fresh twist either by way of special writing or
special performances, few stories really merit being told twice.
Cynics may point out that most film stories are re-makes
with new titles even when the credits say "original screenplay by
Lazlo Van Zilch. They have a point, but at least in these cases
an effort is made to do a fresh treatment of an old formula.
Anyway,
the
third "The
time. Seven Keys To Baldpate" is coming to you for
Seven in Production
The studio's production schedule totals seven this week with
Dore Schary's "Bachelor and the Bobby-Soxer" starting. This
one has Cary Grant, Myrna Loy and Shirley Temple.
The other six are continued productions: "It's A Wonderful
Life" (James Stewart-Donna Reed), "The Best Years of Our
Lives" (Myrna Loy-Frederic March). "Katie For Congress" (Loretta Young-Joseph Cotten), "The Secret Life of Walter Mitty"
(Danny Kaye-Virginia Mayo) and "Mr. Fox" (Pat O'Brien-Walter
Leslie). "The Devil Thumbs A Ride" (Lawrence Tierney-Joan
Slezak),
"The Code of the West," a quick western, wound up.
FILM
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20th CENTURY-FOX
Well, the fatal announcement has been made: Linda Darnell
will be the star in "Forever Amber." Darryl Zanuck made the
pubannouncement last week after having garnered columns of ring
licity on the situation with all the Hollywood writers conjectu
columnsful on the possible choice. Probably, more important thanis
the announcement of Miss Darnell's taking over the title role
the news that Otto Preminger is replacing John Stahl as director.
role and CorRichard Greene has been handed the Vincent Price
nel Wilde remains in the male lead. Production will start in
mid-September.
Junket Reduces Cost
Louis De Rochemont chalked up one in favor of location
that "13 Rue Madeleine will
junkets this week when he reported
cost $400,000 less with the location trip to Boston, Quebec and
unds had been reWashington than it would have if the backgro
produced on a sound stage in Hollywood. Not only is there ofa
money saving in actual shooting costs, despite the expense
carting a company of 35 around the country, but time schedule
process De Rochewill be cut by at least three weeks with the
mont is using. Henry Hathaway is directing and shooting should
unwind up within the month. That's man-bites-dog news and techdoubtedly producers will lean more and more towards this but
nique, which not only enhances the authenticity of a picture
saves money as well.
In addition to the "Forever Amber" chore which Otto Preminger will start at 20th next month, he has two more assignments
set for him. Following in immediate succession will be "Daisy
now properKenyon" and "Methinks The Lady," two best-sellers
ties of 20th Century-Fox and set for major production treatment.
Jessel Technicolor Musical
Gene Markey goes to work September 2 with his "Wedding
Ring." Victor Mature and Jeanne Crain are co-starred with
Thomas Mitchell and James Gleason in feature roles.
Producer George Jessel put another 20th Technicolor musical
into work this week. "I Wonder Who's Kissing Her Now" has
June Haver, Mark Stevens and Reginald Gardiner heading the
cast. It's another biography of a song writer.
"Razor's Edge" was finished this week leaving six films in
production.
High will
Window"
gets ona new
title, change
"The Brasher
This "The
column
take odds
another
on this Doubloon."
one. The
line forms at the right.

UNITED ARTISTS
Producers added three more to this company's total of four
in production last week. New ones on the fire are: "A Miracle
Can Happen," Bogeaus-Meredith; "Dangerous Venture," one of
the Hopalong Cassidy series under Lewis Rachmil's production;
"The Fabulous Dorseys," an Embassy Production which is Charles
Rogers' company name.
The Bogeaus-Meredith piece promises to be one of those involved episodic films with new directors and actors for each episode. The whole will be held together by a thin story thread as
in "Tales of Manhattan." This type of film has never been successful in the past. However, company spokesmen insist this one
is "different." The episode now shooting has Charles Laughton,
Henry Hull, John Qualen and Almira Sessions under the direction
of King Vidor. Episodes to come will have James Stewart, Henry
Fonda and Burgess Meredith in the leading roles.
Fourth Title Rejected
Andrew Stone is having little trouble with his currently shooting "Strange Bedfellows." The Johnston office rejected this one
which was the fourth try by Stone. He had already been turned
down on titles "Stripped For Action," "Here We Go Again" and
"Hot and Bothered." Either there is something wrong with the
Stone story premise or the Johnston office is being over-cautious.
So far, no fifth tag has been submitted.
David Selznick couldn't get Garbo for his production of "The
Paradine Case." However, he did nab Ann Todd, the English
actress. Alfred Hitchcock is directing this one and Gregory Peck
has the male lead.
"Tender Is The Night," an F. Scott Fitzgerald novel, has been
added to the Selznick property list for future production. . .Ethel
Barrymore has signed a long-term exclusive pact with Selznick.
David Hempstead, former RKO producer, has been handed
his first assignment after four months on the Selznick payroll.
It is the Henry James novel, "The Wings of the Dove." Hempstead is doing some revising on the story in order to make it
feasible for production. Things work slowly at the Selznick shop,
so it will probably be a year or more before the film actually gets
going. •
Lynn Borrowed from Paramount
Diana Lynn has been borrowed from Paramount for one of
the roles in "Little Women."
part she does
on
whether or not Shirley Temple Which
takes the Amy role. depends
If she does
not, the Paramount player will do it. If she does, Miss Lynn will
have to settle for the Beth part. Jennifer Jones will be the beloved Jo. Here's another re-make on the boards,
this one is
in the classic class. It will be interesting to seebutwhether
our
A L G li S T
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will be as excited about the Louisa May Alcott
current teen-agers
story as their mothers and older sisters were.
a deal whereby
Ben Bogeaus and William Cagney have made
headquarters at General bervice
Cagney Productions will establisah block
of GSS stock in order to
Studios. The Cagneys bought
have a permanent home for production activities.

UNIVERSAL

All else on this lot is overshadowed for the moment by the
merge with International Pictures to
big news that Universalin will
the formation of a new company to be
absorb United World
known as Universal International Production Company. This is
the outcome of the momentous conferences held in London during
heads of the affected companies and
few weeks
the past
the
J. Arthur
Rank between
Organization.
There will be many changes in personnel and an important
change in Universale production policies. The new consolidated
the first year
company will produce approximately 25 features inThe
plan is to
ot its operations, which commence October 1st.
ers, westerns
make only topflight product, eliminating programm
and serials. In brief, the new Universal intends to move into
d.rect competition with the Big Five.
Spitz Chairman
president, will
Leo Spitz, as chairman, and William Goetz, as has
heretofore
who
Work,
Cliff
while
ion,
product
of
charge
in
be
functioned as head of Universale studio, will apparently take a
s senior
back seat, although continuing as one of the new outfit
officers Matty Fox, president of United World, will step into an
the home office
and
studio.
.
nt spot, probably acting as liaison between
importa
From the exhibitors' standpoint the most important factor is
the announcement that the new Universal will cut down its volume
of a product shortage,
of production. In the present situationrank
and file of theatres.
this assumes serious proportions for the
Ultimately, new sources of less pretentious films will develop,
but for a while the reduction in volume from Universal will be
felt. The personnel here already has undergone some drastic
changes. More than 15 producers and directors and some 20
writers have been dismissed. With the elimination of low-budget
product, numerous minor players undoubtedly will be let out.
3 Internationals Set
Eight pictures are in production on the lot, the one new
starter being another of those Technicolor spectacles, "Flame of
Tripoli," with Yvonne DeCarlo and George Brent heading the cast.
The quiet sound stages of the International division will soon
be humming. Three important features are slated to go into
almost simultaneously. First will be "Bloomer Girl,"
production
followed by "The Egg and I," with Claudette Colbert and Fred
story.
MacMurray, and then "Ashenden," the W. Somerset Maugham

WARNER

BROS.

Spirits run high at Warners because the error of signing Joan
Crawford to only three pictures has been erased. The actress was
tempted into a new long-term deal which will keep her on the
although outside commitments are perprimarily,
lot Neither
Warner mitted.
the actress nor the studio is going to permit the
newly kindled public interest in her to wane. Already finished is
"Humoresque," with John Garfield; currently in work is "Possessed," with Van Hefiin; to follow immediately is "Need for Each
Other," with Errol Flynn, and after that comes "The White
Knight," with no male lead set as yet. That should be enough
Crawford films for the year's program even at the present high
value of Crawford popularity. It was fitting and proper, we believe, that Miss Crawford should remain at this studio, since it
was Jack Warner who had the confidence in her talent to spot
her in the strong dramatic role of "Mildred Pierce" when a lot
ol Hollywoodheads said she was "washed up."
Great Publicity Campaign
All publicity concentration at this studio is leveled at the 20th
the
and Day,"
the release of
and anniversary.
sound the
of mark
Anniversary
job has
exploitation
The"Night
film chosen to
any
at
radio
a
on
turn
to
impossible
is
It
thoroughly.
been done
hour of the day or night without hearing one or more Cole Porter
tunes. There is no questioning the quality of the music nor of
the picture which has been built around it, both are sure-fire.
The Porter story should be a great hit and it is a worthy symbolII
of this
enterprising
organization's
our industry.
Production
schedule
holds threecontributions
features this toweek,
with the
new Ida Lupino-Dane Clark film, "Deep Valley," set to go shortly.
This one promises to be the best Clark opportunity to date.
Michael Curtiz, Warner's prize director, has been set for
"Winter Kill." Humphrey Bogart and Lauren Bacall will be reunited in this one which goes in October, Jules Furthman
producing.
Incidentally, advance comments indicate (hat "The Big SI
has been doctored into a pretty good film after much re-shooti
(Continued on Page 36)
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PRODUCTION
§ RELEASE

In the Release Chart, the date under "Details" ref ers to the issue in which cast, director, plot, etc..
appeared. "Rel." is the national release date. "No. " is the release number. "Rev." is the issue in which
the review appeared. There may be variations in t he Running Time in states where there is censorship,
(T) immediately following title
All new productions are on 1945-46 programs unl ess otherwise noted.
and running time denotes Technicolor production.
Great
Morgan,
Little Mr. Jim

1946-47 Features
Westerns
Serials
1945-46 Features
Westerns
Serials

Completed
Completed
Completed
Completed
Completed
Completed

( 6)
( 2)
( 0)
(41)
(15)
(4)

In
In
In
In
In
In

Production
Production
Production
Production
Production
Production

(7)
(0)
(1)
(0)
(0)
(0)

Not

available.

See

next

Reckoning
To
Earth

CHART

Time

Cast

No.
Details
Rev.

Rel.

(T)

Johnny
0'Clock
My
Empty
Heart
Return
of Monte
Cristo,
The
Son of The Guardsman
(Serial)
Secret of The
Whistler

COMPLETED

Bogart-L. Scott
Havworth-Parks

.... 6-24.
4-15.

PoweM-Krys
Russell-Douglas
Hayward-Britton
Kennedy-Shaw
Dix-Brooks

7-8.
. . . .7-22.
....7-8.
7-22.
7-22.

1946-47

Blondle's
Locky
Day
(69)
Crime Doctor's Manhunt,
The
Gallant
Journey
Jolson
Story,
The
(T)
Landnsh
So Dark the Night
Terror
Trail
Thrill
of Brazil
Details
under title: Rio

.10-15
..5-27
..3-18
.11-12
.11-26
.12-10
.10-29
..4-29

Lake-Singleton
Baxter-Drew
..,
Ford -Blair
Parks- Keyes
Starrptt- Burnette
Geray-Cheirel
Starrett-Burnette
Keyes-Wynn
. .

4-4... 7020

7-8

4-2.
4-1.
. . . .4-29.
3-18.
... 9-3 .

Louisc-Bannon
Starrett-Taylor
Starrett-Bornette
Massen-Stanton
Hayworth-Ford
Louise-Dunne
Starrett-Adair

.6-20.

Louise-Doane
Fortune

5-13.

Hop

Bakewell-Holt

2-18.

.

NOT

32

Donaldson-Dennis
Starrett-Bornette

DESIGNATED

Fiesta
(T)
Gallant
Bess (Clnecolor)
Details
under
title: Star

from

Heaven

Came
Golltyt Tumbling
(Serial) Down,

Walls
Who's

.6-11.
. . .4-1.
.4-29.,

...Drew-Stanton
...
Curtis-Donnell
...
Falkenburg-Tucker
Curtis-Donnell

12-24.
..5-27
12-24.

Williams-Carroll
Thontpson-Toblat

..12-24.
,10-29.

.2-14.
.7-25.
.3-28.
.5-16.

.12-10... 3-21... 7221.

.12-24
6-7... 7011.
10-15. .12-13. . .7140.
...4-1.

Bowman-Chapman

(82)

The

.5-30... 7208.
...7-4

..3-20.

Kent-Ward

Completed (49)
PRODUCTIONS

In Production (9)

Story:

A

returned

Story:

A

G.

man

service

a hasty

tries to make

IT HAPPENED IN BROOKLYN
Comedy with Music — Started July 22
Frank Sinatra, Kathryn Grayson, Peter Lawford, Jimmy
Cast:
Durante, Lumsden Hare.
Producer: Jack Cummings
Director: Richard Whorf
Brooklyn.
I. brings

his

English

songwriting

friend

Gifford,

home

George
gets

to

Murphy,

Producer:

Bored
with her marriage,
a woman
and becomes a suspect of murder.

involved

Dean

Jerry Bresler

with

a gangster

THIS TIME FOR KEEPS (Technicolor)
Musical — Started July 15
Cast:
Esther Williams, Lauritz Melchior, Jimmy Durante, Jose
Iturbi.
Director: Richard Thorpe
Producer: Joe Pasternak
Not

available.

Ballerina
Cockeyed
Miracle,
The
Details
under title:

See

next

issue.

CHART

Time

.7021... 5-13
.7101
7206.'

. .7025. . .5-13
'.703i!
.7023. . .5-27
.7028... 4-15
.7-8

.7036.
.6-10

(81)
But Not

High Barbaree
Holiday In Mexico (T)
(127)
Sea
of Grass
Secret
Heart, The
Sacred and Profane
Details onder title: A Woman
Summer
Holiday
Two Smart People

.7120

.7016.
.7222.

3-4.
8-20

..

Cast

Details

Rel.

No.

Rev.

IN PRODUCTION

.8-10

.7003.
.7032.
.7205.

.

LIFE'S FOR THE LOVING
Comedy with Music— Started July 17
Gene Kelly, Marie MacDonald, Charles Winninger, Spring
Cast:
Byington, Jean Adair.
Producer: Pandro S. Berman
Director: Gregory LaCava
work.
marriage

Title — Running

-3-28... 7160

.7008.

..6-10
...5-13...
4-1...
3-4..
..10-1..
4-1..
12-24 .

.Taylor-Hepborn

RELEASE

.4-1

.7040

.10-29...

Starrett-Burnette
Morley-Bannon
.

1945-46 Features

Story:

.7001.

.10-1., .8-17

It's Great To Be Yoono
Brooks-Stanton
6-10.
Jangle Raldere (Serial)
Richmond-Berg
8-6.
.9-14.
Jnst Before
Dawn
(65)
Baxter-Barrle
11-26.
10-18.
.5-30.
Kiss and
Tell
(90)
Temple-Abel
2-5. ...3-1.
Man Who Dared (66)
Brooks-Macready
3-4.
Details under title: One Life Too Many
12-24. . .4-11.
Mysterious
Intruder,
The
(62)
Dix-Blake
Details onder title: Morder Is Unpredictable
Night
Editor
(67)
Gargan-Carter
... 11-12.
..1-7. .2-14.
.4-18.
Notorious Lone Wolf, The (64)
Mohr-Carter
....
.4-30.
. .9-18.
Details onder title: Lone Wolf on Broadway
Outlaws of the Rockies
Starrett-Hardlng
.
.10-15. .3-21.
Perilous
Holiday
(89)
O'Brien-Warrick
Phantom
Of The
Desert
Starrett-Bornette
. .1-21..
Phantom
Thief, The
(65)
Morris-Donnell
.. ...9-3. 11-15.
Details onder title: Boston Blackle's Private Ghost
.8-20. ..5-2.
Prison Ship
(60)
Lowery-Foeh
.6-11. ..6-13.
Renegades
(T)
(88)
Keyes-Parker
Details onder title: The Kanran
. 6-27 .
River

.7180.
.7223.
.7037.

.7-11. ..7209.

.9-17. .4-25
.6-25. .3-21..
..6-24.

..

Starrett-Houck

.2-21... 7004... 4-15
. .7-18.
.7-11.

.5-23..
.1-31. .7026.
2-18.
.7204.
.7207.
..7-9. .4-25..
11-12.,
.2-28.. .7034.

Devil's
Mask,
The
(66)
Frontier
Genlaw
(59)
Galloping Thunder
(54)
Gentleman
Misbehaves, The
(74)
Details onder title Lullaby of Broadway
Gilda
(110)
Gloved
Hand, The
Gunning
for Vengeance
Details onder title: Bornlng the Trail
Heading
West
Details onder title: Massacre
Mesa
Personality
Kid,
The
Details under title: His Face Was Their

Return
of Rosty,
The
Roaring Rangers
Details onder title: Powder
Sing While Yoo
Dance
Singing On The Trail
Talk About A Lady
(71)
That
Texas
Jamboree

There

Two-Flsted
Stranger
Unknown,
The
Details onder title: The Coffin

Story:

Bandit of Sherwood Forest (T)
(87)
Wilde-Louise
Blondlo
Knows
Best
Singleton-Lake
Chick Carter,
Detective
(Serial)
Talbot-Blake
Cowboy Bloes
Curtis-Donnell
Dangeroos Business
Tucker-Merrick
Details onder title: Power of Attorney
Desert
Horseman,
The
Starrett-Burnette
Details under title: Phantom of the Desert

(Serial)

J'Brien-Murphy
Garland-Walker

THE ARNELO AFFAIR
Drama — Started July 18
Cast:
John Hodiak,
Frances
Stockwell, Eve Arden.
Director: Arch Oboler

1945-46

Harrlgan

Horses

NEW

IN PRODUCTION
Dead
Down

To

.
.

Beery- Mac Mahon
Lawford-Jenklns
Johnson-Klrkwood
Skelton-Maxwell
.

.CortlsPeck- JarRoberts
man
Throw a Saddle on a Star
(67)
(Details under title: Smoky River Serenade)

issue.

RELEASE
Tide — Running

Morgan-Powell
Jenkins-Gilford

Tenth Avenue Angel
Undercurrent
Till The Cloods Roll By (T)
Details onder title: Yob
Were
Yearling, The (T) .

NEW PRODUCTIONS
MR. DISTRICT ATTORNEY
Mystery Drama — Started July 29
Cast:
Dennis
O'Keefe, Marguerite
Chapman,
Michael
O'Shea,
Adolph Menjou.
Director: Robert Sinclair
Producer:
Sam Bischoff
Story:

The
(92)

Mighty
McGork, The
My Brother Who Talks
No
Leave,
No
Love
Show-Off,
The

Goodbye

of

My

Own

(93)

COMPLETED
BLOCK NO. FIFTEEN

O'Brien-Charisse
Morgan-Totter

. . .7-22
1-7

Johnson-Allyson
Pldgeon-Massey
Tracy-Hepburn
Colbert-Pidgeon
Garson-Hart

. . .5-27
9-17
7-8
.... 6-10
4-1

Rooney-DeHaven
Ball-Hodiak

. . . .7-8
10-1

1943-46

.7-22

,

.6-10

Letter for Evle, A (89)
Harvey
Girls, The
(T)
(101)
Portrait of Maria (76)
Sailor
Takes
a Wife
(91)
Up Goes Malsie
(89)

Hunt-Carroll
Garland-Hodlak
Del Rlo-Armendarli
Walker-Allyson
Sothern-Murphy

6*11... 1-46
1-22. ..1-46
Foreign. . .1-46
4-2. . .1-46
8-20... 1-46

614.. 12-10
611
1-7
612
1-7
615
1-7
613
1-7

Bad Bascomb
(112)
Hoodlum Saint (91)
Last Chance, The (105)
Postman Always Rings Twice, The
Two Sisters From Boston (112)

Becry-O'Brlen
Powell-Williams

4-46
7-9. ..4-46
Foreign. . .4-46
6-25... 4-46
7-9... 4-46

619... 2-18
618. ..2-18
621. .12-10
620... 3-18
622... 3-18

8-6. . .7-46
.. .9-18. . .8-46

625... 5-13
626... 5-13

1-7. . .8-46
.11-26. . .8-46

627. . .6-24
628 . .6-24

BLOCK

BLOCK

NO. SIXTEEN

(113) . . . Turner-Garfield
Allyson-Lawtord

NO. SEVENTEEN

Boys' Ranch (88)
Courage of Lassie (T)
(93)
Details under title: Hold High the Torch
Faithful In My Fashion (81)
Three SPECIALS
Wise Fools (90)
Adventure

Craig-Jsiikins
E. Taylor-Lassie
Reed-Drake
O'Bricn-Barrymore

(129)

Details onder title: This Strange AdventnrrGable-Garsnn
Easy To Wed (T) (117)
Bail-Johnson
Green Years. The (127)
ror^-n-Drake
Weekend at the Waldorf (130)
Tomer-Johnson
Zi.igfold Follies (T)
(110)
Aslalrr-Ball

6-11... 3-46
2-19
9-3
... 11-27 .. 10-45
5-1. ..3-46

FILM

616.
624.
623.
605.
617.

.12-24
..4-15
. .3-18
..7-23
.1-21

BULLETIN

Easy Come. Easy Go
Oetails under title:

MONOGRAM

Fear
In The
Night
I Cover Big Town
imperfect
Lady,
The
Details
under
title:

In Production (1)
In Production (1)

Completed (31)
Completed (11)

(34)
(12)

1945-46 Features
Westerns

Jungle Flight
Ladies'
Man
Perils of Pauline
Seven
Were
Saved

NEW PRODUCTIONS
UNTITLED CISCO KID
Western— Started July 22
Cast:
Gilbert Roland,
Ramsay
Ames,
Garralaga.
Director: William Nigh
Story:

Not

available.

See

next

Yaconelli,

Producer: Scott Dunlap

CHART

Time

Cast

Details

Rel.

of

Sigma

Chi

Regan-Knox

(80)
(67)

Francis-Kelly
Richmond-Reed

Details
under title: The Shadow's
Below
The
Deadline
Details
under title: Jumpln'
Joe
''lack Market
Bablei
(71)
Border
Bandits
(57)
Bowery Bombshell
Details
under title: Hot
Money
Bringing
Up Father
Dangerous
Money
Details under title: Hot Money
Dark
Alibi
(65)
flecoy

.

.520.

Shadow
Douglas-Ames

...4-23.

. .8-3.
.1-12.
Richmond-Hayes
..3-18. ..6-1.
Brown-Hatton
.. . ..8-20.. .7-20.
Gorcey-Hall
...
...4-15.

. .5-28.
..12-24. . .5-10.
..11-26.
.1-12..
...10-1..

...9-17.. .12-8. .
.8-10. .
. . .4-29. .
.2-16..
..12-10..
...9-17.
....
...2-9.
. .8-3..
.7-27. .

.567.
.518.

.7-13. .

.530.

The
(63)
Gregory

Belita-Moore
Glamour

..

Girl
Regan-Storm
Albert-Taylor
Storm-Reagan
Wakely-White
Brown-Hatton
Brown-Hatton

(75)

Code of The

...
..
..
..

....2-4..

Drifter
Wakely-White
Francis-Shayne

,

2-4..
. ..6-24.

.4-20..

.4-27

Completed (25)
Completed (20)

1945-46 Features
1946-47 Features

RELEASE
Title — Running
Emperor Walb,

The

Time

(T)

Cast
Crosby-Fontaine

Favorite Brunette

Details

7-22

1946-47

COMPLETED

DESIGNATED

Calertti
California
(T)
Danger Street

AUGUST

. . . 6-24

Hope-Lamour

Bl« Town
Reed-Brooke
Blue Skies (T)
Crosby-Astalre
Crm My Heart
Hutton-Tifu
Details inder title: Tee Geed Te Be True
Perfect Marriage, The
Young-Niven
Two Years Before the Mast
.Ladd-Donlevy

NOT

Ladd-Rossell
Stanwyck-Mlllanil
lowery-Wlthers

5,

Ladd-Fitzgerald
Young Sidney
....

1946

The

(108)

Martha
Ivers (116)
title: Love
Lies Bleeding

SPECIALS
Fire
(70)
to

Beaucairc
Utopia,

(T)

The

(93)

.513... 4-15

.516... 3-18
.699... 4-15
.501.. 10-15
.521
.503
.574
.561.
.573.

'.'.

(0)
(2)

Rel.

1-21
5-1
7-9.
.12-10.

. .

2-19.

the

Loose

Missouri

9-6

In Production (0)
In Production (0)

CHART
Cast

Details

.2-17.

Stcele-Saylor
Cabot-Borg
Coleman-Reed
. . .
Beaumont-Walker

....

Rel.
.6-20.
...3-4.
.10-29. .8-22. . .
..5-3..
.4-20.
10-23.
..10-1. . 6-30 . ,
..5-28.
..8-6.
.1-21.
..6-25.

. .
.

.4-15.
11-30.
..1-8.

.4-29..

Dean-Ates
Lowe-Joyce
Lewis-Kramer
....
Crabbe-St. John
.
Crabbe-St. John
.
Sordon-Windsor
. .
Shayne-Gwynne
..
Beaumont-Walker

7.6-10

..5-27.
.12-26. 11-21.
..4-10.

.5-13

Crabbe-St.
John
Steele-Saylor
Von Stroheim-Bates
Dean-Ates
Beaumont-Walker
.
Steele-Saylor
. . .
Crabbe-St. John
..

.

Btiren of Burlesgue
(67)
Romance of the West
(60)
Secrets
of A Sorority
Girl
Six Gun
Man
(60)
Details under title: Six-Gun

Ankers-Young
Dean-Barton
Ware-Vallin
Steele-Carlln
For

Song of Old Wyoming
(Cinecolor)
Strange
Holiday
Strangler ol The Swamp
(60)
Terrors
On
Horseback
Thunder
Town
(57)
Wife ol Monte Cristo, The
(81)

. 12-24

.10-1.
..2-20.
..1-22. ..12-8.
.4-29.
.1-21..
...9-3. .12-24.
.3-18. .3-27.
..6-3.
.2-25.
.10-2.
...8-6.
10-15 . ..7-10.
11-26.. ..1-7.
. .12-10.

Crabbe-St. John

Men

. .4-29
.11-26

.8-15..

Crabbe-St. John

Dangerous

.5-21

.7-22. .

Prairie
Rustlers
(55)
Details under title: Buster Crabbe No. 1

title:

529... 5-13
.4532... 5-27
.4531.. 12-10

12-13.

10-15.
.4-29.. .7-17
. .6-24.
. .9-17.. .11-7....

Prairie
Badmcn
Details
under

.4526. ..5-13
.4527... 5-13
.4528... 5-13

.8-30.
.3-22.

.9-17.

LaPlanche-James
O'Driscoll-Wright

Driftin'
River
Enchanted
Forest, The
(Cinecolor)
(80) ...
Flying
Serpent,
The
(60)
Gentlemen
with
Guns
Ghost of Hidden
Valley
How
Do You
Do?
(83)
I Ring
Doorbells
(67)
Larceny
In Her
Heart
Details under title. Crime in The Night
Lightning Raiders
(61)
Man Without A Gun
Mask of Dillon
(73)
Mtlody Round-Up
(C)
Murder Is My Business
(65)
Navajo
Kid
(59)
Overland
Riders
Details under title: Buster Crabbe No. 8

.4521
4-1
.4523. ..3-18
.4522
4-1
.4524. ..3-18

11-12

Dean-Carlln
Lindsay-Ncal
Dean-Ates
Henry-Johnson
5avage-Neal

Hayride

.6-14.

Wcissmullcr-Grey

1945-46

(65)

.4519... 2-18

Stanwyck-Heflin

Time

On

.5-31.
. .8-6.
..7-5.

Completed (19)
Completed (16)

Blondes

.4518. . .2-18
.4517. . .2-18
.4516. . .2-18

.7-26.
.9-13.
..8-9.

Hope-Caulfield

.4512.. 12-10
.4513. .12-10
.4511. .12-10

.5-17.
..5-3.
.6-28.
..4-5.

.1-21.
10-15.

1945-46 Features
Westerns

Devil Bat's
Daughter
Down
Missouri
Way
Details
under title:

11-13.
..4-2.
. .7-9.

..7-9.
7.3-5.
.2-18.

Crosby-Hope-Lamour

Ambush
Trail
(58)
Avalanche
(68)
Her Sister's Secret
Blonde
For A Day
Details
under title:

.4-19.
..3-8.
..2-8.

. .1-8.

(90)

.2-18

.10-1
.11-26

.7-24.,
..8-6.. .3-20..

...

..4-1..
...

10-29.

Hire
(65) .... Dean-Padden
Rains-Holden
LaPlanche-Edwards
Crabbe-St.
John.
Steele-Saylor
Loder-Aubert

..8-1..
11-12.
..2-1.

.10-29

..9-2.. ..4-9'.
..5-14. ..1-1..
.1-21. .4-10..
..5-1..
.4-23.
.9-3.
.8-6.

REPUBLIC

Rev.

1946-47 Features
Westerns
Serials
1945-46 Features
Westerns
Serials

12-24.
8-6.
1-8.
....

NO. SIX

(107)
Wind,

No.

CHART

IN PRODUCTION
My

0. S. S.
Searching

Caravan
Trail,
The
(Cinecolor)
Club
Havana
(62)
Colorado Serenade
(68)
Danny
Boy
(66)
Oetour
(63)

.572

.9-18.

Stanwyck-Cummings
Rogers-Reed
Donlevy-Russell
. . ,
deHavilland-Lond

NO. FIVE

COMPLETED

.525.

In Production
In Production

.2-22.

RELEASE

.2-16.-

...6-25., ..1-2.
.6-15.
..10-29.
.1-10.
.. .5-14. , ..7-6..
.3-16..
.. 7.8-6. . .6-29..
...4-29..
...6-24.

Lowe-Rogers

1945-46

NO. FOUR

Title — Running

.502.. .4-29
.514. ..5-13
.509.
.561.

Dragon,
The
(64)
Toler-Fong
Details under title: Charlie Chan In Mexico
Shadows
On The
Range
Brown-Hatton
...5-13..
Details
under
title: Roaring
Range
Shadows Over Chinatown
Toler-Ycung
. . . .4-1..
Details under title: Corpus Delicti
South
of Monterey
Roland-Riordan
.
. .4-15. .
Details under title: Romance of the Ranclio
Shadow
Returns.
The
(61)
Richmond-Reed
. ..10-29. .
Silver Trail, The
Brown-Hatton
.
.. .7-22.
Spook Busters
Gorcey-Hall
. . . ...5-27.
Details under title: The Shadow

7-

.3-18.
..4-1.
.6-11.
.4-15.
.3-18.

MacMnrray-Goddard
Milland-Wright
. .
Crosby-Caufleld
Hope-Hasso

The

Bride
Wore
Boots.
The
(82)
Hot Cargo
(57)
Our Hearts Were Growing Up (122)
To Each
His Own
(122)

Road

.528.
.507.
..10-15.. ..2-2.
...7-23.. ..3-2.
.6-29.
. .3-18.
. 6-22'.
.515
.562
...3-18. . . .6-8.
.529
..12-24. . .3-30.
.. .6-10
.566.
. .10-29. .
..3-2.
.. .6-10. .6-22.
.510.
...2-18..

. 6-24 .
.10-1.
11-26.
.3-18.

Ladd-Lake
Lowery-Brltton
McCrea-Britton
Milland-deHavilland

Monsieur

.519.
.508!

.6-10.

. .
. ..
....
...

Blue
Dahlia,
The
(99)
They Made Me A Killer J65)
Virginian,
The
(T)
(90)
Well-Groomed
Bride, The
(75)

Swamp

Toler-Lorring
. . ..12-24.. .5-25.
Gillie- Norris
...5-13.
. . .3-18. ,
Richmond-Hayes

Lowery-Savage
Bracken-Welles
Hutton-Lund
Denning-Craig

Lamour-Cordova
Tufts-Lake
Barr-Masscn

Strange
Love ol
Detail!
under

.511.

Woman

.4-29.

Masquerade
in Mexico
(96)
Miss Susie Slagle's
(87)
Tokyo
Rose
(66)

BLOCli

.508.
.565.

...6-24.
...6-24.

Yule-McManus
Toler-Young

Red

..505..
12-10
.526

This

.10-29.

Kelly-York
Reed-Brooke
....
Wright-MIIIand
..

COMPLETED
BLOCK NO. THREE

BLOCK

...6-25. .12-24.
. ..10-29.. .5-11.

Don't Gamble With Strangers
Details under title: Charlie Chan
at Alcatraz
Faee of Marble, The
(72)
Carradine-Drake
Fear
(68)
Cookson-William
Details
inder title: Suspense
Freddie Steps Out (75)
Stewart-Preisser
Details under title: High School Scandals
Gentlemen from
Texas,
The
Brown-Hatton
Details under title: The Fighting Texans
Gay
Cavalier,
The
(65)
Roland-Ames
Gentleman
Joe Palooka
Errol-Kirkwood
Haunted Mine,
The
(52)
Brown-Hatton
..
High School
Hero
Stewart-Preisser
.
In Fast Company
Gorcey-Hall
...
Details under title: In High Gear
Joe Palooka, Champ
(70)
Kirkwood-Knox
Junior Prom
(69)
Stewart-Preisser
Details under title: High School
Kids
Live Wires
(65)
Gorcey-Drake
Details under title: Stepping Around
\onesome
Trail
(55)
Wakely-White
..
Details under title: On The Cherokee Trail
Missing
Lady,
The
Richmond-Reef
.
Details under title: Jade Lady
Moon
Over
Montana
Wakely-Holt
. . .

Strang!
Mr. Gregory,
Details under title:
Suspense
(101)
Details undo,
ride:
Sunbonnet
Sue
(90)
Strange
Voyage
(61)
Swln§ Parade of 1946
Trail to Mexico
Trigger
Finger
Under
Arizona
Skies
Details under title:
West of The Alamo
Wife Wanted

Suddenly
It's Spring
Trouble With Women,
Welcome
Stranger
Where
There's
Life

1945-46

COMPLETED
Allotment
Wlvw
Behind
the Mask

7-22 .

Take

Tufts-Fitzgerald

Avenue

(T)

BLOCK

IN PRODUCTION
Sweetheart

Martin

issue.

RELEASE
Title — Running

Frank

Third

Completed
Completed
Completed
Completed
Completed
Completed

(40)
(16)
( 4)

NEW

In
In
In
In
In
In

( 6)
( 2)
( 0)
(37)
(23)
( 4)

PRODUCTIONS

.4-1

Production
Production
Production
Production (0)
Production (0)
(2)
Production (0)
(0)
(0)

THAT'S MY GAL (Trucolor)
Adventure — Started July 26
Cast:
Don Barry, Lynne Roberts, Pinky Lee, Ed Gargan.
Director:
George Blair
Producer: Armand
Schaefer
Story:

Three happy
crooks
out to be a hit.

try

to

hoax

Angels

to

back

pis

turns
33

RELEASE
Title — Running

CHART

Time

Calendar

Girl

rp.„.

M-,r<h„ii

Inner Circle

Affairs
Geraldine
Detailsof under
title:

. ..3-18. .
...8-20..

Mara-Douglas

.

...3-18..

Autry-Roberts
Dunn-Freeman

.

. . 6-24 . .
...5-13..

Lonely

Elliott-Fleming
Esmond-Aubert
Elliott-Fleming
Bachelor-Browne
Stirl.ng-Cuigley

'.'.',' withers-Withers
Club

Scotland
Yard
Investigator
(68)
Sheriff of Redwood
Valley
(56)
Snow Cinderella
Song
of Arizona
(68)
Song
of Mexico
(57)
Spectre of the Rose (90)
Strangi
Impersonation.
A (68)
Sun
Valley
Cyclone
(55)
Traffic In Crime
Undercover
Woman
Details
under
title: Passkey
to
Under Nevada Skies
Valley of the Zombie, The
(56)
Vigilantes of Boom
Town
Wagon
Wheels
Westward
(56)
Woman Who Came Back, The (68)
Details under title The We*

Rogers-Evans
..
Stirling-Henry
.
Acuff-Mara
...
Pcarco-Harris
Hale-Booth
...
Bachelor-Mara
.
Kent-Stewart
. . .8-6.
Elliott-Ralston
. .4-29.
Rogers-Evans
.
...4-1.
... Carson-Stewart
.
. .3-18.
Albert-Marlowe
...4-1.
Rogers-Evans
..5-13.
Moon
Carson-Stewart
. . . .5-14.
2-19.
.3-18.
Lane-Wentworth
..
VonSt'helm-Bachelor
Elliott-Fleming
..
Roberts-Drake
...
Rogers-Evans
.
Mara-Barrier
....
Kurov-Essen
....
Marshall-Gargan
.
Elliott-Fleming
.
Richmond-Mara
Bachelor-Livingston
Rogers-Evans
....
Booth-Livingston
Lane-Blake
Elliott-Fleming
..
Kelly-Loder

Completed
Completed

NEW
AND

1'einale
tries to

lawyer's
cure
the

Title — Running

.6-24

.4-29
..7-8

'.'.'5-9*.'
.7-25..
.7-19.

.448.
.557. .
.525

THE

.6-i6

12'
.7-.552

.11-1.
.9-30.
.3-29.

50i .......
-11"
.5.566
.4-15
.506.
..3-9.
12-28.
.447.
.6-10
.5-27
.513.
.3-16.
.5-10.
.6-28.
.522.
.567.
.4-15.
..4-1
.511.

.520.
.564.
.507.

..7-8
.1-21

teen-age
youngster

Temple.

Rudy

Producer:

sister
falls in love
with
but Rets raupht
herself.

RELEASE

CHART
Cast

Loy-March
Ticrney-Leslie

Vallee,

Dore Senary
bachelor.

Details

6-24. .

Kaye-Mayo

4-29..

Life of

Waller

Mltty

(T)

COMPLETED
BLOCK NO. ONE

Rel.

Beat

Langford-Krupa

*4

DESIGNATED

Band

Crack-Mp
Falcon's
TillDetails
the

SPECIALS

Along Came Jones
(90)
Belli of St. Mary's, The
Heartbeat
(102)
Kid From
Brooklyn,
The
Make
Mine
Musle
(75)
Stranger, The
Tomorrow
Is
Wonder
Man

Bedlam

of Home

(114)

C>5)
Foreyer
(105)
(T)
(98)

REISSUE

Plnoeehlo

. 10-29
.11-12
. 12-10
.1-21

(T)

7-22
6-24...

.5-28

.616. ...1-7
.617.
.3-4

Errol-Newton
Weismuller-Joyee

7-9.
...8 10.

.618.
.3-4
. 619 . . 12-10
.620.
.2-18
.622.
.623.

Seott-Rlehardi
Vernon-McGuire
Goff-Lauek

10-1.
...5-14.

.624.

..4-29
.3-4
.4-29
.4-29

..7-23.

.625.

.4-29

.621... 5-13

....9-17.
8-6.

.630.

.6-24

.627.
..628.

.5-13
.6-24

1-21.
8-20.
.10-29.

.629.

6-15
.5-13

Cooper-Young
Crosby-Bergman
Rogers-Aumont
Kaye-Mayo
Disney Cartoon

.... 11-27 .
3-5.
....8-20.
6-25.
Feature
..

.661.

Robinson-Young
Colbert- Welles
Kaye-Mayo

..10-29.
4-2.
7-24.

O'Brien-Trevor
Conway-Corday
McGuire-Madison

Disney

Cartoon

Feature

.626.

.662.
681
.692.
.683.
.652.
.682.
.651.

.6-24
.4-29
11-26

.4-30
.4-29
.5-27
.1-21
..4-1

. .

.691.

1945-46 Features
1916-47 Features

Completed
Completed

NEW

In Production (0)
In Production (7)

(35)
(12)

PRODUCTIONS

I WONDER WHO'S KISSING HER NOW
(T)
Musical — Started July 15
Cast: June Haver, Mark Stevens, Reginald Gardiner. Martha
Stewart, Reed Hadley, Gene Nelson, Harry Seymour, Lewis
Russell, William Frawley, Almira Sessions.
Director: Lloyd Bacon
Producer: George Jessel
Story:

Based

on

the

life

of

songwriter

RELEASE

and

Bob. Son of Battle
High
Window,
The
Dangerous
Millions
Homestretch
(T)
L^te George
Apley.
13
Rue
Madeleine

vaudevillian

Details

Cast

(T)

The

and

DESIGNATED

Dream

Garner-McCallister
Montgomery-Goild
Taylor-Drake

.7-22.
.7-22..
7-8.

Wilde-O'Hara
Colman-Commins
Cagney-Annabella

.6-10.
. .7-8.

7-22..

Krceman-Denning
Haymes-Holm
McGuire-Young
Payne-Haver

5-27..
3-18 . . Sept.
..Oct.
4-29. .

Me
Cralne-Young
Fonda-Darnell
Grable-Haymes
Haver-Mature

2-18. .
....4-29..
12-10. .
11-26..

Oct.

San'tl
All.

6-10

Feb.

1945-46

.ah..

tell for Mao*. A (103)
Centennial Summer
(T)
(102)
Cluny
Brown
(100)

Hodlak-Tlerney
Craln-Wilde
Jones-Boyer

Colonel

Bcnnett-Eythe

(70)

.636.

..12-10.
4-29..
....3-18..
5-14..

Kelly-Massen
Bari-Scott
Blaine-James

Dunne-Harrison
Landls-Gargan

Raid

Rev
Sept .

Anna and The King of Slam
(128)
Behind Green
Lights
(64)
Details under title: Precinct 33

Effingham's

Howard.
No.

Rel.

1946-47

Up

John

CHART

Time

COMPLETED

7-22
7-22
7-22
7-22

.611. .12-24
.12-24

...9-3
..2-19

J.oder-Long

Langford-Wade
Karloff-Lee

(125)
(T)

.612.
.614.
.613. .12-24
.615.
.12-24

Colbert-Wayne
...10-29.
I'll Take
It From
Here)

Tale of

(93)
Alibi,
The
(62)
End
Time The(105)
underof title:
Dream

.8-5

7-9...
.Foreign...
6-11. .
12-11...
9-3...

Granville-Conway

Deteetor

God,

NO. SIX

Bamboo
Blonde
(68)
Bedlam
(79)
Details under title: A

NOT
Robson-Porlman
Young-Hale
..
Russoll-Knox
n=rncy-Jcffreys
Warren-Leslie
.

the

(72)

Flight
To Paradise
Home
Sweet
Homicide
If I'm
Lucky
Details
under title: That's for
Margie
(T)
My
Darling Clementine
(T)
Shocking
Miss
Pilgrim,
The
(T)
Threa Little Glrli In Blo» (T)

1946-47

Great
Day
(69)
Lady
Luck
(97)
Sister Kenny
(116)
Step By Step
(62)
Sunset
ra-.s (60)

NOT

BLOCK

Black
Beauty
Carnival
In Costa
Rica
(T)
Claudia
and
David
Enchanted
Voyage,
The
(T)
Details
under title: Wake

4-29 . .
...7-8.,
4-29.
5-27 . .

Secret

Woman

She

No.

O'Brlen-Slezak

Riffraff

Dangerous

IN PRODUCTION

BOBBY-SOXER

Stewart-Reed
Young-Cotten

title:

Mast

NO. FIVE

Title — Running

Mr-

Btfir

BLOCK

.3-18
.7-22

In Production (0)
In Production (7)

It's A Wonderful
Life
Katie
For Congress
fix
Detail*

The

Rlverboat
Rhythm
(64)
Tarzan and the Leopard

PRODUCTIONS

Time

Our Lives, The
A Ride. The

Watch

Powell -Chelrel
Mason-Mannheim
Conwty-Jeffreys
Haley-Jeffries
McGuire-Brent

Deadline
at Dawn
(83)
Hayward-Wllllams
From
This
Day
Forward
Fontaine-Stevens
Details onder title: All Brides are Beautlfal

Without
Reservations
(107)
Details under title: Thanks

TN PRODUCTION
Best Years of
Devil Thumbs

Must

Truth
AboutonderMurder,
Details
title: The
The (63)
Lie

...7-8
!.51.8
581 . .

4-1...
5-13 . . .

1945-46

Badraan's
Territory
(98)
Ding
Dong
Williams
(62)
Partners
in Time
(76)

.7-22
. .3-4

....4-1...
2-4...

Bergman-Grant
...10-29
....3-4...
Fairbanki-O'Hara
Disney
Cartoon
Feature
....
Haley-Jeffreys
2-4...
Bennett-Ryan
2-4. . .

Woman

NO. FOUR

Game of Death (70)
Details onder title:

4-29
.5-27
..2-4
5-13

.521.

.1-26.

Cornered
(102)
Hotel
Reserve
(79)
Dick Tracy
(61)
Slog Your Way Home (72)
Spiral Staircase,
The
(83)
Details
under
title: Some

BLOCK

..510.

.4-15.
.9-17. .5-24.
.5-27. 12-21..
.4-16.
.4-30. .12-13.

(39)
(20)

Comedy Romance— Started July 20
Cast:
Cary
Grant, Myrna
Loy, Shirley
Johnny Sands.
Director: Irving Reis
Story:

.8-6.
.9-17.
..4-1.
11-26.

(101)

COMPLETED
BLOCK NO. THREE

.4-17..
.4-20.. .555.
.565.
..2-4..
.7-22. . .568.
.514.
.10-26..
.2-28. ...511.
. 584 .

4-1. . .
...4-29...
9-3. . .

Day-Aherne
Raft-Barl

Danger

1945-46 Features
194(5-47 Features

THE BACHELOR

.7-23.
.5-13.
12-24 .
11-26.

The

Notorious

. 5502 .
..512.
.5541.

Conway-Jeffreys
conway-Wereditti
CarneyBrewn
Temple-Madison
Williams-Hale

Minds

<T>
Slnbad The Salor
Song
of the South
Vacation
In Reno
Woman
The title:
Beach Desirable
Detailson under

.2-16.
. . 10-1 .
. .2-18. . .4-10.
.6-14.
.10-29. .7-12.
...3-4.
. .6-10.
.11-12.
. 12-24 .
. .6-8.
..4-29.

Lederer-Patrick
Hale-Booth
...
Ralston- Marshall

Texas

Locket,
Nocturne

10-29.
.10-1.
.4-15.
.10-29.
.3-18. .5-22..
.7-27. . .556..
.'.508.
.583.
.'.1-27.
. .1-21. ..2-8..
.554.
.5-18. ..519.
.10-29.
.10-1.
.12-10. ..1-25.
. .509.
. .4-29.
..6-25.
..516.
..4-27.
.12-24.
. .6-24.
.11-26. .4-18. ..5501..
.12-10.
.5-31.... 517..
.8-7.
.526.
...2-18.
2-18.
. 4-27 .
.10-15.
..582.
527 .
.8-9.
.12-10.
..1-21.

Moore- Marshall
Carson-Harmon
Boath-Aren
! Carson-Stewart
Dckker-Ankers
.
Ashley-Rogers
.
Ellison-Lee
.. .
Lane-Frazee
Wrixon-Fowley
Rogers-Evans
..
Hale-Booth
...
Country
Moore-Elliott
.
Stirling-Henry
.
Douglas-Roberts
Tilcimpson-Talbot
Barry-Savage

Hearts

r>"y Pal Trigger
(79)
Mysterious
Mr.
Valentine
Night Train to Memphis
(67)
One
Exciting
Week
(69)
Out California
Way
<M)
Passkey
to Danger
Phantom
Rider, The
(Serial)
Plainsman
and
The
Lady
Rainbow Over Texas
(65)
Red River
Renegades
Rendezvous
With
Annie
Roll On, Texas Moon
Details
under title: Shine On
Rough
Riders of Cheyenne
(56)
Santa
Fe Uprising

12-24.
.4-30.

Carson-Stewart

Madonna's Secret, The
(79)
Man from Rainbow Valley
(M)
(57)
Murder
in the Music
Hall
(84)

Criminal Court
Male
The
Deadlier Than
Dick Tracy vs. Cueball
The
Adventure,
Falcon's
Genius At Work
Honeymoon
Fascinating
Nuisance
Details onder
title: Master

. . .7-22. .
7-8.. ,
. . . 4-29

Rogers-Evans
..
Roberts-Douglas
Wayne-Russell
.
Britton-Vallee
.
McUod-Dorn
.

1945-46
Alias Billy The
Kid
(56)
California
Gold
Rush
(56)
Gal Man of Paris, The
(65)
Conquest ef Cheyenne
Crime of the Century
(56)
Cr.mson
Ghost,
The
(Serial)
Earl Carroll's Sketchbook
f,1 p_as° l<id
Daughter of Don Q (Serial)
Days of Buffalo
Bill (56)
French
Key. The
(67)
Gay
Blades
(67)
6. I. War Brides
Gay Could Change, A (65)
Glass Alibi. The
(68)
Home
m Oklahoma
Home On the Range
(55)
Details under title: West of God's
In Old Sacramento
(89)
Invisible
Informer
Inner
Circle, The
King of the Forest
Rangers
(Serial)
Lrs' Crooked
Mile,
The

Rel.

.7-8.

• 19F^e^arst""'

_

COMPLETE

"•"•'!""•
■•
Magn.fico.-it
Rogue,
Th.
Angel and the Outlaw
Fabulous Suzanne, Th.
I ve Always
Loved
Yoo
(T)
Details
under
title: Coneertt
Pilgrim
Lady.
The
Details under title: The
Sioux
City Sue
That
Brcnnan
Girl

Details

Cast

IN PRODUCTION

3-4...
Moffett-Toomey
7-22...
Warren-Alden
...3-18...
Conway-Q'Driieoll
5-27 . . .
Trevor-Tierney

Divorce
West
The

of
of

Child
Code

FILM

. .12-10.
...10-1.
.11-13..
. .9-17.
.12-24.
12-25.

..620.

5-27
.634. .6-10
Jane. . .633..
.628. ..2-4
.601..
Atg.

Feb

610. .10-15

.7-9

BULLETIN

".'•M

S

May. .
.12-10.. .Aug.
B,< W Cn
. .3-18. . May.
.
.4-30.
.
J5&3&M." V.'
.Jan.
.. ...8-20.
'•'. . Miranda-O'Keef.
Dell
n,^".,
Face (80) .^
." Tierney-Price . . . •
Dragonwyck
(103)
..Apr.
Dee. .
Pave-Andrewi . . .
...3-5- .Feb..
..5-14..
Aug. . i
.Reissue. .
..2-19.. .July.
?94) ■'•'•' •'•'•'•'• • •'• •••••••• Garner-Joslyn . . . ..2-4.. .Apr.
an?., fZ
TSJ"tComes Happen
g^g"
Johnny
Flying To
HomeA Do,
(65)(70)
5
e
i.^. - "" ..11-26. Jan..
..5-28..
J=W,lde .... ..4-15.. .May.
(110)
To Heaven (T,
Lav. V
..1-21..
.Reissue. .
. . • - ^.ern ey . . . ..10-15. . .Feb.
Return of Frank Jame, (92)
.Feb.
Sch0CLk(ZS) i„" VL. ' Uriel
Hodiak-Guild
. . . .12-10.. June.
July.

Dark Corner. Th. <99>
Deadline For Murder (65)

'.'.•.::•.•. oTerFor ....

r^T1,!^

Sentimental

'«**" Hara

(94)

Journey

(117)
Walk In the Son
Details tinder UA Release

Yank

London.

in

(106)

A

..7-23.
...1-7.. Juno.
..10-1. .Mar.
. . . ...8-11.
.Mar.

MacMurray-Baxter

:::.'.:

(87)

25fm

Andrews-Conte
Chart
Harri.nn
Neagle-Harrlson

..

Foreign... Mar

.625.
..635.
.626. . .6-24
4-29
.617. .. ±2-24
.623. . .3-18
.612. .4-lr.
.618. .10-29
.603. .'.5-13
.'.627.
.632.
..624. . .5-27
.614. .12-24
. . .4-1
.619.
. .615.
. .629. ..1-2]
..630.
..
1. ..5-13
..6-24

622

a

mysterious

The
film

life story
purposes.

of the

orchestra-leading

RELEASE
Title — Running

Time

brothers

Bel

Cast

No.
Details
Rev.

Sandors-Lansbury

Strange

Lamarr-0' Keef e
Chaplin-Raye
.
Comedy

of

Braeken-Lane

COMPLETED

. . . . Low . ,
. . . .Smg.
Chn.

7-8

1945-46

Xble'i Irish Rose
Abilene
Town
(89)
Details under title: Abilene
My Shoulder
under title:

.5-13..
.5-27..
.6-24.

Murders

Bedfellows

Angel On
Details

for

Rel.

Ami
Lady
Verdoux
under title:

embellished

CHART

IN PRODUCTION
Dishonored
Monsieur
Details

Me

Dru -Chekhov
Scott-Dvorak

and

Mr.

Satan

Bachelor's
Daughters,
The
Blithe Spirit
(T)
(94)
Breakfast In Hollywood
(93)
Caesar aand
Cleopatra
(T)
Captain
Kldd
(89)
Chase,
The
Devil's Playground, The
Diary of A Chambermaid
(87)
Duel In the Sun
(T)

Muni-Baxter

.4-29..
...8-6.

Cby
.1-11... Lev.... 1-21

.1-21. ..9-20. . .Rgs.

. ..9-6. ..Stn
Russell-List
....
...4-1.
Cirmmlngs-Harrlson
Foreign . . 12-14... GFO. ..10-1
Breneman-Granvllle
.8-20. . .2-22.
.Gldn...l-21
Olivier-Leigh
Foreign. . .8-16. • .GFD
Laughton -Brltton
2-5..
10-19.
.Neb
Cummings-Mofgan
.Bog. . .8-20
.B.B
..6-24
...5-27
Boyd-Clyde
Goddard-Hatfleld
..7-23.. .2-15.. Bog- Mer. .2-1&
Jones-Cotten
... ....3-19
Srk

6-25.. 11-30. . .Sml.. 12-10
Getting
Gertie's
Garter
(72)
O'Keefe-McDonald
Fanny
by Gaslight
Mason-Calvert
...Foreign
GFD
Fool's Gold
Boyd-Clyde
6-24
B.B
Henry
V (T)
(134)
Olivier-Newton
...Foreign
GFD. ..4-29
Johnny in the Clouds (88)
Montgomery-Mills
.Foreign..
3-15. . .GFD. .12-10
.4-29.
. R.C..
Little
Iodine
Marlowe-Cramer
.5-27...
.R.C..
Miss Television
Bruce-Caldwell
...
Mr. Aee
Raft-Sidney
..3-4.. .8-2.. . Bog .
Details under title: Mr. Ace and the Queen
.10-15. .5-10. .LL. .5-13
Night in Casablanca. A (89)
Marx Brothers
.5-13..
No
Trespassing
Robinson-McCallister
.Lsr.
.Hug.
Outlaw, The
(114)
Russell-Huston
Paris -Undergroend
...2-8.
(97)
Bennett-Fields
1-22. . .9-14. . .Bnt.. .10-29
.4-26 ..Szk.
. Reissue.
Rebecca
(130)
Fontaine-Olivier
.4-1
.7-19... Psb
Scandal
in Paris, A (100)
Sanders-Hasso
. ...10-29..
Bog
Short, Happy Life ot Francis Macomber, The. Peck-Bennett
. ..4-29. .
St«
Sin of Harold Dlddlebock, The
Lloyd-Walburn
...10-1..
Spellbound
(113)
Bergman-Peck
7-24. .12-28... Szk.. 11-12
Details onder title: Home ef Dr. Edwardei
..12-24
Smg
Strange Woman,
The
Lamarr-Sandcrs
.Foreign
6FD
Newton-Johnson
(T)
Breed
Happy
ThU
.Foreign
GFD
2000 Woman
Robson-Calvert
3-5
3-1... Smg
3-4
Young
Widow
(98)
Russell-Hayward
7-23... 1-25... Neb... 1-21
Whistle Stan
(85)
Raft-Gardner
.

AUGUST

5,

Directo
Sto"

Rev.

.Jnsn.

Completed
Completed
Completed
Completed
Completed
Completed

( 4)
( 7)

In
In
In
In
In
In

(48)
( ^)
( 4)
(11)
( 3)
( 1)

Production
Production
Production
Production
Production
Production

(6)
(0)
(0)
(6)
(1)
(0)
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sent to Tripoli
adventurer
American
into intrigue
and romance.

a government

on

m.ssion

runs

GUNMEN'S Started
CODE July 26
Western—

Fuzzy Knight, Jane Adams, Bernard Thomas.
Kirby
Cast:
CharlesGrant,
Miller, Karl Hackett.
Producer-Director: Wallace Fox
Hard

Story:

saves the girl he loves from

riding cowboy

RELEASE
Title — Running

Details

Bergman-Boyer
Rogers-Niven
.
McCrea-Lake
.
..
Tufts-Blyth
.
Hall-Lindsay

(C)
(Serial)

Gentleman
Notorious
Pirates of Monterey
Rustlers'
Roundup
under

(T)

title:

Love

Takes

a

Holiday

COMPLETED
(87)
Because of Him
Details
Angel,underlhe title:
Black

Design

Lesson

for

Death

In

Man,
The
(57)
The
Cat Creeps,
(90)
(T)
Passage
Canyon
(65)
Woman
Danger
Details
under
title: Claudia's

Love

Girl

Prelude

. Foreign

Neal-0' Driscoll

9-3.
4-29.

11-26... 8-23.

.4-29. ..7-26.

Wife

to

Is

.1-18.
.1-21... 4-12

.

Hatton-Adams
..
... ..1-21.....8-2.
Collier-Brady
5-17.
Andrews-Hayward
..9-3. ..7-26.
.4-15...
7-12..
Joyce-Porter

Murder

Arnaz-Smith
Terry-Savage
. . . ...4-1... 7-19.
.. ...2-4
Rathbone-Brace
6-7.

Grant-Knight

Gun

(66)
House of Horrors
Idea Girl (64)
(65) title: Kelly
Details
Job under
Inside

7-23...

....7-8

. . .

.3-19... 1-H

...

..9-3... 1-18.
.4-29
7-5.

On the Spot
(75)
Barker-Collier
Detalle nnder title: Serenade for Murder
■

(53)
Town
under title:
(65)Meant
Night He
Adventurous
HerDetails

.7-22

...1-21

Durbln-Tone
Duryea-Vincent

Pete
Horse
(72)
title:

. .7-22
Grant- Adams
. ..
3-4
.
Holden-Simmons
... ...4-29
Hall-Johnson
...10-1
Goodwin-Grey
..
. .6-10...
Martm-Blaiie
.. .Foreign
Harrison-Palmer
...5-13
Montez-Cameron
7-8
Grant-Adams
..
.. .6-10
Nayward- Bowman

1945-46

Brute

Kill
Dressed
Details To under

. Foreign. . .
Foreign

DeCarlo- Donlevy
Mason-Calvert
Duryea-Raiues

(T)
(115)
Sisters
Tails
and

Blondie
Details Alibi
under(62)titte:

Cuban
Dark

6-24.
7-22.

1946-47
Redgrave-Withers

(79)

Little Miss Big
Michigan Kid, The
Murder Mansion
Mysterious
Mr. M.

Schahrazad
Were
They
Tie
White

7-22.
6-24.

Johnson-Howard

Encounter
Brief
of the Night
Dead
Lawless
Breed,
The

Smash-Up
Details

(Cinecolor)

The

Return,

M.

Cast

of Triumph
Arch
Magnificent
Doll
Ramrod
Guy
Swell
Vigilantes

outlaws.

CHART

Time

IN PRODUCTION

murder.

THE FABULOUS DORSEYS
Musical Romance — Started July 25
Tommy Dorsey, Jimmy Dorsey, Janet Blair, Paul WhiteCast:
man, Bill Lundigan, Arthur Schields.
Director: Alfred Green
Producer: Charles R. Rogers
Story:

Ho.

Crawford, Andy
Yvonne DeCarlo, George Brent, Broderick
Treacher, AlArthur
,
Esmond
Carl
DevSie, Donna Drake, Van
Zandt, June Marlowe, Rosanne
Dekker, Philip
bert
,
Murray Kurt Katch.
Producer: Howard Benedict
Charles Lamont
r

Cast

DANGEROUS VENTURE
Western— Started July 17
Cast: William Boyd, Andy Clyde, Rand Brooks, Betty Alexander,
Francis McDonald, Fritz Lieber, Douglas Evans.
Producer: Lewis Rachmil
Director: George Archainbaud
solves

Rel.

PRODUCTIONS

Fonda
A series of disconnected episodes with Meredith, Stewart,
Story
Laughton starred in one each. Separate directors, too.
and available.
not

Cassidy

Details

NEW
(T)
TRIPOLI— Started
FLAME OFSpectacle
Adventure
July 18

A MIRACLE CAN HAPPEN
Romantic Comedy— Started July 17
Burgess Meredith, James Stewart, Henry Fonda, Charles
Casf
.
Laughton, Henry Hull, John Qualen, Almira Sessions Vidor
King
Director:
Producer: Bogeaus-Meredith

Hopalong

(48)

Serials

PRODUCTIONS

NEW

(T)

Heaven

to

CHART

oeHavilland-Ayre
.s . .
oneron-Brent
field-Kendall
.,
Massey-Niven
. . ...4-29..
. .4-1. . .
.Foreign. .
.Foreign. •

...

1945-46 Features
Westerns
Serials
1946-47 Features
Westerns

In Production (7)
Completed (35)
KEY TO PRODUCERS
Crosby Cby;
Small (Sml); Rogers (Rgs); Vanguard (Van);
-Monter (RM)
Bill Boyd (BB); Pressburger (Psb) ; Ripley (Lev); Cowan
Boieaus (Bog); Stromberg (Smg); Levey
Nebenzahl (Neb) ; Lesser
fcow^Stone (Stn); Selznick (Szk);
; Cagney (Cgy);
lS Loew-Lewin (LL); Eagle-Lion (GFD
(Clin).
Bronston (Brn); California (Cal); Chaplin

Story:

Bella COMPLETED
Donna
„
. „
Dark
Mirror.
The
London
Town
(T)

Stairway

Cast

RELEASE

Time

3-4

1945-46 Features

Story

Title — Running

In Production (0)

Completed ( 4)

..621. ..5-27
..616 ..2-18
. 12-24

ARTISTS

UNITED

*)■','■ 'J
1946-47 Features

No

My

.

Harm

O'Keefe-Walker

Name

3-29.
Lowery-Grey
2-8.
... .12-24
Barker-Bishop
. .3-18. . .6-28.
Foster-Rutherford

Killers, The
Little
Giant onder
(91) title: On The Carpet)
(Details

Lancaster-Gardner
Abbott-Costello
.

(90)
Lover Come Back
Lost City of the Jungle

Brent-Hall
Adams-Haydn
Calvert-Granger
Lockwood- Mason

(Serial)

(88)
of the Seven Moons
Madonna
(92)
Man In Gray
(84)
(T)
In Paradise
Night
Scandalous
Slightly
Forks
of Twin
Outlaws
Royal Mounted Rldee Again (Serial)
(88)
The
Run-Around,
Scarlet Horseman. The (Serial)
(94)
Veil, The
Seventh

Obcron-Bey
Ryan-Brady
Grant-Adams
Kennedy-Kennedy
Cameron-Ralnee
Cookson-Shaw
Mason-Todd

527... 4-15
.543
..516
.547

2-4

.541
. .539
.532. ..6-10
.542
..540

..534... 6-24
515... 2-18
.1104

. .538. . .7-22
..525

4-1

..518
..548
...537

3-4
7-8

.11-12. . .2-22.
..5-13...
8-30.
.6-21.
...520..
.3-18
.1881
.3-18 . .4-23.
...536. ..6-24

£t
•
..Foreign.. ..4-5.
.3-15 . . .526... 6-10
..Foreign.
.1-8.
. . . . .523.
.12-24
....529.
544 ..4-29
5- 13..
8-20. 10-23.
..8-2.

..7-23. ..5-14
••••4-1. .1-22.
..5-3
11-12.
Foreign.

.2-15

.16«1

.1781
...535... 6-24
. . .519... 1-21

1946
35

She

Wolf of London,
Th«
(61)
Detail! under title: Alibi In Ermine

She Wrote the Book
(75)
Smooth
as Silk
(65)
Details
under
title: Notorious
So

Goes My Love
(88)
Details under title: Genius

Spider Woman
Strikes Back,
Strange
Conquest
(63)
Tangier
(76)
Terror
By Night
(60)
Time of Their Lives, The
Wild

Haden-Harvey
rjads-Oakie
Taylor-Grey

Gentlemen

Loy-Ameche
In
The

the
(59)

12-24... 5-17

531... 4-29

Janie

2-4 .. . 5-31
1-7
3-1

533 .. . 5-27
521... 3-18

My

11-22... 4-19

528... 4-15

Family
. . . Sondergaard-Grant
Wyatt-Cookson
Montez-Sabu
Rathbone-Broce
Abbott-Costello

Beauty

.10-15. . -3-22
2-4... 5-10
10-1
3-8
...10-29
3-1
.. .3-18. . .8-16

Porter-Collier

WARNER

6-10

8-9

524..
530.
522..
517.
546..

Gels

.4-15
.5-li
.3-18
.2-18

Completed (22)
Completed (14)

(89)

REISSUES

City for
No Time

545..

Leslie-Hutton

(90)

Conquest
for Comedy

Cagney-Shtridan
Russell-Stewart

1946-47 Features

In Production (0)
In Production (3)

Title — Running

Cast

Details

Rel.

No.

Deception
Life With

under

Crawford- Hefiin

6-24

Davis-Henreld
Dunne-Powell

5-13
4-15

Rev.

Story:

title: The Secret

Father

(T)

COMPLETED

Beast With Five Fingers, The
Blj Steep,
The
Cheyenne
Cloak
and
Dagger
Cry
Wolf
Escape
Ml Never
Never Say 6oodbyt
Nobody Lives Forever
Nora
Prentiss
Details
under
title: The
Sentence
Shadow of A Woman
Stallion Road
That Way with Women
Details under title: A Very Rich Man
Time, The Place and The Girl, The (T)
Two Mrs. Carrolls, The

COMPLETED
Burma Victory
(63)
Cinderella Jones
(88)
Devotion
(107)
Her Kind of Man
(78)

1946-47

Alda-King
Bogart-Bacall
MorBan-Wyman
Cooper-Palmer
Flynn-Stanwyck
/lynn-Lupino
Flynn-Parier
. . .Garneld-Fitzgerald
Sheridan-Smith

No.

Title — Running

Time

COMPLETED

12-10
10-31... 8-31
4-1
4-1
5-27
11-26
8-6
..9-18
.1-21.

CHART
Cast

1946-47

Rafferty-Olsen
Traey-Loyd
Hayden-Cooper

Rolling
Home
Details under

Parker-Hayden

One

More Chance

Rel.
. Roach
. Roach

Curley
Here Comes Trouble
(Cineeolor)
'Neath Canadian Skies
title:

Details

5-27 . .
6-24..
7-8.

..SG-A
..SG-A

.

King-Prince
.2-19.
Reagan-Smith
. . ....4-15.
Greenstreet-Vickers

LE-LI

..2-18.

Morgan-Paige
Bogart-stanwyck

4-2
...5-14

1946-47 Features
Completed ( 0)
In Production (1)
IT'S A JOKE, SON
Comedy— Started July 29
Cast:
Kenny
Delmar, Una Merkel, June Lockhart, Constance
Dowling, Kenneth Farrell.
Director: Ben StolofT
Producer: Aubrey Schenck

,

1945-46
Documentary
Leslle-Aldo
deHavllland-Lupino
Scott-Paige

2-16.
12-13
3-9.
11-16. . .4-20.
8-20... 5-11.

.512.
..517.
..512.
..518.

.2-18
.4-15
.4-29

Story:

MBSC. INDEPENDENTS
What effect the Bureau of Internal Revenue raid into the
camp of independent producers will have on the indie production
picture can only be conjecture at this point. Undoubtedly, all the
actors, producers and directors who formed one-picture companies
to get protection from the capital gains rate are going to be
sorry people when the Bureau boys come around. If any one act
could have stopped the march toward independent production,
this is it. However, there is still enough money available from
private sources to make it inevitable that new companies will
continue to spring up, even though the company heads may not
be players and producers attempting to save some of their income from the high tax brackets.
Hawks Film Has $2 Million Budget
Howard Hawks is one producer not being stymied by the new
tax upset. Hawks has produced independently in the past, but
has released through Warner Brothers. His new company, Monterey Films, has no releasing deal set as yet. His first picture
will be "The River Is Red" which boasts a $2,000,000 budget and
John Wayne in the star role. Walter Brennan has been signed,

A

Southern

politician

tries to beat

his own

wife at election.

SIZE-UPS

(Continued from

36

A Milquetoast character inherits a talking dog who changes his life.

RELEASE

STUDIO

BUlStim

PRODUCTIONS

THE FABULOUS JOE
Comedy— Started July 22
Marie Wilson, Barbara
Grahame,
Abel, Margot
Walter
Cast:
Bates.
Producer: Bebe Daniels (Roach)
Director: Harve Foster

IN PRODUCTION
Possessed
Details

In Production (1)
In Production (0)

Completed ( 2)
Completed ( 2)

Westerns
_ _ ■ ■■

CHART

Time

.1-26..
3-30.. . .. ..510.
.6-22.
.7-22
520 . ..6-10
.523
. .8-3 ..
.7-20.
. .1-21
2-16.. .522.
..6-1..
7-8
. .. 5-27
4-13.. ..519. .12-10
..7-6..
.8-17.. ..521.
.511.
..514.
. . 524 . ..5-27
4-13..
..516.. ...2-4
..515.. ...8-5

NTS

NEW
RELEASE

4 16.,

SUnwyek-Brent
...11-29.
6-2;>
Grant-Smith
Henrt iii-Par ker
7;24
sherldan-Moran
...11-1.
Cooper- Bergman
3-8.
2-19..
Davis-Ford
Fifagerald-Greenstreet 1-22.
12-24..
Morgan-Leslie

Mi S C

BROTHERS

194&46 Features
1946-47 Features

Married

Reputation
(94)
(128)
(T)
Night and Day
Ot Human
Bondage
(107)
One More Tomorrow
(87)
Saratoga
Trunk
(135)
(107)
Life, A
Stolen
(93)
Strangers
Three
Milwaukee
From
Two Guys

Page

31)

also. The company heads for a location jaunt in Texas and New
Mexico on August 18. His second film will be "The Dark Page"
"The River
of Goldwyn
the completion
immediately
to follow
Hawks
is working
in rented
space on the
lot. Is Red."
Rosalind Russell, her husband, Fred Brisson, Playwright Dudley Nichols and Agent Frank Vincent are in the independent field
now, too, as Independent Artists, Inc. Plans are currently for
two pictures a year, with the actress appearing in one of them.
Her first will be "The Happiness of Pursuit," a comedy which
will go immediately after she winds "My Empty Heart" at
Columbia.
Golden Gate Sets Five
Golden Gate has scheduled five pictures for production between now and January 1, for release through Screen Guild
Features.
"The Fabulous Joe" went into production this week at Hal
Roach's studio making number three on the Roach list. Along
with "Curly" and "Here Comes Trouble," this one will be offered
in a package deal to releasing companies. "The Fabulous Joe''
is Bebe Daniels' first production effort and Walter Abel, Margot
Grahame, Marie Wilson are featured.

REVIEWS GIVE IT TO YOU straight!
FILM

BULLETIN

A SCANDAL

Rates ® • on name

INvaluePARIS' STUFFY, LONG-WINDED,

SLOW-MOVING

United Artists (Arnold Pressburger)
100 minutes
George Sanders, Signe Hasso, Carole Land is,
Akim Tamiroff, Gene Loekhart, Jo Ann
Marlowe, Alan Napier, Alma Kruger, Vladimir Sokoloff, Pedro de Cordoba, Leona Maricle, Fritz Leiber, Skelton Knaggs, Fred
Nurney, Gisella Werbiseck, Marvin Davis.
Directed by Douglas Sirk.

matic excitement and the doings of a quaint
family of thieves add a much-needed humorous note. Although George Sanders and
Signe Hasso are the central romantic figures, they are forced to spout poetic phrases
and kep their distance during the badlydeveloped love scenes. To its credit, the
picture has rich and authentic-looking 18th
Century sets and costumes, several of the
latteradvantage.
displaying Carole Landis' charms to
best

This stuffy and slow-moving costume film
will have to depend on its name strength
to eke out fair business generally. Although
the intriguing title is an exploitable one, the
picture is never more than mildly spicy.
Word-of-mouth is likely to be weak and
grosses will fade on long runs and in the
sub-runs. Based on the fabulous career of
Vidocq the fascinating scoundrel who was
born in prison but lived to become Prefect
of Police in Paris, the story promises more
action and adventure than this talky, longwinded film delivers. The scenes of Vidocq's
early thieving career and his mild intrigues
are episodic and only mildly amusing with
Director Douglas Sirk often resorting to
narration to bridge story gaps. The final
sequences hold some suspense and melodra-

Born in jail in 1776. Vidocq (George Sanders) makes frequent return trips because of
petty thievery during most of his first 29
years. Finally escaping with the aid of his
cell-mate, Akim Tamiroff, Sanders goes to
Paris where the former's family of petty
criminals provide him with Napoleonic uniforms and papers. Later, he meets Carole
Landis, cafe entertainer, from whom he
steals a be-jeweled gaiter given her by
Gene Loekhart, chief of police. Sanders
then ingratiates himself with Alma Kruger,
a wealthy marquise, and falls in love with
her grand-daughter, Signe Hasso. When
Sanders takes Miss Kruger's jewels and then
apparently finds them hidden under the nose
of Loekhart, the latter is fired and Sanders
made the new Prefect of Police.
Sanders

'DANGER

WOMAN*

Rates • • —

as supporting dualler only

DULL PROGRAMMER

Universal
60 minutes
Don
Porter,
Patricia
Morison,
Brenda
Joyce, Milburn Stone, Samuel S. Hinds, Ted
Hecht, Kathleen Howard, Charles D. Brown,
Leonard East.
Directed by Lewis D. Collins.
Despite its timely subject dealing with research on peacetime uses for atomic energy,
"Danger Woman" is a tedious and talky program melodrama. Lacking marquee names
and devoid of excitement for action houses,
this quickie will get by only as a supporting
dualler in minor naborhood houses. The
original (?) screenplay by Josef Mischel is

as supporting dualler in naborhoods

Columbia
66 minutes
Anita Louise, Jim Bannon, Mona Barrie,
Michael Duane, Barton Yarborough, Paul
E. Burns, Frank Wilcox, Ludwig Donath,
Thomas Jackson, Richard Hale, Edward
Earle, John Elliott, Frank Mayo.
Directed by Henry Levin.
A better-than-average murder-mystery
programmer, "The Devil's Mask" is good
fare for the action houses or as a supporting dualler in naborhoods. Second in Columbia's series based on the "I Love A
Mystery" radio program (another selling
angle for the who-dun-it devotees) this presents another shuddery and baffling situation which is finally solved by the two detectives of the airwaves show, Jack Packard
and his drawling assistant. Doc Long. The
unusual plot, in which the disappearance of
AUGUST
5 . 1946

George Sanders is too given to posturing
to make Vidocq a convincing and dashing
scoundrel. Signe Hasso makes a colorless
heroine, but Carole Landis looks exceptionally well and makes the deceitful cafe entertainer's few dramatic scenes effective.
Akim Tamiroff contributes some amusing
moments as do Vladimir Sokoloff and Gisela
Werbiseck as his unprincipled relatives.
Gene Loekhart and Alma Kruger also do
good work, but Jo Ann Marlowe acts too
precocious as a prattling little sister.
LEYENDECKER

FOR SUPPORTING

burdened with some extremely trite dialogue
studded with phrases common to melodrama
of an earlier day. Because audiences will
be able to guess the true colors of the thinly-disguised international thieves about midway in the action, the picture moves toward
its obvious finale with little or no suspense.
Patricia Morison does a capable acting job
as the smartly-gowned female menace, but
Don Porter, as the young scientist, and
Brenda Joyce, as his loyal secretary, never
make their colorless roles spring to life.
Samuel S. Hinds plays his familiar role of a
kindly professor for the umpteenth time.
After he completes his work on the atom
bomb, Don Porter continues his nuclear research with the idea of developing peacetime uses for atomic energy. When he refuses to reveal his discoveries to a group of
college scientists, the newspapers misunder-

THE DEVIL'S MASK' SUSPENSEFUL

Rates • •

then plans to rob the Bank of Paris with the
aid of Tamiroff and his relatives, who are
given trusted positions. Unfortunately.
Sanders again meets Miss Landis, now married to Loekhart, who recognizes him and
attempts to blackmail him. Meanwhile, Miss
Hasso tells Sanders that she knows of his
crooked past, but she loves him and begs
him to remain as Prefect of Police. When
Sanders tells Tamiroff that he refuses to go
through with the robbery, the latter trails
him and, in the struggle, is killed while Miss
Landis dies at the hands of her jealous husband. When Sanders confesses his crimes
and makes reparation, he is forgiven and is
able to marry Miss Hasso.

PROGRAMMER

SLOT

stand his motives and conduct a campaign
against him. Meanwhile, Patricia Morison,
his estranged wife, returns after three years
and resumes her position in his household to
the dismay of Brenda Joyce, his loyal secretary who had been falling in love with
him. On the same day, Milburn Stone has
a traffic accident and is forced to stay in
Porter's home, this being part of a scheme
by a gang of international thieves to gain
control of the atomic secret. Miss Morison
is unable to persuade Porter to sell the commercial rights to his discovery and, when
she learns that Stone is shamming his disability, she tries to make a deal with him.
However, she is killed as a result of her
perfidy and, when the investigation brings
Stone to justice, Porter is free to marry
Miss Joyce.
YORK

FOR MYSTERY

and action spots

a wild game hunter seems to tie in with an
unclaimed box containing a shrunken human
head, has considerable suspense and an exciting climax of the sort thriller fans delight in. Barton Yarborough, of the original
radio plays, injects some mild humor with
his easy-going portrayal and Jim Bannon
is adequate as the other sleuth. Mona Barrie, always an attractive and capable actress, and Anita Louise are the best-known
players and both contribute good performances. Michael Duane also does good work
as the hero.
When a transport plane, headed for South
America from San Francisco, crashes and
burns, one rescued package contains a
shrunken head. Although no heads are
missing from the museum exhibit of five
shrunken heads contributed by Frank Mayo,
the explorer's widow, Mona Barrie, hires
Jim Bannon and Barton Yarborough, private detectives, to protect her from violence
at the hands of her step-daughter,
Anita

FANS

Louise. The latter who believes Miss Barfor Michael
her father's
death,Later,
also
hiresrie aresponsible
detective,
Duane.
while Miss Barrie is showing Bannon slides
of her husband's fatal expedition, a poisoned dart from a native blowgun narrowly
avoids hitting them. Suspicion falls on
Duane, but Miss Louise believes that her
father may be alive and spying on his wife.
Meanwhile, Bannon learns that one of the
museum's shrunken heads is actually that
of a white man with hair the color of
Mayo's. Duane has gone to see Paul E.
Burns, him
taxidermist
Mayo's and
forces
to confess friend
that heof murdered
the
explorer and substituted his head for one
in the exhibit. Because of his love of animals, Burns hated the big game hunter and.
when he is trapped, he tries to murder
Duane. But Burns' supposedly-tame leopard
escapes from his cage and turns on his
master and kills him before the police
arrive.
DENLEY

D1S DIGEST

(Continued

from

P"ge 28)

convinced than ever "that the motion picture had rich opportunities for public service
at home and abroad" and praised industry leaders as "men of responsibility and broad
vision who who desire to bring the screen to its highest fruition."

ALLIED TO

Kiehard Walsh Mashes his besl victory smile following his re-election as president »f IATSE at
the organization's convention in Chicago. Walsh
bested
James
Bennett
a vote
<>4i* to
and
carried his entire
slate byinto
officeof with
him4'idalter
a hitter campaign.
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UA EAST DIVISION

Unger also announced the appointment of Jack Ellis as Eastern district manager
in charge of New York, Albany and Buffalo. Mark N. Silver replaced Ellis as New
York branch manager, while Gerald P. Price was upped from salesman in the Washington exchange to branch manager, post formerly held by Silver.

PROFITS ZOOM

Loew's reported a net profit of $12,579,245 after Federal taxes, for the 40 weeks
ended June 6, 1946, subject to year-end audit. This compares with $9,312,243 for the
40 weeks ended June 7, 1945.
Gross sales and operating revenues for the period ended June 6. 1946. were
estimated at $45,754,000 compared with $41,460,000 for the similar period last year.
Profits before Federal taxes were $20,936,245, compared with $16,962,620 for 1945: reserve
for Federal taxes. $8,357,000, compared to $7,650,377.

WALSH

20TH

LAYS

J. J. Unger, general sales manager for United Artists, announced several appointments in the UA sales department. Edward M. Schnitzer was appointed Eastern
division manager succeeding Jack Goldhar who retired from the industry August 2 to
enter into private enterprise in Detroit. Schnitzer. associated with the company for
five years, will continue handling the Canadian division as well. He has held executive
sales posts
with manager
Columbia,in Republic
and Warners prior to his appointment as UA's
eastern
district
1942.

LOEW'S

Inc.

236 N. 23rd St.

OWMR

WITH

The Disney studios made a wholesale layoff of employees last week when 450
studio workers were dismissed in a move necessitated "by economic circumstances
beyond our control", the studio said. The general layoff, effective August 1, represents
approximately 40 per cent reduction of the normal Disney personnel. The action came
a week after Disney became a signatory to the interim agreement between the studios
and the unions which granted a general increase of 25 per cent in wage scales.
Due to the employees dismissal, production was severely curtailed on both feature
productions and shorts. Four features, "Song of the South", "Fun and Fancy Free".
"How Dear to My Heart" and "All in Fun", will continue in production since they are
nearing completion, but production of several others will be deferred.

Phila. Airports

HIGHWAY

COOPERATE

National Allied confirmed the announcement made by the Office of War Mobilization and Reconversion that Allied will participate in the short message film program
Washington headannounced in a bulletin from Allied's
soon to get under way, it was will
designate representatives to review scripts and to
quarters. The organization
preview completed pictures and will recommend to its members that they run the
approved pictures in their theatres. Each exhibitor is free, of course, to follow or
i eject such recommendations as he sees fit. Allied asked Lee Newbury of Manasquan,
N. J., Sidney E. Samuelson of Philadelphia, and Nathan Yamins of Boston, to act as
a reviewing committee.
Allied stressed that its agreement to participate in the program was on the basis
of absolute equality with all ether participating organizations, with no exhibitor orstatus, noting. "Thus comes to an end
semi-official was
officialtheor Government
carrying anywhere
the fantasticganization
situation
deprived of the cooperation of the
vast majority of exhibitors because the promoters of a paper empire made it appear
that they and only they were privileged to carry on this important work. There is
urgent need for the showing of a reel dealing with food and famine and other critical
subjects and the Government cannot wait while those promoters strive to build an
organization against the opposition of the independent exhibitors and their associations."

RE-ELECTED

IA HEAD

Richard Walsh was re-elected president of IATSE, defeating James Bennett of
Washington, D. C, 649 to 426, and the entire Walsh slate was renamed, as the climax
of a week-long convention held in Chicago ending July 26th by the union. William P.
Raoul was re-elected secretary-treasurer.
Request for a IATSE charter for George Dunn's theatre managers' union was
denied at the convention on the grounds that managers are executives and consequently
might come into conflict with other IA unions.
Johnston Urges Jurisdictional Strike Bun
One of the highlights of the convention was an address by Eric A. Johnston,
president of MPAA. He called on labor to outlaw jurisdictional strikes, intimating
that otherwise Congressional action would be necessary to force the jurisdictional dispute from the labor picture. Johnston asked for the elimination of feather-bedding,
slow-downs, make-work practices and named "full production" as the salvation of the
country's, as well as the industry's, economy. He warned that "the American union
today which does not believe in full production is doomed to oblivion".
He said that management and labor had a mutual stake - neither wanted
Government as a boss, adding "when we run to Government with our problems, our
own good sense should solve, we're asking for harnesses." The MPA prexy warned
that unless labor disciplined itself, the Government would be required to step in and
do the job.
FILM
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What the Newspaper Critics Say About New Films

LOVE OF MARTHA

(VERS

(PARAMOUNT)
"'T'urbulent and arresting melodrama. . .predicated on violence
■■■ and ends on the same savage note. . .Sequence after sequence
is instinct with sinister excitement. . .Screen projection of the tale
is brilliant. . .Despite its tough realism and restless continuity is
essentially a clinical case history of a supposedly successful homicide." Barnes, N. Y. Herald Tribune.
"Quspenseful and at times quite harrowing exposition of moral
^ and to a somewhat lesser extent, physical decay... It is to the
credit of all concerned with the making of the picture that it holds
interest most of the way."
A. W., N. Y. Times.
"\flelodrama
with all the suspense
and infinitely more
reality
•*■ ■* than the popular psychiatric subjects which have become so
familiar. . .Often it is a hairline from confusion, but a result of its
success is that you find yourself desperately intent, with the feeling
that any second missed may lose for you the entire succession of
entanglement." Hawkins, N. Y. World Telegram.
"HPhree and a half Stars. . .When it comes to putting a tough story
■*■ on the screen without the little embellishments that tend to
soften tales of crime and wickedness, Paramount is the studio that
has the know-how... A gripping tale about cold and heartless people. .Milestone has obtained fine performance from his cast."
Cameron, N. Y. Daily News.
"Oets itself up as the real thing, a case history of ugliness, an
*"* exposition of the base emotions, a revelation of the corruption
that stinks up small town rich industrial dynasties. But it is
strictly ersatz. . .series of peep-shows are. not out of dedication to
truth and enlightenment, but for their shock value. It is the unpleasant picture it sets out to be."
Ager, PM.

NIGHT AND DAY
(WARNERS)
"/Tlenerally pleasant and musically exciting show patterned loose^-* ly after the career of Cole Porter... No denying that it is
stuffed with the gaudy things that make for a visually handsome
entertainment. . .Fullsome entertainment, well larded with the
flavor of the Broadway show world and touches of sentiment, romantic and otherwise, which smack more of Hollywood than
Porter."
T. M. P., N. Y. Times.
"/""ole Porter's career has inspired a highly entertaining screen
musical... It is the story itself which demands special apthe cluster of great popular song hits which make
plause. .With
.
up the body of the proceedings, there was no need of much plot. ..
Definitely on the beam." Barnes, N. Y. Herald Tribune.
"£Ane of the best of its class and of top rank to any group of
^ musicals. ..A straightforward account of a rightfully successful fellow. . .Brilliant production numbers in some of the best color
the screen has achieved, and fine musical presentation of the well
known Porter hits." Hawkins, N. Y. World Telegram.
"'T'echnicolored album of Cole Porter songs, with just enough of
his or somebody's life to make it binding, is a startling reminder of the quality, variety, wit and lasting appeal of songs that
he has been pouring forth for almost thirty years. . .Can't be criticized for an overload of music because each number is so good
that it stands by itself, a delight to hear again. . .Story is not important since it is so completely overshadowed by the songs."
Winsten, N. Y. Post.

"•"'harming production filled with the haunting melodies that have
made Porter famous here and abroad. . .Love story has a
quiet charm. . .Cary Grant steps into Porter's shoes as though they
had been made to his measure." Cameron, N. Y. Daily News.
'"A backstage musical, brimming with wonderful melodies. . .
Particularly extravagant, with money at least, if not with
ideas, splashing it about, in Technicolor."
Ager, PM.

CENTENNIAL
(FOX)

SUMMER

"Adorned
with
costumes,
music that is passing
Limps along pretty
heavily and slowly.
. .Jeanne Crain and fair...
Linda
Darnell are elaborately artificial and woefully deficient as to voice
. . .Jerome Kern score, is very poorly used, since the show is
neither blessed with voices nor sparked with fresh musical routines. ..Has color but it lacks exuberance and warmth." Crowther
N. Y. Times.
^

handsome period piece in tinted photography, with a laudable
lack of pretentious nonsense. . .Ambles musically through a
folksy plot .On the dull side, even for summer film fare... It is
merely waste motion. . .The drama itself is so weak that the musical excursions are generally a relief... Far from engrossing."
Barnes, N. Y. Herald Tribune.
VUG

US T
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"/""orgeous musical production ... Great deal of charm and beauty.
^-* Lacking
though,
are such qualities -- gentle humor,
simplicity and tightness of story... Does qualify as satisfactory hot
weather film fare. . .Music is the picture's main asset." Hale, N. Y.
Daily News.
"Qongs and comedy have been brushed aside with sparing treat*■* ment to make room for a long spinning of its commonplace
musical comedy plot, told with a heavy and tedious hand... Most
of the cast acquits itself well."
Cook, N. Y. World Telegram.
"/"'ood. . .Producer-director Otto Preminger made an unwise de^-' cision. In the addition of music he has permitted just enough
of the narrative variety of the novel to be submerged to turn his
Philadelphia tapestry into a pretty but occasionally dull entertainment. The music itself is not sufficiently wonderful to make up
for the loss. . .It's chief fault is the readiness with which it invites
comparisons
making you feel sure it could and should have been
Post...
a much better and more touching experience." Winsten, N. Y.
"/^"ood
musical
film... Lacks
a good
solid story... A friendly.
^-* happy p'cture, full of pleasant people against a glowing background of sights and sounds."
Morris, Philadelphia Record.

TILL THE END OF TIME
(RKO)

"""The elements of pertinent, human interest drama are present in
A 'Till The End of Time,' a romantically contrived study of a
discharged veteran. . Only intermittently compelling as an entertainment, notwithstanding the freshness and urgency of its subject
. . .Conventional love story, with pretensions of topical social import." T. M. P., N. Y. Times.
"T)roblems
of reconversion
have been documented
in a curious
mixture of stern and sentimental sequences. . .Has a solid
core of honesty, as it describes the efforts of three ex-Marines to
adjust themselves to civilian life... The ingredients of a fine film
are in evidence, but they are spread very thin... Miss McGuire
handles a difficult role with great poise and meaning." Barnes,
N. Y. Herald Tribune.
"HPhree Stars. . .Fairly absorbing drama. . .Various characters of
x the dramatic film are well portrayed by an excellent cast...
Gets off to a slow start, but it builds in interest as it moves along
its dramatic and amusing way. For even its grimmest sequence
is not allowed to pass without its comic relief." Cameron, N. Y.
Daily News.
"An

entertaining,
heartwarming,
likeable
picture, a rambling
affair — like life itself; a picture that has a sou:;d business
judgment — it will make money — as it has good citizenship — for
it will make, in passing, more thoughtful citizens, too."
Ager, PM.
r Tneven performances, cloudy motivation and a solution to all
troubles by total immersion in raw melodrama vitiate whatever
thought is turned to veteran problems in general." Winsten
N. Y. Post.

TWO

GUYS FROM

MILWAUKEE

(WARNERS)

"A

merry and zany tale of adventures. . .Dennis Morgan is a most
congenial fellow to have around and, what's more to the
point, he makes a perfect foil for Carson's particular style of
rowdy clowning... A good deal of broadly slapstick dialogue...
Keeping control of the script to the last, the scenarists spring a
surprise gag ending, which permits this uniformly enjoyable romp
to end in high spirits." T. M. P., N. Y. Times.
"\^ixes .Most
ideas ofandtheslapstick
in somewhat
indiscriminate
entertainment
stems from
drunken fashion
doubletalk between the leading characters and a somewhat blurred triangle which is not squared until the final sequence. The writers
are once again at fault in the production. They have done a good
job as gag specialists. They have gone off the reservation in trying
to
give the show meaning as well as mirth." Barnes, N. Y. Herald
Tribune.
"prothy
and it.delightful
a thread
of a entertaining.
serious idea
through
When it fabric
is silly with
and gay
it is highly
In the rare couple of brief moments when it goes serious it
rather silly. All told it is a hilarious hour and a quarter. . .Races
along at a fine pace under David Butler's direction." Hawkins
N. Y. World Telegram.
••f"~\oesn't promise much as a portrait of either princes or Americans. But it's a comedy, and any comedy is greatly aided by
the presence of Jack Carson... The comedy covers the boroughs
once over, very lightly, fills in with some slapstick situations, takes
a plunge into seriousness with a talk on democratic procedures bj
Carson, and concludes with an unexpected twist for the necessary
clincharoo."
Winsten, N. Y. Post.
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Don't be
a flicker"
it

h<£**-

jve Must Guard Everyone's Liberty
Or Else JVe Can lose our oivn"
Today is just an everyday sort of
day. But on a train, a man named Henry
is going to lose his money to a couple
of strangers because he is going to join
in a friendly game of cards.
In a small barroom another chao
named Joe Collins, a married man with
a wife at home, is going to meet a girl,
and after a few drinks, he's going to be
slugged in a dark alley and stripped cfe
his wallet.

Henry and Joe, after they are
"taken," will have hurt no one but
themselves. But a guy can be a sucker
in such a way as to sacrifice not only
himself, but his fellowman as well as
his country.
Take Mike, for instance — he's a
typical young American. He's got
everything. A good job and a country
called America.
It's a wonderful thing to have . . .

America. Lots of room to raise plenty
of food. Big factories to make the things
a man can use. Big cities to do the
business of a big country. And people
— lots of people. Enough to work the
farms and build the factories and dig
the mines and run the business. All
kinds of people. People from different
countries, with different religions, different colored skins. Free people.
Yeah,
right. He's
right to vote
to pick his

Mike's got something all
got a free America — the
— to say what he pleases —
own Church and his own

We must never let that happen to
vht "Mikes" of America. We must
r\ever let ourselves be divided by race,
or color, or religion, because in this
country we all belong to minority
groups. Our right to belong to these
minorities is a precious thing. We have
a right to be what we are and say what
we think, because we have personal freedom. WE MUST GUARD EVERYONE'S LIBERTY OR WE CAN
LOSE OUR OWN.
*

•

•

The above message is adapted from

job . . . he's got that all right, but there
are guys who stay up nights figuring
out how to take that away from him.
Though Mike knows the value of
these rights, and he and millions like
him fought during the recent World
War to preserve these rights, there are
evil forces afoot who know that Mike,
being human, is vulnerable. They ply
him with insidious propaganda intimating that the people with foreign
accents make all the money; that
negroes hold jobs that rightfully belong
to white men. That his enemies are the
Jews, the Catholics, the Masons, or any
other minorities.
Recent German history has

the motion picture short subject , "Dont
Be A Sucker. ' This film was produced
by the U. S. Army for exhibition to our
troops during the war. Its message is
even more impo?'tant today. Because we
believe in the principles expressed in this
film, we have undertaken the distribution
of' 'Don't Be J Sucker" without profit
and as a public service. Thousands of
exhibitors have already chosen to show

proven that the "Mikes" who fall for
this type of propaganda are the real
suckers. Once their country was split
into minority groups it was a simple
matter for the Nazis to crush each
minority, one by one.

Paramount
Pictures Inc.

' 'Don V Be A Sucker ' on tlieir screens,
thus sharing with us tlie grave responsibility ofAmerican citizenship. We itrge
you to join this distinguished co?npany and
exhibit it, too. It is available at all our
branches.
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EDITORIAL
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GRANDIOSE

PLANS

Long ago we learned from the mail reaching our desk that Film Bulletin
readers in the ranks of the independent exhibitors are very practical fellows.
They seem to possess a faculty for getting down to cases on matters pertaining to their business, so it did not surprise us when one of them sent along
this note:
"I read in the last issue of your esteemed journal the story of Universale
affiliation with International Pictures and Britain's Rank, and I wonder just what
this is going to mean to the average exhibitor like myself (operating three
theatres, medium and small size).

August 19. 1946

America' A JJtujependeHt
ftlctich Picture Journal
Page seven

"For many years, Universal has been a source of good, sound boxoffice
product for thousands of us. Those horror and action melodramas, colorful
Maria Montez adventures and lively, if modestly budgeted, little musical programmers have been steady stuff for us. We have done well and Universal
orospered handsomely, too.
The men who operated the company were apparently pretty smart
men. Iknow that at least some of them had exhibition backgrounds,
made them particularly competent to judge film material for the bulk of
tres. From time to time I've read words of praise in your paper for
Blumberg and ths others for their ability.

showwhich
theaNate

But now I read those high-sounding statements about grandiose plans to
produce ONLY A pictures and it makes me a bit skeptical. Should a longstanding successful policy be changed? And what is going to happen to those
exhibitors in highly competitive situations who relied on Universale large output
of product each season?
"As for the promise to make only A pictures — we've heard that before
frcm at least two or three other companies and it is a matter of record that
not one of them has ever fulfilled the promise. Isn't it too much to expect Universal (even with the support of its English product!)
to do the trick?
"Personally, I wish Universal would stick to its present policy, producing
40 or 50 pictures, instead of 25 so-called A's.
How do you feel about it?"
Well, Mr. Exhibitor, perhaps you have something there. We do not doubt
that a poll of the nation's theatremen would reveal a widespread preference
to have Universal remain in the production groove that has proved so successful.
In this stringent film market, quantity (providing reasonable quality) is
a vital factor to exhibitor and the curtailment of approximately 50 percent of
any major output is bound to make
position even more vulnerable.

the film buyer's weakened

bargaining

But, as they say on the radio, time marches on. No one can blame Universal for aiming high. America's forte is the ambition of its people, and if J.
Cheever Cowdin, Nate Blumberg, et al, desire to start nudging the Big Five,
who dares

However, the mere pronouncement that a company, forthwith and henceforth, will deliver only A pictures does not constitute its accomplishment.
There is a wide, yawning gulf between the desire of executives to perform such
a job and the ability of their studio to do so.

BULLETIN

Universal established a substantial ranking in the trade with its product
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under the present regime. Now, International's Leo Spitz and William Goetz,
who have been producing only two or three features per year, will take over
the production reins, discard the studio's old policy and seek to establish a
new organization designed to turn out 25 top-ranking features annually. They
are capable production men, but the task they face is very difficult. We must
agree with our exhibitor correspondent that it is too much to expect Universal
to succeed where others have failed.
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Yet there is no reason for exhibitors to view Universal's grandiose plans
for 25 A's too gravely. True, it will reduce the volume of product on the market, but this will be a temporary condition. It is logical to assume that other
producers will step into the breach to make the type of product which proved
so successful for Universal and its customers.
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Perhaps Republic, perhaps Monogram or new Eagle-Lion will grasp the
opportunity. It is not unlikely that new producing organizations will come into
being to feed this hungry market.
Meanwhile, Universal, while it will probably fall shy of its announced aim,
should greatly improve the general quality of its product and thus provide new
competition and stimulus to the Big Five. That, of itself, will create a happier
situation for the rank and file of exhibitors.
MO WAX

L
by DAVID HANNA

THE WRITERS
Now

we have the Cain plan!

This is the scheme put forward by author James
M. Cain and approved by the Screen Writers Guild. It
calls for the establishment of a writers' protective organization which would establish uniform rules governing the selling, licensing and renting of literary materia!
to publishers, film producers, radio broadcasters and
stage impressarios. It will handle matters pertaining
to revivals, remakes and reprints of material. Through
its projected registry setup the union expects to implement existing copyright laws at the same time that
it lobbies for their improvement.
As tough as one of his novels, the Cain plan already has precipitated a wave of discussion in Hollywood's picture industry — a business that spends more
money on the written word than any of the mediums
involved.
As might be expected, opinion is varied and for
everyone who calls the Cain plan "fantastic"' there is
another who can argue its practicability. Then, of
course, no film city clash would be complete without
the red herring being brought into the picture. So
there are those who insist that Uncle Joe personally
commissioned Cain to deliver his ultimatum to the
movie moguls. It is part of the plot that we hear a
great deal about, but can find no evidence to support,
namely; that the screen writers want to infilitrate Communist propaganda in all motion pictures.
The legal ramifications of the plan are being scrutinized and in that section of the trade press controlled
by producers, such phrases as "unconstitutional, monopolistic, restraint of trade, etc." are being toted out
by the opposition.
In other words the studios which for so long have
flaunted their own power and defied all the rules of fair
trade now cry out that they are being persecuted —
that they will fight to the Supreme Court — that they
will not buy even so much as a comma from the writers'
combine if it is put into practice. They insist they will
use material from their story vaults.
This is so much malarkey, for the screen is too vital
a medium to entrust its future to the dramatic compositions of last year, or the year before. The writers know
this. The strength of their cause rests on the film's
ever-present need for freshness and timeliness. To envision the American picture industry trying to operate
without selectivity of writers and material is to imagine
automobiles
being
manufactured
without carburetors.

REVOLT
The whole issue behind the writers' revolt is psychological as well as financial. The average screen
writer suffers from an inferiority complex. His literary
brothers in the playwrighting and fiction fields look
down on him. The producers heckle him. Directors
taunt him and some illiterate graduate of a Minneapolis
dramatic school, whose torso has won her a screen contract, flays him for expecting her to pronounce three
syllable words.
Except for the very few top screen writers and
those who combine script work with directing and producing, the pay of the rank and file of writers is far below their rightful proportion of Hollywood's fabulous
income.
The writer is dependent on front office whims for
his job. Whereas the cameraman is left alone because
no one else knows which crank to turn, virtually every
worker in a studio can run a typewriter. This ability
generally is interpreted to include also the knack for
writing. Scripts, then, which are written by reputable
and experienced authors are mangled beyond recognition by everyone from the office boy to the visiting
vice-president. But it is the writer who gets all the
blame for a bad scenario.
In the past the writer has accepted these abuses
without blowing off steam except in an occasional
magazine interview, or when sympathetic friends gather
in his front parlor. Today, though, on all sides of him
he is seeing the other artists of the motion picture industry accomplishing their individual emancipation
from major studio domination. Actors have gone into
court and tested the seven year contract clause. Others
are sponsoring their own production ventures. Directors and producers have stepped out of assured berths
to try their hand in the independent field.
In all these deals, the writer has been left out in
the cold. The Cain plan may not be the most desirable
objective. But its discussion is a means by which the
writer is making known his grievances. He needs the
personal recognition that goes with tha importance of
his job. He can do with a better royalty setup than
now exists. He deserves protection when his material
is remade.
Before the producers yell anarchy, they ought to
survey the reasonable complaints of the writers. Had
they the foresight to do this years ago and act on them
they might not now be confronted with anything so
formidable as the Cain plan.
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6/ -Weekly Review of the Trade's Events
UA

•I. J. I user, general
sales manager of (Tnited
Artists,
who
presided
at the company's
fourday
international
sales
convention
in
New
York
last
week,
where
he
announced
I A's
most
ambitious
program
ever set.

SCHEDULES

HEINEMAN

William .1. Ileiiu niaii, former v.p. ami general
sale,
manager
of
the
now
del
t United
World,
was
named
general
sales
manager
of
the .1. Arthur
Kauk
organization
in the I '. s.

36 FOR

1946-47

United Artists will release 36 features and 59 short subjects during the 19,'6-47
season, a maximum total of releases in the company's history, it was revealed by
Edward C. Raftery, UA president, and J. J. Unger, general sales manager, at the company's four-day international sales convention last week in New York. The product
is budgeted at a record $50,000,000 and represents the offerings of 29 producers now
under contract to the company.
Eight Million for Advertising
To ballyhoo United Artists' 1946-47 product, $8,000,000 will be spent on advertising,
it was announced by Paul N. Lazarus, Jr., advertising and publicity director. Three
million will be spent on advertising UA releases through the end of 1946 alone. Lazarus
noted that despite the fact that there are 90,000,000 potential ticket buyers in the U. S.,
only about 18,000,000 see the average motion picture feature. It is with the purpose of
doubling for
thisadvertising,
average that
the said.
company is appropriating such an "unprecedented"
amount
Lazarus
Speaking
before
a convention
audience which
included top home
office and
foreign execu.ivas, district managers, branch managers and production represent;]!:
Unger and Raftery described United Artists as a model for all companies making and
selling motion pictures using a pattern established 27
i
go by the company's
founders
"The entire film industry today is being remodelled after' the way United
Artists was patterned and the way in which it has been functioning ever since."
Unger.
He noted the selling of pictures on an individual basis "is in today's law books
as the on-y acceptable method of sales transaction within the American film industry."
Top Executives Attend
Among the other executives present were Grad Sears, vice-president in charge of
distribution; Edward M. Schnitzer, Eastern sales manager; Maury Orr, Western sales
manager; Harry D. Buckley, exchange operations; Tom Waller, publicity manager;
Mori Krushen,
branch
managers.exploitation manager; Howard LeSieur, ad manager, and district and

HEADS

RANK

IN U. S.

William J. Heineman, vice-president and general sales manager of United World,
which was absorbed by the formation of the Universal International Production Co.,
was named general sales manager of the U. S. branch of the J. Arthur Rank organization. He was signed to a five-year contract under which he will have complete charge
of sales and distribution of all Rank productions released through Universal. Heineman's duties will also include the supervision of the Prestige Pictures unit for roadshows to be handled by a separate department with physical distribution through
Universal exchanges.
Heineman's first appointment in his new post was Bernard G. Kranze who was
signed to a term contract as assistant general sales manager. Kranze was recently
Eastern Central district manager of RKO and resigned to join United World as
Eastern division manager.
"Show Window" Acquisitions
Matthew Fox, executive vice-president of UI, announced further details of the
company's
acquire
approximately
window"
in key cities, following
his arrival plan
from to
London
where
negotiations 30for"show
the Univei
sal-International-Ran
k merger were held. Fox declared that it may require at least a year before acquisition of
theatres and that the company would first clear this issue with the Department of
Justice and the statutory court which handed down the decision in the New York antitrust case. Acquisition of theatres by Universal would not necessarily come under the
category of circuit expansion, since the company does not operate theatres at the
present time.
Cohn Named Overseas Theatres Head
Ben Martin Cohn. veteran foreign and distribution executive, was named head
of the overseas theatre department of Universal International and will be in charge
of operations of UI theatres in foreign countries. It is understood that the Cohn's
overseas theatre department will be separate from Rank's theatre holdings in foreign
countries and from Universale proposed acquisition of American "show window"
theatres.

*

JOHNSTON

TO

*

ADDRESS

ALLIED

In his first appearance before a convention of a national exhibitor association,
Eric A. Johnston, president of MPAA. will address Allied's national convention in
Boston, Sept. 16-18 at the final day's banquet in the Copley Plaza's grand ballroom.
Johnston's acceptance of Allied's invitation to address the conclave as guest
speaker was announced
by Leonard
Goldberg, general chairman
of the convention.
Prior to the convention, Allied's board of directors will meet in Boston for a
two-day confab to discuss a plan of action on the New York anti-trust suit and the
decision handed down by the Statutory Court.

GOLDMAN

The new <; ihlmaii Theatre, William Goldman's
latest challenge to Warner chain's first-run
<lc initiation in Philadelphia . which opened last
n •■■ with the world premiere ol Paramount's
"Monii< in- Beaucaire."
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*

OPENS

NEW

*

PHILLY

FIRST-RUN

William Goldman, the independent who has been giving Warner Bros, chain in
Philadelphia a man-size scrap in the first-run situations, saw the first concrete results
of his campaign to break the first-run monopoly when his brand-new Goldman Th.
opened in down-town Philadelphia with the world premiere of Paramount
"
ieur
Beaucaire", the Bob Hope starrer, on August 15.
Goldman's deal with Paramount for exhibition oi "Beaucaire" was the first instance of an independent's successful booking of a major first-run Feature in Philly in
almost 2C years. He had previously played a few first-run
pictures in the Erlanger a
converted legit house, but was stymied and brought an anti-trust
suit against the WB
(Continued on Page Ten)
q
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[Continued from Preceding

Page)

The case is still in Federal Cour
circuit and the major distributors, which he won.
suffered.
Goldman
of damages
pending fixing oi the amount
and
The opening of the Goldman Theatre, which war, completed in record tirnaevent.
is reportedly the first post-war theatre to open in the East, was a major civic
Samuel, dedicated the new
as a group of Philly biggies, headed by Mayor Bernard and
Earle Sweigert, eastern
t-howhouse. Charles Reagan, Paramount distribution chief,
represented the producer-distributors of the p.cture.
division manager,
deSeating approximately 1200, the Goldman has several innovations in uniqueseats,
sign, fabrication and use of new materials. The theatre is equipped with sliding
designed
specially
a
and
screen
easel-type
stagele;s,
a
ing,
most advanced air-condition
projection booth with optical glass openings and the latest projection equipment.

*

*

*

IN 'BEST POSITION', SAYS JACK

Burnty
Balaban,
president
«!' Pa •• a - i>u :ii rtetu-o,
which
announced
an e tima'.ed 194(i fi\
i!
(lis' net "'.' .'-".'I .:::;. (I ;<). the greate ( profit
I i' this i:< -in. I ever male
by the company.

Vi :ll:ant < ■■::: \:\ li , lit pre : :t of I 11:71 l's.-il
tuli national Productions, in his first conference with William Dozier, after the latter
reported to International studios as vicepi e jident .

"Dress Rehearsal"
Warners is fortunate, declared Kalmenson, because it has already had a thorough
"dress rehearsal" in single picture selling, having used this method in selling its pictures during the past few years. Howard Levinson, attorney in charge of distribution
matters for the company, also discussed single rales, but said the auction selling plan
is still too indefinite to present in detail. He spoke about revisions in zoning and
clearances, also.
Harry M. Warner paid tribute to the men who played a part in the succecs of
talking pictures, both technical and commercial. He said the career of talking pictures
has only begun, and that the next twenty years will see new advancements surpassing
past feats.
17,504 Play Warner Product
Norman H. Moray, captain of the company's 1946 sales drive, revealed that an
amazing total of 17,504 theatres throughout the country played Warner product during
Sound Anniversary Week. Moray, as short subjects sales chief, also outlined the new
season's shorts. Kalmenson also described feature product up to the end of 1946.
which included "The Big Sleep", "Cloak and Dagger". "Nobody Lives Forever". "Deception", "The Man I Love", "Never Say Goodbye" and "The Time, the Place and
the Girl".
Speakers also included Mort Blumenstock, director of advertising and publicity:
Harry M. Kalmine, general manager of Warner Theatres; Wolfe Cohen, vice-president
of Warner International; Max Milder, Robert W. Perkins. Samuel Schneider, Joseph
Bernhard,
Roy Haines, Jules Lapidus, Norman Ayers and others.

*

CIEA
s president
Katie - Lion Films, Inc., a subsidiary of
Pathe Industries, was recently announced by
Robert Purcell, chairman of the board of
Pathe.

I his

In

office.

L V/ARNER

With 20 features completed cr before the cameras, 40 stories in preparation and
Warners "is in the best
fO other properties from which to select for the coming year, executive
producer, told
position of its history", Jack L. Warner, vice-president and
last fortnight. Thi
City
Atlantic
in
the company's international sales convention
meeting, which took place at the Ambassador Hotel. August 5-7, celebrated the 20t>
Anniversary of sound, and was highlighted by the presence of all three Warner brothers.
Harry M., president, Jack L. and Major Albert Warner, who made their first joint
appearance in year; at a sales meeting.
Casts Up 150 Per Cent
Citing production costs which he said had increased 150 per cent since pre-war
days, Jack Warner advocated matching the rise with increased quality in order to
produce greater income. He called upon distribution and exhibition efforts to "match
those of production," which he said will be "operating to the full extent of our studio '
great physical and creative capacities."
Single
pictureto and
auctionnever
selling
not onlybutwillit speed
up the
of doing
business
a degree
imagined,
will make
the industry's
field sales method
forces
doubly important and shoulder them with twice as many responsibilities, Ben Kalmenson, vice-president and general sales manager, declared in addressing the session over
which he presided. Salesmen will have to cover "a lot more territory", he said, and
they, as well as branch and district managers will have to use their own initiative and
judgment more than ever.

*

SETS DECREE

*

MEET

The Conference of Independent Exhibitor Associations has set the last week in
September for its meeting in Washington to discuss and pool recommendations of its
units and to formulate recommendations for a final consent decree in the New York
equity case. Representatives from each member unit and from other exhibitor organi(Continued on Page 30)

Seated on dais at Warners sales convention io Atlantic Citj are, 1. to r. : Samuel Schneider, ricepresident; .lack I.. Warner, v.p. and executive producer; Harrj M. Warner, president: Ben Kalmenson, v.p. ami general sales manager; Major Albert Warner, v.p. ami treasurer, and Mort Blumenstock,
«l>. in charge or advertising
and publicity,
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EROS. . 1 Aisgust Release

■THE BIG SLEEP" HARD-HITTING, EXCITING BOGART
Rates • • • generally;

more

M1ELLER

in action spots

Warner Bros.
114 minutes

Bacail, John
Humphrey Bogart, Lauren
Ridgely, Martha Vickers, Regis Toomey,
Peggy Knudsen, Charles Waldron, Dorothy
Maloiie, Charles D. Brown, Bob Steele,
Elisha Cook, Jr., Louis Jean Heydt, Sonia
Darrin, Theodore Von Eltz, Thomas Jackson, Joy Barlowe, Tom Fadden, Trevor Bardette, Ben Welden, James Flavin, Tom
Rafferty.
Directed by Howard Hawks.
Here's a honey of a hard-hitting murder
melodrama — a tough, engrossing, rtrictlyadult film.
Chandler'-:
famous
detectiveRaymond
character, Philip
Marlowe
(played
by Dick Powell in "Murder My Sweet"),
gives Humphrey Bogart his best role in
several seasons and this fact, coupled with
Lauren Bacall's name value, should make
"The Big Sleep" a smarh grosser generally.
It's a thoroughly hard-boiled yarn dealing
with Marlowe's latest private detective assignment — one which involves him with a
group of unpleasant, double-crossing, neurotic individuals, several of them women obviously on the make. While the rather involved story demands complete attention
for clo^e to two hours. Director Ho"/ard
Hawks keeps interest at a high pitch
throughout. The film is replete with murders, brutal beatings and gun-play, all
realistically pictured in a manner which
might offend a few squeamish souls. In
addition, the love scenes between Bogart
and Bacail are passionate rather than romantic and contain quick-trigger repartee
and suggestive lines which will get howls
from wise patrons. All in all, although it's
not a picture for Aunt Sarah or the kiddies,

it makes strong, suspenseful fare for
grown-ups. Unusual photography contributes to the grim melodramatic mood as
doej the excellent musical score.

Private detective Philip Marlowe (Humphrey Bogart) is retained by an embittered
old general, Charles Waldron, because one
of the latter's two spoiled, neurotic daughters, Martha Vickers, is being blackmailed.
Miss Vickers makes an obvious play for
Bogart while her sister, Lauren Bacail,
make: an unsuccessful attempt to get information from him. Trailing the blackmailer to his home, Bogart hears a shot and
finds Miss Vickers intoxicated and the man
murdered. He gets her home and, with Miss
B call's aid, keeps the affair from the police. Later, after Bcgart and Miss Bacail
realize they are falling in love, he trails a
racketeer, gets incriminating photos of
Miss Vickers before another murder takes
place. Bogart finally realizes that Miss
Bacail is protecting John Ridgely, a gambler, whose
wife r.
had Bogart
eloped with
former
chauffeu
learnsWaldron'
from sa
friendly racketeer. Elisha Cook. Jr., that
Ridgely'sis wife
hiding
out and
Bacail
in en isthe
secret.
Afterthat
CookMisjis
killed, Bogart follows the gunman, Boo
Steele, and is forced to kill him in a bloody
gun battle. When he finds Ridgely's supposedly-missing wife, Bogart learns that the
gambler had convinced Mies Bacail that
her sister had aided him in murdering the
chauffeur. Ridgely is finally killed by his
own gun-men and, when the police arrive,
Bogart leaves with Miss Bacail while Miss
Vickers is sent away to a rest cure farm.
Bogart is splendid in the glove-fitting role
of the two-fi;ted, taciturn private detective
and Lauren Bacail (better cast than she
was in "Confidential Agent") completely
handles the assignment of a spoiled sophis-
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ticated daughter of wealth which permits
her to employ her throaty voice to good
effect. She also puts over one song. "Her
Tears Flowed Like Wine," well enough.
However, "The Look" is definitely overshadowed by another blonde, Martha Vicmance as her doll-faced
kers, whose perfor
c
neuroti sister who makes a play for Bogart
will have patrons asking about her. John
Ridgely is good in the only other lengthy
als are conrole and outstanding portrayWaldron
. as a
tributed by the late Charles
te; Elisha
wealthy, embittered old reprobaBob
Steele,
Cook, Jr., as a cringing crook;
as a ruthless killer; Louis Jean Heydt. as a
petty racketeer, and Dorothy Malone. Sonia
Darrell and Joy Barlowe, as various
"dames."

LEYENDECKER

M-G-M ... 1 Not Set (1946 - 47)
'THE SHOW-OFF*

SKELTON GETS LAUGHS

Rates • • -)- in family houses; less elsewhere

M-G-M
84 minutes
Red Skelton, Marilyn Maxwell, Marjorie
Main, Leon Ames, Virginia O'Brien, George
Cleveland, Eddie "Rochester" Anderson,
Marshall Thompson, Jacqueline White, Emory Parnell, Wilson Wood, Frank Orth,
Francis Pierlot, Lila Leeds, Byron Foulger.
Directed by Harry Beaumont.
With Red Skelton having a comedy field
day as the boastful back-slapper, "The ShowOff" makes laugh-provoking fare. Where
Skelton is popular, this should get above
grosses and family audiences particularly
will enjoy the star's antics. George Kelly's
famous stage hit of 25 years ago, which was
filmed twice before (last in 1934) is composed of reliable farce situations which hit
close enough to home to keep average audiences amused throughout. Although brought
BOX
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OFFICE

IN REMAKE

up to date, the plot remains essentially the
same except for the addition of an hilarious
radio questionnaire sequence which will
have patrons, as well as the listening screen
family, trying to help the dim-witted contestant with his answers. Skelton, who
gives an annoyingly true-to-life portrayal
of Aubrey Piper, the well-meaning bungler,
manages to remain likable withal and effective even in his occasional serious moments. Marjorie Main is a perfect comedy
foil as his exasperated mother-in-law and
George Cleveland is good as hard-of-hearing Pop. That luscious blonde, Marilyn
Maxwell, does nicely as Aubrey's loving
wife — her best acting opportunity to date
and Jacqueline White also shows promise.
Virginia O'Brien and Eddie "Rochester"
Andei-son, both featured, have little more
than bits.
When Aubrey Piper (Red Skelton). a
clerk in a railroad office, meets Marilyn
Maxwell
it's a case of love at first si lit

RATING:

©Poor

••Average

• • • ©ood

Although Skelton's constant bragging and
annoying mannerisms grate on the nerves
of Miss Maxwell's family, especially her mother (Marjorie Main), the girl realizes he
is devoted to her. After their marriage,
Skelton's reckless expenditures to please his
wife get them in debt and they are evicted
from their apartment and forced to move
in with Miss Main. The climax comes when
Skelton wrecks a friend's car and is fined
$1,000 but his wife remains true to him.
Skelton then decides to help his brother-inlaw, Marshall Thompson, get more than
$30,000 for a new rust-proofing invention
but his big talk only makes the prospective
buyer call off the entire deal. Just when
things look blackest for Skelton, the buyer
counters with an offer of $75,000 plus onefourth of the profits. When Thompson insists Skelton take part of the money. Miss
Main echoes everyone's sentiments as she
cries. "Heaven help us from now on!"
YORK
••••Excellent
II

'BLACK BEAUTY" FILM VERSION OF CLASSIC

Rates © • as dualler in naborhoods

and

Making' its third appearance on the
screen, this latest version of Anna Sewell's
c!a s'c is aimed primarily at the younger
trade and at horse fanciers (not the acrossthe-board variety). For these. "Black Beauty'
is pre-sold, but not wholly satisfying entertainment. For city sophisticates and others
to whom horseflesh is merely ersatz beef,
the film will carry scant appeal. The story is
told in a broad manner with no attempt at
subtlety and the performances by the principals match the telling. As is usual in such

"GENIUS AT WORK'
Rates ®

© —

as supporting

films, the two-legged actors come off second
best. Since none of them mean anything on
a marquee, the principal selling point is
the novel's long-standing popularity. Consequently, this is best suited as a dualler
in naborhood
and rural houses,

story opens, in the 80's Charles
As theowner
of an English horse farm,
Evans,
hss more trouble raising his motherless
daughter, Mona Freeman, than any of his
horses. In the hope that disciplining a colt
of her own, Mona will learn to discipline
herself. Evans presents her with the newborn Black Beauty, The young girl lavishes
training him, even grooming him. A young
every attention on the colt, breaking him,
American, Richard Denning, takes a fancy
to Mona, but she realizes that he considers
her a child and in an attempt to display her
horsemanship, she is thrown. In a wild ride,
Black Beauty is raced to the doctor and
back and developes pneumonia. The horse
recovers, but his legs are badly injured, and
school.
the girl leaves for finishing
when

RADIO

WEAK

NOVEL IS GOOD

KID SHOW
Evans humanely orders the animal shot..
The groom, however, takes the horse to
another farm and when Mona returns,
grown-up, she begins a search for Black
Beauty. After a frantic chase, she catches
up with the horse, who has been mistreated
as a coal-driver's nag, only to find his stable
afire. Attempting to save him, she is overcome by smoke and both are rescued by
Denning. They take Black Beauty back to
the farm, where he regains his health and
appearan
married. ce and Denning and Freeman are
Highland Dale as Black Beauty puts the
human cast members to shame as he struts.
cavorts suffers and runs the equine gamut
of emotion.. Mona Freeman. Richard Denning, Evelyn Ankers and Charles Evans
are occasionally convincing in their roles.
Max Nosseck's direction is spotty and uncertain is he attempts to put new life into
old situations
and uninspired
dialogue.
BARN

... 1 in Second Block (Total 5)

COMEDY

EFFORT

dualler in minor houses

RKO
Radio
<il minutes
Wally
Brown,
Alan
Carney,
Anne
Lionel Atwill, Bela Lugosi,
Marc
Ralph
Dunn,
Robert
Clarke.
Directed
by Leslie Goodwins.

"\.
and Alan Carney to garner laugh with mossJeffrys,
Cramer,

Despite the frantic efforts of Wally Brown

m

antics as being trapped in a chamber of
horrors and balancing precariously on a
high window ledge — stunts which date back
to Harold Lloyd's silent films. The so-called
humorous dialogue is amazingly un-funny
and, after 30 minutes of the wise-cracks and
chases, many patrons will echo Carney's
of "This is going to get monotonous."
plaint Dugosi
Bela
and the late Lionel Atwill conduct themselves in their approved sinister
style and Anne Jeffrys adds some pulchritude
although the romantic interest is negligible.
Lionel Atwill, a sinister man who kills
for pleasure and delights in outwitting the
police, poses as an amateur detective and
gives clues to the Crime-of-the-week radio
program conducted by Anne Jeffrys and
her two amazingly-dumb assistants. Wally

^4

Brown and Alan Carney, When Miss Jeffrys'
radio predictions hit too close to the truth.
Atwill takes Brown and Carney to a weird
Oriental nightclub where they find a murder
threat in their menus. Although they beg

covered slapstick routines. "Genius at work"
is pretty much of a dud. It will serve as a
rural and in family houses where the youngsters will get a kick out of both the farce
and the obvious thrills. Brown and Carney,
in their familiar dim-witted characterizations, are forced to resort to such corny

I More Reviews on Pagi 17)

FREE

Release

rurals

20th Century-Fox
(Alson
Production)
74 Minutes
Mona Freeman, Richard Denning, Evelyn
Ankers, Charles Evans, J. M. Kerrigan,
Moyna Mat-Gill, Terry Kilhurn, Thomas P.
Dillon, Arthur Space, John Burton, Olaf
Hytten, Leyland Hodgson, Clifford Brooke
and Highland Dale as Black Beauty.
Directed by Max Nosseck

RKO

September

... 1

20th COITURY-FOX

NYLONS! A
for the man
who can

M

^

prove who
kept that

RENDEZVOUS •*** ANNIE

Miss Jeffrys to give up the program, she
refuses and Brown and Carney determine
to catch the killer who has been baffling the
police. When Atwill invites Miss Jeffrys to
his hobby room filled with instruments of
torture, she goes through his files but is
caught and held captive. During the radio
broadcast, Atwill attempts to shoot Brown
and Carney with an African dart gun but
kills the announcer instead. Brown and
Carney accidentally learn that Atwill is the
killer but he outwits them and leaves them
in a torture instrument to die. When the
police rescue them, they announce they
will identify the killer in their broadcast.
Atwill, disguised as an old lady in a wheelchair, gets in to the broadcast and, after
a wild chase, he is killed and Brown and
Carney become

heroes.
FILM
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'THE KILLERS' HEMINGWAY
Rates • • -\- generally; • •

AND HELLINGER

• in action

PACK SOCK

houses

Universal
102 minutes
Burt Lancaster, Ava Gardner, Edmond
O'Brien, Albert Dekker, Sam Levene, Vince
Barnett, Charles D. Brown, Donald MoBride, John Mi l.i.i n Queenie Smith, Jack
Lambert, Jeff Corey, Virginia Christine, Phil
Brown, Charles McGraw, William Conrad.
Directed by Robert Siodmak.

fault to be found in "The Killers" is its
overplay on the flashback technique, required perhaps by the plot, but still hard to
take in spots. Fortunately, the past catches
up with the present shortly after the film's
midmark so that the whole piece is smoothly knit and the redundant flashbacks almost
forgotten.
In addition to its suspenseful action, good
performances
value,effective
"The Killers"
is enriched by and
an story
unusually
music

Don't let the absence of flashy marquee
names influence you too much on this one.
It's a highly saleable piece of movie merchandise. For exploitation purposes, author
Ernest Hemingway and producer Mark
Hellinger are a formidable combination.
Then there's the intriguing title itself to
draw the customers. Once they're in, wordof-mouth endorsement should nicely supplement generally favorable reviews in tabbing
"The Killers" as a refreshingly different,
exciting melodrama. The picture's appeal
is not really limited to action houses despite
its title and theme of violence and vengeance. Besides the gangster action, stickups, assorted murders and all around rough
stuff, there are also sufficient touches of
sex, a group of notable characterizations
and
skillful
story
treatment.
Principal

score
Miklos Rozsa and Elwood Bredell's
mood by
photography.

STRANGE VOYAGE' CHEAPLY
Rat es
9 — as supporting dualler
Monogram
61 minutes
Eddie Albert, Elena Verdugo,
Ray Teal,
Matt Willis, Bobby
Cooper, Martin
Garralaga, Forrest Taylor, Clyde Fillmore, Daniel Kerry, Henry Orosco.
Directed by Irving Allen.

This out-of-the-ordinary adventure film is
occasionally slow-moving, but it will get by
as a supporting dualler in action and minor
naborhood spots. Eddie Albert, making his
first appearance since his release from the
Army, produced the picture on an extremely low budget in association with a group
of ex-servicemen who were formerly in the
industry. It employs only ten actors and
uses mostly desert locations or under-water
scenes. Although this adds realism, it tends
toward monotony except for such action
highlights as the battle between an octupus
and a shark and the climactic gun-play during a terrific sandstorm in the desert. It's
a straightforward telling, via flashback, of
the fruitless search for buried treasure and
the love interest is confined to a few shots
of a lovely Mexican girl who aids the hero.
Elena Verdugo plays this role naturally,
without benefit of studio glamour or English dialogue. Eddie Albert gives a vigorous portrayal of the young adventurer and
Bobby Cooper and the seven other actors
fill in capably. The under-water photography is among the best of its kind.
When Clyde Fillmore tries to charter a
sailing boat from Forrest Taylor, the latter
tells him he is waiting for the return of
Eddie Albert, an adventurer who hired his
boat and engaged a crew and sailed down
the coast of Lower California many months
ago. When Albert permits Bobby Cooper, a
AUGUST
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The yarn has a fast opening as two unidentified thugs stalk a gas station attendant in a small town. They find their man,
riddle him with slugs and the flashback
tale unfolds when an insurance company
investigator decides to check up on the dead
man. Edmond O'Brien discovers that Burt
Lancaster, known as "Swede," was a former
boxer who had got mixed up with a gang
of payroll robbers through falling for gang
leader Albert Dekker's girl friend, Ava
Gardner. Through relentlessly tracing back
clues from several people who knew
"Swede," the resourceful insurance man
pieces together the deceased's background.
In a series of interviews and flashback episodes the motive for the slaying, the whereabouts of a mysteriously
missing $250,000

PRODUCED

ADVENTURE

payroll and the fate cf other gang members
are revealed. The real mystery in th.
is the question of who double-crossed whom
after the six year old robbery. Before the
picture's end, two other gang members are
rubbed out, O'Brien receives a few lumps
himself. th3 gang leader pays tha penalty
for a last attempted double-cross and Miss
Gardner is left with ;i murder accomplice
charge and without a fall guy.
Universal is building up Burt Lane.- tei
a ruggedly handsome young fellow, but his
performance is subordinate to the
promising work
excellent
done by others. Edmond
O'Brien's portrayal of the insurance investigator is cleverly shaded, a novel departure
from most screen sleuths. Ava Gardner
leveal. a sultry charm and talent reminiscent of Rita Hayv/crth, while Sam Levene,
Albert Dekker and the odd lot of lesser
mobsters manage to keep their characters
fresh and as unhackneyed as any to grace
s crime melodrama. But it is Vince Barnett who scores a real personal triumph.
As the old toper, ex-convict and unwilling
informer, the actor drew applause at the
preview showing and certainly ju "tilled
Mark Hellinger's faith in his ability to enact a serious role and escape the Barnett
typing as a comedian.
SIMON

FILM

stowaway, to remain on board, the superstitious cook, Martin Garralaga, predicts that
three violent deaths will take place. A
whale sideswipes the boat and one of the
crew is killed by a shark despite the efforts
of Albert to save him. The night before
Albert and his crew start inland with a
16th Century map showing the location of
buried treasure, Elena Verdugo, a Mexican
girl, comes aboard to warn them that all
who have hunted the Spanish gold have

died of madness and thirst. After three
horrible days in the desert, they locate the
gold, but Garralaga goes mad and Ray Teal,
the captain, plans to kill Albert and get the
treasure for himself. During a desperate
gun battle between the two men, a sandstorm comes up and covers all traces of the
treasure. But Miss Verdugo and her father
rescue Albert and young Cooper, who plan
another expedition to recover the gold.
YORK
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'BLACK ANGEL" EXPLOITABLE MURDER-MYSTERY

Rales • • -U generally; more

where

hea vily exploited

Universal
80 minutes
Dan
Duryea,
June
Vincent, Peter Loire,
Broderick
Crowford,
Wallace
Ford, Constance Dowli ng, Hobart Cavanaugh,
Freddie Steele, Marian Martin, Ben Bard,
Directed by Roy William Neill.
"Black Angel" is an interest-holding murder mystery that merits the showman's
strongest exploitation efforts. Although lacking top-ranking marqull names, it should
make a good bill-topper gererally, but it's
adult fare and too sordid for the kiddies.
Adapted from Cornel Woolrich's novel, this
is the first attempt to star Dan Duryea
(who atracted attention in "Scarlet Street"
and "Woman in the Window"), but he is
less effective in a semi-sympathetic role
than in his more familiar surly tough-guy
parts. The murder of a blackmailing beauty
in the first Ave minutes starts the picture
off at a fast pace and, although the plot

ramifications become somewhat involved,
Roy William Neill's taut direction keeps
audiences guessing throughout and a surprise twist leads to a novel and unexpected
ending. A scene which shows Duryea in a
drunken stupor during which the events of
the murder evening are made clear to him
is both unusual and outstanding. Several
night club tunes, sung pleasantly enough by
June Vincent, do little other than retard
the action.
Soon after Dan Duryea, former vaudeville headliner now reduced to piano playing in a cheap bar, splits with his wife,
Constance Dowling, she is found murdered.
Miss Dowling had been blackmailing several
men and John Phillips, who is seen fleeing
her apartment, is arrested and sentenced to
death on circumstantial evidence. However,
Phillips' wife, June Vincent, believes in his
innocence and enlists the aid of Duryea in
apprehending the real murderer. Suspecting
Peter Lorre, owner of the night club where
Miss Dowling sang, Duryea and Miss Vincent audition and get jobs as entertainers in
the club. Miss Vincent attempts to pilfer

'PASSKEY TO DANGER' ENGROSSING

Rales • • as supporting dualler only

Republic
58 minutes
Kane Richmond,
Stephanie Bachelor, Gera'd Mohr, Adele Mara, Gregory Gay, George
■j. Lewis, John Eldredge, Tom London,
Divested by Lesley Selander.
Another one of Republic's fast-moving,
entertaining programmers running less than
an hour, "Passkey to Danger" neatly serves
its purpose — to round out the average dual
bill in naborhood or action houses. Although
lacking in name value, each of several familiar players, especially Kane Richmond
and Stephanie Bachelor, do capable acting
jobs. Miss Bachelor, the tall, striking brunette with excellent diction who has played
in a string of these "C" pictures, is well
cast as an efficient advertising secretary

PROGRAM

Lorre's safe but is caught by him and, when
the police arrive, he reveals that he had
paid off Miss Dowling and is innocent of the
crime. Meanwhile, Duryea has come to love
Miss Vincent and, when she turns him down,
he goes off on a drunken spree. In an alcoholic haze, he subconsciously re-lives the
night of his wife's murder and he realizes
that he, himself, had committed the crime.
Because of his love for Miss Vincent, Duryea
gets in touch with the police in time to stop
Phillips' impending
execution.
Although his usual surly character has
been considerably white-washed. Dan Duryea
turns in a sound acting job and shows promise of becoming another Bogart. Peter
Lorre, as a suave night club owner, and Freddie Steele, as his sadistic bouncer, are both
excellent and Broderick Crawford also does
well as an understanding police captain.
However, the two women involved, June
Vincent, as the troubled heroine, and Constance Dowling, as the blackmailer, are
similar blonde types and neither is more
than adequate.

LEYENDECKER

MELODRAMA

and Kane Richmond gives a convincing twofisted portrayel, while Gerald Mohr, Gregory
Gay and George J. Lewis do good work as
suave villains. While the story is far-fetched,
it is unusual because the audience is kept in
the dark as to the reasons for the hero's
difficulties and dangers in presenting an
original, yet completely innocent, "teaser"
ad campaign. There's murder and gun-play,
as well as a realistic fistic battle, to keep
action fans satisfied.
Kane

Richmond, young advertising executive, sells an original advertising "teaser" campaign to Gerald Mohr, owner of
a dress firm, for which he is to receive
$100,000 when the final proofs are delivered.
After the advertising layouts which tell
of a secret idea called "The Three Springs,"
begin to appear, Richmond finds himself
accosted by various well-dressed men who

demand the solution of the a campaign.
Actually,
Richmond's
idea isSprings,
about dresses
to be worn
at Saratoga
Palm
Springs and Colorado Springs, but he refuses to show this final layout even when
Mohr demands it. After he is beaten up and
becomes involved with a beautiful girl, Adele
Mara, who is later found murdered, Richmond learns from a private detective, Tom
London, that, years before, three brothers
named Spring had embezzled millions of
dollars and later escaped from prison. Richmond and London realize that these three,
now under assumed names, are afraid that
his advertising campaign will reveal the
long-hidden secret of their identities. Aided
by his fiancee, Stephanie Bachelor, and London, Richmond lures the brothers to his
office and there Mohr is revealed as one of
them before they are all captured by the
DENLEY

'NIGHT TRAIN TO MEMPHIS'
Rates © ©

even radar
can't find
out who
kept
that
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in rural spots; weak

dualler

Republic
67 minutes
Roy
Acuff.
His Smoky
Mountain
Boys,
Allan
Lane,
Adele
Mara.
Irving
Bacon,
Joseph Crehan, Emma Dunn, Roy Barcroft,
Directed by Lesley Selander.
A corny programmer which gives Roy
Acuff and His Smoky Mountain Boys ample
opportunity to deliver the type of hill-billy
music which has brought them airwaves
fame. In the South, where Acuff's radio
programs and recordings are popular.
"Night Train to Memphis" should attract
good grosses, and rural fans will enjoy
the story's many homey touches. However,
in metropolitan naborhoods it will enjoy
the story's many homey touches. However,
metropolitan
naborhoods will barely get by
as a supporting dualler. It's a typical backwoods plot, peopled with the usual honest.
God-fearing hayseeds and a heartless railroad magnate who almost puts something
over on them before he is won over by their
trusting nature. Although the plot is developed in an obvious manner, there is considerable fisticuffs and gun-play in the exciting
climax.
YORK
FILM
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COLUMBIA

Apparently Harry Cohn doesn't believe that the new court
decree forecasts the death of program product and double bills
(there are others, too, who dispute this forecast), since Columbia's
four new starters are all in the quickie category. "Lone Star
Moonlight" (Ken Curtis-Joan Barton) is a western; "Boston
Blackie and The Law" (Chester Morris-Trudy Marshall) is another in Columbia's fading action series; "Betty Co-ed" (Jean
Porter-Shirley Mills) is a Sam Katzman musical with a serious
theme that has gone into production with only two parts cast;
the fourth is another in the "Blondie" series with the usual cast.
Five Hold-Overs
The list of hold-overs in production is somewhat more impressive: "Dead Reckoning" (Humphrey Bogart-Lizabeth Scott),
"Down To Earth" (T) (Rita Hayworth-Larry Parks), "Johnny
O'Clock" (Dick Powell-Evelyn Keyes), "My Empty Heart"
(Rosalind Russell-Melvyn Douglas) and "Mr. District Attorney"
(Dennis O'Keefe-Marguerite Chapman).
Wound up and into the 1946-47 release schedule went three:
"The Return of Monte Cristo" (Louis Hayward-Barbara Britton),
"The Secret of the Whistler" (Richard Dix-Leslie Brooks) and
"The Son of the Guardsman," a serial.
Sandy Cummings, who has been working as Bennie Zeidman's
assistant at this studio, has been handed a producer's rank on
his own. His first full-fledged chore will be the next film In the
Lone Wolf series scheduled to roll early in September.
EAGLE-LION
Despite the clouds of conjecture as to just where this Rank
subsidiary will fit into the scheme of production and release in
the continuously expanding Rank domain, pictures are in the
making.
Number 2 film, "Born To Speed," is now in production and
Johnny Sands heads a cast of slightly known actors. Original
pronouncements by this company insistently maintained that the
aim was set towards high priced product. From what is now on
the boards, this does not seem to be true. However, rumors of
various dickerings with big name players continue to flow. So it
may be that these first two pictures are just warm-ups for the
bigger things to come.
New Building
In keeping with that line of progress is the purchase of the
latest Louis Bromfield novel, "Kenny," which goes into a serialization in the Cosmopolitan magazine in the fall.
Arthur Krim, member of a New York law firm, Phillips, Nizer,
Benjamin & Krim, has taken over the presidency of the company,
although he will continue his legal affiliation as well.
A new editorial building containing 11 cutting rooms, two
projection rooms and offices is in construction on the lot, which
formerly housed the PRC activities. The building will be ready
September 15 and is estimated to cost $146,000.

METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER
The third floor in the executive building at this plant was a
happy place this past week with the big boys congratulating each
other on the schedule-beating time in which "The Secret Heart"
and "The Beginning or The End" were brought in. Producer
Edwin Knopf and Director Robert Leonard brought the first one
in in 51 days. The second one, which was given priority
lot, came in on the 48th day. As compared to the usual 80onor the
90
day schedules allotted A product on this lot, these are really
in
record breaking time. The atom bomb picture was
at the
special request of the Federal government. But rushed
"The Secret
Heart
came in fast on its own power.
To Boost Cinecolor
It is reported on good authority that Metro, which up to now
has refused to take any color process but Technicolor seriously,
is going to give the Cinecolor process a real chance in its 1947-48
program. Experiments have been in process on this method and
t is now revealed that studio executives are pleased enough to
3e considering making a large part of its color film, including
;ome of its high-budget musicals, in Cinecolor. This would create
he first serious competition for Technicolor.
Lana Turner, who has gotten the kind of publicity Metro
executives abhor since her return from South America, is finally
iet for her next picture. Apparently, the actress has been talked
>ut of her yen to do "Coquette" and "Green Dolphin Street" will
AUGUST
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Behind the Scenes of Film Production
be the vehicle. This is the 1944 prize-winning novel in the annual
Metro contest. Richard Hart, who stepped into the leading role
in "Sacred and Profane" opposite Greer Garson, when Robert
Montgomery walked out on it, will play opposite Miss Turner.
English Studio Ready Soon
Ben Goetz reports from London, that the Metro studios at
Elstree will be back in production by January 1. The studios
were used by the British government as a factory during the war.
The reconversion program is now in work and the studio will
have four sound stages totalling 180,000 square feet and completely equipped with the most modern equipment available by
the time the new year rolls around. It is assumed* that production will start as soon as possible after that with Metro players
and directors shuttling between Hollywood and London for picture jobs.
A title change converts "Ballerina" into "Unfinished Dance."

NOMOGRAM
Regardless of what trend other studios may be scurrying to
with the advent of single-picture selling, Monogram is standing
adamantly on its belief that double features are still in popular
demand and that so-called B product is still an important part
of picture making.
President Steve Broidy in a public blast against a daily trade
paper story made his ideas clear and definite. Mr. Broidy rejects
the idea that because such companies as Universal, et. al., are
eliminating programmers from their programs, it must follow that
Bclaims
product
willthat
be there
no more.
As for
features,
'Broidy
firmly
has been
no double
indication
by theMr.public
to
warrant a statement that this type of exhibiting is no longer
profitable.
B's To Continue
Mr. Broidy's analysis is worthy of congratulations.
truthful enough to approach the problem from the point ofHeviewis
of his company's policy. He is wise enough to see that there will
still be a need for B product and to reaffirm
the fact that his
company can and will make that product. Monogram has proved
that it can step into the higher bracket field (witness "Suspense"),
but that doesn't mean that they are going to walk away from the
type of pictures on which the company's success and reputation
has been built. And, incidentally, announcements
by various film
executives that their studios will henceforth produce only A
product have not been borne out by subsequent events — not in
one single instance!
Brophy Sues
Actor Edward Brophy is suing Monogram for $30,000, claiming thatget
he it.
was promised feature billing in "Swing Parade" and
did not
Four in production on the lot this week including two Jimmy
Wakely westerns, a Charlie Chan feature and Roy Del Ruth's
first picture under his Monogram deal, "It Happened on Fifth

Avenue."

PARAMOUNT

The lull is over at Paramount. Two new films started last
week, two were already in production, and four more are scheduled to start within a three-week period.
The new ones are Cecil B. DeMille's long-talked-of Technicolor^ spectacle. "Unconquered" (Gary Cooper-Paulette Goddard)
"nf
,7Tden
(Marlene
Mitchell
Milland)back
Ray Dietrich
LeisenEarrings"
whichto
is directing.
This Dietrichbrings Miss
pictures after an absence of five
years.
Partial reason for the Paramont' slow-up recently was its

Out ng wams -,d p>--™°™>
r5»"j;r* Siegel,nc,ud,
ssj
Sol C. Siegel last week abruptly obtained release from his

contract with this studio, although it had nine months to go.
First sign of difference came when Siegel was put back on
the
regular producer's list after having worked as an executive producer under Henry Ginsberg for some time. Siegel was given
production credit on "Blue Skies," which was Mark Sandrich's
last picture before his death. No future plans were announoed
by the producer, but it is rumored he will rejoin the ranks of the
independents.
Hal Wallis has completed plans to film a story based on the
(Continued on Page 22)
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well-known organization, Alcoholics Anonymous. Wallis has assigned writer Robert Smith to assemble screenplay material. The
organization will pass on the accuracy of the script when it is
completed.
Production is scheduled for early next year.
Meanwhile, the Wallis unit has gone into production on
"Desert Town," shooting around John Hodiak who is still tied up
in the "Arnelo Affair" at Metro. There is still one picture unreleased in the Wallis schedule, "Perfect Marriage," in which
Loretta Young and David Niven are co-starred.

PRC
Two films are in production currently under the PRC banner.
One is a Sig Neufeld production with his East Side Gang, called
"Gas House Kids." Sam Newfield directs. Number two is a
James Burkett production, "Don Ricardo Returns," with Fred
Colby and Isabelita featured.
This company which has been tossed back and forth in the
rumor department ever since the advent of Eagle-Lion, announced lasf week its schedule of 14 pictures to be released between now and November 1. Most of the product is already
completed, but several films are still in cutting and shooting
stages.

REPUBLIC
Robert North, a producer on the lot for the past seven years,
settled his differences with President Herbert J. Yates last week
by walking off the lot and resigning his post as producer. North
was to have started "Hit Parade of 1947" on the first of September but differences on the production with Mr. Yates grew to
such proportions as to make it impossible for an agreement to
be reached. North handled the production reins on most of Republic's musicals during his seven-year term. No one has been
named to assume his job on "Hit Parade."
Although there are only three pictures currently in production here, the studio stands at the moment with its biggest backlog of ready-for-release top-budget production to date. "Calendar
Girl," which wound up last week joins the parade which includes
Frank Borzage's "I've Always Loved You," the studio's first Technicolor picture; John Wayne's "The Angel and the Outlaw;" "The
Plainsman and the Lady" (William Elliott-Vera Ralston) and Al
Santell's "That Brennan Girl" (James Dunn-Mona Freeman).
Allan Dwan's "Rendezvous With Annie" has been seen by this
reporter and is top film fare. Robert North's "Earl Carroll's
Sketchbook," "In Old Sacramento," two Roy Rogers pictures and
the first Autry film complete the list.
Bill To William
President Herbert J. Yates has given the studio publicity
department the go-ahead signal and a budget of $500,000 with
which to convert "Wild Bill" Elliott, cowboy hero, into William
Elliott, actor and top-budget star. Elliott is scheduled for three
pictures a year for the next five years, each of which is reported
to be set as a "million-dollar" production. Two of these, "In Old
Sacramento" and "The Plainsman and the Lady," are already
completed. Next will come "Wyoming," in which he is again
co-starred with Vera Ralston. (Incidentally, thank goodness, they
got around to dropping Miss Ralston's middle name.)
The Nelson Eddy fans who have never stopped clamouring
for more of their favorite are to be satisfied by Republic. The
studio nabbed off blonde Ilona Massey after Metro re-established
her in "Holiday In Mexico," current Technicolor musical. The
Republic-Massey contract calls for two pictures a year for two
years and the first will be "Will Tomorrow Ever Come," for
which Eddy will do the male lead.

RKO-RADIO
With profits thus far this year tripled over last year, with
six pictures in production and fourteen films in cutting and editfuture.ing, RKO is indeed a studio with a glowing present and a rosy
Among the pictures now editing are: "Sinbad the Sailor"
(Douglas Fairbanks, Jr.-Maureen O'Hara), "The Locket" (Brian
Aherne-Laraine Day) formerly called "What Nancy Wanted,"
"Woman on the Beach" (Joan Bennett-Charles Bickford), and
Liberty's "It's A Wonderful Life" (James Stewart-Donna Reed).
Dmytryk Delayed
Robert Riskin's first production for RKO release will be
"Magic Town," for which James Stewart and Loretta Young have
been set in the leading roles. It starts rolling early next month
with William Wellman directing.
Director Edward Dmytryk has been taken off "Build My
Gallows High" since his chore in England on "So Well Remembered" will not be completed in time for him to get back here
22
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for the starting date. Producer Warren Duff is also having
trouble with the leading male role, since John Garfield, who was
scheduled for the part, will not be available. The film is set for
a mid-September
start so some quick arrangements will have to
be
made.
Big Goldwyn Campaign
Samuel Goldwyn conferenced this week with his advertising
end publicity heads on the exploitation plans for "Best Years of
Our Life" and "The Secret Life of Walter Mitty." Part of the
campaign on the first will be a tie-in with more than 200 radio
stations for the
selection of "Mr. and Mrs. America
of 1947."
m
Goldwyn is apparently going to give everything to the production of "Earth and High Heaven." Gregory Peck is definitely
set into the male role, which is sure to be one of the strongest
parts of his career thus far. The plum role of the girl who falls
in love with the Jewish boy is at the moment between Vivian
Leigh and Joan Fontaine. Goldwyn states the picture will be
done with all of the controversy left in as per the novel. Production follows after "The Bishrfp's Wife" for which David Niven
and Teresa Wright are already set. These two and one from
Danny Kaye will probably comprise the Goldwyn 1947 schedule.

20th CENTURY-FOX
Darryl
F. Zanuck,
a recent
talk which
beforemight
his well
company's
theatre
managers,
made insome
statements
mark
the opening recognition of a new era in motion picture selling.
Or, perhaps, it would be better to say that his words mark a return to the pre-war status of selling pictures. In either case,
Mr. Zanuck, as the head of an important production company,
admitted
the "honeymoon
declaredof
that lean publicly
years arethat
inevitably
ahead andw'as
thatover."
despiteHe quality
product, pictures are once again going to have to be sold by individual managers and theatre owners.
Zanuck urged that theatre managers accept their share of
the responsibility of developing and selling new personalities.
Local advertising and individual showmanship will help considerably; in fact, according to Mr. Zanuck, will be an absolute
necessity.
Audiences More Critical
The war years found a public willing to accept almost any
sort of film fare that would take them out of themselves for a
few hours. The war period also developed a whole new audience
of
hypercritical
in first
the time
thousands
of G I.'scourse
who
found
themselves picture-goers
exposed for the
to an intensive
in picture viewing. If this audience is to be retained, a job will
have to be done.
There is nothing particularly new in Zanuck's approach to
what may soon be a problem. But he is to be commended for
putting his thoughts into strong words and perhaps galvanizing
what many people in the industry have been thinking for some
time now. Apparently, the day of expert showmanship is about
to return.
Buys a'Percheron'
"The Deadly Pe'cheron,"
murder mystery by John Franklin
Bardin, has been added to Gene Markey's production schedule.
Studio recently purchased the property after a hectic competition
with several other studios. Buying price was not reported, but
it was rumored to be an expensive purchase. Markey has assigned Gregory Ratoff to direct "I Live Alone" (formerly called
"No Wedding Ring") when it rolls September 23. Victor Mature
and Jeanne Crain are set in the top roles.

UNITED ARTISTS
Three new pictures are in work for UA release as we go to
"Carnegie Hall" is the first Boris Morros-William LeBaron
press.
(Federal Films, Inc.) picture. It is being shot entirely in New
York with a large cast headed by Marsha Hunt and William
Prince. Many of the world-famous artists who have actually
appeared at Carnegie Hall will be in the film.
The second film is a Comet Cinecolor comedy, "The Adventures of Don Coyote," with no known names. Third piece is
"Vendetta,"
a Preston Sturges production with a cast of lesser
known players.
Andrew Stone wound up his "Strange Bedfellows" after about
6 weeks shooting still without a final title. The Johnston office
has nixed the current title and no new one has been substituted
as yet.
A new production unit has been created by Mary Pickford.
It will be operated by her husband. Buddy Rogers, and Ralph
Cohn.
An off-spring of Comet Productions, which has been proFILM
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ducing short features for UA, this new unit has contracted to
deliver two full-length pictures next season. First will be Mary
Roberts Rinehart's "The Bat." The second will be a western in
color. Budget for the two pictures will be about $2,500,000,
according to the announcement.
Sales Convention
To the tune of president Edward C. Raftery's statement that
"United Artists today is the greatest stronghold of independent
the world," this company opened its annual sales
producers in
convention
at the Waldorf-Astoria in New York last Monday (12).
Announced for the 1946-47 season are: Preston Sturges' "The
Sin of Harold Diddlebock" (Harold Lloyd) and "Vendetta" (Hillary Brooke-Faith Domergue); Hunt Stromberg's "The Strange
Woman" (Hedy Lamarr-George Sanders) and "Dishonored Lady"
(Lamarr-Dennis O'Keefe-John Loder); Charles R. Rogers' "Angel
On My Shoulder" (Paul Muni-Ann Baxter-Claude Rains), also
"The Fabulous Dorseys" (Tommy and Jimmy Dorsey); Andrew
Stone's "The Bachelor's Daughters" (Gail Russell-Claire TrevorAnn Dvorak), also an untitled production based on the script,
"Strange Bedfellows,"
(Eddie Bracken-Priscilla Lane).
David O. Selznick's "Duel in the Sun" (Jennifer Jones-Gregory
Peck-Joseph Cotten), also "The Paradine Case" (Gregory Peck-Ann
Todd), and "Little Women" (Jennifer Jones-Shirley Temple-Diana
Lynn); Benedict Bogeaus' "Mr. Ace" (George Raft-Sylvia Sidney),
also, in conjunction with Casey Robinson, "The Short Happy Life
of Francis Macomber" (Gregory Peck-Joan Bennett-Robert Preston), and, in association with Burgess Meredith, "A Miracle Can
Happen" (James Stewart-Henry Fonda-Burgess Meredith).
Seymour Nebenzal's "The Chase" (Robert Cummings-Michele
Morgan); Loew-Lewin's "Bel Ami" (George Sanders-Angela Lansbury); Federal Films' "Carnegie Hall" (LeBaron-Morros) ; Juie3
Levey's "New Orleans" (Arturo DeCordova-Lena Home); Charles
Chaplin's "Monsieur
Verdoux"
(Chaplin-Martha
Raye); Crosby
E Productions' "Abie's Irish Rose" (Joanne Dru-Richard Norris) ;
Cagney Productions' "The Stray Lamb" (James Cagney-Robert
Cummings); Sol Lesser's "No Trespassing" (Edward G. RobinsonLon McCallister) ; Sam Coslow's "Copacabana" (Carmen MirandaRussell); Arnold Pressburger's "Then and Now"
(George
. Andy
Sanders).
Also announced are six Hopalong Cassidy Productions to star
1 William Boyd, and six Comet productions, including "Little
Iodine" (Jo Ann Marlowe-Marc Cramer), also "Susie Steps Out"
(David Bruce-Cleatus Caldwell) and "The Adventures of Don
Coyote" (Richard Martin-Francis Rafferty).
Fifty-nine short subjects are included in the 1946-47 product
line-up. Thirty-nine of these will be supplied by The World Today, Inc., headed by John Grierson, and comprise thirteen each
of three series, "Worldwise," "Wonderfact" and "Venture." Thirteen Morey and Sutherland "Daffy Ditty" color cartoons will be
furnished for the coming season, also seven short subjects which
will be produced by David L. Loew.

UNIVERSAL - BNTERNATIONAL

Although the merger of Universal, International and the
concurrent absorption of United World, will not become official
for several weeks yet, all the announcements have been made and
the deal is closed. The accomplishment of this merger is one of
the fastest and most important merger deals in the history of
the industry. It is amazing to realize that a little more than two
years ago, William Goetz left his post at 20th Century-Fox and
started his own International Pictures company with Leo Spitz,
and today he is the production head of what may well develop
into one of the strongest motion picture production and distribution organizations in the world.
The questions now rife in Hollywood concern who gets what
job all the way down the line from producers to publicists. As
it stands now, International has its organization complete, in
fact, even overstaffed in some departments and Universal, too, is
well-manned. The move several weeks ago which struck a long
list of producers and directors from the Universal tab without
warning is understandable in the light of this new merger. It is
assumed that Rufus LeMaire and Bill Dozier, recently signed by
International, will take over their duties for the new company,
while the men functioning in similar spots for Universal will be
out, or handed other jobs.
7 Producers Retained
Only seven producers escaped the axe at Universal and they
probably will be retained in the new set-up. They
Paul
Malvern, Joseph Gershenson, Howard Benedict, Michaelare:Fessier
and Ernest Pagano, Jane Murfin and Felix Jackson. Only Charles
Lamont, Charles Barton and Robert Siodmak have directorial
contracts with Universal. The players contract list numbers
33
and most of them will be kept.
And so, the ball that was started rolling by J. Arthur Rank
a little better than a year ago seems to have gained
full
momentum now. The British producer-exhibitor has nabbedits himAUGUST
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self the necessary Hollywood alliance, both in production and distribution channels, and has in turn opened up the English and
general foreign market to Universal product which has not had
its own releasing organization in England since 1936.
The International picture recently completed as "Bella Donna"
(Merle Oberon-George Brent) will go out under the new title
"Temptation."
The last (?) of Universale B product is now in the cutting
department at the studio. No more serials or westerns. From
here on in it is Universal-International with only top product
scheduled to go into work, or so the announcements insist. .
Enterprise Has Difficulties
Enterprise, which will transfer its releasing deal to the new
U-I company, has run into production snags after a whirlwind
take-off. Estimated production costs on both "Ramrod" and
"Arch of Triumph" are soaring well above what was expected
because of difficulties on location, the script and general ills to
v/hich productions fall heir. However, the company spokesman
philosophically points out that this is all part of the game in
getting started and the big plans continue to be formulated.
Barbara Stanwyck goes into her first role for Enterprise next
month when "The Other Love" starts rolling. Her second for the
company is a story by the same author, Ladislas Fodor, called
"Star-Crossed."
No new production started on the
prise pictures, "Arch of Triumph"
stages have five working, including
"Magnificent Doll," Mark Hellinger's

WARNER

Tripoli."

lot, but with the two Enterand "Ramrod," the sound
the Skirball-Manning film,
"Swell Guy" and "Flame of

BROS.

Well, the Twentieth Anniversary of Sound is now history and
Warner's can turn the attention of the studio back to more
ordinary events like making pictures. The anniversary was, of
course, a significant one and the studio carried off the whole procedure with the spirit and color it merited. The entire industry
bowed deeply to Warner Brothers for their pioneering efforts in
behalf of sound in pictures which has made the motion picture
industry one of the top five in the country, and in the world.
Now, for things of the moment:
Ann Sheridan and Ronald Reagan will be co-starred in "The
Last Fling," a screen original purchased recently by the studio
for $25,000. The last appearance of these two players together
was in "King's Row."Parker Suspended Again
Eleanor Parker, having just finished a suspension period for
refusing to make a picture, is right back on the list again. This
time she turned down a William Jacobs production called "Love
and Learn."
actress claimed the role and script were not
suitable
to herThe
talents.
Owen Crump, recently returned from service, will have as his
first production, the Philip Wylie novel, "Night Unto Night."
How much of the strength of the Wylie book can be retained on
film is a problem that may give Producer Crump some bad times
these next few months.
One new film got the starting signal last week and "Life With
Father" wound up. New one is the second United States Picture
production, "Pursued," with Teresa Wright, Robert Mitchum and
Judith Anderson
heading the cast.
Raoul Walsh
is directing.

INDEPENDENTS
Frederick Brisson is the president of the newly formed Independent Artists, Inc., which is being backed by Duke and Company. Production plans call for two pictures a year for five years
with $17,000,000 allocated to production budgets. First film to
come will be "The Happiness of Pursuit," which will star Rosalind
Russell (one of the owners of the company). "Vanity II,"
"Feather On The Tide" and "This Is The Life," an original by
Dudley Nichols are other stories already set by the company.
It was reliably reported last week that Edward Small, Howard Hawks, Sidney Buchman and Story Productions, Inc. are
considering an amalgamation of their forces in an effort to get
a good releasing deal for their separate products. The combinatTon will be financed by Motion Picture Investors, in which Small
is also interested. Major studios are soon to be approached with
the idea of setting a deal for what will be a minimum of four
and a maximum of eight pictures annually.
Muni To Produce
Paul Muni has completed plans to produce, direct and star in
his own independent production of the life of Alfred Nobel. The
actor will prepare his own scenario, aided by his wife. No further casting or releasing plans have been announced as yet.
Hal Roach's "Fabulous Joe" (Walter Abel-Margot Grahame)
continues in production.
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In the Release Chart, the date under "Details" refers to the issue in which cast,
director, plot, etc., appeared. "Rel." is the national release date. "No." is
the issue in which the review appeared. There may be variations in the Running Time in states where there is censorship. All new productions are on
1946-47 programs unless otherwise noted. (T) immediately following title
and running time denotes Technicolor production.
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Westerns
Serials
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(41)
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Production
Production
Production
Production
Production
Production

(8)
(1)
(0)
(0)
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NEW PRODUCTIONS
LONE STAR MOONLIGHT
Action Musical — Started July 29
Cast:
Ken Curtis, Joan Barton, The Hoosier Hot Shots, Guy
Kibbee, Judy Clark.
Director: Ray Nazarro
Producer: Colbert Clark
Story:

G. I.
down

returns
by his

to western
father.
He

small
town,
finds
his radio
station
run
rebuilds "and
breaks
unscrupulous
rival.

BOSTON BLACKIE AND THE LAW
Mystery — Started August 9
Cast:
Chester Morris, Trudy Marshall.
Director: Ross Lederman
Producer:
Story:

Not

available.

See

next

BETTY CO-ED
Musical — Started August 12
Cast:
Jean Porter, Shirley Mills.
Director: Arthur Dreifuss
Story:

Ted

Richmond

issue.

Expose
of undemocratic
background;

Producer:

practices

of

sororities

Sam Katzman
against

musical

BLONDIE'S BIG MOMENT
Comedy — Started August 12
Cast:
Penny Singleton, Arthur Lake, Anita Louise, Jerome Cowan, Larry Simms.
Director: Abby Berlin
Assistant: Carter de Haven, Jr.

Story:

pagwood returns from vacation to find new
is fired but his son's friend, a rich orphan,
by Blondie.
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saves the day abetted
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IN PRODUCTION
Dead Reckoning
Down
To Earth
(T)
Johnny 0'Cloek
Mr. District Attorney
My Empty Heart

Bogart-L. Scott
Hayworth-Parks
.
Powell-Krys
O'Keefe-Chapman
Russell-Douglas
.

COMPLETED

Blondl,
Crime
6allant
Jolion
I™*"*
Retnrn
Son ot
Secret

Knows Best
Doctor's Manhunt.
Journey
Story, The (T)

Rel.

The

Shadowed
Details under title: The
So Dirk the Night

Gloved

Hand

VTZ.
T/"l!Brazil
•.:
Thrill ot
Details under title: Rio
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Time
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IN PRODUCTION
Arnelo Affair, The
Ballerina
High Barbareo
It Happened
In Brooklyn
Life's For The Loving
Summer
Holiday
This Time For Keeps (T)

Hodiak-Gifford
. .8-6.
O'Brien-Charisse
. .7-22.
Johnson-Allyson
.5-27.
Sinatra-Grayson
Kelly-McDonald
.. . .8-6.
Rnoney-DeHaven
Williams-Melchior
. ..8-6.
. .7-8.

1943-46

. ..8-6.

..1-46.. ..614.
..1-46..
Hunt-Carroll
Garland-Hodlak
.. ..6-11.
.12-10
Del Rio-Armendarlz .1-22. ..1-46..
..615.
Walker-Allyson
..611.
..1-46.. ..613.
...1-7
Foreign.
..612.
Sothern-Murphy
.. ..8-20.
...4-2. ..4-46. .
. BLOCK NO. SIXTEEN
...1-7
...1-7
..2-18
Bad Bascomb
(112)
Beery-O'Brien
...
..619.
..621.
.12-10
..618. . .2-18
Hoodlom Saint (91)
Powell-Williams
..4-46..
Foreign.
Last Chance, The (105)
...1-9.
..4-46..
..4-46.. ..622.
Postman Always Rings Twice, The (113) . . . Turner-Garfield
..
..620. ...1-7
.3- 18
. .4-46..
Two Sisters From Boston (112)
Allyson-Lawford
. ...7-9.
..6-25.

BLOCK

'.'.'.'.'.'.'.
'.'.'.'.'.'.'
.2-21.

Bandit ol Sherwood Forest (T) (87). . . .". .Wlldi-Lonlsa
... ...4-2.
Blondle's lucky Day (69)
.7-11.
..10-15. ...4-4.
Lake-Singleton
.7-18.
Chick Carter, Detective (Serial)
Talhot-Blakc
7.4-29.
Cowboy Blues
Curtls-Donncll
.
Dangerous Business (59)
.6-20.
Tucker-Merrick
. .
Details under title: Power of Attorney
..3-18. .7-11.
...9-3.
n! "or""n}n'
Th« Phantom of
Slarrett-Burnette
Details
under title:
.5-23.
the Desert
Devil, Mask
The
(66)
Loulse-Bannon
. . .2-18. .1-31.
Frontier G.nl.w
(59)
Starrett-Taylor
. '.'.'.7-9.'.'
.4-25..
.11-12.. .2-28..
c."1hPL'" Ju,n??
(54) The (74)
Btarrett-Burnett,
Gentleman
Misbehaves,
Massen-Stanton
.
Details inder title Lullaby of Broadway
.4-25.
.3-21..
..9-17.
. ..6-25..
Hayworth-Ford
%Hlln,°J. w
Details "J""!??**
S5i
Starrett-Adalr ...
indw title: Bornlm the Trail
\ ' '.;.'.••
mder
till*: -Maimer.

5-13... 8-10

Letter for Evle, A (89)
Harvoy Girls. The (T) (101)
Portrait of Maria (76)
Sailor Takes a Wlfi (91)
Up Goes Malsli (89)

.8-5.
.7-22.

Slngleten-Lake
4-1.
Baxter-Drew
5-27
Ford-Blair
3-18
Parks-Keyes
.... .11-12.
.11-26.
Starrett-Bornette
Hayward-Britton
...7-8.
...7-22.
Kennedy-Shaw
Dlx-Brooks
. . .7-22.
Louise- Dunne' '.'.'....6-24.
..12-10.
6eray-Chelrel
..
.10-29.
Starritt-Burnette
Keyei-Wynn
...

Louise-Duane
Fortune
Bakewell-Holt
Brooks-Stanton
Rlehmond-Borg
Baxter-Barrle
Temple-Abel
Brooks- Macready

Night
Editor
(67)
Gargan-Carter
Notorious Lone Wolf, The (64)
Mohr-Carter
Details under title: Lone Wolf on Broadway
Outlaws of the Rockies
Starrett-Hardlng
...4-30.
Perilous
Holiday
(89)
O'Brien-Warrick
. .10-15. . .3-21.
.3-21. . .7008
Phantom Of The Desert
Starrett-Bornette
....9-3
.1-21
5-2... 7031.
Phantom
Thief, The (65)
Morrls-Donnell
.8-20. .11-15. .7036.
Details under title: Boston Blaekle's Private Ghost
Prison Ship (60)
Lowery-Foch
..
.6-11 ..6-13. .7003.
Renegades
(T)
(88)
Keyes-Parkcr
. .
Details under title: The Kansas
. 6-27 . .7032.
.6-11. .2-14.
.7205.
Return of Rusty, The
Donaldson-Dennis
Roaring Rangtn
Starrett-Bornette
Details under title: Powder River
4-29... 7-25.. .7033.
Sing While You Dance
Drew-St: iitnn
.7016.
..4-1.
Singing On The Trail
Cartls-Donnell
5-27
•.12-10.
Talk About A Lady (71)
Falkenborg-Tucker
12-24 . .5-16.
.3-21.
.3-28.
12-24.
.7222.
That Texas Jamboree
Cirtls-Donnell
.7221.
Throw a Saddle on a Star (67)
Curtis-Roberts
.
(Details under title: Smoky River Serenade)
.7208.
.3-20...
5-30.,
.7027.
Two-Fisted
Stranger
Starrett-Burnette
..4-1
7-4.
Unknown,
The (70)
Morley-Bannon
Details under title: The Coffin
.12-13.
Walls Came Tumbling Down, The (82) ... .Bowman-Chapman
.12-24 ...6-7.. .7011.
.7140.
Who's Gulltyt (Serial)
Kent-Ward
10-15

COMPLETED
BLOCK NO. FTFTEEf

.6-24.
.4-15.
.7-8.

1946-47

of Monte Crlsto, The
The Guardsman
(Serial)
of The Whistler

iwITJii.
Details

Rev.

Personality Kid, The
Details under title: His Face Was Their
Hop Harrigan
(Serial)
It's Great To Be Young
Jingle Raiders (Serial)
Just Before Dawn
(65)
Kiss and Tell (90)
Man Who Dared (66)
Details under title: One Life Too Many
Mysterious Intruder, The (62)
Details under title: Murder Is Unpredictabh

. . . .10-1. . .8-17.

. .7004.
. .7020.
..7180.
.7223
.7037..

.4-15
..7-8

..8-5

..7001..
..4-1

Craig-Jenkins
...
E. Taylor-Lasslo
. .. .8-6.
.9-18.
Reed-Drake
O'Bricn-Barrymorc
..
.1-7.
.11-26.
.6-11.

Details ndrr title: This Strang* AdventireCable-Garson
Easy To Wed (T) (117)
Ball-Johnson
Green Years, Ths (127)
Coburn-Drake
Weekend at the Waldorf (130)
Tirner-Johnsoa
Z.egfeld Follies (T)
(110)
Astalre-Ball

NOT

.7209..
. .7204
.7026.
.7207..

NO. SEVENTEEN

Boys' Ranch (88)
Courage of Lassie (T) (93)
Details under title: Hold High the Torch
Faithful in My Fashion (81)
Three SPECIALS
Wise Fools (90)
Adventure (129)

DESIGNATED

Beginning Or The End
Cockeyed Miracle, The
Details under title:
Fiesta (T)
Gallant Bess (Clneeolor)
Details under title:
Great Morgan, Till
Holiday In Mexico (T)
Little Mr. Jim (92)
Lady In The Lake
Mighty McGirk, Thi

(81)
But Not
Star
(127)

Goodbye

from

Heaven
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..8-46. .
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. . . .2-19.
...
...
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. . .11-27.
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.
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My Brother Who Talks To Horse*
No
Leave,
No
Love
Sacred and Profane
Details under title: A Woman o(
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Garson-Hart

....4-1
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Sea
of Grass
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The
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Till The Clouds Roll By (T)
Two Smart People
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Details
under title: Yoi Were

J'Brien- Murphy
Garland-Walker
Ball-Hodiak
..
Rooney-Granvillo
Taylor-Hepburn

Yearling,

The

My

Own

There

(T)

Peck-Jarman
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Production (2)
In Production (2)

Completed (32)
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RAINBOW OVER THE ROCKIES
Western — Started August 2
Cast:
Jimmy Wakely, Lee (Lasses) White, Pat Stirling.
Producer-Director: Oliver Drake
breaks

up

a

vicious

ring

of

cattle

Girl finds tramp in her home. He reconciles her parents
her the poor
but honorable
boy
she loves.

Woman

rancher's

unscrupulous
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Bringing
Up Father
Dangerous
Money
Details onder title: Hot Money
"•toy
Gentleman
Joe Palooka
Trigger
Finger
Wife Wanted

Yule-McManus
Toler-Young

and

brings

''lack Market Babies
(71)
Border
Bandits
(57)
Bowery Bombshell
Details under title: Hot
Money
Dark
Alibi
(65)
Don t Gamble With Strangers
Oetalls under title: Charlie Chan
Face of Marble. The
(72)

by

Wakely.

Rev.
.531.
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Details
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title:
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1946
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Perfect
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The
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Before the
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Good

Tt Bo True
Young-Niven
Ladd-Donlevy
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Take

This

Mexico

...8-6.
.12-24.
.1-21.
...1-8.
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...
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.10-29. .
.6-10.
.6-24.

Lowcry-Savage
. .
Bracken-Welles
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....
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...
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Lamour-Cordova
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..

Tufts-Lake
Barr-Massen
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Ladd-Lake
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Wore
Boots,
The
(82)
Hot Cargo
(57)
Our Hearts Were Growing Up (122)
To Each
His Own
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Rogers-Reed
Donlevy-Russell
..
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0. S. S. (107)
Searching
Wind,
The
(108)
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Ivers (116)
Details
under
title: Love
Lies Bleeding

Ladd- Fitzgerald
Young-Sidney
....
Stanwyck-Heflin
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Fire
(70)

'. . Weissmuller-Grey

Bea*aire
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(93)
Utopia, The
(90)

.2-22.
2-19. .
..3-8.
..1-8. .4-19.
..2-8.
...4-2.,
.7-9. .
11-13..

Lowery-Britton
McCrca-Britton
Milland-deHavilland

Monsieur
Road to

.5-1.
..7-9.
12-10.

.4-29.

kelly-York
Reed-Brooke
....
Wright-Milland
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The
(T)
(90)
Well-Groomed
Bride, The
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Swamp
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Jungle Flight
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Were
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Life
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Richmond-Hayes
Alcatrai
Carradine-Drake

Suspense

19,

4-29

Richmond-Hayes
Brown-Hatton
Gorcey-Hall

Frn"J,..S,6PS
°Qt (75>
Details under
title: High School Scandals
Gentlemen from
Texas,
The
Details under title: The Fighting Texans
Gay
Cavalier.
The
(65)
Haunted Mine. The
(52)
High School
Hero
-■- Con,|,anY
Details under title: In High Gear
Joe Palooka, Champ
(70)
Junior Prom
(69)
Details onder title: High School
Kids
Live Wires
(65)
Details under title: Stepping Around
Worn,
Trail
(55)
Details onder title: On The Cherokee Trail
Missing
Lady.
The
(60)
Details under title: Jade Lady
Moon
Over Montana
Red
Dragon,
The
(64)
Details onder title: Charlie Chan In Mexico
Shadows On The Range (57)
Details
onder title: Roaring
Range
Shadows Over Chinatown
Details under title: Corpus Delicti

AUGUST

..12-24.. ..505. .12-10

Douglas-Ames

Slaves

Fear
In The
Night
I Cover Big Town
Imperfect
Lady,
The
Details
under
title:

6-25
..526.
...10-29. ...5-11..

Shadow

at

8-6. .3-16
4-29. ..6-29
2-4... 4-27

GOLDEN EARRINGS
Romantic Drama — Started August 6
Cast:
Ray Miiland, Marlene Dietrich, Murvyn Vye, Bruce Lester,
Dennis Hoey, Mikhail Rasumny, Quentin Reynolds.
£tory.
Director: Mitchell Leisen
Producer: Harry Tugend

Big

5-13 . . .9-14. .
...9-28..
6-10
. ..9-21..
6-24
6-24 1

FrancU-Kelly
Richmond-Reed

Story:

IN

1945-46
Allotment Wl»e»
(SO)
Behind
the Mask
(67)
Details
under title: The Shadow's
Below The Deadline
(65)
Details
under title: Jumpln'
Joe

NEW

Emperor
Waltz,
The
My Favorite Brunette

6-24
6-24

Gillie-Norris
Errol-Kirkwood
Brown-Hatton
Francis-Shayno

Completed
Completed

RELEASE

Rel.

IN PRODUCTION
Cisco

699.. .4-15

5-14... 1-10
501.. 10-15
7-22
7-6.... 521

TJNCONQUERED
(T)
Action Drama — Started August 5
Howard
Goddard,
Paulette
Gary Cooper,
Cast:
Kellaway, Ward Bond, Katherine DeMille.
Producer-Director: Cecil B. DeMille

No.

CHART

Time

.

Wakely-v/hlte

rustlers.

SONG OF THE SIERRAS
Western — Started August 2
Cast:
Jimmy Wakely, Lee (Lasses) White, Jean Carlin.
Producer-Director: Oliver Drake
Story:

Drifter

British
colonel
escapes
war-torn
falls in love with a gypsy girl.

IT HAPPENED ON FIFTH AVENUE
Romantic Drama — Started August 12
Cast:
Ann Harding, Victor Moore, Don DeFore, Gale Storm.
Producer-Director: Roy Del Ruth
Story:

...10-29... 6-15

Regan-Storm
Mtort-Taylor
Reia-i-Knox
.
Storm-Reagan
Wakoly-White
Brown-Hatton

P ARAMOUNT

Traveling showgirls take home at Malibu. Star is the first of
several to be murdered. Charlie Chan finds it was the wardrobe
mistress.

Wakely

The

11)45-48 Features
1946-17 Feature's

NEW PRODUCTIONS

Ptory:

Bellta-Moore

Girl

West of The Alamo

..

THE TRAP
Mystery — Started August 1
Cast:
Sydney Toler, Tanis Chandler, Mantan Moreland.
Director: Howard Bretherton
Producer: James S. Burkett
Story:

title : Glamour

Sunbonnet
Soe
(90)
Strange
Voyage
(61)
Sweetheart
ot Sigma
Chi
Swing Parade ol 1946
(75)
Trail to Mexico
Under
Arizona
Skies
Details under title: Code of

5-13.

4-1

...4-15.

..513.
...8-3.. ..567.

1945-46 Features
Westerns

R C
Completed (16)
Completed (16)

In Product ion (2)
In Production (0)

...7-27..

NEW

. .7-13. . ..530.

PRODUCTIONS

GAS HOUSE KIDS
Drama — Started August 1
Cast:
Billy Halop, Robert Lowcry, Carl Switzer.
Director:
Sam New-field
Producer:
Sigmund

..2-16.

...10-29.
7-22
...8-24..
5-27.

6-25

*
..4-15

. .512.

1-2.. ..516.
..3-18

Stoi

East
Side
Kids
help
theii
ipled i" the
by iirst outwitting
crooks
who
commit
murder.

war.

buy

Neufeld
a

farm

25

3-18.

DON RICARDO RETURNS
Period Romance — Started August 8
Cast:
Fred Colby, Isabelita.
Producer-Director: James Burkett
Story:

In
to

old California,
a man
reclaim
his lands
and

is kidnapped.
his sweetheart

RELEASE
Title — Running

CHART

Time

COMPLETED

, 1946-47

Driftin'
River
Her Sister's Secret

He returns two years later
from
his best friend.

Cast

No.
Details

Dean-Ates
Colcman-Reed

Rel.

10-1.

7-22 . .
10-29.

1945-46
Ambush
Trail
(58)
Avalanche
(68)
Dlonde For A Day
(67)
Detail;
under
title: Blondes

On

Caravan
Trail,
The
(Cinecolor)
Club
Havana
(62)
Colorado Serenade (68)
Danny
Boy
(66)
Detour
(69)

the

Loose

(65)

.2-17. .
.6-20.
.8-22. .

3-4.
...5-3..
10-1.
5-28.

. 10-23.
.4-20.
.6-30..

8-6.
6-25.

..1-8..
.4-15..
.11-30.

...1-21..
..4-29.,

.8-15..

Dean-Carlin
LIndsay-Neal
Dean-Ates
Henry-Johnson
Savage-Neal

Devil Bat's
Daughter
Down
Missouri
Way
Details
under title: Missouri
Hayrldi
Enchanted
Forest,
The
(Cinecolor)
(80) . .
Flying
Serpent,
The
(60)
Gentlemen
with
Guns
Ghost
of Hidden
Valley
How
Do You
Do?
(83)
I Ring
Doorbells
(67)
Larceny in Her Heart
(68)
Details
under
title. Crime
in The Night
Lightning Raiders
(61)
Man Without A Gun
Mask
ot Dillon
(73)
Melody Round-Up
(C)
Murder
Is My Business
(65)
Navajo
Kid
(59)
Overland
Riders
Detals urder title: Bustrr Crabbe No. 8
Prairie
Badmen
Details
undor
title: Dangerous
Men
Prairie
Rustlers
(55)
Details under title: Buster Crabbi No. 1
Gueen
of Burlesque
(67)
Romance of the West
(60)
berets
of A Sorority
Girl
Six Gun
Man
(60)
Details under title: Six-Gun For
Strange
Holiday
(57)
S^nngler ol The Swamp
(60)
Terrori
On
Horseback
Thunder Town
(57)
Wife ol Monte Crlsto, The
(81)

Steele-Saylor
Cabot-Borg
Beaumont-Walker

LaPlnnchc-Jrrmes
O'Driseoll-Wright
. Lowe-Joyce
Lewis-Kramer
Crabbe-St. John
Crabbe-St. John
Gordon-Windsor
Shayne-Gwynne
Beaumont-Walker

Re*.

.5-21
..4-29
.11-26

. 12-24

.2-18
.'.6-10

.3-27..
..6-3..
.12-24.

.10-1

.2-25.,
.7-10.

.11-26

..1-7..
Crabbe-St. John
..10-15.
Steele-Saylor
12-10 .
Von Stroheim-Bates 11-26.
Dean-Ates
5-27.
Beaumont-Walker
..12-26.
11-21.
Steele-Saylor
10-15.
Crabbe-St. John
. . . .6-24.
Cratbe-St. John

...4-29.

Crabbe-St.

...9-17.

John

Ankers-Young
Dean-Barton
Warc-Vallin
Steele-Carlln

.5-13

! .'4-10'.'
.11-7.,
-9".

7.4

'.

.7-24.
.3-20..

4-1.
8-6. .

.8-1.
..2-1.

10-29.

Hire
Ralns-Holden
UPlanche-Edwards
..9-3..
dbbe - St. John. . .1-21. .
Steele-Saylor
Loder-Aubert
8-6.

..8-5

..9-2.,
..1-1..
..5-1..
.4-10..
.4-23.
.4-1

1*16-47 Features
Westerns
Serials
1045-46 Features
Westerns
Serials

Completed
Completed
Completed
Completed
Completed
Completed

(40)
(16)
( 4)

NEW

In
In
In
In
In
In

( 7)
( 2)
( 0)
(37)
(23)
( 4)

Production
Production
Production
Production
Production
Production

.stoiy:

Alaskan
fishery
half breed
girl.

tycoon

is

beaten

out

of-

his

Don

crooked

TRAIL TO SAN ANTONE
Musical Western— Started July 31
Cast:
Gene Autry, Peggy Stewart, William Henry.
Director: Jack English
Producer:
Armand
Story:

ring.
Autry

befriends

a

wounded

jockey

RELEASE
Title — Running

My

Girl

Time

(Trucolor)

Pilgrim
Details Lady,
under The'title:
Sioux
City Sue
That
Brcnnan
Girl

The

Inner

Mara-Douglas

Crimson

Ghost,

The

(Serial)

Carson-Stewart
Elliott-Fleming
Esmnnd-Aubert
Elliott-Fleming
Bachelor-Browne
Stirling-duiglry

Rel.

Rev.

1945-46 Features
1946-47 Features

'.'.sail'.'.'.'.'.'.
..557
...525
.542
..552

'.'.ibi'.'.'.'.'.'.l
..447...
4-15
...524..
.506... .610
5-27
..522
..567
..513.... 4-1
..511
..541
..520

. .5-24.

7-8

.4-30.. 12-13.... 507... 1-21

In Production (0)
In Production (6)

Completed (39)
Completed (26)

NEW

PRODUCTIONS

Irving Pichel

Producer:

Joan Harrison

Playboy marries girl for her money. He gets involved with another
woman victedand
murder. When his wife commits suicide, he is conof the a murder.

SAN QUENTIN
Drama — Started August 5
«
Cast:
Lawrence Tierney, Marian Carr, Barton MacLane,
Carol
Forman.
Director: Gordon Douglas
Producer Martin Mooney
Story:

Reformed
convict
tries reforming
other
starting
a jail break
but cleared.

convicts

TRAIL STREET
Western— Started July 29
Cast:
Randolph
Scott, Robert
Ryan,
Anne
(Gabby) Hayes, Madge Meredith.
Story:

Not

available.

See

next

The
oi

Details

Details

NO. TWO

Grant-Loy
Young-Cotten
Kaye-Mayo

. . .8-6
.
..5-27...
..4-29...

1946-47

Moflert-Toomey

. .

Cenway-O'Drlseoll
Carney-Brown
. ..

(61)

title:

Desirable

Woman

Falrlanks-O'Hara
.Bennett-Ryan

NOT DESIGNATED

Beat

the

Band

Best Years of
Code
of The
Deadlier
Than
Devil Thomks

Langford-Krepa
Oer Lives, The
West
The
Male
A Ride. The

Dick Tracy vs. Cueball

George

Rel.

.Foreign. . . .
Robson-Portman
.1-21
. .10-29
Young-Hale
...
.11-12
Rossell-Knox
Tlerney-JefTreys
. .12-10
Warren-Leslie
. .

Salor Beach
(T)
The
ander

Jeffreys,

of

Cast

Divorce

Criminal Coert
Genius At Work

is accused

CHART

Time

Bachelor
and The Bcbby-Soxer,
The
Katie For Congress
Secret
Life of Walter
Mltty
(T)

ef

He

issue.

RELEASE

BLOCK

.6-24

7-8

. '
WONT BELIEVE ME
12-21
— Started August 5
Robert
Young, Susan Hayward, Jane Greer, Itita Johnson,
Tom Powers.

Great
Day
(69)
Ldy
Luck
(97)
Sister Kenny
(116)
Step By Step
(62)
Sunset
Pass
(60)

.1-21.

.5-13.
.4-16.

..521

. .581
'.'.sail'.'.'.'.'.'.

..566

12-24.
11-26. ...3-9.
.12-28.
.5-10.
. .4-15.
..7-5.
..3-16.
.
8-6.
.4-15. ..6-28.
.9-17.
.4-1. .8-26.
11-26.
.9-17.
.5-27.

.5502. . .7-22
..512
3-4
.5541.. .7-22
.'.'448... 6- 10

.'.564. '.'..."

COMPLETED
BLOCK NO. ONE

8-6

12-24. ..4-17..
.555. .
.4-30. ...2-4.. . .565.
. .4-20. .
10-29.
..514..
10-1.
. .7-22. . ..568..
.4-15. ..2-28. .511.
.10-29. .10-26..
. . 584 . .

Danger

Kelly-Loder

Slnbad
Woman

.
,

to

...
..

Elliott-Fleming
..
Rogers-Evans
Mara-Barrler
Kurov-Essen
Marshall-Gargan
..
Elliott-Fleming
. .
Richmond-Mara
Bachelor-Livingston

IN PRODUCTION

.6-24.
.5-13.

Withers-Withers

.5-14. .3-29.
..3-18. '.9-30'.
.11-1.
.7-23.
VonSt'helia-Baehelor

Carson-Stewart
Lane-Wcntworth

Woman Who Came Back, The (68)
Details inder title: The Wet)

Child

Club

Passkey

..510... 3-18

.6-14.
.8-9.
10-1 . . .4-10.
., ..2-18.
.7-12.
.7-12.
.6-10.
, 10-23 .
11-12. .9-3.
...3-4.

Rogers-Evans
Eooth-Livingston
Lane-Blake
Elliott-Fleming
...
Roberts- Drake

.3-18.

1945-46

Texas

, .529
.526
5-13
...517...
.582
.527

Stirhnci-Henry
...
Acuff-Mara
Pearce-Harrls
.
.12-24.
. 4-29 . ... .9-6..
Hale-Booth
.6-8.
.5-11..
Baehelor-Mara
.1-26.
Ken'-Stewart
..4-2
EMIott-Ralston
9. .7-25.
Rogers-Evans
..4-1.
.3-18. '.'.V-9'.'
.7-19.
...
Carson-Stewart
Albert-Marlowe
.5-13..
..4-1.
Moon Rogers-Evans
2-19.

(56)

racing

.

Autry-Roberts
Dunn-Freeman

Affairs of Gtraldine
Details
under title: Lonely
Hearts
Alias Billy The
Kid
(56)..:
California
Gold
Rush
(56)
Gal Man
of Piiis. The
(65)
Conquest
of Cheyenno
Crime ol the Century
(56)

a crooked

.8-20.
.318.

MeLrod-Dorn
Circle

Schaefer

..7-8.
.7-22.
.7-8.
. 4-29 .

Frazce-Marsliall
Rogers-Evans
.
Roberts- Douglas
Wayne-Russell
.
Britton-Vallee
.
(T)
Concerto

by

Douglas-Roberts
Thompson-Talbot
Barry-Savage
Lederer-Patrlek
Hale-Booth
...
Ralston-Marshall
..
Rogers-Evans

.554
..519.... 7-8
.528
. .509. . .4-29
..508
2-4
..516... 5-27
.5501... 4-29

..4-18.
.2-18. .8-19.
..5-31.
.2-18.
10-15. -2
...8-7..
.1 1.'.
. .4-27.
.2-16.
12-10.

Under Nevada Skies
Valley of the Zombie, The
(56)
Vigilantes of Boom Town
Wagon
Wheels Westward
(56)
Winter
Wonderland
Details under title: Snow Cinderella

No.
Details

Cast

1946-47

Cnlrndar
Girl
He. dorado
Mannlfteent
Rogue.
The
Angel and the Outlaw
Fabnlotii Suzanne. The

up

Crime
Woman
ander title:

Director:

Brown

dealings

On

.556
.530
.583

,12-10.
11-26

Moore-Elliott
Stirling-Henry

(68)
Investigator
Scotland of Yard
SherllT
Redwood
Valley
(56)
Song
of Arizona
(68)
Song
of Mexico
(57)
Spectre of the Rose
(90)
Strang^
Impersonation, A (68)
Son
Valley Cyclone
(55)

Title — Running

Barry-Roberts

COMPLETED

I'veDetails
Always under
Loved title:
Yoo

breaks

CHART

IN PRODUCTION
That's

and

Rldere ol Cheyenne
Fe Uprising

Story:

PRODUCTIONS

SPOILERS OF THE NORTH
Action Drama— Started July 31
Cast:
Paul Kelly, Adrian Booth, Evelyn Ankers.
Director: Richard Sale
Producer:

Rough
Santa

.5-22..
..7-27..
...2-8..
12-109
10-2
...5-18.
.1-25.
..8-12..
1.
.10'.8-6..
. '..1-27
5
9.
-2
.6-2
.4
10-15.
.
..4-27.
244.
6--2
12

Cointry

Lady
(65)

Renegades
River
Red
Annie
With
Rendezvooi
RollDetails
On, Texas
under Moon
title: Shine

THEY
Drama
Cast:

(2)
(1)
(0)
(0)
(0)
(0)

God's

Valentine
Mr.
Mysterious
(67)
Night Train to Memphis
One
Exciting
Week
(69)
Oat California
Way
(M)
Passkey to Danger
(58)
Phantom
Rider, The
(Serial)

Traffle In
Undercover
Details

.7-17.

Moore- Marshall
Carton-Harmon
Booth-Allen
..
Carson-Stewart
,
Dekker-Ankers
Ashley-Rogers
Ellison-Lee
. . .
Lane-Fraieo
...
Wrlxon-Fowley
Rogers-Evans
.
Hale-Booth
. . .

Inner
Circle, The
King of the Forest
Rangers
(Serial)
Last
Crooked
Mile,
The
Madonna'i Secret, The
(79)
Man from Rainbow Valley
(M)
(57)
Harder In the Misle Hall (84)
179)
My Pal Trigger

Plainsman and The
Rainbow Over Texai

.12-8.
.2-20.

1-22.
9-3.
...1-21..
...4-29..
8-6.
....10-2.
..3-18.

Earl Carroll's Sketchbook
El Paso
Kid
Daeghter ef Don 8 (Serial)
Days of Buffalo
Bill (56)
French Key, The
(67)
Gay
Blades
(67)
G. I. War Brides
Guy Could Change, A (65)
Glass Alibi, The
(68)
Home
In Oklahoma
Home On the Range (55)
Details ander title: West of
In Old Sacramento
(89)
Invisible
Informer

Loy-March
Warren-Alden
Trevor-Tlerney
Tlerney-Leslle
Conway-Jeffreyi

FILM

..3-4.
.3-18.
..9-3..

.7-22
. . .7-22
.7-22
..122
. . 7-22

.8-19

..3-4.
2-4.
.6-24
.7-22
.4-29
.5-27
7-8
4-1.

BULLETIN

.Apr.
.July.
Falcon's
Adventure,
The
Honeymoon
Fascinating
Nuisance
Details under title: Master

conway-Meredlth
lemple- Madison
Wllllams-Hole

Mlndi

It's A Wonderfol
Life
Locket, Thi
Nocturne
Mr. Fix
Details under title: Riffraff

Stewart-Reed
Day-Aheme
Raft-Barl
O'Brlen-Slerak

Song of
Vacation

Disney Cartoon
Haley-Jeffreys

the South
In Reno

SPECIALS

Notorious

(101)

...4-29.
....4-1.
2-4.
4-29
4-1 .
5-13.
6-24.
Feature

...... Bergman-Grant

COftEPLETED
BLOCK NO. THREE

...10-29..

Powell-Chelrel
Mason-Mannheim

Conway-Jeffreys

(61)
Must

7-9..
.Foreign.,

Haley-Jeffries
McGnlre-Brent

Watch

.612..
.615..
.613..
.614..
.tai

.... 6-11 . .
12-11 . .
9-3..

(70)
title:

BLOCK

NO.

Most

.617.... 3-4
.616
3-4

2-19..

.619.. 12-10

Dangerous

Woman

Errol-Newton
. .
Wehmuller- Joyce

(72)

..7-9.
.8 tO.

.620
3-4
.618... 2-18

FIVE

Badman's
Territory
(98)
Ding
Dong
Williams
(62)
Partners In Time
(76)
Truth About
Murder,
The
(63)
Details
under title: The Lie
Wlthoot
Reservations
(107)
Details under title: Thanks

BLOCK

..5-28..
... 9-3 . .

loder-Long
The

Rlverboat Rhythm
(64)
Tarzan and the Leopard

.622.
.623.
.624.
.625.

Scott-Richards
....10-1.
Vernon-McGuire
...5-14.
Goff-Lauek
Granville-Conway
. .7-23.

Detector

God,

I'll Take

Colbert-Wayne
...10-29.
It From
Here)

Langford-Wade
Karloff-Lee

630 .
628. ..6-24

....9-17.
8-6.

O'Brien-Trevor
Conway-Corday
McGuire-Madlson

..5-13

1-21.
8-20.
.10-29.

627. ..6-24
629.
626. . .5-13
..6-24
•■23

11-27.

6*1.
661,
662.
..4-29
69?
683. .11-26
652.
...4-1
..4-29
651.
..5-27
682. ..1-21
..4-30

SPECIALS
Came

Jones

(90)

Belli »f St. Mary's, The
Heartbeat
(102)

Cooper-Young
(125)

Kid From Brooklyn, The (T)
Make Mine Musle (75)
Stranger, The 0)5)
Tomorrow
Is Forever (105)
Wonder
Man (T)
(98)

Cresby-Bergman
Rogers-Aumont

(114)

REISSUE

Plnoeehla

(T)

Disney

20th

3-5.
8-20.

Kaye-Mayo
Disney Cartoon
Robinson-Young
Colbert-Welles
Kaye-Mayo

6-25.
Feature ..
. . 10-29 .
4-2.
7-24.

Cartoon

Feature

Completed (35)
Completed (12)

RELEASE
Title — Running

C91.

.

CENTURY-

1945-46 Features
1946-47 Features

Cast

Details

Window
(T)

If

Wilde-O'Hara
..,
Haver-Stevens
.. .
Colman-Cummins
Cagney-Annabella

Rel.

No.

.May.

..11-26.
..4-15..
....2-4.
.5-28.
..1-21.

.624
4-1
.619
.614.. 12-24

.July.
.June.
.Feb.
.Feb.

. Reissue.
..10-15.
.12-10.

.615... 1-21
.630.
.629.
.631
.5-13
. . 6-24
.621. .2-18
.616

. .7-23.
June.
.Mar.

...10-1.
.1-7.
. . . . .8-11.

.Mar.
Foreign. . .Mar

■

622

. 12-24
..5-27

3-4

.8-6.
..7-8.
.6-10.

..4-29.

Blaine-James

..

Cralne-Yoang
Fonda-Darnell
Grable-Hayraas
Henie-Payne
Haver-Mature

. .
.
..

Oct.

.636... 8-19

.Sept.

.6377.7.8-5

.Oet.

. Oct.
. Sept .

.640
.638

8-5

. . .2-18.
...4-29.
.12-10.
. Reissue.
.11-26.

.Sept.
. .Oct.

ARTISTS

In Production (7)
Completed (38)
KEY TO PRODUCERS
Small (Sml); Rogers (Rgs); Vanguard (Van); Crosby (Cby);
Bill Boyd (BB); Pressburger (Psb); Ripley-Monter (BM);
Bogeaus (Bog) ; Stromberg (Smg) ; Levey (Lev) ; Cowan
(Cow); Stone (Stn); Selznick (Szk); Nebenzahl (Neb); Lesser
(Les); Loew-Lewin (LL) ; Eagle-Lion (GFD); Cagney (Cgy);
Bronston (Brn) ; California (Cal); Chaplin (Chn).

NEW

PRODUCTIONS

CARNEGIE HALL
Musical Romance — Started August 5
Cast: Marsha Hunt, William Prince, Martha O'Driscoll, Frank
McHugh, Felix Bressart, Hans Jaray and Leopold Stokowski, Jascha Heifetz, Ezio Pinza, Bruno Walter, Artur
Rodzinski, Lily Pons, Gregor Piatigorsky, Rise Stevens,
Jan Peerce, Walter Damrosch, The New York Philharmonic Orchestra, The Vatican Choir.
Director: Edgar G. Ulmer
Producers: Wm. LeBaron-Boris Morros
Story:

The history of the famed
family tied in with
it.

concert

Story:

.639.

A take-off on the old Spanish mythical hero. He
her ranch
from
destruction
and
then
travels
on.

A

family

feud

set

against

the

Bull fur Adaoe. A (103)
Centennial Summer
(T)
(102)
Cluny
Brown
(100)

Hodlak-Tleriey
Craln-Wllde
..
Jones-Boyer
...

Cllc-Ml IrJInoham's Bald (70)
Dark Corner, The (99)
Deadline
For Murder
(65)
Do You
Love Me?
(91)
Doll Face (80)
Dragonwyek
(103)
Fallen
Angel
(97)
Jesse James (106)
Junior
Miss
(94)

Bennett-Eytbe
.
Ball-Stevens
Kelly-Ryan
O'Hira-Haymes
Mlranda-O'Koefo
Tlerney-Prlee
.
Fay.- Andrews
..
Power-Fonda
Garner-Joslyn
.,

.

.11-13..

...3-18.
..4-30.. .May.
...8-20.

.634... 6-10
.620
2-4

.Aug.

...9-17.
.12-24.. .June.
.12-23.. .May.
Fe»..
Aug.
.12-10..
.Jan.
.Apr.

...3-5.
..5-14..
Alp,..
.Reissue.
.2-19... . Feb

..633.
.601. . .6-10
. . .7-»
..628.
.610. ..5-27
..625. .10-13
. .4-15
..635.
.626.
. .6-24
. 4-29
..617. .12-24
612.
..623.
.10-2*
.618. . .3-18
.603.

colorful

days

!lie

saves

"•' Ami
Miracle Can
Happen, A
Fabulous
Dorseys,
The
Monsieur
Verdoux
Details under title: Comedy

a girl and

old

Corsica.
No.

Details
Rel.
S-5
.5-13..

of

Sandcrs-Lansbary
All-Star
Dorsoy-Blair
...
Chaplin-Raye
..

Murders

.6-24.
.8-5..

Rev.

Low .
. Bog-Mcr.
. . . . Rgs.
Chn.

1945-46

Able i Irish Rose
Abilene Town
(89)
Details under title: Abilene

Dru-Chekhov
Scott-Dvorak

Angel On
Details

Muni-Baxter

My Shoulder
under title:

of

CHART
Cast

Me

and

Mr.

Satan

Bachelor's
Daughters,
The
Blithe Spirit
(T)
(94)
Breakfast la Hollywood
(93)
Caesar aand Cleopatra
(T)
Captain
Kldd
(89)
Chase,
The
Dangerous
Venture
Dishonored
Lady
Devil's Playground, The
Diary of A Chambermaid
(87)
Duel li toe Son
(T)

Ah

Cby

. . .

. .4-29. , .1-11... Lev
...8-6.
.1-21... 9-20... Rgs
. . .4-1.

.10-19.. Neb
.Bog. . .8-20
.8-5... ,
Rachmil
..6-24.
Smj
B.B
. .5-27.
..5-27..
2-5 2-15..Bog-Mer. ..2-1&

Boyd-Clyde
Goddard-Hatflold

. Jonn-Cotteo
3-19
Srt
.7-23
O'Keefe- McDonald
.. .6-25. .11-30. . .Sml. .12-10
Mason-Calvert
...Foreign
GFD
3-15..
Boyd-Clyde
6-24
B.B
.Foreign.
Olivier-Newton
...Foreign
GFD.
Montgomery-Mills
.R.C
Marlowe-Cramer
. .
GFD. .12-10
Bruco-Caldwell
. . . ..4-29.
.4-29
..5-27.
,.R.C
3-4
8-2... Bog.

9-14.

Raft-Sidney

Night
In Casablanca. A (89)
No
Trespassing
Outlaw, The
(114)
Paris — Underground
(97)
Rebecca
(130)
>
Scandal
In Paris, A (100)
Short, Happy Life ol Francis Maeomber, Tho.
Sin of Harold
Dlddlebock,
The
Spellbound
(113)
BvtaJIs aoder title: Home of Dr. Edwards

Marx Brothers
Roblnson-McCalllster
Russoll-Huston
...
Bennett-Fields
. . .
Fontaine-Olivier
..
Sandcrs-Hasso
...
Pcck-Bennott
Lloyd- Walburn
...
Bergman-Peck

Strange
Bedfellows
Strange Woman,
The
ThJs Hajpy
Breed
(T)
2000 Women
Young
Widow
(98)
Whistle Stop
(85)

Bracken-Lane
Lamarr-Sanders
Newton-Johnson
Robson-Calvert
Russell-Hayward
Raft-Gardner
,

,

1-21

12-14. . Stn
...9-6..
.2-22..
.8-16.
.
Foreign.
.8-20.
.GFD. ..10-1
Foreign. .
.GFD
.Gldn...l-21

Russell-List
Cummings-Harrlson
Brcneman-Granvllle
Olivier-Leigh
. .
Laughton-Brltton
Cummlngs-Motgan
Boyd-Alexander
Lamarr-O'Keefe
..

Details under title: Mr. Ace and the Queen

Dunne-Harrison
Landli-Gargan

the lives of a

VENDETTA
Drama — Started August 12
Cast:
deGeorge,
Hilary Brooke,
Faith Domergue, Nigel Bruce.
Director: Max Ophuls
Producer: Preston Sturges

■>•

. .12-10... Aug.
...10-1... Feb.

hall seen through

ADVENTURES OF DON COYOTE (Cinecolor)
Comedy — Started August 5
Cast:
Richard
Martin,
Frances
Rafferty,
Val
Carlo,
Marc
Cramer, Benny Bartlett, Pierce Lyden, Ed Ingram.
Director: Reginald LeBorg
Producers: Buddy Rogers-Ralph Cohn

Getting
Gertie's
Garter
(72)
Fanny
by Gaslight
Fool's Gold
Henry
V <T)
(134)
Johnny In the Claods (88)
Little
Iodine
Susie Steps Out
Details
under title: Miss
Television

1945-46

Anna and The King tf Slam
(128)
Behind Green
Lights
(64)
Details under title: Precinct 33

194 6

T fi D
1945-46 Features

COMPLETED

Sept.

Me

COMPLETED
NOT DESIGNATED

19,

(106)

Title — Running. Time

.7-22.

Black Beauty
(74)
Freeman-Denning
..12-10.
. Reissue. .
Bowery, The
Raft-Beery
Carnival
In Costa
Rica
(T)
Haymes-Holm
..4-29.
Claudia and
David
(78)
McGuire-Young
. ...3-18.
.7-8.
Dangerous
Millions
Taylor-Drake
..
Enchanted
Voyage,
The
(T)
Payne-Haver
. . , ..5-14.
Details under title: Wake Up and Dream
.5-27..
Strange Journey
Kelly-Massen
. .
Details
under title: Flight
To Paradise
...3-18.
Home Sweet
Homicide
(70)
Bari-Scott
....

AUGUST

Keagle-Harrlson

In London, A

...

'.627.7. 5-13
.632... 5-27

Jan..

IN PRODUCTION

.7-22.
.7-22.

1946-47

I'm
Lucky
Details under title: That's for
Margie
(T)
My
Darling Clementine
(T)
Shocking
Miss Pilgrim,
The
(T)
Sun
Valley Serenade
(— )
Three Little Girls In (Is* (T)

Yank

RELEASE

Rev
Garner-McCalllster
Montgomery-Guild

Homestretch
(T)
I Wonder Who's Kissing Her Now
Late George Apley, The
13
Rue
Madeleine

Payne-O'Hara
Andrews-Conte

In Production (0)
In Production (6)

CHART

Time

High

(65)

Sentimental Journey
(94)
Walk In the Sun
(117)
Detail*
under UA Release Chart

Story:

FOX

IN PRODUCTION
Bob. Son of Battle (T)
Brasher
Doubloon,
The
Details under title: The

.4-29
.4-29
.4-29
..4-29

.621... 5-13

NO. SIX

Bamboo
Blonde (68)
Bedlam
(79)
Details under title: A Talt sf Bedlam
Crack-Up
(93)
Falcon's Alibi, The (62)
Till the End ol Time (105)
Details under title: The Dream of Home
Along

12-24
12-24
12-24
12-24
1-7

NO. FOUR

Deadline at Dawn
(83)
Hayward-Wllllams
From
This
Day
Forward
Fontaine-Stevens
Details under title: All Brides are Beautiful
Game of Death
Details
under

Landls-Joslyn
...
Stewart-Crane
..
Tlerncy-WUde
...
Powcr-Ticrney
..
Gargan-I'almer
. .
Fonda-Tlerney
. .
Prlce-Barl
Hodiak-Guild
...
MacMurray-3axter
Hasso-Shepperd

..8-5

Dick Tracy

BLOCK

(87)
(T)
Smoky
Strange Triangle

..
2-4.

1945-46

Cornered
(102)
Hotel Reserve
(79)
Sing Your Way Home (72)
Spiral Staircase, The (83)
Details
under title: Some

It Shouldn't Happen To A Dog (70)
Johnny Comes
Flying
Home
(65)
Leave Her To Heaven
(T)
(110)
Raior's
Edge,
The
Rendezvous 24
(70)
Return of Frank James
(92)
Shock
(70)
Somewtiere
In the Night

.10-15... 5-10... LL
.5-13
.1-22..
,

Relssoe.
.4-29.
.10-29. .
.10-1..
..7-24.

Lsr.
2-8... Hog
Bnt.
Sik.
Bog

.4-26

.7-19
12-28.

.Psb
Stg

..5-13
10-29

..4-1

.Sik.. 11-12

7-8
.12-24

Smg

Foreign
Foreign

GFD
GFD

.8-5

3-5
3-1... Smg
3-4
. ..7-23. ..1-25.. .Neb.. .1-2]

27

UNIVERSAL
(48)
( 7)
( 4)

1945-46 Features
Westerns
Serials
1946-47 Features
Westerns
Serials

Completed
Completed
Completed
Completed
Completed
Completed

RELEASE
Title — Running

Cast:
Teresa Wright, Robert Mitchum, Judith Anderson.
Director: Raoul Walsh
Producer: Milton Sperling
In
In
In
In
In
In

(48)
( 7)
( 4)
(16)
( 4)
( 1)

Production
Production
Production
Production
Production
Production

(6)
(0)
(0)
(5)
(0)
(0)

Story:

Detallt

Mi.

Bergman-Boyer
DeCarlo-Brent
Rogers-Niven
McCrea-Lakc
Tufts-Blyth

(T)

Encounter
Mirror,
The

Johnson-Howard
deHavilland-Ayres

Gunmen's Code
Lawless
Breed,
The
Little Miss
Big
London
Town
(T)
Michigan Kid, The
(C)
Murder Mansion
Mysterious
Mr. M. (Serial)
Notorious
Gentleman
Pirates of Monterey
(T)
Rustlers'
Roundup
Smash-Up
Details
under title: Love
Schahrazad
(T)
Stairway to Heaven
(T)
Temptation
Details under title: Bella
They
Were
Vigilantes
White

Sisters
Return,

Tie

an'd

Takes

a

Holiday

Donna

Hall-Lindsay

Tails

...

COMPLETED

1945-46
for

In

Death

Durbln-Tone
Duryea-Vincent

..

...9-3.
.4-29.

Hatton-Adams
Collier-Brady
...
Andrews-Hayward
Joyca-Portcr
....

11-26.
..1-21.
. .4-15.
...9-3.

Love

Brute
Man,
The
Cat Creeps,
The
(57)
Canyon
Passage
(T)
(90)
Banger
Woman
(65)
Details
under
title: Claudia's
Wife
Cuban
Pete
Dark
Horse
Dead
of the Night
(79)
Dressed
To
Kill (72)
Details
under
title: Prelude
to Murder
Girl On the Spot
(75)
Details under title: Serenade for Murder
Gun
Town
(53)
(65)
He Meant

..

No

. 4-29 .
Arnaz-Smith
....
Terry-Savage
. ..
Foreign.
..4-1.
Redgrave-Withers
Rathbonc-Bruce
.. ...2-4.
Barker-Collier

...

Grant-Knight

...

O'Keefe-Walkcr

Harm

House of Horrors
(66)
Idea Girl (64)
Inside Job (65)
Details under title: Kelly Is My Name
Killers, The
Little Giant
(91)
(Details under title: On The Carpet)
Lover Come Back
(90)
Lost City of the Jungle (Serial)
Madonna
of the Seven Moons
(88)
Man In Gray
(92)
Night
In Paradise
(T)
(84)
Slightly
Scandalous
Outlaws
ef Twin
Forki
Royal Mounted Rides Again (Serial)
Run-Around, The
(88)
Scarlet Horseman, The (Serial)
Seventh
Veil. The
(94)
She Wolf of London, The
(61)
Details onder title: Alibi In Ermine

Lowery-Grey
....
Barker-Bishop
...
Foster-Rutherford

Janie

She Wrote the Book
(75)
Smooth as Silk
(65)
Details
under
title: Notorious

Davis-Oakle
Taylor-Grey

.543..
..8-2.. ..516.
.8-23. .
.5-17..
.7-26.
.7-12.
.7-26..
.7-19..
.8-23.

-.7-5.
.3-29.

...1-8.
..5-13.
..8-20.

..5-3.
..8-2.,

Gentlemen

Beauty

Porter-Collier

.6-10.

..8-9.

..2-4

Sentence

Rich

1945-46 Features
1946-47 Features

.542.

. .8-5

.540.
. . 547 .
..534.

..8-5
.7-22
.6-24

NEW

rn

..4-1..
11-26..
.5-27.
..4-1.
..4-15.,
. .9-18.
. .8-8.
1-21 .
2-18. .9-10.
.4-15.
.2-19.

.5-14.
..4-2.

Morgan-Paige
Bogart-Stanwyek

2-18

Gets

Married

(89)

Leslie-Hutton

My Reputation
(94)
Night and Day
(T)
(128)
(107)
Bondage
Human
01
One More Tomorrow
(87)
Saratoga
Trunk
(135)
Stolen
Life, A (107)

City for
No Time

2-16
3-9
12-13
11-16... 4-20
.8-20... 5-11

Documentary
Leslle-Aldo
deHavllland-LupIno
Scott-Paige

Conquest
for Comedy

.6-1.

..8-17.
...3-8. ...7-6.
.4-13.,
..2-16.
.4-13..

Cagney-Sheridan
Russell-Stewart

512.
512
518... 4-29
.6-10

...520.,
. ..510..
..523. .1-21
5-27
.7-22
...1-26.
.6-22.
. .522. .
..8-3.
... .7-20.
3-30.

.11-29.
..4-16.

Stanwyck-Brent
Grant-Smith
.
Henrtid-Parker
..6-25.
Sherldan-Moran
. .7-24.
Cooper-Bergman
..11-1.
Davis-Ford
..
. .2-19.
Fitzgerald-Greinstreet 1-22
12-24
Morgan-Leslie

(90)

.1104.
. . 538 .

.7-22

..525.

1946-47 Features
Westerns

..4-1
..3-4
..7-8
.3-18

IN PRODUCTION
Fabulous

Joe,

..519. . .7-8
..511.
.514.. 12-10
.2-4
.521... 5-27
..524.
.516.
.515.

...8-5

. Roach .

Abc!-Grahamc

RELEASE
Title— Running

Cast

COMPLETED

.6-24

Curley
(Cinecolor)
Here Comes Trouble
•Neath Canadian Skies

Rafferty-Olsen
Tracy-Loyd
Hayden-Cooper

.1-21
.4-29

Home
Rolling
Details under

Parker-Hayden

title:

One

No.

CHART

Tlmo

.4-29

Details

Rel.

1946-47

More Chance

. Roach
.. .Roach

5-27
6-24

Rev.

..SG-A
..SG-A

7-8

.5-27
.3-18

.528... 4-15
..524.
..530.
...517.
.522.

In Production (1)
In Production (0)

.8-6...

The

.6-24
.6-10
12-24

..529.
..523.

..533.
..521.

Completed ( 2)
Completed ( 2)

EAGLE-MO

.4-15
.5-1j
.3-18
.2-18

1946-47 Features

..546.
..545.

In Production (0)
In Production (3)

( 0)

Completed

In Production (2)

PRODUCTIONS

BORN TO SPEED
Action Drama— Started July 27
Johnny Sands, Terry Austin, Frank Orth, Geraldine Wall.
Cast:
Producer: Ben Stoloff
Director: Edward Kahn
Story:

racing.
Son of famed

old ante

rarer Follows his father's footsteps in mi.lset

RELEASE

PRODUCTIONS

PURSUED
Western Drama — Started August 8

.8-19

.8-31.

515.. .2-18

BR OTHSRS
Completed (22)
Completed (15)

10-31. .

King-Prince
....
Reagan-Smith
...
Greenstreet-Vlckers

Man

NEW

WARNER

12-10. .

Bogart-Bacall
• . .
Morgan-Wyman
. .
Cooper-Palmer
. . .
Flynn-Stanwyek
. .
/lynn-Lupino
...
Dunne-Powell
Flynn-Parker
Garfleld-Fitzgerald
Sherldan-Smlth
.,

4-15

(93)
Three Strangers
Milwaukee
From
Guys
Two
REISSUES

.6-10

..544.
10-23.. ,1681.
..5-14.
..7-23.
...4-1.
Foreign. .1-22.. ,1781.
..535.
.11-12.
. . 519 .
.12-24. ..2-15. ..531.
..5-17.
.5-31.

...

.4-15

. .532.
. 539 .
.541.

,12-24.
..3-18.

...2-4.
...1-7. ...3-1.
.11-22... 4-19.
So Goes My Love
(88)
Loy-Ameche
...
.3-22.
Details under title: Genius in the Family
.5-10.
Spider Woman Strikes Back, The (59)
. . . .Sondergaard-Grant
.10-15.
Strange
Conquest
(63)
Wyatt-Cookson
...2-4.
..3-8.
Tangier (76)
Montez-Sabu
. . . ..10-1.
.10-29.
Terror
By Night
(60)
Rattibone-Bruee
.
..3-1.
.3-18. .8-16.
Time of Their Lives, The
Abbott-Costello
Wild

527.

.6-28. ..518.
..2-8.
..537.
.8-30.. . .548.
Lancaster-Gardner
.5-13.
.2-22.
Abbott-Costello
., .11-12.
..520.
.6-21. ..536.
..3-18. .4-23..
Brent-Hall
,1881.
Adams-Haydn
... . Foreign.
.2-18.
..526.
Calvert-Granger
. Foreign . ..4-5.
.3-15.
Loekwood-Mason
.
Oberon-Bey
Ryan-Brady
Grant-Adams
Kennedy-Kennedy
Cameron-Raines
Cookson-Shaw
...
Mason-Todd
Haden-Harvey

Rev.

Rel.

1945-46

.1-18.,
. ..9-3.
.4-29.

who

.6-24.,
.5-13.,

1946-47
Alda-King

Burma Victory (63)
Cinderella Jonei (88)
Devotion (107)
Hor Kind of Man (78)

..6-7.
.3-19... 1-11

..

families

COMPLETED

1-18..
.1-21... 4-12

Ncal-O'DriscoIl

two

CHART

Crawford-Heflin

Time, The Place and The Girl, The (T)
Two Mrs. Carrolls, The

.7-23. ..2581.

of

Davis-Henreld

Shadow of A Woman
(78)
Stallion Road
That Way with Women
Details under title: A Very

..7-22.
...7-8.

Duryea-Raines

Blondle
Alibi
(62)
Details
under
title: Design
Because of Him
(87)
Black Angel,
The
(81)
Details
under title: Lesson

.Jnsn.

...1-21.
DeCarlo-Donlevy
.Forelcn.
Massey-Niven
Oneron-Brent
...
...4-29.
Mason-Calvert
. . Foreign.

(115)
The
(Cinecolor)

Her Adventurous Night
Details under title:

. Foreign.
...4-1..
Grant-Adams
. . . .. .8-5.,
Grant-Adams
. . . . .7-22. .
Holden-Simmons
. .Foreign.
Field-Kendall
.3-4.
Hall-Johnson
...
..4-29.
..10-1.
Goodwin-Grey
Martin-Blake
.6-10.
..Foreign.
Harrison-Palmer
Montez-Cameron
,..5-13.
7-8.
G, ant-Adams
...
Hayward-Bowman
. . .6-10.

member

Details

under title: The Secret

Boast With Five Fingers, The
Big Sleep, The
(114)
Cheyenne
Cloak
and
Dagger
Cry
Wolf
Escape
Mi Never
Life With
Father
(T)
Never Say Gootfsyt
Ncbody Lives Forever
Nora
Prentiss
Details
under
title: The

7-22.
8-5.
6-24 .
6-24 .
6-24.

one

C;st

COMPLETED

«o.

1946-47
Brief
Dark

but

Time

Deception

IN PRODUCTION
Arch of Triumph
Flame of Tripoli
Magnificent Doll
Ramrod
Swell Guy

all

IN PRODUCTION
Possessed
Details

Cast

out

RELEASE
Title— Running

CHART

Timi

Family
feud
wipes
i itablish
peace.

Title— Running

Time

IN PRODUCTION

It's

A

Joke,

Son

CHART
Cast

Dclmar-Mcrkel

FILM

Details

Rel.

Ne.

tttt.
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FAST COMPANY"
Rates

©

©

in action

and

BOYS ARE STILL AT IT

THE BOWERY

cheaper

family

Monogram
63 minutes
Leo
Goreey, Huntz
Hall, Bobby
Jordan,
Billy Benedict, David Goreey, Jane Randolph, Charles D. Brown, Judy Clark, Paul
Harvey, Douglas
Fowley,
nard Goreey.
Directed by Del Lord.

houses

•Dead End," three of the original tough
kids — Leo Goreey, Huntz Hall and Bobby
Jordan - - are still giving broad, almost
portrayals of 'teen agers who
burlesqued,
each other about, mugg to their
knock
the King's Enghearts' content and murder
lish. This time, they become involved in a
feud between the owner of a large cab company and an independent with three taxis
and considerable rough-and-tumble action
is the result. To Director Del Lord's credit,
he holds down Goreey and Hall to the extent that they occasionally get laughs legiin;;.
timately instead of relying on their clown-

Still another noisy and fast-moving programmer featuring The Bowery Boys. "In
Fast Company" is up to the standard of
this long-lived series. Best suited to action
and minor family houses where youngsters
(and a few of their elders) will howl at the
slapstick antics. Too corny for better class
theatres.
Nine years after the release of

When he refuses to sell his three cabs
to Douglas Fowley, manager of a large
taxi company, Frank Marlowe is injured in
a planned
accident.
The
neghborhood

'BLONDE FOR A DAY

LEAGUE

Rates © © —

MINOR

MURDER

priest, Charles
D. Brown,
persuade
Leo
Goreey to drive one of Marlowe's cabs and,
when Fowley's drivers sabotage his efforts
to get fares, he enlists the rough help of
his buddies, Huntz Hall, Bobby Jordan, Billy Benedict and David Goreey. After Loo
Goreey is beaten up and his cab w: ■
the boys go to the home of Paul Harvey,
owner of the cab company who is unaware
of Fowley's tactics. Harvey's daughter,
Jane Randolph, arranges for Goreey to
drive her father to an important appointment and, when Fowley's drivers try to
wreck
the methods.
cab, he learns
his manager's
unethical
When ofFowley
and his
henchmen storm the independent cab garage, they find Harvey and the police ready
to give them battle. Fowley and his men
are taken
to jail
and Harvey
Marr. makes
lowe his new
manage
DENLEY

YARN

as dualler in lesser naborho od and action houses

PRC Pictures
6" minutes
Hugh Beaumont, Kathryn Adams, Cy Kendall, Marjorie Hoshelle, Richard Fraser,
Paul Byrar, Mauritz Hugo, Sonia Sorel,
Charles C. Wilson, Claire Roehelle, Frank
Ferguson.
Directed by Sam Newfleld.
This minor league, heavily-plotted murder
mystery will get by with avid who-dun-it
fans in minor naborhood and action houses.
This is theseries
third and
in PRC's
Michael
Detective
its total
lack ofShayne,
name
values definitely relegates it to the lower
slot on dual bills. Hugh Beaumont again
gives a likable, easy-going portrayal of
Shayne, but Kathryn Adams (actually Mrs.
Beaumont), who replaces Cheryl Walker as
his secretary-fiancee,
delivers
a colorless

'THE MASK

performance. The story is peopled with the
usual assortment of crook-, big-time gamblers and, of course, the blundering pol.ee
who are always at odds with Shayne mainly
because he is a private — and much smarter
— sleuth. Several of these characters are
apparently brought in just to confuse audiences and keep the action alive until Shayne
unravels the tangled skeins and reveals the
identity of the blonde murderess. A common fault with these Shayne programmers
is a lengthy anti - climactic explanation
necessary to clear up all the loose ends.
Some so-called comedy barely elicits a few
chuckles.
When his newspaper reporter friend, Paul
Bryar, is beaten up and seriously wounded
because of his persistence in writing a
series of articles which ridicule the police
for their failure to stop the activities of a
gambling syndicate, Michael Shayne (Hugh
Beaumont)
is determined
to uncover
his

OF DIIJON" OK FOR THE HORROR

Conventional horror fare replete with
shuddery happenings and somber backgrounds. "The Mask of Diijon" is slightly
above PRC's run-of-the-mill product. With
Eric Von Stroheim excelling in the madeto-order role of a moody, embittered hypnotist, this should do well in action spots.
While the picture gets underway slowly and
Director Lew Landers too frequently resorts
to close-ups instead of fast action, the fantastic plot is moderately suspenseful
throughout. Low-key photography contributes to the cheerless mood and the gun-play
and tear gas climax leads to a typically-gory
finale. There is no comedy and only a suggestion of romance to relieve the tension.
Eric Von Stroheim, a once-famous magician, refuses the pleas of his young wife,
Jeanne Bates, to accept any new engagements although they are almost destitute.
After walking the streets all night, he inadvertently discovers that he can hypnotize
a subject on sight and he embarks on a
scheme of demented cunning. He first mesmerizes a fellow-performer and orders him
to commit suicide. Then he turns his talents on his wife and. after putting her in a
somnambulistic state, orders her to get a
gun from a near-by magic shop and shoot
Wright during her performance at the
nightclub.
But
the gun
is loaded
with
AUGUST
19.
1946

blanks and when Wright fails to die. Von
Stroheim flees in panic. He returns to the
magic shop where the police try to rout him
out with guns and tear gas. As he blindlv

the $64
tion
ques
from
coast
to coast is
who kept
that

Ferguson's
wifehe had
in Bryar's
apartment before
was been
attacked,
he arrests
Fraser for blackmail but is unable to force
a confession out of him. However, Miss
Hoshelle's fingerprints are found at the
scene of the crime and, when she is confronted with this evidence, she reveals that
she had donned a blonde wig to engage in
both murder and blackmail.
DENLEY

FANS

Rates • • in action spots; fair dualler elsewhere

PRC Pictures
73 minutes
Eric Von Stroheim, Jeanne Bates, William
Wright, Edward Van Sloan, Mauritz Hugo,
Directed by Lew Landers.

assailants. On finding a letter to Bryar
from a girl who volunteered to give him
some vital information, Beaumont and his
secretary, Kathryn Adams, visit her only
to find her murdered. Beaumont is arrested
on the scene by his old enemy, Cy Kendall,
chief of detectives, but is later released and
continues his investigations which involve
the dead girl's neighbors, Richard Fraser
and Marjorie Hoshelle, who are blackmailing Frank When
Ferguson,
owner learns
of Bryar's
newspaper.
Beaumont
that

stumbles about the shop, he lurches against
an illusionist's guillotine and the gleaming
blade is released and beheads him.
LEYENDECKER

« DIGEST
(Continued from Page

10)

zations will bring definite proposals decided upon by their respective units and final
recommendations will be formulated from thi i
Despite doubts that the date set for the meeting might be too late to incorporate
proposals in the final decree which is to be completed by October 7, CIEA chairman
Jesse Stern was confident that there would be enough time to utilize the recommendations. He cited the assurance given him by Robert L. Wright, special assistant to the
Attorney General, that he would meet with the representatives at the specified time.
Delegates to the meeting were scheduled to attend Allied's national convention
in Boston Sept. 16-18, whence they will journey to Washington for the CIEA meeting.

*

LANGER

Bettj M.nl »..ii.il,i. authoress <>t the hestselling "The Egg and I," is seen at International studios with Chester Erskine (left)
anil Fred Finkelhoffe, producer-writers on the
forthcoming film based on her bnok. Claudette
Colbert will portraj Miss MacDonald in the
film.
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to and from
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1239 Vine St.
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30

RENTAL

CEILING

Senator Langer (R., N. D. ), whose proposed theatre divorcement bill made industry headlines, introduced a resolution calling for a ceiling on film rentals last fortnight as an amendment to the Emergency Price Control Act. The resolution was
referred to the Senate
Committee
on Banking and Currency.
The bill would empower the OPA administrator to put a ceiling on film rentals
if prices "have risen or threaten to rise to an extent or in a manner inconsistent with
the purposes of this Act."
*

+

PARAMOUNT

*

PROFITS ZOOM

A record $21,792,000 in estimated net profits for the six months ended June 29
was reported by Paramount after all charges, including estimated provision for Federal
income taxes. The figure represents a $13,305,000 increase over the corresponding period
in 1945, which was estimated at $8,487,000. Earnings for the second quarter ended
June
29, 1946
June 30.
1945. were estimated at $10,205,000 compared to $4,480,000 for the quarter ended

RKO reported a consolidated net profit of $3,205,398, after all charges including
Federal taxes, for the second quarter of 1946. This compares with a net of $1,280,734
for the second quarter of 1945. The second quarter net brings profits for the first half
of 1946 to $6,881,352, after all charges, compared with a consolidated net for the first
half of 1945 of $2,421,778.
The company also revealed that it was making public offering of 420.000 shares
of Radio-Keith-Orpheum Corp. common stock, $1 par value, at $21 a share. The offering does not represent new financing for the corporation. Of the total. 400,000 shares
are being sold for the account of Atlas Corp. and 20.000 shares through the exercise of
option rights purchased from two officers of the company, N. Peter Rathvon and Ned
Depinet. Atlas president Floyd B. Odium emphasized that following the sale of the
400,000 shares, Atlas would still be the largest RKO stockholder with 929,020 shares of
common
stock and option warrants
to purchase 327,812 additional shares.

*

POLIO

*

EPIDEMIC

*

CLOSES

THEATRES

A wave of infantile paralysis which has reached epidemic proportions in some
localities has engulfed 14 states in the South, West and mid-West, causing theatreclosings in many sections of the affected areas. Hardest hit was Minneapolis, where
several theatres closed down indefinitely while those that remained open agreed to
prohibit children under 15 from entering the theatre. Sister city St. Paul, also hard
hit, adopted the same restrictions. Polio cases in Minnesota alone went over the
thousand mark last week.
Other states which have felt the impact of the epidemic include Kansas, North
Dakota, Ohio, Missouri, Arkansas, Mississippi, Louisiana, Florida, Alabama, Tennessee,
New Mexico, Washington, Colorado, Montana, Oklahoma and Nebraska. Although most
of the theatres have remained open in affected areas, declines in business have been
estimated at from 15 to 25 per cent, with naborhood houses feeling the brunt of the
decline.

WARNERS

DOUBLES

NINE-MONTH

NET

A net pro2t of $14,749,000 after provision of $14,000,000 for Federal income taxes
and after a provision of $1,100,000 for contingencies was reported by Warner Bros.
Pictures, Inc., and subsidiary companies for the nine months ended June 1, 1946. The
net more than doubles that reported by Warners for the corresponding period in 1945,
which came to $6,564,000 after provision of $12,470,000 for Federal taxes and after
provision of $420,000 for contingencies.
The company reported a gross of $120,866,823 for the nine-month period ended
this year compared with $105,437,000 for the corresponding period the year before. The
consolidated profit and loss statement discloses that film rental income, theatre admissions, sales and miscellaneous income aggregated $116,971,434, plus $3,895,389 derived
from tenant rents and royalties.

*

EAGLE -LION

NEW

*

RKO NET UP; OFFERS STOCK

Meeting All Planes

HIGHWAY

TO

*

*

MERGED

»

WITH

GFD

Eagle-Lion Films will be merged with General Film Distributors, the J. Art hutRank distributing organization, effective October 1, it was announced in London by
Rank last week as plans for the merger were completed. GFD will become the sole
British distributor of Rank's and Universal-International Pictures while Eagle-Lion will
continue to distribute outside
Britain and the Western Hemisphere.
Arthur K. Krim was named president <>t A; leiicnn E glo-Lion, it was announced
by Robert Purcell, chairman of the board of Pat he Industries. Inc., of which E-L is a
subsidiary. A member of the law firm of Phillips, Nizer, Benjamin & Krim, Krim has
been director, treasurer and general counsel of National Screen Service since his discharge from the Signal Corps in September,
1945.

FILM

BULLETIN

QUOTES
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What the Newspaper Critics Say About New Films
— no, leaden is the word for Miss Russell's
Wooden
dispirited, for the production; static, for the story;
PM.
AGER,
the entertainment that ensues."

"BOYS' RANCH'

(MGM)

Glows with a warm, gentle tenderness. It is not, however,
another 'Boys' Town,' though its theme is similar to the
earlier picture, and its chances of inspiring and entertaining
moviegoers the way the film about Father Flannagan's Omaha
T.M.P., N. Y. TIMES.
haven for orphans did are pretty slim."
Distinguished chiefly by the acting of Skippy Homeier and
Jackie Jenkins, two young fellows who know their way
around a poor film story. Lacking in dramatic suspense and any
semblance of a realistic story, 'Boys' Ranch' follow;; a rut in the
telling of a story about a home for wayward homel3ss boys...
Hardly a TRIBUNE.
compelling moment in the film." PIHODNA, N. Y.
HERALD
"Qentimental by nature, 'Boys' Ranch' carefully avoids the undue
^ emphasis which so often proves hazardous to filn'n of this
kind. Good comedy helps, but more important by far is the inNEWS. tegrity of production and performance." MASTERS, N. Y. DAILY
"f'ood...As a whole the picture is a warm-hearted trifle with
^-* just enough humor, sentiment and melodrama to make it
entertaining. Fortunately there's not so much of these ingredients
that it slops over into the neighboring ditch of sentimental slush."
WINSTEN, N. Y. POST.
"T acks the time, devotion
and insight to tackle
■Lj other than turning out an adequate B picture."

■CANYON

(UNIVERSAL)

any problem
AGER, PM.

PASSAGE'

"TUThopping Western show... Miles of beautiful outdoor scenery
™ in stunning Technicolor is lavishly punctuated with rough
and tumble episodes, moments of tender romance and a smattering of folk customs. . .Good acting by all concerned, a smoothflowing script and generally well-paced direction are definite assets. .Action comes in spurts with all the fury of a smashing
summer
TIMES. thunderstorm, it subsides just as quickly." T.M.P., N. Y.
"■Qroduction is cut so close to a familiar pattern that it is hardly
distinguishable from its host of predecessors. . .Acting is of
secondary importance. . .Jacques Tourneur has not used much
pace in his direction, but he has made a pretty picture." BARNES,
N. Y. HERALD TRIBUNE.
"2% Stars. . .Thrills and suspense .. .Producer spared neither ex~^ pense nor the horses in transferring the story to the screen."
CAMERON,
N. Y. DAILY NEWS.
"TVTa'n recommendation is the frequency and gore of its fights
■*■ A ...The plot simply is not one that stays in mind that long
...If this happens to be the style of entertainment on which you
prefer to spend your money, here is a big bargain in its own
way."
COOK, N. Y. WORLD
TELEGRAM.
"Cets out to be a movie epic, and succeeds in being at least
^ minor one... Rather a lot of activity."
AGER,
PM.

a

"/^ood.. .Has many virtues in its diligent accumulation of all the
VJ standard parts of an outdoor drama. . .Mildly disappointing
...Drags more than you would think possible between its spurts
of action."
WINSTEN,
N. Y. POST.

'YOUNG
(UNITED

WIDOW
ARTISTS)

'Ts

neither
stimulating
drama
nor provocative
play acting...
Merely a slow dissertation in which the drama is heavy and
uninspired and the humor scant and routine." A.W., N. Y. TIMES.
"Tane
J it
some
prizes

Russell's debut is not a happy one. . .Because it is dated,
is poor taste at this time... Miss Russell
is shapely,
has
sex appeal, but has a long row to hoe before winning any
for acting."
PIHODNA, N. Y. HERALD TRIBUNE.

AUGUST

19.

19 16

acting;
nil, for

"Jf it were not for the fact that 'Young Widow,' gives New York
-*■ its first view in action of one of the world's most-publicized
young women, it would have little to interest the public .. .Nearly
plotless picture is related in some unenlightened dialogue that
never strikes a spark."
HAWKINS, N. Y. WORLD TELEGRAM.
"Pair... It not only avoids the censorable by a big, safe margin,
*■ but also avoids the enjoyable with dull and predictable repetitiousness."
WINSTEN,
N. Y. POST.

'COURAGE
(MGM)

OF LASSIE1

'"Dully entertainment. It not only affords suitable
*-' dren, it should reach a large grov/n-up audience
time. . .Series of animal pictures in Technicolor is
interesting than the rest of the film." PIHODNA, N.
TRIBUNE.

fun for chilat the same
va t!" more
Y. HERALD

" A tender and sometimes poignant story about the great love of
■**■ a dog for its owner, a 'teen-aged girl... It is Lassie's picture.
And, despite some improbabilities in the plot, it is his 'acting' and
the polychromatic settings which are the chief delights of this
offering."
A.W., N. Y. TIMES.
"2 Stars... Can be safely recommended to children and dog lovers
-* ...I warn other fans it is unreal and slightly tedious. . .Parts
of the story are delightful and some of it is touching. Altogether
it is
a successful
blending of humor- and pathos." HALE,
N.
Y. not
DAILY
NEWS.

R eally
delightful
THIRER,
N.

Y. stuff,
POST.especially

"THE TRUTH ABOUT

(RKO)

for the

younger

generation.'

MURDER'

"T^Vull and slavish. . .Story is told quickly
and the
*-' through
their chores
in a needlessly
professional
E.J.B., TIMES.

actors
go
manner.'

"Tf you wish to pass a thoughtless and effortless hour in the
■*• movies, 'The Truth About Murder-' is your- dish...B thriller...
Fable
has little to recommend
it .. .Neither- clever nor foolishly
horrible."
PIHODNA,
N. Y. HERALD
TRIBUNE.
"Cast moving mystery. .Most interesting part is the use of a lie
*• detector
apparatus.
NEWS.
.2% Stars."
CAMERON,
N. Y. DAILY
"■H~\ull mystery try... One of those mystery jobs that makes you
*-^ feel somebody had to make a given number of pictures in a
given
length of time... Has neither
excitement
nor
suspense."
HAWKINS, N. Y. WORLD
TELEGRAM.

■A NSGHT
EN
(UNITED
ARTISTS)

CASABLANCA'

l\>Tarx Brotners still are wonderfully funny but too often during
*• ■*• the course of their new comedy the gags sound as wheezy
as an old model T Ford... Boys are up to their familiar makeup
in crazy situations . .To be recommended
with reservations even
to the Marxes' best friends."
T.M.P., N. Y. TIMES.
'"TPhe Marx madcaps are cutting up with less merriment than
•*• usual... The brothers are still funny, but their nonsense is
neither consecutive nor amusing. . .They suffer seriously from a
lack of gay and disconnected lines and situations. . .One is tempt.'■I
ed to yawn as often as to laugh." BARNES. N. Y. HERALD
TRIBUNE.
"A crazy burlesque of a spy story. .. Picture has considerable
•**■ footage with no Marx brother at all on the screen ... Falls
short of some of their- other achievements but they sure make
wonderful use of the time they do have on the screen." COOK,
N. Y. WORLD
TELEGRAM.
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.eviews of the New Fil,
'NO LEAVE. NO LOVE' LIGHTWEIGHT

MUSICAL

HAS VAN

'TWO YEARS BEFORE THE MAST' GRIM ADVENTURE
'CAESAR AND CLEOPATRA'
'SHADOW

OF A WOMAN'

MAGNIFICENT.

'IF I'M LUCKY' MILD MUSICAL
'RENDEZVOUS

WITH

BUT OFTEN

CLASS C PROGRAMMER

JOHNSON

FARE FOR MALES
DULL SPECTACLE

WEAKLY

DIRECTED

HAS IMPLAUSIBLE STORY

ANNIE1 ORIGINAL AND LAUGH-PROVOKING
And O+hers, Pages 6, 8, 10, 22, 23

A

MESSAGE

FROM

THE

FRIENDLY

COMPANY

TO M-G-M's
THOUSANDS OF
CUSTOMERS WHO ARE
NOT IN COMPETITIVE
SITUATIONS
Compliance with the June nth opinion of the Federal

tive bidding due to the uncertainties inherent in the

Court in the government suit will require changes in the

present status and the need for working out adminis-

conduct of our affairs. Pending the entry of a final decree, we find it advisable and in some cases necessary to

trative details. However, pending entry of a final decree,
in a very limited number of emergency situations and

modify some of the policies under which we have been

on a purely experimental basis we will attempt to work

operating. Loew's Inc. will, to the best of its ability, make
just as few changes in its sales policy as is necessary.

out an administrative procedure for the handling of
competitive bids. We hope that those of our customers,

Above all, we will approach the future in that same

or prospective customers, to whom this procedure can-

friendly spirit which has earned for us your magnificent

not be applied will understand our position and bear

support, consideration, and loyalty.

with us with patience.

So many of our customers have expressed the desire for

Our policy, until final disposition is made of the gov-

product security that we are very happy to announce the

ernment suit, will among other things, include the fol-

following plan in strictly non-competitive situations. We
will offer, subject to as few conditions as possible but

lowing points:
1. Our pictures will be tradeshown.

including a privilege of elimination, all units of our
regularly released output for the twelve month period

2. In competitive situations or localities, each feature

commencing September i, 1946 and ending August 31,

picture will be offered individually and its acqui-

1947. Should any of our customers in these non-com-

sition bylicense by any theatre will not be made

petitive situations prefer to buy our pictures one at a
time, they will of course, be accorded this privilege.

conditional upon the licensing of any other picture or unit distributed by us.

We regret that we are not yet prepared in competitive

3. In strictly non-competitive situations we will offer,

situations to put into effect a general policy of compcti-

subject to certain conditions including the privi-

lege of elimination, all units of our regularly

delay in product availability or other unforseen incon-

released output for a twelve month period com-

veniences occasioned by the time required to make the

mencing with such of those subjects released

necessary adjustments to comply with the decree of the

subsequent to September i, 1946 and ending

Court. If such results should be brought about, we

August 31, 1947.

earnestly solicit the patience and consideration of our
customers. One of the first considerations in our dis-

4. In respect to Short Subjects and News, to those
of our customers who prefer that they be offered

tribution policy has been and will continue to be the
welfare of our customers and our efforts will be earn-

individually we will comply with such desire and

estly directed to the accomplishment of any necessary

will license each issue independent of any other.

changes as expeditiously and as practically as they can
be worked out.

If on the other hand, any of our customers prefer to license Short Subjects or News in bulk,
they may do so and a privilege of elimination

Our job in the motion picture industry is to make and

will be granted.

distribute great entertainments and we feel confident
that our customers are just as anxious to demonstrate

It must be obvious to everyone in the business that if,

the virtues of good showmanship in the exhibition of

as, and when the opinions of the Court are incorporated

such product. We therefore expect to continue, as far

into a decree, there will come about a drastic change in

as we may be permitted by law, to pursue the policies
which have earned for us from our exhibitor customers

the general order of conducting many phases of our
distribution business and the possibility of some changes

the name of which we are so humbly proud — The
Friendly Company.

in our production plans. This may result in a slight

^m

HERE IS PRODUCT-SECURITY!
Look ahead

THE
YEARLING (Technicolor)
PECK, JANE WYMAN, Claude Jarman. Jr.

GREGORY

A WOMAN
GREER

with M-G-M

GARSON,

OF MY OWN

Robert Mitchum,

Richard Hart

THE SEA OF GRASS
SPENCER TRACY, KATHARINE HEPBURN,
melvyn Douglas, Robert walker

UNDERCURRENT
KATHARINE

ESTHER

HEPBURN, ROBERT
Robert Mitchum

to the Big Ones
TILL

UNCLE ANDY

SUMMER

THE BEGINNING

HARDY

MY BROTHER
"BUTCH"

JENKINS,

ITDOEON,

OR THE END
ANGEL

MARGARET O'BRIEN, Angela Lanshury,
Georjje Murphy, Phyllis Thaxtcr

THE MIGHTY

McGURK

WALLACE BEERY, Dean Stockwell,
Edward Arnold, Aline MacMahon

LIFE'S FOR THE LOVING
GENE

KELLY,

IN BROOKLYN

Marie

MacDonald,

Charles

Winninger

THIS TIME FOR KEEPS
ESTHER

WILLIAMS, Laura: Melchior, Jimmy Durante,
Johnnie Johnston, Xavier Cugat

ROBERT

MONTGOMERY,

TALKS TO HORSES
Peter Lawford, Beverly Tyler

WALTER

TENTH AVENUE

DANCE

SINATRA, KATHRYN GRAYSON,
Jimmy Durante, Peter Lawford

COLBERT,

BRIAN DONLEVY, ROBERT WALKER,
Tom Drake, Beyerly Tyler, Audrey Totter

VAN JOHNSON, JUNE ALLYSON,
Thomas Mitchell, Marilyn Maxwell

IT HAPPENED

HOLIDAY

JUNE ALLYSON

HIGH BARBAREE

FRANK

BY (Technicolor)

THE SECRET HEART
CLAUDETTE

ROONEY, Lewis Stone, Sara Haden,
Lina Romay

THE UNFINISHED

ROLL

MICKEY ROONEY, Walter Huston.
Gloria De Haven, "Butch" Jenkins, Frank Morgan,
Marilvn Maxwell, Agnes Moorehead, Selena Royle

TAYLOR,

MARGARET O'BRIEN, Cyd Charisse,
Karen Booth, Danny Thomas

CLOUDS

(Cast alphaheticallv) JUNE ALLYSON , LUCILLE
BREMER, JUDY GARLAND, KATHRYN GrlAYSON,
VAN HEFL1N, LENA HORNE, VAN JOHNSON, TONY
MARTIN, DINAH SHORE, FRANK SINATRA,
ROBERT WALKER

FIESTA
(Technicolor)
WILLIAMS, Akim TamirofF, Ricardo Montalban,
John Carroll, Mary Astor, Cyd Charisse

MICKEY

THE

Coming!

LADY IN THE LAKE
Audrey Totter, Lloyd Nolan

The talk of the
town
from
coast
to
coast!

BJ*.*,?a»fltf*

F0RD

Screen

A
REPUBLIC
PICTURE

Based on their Magazine

Associate Producer and Director — ALLAN DWAN

Story

EDITORIAL
Vol. 14, No. 18

September 2. 1946

WHO'S KILLING
SHOWMANSHIP?
The story in a recent issue of that esteemed trade journal, "Variety",
observed that "Lack of showmanship being displayed by exhibitors in selling
the films playing their houses is starting to seriously disturb distributor execs
. . .What's particularly bothering the distribs is that exhibitors will have completely lost their sense of showmanship when income begins to level off in a
few years ..."
The story quoted one publicity-advertising chief of a major company
as saying that conditions in the theatre advertising field are bound to improve
— because they couldn't be worse!
Why? Why, in the face of the knowledge that exploitation would bring
more money to their boxoffices, has there been a steady diminution in exhibitor
showmanship in late years?

Page

We

cannot accept the answer that the war boom is responsible. Undoubtedly ithas been a factor, but it is not reasonable to assume that business
men are unwilling to make more money. We point to a more logical reason —
percentage
pictures.

Five

There is a school of thought in the distributor ranks which maintains
that the only solution to the problem of film rentals is the straight percentage
basis. Students of this school argue that the true value of a picture can be
based only on the gross business it brings. Any other price is arbitrary, they
say, and liable to be unfair either to the distributor or the exhibitor.

This impresses one, at first glance, as a most persuasive point. It seems
and dispose of the issue of film prices. But it doesn't, actually.
to wrap
almost are
other factors, among them showmanship, that make out a strong case
There
againsv percentage terms.
A percentage of the theatre's gross is not necessarily a fair rental for a
picture. To the contrary, it might be grossly unfair. The question immediately
arises: who is to decide what a fair percentage would be? Since the distributors arrogate to themselves the arbitrary right to fix percentages, the odds are
against the exhibitor getting a fair shake. What would be a fair percentage
for one theatre, might be wholly unreasonable for another theatre. It is quite
possible to have a 35 or 40 percent picture show a loss for the exhibitor while
showing a handsome rental for the film company. What with the rising costs
of
theatre operation in recent years, this has not been an uncommon
occurrence.
Exhibitors, for a long time, have been complaining abou: the overallocation evil. Some of the distributors have grossly abused their customers
by allocating better grade program pictures in the 40 percent bracket, simply
because they had nothing better in the block being offered. One company, in
particular, has incurred the ill will of theatremen everywhere by its unreasonable and ruthless attitude in this respect.

BULLETIN

All the while they have been stepping up the number of percentage
pictures and the percentage terms, the distributors have been unable to fathom
why exhibitors are doing less and less advertising. There has been plenty of
criticism levelled at the theatremen, without mention of the reason for their
seeming ennui.
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Consider their position. We have heard enough operators of small and
medium size theatres tell their financial problems to be convinced that many,
many of them show no profit on 40 percent terms. When they are required to
hand over to the fiim company 35 or 40 cents out of every gross dollar brought
to the boxoffice, they certainly are not going to spend 100 cents of each dollar
to advertise the picture. Furthermore, they will tell you, by boosting the gross
on the percentage pictures, they are inviting increased prices on the pictures
they are still able to buy on outright terms.
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In our economic system, a man is supposed to be entitled to the fruits
of his labor, fairly done, but percentage playing time in film business has
a condition where most of the fruit of the exhibitor's labor would
brought
go
to theabout
film company.

YEARS, $5.00 in the United States; Canada, $7.50;
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This is the human element in the problem of diminishing exhibitor showmanship, and it cannot be ignored. As a matter of fact, one enlightened distribution executive, William F. Rodgers of Metro, appears to be aware of the
(Continued on
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M-G-M ... 1 Not Set (1946 - 47)
NO LEAVE, NO LOVE' LIGHTWEIGHT

Rates © ® © — ; less in action and rural spots
M-G-M
117 minutes
Van Johnson, Keenan W.vnn, Pat Kirkvvood,
Guy Lombardo, Edward Arnold, Marie Wilson, I.eon Ames, Marina Koshetz, Wilson
Wood, Selena Koyle, Vince Barnett, Walter
Saudi', Arthur Walsh, Hobart Cavanaugh,
Chester Clute, Willie Best, Grady Sutton,
Joey Preston, Frank "Sugarchile" Robinson, The Gareias, Xavier Cugat and His
Orchestra.
Directed by Charles Martin.
This spotty lightweight musical film has
innumerable specialties to pad out its nonsensical plot, plus one great asset -- Van
Johnson as star. The deafening roar of
approval that went up from the New York
preview audience when his name was first
flashed on the screen is proof positive that
this will be strong boxoffice wherever Van
is popular. While Johnson is merely content to be his boyish, appealing self, Keenan
Wynn takes the spotlight at every possible
opportunity to clown and wisecrack to the
extent that some of the dialogue is drowned
by the patron's laughter. Pat Kirkwood,
the British singer, is a disappointment in
her American debut, but Marina Koshetz.
with her lovely lyric soprano voice and flair
for comedy, is a welcome newcomer. She
really makes the old favorite. "Italian
Street Song," live again. Wynn Edward
Arnold and Miss Koshetz have several com-

Rates ® © -

on name

Arriving in San Diego after two years in
the South Pacific, for which he won the
Congressional Medal, young Marine Sergeant Van Johnson is set on heading for
his home town in Indiana and the girl he
left behind. Johnson and hit! pal, Keenan
Wynn, are ordered by their superior officer
to attend a radio broadcast at which Pat
Kirkwood. singing mistress of ceremonies,
presents a special serviceman guest each
week. When Johnson's name is called, he
pushes Wynn up in his place and the latter
is given a chance to telephone Johnson's
mother in Indiana. The latter first tells
Miss Kirkwood that Johnson's girl is married and asks her to keep it from him.
Realizing that Johnson has been fooling
her, she insists that he and Wynn stay on
as guests of the station until she can explain the hoax to her sponsor, Edward Arnold. Both Arnold and a Russian countess.
Marina Koshetz, become involved in several
humorous situations at the hotel where
thev, Johnson and Wynn are forced to share
the same suite.
After a brawl. Johnson is

When "Rage in Heaven" was first released
in Mill. Ingrid Bergman had just made an
auspicious bow in American films with "In-

COURAGEOUS'

Spencer Tracy, Lionel Barrymore, Freddie
Bartholomew, Melvyn Douglas. Mickey
Rooney, Charley Grapewin, John Carradine,
Oscar O'Shea, Jack LaRue, Walter Kingsford, Donald Briggs, Sam McDaniels, Billy
by

Victor

Fleming.

REISSUE STILL STURDY
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Slightly Scandalous
The Undercover Woman
Rendezvous
with Annie

22
22
23

Swing
Parade
The Phantom

23
23

of 194'j
Thief

sent to the guardhouse and, when he first
learns of his sweetheart's marriage, he realizes it is Miss Koshetz he really loves. At
another broadcast to correct the hoax,
Johnson is again put up before the mike
and Miss Kirkwood puts him on the spot
by asking him if he loves her and will
marry her — before a listening audience of
millions.
DEXLEY

noose.
The theme has become familiar during the
interim period since "Heaven's" original issue. Robert Montgomery is cast as a paranoiac who marries Miss Bergman, then creates an imaginary romance between his wife
and his best friend, George Sanders, which
culminates in Montgomery's vengeful attempt to make his own suicide a case of
murder involving Sanders and Miss B
man. Montgomery's performance is highly
reminiscent of his earlier and more suspicious "Night Must Fall."
BARN

ENTERTAINMENT

copping the Academy Award for his performance. Now. M-G-M is releasinu the
picture as one of its "Reprints of Masterieci " and it can be safely said that it
still holds up as one of the best sea stories
ever filmed, brimming with briny flavor and
chock-full of emotional impact. None of the
vitality has been sapped by age. The sole

serious drawback to the film's boxoffice
power, has its bright side, too— 1937 feminine
stvles cannot date the picture.
Performances are uniformly excellent,
with Tracy reconstruetin:: Manuel, the Portugese fisherman, in a characterization that
would win an Oscar today, too. Rooney.
while a power for the marquee, is seen in a

incons ruity is Freddie Bartholomew's appearance as a 10-year-old and perennial

comparatively insignificant role. "Captains
Courageous" is a treat in store for those
who missed it originally. For the secondtimers (and. possibly, third) it will serve to
reassure that really good pictures maintain
♦ heir worth even a decade later.

gangster Jack LaRue's characteriztion as a
kindly priest; the others, even Mickey

First released in 1937. "Captains Courageous" was acclaimed as one of the finest
pictures of that year, with Spencei
Tracy
BOX

'»

Page

GIVES REISSUE VALUE

termezzo" and her boxoffice rating was still
in the making. Today, of course, Miss Bergman is a mighty power on the marquee,
and, on this basis, "Rage in Heaven" should
net a better-than-average return in its second release. However, the value of the
present Bergman popularity is offset by the
fact that subsequent films have shown her
off to much better advantage and there will
be resultant disappointment. Also, there
is a great deal of dialogue which tends to
slow down proceedings and a cheaply melodramatic climax involving the usual eleventh-hour rescue from
the
hangman's

.lid.

Directed

Title
No Leave, No Love
Rage in Heaven
Captains Courageous
V wo Years Before the Mast
Shadow of a Woman

general! '

M-G-M
115 minutes

Km

REVIEWS in This Issue

... 2 Reprints of Masterpieces'

INGRID BERGMAN

Robert Montgomery, Ingrid Bergman, George Sanders, Lucile Watson. Oscar Homo'ka,
Philip Merivale, Matthew Boulton, Aubrey
Mather, Fredrick Worlock, Francis Compton, Gilbert Emery, Ludwig Hart.
Directed by W. S. Van Dyke II.

Rates © ©

AS ASSET

value

M-G-M
82 minutes

'CAPTAINS

HAS VAN JOHNSON

ed sequences which save the picture from
bogging down, but Johnson and Miss Kirkwood give them scant assistance. Xavier
Cugat and His Orchestra and the dancing
Gareias have one lively specialty, Frank
"Sugaichile" Robinson amazes with his
childish piano pounding and Joey Preston
ha ■ a noisy session on the drums — all effective enough as night club acts. But the
usual Technicolor and M-G-M production
flash is missing.

M-G-M
'RAGE IN HEAVEN'

MUSICAL

OFFICE

Rooney. give no hint of the film's vintage.
The lack of romantic interest, with hardly
a female
making
an appearance,
while a

RATING:

•Poor

••Average

•••Good

BARN
••••Excellent
FILM
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HIS DIGEST

Bi -Weekly Reoievo of the Trades Events
GOV'T

Robert I.. Wright, special assistant to the Attorney-General, and government eounsel in the New
York equity suit, who supervised the Government's proposals tor a revised decree pre.cnted to
distributor defendants' attorneys, who are now
preparing
their version of a decree.

DECREE

WOULD

BAN

CROSS-LICENSING

Theatre-owning distributors would be prohibited from exhibiting pictures sold by
the other distributor-exhibitors for a minimum of ten years under the provisions of a
revised set of Government proposals for a decree presented to distributor counsel hist
fortnight. This proposal was one of a number of changes and clarifications a ked by
the Department of Justice in its new decree draft. The distributor defendants are now
in the process of preparing their own draft for presentation to the Federal Court which
will formulate a final decree, after an oral hearing of both sides on October 21.
The provision against cross-licensing would commence one year after entry of the
decree and at the conclusion of the ten-year period would permit any party "to modify
this provision in any manner which the facts then appearing to the Court
rr int.'
Partial Divorcement in Two Years
Other highlights of the Government decree would ban theatre owning distributors
from any theatre expansion, would permit them two years to effect the parti 1 divorcement ordered in the decision and v/ould provide for liquidation of the present arbitration system after pending suits have been settled.
Clearance provisions would a
drastically revised.
The proposals ask that all defendants be enjoined from sattinu' minimum admission prices; from "concertedly agreeing to maintain a system of clearances"; from
granting clearance between non-competing theatres; from "granting any clearance
against theatres in substantial competition with the theatre receiving the license for
exhibition in excess of what is reasonably necessary to protect the licensee in the run
granted"; from continuing or making any future franchises, formula deals or master
agreements and from conditioning the sale of one film upon the sale of others.
partial
divorcement
ordered,
proposesoutlining
that "each
of the Regarding
defendants theshall
submit
to this Court
withinthe90Government
days a statement
the
extent to which it has complied and the manner in which it proposes to comply with
this provision", giving complete details including the probable effect of any sale or
acquisition on the competitive situation in the areas affected. It would also require
that notice of any acquisition plans be served upon the Government and the latter be
given an opportunity to be heard before Court approval.

*

*

*

MYERSbut
DEVELOPM
'LOGICAL
filed
by the Government
was met ENT'—
with a variable,
not unexpected response. Speaking personally, and not for the Allied executive committee, A. F. Myers, chairman of the board and general counsel lor National Allied,
hailed the proposals as a "logical development" that might be "possibly better than
divorcement itself."
Myers noted, in reference to the proposed ban on cross-licensing. "The producers
have always justified their ownership of theatres on the ground that they need show
cases for their product. The proposal would make them just that." He added. "If the
affiliated theatres are restricted to pictures of their parent companies and theatreowning distributors, the parent companies will have to make more pictures in order to
operate their own theatres and that be all to the good."
At Variance with Decision
Meanwhile, distributor attorneys eyed the Government proposals with trepidation,
indicating their belief that certain of them were at variance with the opinion of the
court.
Assistant Attorney General Wendell Berge said the latest draft was a "trial
balloon" and that all government recommendations thus far are "strictly tentative".
Berge said he would like to hear from more industry groups on the decree. He declared his belief, however, that the revised proposals were the best and most workable
yet made.
Meanwhile, exhibitors were making themselves heard on the decision or were
making plans for recommendations to be submitted to the Department of Justice and
the Court. An exhibitor poll conducted by the MPTOA showed opposition to auction
selling by 10-1 and in favor of divorcement by a 2-1 ratio. The results were tabulated
from opinions of exhibitors operating 582 theatres in 38 states who had replied to the
questions thus far.
ITOA Asks Grace Period
In New York, the Independent Theatre Owners Association asked the Attorney
General to postpone single picture selling for a six-month period in order to give "all
elements of the industry an opportunity for readjustment, to iron out the kinks and in
which to get the new sales plan in working order."
In Hollywood, the PCCITO scored the proposed plan for auction selling as encouraging "exorbitant film rentals". A delegation will present recommendations to the
Department of Justice the last week
* in September.
*
*
PROPOSALS
DECREE
The latere
decree draft

A. F. Myers, chairman of the board and genera]
counsel for Allied States Association, declared his
personal approval of the latest Government proposals for a decree in the anti-trust case. Myers
will be a principal speaker at Allied's national
convention
later this month.

ATA

■dm

m

Steve Hroidy. left, president of Monogram Pictures,
oyer as head of production at the studio, in addition to his other duties, following the death ol
Trem
tion. Carr, right, executive in charge of produc-

SEPTEMBER

2 . 1946

TO

FIGHT

AUCTION

SELLING

The American Theatres Association stepped from its ivory tower of non-intervention in trade practices when its Board of Directors last week voted to oppose
auction selling as laid down by the court decision in the New York anti-trust ca
showed it means business by hiring Thurman Arnold, former Assistant Attorney General in charge of the Anti-Trust Division of the Department of Justice, t>
the Association in its action. Ted R. Gamble, ATA board chairman, announcing the
retention of Mr. Arnold, also said that a special meeting of the Board had been called
for Thursday, Sept. 5. to consider matters of strategy and procedure.
In a prepared statement, Gamble declared that "the threat of havoc in our industry by the so-called 'auction selling' has made this issue not one merely involving
tiade practices, but one which throws in jeopardy the sound welfare of' the entire
theatre industry." He further explained ATA's action in intervening with "The portion
of the decree dictating auction methods of sale seeks to accomplish without legislation
(Continued on Page 52)
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PARAMOUNT

1 in First Block {Total 5)

'TWO YEARS BEFORE THE MAST'
ADVENTURE
houses GRIM
Rales • • ©

generally;

better in action

Paramount
9V, minutes
Alan Ladd, Brian Donlevy, William Bendix,
Barry Fitzgerald, Albert Dekker, Howard
da Silva, Esther Fernandez, Darryl Hickman, Luis Van Rooten, Roman Bohnen,
James Burke, Tom Powers, Ray Collins,
Theodore Newton, Frank Faylen, Kathleen
Lookhart, Pedro de Cordoba, Rosa Rey,
Ethan Laidlaw, Robert Kortman, John Roy.
Directed by John Farrow.
A grim and realistic tale of nautical adventure based on Richard Henry Dana's
famous expose of the shocking conditions
aboard sailing vessels one hundred years
ago, "Two Years Before the Mast" will exert
its strongest appeal to male patrons. However, Alan Ladd's popularity with the opposite sex, plus a strong line-up of male
players, should insure good grosses generally. Returns will be best in action houses.
The general story content resembles "Mutiny on the Bounty," but it is doubtful that
this will approach it in boxoffice value.
Although the picture has been given excel-

WARNER
SHADOW

OF A WOMAN'

Rates © © as suDDortinq dualler

lent production and photographic advantages and abounds in scenes of brutality
and suffering, it seems lacking in sustained
dramatic interest, largely because Director
John Farrow has too closely followed Dana's
narrative style. There is almost no humor
and the romantic interest, though slight,
adds a theatrical note to the latter part of
this largely factual film.
In 1834, the brig Pilgrim sails for Boston
for California under command of Howard
da Silva, who is bent only on making a
record voyage. Except for Brian Donlevy,
who voluntarily signs aboard to learn about
seamen's lives, the crew is composed mostly
of shanghaied men, including Alan Ladd,
foppish son of the vessel's owner. Soon
after witnessing a brutal flogging by William Bendix for an attempt on his life,
Ladd is also flogged because he rescues
Donlevy's
journal
of the
voyage
from the private
treacherous
second
mate.
Off
Pernambuco, da Silva pauses only to take
on two passengers, Esther Fernandez and
her duenna. Although rations run short
and several men die of scurvy, da Silva refuses to stop for fresh food and Ladd stages
an unsuccessful
attempt
at mutiny.
At

BROS. . .

"Shadow of a Woman" is Class C or lower
in virtually every department. All its strivings for suspense and mystery come to
naught in the face of an incoherent screenplay, poor acting, weak direction, misty
photography and a generally deficient production. Helmut Dantine's rising star hits
a serious air-pocket with a wooden performance in which his expressionless stares are

IF I'M LUCKY'
MILD MUSICAL
on name values

Rates © •

James,
Edgar
James

A mild, easy-going musical, overloaded
with listenable, if undistinguished, songs
and
with laughs,
"If in
I'm a Lucky"
has sprinkled
its most serious
handicap
highly
implausible plot. Picture Perry Como running for Governor — and getting elected —
;iikI you'll see what we mean. However,
since the music and comedy are the backbone of the film, perhaps movie audiences
will forgive the silly story. Especially with
Phil Silvers carrying the laughs in yeoman
fashion and such reliables as Como, Harry
8

WEAKLY

punctuated with painful attempts to smile.
Andrea King is merely adequate in the role
of the harassed wife and the others make
listless attempts at portrayals. Only a
rather novel theme saves the film, and is
responsible for maintenance of interest.
However, Joseph Santley's direction can
take little credit for this and must carry
the burden of blame for the other deficiencies. "Shadow of a Woman" can expect
little response except as a supporting dualler in lesser naborhood and action houses.
Andrea King's story, told to chief of detectives in San Francisco, is shown in flashback: King meets Helmut Dantine, a doctor, shortly after she had lost both her
parents and marries him after a whirlwind
courtship, without any knowledge of his
background. Their honeymoon is clouded
by two attempts on Dantine's life and King
gradually learns that Dantine is considered

20th CENTURY-FOX

20th Century-Fox
7!) minutes
Vivian Blaine, Perry Como, Harry
Carmen
Miranda,
Phil
Silvers,
liuchanan,
Reed
Hadley,
Harry
Music Makers.
Directed by Lewis Seller.

1 September

CLASS C PROGRAMMER

Warner Bros.
78 minutes
Helmut Dantine, Andrea Kin?, William
Prince, John Alvin, Becky Brown, Dick
Erdman, Peggy Knudsen, Don McGuire,
Lisa Golm, Larry Geiger, Paul Stanton,
Monte Blue, Jack Smart, Leah Baird, Lottie
Williams.
Directed by Joseph Santley.

FARE FOR MALES

... 1 September

HAS IMPLAUSIBLE

Although Alan Ladd is starred and does
a good acting job as the foppish son of the
later is instrumerchant vessel owner who ns
at sea, it is
mental in remedying conditio
Week-End")
Lost captain
(of "The
Silvastern,
Howard
in a
sadistic
playsda the
who
preview
York's
New
set
that
manner
patrons talking about his fine performance.
William Bendix is splendid as the brutal
first mate, but Brian Donlevy, as Dana who
voluntarily signs for the voyage, never
makes the role come to life and Barry Fitzgerald has few chances to inject his salty
humor. Darryl Hickman, as a young stowaway, Albert Dekker, Tom Powers and
Theodore Newton are outstanding in smaller
roles.
LEYEXDECKER

Release
DIRECTED
a quack; that he is divorced and is in the
midst of a legal suit over custody of a fiveyear-old boy in Dantine's Nob Hill house.
A series of incidents convince her that Dantine's practice consists of hypnosis and
starving
his patients
dietary medical
"cure,"
then dropping
them byandhis letting
practitioners take the blame for their death.
She also believes that he married her to
assure custody of the child, who will receive a great inheritance. Joining forces
with William Prince, lawyer for Dantine's
wife,
she attempts
to frustrate
quack's
schemes.
As Dantine
is about the
to kill
her,
his crippled nephew, John Alvin, comes to
the rescue and in the ensuing struggle,
Dantine plunges to his death from a weakened balcony. King is exonerated and left
free client.
to respond to Prince's interest in his
new
STINE

Release

STORY

James and Carmen Miranda for the tuny
department. Six songs, penned by Josef
Myrow and Edgar De Lange, are played
and replayed, particularly the title number,
which is the best of the lot. "One More
Vote" is a tricky hep-cat tune and "Jam
Session in Brazil" combines the Miranda
style with a chorus in effective fashion. In
addition to putting over the songs, Como
has the romantic lead and is called on for
more emoting than in all his previous films
combined. To his fans, we are happy to
say he doesn't come
too badly. Vivian
Blaine is competent off
enough, singing and
romancing, but sorely misses the Technicolor which made the most of her coloring.
"If I'm Lucky" will make a good top dualler generally and is strong enough to stand
alone in naborhoods where the younger
element
will flock to the Como -James
names.
Phil Silvers, manager

Monterey, the crew frees Ladd from irons
and they
jump
Bendix,Later,
'who dais
shot
in cold
bloodshipby -with
da Silva.
Silva is killed by one of the crew and the
men voluntarily take the ship back to Boston in order to wage a fight for the rights
of American
seamen.is After
Donlevy's
count of the voyage
published,
the U. acS.
Senate votes for new and equitable laws
for merchant
seamen.

of a good, but un-

known musical aggregation headed by
Harry James, Vivian Blaine and Carmen
Miranda, calls them out to a mid-western
town for a radio audition. When the audition is called off, the broke and hungry
group make a deal with Edgar Buchanan,
running for Governor, to play at his campaign meetings. Their music makes the
candidate so popular that Buchanan attempts to buck the state's political machine
and is tossed out. The politicians select
Perry Como, who has joined the band, as
their candidate, confident that he will not
be elected, thus leaving them in power.
Como, however, substituting crooning for
campaign speeches, threatens a landslide
despite his desire to be defeated. They attempt to frame him, but he exposes the
machine and carries the election — taking
Blaine with him to the executive mansion.
STINE
FILM
BULLETIN

Allied

States Association
of

Motion Picture Exhibitors

Office

of the

President

JACK

KIRSCH

1325

So. Wabash

Ave.

Chicago, III.

Mr. Independent Exhibitor:
Allied States Association invites you to its First National Convention since the war, which is being held at the Copley Plaza Hotel in
Boston, Massachusetts, September

16-17-18.

At An Exhibitors' Forum being conducted
September

18, learn first-hand all about the new

all day Wednesday,
method

of picture

selling as provided by the recent Federal Court Decision in the antitrust case and join in the important discussions that will take place.
Here you will find out just how this phase of the decision will effect
the future operation of your theatre and have a voice in the policies
to be formulated by Allied.
This is too important for independent exhibitors miss, so plan
now to join the parade to Allied's 1946 Convention —

Boston, Massa-

chusetts, September 16-17-18. For reservations and other details write:
Nate

Yamins,

20 Shawmut

General

Chairman,

Allied Convention

Committee,

Street, Boston, Mass.

Cordially,
JACK

KIRSCH, President.

RKO
CRIMINAL
Rates • •

RADIO

COURT, TAUT, INTERESTING

-- as dualler generally;

ness to the slaying of a nightclub owner
for which the heroine is unjustly accused,
suspense is maintained by watching the
lawyer clear his sweetheart of the murder
rap. Tom Conway is exceptionally good in
his highly-dramatic courtroom sequences
and convincing in his few romantic scenes
with Martha O'Driscoll, who does a capable
acting job and also puts over two standard
tunes, "I Couldn't Sleep a Wink Last Night"
and "This Is a Lovely Way to Spend an
Evening," in pleasing fashion. June Clayworth does outstanding work on the witness stand and Robert Armstrong and Steve
Brodie are well cast as racketeer big-shots.
A first-rate action show.
Tom Conway, a criminal attorney with a
brilliant record of "Not Guilty" verdicts to
his credit, announces his candidacy for district attorney and threatens to stamp out
the corrupt city government under which
Robert Armstrong and his racketeers have
been nourishing. Against Conway's advice,
his fiancee, Martha O'Driscoll, takes a singing job at a nightclub run by Armstrong,
who
is paying June Clayworth,
Conway's

Tom Conway, Martha O'Driscoll, Robert
Armstrong, June Clayworth, Addison Riehards, Pat Gleason, Steve Brodie, Robert
Warwick, Phil Warren, Joe Devlin, Lee
Boiinell, Robert Clarke, Jason Robards.
Directed by Robert Wise.
Producer Martin Mooney, an expert on
criminology and the underworld, can take
a bow for this closely-knit, interest-holding
program meller. Featuring Tom Conway
and a capable supporting cast, "Criminal
Court" will make a strong supporting dualler generally and, if exploited, can stand
alone in any action house. The story, which
revolves around a clever criminal lawyer
engaged in a campaign to clean up corrupt
city government, has an air of authenticity
which puts it far above run-of-the-mill action programmers. And, while there is no
actual mystery, because the audience is wit-

AND

CRIME MELODRAMA

bill topper in action spots

RKO Radio
6C minutes

CAESAR

... 1 in Second Block (Total 5)

CLEOPATRA'

MAGNIFICENT,

es.
her boss'
g
showin
from activiti
secreta
Conway
stop on
effortto toreport
an ry,
In
reseen
films in which public officials are
.
Armstr
fromracket
ceiving bribesthe
ens to
threatbrother
eerong's
Steve Brodie,
produce a false affidavit against the lawyer.
Conway and Armstrong come to blows and
the latter is accidentally killed when his
knocked out of his hand and goes
gun
off —is a scene secretly witnessed by Miss
Clayworth. Conway gets away, but Miss
O'Driscoll happens into Armstrong's office,
picks up the gun and is accused by Brodie
of his brother's murder. Because no one
saw Conway enter Armstrong's office, his
confession is ridiculed as an obvious at. Miss
fiancee
his goes
tempt to shieldtrial
until
badlyO'Drisvery
coll's murder
case with Miss ClayConway discusses the
worth, who accidentally makes a remark
which proves she witnessed the murder.
stand
ong's henchmenConway
Although ArmstrMiss
Clayworth,
ready to shoot
puts her on the stand and wrings from her
testimony which frees Miss O'Driscoll.

LEYENDECKER

BUT OFTEN DULL, SPECTACLE

Rates • • • in class spots; less generally

United Artists (Gabriel Pascal)
12fi minutes
Vivien Leigh, Claude Rains, Stewart Granger, Flora Robson, Francis L. Sullivan,
Basil Sidney, Anthony Harvey, Ernest Thesiger, Cecil Parker, Renee Asherson, Michael Rennie, Anthony Eustrel, Stanley
Holloway, Raymond Huntley, Felix Aylmer.
Directed by Gabriel Pascal.
With the exception of the class spots, this
will be no great shakes at the boxoffice in
this country. The magnificent Technicolored
spectacle dwarfs the human story of
"Caesar and Cleopatra," and so this
$6,000,000 British-made production is more
impressive than entertaining. Based on
George Bernard Shaw's renowned play, and
containing some of his most humorous
barbs and satirical phrases, its greatest appeal will be to sophisticates, but the names
of Vivien Leigh (this is her first picture
since 1941) and Claude Rains, as well as
the numerous other selling angles will insure above-average grosses in the better
class houses. However, pageantry and witty
speeches cannot take the place of action.

'DANGEROUS
Rates •

and the picture often moves ponderously
and slowly. Disappointed word-of-mouth
reaction will affect subsequents unfavorably.
There is no romantic interest and the
youngsters will find it dull going. With
Producer - Director Gabriel Pascal being
compelled to follow Shaw's original text, the
picture is composed of lengthy dialogue
passages and as many spectacular mob or
battle scenes, but scant human interest.
While the photography is outstanding, the
musical score is weak.
When the news spreads that the famous
Julius Caesar (Claude Rains) has come to
Egypt in pursuit of his defeated rival, Pompey, the populace hides in terror and the
conqueror silently approaches the Sphinx
where he finds Cleopatra (Vivien Leigh)
hiding like a frightened child. Accepting
Caesar as a friendly "old gentleman," who
promises to make her a "real queen,"
Cleopatra goes with him to Alexandria
where her young brother is occupying the
throne. Caesar's strategy makes the Egyptian courtiers prisoners and, later, he
strengthens his position by seizing the lighthouse which controls the harbor. Against
his orders, Cleopatra joins him there and
the entire party escapes capture only by

BUSINESS' LACKS

NAMES

-I- as supporting dualler in minor naborhood

Columbia
59 minutes
Forrest Tucker, Lynn Merrick, Gerald
Mohr, Gus Schilling, Shemp Howard, Cora
Witherspoon, Thurston Hall, Frank Sully,
Matt Willis, Ben Welden, William Forrest,
Charles C. Wilson, John Harmon, George
Lloyd.
Directed by D. Ross Lederman.
This Columbia quickie is totally lacking
in name values — and almost as deficient
in entertainment. It will barely suffice to
(ill the supporting spot on minor naborhood

jumping into the sea and swimming to the
Roman galleys. Cleopatra and her Roman
protector are virtual prisoners, but the
to make an actual
Egyptians are reluctant(Francis
L. Sullivan)
attack until Pothinus
tries to stir up trouble between Caesar and
her savCleopatra. After the latter orders
age nurse (Flora Robson) to kill Sullivan,
and
palace
the Egyptians attack the
Caesar's cause seems lost until his relief
Army arrives. When Caesar departs from
conquered Egypt, he tells Cleopatra he will
send Marc Antony to console her.
While it's a toss-up as to whether Rains
or Miss Leigh capture the acting honors,
the latter probably has the edge because
of her delightful portrayal of the childish,
tantalizing and malicious young queen.
Rains is splendid as the aging, mellowed
conqueror who is momentarily entranced by
does "ham"
but he
Cleopatra,
young
the
in the
triumphal
climax.
Stewart
Granger,it
as the handsome, six-footer, Appolodorus,
will intrigue women and Francis L. Sullivan, as the scheming Pothinus. and Basil
Sidney are both excellent, as are the many
lesser players. Flora Robson affects a horrific make-up and gives an exaggerated
performance as Cleopatra's savage nurse.
LEYENDECKER

OR ENTERTAINMENT

houses

duals. The best that can be said for it is
that the story has a few amusingly-burlesqued characters and the running time is
mercifully short.
Forrest Tucker and Lynn Merrick graduate from law school and plan to marry as
soon as their business partnership starts to
pay dividends but they get no clients.
Finally, Gus Schilling, a well-meaning
underworld follower who has their interests
at heart, tells them that Thurston Hall, a
wealthy utilities magnate, has been framed
and is in jail for embezzlement. Hall is
finally persuaded to hire Tucker but the
latter is unable to raise the bail bond until
Miss Tucker's
mother, Cora Witherspoon,

mortgages her home. Hall hides out in
Miss Witherspoon's home, but Gerald Mohr.
a gangster in league with the man who
framed
him, Tucker
kidnaps has
him.
bail
money due,
the With
trial Hall's
postponed
but Schilling plots to get the money back
by stealing a body from the morgue and
dressing it in Hall's clothes. Meanwhile,
Miss Witherspoon investigates on her own
and is discovered by Hall's captors. Tucker
finally locates Hall and. after a terrific
battle with the kidnappers, the police arrive
to arrest the crooks. Tucker and Miss
Merrick are then free to take on a lifetime
DENLEY
FILM
job.
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The studio is holding off final decision on what will happen
to B product until they can determine an accurate test from the
next few months' business. Conferences were held recently to
settle this question. But it was decided that for the time being
at least, the program of 30 low-budget films for 1946-47 will go
forward. The sales of the first of these pictures in auction bidding will determine whether or not the entire list will be made.
Studic is keeping an eye cocked at both Universal-International,
where B's have been "banned," and at Republic where the threat
ol banning them has been made.
It is obvious that every one in the business is marking time
on the score of whether B's will soon become as outmoded as
silent pictures. As FILM BULLETIN'S editorial pointed out last
issue, there's a great gap between saying that only A product
will be made and actually making that A product. It would be
wise for these studios which have prospered on the B film to
move carefully in what seems to be the peak of a flux towards
a new era.
Casey Robinson in Col. Deal
Casey Robinson has broken his partnership deal with Ben
Bogeaus to join the Columbia ranks. Robinson and Bogeaus
formed Las Palmas Productions, but the one and only picture
of the combine is the recently completed "The Short Happy Life
of Francis Macomber." No comment came from Bogeaus, but
Robinson indicated he will head his own unit on the Columbia lot
and is also dickering with Alexander Korda for the British production of "The Lives of Anna Pavlova," a piece he and Bogeaus
planned together.
Columbia lost its law suit against Playwright Norman Krasna
last week involving a plagiarism claim in connection with "Dear
Ruth," Krasna's successful play now being made into a film at
Paramount. It seems the studio had a property called "Dear Mr.
Private," which it claimed Krasna had seen before he did "Dear
Ruth." The court held that such claim was not proved and
though a similarity was noted, it was not deemed plagiarism, only
"similarity."
Virginia Van Upp Quits
Columbia closed another producer deal last week with the
luring back of Mifton Pickman from a deal with UI. No denial
was made of the story that Harry Cohn bettered the UI offer
and Pickman is staying as executive assistant to Cohn.
Trouble on the set of "My Empty Heart" came to a head
last week when Virginia Van Upp left the production to go off on
a cruise because of a "serious illness." Quickly, it was announced
that Helen Deutsch had been signed to a producer-writer deal by
the studio. A few days later she was assigned to the spot left
open by Miss Van Upp's sudden, though temporary, retirement.
Director Charles Vidor and Miss Van Upp had been at odds almost since the beginning of the shooting. When the producer
left, the set was closed down to permit the completion of the
script to meet the approval of Vidor and producer Deutsch. You
can almost hear the production costs piling up on this one.
Only new starter on the lot is "The Santa Fe Trail," an action musical starring Ken Curtis with Jennifer Holt. Colbert
Clark is producing.

EAGLE - LION
At the moment, the E-L sound stages are quiet, as are studio
spokesmen when queried about E-L's share in the new UniversalInternational set-up. "Are they going to contribute some of the
B product, which UI is disclaiming, to the UI program?" Studio
men shake their heads confusedly. General opinion seems to be
that this is not an impossible arrangement.
Following hard on the heels of the news of Reeves Espy's
resignation from his production-executive post, comes the appointment of Alfred Schwalberg, former United World sales manager,
to the vice-presidency of Eagle-Lion. Schwalberg will be sales
head for the company, hypoing the schedule of 20 pictures to be
released under the E-L banner. Ten of these films will be made
under Bryan Foy's supervision in the Hollywood studio and ten
will come from J. Arthur Rank's British empire.
Arturo deCordova Signed
Schwalberg has an tmfinished commitment with William
Goetz and Leo Spitz to supervise sales and liquidation of the
International pictures still remaining in the RKO set-up for distribution. Espy, it was reported, is setting up an independent
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Behind the Scenes of Film Production
organization
to make two pictures a year for release through
Kajr<e-Lion.
Vith clearance set for a Cinecolor film, E-L is pushing "Son
of Casanova" upon the production list ahead of "Love From A
Stranger." Arturo de Cordova, formerly under Paramount contract, will do the lead, with Constance Dowling, an E-L contractee, in the feminine top spot.

METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER
At its sales meeting in Chicago last week, MGM gave out the
definite outline of what future sales procedure will be because of
the court decision of June 11. First, according to William F.
Rodgers, vice president and general sales manager of Loew's Inc.,
all pictures will be tradeshown; second, in all competitive situations, each feature will be offered individually and acquisition will
not be contingent upon the booking of any other Metro product;
third, where there is no competitive set up, all of the company's
product will be offered for 12-month period commencing after
September 1, 1946, and running through to August 31, 1946, a
privilege of elimination is set into this program; shorts and newsreels will be offered individually or in bulk, as the exhibitor desires,
also with the privilege of elimination.
In setting up this program, Rodgers pointed out that it was
not to be considered as the final and unchangeable pattern. He
stated that the company was going into this new arrangement with
an experimental
attitude, hoping to work towards the best possible
solution
.for all concerned.
Bolder Stories In Offing
MGM is considering veering from its policy against controversial film material with the proposed acquisition of "East River," a
novel by Sholem Asch. The story deals with a Catholic girl from
an anti-Semitic family who loves a Jewish boy. The background
is the New York garment industry. Offer being contemplated by
studio executives is $225,000. The novel is a book-of-the-month
selection. It may be that Samuel Goldwyn's announcement of hi*
plans for "Earth and High Heaven" may break the wall that has
always been put up by producers against discussion of conflicts
between two faiths. It may be accepted as a sign that the movies
are coming of age v/hen such adult problem stories are considered
by major producers.
Metro is going back to its successful "Dr. Gillespie" series after
more than two years. Carey Wilson is preparing to start production within six weeks with a new young doctor supplanting the
"Red Adams" character conceived for Van Johnson. Lionel Barrymore will continue his role. Wilson, also, is almost ready to go
on "Green Dolphin Street" which at this writing has Lana Turner
and Spencer Tracy pencilled in for top roles.
Set Six for Re-issue
A list of six re-issues was set at the recent Chicago sales meeting with "Gone With The Wind" heading the list. This film, it is
predicted, will pick up another $6,000,000 in grosses. Others on
the re-issue list for metropolitan areas are: "Captains Courageous,"
"Philadelphia Story," "Great Waltz," "Rage In Heaven" and "Boom
Sam Zimbalist will have Robert Taylor, Audrey Totter and
Angela Lansbury in the top roles of "Bedeviled." This story, which
ran in the Ladies Home Journal, goes into production next month.
Town."
Leonard Picker, To
just Roadshow
over from 'Yearling'
Columbia where he resigned
his producership in May, has been assigned his first chore, "Gun
Glory," with Lina Romay and James Craig in top roles. Yarn
with a western setting was purchased by the studio for $25,000.
First road show since 1937 for this company will be "The
Yearling," scheduled for key opening next Spring. This announcement comes as a surprise because the general feeling was that
Metro would try to get this one out in time for Academy Award
consideration. There may still be a switch, but at the moment
the spring road show idea is set.
Only new starter is "Merton of The Movies," with Red Skelton,
Virginia O'Brien, John Emery.

MONOGRAM
Everyone on the Monogram lot, from executives to employees,
mourned the sudden passing of Trem Carr last week. The entire
industry expressed unanimous regret at the loss of this man who
worked so hard to contribute his portion to the industry through
11
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his 25 years of service. He was one of the founders of Monogram.
He left Monogram briefly in 1935 to join new Republic. But in
1940, he returned to his original spot and since then Monogram
has shown steady growth to its present stature.
The announcement that president Steve Broidy would step
into the post of chief of Monogram production was not unexpected.
He had worked very close to Carr in the past two years and has
a keen appreciation of the type of product exhibitors desire. Monogram, adhering to its program, may profit markedly as a result
of the experimental ideas of other studios which plan to drop B's.
Broidy stated flatly that this outfit feels there is need for program
pictures and Monogram intends to fill that need.
Eleven Producers At Work
Meanwhile, eleven producers are in preparation on 16 films
for the 1946-47 program. The King Brothers have "The Hunted"
in work for Belita, and "Focus," the novel which caused such
furore a few months ago dealing with the anti-semitic man who
suddenly was thought to be Jewish. Lindsley Parsons is working
on "Louisiana" to star Governor Jim Davis of that state and has
"Ginger" in front of the cameras now. Jeffrey Bernerd is winding
up his preparations on "Black Gold" and will leave shortly for
England to get backgrounds started for "The Maze." Producers
Scott Dunlap, Jack Bernhard, Jan Grippo, James Burkett, Hal
Chester, Barney Gerard and Oliver Drake are all in various stages
of preparation. Roy Del Ruth already has his second film lined
up to follow "It Happened On Fifth Avenue."

PARAMOUNT
This studio has hit its normal production stride with six in
work on the sound stages. New starters are: "Dear Ruth," with
Joan Caulfield and William Holden heading the cast, (it's well
that Columbia lost its plagiarism suit against author Krasna on
this one or Paramount might have been stuck for a good chunk
of money), and "Desert Town" in Technicolor, with Lizabeth Scott
and John Hodiak, for producer Hal Wallis.
Continuing in production are: "Emperor's Waltz" (Bing Crosby-Joan Fontaine) now entering its third production month, "My
Favorite Brunette" (Bob Hope-Dorothy Lamour), "Unconquered"
(Gary Cooper-Paulette Goddard) and "Golden Earrings" (Ray
Milland-Marlene
Dietrich).
Colbert In 'State of Union'
Claudette Colbert has been signed for the feminine lead in
"State of The Union," the Lindsey-Crouse play. No starting date
is set for this one which will be one of Paramount's most important when it comes. The studio is trying to snare Gary Cooper
for the male role. Incidentally, this actress who began her career
many years ago with Paramount is one of the town's smartest
business women as well as one of the best on consistent boxoffice
and performance scoring. She is a proof that with talent and
intelligence, no star has to face a five-year deadline.
Future production trend seems to be indicated by the steady
accumulation of the studio's story department of yarns in the
suspense and mystery divisions. Some of the titles of scripts now
resting on producers* desks include "The Night Has A Thousand
Eyes," "Dragnet," "False Witness" and "Maice." All of these are
in the nebulous future and will undoubtedly be spaced through
the regular product.

PRC
It would seem that the future of this company is settling down
into a somewhat more discernible pattern after months of claims
and denials. Twenty-eight pictures are scheduled for production
in the 1946-47 season. Broken down the schedule includes 12 top
budget features, six Eddie Dean westerns, eight Al La Rue westerns and three Cinecolor secials.
In addition to this product to be produced under the PRC
tag, Eagle-Lion will distribute its first three pictures through the
already established PRC exchanges. Reason for this, of course,
is that Eagle-Lion has not had time to establish its own exchanges
as yet and will not be ready to handle its own distribution for
several months to come. Perhaps PRC may be the permanent
outlet for E-L.
Possible Deal With U-I
Rumor that PRC would be making some sort of a deal with
U-I to supply them with the B product they have repudiated was
unconfirmed at the latest report.
However, with the overlapping interests that share mutually
in U-I, Eagle-Lion and PRC, it is not incredible that some arrangement should be worked out to fill whatever gap may appear in the
U-I program with product either from E-L or PRC.
Time will tell.
Two in production at this studio. One by the Neufeld-Ne
wfleld
combination called "Lady Killer," with Robert Lowery and Ann
Savage, and another Eddie Dean western, "Tumbleweed Trail."
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REPUBLIC
Rumor that this studio is considering the prospect of dropping
B films may be taken with a grain of salt. Even as a mere rumor,
it is a most startling bit of news. That this studio, which was
conceived, executed and expanded entirely on programmers and
westerns, could even contemplate such a move is indeed incredible.
Of course, if the Court's ruling that films must be sold singly is
finally upheld and enforced, it would force Republic into some
curtailment program, but we view this as unlikely. If the majors
cut their outputs, H. J. Yates will probably deem it wise to start
turning out more grade A product to take up the slack in the
market. But Republic can be counted on for a full line of action
pictures and westerns, for this season, at least.
25 Westerns In Program
Much more normal Republic news is the fact that there are
26 westerns set on the 1946-47 schedule. Eighteen of these will be
with music; this is eight more than the total last year. Ten in
Trucolor are included in the group.
At this point in the production year, the studio has 23 features
and one serial wound up. This means that more than one-third of
its 1946-47 schedule is already completed. In addition to two
started last week, seven more films will hit the cameras before
the end of September.

RKO-RADIO
With the release of three producers from contracts in short
order at this studio, the finger seems to be pointing to one of two
things. Either, there will be a considerable curtailment in production or the company is leaning more and more towards deals
with independent producers. The ultimate objective might be to
leave only the problem of distribution for the parent company to
worry about.
Meanwhile, Al Bloomir.gdale leaves the lot without having
made a picture, as does Nat Curtis. William Pereira, who was
supervisor on "Johnny Angel" and "From This Day Forward"
leaves the first of the year. John Houseman, whose contract calls
for one production a year, has nothing scheduled to work.
Goldwyn Plans Big Campaign
Frederic Lonsdale, famed English playwright, is huddling with
president Peter Rathvon on a deal for story treatments on two
of his original stories. No details have been released yet, but it is
assumed that the playwright will probably do screen plays on his
yarns if the deal is consummated.
"Jemand," a Frenc Molnar play has been purchased by the
studio for production on stage and screen. The stage production
is plotted for Broadway this Fall. The picture will come later.
Samuel Goldwyn has wound up his production on "The Secret
Life of Walter Mitty" and is now concentrating on the pre-release
campaign for "Best Years of Our Lives." Six advertisements are
scheduled for each of the top national magazines. Fan magazines
will garner a big portion of the campaign fund which is set at
$400,000. Opening of the picture in New York comes December 15.
But the campaign goes into immediate swing.

20th CS?*TURY«FOX
A two-way outdoor advertising plan is shortly going into effect
on 20th pictures which, it is predicted, will do a major job in preselling the product. Already used on a number of the studio's top
features, the plan will now go into general effect on all merchandise. A teaser 24-sheet campaign will herald each forthcoming feature. When the picture goes into first run release, the
second shaft will be shot in a regular 24-sheet advertising.
The same type of campaign will be instituted to build new
personalities — only these will be in poster form. Charles Schlaifer, advertising head, announced the new project recently and
studio spokesmen
predict profitable results.
Actor Cornel Wilde has sold the studio a story in which he
will shortly be starred. The tale is "The Romance of Lord Byron,"
which Wilde collaborated on with Robert Turney.
Wilde, of
course, will play the romantic poet and probably in Technicolor.
To Film 'Snakepit'
It would seem the movies are growing up. Along with "Focus.'
"The Snakepit" was considered the most sensational story of the
Spring book season. Anatole Litvak is going to co-produce this
tale of life in an insane asylum with Robert Bassler. Litvak will
also direct the picture which, as yet, has no screenplay or casting
designated.
"Walls of Jericho," a new novel, is another recent purchase
by this studio. Buying price reputed to be $50,000.
The studio
exploits the fact that it buys more best-seller novels for picture
making than any other studio in the business. This latest goes
out as a Book-of-the-Month choice which is an immediate guarantee of 600,000 copies.
FILM
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Four more producers have been added to the UA list with two
for
Kelly
Arthur
film,
one
for
Hawks
Howard
of
signing
Arnold Pressburger for one and Boris Morros for one. Edward
Small and Andrew Stone have offers in for approval, but so far
ed by
they have not been accepted. If the recent policy announc
e inferior
UA dealing with a tightening up process to eliminataway
with
films is on the level, many producers who have gotten
less than selective product are doomed to be out of the UA fold.
Fred MacMurray is the latest star to be signed to the episodic
Miracle Can Happen." He
adventure of Benedict Bogeaus, "ACharles
Laughton and Burgess
joins James Stewart, Henry Fonda,
d
Meredith in the parade. Only the Laughton sequence is complete
thus far. Each section will have another director. Leslie Fenton
has been signed to direct the MaoMurray chapter. Bogeaus, who
typifies his production activities with big splashes has set aside
$225,000 for the advertising budget on "The Short Happy Life of
Francis Macomber."
Selznick To Start Two
road show opening of "Duel
With plans in the brewing for isthe
readying his facilities for two
In The Sun," David O. Selznick
films to start this month. "Little Women," with Jennifer Jones,
Anne Revere, Shirley Temple and Diana Lynn goes next week.
"The Paradine Case" will have Ann Todd, from England, and
Gregory Peck, with Alfred Hitchcock directing.
Only new starter is another in the Hopalong series called
"Whispering Walls" with the usual cast.

UNIVERSAL
The new U-I regime is taking over on the Universal lot with
wholesale replacements the order of the day. The pendulum has
swung definitely to the International side with Leo Spitz, William
Goetz and William Dozier the three top men. Cliff Work, Edward
Muhl and John Joseph are the only three old Universal execs to
stay in the picture. Les Kaufman, the International publicity
head, is also being retained, so he will undoubtedly divide the
chores with John Joseph.
Among the big job men who got the axe are: Joseph GershenFon. executive producer; Dan Kelley, talent head and supervisor
of A productions; Martin Murphy resigned an almost brand new
3% year contract to spare himself the trouble of being fired, John
Beck, Jr., taking over his spot; James Geller is out as head of
the story and writing division; David Garber is out as production
manager; Morris Weiner, his assistant, also goes; Robert Mclntire
is out as casting director; Kenneth Thomson gives up his spot as
executive producer. These are the top dislocations. Undoubtedly,
there will be more to come. But the major earthquake is over.
25 Features In New Program
With the new regime in, U-I quickly announced its 25-picture
program which will cost them, they say, $40,000,000. Nine of these
are to be in Technicolor. It will take a while to get used to this
new aura of elegance emanating from the once ordinary Universal
lot. U-I has cast the die and thrust themselves into the big time.
We hope they can make the switch successfully.
A sum of $50,000 was allocated to the exploitation program
covering the opening of "The Killers" in New York last week (28).
That's a lot of money for one opening plunge, but it's an interesting film that needs heavy selling.
The Skirball-Manning unit is apparently set to live up to the
new U-I tempo. After much dickering, they finally nabbed Joan
Crawford to star in "Portrait In Black" for them. They will have
to wait until the star finishes her current chore at Warner Brothers in "Possessed." The producing team has also signed Henry
Fonda to star in "Appointment in Samara," John O'Hara's novel
recently acquired for $100,000.
B. P. Schulberg, veteran of the industry, has just been signed
by Enterprise as head of national exploitation, advertising and
publicity. Schulberpr will shuttle between New York and the coast
in his new capacity handling special affairs with exhibitors for the
company, as well as his other duties.
Einfeld To Rush Garfield Film
Production on Enterprise's John Garfield starrer. "The Burning Journey," is being pushed up considerably on the schedule.
There are those who say
Charlie Einfeld wants to trade on the
Garfield excitement that will emanate from the December release
of Warner Brother's "Humoresque," just in time for Academy
considerations. If this is so, it is certainly an ironical twist that
finds Warner's ex-fairhaired boy now in direct competition with
them and using one of their picture releases to his own advantage.
Ruth Warrick has been handed the important role of Kate in
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Enterprise's
of Triumph" after innumerable
tests of top
leading women"Archin town.
Deanna Durbin is back at work in the first since the birth of
musical titled "I'll Be Yours,"
It's another
her child.
from Metro, for the leading role.
borrowedromantic
Tom Drake,
with

V/ARNER

BROS.

Following Metro and Selznick, Warner Brothers, too, have
plans for a road show film. Theirs will be "Life With Father," in
Technicolor, with William Powell and Irene Dunne. With "The
Yearling," "Duel In The Sun" and Warner's "Life With Father"
renewing the trend to road shows, there will undoubtedly be many
more of the same unless the bottom should suddenly fall out of
business.
Don Siegel was made a feature director after his short, "Star
In The Night" got Academy recognition. He made his debut in
the new field with "The Verdict," starring Peter Lorre and Sydney
Greenstreet. Now, he's been handed a real plum. He will direct
"Night Unto Night," the Philip Wylie novel, in which Ronald
Reagan and Swedish Viveca Lindfors will be co-starred. Andrea
King will have the second female role in the Owen Crump production of the Wylie book.
More Trouble With Joan Leslie
"Escape Me Never," starring Errol Flynn and Ida Lupino, has
finally been cleaned up sufficiently to nab an approval seal from
Breen's censor boys and is set for early Spring release. The snag
in this one was handling the birth of a child to a girl out of
wedlock.
Warner Brothers must by now surely rue the day they signed
the then-15-year-old Joan Leslie to a contract. The actress has
given them a bad time. Culminating her recent fight with them
for release, she has now instituted a suit for $2,725,000 averring
that the studio reduced her billing on "Two Guys From Milwaukee" to feature player. The actress insists that the terms of the
picture implied that she was to have star billing but that when she
won the suit breaking her contract, the studio changed the billing.
Joan Crawford, having won her point re a change in cameraman on "Possessed," went back to work last week. She did not
geet Ernie Haller, but she did get Joe Valentine the moment he
finished his Skirball-Manning chore on "The Magnificent Doll."
Joan Lorring, who scored successfully in "The Corn Is Green"
and has languished since on the Warner lot, asked for and got
her release from a studio contract last week.
WB Bar Time Reporters
Martha Vickers took over the leading role in "Love and Learn"
after Eleanor Parker turned it down and took another suspension.
In retaliation for what they considered the unfair attack in a
recent issue of Time magazine, Warner Brothers have barred all
Time and Life representatives from their lot. The Time piece
stated, among other things, that the brothers were regarded as
penny-pinching
and inartistic.
Simultaneously,
Life turned its
Picture of The Week department over to "Night and Day" blurbing
it as the "typical example of what is wrong with Hollywood musicals." The Warners had a right to be angry, but we doubt that
barring the press is wise vindication.

INDEPENDENTS
Latest to join the indie ranks is a husband-wife combination
in the person of William Dozier and Joan Fontaine. They call
their company Rampart Productions, Inc. Miss Fontaine will
work exclusively for the new company or on loan-out from them,
except for a one-a-year commitment she has with RKO. No other
plans are as yet ready for publication.
Robert Lippert and Arthur Lockwood of Screen Guild, have
joined with Lou Gordon, a Boston theatre owner, to make pictures.
Other production units in the S. G. tie-up are Golden Gate. Affiliated, Hillcrest, Jack Schwarz and Edward Finney. The company's
promise for the coming yeaer — 22 pictures.
Robert Cummings New Company
Another new company is headed by Robert Cummings, Philip
Yordan and Eugene Frenke. Their's will be called United World
Productions. "Bad Guy," an original by Yordan, will star Robert
Cummings as the first from this company. Both Yordan and
Cummings will serve in production capacities, too.
Hal Roach has slated 12 comedies for his 1946-47 schedule.
The budget allotted for this biggest of Roach programs is reported
set at $6,000,000. Two of the films are already completed, the third
is in work
and the next
one up is "Who Killed Doc Robin," to be
filmed
in Cinecolor
this month.
Golden Gate has started "My Dojr Shop,"' with Tom
heading tin' cast,

Neal
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In the Release Chart, the date under "Details" refers to the issue in which cast,
director, plot, etc., appeared. "Rel." is the national release date. "No." is
the issue in which the review appeared. There may be variations in the Running Time in states where there is censorship. All new productions are on
1946-47 programs unless otherwise noted. (T) immediately -following title
and running time denotes Technicolor production.

.COLUMBIA
1946-47 Features
Westerns
Serials
1945-46 Features
Westerns
Serials

Completed
Completed
Completed
Completed
Completed
Completed

NEW
OVER

THE

SANTA

In
In
In
In
In
In

(11)
( 3)
( 1)
(41)
(15)
( 4)

(6)
(1)

Production
Production
Production (0)
Production (0)
Production (0)
Production (0)

Return of Rusty, The
Roaring Rangers
Details under title: Powder River
Sing While You Dance
Singing On The Trail
Talk About A Lady (71)
That Texas Jamboree
Throw a Saddle on a Star (67)
(Details under title: Smoky River Serenade)
Two-Flsted
Stranger
Unknown.
The (70)
Details under title: The Coffin
Walls Came Tumbling Down, The
Who's Guilty? (Serial)

PRODUCTIONS

Not

available.

See

next

Title— Running

Tlm«

No.

IN PRODUCTION
Singleton-Lake
Bogart-L. Scott
Hayworth-Parks
.
P»well-K>ys
.'.O'Keefe-Chapman
Russell-Douglas
.

Mr. Empty
District Heart
Attorney
My
COMPLETED
I6"* Co-ed
Boston Blackie and the Law
Blondle Knows
Best
Crime Doctor's Manhunt, Thi
6allant Journey
It's Great To Be Young
Jolson Story, The (T)
Undnsh
Lone Star
Moonlight
Return of Monte Crlsto, The
Son of The Guardsman
(Serial)
Secret of The Whistler
sha,J°"«<|
Details under title: The Gloved
So Dark th, Night

Hand

1946-47
Porter-Mills
Morris-Marshall
Singleton-Lake
Baxter-Drew
Ford-Blair
Brooks-Stanton
Parks-Keyes
...
Starrftt-Burnettu
Curtis-Barton
.
Hayward-Brltton
Kennedy-Shaw
Dix- Brooks
. .
Louise-Dunne
..

.J
t£i?i Je™.
« I ■?' under
BT" title: Rio
Details

1945-46
rVllde-Loplso

S

" »h

<T> (87)

"r. .°ai'. (69>

cXcb?.« De,ec,,,e (Ser,a,)

i*„Blakv-

Starrett-Houck

Mesa

/.r e.,r -Saw r^,
"■'•*"'£!£.

!?".*!!

Bakewell-Holt

Director:
Stiiry:

Brooks-Macready

.4-25.
.3-21..

.9-14.. .7021.
.3-1.. . .7101.
10-18.
.5-30. . 7040.

"IffiS Lon; w.r; "• <64> '•'•'•'•'--- '*2G2£K . ::: 10-15..

Details under title: Lone Wolf
on Broadway
Perilous
Holiday
(89)
O'Brien-Warrick
u unenwarriea
The
Kid.
ty
Persona
t»..-,i
__™
....
Louise-Duane
.. .
Mantel

t!

?

,*i,l,:

""

FaM

Was

■"'••">

F«**«n«

..7-8

513. .

Details

Rel.
Rn.

8-6.

8-10..
.3-21.

Booth

.6-10
.8-5

.4-1

.5-13

PRODUCTIONS

.7023.
.7028.

.5-27
.4-15

.7008.
.7039.

.1-21.... 5-2... 7031.
11-15. . 7036.
.8-20.
6-11.
.7003.
.6-13.

.7-8

.6-10

'I' irking ton

O'Brien,

classic

John

RELEASE

of

a

too-shv

CHART
Cast

Details

BLOCK

Rel.

No.

.1-46.
• 1-46.

.614.

Rev.

.8-6..
8-6.
. .7-8.

1943-46
Hunt-Carroll
Garland- Hodlak
.6-11.
.. .1-22.
Del Rio-Armendarlz
Foreign.
Walker-Allyson
Sothern-Murphy
.. . . .4-2.
. 8-20 .

NO. SIXTEEN

.1-46.
.1-46.
.4-46.
.4-46.

Beery-O'Brien
...
Powell-Williams
(113) ... Turner-Garfield
Allyson-Lawford

Boys'
(88) (T) (93)
Craig-Jenkins
CourageRanch
of Lassie
Details under title: Hold High the Torch . E. Taylor-Lassie
Reed-Drake .
O'Brien-Barrymore
Faithful In My Fashion (81)
Three Wise Fools (90)

SPECIALS
(129)

Detalli ander title- This Strange AdrtirtiraGable Carson
Easy To Wed (T) (117)
Ball-Johnson
Green Years, The (127)
Coburn-Drake
weekend at the Waldorf (130)
Turner-Johnson
/••gfeld Follies (T)
(110)
Aslalre-Ball ..

1946-47

Foreign.
...7-9.

..

NO. SEVENTEEN

Beginning Or The End
Cockeyed Miracle, The (81)
Details under title: But Not Goodbye
Fiesta
(T)
Gallant Bess (Clnoeelor)
Details under title: Star from Heaven
High Barbaree

Lewis

8-6.
.7-22
. 8-6

Sinatra-Grayson
Kelly-McDonald
..
Rotmey-DeHaven
Williams-Melchior

Letter for Erie. A (89)
Harvey Girls. The (T) (101)
Portrait of Maria (76)
Sailor Takes a Wife (91)
Up Goes Malsle (89)

Bad Bascomb
(112)
Hoodlum Saint (91)
Last Chance, The (105)
Postman Always Rings Twice, The
Two Sisters From Boston (112)

Gloria

Albert

boy.

Hodiak-Gifford
O'Brien-Charisse

COMPLETED
BLOCK NO. FIFTEE?

Emery,

Producer:

Time

ArneTo Affair, The
Unfinished Dance, The
Details tinder title: Ballerina
It Happened In Brooklyn
Life's For The Loving
Piimmrr
Holiday
This Time For Keeps (T)

Adventure

In Production (7)
In Production (0)

Completed (23)
Completed (32)

PRODUCTION

BLOCK

. .2-5.
. . ..3-4..
12-24... 4-11. ..7025. ..5-13
.4-18.
11-12.. .2-14.
. .1-7.

Morrls.Donn.il
I?' .!.".• (65>
KSSL
w*« ,l\,§""t}ttt: Bm,»>" Blacklo's Private Ghost
MnZdl '(T.60 L\
Low.ry-F.ch
.
••Win tnder Win Tttt
.
K.y.s-Parker
Kaniaoj
..L (2S,>.. « • 'J
iSX

.7001.
.7206.

.4-15

10-1. . •3-28..
.817. . .7210.
7160.
2-18..
7120.

.8-6.
.... 11-26.

CHART

Robert Alton

The

IN

..

.9-17.
.6-25.

In Production (0)

. Delmar-Merkel

Title — Running

..4-2.
10-15

zssss? ■■

OtiTlh ™7? . f,S> -i

Son

NEW

.9-30.
.10-29.
.4-29..

...

Joke,

( 1)

Cast

MERTON OF THE MOVIES
Comedy — Started August 19
Cast:
Red
Skelton,
Virginia
Grahame.

.12-10.

ghS.? (iiS '• L,,,,by " Broadwa»
•■Si. «r ?" ,IH*: B8rn,n» th' T«'l
■6,^..^^B::r::::::::----^^^..'ootalls
title Massacre
OtWh^iunder„••,«■•-

Completed

194fi-47 Features
1945-46 Features

..2-21.

Lake-Singleton

.12-24
6-7... 7011.
.10-15.. 12- 13... 7140.

-COLDWYN-MAYiER

. .7-22.
. 7-8.
.7-22.
.6-24. .9-26.

....

A

. .8-19.
..4-15.
. .6-24.
...7-8.
...8-5.
. .7-22.

.7004.
.7020.
.. .4-4. .7180.
..7-11.
.7223.
.4-29. . .7-18. .7037.
.6-20.
.3-18.
oa^B^'psr::::::::::::;;;,*1::: .9-3. .7-11... 7209.
n..«
If ""* t,,l,: Power of Mtm«>y
ThlhT;"',,,''
V
• • • Starrett-Burnette
.2-18. .5-23. .7204.
.7026.
BaJnh « ""V'"" ',h«"'toni of the Desert
.1-31.
.7207.
A
MG.! i..Th'(S9(,66)
Louise-Bannon
..
..7-9. .4-25.,
Gal.op.ng Thunder
(54)
IS'SSlSf
' ' 11-12. . .2-28
7034.

uHSH ."' ,ShtrM00i Fore"

..3-20... 5-30... 7208.
. ..4-1
7-4. . .7027.

Rev.

.8-19.
.8-19.
.4-1.
. . 5-27 .
.3-18.. .9-24.
.6-10. . .9-12.
.11-12.
.11-26.
. . 8-19 .

Geray-Cheirel
.
Starrett-Bornetto
Keyes-Wynn
..

Starrett-Burnette
Morley-Bannon

RELEASE
It's

Details
Rel.

Blondle's Big Moment
Dead Reckoning
Down To Earth
(T)
Johnny O'clock

. .4-29. ..7-25. . .7033.
..5-27
12-24... 3-28... 7016.
.12-24... 5-16... 7222.
.12-10... 3-21... 7221.

Title — Running Time
COMPLETED

CHART
cast

Drew-Stanton
...
Curtls-Donnell
..
Falkenburg-Tucker
Curtls-Donnell
Curtis- Roberts ...

(82) ... .Bowman-Chapman
Kent-Ward

194fr47 Features

issue.

RELEASE

. . .4-1. . .6-27. . .7032.
. .6-11.. .2-14.. .7205.

EAGLE-LION

FE TRAIL

Action Musical — Started August 19
Cast:
Ken Curtis, Jennifer Holt, Hoosier Hot Shots, Guy Kibbee,
Big Boy Williams.
Director: Ray Nazarro
Producer: Colbert Clark
stiiry:

Donaldson-Dennis
Starrett-Burnette

. .6-25.
9-18.
...7-9.
8-6.

.612.
.619.
.621.

.4-46.
.4-46.

.618.

.4-46.

.620.
.622.
.625.
.626.
.628.
.627.

. ..1-7.
.11-26.
. .6-11. . .3-46.
. .2-19.. .7-46.
. . .9-3. ..7-46.
11-27.. 10-45.
...5-1... 3-46.
.1-7
.5-27

.616.
.605.

.2-18
12-10
..1-7
..1-7
..1-7
.1-7
.3-18

.5-13
.5-13
4-15
3-18
.6-24
.6-24

12-34
.7-13

624.
623.
.617.

12-24

12-10

.7-46.
8-46.
.8-46.
.8-46.

Barrymore-Donlrvy
Morgan-Totter
.
Williams-Carroll
Thompson-Totlas

.613..
..611.
615 . .

2-18

.1-21
.7-22

.10-89
.5-27

Johnson-Allyton

It

I; I L M

BULLETIN

Holiday In Mexico (T)
Littli Mr. Jim (92)
Lady In The Lake
Mighty McGirk, The

(127)

Pidgeon-Massey
...9-17
Jenkin.-Glfford
...10-29
Montgomery-Totter
. . 5-27
Beery-MacMahon
. . .513

My Brother Who Talks To Horsei
No Leave, No Love (117)
Woman
of My Own, A
Secret Heart, The
Sea o( Grass
Show-Off, The (84)
Tenth Avenue Angel
Till The Clouds Roll By (T)
Two Smart People (93)
Uncle Andy Hardy
Undercurrent
Details under title: You Wert There
Yearling, The (T)

Lawford-Jenklns
4-1
Johnson-Kirkwood
.10-1
Garson-Hart
4-1
Colbert-Pidgeon
.... 6-10
Tracy-Hepburn
7-8
Skelton-Maxwell
3-4
D'Brien-Murphy
4-1
Garland-Walker
...12-24
Ball-Hodiak
10-1
Rooney-Granvllle
. . .5-13
Taylor-Hepburn
3-4

Captains Courageous
(116)
Rage in Heaven (82)

Tracy-Bartholomew
Bergman-Montgomery

Peck-Jarman

REPRINTS

Shadows
The Range
Details Onunder
title:

.6-10
..8-5

(57)
Roaring

Shadow
Returns. The
(61)
Silver Trail, The
Spook
Busters
(68)
Details under title: The Shadow

8-19
6-10

8-20
9-2
9-2

(34)

Completed
Completed

(12)

take over a small town where he is
an unwanted dog, he helps his girl

DRAW WHEN
YOU'RE READY
Western — Started August 19
Cast:
Johnny
Mack
Brown,
Raymond
Hatton,
Evelyn
Brent,
Reno Blair.
Director: Lambert Hillyer
Producer:
Scott R. Dunlap

Story:

After the Civil War, a woman tries to accumulate a land empire
by Brown.
are stopped
methods
dishonest
Her
Texas.

MR. HEX
Bowery Boys— Started August 12
Cast: Leo Gorcey, Gale Robbins, Huntz Hall, Gabby
Benedict.

Director:
Story:

William

Beaudine

RELEASE
It Happened

On

Fifth

Avenue

Dangerous
Details

1946-47

Up Father

Yule- McManus

Money title: Hot
under

"?ecov
Gentleman
Joe
Trigger Finger

Sosper.se
Details (101)
ondft
Wife Wanted

Details

Harding-Moore

COMPLETED

Toler-Young

Money

Dell, Billy

Jan

Grippo

rifle: Glamour

Girl

Francis-Shayne

1945-46

SJhWhthe ^Z^,
Behind
Mask (67)
Details onder title: The Shadow's
Below The Deadline (65)
Details under title: Jompin' Joe

•Mack Market Babies (71)
Border Bandit,
(57)
Bowery Bombshell
Details under title: Hot

SHrU::

Money

8-19

West of The Alamo

Wakely-Whlte

.10-5.
.9-14. .
.9-28.
•9-21. .

6-24

..6-15.

Jr.« fsrr. .<70) .•.Detail. „„d,r

,!»,.:

High

School'

.607

699... 4-1.5

10-12..

6-24.

...505. .12-10
.12-24.
6-25. .5-11..
...1029
..520.
Shadow
.8-3.
Douglas-Ames 4-23
1-12..
..6-1.. .508.
.565.
Richmond-Hayes 3-18
.7-20..
.511.
Brown-Hatton " 8-20
Gorccv-Hall
dfk'
4"15" 10-19. . ..531.
*
.5-25.. ..519.
. .508.
.6-22. .

Franele-Kelly
Richmond-Reed

»:^l

DetailsGamble
Don't
\\ Richmond- Hayes" ' ' 3-18 "
under Withtitle:Strangers
Charlie (68)
Chan .''.
at'. '.
Alcatnu
..2-2..
..3-2..
..10-15
Carradine-Drake
tZ ?J?arbl11' The (72)
6-29.
iLIm?
„
a
'
*
J.'.!"
i
Cookson-Wllliam
.
.
.7-23.
.
Details onder title: Sasiense
Freddie Steps Out (75)
Stewart-PreKspr \ 1st
Detail, onder title: High School Scandal.
' ' 3"18 ..6-8..
Gentlemen from Texas, The (60)
Brown-Hatton ....3-18
Detail, under title: The Fighting Texans
■■•■»«»« .3-30..
..3-2..
h'.L.J'u,"'
ll? ',£>
Roland-An.es
....12-24
..9-7..
RM ffJST'm
Brown-Hatton
...10-29
High
School Hero "• (52>
;tewart-Pr«i«
„. <,„
5-28..
In Fast Company
(63) ^
| ' * \ ™HaT
' ' 2 I8 ' .6-22.
, Detail, onder title: In High Gear
*'
• 5-10..
Kid.' ' '

Esags. •••\nv ■
*

"""

",M*

'

1-12..

2,

1946

NEW

RUTH

.515. ...7-8
..562.

Story:

. .510.
517..
. -819
..502.
..514.
509. .
561..

.5-13
.4-29

'.4-is

(0)
(6)

PRODUCTIONS

Discharged lieutenant seeks out girl who wrote wonderful letters,
He finds it was her kid sister but he marries the girl anyway.

DESERT

TOWN

(T)

Western Spectacle — Started August 19
Cast: Lizabeth Scott, John Hodiak, Wendell Corey, Burt Lancaster.
Director: Lewis Allen
Producer: Hal B. Wallis

Story:

Daughter graduates from finishing school returns home
mother runs a gambling house in a wide-open western
chooses
to stay and
finds adventure
and
romance.

RELEASE

Emoeror Walti. The
Golden
Earrings
My Favorite Brunette
Unconquered
(T)

Details
Cast
Crosby-Fontaine
Millanii-Dietrich
Hope Lamour
Cooper-Goddard

(T)

1946-47

COMPLETED
BLOCK
NO. ONE
810 T»*n
Blue SklM

Reed-Brooke
Crojhy-Astairo

(T)

California
(T)
Danger Street
Easy Come, Easy Go
Details under title: Third
Fear In The Night
I Cover Big Town
Imperfett Lady, The
Detail, ander title: Take
Jungle Flight
Ladle.* Mao
Perils of Paulino (T)
Seven Were Saved
Suddenly It's Spring
Trouble With Women, The
Welcome
Stranger
Where REISSUES
There's Llfa

BLOCK

Rel.

No.

Rev.

.6-24.
.7-22.
. 8-19 .
.8-19.
8 4

...
..

.12-24.

Bo Trat Hitton-Tift.
l-«.
Yonng-Nlven
... . 1?1
Ladd-Donlevy 5-1
...7-9...
. Ladd-Ritwll
. . .
.12-10...
. Stanwyck-Mllland
. .Lowery-Wlthers
Tufts-Fit2gerald .

.9-2

Avenoo

Thl.

Jungle Princess, The
Plainsman,
The

Masquerade In Mexico (96)
Miss Sosle Slagle't (87)
Tokyo Rose (66)

to find her
town. She

CHART

Time

IN PRODUCTION

NO. FOUR

Woman

. .4-29...
..6-10...
..10-1...
.6-24...
.10-29! '.!

. Kelly-York
Reed-Brooke
iVrlght-Mllland

Lowery-Savage
.11-26...
Bracken-Welles
.3-18...
Hutton-Lund
Denning-Craig 4-15..
4-1
3-18..
.6-11..
MaeMurray-Goddard
3-18
Milland-Wright
Crosby-Caitfleld
Hope-Ha.so
Lamour-Milland
Cooper-Arthur

1945-46
Lamour-Cordo.a
Taft«-Lake
Barr-Ma„.n

.1-8.
918
2-19.

and

.2-22.
.4-19.
.. .2-8.
3-8.

.4512. .12-10
.4513.. 12-10
4511. 12-10

6-28
.5-3. .
.4-2. ..
.... .7-9.
.11-13. .5-17.

.4518. . .2-18
4517. . .2-18
They Made The
Me A(T) Killer
. j.owery.Brltton
Virginian.
(90) 165)
4521.
McCrea-Brltton "
4516.
2-18
4-1
Well-Groomid Bride. The (75)
41
Mllland-deHav
. .4-5.
.5-31..
BLOCK NO. FIVE
.4519. . 3-18
2-18
.4523.
318
.86..
Bride Wore Boots. The (82)
Stanwyek-Cummlngs
.6-14.. . 4522 .
Hot Cargo (57)
Rogers-Reed
....
...3-5.. . .7-5..
Our Hearts Were Growing Up (122)
Oonltvy- Russell
...7.9.. .8-9.. .4524.
To Each His Own (122)
deHavlllaod-Lund
BLOCK NO. SIX
.7-26. .
. 218. . .9-13..
.1-21..
0. S. S. (107)
Ladd-Fitraerald
4526. ..5-13
.4527... 5-1
J-13J
.4528...
Strang. Love
Ivers ."...""[hS^SSSt
(116)
Searehlng
Wind,ol Martha
Th, (108)
Stanwyck-Heflln . '. .10-15..
8-30.
11-12. .
Detail, onder title: Levi Lie. Bleeding
9-17
9-6
4529
3-1J
SPECIALS
.4532
^•"""c^^L70'
Weissmuller.Grey
12-10
4531.
Monsle.r Beauealre (T)
322
(93)
Hoae-Caulfleld
Crosoy-HOfO-Loinoor 12-13
Road to tltnpla. The (50)
"
.5-27

Blue

..529..
..566.

In Production
In Production

(25)
(20)

Comedy-Drama — Started August 19
Cast:
Joan
Caulfleld, William
Holden,
Edward
Arnold.
Mary
Phillips, Mona Freeman, Billy De Wolfe, Virginia Welles.
Director: William Russell
Producer:
Paul Jones

COMPLETED
BLOCK NO. THREE

. .507.
.528.

,"•JSJT.S'
.-...:' Stepping Aro.n.
&°"M
■ ' .12-8..
'.onesome
Trail
(55)
Wakelv.Wlilt. a*»*
i«
• 8-17. . 525..
Detail, ond„ ,„„: on The Cherokee TriM V***"*
9'17
2-16. .
n.Z, Li\ nJL (60)
Richmond-Rcef 4-29
Detail, under title: Jade Lady
1«»..
.572..
Moon Over Montana
.
Wakelv.Hnli »,»
..2-9..
Rainbow Over Th. Roek.e, """^"y^SSS^-".'^^..513..
Detail,
n . iT"'.
.....
9-17 ' '
anderTl"title:'64>
Charlie Chin In Mexlt* Toler-Fon,

SEPTEMBER

DEAF

Completed
Completed

Detail,
under title: Toe Good To
»_J?
Mnrt
Perfect Marriage. Too
Two Years Before the Mast (98)
CalMttaNOT DESIGNATED

10-26.

Gillie-Norris
5-13
Errol-Kirkwood 6-10
Brown-Hatton 6-24
Belita-Moore ...'.10-29

Palooka

Rev.

Rel.

. 6-24
".

6-25. ...1-2.
.516 .3-18
.'.'8-24. .. .512] '.'.'.'.'.'.
5.14, . .1-10
.10-1^
.'.3-16'. '.'.'.501.
503! .....
.
. .7-6. . . .521
. .8-19
7-22.
8-6.
.6-29
574
4-29.
.... 8-19 .
2-4.
.4-20
573
2-4.
'.4-27 .'.'.'. 561 .'.'.' .'.'.'.'

Lowe-Rogers

Title — Running

No.

Cast

IN PRODUCTION
Bringing

Producer:

CHART

Time

527

Regan-Storm
Albert-Taylor
Regan-Knox
Storm-Reagan
Wakely-Whlte
Toler-Chandler
Brown-Hatton

in

Boy is entered as boxer to raise money. Hypnotized, he becomes
a great fighter. Gamblers try having their boy hypnotized,
too,
out of control.
the fight gets
and

Title — Running

530

...10-29. . .2-16
7-22
5-27 .

Strangi
Gregory,
(63)
DetailsMr.infer
title: The
Gregory

1945-46 Features
1946-47 Features

NEW PRODUCTIONS

An ex-boxer and his nephew
the dog catcher. Aided by
save
her property,

. . .4-15. .7-13

Richmond-Reed
Brown-Hatton
Gorecy-Hall

Sunbonnet
Soe
(90)
Strange Voyage (61)
Sweetheart of Sigma Chi
Swing Parade of 1946 (75)
Trail to Mexico
T"P. The
Under Arizona Skin
Details ander title: Code of The Drifter

(3)
(1)

GINGER
Romance with a Dog— Started August 22
Cast:
Frankie Albertson, Barbara Reed, Johnny Calkins, Janet
Burston, Gene Collins.
Director:
Oliver Drake
Producer:
Lindsley
Parsons
Story:

8-19
4-1. ..7-27.... 518.^

RAR AMOUNT
In Production
In Production

(33)
(14)

. . . .5-13. ...8-3. ...567

Wakely-Carlin
Toler-Young

South
of ander
Monterey
Details
title:(63)
Romance of the Raneho Roland-Riordan

9-2

MONOGRAM
1945-46 Features
Westerns

Brown- Hatton

Range

Song of The Sierras
Shadows
(64) Delicti
Details Over
inder Chinatown
title: Corpus

Dahlia.

The

(99)

Ladd-Laka

15

ip m
1946-47 Features
Westerns
193,5-16 Features
Westerns

(14)
(14)

NEW

RELEASE

c

Till* — Running

In
In
In
In

Production
Production
Production
Production

(1)
(1)
(0)
(0)

That's

Title — Running

PRODUCTIONS

Born

To

CHART

Tim*

Cast

Details

Rel.

Rev.

1946-47

Speed

Details under Eagle-Lion
Oritiin'
Biver
Her Sister's Secret
Melody Bound-Up
(C)

heading

Sands-Wall
Dean-Ates
Coleman- Reed
Dean-Ates

8-19
7-22 ... 10-1 . .
. . . .10-29. . .9-23. .
5-27

1945-46
.5-21

Ambush
Trail
(58)
Steele-Saylor
2-17..
Avalanche
(68)
Cabot-Borg
3-4 .. . 6-20 .
Blonde For A Day (67)
Beaumont-Walker
. . .5-3. . -8-22.
Details under title: Blondes On the Loose
Caraian Trail, The (Cinecolor)
(65)
Dean-Carlln
10-1. . .4-20.
Club Havana
(62)
Lindsay-Ntal
5-28.. 10-23.
Colorado Serenade (68)
Dean-Ates
6-30 . .
Danny
Boy
(66)
Henry-Johnson
8-6
1-8.
Detour (69)
Savage-Ncal
6-25.. 11-30.
Devil Bat's Daughter
LaPlanehe-James
.. .1-21. . .4-15. .
Don
Ricardo Returns
Colby- Isabelita
....8-19
Down
Missouri Way
0'Dri<eoll-Wright
. .4-29. . .8-15. .
Details under title: Missouri Hayride
Enchanted
Forest, The (Cinecolor) (80) .. .Lowe-Joyce
1-22... 12-8.
Flying Serpent, The (60)
Lewis-Kramer
9-3... 2-20.
Gas House Kids
Haloo-Lowcry
8-19
Gentlemen
with Guns
Crabbe-St. John . . . 1-21 ... 3-27 . .
Sl:05t of Hidden Valley
Crabbe-St. John
...4-29
6-3..
How Do You Do? (83)
Bordon-Windsor
8-6.. 12-24.
I Ring
Doorbell)
(67)
Shayne-Gwynne
10-2. . .2-25. ,
Larceny in Her Heart (68)
Beaumont-Walker
. .3-18. . .7-10.
Details under title. Crime in The Night
Lightning Raiders (61)
Crabbe-St. John ..10-15
1-7..
Man Without A Gun
Steele-Saylor
12-10
Mask ot Diljon (73)
Von Stroheim-Bates
11-26
4-9.
Murder Is My Business (65)
Beaumont-Walker
. .12-26. . .4-10.
Navajo
Kid
(59)
Steele-Saylor
10-15. .11-21. ,
Overland Riders
Crabbe-St. John . . .6-24. . .8-21. .
P"1a Is under title: Buster Crabbo No. 8
Prairie Badmen
Crabbe-St. John
.. .4-29. . .7-17. .
Details under title: Dangerous
Men
Prairie Rustlers (55)
Crabbe-St. John .. .9-17. . .11-7. .
Details under title: Buster Crabbe No. 1
Oueen of B'irlesoue (67)
Ankers-Young
4-1. . .7-24.
Romance of the West (60)
Dean-Barton
8-6. . .3-20. .
«ecrrts of A Snrorlty Girl
Wan-Vallln
8-1..
Six Gun Man
(60)
5tec!c-Carlln
10-29
2-1..
Details under title: Six-Gun For Hire
Strange Holiday (57)
Rains-Holden
9-2. .
Strangler ol The Swamp
(60)
LaPlanehe-Edwards
. .9-3
1-1. .
Terrort On Horseback
Crabbe - St. John. . . 1-21
5-1 . .
Thunder Town
(57)
...Steele-Saylor
4-10..
Wife of Monte Cristo, The (81)
Loder-Aubert
8-6... 4-23.

My

Girl

(Trucolor)

.8-19
..4-29
.11-26

. 12-24

.2-18
.'.6-10
.10-1
.11-26

Calendar
Girl
Heldorado
Magnificent
Rogue,
The
Angel and the Outlaw
Fabulous Suzanne, The
In
Always
Loved
Yoo
Details
andar title:

8-6
Rtl.

1946-47
Frazee-Marshall
Rogers-Evans
. .
Roberts-Douglas
Wayna-Rissell
.
Brltton-Vallet
HeLeod-Dorn
.

(T)
Concerta

Last Frontier Uprising
(Magnacolor)
Pilgrim
Details Lady,
underThetitle: The Inner Circle)

Hale-Booth
..
Mara-Dooglas

Sioux
City Sue
Spoilers
of The
North
That
Brennan
Girl
Trail To San Antone

Autry-Roberts
Kelly-Booth
..
Dunn-Freeman
Autry-Stewart

Affairs of Geraldine
Details
under title:

Details

Barry-Roberts

COMPLETED

LADY
KILLER
Mystery — Started August 16
Cast:
Robert Lowery, Ann Savage, Inez Cooper.
Director: Sam Newfield
Producer:
Sig Neufeld
Story: Man poisoned by aspirin.
His niece is convicted of murder,
fiance tracks down the woman
who gave her the pill.
TUMBLEWEED TRAIL
Western — Started August 16
Cast:
Eddia Dean, Roscoe Ates, Shirley Patterson.
Director-Producer: Emmett Tansey
Story:
Man is supposedly murdered
by highwaymen.
His half-brother
claims his fortune and tries to disinherit his children.

COMPLETED

Cut

IN PRODUCTION

Completed ( 2)
Completed ( 1)
Completed (18)
Completed (16)

RELEASE

CHART

Time

Lonely

Hearts

Club

.7-22.
..7-8.
.7-8.
.4-29.
.8-20.
.3-18.
.3-18.
.10-22.
.6-24..
.8-19.
.5-13..
.8-19..

1945-46
Withers- Withers

. .1-21.

.4-17..

Alias Billy The
Kid
(56)
Carson-Stewart
.4-30. . .4-20..
12-24.
California Gold
Rush
(56)
Elliott- Fleming
..2-4..
Cat Man of Paris, The (65)
Csmond-Aubert
.2-28.
10-29.
Conquest
sf Cheyenne
Elliott-Fleming
.4-15. .7-22..
.10-1.
Crime ot the Century
(56)
Bachelor-Browne
.
Crimson
Ghost,
The
(Serial!
Stirling-Quiglty
.10-26.
Earl Carroll's Sketchbook
(90)
Moore-Marshall
.. . 10-29 . .5-22..
.7-27..
El Paso Kid
Carson-Harmon
.3-18.
Daegbter at Don Q (Serial)
Booth-Allen
Days of Buffalo
Bill (56)
Carson-Stewart
. . . .1-21.
...2-8..
French Key, Tha
(67)
Dekker-Ankers
...
.8-12.
..5-18.
12-10. ..1-25.
Gay
Blades
(67)
Ashley-Rogers
...
G. I. War Brides
Ellison-Lee
.10-29
.10-1. ..1-27.
Guy Could Change, A (65)
Lane-Frazee
.6-25.
Glass Alibi, The
(68)
Wrlxon-Fowley
.. 12-24
.4-29. .
..4-27.
Home
In Oklahoma
Rogers-Evans
....
12-10. .10-15. .
.6-24.
Home On the Range (55)
Hale-Booth
Details under title: West sf God's Cttntry
In Old Sacraments
(89)
Moore-Elliott
... ,11-26 ..4-18.
Invisible
Informer
Stirling-Henry
... .2-18. ..8-19.
Inner
Circle. The
Douglas- Roberts
.2-18.
10-15. ..5-31.
King af the Forest
Rangers
(Serial)
Thompson-Talbot
12-10. . .8-7.,
Last Crooked
Mile,
The
Barry-Savage
. .4-27.
Madonna's Secret, The
(79)
Lederer-Patriek
..2-16.
Man from Rainbow Valley
(M)
(57)
Hale-Booth
...8-9.
..6-14.
.6-10.
.2-18
Murder in the Music Hall (84)
Ralston-Marshall
. 10-29 . ..4-10.
.7-12.
.10-1
r.'y Pal Trigger
(79)
Rogers-Evans
....
Mysterious
Mr.
Valentine
Stirling-Henry
. . 11-12
..3-4 ..7-12.
Night Train to Memphis
(67)
AcufT-Mara
One
Exciting
Week
(69)
Pearce -Harris
...
.4-29. ...9-3.
Out California Way
(M)
Hale-Booth
...6-8.
.12-24 ...9-6..
Passkey to Danger
(58)
Bachelor-Mara
. . .
..5-11.
Phantom
Rider, Tha
(Serial)
Kent-Stewart
. 8-fi. ..1-26.
Plainsman
and
The
lady
Elllott-Ralston
..4-29.
Rainbow Over Texas (65)
Rogers-Evans
.7-25.
..5-9.
.7-19.
..4-1. .9-12.
Red
River
Renrgades
Carson-Stewart
. . . .3-18.
Rendezvous With Annie
(89)
Albert-Marlowe
Rio Grande Raiders
Carson-Stewart
..4-1. . .9-9.
RollDetails
On, Texas
under Moon
title: Shine On Texas
Moon Rogers-Evans
2-19.
.5-14.

.5-iil

.8-19
.5-13

.8-5

Rough
Santa

Riders of Cheyenne
Fa Uprising

(56)

Carson-Stewart
Lane-Wentwnrth

Scotland
Yard
Investigator
(68)
Sheriff of Redwood
Valley
(56)
Song of Arizona
(68)
Song of Mexles
(57)
Spectre of the Rose (90)
Strange Impersonation, A (68)
Sun
Valley Cyclone
(55)
Traffic In Crime
Undercover Woman
(56)
Details
und"r
title- Passkey
to

Danger

Under Nevada Skies
(69)
Valley of the Zombie, The (56)
Vigilantes of Boom Town
Wagon
Wheels
Westward
(56)
Winter
Wonderland
Details under title: Snow Cinderella

...4-1

Woman
Whsunder
Cametitle:
Back,
Details
TheThaWet(68)

.3-18.

...
..

VonSt'helm-Baehelof
Elliott-Fleming
. .
Rogers-Evans
Mara-Barrier
....
Kurov-Essen
....
Marshall-Gargan
Elliott-Flemlngj
..
Richmond-Mara
..
Bachelor-Livingston

.7-23.

.555
.565
.568
.514
.584
..511... 6-24
.556
.530
.583
.554
..519. ...7-8
.528
..509... 4-29
..508
2-4
..516... 5-27
.5501...4-29
..529
,..517...
.526
5-13
.582
.527
..510... 3-18
. 5541 . .
..512..
.5502. , .7-2$
..531
.7-22
. .523. . 8-19
..521......3-4
7-8
.'.448'...6-i6
..581
..518. '..8-19
..557
..525
.542
..558

.11-1.... 552.
.9-30.,
.3-29.. .501

.566
8-6.
12-24.
11-26.

.506.

..3-9.
.5-10..
12-28.
.3-16.
.6-28.
.7-5.
.4-15..

.524., .6-10
.522..
.447...
4-15
.513.. .5-27
.567..

.9-17.,
.4-15.
11-26. .8-26.
.511.. . .4-1
..4-1.
.9-17.
Rogers-Evans
.5-27. .5-24.
Rooth-Llvingston
.4-16.
.5-13. 12-21.... .541.
Lane-Blake
564.
.520.
Elliott-Fleming
...
Roberts-Drake

.7-8
.4-30.. 12-13.... 507... 1-21

Kelly-Loder

REPUBLIC
:■£■:-:•:-.:■ ■ >■ .-•■:■>:■:■:■ .■ ■:■ ■ : :-:-:-:-;-*-:-:■:■: :■ ■■■•:■:•>■■'>:■»: >:■:■£•->:'•
194C-S7 Features
Westerns
Serials
1945-46 Features
Westerns
Serials

(40)
(16)
( 4)

Completed
Completed
Completed
Completed
Completed
Completed

In
In
In
In
In
In

( 9)
( 4)
( 0)
(38)
(23)
( 4)

Production
Production
Production
Production
Production
Production

(0)
(2)
(0)
(0)
(0)
(0)

1946-47 Features
1945-46 Features

RELEASE
Title— Running

NEW

Crooks
stopped

trying
prevent
by Red to Ryder.

the

APACHE ROSE
Wostern-r-Started August. 21
Cast:
Roy Rogers, Dale Evans.
Olin Howland.
Director: William Witney
Story

16

• 'aHfornJs

Mexico

border

opening

Trigger,

of

the

Oregon

Trail

are

Sons of The Pioneers,

Producer: Edward
scrimmage
re "ii lands,

J. White

Rachelor and The Bobby-Soxer,
Katie
For Congress
San
Quentin
They
Won't
Believe
Me
Trail Street

COMPLETED
BLOCK NO.
Great
Lady
Sister

ONE

Day
(69)
Lack
(97)
Kenny
(116)

Cast

Child

of

Olrtrec

Details

8-6...
Grant- Loy
...
Yoanf-Cotten
Tierney-Carr
Young-Hayward
Scott-Jeffreys
.

. . 5-27 . . .Rel.
. .8-19..
8-19. .

Rer.

..8-19..
7-22
.7-22

1946-47

. Foreign .

Robson-Portman
Youno-Hale
Rassell-Knox

Step By Step
(62)
Sunset
Pass
(60)

BLOCK

The

In Production (5)
In Production (0)

CHART

Tims

IN PRODUCTION

PRODUCTIONS

OREGON
TRAIL
SCOUTS
Western — Started August 16
1
Allan Lane, Bobby Blake, Martha Wentworth.
Director: R. G. Springsteen
Producer: Sidney Picker
.'!">•> :

Completed (27)
Completed (39)

Tlerney-JelTreys
Warren-LflU
.

.7-22
.7-22
.7-22

.11-12.
.1-21.
12-10.

. 10-29.

NO. TWO
. Moffett Teomey

FILM

.3-4.

BULLETIN

Lilininal Court
BMlM At Work (61)
Slnead Thi Sailor (T)
on The Beach
Woman
Details under title: Desirable

NOT

Ceaway O'Drlitell .. .3-18
Carney-Brown 9-3
....3-4
Falrbanks-O'Hara
2-4
Bennett-Ryan

Women

DESIGNATED

Beat the Band
But Years of 0«r Lives, The
Code o( The West
Deadlier Than The Male
Devil Thumbs A Ride, The
Dick Traey vs. Cueball

Langford-Krupa
Loy-Mareh
Warren-Alden
Trevor-Tlerney
Tlerney-Leslle
Conway-JeBreyi

Faleon's Adventore. The
Honeymoon
Fascinating Nuisance
Details under title: Master Minds
It's A Wonderfal
Lite
Locket, The
Nocturne
Mr. Fix
Details under title: Riffraff
Secret Life of Walter Mltty <T)
Song of the Sonth
Vacation in Reno

Cenway-Meredith
Temple-Madison
Williams-Hale

(101)

...4-29.
4-1.
2-4.
4-29
4-1.
5-13.
6-24.
4-29.
Feature . .
2-4.

Mast

.10-29.

.614.
.613
.611.

..3-4
.619. 12-10
.620.
.618.

..8.7-9.
tO.

BLOCK

10-1 .
...5-14.
. .7-23.

NO. SIX
Langford-Wade
Karlofl-Lee

630.
628. . .6-24
..5-13
627.
629. ..6-24
..5-13
626. ..6-24

9-17.
8-6.

O'Brien-Trevor
Conway-Corday
MeGoire-Madison

1-21.
8-20.
.10-29.

SPECIALS
Cooper- Yoong
Crosby-Bergman
Rogers-Aomont
Kaye-Mayo
Disney Cartoon
Robinson -Young
Colbert- Welles
Kaye-Mayo

REISSUE
(T)

Disney

11-27 .
3-5.
....8-20.
6-25.
Feature . .
..10-29.
4-2.
7-24.

Cartoon

Featare

681.
661.
662.
692.
652.
683.

•M3
.11-26
..4-29

..4-29
...4-1
682.
651. ..5-27
..1-21
..4-30

CENTURY-

194&47 Features
1945-46 Features

Completed (13)
Completed (35)

RELEASE
Title — Running

Cast

FOX
In Production. (5)
In Production (0)

Details

Rel.

Wilde-O'Hara
Haver-Stevens
Cagney-Annabella

.7-22. .
.7-22..
.7-22. .
.6-10.
.8-6.

1946-47

COMPLETED
NOT DESIGNATED
King of Slam

SEPTEMBER

Colman-Cummlns
. ...5-27..
.7-8.
Kelly-Massen
.. .
.3-18
. .4-29.

Sept.
.Oct.

.636.

Sept.

637.

.8-19

Oct.
..Oct.

Bari-Seott
Blaine-James

....

Cralne-Young
Fonda-Darnell
Grable-Haymes
Henie-Payne
Haver-Mature

. .2-18.
..4-29..
.12-10..
. . . Reissue. , . Sept .
11-26. .
Oct.
...

Sept.

.640.
.638.

.8-5

.639.

1945-46
Dunne-Harrison

(128)

2,

Freeman- Denning
. .12-10.
Reissue. .
Raft-Beery
Haymes-Holm
... ..4-29..
7-8.
.3-18.
McGuire-Young
..
Taylor-Drake
....
Payne-Haver
.... .5-14-

.'.8-5

1946

.12-10... AH.... 634... «-10

(39)

In Production (7)
(Cby);
(RM);
Cowan
Lesser
(Cgy);

PRODUCTIONS

WALLS

Hopalong Western — Started August 19
Cast:
Bill Boyd, Andy Clyde, Rand Brooks, Patricia Tate.
Director: George Archainbaud
Producer: Louis Rachmil
Story:

Not

available.

See

next

issue.

RELEASE

■q
CHART

No.
Details

Time

IN PRODUCTION
Adventures of Don Coyote (C)
Carnegie Hall
Miracle Can Happen, A
Fabulous Dorseys, The
Monsieur
Verdoux
Details under title: Comedy
Vendetta

Angel On My Shoulder
Details under title:

Rev
Garner- McCallister
Montgomery-Guild

Black Beauty (74)
Bowery, The
Carnival In Costa Rica (T)
Claudia and David (78)
Dangerois
Millions
Enchanted
Voyage, The (T)
Details under title: Wake Up and Dream
Late George Apley, The
Strange Journey
Details under title: Flight To Paradise
Home Sweet Homicide
(70)
If I'm Lucky
Details under title: That's for Me
Margie
(T)
My Darling Clementine
(T)
Shocking Ml., pilgrim. The (T)
Sun Valley Serenade (— )
Three Little Girts In Blot (T)

Anna and The

NEW
WHISPERING

Rel.

Cast

of

Murders

Martin- Rafferty
Hunt-Prince
All Star
Dorsey-Blair
..
Chaplin-Raye
.

. .8-19...
.8-5.'..!
..6-24...
...8-5...

. . . .R-C.
.. Bog-Mer.
.LeB-M.
Rgs .
....Cat,.
Sts.

d;George-Brooke
. . .8-19. .
.Cby.
.Lev.

1945-46

Abie's Irish Rose
Ablleno Town (89)
Details under title: Abilene

IN PRODUCTION
Bob, Son of Battle (T)
Brasher Doubloon, The
Details under title: The High Window
Homestretch
(T)
I Wonder Who's Kissing Her Now (T)
13 Rue Madeleine

Completed

COMPLETED

CHART

Time

. 2 4

...3-4

KEY TO PRODUCERS
Small (Sml); Rogers (Rgs) ; Vanguard (Van); Crosby
Bill Boyd
(BB);
Pressburger
(Psb);
Ripley-Monter
Bogeaus
(Bog);
Stromberg
(Sing);
Levey
(Lev);
(Cow); Stone (Stn); Selznick (Szk); Nebenzahl (Neb);
(Les); Loew-Lewin
(LL); Eagle-Lion (GFD); Cagney
Bronston (Brn); California (Cal); Chaplin (Chn).

.

691

2 0 th

Feb

ARTISTS

1945-46 Features

Title — Running

Along Came Jones (90)
Belli ef St. Mary's, The (125)
Heartbeat (102)
Kid From Brooklyn. The (T) (114)
Make Mine Moslo (75)
Stranger, The C»5)
Tomorrow
Is Forever (105)
Wonder Man (T) (98)
Plneechle

.2-18
..3-4

.4-29
.623. ..4-29
.624.
.625.
..4-29
..4-29
.621... 5-13

Colbert- Wayne
. . . 10-29 .
It From Here)

Bamboo
Blonde (68)
Bedlam
(79)
Details ender title: A Tale of Bedlam
Craek-Wp
(93)
Falcon's Alibi, The (62)
Till the End of Time (105)
Details inder title: The Dream at Home

..12-24
12-24

.3-4

.622.
Scott- Richards
Vernon- MeGalre
Golt-Lauck
Granville-Conway

UNITED

.12-24

.617.
.616.

.5-28.
..9-3.
.2-19.

NO. FIVE

Badman's
Territory (98)
Dine Dong Williams
(62)
Partners In Time (76)
Truth About Murder, The (63)
Details inder title: The Lie Detector
Wlthoit Reservations (107)
Details under title: Thanks God, I'll Take

Hodlak-Tlerney
.. .11-13.. .Aug
601.
Craln-Wllde
9-17. ..Aug
633.
Jones-Boyer
12-24... June
628
Bennett-Eythe
12-25... Feb
610. . .6-10
.'.5-13
Ball-Slevens
12-10... May
625. ..10-15
.7-9
..5-27
Keliy-Ryan
3-18... Aug
635, ..4-15
.'.1-21
O'Hara-Haymes
4-30... May
626. ..12-24
4-29
Miranda-O'Kccfe
. .. .8-20. . Jan
617. ..(-24
Tlerney-Prlee
3-5- . . Apr . . . .623.
Fayc-Andrcws
5-14. ..Dae
612.
Power-Fonda
Reissue ... Feb
618. . .3-18
Garner-Joslyn
2-19. ..Aug
603. .10-29
Landls-Joslyn
2-4... July
632.
Stewart-Crane
11-26... Apr
624. . .5-27
Tlerney-Wllde
5-28... Jan
614. .12-24
Power-Ticrney
4-15
Gargan-Palraer
1-21. ..May
627.
Fonda-Tlerney
Reissue. .. Feb
619. ...4-1
Price Bar!
10-15... Feb
615
Hodiak-Guild
12-10... June
629.
MacMurray-Baxtsr
. .7-23. . .July
631
..56-13
Hasso-Shepperd
1-7. ..Jane
630. ..
24
Payne O'Hara
10-1. ..Mar
621. ..
Andrews-Conte
8-11. ..Mar
616 .12-18
24
. .5-27
Neagle-Harrlson
... Foreign. .. Mar
622.

...1-7

NO. FOUR

Deadline at Dawn
(83)
Hayward-Wllllams
From This Day Forward
Fontaine-Stevens
Details under title: All Brides an Beautiful
Game of Death (70)
loder-Long
Details under title: The Mast Danaerois
Overheat Rhythm
(64)
Errol-Newton
. . .
Tartan and the Leopard Woman
(72)
Welsmoller-Jeyte

BLOCK

tall tar Adano, A (103)
Centennial Summer (T) (102)
Clany Brown
(100)
Colonel Effingham"! Raid (70)
Dark Corner. The (99)
Deadline For Murder (65)
Do You Love Me? (91)
Doll Face (80)
Dragonwyck
(103)
Fallen Angel (97)
Jesse James (106)
lanlar Mlse (94)
It Shouldn't Happen To A Dog (70)
Johnny Comes Flying Home
(65)
Leave Her To Heaven
(T) (110)
Razor's Edge, The
Rendezvous 24 (70)
Return of Frank James (92)
Shook (70)
Somewhere
In the Night
Smoky
(T)
(87)
Strange Triangle (65)
Sentimental Journey (94)
Walk In the San (117)
Detalle inder UA Release Chart
Yank In London. A (106)

.612
.615

Powell-Chelrel
...7-9.
Foreign .
Mason-Mannheim
Conway-Jeffreys
. ..6-11.
Haley-Jeffries
..
.12-11.
McGnire-Brent
...9-3.

Watch

tandiiGarean

.8-5

1945-46

NO. THREE

Cornered (102)
Hotel Reserve (79)
Dick Tracy (61)
Sing Your Way Homo (72)
Spiral Staircase, The (83)
Details inder title: Some

BLOCK

.5-27...
..7-8..
4-1 .

. . Bergman-Grant

COMPLETED
BLOCK

.4-29...
.7-22. ..

Kaye-Mayo
Disney Cartoon
Haley-Jeffreys

SPECIALS

Notorious

.6-24...

Stewart-Reed
Day-Aherne
Raft-Barl
O'Brlen-Sleiai
:

Biy

10 1.

620

Behind Green lights (6-1)
Details aodir title: Preclnet 33

Me

and

Dru-Chekhov
Scott-Dvorak
Mr.

Satan

Muni-Baxter

..8-6.
.4-29.

..1-11.
.9-6..
.1-21... 9-20.

..1-21
Stn
Lew

Bachelor's Daughters, The
Russell-List
.R|S.
B«I Ami
Sanders-Lanshu
..5-13..
..4-1. .12-14.
Foreign . .8-16...
Blithe Spirit (T) (94)
Cummlngs-Harrlson
Breakfast In Hollywood
(93)
Breneinan-Granvllle Foreign. ..2-22.
.8-20.
GFD... 10-1
Caesar aand Cleopatra (T)
Olivier-Leigh
...
GFD
.Gldn.
..1-21
Captain Kldd (89)
Laoghton-Britton
B B
Chase, The
Commlngs-Mofgan
Neb
.10-19.
.Bee.8-20
.8-5.
..
7-23.
Rachmil
Dangerous
Venture
Boyd-Alexander
..6-24.
Dishonored
Lady
Lamarr-O'Keefe
.
Smg
. .5-27.
2-5
Devil's Playground, The
Boyd-Clyde
Diary of A Chambermaid
(87)
Goddard-Hatneld
..5-27.
2-15!.
Bog-Mer...
2-1*
Dial In the Sun (T)
Jones-Cotten
3-19
Srt
Getting Gertie's Garter (72)
O'Kecfe-MeDonald
...6-25.. 11-30... Sml. .12-10
Fanny by Gaslight
Mason-Calvert
. . .Foreign
SFD
Fool's Gold
Boyd-Clyde
...
6-24
B.B
Henry V (T)
(134)
Olivier-Newton
.
GFD... 4-29
.4-29.
Johnny In the Clouds (88)
Montgomery-Mill! . .Foreign
.5-27.. J-15. . .GFD. .12-10
Little
Iodine
Marlowe-Cramer
. . .Foreign..
.R.C.
Susie Steps Out
Brucc-Caldwell
. . .
.R.C.
Details under title: Miss Television
.3-4
8-2. ..B*f.
"'• *ee
Raft-Sidney
Details under title: Mr. Ace and the Queen
.10-15.
Night In Casablanca. A (89)
Marx Brothers
.5-13... .5-10... LL... 5-13
No Trespassing
Roblnson-MeCalllster
Lir
Outlaw, The (114)
Russell-Huston
... ..1-22..
2-8... Hug
4-1
.4-26
Paris — Underground
(97)
Bennett-Fields
. . .
Bnt...
10-29
Rebecca (130)
Fontaine-Olivier
.Reissue.
.Sik
Bog
.10-29. .7-19
■ Stg
.9-14
Scandal In Paris, A (100)
Sanders-Hasso
...
.4-29.. 12-28.
Short, Happy Life of Francis Macomber, The. Peck-Bennett
Psb
8-5
Sin ef Harold Dlddlebock. The
Lloyd-Walburn
...
Spellbound
(113)
Bergman-Peck
..10-1.
Details under title: House of Dr. Edwards
..7-24..
12-24.
.Sal. .11-12
.Smg.
. .7-8..
Strange Bedfellows
nr:cktn-Lane
Strange Woman, The
Lamarr-Sanders
...
.Foreign
GFO.
This Happy Breed (T)
Newton-Johnson
.Foreign
GFD.
2000 Women
Robson-Calvert
3-5
3-1. ..Sue. 17
Young Widow
(98)
Russell-Hayward
7-23. ..1-25.. .Neb.
.1-21
Whistle Stop (85)
Raft-Gardner
.

..3-4

UNIVERSAL
19*6-47 Features
Westerns
Serials
Features
Westerns
Serials

(48)
( 7)
( 4)

Completed
Completed
Completed
Completed
Completed
Completed

(19)
( 4)
( 1)
(48)
( 7)
( 4)

WARNER
In
In
In
In
In
In

Production
Production
Production
Production
Production
Production

(3)
(0)
(0)
(6)
(0)
(0)

1946-47 Features
194546 Features

Story:

No!

available.

See

next

Drake,

Title — Rinnlng

Possessed
Details

William

Bendix,

Producer:

Adolph

Felix Jackson

issue.

RELEASE
Time

totalis

tot

■t

•*»

IN PRODUCTION
Arch of Triumph
Flame of Tripoli

(T)

...7-22...
8-5...

Bergman-Boyer
DeCarlo-Brent

1946-47
Brief

Encounter

Foreign.
Johnson-Howard
Dark Mirror, The
deHavllland-Ayres ' ...4-1..
Gunmen's Code
Grant-Adams
...8-5.
.7-22
Lawless Breed, The
Grant-Adams
Foreign
...3-4
Little Mist Big
Holden-Slmmons
..6-24
London
Town
(T)
Field-Kendall
.
Magnificent Doll
Rogers-Nlven
..4-29
Michigan Kid, The (C)
Hall-Johnson
.
..10-1
M»rder Mansion
Goodwin-Grey
. . . Foreign
..6-10... 7-23.
Mysterious Mr. M. (Serial)
Martin-Blake
Notorious Gentleman
Harrison-Palmer
..5-13
Pirates of Monterey (T)
Montez-Cameron
. ..6-24
Ramrod
McCrea-Lake
...7-8
Rustlers' Roundup
Grant-Adams
..6-10
.
Sm-sh-Up
Hayward-Bowman
Details under title: Love Takes a Holiday
..1-21
Foreign
Sehahraiad
(T)
DeCarlo-Donlevy
Stairway to Heaven (T)
Massey-Niven
..6-24
. .4-29
Swel1 Guy
Tufts-Blyth
Temptation
Oberon-Brent
Details under title: Bella Donna
Foreign .
They Were Sisters (115)
Mason-Calvert
Vigilantes Return. The (Clneeolor)
Hall-Lindsay
....7-8.
.7-22.
White Tie and Tails
Duryea-Ralnes

COMPLETED
Blondle Alibi (62)
Details under title: Design for Death
Because of Him (87)
Black Angel, The (81)
Detalli under title: Lesson In Love
Broti Man, The
Cat Creeps, The (57)
Canyon Passage <T) (90)
Danger Woman
(65)
Details under title: Claudia's Wife
£ul)?n up«*«
?"*
H°"«
Dead of the Night (79)
Dressed To Kill (72)
Details under title: Prelude to Murder
Girl On the Spot (75)
Detail! under title: Serenade far Murder
Gin Town
(53)
Her Adventurous Night (65)
Details under title: He Meant No Harm
House of Horrors (66)

I . Jnin

Barker-Collier

.2581.

Crawford-Hcllin

onder title: The Secret

Pursued
Deception

No.

Ret.

Rev.

.1-21... .1-18.
4-12

.6-24.

Wrig'it-Mitchum
Davis-Henreid
.

. .5-13
.8-19

COMPLETED

8-31.

12-10..

1946-47
Alda-King
Bogart-Ba:all
Morgan-Wyman

. . .
. . . 10-31 . .

Cloak and Dagger
Cfy Wolf
Escape Me Never
Life With Father (T)
Never Say Goodbye
Nobody Lives Forever
Nora Prentiss
Details under title: The Sentence
Shadow of A Woman
(78)
Stallion Road
ThatDetails
Way under
with Women
title: A Very Rich Man

Cooper- Pal, Tier
Flynn-Stanwyek
. .
JMynn-Lupino
. . .
Donne-Powell
Flynn-Parker
.Garfleld-Fitzgerald
Sherldan-Smlth
.

Time, The Place and The Girl. The (T)
Two Mr.. Carrolls, Tho

Morgan-Palge
....
Booart-Stanwyek
.

.603
.601.

..1-21
.9-18. .10-15.
602

.5-14.
..4-2.

.512

Burma Victory (63)
Cinderella Jonei (88)

Documentary
Leslle-Aldo

12-13

Devotion (107)
Her Kind of Man

deHavllland-LopIno
Scott-Palgi

11-16. . .4-20.
8-20... 5-11.

(78)

One More Tomorrow
Saratoga Tntk
Stolen Life, A
Throe Strangers
Two Guys From

Leslie-Hutton
Stanwyck-Brent
Grant-Smith
Henreid-Parker

(87)

2-16.
3-9.

4-16... 6-22.
.. .11-29. . .1-26.
6-25
8-3.
7-24... 7-20.

Sherldan-Moran

(135)
(107)
(93)
Milwaukee

...11-1.

.6-1.

Cooper-Bergman
3-8.. 3-30.
Davis-Ford
2-19
7-6.
FitzgeraJd-Gre«nstreet 1-22. . .2-16.
Morgan-Leslie
12-24. . .8-17.

(90)

.8-19

..5-27
. .4-1. . .9-28
...4-1..
.11-26
.8-6
..4-15

.4-15 . .9-14
K ng-Prince
.2-19.
Rcagan-Smlth
. . . .2-18
Greenstreet-Vlekert

Janle Gets Married (89)
My Reputation (94)
Night and Day <T> (128)
Of Human
Bondage
(107)

. .512...2-1S
.517... 4-15
.518... .6-10
4-29
.510.
.520. .1-21
.7-22
.. .523.
.522.

12-10
.5-27
.7-8
.519.
.521.
..514. .5-27
..511.
. . 524 .

REISSUES

.516.
Cagney-Sheridan
Russell-Stewart

.2-4
. .8-5

4-13. .
4-13. .

.515.

527... 4-15

..9-3.
. 4-29 .

Ml SC

INDEPENDENTS

1946-47 Features
Westerns

..3-19... 1-11.... 515... 2-18

...9-3... 1-18.. .1104.
Grant-Knlgbt
...
. .4-29
7-5. . . 538 . .7-22
OKeefe-Walker
..525.
3-29..
Lowery-Grev
.12-24
2-8. . ..518.
Idea Girl (64)
Barker-Bishop ' '.'.'. ..3-18... 6-28. ..537.
..3-4
n ! ,°b under
(?5) title: Kelly Is My Nana
Foster-Rutherford
Details
..4-1
.8-19
. .548. .3-18
. .7-8
.
5-13...
8-30..
..!!.er\.,TI,e a02)
Lancaster-Gardner
.11-12. ..2-22.. . .520.
Lltt,«
.G ?"' onder
<.91> title: On Tile Carpet)
Abkott-Costello
..
(Details
..536.
..6-21.
..3-18. 4-23.,
Lover Com. Back (90)
Brent-Hall
.1881. .6-24
Foreign.
..2-18.
..526. .6-10
Lost
City
of
the
Jungle
(Serial)
;
Adams-Haydn
Madonna of the Seven Moont (88)
Calvert-Granger
..3-15.
12-24
. Foreign . ...4-5.
..523.
"*" ,B.
<?2> (T)•
Lockwood10-23. ..529.
Night
In Gra>
Paradise
(84)
Oberon-Bey Mason '. ...1-8. ...5-3.
..5-14. .1681. .4-29
.6-24
Royal
Mounted The Ride.
Kennedy-Kenn'e4y ' ..7-23. .1-22.,
Run-Around,
(88)Again ( ferial)
...4-1.
Cameron-Ralnas
. .Foreign.
..535.
.1781.
Starlet Horseman. The (Serial)
.11-12.
Cookson-Shaw
..2-15. ..519. .1-21
Seventh Veil. The (94)
Maion-Todd
"' .12-24. ..5-17.
Site
Wolf of London, The (61)
..531. .4-29
Haden-Harvey
Detail, under title: AMU la EralM
..2-4... 5-31.
She Wrote the Book (75)
..533. .5-27
Davls-Oaklo
.5-13.... 8-2. ..544.
Slightly Scandalous
(62)
Ryan-Bradv
..1-7.... 3-1.
..521. .318
Smooth
Silk title:
(65) Notorious Gentlemen . .Taylor-Grey
.".'.".
Details a. onder
3-22.
.11-22...
4-19....
528... 4-15
So Goes My Love (88)
Loy-Ameehe
. . .

Details onder title: Genlai In the Family
Solder Woman Strikes Back, The (59)
Sondergaard-Grant
.10-15.
Strange Conquest
(63)
Wyatt-Cookson
. ...2-4.
..10-1.
10-29.
Tangier (76)
Montei-Sabo
.3-18.
Terror By Night (60)
Rathbone-Bruce
Timo of Their Lives, Tho
Abbott-Cottellt
Wl"
B«»*»
Porter-Collier . . . .6-10.

18

Details

1945-46

.543. ..2-4
.8-19
. . 8-2 . .516.
.11-26.
.
.8-23
Hatton-Adaffls
..1-21... 5-17. ..532... 6-10
Collier-Brady
...9-3... 7-26. ..541
8-5
Andrews-Hayward
.4-15... 7-12.
Joyce-Porter
..539
8-5
..542
. .4-29... 7-26., ..540
Arnaz-Smlth
. . . .
Terry-Savage
... ...4-1... 7-19.
Foreign. . .8-23. . .547. . .7-22
Redgrave-Withers
.2-4
6-7. ..534... 6-24
Rathbone-Bruce
Durbltt-Tow ....
Duryea-Vlneent

Cast

City for Conquest
No Time for Comedy

.

CHART

Time

COMPLETED

1945-46
Neal-O'Driseoll

In Production (3)
In Production (0)

Beast Wit* Five Fingers, Tho
Big Sleep, The (114)
Cheyenne

CHART
Cast

(15)
(22)

IN PRODUCTION

PRODUCTIONS

I'LL BE YOURS
Musical — Started August 13
Cast:
Deanna
Durbin,
Tom
Menjou.
Director: William Seiter

Completed
Completed

RELEASE
Title— Running

NEW

BROTHERS

.5-10.

.3-8.
..3-1.
.8-16.
..8-9.

..524.
..530.
..522.
..517.
.546.
..545.

.4-15
.3-18
.5-U
.2-lf

NEW
GOLDEN
MY

DOG

Completed

( 2)

In Production (2)

Completed

( 2)

In Production

(0>

PRODUCTIONS

GATE
SHEP

Dog Story — Started August 14
Cast: Tom Neal, Lanny Rees, William Farnum, Flame. Russell
Simpson, Fred Chapman, Janet Chapman. Helen Chapman, Sara Padden.
Director: Ford Beebe
Producer: William B. David
Story: Orphan boy and dog not wanted by relatives. Spanish war veteran
kidnapping.
takes
them in an.l they save the District Attorney's daughter from

IN PRODUCTION
Fabulous loe, The

. Abcl-G.'aiiame

RELEASE
Title— Ronnlng

Roach

8-6.

Time

COMPLETED
Cirloy
Here Comes Trouble (Clneeolor)
'Neath Canadian Skies
Rolling
Home
Details under title: One More Chance

No.

CHART
Cast

Details
Rel.

1946-47
RalTcrty-Olsen
Tracy-Loyd
H.iyden-Cooper
Parker-Hayden

FILM

5-27 .
6-24.
7-8.

. .Roack.
Roach
SG-A. .

SG-A.
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of the issue

■

This is the climactic scene of Ben Hecht's "Spectre of the Rose" as the crazed ballet dancerhero is about to crash through a window in the finale of his dance — only this time it is a
hotel window 20 stories above street, level!
The role is played by newcomer Ivan Kirov.

"SPECTER

OF THE ROSE". . . Ben Hecht's Tale of A Mad Dancer

Ben Hecht is one of America's master story tellers and in Specter of the Rose he has concocted
a typically "different" Hecht tale — not only written it, but produced and directed, as well.
Given a free hand by Republic boss Herbert J. Yates, the famed writer contrived a story
about a handsome young ballet dancer, afflicted with a streak of murderous madness, who
enjoys a respite of idyllic happiness with his ballerina bride until the madness surges back
within him and brings a climax of violence and death. Hecht has peopled his picture with
little known players, but there are exploitation elements inherent in the strange tale that
should make it flourish under a showman's touch.
(Continued On Next Page)

EXPLOITATION PICTURE

'SPECTER OF THE ROSE'
CREDITS

(Continued from Preceding Page)

]. Improvident impresario Max Polikoff (Michael Chekhov) has entreated the aid of ex-ballerina Madame La Sylph
(Judith Anderson) in launching a new production starring
Andre Sanine (Ivan Kirov), young genius of the dance.
Madame La Slyph wonders if Sanine has recovered from
the mental illness that led him to murder his wife and
former ballet partnei. She keeps her doubts to herself,
however.

2, Haidi (Viola Essen), a young ballerina who secretly
adores Sanine, is to be his partner in the new production.
She arrives for her first rehearsal with poet Lionel Gans
(Lionel Stander), from whom Haidi shrinks because she
suspects him of telling the police that Sanine had killed his
wife. Sanine falls madly in love with Haidi and they are
married a few days later.

3. On their honeymoon night, Andre suddenly cowers
against the wall as he imagines a dagger-wielding dancer evil image of himself - - flitting into the room. Haidi is
frightened, but by the strength of her love, she seeks to
banish the specter from his mind. For several weeks they
then enjoy an idyllic interlude as plans for the ballet production proceed.
20

A Republic Picture. Written, directed, rroduced by Ben Hecht.
Associate producer and director of Photography. Lee Garmes.
A.S.C. Cast: Judith Anderson, Michael Chekhcv. Ivan Kirov.
Viola Essen. Lionel Stander. Musical score by George Antheil.
Choreography
by Tamara
Geva.

fi£ v "» %' 8 m

i

4„ Fearing for Haidi's life, La Sylph reveals her knowledge of
Sanine's past. She tells the girl that her husband had killed his
former wife and advises her to leave him. Haidi vehemently refuses
to believe her, but she cannot still a growing apprehension she will
not admit even to herself.

5. On opening night, there is much excitement. First, the musicians threaten to quit because they have not been paid. Then, there
is a report that the police have come to arrest Sanine. Finally, there
is a sudden scream backstage — in the dressing room of Sanine and
Haidi. They discover a white and shaken Haidi cowering on the
floor and Sanine in a seeming stupor. Unseen by the others, Haidi
slips a dagger into La Sylph's hand and the production finally
goes on.

6, The show makes a triumphal tour, but the two principals do not
appear for a final New York performance. Sanine has relapsed into
madness. Haidi has hidden him in an obscure hotel, hoping that her
love can bring him back to normalcy. Worn out. she falls asleep.
Sanine leaps into his famed ballet dance, "Le Spectre de la Rose,"
wielding the dagger, but just as he is about to plunge it into his
sleeping wife, some faint remembrance restrains him. The mad
dance ends, as it would on the stage, with the climactic leap through
a window.
His lifeless body is found on the sidewalk of the hotel.
FILM
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WILL BRING YOU
THE BIG GOOD
NEWS WHEN HE
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EARL CARROLL

Rates • •

SKETCHBOOK"

Republic
90 minutes
Constance Moore, William Marshall, Bill
Goodwin, Vera Vague, Johnny Coy, Edward
Everett Horton Hillary Brooke, Robert
Homans, Dorothy Babb, Pierre Watkin, Ray
Walker, Russell Hicks Anne O'Neal, Emmett Vogan, Dorothy Vaughn.
Directed by Albert S. Rogell.
Ons oi Republic's more ambitious musical offer! ngs "Earl Carroll Sketchbook" is
an entertaining melange of lavish and beeled production numbers, good songs,
splendid danciny corned" interludes and oh, yes — a lightweight plot. With its
highly-saleable title and en above-average
cast, this should do good business gener llv,
although it will be better in naborhoods
th: n in first-runs or action spots. The formula backstage plot, with the usual incredible situation of an unknown girl signed to
star in a Broadway revue (all this while
Carroll, himself, is reportedly in South
America) is little more than a peg on
which to hang the eye-filling scenes and
amusing
songs and specialties.
While
the

SLIGHTLY
Rates • • —

LIVELY MELANGE

OF MUSICAL

SCANDALOUS*

film is lacking in dramatic interest, it
passes the time pleasantly and bogs down
only daring Edward Everett Horton's longdrawn-out mind-reading episode. One new
song, "I've Never Forgotten," shows hit possibilities and "Oh Henry" has catchy lyrics
but the outstanding tunes are the old ArlenKoehler, "I've Got a Right to Sing the
Blues," rendered in torchy fashion by Constance Moore, and "Hittin' the Bottle," with
its whirlwin 1 dance routine by Johnny Coy
which would bring dovn the house if done
on the stage.
William Marshall, young songwriter, devotes his efforts to writing commercial
jingles for radio despite the protests of his
secretary. Const" nee Moore, who believes he
can do better things. Unknown to Marshall,
she enlists the aid of Vera Vague, costume
designer for Earl Carroll, and takes one of
his ball::ds to Bill Goodwin, producer of the
mi revue. Goodwin is so impressed with
Miss Moore's singing of the song that he
signs her for- the lead in the Carroll show.
Jealous over Marshall's attention to HillaryBrooke, who works for a radio advertising
company. Miss Moore feigns amnesia after
a slight auto accident and pretends not to
know
her former
boss.
Meanwhile,
Miss

THIRD RATE MUSICAL

use Marshall's
Moore as persuades
song
the finale Goodwin
number to
without
knowing
the composer had already sold it as a singing commercial. When Marshall realizes
Miss Moore's amnesia is a fake, he threatens to stop the Carroll show if the song is
used on opening night. Miss Vague finally
saves the day by explaining to Marshall that
Miss Moore only wanted success for his
songs and he tears up the injunction in
time to hear put it over and score a Broadway hit.
The leading role is in the capable hands
of Constance Moore, who looks lovely, sings
well and gives an assured performance
throughout.
Vera mannerisms
Vague's high-pitched
voice and fluttery
are always
good for laughs and Hillary Brooke is
strikingly beautiful and effective as the
jelous and account executive. William
Marshall is acceptable as the song-writing
lead, Bill Goodwin is breezy and natural as
Carroll's production manager and Edward
Everett Horton blunders about in his familiar farcical style, but it is Johnny Coy who
captures the male honors with his amazing
stepping and easy-going and likeable performance. Earl Carroll never actually
enters the plot.
YORK

PROGRAMMER

as supporting dualler in naborhoods

Universal
«2 minutes
Fred
Brady,
Paula
Drew,
Walter
Catlett,
Sheila Ryan, Louis DaPron, Isabelita, Jack
Marshall, Anne
O'Neal,
Nick
Moro, Frank
Yaconelli, Guadalajara Trio.
Directed by Will Jason.
This is another of Universal's music il
programmers (of the type that is supposed
to be dropped from the company's new "A"
feature schedule), and it's a third rate
quickie, at best. With name value lacking,
the picture will barely get by as supporting
dualler in naborhood houses where the
'teen agers will best appreciate the several
song numbers. Among these are the Latin
American, "Negra Leona," war-bled and
danced in torrid style by Isabelita. and such

'THE UNDERCOVER

WOMAN'

routine tunes as "I Couldn't Love You Any
More" and "When I Fall in Love." both
pleasingly rendered by an attractive newcomer, Paula Drew, who shou'd go places.
While the story has a topical television
background, it's merely a succession of mixups caused by identical twins — one a brash
U.S.O. entertainer, the other his conservative hard-working brother, and a third brother, an absolute likeness of the other two,
is brought on for a sure-fire laugh fade-out.
The endless scurrying in and out of doors
always gets some chuckles and, at least, the
pace is fast during the 61 minute running
time. Fred Brady plays the contrasting
twins well enough and Sheila Ryan makes
a personable heroine, but veteran Walter
Catlett snares the comedy honors, such as
they are.
Fred

Republic
5'l minutes
Stephanie Bachelor,
bel Withers Richard
John
Dehner,
Betty
Elaine Lange, Larry
Directed by Thomas

Robert
Livingston, IsaFraser, Helene Heigh,
Blythe,
Tom
London,
Blake.
Carr.

this is strictly in the supporting
dualler groove, "The Undercover Woman"
has a sturdy murder-mystery plot and capable acting by several familiar players. It
should furnish ample entertainment for the
family trade and action fans. Again Republic's glamour- girl. Stephanie Bachelor,
gives distinction and assurance to the role
of a private detective and Robert Livingston, former cowboy star, is handsome and
c.iiiable as a modern sheriff-hero.
The pic-

Brady,
tempts his own

ex-U.S.O.
entertainer,
reconversion
program

ENGROSSING

Rates • • as supporting dualler in naborhood

atby

AND AMUSING

peddling his own television show to Walter
Catlett, a fountain pen tycoon who has misgivings about it although his daughter.
Sheila Ryan, tries to convince her father
of its sales possibilities. After Brady is
forced to borrow backing money from his
conservative twin brother, the former is
held hostage by Isabelita. a fiery Latin dancer to whom he promised stardom. The
other brother is then forced to cast aside
his shy personality and go on with the television show and he soon finds himself falling in love with his brother's singing
fiancee, Paula Drew. Miss Ryan, meanwhile, has fallen in love -with the brash
brother but, after Isabelita informs the two
girls of the identical twin mix-up, romantic
matters are straightened out. As the television show goes on the air, a third brother
(also played by Brady) arrives to offer his
congratulations.
YORK

LITTLE MYSTERY-COMEDY

and action spots

ture has ample comedy, mostly supplied by
the scatter-brained aide to the female dick,
played by Isabel Withers, and some smart
dialogue for the first 20 minutes followed
by 30 minutes of mystery and winding up
with five minutes of shooting action. Following the accepted whodunit pattern, suspicion is pointed at several members of the
cast and the denouement will come as a
complete
surprise
to the average
patron.

While

12

NUMBERS

generally

Stephanie Bachelor, private detective, and
her scatter-brained assistant, Isabel Withers, are summoned to a western dude ranch
by wealthy Helene Heigh to gather evidence
to divorce her playboy husband, Richard
Fraser. The latter is currently having an
affair with Elaine Lange, who expects to
marry him after divorcing her husband.
Larry Blake. After- a run-in with Robert
Livingston, the sheriff who she later comes

to like, Miss Bachelor learns of a planne i
meeting between Fraser and Miss Lange at
a nearby ghost town. When Fraser is found
murdered. Livingston takes over the investigation and suspicion is pointed at Miss
Heigh, Miss Lange and her- husband, and
Tom London, a hired hand who had been
mistreated by Fraser. London tries to tell
Miss Bachelor that he witnessed the crime
but he, too, is slain. By clever sleuthing,
Miss Bachelor finally traps Edythe Elliott,
mild - mannered owner of the ranch, who
also tries to kill her. When Livingston arrives in time to save Miss Bachelor. Miss
Elliott confesses that she had hated Fraser
because he had driven her daughter to suicide years before and she was forced to
kill London because he discovered her
secret.
DENLEY
FILM

BULLETIN

RENDEZVOUS
Rates • ©

WITH ANN3E' ORIGINAL

-v in naborhood

and rural

Republic
80 minutes
Eddie Albeit, Faye Marlowe, Gail Patrick,
Philip Reed, Sir C. Aubrey Smith, Raymond
Walburn, William Frawley, James Millican,
Wallace Ford, Lucien Littlefield, Will
Wright, Mary Field, Milton Parsons, Joyce
Compton, Edwin Rand, Josephine Whittell,
Richard Sale, Mary Currier, James Kirkwood, Janet Warren, Bob Foy.
Directed by Allan Dwan.
Boasting an original and amusing story
idea enacted by an excellent cast, "Rendezvous With Annie" is laugh-provoking entertainment. Although top star names are
lacking, Eddie Albeit, Gail Patrick, et al,
should have a fair marquee pull, especially
in naborhood and subsequent runs where
the stork idea rates exploitation. Will be
weaker in first-run spots. Except for the
explanatory war-time flashbacks, the picture
poses a farcical post-war problem which,
despite its implausibility, is said to be based
on an actual illegitimacy case. This may
sound like adult fare, but, actually, Direc-

'SWING PARADE
Rates © ©

—

AND LAUGH-PROVOKING

spots; less generally
tor Allan Dwan has handled it in the Preston Sturges- "Miracle of Morgan's Creek'
manner so that the film is heart-warming
and funny enough to appeal to most ge
groups. The complications that result from
a G I.'s A.W.O.L. flight from London to
New Jersey to visit his wife are man and
varied and the picture could stand a little
cutting For instance, Gail Patrick's talking
rendition of the song, "Dream Man," is just
so much padd.ng, although effectively done.
When Eddie Albert, a G.I. in London, gets
a three-day pass, he is overcome witli nostalgia for his home and his wife, Faye Marlowe, in Woodville, N. J. His two flyer pals,
Philip Reed and James Millican, induce
him to stowaway in their plane for a routine week-end flight to New York so he can
have a 12-hour visit with his wife and still
get back in time to report for duty. En
route to New Jersey, Albert is seen by William Frawley, a general; Gail Patrick, a
nightclub singer, and Raymond Walburn. a
wealthy neighbor who is stepping out with
a blonde. After his surprise visit with his
wife, Albert takes back one of her famous
chocolate cakes to London after warning
her not to tell anyone of his trip. Less than

OF 1946' MONOGRAM

MUSICAL

i i later, the war is over and Albert returns to Ne
Jei ■ to find that his wife
has a baby although the townspeopli
believe lie has been
v.
i . o years, refuse
to believe he is the father.
Albert
I b
31 rid
to ii ..it $500,000 if hi c
prove
its legitimacy,
has only a week
to
present proof of his A.W.O.L. visit.
All
efforts
with
Frawle ho lias foi i
him; C. Aubre;
th, a kindly
Bri
who ate a piece of the cake, and Miss
Patrick, go for naught but finalk \V (burn
is persuaded to admit that he met I
the New York nightclub. All hands then
celebrate witl anol ei piece of Mi s Marlowe's chocolate cake.
Eddie Albeit,
one o;' the
.screen's
natural
and appealing
young
comedi most
does an excellent acting job and Faye Mai
love is sweet and sympathetic as his young
wife. Gail Patrick gives a capable performance as the strikingly-gowned nightclub
singer while Philip Reed and James Millican are good as Albert's devil-may-care flying pals. Such dependable character players as Sir C. Aubre;.' Smith. Raymond
Walburn, Wallace Ford and William Frawley add acting strength to lesser roles.
LEYENDECKER

HAS GOOD

SPECIALTIES

as supporting dualler

Monogram
73 minutes
Gale Storm, Phil Regan, Connee Boswell,
The Three Stooges, Edward S. Brophy, Mary
Treen, Russell Hicks, Leon Belasco, John
Eldredge, Windy Cook, Jack Boyle, Dewej
Robinson, Emmett Vogan, Louis Jordan and
His Orchestra, Will Osborne and His Orchestra.
Directed by Phil Karlson.
A generous quota of popular songs, specilties and production numbers make this an
excellent supporting dualler, especially for
a dramatic feature, but its makeshift story
content makes it too weak for single billing.
The title and the Louis Jordan and Will
Osborne name bands will attract 'teen agers.

"THE PHANTOM

One of Monogram's higher-budget offerings,
this has an impressive array of songs and
some clever dance routines. Edward S.
Brophy (who sued Monogram because he
didn't receive star billing in this) is completely overshadowed by The Three Stooges,
whose slapstick antics are good for many
laughs, and by Windy Cook, whose plane
and motorcycle imitations will keep naborhood patrons in stitches. Gale Storm, who
again demonstrates that she has charm and
acting ability worthy of better things, sings
"Oh Brother" and the old favorite, "Sunny
Side of the Street," in pleasing fashion and
Phil Regan joins her in two new romantic
ballads. But Connee Boswell's smooth and
vibrant warbling of "Stormy Weather" and
"Just a Little Fond Affection" are the picture's high spots.
Trying
for a vocal audition
after being

evicted from her room. Gale Storm is thrown
out of Phil Regan's nightclub by Edward S.
Brophy who mistakes her for one of the
process servers sent by Regan's father, Russell Hicks, who is trying to get his son out
of a business he considers too undignified.
Miss Storm gets a job with Hicks' attorney,
John Eldredge, and is sent back to serve
Regan with legal papers which would close
up the club. The Three Stooges get her in
to see Regan and this time she is auditioned
and put in the show. She never serves the
papers and, in the turmoil of opening night.
Hicks arrives and is thrown out and arrested for disturbing the peace. When Eldredge
serves the papers, Regan thinks it was with
Miss Storm's help. However, Miss Storm
finally convinces Hicks that his son's nightclub isn't so bad. after all. and she is reunited with Regan.
YORK

THIEF' FAR-FETCHED

BOSION

BLACKIE YARN

Rates © © in action spots only
Columbia
65 minutes
Chester Morris, Jeff Donnell, Richard Lane,
Dusty Anderson, George E. Stone, Frank
Sully, Wilton Graff, Marvin Miller, Joseph
Crehan, Murray Alper, Forbes Murray,

crime and clear himself, etc. The frightened comedy antics of George E. Stone, as The
Runt, which are similar to those in the last
halfdozen Blackie programmers, now seem
forced and repetitious and the by-play between Blackie and Inspector Faraday now
gets only a few chuckles. Both Chester
Morris and Richard Lane give carbon copy

Charles C. Wilson, Pat O'Malley.
Directed by D. Ross Lederman.

portrayals of these characters and Jeff Donnell is scarcely the type to play a wealthy
society matron. After dragging through ten

This latest entry in the Boston Blackie
series is just a routine murder-mystery with
a ridiculously-far-fetched plot. It will just
about get by on action dual bills where
Blackie enjoys a following. Tenth in this

programmers over a five-year period, Boston
Blackie deserves a screen recess.

aging series, "The Phantom Thief" again
has Chester Morris getting himself in disfavor with the police and being forced to
don obvious
disguises
in order to solve a
SEPTEMBER

2 .

1946

Loyalty to his pal George E. Stone moves
Boston Blackie (Chester Morris) to help
Murray Alper, chauffeur to wealthy Jeff
Donnell, out of a jam. Carrying out Miss
Donnell's instructions, Alper had lifted a
string of jewels from Marvin Miller, a spiritualist. When .Morris tries to return
the

gems, the spiritualist invites him to witness
a seance during which Alper is fatally stabbed. When suspicion points to Morris, the
latter learns from Miss Donnell that Miller
had been blackmailing her by threatening to
tell her present husband. Wilton Graff, that
her marriage to her former husband was
never officially annulled. Convinced that
Graff and Miller are working hand-in-hand,
Morris has Miss Donnell pretend to be shot
and. later, Inspector Faraday (Richard
Lane) agues to aid Morris by saying that
she died of the wound. Lane arranges a
seance So that Miller can converse with
Miss Donnell's spirit, but Morris overpowers
the spiritualist and dons his raiment. When
Miss Donnell's "spirit'' voice relates that
it was Graff who shot her, the latter confesses.
LEYENDECKEK23
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problem and the need for a solution. His company seems to have embarked
on a policy of decreasing the number of percentage pictures for all but the
large, high-grossing theatres.
No system of government or economics or business can afford to shut
its eyes to the human element. The percentage plan of selling pictures to
smaller theatres overlooks this factor and, ultimately, it will damage the distributors, as well as the exhibitors.
The wise distribution executive should fight for the highest dollar he
can get for his pictures, then allow the exhibitor to prosper by his own initiative, his showmanship.
MO WAX

PETTY

TACTICS

Every so often we are flabbergasted, not to say puzzled, by some petty
sales maneuver employed by a film company nationally, or by one of its
branches, to extract a few extra, unwarranted and unnecessary dollars from its
customers.
One of these instances is brought to light by a bulletin issued recently
by Allied of Eastern Pennsylvania through General Manager Sidney E. Samuelson.

This is what the bulletin, titled

"Nerve — Unlimited!",

has to say:

There's an old, old saying about the salesman who went into the country districts to 'take' the uninformed folks by selling a worthless gadget. To
characterize such a cheap chiseler in the olden days, the expression 'More
nerve than a brass monkey" was used.
"No expression that I ever heard or could put together can adequately
describe my reaction when I heard that the 20th Century-Fox Philadelphia
office and its sales representatives had approached, and were still approaching,
exhibitors with a request for more money on CRADLE OF LIBERTY (Technicolor
short subject). CRADLE OF LIBERTY is Release No. 6259, and is one of the
twelve Movietone Adventures of the 1945-46 season.
"If you bought this series of short subjects, you have CRADLE OF LIBERTY under contract, and the exchange is obligated to deliver it to you at the
contract price. There is nothing in the contract which permits the exchange
to withdraw or refuse to deliver this picture and then to resell it to you at an
increased price.
"And if, because of any sales misrepresentation, you bought the picture
without realizing you already have it under contract, you should immediately
notify the exchange of this situation and insist that the picture be delivered to
you at the original price.
"If you want to play CRADLE OF LIBERTY and you haven't bought this
series, then naturally, you have to make a deal for this picture. But according
to persons who have seen this picture, it is merely another routine color short
and
means little or nothing at the boxoffice. It doesn't merit any special
attention.
"Skirting dangerously close to open and outright defiance of the Federal
Court's decision in the motion picture monopoly case, representatives of the
local 20th Century-Fox office are attempting to block book CRADLE OF LIBERTY with CENTENNIAL SUMMER. If there are any more complaints on this
matter received in this office, the entire file will be forwarded to the proper
authorities. Today, by virtue of the court's decision and concurred in publicly
by the pious mouthings of the sales managers of every company, no exhibitor is
compelled to buy any picture that he does not want, and no exhibitor can be
high-jacked into higher prices for a film he already has under contract.
"Allied stands ready to protect every member if there are any further
reports about forcing CRADLE OF LIBERTY at higher prices."
24

The cooler August weather and strong
new first-run attractions have resulted in
two new non-holiday gross and attendance
records and soaring, instead of the customary dropping, receipts at several of the
longer-run films. The sure-fire combination
of Bergman-Grant-Hitchcock brought blockencircling lines to the Radio City Music
Hall every day since the RKO film opened
on August 15th and the first week saw
161.722 persons pay $150,000 to break the
all-time non-holiday record for the 13 years
of the theatre's existence. This followed
"Anna and the King of Siam," which had
a paid attendance of 1,227,000 during its
eight weeks' engagement at the world's
largest house .. .Another 20th Century-Fox
picture, "Claudia and David," which is supported by a strong stage bill headed by
Vivian Blaine and Jerry Colonna, also set
a new non-holiday record of $132,000 for its
first week. Both pictures are now in their
third smash weeks and will stay through
September.. .Also well over the $100,000
mark for the first week was "Holiday in
Mexico," supported by Gene Krupa and His
Orchestra and Mitzi Green on the stage of
the Capitol. This is also in its third week
and will be followed in mid-September by
"Three Wise Fools."
Starting off at a terrific pace is "The Big
Sleep," with Bob Crosby and His Orchestra on the stage of the Strand. The BogartBacall picture, which followed three good
weeks for "Two Guys from Milwaukee"
and Robert Alda in person, started its second week on August 30th and is also expected to play through September. . .Not far
behind these is New York's other stagescreen house, the Paramount, where "The
Strange Love of Martha Ivers" and Dinah
Shore on the stage, had a fourth week record of only $8,000 below the gross for the
opening stanza of $110,000. The fifth week
brought the total take to well over $500,000.
"Monsieur Beaucaire" comes in after Labor
Day...Loew's State has one of its occasional first-runs with "Earl Carroll Sketchbook" heading the bill.
current 25th Anniversary
screen-vaudeville
After two weak United Artists films,
"Young Widow" and "Breakfast in Hollywood," the Globe has a winner in the same
company's "A Night in Casablanca," which
did the second highest business in the theatre's history and is continuing strong for
its third stanza. . ."The Killers," which is
the first film to be put on a 24-hour schedule, started off strong at the Winter Garden on August 28th following five excellent
weeks for "They Were Sisters," credited
entirely to James Mason's increasing popularity. At the
samewere
time,
five ofatMason's
older British
films
current
naborhood and art houses in the mid-town district. .Another Universal picture, "Canyon
Passage," started its fourth profitable week
on August 28th at the Criterion and it will
play a fifth before Republic's long-awaited
Technicolor picture, "I've Always Loved
You," opens. . .Another Republic picture,
"The §pecter of the Rose." postponed its
opening at the Republic until August 31st
to attract ballot enthusiasts attending the
nearby City Center and Broadway Theatre
seasons during September.

Oil the longer-run pictures, "Henry V"
completed 12 capacity weeks of more than
250,000 attendance at the City Center and
is moving into the Broadway district to continue its two-a-day run at the Golden, a
former legitimate theatre which goes over
to films starting September 3rd. . .Another
U. A. British-made, "Caesar and Cleopatra."
opens at the Astor Theatre on Septenil>ei
5th. while the huge neon-lighted sign will
remain atop the Winter Garden, where the
film was originally scheduled to open in
August.
FILM
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in legislative matters, our Board of Director: have felt that ATA would be neglectin
one o^ its prime functions if it did not act."
He warned that the new selling plan would set the industry back 25 year.-; and
lead to Government control. He charged that exhibitors "stand to lose by default tanhave present
accrued decision.
to them over many years," and that they
have gible
beenand intangible
granted norights
voice that
in the
Gamble said that the Association would endeavor to intervene formally in th •
New York case on behalf of its membership and present to the court the "virtually
universal objection to auction selling. He added that ATA would take no position on
the other matters in the decree or in the controversy between the government and the
defendants.

*

Jack Kirsch, president of Allied States Association, extended an invitation to every independent
exhibitor in the country to attend the organization's national convention
in Boston,
Sept. 16-18.

Bigwigs at Lnited Artists' luncheon during its
recent convention are, 1. to r., Edward Raftery,
president: Grad Sears, vice-president in charge of
distribution; Hud Lohrenz, district manager, and
Paul N. Lazarus, Jr., advertising-publicity director.

*

*

TO SELL SEASON BLOCK TO NON-COMPETITIVFr.
M-G-M
M-G-M will offer its customers in non-competitive situations a full season'!

product, with cancellation privileges, it was announced by William F. Rodgers, vicepresident and general sales manager, at the company's sales conference in Chicago
last fortnight These exhibitors also will be given the opportunity to buy M-G-M product
singly, Rodgers said. Customers in competitive situations will be offered pictures individually and licensing of one picture will not be conditioned upon the licensing of
any other picture or unit distributed by the companyr according to the Metro sales
chief. The :-eanon's product will include subjects_released subsequent to Sept 1. 1943
up to Aug. 31, 1947.
"While compliance with the June 11th opinion of the Federal Court in the government suit will require changes in the conduct of our affairs and pending the entry of a
final decree, we find it advisable and in some cases necessary to modify some of the
policies under which we have been operating," Rodgers said. He emphasized that there
would be "just as few changes as is necessary" in Loew's sales policy.
"Experimental" Auction Selling
In competitive situations, M-G-M is "not now prepared, because of the uncertainties inherent in the present situation and the necessity of working out many administrative details, to put into effect a general policy of competitive bidding," Rodgers
stated. However, pending entry of a final decree, "in a very limited number of emergency situations and on a purely experimental basis", the company will attempt to
work out an administrative procedure for auction selling.
Short subjects and news will be offered both individually or in bulk with cancellation privileges. Rodgers announced that M-G-M will have five series of shorts
totaling 52 reels for the new season; 10 single reel Pete Smith specialties; 16 one reel
cartoon in Technicolor; 12 one reel Fitzpatrick Traveltalks in Technicolor; six one-reel
Passing Patades and four two-reel specials.
*
«
*

ALLIED INVITES ALL INDES
Every independent exhibitor in America was extended an invitation by Allied
States Association of Motion Picture Exhibitors, through its president Jack Kirsch. to
attend its first national convention since the war, to be held in Boston, Sept. 16-18 at
the Copley Plaza Hotel.
A special session in the nature of an independent exhibitors forum will be held
all day Wed , Sept. 18, at which time all available information concerning auction and
single picture selling will be presented. Exhibitors were urged to be present to take
part in the open forum discussions.
To arrange for reservations and other details, independent exhibitors were urged
to contact general convention chairman Nate Yamins at 20 Shawmut St , Boston, Mass.

*

BROIDY TAKES OVER

Harry H. Thomas, president of PRO Pictures, who
announced PRO's 1946-47 lineup following his return from Hollywood where production plans were
established.

At RKO's luncheon to announce the January release of Liberty Films first Frank Capra production, "It's a Wonderful Life." arc: 1. to r., Robert
Mochrie, RKO sales chief; E. K. (Ted) O'Shea,
Liberty sales head; L"u Smith, Liberty publicity
director, and S. Barret Mcforcnick, RKO publicity
and advertising
director.
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FOR LATE TREM CARR

Steve Broidy, president of Monogram, in addition to his present duties, stepped
into the post of production head at the studio, a position vacated by the untimely
death of Trem Carr on Sunday. Aug. 18. Broidy had been working very closely with
Carr on production plans and problems and the new policy of high-budgeted pictures
for Monogram reflected their joint decisions. Broidy promised that production policies
"will be continued and intensified in the future."
Can's death, at 54, was sudden. He was stricken with a heart attack while
vacationing in San Diego. In tribute to Carr, the studio was closed at three p. m.
Wednesday, Aug. 21, when funeral rites were held.
(Continued on Page 26)
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FOX

PROFITS

SEEN

AT

PEAK

Twentieth Century-Fox and its subsidiaries, including National Theatres Corp.
and Roxy Theatre, Inc., reported a consolidated net profit after all charges for the 26
weeks ended June 29, 1946 of $11,449,449. This compares with a net profit for the same
26 weeks in 1945 of $5,433,360.
Spyros P. Skouras, 20th-Fox president, estimated a net profit of $24,000,000 for
the company in 1946 as he presented the consolidated report for the first half of the
year- to a special meeting of company stockholders. The meeting also approved National Theatres' purchase of all the outstanding shares of its Class B stock at a price
of $7,415,000. The 40,000 shares were held by Charles P. Skouras, Elmer C. Rhoden.
Harold J. Fitzgerald and F. H. Ricketson, Jr. Their purchase gives 20th-Fox 100 per
cent control of NT.
\V. A. Scully, vice - president :iii«l general sales
manager "I Universal Pictures, announced the appointments of A. .). O'Keefe, right, as assistant
of Universal and the promanager
general sales
left, to succeed
.1. Keldnian,
I Charles
moth
O'Keefe as western sales manager, O'Keefe replaces E. T. (iomersall, who. last June was named
general sales manager of Enterprise Productions,
1 ehlinan moves up Irni Lo i Angeles district
manager,
where he also succeeded
O'Keefe.
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UNITS IN CONFEDERACY

A new exhibitor organization, the Confederation of Southern Theatre Owners
Associations, was formed in New Orleans over the week-end of August 17, assertedly
for the purpose of handling trade problems as they affect Southern exhibitors. Special
emphasis will be placed on rallying opposition to the auction selling proposed by the
court in the industry anti-trust case. The organization will consolidate decree views
for the areas represented for presentation to the court.
Organized first as a temporary organization, the new group was established as a
permanent body following an all-day meeting Aug. 16. Mack Jackson, of Alexander
City, Ala., was elected president and Morris Loewenstein of Oklahoma City, secretary.
Fred Kent, of Jacksonville, heads the organizing committee.

REPUBLIC

Carriers

250 N. Juniper St., Phila.
LOcust
7-4823

*

Atlantic City officials' attempt to halt the showing of Howard Hughes' "The
Outlaw" was condemned as "dictatorial and arbitrary" by vice chancellor Albert S.
Woodruff in Camden Chancery Court as he dismissed a temporary restraining order
and a complaint by Atlantic City Steel Pier operator George Hamid. Sr. that the city
threatened to close the show.
Woodruff declared that the city had acted without authority of law in notifying
Hamid that the film would be seized with only two days notice. Woodruff revealed
that, in an attempt to learn what the fuss was all about, he had commissioned a special
master to view the film. "The master reported to the court that it was a third-class
picture made into a money-maker by expert publicity", said the vice chancellor and
dryly added that this was not illegal.
Counsel for Hamid disclosed the Pier had paid United Artists $45,000 rental for
the three-week run. plus 50 per cent of the gross receipts over $117,000.
Meanwhile, in New York, action on possible revocation of the PCA seal, delayed
by Hughes' hospitalization, was expected to be taken by the Motion Pictures Association Board of Directors at its next meeting scheduled for Sept. 11. Eric Johnston is
expected to preside.

from

236 N. 23rd St.

THREATENED

present system of release in Chicago was threatened with complete annihilation as the Jackson Park Theatre entered a decree requested by U. S. District
Court which, if granted, would put an end to the basic elements of clearance policy in
the Chicago territory.
The decree filed by Thomas C. McConnell, counsel for the Jackson Park, would
limit first-run exhibition to two weeks; subsequent run to one week; would eliminate
the three-week "dead" time between the conclusion of downtown runs and the start of
outlying runs; would discontinue the practice of moveovers; limit the playing of double
features and eliminate price-fixing.
The defendants, the same as those in the other Jackson Park case, in which the
theatre won a Supreme Court victory, are the Big Five distributors, the Warner chain
and Balaban & Katz Corp. They have until Sept. 9 to file briefs in opposition to the
Jackson Park decree.

Day and Night

LINES,

SYSTEM

The

Meeting All Planes

HIGHWAY

1946-47

PRC Pictures will have 28 features on their 1946-47 schedule, with at least three
of these in Cinecolor, together' with 6 Eddie Dean outdoor- musicals and eight Al La
Rus-Al St. John action westerns, it was announced by Harry H. Thomas, president,
upon his return from Hollywood.
The 12 top pictures, each with a minimum negative cost of $500,000. will be produced by Eagle-Lion for- PRC release, said Thomas, and will be in addition to the announced Eagle-Lion program. First three of the 12 already have been set: "Born to
Speed" completed, with a cast headed by Johnny Sands, Geraldine Wall and Don
Castle; "When the Devil Drives", now shooting, featuring Damian O'Flynn and Dairy]
Hickman, and "Big Red", in Cinecolor
to go into production Sept. 15.
Two pictures have been set for release on the 1946-47 schedule: "Her Sister's
Secret", starring Nancy Coieman, Margaret Lindsay, Philip Reed and Felix Bressart,
Sept.Oct.
23, 1.and "Driftin' River", an Eddie Dean outdoor- musical, set for national release
on

JOINS

CR

Confidential Reports, Inc., the checking agency which has been the center of
great controversy over its checking methods, has a new customer in Republic Pictures
Corp., whose affiliation with the agency as a stockholder- was announced last fortnight
by Walter L. Titus, vice-president of Republic.
The agency's services will be made available to Republic shortly after Sept. 1.
FILM
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What the Newspaper Critics Say About New Films

NOTORIOUS'

(RKO)

"/^\ne of the most absorbing pictures of the year... Mr. Hecht
^~^ has written and Mr. Hitchcock has directed in brilliant style
a romantic melodrama -which is just about as thrilling as they
come — velvet smooth in dramatic action, sharp and sure in its
characters and heavily charged with the intensity of warm emotional appeal .. .Remarkable blend of love story with expert 'thriller.' " CROWTHER. N. Y. TIMES'.
"\v7hether the mixture of romance and suspense in 'Notorious'
" is as explosive as it was intended to be, there is no denying
the pull and ingratiating charm of the principals, Ingrid Bergman
and Cary Grant. . .More footage is given over to romance than to
evil doings and the implication of evil doings, an unusual turn of
events in a Hitchcockfilm. . .Movie fans will be wanting to see
more of Bergman and Grant as a team of romancers." PIHODNA,
N. Y. HERALD TRIBUNE.
"ji/fost
exciting movie session of the year. . .Relentless fascinaiV1 tion."
COOK, N. Y. WORLD TELEGRAM.
'""T'hat an Alfred Hitchcock picture strangles you with suspense
as if it were slowly pulling a cord around your throat, is not
news.
His devices for audience
enthrallment
have grown more
opulent
as they have become less ingenious."
AGER,
PM.
•pour Stars.
. .Grand
entertainment
holds the audience
spellbound from
its opening
gambit tothat
its heart-throbbing
finish...
Sleek and romantic
a thriller as the screen
has seen in many
months."
CAMERON, N. Y. DAILY NEWS.
"A
complete example of Hollywood's best, standard film manufacture...Aperfect picture of its kind.
Will delight a much
larger number of people than a greater film would."
WINSTEN.

"HOLI
IN MEXICO1
(MGM) DAY
J^ovely to look at and delightful to hear. . .Lavish and entertaining show around a serviceable romantic comedy plot... Its
occasional halting steps are more than offset by the delicate blonde
beauty of Ilona Massey anj the wonderfully rich voice of Jane
Powell. . .Ample mirth in the plot situations." T M P N Y
TIMES.

" A bove average Hollywood domestic idyll efficiently manufac•** tured foi the family trade. Above average because of thi
presence of Miss McGuire."
AGER. PM.
"■pallen under the blight that shadows movie sequels. Authors
*- still do not find the proddin'rs of a profit-eager
corporation
any
substitute
for
original
inspiration."
COOK,
N.
Y.
WORLD
TELEGRAM.
"pair plus. . .Whether the sequel curse is again in operation, or
*■ distance is lending some small degree of enchantment to the
original 'Claudia,' or the present 'Claudia and David' is merely a
feeble continuation, this deponent cannot decide
.Every event of
rhe picture can be pretty accurately described as much ado about
nothing."
WINSTEN,
N. Y. POST.

'THE
BIG SLEEP'
(WARNER)
"X^uch
the caught...
terseness Mr.
and Hawks,
toughness
Mr. Chandler's
style
■"•-*■ has ofbeen
who ofproduced
and directed,
has kept the action racy and raw. . .Humphrey Bogart stalks his
cold and laconic way as the resolute private detective. . .Miss Bacall is a dangerous looking female, but she still hasn't learned to
act.
N. Y.. Likely
TIMES.to leave you confused and dissatisfied." CROWTHER.
'"Dough,
**• in a
the book
that it is
BARNES,

tough and sexy
Howard Hawks has directed the show
stacatto and slam-bang manner. . .That it does not follow
with complete fidelity is less surprising than the fact
asN. savage
as it is...TRIBUNE.
Packs a mean melodramatic wallop."
Y. HERALD

"T Tntil that confusing climax, customers have an exciting time
*-^ with the pell-mell rough and tumble of the picture. The dialogue preserves Chandler's tough, sexy spirit and the story swarms
with pretty girls making sporty cracks Through it all strolls
Humphrey Bogart in top form." COOK. N Y. WORLD TELEGRAM.
'"Cxcellent ... Between Bogart and the Chandler story, there's no
'-' question of a dull moment .. .Whether you understand all of
it or not, 'The Big Sleep' is as exciting as they come. It's a fast
roller-coaster with every dip another death and the threat of
murder hanging over the ascents. You won't want t<-> miss it, if
you can take its brutal thrills."
WINSTEN,
N. Y. POST.

"glaborate,
opulent handsome
and for the
part very
urbane
picture...
A remarkably
and most
generally
tasteful
vehicle
for a
great deal of strictly Grade A musical entertainment, with only
the conventionally slender story as excuse for its buttered gestures
and swaggering chic."
BEEBE,
N. Y. HERALD
TRIBUNE,

'STEP
BY STEP'
(RKO)

"plushy, overstuffed Technicolor musicals
of stars, lavish
settings and Latin-American rhythms. . .Full
.Likely to
get little
laughter from the comedy, which suffers at the heavy hands of
Messrs. Pidgeon and Iturbi, but you may be pleasantly beguiled
by
the music and the gay settings." COOK, N Y WORLD TELEGRAM.

"pKO
for .the
the year's
dullest
•*•*■ and has
mosta strong
fantasticcandidate
melodrama.
.As title
the of
principals
Lawrence
Tierney and Anne Jeffreys move through the film like two bewildered innocents in search of a director." PRYOR, N. Y.
TIMES.

"gomewhere behind all the exhaustive camera angles and shining
plotography, generally reflected in the shining top of a grand
piano, there is a fairy tale... Spun
out very long and thin and
PM.
AGER,
brittle."
"pour and a Half Stars. . .A truly magic carpet. . .Admittingly the
film is long, running something over two hours. But
such consistent entertainment was, likely, so much more cutting
difficult
than enjoying it that Joe Pasternak couldn't sanction any scissoring.
MASTERS, N. Y. DAILY NEWS

CLAUDIA

(FOX)

AND DAVID'

as most purely formula pictures... A pedestrian
GUERNSEY,
N. Y. HERALD
TRIBUNE.

"T awrence Tierney attracted some favorable notice a year or so
*-* ago for the slashing viciousness he put into the title role of a
picture called 'Dillinger.' Now he is having his trial in the handsome and heroic leading man department .. .There is a suspicion
that he had better get back to the villainy business, but maybe
it is that weird collection of awkward wisecracks written for him."
COOK,
N. Y. KORLD
TELEGRAM.
"Tightly
knit action stuff .. .Whodunit
addicts certainly should
go for it — despite the fact that it's not a guess-who picture
. . .Fair plus."
THIRER, N. Y. POST.

(PARAMOUNT)

SWAMP

"pleasant and touching picture in a strictly romantic vein...
Sprightly action and literate dialogue. . .Walter Lang's capable
direction has brought out the best in actors and script,
luxurious settings have been provided." CROWTHERand most
iN- Yxn' N
TIMES.
"J^Jiss
doesn'tcomic
fail as
to make
the film
an entertaining
SheMcGuire
is genuinely
the gullible
young
wife and at one.
the
same time is touching as the mother. . .Whoever wishes to nod
in
Never-Never Land for eighty minutes or so had better take
off to
the Roxy." PIHODNA, N. Y. HERALD TRIBUNE,
■"-phree and a Half Stars... The exception
that sequels are not as good as the
screen play... Those who found 'Claudia' an
a domestic problem, are sure to be attracted
sequel."
CAMERON. N. Y. DAILY NEWS.
SEPTEMBER
2.
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unexciting
A swhodunit."

that proves the rule
originals.
. .Absorbing
interesting picture of
to and moved by its

FIRE"

"The
most exciting moment is Weissmuller's rather tame fight
■*■ with an alligator. . .The official running time of Swamp Fire'
is fifty-seven minutes.
It seems more like three hours."
PIHODNA, N. Y. HERALD TRIBUNE.
"'T'he scenarist, Geoffrey Homes, would have done us all a big
x favor if he had just set the swamps afire in the first reel,
instead of stalling the inevitable for about sixty minutes. But time
apparently was needed to work in that much advertised wrestlingmatch between Mr. Weissmuller and a crocodile. The poor beast
looks so bored and indifferent, we can't see how Mr, Weissmuller
had the heart to bother it." PRYOR, N. Y. TIMES
"Wfeissmuller, in
"
monosyllabic
too much. . .As for
of something good,

his first non-Tarzan role, makes up for all those
years by swimming very little and talking much27
the action, the film forever simmers on the ■
but rarely boils over." PECK, I'M
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ULTIMATE
OUTCOME
OF THE GOVERNMENT SUIT
By A. F. MYERS, Page 9

DO INDEPENDENTS

NEED

ALLIED?

By JACK KtRSCH, Page 10

ORGANIZATION
Editorial by MO

WAX, Page 7

Reviews of the New Films
'CLOAK AND

DAGGER1

STORY OF OSS AGENT

THREE LITTLE GIRLS IN BLUE' ENTERTAINING
'STRANGE
THE WALLS

JOURNEY'
CAME

ACTION

TUMBLING

PROGRAMMER
DOWN'

'THEY WERE SISTERS' BRITISH DRAMA
UNDER NEVADA

HAS EXCITEMENT
MUSICAL

SHOW

HAS EXCITEMENT

ENGROSSING

MYSTERY

WILL NEED SELLING

SKIES' GOOD ROY ROGERS MUSICAL-WESTERN
And Others, Pages 22, 23, 24, 26
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MURDER MAKES STRANGE
PARTNERS!
$Tl

MAN

ON THE SPOT ... His mind blanked out for

one single hour. Can't remember
BLONDE MYSTERY

what happened.

... The kind of a woman

men just can't seen to leave alone
SUCK SHADOW ... Out after a grim secret ... and
stopping at nothing to get it!

R K O
RADIO
PICTURE

that

A SPECIAL SERVICE
This folder contains a digest of
reviews which have appeared in
recent issues of Film Bulletin. The
pictures covered are new releases
by the Five Major Distributors
whose product is nationally trade
shown under the provisions of the
former consent decree.
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TERMS
DATES

ETC.

M-G-M... 2 in 17th Block (Total 4)

Note: The others in this block "Boys' Ranch" and "Courage of Lassie" appeared in previous Review of Reviews.

THREE

WISE FOOLS1 HOKUM

FANTASY

FOR OLD FOLKS AND

KIDDIES

Rates • • for family houses

_^_^_.^

90 Minutes . . . Margaret O'Brien, Lionel Barrymore, Lewis Stone, Edward Arnold
Bad mixture of fantasy and reality will prove boring to sophisticated audiences, but old folks and youngsters
should enjoy the antics of the cute young star. Fair grosses in naborhood and rural situations. . . . Weak
in metropolitan deluxers and action houses. (Reviewed Issue June 24)

'FAITHFUL IN MY FASHION'

LIGHTWEIGHT

YARN

Rates • • generally as supporting dualler
81 Minutes . . . Tom Drake, Donna Reed, Edward Everett Horton

MILDLY AMUSING

Mildly amusing, overly-sentimental romantic comedy. . . . Tom
Drake's growing popularity should attract some
'teen age fans and the pic will get by in naborhood and family spots.
(Reviewed Issue June 24)

M-G-M... 4 Not Set (1946-47)
'NO LEAVE, NO LOVE' LIGHTWEIGHT

MUSICAL

HAS VAN JOHNSON

Rates • • • — ; less in action and rural spots
j, ,.
117 Minutes . . . Van Johnson, Keenan Wynn, Pat Kirkwood, Guy Lombardo, Xavier Cugat and Orchestra
Spotty lightweight musical has innumerable specialties to pad out its nonsensical plot, plus one great asset —
Van Johnson. . . . Proof positive that this will be strong boxoffice wherever Van is popular. . . . Usual Technicolor and M-G-M
production flash is missing.
(Reviewed Issue September 2)

'THE SHOW-OFF'

SKELTON

GETS LAUGHS

Rates • • + in family houses; less elsewhere

AS ASSET

IN REMAKE

84 Minutes . . . Red Skelton, Marilyn Maxwell, Marjorie Main, Virginia O'Brien
Skelton having a comedy field day. . . . Laugh provoking fare. Where Skelton is popular, this should get above
grosses and family audiences particularly will enjoy the star's

'HOLIDAY

IN MEXICO'

OYERLONG

antics.

MUSICAL

(Reviewed

Rates • • • — on name values ; weak for action spots
127 Minutes . . . Walter Pidgeon, Jose Iturbi, llona Massey, Xavier Cugat,

Issue

August

HAS STRONG
Jane

Powell,

Roddy

19)

SELLING POINTS
MacDowall.

Another of M-C-M's star-studded super-lavish, over-long Technicolor musicals. . . . Can't fail to be a fair box
office success, even if the two hour telling of its frail, thread-bare plot will make many patrons restless, especially those who prefer a diet of red meat action fare to whipped cream frosting.
(Reviewed Issue August 5)

'THE
COCKEYED
MIRACLE' COMEDY
Rates • • as dualler generally

FANTASY

SHOULD

AMUSE

81 Minutes . . . Frank Morgan, Keenan Wynn, Cecil Kellaway, Audrey Totter
Novel, laugh-provoking treatment of life-after-death is heart-warming entertainment for the family trade. . . .
Morgan and Wynn offer fair marquee draw. . . . Best suited to the duallers — more likely in the supporting
spot.
(Reviewed Tssue July 22)
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PARAMOUNT ... 1 1946-47 Release
'TWO

YEARS

BEFORE THE MAST' GRIM ADVENTURE

FOR MALES

Rates • • • generally, better in action houses
98 Minutes . . . Alan Ladd, Brian Donlevy, William Bendix, Barry Fitzgerald

Grim and realistic nautical adventure. . . . Strongest appeal to male patrons.
the opposite sex, plus a strong line-up of male players, should insure good
action houses.
(Reviewed Issue September 2)

However, Ladd's popularity with
grosses generally. . . . Best in

RKO RADIO ... 3 in Sixth Block (Total 5)
, Note: The others in this block, "Bedlam" and "Falcon's Alibi" appeared in previous Review of Reviews.

TILL• THE
OF TIME' STRONG EMOTIONAL DRAMA ABOUT YETS
Rates
• • — END
generally
105 Minutes . . . Dorothy McCuire, Guy Madison, Robert Mitchum, Bill Williams
Timely and absorbing. . . . Romantic aspects will carry tremendous appeal to feminine fans. . . . Has several J
hard-hitting sequences to attract male patrons. . . . Climatic barroom brawl is a thrill highlight. (Reviewed
Issue June 24)
'CRACK-UP'

ANOTHER

OF THOSE

Rates • • © in action spots; slightly less elsewhere

RKO

ACTION

'SLEEPERS'!

93 Minutes ... Pat O'Brien, Claire Trevor, Herbert Marshall
Cracker-jack melodrama and O'Brien's best vehicle in several seasons. ... A genuine sleeper which should clean
UP in action spots and make a first-rate attraction in almost any type of house.
(Reviewed Issue June 24)

'BAMBOO

BLONDE' WEAK

MUSICAL

FOR

LOWER

SLOT

Rates © • as supporting dualler in naborhoods
68 Minutes .
. Frances Langford, Ralph Edwards
Leans far too heavily on Frances Langford, although her radio and record following may give the programmer fair
box office draw in naborhood spots. . . . Strictly for the duals — supporting a drama or action topper. (Reviewed Issue June 24)

RKO RADIO ... 5 in First 1946-47 Block
'SISTER

KENNY'

SERIOUS,

SLOW-MOVING

BIOGRAPHY,

TEPID B.O.

Rates • • -j- generally; more in class spots; less in actiion houses
116 Minutes . . . Rosalind Russell, Alexander Knox, Dean Jagger
Serious and inspiring picturization unfortunately lacks many of the attributes of a popular success. . . . Russell
gives the picture marquee power, but the romantic interest is slight, the lighter touches are few and the pace is
pedestrian.
(Reviewed Issue July 22)

'LADY LUCK'

MILD

COMEDY

ABOUT

GAMBLING

URGE

Rates • • -j- as dualler if exploited; less in first-runs and action spots
97 Minutes . . . Robert Young, Barbara Hale, Frank Morgan, James Gleason
Padded by 30 minutes of repetitious comedy to become a rambling, moderately entertaining film.
Name values
are mild, but the gambling theme is exploitable. . . . Should serve as a fair-plus dualler. . . . Weak in both
first-runs and action houses.
(Reviewed Issue July 22)

'STEP BY STEP' SPY THRILLER HAS AMPLE

ACTION

Rates • Q -f- for action spots; good supporting dualler elsewhere
62 Minutes . . . Lawrence Tierney, Anne Jeffreys
While routine spy-thriller stretches the imagination, it is well-stocked with acf'onful moments. . . . Satisfactory
entry for the dual bills, particularly in action houses. (Reviewed Issue July 22)

'GREAT DAY' WELL

MADE

BRITISH FILM

DOOMED

TO DUALLERS

Rates • • — as supporting dualler only, more in class spots
Minutes . . . Flora Robson, Eric Portman
Splendid human
tale of English villagers will probably seem trifling and dated to bulk of American patrons.
Will get scant attention here and be relegated to supporting spot on average dualler. (Reviewed Issue July 22)

'SUNSET PASS' ZANE

GREY WESTERN

LACKS

NAME

VALUE

Rates • • — as supporter in action spots only
60 Minutes . . . James Warren, Nan Leslie
| ii ,
Well-plotted, old-fashioned western in solid fare for dyed-in-the-wool cowboy addicts, but, because name value
(other than the author's) is nil, this will be a weak draw.
(Reviewed Issue July 22)
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RKO RADIO ... 2 in Second Block (Total 5)
'CRIMINAL

COURT1 TAUT, INTERESTING

Rates • • + as dualler generally; bill topper in action spots

CRIME

MELODRAMA

62 Minutes . . . Tom Conway, Martha O'Dnscoll
Closely-knit interest-holding program meller. . . . Strong supporting
dualler generally and, if exploited, can
stand alone in any action house. . . . Air of authenticity puts it far above run-of-the-mill action programmers.
(Reviewed Issue September 2)

'GENIUS AT WORK1
Rates • • —
61 Minutes .
Moss covered
farce and the

WEAK

COMEDY

EFFORT

as supporting dualler in minor houses
. . Wally Brown, Alan Carney, Anne Jeffreys, Lionel Atwill, Bela Lugosi
slapstick routines. . . . Pretty much of a dud. . . . Youngsters will get a kick out of both the
obvious thrills.
(Reviewed Issue August 19)

RKO RADIO ... 1 Special
'NOTORIOUS'

GRANT, BERGMAN.

HITCHCOCK,

HECHT— WOW!

Rates • • • + generally
101 Minutes . . . Cary Grant, Ingrid Bergman, Claude Rains
Boxoffice smash. . . . Hitchcock's superb directorial skill, combined with luminous acting by Bergman and Grant,
makes "Notorious" a topnotch thriller. . . . Marquee magic of these three names, plus an intriguing title, will
make this one of the foremost money attractions of the season.
(Reviewed Issue August 5)

20TH CENTURY-FOX ... 1 July Release
'SMOKY' ANIMAL

STORY

IN TECHNICOLOR

Rates • • • — in family and rural houses: less elsewhere
87 Minutes . . . Fred MacMurray, Anne Baxter, Burl Ives
Sure-fire ingredients of a well-loved animal story, outdoor action and gorgeous Technicolor photography pleasingly blended. ... A natural for family and rural houses and it should do a bit above average business generally. (Reviewed Issue June 24)

20TH CENTURY-FOX ... 2 August Releases
'CENTENNIAL
PATTERN

SUMMER'

PLEASING

TECHNICOLOR

MUSICAL

IN

'STATE

Rates • • • — generally; less in action houses
102 Minutes . . . Jeanne Crain, Qornel Wilde, Linda Darnell, William1 Eythe.
Follows the musical pattern set by "State Fair" but fails to measure up to its high entertainment standard and
will not achieve the box office success of that musical. . . . Enough good tunes, colorful incident and homey,
pleasant story to raise this well above the average both in entertainment
and box office merit. ( Reviewed
Issue July 22)

'DEADLINE FOR MURDER'

FAMILIAR CHASE

YARN

Rates • • in action spots or as supporting dualler only
65 Minutes . . . Paul Kelly, Kent Taylor, Sheila Ryan
Run-of-the-mill melodrama with killings aplenty but practically no suspense.
a supporting dualler in naborhoods.
(Reviewed
Issue June 24)

Will get by in action spots or as

20TH CENTURY-FOX ... 3 September Releases
'CLAUDIA

AND

DAVID' DELIGHTFUL

COMEDY-DRAMA;

BIG GROSSER

Rates • • • generally
75 Minutes . . . Dorothy McCuire, Robert Young, Mary Astor, Robert Sutton
Has only one fault — it is too short. . . . Delightful film, gem-studded with realistic spontaneity and crammed
with chuckles and heart-throbs. . . . Should get warm reception in every class of theatre, with highly favorable word-of-mouth boosting returns right down
the line. (Reviewed Issue August 5)
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STORY

Rates • • -f- on name values
79 Minutes . . . Vivian Blaine, Perry Como, Harry James, Carmen Miranda, Phil Silvers
Mild, easy-going musical, overloaded with listenabely, if undistinguished, songs and sprinkled with laughs. . . .
Silly story. . . . Good top dualler generally, strong enough to stand alone in naborhoods where younger element
will flock to Como-James names.
(Reviewed Issue September 2)

'BLACK BEAUTY' FILM VERSION

OF CLASSIC

Rates • • as dualler in naborhoods and rurals
74 Minutes . . . Mona Freeman, Richard Denning, Evelyn Ankers

NOVEL

IS GOOD

KID SHOW

For these (the younger trade), "Black Beauty'' is pre-sold, but not wholly satisfying entertainment. For city
sophisticates, film will carry scant appeal. . . . Principal selling point is novel's long-standing popularity. (Reviewed Issue August 19)

20TH CENTURY- FOX ... 1 October Release
'HOME SWEET

HOMICIDE'

GOOD

ENTERTAINMENT

FOR FAMILY TRADE

Rates • • -f- generally
90 Minutes . . . Peggy Ann Garner, Randolph Scott, Lynn Bari.
Novel and entertaining programmer. . . . "Junior-Miss-turns-detective" angle can be exploited to attract family
audiences, while Scott-Bari-Carner will give it fair name
draw.
(Reviewed Issue August 5)

WARNER BROS. . . 3 1945-46 Releases
'OF HUMAN

BONDAGE'

MAUGHAM'S

TALE STILL EFFECTIVE DRAMA

Rates • • © — generally
105 Minutes . . . Paul Henreid, Eleanor Parker, Alexis Smith
Interest-holding, intensely melodramatic remake . . . does not compare favorably with earlier version, but the
tale is universally popular and a first-rate cast insure good grosses generally.
(Reviewed Issue July 8)

'NIGHT AND

DAY' LAVISH, ENTERTAINING

MUSICAL

SHOW

WILL CLICK BIG

Rates • • • -f generally
128 Minutes . . . Cary Grant, Alexis Smith, Monty Woolley, Cinny Sims, Jane Wyman
Brilliant blending of the songs and biographical story of Cole Porter and a tremendously tuneful and entertaining film. . . . Undoubtedly will wind up among the top box office attractions of the season. (Reviewed Issue

July 22)

'TWO

GUYS

FROM

MILWAUKEE*

MODERATELY

AMUSING

FARCE

Rates • • -f- generally; less in action houses
90 Minutes . . . Dennis Mbrgan, Jack Carson, Joan Leslie, Janis Paige
Light and amusing . . . Carson wraps up the film — and audience as well — with his down-to-earth clowning.
A surprise finale which brings in Lauren Bacall and then husband Humphrey Bogart will have audience howling
and send them out in a happy mood.
(Reviewed Issue August 5)

WARNER BROS. . . 2 1946-47 Releases
'THE BIG SLEEP' HARD-HITTING.

EXCITING

BOGART

MELLER

Rates • • • generally; more in action spots
114 Minutes . . . Humphrey Bogart, Lauren Bacall, John Ridgely, Martha Vickers
Honey of a hard-hitting murder melodrama — a tough, engrossing, strictly-adult film. . . . Gives Bogart his
best role in several seasons and, coupled with Lauren Bacall's name value, should make a smash grosser generally. (Reviewed Issue August 19)

'SHADOW

OF A WOMAN'

CLASS

C PROGRAMMER

WEAKLY

DIRECTED

Rates • • as supporting dualler
78 Minutes . . . Helmut Dantine, Andrea King, Wiilliam Prince

Class C or lower in virtually every department. . . . Dantine's rising star hits a serious air pocket. . . . Only a
rather novel theme saves the film. . . . Can expect little response except as a supporting dualler in lesser naborhood and action houses.
(Reviewed Issue September 2)
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RAY COLLINS • WALLACE FORD • DEAN HARENS
Directed by IRVING REIS

• Written by John Paxton, Ben Bengal and Ray Spen
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REPUBLIC PICTURES
. . .who introduced such great adventure stars as JOHN WAYNE GENE AUTRY-ROY ROGERS
...proudly hails the arrival to full
stardom
of another dashing
screen personality.
• - •

HHWSr
Breaking Records in His First
Major Starring Production

\

"IN OLD SACRAMENTO"

■

<>

starring WILLIAM

E

with HANK DANIELS • RUTH
Accrtrio

y^^Win

Crowds!

Crowds!

Paramount

and

DENVER!

Crowds!
Webber

at

the

Theatres!

in DALLAS!

M
Sensational 3-day appearance
at the Melba Theatre!

ijcdumzd

in KANSAS CITY}

feel that William
Elliott has all the qualities to make a great
star. After they see him,
I know the showmen op
America will agree."

Throngs braved record heat to
cheer him at Tower Theatre!

I
\

IT and CONSTANCE MOORE
ELLY • nirprtnr
EUGENEI0SFPHPALLETTE
• LIONEL STANDER
KANF

rinror. and
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"HILARIOUS COMEDY THAT RATES PREFERRED PLAYING TIME EVERYWHERE! "-boxoff.ce '"CROWDED
WITH THE KIND OF COMEDY TO WHICH AUDIENCES REACT WARMLY. A HEART QUALITY THAT
.
IS INFECTIOUS. WILL 7-MDRAW
HANDSOMELY!" -f.lm daily •"SURE BET TO RATE IN THE SHECKLES"
-showmen's trade review "FAST MOVING AND HILARIOUS! LUSTY COMEDY AIMED RIGHT AT THE RIBTICKLING SECTION!
p daily -"JUST WHAT THE DOCTOR ORDERED! A DIZZY DELIGHT AND A LOT
OF LAUGHS!"-n.y. daily mirror '"VERY, VERY FUNNY!**-n y times •"ONE LAUGH AFTER ANOTHER!"
-journal American •"HIGHLY ENTERTAINING. A HILARIOUS HOUR-AND-A-QUARTER!"-world telegram
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ORGANIZATION
Organization has been a potent weapon for the groups using it in our
industry. The film companies have their cozy little organization and it has been
singularly effective in keeping the production field free of new competition in a
period of acute shortage. Virtually all the arts and crafts of Hollywood are
solidly organized and they have used their combined strength to keep wages
apace with skyrocketing film profits. The projectionists have their tightly knit
organization and even the ushers are organized in some localites.
Generally, such groups are united by a singleness of purpose, a factor
conducive to strong organization. But an even more important element responsible for the power any union or trade group wields is the ample treasury that
enables it to carry out campaigns and to withstand long sieges in order to gain
objectives.
What of the independent exhibitors of the country? Here is a group with
investments of countless millions in brick and mortar, yet they cannot attain the
same degree of solidarity as the other branches of the industry.
Why?
For one thing, the film companies shrewdly contrive to keep them in a
state of seeming disunion by sponsoring or encouraging buffer organizations
that deflect the full weight of the independents from any aims which might be
inimical to the producer-distributors. Although most of them stand exposed,
the distributor hirelings and sycophants yet manage to accomplish to an amazing degree their work of disorganizing the independents. This can be laid to
the short-sightedness and the weakness of too many individual exhibitors —
those who bellyache constantly about the abuses they suffer, but who sell out
on any issue for some paltry favor.
What, then, is the answer for those true independents who know the need
for organization — a need today more urgent than ever before in the history of
this industry?
The answer lies simply in continuing to build Allied States Association,
financially and numerically, to the point where it can deal with real authority
in the fight for their protection.
Allied has its virtues and its failings, but that it is absolutely sincere in its
aims, no one can deny. It has kept itself free of restrictive entanglements, has

BULLETIN

resisted tempting offers for affiliation with the producer-controlled chains that
would have made its financial road much smoother.
Allied has been gaining respect in industry affairs. But this is not enough.
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balance that would shout of the organization's strength and influence, that
would enable it to build arsenals on the many fronts on which it must fight
to win battles for its members.
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-Speaking for thousands of theatre owners, it should have behind it a bank-
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A tremendous

amount

of work must be done to overcome

the damaging

effects of the recent court decision in the Government's suit and no organization
but Allied is suited to represent the independent exhibitors in this task
This might not sit well with many independent theatremen (or, for that
matter, with Allied leaders), but we express the opinion that Allied sells its
services too cheaply. We would like to see the Boston convention vote to
double the dues of every member, to build a treasury that will bulwark the
organization in an effective campaign to regain for the independent exhibitor
a leading role, instead of a "bit" part, in the industry.
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ULTIMATE OUTCOME OF THE GOVERMENT SUIT
By ABRAM
General Counsel,

Allied

I respond to the request
of FILM BULLETIN for
an expression on the above
subject with much trepidation. The law is not an exact science and one can predict the outcome of only the
simplest proceeding with
any assurance.
This is particularly true
of Sherman Act cases,
where the courts enjoy such
a wide discretion in granting relief. It was not difficult to predict that the
court would find that the
defendants had violated the
law because their actions were so clearly in restraint of trade.
But only a rare-bit fiend in the throes of a nightmare could have
envisioned the fantastic remedy which the court prescribed.
With these reservations I will venture upon the thin ice, hoping
that I will not later find myself treading water.
I am quite confident that no method of auction selling such as
that outlined in the District Court's opinion will ever be saddled
on the industry by mandate of the Supreme Court. I am sustained
in this view by two considerations. First, the imposition of such
an elaborate system of regulation and policing, rendering every
detail of every transaction subject to arbitration would not be a
judicial act, but a legislative act, and could lawfully come into
being only by act of Congress or as a part of a consent decree.
Second, the system is not consistent with but is opposed to the
spirit and purpose of the Sherman Act in that its inevitable effect
will be to raise film prices, thereby necessitating increased admission prices to the detriment of the public.
We must bear in mind that the object of the suit was to
divorce the producer-distributors from their theatres. That was
strictly in keeping with the principle of the Sherman Act. Dissolution, divestiture and injunction are the traditional remedies in
Sherman Act cases. The Department of Justice has wavered only
once in its insistence upon divorcment. That was in 1940 when
the then head of the Anti-Trust Division, Thurman Arnold, halted
the trial and negotiated the woefully inadequate consent decree.
Even then the Department retained the right to again raise the
issue after a test period of three years. Since that time the Department has many times restated its position that complete
divestiture is the only remedy which it will deem adequate.
Allied in common with all other exhibitor organizations is
opposed to the auctioning of films, but here apparently the resemblance ends. We feel that since the court found serious violations of law, it must apply an appropriate remedy. Some organizations appear to think it is enough to oppose auction selling
without supporting an alternative. The strength of Allied's position is that for many years it has consistently advocated the only
effective alternative to auction selling, which is theatre divorcement. It seems to me that, in view of the court's findings, it must
be one or the other. Faced with this choice, I have no doubt that
the overwhelming majority of independent exhibitors will favor
divorcement — in fact, the movement to climb aboard the divorcement bandwagon is already under way.
It seems reasonable to expect that the Department will appeal
to the Supreme Court from any order the District Court may enter,
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and based on the precedents there is every reason to expect that
the Supreme Court will rule that the defendants must dispose of
their theatre interests. This seems to be accepted in most exhibitor quarters but the pertinent question has been raised whether
the Department will seek divestiture as a substitute for auction
selling or merely as an additional remedy. The District Court
imposed auction selling as a substitute for divestiture. The logic
of the situation is that if divestiture is granted there will be no
need for the substitute. That, I believe, will be the attitude of the
Department once divestiture is assured. In the meantime, the
Department may be unwilling to release the bird in its hand while
it reaches for the bird in the bush.
Whether the Department's appeal is directed merely against
the failure of the District Court to grant divestiture, or whether
it also is directed against the provision for auction selling, will
not, in the long run, make much difference; although, for our
peace of mind, we all hope it will be the latter. In either event,
the order almost certainly will provide for a stay of proceedings
thereunder pending disposition of the case by the Supreme Court.
Then if the outcome in that court is what I hope and believe it
will be, auction selling will never be imposed by court order, and
if distributors resort to it voluntarily it will be at their own risk.
This is the realistic, unemotional view which I take of the
situation. It is logical, consistent with the precedents and I sincerely hope that it will be borne out. As I see it, the only thing
that could upset the apple cart would be for the Department of
Justice abruptly to reverse its stand, to go back on its many public
utterances and consent to an order based on the District Court's
proposal, from which consent order there could be no appeal. So
shocking a betrayal is unthinkable; it would bring both the Department and the law into disrepute; I am confident it will not
happen and am resentful of intimations in some quarters that it
might.
It ought not to be necessary after all these years to explain why
I favor theatre divorcement on its merits and not merely as an
alternative to auction selling. Clo<:e observation for many years
convinces me that a principal bar to effective competition in the
motion picture business is the artificial film shortage which the
major companies have been able to create by reason of their
monopoly of the key city first-run theatres. By manipulating the
playing time in those theatres they regulate the flow of product
to the independent subsequent-runs. The system is so profitable
that the producers cannot be expected to change it so long as they
retain their theatres. By extended runs, move-overs and repeat
runs they first bleed the pictures white, and the resulting shortage
enables them to impose exorbitant rentals and onerous conditions
on the independent exhibitors.

My reasons for thinking that with total divestiture auction
selling will be unnecessary can be summarized with equal brevity.
The fear that has been expressed in some quarters and (we suspect) inspired by the affiliated interests, to the effect that independent circuits fashioned out of the defendants' theatres will
practice the very abuses which the court has condemned, are without foundation. Under the principles (as distinguished from the
remedy) of this decision, and under the Interstate, Crescent, Bigelow, Schine and Goldman decisions small exhibitors will be in a
position to defend themselves against all abuses except those inherent in the operation of theatres by producers and distributors.
The principal menace to the independent exhibitors now is the
condition created by the District Court whereunder the existing
monopoly is sanctified, the way is opened for enlarging and perfecting it, and the defendants are permitted to play their films
in their own theatres in any manner they see fit.

DO INDEPENDENTS NEED ALLIED?
By JACK KIRSCH
President,
The

above question, addressed to me by FILM
BULLETIN, is of that class
known as "rhetorical," because if the president of
National Allied gave any
but the expected answer
several thousand independent exhibitors would drop
dead! However, it is not
in deference to my official
position, but because of my
deep-seated convictions, that
I re pond with an emphatic "Yes."
To ask the independent
exhibitors, who must at all
times cope with the highly
organized distributors and
affiliated theatres, if they
need a strong, truly independent national association is like asking of working men need
trade unions, or if family men need insurance, or if ailing human
beings need doctors.
Allied is by far the largest single group of independent exhibitors in the United States. It today occupies the strongest
position it has held since its formation in 1929. It is at the peak
of its influence and usefulness. Because it has pursued a consistent course through the years, because it has been vigilant and
active in all matters affecting the independent exhibitors, and because it has studied all sides of every industry problem before
taking a position, Allied has earned the confidence not only of its
members but of the independent exhibitors generally, as well as
the respect of the other branches of the ir.c'vistry
In responding to this invitation to write about Allied I am
tempted to launch into a long recital of what I consider to be the
outstanding achievements of our organization — how in 1929 it obtained standard sound equipment for the independents at a price
they could afford to pay; how by franchise arrangements it stimulated the production of sound pictures when they were badly
needed; how it fought and won the fight for interchangeability so
that exhibitors in the early days could run the pictures with whatever sound equipment was available to them; how it negotiated
with the distributors for many years for a better deal for the
exhibitors and failed only because the solidly-organized distributors
would not yield; and how, finally, despairing of all hope of obtaining relief by normal process of negotiation Allied was forced to
embark on a campaign of legislation and litigation in order to
protect its members.
While I am on this subject, I would like to glance briefly over
the years and see how many o Allied's principles have been carried

MDIiy KEL
The start of school and the continuance
of the trucking strike, which resulted in the
elimination of display ads in several New
York papers, affected grosses in many of
Broadway first-runs but records were .still
being broken by such new attractions as
"i !aesar and Cleopatra," "The Killers" and
"The Big Sleep." Even the longer-run films,
such as "Notorious" and "Holiday in Mexico"
went to new highs for third or fourth weeks.
"Caesar and Cleopatra," which was being
heralded with two spectacular theatre-front
'li. -plays at the Astor, where it is playing,
and at the Winter Garden, set a new house
record of $69,000 for its initial stanza following the highlyprofitable 20-week run of
"The Kid from Brooklyn," which grossed
a total of $660,000. The British-made starts
a third week on September 19th and is expected to play until the holidays. . ."The Killers," which had an initial week's gross of
10
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into effect. Allied declared that no exhibitor should be forced to
buy pictures he did not want in order to secure the pictures he
required. No one today even imagines that after the decree in
the Government's suit has been settled compulsory block-booking
will ever again be a problem. Allied was against blind-selling and
on this was willing to compromise on proper synopses in order that
more pictures might be available for licensing at one time. In the
future all pictures will be trade-shown and if licensed in a group
the contract will provide for a cancellation right. Allied contended
that it was morally wrong for the producer-distributors to build
and acquire theatres in competition with their customers, the
independent exhibitors, and to grant such affiliated theatres special
preferences and advantages which were denied to their independent competitors. We have lived to see the preferential formula
deals, master contracts, franchises and other preferential practices
which were the basis of the affiliated monopoly condemned by the
courts and affiliated expansion reduced to a snail's pace. Allied
has sought to encourage new sources of production in order to
break the artificial film shortage and in that connection advocated
that the producer-distributors be divested of their theatres in order
that new producers and distributors might have a fair crack at
the highly profitable prior-run revenue.
Allied was born when the distributors' theatre-grabbing campaign was in full swing. An independent exhibitor never knew
when an affiliated theatre would open in opposition to him and
relegate him to an inferior run. Independent exhibitors now are
able to sleep nights undisturbed by the nightmare of affiliated
invasion. Allied felt that the independent exhibitors should maintain their separate public relations and public contacts so that
their special interests might be properly represented. Through
Allied the independent exhibitors have been successfully represented and, we submit, such representation has been more effective
than could have been afforded by any so-called "all-industry" organization backed by a huge legislative slush fund; and in this
connection, Allied points out that it always has cooperated with
other branches in all legislative matters in which those branches
and the independent exhibitors had a common
interest.

There has been much talk and some activity about forming a
new all-inclusive organization to swallow-up Allied. Thoughtful
men, even in affiliated ranks, do not favor any such project since
they recognize the value to the industry as a whole of an alert
and able group of independent exhibitors who can bring their
influence to bear in matters affecting the general welfare. Moreover, if Allied were to disappear or to come under the domination
of the other branches, others less experienced and less able would
certainly pick up the torch. Rather than that there should and
inevitably will be a general recognition of the justice of Allied's
principles — including those yet to be vindicated — as well as general
acquiescence therein. Allied should remain the established point
of contact between the independent exhibitors and the other
branches of the industry. True cooperation will ensue when there
is general acceptance of the right of Allied to speak for the
independent exhibitors.

$75,000, more than 25 per cent higher than
the previous Winter Garden record, followed
this with a second week of $57,000, higher
than any previous opening week. The late
shows which continue until 3 A. M. make
this high figure possible. . ."The Big Sleep,"
originally set for four weeks at the Strand,
has been extended to run at least six following an opening stanza which set new
highs for a non-holiday opening day, weekday. Saturday, Sunday and week-end business. This bill is supported by a strong
stage headed by Bob Crosby and His Orchestra...At the Paramount, "Monsieure Beaucaire" and Charles Spivak and His Orchestra
set a new 1946 opening attendance figure
when more than 33,000 persons crowded in.
This hill followed the six week engagement
of "The Strange Love of Martha Ivers" and
Dinah Shore on the stage which gave the
Paramount a total gross second only to
"Road to Utopia."
At the world's two largest theatres, Radio
City Music Hall and The Roxy, business is
continuing at a sensational pace. "Notorious," now in its fifth week at the former.

chalked up over $650,000 for its first four
stanzas supported only by the customary
name-less stage revue. Picture is expected
to play through October before Columbia's
"The Jolson Story" comes in... Total for the
first
weeks of
in Mexico."
with three
Gene Krupa
and"Holiday
Mitzi Green
on the
stage, also passed all previous records in the
26-year history of the Capitol but "Three
Wise Fools" is scheduled to come in before
the end of September. . .The Roxy. wher<
"Claudia and David" and Vivian Blaine in
person showed an average weekly gross of
more than $100,000 for its four-stanza run.
started off exceptionally strong with "Home
Sweet Homicide" and Hildegarde furnishing
the stronger in person draw. . .Loew's State
has also been doing well with two consecutive first-runs. Republic's "Earl Carroll
Sketchbook" and Columbia's "Thrill of Brazil." supported by exceptionally strong
vaudeville bills. . .Except for "HenryV,"
which is continuing its two-a-day run at the
smaller Golden Theatre after eleven capacity weeks at the huge City Center, business at the others ranges from good to below average.
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Bf- Weekly Review of the Trades Events
ALLIED

OPENS

GREATEST

MEETING

The largest and, probably, most important independent exhibitor conference in
the industry's history began today (16th) with the opening of National Allied' L946
annual convention at the Copley Plaza Hotel in Boston. With the motion picture i ldustry on the verge of momentous changes precipitated by the Governmen'.'s anti-trust
suit, independent showmen from every part of the country, including hundreds not
affiliated with Allied, will bring their views and hear such notables as A F. Mvers
general counsel and chairman of the board of Allied, Jack Kitsch, pres'd^-it. and Eric
Johnston, president of the Motion Picture Association, expound on industr ■ problems
Prefaced
conclave
will be:by a board of directors' meeting on Sept. 14-15, the agend > for the

Nathan Yamins. of Fall Kivt'r, Mass., one of the
founders of Allied .mil Chairman of the Allied
Miii; Annual Convention being held in Boston
this week at the Copley Plaza lintel, will weleome the hosts of exhibitors Hocking to the conclave, considered one of the most important
independent
exhibitor meetings
of all time.

Sept. 16: Convention registration. Business .session, 1 to 5 p. m
Dinner and
night club party at the Bradford Roof Garden in the evening.
Sept. 17: Harbor sail or golf, 9:30 a. m. Business session. 1 to 5 p. m. New
England shore dinner at North Scituate. 6 p. m.
Sept. 18: Exhibitors' forum on the New York anti-trust case 10 a. m. to 5 p. m.
Cocktail party, 6:30 p. m. Annual banquet, with George Jessel as mister of ceremonies
and Eric Johnston as speaker. 7:30 p m.
New England Allied Hosts
With Independent Exhibitors, Inc , Allied's New England unit. ac*in g as host-;.
Nathan Yamins, Convention Chairman. Leonard Goldberg, G^nerd Chairman, and E.
Thornton Kellev, Convention Manager, will welcome the trainloads of exhibitors flocking to the meeting, in response to president Jack Kirsch's invitation extended to all independent theatremen to attend the forum. Among the non-Allied organiz^t'ons to be
represented ic the Independent Theatre Owners Association of New York, headed by
Harry Brandt, with the entire executive committee attending. Allied's Illinois contingent headed by Kirsch, occupied an entire train, as thev left Sept. 15 for Bo=ton.
In addition to the decree and its auction selling provisions, topics of discussion
will include the theatre checking problem, percentage pictures, shortage of product and
other vitally important phases of the exhibitor's business. In a statement last fortnight.
Yamins reported, "The national organization wants to restore competition and create
an equality between exhibitor and distributor. It will seek a mutuality of contract that is. one drawn up by exhibitors and distributors so that the provisions would be
fair to both sides.
"It is now a seller's market", said Yamins, "because fewer pictures are being
produced. Distributors have found that they can make more money with less product.
Allied believes that divorcement of theatres from the producer-distributors will bring
about increased production." Yamins also revealed that Allied was laying plans to
sponsor a series of pictures to be made by Colonial Pictures Corp. at its Yonkers, N. Y.,
studio. Details of this and other plans to aid the independent exhibitor were to be
revealed at the convention.

*

AUCTION

K. Thornton Kelley, Allied's convention manager, who has the K'Kantie task of e-oordinntiiiAc
the many and varied activities for the enlightenment and entertainment of the delegates,

William \. Scully, vice-president and general
sales manager of Universal-International, recently revealed the revised line-up and tentative
sales policy of the company in line with the new
single-selling
plan.
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OPPOSITION

MOUNTS

The provisions of the court decision handed down in the New York antitrust
case, particularly "auction selling", still held precedence last fortnight among the industry's major problems with action and promises of action coming from all parts of
the country as aroused exhibitors voiced their opinions, individually and through their
organizations.
Scheduled to be among th° principal topics of discussion and sub-equent action
at Allied's national convention in Boston this week, the auction sellin^ plan came in
for verbal lashings from exhibitor organizations and a defense of the plan was forthcoming from one distributor head — one, incidentally, who is not a partv to the suit.
He was Herbert J. Yates, president of Republic, who told the press of his belief that
auction selling would be of benefit to the industry as a whole. He predicted that the
decree would put the industry on a sounder basis and the resultant competition would
increase profits.
He added that the country needs at least another 3500 theatres.
ATA Appeals To Exhibitors
Exhibitors, almost unanimously, seemed to disagree that the bidding plan as
dictated by the court would help anyone but the distributors. The American Theatres
Association, pressing its opposition to auction selling, took its plea directly to every
exhibitor in a communication addressed to 16,000 theatres inviting theatremen to communicate with ATA and to forward any suggestions that they might have foi the
guidance of ATA's action. S. H. Fabian, president of ATA, said, "There is no group
other than the exhibitors themselves who can be depended upon to paint a realistic
picture of the effect of auction selling. We hope that exhibitors regardless of association affiliation will give us the benefit of their views on the subject."
The ATA letter, signed by Ted R. Gamble, ATA Board chairman, promised that
the organization was prepared "to fight this matter to the U. S. Supreme Court if necessary in order to assure that exhibitors in the conduct of their business may not be
bound by rules that they had no voice in formulating and that may well place in
jeopardy their ability to continue in business." The communication was sent after a
board meeting which approved both the ATA decision to intercede in the anti-trust suit
in opposition to auction selling and the retention of Thurman Arnold as its counsel.
The board also approved appointment of a committee, headed by Harry Arthur of St.
Louis to work with Arnold, with full powers to prosecute a lawsuit in an after)
defeat the auction selling plan.
Poll Against Bidding Plan
Meanwhile, MPTOA's poll of exhibitors recorded continued opposition to competitive bidding and upheld the majority leaning toward theatre divorcement. With
approximately 681 theatres represented, the vote against competitive bidding was 188
to 18, while the balloting in favor of divorcement ran 130 to 75.
In Chicago, Allied Theatres of Illinois at its forum meeting declared its opposition
to the plan. President Jack Kirsch said that a more acceptable plan to the exhibitor
would be to block-book distributors' product after tradeshowing with privilege of can11
( Continued
on Page Twelve)
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cellation.
Kirsch explained that there was nothing in the court order to prohibit blockbooking and that exhibitors will fully abide by what the Government rules.
Mich. ITO Asks Voice
Independent Theatre Owners of Michigan passed unanimously a resolution condemning the court's opinion "upon information now available to us." The resolution,
which was sent to the Attorney General, said that the proposed decree "is definitely
against the interest of all independent exhibitors and also to the best interest of distributors." They requested a copy of the proposed decree, and an opportunity to "voice
our opinion as an organization relative to the decree."
In Omaha, last week, Allied Independent Theatre Owners of Iowa and Nebraska
resolved to oppose any regulation of the industry — including the proposed auction of
pictures — being "foisted on usAuction
withoutHouse
first being
Offers heard."
Plan
si Fabian, president of the American Theatres
Association, disclosed that the ATA would push
its opposition to auction selling under the court
decree into the courts and Up to the Supreme
Court, if necessary.

From New York came a report that Joseph P. Day, Inc., one of the largest auctioneering houses in the country, had submitted a plan to the Court, the Department
of Justice and to the distributors in which the mechanics of competitive bidding would
be handled by the auctioneer. It provides for a trained manager in each office, who
was also a lawyer, and a recording secretary who would be a licensed auctioneer. Bids
would be recorded and records of such transactions would be available to distributors,
exhibitors, representatives of the court, etc. Only qualified exhibitors, designated by
the exchange manager, would be notified of the date and time of sale and the manner,
i.e., by auction or sealed bid. Pictures would be divided into six classes: "Super", "A",
"B", "C", newsreel and short subjects. The legality of the proposal by the Day Co. was
still in doubt, but company heads were studying the plan, it was reported.

*

U-l PROGRAM

.Milton E. Cohen, Eastern Central district manager for KKO, was feted by the Variety Club in
Detroit recently. Seen with Cohen (center) are
Robert Mochrie (left), RKO Radio vice-president, and Nat Levy, Eastern division sales
manager.

•lames Majorell, trailer producer for National
Screen Service, left for England on the Queen
Mary, Sept. 5, (o join the NSS London office as
head of all trailer production.

*

*

SET, SCULLY

UNVEILS

POLICY

Following the announcement that Universal-International's revised 1946-47 program will include 25 domestic and 12 British top-budget pictures, William A. Scully,
vice-president in charge of distribution, revealed Universal's distribution policy for the
new season at the company's divisional sales meeting in Denver.
Stressing that plans were still subject to change, ostensibly to meet the demands
of a final decree in the anti-trust case, Scully revealed that the general sales policy
would meet the following conditions:
In non-competitive situations, features will be offered individually, but the exhibitor may license as many as may be available during the season, 'with the privilege
of cancellation to be negotiated with each account.
In competitive situations, no picture will be licensed until after it is completed
and available for trade screening. Each picture will be offered individually and the
licensing of one will not be conditioned upon the licensing of another.
"True Value" in Picture
Scully stated that the competitive status of a theatre "should have nothing to do
with establishing the true value of a picture. The value will be inherent in the pictures
themselves. Our production program is quite in harmony with any type of selling.
Our pictures will be available to anyone who has the possibilities of guaranteeing us
the return which is in keeping with the picture's potential earning power."
At the meeting, also, Scully named Pete Dana, Foster Blake and Barney Rose to
district managerships. Dana, former Pittsburgh branch manager, becomes district
manager for Cleveland and Pittsburgh; Blake, in charge of the Los Angeles exchange,
takes over the L. A., Denver and Salt Lake City district, and Rose, San Francisco
branch manager, heads the San Francisco, Seattle and Portland district.
Enterprise Out
The revised plans for U-I's production and distribution set-up for the 1946-47
season followed a week of meetings on the West Coast between heads of the merged
interests of International Pictures and Universal Pictures. These included Matthew
Fox, U-I executive vice-president; J. Cheever Cowdin, U board chairman, and Charles
D. Prutzman, vice-president and general counsel, as well as distribution and production
executives.
The change allows for the elimination of six Enterprise Productions, which were
excluded when the tie-up between Enterprise and Universal was dissolved by mutual
agreement. Enterprise has made no commitment for release of its product, despite
the announcement that the company would continue its full production plans. Reports
were current, however, that Enterprise might conclude a releasing deal with Columbia.

*

GOLDMAN

*

AWARDED

*

$410,000

DAMAGES

William Goldman. Philadelphia independent circuit operator, last Wednesday
(11th) was awarded triple damages of $125,000 plus interest, totaling approximately
$410,000, by U. S. District Judge William H. Kirkpatrick as partial damages in his antitrust suit against the Warner circuit and major distributors. The action was instituted
in 1942 as a result of Goldman's inability to obtain first-run product for his Erlanger
Theatre.

Judge Kirkpatrick's award
only the period up to the filing of the suit and
leaves open the door for Goldman covers
to file a further action to recover
losses suffered from
1942 until the present.
*
»
*

"OUTLAW"
■Ann Todd, British star, en route to Hollywood
i<> co-star with Gregory Peck in Alfred Hitchcock's "The Paradlne
Case",
.hats with the
trade press (Mel Konecoff, The Exhibitor; Merlin
Lewis, Showmen's Trade Review and Frank
Leyendeoker, Film Bulletin) at David O. Sclzllick's cocktail party in New York.
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SEAL

REVOKED

The Motion Picture Association's revocation of its Certificate of Approval of
Howard Hughes' "The Outlaw", an action taken at a special board meeting last fortnight, gave rise to some newspaper reports that such action prohibited the picture from
being shown in any theatre owned or operated by members of the MPA. An immediate
denial was forthcoming from MPA. saying that Association members and all other exhibitors "are free to show 'The Outlaw' without any obligation or penalty"
The seal was revoked, MPA said, "because Hughes
Productions violated the terms
on which it was granted by using objectionable and inaccurate advertising which had
(Continued on Page 30)
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STUDIO SIZE-UPS

COLUMBIA

Casey Robinson's first chore under his new deal with Columbia will be on "No Sad Songs For Me," starring Irene Dunne.
Robinson, who has scored successfully working on so-called
"women pictures," is having his first go with Miss Dunne in this
one. No leading man has been selected as yet.
"My Empty Heart" has resumed production with all the problems presumably ironed out and a new producer, Helen Deutsch,
at the helm.
A glance at the current production schedule and the list of
recently completed films at this studio makes a double-take necessary. The roster is scarcely typical of Columbia product, for
example: "Down To Earth," a Technicolor Rita Hayworth special;
"Dead Reckoning," with Humphrey Bogart and Lizabeth Scott;
"My Empty Heart," with Rosalind Russell and Melvyn Douglas;
"Johnny O'Clock," with Dick Powell and Evelyn Keyes, and "The
Jolson Story." If production, cast and story values mean anything, this is a list any studio could sell proudly.
Speaking of "The Jolson Story," Robert Gordon, who was
hired by Columbia to work on the film, because he played Jolson
as a boy in "The Jazz Singer," has been made a director. His
first chore will be "Inside Story."
As "Dead Reckoning" (Bogart-Scott), "Down To Earth"
(Hay worth-Parks) and "Mr. District Attorney" (Dennis O'KeefeMarguerite Chapman), wound up, three lesser, typical Columbia,
films got under way. They are: "Alias Mr. Twilight" (Michael
Duane-Trudi Marshall), "Last of The Redmen" (Jon Hall-Evelyn
Ankers) and "The Lone Wolf's Invitation To Murder" (Gerald
Mohr-Sheila Ryan).

EAGLE - LION
To confirm its steady growth, Eagle-Lion has issued a list of
its pacted production staff and player roster. Ten producers now
under contract include: Aubrey Schenck, Albert Cohen, Ben
Stoloff, Robert Stillman, Joseph Fields, Lee Marcus, Marvin Stahl,
Ginger Rogers, David Niven, Barbara Stanwyck, Norma Shearer,
Jerry Briskin, James Geller and Michel Jacoby.
The players' list includes: Cathy Dart, Arturo de Cordova, Jan
Ford, Terry Austin, Kenneth Farrell, June Lockhart, Shirley
Patterson, Johnny Sands, Tom Conway, Noreen Nash, Charles
Trenet and Constance Dowling.
Leigh Jason, who recently left the Columbia lot, has been
signed to direct "Her Wedding Night," the first Joseph Fields
production for E-L. Dennis O'Keefe, Ann Richards, Constance
Dowling and Tom Conway have top roles in this film which starts
early in October.
No production on the lot last week.
Trouble on the handling of "Repeat Performance," resulted
last week with Marion Parsonnet checking off the lot leaving the
property behind him. Originally the property belonged to Parsonnet. He did a scripting job and then assigned the whole setup to an independent corporation which transferred title to EagleLion. When the difficulty came up, Bryan Foy was instructed to
keep the property under the Eagle-Lion banner thus cancelling
the deal which Parsonnet had made. Obviously, Parsonnet got
some sort of settlement but details were not available.

ENTERPRISE
It is not surprising that Enterprise, Charles Einfeld's budding
company, walked out on its releasing deal with Universal (now
Universal-International). Einfeld signed the deal on June 4, before the U-I merger. He feels that under the new set-up, the six
Enterprise pictures which were to be sold through Universal
would get lost in the shuffle or, at best, get second billing to U-I
product. U-I executives made no effort to keep to the bargain
since they feel that U-I product will be of sufficient calibre to
meet the schedule of 36 films for the 1946-47 season.
New Releasing Deal On Fire
At the moment Enterprise has close to $5,000,000 tied up in
the completed "Ramrod" and currently shooting "Arch of
Triumph." The outfit has commitments with Lewis Milestone,
David Lewis, Ingrid Bergman and others. All that is needed is
a releasing outlet — and fast, but that should not be difficult to
get. Currently, negotiations are pending with RKO and United
Artists, although studio spokesmen refer mysteriously to a
"chance that they'll release on their own." It is safe to presume
that a releasing deal will be consummated within the next two
to three weeks, at the latest.
Meanwhile, all efforts are being concentrated on the wind up
of "Arch of Triumph," which David Lewis is producing and Lewis
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Behind the Scenes of Film Production
Milestone is directing.
The signing of Norma Shearer to a long-term contract was
the coup of the week at Enterprise. No immediate plans for Miss
Shearer were announced, but she joins an impressive list of
personalities under the Enterprise banner.

METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER
The trend to reprints (a fancier name for re-issues) is growing generally and particularly at MGM. In addition to the six
already announced at the recent Chicago convention, Metro is
preparing seven more for re-release during the 1946-47 season.
They are: "Goodbye, Mr. Chips," "Born To Dance," "The Good
Earth," "Pride and Prejudice," "Mutiny on the Bounty," "San
Francisco" and "Babes In Arms."
With two pictures currently in production and ten properties
on his work list, Joe Pasternak stands to be Metro's busiest producer of the new season. "Unfinished Dance" and "This Time For
Keeps" are the two now winding up, with "The Kissing Bandit"
scheduled for starting this month. Tony Martin and Kathryn
Grayson are teamed in this one.
To Plug Tony Martin
Metro is counting on a big career for Tony Martin since he
is alone among the romantic songmakers who also has good
looks. His radio show, exploitation of his romances with current
so-called glamour girls, are being used to plug his stock and whet
the interest of the bobby sockers who helped so much to create
the Sinatra panic.
Others on the Pasternak list include, "The Birds and the
Bees" and "Cabbages and Kings," with seven others in various
stages of production, planning, scripting and discussion.
An immediate and practical result of the consent decree is
seen in Metro's dropping of their long practiced "move-over"
policy. It will no longer be possible for an exhibitor to move an
MGM picture over from a first-run house to a second-run house.
Bidding for the product will have to be done individually for each
theatre regardless of the same ownership.
John Carroll Quits
John Carroll has left the Metro studio in spite of an unfinished contract by mutual agreement. Carroll was a victim of
the MGM occupational disease — too many players and not enough
roles. There hasn't been enough work for Carroll on the lot (his
last was "Fiesta," still not in release) and it is clear that his
future there would be limited.
The actor plans to freelance.
For the third time, an author has been handed $125,000 with
an additional $50,000 to come based on sales of a novel to come.
This is Metro's annual award and it goes to Mary Renault for a
story to be published next year called "The Sacred River." Metro
has requested a title change and the book may hit the stands as
"Room
to
use. In Paradise," which is the film title the studio wants
Another property was acquired this week when the studio
bought "B. S's Daughter," by John Marquand, for an undisclosed
sum. Another Marquand property on the Metro production list
is "So Little Time," screen rights for which were acquired from
Vanguard Films. This acquisition was made in a deal with Selznick for "The Paradine Case," which was a Metro property.
Arthur Freed, who is a specialist in spectacular musicals like
"Ziegfeld Follies" and "Till The Clouds Roll By," has his 1947 top
chore set. It will be "The Lives of Rodgers and Hart" in the
usual big star cast-extravaganza manner. This biog-musical is
plotted to outdo anything thus far presented in the field of "how
song writers live."
Serious Role for Van
Deborah Kerr, who scored here in "Vacation From Marriage,"
is now an MGM player. The studio bought her contract from
Gabriel Pascal and will soon cast her in an MGM film, although it
may be made in London. The actress, who until a few years ago
was earning $12.00 a week acting in an open air theatre in London, is being paid $3,000 weekly on her Metro deal.
Only new starter on the lot is "The Romance of Rosy Ridge"
which gives Van Johnson his first serious role in over two years.
Featured with Johnson is Janet Leigh, the young girl discovered
recently by Norma Shearer, in her first role. Roy Rowland is
directing for Jack Cummings.
"The Arnelo Affair," an Arch Oboler directing job, was
brought in on a 40-day schedule, somewhat of a record on the
Metro lot. This hopped-up production is in line with the new
policy from the executive front which is attempting to cut down
shooting
routine. schedules (and expenses) from the not-unusual 120-day
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STUDIO SIZ€ UPS
MONOGRAM
In assuming the post of executive production director left
vacant by the recent passing of Trem Carr, President Steve
Broidy laid emphasis on the fact that he will work to intensify
and continue the production policies set up in the past year.
Edward Morey, vice-president of the company and Broidy's executive assistant, was named to fill Trem Carr's place on the board
of directors. Discussion at the executive meetings stressed an
aim toward leadership in the B picture field as well as continued
effort in the "million-dollar budget" films.
'Fifth Avenue' Getting Attention
The studio last week closed a deal for additional property
adjacent to the studio. They bought a piece of ground 200x147
for $75,000 now improved with ten one-story bungalows. The
houses will be used for producers' offices and to take care of the
expanded publicity department under Lou Lifton's direction.
All hands are on deck concentrating on "It Happened On
Fifth Avenue." The Roy Del Ruth production is requiring more
in set construction and technical departmental work than had
been expected and all departments are being keyed to that production. As a result, only two films are scheduled for starting
in September. They are a Johnny Mack Brown and a Cisco Kid
western.

PARAMOUNT
The weed-out process continues in Paramount's production
department. Wells Root, signed a year ago to a producerdirector-writer deal, has left the lot without a screen credit to his
name. Before joining Paramount, Root was a writer at MGM.
He came with three properties prepared for shooting but none
have been scheduled. Root is the fifth producer to leave the lot
in recent months. Others were: Kenneth Macgown, Karl Tunberg, Seton Miller and Sol Siegel. No comment is made on Root's
leaving either by the producer or the company. One possible
reason for this turnover in the production department could well
be the trend toward indie producer deals for which Paramount
seems to be aiming.
Seven Features In Production
With seven pictures now in production including the new one,
"The Big Haircut" (Alan Ladd-Robert Preston), Paramount is
heading for the highest production peak since before the war.
Danny Dare's production of "Variety Girl," with an all-star cast;
"Blaze of Noon," with Sonny Tufts, Bill Holden, William Bendix,
Sterling Hayden and John Lund, and Pine-Thomas' first color
production, "Adventure Island," are all ear-marked for September
startings.
Val Lewton, who recently left RKO to join the Paramount
production staff, has been handed his first assignment. It will be
"The
Sainted Sisters." Neither casting nor starting date has yet
been set.
Brian Donlevy, six months short of completing a seven-year
contract with Paramount, has asked for and gotten his release
from the studio. A disagreement on scripts was the chief cause
of the break.
Leslie Fenton has been handed a three-year directorial contract by this studio. No assignments have been handed Fenton,
whose
Cowan. last important job was "Tomorrow The World" for Lester

PRC
After President Harry Thomas' announcement recently of the
1946-47 schedule of production for PRC, there can be no doubt
that this company is going on performing a useful function in
the Pathe organization, at least for the time being.
"Stars Over Texas," one of the Eddie Dean specials programmed on the scheduled announced by Thomas, is now in production on the lot. Robert Tansey, serving as producer-director
on the film, will make this his last for PRC. He is leaving the
company immediately upon completion of the film and will form
his own company to work exclusively in Cinecolor specials. It is
possible that he will release his product through PRC.
Producer William Stevens has a picture in work on the lot
this week, also. It is a dog yarn featuring Rin Tin Tin in. Max
Nosseck directs.
Bonuses To Prod Salesmen
To spark the sales program for the coming year, PRC is
initiating a bonus and profit sharing plan in its sales department
as of January 1. Branch managers, district managers, salesmen,
bookers and exchange managers will all be eligible. The plan is
called the "52 Club" and is aimed to eliminate the slump that
follows hypoed sales drives each year. No details of percentages
were available, but Vice-President Lloyd Lind in announcing the
plan augered "unpredictable advantages for all participants."
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REPUBLIC
All quiet on the Republic front, there being no more talk
about dropping B's or anything else as ridiculous.
Production on this lot is at a new low, although, with onethird of the 1946-47 schedule already completed, production here
will not hit any particularly high peak during the coming season.
"That's My Girl," a Cinecolor picture, and "Oregon Trail
Scouts" wound up last week. "Apache Rose," a Roy Rogers
western, continues. Only new starter is "Hit Parade," the studio's
annual musical of this type, with Eddie Albert and Constance
Moore heading
director
on this an
one.impressive cast. Frank McDonald is producer-

RKO-RADIO
After all the talk and rumor about Maurice Chevalier during
the war, he is going back to work in American pictures. He has
been signed for the star role in "Golden Silence," which Rene
Clair will produce and direct in Paris. This film, starting next
month, is the first of a series of pictures that RKO will make and
distribute in association with Pathe Cinema.
"Stage Door," which nine years ago brought new glory to
Ginger Rogers and Katharine Hepburn, is going to be remade at
RKO. Executive Producer Robert Sparks and Producer Warren
Duff are huddling on the plans and quietly testing many of RKO's
young contract players for roles. It is said that the script will
not be rewritten, which in itself, would be an innovation. Whether
the cast will be made up of comparative newcomers or whether
a top name or two will be written in to bolster box office has not,
as yet, been decided.
Parsons Gets Young for Lead
RKO and Val Lewton (now on the Paramount lot) were
ordered to pay $25,000 to Samuel Golding and Norbert Faulkner,
playwrights, who charged plagiarism in a Superior Court law
suit. The Court ruled in favor of the writers who claimed that
Lewton plagiarized their story, "The Man and His Shadow," in
his Harriet
picture, Parsons
"The Ghost
Ship."
finally
got a leading man for her production
of "A Very Remarkable Fellow" and shooting will start shortly.
Robert Young has been signed for the role which was first slated
for Dick Powell and also for Cary Grant and Robert Cummings.
No other casting has been announced.
With "It's A Wonderful Life," in the editing state, Liberty
Films is preparing seven more stories for filming during the 194647 season. Next to come will be "One Big Happy Family" with
George Stevens directing. "It Must Be Love" and "A Time Like
This" are also on the Stevens' schedule. Frank Capra, who just
completed "It's A Wonderful Life," has "The Flying Yorkshireman," "The Friendly Persuasion" and "No Other Man" on his
program.
In assigned
scripting atnow
"The Red and the Black" which
has not been
thisispoint.
Impressive Inde Lineup
The Liberty roster, plus Sam Goldwyn's four, will give RKO a
strong backlog of prestige films for the season. Goldwyn's program includes "The Bishop's Wife," with David Niven and Teresa
Wright; "Earth and High Heaven," "Billion Dollar Baby" and a
Danny Kaye starrer. It is rumored that Goldwyn may have some
difficulty with "Earth and High Heaven" since the man from
whom the hero of the story was drawn, has had prepared a brief
in which similarities of personality and character are noted.
Undoubtedly some settlement will have to be made.
New starters on the lot include the Hakim-Litvak production
of "A Time To Kill," with Henry Fonda and Barbara Bel Geddes.
This is Fonda's first since his return from service.
Lillie
Hay ward,
RKO'sare third
womantwo),
producer
(Harriet
sons and Joan
Harrison
the other
has started
her Parfirst
picture there with child-actress Sharyn Moffett heading the cast.
It is a dog-child yarn.

20th CENTURY-FOX
"The Late George Apley," which Producer Fred Kohlmar and
Director Joe Mankiewicz brought in ten days ahead of schedule,
is proving more expensive than the studio had planned. Originally,
the studio paid George Kaufman and John Marquand $110,000 for
the screen rights with a run-of-the-play percentage clause written
in. That clause is costing the studio $165,000 additional.
The heavy advertising, exploitation and publicity campaign
being pointed toward the release of "The Razor's Edge" on Christmas Eve will also be discussed. A meeting has been set for October 15 at which time plans will be set for the handling of advertising and publicity under the new merchandising program brought
about by the recent court decision. A day-to-day program from
October 15 to opening night is being planned to the last detail.
This is Darryl Zanuck's bid for the Academy Awards of 1946 and
it's going to be given the full treatment.
FILM
BULLETIN

STUDIO SIZE-UPS
20th Signs Annabella
Jeaenne Crain's next at 20th will be "Party Line." She had
not too
been cast tentatively in "My Heart Tells Me," but she was
switch has been made and Nancy
happy with the role. So, the Crain
left.
Guild goes into the role Miss
Annabella, wife of Tyrone Power, has been pacted by 20th.
Her first film will be "The Night the World Shook," with Richard
Greene in the leading male role. Henry Hathaway, just signed to
a new pact, will direct.

UNITED

ARTISTS

Edward Small's offer on a distribution deal reported here last
issue, has been accepted by UA and the producer will deliver at
least three pictures for the year. The Andrew Stone deal has also
been accepted with that producer responsible for two on the program.
The UA schedule for 1946-47 now has 43 productions set, six
Hopalong Cassidys, three hour-long comedy dramas (from Comet
Productions) and 59 short subjects. This is UA's most ambitious
program in some time and it is questionable whether they will be
able to handle the Enterprise situation which has again been offered to them since the break of that company with Universal-International.
Producers now officially listed include: Preston Sturges (two),
Hunt Stromberg (three), Charles Rogers (two), David O. Selznick
(three), Benedict Bogeaus (three), Andrew Stone (two), Seymour
Nebenzal (two), Loew-Lewin (three), Boris Morros-William LieBaron (three), Jules Levey (one), Charles Chaplin (one), Bing
Crosby (one), William Cagney (two), Sol Lesser (two), Sam Coslow (one), Arnold Pressburger (one), Kelly-Glazer (one), Pickford. Rogers (three), Edward Small (three), Howard Hawks (one), Sid
Schlager (one).
The Kelly-Glazer film mentioned above is "Half-Caste" which
goes into production in early Spring for Summer release. No casting has been arranged as yet.
Apparently, this time Mary Pickford is serious. Writers have
been assigned to a re-write job on "The Bat" which was made originally for UA in 1931. The picture will be ready to shoot, according to company spokesman, by December.
Cast Changes In 'Little Women'
David O. Selznick is going to have to do a last-minute casting
change on "Little Women." Shirley Temple will not do the role
since her commitment in "The Bachelor and the Bobby-Soxer" will
not be over for several weeks and the young actress will not be
ready to go when "Little Women" starts. Diana Lynn may be
moved up to the Temple role with another actress hired for the
role Miss Lynn now has.
Some months ago, there was a considerable flurry when Selznick announced that he would do a screen version of Thomas
Wolfe's famous novel, "Look Homeward, Angel." It now appears
that the producer has lost interest and Rudolph Monter and Arthur Ripley, who own the screen rights, are out peddling the story
again. Selznick is said to have a completed screen play which he
is offering for sale at $75,000. Takers will be few since this story,
great in novel form, would be a hazardous risk in the film medium.

UNIVERSAL

- INTERNATIONAL

Final details of the Universal-International merger have been
completed and in the arrangements United World Pictures was
dissolved. As it stands now, the company will deliver 37 pictures
during the coming year. Twenty-five to be made here and twelve
to be made in England by Arthur Rank.
Next to go here will be "The Egg and I," with Claudette Colbert and Fred MacMurray. Then will come: "Wind of Chance,"
starring Joan Fontaine; "Mexican Hayride," starring Abbott and
Costello; "Up In Central Park," starring Deanna Durbin in Technicolor; "The Exile," produced by and starring Douglas Fairbanks,
Jr.; "Assigned to Assyria" (formerly called "Ashenden"), starring
Ronald Colman; "Ivy," starring Olivia de Havilland. Those mentioned are among the outstanding films to be made by the company.
Three Completed
"The Dark Mirror" (Lew Ayres-Olivia de Havilland), "Temptation" (Merle Oberon-Charles Korvin), "Song of Scheherazade"
(Yvonne deCarlo-Brian Donlevy) are among the films already completed.
In addition to the U-I and Rank schedules, Skirball and
Manning will deliver "The Magnificent Doll" (Ginger RogersDavid Niven), already completed; "Portrait in Black," starring
Joan Crawford, and "Sunny River," a Technicolor musical. Diana
Productions will deliver "Secret Behind Doors," starring Joan
Bennett, and "Winchester 73," a Technicolor production. Walter
Wanger has "Smash-Up" ready, with Susan Hayward and Lee
Bowman starred.
Mark Hellinger has "Swell Guy" with Sonny
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Tufts and Ann Blyth.
Buys 'Song of Norway'
bought the rights to "Song
In addition to all this, U-I has just musical
and it is rumored
of Norway," the successful Broadway
to
they are trying to get Patrice Munsel of the Metropolitan Opera
star, although Durbin would no doubt like the role. If they are
smart, they'll go along with Miss Durbin.
Michael Redgrave is being brought over from England to coSecret Behind the Door."
star with Joan Bennett in "The anning
films named above, there
In addition to the Skirball-M
Henry Fonda and
starring"
Samara,"
in
nt
"Appointme
be
also
will
t.
ar
"Barren He
M

Change of title makes "Flame of Tripoli" into "Slave Girl.
For all the overwhelming plans for forthcoming pictures, the
studio at the moment is working at a low of two productions.
"Slave Girl" being one and "I'll Be Yours" the other. But the
is almost over and the stages should be jammed
transition
next month.
the period
within

WARNER

BROS.

There were a few tense hours before the Court's decision in
the Joan Leslie injunction case was handed down, but Warners
heaved a deep sigh of relief when her plea— that she was entitled
from Milwaukee" was thrown out.
to star billing in "Two Guys
The decision came down just in time for the opening in first run
spots all over the country. The studio proved that the player had
no star-billing clause in her contract and her attorney protested
enough that precedent entitled her to the top billing. The
lamely
whole matter will be quietly dropped now.
Eleanor Parker's most recent suspension for her refusal to go
into "Love and Learn" is being forgotten and the studio has handed
her the starring role in "Woman in White" in which Alexis Smith,
Zachary Scott, Gig Young and Sydney Greenstreet are also east.
This is Miss Parker's second suspension in a period of less than
for "Stallion Road."
six months. The last was
Bogart Back at WB
Having finished his chore at Columbia, Humphrey Bogart is
back on the Warner lot talking his next picture, which will be
"The Treasure of Sierra Madre." Henry Blanke will produce and
John Huston will direct. This is the reunion of the trio that made
"Maltese Falcon" several years back.
Another reconciliation took place at Warners this week.do Proone
ducer-Writers Jules and Philip Epstein have agreed to
more script for the company before they wind up their contract
and go independent. The studio and the men quarreled over a
treatment of "Turquoise," which apparently has been completely
forgotten and will not be made. No announcement was made of
their affiliation as independents, though it is doubtful that it will
be Warner Bros.
Five New Films In Sept.
In addition to the four pictures now in production, Warners
plan five more to start before the month ends. "Woman In White,"
with casting as already mentioned; "Night Unto Night," with Viveca Lindfors and Ronald Reagan; "Treasure of Sierra Madre,"
with Humphrey Bogart; "My Wild Irish Rose" with Dennis Morgan, and "Deep Valley," with Ida Lupino and Dane Clark. This
will give the studio a peak of nine as fall production begins to roll.
"Love and Learn" with Martha Vickers and Robert Hutton
was the only new starter last week.

MISCELLANEOUS

INDEPENDENTS

William David, production chief of Golden Gate, has come to
the parting of the ways with that company. Differences of opinion
between David and Robert Lippert, vice president in charge of distribution for SG, was given as the reason for the severance.
David's future plans are uncertain.
William Berke closed a deal with SG this week to produce
and direct the story he recently sold the company, '"Judy." It is
set for early production under Affiliated Productions. Berke's first
for the
thismonth.
company, "Rolling Home," goes into release on the 20th
of
Roach's Next Set
A new company to sign with SG Productions is Screen Art
Pictures. The deal calls for 12 pictures budgeted around $150,000
each.
Arthur Lockwood is president of the new outfit.
The next to come from the Roach studio will be "Who Killed
Doc Robin?" This one is a Cinecolor picture with cartoon sequences. The Roach setup is now complete with Robert MacGowan and Bebe Daniels in production berths, Fred Guiol as a
producer-director, and Bernard Carr, Harve Foster, Oscar Boetticher, and James Bodrero directors. "The Fabulous Joe," Roach's
third production, is now in wind-up stage.

RECORD

PRODUCTION
% RELEASE

In the Release Chart, the date under "Details" refers to the issue in which cast,
director, plot, etc., appeared. "Rel." is the national release date. "No." is
the issue in which the review appeared. There may be variations in the Running Time in states where there is censorship. All new productions are on
1946-47 programs unless otherwise noted. (T) immediately following title
and running time denotes Technicolor production.
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Completed
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( 1)
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( 4)

Production
Production
Production
Production
Production
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Mysterious Introder, The (62)
Dlx-Blake
Details under title: Murder Is Unpredictabli
Hlght Editor (67)
Gargan-Carter
Notorious Lone Wolf. The (64)
Mori. -Carter
Details under title: Lone Wolf on Broadway

(6)
(1)
(0)
(0)
(0)
(0)

Perilous
Holiday
(89)
Personality Kid, The (68)
Details under title: His

Return of Rusty, The (64)
Roaring Rangers (55)
Details under title: Powder

PRODUCTIONS
THE LONE WOLF'S INVITATION TO MURDER
Mystery— Started September 4
Gerald Mohr, Eric Blore, Sheila, Ryan, Jacqueline de Wit.
Cast:
Producer: Sanford Cummings
Director: Ross Lederman
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Wandering minstrel settles in Tennessee mountains after Civil War.
His living problems are not dissimilar from current post-war
problems.
Time
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NEW PRODUCTIONS
THE ROMANCE OF ROSY RIDGE
Romantic Drama — Started August 26
Cast:
Van Johnson,
Thomas
Mitchell, Dean
Stockwell, Janet
Leigh, Guy Kibbee, Jim Davis.
Director: Roy Rowland
Producer: Jack Cummings
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Curtis-Donnell
5-27... 9-12.
Falkenburg-Tucker
12-24. . .3-28. ..7222
Curtis-Donnell
.. .12-24. . .5-16.
Curtis-Roberts
12-10. . .3-21. ..7221
..7208
Starrett-Burnette
. .3-20. . .5-30. ..7027
Morley-Bannon
4-1.... 7-4.
..7011
(82) ... .Bowman-Chapman
.12-24
6-7. ..7140
Kent-Ward
10-15.. 12-13

Two- Fisted Stranger (51)
Unknown, The (70)
Details onder title: The Coffin
Walls Came Tumbling Down, The
Who's Guiltyl (Serial)

CHART

Time

IN PRODUCTION

Donaldson-Dennis
Starrett-Burnette

River

1-21
5-2.
..7036
..7031
9-2
8-20. .11-15.
6-11... 6-13. ..7003... 6-10
'.'.ioie.......
..7032
. . .4-1. . .6-27. ..7205
. .6-11. . .2-14.
..7033

Mohicans."

the

RELEASE
Title— Banning

O'Brien-Warrick
Louise-Duane
Fortune

Was Their

Sing While You Dance (73)
Singing On The Trail
Talk About A Lady (71)
That Texas Jamboree (67)
Throw a Saddle on a Star (67)
(Details under title: Smoky River Serenade)

ALIAS MR. TWILIGHT
Mystery — Started August 26
Michael Duane, Trudi Marshall, Lloyd Corrigan.
Cast:
Producer: John Haggott
ges
John Stur
Director:
Story:
Not available.
See next issue.
LAST OF THE REDMEN
Historical Spectacle— Started September 3
_
Jon Hall, Michael O'Shea, Evelyn Ankers, Julie Bishop,
Cast:
Buster Crabbe, Rick Vallin.
Producer: Sam Katzman
Director: George Sherman
of

1-7.
..7023... 5-27
11-12. ..4-18. ..7028... 4- 15
..2-14.
. .10-15. . .3-21. ..7039
..7008
7-8
5-13... 8-10.

Phantom Thief, The (65)
Morris-Donnell
Details onder title: Boston Blaekle's Private Ghost
Prison Ship (60)
Lowery-Foeh
Renegade*
(T)
(88)
Keyes-Parker
Dotalh inter title: The Kansao

NEW

Story:

Face

12-24. . .4-11. . .7025... 5-13

4-1

.10-1... 8-17... 7210.
.2-18... 3-28. ..7160
..7120
...8-6... 9-14.
..7021... 5-13
.11-26
3-1 ..7101
...2-5.. 10-18. ..7040
...3-4... 5-30.

Dance, The
under title:

O'Brien-Charisse

Ballerina

It Happened In Brooklyn
Life's For The
Loving

Sinatra-Grayson
Kelly-McDonald

Merton
of The
Movies
Summer
Holiday
This Time For Keeps

Skelton-O'Brlen
Rooney-DeHaven
Wllliams-Melchlor

(T)

Arnelo Affair, The
Beginning Or The End
(81) Not
The But
Cockeyed
Details Miracle,
under title:

1946-47
Hodiak-Glfford
Goodbye

Fiesta (T)
'(Clneeolor)
Gallant
Details Bessunder
title: Star from
High Barbaree
Holiday In Mexico (T) (127)
Little Mr. Jin (92)
Lady In The Lake
Mighty McGurk. The
My Brother Who Talks To Horses
No Leave.of NoMy Love
Woman
Own, (117)
A

Secret Heart, The
Sea of Grass

Heaven

Barrymore-Donlevy
Morgan-Totter

Williams-Carroll
Thonpson-ToWas

...7-22...

8-6..

9-2..
....8-6..
7-8..
...8-6.

8-6
..5-27
1-7

. . .5-27
Johnson-Allyson
9-17
Pidgeon-Massey
...10-29
Jenkins-Glfford
. .5-27
Montgomery-Totter
. . .5-13
Beery-MaeMahon
. . .4-1
Lawford-Jenklns
.10-1
Johnson-Klrkwood
^"""l""'
i ,1
....6-10.
Colbert-Pldgeon
7-8
Tracy-Hepburn

FILM

7-22

..12-24
. .10-29
.8-5
6-10

BULLETIN

9-2

'.'.'.'.'..6-io
Show-09,
The (84)
Tenth Avenue Angel
Till The Clouds Roll By (T)
Two Smart People (93)
Uncle Andy Hardy
Undercurrent
Details under title: Yoi Were
Yearling,

The

Skelton-Maxwell
J'Brien-Murphy
Garland-Walker
Ball-Hodiak
Rooney-Granville
Taylor- Hepburn

There

(T)

3-4.,
4-1.
...12-24.
10-1..
. . .5-13.
3-4.

Peck-Jarman

8-19

8-20.

REPRINTS
Captains
Rage in

Courageous
(116)
Heaven
(82)

Tracy- Bartholomew
Bergman-Montgomery

COMPLETED
BLOCK

.9-2
.9-2

1945-46

NO. FIFTEEN

Letter for Erie. A (89)
Harvey Girls. The
(T)
(101)
Portrait of Maria (76)
Sailor Takes a Wife
(91)
Up Goes Malsie
(89)

Hunt-Carroll
Garland-Hodlak
..
Del Rio-Armendariz
Walker-Allyson
Sothern-Murphy
..

Bad Bascomb
(112)
Hoodlum Saint
(91)
Last Chance,
The
(105)
Postman Always Rings Twice, The
Two Sisters From Boston
(112)

Beery-O'Brien
. ..
Powell-Williams

BLOCK

BLOCK

NO. SIXTEEN

. .6-11.
. .1-22.
Foreign.
...4-2.
..8-20.

.1-46.
.1-46.
.1-46.
.1-46.
.1-46.
.4-46.

...7-9.
Foreign.

(113) . . . Turner-Garfield
Allyson-Lawford

..6-25.
...7-9.

NO. SEVENTEEN

Boys' Ranch (88)
Courage of Lassie
(T)
(93)
Details under title: Hold High the Torch
Faithful In My Fashion
(81)

Craig-Jenkins
E. Taylor-Lassie

Three Wise Fools

O'Brien-Barrymore

...8-6.
..9-18.

Reed-Drake

(90)

SPECIALS

Adventure (129)
Details under title: This Strange AdvontnraGable-Garson
Easy T« Wed
(T)
(117)
Ball-Johnson
Green
Years,
The
(127)
Coburn- Drake
Weekend it the Waldorf (130)
Turner-Johnson
Ziegfeld
Follies
(T)
(110)
Astaire-Ball

.. .1-7.
.11-26.

. . .
...
..

.6-11.
.2-19.
..9-3.
11-27.
..5-1.

.4-46.
.4-46.
.4-46.

.7-46.
.8-46.
.8-46.
.8-46.

. 614 . . 12-10
.611
.612
.615
.613

1-7
1-7
1-7
1-7

.619... 2-18
.618... 2- 18
.621..
.620. 12-10
.3-18
.622.
.3-18
.625.
.626.
.628.
.627.

.6-24

.3-46.

.616. .12-24
. 624 . . . 4-15
.623... 3-18
.605.. .7-23
.617... 1-21

1946-47 Features
1945-46 Features

1946-47 Features
Westerns
1945-46 Features
Westerns

(34)
(12)

RELEASE
Title— Running

In
In
In
In

CHART

Time

Cast

Happened

On

Fifth

No.
Details
Rel.

Avenue

Harding-Moore

COMPLETED

Bringing Up Father
Dangerous
Money
Details under title: Hot Money

Yule-McManus
Toler- Young
. .

Oecoy
Draw When
You're
Ready
Gentleman
Joe Palooka
Ginger
Mr.
Hex
Trigger
Finger
Suspense
(101)
Details
undo,
(Itle: Glamour

Gillie-Norris
Brown-Hatton
Errol-Kirkwood
Albertson-Rced
Gorcey-Robbins
Brown-Hatton
.
Belita-Moore

Wife

10-26.
. . . 6-24 . .10-5.
...6-24.
...5-13.. .9-14.
9-2.
...6-10.
9-2.
9-2.
. ..6-24..
..10-29.

Girl

Wanted

Rev.

....8-19.

1946-47

'

(1)
(0)
(3)
(1)

.9-28.

Story:

.6-15.

..699. . .4-15

.6-24.. 10-12.

Francis-Shayne

RELEASE

Allotment
Wive*
(80)
Behind
the Mask
(67)
Details
under
title: The Shadow's
Below The Deadline (65)
Details
onder title: Jumpln'
Joe
■Mack Market Babies
(71)
Border
Bandits
(57)
Bowery Bombshell
Details
under title: Hot
Money
Cisco Kid No. 3

Dark

Alibi

(65)

Francis-Kelly
Richmond-Reed

.
.

Shadow
Douglas-Ames
Richmond-Hayes
Brown-Hatton
..
Gorcey-Hall
. . ,
Roland-Ames

. .

Toler-Lorrlng

. .

Don't Gamble With Strangers
(68)
Richmond-Hayes
Details
under title: Charlie Chan at Alcatraz
Face of Marble, The
(72)
Carradlne-Drake
F*»'
<68)
Cookson-Wllliam
Details
onder title: Suspense
Freddie Steps Out (75)
Stewart-Preisser
Details under title: High School Scandals
Gentlemen from Texas,
The
(60)
Brown-Hatton
Details under title: The Fighting Texans
Gay
Cavalier.
The
(65)
Roland-Ames
Haunted Mine, The
(52)
Brown-Hatton
High School
Hero
Stewart-Preisser
In Fast Company
(63)
Gorcey-Hall
..
Details onder title: In High Gear
Joe Palooka, Champ
(70)
Klrkwood-Knox
Junior Prom
(69)
Stewart-Preisser
Details
onder title: High School
Kids
Live Wires
(65)
Goreey-Drake
..
Details under title: Stepping Around
Vonesome
Trail
(55)
Wakeiy- White
Details under title: On The Cherokee Trail
Missing
Lady,
The
(60)
Richmond-Reef
.
Details under title: Jade Lady
Moon
Over
Montana
Wakely-Holt
Rainbow Over The Rockies
Wakely-Stlrllng
Red
Dragon,
The
<64)
Toler-Fong
...
Details under title: Charlie Chan In Mexlw
Shadows On The Range (57)
Brown-Hatton
Details
under title: Roaring
Rang*

SEPTEMBER

16,

1946

Title — Running

.6-25.
.10-29.

12-24.
.5-11..

.4-29

8-3

..3-18. ....6-1..
.1-12. .
..8-20.
..4-15. ..7-20..
...8-5. .10-19..
.12-24.
.3-18. ..5-25..
..6-22..
.10-15. ...2-2..
. .7-23. ...3-2..
...3-18. .6-29.
..3-18. ...6-8..
.12-24. .3-30..
.10-29. ..3-2.,
..6-10. ..9-7..
...2-18. .5-28.
.6-22.
.12-24.. .5-10.
.11-26..
..10-1.. ..1-12..
. .9-17. ..12-8..
.8-17..
2-16. .
..4-29.
.12-10.
...8-19.
..9-17.
..5-13.

.505.. 12-10
.526

Dear
Ruth
Desert
Town
(7)
Emperor
Waltz,
The
Golden
Earrings
My Favorite Brunette
Unconquered
(T)

Suddenly
It's Spring
Trouble With Women,
Welcome
Stranger
Where
There's
Life

Masquerade

Take

This

Woman

Cast

belt

.517

.502... 4-29
..514... 5-13
.509

The

9-2

561
573.

in

NO. THREE
Mexico

BLOCK

love

Rel.

..9-2
..9-2
.6-24
.8-19
7-22.
....8-19.

12-24 . . .
8-6...
1-8..
1-21. . ,
5-1

Ladd-Russell
Stanwyck-Mlllan*
Lowery- Wit hers . . .
Tufts-Fitzgerald

12-10.
..7-9.

Kelly-Ycrk
Reed-Brooke
....
Wright-Milland

9-2

.6-10...
.10-1...
.6-24.

MacMurray-Goddard
Milland-Wright
..
Crosby-Caufleld
Hope-Hasso

10-29. ..
.4-29...

11-26.
.3-18.
.3-18.
..6-11.
.4-1.
.3-18.
.4-15.

(96)
(87)

BLOCK

1945-46
Lamour-Cordova
Tufts-Lake
Barr-Massen

1-8.
9-18.

NO. FOUR
Ladd-Lako
4-2.
Lowery-Britton
7-9.
McCrca-Britton
...11-13.
Milland-deHavilland
2-19.

.12-10
4-19.
.2-8. ..4513.
.4511.
.3-8. .4512. .12-10
.12-10
5-17.
.4518.
6-28.
.4-5.
.5-3.
5-31.

NO. FIVE
Stanwyck-Cummlngs
Rogers-Reed
Donlevy-Russell
deHavilland-Lund

.8-6.
3-5.
...7-9.

NO. SIX
Ladd- Fitzgerald
Young Sidney
Stanwyck-Heflln

...2-18.
1-21.
..10-15.

Swamp

Weissmuller-Grey

.11-12.

(70)

SPECIALS
Beaucaire
(T)
(93)
Utopia, The
(90)

6-14.
.7-5.
7-26.
-8-9.
9-13.

0. S. S. (107)
Searching
Wind.
The
(108)
Strange Love ol Martha Ivers (116)
Details
under
title: Love
Lies Bleeding

Monsieur
Road to

the

No.

2-22.

Bride
Wore
Boots,
The
(82)
Hot Cargo (57)
Our Hearts Were Growing Up (122)
To Each
His Own
(122)

Fire

for

Lamour-Milland
Jcoaer-Arthur

Blue Dahlia. The (99)
They Made Me A Killer ,'65)
Virginian, The (T)
(90)
Well-Groomed
Bride, The (75)

.sa
.525

and

Details

Lowery-Savage
Bracken-Welles
. ..
Hutton-Lund
....
Denning-Craig
. . .

The

BLOCK

.7-8

..510... 8-19

.567

Avenue

(T)

Miss Susie Slagle's
Tokyo
Rose
(66)

.529
.566

503
574

DESIGNATED

BLOCK

.'.'siy.'.'.V-ii
'.2-9.'
.8-3..

wheat

COMPLETED

.528..
.507..

.572

501.. 10-15
521... 8-19

1946-47

ONE

Fear
In The
Night
I Cover
Big Town
Imperfect
Lady,
The
Details
under
title:

.519..
.508. .

.515..
.562..

516.. .3-18

5-14... 1-10
7-6

512.

In Production (7)
In Production (0)

Big Town
Reed-Brooke
Blue Skies (T)
Crosby-Astalro
Cress My Heart
Huttun-Tufts
Details under title: Too Good T» Be True
Perfect Marriage, The
Young-Niven
Two Years Before the Mast (98)
Ladd-Donlevy

Jungle
Princess,
Plainsman,
The

.511..
.531..

1-2

7-22
8-6. . .3-16
4-29. . .6-29
. . . .8-19
2-4... 4-27
.2-4. ..4-20

Caulfitld-Holden
Scott-Hodiak
Crosby-fontaine
Milland-Dietr.ch
Hope-Lamour
Cooper-Goddard

(T)

REISSUES

520.
.508..
.565..

.6-25

CHART

Time

PRODUCTION

Jungle Flight
Ladies'
Man
Perils of Pauline
Seven
Were
Saved

1945-46

527.

PRODUCTIONS

Two
men
fight for supremacy
in the
of the woman
trying to control it.

Calcutta
California
(T)
Danger Street
Easy Come.
Easy Go
Details under title: Third

.607.

.10-29... 2-16
. .7-22
..5-27... 8-24

Drama — Started September 5
Cast:
Alan Ladd, Robert Preston, Dorothy Lamour, Lloyd Nolan.
Director:
Tay Garnett
Producer:
Robert
Fellows

NOT

9-21. ,

530.

BIG HAIRCUT

COMPLETED
BLOCK
NO.

IN PRODUCTION
It

Production
Production
Production
Production

518.

..4-15... 7-13

Completed (20)
Completed (25)

NEW
THE

IN
Completed ( 8)
Completed ( 2)
Completed (33)
Completed (14)

8-19

...4-1. . .7-27

Wakely-White

.5-13
.5-13
.6-24

.7-46.
.7-46.
.3-4fi
10-45.

Song
of The
Sierras
Toler-Young
Shadows
Over Chinatown
(64)
Wakely-Carlln
Details under title: Corpus Delicti
South
of Monterey
(63)
Details under title: Romance of the Rancho Roland-R.ordan
Shadow
Returns,
The
(61)
Silver Trail, The
Richmond-Reed
Brown-Hatton
Spook
Busters
(68)
Details under title:
The
Shadow
Gorcey-Hall
Gregory
Strange
Mr. Gregory, The
(63) . . .
Lowe- Rogers
. .
Details under title:
Sunbonnet
Sue
(90)
Regan
-Storm
Albert-Taylor
Strange
Voyage
(61)
..
Sweetheart
of Sigma Chi
Regan-Knox
Swing Parade ol 1946
(75).
Storm-Reagan
Trail to Mexico
Wakely-White
Trap,
The
Toler-Chandler
Under
Arizona
Skies
Brown-Hatton
Details under title: Code of The Drifter
West ol The Alamo

Hope-Caulflcld
...9-17.
Cnxby-Hnpe-Lamoor
12-13.

..2-18
.4517.
.4516. ..2-18
..2-18
.4519.
. 4521 .
. 2-18
.4523.
.4522.

..3-13
. 4524 . .3-18
.4526. . . 4-1
.4528. ...4-1

..5-13
..5-13
.9-6. . .4527.
.4529. . .5-13
. .5-13
.3-22.
.8-30.

.4532.
4531.

12-10
17
.5-27

RELEASE

F R C
Title — Running

1946-47 Features
Westerns
1945-46 Features
Westerns

(23)
(14)

NEW

In
In
In
In

Completed ( 3)
Completed ( 3)
Completed (18)
Completed (16)

Production
Production
Production
Production

Apache

Federal

officer

to be

ranch

Not

available.

See

next

to

round

up

thieves.

To

Rel.
He*.

1946-47
. .7-22. . .10-1..
...8-19.
.9-23.
. .10-29.
9-2.
.. .5-27.
9-2.
.2-17..
1945-46
Steele-Saylor
.6-20.
Cahot-Borg
..3-4. . .8-22.
Beaumont-Walker
..5-3.
Loose
.10-1. ..4-20.
Dean-Carlin
....
.5-28. .10-23.
Lindsay-Neal
.6-30.
Dean-Ates
.8-6. .4-15.
.Henry-Johnson
... . .6-25.
. .1-8.
.1-21. .11-30.
Savage-Neal

heading

Ambush
Trail
(58)
Avalanche
(68)
Blonde For A Day
(67)
Details
under
title: Blondes
Caravan
Trail, The
(Cinecolor)
Club
Havana
(62)
Colorado Serenade (68)
Danny
Boy
(66)
Detour
(69)
Devil
Don

Details

Cast

Speed

Details
under
Eagle-Lion
Drittin'
River
Her Sister's Secret
Lady
Killer
Melody Round- Up (C)
Tumbleweed
Trail

On

the
(65)

Bat's
Daughter
Ricardo
Returns

Sands-Wall
Dean-Ates
Colenian-Reed
Lowery-Savage
Dean-Ates
...
Dean-Ates

LaPlanche-James
Colby-lsabelita

..

Down
Missouri
Way
O'Driscoll-Wright
Details
under title: Missouri
Hayride
Enchanted
Forest, The
(Cinecolor)
(80) ... Lowe-Joyce
Flying
Serpent.
The
(60)
Lewis-Kramer
Gas
House
Kids
Halop-Lowery

.

.5-21
.8-19
. .4-29
.11-26

. .8-19.
.8-15.

.4-29. .2-20.
. 1-22 . .12-8.
. .9-3.
..1-21.
.8-19. .
.4-29..
.3-27.
' Crabbe-St. John
. .
..6-3.
.12-24.
' Crabbe-St. John
..
Sordon-Windsor
..
.3-18.
Shayne-Gwynne
. . . .10-2..
..8-6. .2-25.
.7-10.
Beaumont-Walker
Night
10-15 . .
Crabbe-St.
John
.. 12-10.
..1-7.
Steele-Saylor
Von Stroheim-Bates
.4-10.
12-26.
11-26. !!l4-9.
Beaumont-Walker
. 10-15., 11-21.
Steele-Saylor
.6-24..
.8-21.
Crabbe-St. John
..
.4-29..
No. 8
.7-17.

Gentlemen
with
Guns
Ghost of Hidden
Valley
How
Do You
Do?
(83)
I Ring
Doorbells
(67)
Larceny In Her Heart
(68)
Details
under title. Crime
in The
Lightning Raiders
(61)
Man Without A Gun
Mask
of Dlljon
(73)
Murder
Is My Business
(65)
Navajo
Kid
(59)
Overland
Riders
Details under title: Rustcr Crabbe
Prairie
Badmen
Detail!
under
title: Dangerous
Men
Prairie
Rustlers
(55)
Details under title: Buster Crabbe No.
Ouren
of Birlcsnne
(67)
Romance of the West
(60)
Secrets
of A Sorority
Girl
Six Gun
Man
(60)
Details under title: Six-Gun For Hire
Strange Holiday
(57)
Strangler of The Swamp
(60)
Terrors
On
Horseback
Thunder
Town
(57)
Wife of Monte Crlsto, The
(81)

1946-47
Withers- Withers
Lonely

Hearts

..7-8
.7-22

Fra^e- Marshall
Rogers-Evans
. .

Magnificent
Rogue,
The
Angel and the Outlaw
Fabulous Suzanne, The
I'veDetails
Always under
Loved title:
Yon
(T)
(117)
Coneertt
Last Frontier Uprising
O.-egon
Trail
Scouts
Pilgrim
Lady,
The
Details
under title:

.1-21.

Club

(Magnacolor)
The

Inner

.4-29
..7-8. 10-15.

Roberts- Douglas
Wayne-Russell
Britton-Vallea
MeLeod-Dorn

3-18
t-20

Hale-Booth
Lane-Wentworth
Mara-Douglas

Circle

Sioux
City Sue
Spoilers
of The
North
That
Brennan
Girl
That's
My Girl (Tricolor)
Trail To San
Antone

10-22.
....9-2
3-18

Autry-Roberts
Kelly-Booth
Dunn-Freeman
Barry-Roberts
Autry-Stewart

6-24
8-19
.... 5-13
8-6
8-19

.4-17..

,

Crabbe-St. John

..

Crabbe-St.

..

.9-17..
John

1
Ankers-Young
Dean-Barton
Ware-Vallin
Steele-Carlln

1945-46
Carson-Stewart

Albs
Billy The
Kid
(56)
California Gold Rush
(56)
Ca; Man of Paris, The
(65)

CHART

Time

COMPLETED
Born

9-2.

issue.

RELEASE
Title — Running

Rtgers-Evans

Affairs of Geraldine
Details
under
title:
Calendar
Girl
Heldorado

foreman

Details

Rev.

THE RETURN OF RIN-TIN-TIN (Vitacolor)
Dog Story — Started September 3
Cast:
Rin-Tin-Tin,
III, Donald
Wood,
Bobby
Blake,
Claudia
Drake.
Director: Max Nosseck
Producer: William Stevens
Story:

Rose

COMPLETED

PRODUCTIONS

pretends

CHART
Cast

IN PRODUCTION

(1)
(1)
(0)
(0)

STARS
OVEK TEXAS
Western — Started August 27
Cast:
Eddie Dean, Roscoe Ates, Lee Bennett, Shirley Patterson.
Director-Producer:
Robert E. Tansey

Story:

Tin.

...

.11-26

. .5-13
..8-19

11-7.

. .4-1. .7-24.
. .8-6.. .3-20.

....

Rains-Holden
...
LaPlanche-Edwards
Crabbe - St.
John..
Steele-Saylor
Loder-Aubert
.....

.2-18
.'.6-10
.10-1

10-29

. .8-1.
2-1.

.1-21.
. .9-3.

.9-2.
.1-1.
.4-10.
. .5-1.
.4-23.

. .8-5

.8-6.

...12-24..
4-30..
....10-1.

Elliott-Fleming
Csmond-Aubert

Conquest
of Cheyenna
Crime of th> Century
(56)
Crimson
Ghost,
The
(Senal)
Earl Carroll's
Sketchbook
(90)
El Paso
Kid

Elliott-Fleming
Bachelor-Browne
Stirling-Ouigley
Moore-Marshall
Carson-Harmon

Daughter of Don 0 (Serial)
Days of Buffalo
Bill (56)
French
Key, The
(67)

Booth-Allen
Carson-Stewart
Dekker-Ankers

Gay
Blades
(67)
G. I. War
Brides
Guy Could Change, A (65)
Glass Alibi. The
(68)
Home
In Oklahoma
Home On the Range
(55)
Details
under title: West of

Ashley-Rogers
Ellison-Lee
Lane-Frazee
Wrixon-Fowley
Rogers-Evans
Hale-Booth

God's

Country

In Old Sacramento
(89)
Invisible
Informer
(57)
Inner
Circle, The
King of the Forest Rangers
(Serial)
Last
Crooked
Mile,
The
Madonna's Secret, The
(79)
Man from Rainbow Valley
(M)
(57)
Murder in the Music
Hall
(84)
IVy Pal Trigger
(79)
Mysterious
Mr.
Valentine
Night Train to Memphis
(67)
One
Exciting
Week
(69)
Out California
Way
(M)
Passkey to Danger
(58)
Phantom
Rider, The
(Serial)
Plainsman and
The
Lady
Rainbow Over Texas (65)
Red
River
Renegades
Rendezvous
With
Annie
(89)
Rio Grande Raiders
RollDetails
On, Texas
(68)
under Moon
title: Shine
On Texas
Rough
Santa

Riders of Cheyenna
Fe Uprising

1-21.
10-1.
....10-29.
12-10.
4-29.
6-25 .
...12-24.
6-24.
11-26.

..2-4..
.7-22. .
10-26..
. .2-28.
.8-13.
.5-22..
.7-27..
..2-8..

.554
..1-25.
.5-18. ..528
..519
7-8
..8-12.
. . 1-27 . . .509. . .4-29
..508
2-4
.11-8..
..4-27.
..516... 5-27
.8-19. .5501.7.4-29
..4-18.
.8-7.. ..517...
.529
..5-31.
.526
5-13
.582
.527

Moore-Elliott
12-10.
Stirling-Henry
....2-18.
Douglas-Roberts
...2-18.
Thompson-Talbot
.10-15.
. .4-27.
Barry-Savage
12-10.
Lederer-Patriek
....10-1. ..2-16.
Hale-Booth
2-18. ..6-14.
.8-9.
Ralston- Marshall
..10-29. . . .4-10.
. .7-12.
Rogers-Evans
3-4. ..7-12.
Stirling-Henry
6-10.
Acuff-Mara
11-12.
Pearce-Harris
....12-24.
....9-6..
.6-8.
..9-3..
Hale-Booth
4-29.
.5-11.
Bachelor-Mara
. . .
.1-26.
.8-6..
Kent-Stewart
....
..4-29.
.3-18. . .9-12.
Elllott-Ralston
Bojers-Evans
.... ..4-1.. .7-25.
..5-9.
.7-19.
Carson -Stewart
. ..
..4-1..
Albert-Marlowe
...
..9-9.
. 5-1.3 1.
Carson-Stewart
Moon Rogers-Evans
2-19.

(56)

Carson-Stewart
Lane-Wentworth

Seotland
Yard
Investigator
(68)
Sheriff of Redwood
Valley
(56)
Song
of Arizona
(68)
Song
of Mexico
(57)
Spectre of the Rose
(90)
Stranqe
Impersonation.
A (68)
Sun
Valley
Cyclone
(55)
Traffic In Crime
Undercover
Woman
(56)
Details
under
title: Passkey
to

..10-29.
..10-29.
...4-15.
...3-18.

.555
.565
.514
.568
.584
..511... 6-24
.556
.583
. .530
9-2

.4-20..

Danger

...
..

VonSt'heim-Bachelor
Elliott-Fleming
Rogers-Evans
Mara-Barrier
....
Kurov-Essen
....
Marshall-Gargan
Elliott-Fleming
..
Richmond-Mara
Bachelor-Livingston

Under Nevada Skies
(69)
Valley of the Zombie, The
(56)
Vigilantes
of Boom
Town
Wagon
Wheels
Westward
(56)
Winter
Wonderland
Details
under title: Snow Cinderella

Rogers-Evans
....
Booth-Livingston
Lane-Blake
Elliott-Fleming
...
Roberts-Drake
....

Woman
Whounder
Cametitle
Back.
Details
TheTheWe»(68)

Kelly-Lodar

.510... 3-18
.5502. ..7-2J
.531
..512
3-4
.5541. ..7-22
..523... 8-19
..521
7-*
.581
.518... 8-19
.6-10
.448.
.557..
.525.
.9-2
.542..
.552..

.5-14..
.3-18.

.7-23.

.3-29.
.11-1.

12-24.
11-26. ...3-9.
.12-28.
.5-10..
.3-16.
...7-5.
. .8-6. .6-28.
.4-15. . .4-15.
.9-17. .8-26.
..4-1.
.9-17.
11-26.
. 5-27 . 12-21...
.5-13. ..5-24.
.4-16..

.558..
.566..
.506.. .4-15
. .524. ,
..447. . .6-10
.522..
.513..
'.SCO.'.'.
.567.. .5-27
.511. .
.4-1

.520.
564.
.541.
.9-2
.9-30 '.
.4-30.. 12-13.... 507... ..7-8
1-21

.4-1

R KO.RADIO
1946-47 Features
Westerns
Serials
1945-46 Features
Westerns
Serials

(40)
(16)
( 4)

NEW

Completed
Completed
Completed
Completed
Completed
Completed

(10)
( 5)
( 0)
(38)
(23)
( 4)

In
In
In
In
In
In

Production
Production
Production
Production
Production
Production

(1)
(1)
(0)
(0)
(0)
(0)

PRODUCTIONS

18

Singing quartet breaks up
Hui romance
reunites the

and each takes
ioursome.

Completed
Completed

In Production (6)
In Production (0)

(28)
(39)

NEW PRODUCTIONS

BANJO

Comedy-Drama — Started September 3
Cast:
Sharyn
Moffett,
Jacqueline
White.
Walter
Reed,
Una
O'Connor, Louise Beavers, Lanny Rees.
Director:
Richard Fleischer
Producer: Lillie Hayward

HIT PARADE
Musical — Started August 27
Cast:
Eddie Albert, Constance Moore, Gil Lamb, Joan Edwards,
Bill Goodwin, Woody
Herman
and His Orchestra, Roy
Rogers and Trigger.
Producer-Director: Frank McDonald
tor;

1946-47 Features
1915-46 Features

his own

road

lo success.

Story:

Little

girl saves

dog

from

A TIME TO KILL.
Drama — Started August 30
Cast:
Henry
Fonda,
Barbara
Dvorak.

destruction.

Bel

He

Geddes,

turns out

Vincent

to be a hem.

Price,

Ann

Director: Anatole Litvak
Producers: Robert & Raymond

Hakim, Anatole LitvaU

Story:

Svengali-Mke

Post-war
romance
almost
crushed
older man.
The tiny murders him.

by

FILM

influence

BULLETIN

of

636

RELEASE
Title — Running

CHART

lime

No.

Cast

Detail!

IN PRODUCTION
Bachelor
and The Bobby-Soxer,
Katie
For Congress
They
Won't
Believe
Me
Trail Street

The

Grant-Loy
Young-Cotten
Young-Hayward
Scott-Jeffreys

COMPLETED
BLOCK

Home
Robson-Portman
Young-Hale
..
Russell-Knox
Tierney-Jeftreys
Warren-Leslie
..

under title:

Langford-Krupa
Ley-March
Warren-Alden
Trevor-Tierney
Tierney-Leslie
Conway-Jeffreys

..5-27.
7-8.
...4-1.
...4-29.
4-1.
2-4.

Mltty

4-29
4-1.
5-13.

O'Brlen-Slezak

Riffraff

6-24.

Tierney-Carr
Kaye-Mayo
Disney Cartoon
Haley-Jeffreys

(T)

8-19.
4-29.
Feature
..
2-4.

Bergman-Grant

. 10-29 . .

NO. THREE
Powell-Chelrel
Mason-Mannheim
Conway-Jeffreys
Haley-Jeffries
.
McGulre-Brent
Must

..

...7-9.
Foreign.

.
. .
..

..6-11.
.12-11.
...9-3.

Watch

Game of Death (70)
Details
under
title
The
Most
Rlverboat Rhythm
(64)
Tarzan and the Leopard Woman

loder-Long

.5-28.
..9-3.

Errol-Newton
. ..
Welsmoller-Joyce

Tale of

SPECIALS
Jones

Forever

REISSUE

(105)

Colbert-Welles

(98)

Kaye-Mayo

(T)

Disney

Time

High

Window

(T)
Who's

681.
661.
662.
652.
692.
683.
682.
651.

...

. .«*5
.11-26
..4-29
...4-1
..4-29
..5-27
..1-21
..4-30

Cartoon

16,

(T)

No.
Details

Garner-McCallister
Montgomery-Guild

Haver-Stevens

1946

In Production (4)
In Production (0)

CHART

Wilde-O'Hara
Kissing Her Now

SEPTEMBER

...11-27
3-5
8-20
6-25
.
Feature
..10-29
4-2
.
7-24

Cast

IN PRODUCTION

I Wonder

. .5-13
627. ..6-24
629. ..5-13
. 6-24
626.

1-21
8-20
.10-29

Completed (18)
Completed (35)

RELEASE
Bob. Son of Battle (T)
Brasher
Doubloon,
The
Details under title: The

628.

CENTURY-FOX

1946-47 Features
1945-46 Features

Title— -Running

630. ..6-24

....9-17
8-6

.

Crosby-Bergman
Rogers-Aumont
Kaye-Mayo
. .
Disney Cartoon
Robinson-Young

(114)

...

Rev

Rel.

..7-22
7-22
7-22.
8-6

Homicide

and

To

. Helssue
.
Raft-Beery
. 12-10.
Haymes-Holm
McGuire-Young
. . ..4-29..
Taylor-Drake
... . . .3-18.
Payne-Haver
. . .
.5-14.

.Sept.

Colman-Cummins
Kelly-Massen
..

.Oct. . . .643.

(70)

..7-8.
. 5-27 .
.3-18.
.4-29.

Barl-Scott

I'm Lucky
(79)
Details
onder title: That's for Me
Margie
(T)
My
Darling Clementine
(T)
Razor's
Edge,
The
Shocking
Miss
Pilgrim,
The
(T)
Sun
Valley Serenade
(— )
13
Rui
Madelelns
Three
Little Girls in Blue
(T)
(90)
Wanted
for Murder

Blaine-James

..

..2-18.,
. .4-29. .
..4-15..
.12-10..

Cralne-Young
...
Fonda-Darnell
Power-Tierney
..
Grable-Haynies
..
Henie-Payne
. . .
Cagney-Annabella
Haver- Montgomery
poriman-Grey
..

COMPLETED
NOT DESIGNATED

...6-10..
Reissue.
.11-26. .
Foreign . .

1945-46

Anna and The King of Siam
(128)
Behind Green
Lights
(64)
Details onder title: Precinct 33

Dunne-Harrison
Landis-Gargan

Bell tor Aslant. A (103)
Centennial Summer
(T)
(102)
Cluny
Brown
(100)
Colonel Effingham's Raid
(70)
Dark Corner,
The
(99)
Deadline
For Morder
(65)
Do You
Love Me?
(91)
Doll Face
(80)
Dragonwyck
(103)
Fallen Angel
(97)
Jesse James (106)
Ignlor
MLss
(94)
It Shouldn't Happen To A Dog (70)
Johnny Comes Flying Home
(65)
Leave
Her To Heaven
(T)
(110)
Rendezvous 24
(70)
Return of Frank James
(92)
Shock
(70)
Somewhere
In the Night
Smoky
(T)
(87)
Strange Triangle
(65)

Hodlak-Tlerney
.
Crain-Wllde
Jones-Boyer
....
Bennett-Eythe
...
Ball-Stevens
Kelly-Ryan
O'Hara-Haymes
..
Miranda-O'Keefe
..
Tierney-Price
F .-.ye- Andrews
. . .
Power-Fonda
Garner-Jo, lyn
. . .
Landis-Joslyn
...
Stewart-Crane
...
Tlerney-Wllde
...
Gargan-Palmer
. .
Fonda-Tlerney
. . .
Price-Barl
Hodiak-Gulld
...
MacMurray-Baxter
Hasso-Shepperd
.

Sentimental Journey
(94)
Walk In the Son
(117)
Details onder UA Release Chart

Payno-O'Hara
Andrews-Conte

Yank

Neagle-Harrlson

In

London,

A

.642.
.637

8-5

. . .7-8.

Dream

Paradise

(106)

U N1T£D

. .
...

Oct.
. 638 . ,
.640..
.8-5

.Nov.
•Sept.
.Nov.

.641.
.645.

.Sept.

.644.
.639.

.Oct.
.At».

.Feb.
.12-10. .Aig..

...10-1.
.11-13..
..9-17.
. 12-25 .
..12-10.
12-24 .

. .Aug.
. ..May.
.Aug.
Feb. .
.June.
.May.

..4-30.
. Jan.
...3-18. .. .Apr.
...8-20.
.Dee..
.Feb.
.Reissue. ..Aug..
..2-19..
..5-14., .Apr.
3-5.

603. . .6-25
.632... 5-27

.11-26.
..5-28.,
...2-4.
..1-21.
.June.
. Reissue.
.10-15. July.
.12-10.. .Feb.

.624
4-1
.619
.614..
.627...12-24
5-13

. .Feb.

...1-7.. .June.
..7-23.
..8-11.
..10-1.

.Mar.

. .Mar.
Foreign. ..Mar

. .

ARTIST

.634... 6-10
.620
2-4
.6-10
.633. .5-27
.625.
4-29
.628.
.610.
.601. 10-15
.4-15
.626.
.635. 12-24
..7-9
10-29
.6-24
.612. .3-18
.618
.617.
.623.

.July.
.May.
.Jan..

...

. .y-2

.630..
.631.
.615... 1-21
.629.
.5-13
.6-24
.621.,
.616. .2-18
12-24
622

.5-27

3-4

S

Completed (41)
In Production (5)
KEY TO PRODUCERS
Small (Sml); Rogers (Rgs) ; Vanguard (Van); Crosby (Cby);
Bill Boyd (BB); Pressburger (Psb) ; Ripley-Monter (RM);
Bogeaus (Bog); Stromberg (Smg); Levey (Lev); Cowan
(Cow); Stone (Stn); Selznick (Szk); Nebenzahl (Neb); Lesser
(Les); Loew-Lewin (LL) ; Eagle-Lion (GFD); Cagney (Cgy);
Bronston (Brn); California (Cal); Chaplin
(Chn).

RELEASE

.4-29
.4-29

621 ... 5-13

of Home

(125)
(T)

Up

If

Title — Running

.4-29

Colbert-Wayne
... 10-29
It From
Here)

Cooper -Young

10th

Homestretch

..7-23..

Conway-Corday
McGoire-Madison

(90)

Bells »t St. Mary's, The
Heartbeat
(102)
Kid From Brooklyn, The
Make
Mine
Music
(75)
Stranger, The C)5)
(T>

.622.
.623.
.624.
.625.

10-1 . .
...5-14..

O'Brien-Trevor

Man

.620
3-4
.618... 2-18

...7-9.
..8 JO.

Bedlam

(93)

Plnoeehlo

Seott-RlejMfds
Vernon-McCuire
Goff-Lauck
Granville-Conway

Langford-Wade
Karloff-Lee
. . .

Falcon's
Alibi, The
(62)
Till the End
of Time
(105)
Details under title: The Dream

Wonder

.619.. 12-10

NO. SIX

Bamboo
Blonde
(68)
Bedlam
(79)
Details onder title: A

Is

.3-4
..3-4

..2-19.

....

Sweet

12-24
12-24
12-24
12-24
1-7

.616.
.617.

NO. FIVE

BLOCK

1946-47
Freeman-Denning

1945-46 Features

Dangerous
(72)

Badman's
Territory
(98)
Ding
Dong
Williams
(62)
Partners In Time
(76)
Troth About
Morder,
The
(63)
Details
onder title: The Lie Detector
Without
Reservations
(107)
Details onder title: Thanks God, I'll Take

Alon# Came

.612..
.615..
.613..
.614..
.611

NO. FOUR

Deadline at Dawn
(83)
Hayward-Wllllams
Frtm
This
Day
Forward
Fontaine-Stevens
Details onder title: All Brides are Beaatlfal

BLOCK

8-5

1945-46

Cornered
(102)
Hotel Reserve
(79)
Dlek Tracy
(61)
Sing Yoor Way Home (72)
Spiral Staircase, The (83)
Details
onder title: Some

BLOCK

..
..
.

Stewart-Reed
Day-Aherne
Raft-Barl

(101)

BLOCK

..6-24.
.7-22.
..4-29.

Minds

COMPLETED

Tomorrow

.8-19
..9-2

.3-4.
.2-4.

.

Conway- Meredith
Temple-Madison
Williams-Hale

SPECIALS

Crack-Mi

.7-22
.7-22

..3-4.
.3-18.
.9-3. .

Woman

Life

San
Quentin
.*
Secret Life of Walter
Song of the South
Vacation
In Reno

Notorioos

.7-22
.7-22

,..1-21..
. .12-10. .

Moffett-Toomoy
. .
Conway-O'Driscoll
Carney-Brown
..,
Fairbanks-O'Hara
Bennett- Ryan
...

Our Lives, The
West
The
Male
A Ride, The
Cueball

It's A Wonderfal
Locket, The
Nocturne
Fix
Details

.7-22

NO. TWO

Falcon's
Adventure,
The
Honeymoon
Fascinating
Nuisance
Details under title: Master

Mr.

.Foreign. .
..10-29..
.11-12..

DESIGNATED

Beat the Band
Best Years of
Code
of The
Deadlier Than
Devil Thumbs
Dick Tracy vs.

Black
Beauty
(74)
Bowery, The
Carnival
In Costa
Rica
(T)
Claudia and David (78)
Dangerous
Millions
Enchanted
Voyage, The
(T>
Details
under title: Wake
Late George Apley, The
Strange Journey
(65)
Details under title: Flight

NO. ONE

Chili
ef Divorce
Criminal
Court
(62)
Genius At Work
(61)
Sinbad The Sa lor (T)
Woman
on The
Beach
Details under title: Desirable

NOT

8-6.
5-27.
....8-19.
8-19.

1946-47

Great
Day
(69)
Lady
Luck
(97)
Sister Kenny
(116)
Step By Step
(62)
Sunset
Pass
(60)

BLOCK

Rev.
Rel.

8-19

Sept.
.Oct.

.'

',

CHART

Tlma

Cast

Rel.
Details

IN PRODUCTION
Carnegie
Hall
Miracle Can
Happen, A
Fabulous
Dorseys,
The
Monsieur
Verdoux
Details
under
title: Comedy

of

Hunt-Prince
All-Star
Dorsey-Blair
Chaplin -Raye

Murders

Vendetta

.8-5
. .
.

..6-24
..8-5

. . .Rgs. .
. .Bog-Mer
. .LeB-M.
Chn.
Sts.

deGeorge-Brooke

...8-19

COMPLETED

• Cby

1945-46
Abie's Irish Rose
Abilene Town
(89)
Details under title: Abilene

Dru-Chekhov
Scott-Dvorak

Adventures of Don Coyote
(C)
Angel On My Shoulder
Details
under
title: Me and

Martin-Rafferty
.
Mani-Baxter
....

Mr.

Satan

. . .

.4-29.
.8-19..
..8-6. ..1-11.
.1-21..
,9-20.
...4-1.... 9-6..

Bachelor's Daughters, The (89)
Blithe Spirit
(T)
(94)
Breakfast
in Hollywood
(93)
Caesar
and
Cleopatra
(T)
(126)
Captain
Kldd
(89)
Chase,
The
Dangerous
Venture
Dishonored
Lady
Devil's Playground, The
Diary of A Chambermaid
(87)
Duel In the Sun
(T)

Russell-List
Cirmmings. Harrison
Breneman-Granvllle
Olivier-Leigh
Laoghton-Brltton
Cummings-Mofgan
Boyd-Alexander
Lamarr-O'Keefe
.
Boyd-Clyde
Goddard-Hatfletd
Jones-Cotten

Getting
Gtrtle's
Garter
(72)
Fanny
by Gaslight
Fool's
Gold
Henry
V (T)
(134)
Johnny In the Clouds
(88)
Little Iodine
(57)
Mr. Ace
Details under title: Mr. Ace and the Queen

O'Keefe-McDonald
...6-25..
Mason-Calvert
. .Foreign
Boyd-Clyde
6-24
Ollvler-Newton
..Foreign
Montgomery-Mill.
.Foreign.
Marlowe-Cramer
4-29..
Raft-Sidney
.3-4.

Night in Casablanca. A (89)
No
Trespassing
Outlaw. The
(114)
Paris — Underground
(97)
Private Affairs of Bel Ami
Rebecca (130)
Scandal
In Paris, A (100)

Marx Brothers
Robinson-McCalllster
Russell-Hoston
...
Bennett-Fields
. . .
Sanders-Lansbury
.
Fontaine-Olivier
Sanders-Hasso
. . .

.Lev.... 1-21
.R-C
..B|»
.Stn

.8-16.
.8-20. ..12-14..
.2-22..
Foreign.
.GFD. ..10-1
.Gldn...l-21
...2-5..
. Rachmil
Foreign.
Neb
8-5
GFD
9-2
..Bog...
8-20
. .5-27...
. 6-24 . . .. 10-19 . .. .Smg
B.8
..5-27...
. .7-23.
3-19 . 2-15 .. Bog-Mer.
Szk . .2-11
11-30. ..S«l.. 12-10
SFD

BB
GFD. ..4-29
8-2..... GFD.
Bit .12-10
1-15.

10-11... R.C

.10-15... 5-10... LL.
.5-13
Lsr

.3-13

2-8... Bnt...
Hug
4-1
.1-22... 9-14...
10-29
.5-13
Low
Reissue. . .4-26 . .Srk

.10-29. . .7-19. . .Psb

8-5

1-22..
2-15.
. .4-29
Boo
...10-1
Stf
7-24.. 12-28... Szk.. 11-12

Short, Happy Lift ol Francli Maeomber, The. Peck-Bennett
Sin at Harold
Dlddlebock,
The
Lloyd-Walburn
Spellbound
(113)
Bergman-Peck
Befalls nto title Hobu of Br. Edward*
strange
Bedfellows
Strange Woman,
The
Susie Steps Oat
Details under title:

Miss

Braeken-Lane
.
Lamarr-Sanden
Bruce-Caldwell

Television

2000
Women
Young
Widow
(98)
Whispering Walls
Whistle
Step
(85)

...

1946-47 Features
Westerns
Serials
1945-46 Features
Westerns
Serials

Smi
R.C

Foreign
GFO
3-5
3-1... Smg
3-4
9-2
Rel
7-23. ..1-25.. .Nek. . .1-2]

Robson-Calvert
Russell-Hayward
Boyd-Tate
. . .
Raft-Gardner
.

Completed
Completed
Completed
Completed
Completed
Completed

(48)
( 7)
( 4)

...7-8. 10-25
. .12-24
.. .5-27

(15)
( 5)
( 1)
(48)
( 7)
( 4)

In
In
In
In
In
In

Searlet Horsemio, The

(Serial)

Seventh
Veil, Tht
(94)
She Wolf of London,
The
(61)
Details under title AIIM
lo Ermine
She Wrote the Book (75)
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Opening Week at the N.Y.
WINTER GARDEN Theatre
The KILLERS

played to

71,080 admissions!
"fantastic figure" says Variety
•SB1

"The Killers" opened sensationally last Wednesday at the Garden,
and built on subsequent days, being helped by crix praise. Film
went in on all-night grind policy
with scale upped to $1.70 for choice
times __of_day.
Fast
turnover
is
jith bringing such a
fantastic figi
f /*\rtv\1 i

a

nnlinT

MARK

HELLINGER

A Universal Release

presents

EDMOND

O'BRIEN • AVA GARDNER

ERNEST HEMINGWAY'S

ALBERT

DEKKER

Directed by

ROBERT

SIODMAK

• SAM

LEVENE

and Introducing BURT LANCASTER
Screenplay

by Anthony

Veiller

From the story by Ernest Hemingway

of "The Spiral Staircase" fame

Produced

by Mark

Hellinger

WARNER
CLOAK

AND DAGGER'

BROS

1 September Release

STORY OF OSS AGENT

HAS EXCITEMENT

Rates • • • for action houses; slightly less elsewhere
Warner Bros.
10€ minutes

the

Gary
Cooper,
Robert
Aldu, Lilli Palmer,
Vladimir
Sokoloff,
J. Edward
Bromberg,
Marjoiie
Hoshelle, Ludwig
Stossel, Helene
Thimig,
Dan
Seymour,
Mare
Lawrence,
James Flavin.
Directed by Fritz Lang.

The story opens as OSS (Office of Strategic Services) official James Flavin receives
word that the Germans are importing
quantities of pitchblende from Spain, apparently for atomic weapons. He enlists
the services of Gary Cooper, physicist at a
mid-western university, to ferret out the
enemies' secrets. Cooper's first assignment
is to contact an eminent woman scientist
refugee from Germany in SwitzerT>nd.
With the assistance of OSS agent J. Edward
Bromberg, he locates her, but she is kidnapped and later killed when Cooper and
other OSS men attempt to rescue her.
Cooper then lands on the Italian coast and
makes' contact with Vladimir Sokoloff. a
famous Italian scientist working for the
Nazis. He reveals that he is held under
duress, since the Germans are holding his
daughter prisoner. Cooper is aided by a
group of Italian partisans, led by Robert
Alda and Lilli Palmer, and he promises to
deliver Sokoloff's daughter if he will escape
to America. A rendezvous is arranged in a
deserted villa, but the girl who is delivered
turns out to be a Nazi agent. Lilli kills her
when the house is surrounded by German
soldiers and. while Alda and his cohorts
hold off the enemy, Cooper, Sokoloff and
Lilli make their escape to the airfield nearby, where an Allied
plane awaits
them.

It Director Fritz Lang had managed to
maintain the high melodramatic note on
which "Cloak and Dagger" opens, it would
have turned out a grand action movie, but
he allowed the story to go astray and the
result is spotty entertainment. The picture
sags from the moment authors Albert Maltz
and Ring Lardner, Jr., and Mr. Lang turn
their scientist-OSS agent hero from his hunt
for information about Nazi experiments on
the atomic bomb to the quest for romance
with a wide-eyed Italian partisan. And, unfortunately, the love affair between Gary
Cooper and Lilli Palmer never quite comes
off, which serves to make the spectator so
much more annoyed by the lapse in the exciting events that preceded. Fortunately,
however, the story gets back to the exciting
tune of the earlier scenes and winds up
with strong action. Gary Cooper will give
this a lift in first-runs and grosses, while
not outstanding, should
be substantial.
In

subsequents,
best
ized in action houses.

20TH CENTURY-FOX
THREE LITTLE GIRLS IN BLUE' ENTERTAINING
Rates • ©

© generally; less in action

June Haver, George Montgomery, Vivian
Blaine, Celeste Holm, Vera-EUen, Frank
Latimore, Charles Smith, Charles Halton,
Ruby Dandridge, Thurston Hall, Clinton
Rosemond, William Forrest, Jr., Theresa
Harris.
by Bruce

Humberstone.

A glittering Technicolor musical

in the

usual 20th-Fox tradition; i.e., good songand-dance, magnificent color effects and the
traditional poor story, "Three Little Girls in
Blue" should play to better than average
returns generally. The brightest spot in the
Him is the belated appearance of Celeste
Holm, who makes her refreshing entrance
in die last twenty minutes to endow the
juvenile proceedings with a much-needed
adult lift. Her spicy rendition of "Always
a Lady" is a knockout. Vera-Ellen's dancing is the other outstanding feature, particularly in i gorgeously tinted dream sequence, "You Make Me Feel So Young."
The other musical numbers, "On the BoardBOX

OFFICE

will be

real-
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Lilli. however,
people, despite

stays
behind
to aid
her
her love for Cooper.
Cooper is typically Cooper as the "Cloak
and Dagger" (OSS) man. Miss Palmer will
set no worlds on Are. The best individual
performance is delivered by Vladimir Sokoloff as the nervous, terrorized scientist.
BARTON

... 1 October Release
MUSICAL

SHOW

spots

20th Century-Fox
90 minutes

Directed

iv turns

walk," "I Like Mike," "Somewhere in the
Night," "If You Can't Get a Girl in the
Summertime," "A Farmer's Life Is a Very
Merry Life" and the title song, all by Josef
Myrow, and "This Is Always" by Harry
Warren, have been graced by Mack Gordon's lyrics to such effect that several are
candidates for the Hit Parade. June Haver,
Vivian Blaine and Vera-Ellen deliver them
singly and in concert with unusual gusto.
Even George Montgomery displays a pleasant baritone, along with newcomer Frank
Latimore, to make the voice department
singularly listenable.
The story is old-hat, but serves as an effective framework for the musical and
fcenic contributions. Laughs are few. but
there is a general good humor about the
proceedings that makes a satisfactory substitute. The Atlantic City of 1905 is the
principal background and what a lush,
mouth-watering fairyland of color it is! The
tale opens on a picture-book farm where
the Misses Haver, Blaine and Vera-Ellen.
sisters, decide to invest a small inheritance
to bag a millionaire husband. They wind
up in the best Atlantic City hotel, June posing as a wealthy ingenue with Vivian as her

RATING:

•Poor

••Average

•••Good

secretary and Vera-Ellen, her maid. Not
one, but two young scions, inseparables
Montgomery and Latimore, vie for the
poseur's affections. Of course. Haver
chooses the actually penniless Montgomery,
who, when she divulges her true status,
forces her to transfer her marital plans to
Latimore. The latter takes her down South
to his plantation where his wise and sophisticated sister, Celeste Holm, cooks up a
scheme that brings Haver into Montgomery's arms, Blaine to Latimore (whose only
previous inkling of this switch was a
"funny feeling" akin to palpitations when
with the retiring secretary), while VeraEllen has to be satisfied with Charles
Smith, the hotel's romantic wine-steward.
Lyricist Mack Gordon, also turns producer to lavish a wealth of production on
the proceedings and doesn't spare the color.
Costumes and sets are gay and gaudy and
the ladies' wardrobe looks like it might
have been designed by the Schiaparelli of
1905. Bruce Humberstone's direction is at
its best in the musical portions and he manages to make the hackneyed plot a suitable
vehicle

to carry the

song-and-dancr
BARN

••••Excellent
FILM
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20TH CENTURY-FOX
STRANGE

JOURNEY1

ACTIONFUL

PROGRAMMER

Rates • • as supporting dualler in lesser naborhoods

'THEY WERE

and action spots

a furious gun-battle climax. A surprise and rather improbable -- twist at finale
finds the racketeer's selfish wife using a
tommy-gun to kill the invaders and save
the husband she has treated so shabbily
throughout the picture. Because Hillary
Brooke plays the heartless, vixenish wife to
perfection, her heroic turn-about seems all
the more ridiculous. Paul Kelly is well cast
as the iron-jawed racketeer. Lee Patrick
adds a few chuckles as a predatory widow
and Gene Stutenroth is outstanding as a
huge German
sailor who
in toa Kelly's
superior
mentality.
Lessgives
than
dozen
characters and the single jungle set make
this one of 20th-Fox's most modestlybudgeted programmers.

20th Century-Fox
65 minutes
Paul Kelly, Osa Massen, Hillary Brooke,
Bruce Lester, Lee Patrick, Fritz Leiber,
Gene
Stutenroth,
Kurt
Katch.
Joseph
Crehan.
Directed by James Tinling.
As an action programmer. "Strange
Journey" adequately fills the bill by adding
topical touches to a time-worn theme and
pointing it up with a goodly quota of excitement and suspense. Paul Kelly and his
two attractive feminine leads. Hillary
Brooke and Osa Massen, give this mild
marquee value as a supporting dualler in
the lesser naborhoods and action spots. The
journey of the title is a racketeer's plane
flight to his privately-owned island where
he crashes only to find his house and all its
provisions destroyed by Nazi invaders. The
oft-used uranium deposit angle is brought
in to supply conflict between the racketeer
and foreign agents who are disposed of in

... 1 October Release

Fleeing the police because he thinks they
are about to accuse him of a murder he
didn't commit, Paul Kelly, former racketeer,
planes with his wife, Hillary Brooke, to his
privately-owned island, uninhabited since
prohibition days. After a crash landing destroys the plane, cutting off their only
means of departure, they find Kelly's home

SISTERS' BRITISH DRAMA

BOLSTERED

a shambles and all food provisions destroyed by Nazi invaders during the war years.
For several weeks. Kelly barely exists on a
few fish while his selfish wife gorges herself on a hidden stock of German canned
food. Kelly finally collapses just as a shipwrecked party, consisting of Fritz Leiber.
a victim of Nazi oppression; his daughter,
Osa Massen; Kurt Katch, a Nazi agent, and
several others find him. Before Leiber dies,
he tells his daughter he was bringing to the
U. S. a map showing rich uranium deposits
and she enlists Kelly's aid. Katch offers
Kelly a fabulous sum if he will give him
the map showing the whereabouts of the
uranium necessary in the making of atom
bombs. Katch manages to communicate
with a plane carrying his Nazi accomplices
but, in a furious gun battle which seems
lost until Miss Brooke uses a tommy-gun,
Kelly's enemies are killed. He and the repentant Miss Brooke then decide to give
their married life another try when they
plane back to the mainland.
DENLEY

BY MASON

PERFORMANCE

Rates • • -J- in class spots; less elsewhere

Universal (Gainsborough)
108 minutes
James Mason, Phyllis Calvert, Hugh Sinclair, Anne Crawford, Peter Murray-Hill,
Dulcie Gray, Barry Livesy, Pamelo Kellino,
Brian Nissen, Ann Stephens, David Home.
Amy Veness, Brefni O'Rourke, John Gilpin,
Roland Pertvvee, Thorley Walters.
Directed by Arthur Crabtree.
Although carefully-told and splendidly
acted, this is a typically British family
drama and will seem slow-moving and dull
to most American filmgoers. However, it
should appeal to the ladies, especially the
matrons who enjoy a good cry. James
Mason's popularity (as a result of "The
Seventh Veil") will insure fairly strong
grosses in class spots, but it will need
strong selling to do more than fair business
in naborhood and small town spots. It's
over-long for dual billing. Mason again
plays a cruel, sadistic fellow — the type

'LITTLE IODINE' SLAPSTICK
Rates • • —

QUICKIE WILL AMUSE

til the latter marries James Mason of whom
the other two disapprove. Miss Calvert
marries Peter Murray-Hill while the frivolous Miss Crawford marries Barry Livesy.
who she respects but does not love. Seventeen years later. Mason has become sadistically cruel to his wife, who takes to secret
drinking, while he keeps his favorite daughter, Pamela Kellino, under his domination.
Miss Calvert is ideally happy with her husband but Miss Crawford has had a succession of lovers. At a reunion of the sisters.
Miss Kellino falls in love with Brian Nissen
and, when Mason tries to break up the
romance, his wife rushes out of the house
and is killed by a passing car. At the inquest, Miss Calvert gives evidence that
proves Mason was directly responsible for
his wife's death, although he cannot be held
by law. His daughter then leaves him to
go to live with Miss Calvert and, after Miss
Crawford's husband leaves her and she goes
off with a new lover, their unwanted daughter also joins the happy family at Miss
Calvert's home.
YORK

KIDDIES

as supporting dualler in family houses

United Artists (Rogers-Cohn)
57 minutes
Jo Ann Marlowe, Marc Cramer, Eve Whitney, Hobart Cavanaugh, Irene Ryan, Leon
Belasco, Lanny Rees, Sarah Selby, Emory
Parnell, Jean Tatriquin.
Directed by Reginald LeBorg.
This is a slapstick programmer with a
ready-made appeal to the youngsters who
avidly devour the King Features comic
strip of the same name. "Little Iodine"
resembles a two-reeler stretched out to
feature length, and will prove trying to
most adult patrons. First of the Buddy
Rogers-Ralph Cohn less-than-hour length
pictures designed for dual billing, its roughand-tumble humor is too silly and elementary for the grown-ups. While the plot is
obviously contrived
and the adult actors
SEPTEMBER

that his followers adore — in his customary
suave, convincing fashion. Phyllis Calvert,
as a happily-married woman, gives a warm
and sympathetic portrayal and Anne Crawford is well cast as her frivolous sister. But
Dulcie Gray, as the timid, submissive third
sister, and several of the other players
speak in clipped British tones which may
prove annoying and unintelligible to some
movie-goers.
Based on the novel by Dorothy Whipple,
the screenplay covers an 18-year period and
introduces too many characters and plot
ramifications for the average patron to follow with ease. Although the characters are
often sketchily developed and no reason is
apparent for Mason's cruelty toward his devoted wife, the picture's tragic and touching
scenes are splendidly done. However, the
lighter moments are few and only mildly
amusing to Americans. Settings and 1918
costume
are excellent.
Following World War I, three British
sisters, Phyllis Calvert, Anne Crawford and
Dulcie Gray, are leading a carefree life un-

16.
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give broadly-comic portrayals, the youngsters act and talk like ordinary 10-year-old
kids on the smart-aleck side. Jo Ann Marlowe, who seems extremely precocious in
features like "A Scandal in Paris," is a
happy choice for Iodine, the mischievous
Miss Fix-It whose hooligan activities nearly
drive her mother and father frantic, and
Lanny Rees is amusing as her pal and
fellow-plotter, Horace. Irene Ryan is good
as Iodine's long-suffering Mom and Hobart
Cavanaugh is ideally cast as her milquetoast father. Marc Cramer and Eve Whitney take part in a romantic sub-plot which
rarely intrudes on the noisy doings.
After 10-year-old Diana (Jo Ann Marlowe), better known as "Little Iodine," sets
a booby trap to catch her father, Hobart
Cavanaugh, when he arrives home late from
a lodge meeting, her parents threaten to
take drastic steps unless she promises to

stop acting like a hooligan. Next day,
Iodine's mother, Irene Ryan, decides to take
a home language course from Leon Belasco
and, when Iodine hears her mother listening to the romantic French phrases, she
suspects the worst. With her pal, Lanny
Rees, Iodine plots to have her father suspected of carrying on an affair with Eve
Whitney, the town's new dancing teacher,
in order to make her mother jealous. The
plan works too well and Cavanaugh leaves
home while the townsfolk are outraged at
his disgraceful actions. When Cavanaugh.
fortified by drink, bursts in on a meeting
of meddling housewives, he attempts to
throw them out and lands in jail. Iodine
finally confesses that she was responsible
for the whole misunderstanding and her
mother and father make up and forgive her.
LEYENDECKER
23

'THE WALLSas dualler
CAME

Rates • • 4

TUMBLING

Columbia
82 minutes
Lee Bowman, Marguerite Chapman, Edgar
Buchanan, George Macready, Lee Patrick,
J. Edward Bromberg, Jonathan Hale, Elisabeth Risdon, Miles Mander, Moroni Olsen,
Katherine Emery, Noel Cravat, Charles LaTorre, Mary Field, Arthur Loft, Bob Ryan.
Directed by Lothar Mendes.
This well-made mystery melodrama with
an interest-holding, if involved, plot, will
make a first-rate dualler generally. Although lacking top names, the cast is composed of well-known and capable players
and, with its exploitable title and theme,
the picture can hold its own in any action
house. While the story of the theft of a
pair of Bibles which contain the key to the
whereabouts of a fabulous painting demands close attention from the spectator,
Director Lothar Mendes has mainta'ned
suspense
throughout.
Several hard-hitting

'UNDER NEVADA
Rates • • • wherever

SKIES' TOPICAL

Roy Rogers, Dale Evans, George "Gabby"
Hayes, Douglas Dumbrille, Leyland Hodgson, LeRoy Mason, Tristram Coffin, Rudolph
Anders, George J. Lewis, George Lynn, Tom
Quinn, Bob Nolan and the Sons of the
Pioneers, Trigger.
Directed by Frank McDonald.
Latest Roy Rogers musical western,
"Under Nevada Skies," contains all of Republic's tried-and-true ingredients, including
Dale Evans for pulchritude and smooth
warbling, George "Gabby" Hayes for explosive comedy and Bob Nolan and the Sons
of the Pioneers for harmonizing, but something new has been added — an up-to-theminute plot with an atomic bomb angle.
The picture, which is exciting as well as
melodious, should be a cinch wherever
Rogers is popular and make a good dualler
generally.
Instead of the formula cowboy

'THE UNKNOWN'
© —

GLOOMY

MYSTERY

PLOT BOOSTS

GOOD

pects murder. When a mysterious girl,
Marguerite Chapman, calls on the late
priest, Bowman takes her to dinner while
he pulls strings and finds out she is actually
a Boston heiress. Bowman is visited by
George Macready, a supposed missionary,
who gives him $1,000 to turn over the Bibles
within three days and, later, J. Edward
Bromberg, an art dealer, also offers him
money for them. Miss Chapman finally admits to Bowman that her grandfather was
an art collector who owned "The Walls of
Jericho" and that the missing Bibles contain
a code giving the location of the valuable
painting. Shortly after Miss Risdon is
found murdered and her Bible is missing,
the Bishop tells Bowman the location of the
second Bible. After he learns that Macready and a crooked lawyer, Edgar Buchanan, are responsible for the murders, the
police arrive and take their Bible from
them. The code reveals that the painting
is hidden behind the walls of the rectory
where the priest was murdered.
LEYENDECKER

ROGERS

MUSICAL-WESTERN

dualler generally

" villains, this has sleek Nazi agents who
pose as vacationing Easterners while plotting to secure a crest which contains the
map to a deposit of pitchblende, the source
of uranium. A band of friendly Indians get
out their old war weapons to help Roy outwit the foreign agents in a rip-roaring finale which will have the youngsters on the
edge of their seats. Roy sings the popular
title tune and "I Want to Go West" in his
familiar crooning style, Miss Evans, who
seems to become more attractive and assured with each picture, puts over "Any
Time That I'm With You" and the Sons of
the Pioneers render "Clear Water" effectively. Douglas Dumbrille, as the treacherous Nazi agent, and George J. Lewis as a
modern Indian chief who temporarily reverts to tribal warfare, are outstanding in
a fast-paced musical western.
Returning to his home town to visit
George "Gabby" Hayes and his Indian
friends on a nearby reservation, Roy Rogers
finds that Leyland Hodgson has been murdered and he offers to help find the mys-

AND TRITE SHOCKER'

terious killer. From Dale Evans, a girl he
finds
hiding
outside
Hodgson's
ranch-house,
Roy learns that
Hodgson
had been
holding
a crest, a family heirloom stolen from her
father which might be a cause of destruction and should be turned over to the U. S.
Government. On their way to an Indian
pow-wow, Roy and Miss Evans are attacked
by henchmen of Douglas Dumbrille, a foreign agent who has given orders to have
them killed. After they get away, from
their assailants, Roy calls Hayes and they
search Hodgson's ranch for the crest. After
Hayes stumbles on it in the works of an
old clock, Dumbrille and his henchmen capture them. As Dumbrille opens the crest
and takes out a folded paper, Roy lunges
forward and starts a fight which is halted
by the timely arrival of the friendly Indians
summoned by Miss Evans. After Dumbrille is in custody, he tells Roy that the
paper has a map of a rich deposit of pitchblende for which certain foreign governments would give fortunes.

LEYENDECKER

MISSES FIRE

generally

Columbia
65 minutes
Karen
Morley, Jim Baiinon, Jeff Donnell.
Robert
Scott, Barton
Yarborough,
Robert
Wilcox, Helen Freeman, Wilton Graff, Boyd
Davis, J. Louis Johnson.
Directed by Henry Levin.
This minor "shocker" replete with lurking figures, slowly-opening doors, underground passageways, etc., is thoroughly
routine and misses fire. This third in the
"I Love A Mystery" series based on the
well-known radio program of the same
name, is lacking in name value and, in
every way, is a weaker effort than the second, "The Devil's Mask." Best spotted on
dual horror bills where it will get a goodly
quota of shrieks from easily impressionable
patrons. The story of an eccentric Southern
household under the domination of a psychopathic mother is so full of obvious
24

ENGROSSING

(literally) sequences take place before the
novel denouement which will come as a surprise even to avid mystery fans. The love
interest is on the sophisticated side and the
dialogue is replete with wisecracks which
both Lee Bowman and Marguer.te Chapman
toss off neatly. Bowman is personable and
convincing as a likeable Broadway columnist and Miss Chapman gives an appealing
portrayal of the mysterious debutante heroine. George Macready is outstanding as a
sadistic killer masquerading as a clergyman
and Edgar Buchanan, J. Edward Bromberg
and Moroni Olsen are excellent in other key
roles. Lee Patrick supplies some humor as
Bowman's acidulous Girl Friday.
Learning that his friend and childhood
befriender, Father Walsh, has some information about the whereabouts of a pair of
Bibles and a fabulously valuable Da Vinci
painting, "The Walls of Jericho," Lee Bowman, Broadway columnist, calls on him only
to find him dead. While both the Bishop
and the priest's sister, Elisabeth Risdon,
believe he committed suicide, Bowman sus-

Rogers is popular; OK

Republic
69 minutes

Rates •

DOWN'

theatrics and trite dialogue that the players
cannot be blamed for indulging in some
hammy melodramatic acting. Karen Morley, who is forced to assume a haggard
make-up for most of the film, almost manages to win sympathy for the mentallyunbalanced heroine, but Helen Freeman,
who strikes tragedy-queen attitudes and
James Bell and Wilton Graff merely get
titters during some of their most dramatic
scenes. . It's gloomy fare with scant love
interest and no comedy
relief.
When Helen Freeman arranges a match
for her daughter, Karen Morley, the latter
confesses her secret marriage to Robert
Wilcox. The latter scuffles with the girl's
father, who is accidentally killed and, to
avoid scandal, Miss Freeman forces Wilcox
to leave and buries her husband behind the
fireplace. Miss Morley and her two brothers,
Wilton Graff and James Bell, are sworn to
eternal secrecy and live on in the old mansion under the domination of their mother.
Years later, Jeff Donnell, Miss Morley's

daughter who had been sent away as a
baby, returns to the old mansion accompanied by two detectives, Jim Bannon and
Barton Yarborough, to hear the reading of
her grandmother's will. She finds that Miss
Morley has become mentally unbalanced,
Graff is a dipsomaniac and Bell is a deaf
sculptor. That night. Miss Morley is
troubled by an incessant baby's crying,
shadowy figures plague the household. Bell
is murdered and an attempt is made on
Miss Donnell's life. When Wilcox arrives to
receive his share of the estate, he learns
for the first time that he has a daughter.
While investigating a crypt. Miss Freeman
suddenly appears and tells them she is not
really dead. Later Miss Donnell is lured
to the crypt by Graff who then confesses
that he had planned to kill his mother and
all his other relatives in order to gain control of the estate. After he is captured.
Miss Morley regains her sanity and is reunited with her husband and her daughter.
LEYENDECKER
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■SECRETS OF A SORORITY GIRL' POOR QUICKIE

Rates © -}- as supporting dualler in minor naborhoods

PRC Pictures
58 minutes
Mary Ware, Rick Vallin, Addison Richards,
Ray Walker, Marie Harmon, Mauritz Hugo,
Mary Kenyon, Emmett Vogan, Caren Marsh,
Edward
Earle,
Edythe
Elliott,
Anthony
Warde, Marilyn Johnson, Frank Ferguson,
Rosemonde
James, Dewey
Rohinson,
Bill
Murphy.
Directed hy Lew Landers.
Using typical "True Confessions" material
as the basis for a confusing, poorly-motivated plot, "Secrets of a Sorority Girl" is
pretty much of a dud as entertainment.
With a cast devoid of marquee names, this
quickie will make a weak supporting dualler even in minor naborhood spots. Its only
asset is the title (which suggests a more
sensational tale than the picture delivers)

which might be exploited in transient spots.
The picture unfolds in a series of seeminglyendless flashbacks duri.'.g the luckless heroine's trial for manslaughter for causing the
death of a motorcycle policeman. Wh le
there are occasional moments of synthetic
excitement, the film will provs^boring to all
except the housewives who follow the "soap
operas" on the daytime airwaves. As the
psycho-neurotic sorority girl, Mary Ware
gives an extremely amateurish performance
and Rick Vallin is little better. Except for
Addison Richards and Ray Walker, most of
the others conduct themselves like newcomers to the acting profession.
Believing that she is seriously ill and has
only a short time to live, Mary Ware, president of her college sorority, embarks on a
round of excitement with Rick Vallin. an
ex-reporter taking a post-graduate course.
While at a notorious night spot with Vallin,
the place is raided and pictures of her are
taken and, later, more are made of her at

'I RING DOORBELLS' TOO MUCH
minor
Rates • © —

as supporting dualler in

PRC Pictures
65 minutes
Robert Shayne, Anne Gwynne, Roscoe
Karns, Pierre Watkin, John Eldredge, Jan
Wiley, Harry Shannon, Joel McGinnis,
Charles Wilson, Doria Caron, Harry Tyler,
Eugene Stutenroth, Hank Patterson, Ernest
Hilliard, Roy Darmour.
Directed by Frank Strayer.
Except for its exploitable title and the
standard comedy performance by Roscoe
Karns, "I Ring Doorbells" has little to
recommend it even as supporting fodder for
naborhood duals. Based on Russell Birdwell's autobiographical novel of the same
name, this programmer has a live-wire
newspaper reporter-turned-crime detective
for a hero, but the film is far too talky and

TALK, LITTLE ACTION

spots

uneventful to hold patrons' interest. Only
the final ten minutes contain some melodramatic and shooting action, the rest is
composed of bantering dialogue and nonsensical romantic mix-ups. For a supposedly-smart guy, the ace reporter is too easily
fooled by a couple of gal journalists, but
Robert Shayne gives as engaging a portrayal as the script permits. Anne Gwynne
makes an attractive heroine. Joel McGinnis' performance is so bad that audiences
will titter at his hot-headed outbursts.
Returning from New York where his first
playwrighting effort was a flop, Robert
Shayne, ace reporter, goes back to work on
Pierre Watkin's newspaper with his old pal,
Roscoe Karns, as his photographer. Watkin disapproves
his asks
young Shayne
son's romance
with
Jan Wiley ofand
to get
proof that she is a gold-digfrer. Shayne
strikes up a friendship with Doria Caron,

SO DARK THE NIGHT1 EFFECTIVE MYSTERY PROGRAMMER

Rates © & if exploited in action spots

Columbia
70 minutes
Steven Geray, Micheline Cheirel, Eugene
Borden. Ann Codee, Egon Brecher, Gregory
Gay, Helen Freeman, Paul Marion, Jean Del
Val, Thedore Gottleib, Louis Mercier, Emil
Ramu, Marcel Corday.
Directed

b.v Joseph

II. Lewis.

A simple, slow-moving, yet strangely-engrossing murder mystery, "So Dark the
Night" is one of the most unusual programmers of the year. Because name value is
nil, this will probably be relegated to the
supporting spot on naborhood duals, but. if
exploited, it should do well and even build
on favorable word-of-mouth, especially in
action houses. Joseph H. Lewis, who also
directed last year's outstanding programmer,
"My Name Is Julia Ross," has done the
same skillful job of blending expert characterizations with steadily mounting suspense
in this psychological drama with a French

BULLETIN
2(.

the roulette tables with drinks in her hana
at Ray Walker's gambling den. When Miss
Ware realizes that she is hur ing h-r father
(Addison Richards) in his campaign to exterminate these dives, she makes a last vis.t
to Walker's place and, in a raid, is knocked
unconscious in her attempt to escape. Vallin takes her away in his car and, when he
can't shake a pursuing motorcycle cop, he
stops sharply and the cop runs into his car
and is killed. When the girl revives, Vail n
tells her she was responsible for the death
but, before she can tell her father about the
affair, he receives the incriminating photos
and is forced to have her arrested for manslaughter. Miss Ware's trial goes against
her until Walker, who is determined to testify against Vallin, is called to the stand.
Vallin takes a shot at him and tries to escape from the courtroom but is captured
and, after his confession, Miss Ware is
acquitted.
YORK

locale. The story is intriguing from start
to finish and the denouement will come as
a complete surprise to mystery addicts. Picture was produced on a modest budget with
more outdoor shots than studio-built sets
and, for this very reason, it achieves a high
degree of authenticity. Steven Geray (who
scored in a small role in "Gilda") gives a
notable portrayal as a middle-aged Parisian
detective who finds romance and murder in
a small French village and all the other
members of the cast were chosen for their
realism and acting ability rather than marquee draw. Micheline Cheirel, as the rural
heroine; Egon Brecher, Ann Codee and the
others are good enough to compare favorably to the actors in French-made product.
On the verge of a nervous breakdown,
Steven Geray, famous Parisian detective,
goes for a rest to a French village where
he stays at the inn run by Eugene Borden
and his wife, Ann Codee. Although their
young daughter, Micheline Cheirel, is engaged to a farmer, Paul Marion, she agrees

Miss Wiley's French maid, and is forced to
break dates with his girl friend, Anne
Gwynne, a free-lance journalist. Shayne
and Karns plant a camera in Miss Wiley's
apartment but, after she announces her engagement to Watkin's son, they decide to
destroy the film taken. After an argument
with Shayne, Miss Gwynne storms over to
Miss Wiley's apartment only to find her
murdered. When Shayne arrives, they are
all held by the police until John Eldredge,
a dramatic critic and old enemy of Shayne's,
confesses that he struck Miss WTiley and
the blow accidentally killed her. The laboratory report showing that Miss Wiley died
by poisoning clears Eldredge until Shayne
develops the films he had taken. These
show that Eldredge had dropped the poison
in her glass. Shayne and Miss Gwynne are
then reunited.
DENLEY

LACKS NAMES
with her mercenary mother that it would be
smarter to marry the middle-aged detective.
Geray becomes enamored of the girl and. as
their engagement is announced, Marion appears and he and Miss Cheirel run out into
the night. Several days later, the strangled
bodies of both are found but Geray finds
fits
only one clue, a single footprint whichLater.
none of the shoes in the village.
after Miss Codee receives a scribbled death
note, she is also strangled to death and Geray then determines to go to Paris and make
u="e of his police department laboratory.
When Geray has a sketch made of the
criminal from the data he can deduce from
the footprint cast, he finds it resembles
himself and his shoe fits the plastercast.
Realizing that he is a schizophrenic with a
split personality, Geray confesses to the
Commissaire of police. Geray escapes from
his guard and returns to the village where
the police follow and stop him in the act
of strangling Borden.
YORK
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Ai*fr Ladd, pampered and callous son of a shipowner, is about to learn something, first-hand, of it he brutality suffered by the seamen of his day. Mare
William Bendix is applying the whip, while captain Howard daSilva looks on.

'TWO YEARS BEFORE THE MAST' . . . Strong Sea Fare
Richard Henry Dana's classic of injustice on the high seas has been turned by Paramount into one
of those red meat melodramas that should prove highly pleasing to male moviegoers of every stripe
and age. As for the ladies, well — they have Alan Ladd, and it will fall upon the individual showman
to convince them that Ladd is enough, romance or no romance. Actually, there is the merest suggestion of romantic interest. But, for the men, there is strong stuff like floggings, mutiny and a
brutal captain done to a fare-thee-well by Howard (Lost Week-end) da Silva. In addition to Ladd
and da Silva, the exhibitor's marquee can sparkle with such names as Brian Donlevy, William Bendix
and Barry Fitzgerald. Recalling the success of Mutiny on the Bounty, perhaps the showman would
be wise to concentrate all his guns on the film's robustness and adventure, leaving only the Ladd
name to entice the so-called weaker sex.
(Continued On Next Page)

EXPLOITATION PICTURE
(Continued from Preceding Page)

'TWO YEARS BEFORE THE MAST'
CREDITS
A Paramount Picture. Associate Producer, Seton I. Mi I r. Directed by John
Farrow. Cast: Alan Ladd. Brian Oonlevy. William Bendix. Barry Fitzgerald.
Howard da Silva. Esther Fernandez. Albert Dekkrr. Luis Van Rooten. Darryl
H climan. Screen Play by Seton I. Miller and George Bruce. Based on the
novel by Richard Henry Dana. Jr. Director of Photography, Ernest Laszlo,
A. S. C.

4. With food so scarce that scurvy begins to appear
aboard ship, the crew, led by Stewart and Dana, turn upon
Captain Thompson, but improperly armed, their mutiny is
aborted.

1# Charles Stewart (Alan Ladd), Boston dandy indifferent to the
injustices suffered by the seamen of America in 1834, is knocked out
in a fight with Amazeen (William Bendix), brutal first mate of the
sailing
the crew.ship. "Pilgrim", and shanghaied to serve as a member of

5. Stewart attempts to stage a one-man mutiny, breaking
into the arsenal and arming himself with a pair of pistols.
On
the verge
by Amazeen's
treachery
and ofis success,
thrown heintois again
irons, stopped
faced with
hanging.

2. Stewart soon learns of the brutality practiced by Captain Francis Thompson (Howard da Silva). He becomes sympathetic to the
efforts of Richard Henry Dana (Brian Donlevy), who had signed on
to record the miserable conditions, and his opposition to the capmethods bring him a lashing, which other crew members are
forced tain's
to watch.

3, As Dana and the cook (Barry Fitzgerald' atte ipt to disinfect
Stewart's wounds, Stewart vows thai ho will not rest until the evils
exposed in the book being written by Dana are shown to the proper
authoritie: so th ' the v iei i in seaman's lot can be improved.

:\\

£# One of two passengers aboard, Maria
ther Fernandez), in love with Stewart
marry her betrothed, smuggles food to
promises to intercede for him when they

Dominguez (Esbut en route to
the prisoner and
reach port.

7. The Senorita's pleas before a high authority (Pedro de
Cordoba) forces Captain Thompson's promise to turn over
his prisoner for trial, but in a final rebellion, the crew frees
St. u lit and the captain is slain. They take the ship back
to Boston and in a hearing before a V. S. Senate Commiftee they are vindicated and the reforms advocated by
Dana become
reality.
FILM
BULLETIN
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not been approved, and in some cases had been disapproved, by the Association." Explaining that the appearance of the Certificate leads the public to understand that the
picture and its advertising has the Association's approval, the statement adds, "the fact
is that the Association has been blamed for 'The Outlaw's' advertising and that the industry as a whole has suffered. The Association therefore revoked its Certificate of
approval for 'The Outlaw' in order publicly to dissociate itself and the motion picture
industry from the picture and particularly the advertising matter used to publicize
Howard Hughes, now completely recovered from injuries received in a plane accithe picture."
dent, flew to New York from Hollywood last week to contest the MPA action.
*
*
*

PRC

Above, the M-G-M airship, gigantic blimp used
to advertise M-G-M product, shown just before
its launching at the Naval Air Station at Takeburst, N. J., recently. Below, at the reception
which took place following: the ship's christening
by Elizabeth Taylor, M-G-M young star, are Si
Seadler, advertising manager for M-G-M; Mrs.
Taylor, Rear Admiral T. G. W. Settle, commander at the base, and Miss Taylor.
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EXPAND

— THOMAS

PRC delegates in Atlantic City heard president Harry Thomas term 1945-46 the
"most successful" year in the company's history and heard assurances that the new
season will begin an even greater period of expansion. Thomas also gave details of the
new season's production schedule of 29 features including three in Cinecolor and 12
from Eagle-Lion Studios, each with a minimum negative cost of $500,000, the PRO
prexy stated.
Thomas outlined the selling policy for the 1946-47 program, as follows: "The
eight top-budget productions, among which are included the Cinecolor pictures, will be
sold individually, with the balance of the complete program being broken down into
the following groups: One group of six specials; two groups of eight features each, in
which will be included three Philo Vance mysteries, two Gas House Kids dramas and
three Michael Shayne mysteries; one group of six Eddie Dean outdoors musicals and
one group
of eight
Al La Rue-Al
(Fuzzy)he St.
actionfrom
westerns."
Thomas
laid emphasis
on a letter
hadJohn
received
Robert Young, chairman
of the board of Pathe, parent company to PRC, commending PRC's record during the
past year and crediting Thomas, Lloyd L. Lind, assistant general sales manager, and
others "who have so magnificently contributed to the upward climb which will inevitably lead the company to the top." Thomas also stressed Pathe's gigantic reserves
which are available to PRC and added, "I am talking officially when I say that there
is absolutely no foundation whatsoever to any stories which you may have heard regarding our company, except that we are going to grow even more than we have grown
during Young,
this past
whoyear."
returned to New York last fortnight from England, corroborated
Thomas' statement with the announcement that expansion of both Eagle-Lion, also a
Pathe subsidiary, ani PRC is planned by P.-.th'- with PRC remaining as a separate
company. Young aiso sn;d that he regarded t .t- reciprocal distribution deal set with
J. Arthur Rank as a permanent arrangement.
*
•
•

20+h-FOX admlN

in s?:cial confab

In the first conference of its kind ever he'.d by the company, all 20th Century-Fox
advertising, publicity, exploitation and radio personnel will convene in New York Citv
October 15-17, for a meeting to be devoted exclusively to advertising and publicity, it
was announced by Charles Schlaifer, director.
The conference will be particularly concerned with the new system of se'.l'ng
individual pictures, with President Spyros P. Skouras addressing the conferees on company plans and policies and Tom J. Connors, vice-president in charge of distribution,
meeting with the delegates to assure closer affiliation with distribution in keepinj with
the pending consent decree.
Keynote of the meeting will be the campaign for Darryl F. Zanuck's "Ths Razor's
Edge," which is being given the most intensive build-up in all media ever devoted to a
20th-Fox picture.
*
*
*

THIRTY FEATURES

IN M-G-M

BACKLOG

Revealing that M-G-M has more than thirty feature pictures ready for release or
in editing stages, and five features in production at present, Nicholas M. Schenck,
president of Loew's, Inc., returned to New York after a series of conferences regarding
future plans of the company and to meet changing conditions caused by the recently
inaugurated selling of individual pictures.
Schenck also declared that the company was endeavoring to trim production
costs without sacrificing the standard of entertainment maintained by M-G-M, and that
Sam Katz had been designated to assist in this work being done by Al Lichtman, J. J.
Cohn and M. J. Siegel, in addition to his regular duties.
The West Coast meetings were attended by Louis B. Mayer, William F. Rodgers,
sales chief, and the M-G-M executive staff.
An interesting
note was heard
lastWilliam
week inGoldman,
the report
thatexhibitor,
under Rodgers'
experimental plan for competitive
bidding,
Philly
whose fight
to break the Warner chain monopoly in that city has been blessed with success, outbid
Warners for M-G-M's "Holiday in Mexico" and will play the feature in his new Goldman
house as the result of the "auction."

JOLSON

TO

BE FETED

BY

AVC

Leaders of all branches of the amusement world have formed an honorary industry sponsoring committee to pay tribute to Al Jolson on October 1, when the star will
be honored with a testimonial dinner by the American Veterans Committee at the
Hotel Astor, in New York. The fete will be the veterans' tribute to Jolson as an "outstanding friend of the service man," in appreciation of his many USO tours throughout
the world's battlefields.
Among the motion picture executives who will serve as honorary sponsors are:
Spyros P. Skouras, C C. Moskowitz, Jack Cohn, Tom Connors, Ned Depinet, Hal Home,
Howard Dietz, Harry Brandt, Gus Eyssell. Matty Fox, A. J. Balaban. S. Barrett McCormick, Abe Montague, Curtis Mitchell, Edward Raftery, Gradwell Sears, Bob Weitman, Harry Thomas and Herman Robbins.
FILM
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What the Newspaper Critics Say About New Films

'CAESARARTISTS)
AND InCLEOPATRA1
Technicolor

'OLACK
OEAUTY"
(20TH
CENTURY-FOX)

"TUTorthy of the extravagance and is certainly worthy of a film"^ goer's regard .. .Elegant spectacle .. .Wise and witty discourse within a fancy and fluid frame. . .Discourse does wax
slightly tedious at times in the course of two hours. . .Something
to see as well as hear."— CROWTHER, N. Y. TIMES.
"/™\ver here, we will hail this English picture as a very unusual
^-^ and commendable venture . .Audiences will come away full
of high enthusiasm tempered with recollections of quite a few
moments of tedium and scenes that did not seem to fit together
. . .A mixture of one of the great pictures of our time and occasional claims to being one of the dullest."— COOK, N. Y. WORLD
TELEGRAM.

"FJine animal picture, slowed up by the human ac:oio who insist
■*• on being
romantic. . .Without
reservations,
is for the children."—PIHODNA, N. Y. HERALD
TRIBUNE.
"Cmall fry had a much more rewarding hour than the rest of us
*"* ...You
might
find some
slight
entertainment,
provided,
of
course, that ycu have a feeling for horses.
Since most youngsters
have an abundance
of such affection, 'Black
Beauty' should go
over big with the pre-'teen age set."— PRYOR, N. Y. TIMES.
'rT"'he:e were
a great many
little children
leaninj; forward
in
-*- their seats, watching
the unfolding of 'Black Beauty'
like
rapt little angels.
The adults present
slouched back
in theirs,
crossed their legs, uncrossed them, squirmed, moaned and all together set the little ones a very bad example." — AGER,
PM.
fovie stuff and nonsense!"— WINSTEN,
N. Y. POST.

(UNITED

"lV^ore than your ticket-money's worth of production, but not of
■*■ ■* drama. . .Heavy pageantry of the movie and the impiVi
fancy of Shaw's play only get in each other's way." — AGER, P.l
"Chavian wit and wisdom are given a rococo fram?...Tar mora
*"* eloquent than dramatic. . .Definitely something to see Becomes labored and contrived on more than one occus'on Unloss
the fascinating and artful Miss Leigh is engaged in the proceedings, it has a tendency to teeter between stat c st: etchos of diarather heavy-handed clowning."-- BARNES. N. Y.
HERALDlogue and
TRIBUNE.

m

"V/'ou

might call this a free adaptation
of 'Black Beauty', but
free or not, you couldn't go wrong calling it a cheap one."
COOK, N. Y. WORLD TELEGRAM.

I'VE ALWAYS
LOVED YOU'
In Technicolor

(REPUBLIC)

""K^illions of dollars spent... do not atone for the lack of warm
■*■■*■ humanity .. .Chances of C & C's being a box-office bonanza
in this country are not good enough to be frightening. As a pretty
spectacle and as second-rate Shaw, reliably rendered, it can make
an initial splash, but it simply hasn't the heart to build into
anything big."— WINSTEN,
N. Y. POST.

"T^^usic
to remember.
Unfortunately,
it is not backed
up by
•*■•*■ enough narrative interest to keep the music from boring
those who will not be content to take the music alone. And even
those who are musically satisfied may object to a plot of tears
and
unrelieved by interludes of sanity." — WINSTEN,
N. Y.tantrums
POST.

'MONSIEUR
(PARAMOUNT)

"OiUy. mawkish film... One of those pictures which takes on a
^ terribly toney air about the rapturous realms of music and
the beauty of simple, home-grown love." — CROWTHER,
N. Y.
TIMES.

BEAUCAIRE'

"T acks
ingenious
situation,
humor
and polished
gags which
•Lj might have made it another Hope riot. . .Allows the comedian
ample room for energetic clowning. . .The result is not uproarious,
but it is gay enough until the next Hope picture comes along. "GUERNSEY,
N. Y. HERALD TRIBUNE.
"Dears a fair comparison with the best of screen travesties...
■■"' Hope has abundant opportunities for the clowning at which
he excels ... Gags are somewhat above the usual run... And Mr.
Hope
is unmercifully
extravagant
in throwing them away."
—
CROWTHER, N. Y. TIMES,
"/"•enerous display of gag, slapstick and happy innuendo. . .Not
^-* the best Hope, but... enough to furnish the normal quota of
laughs."— WINSTEN,
N. Y. POST.
"TJas squeezed the last ounce of fun from the situations and
•*■ -1 dialogue. . .Audience
is guaranteed
to exit laughing. . .ZVz
Stars."— CAMERON,
N. Y. NEWS,
"punniest movie Bob Hope ever has had, always excepting, of
*■ course, those frolics along various 'Roads to — '...Abundance
of well-turned and expertly delivered jests... Hope springs eternal
and
every moment
of it at his best."— COOK,
N. Y. WORLD
TELEGRAM.
"C'cript writers
know almost
everything that
k-' known and so loved and they bring it out
There is laughter, lots of it. and it bursts out
reasons, good clean reasons, and there is none of
reasonableness." — AGER,
PM.

makes Hope
so
in fine style...
for good broad
it choked off by

'THE
KILLERS'
(UNIVERSAL)
"A picture of plot, mood, suspense, mystery and action. . . elem**■ ents which are so well handled that they lift 'The Killers'
to the level of the perfectly produced film. They are the elements
so generally popular and so certain to excite that such a picture
cannot fail to entertain."— WINSTEN, N. Y. POST.
"HPaut and absorbing. . .Diverting picture — diverting, that is, if
A
you enjoy the unraveling of crime enigmas involving pernicious folks. . .Tempo
is slow and metronomic which
makes
for
less excitement than suspense."— CROWTHER, N. Y. TIMES.
"HPhe Broadway crime club should put out its welcome mat for
■*■ 'The Killers', a polished and tantalizing chase melodrama...
Deft combination of action and mystery. . .Hits the melodramatic
bull's eye on every count."- (iCKUNSEY. X Y. HERALD
TRIBUNE.
"■Drilliar.tly
executed
exercise
in menace,
deliberately
choosing
the minimum
number
of words
to achieve
the maximum
of
terror. . .Great in the beginning, 'when it relates exactly the Hemingway story, and a good, tough, cops-and-robbers movie thereafter, when it aspires to augment it." — AGER, PM.
SEPTEMBER
16,
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"Qlow, ponderous vehicle for its musical numbers. . .Makes much
^ better listening
than it does dramatic
sense .. .Showy,
pretentious Hollywood bore."— GUERNSEY,
N. Y. HERALD
TRIBUNE.
"/"Xperetta
aims at followers
^-^ mixed in with a taste for
studios by one of moviedom's
Possibly he was tired, as any
wanted to relax."— COOK, N.

that have a lot of music
loving
movies.. .Made at one of the small
notable directors, Frank Borzage.
of us might be, of trying hard and
Y. WORLD
TELEGRAM.

■IT
SHOULDN'T
HAPPEN
(20TH
CENTURY-FOX)

TO A DOG"

"■piuffy and improbable,
but nevertheless
pleasant,
little thing
about cops, newspaper
men, black marketeers and a Doberman
Pinscher
named
Rodney .. .Harmless
and
diverting
film
fare."— E.J.B., N. Y. TIMES.
" A ction is fast and silly enough to raise giggles.. .Lines have an
**
occasional sharpness worthy of better surroundings . .Not a
bad
hour's
N. Y. POST. entertainment in its own minor league." — WINSTEN,
"pragile and good-humored
whirl. . .Distinctly lightweight stuff,
*■ but it has an easy-going air about it that is no trouble to
take."— W.H., N. Y. WORLD TELEGRAM.
"T~\oesn't come up to scratch as screen entertainment, though it
*-' was a whale of a story as a magazine serial. . .Ordinary
story of what Hollywood likes to think a newspaper office resembles..Doberman Pinscher is the real star of the proceedings
...The human actors back him up on occasion, but never wholeheartedly."—PIHODNA, N. Y. HERALD TRIBUNE.

'THE
THRILL OF BRAZIL'
(COLUMBIA)
"T ight - hearted
Latin musical
with an able performance
by
■'-' Keenan Wynn to keep the book in action. . .Under its idiotic
title and within its conventional framework are fast, well staged
musical numbers and superior clowning. . .Small package containing good quality."— GUERNSEY, N. Y. HERALD TRIBUNE.
"T~\irection is wily enough to give the picture a sense of pace,
*-** but one can't help feeling that the players, for all their swift
moving about, just don't get anywhere or do anything that is
more than passably diverting at best."— PRYOR, N. Y. TIMES.
"r"Phe class in movie cliches will come to order... And what has
■*■ 'The Thrill of Brazil' got to do with Brazil? Right again—
nothing, absolutely nothing."— PECK, PM.
"Come
pleasant enough samba-and-suchlike rhythms hang upon
w-* a slim and familiar matrimonial farce. . .Good natured. though
no great, great shakes."— THIRER,
N. Y. POST.
31

a/ku settle nor a
0 # ®

cvkest i/ou can have
Throw

away your FORK, brother. . .and get

yourself a BUCKET! * * * It's Raining PROFITS
... for smart showmen . . . and the guy who gets
there "fustest with the mostest" is the guy
who's going to cash-in! * * * Don't settle for
a DRIP... when there's a downpour of DO-re-mi
...just beggin' you to rcoop it up! * * * Fi
your frames and load your screen .. .with
TRAILERS

and ACCESSORIES

that ASK for

patrons . . . and GET them, too! * * * If you
whisper you'll get that DRIP... but if you SHOUT
...you'll get a shower of Dollars that will fill
your Box Office ... as you've always wanted
to see it filled * * * Come on, brother... here's
that RAINY DAY you've been waiting for... and
The

PRIZE

BABY's on

your

Bucket-Brigade

nni lonnt , \ Ctee/t service
_
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OH, FOR

A SMART

MAN!

How far do sound waves travel? Would it be possible, for instance, for
voices in Boston to be heard in offices high in New York skyscrapers or in a
place as remote as Hollywood, Cal.?
There were

voices in Boston a few days ago that should have been heard

in New York and Hollywood. They spoke of invasions of men's rights, of avarice and greed, of a struggle between powerful interests and little men, of
democracy and autocracy in the motion picture industry.
The voices were those of independent theatremen and had they been
heard in New York and Hollywood, the film moguls would have learned that
there is a tide rising against them, a tide other than the one that now besets
their studios out West.
It was fitting indeed that this year's Allied convention was held in historic
Boston, where earlier Americans had fought for their rights. Here, in 1946, a
group of average American businessmen assembled to discuss and to probe the
problems of their industry. They spoke of principles, of rights, of fair play. No
one was heard to cry of poverty, but neither was any man in that gathering
content to sit idly by while the film companies steadily reduced him to the
status of a hireling.
It was one of the largest exhibitors conventions in the historv of the industry. And one of the most vocal. Unlike former years when the leaders did
all the talking, this one was dominated by the delegates on the floor. They had
a lot on their chests and they were determined to have their say. This was true
particularly of the younger men, the sons of the oldtimers who are coming up
in the exhibition field. The ills that plague exhibitors were swallowed by the
fathers, but the sons seem not to fear reprisals and are determined to gain a
more respected place in the industry scene.
The cold printed trade paper dispatches from the convention could not
possibly convey the intensity with which the delegates spoke their minds. They
needed no inspiration. They had come to Boston up in arms, fed up to choking
with the policies of many of the film companies and the dictatorial methods of
certain corporate master-minds who have been riding herd over them in recent
years. There was

no mistaking their mood;

it was belligerent.

Were their voices heard in New York and in Hollywood? We doubt it.
Deeply ensconced in the lush profits accumulated during the past five or six
years, the film magnates are oblivious to complaints by such small fry as independent exhibitors. The industry is their oyster. They make fewer pictures
and more profits each year. Those raucous noises up in Boston couldn't be
heard above the sweet tinkling music that is sounding in their ears. Go away,
boys, you bother us.
Oh, for a smart and honest man among them who would speak up and tell
the Dolicy-makers of the industry a few truths. What do they need to be told?
Well, let's see.

BULLETIN

He might hint to the bright boys of Hollywood

Tye a genius to make a million dollars profit on a picture in today's starved market, and that the high-pressure practices of the distributors are making the
producers look good even when they turn out a cluck.
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that one does not have to

He might suggest that the film companies are riding the crest of an abnormal prosperity and that the golden torrent from their own deluxe theatres
won't flow forever. Perhaps there would be salutary effect in the warning that
the United States Supreme Court probably will make all theatres in the land independent some day soon and then the average exhibitor again be a valued
and sought-after customer.
He might advise the film men that they have listened too long to their
lawyers, with the result that the exhibition contract now in fashion is arbitrary,
inequitable and probably illegal.
And, lastly, our smart and honest man

in the ranks of the film comp/mies

might convey to the industry's policy-makers the resentment that has been engendered bytheir tactics among the thousands of independent exhibitors. No
man worth his salt, he could say, will remain docile forever while others persistently invade his frontiers of opportunity, of freedom of action, of livelihood.
He should say, gentlemen, there is a limit — and it already has been overstepped. From here in you are going to have trouble unless you change your
ways.

Whe re, or where, is that

Journey Into Never-Never Land

POWERFUL EXHIBTORS CLIQUE
DOMINATES FILM COMPANIES
In his address at the banquet which closed the Allied Convention in Boston
Wednesday evening, Sept. 18, Abram F. Myers undertook this oratorical
journey into what he termed "never-never land". All members of the industry will be amused by Mr. Myers' little excursion, which follows:

Now I do not propose to disturb the serenity of this delightful
occasion, where the lions and the lambs are getting along so
beautifully for a few brief hours, by pointing out wherein I think
other branches of the industry have overstepped the bounds and
have pressed their asserted rights to unreasonable lengths. Instead of that I want to point out what I would consider to be an
unwarranted insistence on rights and an abuse of power if practiced by my own clients, the independent exhibitors — if they had
any power to abuse. Therefore. I am going tc ask you to use
your imagination for a few moments while we take a short journey into the land of make-believe. Any resemblance between the
state of facts which we shall conjure up and any situation you
may have encountered
in real life, will be purely coincidental.
If you are all set for the journey, let us start off by supposing
that upwards of 80% of the motion picture theatres in the United
States are controlled by eight men — Jack Kirsch, Nate Yamins,
■\i rtin Smith, Col. Cole, Sid Samuelson, Ray Branch, Trueman
Rembusch and Bill Ainsworth. Their holdings include all of the
Class A theatres, practically all of the Class B houses, and a considerable number of Class C, D and E houses. Of course, they
only admit having A houses — in fact, they advertise in the trade
papers every year that they have discontinued all but the A
houses. However that may be, it is a fact that no producer of
motion pictures can survive unless he has access to the screens
o: several of these giant exhibitors.

The Big Eight exhibitors then entered into active competition
with their customers, the producers, and began to produce and
distribute motion pictures. In a short time they were producing
most of the Class A pictures as well as soma that were not so
classy. Naturally, they gave their own pictures the preferred
runs and best playdates in their own theatres. For the other producers, who must now be called "independents," they reserved the
right to designate "unpreferred playing time," which consisted
mainly of the week before Christmas and Holy Week.

Now just to coin a phrase, we will refer to these exhibitors as
the "Big Eight." The names of their theatres are protected by
trade-marks and in the operation of their theatres various patented gadgets are used. Now we don't know just how valid these
trade-marks and patents may be — because the grant of a trademark, or a patent, or a copyright does not guarantee the originality of the subject thereof. At any rate, we will suppose that
they are at least as valid as the copyrights on motion picture
films. I do net go as far as Dorothy Parker who once said that
"Hollywood has no 'ism' except plagiarism;" but I sometimes wondel how so many studios happen to arrive at the sama idea by
unconscious cerebration.. And so the Big Eight exhibitors use
these trade-marks and patents as the basis for licensing the producers to exhibit their films in the theatres.

And since production costs were an important factor in the
determination of theatre rentals, the contracts provided that any
incidental revenue derived by the producers from the operation
of popcorn machines, peanut stands, coke bars, or lunchrooms on
the lots should be deducted from production costs and, of course,
all such items were subject to checking and auditing by the exhibitors. It goes without saying that if the salaries of the studio
executives, directors and stars were deemed to be excessive, the
exhibitors demanded that they be reduced.

One of the first acts of the Big Eight, cooperating through
their powerful trade association, is to draft a uniform licanse
agreement, strictly in their own interest. This long, complicated
form is not subject to negotiation as to any of its provisions. It
is printed, rigid and unalterable. The pioducer muse sign on the
dotted line in order to obtain a license to exhibit his films in the
theatres. On one or two occasions, when threatened with restrictive legislation, the Big Eight conferred with representatives of
the poor producers as to the provisions of these contracts and
even adopted a few of their suggestions, but later on those favorable clauses were surreptitiously dropped without notice to or
consultation with the producers.
The Big Eight, of course, were unwilling that the producers
should pick and choose among their theatres, so they offered to
the producers large blocks of theatres, identified only by nu:/ibers.
The Big Eight decided which theatres they would make available
under the contracts. If a producer did not get the use of a
theatre that he particularly wanted, access to that theatre was
held out to him as an inducement to sign another contract. As a
matter of appi-asement, and in order to head off threatened legislation against the block-booking of theatres, the Big Eight allowed the producers to cancel out a certain percentage of theatres, but to offset this they built and acquired a number of shooting-gal eries on which the producers were forced to exhaust their
cancellation privilege, so that they never could cancel out any of
the expensive houses.

The contracts provided that the iVoducers should pay to the
members of the Big Eight, as theatre rental, a price based on a
percentage of the production cost of the pictures. Under this arrangement the Big Eight would not guarantee the producers a
profit, but they freely promised, as a part of their sales talk, to
make adjustments which would secure to them their production
costs. Naturally, the contracts stipulated what those production
costs should be in each instance; and in order to sae that there
was no cheating, provision was made that the exhibitors' checkers
should at all times have access to the studios. At the producers'
request a provision had been inserted against the use of local
checkers, but when the Big Eight organized their own joint
checking agency, known as Blabber-Mouth Reports, Inc.. that provision was withdrawn and they thereafter employed the producers'
neighbors, town crier and busybodies to do the checking.

Not satisfied with this on-the-spot checking, the exhibitors
reserved the right to audit the books and records of the producers
for periods of from four months to two years after the completion of each picture. Then a group of eager-beaver attorneys,
calling themselves the Patent and Trade-Mark Promotion Bureau.
sold them the idea of auditing all accounts from the beginning
of time and so those limitations were quietly eased out of the
contracts. The whole job was turned over to the Bureau and
whenever a producer stood on his contract rights, a suit was filed
against him alleging fraud and wide publicity was given thereto
That is, if the producer was a little fellow and the amount claimed was only a few thousand dollars. Of course, if the producer
happened to be the crony of some Big Eight executive, and the
amount involved ran into the hundreds of thousands, then it was
not a fraud but a mere discrepancy and the matter was handled
with a minimum of publicity.
The independent producers, when they signed a license agreement with the Big Eight exhibitors never knew what the theatre
rental would be. The Big Eight reserved the right to allocate
rentals, in their uncontrolled discretion, after they had made their
own estimate of the picture. Each year they demanded a largei
number of low-percentage pictures from independents. Their own
productions were played under long-term preferential franchises,
formula deals and master contracts which took care of both the
producing and exhibiting ends of their business.
In concluding this little journey into never-never land, I want
to say that I think those exhibitors — Cole, Kirsch, etc. - carried
things too far. If their actions led to governmental intervention
and a general upheaval in the industry, I should say that they
had only themselves to blame.
FILM
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Rates • • • generally except in action spots

Paramount
104 minutes
Bint; Crosby, Fred Astaire, Joan (Jaulfiald,
Billy DeWolfe, Olga San Juan, Mikhail Basumny, Frank Faylen, Victoria Home, Boy
Gordon, Jack Norton, Karolyn Griims
Directed by Stuarfi Heisler.
Latest lavish Technicolor entry in the
composer cavalcade series, "Blue Skies" is
light, amusing and extremely-tuneful entertainment. With the sure-fire "Holiday Inn"
combination — Bing (for songs) Crosby and
Ferd (for dancing) Astaire, plus a wealth
of Irving Berlin tunes, to bolster a formula
and thread-bare plot, this will be a SDliu
business-getter in all except action spots.
The song, dance and comedy high lights
are numerous and outstanding enough to
make patrons overlook a sketchy and repetitious story dealing with show business
between the first and second World Wars.
Told in flashback fashion by Astaire, as
a present-day radio raconteur, the film goes
into the old favorite, "A Pretty Girl Is Like
a Melody," danced by a young Astaire, and
then introduces Bing Crosby as his romantic rival for Joan Caulfleld's affections.
From this point, the picture is a succession
of Berlin hits, most of them sung or danced
against eye-filling production backgrounds
with only occasional moments for the off
again-on again romance which neither Director Stuart Heisler or the plav^r-? see "
to take too seriously. The title tune, of
course, is a stand-out as" warbled b/ Bing
in a picnic glade and "Putting on the Ritz,"
magnificently danced by Astaire and ten
tuxedoed
doubles,
got applause
at New

York's preview and "You'd Be Surprised"
is a delightful novelty as sung the eyerolling Olga San Juan. The elaborate backgrounds almost dwarf the torrid "Heat
Wave" and such Berlin hits of the past two
decades as "White Christmas," "All By Myself," "What'll I Do," "All Alone and "Russian Lullaby" receive brief an.! Isjs flash/
renditions. One of the Berlin's ne ,v songs,
'Running Around in Circles,' ma achievj
the Hit Parade, but it's not up to the calibre
of the aforemention:d hits. Backgrounds and
low-waisted costumes of the 1920's are authentic and the entire production receives
handsome
Technicolored
treatment.
As Fred Astaire, radio raconteur, starts
his program of Irving Berlin's Album of
Songs, the scene shifts to him, after the
First World War, when he was dancing
star of a Broadway musical and fell in love
with Joan Caulfleld, one of the show-girls.
They stop at a little night club, where Bing
Crosby greets his old friend and Army buddy, and Joan finds him gay and charming,
to the irritation of Fred, who hopes to marry her. Bing s instability and passion for
opening and selling intimate nightclubs
doesn't prevent Joan from hoping he will
propose and, when he doesn't, she says
goodbye and leaves with Fr;d A'ter
Joan becomes Fred's leading lady, Bing returns and decide
soon they
inti eic'i
other's
arms and
to getfa'lmarried.
Bing
s till
likes to pull up stakes and move to new
fields even after his child is born and, after
the success of his New York club, he becomes restless and his decision to sell leads
to a quarrel with Joan. They separate and
divorce. Joan resumes her career with
Fred, but the lattcr realizes she still loves
Bing and he starts drinking heavily.
Dur-

WARNER
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Rates © ® 4- generally on name

Warner Bros.
100 minutes
John Garfield, Geraldine Fitzgerald, Walter
Brennan, George Coulouris, Faye Emerson
George Tobias, Robert Shayne, Richard
Gaines, Dick Erdman, James Flavin, Alex
Havier, Ralph Peters, William Edmunds,
Grady Sutton, Marian Martin, Ralph Dunn.
Directed by Jean Negulesco.
A gangster melodrama which stresses
romance and reformation rather than excitement, "Nobody Lives Forever" misses its
mark as action entertainment, although it
will garner its highest grosses in action
houses. Only the final 15 minutes contain the
suspense and shooting thrills expected in a
screenplay by W. R. Burnett, author of
"Little Caesar" and "Scarface." However,
John Garfield and Geraldine Fitzgerald (who
has never screened more attractively) provide marquee draw and. with Faye Emerson's name as an additional selling point
this should attract above-average business
generally. The story's chief fault is the total
lack of plausibility regarding the gullibility
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ing one of his spectacular danc numbers,
he falls from a high stage walk and is never
later, a- Fred
again.
to dance
able
finishes
his radio
tale Year:'
and B ng sing3 the
Irving Eerlin melodies, Joan walks in and
is reunited with her former husband
Fred Astaire, in addition to his dancng
chores, gives a sympathetic portrayal as the
perpetually disappointed suitor. Crosby
tosses oi'f comedy quips with ease and. of"
course, warbles as only "Der Bingle" can.
Joan Caulfleld looks lovely and gives a satisfactory performance as the heroine. Billy
DeWolfe keeps the audiences in stitches
during his "Mrs. Murgatroyd at a cocktail
bar" impersonation, even if it does seem
overlong, and his constant mugging and
his Frankenstein's impression are terrific
laugh-getters.
LEYENDEOKER

YAEN

LACKS

STRONG

ACTION

in actio-) s~ots

cf a wealthy young widow and her business
advisor in being willing to accept a former
gangster as a solid business man and to
consider investing in his supposed deep sea
salvage work without investigating him.
Nor is the gangster's decision to go straight
any more believable. A sequence inside the
mission of San Juan Capistrano is nicely
photographed, but merely slows down the
film and might better- be scissored. John
Garfield gives an excellent portrayal as the
tough, defiant "big boy" in the rackets and
Geraldine Fitzgerald, who is extremely
poised and attractive throughout, brings a
note of credibility to a role which might
well try the ability of any actress. Walter
Brennan, as a seedy old-timer loyal to Garfield, and George Coulouris, as a relentless
swindler, contribute outstanding performances. Faye Emerson's blonde hair-do
makes her appropriately cheap and hardboiled and Richard Gaines is exceptionally
well-cast as a stuffy business man. but
George Tobias fails to inject his customary
laughs as Garfield's voluble side-kick.
John Garfield receives his honorable discharge from the Army and returns to the
scene of his old rackets to find that his girl
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value; more

Title
Skies

Blue

•Poor

••Average

•••Good

friend, Faye Emerson, has invested the
$50,000 he left in her safekeeping in a night
club venture with her new lover, Robert
Shayne. After forcing Sha -ne to fork over
the cash, Garfield goes to California with his
side-kick, George Tobias, for a rest. There
a seedy old pal, Walter Brennan, sells him
on a deal involving a lonesome young widow.
Geraldine Fitzgerald, with two million dolhe doesn't like George Coulars. Although
louris, whose scheme it was, Garfield agrees
to cut him in on the profits. Assuming the
identity of a businessman engaged in deep
sea salvage work, Garfield impresses both
Miss Fitzgerald and her- business advisor.
Richard Gaines, and he begins to fall in love
with her. Realizing that he cannot go
through with the fleecing scheme, Garfield
determines to pay off Coulouris and return
East to forget Miss Fitzgerald. Coulouris refuses Garfield's attempt to pay him off and
he kidnaps Miss Fitzgerald. With Brennan.
Garfield trails Coulouris to a deserted dock
hideout. In the terrific fight that follows.
Coulouris is killed and Brennan also pays
with his life for his loyalty to Garfield. Although she knows about his shady past. Miss
Fitzgerald tells Garfield she loves him.
LEYENDECKER
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Rates • • as dualler

HORSE

Metro-Goldvvyn-Mayer
98 Minutes
Marshall
Thompson,
George Tobias, Clem
Bevans, Donald Curtis, Murray Alper, Wally
Cassell, Jim Davis, Chill Wills, John Burford. Johnny Bond, and "Bess."
Directed by Andrew Marton
Despite a novel tale, intensely melodramatic high spots and picture-postcard color,
"Gallant Bess" comes up with two strikes
against it. The first is the lack of marquee
draw; the second, the all-male cast without a hint of romance. If exploitation can
overcome these major handicaps, audiences
will be happy they came, because there is
ample entertainment in this saga of a boy's
all-consuming love for a horse. The latter,
Bess, incidentally, deserves an equine Oscar for her performance, complete with nipups rarely seen since Tom Mix's Tony delighted the fans, and even assaying a dual
role. Although the film gets off to a slow
start, hinting
at a backwoods
idyll, the

TVi ALWAYS
Rates © •

-

1 Not Set

STORY HAS COLOR

BUT NO NAMES

action picks up appreciably and builds to a
stirring climatic sequence that will leave
the audience in an exhilarated mood. Jeanne
Bartlett's original story and screen play,
which was suggested by an incident as told
by Lt. Marvin Park, U.S.N.R., divides its
backgrounds between California mountains
and a South Pacific island, both admirably
suited to the vivid hues that tint the film.
Production costs on this seem to have been
held to a minumum, with virtually all of the
action photographed outdoors or on Port
Hueneme naval base and a cast that could
hardly have commanded imposing salaries.
This is no bar to enjoyment of the film, however. But "Gallant Bess" will probably be
relegated to the lower slot on naborhood
dual bills in most cases.
Marshall Thompson, 16-year-old orphan,
dreaming of a horse ranch, lavishes all his
love on his mare, Bess. High-pressured by
recruiting officer Chill Wills, Thompson, although he is under age, joins the Seabees
and leaves Bess in the care of old Clem
Bevans. Just before Thompson goes overseas, Bess contracts pneumonia
as she is

foaling, and, unable to get a leave until the
last 24 hours, Thompson arrives in time tc
see Bess die. Embittered at the Navy and
officer, Don Curtis, Thompson's
his superior
attitude
changes when he saves and is allowed to keep a wounded horse in the jungle
He renames the horse Bess and she becomes
the outfit's mascot. Bess repays her debt
by saving the lad's life in a skirmish with
the Japs and refuses to be separated from
him when the outfit leaves the island, swimming after the LST until she is taken aboard
and back to the States.
Marshall Thompson runs Bess a close
second for acting honors, injecting fervor
and realism into his role, while the rest of
the cast plays broadly, but effectively, with
George Tobias maintaining the principal
supporting role in a comic vein. Director
Andrew Martin keeps a lively pace after the
leisurely opening moments. The color photography, makes up in gaudiness what is loses
in clarity, but nevertheless lends itself notably to the backgrounds and action.
BARN

LOVED YOU' RUBINSTEIN MUSIC & TECHNICOLOR

BOLSTER WEAK

STORY

in first-runs and class spots; less generally

Republic
117 minutes
Philip Darn, Catherine McLeod, William
Carter, Mme. Maria Ouspenskaya, Fritz
Feld, Felix Bressart, Elizabeth Patterson,
Lewis Howard, Vanessa Brown, Adele Mara,
Cora »Vitherspoon, Stephanie Bachelor,
James Kirkwoodj Gloria Donovan.
Directed by Frank Borzage.
Republic's most ambitious production to
date, 'I've Always Loved You,' is a treat for
music-lovers .even if its highly- theatrical
plot is long-winded and unconvincing. Arthur Rubinstein's brilliant piano recordings
of Rachmaninoff's 2nd Piano Concerto
(played in its entirety) and compositions
by Mozart, Beethoven, Chopin and Wagner
will be a tremendous selling point in big
city first runs and class spots, while Technicolor should help in the sub-runs. Although lavishly produced, photographed in
vivid Technicolor and given the benefit of
Frank Borzage's expert direction, the picture is burdened with stock romantic situa-

'LANDRUSH'

TYPICAL

Rates • • in action

spots

tions and trite dialogue, that cause it to
bog down.
Catherine McLeod, a lovely young newcomer, makes an excellent impression in a
most difficult and commplex role but Philip
Dorn seems to relish over-acting in the
showy part of the temperamental maestro
and William Carter is embarrassingly weak
and wooden as the "nice boy" who loves
the heroine devotedly. The best performances are contributed by such reliable
character players as Mme. Maria Ouspenskaya, in one of her typical old dowager
roles; Fritz Feld, as the long-suffering
manager; Cora Witherspoon, as a fluttery
society woman; Felix Bressart and Elizabeth Patterson.
Impressed by the great musical talent
of Catherine McLeod, daughter of Felix
Bressart, an aid friend, Philip Dorn, a
famed pianist and conductor, abandons a
concert tour and devotes his time to
coaching her. Miss McLeod studies tirelessly under the relentless hand of Dorn
and she accompanies
him and his kindly

STARRETT

Columbia
53 minutes
Charles Starrett, Smiley Burnette, Doris
Houck, Emmett Lynn, Stephen Barclay,
Bud Geary, Robert Kortman, George Chesebro, Bud Osborne, Ozie Waters and His
Colorado Rangers.
Directed by Vernon Keays.
"Landrush" is made-to-order for the kiddies and avid cowboy fans in action spots.
It is basically a good old-fashioned western,
with Ozie Waters and his warbling Colorado Rangers added to furnish the expected
singing interludes. Charles Starrett, the
strong-jawed, two-fisted s!x-footer who has
been starring in these Columbia westerns
for the past eight years, has the dual role
of Steve Harmon,
a likeable cowboy, and

WESTERN

WhH

SONG

grandmother, Mme. Maria Ouspenskaya, on
a tour of Europe. Despite his many casual
love affairs, Miss McLeod learns to care for
Dorn and eventually he announces she is
ready for her debut and he will conduct for
her at Carnegie Hall. During the performance, Miss McLeod performs so brilliantly
that she overshadows Dorn and he deliberately unnerves her and, later, tells her to
get out. She returns to the farm and marries her childhood sweetheart, William Carter, who is aware of her love for Dorn.
When their daughter, Vanessa Brown, grows
up and studies piano, Carter insists that
Miss McLeod take her to Dorn for his opinion on her talent. Dorn realizes that Miss
Brown has no great talent but he asks Miss
McLeod to remain and then he tells her
she has always belonged to him. On the
Hall debut,
Brown's Carnegie
night of Miss plays
in her place with Dorn
Miss McLeod
proves her
then
McLeod
conducting. Miss
under Dorn's
is not
genius
own she
own right
in her domination
a triumph
scores
and
before returning to Carter.
YORK

INTERLUDES

The Durango Kid, who takes on all the attributes of the comic strip character, Superman, when he dons his black mask and
attire in order to rescue the heroine and
to avenge wrong-doing. Starrett rides well,
hits hard and in every other respect is as
convincing as his unbelievable role permits
him to be. The 53-minute film abounds in
typical western excitement, including a
climactic brush fire, and, while the sophisticates may scoff, it will keep the youngsters on the edge of their seats. Smiley
Burnette adds name value and slapstick
comedy, Doris Houck is a pretty heroine
and Emmet Lynn contributes an engaging
character portrayal.
Charles Starrett arrives in Border Plain
to survey the Spur, a natural refuge for a
gang of desperadoes
under the leadership

of Bud Geary, who is under suspicion of
murdering a Pony Express rider. Starrett
fiinds that Geary is after Emmett Lynn, the
town's crusading newspaper editor who has
been writing against the outlaws, so he dons
the guise of The Durango Kid and kidnaps
Burnette's
Smiley
up in the
r is
newspape
Lynn, setting
shophimwhere
carpentry
turned out by hand press. The day of the
landrush arrives and the outlaws start a
prairie fire. While the pioneers are putting
it out, the desperadoes claim property on
the Spur. But. in his Durango Kid disguise, Starrett swoops down on them and
then captures the outlaw leader. Starrett
receives the thanks of the happy homesteaders before going off to survey new lands for
the government.
YORK
FILM
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THE JOLSON

Rates •

STORY' HEART-WARMING

• • generally

Columbia
128 minutes
Larry Parks, Evelyn Keyes, William Demarest, Bill Goodwin, Ludwig Donath, Tamara
Shayne, John Alexander, Ernest Cossart,
Jo-Carroll Dennison, Scotty Beckett, Ann
Todd, William Forrest, Edwin Maxwell,
Emmett Vogan, Arthur Loft, Coulter Irwin,
Jimmy Lloyd, Francine Ames, the Mitchell
"Bovchoir."
A lively, colorful .heart-warming musical
about one of the greatest entertainers show
business has ever known, "The Jolson Story"
can't miss being a strong box office attraction. Although top screen names are lacking, Jolson's fame, the long list of outstanding songs he introduced and the film's fine
production values and endless exploitation
angles will insure good grosses generally.
The old-timers who recall Al's Winter Garden days, his introduction of the runway to
bring him closer to his audiences and his
sensational appearances in the early talking
pictures will be prepared to enjoy the picture to the utmost, but even they will be
surprised at the electrifying quality of his
voice (Jolson sings all the numbers for Larry
Parks, who plays the role) in such hits of
the past quarter century as "Swanee," April
Showers," "Mammy," "You Made Me Love
You," "Toot, Toot Tootsie," "California,
Here I Come," "Liza" and a dozen others
including the hilarious production number,
"The Spaniard That Blighted My Life." It
goes without saying that many of these will
again become top hit tunes. Photographed in

PERSONALITY

dualler only

Columbia
68 minutes
Anita Louise, Michael Duane, Ted Donaldson, Barbara Brown, Oscar O'Shea, Bobby
Larson, Harlan Briggs, Begina Wallace,
Paul Maxey, Edythe Elliott, Martin Garralaga.
Directed by George
Sherman.
This quickie utilizes the always dependable
boy-and-his-pets theme and is best suited as
a supporting dualler in naborhood spots
where the youngsters abound. Most adults
will find this tame stuff. With only a few
players and mostly outdoors locations, it
was obviously turned out on a very low budget. The human
interest touches evolving

•STRANGE

HOLIDAY1

PRC Pictures
61 minutes
Claude Rains, Gloria Holden, Martin Kosleck, Milton Kibbee, Bobbie Stebbins, Paul
Hilton, Barbara Bate, Wallie Maher, Priscilla Lyon.
Directed by Arch Oboler.
A feature-length propaganda film which
achieves terrific opening suspense before descending into repetitious preachment
"Strange Holiday" may be avoided by most
entertainment-minded patrons. However,
because of Claude Rains' widely-publicized
current films, "Notorious" and "Caesar and
Cleopatra," his name will give this marquee
draw as a supporting dualler .generally.
Originally produced by Arch Oboler for
General Motors more than five years ago
and then bought and
shelved
by M-G-M
SEPTEMBER
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QUICKIE WILL PLEASE KIDDIES

from a youngster's interest in animals and
his attachment to a burro that eventually
becomes a widely-photographed advertising
figure are well done, but the story is repetitious and lacking in excitement. Anita louise
is in for decorative purposes principally.
Ted Donaldson has the disarming charm of
a natural kid actor and Michael Duane
shows promise as his older brother — a discharged veteran — but the others are put
in the background by "Tuffy," the little
burro around which the film revolves.
Eleven-year-old Ted Donaldson wants
nothing more of life than to be in the pet
business but, when he acquires "Tuffy," a
new-born burro, his mother forces him to
give the animal to Bobby Larson, a playmate.
When Ted's brother, Michael Duane is discharged from the Army, he returns home

only
DATED lue
PROPAGA
NDA
va

Rates • • as dualler on Rains' name

BIOGRAPHY

vivid Technicolor' and boasting fine produc- the runway, Sunday night concerts and
tion values, the Sidney Skolsky script comother innovations and then come "talkies"
bines fiction with fact, yet remains reasonand the offer from Hollywood Before leaving for the West Coast, Jolson meets a
ably close to the highlights of Al's meteoric
career. The first half, which shows his
Ziegfeld dancing star, Evelyn Keyes, and,
rise from a Yiddish cantor's son to top
after he completes "The Jazz Singer," he
marries her. However, Miss Keyes wants a
Broadway star, is packed with human interest, comedy and the personalities of the
home instead of a successful carreer for
herself and she fails to persuade Jolson to
early 1900's including Oscar Hammerstein,
Lew Dockstader. Gaby Deslys, etc. The later
keep his promise to retire. After a quarrel,
scenes, which are chiefly concerned with
he tries it but he is not happy in retirement.
Jolson's courtship and marriage to Ruby
Attending a night club, Jolson is urged to
Keeler (called Julie Benson in the film) are
sing and the applause again gets him
repetitious and lacking in romantic conflict
started. His wife then walks out on him
and judicious cutting would speed up an
realizing that he can never get away from
over-long film. Except for faltering during
show business.
these
romantic
sequences, Alfred E. Green's
direction
is excellent.
Larry Parks, who has ben featured in
Columbia westerns and second-string picIn Washington, D.C. at the turn of the
tures for the past five years, receives his
greatest opportunity as Jolson and comes
century, Asa Yoelson (Scotty Beckett), 12through with flying colors. While Parks
year-old son of a Yiddish cantor (i-udwig
doesn't closely resemble the great mammy
Donath) is bitten by the show business bug
singer, he mimics his style and mannerisms
and runs away to join William Demarest in
to perfection and the voice synchronization
his burlesque act. After touring the country
in the close-ups of Parks is the finest ever
as Demare?t's singing "stooge," he takes
shown on the screen. Evelyn Keyes looks
the name of Al Jolson (Larry Parks) and
strikingly lovely and gives a pleasing perLew Dockstader is so much impressed with
formance as the Ziegfeld star Jolson weds
the 18-year-old's voice that he urges him to
but it is Ludwig Donath and Tamara Shayne
join his famous minstrel show. While playas Cantor and Mrs. Yoelson and William
ing with Dockstader, Jolson tries to change
the traditional minstrel rountines and he
Demarest as the old vaudevillian who gave
introduces "blues" notes from jazz rythms
Al his start who really stand out. Scotty
he has heard. After he is fired and returns
Beckett,
as the 12-year-old kid Jolson, gives
home, Jolson is offered a part in a Broadway
another engaging portrayal and, here too,
revue where, in blackface and singing
"Mammy," he is a sensation and he rapidly
the dubbing
of a exceptionally
boy soprano'swell
magnifirises to stardom. The Shuberts open the
cent voice, hasin been
done.
Winter Garden
for him, Jolson introduces
LEYENDECKER
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MUS3CAL

announcing that he plans to become a photographer and that his wedding to Anita
Louise will have to be postponed until he is
successful. When Bobby returns "Tuffy" to
Duane's darkroom and the burro ruins all
his photographic equipment, Ted is in disgrace. To make up for the accident. Ted
secretly submits one of Duane's photos of
"Tuffy" to a national photo magazine contest but he is forced to sell the burro to a
truckman to secure the money for the airmail postage. Too late, Ted realizes that the
truckman is a meat dealer so he steals
"Tuffy" and becomes a fugitive afraid to
return home. A phone call brings news that
Duane's photo of "Tuffy" has won the contest and, after his marriage to Miss Louise,
he takes Ted in as his business partner.
YORK

FILM HAS CLAUDE

when the radio writer was signed by that
company, this screen attempt to awaken a
post-war world belatedly reaches the public
under the PRC banner. Oboler, whose airwaves dramas have received critical acclaim, employs the radio technique throughout and the result is weirdly effffective at
first, but soon becomes boring due to lack
of action. Suspenses mounts during thf»
first ten minutes, as Rains returns from a
holiday in the North Woods to find the
streets deserted and the few frightened humans he meets loath to talk to him, but
the rest is a succession of close-ups and
banal dialogue. Rains uses his fine speaking voice to excellent effect, but he is unable to make Oboler's average American
ring true. Except for Martin Kosleck,
who
contributes one of his oily Nazi portrayals,
and Gloria Holden. who has a few dramamoments as Rains' wife, the others have
bit tic
roles.

RAINS

After a two weeks' vacation in the North
Woods, Claude Rains returns to his midWestern city to find the streets deserted
and the few humans he encounters ask him
"Don't you know?" Arriving home, Rains
finds his wife and children gone but two
men take him in hand and bring him to a
jail. Demanding the right to speak to a
lawyer. Rains is finally taken to Martin
Kosleck who has him beaten up for his
outbursts and then tells him that America
has been taken over by the Nazis through
insidious propaganda. Back in his cell, the
bruised Rains thinks back on his former
happy home life with his family and friends
and how much democracy meant to them
all. Rains finally awakens in his plane after being grounded on his way home from
his trip. Realizing that it was all a terrible
dream,
he determines not to let it happen
here.
LEYENDECKER
H

IKUIS DIGEST

Herman Levy, left, MPTOA general counsel, who
was an observer for his organization and Jesse
Stern, chairman of the Conference of Independent Kxhibitors Associations, held [orth at
the exliibitors' forum,

Se
hatting
informally
before
the
banquet
which formally closed the convention are, left
to right, Jack Kirsch, George Dembovv, vicepresident of National Screen Service and Edward Lachman, president,
New
Jersey
Allied,

(Continued from Page

enter "and based on the precedents there is ev< i
eason to expect that the Supreme
Court will i lie I t the defendants must d: p i e of their theatre intere I
Choice of Divorcement or Auction
Faced with a choice of divorcement or auction Selling, Myers felt that the vast
joril o independent exhibitors undoubtedly would favor divorcement. Auction
sell.ng, which he termed "the court's own baby" as a remedy for the "combinations,
conspiracies, restraints of trade and abuses" in the court's findings is completely misdirected and not only fails to foster competition among the defendants, but actually
promotes cut-throat competition among the independent exhibitors "who are charged
with nc wrong-doing — all to the further enrichment of the defendants." Imposition
of auction selling is not a judicial but a legislative act, said Myers.
The Allied counsel said that Allied will urge the Attorney General to endeavor to
obtain a stsy of the proceedings in the monopoly case, particularly on tha auct:on
selling provision, until the Supreme Court has decided on the case on appeal.
Against Intervention
He questioned the advisability of intervention in the suit, adding "ths established
method of correcting an erroneous decision is by an appeal to a higher court. . .where it
can be considered by fresh minds which are unprejudiced by prior expressions of
The open forum at which both Allied and outside independents had their say heard
Harry
Brandt brand the original decree as having created a governmsnt-led monopoly
opinion."
to the benefit of the distributors and declared his belief that if independent exhibitors
were to organize on a nationwide basis, they could end the monopoly. He said that his
New York ITOA would consider joining Allied if it were to become the medium for the
single national organization.
No Fundamental Differences
Speaking as an MPTOA observer, Herman Levy, general counsel, declared that there
were no fundamental differences between MPTOA policies and those of Allied, but
rather in the approach. He felt that divorcement was not the cure for independent
exhibitor ills and added that if Allied could find another method to aid the independent
MPTOA might cooperate in the substitute program.
John Wolfberg of Denver reported that he would organize a unit to be affiliated
with Allied upon his return to Colorado.
CIEA Meet Oct. 1
Jesse Stern, chairman of the Conference of Independent Exhibitors' Association,
advocated that body as the vehicle for a national front. The CIEA meeting on the
decree to be held Oct. 1-2 in Washington will be attended by several outside organizat ons. including Brandt's.
Among the other speakers at the forum were Cole, Rembusch, Max Cohen of Brooklyn. Samuelson. Berger and Yamins, who wound up the proceedings with a plea for
support of divorcement.
Johnston Asks Unity
The climactic banquet which officially closed the convention heard MPA president
Eric Johnston open his speech in a jocular tone, in which he said he refused to believe
the exhibitors are "the sad-sack sheep you'd like to pretend you are." However, he
soon turned this into the time-honored plea for unity between exhibitors and distributers and carefully avoided any discussion of trade practices and problems. The MPA
head discouraged court proceedings and added "there's no durability to agreement by
decree" asking that together the opposing factions "work out our problems on a lasting
basis without constant resort to courts."
The balance of his talk was concerned with clean advertising, the elevation of the
theatre in the community, the importance of the foreign market, educational films and
a plea for a free screen.

*

ITOA CONSIDERS

At tin- banquet, left to right, Leonard Goldberg,
general chairman ol the convention committee
who did a mammoth job in splendid T?TsTnon;
Harry Thomas, president of PKC, and Martin
(•. Smith, president of the Ohio unit and former
ex-president
of National
Allied.

One id' the busiest
tables in the ballroom
was
the one pictured above where members of the
trade press were kept on their toes recording
the fulsome activity. At one session, Tue Va.v's.
the proceedings kept going from 1 1 a.m. to r>
p.m. without even a let-up for lunch, to accommodate the huge agenda.
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ALLIED TIE, MPTOA

NIXES

Allied's program of expansion will be conducted judiciously and without haste, president Jack Kirsch disclosed in Boston at a post-convention joint meeting at Allied's
board and representatives of other exhibitor associations. Representatives included
Fred Wehrenberg, MPTOA president; Herman Levy, MPTOA general counsel; an ITOA
of New York committee headed by Leon Rosenblatt; and two Michigan cooperatives
represented by David Newman and Barney Kilbride.
Wehrenberg declared that MPTOA would not affiliate with Allied, but the organization would cooperate with Allied on action for a new decree provided the two groups
could reach an agreement on such action. The newly elected MPTOA head also recommended the establishment of a permanent forum for interchange of exhibitor and distributor complaints to be organized after the decree is entered and suggested Eric
Johnston, MPA president, as moderator. Wehrenberg's plan was suggested by Johnston's speech at the Allied banquet where the latter asked for a settlement of disputes
without constant resort to the courts." Johnston indicated his agreement to such a
plan, but Kirsch reserved comment on the idea.
Majority Rules
The ITOA committee announced that it would give "strong consideration" to affiliation with Allied and will submit such a proposal to its membership at a meeting October 10. Conditions for affiliation were discussed at length with Kirsch emphasizing that
Allied worked on a basis of majority rule and differences that might arise would be
settled on this basis. _ Harry Brandt, president of ITOA, also attended the convention
and was one of the speakers at the forum held the day before.
*
#
•

STRIKE CLOSES

TWO

STUDIOS, PRODUCTION

SLOWED

Hollywood studios were in the grip of another strike last wool-;, with two major
studios forced to close and others curtailed by strike activity. Violence flared at Warner
Bros., scene of bloody riots several months ago, and at M-G-M Studios when IATSE and
(Continued on Page 33)
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Bi -Weekly Review of the Trades Events
ALLIED'S GREATEST

Jack Kirsch, president of National Allied, who
presided over the session-, of the organization's
greatest convention held Sept. Hi-is at the Copley-Plaza Hotel in Boston where more than SOU
independent exhibitors and observers turned out
for the momentous confab.

CONVENTION

A great convention. This was the unanimous op'nion of all who witn ssed Allied
•States Association's national confab in Boston Sept. 16-18. Few, if any, previous exhibitor gatherings matched the 1946 convention in attendance, in intere t. or action.
From the first sound of convention chairman Nathan Yamins' gavel to the close of
the post-convention meeting of the board of directors on the 19th. the air was surcharged with the determination of the 500-odd delegates to strike back against the oppressive trade practices and policies which they ch>rge the major film companies with
foisting on them.
Myers, Johnston Speak at Banquet
At the climactic banquet in the ballroom of the Copley Plaza Hotel an overflow
cro\.-d of close to 800 heard a bitingly satirical speech by Allied's Abram K. Myers in
which he hypothetically transposed the positions of the exhibitors and the distrib
and administered to the latter a dose of their own medicine in trade relations. They
heard, also, Eric A. Johnston, he;:d of the MPA, deride the complaints of exhibitors,
saying they did not seem the "shorn lambs" they professed to be.
The r:;nge of subjects was wide and the discussions in the crov.ded meeting room
intense on each one. One full session (from 11 a. m. to 5 p. m., lunch omitted) was
devoted almost entirely to percentage pictures and the resultant evil, checking^ local
and blind. Another session was given over- largely to a discussion of film terms, the
product shortage and ways and means by which independent exhibitors can regain an
equitable bargaining position in dealing for- film. The closing general meeting on
Wednesday was an open forum to which all exhibitors, regardless of affiliation, were
invited for a study and review of the court's decision in the monopoly case.
Allied Landslide
The latter session was attended by representatives of several organizations not associated with Allied and it developed into a veritable landslide to th? Allied banner.
Harry Brandt, speaking for the ITOA of New York, asserted that he would recommend
to his unit that it become affiliated with the national independent body. Herman Levy,
counsel for the MPTOA, declared his organization's opposition to many of the practic:s
which Allied is fighting, but differed only on approach. David Newman, representative
of Cooperative Theatres of Michigan, stated that he worrld urge the members of his
unit to join Allied.
Coming on the heels of the announcement that the West Virginia Theatre Managers
Association had voted itself into the Allied camp by an overwhelming majority, these
pledges of affiliation and cooperation made prospects of independent exhibitor- unitybrighter than at any time within the past twenty years.
Resolutions Adopted
This was not a "resoluting" convention, although four resolutions and a statement
of policy were adopted at the closing session. The resolutions (1) condemned the withholding of product as a "deliberate attempt to curtail artificially an already restricted
market, with the obvious intent to raise film prices"; (2) recommended to the board
of directors that it prepare a uniform exhibition contract for the use of its members;
(3) condemned the distributors for their favoritism to affiliated theatres and for onerous

A. F. Myers, left, board chairman ami general
counsel of Allied, ami Nathan Vamins. right,
hoard chairman of the New England unit and
convention
chairman,
address
the convention.

percentage demands; (4) recommended that action be taken to abolish the distributors'
present checking methods and substitute an equitable and workable plan. This resolution was tabled by the board at its subsequent meeting on Sept. 19. The statement of
policy pointed out that the efforts of the Government to give the independent exhibitorsome freedom of control of his screen and some bar-gaining power had gone for naught
as the result of the artificially restricted film supply and recommended that this situation be called to the attention of the Department of Justice.
Checking Methods Blasted
The proceedings at the first session got under way with an all-out offensive again A
checking methods employed by the distributors with local checking taking the brunt of
the attack. As one exhibitor after- another voiced his opinion -- all unfavorable against the local checking practice, Albert M. Cohen, attorney for the Eastern Pennsylvania unit, called for a test case that would determine whether distributors have ■■.
legal right to assign local checkers. He asked that an exhibitor- offer to refuse to accept a local checker with the resultant discontinuance of service. Cohen also suggested
that Allied, through assessments, stand the loss of the selected exhibitor while his
theatre was closed.
Confidential Reports. Inc., came in for- hot criticism for its checking methods, as
did Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer's use of the Wilmark Detective Service in this respect.
William Blatt, Western Pennsylvania exhibitor, related his experience wherein he
had been cut off from service by four distributors and two others had threatened to
discontinue service because of his objections to the use of local checkers. Faced with
closing his 21-theatre circuit, Blatt was forced to agree to the use of local chec
Urges Lawsuit
A lawsuit on the ground that checking
companies were operating in restraint of

At left. Col. H. A. Cole, president of Texas A1lie.1. talks about clearance before the assemblage, ami. at right, Harry Brandt, president of
ITOA of New York, voices his belief at the
forum that the independent exhibitors need a
Single national
organization.
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trade by obtaining information on exhibitor grosses through collective action was proposed by Joseph Uvick of Michigan. Blasts against local checking and CR were heard
from Pete Wood, Ohio, with particular emphasis on blind checking; from Leo Jones,
Ohio. Tom Vargas, Morris Finkel, M. A. Rosenberg and Ray Allison. W. Pa.; Harry
Lowenstein, Maury Miller and Ed Lachman, N. J., and Morris Pouzzner of New England.
President Jack Kirsch, who had started the checking snowball which rolled to
alarming proportions with his tale of a case just before he left for the convention
wherein one of his members told him that the exhibitor's gas station attendant was his
theatre checker, promised that Allied would do its utmost to correct the situation. He
added that his first order of business after the convention would be to see Jack Levin,
president
of Confidential
Reports.
M-G-M Backs Down
The clearance problem was another prime topic in the first-day's discussions.
Led15
by Col. H. A. Cole, president of Texas Allied, the talk veered around the court's opinion
(Continual
on
Page 21)

THE BACHELOR'S
Rates •

DAUGHTERS'

DjUGHTFUL

COMEDY

FOR MASSES

generally

United Artists (Andrew Stone)
88 minutes
Gail Russell, Claire Trevor, Ann Dvorak,
Adolphe Menjou, Billie Burke, Jane YVyatt,
Eugene List, Damlan OTlynn, John Whitney, Russell Hicks, Earl Hodgins, Richard
Hageman, Bill Kennedy, Madge Crane,
Igor Diega, Clayton Moore, Gladys Blake.
Directed by Andrew Stone.
Containing a story packed with romance
and human interest enacted by six competent players, "The Bachelor's Daughters" is
delightful entertainment for the masses.
While Menjou, Billie Burke, Gail Russell,
Claire Trevor and Ann Dvorak may not be
top marquee names, they are popular generally and, if well exploited, the picture should
do good business in all but the action houses.
An additional selling name is Eugene List
(the G.I. concert pianist who played at the
Potsdam Conference) to attract music
lovers. Because word-of-mouth will be very
favorable, grosses will be best in subsequent
runs. From the opening frames, which have
the credits presented as they were in silent
days followed by flashes of a silent movie
featuring Billie Burke and Thomas Meighan,
it a humorous,
tongue-in-cheek
treatment,

'THE DEVIL'S PLAYGROUND'
Rates • • O in western

HOPALONG

houses; fair dualler in some

United Artists (Lewis J. Rachmil)
02 minutes
William Boyd, Andy Clyde. Rand Brooks,
Elaine Ridley, Robert Elliott, Joseph J.
Greene, Francis McDonald, Earl Hodgins,
George Eldredge, Ned Young, John George,
Dewey Robinson, Everett Shields.
Directed
by George
Archainbaud.
Western fans should rejoice that Hopalong Cassidy is back in the saddle again,
and in a first-rate cowboy film replete with
riding, shoot — and heroics — with not a
single song to slow its fast-paced 62 minutes. William Boyd, as Hoppy, and Andy
Clyde, as his crusty old pal, California,
resume their roles after a two-year absence
(the last Cassidy film was released in June
1944). This should clean up in western or
action houses and make a fair dualler in
some naborhood spots. The Fifty-fifth in this
popular series (now being produced by Boyd,

'DON'T GAMBLE

except for the few dramatic sequences in
the climax, and these are equally effective.
Most of the laughs are supplied by Adolphe
Menjou in his superb portrayal of a fussy,
penny-pinching old bachelor (his best part
in several seasons) who delivers many
caustic and witty lines and by Billie Burke
in one of her inimitable portrayals of a
vague, fluttery matron who acts as "mother"
to four ambitious young salesgirls anxious
to snare rich husbands. Each of the girls:
Claire Trever, characteristically hard-boiled;
the picture is handled in novel and entertaining fashion. While the story is based
on an implausible Cinderella premise, Andrew Stone, who takes triple credits as
producer, director and author, has given
Gail Russell, who has the most dramatic
moments; Ann Dvorak, who puts over two
songs in pleasing style, and Jane Wyatt, who
is sweet and sympathetic, is attractive and
does a fine acting job. While Eugene List is
no great shakes as an actor, he remains in
the background except for his brilliant
playing of Chopin's "Moonlight Sonata" and
Brahm's "Waltz in A Flat," which are neatly
worked
into the plot.
After talking to Billie Burke, forgotten
star of silent films who has just been pensioned off by the department store where

decides to join in a joyful LEYEXDECKER
"family" reunion.

C ASSIDY IS BACK!

naborho ods

himself, in association with Lewis J. Rachmil) has a believable, interest-holding plot,
ample comedy relief, a dash of love interest
and the usual fine production values including superb photography of the boulder
country. Boyd looks no older and again gives
a natural and convincing performance as the
black-garbed cowboy who dispenses six-gun
justice in the west while Andy Clyde is a
likable old codger , as always. Rand Brooks
does nicely as the young cowboy, Lucky, and
Elaine Riley gives an appealing performance as the luckless heroine. Even the supporting players, particularly Joseph J.
Greene, as a blustering sheriff, and Robert
Elliott, as a double-dyed villain, are aboveaverage for cowboy fare.
Hopalong Cassidy (William Boyd) and his
two pals, Andy Clyde and Rand Brooks,
ride into the "Devil's Playground," a rock
formation in the High Sierras, in search of
a lost calf but they find an unconscious
girl, Elaine Riley, bleeding from a gunshot

WITH STRANGERS'

they all work, four salesgirls (Claire
Trevor, Gail Russell, Ann Dvorak and Jane
Wyatt) decide to pool their savings and take
over a Long Island mansion which can be
rented for $300 a month. By moving in and
posing as a family with Miss Burke aa
"mother", they hope to meet prospective
rich husbands and Miss Dvorak to get an
audition from Russell Hicks, their producerneighbor. Needing a father, they are forced
to take in a tight-fisted floorwalker, Adolphe
Menjou, after they agree to do his laundry,
etc. Miss Dvorak auditions for Hicks, Miss
Russell meets wealthy John Whitney, Miss
Trevor also meets a rich playboy while Miss
Wyatt marries Eugene List, a shipping clerk
who turns out to be the son of the department store owner. They continue to avoid
detection at the store until Miss Russell
"borrows" a mink coat and clothes and Miss
Trevor suspects she got them from a wealthy
man. The jealous Miss Trevor causes a
break-up between Miss Russell and Whitney
but Menjou finally has a generous changeof-heart, reconciles the lovers, marries Miss
Burke and even straightens out the matter
of the stolen
clothes.debut,
At Miss
successful
Broadway
MissDvorak's
Trevor

FAIR EXPLOITATION

wound in the arm. Unable to make her talk.
Hoppy he
returns
the "Devil's
where
meetsto Robert
Elliott Playground
who tells
him he is looking for his daughter, victim of
a mental illness. Hoppy offers to lead Elliott
to the girl but they find she has vanished
and, later, Elliott's dwarf henchman who
had tried to tell Hoppy something, is found
stabbed in the back. Hoppy reports matters
to the sheriff who scoffs at his story. However, when Elliott is revealed as a renegade
judge who has no daughter, the sheriff aids
Hoppy and they take to the hills and find
the girl, who tells them that Elliott tried
to kill her to obtain a map showing where
some gold from a bank robbery is hidden.
After outwitting the sheriff who belives
Elliott's story about the girl's insanity.
Hoppy and his pals find the hidden gold but
are beseiged by Elliott and his henchmen.
After the sheriff arrives to save the day,
Hoppy and his pals ride back to the Bar 20
ranch.
YORK

MELODRAMA

Rates • • -f- for action houses, if exploited; fair dualler elsewhere

Monogram
f>8 minutes
Kane Richmond, Bernadene Hayes, Peter
Cookson, Gloria Warren, Charles Trowbridge, Addison Richards, Philip Van Zandt,
Frank Dae Anthony Caruso, Mary Field,
Bill Kennedy, Harold Goodwin, Edith Evanson, Leonard Mudie, Terry Lee Carlson.
Directed by William Beaudine.
Because it holds logic too lightly, "Don't
Gamble Willi Strangers" is not up to the
standard set by Jeffrey Bernerd's previous
exploitation features (Allotment Wives,"
"Black Market Babies," etc). It also lacks
name values, but its title and racketeering
theme are strong selling points for action
houses and transient spots, and it is a fair
supporting dualler generally. Although
the story supposedly warns audiences
against gamblers, the picture points no moral because the female card sharp continues
to ply her trade after only a brief prison
16

term. As directed by William Beaudine,
this has a goodly quota of excitement and
holds interest up until the murder climax
when the confused denouement leaves several loose ends. Romantic interest is weak,
partly due to the colorless portrayal of
Gloria Warren (one-time singing sensation
of Warners' "Always in My Heart") who
warbles one song, "You Belong to My
Heart," in a thin voice. Kane Richmond is
well cast and gives an excellent convincing
performance as the handsome and ruthless
gambler and Bernadene Hayes does a
smooth acting job as his blonde partner-incrime. Charles Trowbridge, Addison Richards and other familiar players add acting
strength to supporting roles.
Adventuress Bernadene Hayes joins forces
with Kane Richmond, a crooked gambler,
to
pose ocean
as brother
sister and
luxury
liners.andFiguring
the "work"
elderly
Frank Dae an easy victim, they accept his
invitation to visit his home where they
meet his son, Peter Cookson. the assistant

district attorney, and his fiancee. Gloria
Warren. Posing as attorney for his brother, Bill Kennedy, imprisoned for bank embezzlement to cover gambling losses. Richmond learns that the bank money is hidden in his wife's home. Richmond befriends the wife and takes the hidden money for his own gambling rackets. In a
gigantic double-cross following the hold-up
of
guests
in Philip
VanoverZandt's
gambling
house.
Richmond
takes
the place
from
his old-time enemy. Cleaning up financially, Richmond neglects Miss Hayes, who has
fallen in love with him, for Miss Warren,
an heiress. Miss Hayes, in a fit of jealousy,
exposes Richmond's real character and his
gambling rackets to Cookson. When Richmond is found murdered, the police hold
all concerned as suspects but it develops
that Van Zandt fired the fatal shot. Cookson is then reunited with Miss Warren and,
after a short prison term. Miss Hayes continues in the gambling racket.
DENLEY
FILM

BULLETIN
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FRANK BORZAGE'S

PRODUCTION

of

ways Loved You

A Distinguished Motion Picture in Romantic TECHNICOLOR

PHILIP

DORN • CATHERINE
WILLIAM CARTER
MME.

MARIA

OUSPENSKAYA

Felix Bressart • Fritz Feld • Elizabeth Patterson
Vanessa Brown • Lewis Howard

Directed by FRANK

BORZAGE

Screen Play by Bordon Chase
Adapted from his American Magazine Story "Concerto"

Piano Recordings by Artur Rubinstein
World's Greatest Pianist
A REPUBLIC

PICTURE
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FVE ALWAYS LOVED YOU 'is being sol
to the nation by an extensive advertising
anil promotion

eampaign

*

utilizing every

imaginable type of media!

tM-dwefytibivia :
to 36,857,044 people through full page ads in
46 national publications including LIFE,
AMERICAN
WOMAN'S

WEEKLY,
HOME

COSMOPOLITAN,

COMPANION,

LOOK.

to 20,000,000 people through extensive radio
advertising in every key city!
to MILLIONS

MORE

through billboards and

other types of outdoor advertising!

tw. :
cnwuen
to 75,000,000 people through a tremendous list
of tie-ups headed by RCA-Victor and including
scores of others . . . featuring nation-wide advertising in newspapers and magazines, plus store
windows and displays!

L.

MS DIOtST

This year's convention, in addition to haying the
greatest turnout since Allied's inception, saw
some feverish activity and an agenda loaded
down with industry problems. Delegates filled
the main ballroom where the sessions were held,
often to overflowing. Each Allied unit was amply represented and several non-Allied groups
participated in the open forum held the third
day of the convention which saw a landslide to
the Allied banner. Above, portions of a number
of delegations including Ohio, New England,
Eastern Pennsylvania and New Jersey and. center, Leon J. Bamberger of RKO: Arthur K.
Howard, of Boston; I.eo Jones, Ohio and Walter
E. Mitchell, president of Independent Inhibitors
of New
England,
hosts to the convention.

SEPTEMBER

30,

1946

(Continued

from Page 15)

in the anti-trust case holding that the matter of film rentals was a principal factor in
determining clearance. Cole cited an instance in Texas where Metro had introduced a
system founded on population to determine the availability of a picture. With Dallas
the key as the greatest income potential, other smaller cities would fall into progressively lower brackets, including first-runs. Cole threatened suit against Metro if the system
were continued and the company subsequently advised him that it had been withdrawn,
posing an example for other exhibitors to follow if the plan is instituted in other states.
Nathan Yamins, chairman of the national convention committee, noting that he wis
speaking only for himself, seemed to voice the general opinion that while Allied wants
order and harmony in the industry and is hopeful that attempts to settle the suit between distributors, exhibitors and the Court would succeed, nevertheless Allied would
not sacrifice its objectives and ideals on a single issue.
■Welcomes New Unit
Kirsch welcomed the latest unit to join Allied, West Virginia Theatre Managers
Association, pointing out that the organization, by a vote of 84 to two, evidenced their
faith that Allied was the organization that truly represented the independent theatremen.
MPTOA garnered the two other votes, while ATA received none.
A minute of silence was observed by the delegates in respectful memory of ffie late
Al Steffes, one of Allied's founders.
Charging that the distributors, by gradually deviating from the old standard contract, have forced exhibitors into an inferior bargaining position, Nate Yamins struck
the high note of the second session by calling upon Allied to formulate an equitable
exhibition contract on behalf of the nation's independent exhibitors.
"No Room for Autocracy"
Yamins compared conditions under which exhibitors sign film contracts to Hitlerism. He said, "There is no room for autocracy in the motion picture industry." If the
distributors refuse to cooperate in the drawing of an equitable contract, he urged the
organization
have init aenforced
legislation. Yamins'
quently to
incorporated
resolutionby unanimously
adopted recommendation
by the convention.was subseLeo Yassenoff of Ohio roused the Tuesday session with a ringing denunciation of
the distributors' tactics in forcing the independents into an inferior trading position.
Yassenoff, a burly ex-football star, frankly declared that he feared reprisals, but "not
enough to keep my mouth shut!" He said that his experiences in other businesses convinced him that in no other industry was any group in as weak a bargaining position
as the independent exhibitors.
Fewer Pictures, Bigger Profits
Irving Dollinger, New Jersey exhibitor, compared the decrease in the number of
pictures produced to the increase in the profits of the film companies and said that the
latter had found the product shortage profitable to them. He declared that black marketeers in other fields had taken a leaf from the book of the film companies.
Cole, of Texas, expressed the opinion that the only long-range cure for the shrinking film market and the dominance of the majors lay in theatre divorcement.
It is an odd situation, declared Morris Pouzzner, New England, that the sellers in
the motion picture industry make no effort to seek the good will of their customers, but,
rather, expect the buyers to solicit their friendship. It is a commentary, Pouzzner said,
on the controls which the distributors exercise over the industry.
Advocates Closing One Day
Sidney Samuelson, of E. Pennsylvania, advocated theatres closing one day per week
to alleviate the product shortage to some degree and to impress upon the distributors
the seriousness of the average exhibitor's situation.
The difficulties of the industry were laid at the door of the "policy-makers" of the
film companies by Benny Berger of Minneapolis, whose unit is not affiliated with Allied.
He forcefully told the gathering that legislative action or litigation is the only way "to
break up the monopoly."
Recommendations that the independent exhibitors enter the production field were
voiced by James Nash, Pittsburgh, and Abe Kramer, Ohio. Jack Kirsch informed the
delegates that financing arrangements are available through banks and that Allied
might sponsor four features as an experiment with eight more to follow if the plan
proves successful.
Buying Combines Advocated
Uvick of Detroit spoke on the value of buying cooperatives or combines to the individual independent. He said that the film salesman capitalizes the average exhibitor's
fear of competition to drive hard film bargains. The remedy, Uvick declared, is in
cooperation between competitive exhibitors.
At this session, Kirsch also expressed his support of buying combines and derided
Columbia's petition to the New York statutory court to declare them illegal.
RI Being Investigated
It was announced by Yamins that Allied had been informed that the Department
of Justice was investigating Confidential Reports and that the checking organization
might face suit for violations of the anti-trust laws. The announcement brought cheers
from the delegates.
Other speakers during the meeting were Wilbur Snaper, N. J., Ernest Schwartz,
Cleveland, and Percy Friedman, Philadelphia.
A resolutions committee was appointed by Kirsch, consisting of Samuelson, chairman, Cole, Uvick, Yassenoff and Truman Rembusch.
Decision "Humiliating Defeat" for Majors
A "humiliating defeat" was suffered by the major companies in the Government's
monopoly suit, Allied general counsel A. F. Myers told the forum of independent exhibitors at the third day's session, and, aside from the auction selling provision, the
court's decision was of great benefit to the independent theatreman.
Myers said that competitive bidding would be unnecessary if theatre divorcement
was granted and placed his trust in the U. S. Supreme Court to order divestiture as the
"logical" remedy to dissolve the monopoly. He voiced his belief that the Department
of Justice would appeal to the highest
court from any order the District Court may
(Continued on Page 22)
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ON MY SHOULDER"

Rates 6 • • —
Un'ted Artists
101 minutes

AMUSING

in class spots; slightly less generally
candidate

(Charles K. Rogers)

Pan! Muni, Anne Baxter, Claude Rains,
Onslow Stevens, George Cleveland, Hardie
Albright, James Flavin, Erskine Sanford,
Marian Martin, Jonathan Hale, Addison
Richards, Murray Alper, Joan Blair, Kurt
Kateh, Fritz Leiber, Ben Welden, Sarah
Padden, George Meeker, Joel Friedkin, Lee
Shumway, Chester Clute, Maurice Cass.
Directed by Archie Mayo.

Harry Segall, who wrote the original for
"Here Comes Mr. Jordan," here comes up
with a similar, original and entertaining
if overlong, fantasy. With Paul Muni, Anne
Baxter and Claude Rains to give superb
performances and fair marqee draw, this
should garner good grosses in first-runs and
class spots, while the subsequents will do
fairly well as the result of favorable wordof-mouth. Handled in a sero-comic vein so
that it can't possibly offend church-going
patrons, this shows the temporary escape
from Hell of Mephistopheles and a recentlymurdered gangster bent on avenging himself
on the "pal" who bumped him off. The proceedings following their return to earth,
with the Devil remaining invisible to all
except the tough gangtser who enters the
body of a famous criminal judge who is a

'BLONDIE KNOWS

FANTASY

for governor

BY "MR. JORDAN'

are tinged with

srt're and extremely laugh-provoking. The
m-n- novel plot turns and amusing situations wherein the gangster in the judges'
bod"' unwittingly makes the latter more
popu'ar with his followers are splendidly
handled by Director Archie Mayo. The sequences in The Lower Regions are weirdly
effective - enough to discourage anyone
l.r m wanting to go there — and the musical
rcora by Dimitri Tiomkin deserves special
mention.
Upon his release from prison, Paul Muni.
a gangster leader, is brutally shot down by
Harc'ie Albright, the lieutenant he trusted.
In Hades, Muni is reluctant to believe he
cannot break out and The Devil (Claude
Rains) sends for him to tell him that, if he
will do his bidding, he will get him back
to earth where he must enter the body of a
criminal court judge (Paul Muni) who has
been diverting souls from Hell. On their
return to earth, Rains remains invisible to
all except Muni who enters the body of the
judge while the latter is sick in bed. When
the judge awakens. Muni is determined to
get even with Albright before doing anything for The Devil, but the latter finally
persuades him to help play havoc with the
judge's life. The judge's fiancee (Anne Baxter) is amazed at his rough talk and mannerisms but she attributes it to his recent
breakdown.
At a political rally,
Muni
is

BEST" ABOVE

AVERAGE

AUTHOR

about to speak when hoodlums hired by
the opposition candidate appear and he is
forced to fight them. Instead of harming the
judge's reputation, this makes him more
popular and Rains again tries, unsuccessfully, to smear the judge. When Muni falls
in love with Miss Baxter, she persuades him
to marryabout
her the
at once,
the makes
preacher's
sermon
forces but
of evil
him
realize he has been led by the Devil and he
cancels the wedding. Rains finally brings
him face to face with Albright hoping that
Muni will kill him and ruin his political
carreer. But Albright accidentally falls to
his death and Rains pleads with Muni to
come back to Hades with him. However, Muni
makes a deal with Rains never again to
molest the judge and Miss Baxter before
they head back for Hell where he now plans
to blackmail Rains and get special privileges.
Paul Muni (who is permitted to forego
middle-aged make-up and appear young
and handsome enough to make his romantic
scenes believable) gives one of his best
screen performances and Claude Rains, who
played
Heavenly as
visitor
"Jordan", yetis
equally the
convincing
the inscheming
strangely likable, Mephistopheles. Ann Baxter is well cast as the judge's worried
fiancee, Hardie Albright makes a vicious
smiling killer and George Cleveland and
Onslow
Stevens do well in other important
roles.
YORK

£OR THE SERIES

Rates • • or better in family houses; good supporting dualler generally
Columbia
69 minutes
Penny Singleton, Arthur Lake, Larry
Simms, Marjorie Kent, Jonathan Hale, Steven Gerav, Jerome Cowan, Shemp Howard,
Danny Mummert, Ludwig Donath, Arthur
Loft, Jack Rice, Carol Hughes, Edwin Cooper, Kay Mallory, Gino Corrado, Alyn Lockwood
Directed
by Abhy
Berlin.
"Blondie Knows Best" is above-average
for Columbia's long-lived series. Packed to
the hilt with slapstick antics and exaggerated domestic touches, it is sure-fir^ for naborhood spots and should make a good supporting dualler generally. Although Dagwood's dim-witted blundering, Blondle's efforts to straighten out his mistakes and Mr.
Dithers' explosive outbursts are familiar to
all, they are alwayn good for additional
laughs.
Their current
misadventures have

'THE LAST CROOKED
Rates

®

©

in action

spots;

Such familiar situations as Dagwood's early
morning dash through his front door only
to collide with the postman or some innocent bystander are old stuff, but a truth
search scientists experimenting with a truth
serum and Shemp Howard's hilarous portrayal of a near-sighted process server add
to the general fun. While Arthur Lake's
broadly - caricatured family man stems
straight from the comic strip, Penny Singleton's Blondie and Jonathan Hale's Mr.
Dithers are closer to real-life figures. Jerom Cowan and Steven Geray also do good
work.
When Dagwood Bumstead (Arthur Lake)
accidently wrecks his new neighbor's garage, the latter sues for $428.65 and Blondie
(Penny Singleton) urges her husband to
ask his boss, Mr. Dithers (Jonathan Hale)
for a bonus. But Hale is in trouble with a
prospective client, Jerome Cowan, and he
insists that Dagwood
impersonate the boss

MILE' MINOR

in order to get the real estate contract signed. When Cowan suggests a night club,
Dagwood is forced into the company of two
girls, Blondie arrives with Hale to complicate matters and a near-sighted process
server (Shemp Howard) pursues him with
a summons. Cowan, enraged at the hoax.
walks out on the deal and Dagwood is fired by Hale. After sleeping in the park.
Dagwood decides to accept a mysterious
$500 offer by two scientists, Steven Geray
and Ludwig Donath, who want him for an
experiment. This turns out to be truth serum, and, after Dagwood receives an injection, he tells his true identity to another
prospective client who believes him to be
Alt Dithers. However. Dagwood convinces
the new client that Dithers & Co. can do the
best job for him and Hale gives him the
bonus. It all ends up with the two scientists pursuing Howard as the ideal guinea
pig for their new experiment.
DENLEY

CRIME SELLER

fair dualler for lesser naborhoods

Republic
67 minutes
Donald
Barry,
Ann
Savage,
Tom
Powers,
Adele Mara, Sheldon Leonard, Nestor Paiva,
John
Miljan,
Harry
Shannon,
Charles
D.
Brown, Ben Welden, Anthony Caruso, John
Dehner.
Directed
by Philip Ford.
Fast-moving and moderately suspenseful
despite its formula crime plot, "The Last
Crooked Mile" will get by in action spots or
as a supporting dualler in minor naborhood
houses only. While the title suggests a prison
story, the action alternates between wisecracking comedy and shooting affrays. Donald Barry, whose high-pitched voice is annoying to the ear, is less convincing as a
wolfish private detective
than
he was as
II

Dagwood forced to impersonate his employer in order to put over a real estate deal.

"Red" Barry, Republics daredevil cowboy
star, and Adele Mara, in one of her vapid
portrayals of a dimwitted blonde, is another
weak spot in the cast. However, Ann Savage
is excellent as a scheming torch singer and
Tom Powers, Sheldon Leonard and Nestor
Paiva give first-rate performances in supporting roles. Based on a radio play by Robert L. Richards, the story suffers from a
staccato unfolding which fails to work up
sympathy
for its characters.
After a bank managed by Tom Powers is
robbed of $300,000, the get-away car topples
over a cliff killing the thieves but no trace
of the money is found. Donald Barry, a private detective for the insurance company,
goes to an amusement carnival where the
death car is being exhibited by Nestor Paiva.
Offering to buy the car, Barry learns that

Sheldon Leonard, a gangster, has also put
in a bid for it and, later, when the body of
the car mechanic is found on the roller
coaster Barry is riding, he suspects Leonard.
Barry gets acquainted with Ann Savage,
night club singer and girl friend of the dead
bank robber and he pretends to make a play
for her. When Barry finds the stolen money
hidden under the running board of the
death car. he phones Powers but is slugged
while making the call and the money is
taken. After 'eonard is found murdered,
Barry is arrested for the killing but Miss
Savage appears and gives the police an alibi
for him. Barry finally realizes that Powers
was in on the robbery and is holding half
the stolen money and, after she attempts a
getaway, he traces the rest to Miss Savage.
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In the scene above, Swede (played by Burt Lancaster, recruited from the stage)
takes the rap for Kitty (Ava Gardner), seated, when she is caught with stolen
jewelry. Swede's friend, detective Lubinsky (Sam Levene), knows he is not guilty,
but cannot make the handsome ex-pug tell the truth. While Swede is serving the
sentence for her crime, Kitty returns to her old racketeer boyfriend.

'THE KILLERS'..
Here, Mr. Showman,
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Hemingway Yarn Made Into Taut, Tough Movie!

is one of the year's prize "sleepers", a tense, exciting melodrama

ful word-of-mouth support in the subsequent

runs,

ay short story about

two

that will get power-

gunmen

out to kill an ex-

factor poses the exhibitor's most serious problem, st The players are unknowns or little-knowns and this
The Killers, however. It is from an Ernest Hemingwtheir boss. In flashback, the picture builds up the
fighter, ex-petty racketeer

who

had double-crossed

tragic story untold by Hemingway,

strong stuff that the male trade will devour.
deceitful moll who

mulating initial interest. There is no lack of meat

but with a fidelity that must have pleased the author.

plays her two sweethearts

To entice the feminine

patrons, there is the theme
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against each other.
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'THE
A

Universal Picture.

Produced

KILLERS'

CREDITS

by

Mark

Hellinger.

Directed by

Robert

Siodmak.

Cast: Burt Lancaster. Ava Gardner. Edmond O'Brien. Albert Dekke-. Sam Levene,
Charles D. Brown, Donald McBride. Phil Brown. John Miljan. Queenie Smith, Garry
Owen. Harry Hayden. Bill Walker. Vince Barnett. Screenplay by Ant:ony Veiller.
From
story by Ernest
Hemingway.
Director
of Photography,
Woody
Bredell,
A.S.C.

4. Swede learns that the gang intends to double-cross him and
learns from Kitty the location of their hideout. He holds up the
mob and makes off with the stolen money. In Atlantic City he
is joined by Kitty, who soon walks out on him, taking the money
with her.

1 . The story opens when a small, quiet New Jersey town is
startled by the machine-gunning of Swede Lunn, an outsider who
has been boarding there. The threads of the tale are picked up
by an insurance company investigator who tracks down Swede's
history. In his last prize fight, Swede breaks his hand, is given
an unmerciful drubbing. He takes to crime and meets up with
Kitty, for whom
he takes a robbery rap (see preceding page).

5. Colfax hires a couple professional killers to bump

off Swede,

which they do. When Dum-Dum, one of the mob, rifles Swede's
room in search for the money, he is trapped by police, but escapes over the roof.

2. While Swede is serving his sentence, Jim Colfax (Albert
Dekker), brains of the gang, is released from jail and Kitty returns to his protecting arms. When Swede gets out, he has a
run-in with Colfax over a gambling dispute.

3. Colfax
This scene

24

plans a payroll robbery, which
is cleverly
is photographed entirely without dialogue.

executed.

4. Colfax, the "brains." had gotten back Kitty and the loot after
double-crossing
his henchmen, but he dies at the hands of DumDum.
FILM
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COLUMBIA

The jinx continues on "The Guilt of Janet Ames," formerly
known as "My Empty Heart." Director Charles Vidor had difficulty with Producer Van Upp. Then, she stepped od the picture
and Helen Deutsch was assigned to her spot. Now, this producer
is complaining that Vidor will not accept her supervisiou. Tne
p.cture has been delayed by all this disagreement. Vidor, who is
trying to get out of his directorial contract with Columbia, may
feel that this is a method toward that end.
Frank Capra's suit against this outfit in connection with
"Song To Remember" is moving along. The court has ordered
Columbia to file an answer to Capra's suit which asks an accounting of the profits on the film. He is asking for 25 per cent of the.
net, claiming that he obtained and prepared the story for the
studio before he went into service and that his contract called
for one-fourth of the net return.
New Play Purchased
Columbia has bought the film rights to the forthcoming play
being produced by Robert Montgomery and Elliott Nugent. The
play, "Big Two," was nabbed by the studio for $250 000. It was
originally assumed that Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer would buy the
property since Montgomery is a Metro player, but that studio was
not interested. Philip Dorn and Claire Trevor are going east to
do the leading stage roles in the November opening.
Dick Powell, having wound up his stint in "Johnny O'Clock,"
will go into another Columbia picture next month. He will have
tne leading role in "Assigned To Treasury," which Sidney Buchman will produce. The film will deal with dope traffic in this
country, but so important is its "public health aspect" that the
usual restrictions against such film have been withdrawn.
Columbia's comedy division is upping its 1946-47 schedule to
include 28 shorts instead of the 18 made last year. Harry Von
Zell, Sterling Hollo way, Joe de Rita and Arthur Bryan have been
added to the talent roster of this division. Jules White and Hugh
McCullum are the producers of the studio's short subject divisk/i.
'Petty Girl' To Columbia
Al Bloomingdale, who recently ended his association with
RKO without having made a picture, is taking his property, "The
Petty Girl," to Columbia for production. RKO sold the rights to
Columbia and production is scheduled for late fall.
Barry Sullivan, still under contract to Monogram, has been
signed by Columbia for an important role in "They Walk Alone,"
currently shooting with Glenn Ford and Janis Carter.
In addition to "They Walk Alone," Columbia has started four
other features running its current production total to seven. New
ones are: "Twin Sombreros" in Cinecolor ( Randolph ScottBarbara Britton), "Cigarette Girl" (Leslie Brooks-Jimmy Lloyd),
"Inside Story" (Chester Morris-Constance Dowling) and "West of
Dodge City" (Charles Starrett-Smiley Burnette). These last two
are of the Boston Blackie and Durango Kid series, respectively.

EAGLE - LION
A major revision in the production-distribution plan of this
company was noted last week in the announcement that only 14
pictures will be available for the current season's releasing schedule. Originally the company promised 22. The revision was
made, according to studio spokesmen, to meet the new set-up on
single feature selling. The fourteen to be made will have increased budgets and will be sold individually on a percentage
basis. Bryan Foy will make seven of the list, Producing Artists
will contribute two, Arthur Rank's British units will send five.
Meanwhile, the company has arranged to shoot a series of lower
budget pictures for release through PRC, which is also a Pathe
Industries subsidiary.

E-L's producing-releasing pact with Producing Artists, Inc.
will give Eagle-Lion an unnamed number (probably not more
than six) of films for release during the next three years. The
product, according to the announcement, will be in the $2,000,000
feature bracket.
Arthur Lyon, president of Producing Artists, is all set with
his first picture on the deal. It will be "Prelude to Night," with
Zachary Scott, Louis Hayward and Sidney Greenstreet already
set for roles. William Dieterle will direct starting in November.
Second
named. on the schedule is "Imperial Venus" with no starting date
Herbert Marshall Signed
Herbert Marshall has been signed on a one-picture deal for a
starring role in "Mr. Jow," which Aubrey Schenck will produce
SEPTEMBER
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Behind the Scenes of Film Production
METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER
under Executive Producer Bryan Foy. Joan Leslie is rumored
signed for the co-starring role, but a previous commitment for an
English film may sour the deal.
The final results of the Parsonnet argument with Eagle-Lion
has resulted in the company retaining the script and the agreement from Franchot Tone to do the leading role. Parsonnet tried
to peddle the whole package, including Sylvia Sidney in the female lead, to the Cagney company before the Eagle-Lion deadline
for contracts passed. But his set-up with Cagney fell through
and Eagle-Lion executed its right to call in all contracts. The
script is being re-written and production will commence shortly,
'lone and Parsonnet retain a half-interest in the profits.
New starter on the lot is "The Devil On Wheels" (James
Cardwell-Jan Ford).
The new "streamlined" era is officially in effect at MetroGoldwyn-Mayer after' several weeks of conferences between
Nicholas M. Schenck, president of Loew's Incorporated, and his
studio heads. The era is to be keynoted toward the new program
of selling pictures individually. Ways and means of trimming
production costs were discussed, although studio spokesmen were
adamant in their insistence that the MGM standards will not be
lowered in any way.
As a bulwark against the future, MGM has over thirty feature
pictures in backlog, either ready for release or in editing. With
eight pictures in production at the moment the studio is set for
any contingency.
Sidney Franklin 'Epic' To Start
One of MGM's most ambitious productions is beginning to
take snape in the hands of Producer Sidney Franklin. Basea on
Carl Sandburg's "American Cavalcade," the film covers the Pilgrim's arrival, the Revolution, the Civil War and the modern
period. Spencer Tracy has been assigned the leading role. This
Him will go into the "epic" class and probably not be ready for
release for at least two years. Franklin's latest job, just completed, is "The Yearling."
NewTurner-Van
starter on Heflin).
the lot this week is "Green Dolphin Street"
(Lana
"The Yankee" (Van Johnson-Janet Leigh) is the new title for
"Romance of Rosy Ridge." Another title change switches "Life's
For the Loving" to "To Kiss and To Keep."
MGM's venture into record making which has been in the
offing for almost a year now is at last ready to go. The idea was
first conceived when MGM found it difficult to get other record
companies to wax the music from their pictures, or music using
their players, as they wanted them done. Accordingly, they purcnased from the War Assets Administration a former G. E. plant
in Bloomfield, New Jersey, for a reported $1,000,000. The records
will be called M.G.M. records although many stars, outside of the
MGM family, will record. Frank B. Walker has been appointed
general manager of the company which will invade the classical
as well as the popular field.

MONOGRAM
Scott R. Dunlap, who helped organize the Monogram Companj
not quite ten years ago, has been named executive assistant to
Steve Broidy. He is stepping in to the new job to assist Broidy
in all production matters and studio operation, a move necessitated by the increased duties Broidy has assumed since the
death of Trem Carr. Glenn Cook has been upped to general production supervisor, to work directly under Broidy and Dunlap.
Altnough all the facilities of this studio are being utilized at
the moment by the production cf "It Happened On Fifth Avenue
plans are in work for nine more pictures to come in quick succession. With 60,000 feet of film shot on Switzerland's Matterhorn, Producer-Director Irving Allen is back at the studio ready
to complete his "High Conquest." Jeffrey Bernerd has done his
location shooting on "Black Gold" and will start his studio work
shortly. Lindsley Parsons is now on location with the preliminary work for "Louisiana;" Jan Grippo is preparing "Brooklyn
Buckaroos;" Walter Mirisch lias "Cocaine" in work; James Burkett has a Charlie Chan film coming; Hal Chester is almost re
with a Joe Palooka film, while Jack Bernhard and Bernard Brandt
are readying ''Dangerous Alibi."
30 Players Under Contr i. 1
Monogram
reports that its current contract list includes 2530
players, an all-time high for this studio.
Newest recruit is Cat In
Carter.
Others under contract are: Belita, Johnny Mack Brown,

STUDIO SIMS
Frankie Darro, Kay Francis, Elyse Knox, June Preisser, Phil
Regan, Gilbert Roland, Gale Storm, Barry Sullivan and Dorothea
Kent. In addition, there is the Bowery Boys' group, Sidney Toler
who does
series, and Jimmy Wakely and Lee 'Lasses
White
for the
the Chan
westerns.
Jeffrey Bernerd
has added "Every Other Sunday," a recent
: tcry purchase, to his production list. Gale Storm will be starred.

PARAMOUNT
Seven features are in production here and Paramount plans
to hit a mid-winter peak with plans set for a number of others to
go within a short time. Among those in preparation are: "The
Gauntlet" and "The Wonder of It All" for Producer Claude Binyon; "Alice-Sit-By-The Fire" for Charles Brackett; "Variety Girl"
for Danny Dare; The Black Knight" and "Dragnet" for Robert
Fellows; "Blaze of Noon" for Harry Tugend; "Eagles Have Flat
Feet" for Richard Blumenthal; "The Innocent Mrs. Duff," "Abigail, Dear Heart" and "The Big Clock" for Richard Maibaum.
Another "road" picture is in the offing for the Crosby-Hope
team. This new one will be called "The Road to Rio" and Danny
Dare has been set as the producer. Tentative starting date will be
November 15.
DeForest Kelley, who scored a high audience reaction at the
sneak preview of "Fear In The Night," a Pine-Thomas film, has
been handed the leading male role in "Variety Girl." Paramount's
all-star musical production set to go in November Mary Hatcher,
star of "Oklahoma," has been handed the female lead. These two
newcomers will weave the romantic thread tying musical numbers.
Wallis Schedules Twelve
Entering the third year of independent production here, Hal
Wallis has six pictures completed and 12 in preparation for future
production, three of which will go before the end of the year.
"Desert Town" is now in production and "The Beggars Are Coming to Town" is the nex film scheduled for the Wallis plant. So
far, only Kirk Douglas, who received excited approval from critics for his performance in "The Strange Love of Martha Ivers,"
has been signed to the cast.

The Pine-Thomas unit has launched one of its most expensive
productions to date in "Adventure Island." This is the first for
this company in Cinecolor. It is a remake of old Paramount hit,
"Ebb Tide." in which Ray Milland and Frances Farmer were
starred. Pine-Thomas borrowed Rory Calhoun and Rhonda Fleming from David O. Selznick for the leading roles and signed Paul
Kelly and John Abbott to character parts. Most of the filming of
the picture is being done on the old Cecil B. DeMille yacht now
anchored off the island of Catalina.

In addition to "Adventure Island," the following films conti ue in production: "Dear Ruth" ( Joan Caulfleld-William Holden)
"Desert Town" (Lizabeth Scott-John Hodiak), "Emperor Waltz"
(Bing Crosby-Joan Fontaine). "Golden Earrings" (Ray MillandMarlene Dietrich). "The Big Hair Cut" (Alan Ladd-Dorothy Lamour) and "Unconquered"
(Gary Cooper-Paulette
Goddard).

PRC
Disputing the denials over the past months of any relationship between PRC and Eagle-Lion, it was announced last week
that Eagle-Lion will shoot from six to twelve pictures in the
200,000 to $750,000 class for PRC distribution. The films will be
shot on the E-L lot during the periods when E-L has no more
important product in work. Howard Welsch, former executive
producer at Universal, will take over in same capacity on these
pictures and will work directly with Harry Thomas, president
ol PRC.
The films will go out on the market as PRC leaders.
On its own, PRC has nine pictures in editing, and five in preparation for early starts. Soon to go will be "Red Stallion," a
Cinecolor special; the first in a new Philo Vance series;
Michael Shayne story; "Wild Country," first in the new a new
Eddie
Dean series, and also the first of a new western series featuring
Al La Rue and Al St. John.
^

REPUBLIC
No new productions started here for a month with all effort
being concentrated on the wind up of "Apache Rose" (Roy RogersMoore?.VanS,
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RKO-RADIO
The studio closed a deal last week with Phil Ryan for the
production of "Father Dunne's Newsboys Home." Originally Ryan
planned to produce this picture independently but he accepted
>;50,0J3 from RKO (plus a percentage of the profits) and he will
make the picture for this studio. Pat O'Brien will be starred and
the studio has put a budget of $1,000,000 aside for the production.
Robert Mitchum, whose career has built rapidly in the past
yeai , has been handed the top role in "Build My Gallows High",
..•hich
Jacques Tourneur will direct for executive producer Warren Duff.
Sid Rogell has been assigned by Peter Rathvon to work with
Frank Ross on the preparations for Mervyn LeRoy's production
of the on-again-off-again "The Robe." This film is now supposed
to be scheduled for a March 6 starting date. It is reported that the
filming of the picture will require 11 stages. Of the 15 stages on
the RKO lot, six are too small to be used in this production. So
the
Pathemaking
lot. of the picture will undoubtedly spill over to the RKOLaraine Day Pacted
Laraine Day, at last free of her unproductive contract with
MGM, has signed a five-year deal with RKO calling for one picture a year. Having recently completed, "The Locket" (original
title "What Nancy Wanted"), the next for this actress will be
"Alice Adams" with Bill Williams as her leading man.
Robert Riskin starts his first independent production this
week with James Stewart and Jane Wyman co-starred in "Magic
Town." Miss Wyman was borrowed from Warner Brothers to
take the role originally slated for Loretta Young. William Wellman will direct.
If the feeling of the players on this lot is any criterion. President Peter Rathvon has done a workmanlike job since taking
over the duties of running the RKO studio. In the words of one
young contract player, "He is really interested in what happens
to us. He fights for better parts and better pictures. He treats us
like his friends not his property." An attitude like this can only
reflect in better product for RKO and Mr. Rathvon is to be commended for his adroit handling of personalities. What a pleasant
—and productive — contrast to the dictatorial attitudes of some
other Hollywood bigwigs.

i!0Hi CENTURY-FOX
There might be a chorus of "Where have I heard that one
before!" from exhibitors, but Dairy] F. Zanuck again is talkingabout making only A pictures again as the answer to the stattory court's order for single picture selling in the anti-trust case.
The plan is supposed to call for the elimination of all B or "mJddle-class" product at least for the next two years and it is likely
that some lesser contract players, directors and writers will be
dropped by the studio.
Zanuck is said to feel that theatres will have to run pictures
much longer, two or three times longer than they formerly played
them— and no double bills. He views the future under the court's
decision rather optimistically. Fewer pictures to be produced will
enable the studios to concentrate on making better ones, he believes.
Overlooks Exhibitors' Problems
One wonders how a man of Mr. Zanuck's experience in the industry can so completely overlook the competitive factors in exhibition that make the need for more films than are now being
produced imperative. The decision may be a windfall for the major
studios, but it is a curse for the average exhibitor, about whom
Zanuck seems to have little concern.
Zanuck has announced 17 pictures to go into production within the next four months. First to come will be "Forever Amber."
William Perlberg will produce that one and "Chicken Every Sunday." "My Heart Tells Me," "Mother Wore Tights," "Captain From
Castile," "The Ghost and Mrs. Muir," The Gay Illiterate " "Honeyfoglin Time." "The Snake Pit," "The Night The World Shook."
and "Ballad of Furnace Creek" are among those slated for early
production.
•Razor's Edge" Premiere in Nov.
All concentration currently, however, is on the premiere of
"The Razor's Edge" which will have a premiere complete with
fanfare in New York during November. This is the big one of
the year for this studio and its big hope for Academy honors.
Two new starters on the lot. First is "Boomeran
with Louis
de Rochemont producing and Elia Kazan directing. g"
Dana Andrews
FILM
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and Jane Wyatt are co-starred. Second is a Sol Wurtzel feature
for 20th release called "Backlash," a murder mystery yarn. Incidentally, are these among the so-called "A" which 20th is producing

UNITED

ARTISTS

In keeping with the trend at all majors, this studio has piled
up a hacklog of 22 pictures either ready for release or in final
editing stages. The labor situation in the studio has heightened
the trend in this direction, since all the studios feel that if they
hive enough product ready to go they will be able to withstand any
shutdown resulting from strikes. Meanwhile United Artists is
readv with: "Duel In The Sun" "Without Honor," "The Sin of
Harold Diddlebock," "Monsieur Verdoux." "Strange Woman," "The
Chase," "Strange Bedfellows," Dishonored Lady," "Scandal in
Paris," among others.
W.anger and Roach Return
Walter Wanger and Hal Roach have returned to United Artists
as the result of deals approved by the UA board last week. Wanger still has a three picture commitment with Universal-International. However, he will go into immediate work on his UA plans.
He has made a deal with Roach for the use of half of the Roach
lot for his production. Roach will deliver six feature (short)
comedies annually. He has three completed, "Curley", "Here Comes
Trouble" and "Fabulous Joe".
Another acquisition in the UA fold is Sam Bischoff, former
Columbia producer whose contract for 4 features was approved by
the board last week. Three will star George Raft and the fourth
will be Jay Dratler's novel, "The Pitfall". Mary Pickford and
Lester Cowan have merged their properties and formed a new
production company to produce 15 features, seven of them within
the next two years. The new outfit, as yet unnamed, will be capitalized at between $2,500,000 and $3,000,000. Budgets on the pictures,
Cowan stated, would run between $1,500,000 and $2,000,000.
Although there has been no announcement of any releasing
arrangement, observers believe that Miss Pickford's long association with UA will naturally lead her into this company.
The unit's production
will be done at the Samuel
Goldwyn
Studios, of which Miss Pickford owns over 50 percent.
Loew-Lewin Split
The Loew-Lewin producing unit has completed production on
"The Affairs of Bel Ami" and has dissolved as a corporation. David
Loew will devote
his full time to his Enterprise
duties while
Lewin will make a picture with George Sanders, "Strong as Death."
The Cagney unit is going back into production at last on "The
Stray
Lamb," with Cagney, Sylvia Sidney and Eddie Bracken in
top roles.

Seymour Nebenzal, having finished "The Chase," is busily preparing a schedule of pictures for the next 18 months. Next to
come will be "Heaven Only Knows" with Al Rogell directing. The
-tart is scheduled for October. Screenplays on "The Tempest" and
"Mayerling"
also are completed.
David O. Selznick had to delay his starting of "Little Women",
but the picture should be in production by press time. Rhonda
Fleming, a Selznick contract player now on loan out to PineThomas, has been tested for the role of Meg and has the inside
track since Selznick decided he preferred a lesser known actress
for this role.
Jules Levey has started his Majestic Production of "New
Orleans" with Arturo de Cordova and Dorothy Patrick (borrowed
from MGM) heading a cast of old time music makers. Howavd
Hawks has started his first for UA. "Red River", with John
Wavne heading the cast. Third new starter is "Hoppie's Holiday "
another in the perennial Hopalong
series.

UNIVERSAL - INTERNATIONAL
The readjustment at this studio is about complete for the
moment and now all thinking is being tuned to the new policy
of big pictures. Even the prop men and grips walk around the set
mumbling the new philosophy about "important pictures." Some
of it should rub off.

Meanwhile

ten pictures are in the cutting room at the moment: Walter Wanger's "Smash-Up," Mark Hellinger's "Swell Guy "
"Magnificent
Doll" (Ginger
Rogers-David
Niven);
"Temptation"
(Merle
Oberon-Charles
Korvin)
formerly
called "Belladonna"
"The Vigilantes Return," "Gunman's Code," "Pirates of Monterey
"
The Mysterious Mr. M," and "The Song of Scheherezade " This
last was originally titled "Scharzad" undoubtedly to simplify
the
pronunciation. Can it be that U-I feels its customers are
intelligent
enough to pronounce "Scheherezade" where Universale were
not?
Import British Director
Jack Skirball and Bruce Manning have returned from
England
English director, Carol Reed, in tow. He will direct "Portrail
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in Black," the Joan Crawford starrer, as his first stint.
Robert Hutton (borrowed from Warner Brothers) and Ella
Raines have been added to the cast of "Time Out of Mind" which
Phyllis Calvert. Robert Siodmak dirActress
will star
produce.
Murfln will
ects. Jane English

Sam Wood has purchased "Purgatory Street" which he will
produce for U-I release with William Cameron Menzies directing.
is back from England with a print of "LonWesley
the film he made over there for U-I release. This is
don Town," Ruggles
the first Technicolor musical ever made in England and the reputed cost is $3,000,000. Finishing touches, including the musical
scoring, will be done on the home lot.
Louise Albritton has been signed to an important role in
Murray.
"The Egg and I" which stars Claudette Colbert and Fred MacChas. MacArthur To Write 'Senator'
Charles MacArthur has been signed by Nunnally Johnson to
write the screen play for "The Senator Was Indiscreet" which will
be the next Johnson production. Johnson scored soundly with
"The Dark
Mirror,"
the Olivia de Haviland starrer.
At the moment, only two are in production "Slave Girl" (this
one is bpek to its original title after a fling as "Flame of Tripoli")
and "111 Be Yours," the Durbin picture.

WARNER

BROS.

Humphrey Bogart has nabbed himself one of the highest price
contracts in the business. He has just signed a new termer for
15 years with two pictures the first year, and one a year thereafter. It is reported that the fee per picture will be $200,000 with
the right to approve director and screenplay tossed in as added
bait. His first under the new termer will be "Dark Passage" in
which his wife, Lauren Bacall, will co-star. Delmar Daves will
direct for Producer Jerry Wald.
It is reported that Dennis Morgan, too, has just been handed
n n»w contract which will give him a weekly salary of close to
$9,000. It is hard to believe that this actor, who has never done
anything outstanding, is worth that much to any studio. But the
box-office returns must show it or the studio wouldn't be paying.
Bemhard Quits U. S. Pictures
Surprise news of the week was Joseph Bernhard's announcement that he and Milton Sperling were breaking their association in United States Pictures. Bernhard sold out his interest to
Sperling without making public his reasons for the split. He "will
conclude his duties with the distribution job on "Cloak and Dagger" and "Pursued," which is still in production.
John Emery was handed the leading role in "Woman In
White" which Zachary Scott turned down. Scott has taken a
suspension for his refusal to accept the part.
Important new starter is "Night Unto Night," the Philip Wylie
novel, with Ronald Reagan and Viveca Lindfors heading the cast.

MISCELLANEOUS

INDEPENDENTS

Today (September 30 is the starting date for "The Other
Love," Enterprise's third production. Production start was delayed until the company's new sound stage was completed. Barbara Stanwyck, David Niven and Joan Lorring (just signed after
she left Warner Brothers) are cast with Lee Bowman to be borrowed from Columbia, if commitments permit, for the fourth imecting. portant role. David Lewis will produce with Andre de Toth dirA novel by Fannie Hurst, "She Walks In Beauty" is the latest
story property to be stacked into the Enterprise larder. No price
was quoted in the deal, but it is reported that it was an expensive
acquisition.
Another story property just acquired is "Wherever the Grass
Grows," which ran in the Saturday Evening Post. Harry Sherman
bought this one and he will star Joel McCrea asain.
Screen Guild Rolling
With three films in the exchanges for selling. Screen Guild
Productions has established itself as an active producing and releasing unit. "Flight to Nowhere,
Neath Canadian
Skies" and
"Death Valley" are the three now being sold. "North of the Border," "Rolling Home" and "Scared to Death" are in editing. "My
Hog Shep" is being cut. "Queen of the Amazons" and "Renegade
Girl" are currently before the cameras. Three more films are
scheduled for October shooting and six remain to be shot before
the end of the year.
Another producing unit has been added to the seven already
functioning under Screen Guild Productions. Newest to sign is
Melrose Productions Inc. with a schedule of 12 pictures for a
three-year period. With this addition, the company is set for al
lea t 64 pictures during the next three years, all small budget and
all aimed al the smaller theatre mark, t
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In the Release Chart, the date under "Details" refers to the issue in which cast,
director, plot, etc., appeared. "Rel." is the national release date. "No." is
the issue in which the review appeared. There may be variations in the Running Time in states where there is censorship. All new productions are on
1946-47 programs unless otherwise noted. (T) immediately following title
and running time denotes Technicolor production.
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NEW PRODUCTIONS
THEY WALK ALONE
Drama — Started September 6
Cast:
Glenn Ford, Janis Carter, Edgar Buchanan.
Director: Richard Wallace
Producer:
Jules Schermer
Mining
Engineer
her murder
plot.

is

inveigled

by

scheming

waitress

as

victim

of

TWIN SOMBREROS
(Cinecolor)
Western — Started September 9
Cast:
Randolph
Scott, Barbara
Britton, Dorothy
Hart, Bruce
Cabot, Forrest
Tucker, Charley
Grapewin,
John
Miles,
Grant Withers.
Director: George Waygner
Producer: Harry Joe Brown

Story:

Xot

available.

See

next

issue.

CIGARETTE
GIRL
Romance with Music — Started September 8
Cast:
Leslie Brooks, Jimmy Lloyd, Joan Barton, Russ Morgan
and His Orchestra.
Director: Gunther Fritsch
Producer: William Bloom

Story:

Not

available

See

next

issue.

WEST OF DODGE CITY
Western — Started September 12
Cast:
Charles Starrett, Smiley Burnette, Nancy Saunders.
Director: Ray Nazarro
Producer: Colbert Clark

Story:

Durango
Kid
routs
plant
in order
to
Civil War.

out land exploiter
obtain
land
from

who
the

promises to build
power
homesteaders
after
the

INSIDE STORY
Mystery — Started September 10
Cast:
Chester Morris. Constance Dowling, Stephen Geray.
Director: Robert Gordon
Producer:
Ted Richmond
Story:

Not

available.

See

next
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NEW PRODUCTIONS
THE DEVIL ON WHEELS
Drama — Started September 1
Cast:
James Cardwell, Jan Ford, Damian OFlynn. Noreen Nash.
Darryl Hickman.
Director: Crane Wilbur
Producer:
Jerry Briskin
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calls him
"softy."
Tragedy
strikes
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NEW PRODUCTIONS
THE ROMANCE OF ROSY RIDGE
Romantic Drama — Started August 26
Cast:
Van Johnson, Thomas
Mitchell, Dean
Stockwell. Janet
Leigh, Guy Kibbee, Jim Davis.
Director: Roy Rowland
Producer: Jack Cummings

Storj

WanderinK minstrel settles in Tennessee mountains after Civil War
His living problem ire «"< dissimilar from current post ivai
probl
...
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GREEN DOLPHIN STREET
Drama — Started September 16
Cast:
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Turner,
Van
Heflin, Richard
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Frank
Morgan, Reginald
Owen,
Edmund
Gwenn, Gladys
Cooper.
Director: Victor Saville
Producer: Carey Wilson
Story:
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ATI VENTURE ISLAND
(Cinecolor)
Adventure Drama — Started September 16
Cs«t:
Rorv Calhoun. Rhonda Fleming, Paul Kelly, John Abbott.
Director: Peter Stewart
Producer:
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(57)
Bowery
Bombshell
Details
under
title: Hot
Money

Silver
Range.underThe title:
Detaffs

Foreign .

NO. SEVENTEEN

No.

.5-13. .
3-4

9-2

.

Allotmeni
wives
Behind
the Mask

Kid

Shadow

8 20

FIFTEEN

Bandit
.
title: Cisco

10-1

1943-46

NO.

Letter for E»le, A (89)
Harvey
Girls, The
(T)
(101)
Portrait of Maria
(76)
Sailor
Takes
a Wife
(91)
Up Goes Malsle
(89)

Adventiro

i -1

Gable-Tracy
Tracy-Bartholomew
Rainer-Gravet
Eergman-Montgomery

COMPLETED

BLOCK

S-J
6-10

.10-1
. 4-1...
.6-10
.. .7-8
. 3-4

Peek-Jarman

REPRINTS

BLOCK

. .9-17
10-29
.5-27
.5-13

Then

(T)

BLOCK

.9 3J

.10-2?.
.5-27

Ball-Hodiak

Were

.7-22

12-24

Williams-Carroll
Thompson-Tobias

1945-46
Beauty
anrj the
Details
under

Woman

limgle
Flight
Lidi's'
Man
My Favorite Brunette
Peril- ?( Pauline
(T)
Seven
Were
Saved
Sadden!)
Its Soring
Trnnble With
Women,
The

1-21.
5-1..
7-9 .
.12-10.
.10-29.

Kelly-York
Reed-Brooke
Wrlght-Milland

4-29.
6-10.
10-1.

Lowery-Savage
...
6-24
Bracken-Welles
...11-26.
Hooe-Lnmour
.
.7-22.
Hitton-Lund
3-18.
Denning-Craig
.
.4-1.
MacMirray-Goddard
3-1R
Milland-Wright 6-11

.9-2

Welcome
Stranger
Where
There's
Life

Crosby-Cauheld
Hope-Hasso
....

Jungle
Princess,
Plainsman,
The

Lamojr-Milland
Cooper-Arthur

REISSUES
The

COMPLETED
BLOCK NO. TiLKEE
Masquerade

in

Mexico

Miss Susie Slagle's
Tokyo
Rose
(66)

(96)

NO.

.9-18.
. .1-8.

Tufts-Lake
Barr-Massen

Blue
Dahlia,
The
(99)
They Made Me A Killer .65)
Virginian,
The
(T)
(90)
Well-Groomed
Bride,
The
(75)

Ladd-Lake
Lowery-Britton
McCrea-Britton
Milland-deHavilland

Bride
Wore
Boots,
The
(82)
Hot Cargo
(57)
Our Hearts
Were
browing
Up (122)
To Each
His Own
(122)

Stanwyck-Cuminwgs
Rogers-Reed
Oonlevy-Russell
. . ,
JeHavilland-Lund

BLOCK

BLOCK

NO. FIVE

NO. SIX

. 2-19.
.4-2.
. .7-9.
11 13.

. .3-5.
..7-9.
.2-18.
.1-21.
10-15.

Ladd-Fitzgerald
Young-Sidney
...
Stanwyck-Heflin
Weissmullcr-Grey

11-12.

Monsieur
Road to

Hope-Caulfleld
Crosby-Hope-Lamonr

12-13 .

Beaucaire
(T)
(93)
Utopia, The
(90)

1946-47 Features
Westerns
1945-46 Features
Westerns

NEW

.9-17.

In
In
In
In

Completed ( 5)
Completed ( 4)
Completed (19)
Completed (16)

"" (14)
(23)

. .3-8.
..2-8.
.4-19.
..5-3.
.5-17.
. 6-28
.4-5.
.5-31.

. 8-6.

0. S. S. (107)
Searching
Wind,
The
(108)
Strange
Love ol Martha
Ivers (116)
Details
under
title: Love
Lies Bleeding
Swamp
Fire
(70)

SPECIALS

Hoy
runs
Ultimately,

;i lighthouse.
she realizes

.6-14.
. .7-5.

.4512. .12-10
.4513.. 12-10
.4511. .12-10
2-18
.4518. .2-18
.2-18
.4517.
.4516. .2-18

Story:

War
plex

orphan
lives
is liroKen
by

.4523.
.4522.
.4524.
.4526.

.7-26.
..8-9.
.9-13.

.4528.
.4527.

.8-30.
.3-22.

Title — Running

Born

To

. .4-1
.5-13

.4532. 12-10
. 4531 . .5-27

Production
Production
Production
Production

(1)
(0)
(0)
(0)

him.

breeder,

Child's

fear

cum-

Cast

1946-47
heading
Release

Sands-Wall
Hattcn-Adams

.11-26
.8-19. -

Chart

10-1.

Driftin'
River
Her Sister's Secret
(85)
Return
of Rin-Tin-Tin,
The
(V)
Stars Over Texas
Tumbleweed
Trail
Wild
West
.
Details
under title: Melody
Round-Up

Dean-Ales
7-22... .10-1.
.9-23.
Coleman-Reed
....10-29.
R.n-Tin-1 m-Woods
.£.-16...
Dean-Ates
9-16. 11-18
Dean-At:s
9 2
Dean-Ates
. 5-27
. . 11-1 .

Amoush
Trail
(58)
Avalanche
(68)
Blonde For A Day
(67)
Details
under
title: Blondes
On the
Caravan
Trail,
The
(Cinecolor)
(65)
Club
Havana
(62i
Colorado Serenade
(68)

Steele-Saylor
Cabot-Borg
Beaumont-Walker
Dean-Carlin
Lindsay-Neal
Dean-Ates

....

Danny
Boy
(66)
' ' Henry Johnson
..
Detour
(69)
Savage-Neal
....
Devil Bat's Daughter
I • 'inche-James
Don
Ricardo
Returns
Colby-lsabelita
Down
Missouri
Way
O'Driscoll-Wright
.
Details
under
title: Missouri
Hayride
Enchanted
Forest.
The
(Cinecolor)
(80).
Lowe-Joyce
Flying
Serpent,
The
(60)
Lewis-Kramer
... .
Gas
House
Kids
Halop-Lowery
Gentlemen
with
Guns
Crabbe-St.
John
.
Ghost
of Hidden
Valley
Crabbe-St. John
.
How
Do You
Do?
(83)
Sordon-Windsor
..
I Ring
Doorbells
(67)
Shayne-Gwynne
Lady
Chase
Lowcry-Savage
Details
under
title: Lady
Killer
Larceny in Her Heart
(68)
Beaumont-Walker
Details
under
title. Crime
in The Night
Lightning Raiders
(61)
Crabhe-St.
John
Mail
of Dillon
(73)
Von Stroheim-Bates
Murder
Is My Business
(65)
Beaumont-Walker
.
Navaio
Kid
(59)
Steele-Saylor
Overland
Riders
(54)
....
Crabbe-St. John
..
nela Is under title: Bustir Crabbe No. 8
Prairie
Badmen
Crabbe-St. John
.
Details
under
title: Dangerous
Men
Prairie
Rustlers
(55)
Crabbe-St. John
..
Details under title: Buster Crabbe No. 1
flu-en of Burlesque
(67)
Romance of the West
<60>
crcrrts
of A Sorority
Girl
Six Gun
Man
(60)
Details under title: Slx-Gun
Strange
Holiday
(57)
Slrnngler nl The Swamp
(60)

30

Ankers-Young
^Dean-Barton

...

Ware-Vallin
jteele-Carlln
For

Loder-Aubert

8-6.

Completed
Completed
Completed
Completed
Completed
Completed

(40)
(16)
( 4)

.2-17. .
..3-4. .. .6-20.
.8-22.
. .5-3.
.10-1. .10-23.
. 4-20.5-28. . 6-30 . .
1-21.
. .8-6.
6-25. ...1-8.
.4-15..
.11-30.

.5-21
.8-19
.11-26
. 4-29

.12-24

10-21
9-3. .8-15..
.4-29.
1-22
8-19
. .12-8.
.2-20.
10-14
2-25
.3-27..
.4-29.
8-6.
..6-3..
.12-24

. .2-18
. . 10-1
.9-16
.11-26

10-21. .
£-2.

.10-2 . .7-10.
.3-18.
10-15.
..1-7.
12-26. ...4-9.
11-26.
. 11-21.
.4-10.
10-15.
8-21.
.6-24.
.4-29. .7-17.
.9-17.

.11-7.

. .8-6.
.4-1. . .7-24.
.3-20.
10-29

Hire

. .8-1
2-1..
.9-2.
11.

Rains-Holden
LaPlanche-Edwards

.9-3

(1)

The

Inner

Rel.

Circle

3-18.
8-20

. . ■ -9-2
3-18.

.6-10

.5-13
.8-19

Riders of Cheyenne
Fe Unrislng

....5-13.
8-6
..8-19.

..

Carson-Stewart
Elliott-Fleming
:>mond-Aubert
Elliott-Fleming
Bachelor-Browne
Stirl ng-Ouiolry
Moore- Marshall
Carson-Harmon
Booth-Allen
Carson-Stewart
Dekker-Ankers
Ashley-Rogers
Ellison-Lee
..
Lane-Frazee
Wrixon-Fowley
Rogers-Evans
Hale-Booth

Title — Running

IN
RaeMof
llanj)

Time

PRODUCTION
.inri

The

Bohbv Snxfr.

The

-.1-27.

..4-18.
.8-19.
..5-31.
.2-18. ..8-7..
2-18.
10-15.
10-1. . .2-16.
4-27 .
12-10.
6-10. .8-9..
3-4.
.
.4-10.
10-29. . .6-14.
11-12.
12-24.

. .7-12.
..7-12.

1-26.
.9-6..
. 4-29 . ....9-3..
. .6-8.
..5-11.
. .3-18.
.4-29. .9-12..
.7-25. .
. .4-1. ..9-9. .
7-23 . .7-19.
3-18.
. .4-1.

Carson-Stewart
Lane-Wentworth

.5-14..
.11-1..
R-6
.9-30. .
.3-29. .

Danger

.5-13..

VonSt'heim-Bachelor
Elliott-Fleming
..
Rogers-Evans
....
Mara-Barrier
....
Kurov-Essen
....
Marshall-Garqan
Elliott-Fleming
..
Richmond-Mara
Bachelor-Livingston
Rogers-Evans
...
Rooth-Livingston
Lane-Blake
Elliott-Fleming
...
Roberts-Drake
...

..508..
..509..

5-27
.7-8

.5501... 4-29
.2-4
.529
.526
5-13
...517...
.582
.527

..5*41.
.510. . .3-18
. .512.. .7-2;
.5502. .
.531
.7-22
'.50L.
. .523. . 8-19
.518.
..521
7-8
..8-19
3-4

.581.
.6-10
57.
.5
.525.
.552..

.9-2
4-15

.542.
.558.

2-19.
. "!-27
3-16..
.
.'.W-g".". .566.
506 . .
12-24.
.524.
916
11-26 . . . . 3-9 . . .447. . .6-10
. .*1V .
....7-5.
12-2R.
.6-28
.
.5-10.. . .567..
. 522 . .
.4-15..
.9-17..
8 «
.511..
..541..
.4-15.
.4-1
. .4-1.
.8-26. .
.448'.
11-26.
.9-17. 12-21 . . .564.
.4-16
.5-13. . . .5-24. ..520..
.5-27.

..7-8
.9-2

.4-30.. 12-13

(28)
(39)

.556...
.530.
.583.. .
..519..
. .554...
.528 .

..4-27. ..516..
.11-8..

ENiott-Ralston
Rogers-Evans
Carson -Stewart
Albert-Marlowe
Carson-Stewart
Moon Rogers-Evans

RELEASE

9-i>0
. .8-5

6-25
...12-24
6-24 .
12-10.
11-26

.555...

.565...
.514... . 4-29
6-24
10-26. . ..568..
. .2-28. ..584...
..511..
9-30
. .5-22..
.8-13.
.7-27..

10-1.
10-29 . .1-25.
8-12.
12-10.
..5-18.

Lederer-Patrick
Hale-Booth
...
Ralston-Marshall
Rogers-Evans
..
Stirling-Henry
Acuff-Mara
...
Pearce-Harris
Hale-Booth
Bachelor- Mara
Kent Stewart

Completed
Completed

1945-46 Features

..2-4..
.7-22. .

..2-8..

Kelly-Loder

l'IMi-47 Features
9-16

.4-17..
.4-20. .

4-29

Moore-Elliott
Stirling-Henry
Douglas-Roberts
Thomp on-Taibot
Barry-Savage

Under Nevada Skies
(69)
Valley of the Zombie, The
(56)
Vigilantes
of Boom
Town
Wagon
Wheels
Westward
(56)
Winter
Wonderland
Details
under
title: Snow Cinderella
Woman
Who Came Back. The
(68)
Details under title: The Web

...12-24.
4-30.
...
10-1 .
.10-29
.10-29.
...4-15
1-21.
...3-18.

Country

(56)

Scotland
Yard
Investigator
(68)
Sheriff of Redwood
Valley
(56)
Song
of Arizona
(68)
Song
of Mexico
(57)
Spectre of the Rose
(90)
Strann'
Imnersonation.
A (68)
Sun
Valley
Cyclone
(55)
Traffic In Crime
(56)
Undercovei
Woman
(56)
Details
under
title: Passkey
to

10-22

6-24.
8-19 .

'.... Dunn-Freeman
Barry-Roberts
Autry-Stewart

Texas

10-15.

.7-8.

Autry- Roberts
Kelly-Booth

On

9-30

.7-8.
4-29.

Hale-Booth
Lane-Wentworth
Mara-Douglas

North

Plainsman
and
The
Lady
R.'iiibnw Over Texas
(65)
Red
River
Renegades
Rendezvous
With
Annie
(89)
Rio Grande
Raiders
RollDetails
On. Texas
Moon
(68)
under title: Shine

Rlt.

...1-21.
Frazee-Marshall
Rogers-Evans
Roberts- Douglas
Wayne-Russell
Britton-Vallee
McLeod-Dorn

Alias Billy The
Kid
(56)
California
Gold
Rush
(56)
Ca" Man
of Paris, The
(65)
Conquest
ol Cheyenne
Crime
ol th» Century
(56)
Cr.mson
fchost. The
(Se'iah
Earl Carroll's
Sketchbook
(90)
El Paso
Kid
Daughter of Don
0 (Serial)
Days of Buffalo
Bill (56)
French
Key, The
(67)
Gay
Blades
(67;
G. I. War
Brides
(69)
Guy Could Change.
A (65)
Glass Alibi. The
(68)
Home
in Oklahoma
Home On the Range
(55)
Details
under title: West of God's
In Old Sacramento
(89)
Invisible
Informer
(57)
Inner
Circle, The
King of the Forest
Rangen
(Serial)
Last Crooked
Mile.
The
(67)

(0)
(0)
(0)

7-22.

Withers-Wlthen

That
Brennan
Girl
Tint's
My Girl (Trucolor)
Trail To San
Antone

Production
Production
Production
Production
Production
Production

9-2
9-16

Club

(Magnacolor)
The

In
In
In
In
In
In

CHART

1946-47

Affairs of Geraldine
Details
under
title: Lonely
Hearts
Caltnuai
Gill
Heidorado
....i:iii.iiri-iii Rogue,
The
Angel and the Outlaw
Fabulous Suzanne. The
.
I'veDetails
Always under
Loved title:
You
(T)
(117)
Concert*

Sioux
City Sue
Spoilers
of
The

(10)
( 5)
( 0)
(38)
(23)
( 4)

Cast
Rogers-Evans
Albert-Moore

COMl'LETEIJ

Last Frontier Uprising
Oregon
Trail
Scouts
Pilgrim
Lady,
The
Details
under title:

.4-1

Details

IN PRODUCTION
Apache
Rose
Hit
Parade.

Rough
Santa

8-19

1-21.

.4-23

(0)
(1)

Tim.

Madonna's Secret, The
(79)
Man from
Rainbow
Valley
(M)
(57)
Murder
in the Musie
Hall
(84)
My Pal Triuger
(79)
Mysterious
Mr.
Valentine
Night
Train to Memphis
(67)
One
Exciting
Week
(69)
Out California
Way
(M)
Passkey to Danger
(58)
Phantom
Rider, The
(Serial)

9-29.

Loose

John
.1-21
8-14
... .12-10. - .4-10.

1945-46

Speed

Details
under
Eagle-Lion
Rrute
Man,
The
Details
under
Universal

Crabbe - St.
Steele-Saylor

Gun

RELEASE

..3-18
.4-1

CHART

Time

a

(81)

l'Jl«-47 Features
\. , .'sterns
Serials
1945-46 Features
Westerns
Serials

Title — Running

(Vitacolor)

with
Priest
near <ln^
friendship
with
dog.

COMPLETED

The

.3-18

.5-13
.9-6.. .4529. . .5-13

< : i r 1 marries
older
man
to spite
that she loves the man she married.

RELEASE

Cristo,

.4519.
.4:21.

PRODUCTIONS

THE RETURN OF RIN-TIN-TIN
Details September 16

Monte

Without

REPUBLIC

LIGHTHOUSE
Drama- -Started September
12
Cast:
John Litel, Don Castle, June Lang, Marion Martin.
Director:
Frank Wisbar
Producer:
Frank
Gilbert
Story:

ol

(54)
Man

2-22.

L.imour-Cordova

FOLK

Terrors
On
Horseback
thunder
Town
(57)
Details
under
title:
Wife

1945-46

(87)

BLOCK

.3-18. .
.4-15.

507... 1-21

In Production
In Production

(6)
(0)

CHART
Cast

Details
9-16

Rev.

Crant-Lnv
Moffett-White

FILM

BULLETIN
8-6
Rel

Katie
They
Time
Trail

For Congress
Won't
Believe
To Kill. A
Street

Young-Cotten
5-27 .
Yuung-Hayward
...8-19.
Fonda-Bel
(iedde*
9-16.
Scott- Jeffreys
8-19.

Me

COMPLETED
BLOCK NO. ONE
Great
Day
(69)
Lady
Luck
(97)
Sitter Kenny
(116)
Step By Step
(62)
Sunset
Pass
(60)

BLOCK

NOT

.7-22
Robson-Portman
Young-Hale
Russell-Knox
Tierney-Jeffreys
Warren-Leslie

NO. TWO

Woman

Our Lives, The
West
The
Male
A Hide.
• lie
Cueball

Minds

San
Quentln
Secret
Life of Walter
Song
of the South
Vacation
in Reno

Mltty

SPECIALS
(101)

COMPLETED
BLOCK
NO. THREE
Cornered
(102)
Hotel Reserve
(79)
Dick Tracy
(61)
Sing Your Way Home (72)
Spiral Staircase, The
(83)
Details
under
title: Some

BLOCK

...10-29..

8-5

1945-46
Powell-Chelrel
..
Mason-Mannhelra
Conway-Jeffreys
.
Haley-Jeffries
..,
McGulre-Brent

Must

Watch

. ...7-9.
Foreign.
..6-11.
.12-11.
...9-3.

Game of Death
(70)
Details
under title: The
Most
Rlverboat
Rhythm
(64)
Tartan and the Leopard Woman

BLOCK

.5-28.
. . .9-3.
.2-19..

onder title:

BLOCK

Thanks

NO. SIX

Detector

God,

I'll Take

Jones

Tomorrow

(T)

Pinoeehlo

..7-23.

...10-29.

.621... 5-13

.

Here)

630.
Karloff-Lee

Tale of Bedlam

..9-17..
...8-6..

Crosby- Bergman
Rogers-Aumont
Kaye-Mayo
Disney Cartoon
Robinson-Youno

(114)

(105)

Colbert-Welles

(98)

Kaye-Mayo

(T)

. Disney

,

681.
661. .6-25
662. .11-26
683. . .4-29
692.
652.
.4-29
...4-1
651. ..5-27
682. ..1-21
..4-30
(Wl

. ..

Cooper-Young

20th

..1-21..
..8-20..
.10-29..

of Home

(125)
(T)

628. . .6-24
. .5-13
627.
629. .6-24
. .5-13
626.
. . 6-24

...'.

O'Brien-Trevor
.
Conway-Corday
.
McGuire-Madison

(90)

Is Forever

Mon

REISSUE

From

.2-18
..3-4
.4-29
.4-29
.4-29
.4-29

Langford-Wade

Belli of St. Mary'i, The
Heartbeat
(102)
Kid From Brooklyn, The
Make
Mine
Mosle
(75)
Stranger, The
C»5)
Wonder

It

.622.
.623.
.624.
.625.

10-1.
...5-14.
10

Colbert- Wayne

(93)
Alibi, The
(62)
End
of Time
(105)
onder title: The Dream

Cone

Scott- Richards
Vernon-McGoire
Goff-Lauck
Granville-Conway

..

Cartoon

..11-27..
3-5..
8-20..
.
6-25..

Feature . . .
..10-29..
4-2.. ,
7-24.
Feature

CENTUdY.FOX

1946-47 Features
1945-46 Features

Completed
Completed

(19)
(35)

In Production
In Production

(5)
(0)

NEW PRODUCTIONS
EOOMERAlVG
Drama— Started September 15
Cast:
Dana Andrews, Jane Wyatt, Lee J. Cobb, Cara Williams.
Director: Elia Kazan
Producer: Louis d3 Rochemont
Story:
Man
convicted
of murdei of priest is saved by the prosecutor who
unearths
his innocence.
BACKLASH
Adventure Drama— Started
September 8
Cast:
Richard Travis, Jean Rogers, Larry Blake.
Director: Eugene Forde
Producer:
Sol Wurtzel
Stcny:
Not available,
See next issue.

RELEASE

IN
Col. Son
Details

Title— Running

Time

PRODUCTION

of Battle
(T)
under title: The

SEPTEMBER.

High

Window

30.

CHART
Cast

Garner- McCallister

1<M(,

(T)

.7-22.

WildeO'Hara
.... Haver-Stevens

(T)

Voyage,
The
(T)
under title: Wake

Late George
Home Sweet

Up

and

rayne-Haver

Dream

Apley, The
Homicide
(70)

I'm
Lucky
(79)
Details
under title:

Reissue
. 8-6.

Freeman-Denning
Raft-Beery
Montgomery-Guild
Haymes-Holm
McGuire-Young
..
Taylor-Drake
...

.7-22.

(T)
Margie
My
Darling Clementine
(T)
Razor's
Edge,
The
Shotklng
Mlu
Pilgrim.
The
Strange
Journey
(65)
Details
under title: Flight

for

Me

(T)
To

Paradise

. . .

.
..
..
.

.8-5
Nov.
Oct.
■Sept.
Nov

..4-15..
.12-10. ,
.

. Sept .
.Nov.
. . Oct

. .5-27.
...6-10.
Reissue.

Oct
.Aug.

foreign . .
.11-26

.Aog..
Feb.

Anna and The
King of Slam
(128)
Behind
Green
Lights
(64)
Details under title: Precinct 33

Dunne-Harrison
Landls-Gargan

Boll for Adano. A (103)
Centennial Summer
(T)
(102)
Clony
Brown
(100)
Colonel
Efflngham'l Raid
(70)
Dark Corner,
The
(99)
Deadline
For Murder
(65)
Oo You
Love Me?
(91)
Doll Face
(80)
Oragonwycb
(103)
Fallen Angel
(97)
Jesse James (106)
lunior
Mist
(94)
It Shouldn't Happen To A Dog (70)
Johnny
Comes
Flying
Home
(65)
Leave
Her To Heaven
(T)
(110)
Rendezvous 24
(70)
Return of Frank James
(92)
Shock
(70)
Somewhere
In the Night
Smoky
(T)
(87)
Strange Triangle
(65)

Hodiak-Tlerney
Crain-Wllde
Jones-Boyer
....
. 12-25 . . . .Aug.
.12-24. . Feb. .
Bennett-Eythe
... ...9-17.
.June.
Ball-Stevens
.12-10. .May.
Kelly-Ryan
..4-30.
O'Hara-Haymes
..
. Jan.
Miranda-O'Keefe
. ...3-18. .. .Apr.
Vierney-Price
.... ...8-20.
Feb
Faye-Andrews
. .
.Doc..
Power-Fonda
. ..
Reissue. .Aug..
.514..
..July.
Apr.
Garner-Joslyn
..
. .2-19. .
Landis-Joslyn
. . . . .. 3-5.
Stewart-Crane
...
.May.
Tierney-Wilde
.. .
. .5-28 . Jan..
Gargan-Palmer
. . . .11-26.
....2-4.
.1-21.
Reissue.
Fonda-Tierney
..
.June.
Price-Barl
10-15. .July.
.12-10.. . .Feb.
Feb
Hodlak-Guild
...
MacMurray-Baxter
. .. .7-23.
.1-7..
Hasso-Shepperd
.June.
Payne-O'Hara
Mar.
.8-11. .Mar.
Andrews-Conte
...
.10-1.

Sentimental
Journey
(94)
Walk
in the Sun
(117)
Details onder UA Release
Yank

In

London,

A

Chart

(106)

. .
. .

Meagle-Harrlson

..12-10.
...10-1. . .Aug.
.11-13.. .May.

..

8-19

.637.

. .7-8.
. 4-29 ..
.4-29.

1945-46

.642.
.636

.Sept.

.3-18.
.7-8.
.5-14.
2-18
.3-18.

Henie-Payne
Cagney-Annabella
Haver-Montgomery
Portman-Grey
. .

(90)

(T)

Blaine-James

Craine-Young
Fonda-Darnell
Power-Tierney
Grable-Haymes
Kelly-Massen

Oct.

..4-29..

...

Colman-Cummins
Bari-Scott

That's

Sept .

.12-10.

Foreign. . . Mar

.640
.638.

646.
.645.

.8-5
.9-16
, .9-2
.9-16

.641.
643

.644.

. 620 .
.634.

. 6-10

639
4-2.;
.633. ..6-10
. .2-4
.628. . 10-15
.625.
.610.
.601.
.4-15
.626. ..5-27
. .7-»
12-24
..635.
618
.6-24
.617. .10-29
.612.
.623. .3-18
.632.
.603.
.624.

1-2)
.5-27
.6-25

.627.
.619..
.614. ..5-13
4-1
12-24
.615.
.629.
.630.
.631. .5-13
.6-24
.2-18
.616
.621.
.5-27
.622.
12-24

.620.
.618.

Errol-Newton
..,
Weismuller-Joyce

(72)

SPECIALS

»:ono

... 619 .. 12-10

....

Danieroot

(68)

Bedlam
Defalk(79)
onder title: A
Crack-lip
Faleon'i
Till the
Details

loder-Long

.617
3-4
.616.... 3-4

NO. FIVE

Badman's
Terrltor,
(98)
Ding
Dong
Williams
(62)
Partners
In Time
(76)
Tnth
About
Murder,
The
(63)
Details
onder
title: The
Lie
Without
Reservations
(107)

Blonde

■-9.

.612. .12-24
.615.. 12-24
.613. .12-24
.614 12-24
.611
1-7

NO. FOUR

leadline
at Dawn
(83)
Hayward-Wllllams
From
This
Day
Forward
Fontaine-Stevens
Details under title: All Brides are Beautiful

Now

COMPLETED
NOT DESIGNATED

8-19 . .
4-29..
Feature
.. .
2-4..

Bergman-Grant

Enchanted
Details

The
Rica
(78)

Valley Serenade
(— )
Madeleine
Rue
13
Little Girls in Blue
Three
Wanted
for Murder

4-29 .
4-1..
5-13..
6-24..

Tierney-Carr
Kaye-Mayo
Disney
Cartoon
Haley- Jeffreys

(T)

Her

Sun

...4-29..
. . . .4-1. .
2-4.

Stewart-Reed
Day-Aherne
Raft-Barl
O'Brien-Slezak

Black
Beauty
(74)
Bowery, The
Brasher
Doubloon,
Carnival
In Costa
Claudia and David
Dangerous
Millions

If

.8-19
..9-2

....6-24.,
4-29.,
7-22.
5-27..
7-8.
4-1. .

Conway- Meredith
Temple-Madison
Williams-Hale

It's A Wonderful
Life
Locket,
The
Nocturne
Mr. Fix
Details
under
title: Riffraff

Bamboo

.7-22
.7-Z2

3-4.
..3-18.
9-3..
3-4.
2-4.

Langford-Krupa
Loy-March
Warren-Alden
Trevor-Tierney
Tierney-Leslie
Conway-Jeffreys

Falcon's
Adventure,
The
Honeymoon
Fascinating
Nuisance
Details under title: Master

Details

.7-22
.7-22

DESIGNATED

Beat
the Band
Best Years ot
CoJe
ol Tiu
Deadlier
Than
uevil Thumbs
Dick Tracy vs.

Notorious

. Foreign . .
10-29..
11-12..
....1-21..
....12-10..

Moffett-Toomey
Conway-O'Driscoll
Carney-Brown
Fairbanks-O'Hara
Bennett-Ryan

Kissing

1946-47

1946-47

."

Child
of Divorce
Criminal
Court
(62)
Genius At Work
(61)
Sinbad
The Sa lor <T)
Woman
on The
Beach
Details under title: Desirable

Homestretch
(T)
I Wonder Who's

Details
7-22

Rel.

No

Rev

1945-46 Features

..3-4

Completed (43) In Production (5)
KEY TO PRODUCERS
Small (Sml); Rogers (Rgs) ; Vanguard (Van); Crosby (Cby);
Bill Boyd (BB); Pressburger (Psb); Ripley-Monter (RM);
Bogeaus (Bog); Stromberg (Smg); Levey (Lev); Cowan
(Cow); Stone (Stn) ; Selznick (Szk); Nebenzahl (Neb); Lesser
(Les); Loew-Lewin (LL); Eagle-Lion (GFD); Cagney (Cgy);
Bronston (Brn) ; California (Cal) ; Chaplin (Clin).

NEW

PRODUCTIONS

NEW
ORLEANS
Musical — Started September 16
Cast: Arturo de Cordova, Dorothy Patrick, Marjorie Lord,
Richard Hageman, Irene Rich, Louis Armstrong, Billie
Holiday, Kid Ory, Barney Bigard, Bud Scott, Red Calender, Charles Beall, Zutty Singleton, Mead Lux Lewis, Lucky
Ihompson, Papa Mutt Carey, John Alexander, Jack Lambert, riert Conway.
Director: Arthur Lubin
Producer: Jules Levey
Story:
The history of Jazz.
RED RIVER
Drama — Started September 16
Ca.st:
John Wayne, Margaret O'Sheridan, Walter Brennan.
Producer-Director:
Howard Hawks
HGPPYS HOLIDAY
Western — Started
September 17
Cast:
Bill Boyd, Andy Clyde, Rand Brooks, Mary
Ware.
Director: George Archainbaud
Producer: Louis Raehmil
Story:
Hopalong's vacation is Interrupted
by murdei-.

RELEASE

Title — Running

CHART

Time

Cast

Details

Rel.

IN PRODUCTION
Carnegie
Hall
Miracle Can Happen,
Vendetta
. .

Hunt-Prince
All-Star
....
d^Gecrge-Brooke

A

COMPLETED

•.ble's Irish Rose
Abilene
Town
(89)
Details under title:

1945-46

Dru-Chekhov
Scott-Dvorak
Abilene

Adventures of Don Coyote
(C)
Angel
On My Shoulder
(102)
Details
under
title: Me and

Martin- Radcrty
Muni-Baxter
Mr.

Sts.
Bog .Cby.
Mer
. .LeB-M.

.1-11.

.Lew.

.9-30
.1-21

.1-21.
.8-19.

Stn
..9-20..

Satan

Caesar
Captain

Olivie--le!gh
. ...Foregn.
Laoghton Britten
2-5

(126)

R-C.

. a-19
.4-29
...8-6.

Russell-List
Cumnnngs Harrison
Brenrroan-Granville

(T)

Re*.

.8-5

Bachelor's Daughters, The (89)
Blithe
Spirit
(T)
(94)
Breakfast
In Hollywood
(93)
and
Cleopatra
Kldd
(89)

Ko.
Beg

4-1
Foreign.
8-20

.12-14..
. .2-22. .
.

y-6

. .10-19..
8-16

.Rgs.

Gldn.
GFD.
GFD.

.8 20
.1-21
.10-1

31
. .9-?

Chut,
The
-"'ley
Dangerous
Venture
Dishonored
Lady
Devil's
Playground.
1 he
Diary of A Chambermaid
Dial In the Sun
(I)
Fabulous
Joe.
The
Fabulous
Dorseys,
The
Getting
Gerties
Garier
Fanny
by Gaslight

Ku,. li
Neb. .

Cummings-Mofgan
. .6 24.
Ralterty-Olsen 5-27..
Boyd-Alexander
.8-5...
Lamarr-OKeefe
...5-27.

. ...

(62)
(87)

..... Rachmil
.
Smg. .

(72)

Boyd-Clyde
6-24 . .
Ollvler-Newton
...Foreign..
Tracy-Lloyd .6-24
Montgomery-Mill.Foreign
Marlowe-Cramer
4-29.
Raft-Sidney
3-4.

Monsleor
Verdoux
Details
under
title: Comedy
of Murders
Night
In Casablanca.
A (89)
No
Trespassing
Outlaw.
The
(114)
Paris — Underground
(97)
Private Affairs of Bel Ami
Rebecca
(130)
Scandal
In Paris,
A
(100)
Without
Honor
.
Details
under
title: The
Short,
Happy
Sin of Harold
Oiddleboek,
Tbe
Spellbound
(113)
Derails ender title: House of Dr. Edwardea

Chaplin-Raye

Miss

2-H

Boyd-Clyde
5-27
B.B
.
Goddard-Hatfleld
..7-23.. 2-15. . Bog-Mer.
Jones-Cotten
3-19
Sik .
Abel-Grahame
....8-6...
Ro-ith . .
Dorsey-Blair
8-5. .
R s
O'Keefe-McDonald
...6-25.
sml
Mason-Calvert
...Foreign... .1130

Fool'i
Gold
Henry
V (T)
(134)
Here Comes
Trouble
(Cinecolor)
Johnny in the Claudi
(88)
Little Iodine
(57)
""• *«•
Details under title: Mr. Ace and the Queen

Strange
Bedfellows
Strange
Woman.
The
Susie Steps Out
Details
under
title:

9-30

Television

2000
Women
.
Young
Widow
(98)
Whispering
Walls
Whistle
Stop
(85)

6-24 . .

SFOR C.
Roat.i
B.B

10-1.
7-24.

Bracken. Lane
Lamarr-Sanders
Bruce-Caldwell

7-8..
10-25
. . 12-24 • ■
5-27. .

Robson-Calvert
Russell-Hayward
Boyd-Tate
Raft-Gardner

.5-13

Bnt. .
Lsr.
P<b
Low

10-29
. .4-1

.Srk.

8-5

Szk.

B.I

.1-25. . Neb.

1-21

l!»4(i-17 Features
Serials
1945-46 Features
Westerns
Serials

Completed
Completed
Completed
Completed
Completed

(48)
( 7)
( 4)

RELEASE
Title— Running

IN

(14)
( 1)
(48)
( 7)
( 4)

In
In
In
In
In

Production
Production
Production
Production
Production

(2)
(0)
(6)
(0)
(0)

CHART

Time

Cast

Details

PRODUCTION

I'll Be Yours
Flame
of Tripoli

At

Bel

a*.

Mt.

.9-2.
Durbin-Drake
DeCarlo-Brent

(T)

.8-5.

1946-47
Dark
Mirror,
The
London
Town
(T)
Magnificent
Doll
Michigan
Kid,
The
(C)
Murder
Mansion
Myster.ous
Mr. M. (Serial)
Notorious
Gentleman
Pirates of Monterey
(T)
Smash-Up
Details
under
title: Love
Takes
Song
of Scherezade
(T)
Details
under
title: Scherezade
Stairway
to Heaven
(T)
Swell
Guy
Temptation
Details under title: Bella
They

Were

Vigilantes

Brief
Ihis

Sisters
Return,

a

Holiday

Donna

(108)
The

OeCarlo-Donlevy
Massey-Niven
Tufts-Blyth
. . Oberon-Brent

(Cinecolor)

Hall-Lindsay

...

Hiller-Livesy
...
Rosay-Roc
Lockwood-Granger
Redgrave-Johns

1945-46
Neal-0 Driscoll

Gunmen's Code
Her Adventurous Night
(65)
Details under
title: He Meant No Harm
Inside Job (65)
Details
under
title: Kelly
Is My Name
Killers,
The
(102)
Lawless
Breed,
The
Little Miss Big
Lover Come
Back
(90)
Lost City ot the Jungle
(Serial)
Madonna
ol the Seven
Moons
(88)
Night
In Paradise
(T)
(84)
Rustlers'
Roundup
Run-Around,
The
(88)
She Wolf of London,
The
(61)
Detail, under title: Allkf In Ermine
She Wrote the Book
(75)

Grant-Adams
...
OKeefe-Walker

32

Duryea-Vincent
Hatton-Adams
Collier-Brady
Andrews- Hayward
Joyce-Porter

title: The

Secret

of people, each

Cast

Details

Carson-Vickers
Crawtord-Heflin

.... .9-16
6-24

Wright-Mitchum

...8-19

Rev

1946-47

Beast With Five Fingers, The

Alda-King

Big Sleep, The
(114)
Cheyenne
Cloak and Dagger (106)
Cry
Wolf
Deception
Escape
Mi Never
Life With
Father
(T)
Never
Say
Goodbye

Bogart-Bacall
10-31. . .8-31.
Morgan-Wyman
4-1
Cooper-Palmer
4-1... 9-28.
Flynn-Stanwyck
...5-27
Davls-Henreid 5-13. .10-28.
Flynn-Lupino
11-26
Dunne-Powell
4-15
Flynn-Parker
8-6

Nobody
Lives Forever
(100)
Nora
Prentiss
Details
under
title: The

Sentence

Shadow of A Woman
(78)
Stallion
Road
That Way with Women
Details onder title: A Very

Rich

12-10

Garfield-Fit:ge-ald
Sheridan-Smith

. .9-18. . 10-12
1-21

King-Prince
Reagan-Smith
Greenstreet-Vickers

2-19... 9-14.
4-15
. .2-18

(T) ... .Morgan-Paige
Bogart-Stanwyek

COMPLETED

1045.46

Saratoga
Trunk
Stolen
Life, A
Three
Strangers
Two
Guys
From

Cooper-Bergman
3-8.. 3-30.
Davis-Ford
2-19
7-6.
Fitzgerald-Gre«nstreet
1-22... 216.
Morgan-Leslie
... .12-24. . .8-17.

City for
No Time

..512... 2-18
.520.
.517...
4-15
.510.
.523. ...6-10
.518.
. .4-29
.7-22
..1-31
.522.
12-10
.5-27
.519.
.521.
.514. .5-27
..7-8
.511.
.524.
.516.

Conquest
for Comedy

9-2

.512

Documentary
2-16..
Leslie-Aldo
12-13
3-9.
deHavilland-LopIno
11-16. . .4-20.
Scott-Paige
8-20... 5-11.
Leslie-Hutton
4-16... 6-22.
Stanwyck-Brent
.. .11-29. . .1-26.
Grant-Smith
6-25
8-3.
Henreid-Parker
7-24... 7-20.
Sheridan-Moran
...11-1.
..6-1.

(90)

602

4-2
...5-14

Burma Victory
(63)
Cinderella
Jones
(88)
Devotion
(107)
Her Kind
of Man
(78)
Janle
Gets
Married
(89)
My Reputation
(94)
Night and Day
(T)
(128)
Of Human
Bondage
(107)
One More
Tomorrow
(87)
(135)
(107)
(93)
Milwaukee

.601. ..8-19
. 603' '.'.9-16

.604. . .9-33

Man

Time, The Place and The Girl, The
Two
Mrs. Carrolls. The

with

Rel.

COMPLETED

Cagney-Sheridan
Russell-Stewart

NEW

. .7-22.

4-13. .
4-13..

.2-4
..8-5

.515.

..1-21.
. .4-29.

.GFD.

.11-26
..1-21.
..4-15.
. . .9-3.

Story:

.4-12.
.527... 4-15
.8-23.
.8-2. .
.5-17.
.7-26
.7-12. .
.7-26.

.543
.532.
... .541.
. 53J .

. . 542 .
, .7-19.. . .540.
.8-23.
..534.
. .54/.
.8-30.
. .6-7. . •1107.

. .8-19
.6-10

. 6-24
.8-5
..8-5
.7-22
.7-22

. .V-5.

. . 538 .

3-18

. .6-28.

. .537.
1106.

8-19

. .5'8.
..536.

. .7-8

. 1881
.526.
..52*.
.1105.

.6-24
.6-10

Arch

.8-30.
.8-16.
8-30
.6-21.
.4-23.
..4-5.
5-14.
..5-3.
. 8-l>.
.5-17.

..2-4... 5-31

Doctor
find

working

on

culprit.

secret

formula

is almost

murdered.

Children

RENEGADE GIRL
Adventure — Started September 12
Cast:
Alan Curtis, Ann Savage, Jack Holt, Russell Wade, Claudia
Drake, Edward S. Brophy.
Producer-Director: William Berke
(Screen Guild)
story:
Female bandit leads gang in post-war Civil \\':ir days,
QUEEN OF THE AMAZON
Jungle Story — Started September 9
Cast:
Patricia
Morison,
Robert
Lowery.
J. Edward
Brombferg,
John Miljan, Cay Forrester, Mira Moustaf.i.
Producer-Director:
Edward Finney
(Screen Guild)

..4-29.
.8-5.

Lancaster-Gardner
..5-13.
Grant-Adams
. . . . .7-22.
HoldcnS.nimons
.3-18.
Brent-Hall
.... . . .3-4.
.2-18.
Adams-Haydn
... . Foreign.
Calvert-Granger
...1-8.
Obcron-Bey
. . .7-8.
Grant-Adams
Cameron-Raines
. .4-1.
.12-24.
Haden-Harvey

PRODUCTIONS

WHO KILLED DOC ROBIN?
(Cinecolor)
Comedy
Mystery — Started
September 12
Cast:
Larry
Olsen, Eilene
Jannsen,
Dale Belding,
Ardda
Lynwood.
Director: Bernard Carr
Producer: Robert McGown
(Roach)

Fore gn.
. Fore gn

. .4-29.
Arnaz-Smith
Foreign.
Terry-Savage
. . . ...4-1.,
Redgrave-Withers
. ..2-4.
Rathbone- Bruce

Oavls-Oakle

9-16

. Foreign.
. Foreign .
.
. Foreijn.
Foreign .

Blondie
Alibi
(62)
Details
under
title: Design
for Death
Black
Angel,
The
(81)
Details
under
title: Lesson
In Love
Brut(
Man,
(hi
cat Creeps,
The
(57)
Canyon
Passage
(T)
(iO)
Danger
Woman
(65)
Details
under
title: Claudia's
Wife
Cuban
Pete
Dark
Horse
Ucad
of the Night
(79)
Dressed
To
Kill (72)
Details
under
title: Prelude
to Murder

Foster-Rutherford

Learn
under

REISSUES

. .6-24.
. .4-29.

(4)
(0)

Foreign

.
...

Johnson-Howard
Newton-Johnson

COMPLETED

. 2581

Foreign.

PRESTIGE PICTURES

Going

.7-23

. .1-21.

Mason-Calvert

Encounter
Happy Breed

I Know
Where
I'm
Johnny Frenchman
Love Story
Captive Heart, The

deHaviliand-Ayres
....4-1.
Foreign.
Field-Kendall
Rogers-Niven
. . . . .6-24.
Hall-Johnson
. . . . .4-29.
Goodwin-Grey
..10-1.
Foreign
Martin-Biake
. .6-10.
Hainson-Palmer
..5-13.
Montez-Cameron
,ia,wa,u-„o*nian
. . .6-10.

In Production
In Production

(16)
(22)

. 9-2

.511

CHART

Time

Pursued
. .

2-4... 5-10
530.
.. .3-18. . .8-16
546.
.7-8
.9-30- .550.
6-10
8-9
545.

.

about a group
together.

IN PRODUCTION
Love
and
Possessed
Details

R.C.

.3-1.

ATION

Prom the novel by Philip Wylie
liis own
secret
problem,
thrown

Title — Running

11-12

Smg

.4-15

PRODUCTIONS

RELEASE

.3-4

UNIVERSAL- INTERN

Story:

Stg

.12-28.

5-13. .. .8-2 ... .544 .
11-22. . .4-19 ... 528 .

NIGHT
UNTO
NIGHT
Drama — Started September 19
Cast: Viveca Lindfors, Ronald Reagan, Bruce Bennett, Rosemary De Camp, Broderick Crawford, Osa Massen.
Director: Don Siegel
Producer:
Owen Crump

Bog.

.GFD.
Smg.

..Foreign..
3-5.
9-2.
7-23.

Ryan Brady
Loy-Ameehe

Completed
Completed

NEW

5-10. . LL.
Hug.

Lloyd-Walburn
Bergman-Peck

Family

Wyatt-Ceokson
Abbott-Costello
Duryea-Raines
. Porter-Collier

.

Chn

Marx Brothers
10-15
Robinson-McCallister
.5-13.
Russell-Huston
Bennett-Fields
1-22.
.4-26
Sanders-Lansbury
. . .5-13. . .9-14
. .2-8
Fontaine Olivier
. . . Reissue.
Sander -Hasso
10-29.
Peck-Bennett
4-29. .

the

1916-47 Features
]!)45-46 Features

12 10

Bog
Gfn

In

Strange
Conquest
(63)
Time of Their Lives, The
Wild
White Beauty
Tie and
Tails

. .'--15
.4-29

(F"D
'-19

10-11
. .8-2

Slightly
Scandalous
(62)
So Goes
My Love
(88)
Details
ender title: Genius

Story:

American
love with
leader.

girl
the

leads Safari
to find lost fiancee.
she finds him
in
Amazon Queen
and she decides she loves the Safari

RELEASE
Title — Running

IN
of

CHART

Time

PRODUCTION

Triumph

Rel.

. Enterprise.

Bergmin-Boyer

.4-29

COMPLETED

.535.
. .531.

.4-29
.6-24

My
Dog Shep
Neath Canadian
Ramrod

Skies

.533.

.5-27

Rolling
Home
Details ender

title:

1946-47
Neil-Chapman
Hayden-Gooper
McCrea-Lake
.

One

More Chance

Parker-Hayden

SG-A.
Enterprise.
. .SG-A.

.6-20

.9-2
. . .7-8.

FILM

SG-A.

BULLETIN

IKUIS DIGEST

Joseph Bernhard. who, with .Milton Sperling,
fornie<l United States Pictures lu.st year, is leaving: the organization, Bernhard's interest wiJl
he taken over hy Sperling, but, in the meantime,
the retiring president will continue to look after
distribution for "Cloak and Dagger," the first
film produced
hy the new outfit.

independent union employes attempted to crash the picket lines manned by Conference
of Studio Union workers. Private and city police tangled with the strikers and several
were arrested.
The strike call came late Wednesday night when Herbert K. Sorrell, CSU president,
addressed a mass meeting of 10,000 in reply to the studios' refusal to permit CSU carpenters and painters to work at the jobs which they had abandoned in the jurisdictional
dispute in light of the studios' refusal to continue contract negotiations. Sorrell termed
the studios' action a "lockout" when the CSU men were discharged and forced off the
sets constructed by IATSE workers.
About 1500 employes were involved.
WB, M-G-M Production Halted
The violence came a few hours after pickets were placed at all gates into majoi
studios. Shortly after the picket line outbreaks, Warners obtained a temporary order
from Superior Judge Allen W. Ashburn restraining pickets from violence, coercion or
name calling. Production was halted completely at WB and Metro studios by midafternoon Thursday and severely hampered at the other studios picketed. James
Skelton. chairman of the Strikers' Strategy Committee, told a strike rally that the first
day's
days. picketing was so successful he expected the studios to capitulate within a few
The picketing started peacefully until an attempt was made to crash through at
M-G-M with automobiles loaded with non-striking union men. At Warners 203 picketengaged in a scuffle with police and some minor outbreaks were reported at Paramount.
Picket lines paraded peacefully at 20th Century-Fox, RKO, Columbia and Universal
studio :.
IA Employes Ordered to Work
IATSE employes were ordered to cross the picket lines by their leaders. Richard
Walsh, president of IA, accused the AFL committee handling the dispute of having
stripped the stage union of its rightful duties because of pressure by Will. am L. Hutcheson, president of the United Brotherhood of Carpenters and Joiners. In a letter to
AFL head William Green, Walsh charged that a ruling handed down by the three-man
committee on Aug. 16 represented an illegal reversal of a decision rendered by the same
group last December. Asserting that the revised ruling was "an intolerable encroachment'' onit.the jur sdiction of his union. Walsh served notice that IA would not be
bound by

DECREE, SELLING
furing- over plans for l'ai amount's "34t ^ and
Greatest Year" drive are Harry Kandel, N. Y.
branch manager; Hugh Owen, Eastern and Southern division head; Charles M. Reagan, vicepresident in charge of distribution; Hugh Braly,
national drive co-captain; Oscar Morgan, short
Subjects
sales manager.
manager, and Myron Sattler, ST. Y'.
branch
sales

Scott R. Dunlap. one of the founders of Monogram Pictures, was named executive assistant
at the studio to Steve Broidy, president of
.Monogram. He will he in charge of operations
at the Hollywood plant.
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BLASTED

BY ATA, COLUMBIA

Auction selling as defined by the Court decision in the New York anti-trust suit
continued to receive lashings from exhibitor- groups as its unpopularity with this branch
of the industry grows progressively greater. The decision itself, as well as suggested
provisions to be embodied in a decree coming from the Big Five defendants and the
Government, were challenged by Columbia, one of the Little Three dsfendants in the
suit, in its 18-page memorandum on findings and decree submitted to the Department of
Justice and the Court by Columbia counsel Frohlich, Schwartz, Moross and Rose. Memoranda from the other Little Three defendants. Universal and United Artists, were delayed in preparation and were expected to be filed late last week.
Columbia's memorandum charged that the Court went beyond its function to enjoin
the defendants from violating the Sherman Act by designating methods by which pictures shall be sold (competitive bidding on the auction block) instead of merely enjoining block booking and by the Court's policing proposals. The company also charged
that the decree creates a compulsory license and is at variance with the Copyright Act.
Also that it attempts to force the Little Three into an arbitration system despite the
court's admission that it has no power to compel arbitration.
Bar Booking Combines
In asking for additional findings, Columbia asked the court to permit its selling a
year's product in advance, with a 20'v cancellation privilege (instead of the 25% suggested by the D of J), that it be given at least until 1947 to abrogate its master and
franchise agreements and until July 1. 1947, to prepare itself for readjusting its selling
policies. The company would also bar all defendants from selling to booking combines,
either independent or affiliated.
Meanwhile, the American Theatres Association filed a petition to intervene in the
suit and charged that auction selling would aid the monopoly as found by the court
and force many exhibitors out of business. Filed by Thurman Arnold on behalf of the
ATA and by Paul Williams, on behalf of the S. Calif. Theatre Owners Assn., the petition pointed out that auction selling "will drastically affect their access to the films
necessary to operate their theatres and the values of their property" as well as harming
their established competitive positions. It also noted that the Government did not ask
relief in the form of auction bidding, urging only divestiture and injunctive relief, nor
did the defendants propose such a system.
Further evidences of the unpopularity of competitive bidding was shown in the
MPTOA poll of exhibitors wherein the auction selling provision was snowed under by a
249-19 vote and a large majority favored divorcement by 167-98 vote. The poll, which
was supposed to have closed last week, was extended until Oct. 4 since replies were
still coming in in sufficient numbers to warrant the extension. Up to the beginning of
last week, returns were reported from 833 theatres in 43 states, the organization
declared.

FEAR

S. Barrett McCormick, director of advertising at
RKO Radio, leaves New York with Mrs. McCormick hound for a Hawaiian
vacation.

(Continued from Preceding Page)

DOPE

CYCLE

FROM

CODE

CHANGE

The Motion Picture Association's recent amendment of the Production Code to permit narcotics subjects in motion pictures seems to have started a flurry that may cause
MPA prexy Eric Johnston to submit the controversial amendment to the board for
reconsideration.
Signs that the ruling would set off a cycle of dope films followed immediately upon
the MPA announcement of the amendment. Monogram purchased an original story,
"Cocaine", assigned producer, stars and screen writer and set the picture for release on
the new season's schedule.
Columbia announced production of "Assigned to Treasury ".
(Continued On Next Page)
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a narcotics traffic play to star Dick Powell and Golden Productions registered ths title
"Marijuana". Several other studios and independent producers were reported searching
out scripts dealing with the subject and a cycle reared its ugly head.
Legion of Decency Protests
The National Legion of Decency replied to these signs with a statement protesting
the MPA action in amending the Production Code to admit themes dealing with narcotics and drug addiction, noting, "The screen possesses such great power and influence,
especially on impressionable persons, the subject of drugs in itself arouses such avid,
even morbid curiosity, that drug pictures inevitably will bring in their wake very serious moral and physical evils." Commenting on the original request which prodded the
MPA to permit dope themes, which was submitted by Federal Narcotics Commissioner
H. J. Anslinger in order to permit the making of a picture extolling the work of his
department, the Legion warned that such a film "may very well discloss procedures
and operations to such an extent as to forewarn and forearm criminals fostering the
drug Commissioner
habit."
Anslinger also was alarmed by the possible results of the MPA action. He issued a sharp warning to the industry against the production of pictures
depicting methods of administering drugs or encouraging their use. He expressed fear
thSt "half-baked producers" might make films for "dump houses where marijuana,
cocaine and other drugs are peddled and gave an instance where a film depicting a
marijuana party encouraged a group of young people who had seen it to go in search of
the drug for a party of their own.
The Legion asked that the MPA rescind the amendment and reinstate thb original

At the West Virginia Theatre Managers <<<nvention in Charleston, where the membership
voted to jciin National Allied l>.v an S4-'i count,
are I. to i\. standing-, Kill Ainsworth, Allied director; E. R. Custer, president of the organization; s. II. Fabian, ATA president; Sidnej
Samuelson, Allied, and Stanley S. Jacques, KKO
Cincinnati manager. Seated, l.eim Bamberger,
KKO sales promotion chief; Col. H. A. Cole,
Allied, and Robert Coyne, ATA.

provision.
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DEALS

•

LOW-BUDGET

FILMS

MPA

"OUTLAW"

ACTION

"The Motion Picture Association subscribes to the Code of Business Ethics of the
International Advertising Association based on 'truth, honesty and integrity in advertising' and wrote this into the first section of its Advertising Code," declared Eric
Johnston, MPA president, in reply to the statement of Howard Hughes' representative
that "no other trade association exercises such dominant power over the products and
sales and advertising policies of its members."
Johnston pointed out, "Our insistence upon truth in the advertising of 'The Outlaw'
won the approbation of two> Federal judges" and added that Judge John Bright ruled
that the MPA decisions on Hughes' advertising, "certainly were not arbitrary or
discriminatory."
The MPA prexy also referred to a recent survey made by "Tide", an advertising
trade publication, which he said showed 79<7c of the ad men polled to be of the opinion
that "The Outlaw" advertising was in bad taste, while only 8T felt it was in good taste.
In New York, Editor' and Publisher described the MPA as "using advertising censorship as a club against independent operators." The net effect of the MPA's action in
revoking its "seal of approval" on "The Outlaw", said the editorial, amounts to
"restraint of trade."

ANNIVERSARY

TALKING

•

EAGLE -LION TO DROP

EXPRESS

236 N. 23rd St.

LOcust

DISTRIBUTION

Eagle-Lion product will be exclusively in the higher-budget class, it was stated by
Bryan Foy and A. W. Schwalberg, vice-presidents, and the company will compete with
the majors in both production and sales, it was declared prior to Schwalberg"s departure
for New York. E-L's production-release schedule for the next six months will include
seven major productions from the studio, two from Producing Artists, under a new
pact, and several from J. Arthur Rank, all to be sold on a single picture basis.
Eagle-Lion will form a separate sales force to handle distribution, using PRC exchanges'
national
staff. physical facilities. Key men will be chosen from Schwalberg's former Inter-

from

LINES,

NEW

will make three films starring George Raft for release through UA and "The Pitfall",
from a new novel by Jay Dratler. The Wanger-Roach deals, in addition, call for a pact
whereby the former will share the loan of the Roach lot.

ANOTHER
SUPER SERVICE

HIGHWAY

IN

The outlook for United Artists' product for the new season continued to brighten
last week with the announcement of four important releasing deals. Mary Pickford
and Lester Cowan, with 30 story properties between them, disclosed they have merged
their interests in the formation of a new producing company, with capital close to
$3,000,000, and plans calling for 15 pictures, seven to be completed within the next two
years. UA, in which Miss Pickford holds a one-third stock interest, will release. Each
picture will be budgeted at between $1,500,000 and $2,000,000, said Cowan, who is head of
production of the new outfit, and three to four films will be released each season.
Distribution deals also approved by the UA board during the last fortnight include:
a long term deal with Walter Wanger, subject to delivery of three more to Universal,
his present releasing outlet; a long-term deal with Hal Roach for six feature comedies
a year, in addition to the completed "Fabulous Joe" and "Curley", already set for UA
release; and a long term contract with Sam Bischoff, former Columbia producer, who

j
|
,'.

"OUSTER"

REPORT BLASTED

A report in a regional trade paper that Leo Wolcott,
former president of Allied
Independent Theatre Owners of Iowa and Nebraska, had been "ousted" from office at
the organization's Des Moines Convention elicited a fiery retort from the present head
of the exhibitor- group, Howard E. Brookings, in which he called the report "ill-advised.
back-handed implication."
Brookings, laudinu Wolcott's battle for the independent exhibitor, emphasized that
the ex-president had "definitely and firmly refused to accept another term" as AITO
prexy in order to devote more time to his own business and that the organization had
expressly created the new office of Chairman of the Board of Directors for Wolcott "in
order that our organization would not be deprived completely of his valuable services."
FILM
BULLETIN
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What the Newspaper Critics Say About New Films
fans, the Roxy is offering a superior entertainment.
The rest of
us had better think twice about where to spend our time."
COOK, N. Y. WORLD-TELEGRAM.
ilarious and entertaining.
MORTIMER,
N. Y. MIRROR.

'IF I'M LUCKY'
(20TH

CENTURY-FOX)

"/'"'cod deal of musical talent buried in a limp political story with
^~* humdrum song interludes. . .Leaden comedy and uninspired
tunes... Even the passionate enthusiasts
of Harry James
and
Perry Como would do well to wait until the next Fox musical. "GUERNSEY, N. Y. HERALD TRIBUNE.
"/~\ne of the silliest (plots) we've ever struck... Nor are the
^^ songs any better than mediocre ditties. . .The whole show is
rather grim."— CROWTHER.
N. Y. TIMES.
"/^\nce one, first screaming and kicking like a refractory child.
^"^ accepts the premise of 'If I'm Luck,' — which is about all
its producers did. accept the premise and let it make its own wa~y
from then on — one is entitled to look about for suitable rewards.
Phil Silvers... is the biggest one."— AGER, PM.
"/~\ffers wonderful opportunities for satire. . .However, every^"^ thing is played strictly straight .. .Also dispenses with actors
for its leading roles, using musicians instead .. .making one r alize how important real actors and actresses have been to the
motion picture industry ..Hollywood insists that no one ever set
out deliberately to make a bad picture, but this one raises some
doubts."— COOK, N. Y. WORLD-TELEGRAM.
"Tn spite of glittering names and popular personalities, the picA ture is nothing for 20th Century-Fox to brag about.. .Looks as
though it were made up of bits and pieces of other Fox musicals
...Even Phil Silvers, who rarely misses in a film, has to strain
for laughs that are not forthcoming." — CAMERON, N. Y. NEWS.
"Oas

the stuff of satire.. .But when you encounter it in the form
of straight romance, wooden drama, and musical comedy
spirit, the mixture is extremely irritating. . .Best that can be said
is
that no Technicolor was wasted on it." — WINSTEN, N. Y.
POST.

A SCANDAL
(UNITED

IN PARIS'

ARTISTS)

"Otory of a dashing criminal reformed into a police chief by
*"* true love has been told with almost no finesse'. . .Dialogue and
situations are so trivial as to make him (George Sanders) appear
always the unhappy actor rather than the convincing hero...
Merely a strip of cinema shoddy."— GUERNSEY, N. Y. HERALD
TRIBUNE.
"\^akers seem to have had all the ingredients that go into a
A movie comedy except a sense of humor .. .Pompous success
story. . .Costumes are lavish and obviously expensive, but they
make their wearers seem more overheated than picturesque...
They and their audiences are likely to be equally uncomfortable."
—COOK,
N. Y. WORLD-TELEGRAM.
"W/hile admiring irony and hoping for it, is too hard pressed by
" the varying styles of the rest of the actors and its own
uncertainties and groundling worries to achieve it except in a
few sputtering passages. . .Tries hard, but lacking the style essential to the material, its striving simmers down to prolonged
laboriousness." — AGER, PM.

'HOME
SWEET HOMICIDE'
(20TH CENTURY-FOX)
"W/hat must have seemed to its author and to the paopla at
^* Twentieth Century-Fox a pip of a comedy idea falls fai
shy of building to a picture of any rich or original sort .. .Forced
exhibit of precocity in the young is just a catch-penny grown-up
contortion of the acumen of kids. . .Bleakly unoriginal and unsuspenseful."— CROWTHER, N. Y. TIMES.
"furious homicidal kid quiz. Domestic didoes alternate with
Vj shootings and arson . .If you are a sucker for cute sayings
and murder mysteries, this will strike your fancy .. .Designed for
a specialized audience, of which your reporter cannot count himself a member." — BARNES, N. Y. HERALD TRIBUNE.

•"TTalk is unnatural, but it is peppered with pretty good gags...
Heavily dependent
on those bright sayings with
its long
stretches where not much else is happening. . .For mystery story
SEPTEMBER

30,

1916

H

(RKO

RADIO)

CRACK-UP'

'/"\ne can hardly term 'Crack-Up' a 'sleeper', since it boasts such
^-^ recognized marquee names at Pat O'Brien, Claire Trevor
and Herbert Mar. hall. Yet. it is certainly a surprise picture; a
taut and baffling thriller, deftly directed .. Strange and su:pensefllled succession of events."— THIRER, N. Y. POST.
"fiack-Up not only happens to be the title, but also a very apt
^** critique. . .Irving Reis elected to direct in wal z tempo. This
gives one time to think about the curious mo i.ation. a~d when
you start thinking about such a picture as 'Crack-Up,' you are
overwhelmed by its inadequacies " PRYOR, N. Y. TIMES.
"fast, sets and a lot of other details shriek small time economy,
^ but the finished picture adds up to big time entertainment
for mystery audiences.. .A lot of small details to create an air of
reality not often found in B pictures. . .No gem, but a pretty good
piece of exciting entertainment."— COOK. N. Y. WORLD-TELEGRAM.

'EARL CARROLL
(REPUBLIC)

SKETCHBOOK'

"Cong and dance numbers that wouldn't have gotten by in vaude^ ville's balmiest days turn up constantly in this dismal little
film. They
PECK,
PM. are held together by an equally wearisoms plot."
"Qame old misunderstanding. . .same old backstage surroundings
pegs the accustomed succession of song and dance routines
...Whole
exhibition is of an utterly average sort."— CROWTHER,
N. Y. TIMES.
'lV^ostcouple
of 'Earl
Carroll below
Sketchbook'
drearily
at a
of notches
average moves
as a along
backstage
story...
Dance routines lack originality and are far too long. . .Decidedly
amateurish proceedings."— PIHODNA, N. Y. HERALD TRIBUNE.
"IJaised quite a few notches above
A^- a young dancer named Johnny
occasions
Coy takes
over,
like a lot ofwhen
otherMr.mediocre
musicals.
movie music."

total loss by the presence of
Coy... Aside from the three
Sketchbook'
.'Earl
.SongsCarroll
are superior
to mostis

COOK, N. Y. WORLD-TELEGRAM.

Johnny Coy steps away with the whole picture. . .So-so filmusical, occasionally injected with a really funny gag... For most
part uninspired."— THIRER, N. Y. POST.

THE LAST CROOKED

(REPUBLIC)

MILE'

"TTeavy
and hackneyed
whodunnit . . .About
as depressed
in
*■ ■*• picture-making as anything could be. It's the end of the
roadY. forTIMES.
movie-goers.
Procaed at your own risk." — CROWTHER,
N.
"YWell organized for periodic bursts of violence ... Mystery and
"
and suspense elements are also well sustained.
Top quality
of an 'A' thriller
in dialogue
and original
situations is m
reached, but there is a distinct advance
beyond the expected
cliches of a 'B' film."— WINSTEN,
N. Y. POST.
"~phe Last Crooked Mile has gotten into a Broadway Th
■*■ but it does not quite make the minimum standards. Its
theatre is the Rialto where we have been taught to expect horrors
— but not this kind.. .The idea of suspense in this picture consists
of turning out the lights. The effect seems merely to make the
audience get restless."— COOK, N. Y. WORLD-TELEGRAM
35
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COURT

"... Before our industry is plunged
months that might stretch into
judicial direction, and before it
temporary period, to revolutionize

DECIDE!

deeper into months,
years of uncertain
is required, for a
its entire system of

operation — before this farce becomes a fiasco —
would it not be possible for the Statutory Court to find
some way to hold in abeyance the entrance of any
decree, pending an appeal to the U. S. Supreme
Court on the fundamental issue of theatre divestiture?"
From Editorial by Mo Wax, Page Seven
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Let The Supreme Court Decide!

EDITOR
Vol.

14, No.

With

judges of the

down

in the Govern-

ment's anti-trust suit against the film companies has resulted only in creating a
state of overwhelming confusion in our industry.
October 14, 1946

21

no desire to be disrespectful to the three eminent

Statutory Court, we must say that the decision they handed

The decision itself was confusing and contradictory, for, after having supported virtually all of the Government's
theatre

America' A J)h4efteh4ent
tycthh Picture Journal

circuits

by

the

defandants — the

allegations, it condoned
very

core

of the

operation of

Government's

case.

But the muddle caused by the imponderables in the Court's opinion were as
nothing compared to the bewilderment resulting from its suggestions for a
decree. The idea of competitive bidding as a substitute for theatre divorcement can benefit only the defendants and a few isolated exhibitors outside their

Page Seven

fold.

If forced upon the industry, auction bidding which

no group

so harshly as the average

propounded
supposed

a remedy

independent

that will more

ultimately will affect

exhibitors.

In brief, the Court

likely kill than cure the patients it was

to help.

Anyone (apparently including lawyers) who has tried to make his way
through the labyrinth of legal verbosity contained in the decree proposals and
counter-proposals submitted last week by the Department of Justice and the
Big Five (see News Digest, Page 17) must realize what a hopeless hotchpotch
the Statutory Court's decision was. It is immediately obvious from a reading
of the proposals by the five theatre-operating defendants that they will nor
willingly give one inch of ground on major issues. In typical fashion, the film
lawyers have cluttered their draft of a decree with as many words as are necessary to hold the gates of the courts wide open for their clients. Some parts of
their recommendations

are

gems

of legal legerdemain

that

now-you-see,

now-you-don't.
For its part, the Department
to break the power
theatres.

of Justice appears

equally resolute in its intent

of the Big Five which is inherent in their circuits of first-run

To partially offset the Court's rejection of theatre divorcement,

the

Government proposes that each of the five companies' affiliated theatres be
barred from licensing the pictures of the other four theatre-operatino
defendants.
Plainly, the proposed
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Before our industry is plunged deeper into months, months that mightstretch into years, of uncertain judicial direction, and before it is required, for
a temporary period, to revolutionize its entire system of operation — before
this farce becomes a fiasco — would it not be possible for the Statutory Couri
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Lawyers tell us there can be no appeal until the Court's final decision ii
entered, but it is difficult for us to accept the opinion that our jurisprudence
lacks the elasticity to enable the judges of a special Federal court to clear the
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way for a clear-cut decision on this vital issue by the nation's ultimate court.
This MUST
be done
before the motion
picture industry
is turned topsy-tur.
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WAX.

CIEA ASKS GOVERNMENT FIGHT FOR DIVESTITURE
The meeting of the Conference of Independent Exhibitors'
Associations, composed of 22 exhibitor groups, including Allied,
held in Washington on October 1 and 2, voted to urge the Government to carry its fight for theatre divorcement to the Supreme
Court. In a letter addressed to Attorney General Tom C. Clark,
the CIEA set forth the following recommendations:
1. Divestiture. The Conference re-affirmed its position that
total theatre divorcement is the only effective remedy for the restraints and discriminations against which the independent exhibitors have so long complained and which the court has now
found to exist. The Conference is convinced the industry cannot
be opened up to competition in either the distribution or exhibition of films so long as the theatre-owning defendants continue
to control upwards of 90% of the large first-run theatres. New
producers and new distributors will not enter into compstition
with the defendants until they have assurance of fair access to
the lucrative first-run revenue. Independent exhibitors cannot
fairly compete for pictures and runs so long as the affiliated
theatres have a backlog of parent company products and remain
free to cross-license each other's theatres.
Therefore, the Conference respectfully urges that the Government promptly appeal to the Supreme Court from any order of
the statutory court which does not provide for complete divestiture, and further that such appeal be made all-embracing so that
such order may be open to revision by the Supreme Court in every
particular.

2. Competitive bidding. Based on a thorough analysis the
Conference is of the opinion that the plan for granting licenses
to the highest bidder, as prescribed by the court, is wholly unworkable and if put in operation will serve only to increase the
monopoly power of the defendants and to force price rises to the
detriment of the public.
We say it is unworkable because it contemplates a comparison of competitive bids on a percentage basis and all the variations thereof which is demonstrably impracticable. We say that
it will lead to results wholly inconsistent with the Sherman
Act
because, left in possession of their theatre monopoly and with the
right to continue cross-licensing, the defendants will be able to
outbid the independent exhibitors for films in every competitive
situation.

Therefore, the Conference registers its opposition to the competitive bidding plan which the court has put forward as a substitute for theatre divorcement.
3. Cross-licensing. If the statutory court shall remain adamant in its position that competitive bidding is an adequate substitute for total divestiture, then the way is open for the Attorney
General to propose safeguards and amendments to the court's
plan against the possibility, however remote, that the plan may
pass muster in the Supreme Court and some day become operative.
We believe that by Paragraph III— 8 of the August 15 draft of
final order, which would ban cross-licensing, the Attorney General
has proposed a necessary safeguard to any system of competitive
bidding. The Conference, therefore, respectfully urges the Attorney General to insist upon the ban on cross-licensing as an indispensable concomitant of the competitive bidding system. Without it the competitive market envisioned by the statutory court
as a result of the bidding system can never be attained.
4. Comparison of bids. We will not burden this communication with a recital of the many reasons why bids cannot be accurately compared or licenses fairly granted if the bids are on a
percentage and not a flat rental basis. Most of those reasons are
obvious and we know that you are quite familiar with all of them.
While the court recognized the defendants' right to license
films on a participating basis, it seems to us the court inevitably
will have to reconsider that dictum or else abandon the competitive bidding plan. Any attempt at awarding films to the highest
bidder by predetermining the distributor's share on a percentage
engagement will pave the way for the defendants to continue the
discriminatory practices in favor of the affiliated theatres which
the court has condemned.
We see no injustice to the defendants in requiring that all
competitive bidding under the order be on a clear-cut dollars and
cents basis instead of a purely speculative basis. The competitive
bidding system, after all, is only an alternative to what the court
itself described as the "harsh remedy of complete divestiture.'
and if the defendants prefer the court's plan to such harsher
remedy they should be willing to yield the concessions necessary
to make the plan workable.
The Conference, therefore, urges upon the Attorney General
he insist upon the inclusion of the order of a provision requiring that all bidding be on a flat rental basis.
Using the
August 15 draft as a pattern, and we propose the inclufion,
Paragraph II— 8 (c), of the following:
(c) Each bid considered and each license granted shall be
for a flat sum and not upon a percentage basis.
that

5. Advantages of the flat rental method. Inclusion of the
foregoing provision will at once make unnecessary certain qualifying provisions which are pertinent only to percentage deals and
which afford the opportunity for the practice of discrimination in
the granting of licenses. Since no fiduciary relationship is created
and the fixed rental is payable on the barrel-head, there will be
no occasion to weigh the "responsibility" of the bidders and it no
longer will be necessary to consider whether the bidder has a
theatre "adequate to show the picture on such run."
While the court condemned and ordered the termination of
the joint ownership of theatres between the defendants and other
exhibitors, it failed to take note of the partnerships with independent exhibitors which result from the defendants' insistence
upon percentage playing. Inclusion in the order of the suggested
provision will strengthen and make effective the court's order
against joint
ownership
by eliminating
partnership
theatres
which
are attained
without defendants'
any investment
in suchin
theatres.
In addition, it will eliminate a number of monopolistic and
vexatious practices which the defendants have imposed upon the
independent exhibitors as adjuncts of the percentage system, such
as the
checking of theatres and the auditing of exhibitors' books
and
records.
6. A workable procedure. The Conference offers the following suggestions calculated to make the competitive bidding system, if it is retained, more workable. We realize that these suggestions come too late for inclusion in the draft which is due to
be submitted on October 7, but we believe they will be useful in
replying to any proposals relating to that system which the defendants may submit.
(a) Receipt and opening of bids. The Conference submits to
you for your consideration, possibly as a substitute for Paragraph
II — 8 (b) of the August 15 draft, the following:
After the distributor has offered a picture or pictures in accordance with sub-paragraph (a) of this section, each exhibitor
within each competitive area who desires to bid for the run
offered shall submit to the distributor a sealed bid within 10 days
after the date of such offer. The bids shall be opened on the
eleventh day after such offer ( unless on a Sunday or holiday)
and made available to the inspection of all bidders on that day.
The license shall thereupon be granted to the highest bidder.
No suggestions are offered in reference to Paragraph II — 8
(c) and II — 8 (d) of the August 15 draft, except that if the suggestions of this letter are adopted they would then become subparagraphs (e) and (f).
(b) National release date. With a view to overcoming territorial discriminations in releasing pictures and otherwise to add
definiteness and certainty to the system, the Conference suggests
for your consideration the inclusion of the substance of the following paragraphs:
The distributors shall announce a national release date for
each picture they intend to license.
The offer to license each such picture on first-run in every
competitive area shall be made not later than ten days after its
national release date.
This procedure shall follow at ten day intervals as to each
succeeding run until all runs in the competitive area have been
licensed: provided, that no offer shall be made to a succeeding
run until a license on the immediately preceding run has been
granted.
7. Cancellations. Using Paragraph II — 7 of the August 15
draft for purposes of identification, it is suggested that the unqualified right of rejection be made 25% of the group-licensed
pictures and that the right be exercised "within 14 days after the
first-run opening day in the exchange center in the area involved."
With respect to trade showings it is suggested that provision
be made so that the showings of different distributors in the same
exchange center will not conflict in point of time.
8. Proposed acquisitions. The Conference notes with satisfaction Paragraph III — 6 of the August 15 draft, which would
enjoin the defendants from expending their theatre holdings "in
any manner whatever." If incorporated in the order this provision will, as we understand it. make Paragraph III — 5 unnecessary.
However, if Paragraph III — 5 is retained, we suggest that it
be amended so as to provide for notice of acquisition plans, not
only to the Attorney General, but also to all affected exhibitors,
granting them the right to be heard. Inasmuch as considerable
time would be required in which to gather the necessary data for
such
hearing,
that "reasonable notice" be defined to
be nota less
than we60 suggest
days.
Respectfully submitted,
(Signed) L. O. LUKAN
R. H. POOLE
ABRAM F. MYERS
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POWERFUL

PSYCHOLOGICAL

DRAMA

WILL CLICK BIG

generally

M-G-M
111 minutes
Katherine Hepburn, Robert Taylor, Robert
Mitehum, Edmund Gwenn, Marjorie Main,
Clinton Sundberg, Jayne Meadows, Dan
Tobin, Charles Trowbridge, Kathryn Card,
Leigh Whipper, James Westerrield, Betty
Blythe, Billy McLain, Sarih Edwards.
Directed by Vincente Minnelli.
Gripping and suspenseful, despite its
length, "Undercurrent" is a powerful psychological drama which will exert terrific
appeal especially to women. Much of its
boxoffice power must be credited to Robert
Taylor, making his first post-war appearance, but Katherine Hepburn's draw is also
a strong factor and the combination will
insure strong grosses generally. However,
it's adult fare and not recommended for
impressionable youngsters. Some of the
story elements, including the influence of
the unseen central figure, are similar to the
Hepburn-Tracy 1942 hit, "Keeper of the
Flame," and this film also neatly blends
mystery and steadily-mounting terror. After
a slow beginning, the story turns gradually
from romantic comedy to intensely dramatic situations which lead up to a violent and
thrilling climax, after which the anticlimactic finale seems like an abrupt way
to provide a happy ending. By subtle suggestions and the reluctance of characters to
talk about the long-missing brother, Director Vincente Minnelli has build up audience
interest in him to a high pitch and revealing Taylor's villainous side makes a clever

plot twist. The picture his th ; customary
M-G-M production polish and the Herbert
Stothart score sets the mood for drama.
Katherine Hepburn, daughter of a small
town scientist, is swept off her feet by Robert Taylor, a handsome young industrialist
who marries her and brings her to Washington. There she meets his wealthy friends
and gradually learns from them that Taylor
had a brother who disappeared mysteriously
and of whom her husband is loath to speak.
Although Taylor tells her that his brother
was a scoundrel who had stolen company
funds before his disappearance, Miss Hepburn discovers that he also possessed many
gentle, likable traits. The reluctance of
Taylor's servants and associates to discuss
the brother lead Miss Hepburn to delve into
the mystery in order to free her husband
of her suspicion of murder. She accidentally meets Robert Mitehum, without knowing
he is Taylor's brother, and, later, the latter
visits Taylor and accuses him of murdering
an obscure scientist and using his invention
to gain fame and fortune. Realizing that
Miss Hepburn would leave him if she
learned the truth from Mitehum. Taylor decides to kill her. Riding Mitchum's highspirited horse, Taylor first tries to push his
wife off a bridal path over a cliff and, when
that fails, he attempts to smash her over
the head with a rock before the horse
stomps out his life. When Mitehum calls
on the temporarily-crippled Miss Hepburn,
she realizes he possesses all the fine qualifier! Taylor lacked.

20th CENTURY
MY DARLING

CLEMENTINE'

Rates • • • generally

20th Century-Fox
97 minutes
Henry Fonda, Linda Darnell, Victor Mature,
Walter Brennan, Tim Holt, Cathy Downs,
Ward Bond, Alan Mowbray, Jane Darwell,
Roy Roberts, John Ireland, Russell Simpson,
J. Farrell MaoDonald, Francis Ford, Ben
Hall, Grant Withers, Don Garner, Fred Libby, Mickey Simpson, Louis Mercier, Mae
Marsh.
Directed by John Ford.
"My Darling Clementine" is one of the
best pictures of its kind. Here is a superwestern brilliantly directed by John Ford,
who neatly balances tense action and tender
love interest. With Henry Fonda and Victor Mature, both making their first screen
appearance since being discharged from the
Armed forces, and' Linda Darnell heading a
strong cast, it should appeal to the ladies
as well as action-loving males and will do
good business generally. In its superb casting (even the minor roles are played by fine
character actors) the outstanding black-andwhite photography which creates dramatic
effects with light and shadow and the suspenseful and ominously-silent climax, this
compares favorably with one of the greatest
OCTOBER
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The mustached Robert Taylor looks more
mature and he gives a well-sustained portrayal of a difficult role which is in direct
contrast to his former heroic parts. Katherine Hepburn, who does an excellent acting
job throughout,
her familiar mannerisms employs
but to most
good ofeffect
as a
dowdy small town girl who marries a Washington socialite. Robert Mitehum makes his
three brief appearances stand out and Leigh
Whipper is good as a frightened darkie
servant. Edmund Gwenn and Marjorie
Main enliven the introductory scenes.

LEYENDECKER

1 November

Release

FORD'S FIRST-RATE WESTERN

westerns of all time — Ford's 1929 production, "Stagecoach." Only in the slow-moving
central stretches which introduce too many
characters, colorful though they are, and in
the tepid romantic fade-out does the film
temporarily bog down. It's a semi-historical
tale of vengeance in which Wyatt Earp and
his three brothers are pitted against a gang
of ruthless cattle-rustlers and, in less capable
hands, it might have been just a routine
western. Ford and his expert actors and
technicians have made it striking entertainment. Alfred Newman's musical score,
which doesn't pound away at the title tune,
is excellent, but in the grim climax not a
note of music breaks the tension. But why
that title?
Wyatt Earp (Henry Fonda) and his three
brothers are headed for California with a
herd of cattle when, in Tombstone, Ariz., the
youngest is killed by outlaws and the cattle
rustled while the others are seeing the
town. Fonda, who had made an impression
in Tombstone by settling a bar-room shooting brawl, accepts the post of town marshal.
After a set-to with Victor Mature, an embittered consumptive doctor from back East,
the latter becomes his friend. The arrival
of Clementine (Cathy Downs), a well-bred
Boston girl in love with Mature, makes the
latter's dancehall sweetheart, Linda Darnell,

jealous so Mature tells the former to return
East. However. Fonda persuades her to
stay and, later when Miss Darnell furnishes
the clue to the killers of Fonda's brother,
she is shot by John Ireland, one of the outlaws. Mature is persuaded to operate in
order to save her life. He then joins Fonda
in a show-down with Walter Brennan, the
outlaw and his sons. After the outlaws are
disposed of and Mature is killed in the affray.
Miss Downs decides to remain as school
teacher in the now law-abiding Tombstone
and Fonda promises to return for her.
Henry Fonda again gives one of his familiar simple, likable performances as the
strong, silent Earp but Victor Mature has
changed from merely being a "hunk of man"
to become a mature actor who gives a vigorous portrayal as the embittered, consumptive
gambler. The luscious Linda Darnell contributes one of her sultry portrayals as a
jealous Mexican dancehall girl but Cathy
Downs is merely sweet and sympathetic in
the lesser role of Clementine. Walter Brennan gives another strong performance. J.
Farrell MacDonald has a stand-out bit and
Alan Mowbray, Jane Darwell, John Ireland,
Tim Holt, Ward Bond and Francis Ford
make their scenes count.

LEYENDECKER

THE • DARK
UNUSUAL
• • — MIRROR'
generally

AND EUGROSSSNG

Rett

Universal-International
80 minutes
Olivia de Havilland, Lew Ay res, Thomas
Mitchell, Richard Long, Garry Owen, Lela
Bliss, Lester Allen, Marta Mitrovitch, Ida
Moore, Amellta Ward.
Directed hy Robert Siodmak.
An unusual psychological murder-mystery,
"The Dark Mirror" pits one twin against
the other to confuse police — and the audience as well. Although the identical twins'
contrasting natures are not always clearly
defined, Olivia de Havilland gives a splendid
emotional portrayal of a most difficult dual
role and her draw, added to that of Lew
Ayres, in his first screen appearance since
1942. will insure above-average grosses,
especially in first-runs. As the initial Leo
Spitz-William Goetz production for Universal-International, this also has the advantage
of taut direction by Robert Siodmak, who
builds suspense slowly but surely, and the
trick photography, which frequently has
the twins in close proximity, to place it in
the out-of-the-ordinary class. The story of a

'THE INVISIBLE INFORMER'
Rates • • —

magazine stand in the doctor's office building and who had an engagement with him
the night of the slaying. Thomas Mitchell,
the detective on the case, checks on all of

MINOR

This is another ol Republic's minor action
programmers Lacking in name value and
running less than an hour, "The Invisible
Informer"
suited and
only naborhood
to dual billing
the
lesser isaction
houses.in
Although the story is laid in the Louis. ana
Bayou country, replete with swamps and
lurking figures, it is p3opIed with stock
characters, most of them members of a
decadent family so often portrayed in murder mysteries of this type. The picture has

'WILD BEAUTY' BOY-HORSE

Rates • • —

murder which defies solution because both
the suspect and her identical twin sister
furnish fool-proof alibis for each other is
incredible but strangely fascination and
especially suspenseful during the later scenes
when one of the sisters is revealed as insane
enough to murder the other. At this point,
the spectator notices subtly differences in the
girls' characters but, in the early scenes,
only the use of initialed clasps or necklaces
which spell out the first names give a clue
to their identities. The romantic element is
introduced gradually but it never becomes
uppermost mainly because Lew Ayres, who
looks older and rather drawn and haggard,
lacks warmth in his familiar role of a
phsysician this time
a specialist
in
psychology. Thomas Mitchell, who is convincing as a baffled detective, has the only
other important role.
When a prominent physician is found
stabbed to death in his apartment, suspicion
centers on Olivia de Havilland, who runs a

for minor naborhood

YARN

Made-to-order for the kiddies, who will
enjoy its boy-and-wild colt plot and the outdoors action, "Wild Beauty" is tame stuff
for the majority of adult patrons. One of
Universal's low-budget programmers, this is
lacking in name values and will serve only
as a supporting dualler in sub-run family
houses. N. G. elsewhere. Producer-Director
Wallace W. Fox probably started out with
the laudable idea of presenting the problems of our Indian population on Arizona
reservations, but, except for a long-winded
spiel about their poverty and lack of edu-

LACKS

Linda Sterling and William Henry, detec-

PROGRAMMER

her alibis but comes to an impasse when he
learns that the girl has an identical twin
sister (also Olivia de Havilland) and it is
impossible to declare one of them guilty and
the other innocent. Mitchell seeks the advice
of Lew Ayres, specialist in psychology, who
agrees to help solve the mystery by giving
each girl various tests. Both indicate a romantic interest in Ayres, one of them rather
agressively, while the other girl is led to
believe she is having hallucinations. As a
result of his tests, Ayres comas to the conclusion that one of the sisters is suffering
from a dangerous form of criminal insanity.
He calls up the gentler sister but the other
answers and agrees to come to his apartment
to discuss her sister. As he replaces the
phone, the gentler girl walks in and he
realizes his error but, with Mitchell, he sets
a trap. Led to believe that the gentler girl
had killed herself, and that her scheme to
drive her sister out of her mind had succeeded, the insane girl betrays her true
identity to Ayres. The gentler girl then
realizes that her sister is a hopeless paranoic
and she refuses to shield her any longer.
LEYENDECKER

NAMES
tive and romantic partners, are sent by
their insurance firm to Louisiana to investigate a claim made by an aristocratic family
after the theft of a heavily insured emerald
necklace. They have a lovers' quarrel and
decide to work separately. Linda becomes
friendly with Gerald Mohr, one of the
wealthy sons, and learns from him that his
brother had committed suicide. Henry,
meanwhile, meets Adele Mara, who had had
romances with both brothers, and she
agrees to help Henry on the case. Mohr,
afraid that Adele will expose him, strangles
her one night, and shortly thereafter Linda
discovers that the other brother is really
alive, having pretended suicide in a plot
with Mohr to collect the insurance money.
When Linda reveals her knowledge to Mohr,
he is about to strangle her when Henry
comes to the rescue.

FOR KIDDIES

cation, the picture is typical juvenile action
fare Excellent scenic shots of wild horses
on the run and an appealing performance
by Robert "Buzzy" Henry, as a 12-year-old
Indian orphan, cannot make up for the
routine romantic plot which continually
slows up what action the picture has. Lois
Collier gives an artificial portrayal as a
school teacher who wears pretty frocks and
long blonde curls and Don Porter is stiff
and amateurish as a frontier doctor. Jacqueline DeWit struggles hard to get a few
chuckles and only George Cleveland gives
a human,
likable adult performance.
Lois Collier, arrogant Easterner, comes to
the Indian reservation in Arizona to teach
school. Disliking her primitive surroundings, she vents her spleen on one of her
pupils, Robert "Buzzy" Henry, an Indian
orphan and protege of Don Porter, who has
charge of 'othe
or local hospital. When Miss
Collier compels Henry's guardian, George
Cleveland, to withdraw the boy's privilege

BOX OFFICE RATING:

MYSTERY

houses

a few eerie moments, a bang-up fi:tic encounter between hero and villain and plenty
of murders — enough to satisfy the devotees of mystery fare. The romantic interest is negligible mainly b:cause the two
young private investigators toss off wisecracks and quarrel incessantly until they go
into a clinch just before the final fade-out.
William Henry and Linda Sterling make an
attractive couple, but their performances
are unconvincing and the best acting job is
turned in by Gerald Mohr, as the handsome, sinister head of the decadent family.
Claire DuBrey also contributes a good performance. However, Donia Bussey acts like
a high school student made up to resemble
a quavering-voiced old grandmother. The
story.
title, incidentally, has no relation to the

duals only

Universal
Wl minutes
Robert
"Buzzy" Henry, Lois Collier, Don
Porter, Jacqueline DeWit, George Cleveland,
Robert
Wilcox,
Dick
Curtis,
Eva
Puig,
Pierce Lyden, Isabel Withers, Roy Brent.
Directed by Wallace W. Fox.
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as supporting dualler in minor action and nabor hood

Republic
5" minutes
Linda Sterling, William Henry, Adele Mara,
Gerald Mohr, Tom London, Peggy Stewart,
Cy Kendall, Claire DuBrey, Tristram Coffin,
Donia jBussey, Charles Lane, Francis McDonald.
Directed by Philip Ford.

PSYCHOLOGICAL

Average

•••Good

of riding his pinto, the youngster runs away
into the desert to join Wild Beauty, a colt
whose life he and the doctor saved. Porter
rescues the kid and orders Miss Collier to
leave but Henry intercedes for her and she
remains. Two years later. Miss Collier has
come to like the reservation — and the doctor who is about to propose to her when her
former suitor, Robert Wilcox, arrives. Wilcox, who is a shoe manufacturer, sees a
chance to exploit the herd of wild horses
of which Wild Beauty has become "king,"
and he plots with a rancher to capture them
and slaughter them for their hides. The
herd is barricaded in a box canyon but Wild
Beauty
smashes
the infences,
and" the rancher
is
crushed
to death
the stampede.
Henry
is shot while attempting to rescue Wild
Beauty but, after Porter thrashes Wilcox,
t;ie latter leaves and the boy is reunited
with his beloved wild horse.
YORK
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MR. ACE' onSLOW-PACED
name value

Rates © ©

RAFT VEHICLE WSIL DISAPPOINT

United Artists (Bogeaus)
84 minutes
George Raft, Sylvia Sidney, Stanley Rid?es,
Jerome
Cowan,
Si3 Silvers, Sara Haden,
Roman Bohnen, Alan Edwards, Dewey Robinson, Mary Field, Ernest Hilliard.
Directed by Edwin L. Marin.
This slow-paced, talkative film on a
pseudo-political theme will prove disappointing to most George Raft fans. There is
little action and the overly-dressy sets give
the entire picture a phony gloss that seem
to make its weaknesses only more apparent.
It does not merit class A playing time, but
should attract slightly better than fair returns in the average house. Raft's following in action spots assures good grosses in
those situations. The situation wherein a
political boss sacrifices his powerful organization to back an independent reform ticket
is scarcely believable, and one gets the distinct impression that author Fred Finkelhoffe had in mind a couple of successful
Broadway plays when he wrote "Mr. Ace."

BRIEF ENCOUNTER'

Raft's role of the p li ical bo:s i; tailormade, but it lacks the punch his fans expect. Sylvia S.dney wears a series of stunning gowns and makes her congr.sswoman
an engrossing character.
When Congresswoman Sylvia Sidney, an
ambitious, politically-minded woman, throws
her hat into the state gubernatorial ring,
her estranged multi-millionaire husband
(Alan Edwards) tries, without success, to
persuade her to divorce him. Mr. Ace
(George Raft), the power behind the Iriquois Club, an organization of influential
politicians, decides that there will never be
a woman governor in the state and, 'when
Miss Sidney makes overtures to him to
team up with her politically, he refuses.
Although Mist, Sidney uses her womanly
wiles on Raft, he still maintains that "beautiful women and politics do not mix." Her
old friend and professor, Roman Bohnen,
tells Raft that Mi s Sidney is a spoiled
daughter of wealth who must learn the
meaning of defeat. However, after she
bribes St~nl^y R'dTes, Raft's rival in the
Iriquo:s Club, tc c u e a rift in its membership, she is nominated
for governor.

SPLENDID
BRITISH DRAMA
less generally

Rates • • © in class houses: much

Prestige-Universal
85 minutes
Celia Johnson, Trevor Howard, Stanley Holloway, Joyce Carey, Cyril Raymond, Everly
Gregg, Valentine
Dyall, Margaret
Barton,
Dennis Harkin.
Directed by David Lean.
"Brief Encounter" is a tender, touching
and realistically-told drama of middle-aged
love, a rare gem of a film which will be
appreciated by discriminating patrons in art
theatres but hold scant interest for mass
audiences. Except for Author Noel Coward's fame, this British-made film has no
selling names and its quiet intensity may
prove boring to the younger' movie-goers
and the action fans. However, it will appeal to mature women, and critical praise
and favorable word-of-mouth may eventually attract many adult patrons. Adapted by
the author from "Still Life," one of his
short plays in the "Tonight at 8:30" group,
this is a simple and straightforward telling
of the unfortunate love affair- that develops
from the chance meeting
of two happily

G. I. WAR

Rates • •

Republic
60 minutes
Anna Lee, James Ellison, Stephanie Bachelor, William Henry, Doris Lloyd, Harry Davenport, Mary McLeod, Robert Armstrong,
Carol Savage, Joseph Sawyer, Helen Gerald,
Pat O'Moore, Pax Walker, Russell Hicks,
Maxine Jennings, Francis Pierlot, Lois Austin, Pierre Watkin, Mary Neivton, Eugene
Lay, Virginia Carroll.
Directed by George Blair.
This timely human interest tale with exploitable angles is first-rate program fare.
While strong name values are lacking, the
subect will carry a strong appeal to women
patrons and the picture should make a good
supporting dualler generally. The story unfolds, via flashback, during immigration authorities' investigation of an illegal entry into the U.S. and the stock shots on shipboard
and the well-chosen cast, including several
familiar British actresses, give it an air of
OCTOBER
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married people. Both find pleasure in each
other's company and realize they have
much in common, but when their growing
love threatens to lead them into an illicit
affair, they bow to the inevitable and part
forever. Told in flashback, as the wife hears
the Rachmaninoff Piano Concerto as an accompaniment to her memories, the film is
deeply moving and so completely absorbing
that the spectator feels as if he or she has
gone through an emotional experience.
While the main theme is tragic, the picture
has ample comedy relief, deftly brought in
through incidental characters and every-day
incidents. Celia Johnson, who played in
Coward's "In Which We Serve," is splendid
as the happily-married matron even if the
realistic photography is not flattering to
her in close-ups. Trevor Howard is likable
and does a fine acting job. Joyce Carey
contributes a superb bit as a regal teashop
proprietress, and Margaret Barton is outstanding as a talkative dowager. This is
an artistic triumph which can take its place
with "Henry V," "The Seventh Veil," "In
Which We Serve," "Colonel Blimp" and
other outstanding British Alms of the past

BRIDES' ENGROSSING
dualler generally

LACKS

HUMAN

Edwards then arrives with the new- that
oing to sue her for divorce and name
Raft, who is willing to testify that hi
the night with her, as co-respondent. Miss
Sidney then announces she is withdrawing
from the election to go to Reno to divorce
Edwards. When Raft learns from Bohnen
that Miss Sidney is sincere in her political
beliefs, he secretly forms an independent
political party with her as nominee. Only
after she is elected does Miss Sidney learn
that Raft secretly supported her and swung
the election in her favor. She then confesses her love for him and offers to withdraw her charges of fraud against him but
he refuses and promises to see her again
when he comes out of jail.
Roman Bohnen does outstanding work as
the honest, gruff political scientist and
Jerome Cowan, as a harassed press agent;
Stanley Ridges, as a double-crossing politician, and Sara Haden, as a loyal sicretary,
are all well cast. Only Sid Silvers, as Mr.
Ace's henchman, is lost in the shuffle and
fails to inject the expected humorous
touches.
YORK

VALUES

decade.
Celia Johnson, a British matron contented
with her prosaic life with her husband and
two children, has a chance meeting with
Trevor Howard, a married doctor, on one
of her Thursday shopping trips to town.
They continue to meet on succeeding Thursdays and, after going to films and having:
drinks together, they both begin to realize
that they have fallen in love with one another. Because each is devoted to their respective families, they know their love is
hopeless, but they continue to meet until
they are almost swept into an illicit affair
at the apartment of Howard's friend. When
the latter unexpectedly returns, Miss Johnson dashes out the back door and, later, she
and Howard decide they must part forever.
Howard accepts a post in South Africa and,
as they are about to make their last farewells in a railroad station teashop, a talkative friend of Miss Johnson's bursts in.
Howard is merely able to press Miss Johnson's arm and leave forever and, although
Miss Johnson contemplates suicide, she finally returns to her devoted husband.

LEYENDECKER

INTEREST YARN

authenticity throughout. Wh le the stowaway heroine's efforts to escape detection
engenders considerable suspense, the film also gives ample footage to romance and
comedy. Many of the laughs stem from the
lone bridegroom of a WAC among a cargo
of war brides and Pat O'Moore is very
amusing in this role. Anna Lee, who gives
a splendid performance as the British heroine, and Doris Lloyd, who does a stand-out
acting job as the woman who helps her get
into America, are especially well cast and
Stephanie Bachelor is excllent as a widowed passenger. James Ellison and William
Henry are adequate as the two men in
Miss Lee's
life and
Harry bit.
Davenport contributes a rich
character
Anna Lee. British girl in love with William Henry, an American flyer, stows away
on the brideship, S.S. Argentina, to join him
in the U. S. She adopts the name and passport of Carol Savage, a bride who no longerloves her husband and has changed her
mind about sailing.
With the aid of Doris

Lloyd, another war bride and sister of Miss
Savage, she manages to get past the immigration officers and lands on Americ in
soil. Although Robert Armstrong, a news
correspondent, has stumbled on her secret,
Miss Lee arrives in Los Angeles where
James Ellison is awaiting his wife. Miss
Savage. Ellison agrees to carry off the deception temporarily while they notify Henry.
The latter proves to be no longer in love
with Miss Lee but is willing to go through
with the marriage. Due to the hotel shoi'
Ellison takes them to live with his grandfather in Los Angeles where his young sister soon ferrets out the truth. Meanwhile, .■i 11
immigration officials have summoned Miss
Lloyd and learned the truth and Miss Lee
is informed that, unless she marries an
American, she faces deportation. After she
gets on a train for the East, Ellison realizes he loves her and runs after her to tell
her that his wife, Miss Savage, is getting a
divorce.
LEYENDECKER

HER SISTER'S SECRET" PRCS

BEST BOXOFFICE

BET TO DATE

Rates • • O if exploited, in all except d eluxe houses
PRC Pictures
intensely moving scenes which are guaranteed to bring out the handkerchiefs. How83 minutes
ever, some of the dialogue dates back to the
Nancy Coleman, Philip Reed, Margaret
"ten, twenty, thirty" days and neither DirecLindsay, Felix .Bressart, _R*gis Toomey,
or the capable performtor Edgar G. Ulmer
ances can make it sound believable. Nancy
Fritz Feld, Henry Stephenson. Winston
Coleman handles her dramatic role without
Severn, George Meeker, Helen Heigh, Ruever resorting to obvious theatrics which is
dolph Anders, Charles King, Bess Flowers,
Frances Willams.
more than can be said for Margaret Lindsay. Philip Reed does a fine job as the
Directed by Edgar E. Ulmer.
personable soldier-hero and Regis Toomey
also contributes a quietly-convincing porThN drama of frustrated mother love has
trayal. Such dependables as Henry Stephenbeen given a first-rate independent producson, Felix Bressart and Fritz Feld add acting
tion and will hold strong appeal for the
strength far above the usual PRC release.
feminine trade -- which mee^s good boxThe Mardi Gras crowd scenes are colorful
and the Hans Somer musical score deserves
office. "To Each His Own," which also dealt
with an unmarried mother and the offspring
special mention.
she let another woman raise, was a box
At a New Orleans Mardi Gras, Nancy
office smash and "Her Sister's Secret" can
Coleman leaves her escort to dance with
be exploited in like fashion. As PRC's most
ambitious production and best boxoffice bet
Philip Reed, a soldier on leave, and, they
to date, this has excellent production values
spend the night together. Although Reed
and fair name values. An adaptation of
suggests marriage, Miss Coleman tells him
to wait until his next furlough when they
Gina Kaus' novel, "Dark Angel." the film is
melodramatically
effective and has several
will meet at Felix Bressart's cafe. Reed is

'CRIME DOCTORS

MAN

HUNT' GOOD

ENTRY IN MYSTERY

Rates • • as dualler in action soots and naborhoods
the p'cture is slow in getting uid°r ww,
Columbia
the usual shuddery doings start with Dr.
P* r»imite''
Ordway's search of a deserted house anl
Wafer Baxter Ellen Dri>w. William Frawthe denouement w'll come as a surprise to
ley. Frank
Sully. Claire Carleton, Bernard
all but a few armchair detectives. There
Nedel'. Francis Pierlot, Olin Howlin, Jack
is no romantic interest to s'ow up matters
lee
Ivan Triesault
Paul E. Burns, Mary
and the comedy relief is slight. Warner
Newton, Myron Healy, Minerva Urecal, Leon
Baxter gives his usual capable portrayal of
Lenoir.
the Crime Doctor and William Frawlev inDirected by William Castle.
jects a few laughs into the formula role of
th^ skeptical, blundering: police inspector.
Although her disguise of blonde wig and
Thi= well-developed murder mystery, with
dark glasses fails to fool the aud:ence, Elthe currentlv-popular schizophrenic (split
len Drew does a good acting job as the girl
personality) angle to keep who-dun-it fans
with
the split personalitv — one sweet and
guessing, is above-average for the series. It
sacrificing, the other cold and ruthless.
should satisfy either in action spots or as a
Shortlv after talking to a returned vetsupporting
dualler
in naborhoods.
While
eran (Myron Healy) who has fits of am-

OVERLAND
* • f.
p*^

RIDERS' RUN-OF-MILL

'Ot((

nrwn »*■

PRC Pictures
54 minutes
Buster Crabbe, Al St. John, Patti McCarty,
Slim Whitaker. Bud Osborne. Jack O'Shea,
Frank Ellis, Al Ferguson, George Chesebro,
John L. Cason, Lane Bradford.
Directed by Sam Newfield.
This is a run-of-the-mill western, cheaply
produced but containing a fair amount of
shooting and fistic excitement, which will

TRAFFIC

IN CRIME' MINOR

Pr-ttr>< • • *s dualler in action spots

Republic
5t minutes
Kane Richmond, Adele Mara, Wilton Graff.
Anne
Nagel, Roy
Barcroft, Arthur
Loft,
I>ick Curtis, Wade Crosby, Harry Cheshire,
Syd Saylor, Bob Wilke, Ernie Adams.
Directed by Les Selander.
A fast-moving gangster melodrama running less than an hour in length, "Traffic
in Crime" is strictly for the action duals.
Made on a low budget without cast names,
the lurid title is the sole selling angle. The
picture is loaded with racketeers and
double-crossing gangsters and, not until
near the climax, is the audience made
aware that the central figure is working on
the side of the law. The story has a goodly
quota of suspense and shooting thrills and.
12

BUSTER CRABBE

and, when his special deshipped overseas
livery letter to Miss Coleman goes astray,
she is heartbroken. About to have a baby
and believing that Reed has deserted her,
Miss Coleman confesses all to her sister.
Margaret Lindsay, childless wife of Regis
Toomey, a naval officer in the Pacific. Wheny
the baby is born, Miss Lindsay wires Toome
it is his child and she insists Miss Coleman
not attempt to see the boy for three years.
After two years, Miss Coleman goes to New
York and gets acquainted with the boy and
his nurse in the park. Meanwhile, Reed,
back from overseas duty and searching for
Miss Coleman, is sent to see Miss Lindsay.
The latter is surprised that her sister is in
New York and, when Miss Coleman arrives
demanding her child, she is accused of
breaking her promise. But, when she learns
that Reed has been searching for her, Miss
Coleman realizes that the babv is devoted to
his foster-parents. Learning that Toomey is
aware of the truth but understands, she
leaves the boy with him and his wife and
goes away to marry Reed.

LEYENDECKER

SERIES
nesia during which he drifts into honkytonks frequented by shady characters. Dr.
Ordwav (Warner Baxter) visits the same
carryplace late at night and sees two menBecause
ing the corpse of the dead veteran.
scoffs
,
inspector
police
the
William Frawley,
at his story, Baxter goes alone to visit Ellen
Drew, from whom he reconstructs Healy's
past life. Miss Drew, who had been entells Baxter that she begaged
twin sister, missing for three
lievesto herHealv,
vears, to be an accomplice of the men seen
Baxter
carrying the body. With Miss Drew.near
the
goes to an abandoned mansion
scene of the crime and. while she is supposedly phoning the police, her missing sister appears and threatens to kill B^x*er.
DENLEY

WESTERN

sati=fv avid cowbov fans. Buster Crabbe, a
handsome two-fisted hero, and Al St. John,
a be-whiskered old codger, are both better
than their "old hat" material and give the
picture some name value.
Buster Crabbe rescues Al St. John and
Patti McCarty from a stagecoach hold-up
and takes two of the outlaws prisoner. After
turning the outlaws over to the town sheriff,
Crabbe rides out to the ranch owned by Slim
Whitaker, Miss McCarty's father, and pays
him money
for his cattle. Whitaker plans

GANGSTER

MELLER FOR ACTION

before the fade-out, the small California
community is rid of all its lawless men.
The romantic interest is slight and seems
to have been added as an after-thought.
Kane Richmond, a familiar figure in Republic and Monogram B's, gives his usual suave,
two-fisted portrayal and Wilton Graft. Rov
Barcroft and Dick Curtis are appropriately
cast as racketeers. Adele Mara, who gives
an obvious portrayal of a b'.onde gun-moll,
and Anne Nagel, as a crusading newspaper
girl, suffer the most from the poor lighting
and dark outdoors photography.
Posing as an itinerant fruit picker. Kane
Richmond arrives in a small California
community and becomes involved in a barroom brawl and, after being thrown in jail
and robbed of his money by Roy Barcroft,
a crooked detective, he is run out of town.
However,
Richmond
returns and goes to

to use the money to pay off a mortgage held
bv Jack O'Shea. who is actually the leader
of the outlaw gang and had ordered the holdup. After O'Shea has Whitaker killed and
his money taken, St. John is arrested for
the crime. Miss McCarty is about to sign
her ranch over to O'Shea when Crabbe.to who
run
has learned that the railroad is going
through her property, arrives to stop her.
After Crabbe battles with O'Shea, the latter
murdering Miss McCarty's father
confesses
and he is turned over to the sheriff.

FANS
Wilton Graff, the boss racketeer, who
notices a resemblance to himslf. He hires
Richmond to impersonate him as part of
his scheme to double-cross Dick Curtis, a
rival racketeer. Richmond plays one against
the other to create open strife and, at the
same time, cause suspicion between Graff
and Barcroft, his henchman in the police
department. Enlisting the aid of Anne
Nagel. daughter of the crusading newspapei
publisher whom Graff has been dominating
Richmond causes all three rackeby force,
teers to scheme against each other. When
Graff's wife, Adele Mara, makes a play for
Richmond, he encourages her in order to
further his own game. After Miss Mara
and all the racketeers are killed off. Richmond reveals that Arthur Loft, the town's
police chief, had hired him to expose the
racketeers.
DENLEY
FILM

BULLETIN
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ROBERT

BARBARA

YOUNG HALE
FRANK

MORGAN
with

R K O
RADIO

JAMES GLEASONDON RICE
HARRY DAVENPORT
Executive Producer ROBERT FELLOWS • Produced by WARREN DUFF
Directed by EDWIN

L. MARIN • Screen Play by LYNN ROOT and FRANK FENTON
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set in that gayest ot
day resort cities, Las
Vegas — where anytking goes! Tke gloriously reckless love
story of a girl who
never gammed and
a man who always
took a chance.
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— including
Life (6 insertions) —
Woman's Home Companion (5 insertions) — Look (5 insertions) — Saturday
Evening
Post — Cosmopolitan — Redbook — Liberty — Collier's — Pic —
Esquire — True and the Fan List.
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Bf -Weekly Review of the Trades Events
GOVT., DISTRIBS AT ODDS

AS EACH

FILES BRIEF

The Supreme Court was virtually assured of having the New York motion p'cture
disanti-trust case on its docket next year when the Government and ofthefactdefendant
for a decree
tributor-exhibitors who both presented their proposals and findings
were as far apart as the poles in their detc the Federal Statutory Court last week its
earlier proposals, offered last August, to
mands. While the Government amended
by the Court more acceptable to indepenmake th auction selling method advocated
dent exnibitors. and was adamant in its position that total divestiture was the only
proposals veered way over
method that offered "fully adequate relief," the Distributors'
to the other side of the scale, even asking authorization to expand their theatre
holdings.

At risrlit . Jesse stern, CIKA chairman, who
conducted the meet ins: in Washington where
the Z2 exhibitor organizations in the Conference evidenced their unanimity in their decree
proposals which will be incorporated in a brief
as amicus curiae in the anti-trust ease, and. at
le»'t,
Levy,also
MPTOA
counsel,
whose Herman
organization
met in general
Washington
last
week to discuss the deeree and to enter a brief
a.s amicus curiae.

Maintaining that the competitive bidding plan could only be effective if it was
used in conjunction with a ban on cross-licensing and that auction selling should be
limited to exhibitors desiring an exclusive run, the Department of Ju-tce added the
condition that distributors would have to license "some run on reasonable terms " Folpresentation of decree prooosals on Oct. 7. Department offic'als indicated
that theylowing itswould file a supplementary document advocating handlm? auction selling on
a flat rental basis as r*nnwd hv The Conference of Independent Exhibitor Associations
in a letter to the Attorney General.
to the above proposals, the principal changes in the Government's
decree Inbrief
included:
addition
ft Consent n^cree standards for determining unreasonable clearance are to be
discarded and existing clearance in favor of affiliated theatres to b° ba^n-^d.
at ons t:me and promonths'
than 30six days
more than
Prohibifner
ft hibiting
licensing for licensi""
exhibition of more
after releases
availability.
Five defendants' uncondithe Big
expansion oftheatre
theatreof independent
fttionallyProhibiting
as well as theirfuture
acquisition
interests following dissolution
of existing pools.
C. Making new selling methods effective January 1, 1947, and. pending an overall
appeal,
is
taken. prohibiting stay of application of any decree provisions on which no appeal
ft Liquidation
the present arbitration system as a decree-enforcing device.
(No substitution
was of
recommended.)
#T Shon'd the court recommend a more detailed method of selline than that
proposed
by the
Government,
the new method would be open for modificat'on on petition one year
after
operation begins.
Divestiture Favored
The Department noted that divestiture was the cure for the Government's "most
urgent objections." but added that it would also "withdraw the defendants from competing in the exhibition field" and would set up a new set of theatre owners who mieht
not offer as grood service as the previous owners. The Droposals advocated t^at w'tfr
the stipulated conditions as outlined above and including the 10-vear ban on crosslicensing plus 25% cancellation privilege, such a "harsh remedy as complete divestiture"
would be unnecessary, "at least until the efficiency of that system has been tried and
found Inwanting."
its analysis of auction selling as outlined by the court, the Department declared

At Paramount'* meeting in New York to devi e
sales promotional methods to meet the demands
ot the new selling method are, lelt to rig-lit,
Charles l(< ;i-;m Paramount vice-pre ident in
charge of distribution; Barney Balaban, president; Curtis Mitchell, national director of advertising and publicity, and George Brown,
st ud in publiei t y director .

William r . Rodge-rs, M-G-M sales chief, recentl> announced that the company will limit
the release of its "Reprihtfl of Masterpieces" to
four to five a year. Four pictures already set
are: "Rage in Heaven.'* "Captains Courageous,*'
"The Great Waltz" and "Boom Town." The
fifth possibility is that hardy perennial "Gone
With the Wind."
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that while it was "entirely consistent in itself with the objectives of the Sherman Act."
it would necessitate a "complex administrative machinery for enforcement net susceptible to judicial control" and would not be effective in a market "dominated by distributor-owned theatres, unless supplemented by other relief designed to make these major
defendants competitive with each other."
Objections To Auction Selling
Other objections by the Government to the auction selling method contended that
it failed to place non-parties to the decree in equal competition with the defendants,
nor would it compel the defendants to compete with each other, "while at the same time
permitting them to obtain a substantial economic interest in absence of such competition and the privilege of making express agreements with each other which eliminate
such competition." A cross-licensing ban, it was suggested, would permit enousrh outside distribution and exhibition units to grow to comparative competitive strength.
In its summary, the Department maintained that "fully adequate relief" could
not be obtained without divorcement, but assuming that the defendants retain their
theatre holdings, the Department held that "the changes now proposed in the decree
provisions outlined in the opinion are essential to provide adequate relief within the
framework of the existing findings."
Distributors' Proposals
The distributors' proposals asked for a complex bidding system based on "other
than price" factors, a definition of "reasonable clearance" which would permit them
practically unlimited leeway in choosing their customers and an arbitration system
based on the one which operated under the old decree, which proposed also that arbitrators be authorized to make cash awards.
The proposed method of determining the best exhibitor offer under competitive
bidding would be subject to the following factors:
1. The film revenue which distributor-defendants will derive from the exhibition
of the feature on the run in question and upon the terms offered by the distributor. In
estimating such revenue, the distributors would take into consideration (a) the playing
arrangements, i. e., number of days, the particular days, etc., planned by the exhibitor;
(b) type of entertainment to be presented with the feature and which the exhibitor in
the past has customarily offered: (c) the appointments and equipment, transit facilities,
etc., for each theatre; (d) the admission prices the exhibitor will charge for exhibition
of the feature; (e) the distributors' actual experience with each of the exhibitors in
fulfilling his obligations in past contracts; (f) each exhibitor's "reputation generally in
the industry and in the community for honesty, fair dealing and showmanship, and <g>
the financial responsibility of the exhibitor.
Comparative Suitability
17
2. The comparative suitability of the theatres for the advantageous exhibition of
(Continued on Page 18)

(IIS DIGEST

Paul N. Lazarus, Jr. (right), I A a-lve-ti'ingI > 1 1 1 > I i< i t \ director, chats with Hal Koach at recent lunch
i honoring affiliation oi Roach and
Walter Wanger with I A. Both producers were
guests of lienor with company executives and
the trade press in attendance.

Joseph S. iluiimiel, vice-presit'ent of Warner
International, who recently returned to this
country from his Paris headquarters, is interviewed at the heme office on conditions in the
European
territory.

18

At the Joint l>c tense Appeal meeting to plan
an industry-wide
drive against
anti-Semlti m
are. I. to r.. .lack Cohn, Columbia, co-ehalrntfan
.of the drive;
Leonard
(lohlensen.
Paramount,
co-chairman: Barney Balaban, Paramount ' lasi
year'chairman,
ami Sam
Rinzler,
KundlWw,
co-chairman.

from

Preceding

Paget

tho distributor defendant's feature on the run involved.
3. The effect which the exhibition of the feature in each of the theatres would
have upon other exhibitions of the feature.
Other factors involving the licensing of a picture would include size, location and
equipment suitable and adequate to show the feature to advantage; the distributor to
set the "minimum terms" upon which he will grant a license on the run as designated
by the distributor; and each such license to be granted "solely upon the merits and
without discrimination" between exhibitors compet/ng for the run, regardless of whose
favor the decision falls — affiliated, old customers, etc.
Clearance Provisions
The highly elastic method by which "reasonable clearance" would be determined,
according to the distributors' proposals would include: (1) Admiss on price of th2
theatres involved, size, type of entertainment, appointments, transit facilities, etc.; (2)
Policy of operation, such as double features, give-aways, cut-rate tickets, etc.; (3)
Rental terms paid and the revenues derived by the distributors from such theatres;
(4) Competition of theatres involved; (5) The fact that a defendant or an indepenient
circuit cf theatres has an interest in one or more of the theatres involved should be
disregarded; (6) There should be no clearance of theatres not in substantial competition.
Going into detail on arbitration, the Big Five's proposals called for arbitration
on a wide plane, with fines ranging from $250 to $500 for "conditioning films" to $100 to
$5,000 for licensing violations. In clearance complaints, the Arbitrator would be limited
to the making of an award fixing the maximum clearance between theatres involved to
be used in future licenses, where the distributor is a party to the proceedings. He
would also be empowered to prohibit the granting of clearance if ha finds t?iat the
theatres involved are not in substantial competition.
Permit "Roadshowing"
The distributors further proposed that they should be permitted full "roadshewing" rights to any feature, including prices and "such terms and conditions as may be
negotiated by such defendant."
In order for an exhibitor to reject a feature, the distributor would have to be
notified "in writing within 10 days after there has been an opportunity afforded to the
exhibitor to inspect it within the distributor's exchange district in which the exhibition
is to beIn held."
regard to dissolution of existing theatre interests and expansion, the distributors propose that they be permitted to continue their theatre interests in cas:s where
in a joint relationship between the exhibitor-defendant and an independent exhibitor,
the defendant sells a partial interest to the independent exhibitor. They also asked
that "nothing shall prevent an exhibitor-defendant from acquiring theatres or interests
therein in order to protect its investment or in cider to enter a competitive field; if, in
the latter case, this court or the district court of the U. S. for the district in which the
theatre or theatres are located, shall approve the acquisition after due application is
made therefor."
Myers Praises Govt. Brief
Commenting en the Government's brief, A. F. Myers, board chairman and general
counsel of Allied, praised the Department's position that complete divorcement is the
only fully adequate relief necessary to break up the alleged monopoly, but added that
the proposals fell short of an equitable solution. Myers said the bidding suggestions
were a "considerable improvement" over those stated in the court's opinion and agreed
with the Government's position that exclusive runs are not essential to the industry.
He added, however, that compulsory licensing of "some run on reasonable terms" actually would mean more money to distributors.
The Allied general counsel agreed that the ban on cross-licensing is a "must" if
the auction selling plan should go into effect and lauded the Government's plan as the
most workable so far. Myers interpreted the Government's arsument against arbitration as leaving the way clear for an appeal to the Supreme Court, noting that "such
arbitration makes the final judgment take the same form as a consent decree, and could
not legallv be appealed to the Supreme Court if it takes such form."

CIEA ASKS

Neil E, Depinet (center), IlKn exerutire vicepresident, is greeted by Robert s. Wolff, RKO
managing director for the I nited Kingdom,
upon hi-, arrival in England. Phil Reisman
(left), RKO Radio vice-president in charge of
foreign distribution,
beams on.

i Continued

FLAT

RENTAL

UNDER

AUCTION

A ban on cross-licensing and the outlawing of percentage pictures under auction
sHHno: would be necessarv to preserve competition under a competitive bidding plan,
the Conference of Independent Exhibitors Associations told the Attornev General in a
letter drafted by A. F Mver=, L. O. Lukan and R. H. Poole on behalf of the 22 exhibitor
as£ociat;on^ represented by the CIEA following its meeting in Washington last fortnight.
Stressing the unanimitv of thought and action that keynoted the meeting, the
letter suggested that the CIEA's find:ngs "may be taken as the views of the overwhelming majority of theDivorcement
organized independent
Sole Effectiveexhibitors."
Remedy
First and foremost, the Conference re-affirmed its position that total theatre
divorcement is the "only effective remedy for the restraints and discriminations against
v't;c'i the independent exhibitors have so long complained and which the court has
now found to exist" and urged th* Government to appeal to the Supreme Court from
an^ order short of comDlete dive tit ure. The present plan of competitive bidding was
called "wholly unworkable" and would onlv increase the monopoly power of the defendant as well as rai^e prices to the public, the letter said.
However, should the court refuse to alter its position on competitive bidding, the
CIEA suggested that the Attornev General propose "safeguards and amendments to tha
murf's Dli n asrain^t the possib;litv. however remote, that the plan may p ter in
'.' Sup erne Court and some day become operative."
Safegu irds to Auction Selling
These safeguards would include the ban on cross-licensing outlined in the Government's proposals for an amended decree and the sale of pictures on a fla* rental
s. The letter pointed out "Anv attempt at awarding films- to -the highest bidder by
predetermining the distributor's share on a percentage engagement will pave the wav
for the defendants to continue the discriminatory practices in favor of the affiliated
theatres which the court has condemned."
The CIEA letter emphasized the advantages of the Hat rental method as making
unnecessary "certain qualifying provisions which are pertinent only to percentage deals
{Continued on Page 30)
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"GALLANT
Driven nearly mad
Thompson

by the death of his beloved horse, Be,s, young Marshall

(below) hears the whinny

to aid the wounded

animal

George Tobias, cannot
boy and

the

horse a

of a stricken mare

and steals away

(above), from whose side even his husky buddy.

budge him
new lease

on

until succor arrives to give both the
life.

BESS"

Heart Throbs In Boy's Love for Horse
The same

M-G-M

that created Lassie, the first topnotch

dog star since the immortal

Rin-Tin-Tin, appears to have

come up with an equine contender for boxoffice honors
in Bess, heroine of Gallant Bess. The showman must face
the fact at the outset that there are no glittering marquee names to support
exploitation elements

this picture.

But there are

which can be turned to great use.

The story is the always touching one of a boy's love for
his animal, this time a beautiful mare found by the lad
on a lonely Pacific atoll where he is serving with his seabees outfit. The details of his adoption of the horse to
take the place in his affection of the one that died back
home, how he is wounded in a skirmish with the Japs,
his rescue by the animal, their heartbreaking parting
when

he is ordered

back to the States and their joyous

reunion in a great climactic scene — these episodes are
chock full of human interest selling ancles. Gallant Bess
CAN be sold for surprising returns.
(Continued

On

Next

Page)

.

EXPLOITATION PICTURE
(Continued from Preceding Page)

"GALLANT

BESS"

CREDITS

A M tro-Goldwyn-Mayer Picture. Directed by Andrew Marton. Produced by
Harry Ripf. Original Story and Screen Play by Jeanne Birtlett. Suggested
by an Incident as Tild by It Marvin Park, USNR
PhoUgraphed in Natural
Co ar by th? Cinecoior Process. Director of Pho ography: John W. Boyle,
A.3.C. Ca.l: Marshall Thompson, George Tobias. C em Bevan,, Donald Curtis,
Murray

Al.er,

Chill

Wills

and

-Bess."

4. In the South Pacific, Tex nurses his grudge against the
Lieutenant, but is prevented from doing anything rash by
his buddy. Lug (George Tobias).

|. Sixteen-year-old Tex (Marshall Thompson) is forced to leave his
beloved hor^e "Bess," in care of an old friend, Smitty (Clem Bevans),
after he is high-pressured into joining the Seabees, and lies about his
age so that he will be accepted.
5. In the middle of the night. Tex hears a horse whinnv in
the jungle and goes to his aid. He finds the horse (also Bess)
bleeding and mangled and when his buddies come to brin*
him back, persuades them to bring medical supplies and
saves the animal's life, renaming her Bess.

m°m'$y

2. While he is in training, he receives word that Bess, about to foal,
is down with pneumonia. He begs for a leave from his c.o., Lt. Bridgeman (Donald Curtis), but is told to wait his turn and when he tries
to go AWOL,
is clamped into the brig.
£, When the Lieutenant himself comes out with food for
Bess, Tex's animosity disappears and he makes the horse a
useful and entertaining mascot. Bess returns the favor by
saving the boy's life when he is wounded by a sniper.

3. About to go overseas, he is released and rushes home, too late to
save Bess, who dies in his arms. The boy, brokenhearted and embittered against the Navy, returns to his unit.
lu

7. Their job done, his outfit is ordered home, but the wounded lad refuses to believe they will take Hess from him. As
the LST pulls away, the frantic horse breaks her bonds and
swims after the ship until she is taken aboard to become
Tex's own
for life.
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COLUMBIA

Most important new starter at this studio is "The Lady from
Shanghai." Orson Welles is producing, directing and co-starring
with his wife, Rita Hayworth, in this one. The studio has given
him a blank check on the handling of this film and thus far all
is serene. Studio spokesmen are visibly impressed by the presence of Mr. Welles in their midst and information about the picture is guarded as though state secrets were involved. The marquee value of this film should be greatly enhanced by the prerelease publicity flood which will make much of the first
appearance of this Hollywood couple, so recently reconciled.
Shades of elegance seem to be falling closer and closer to the
lot where westerns and quickies have been the chief stock-intrade. Here we have Orson Welles taking over and "Enemy of
the People," a play by Henrik Ibsen, is on the production schedule. Alexander Knox, who just signed a new termer with Columbia, will bo starred.
Jolson Tribute Not Exploited
The recent nation-wide broadcast tribute to Al Jolson might
well have been counted as an exploitation routine for Columbia's
"The Jolson Story." As a matter of fact, Harry Cohn had nothing
to do with the show and while it served- as a strong pitch for the
picture, Cohn withheld any studio participation in it lest he be
accused of promoting, and he was wise to resist the opportunity.
In audition to the starting of "The Lady from Shanghai," the
studio put a Durango Kid western and one of their crime series
films in work this week. "Lone Hand Texan" is the western and
"The Hunter Is A Fugitive" is the crime film with Richard Dix
and Karen Morley starred.

EAGLE - LION
Joan Leslie, fresh from her unsuccessful suit against Warners, has been signed to a co-starring role with Franchot Tone in
"Repeat Performance." The picture is slated to go into production as soon as possible (depending on the labor situation) and
the picture for which Miss Leslie was first rumored signed, "Mr.
Jow," has been postponed.
Constance Dowling's seven-year contract with Eagle-Lion has
been terminated by mutual agreement before the actress ever got
a chance to work. The contract, signed only a few weeks ago,
was broken over disagreement about the kind of role she was
handed for her first job. The picture, "Her Wedding Night," was
to give her equal billing with Dennis O'Keefe and Ann Richards,
but the actress objected to the kind of part it was. Production
will start as soon as a replacement is obtained.
Stymied by Strike
This company, like all the smaller units, is really caught in
the vise of the strike situation. While the big companies have
suffered the brunt of the picketing, and other disturbances, they
have been able to keep most of their production units going. But
the smaller companies, particularly those just getting under way,
have been completely stymied. At this writing there is no picture
in work on this lot. The reply of a studio spokesman when asked
about activities is typical and to the point. "We'll start a picture
when they let us!"

METRO-GOLD

WYN-MAYER

Quietly, behind the closed doors of the executive offices, things
have been happening at MGM. Producers, directors, players,
writers, technicians, have all been up for discussion in the sanctum sanctorum. All of these discussions were completely secretive
and the individuals involved were unaware that they were being
discussed. The results will be made public gradually and almost
imperceptibly in small announcements, probably. Many heads,
felt to be securely fastened, will be falling. But the news will not
all be bad. Promotions and new recognitions will come to many.
No official announcement is available on this situation at present.
But the trend of the whole session appears to be toward the costclipping side of the ledger. In the words of a studio executive,
"we're trimming off dead weight."
Studio Hit by Strike
One good thing to come out of these recent huddles is the
blanket 15% increase to many clerical people retroactive to last
January 1. Most of these people are in under the jurisdiction of
the union that was formed to fight SOEG and the studio is anxikeep their salaries and working conditions equal to any
unionous toterms.
OCTOBER
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Behind the Scenes of Film Production
MGM has been the scene of the most intense activity during
the current strike situation. Violence, bitter language, foul namecalling, has been a part of the early morning routine these pasl
weeks. The studio has hired busses to transport most of its help
through the gates but many individuals go in singly or in groups.
According to the producers, the villains in this ridiculous
situation are Herb Sorrell and William L. Hutcheson, and until
these two men are beaten, they hold little hope for permanent
peace. As always happens in these situations, the little people
will be the ones to suffer ultimately in this situation. Labor has
lost the respect of many thinking people in this situation because
some unscrupulous men have been permitted to represent it.
Equally unscrupulous management men will latch on to this discrediting of all labor unions to plant their punch where it will do
the most harm. What a pity, what a sad commentary on the
ability of men to reason, that such a situation should prevail in
an industry so prosperous, for labor and -management alike!
11 Top Films Planned
The recent executive conferences mentioned earlier passed on
eleven top-budget films to be made in the 1946-47 schedule. Although two of Joe Pasternak's contemplated pictures have been
definitely shelved, he still leads the other producers on the lot
with three set to go. He will do "Cabbages and Kings," with
June Allyson, Jimmy Durante and Cyd Charisse already cast;
"The Birds and the Bees," with Jeanette MacDonald, Jose Iturbi
and Jane Powell, and "The Kissing Bandit," with Kathryn Grayson and Tcny Martin. Arthur Freed has "The Pirate," with Gene
Kelly and Judy Garland, and "The Life of Rodgers and Hart" on
his list. Clarence Brown will produce and direct, "A Love Story,"
with Katharine Hepburn, Robert Walker and Paul Henreid (this
is the romance of Clara and Robert Schuman). Edwin Knopf
has "Rich Full Life," with Elizabeth Taylor. Arthur Hornblow
will do "Cass Timberlane." Everett Riskin has "Nutmeg Tree."
Pandro Berman has "Green Mansions." Robert Lord has "Three
O'Clock Dinner." Nat Perrin will do another in the Thin Man
series with Powell and Loy. Sam Zimbalist will produce "Robinson Crusoe."

Sam Marx to Stay
One of the producers whose fate hung in balance when the
new edict for only high-budget films came through at Metro was
Sam Marx. Now, it has been disclosed that he was handed a new
two-year contract as the result of his work on "The Beginning or
the End." He will be given one of the high-budgeters for his next
assignment.
Metro has decided to bolster "The Beginning or the End."
Inspired by the excitement caused by the recent report on Hiroshima by John Hersey, the studio is going into the Government
films of the aftermath (they have access to this film by reason
of their original agreement) and will add some scenes similar to
the material Hersey dealt with.

MONOGRAM
Inventory in the Monogram backlog department reveals that
the studio has 15 pictures ready for release. This number more
than takes care of the company's commitments to the first of the
year.Presently in work on the lot are: "It Happened On Fifth
Avenue" (Ann Harding-Victor Moore) and a western, "Cisco and
the Going
Angel." into direct competition with Hal Wallis, Barney Glazer
and Nathaniel Finston, operating as Symphony Films, have announced their
to produce
"Theof Tragic
Symphony," a The
film
to be based
on plans
the life
and music
Peter Tchaikowsky.
picture will be made on the Monogram lot with two unknown:;
being sought for the leading roles. This is the result of a deal
initiated by the late Trem Carr. President Steve Broidy completed the arrangements and the film will be made for Monogram
release. For details of the Wallis version of a Tchaikowsky picture see PARAMOUNT.
Barney Sarecky has been signed by President Steve Broidy to
take over the Johnny Mack Brown-Jimmy Wakely western series
production. The assignment was made to fill the place left vacant when Scott Dunlap moved "upstairs" to become Broidy's assistant. A new producer for the Cisco kid series will also be
named shortly since this, too, was a Dunlap chore.
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Hal Wallis' plans for production move along quickly. He has
made definite arrangements for production at Denham studios
sometime in late Spring. "For Her To See" will be his first in
association with J. Arthur Rank. No casting has be=n announced
yet Meantime, Wallis has sent his script on the "Life of Tchaikowsky" to England for consideration by David Rose and James
Mason. Wallis is hoping to get Mason for the leading role in the
picture which will be made in Technicolor.

Production on this lot involves six films, one just finished.
No new starters are listed since our last report. Paramount, like
the other studios, is marking time until this labor situation is
settled.

PRC
Two new starters on this lot. last week: "Red Stallion," a
Cinecolor picture, produced by Ben Stolon', with Robert Paige,
Ted Donaldson, Noreen Nash and Jane Darwell, and "Philo
Vance's Gamble,"
and Sheila Ryan. produced by Howard Welsch, with Alan Curtis
Meanwhile, the studio has announced its latest release schedule which includes twelve films to go out by the middle of November. The list includes: "Outlaw of the Plains" (Buster
Crabbe-Al St. John), "Her Sister's Secret" (Nancy Coleman-Philip
Reed), "Accomplice" (Richard Arlen-Veda Ann Borg), "Driftin'
River" (Eddie Dean), "The Brute Man" (Tom Neal), "Gas House
Kids" (Robert Lowery-Teala Lorring), "Lady Killer" (Robert
Lowery-Ann Savage), "Don Ricardo Returns" (Fred DolbyIsabelita) and "Tumbleweed Trail" (Eddie Dean).

REPUBLIC
Although only two films are in work o.i the Republic lot at
this writing, the studio this week announced a list of 40 pictures
to be released on the 1946-47 schedule. The list is occupying 15
producers.
Heading the list is the Frank Borzage feature, "Gallant Man,"
which will co-star Don Ameche and Catherine McLeod. Joseph
Kane will do "Wyoming," with William Elliott and Vera Ralston.
Allan Dwan is at work on "Wil! Tomorrow Ever Come," with
Nelson Eddy and Ilona Massey. He also has "Heaven for Jenny"
in preparation. Producer-star John Wayne has "Angel and the
Outlaw" in final editing and Alfred Santell is finishing "That
Brennan Girl."

Frank McDonald is now working on "Hit Parade of 1947" and
Edmund Grainger has "The Fabulous Texan" almost ready for
production.

Armand Schaefer will contribute four to the list: "The City
Slicker," "The Hideout," "Robin Hood of Texas," and "Twilight
on the Rio Grande," the last two for Autry.
Donald Brown will do "Web of Danger," "Pride of Kentucky,"
"Thunder in the Forest" and two Roy Rogers films, "Heart of
Mexico," and "Song of the Golden West."

William O'Sullivan has "The Finger Woman," "Whispers in
the Dark," "Daredevils of the Sky," "Lightning Strikes Twice,"
"Down Tahiti Way" and "Singapore Sal" on his list.
Four Rogers Westerns Slated
Four Roy Rogers' starrers, "Bells of San Angelo," "Springtime in the Sierras," "San Antonio Sunset," and "The Gay Ranchero" are under Edward J. White's preparation. Sidney Picker
is working on two Red Ryder westerns. Lou Gray will do six
Monte Hale westerns. Mike Frankovich concludes the list with
three serials.
Frank Borzage paid $60,000 for the film rights to "Fall On
Your Knees," a novel by Martha Cheavens. Philip Dorn will be
starred in the film, which has been marked for early production.

RKO-RADIO
This studio, continuing its policy of enticing into its ranks
good independent producers, has concluded a deal with Argosy
Pictures Corporation. This is the John Ford-Merian Cooper organization and they have big plans slated. First to go will be
"The Fugitive." Dudley Nichols is doing the screen play and most
ol the footage will be shot in RKO's Mexican studio at Mexico
City. Argosy had originally dickered with United Artists for a
one-picture release deal, but apparently the RKO arrangement on
a permanent basis proved to be the most advantageous
.
Robert Risk in is one of the independent
producers who has
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been stoppad in his tracks by the strike. Riskin had planned to
roll on his "Magic Town," with James Stewart and Jane Wyman,
on September 21. But sets were incomplete and there is no chance"
of having them finished until the labor situation is settled. Meanwhile, the stars and Director William Wellman have D.en put on
leave of absence.
Capra Film Boosted
Ii the grapevine rumors are to be trusted, "It's a Wonderful
Life" will be well up among the Academy contenders come
March. This first effort of Liberty Films is reputed to be in the
Frank Capra tradition. Meanwhile, George Stevens, slated for
the next Liberty chore, is coasting until December hoping that
the labor situation will have cleared by that time. His effort will
be "One Big Happy Family," which requires five big name people
for the top roles. Frank Capra has completed his screen play for
his next production which is called "No Other Man." William
Wyler comes over from the Goldwyn company for a picture as
soon as he completes his cutting on "The Best Years of Our
Lives."
But no activity will get under way until December.
Samuel Goldwyn, having wound up "Secret Life of Walter
Mitty" and "The Best Years of Our Lives," is not readying an
immediate production. He has made arrangements for distribution of "Wonder Man," "The Princess and the Pirate,' and "The
Best Years of Our Lives" in Latin America, as well as a deal that
will take four of his pictures into Europe during the coming year.
Production on the RKO lot hit a low of five this week with
only a "Tarzan" picture from the Sol Lesser unit starting.

20th

CENTURY-FOX

With only three pictures in production on the lot, and none
planned for immediate starting unless the labor situation clears,
20th production is far' under par.
Despite the slow pace of production, the studio has a total of
55 scripts in various stages of preparation which are all assigned to
14 of the studio's producers. Robert Bassler heads the list with
"Homestretch," in production, and "Off to Buffalo," "The Snakepit,"
"Dick Turpin," "Green Grass of Wyoming" and "Party Line" all
in preparation. Walter Morosco has "Papa Was a Juggler," "Benefit Performance," "Life of Riley," "Autumn in Acapulce," "Scudda
Hoo-Scudda Hay," "Ballad of Furnace Creek" and "The Deadly
Percheron." Otto Preminger's properties are "Methinks the Lady.''
"Daisy Kenyon," "Any Number Can Play" and "The Dark Wood."
William Perlberg's list is headed by 'Forever Amber," as well as
"Chicken Every Sunday," "Brittania Mews" and "With Open
Jessel On Musical
Hearts."
Lamar Trotti is still struggling with "Captain from Castile"
and has "Mother Wore Tights" in work. Ernst Lubitsch has
"Lady in Ermine" and "Typhoon" on his list. Joseph Mankiewicz
will produce "House on Berkley Square. George Jessel is currently
working on "I Wonder- Who's Kissing Her Now." with "This Song
of Mine," "The Life of O'Henry," "The Missouri Waltz," "Bandwagon" and "Brooklyn Bridge" all in preparation. Gene Markey
has "My Heart Tells Me," "Until Morning," "The Night the World
Shook" on his list. His latest acquisition is "Moss Rose," an English novel just purchased by the studio. Peggy Cummins has been
assigned the starring role although production is months off.
Cornel Wilde, a fugitive from "Forever Amber." is being tempted (they hope) by two producers on the lot. Louis Lighton is
polishing up "The Black Rose" and Robert Bassler is offering
"Dick Turpin." The Wilde story is another typical example of
Hollywood. Two years ago no producer on the lot had everheard of him. Now, they would all jump at the chance of having
him in a picture.

UNITED

ARTISTS

Edward Small's deal has been approved by the UA board and
the producer will make one picture for UA release. It is "The
Life of Valentino." This is the property that Small has nursed
along for some half dozen years now.
Sidney Buchman is negotiating with UA for a releasing deal
on the three pictures he has ready for production. Since leaving
Columbia, Buchman has completed scripts on "The Dark Page."
"The Last Frontier" and is now working on "The Life of Beet-

Selzniek Shut-Down
David Selzniek incurred the criticism of other top producing
hoven."
companies when he, without consulting any other company as to
their procedure,
closed down
his shop for the duration
of the
FILM
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strike. It was felt in some quarters that, from a standpoint of
unity in producer ranks, Selznick was a bit high-handed. All but
a skeleton force and the Selznick regulars in all departments, were
laid off. The studio issued a formal statement saying that labor
conditions made it impossible to proceed with the preparations for
"Little Women" and "The Paradine Case," both of which were to
have started this month. The studio denied that they were closed,
stating that they were "compelled to lay off some of its personnel
for the time being."
"The Paradine Case," which will star Ann Todd and Gregory
Peck, cannot afford too long a delay in starting since both players
have other commitments which may run into the Selznick picture,
if it io not started shortly.
Production on "A Miracle Can Happen" has been stopped and
will be off schedule for three months, at least. The next episode
which will have James Stewart and Henry Fonda in it, must wait
until these actors have completed other commitments.
Piekford Want

A Pictures

Interesting note from a recent board of directors meeting of
UA, held in New York. It seems that Mary Piekford, now that she
is going back into active production with Lester Cowan, is a little
concerned about the number of contracts UA is signing for "lowbudget" pictures. Miss Pickford's plea was for quality rather
than quantity. It was reported that several deals now in consideration may be dropped or, at least, revised as a result of the
Piekford protest.
The Sol Lesser picture made as "No Trespassing," will be released as "The Red House." Edward G. Robinson and Lon McCallister are starred.

UNIVERSAL

- INTERNATIONAL

Frank Ryan received his biggest job yet in the assignment to
direct "Time Out of Mind." Jane Murfin is producing. Robert
Siodmak was originally scheduled to direct, but for a reason not
ovailable, his name was withdrawn. The film goes into production
shortly with Phyllis Calvert, the British actress, heading the cast
including Ella Raines, Robert Hutton, Ann Blyth and Eddie Albert.
Studio spokesmen infer that the actress from England is complaining for all to hear about almost everything including the cast of
fellow-players. That is a bad start, someone should tell Miss
Calvert.

Charles Hoffman and Alex Gottlieb have both been handed
their 1946-47 production schedule. Hoffman will do "Ships in the
River," "The Unsuspected," "The Hasty Heart," "For Sentimental
Reasons" and "A Kiss in the Dark." He is currently in work with
"Night Unto Night." Gottlieb's assignments include "The Glass
Room," "Tomorrow Is Another Day," "Bill's Gay Ninetie's," and
"Howdy Stranger." "Wallflower," which had been on his list, has
been dropped from the production schedule.
Wald Has Big Schedule
Jerry Wald, however, continues to be one of the busiest producers on the Warner lot with ten films on his calendar. Two to
go this month are "Dark Passage" and "The Unfaithful," which
will star Ann Sheridan. Others on the list include: "Serenade,"
"Mr. Broadway," "Silver Lining," "The Life of Will Rogers,"
"Quietly, My Captain Waits" and "Rebel Without Cause."
Henry Blanke is running Wald an even pace in production
schedules with two in editing, "Deception" and "Cry Wolf," two
in work, "The Woman In White" and "Deep Valley," and ten
others on his list, including "Moby Dick," "Ethan Frome," "Autumn
Crocus" and "The Fountainhead."
Crawford-Davis Fuss
Joan Crawford is quite disturbed these days, and not without
reason. When she went into work on "Humoresque," the studio
promised it would be released immediately upon completion. The
film was finished several months ago but there has been quite a
stalling act. It seems that "Deception," the Bette Davis starrer,
is a film of the same type and Miss Davis insisted that her's go
out first (and in time for Academy consideration) even though it
was finished not more than five weeks ago. The Crawford performance in "Humoresque," in the opinion of this reporter, will
bring the actress new laurels — this time not as a personality
whose comeback everybody cheered, but as an actress, standing on
just that.
Miss Davis has a picture in for the year, "Stolen Life." But
the Crawford name has not been on a marquee since "Mildred
Pierce," well over a year ago. Studio executives are upset because,
of course, they would like to please both of these important assets.
But it seems that Miss Davis won out. Her picture opens in New
York next month with "Humoresque" scheduled to follow it. Two
films of such similar type, one on top of each other may prove
bad releasing technique, and unfair to Miss Crawford and the

Donald O'Connor, one of Universal's solid moneymakers before the merger, has been signed to a new seven year contract by
UI. The actor was recently discharged from the Army and his
first under the new deal will be "Good Old Eli."

others

Greenthal's Ad Agency
Monroe Greenthal, originally named as vice president of the
now-defunct United World set-up, has picked himself a nice ripe
plum off of the U-I tree. Greenthal is setting up his own advertising agency to be called the Monroe Advertising Company. First
account of the company will be the Universal-International business, including the theatres which this company will acquire, the
Arthur Rank Enterprises, and the product of independent producers releasing through U-I. Greenthal says his firm will have
other accounts, even outside the film industry, but his main concentration will be on the U-I set-up. Other less enterprising contemporaries ofGreenthal are turning slightly green at this point.
At this studio, too, the strike is being felt with only one
picture in production, the Durbin film, "I'll Be Yours."

Enterprise's "Arch of Triumph" continues in production, although the star, Ingrid Bergman, has completed her portion of the
film and has left for New York to do a legitimate play. Meanwhile, Enterprise, seriously handicapped by the labor situation, is
attempting to get rolling on "The Other Love." The date has
already been set back twice. This film stars Barbara Stanwyck
and David Niven with Lee Bowman pencilled in for an important
role.

WARNER

BROS.

This seems to be the only studio not stymied to some degree
by the strike. Three pictures went into work, just two days before the picket lines went into effect, and seem to be continuing
in work without much hindrance. New starters were: "My Wild
Irish Rose" (Dennis Morgan-Andrea King), "The Woman In
White" (Eleanor Parker-Gig Young) and "Deep Valley" (Dane
Clark-Ida Lupino). With four others continuing in production,
the ctud'o has a tct?.l of seven in work.
Jules Fii'lhnun. with no particular reason given to the press,
h ' rcsig' cd his po:t as producer at the studio. He checked off
i" lot immediately upon tendering his resignation. The two
' i ; irt-'es a: signed to the producer were "Winter Kill" and "Young
Man With A Horn." The former, which is scheduled for an October production start will be given to Michael Curtiz for production since he had already been assigned as director on the piece.
OCTOBER
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concerned

with "Humoresque."

MISCELLANEOUS

INDEPENDENTS

Screen Guild Productions is planning to start four new productions this month, despite the labor situation. Those to go are:
"Buffalo Bill Rides Again," a Jack Schwarz production; •"Bells of
San Fernando," with James Burkette producing; an untitled film
from Screen Arts Pictures, new SG affiliate, and "Judy," an Affiliated Production.
Ready for release shortly arc "My Dog Shep," "Scared to
Death," "Queen of the Amazons" and "Renegade Girl."
New Unit In SG List
The latest unit to be added to the SG list is Melrose Productions, Inc., whose twelve picture commitment for three years
raises the companies total potential to about 72 pictures for the
period.
As the schedule now

stands, Screen Guild Productions plans

I i "' noi le than 12 features into release by March In addition
to the four going into work and tho~e already completed, four
more will be ready to go into the exchanges before the March
deadline.
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In the Release Chart, the date under "Details" refers to the issue in which cast,
director, plot, etc., appeared. "Rel." is the national release date. "No." is
the issue in which the review appeared. There may be variations in the Running Time in states where there is censorship. All new productions are on
1946-47 programs unless otherwise noted. (T) immediately following title
and running time denotes Technicolor production.
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LONE HAND TEXAN
Western — Started September 27
Cast:
Charles Starrett, Smiley Burnette.
Director: Ray Nazarro
Producer:
Story:
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THE LADY FROM SHANGHAI
Drama — Started October 2
Cast:
Rita Hay worth, Orson Welles.
Director: Orson Welles
Story:
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Curtis-Donnell
... .5-27 .. .9-12.
Falkenburg-Tucker
12-24. . .3-28.
Cortis-Donnell
. . .12-24
. .5-16.
Keyes-Wynn
4-29. . .9-30.

Two-Fisted Stranger
(51)
Unknown.
The
(70)
Details under title: The Coffin

.7160

.7025... 5-13

O'Brien-Warrick
Louise-Duane
Fortune

Throw
a Saddle
on a Star
(67)
Curtis- Roberts
(Details under title: Smoky River Serenade)

4-1

..1-7... 4-18.
11-12... 2-14.

Louise-Dunne

Sing
While
You
Dance
(73)
Singing On The Trail
Talk Aboot
A lady
(71)
That Texas Jamboree
(67)
Thrill of Brazil
(91)
Details
under
title: Rio

.7001
.7210

.12-24... 4-11.

Dlx-Blake

Donaldson- Dennis
Starrett-Burnette
Hand

. .7034- • .6-1C
.7206

.7101
.7021... 5-13
.7040

Morris-Donnell
Private Ghost
Lowery-Foeh
. . .
Keyes-Parker
..

River

8-5

... .6-10. . .9-12.
8-6... 9-14.
11-26. .. .3-1.
2-5.. 10-18.
3-4... 5-30.

Broadway

Was

. 7204
. . .7026
7207
7002

. ... 12-10. . .3-21 .

Starrett-Burnette
Morley-Bannon

..3-20..
4-1.

.7205
.7033
.7224
.7016
.7222
7006.
.7221
.7208

.5-30

12-13.
.12-24. . . .7-4.
10-15. . . .6-7.

(82) .... Bowman-Chapman
Kent-Ward

9-2

7027

. 9-16

.7140
.7011.. .9-16

1946-47 Features

.9-30.

Completed

( 2)

In Production

(0)

*0

1946-47

Mr. Twilight
Co-ed

of Sherwood

Louise-Bannon
Starrett-Taylor
Ford-Blair
Starrett-Burnette
Massen-Stanton

Russell-Douglas
Ford-Carter
Scott-Britton

The
Lone

.. .9-3. . .7-11.

9-30
.7-22.

Empty

COMPLETED

Johnny
0'Clock
Landrush
(53)
Lasl ol The
Redmcn
Lone
Star
Moonlight
Lorn
Wolt
in Mexico,
Details under
title:

Hairlgan

Broadway

the

Massacre

Starrett-Burnette

Desert

Details

IN PRODUCTION

Crime
Doctor's
Manhunt.
Dead
Reckoning
Down
To
Earth
(T)
Inside Story
Jolson
Story. The
(T)

rum.

(56)
Burning

the

CHART
Cast

Time

Guilt of Janet Ames
Details
under title: My
They
Walk
Alone
Twin
Sombreros
(C)
.

(T)

(87)

Wllde-Loulse

Blondle's
Lucky
Day
(69)
Chick
Carter.
Detective
(Serial)

Lake-Singleton
Talbot-Blake

Cowboy
(65)
Dangerous Blues
Business
(59)
Details tinder title: Power

Curtis- Donnoll "
Tucker- Merrick

24

Orson Welles

(Details September 30)

RELEASE

Bnndlt

in oil boom.

John Kellog, Regis Toomey.
Producer: Rudolph Flothow

tries to give up his career

GIRL

Title — Running

Alias
Betty

land

Girl working in night club loves boy working in South America.
They try to kid each other about their positions but the truth
comes out.

INSIDE
Story:

off his

Merchant sailor saves girl from thugs. She is wife of a millionaire
who is crippled. Sailor is hired for their cruise and the intrigue
begins

THE HUNTER IS A FUGITIVE
Mystery — Started October 3
Cast:
Richard Dix, Karen Morley,
Director: William Clemens
Story:

Colbert Clark

of

Devil's
Mask.
The
(66)
Frontier
Gunlaw
(59)
Gallant
Journey
(85)
Galloping
Thunder
(54)
Gentleman
Misbehaves,
The
(74)
Details under title: Lullaby of

Hop

NEW

(54)
Phantom

of

Attorney

.
.
.
.

y-16
.8-19. ......
.8-19
.8-19

. . .4-1. .10-17.
. 9-30.
. .5-27. .10-24.
. .6-24
. .4-15
. 9-30.
.11-12
...7-8

RELEASE
Title — Running
COMPLETED

806. . 9-3C
.816. .10-14

9-30
9-30

.9-16.
..11-20
.8-19.
.9-16.

CHART
Details

Cast

Rel.

.9-30.
Devil
It's

861''.

Time

On
A

Wheels.
Joke,

The

Cardwell-tord

Son

Delmar-Merkel

METRO-COLD

WY

Completed

l!14(>-47 Features
l!)45-4(i Features

N - M AY £ R
In Production
In Production

(22)

Completed

• 8-5.

.8-6.

....

(32)

.7-8.
.9-2.
.7-22.
.7-22.
12-10. .10-10.

RELEASE

.y-16
Title — Ronnlng

. . 805 .

No.

CHART
Details

Time

IN PRODUCTION

.9-30.

Unfinished
Details

2-21.
.7004. .4-15
.7020.
. .7-11.
. .4-4. .7180. .
.4-29. . .7-18 . .7223. .
. .7-8
.7037.
.3-18. . 6-20.
.10-15.
.4-2.

..9-2

Dance.
The
under title:

Ballerina

Rel.

.7-22...

.9-30.
O'Bricn-Charisse

Grrrn
Dolphin
Street
. Turnrr-Hrflin
It Happened
In Brooklyn
Sinatra-Grayson
To Kiss and
To Keep
Kelly-McDonald
Details under title: Life's for The Loving
Merton
of The
Movies
Summer
Holiday
This Time
For Keeps
<T>
Romance of Rosy Ridge

(8)
(0)

. Skelton-O'Brien
Ronney-OeHavcn
Williams-Melehlor
Johnson-Lrigh

.8-6.
.8-6.

.

9-2.
. 7-R.
. . 9-30.
.

F ILM

8-6

HIL

L E T I N

1946-47
Andy
Hardy
Comes
Back
Details
under title: Uncle
Arnclo Affair, The
Beginning Or The End
Cockeyed
Miracle,
The
Details
under title:

Andy

(81)
But Not

H igh Barbareo
Holiday In Mexico
(T)
(127)
Little Mr. Jim
(92)
Lady In The Lake
Mighty
McGurk.
The
...
My Brother Talks
to Horses
No Leave,
No Love
(117)
Woman
of My
Own,
A
Secret
Heart, The
Sea
of Grass
Show-Off,
The
(84)
Tenth Avenue Angel
Till The Clouds Roll By (T)
Two Smart
People
(93)
Undercurrent
(111)
Details
under
title: Yod
Wert
The

8-6. .
. . 5-27
.
1-7..

Williams-Carroll
Thompson-Tobias

Heaven

..12-24..
..10-29.

.9-30

Johnson- Allyson
. . . 5-27 . .
Pidgeon-Massey
...9-17.,
Jenkins-Gilford
. . . 10-29 . . .
Montgomery-Totter
. . 5-27 . .
Beery-MacMahon
...5-13..
Lawford- Jenkins
...4-1..
Johnson-Kirkwoud
.10-1..
Garson-Hart
4-1..
Colbert-Pldgeon
6-10..
Tracy-Hepburn
7-8..
Skelton-Maxwell
3-4...
J'Brien-Murphy
4-1..
Garland-Walker
...12-24..
Ball-Hodiak
10-1
. .
Taylor-Hepburn
3-4. .

There

Peck-Jarman

REPRINTS

Boom
Town
Captains
Courageous
(116)
Great Waltz
Rage In Heaven
(82)

8-20

.6-10
.8-5

.8-19
.6-10
.10-14

.

.9-2
.9-2

NO. SLXTEEN

BLOCK

Beery-O'Brien
Powell-Williams
(113) ..

4-46.
7-9... 4-46.
Foreign. . .4-46.
6-25... 4-46.
7-9. . 4-46

Turner-Garfield
Allyson-Lawford

NO. SEVENTEEN

Boys' Ranch
(88)
Courage of Lassie
(T)
(93)
Details under title: Hold High the Torch
Faithful in My Fashion
(81)

Craig-Jenkins
E. Taylor-Lassie

Three Wise

O'Brien-Barrymore

Fools

Reed-Drake

(90)

at

..3-18.
8-20.
4-15.

Toler-Lorring
Richmond-Hayes
Alcatnu

12-24.
.3-18

(72)

Carradine-Drake
Cookson-Willlam

..10-15.
...7-23.

Freddie Steps Out (75)
Details under
title: High School
Scandals
Gentlemen
from
Texas,
The
(60)
Details
under
title: The
Fighting Texans

Stewart-Preisser

...3-18.

Gay
Cavalier,
The
(65)
Haunted
Mine.
The
(52)
High
School
Hero
In Details
Fast Company
(63) In
under title:

Roland-Ames
Brown-Hatton
Stewart-Preisser
Gorcey-Hall

title:

Suspensi

High

Joe Palooka,
Champ
(70)
Junior
Prom
(69)
Details
under
title: High

..9-18.
8-6

....

. . .1-7.
.11-26

SPECIALS
(129)

Details onder title: This Strange AdventoreGable-Garson
Easy To Wed
(T)
(117)
Ball-Johnson
Green
Years,
The
(127)
Coburn-Drake
Weekend it the Waldorf (130)
Turner-Johnson
Zxigfeld
Fellies
(T)
(110)
Astalre-Ball

.7-46.
.8-46
8-46
.8-46.

6-11
2-19.
9-3.
. . 11-27 .
5-1

3-46
.7-46.
.7-46.
3-46
10-45

614. .12-10

Brown-Hatton

Gear

School

Trail

In
In
In
In

Completed ( 9)
Completed (1)
Completed (33)
Completed (14)

(34)
(12)

.8-17.

IN
It

PRODUCTION

Happened

Roland-Riordan

On

Fifth

Bringing
Up Father
Dangerous
Money
Details under title:
flecoy

Avenue

When

You're

Gentleman
Ginger
Mr.
Hex
Sweetheart

Suspense

Details

Wife

Joe
of

Hot

Harding-Moore

5-27.

.8-24.

6-25

1-2
.11-2

.618 12-10
2-18
.621
.620. . 3-18
.622
3-18

Sunbonnet
Sue
(90)
Strange
Voyage
(61)
Swing Parade of 1946
Trail to Mexico
Trap.
The
Trigger
Finger
Under
Arizona
Skies
Details
under title:

Renan-Storm
Albert-Taylor
Storm-Reagan
Wakely-White
Toler-Chandler
Brown-Hatton
Brown-Hatton

5-14

..627
628 .

.624

3-18
.4-15

605.
.616
.623.

.7-23
12-24

.617

.1-21

The

Code of

The

Drifter

Alamo

(1)
(1)
(3)
(1)

Yule-McMnnus
Toler-Young

Money

Gillic-Norris
Brown-Hatton

Palooka

(101)

onda.

Wanted

iltle:

Errol-Kirkwood
Albertson-Reed
Gorcey-Robbins
Jeagan-Knox

Chi
Glamour

No.

Rev.

Girl

.'

....6-24.
......6-24.

10-26
10-12. .603

5-13. . .9-14.

.601.

9-2
...
.....6-10.
.9-2 . .10-5. .'. .607. !
9-2... 11-9.!
.... .7-22. .11-16

Belita-Moore

10-29... 6-15

Francis-Shayne

6-24. .10-19. . .

699... 4-15

Completed
Completed

OCTOBER

Bandit
title: Cisco Kid No.
(80)
(67)
title: The Shadow's

14,

Roland-Ames

.8-5. .10-26.

Francis-Kelly
Richmond-Reed
Shadow

. . 6-25.. 12-24
10-29.. .5-11

505. .12-10
526

.518.
563
.530.

.512
.516. ..3-18

1-in

"03
.521
.574
Wl

9-2
. -8-19
,jn-1c

.568.
.561
.573

2-4 . . 4-20 .

In Production
In Production

(22)
(25)

(6)
(0)

CHART
Cast

Time

Details

Adventure
Island
(C)
Big Haircut,
The
Dear
Ruth
Desert
Town
(T)
Golden
Earrinns
Unconquered
(T)

Calhoun-Flem ng
9-30
Ladd-Lamour
9-16
.
raultteld-Holden
. . . .9-2. .
Scott-Hodiak
r-2.
Milland-D'etrich
. . 8-19. .
Cooper-Goddard
...8-19..

1946-47
COMPLETED
BLOCK
NO.
Hlg
Blue

ONE

Town
Skies

(T)

Reed-Brooke

(107)

Cro»
My Heart
Details
under title: Tea Good
Ta
Perfect
Marriaue.
The
Two
Years
Before
the Mast
(98)

12-24

Crosby-Astaire
Hutton-Tifts
Be

8-6
!-•

1 2 27

9-30

True
Ynnno-Nlven
Ladd-Donlevy

1-21
5-1.

.11-22. .

DESIGNATED

Caloutta
California
(T)
Danger Street
Easy Come.
Easy Go
Details under
title:

Third

Emperor
Waltr,
The
(T)
Fear
In The
Nioht
I Cover Big Town
Imperfect
Lady.
The
Details
under
title: Take
Jungle Flight
Ladies'
Man
My Favorite Brunette
Perils of Pauline
(T)
Seven
Were
Saved

Where

3

.513. . .4-15
567

6-29

4-27
..7-6.
.3-16.
9-21.

8-6.
4-99
.... 8-19 .
..
-6-24
....
2-4.

PRODUCTION

Suddenly
It's Snring
Trouble With Women,
Wdrome
Stranger

1945-46
Beauty
and the
Details
under
Allotment
Wlvee
Behind
the Mask
Details
under

Title — Running

IN

...10-29
...7-22.

Wakely-White

194.6-47 Features
1945-46 Features

572

.527.

Gorcey-Hall

Production
Production
Production
Production

Rel.

. .4-1

Lowe-Rogers

...8-19

1946-47

Ready

Sigma

Details

. . .4-15. . .7-13.

Shadow

of

.523.

.7-27.
.11-23.
2-16.

The

NOT

COMPLETED

Draw

Cast

8 3

.5-13

Strange
Gregory,
(63)
DetailsMr.under
title: The
Gregory

(75)

.561.

'i-U

8-19

Richmond-Reed
Brown-Hatton

Trail

8-19

.2-9.

Spook
Busters
Details
under (68)
title:

CHART

Time

2 16

. .1-7
.619. . .2-18

CISCO AND THE ANGEL
Western — Started September 22
Cast:
Gilbert Roland, Frank Yaconelli, Martin Garralaga, Teala
Loring, Inez Cooper.
Director: William Nigh
Producer: Scott Dunlap
Story:
Cisco works out romance for rich girl and saves her fortune.

Title — Running

... .12-10
....8-19

Brown-Hatton

Rancho

.12-8.

Silver

NEW PRODUCTIONS

RELEASE

9-17

Wakely-Carlin
Toler-Young

of the

.510

7-8

.514 . .513
.502. . .4-29
.509.

....4-29.

In Mexltt Toler-Fong

(61)

.517

10-1

Wakely-Whlte
Richmond-Reef

Range

.66
.529

.3 2.
. .6-22.
.9-7.
... .5-28.
.5-10.
1-12

...12-24
.11-26.

Wakety-Holt
Wakely-Stirling

(57)
Roaring

.515
.562

The

West

.508. . y-30

.528

.3-30.
. .6-8.

Shadow
Returns
The
Silver Range,
The
Details
under
t tie:

.5-13
.5-13
.6-24
.6 24

.519

. ..6-29
.3-2

.611.
613. ...1-7
.615.
.612. . .1-7
. . .1-7

.625.
.626.

.508
.565
.511

507

12-24.
10-29
...6-10.
2-18.

Gorcey-Drake

RELEASE
1946-47 Features
Westerns
1945-46 Features
Westerns

.5-25.
. . 6-22

...3-18.

Klrkwood-Knox
Stewart-Preisser

Kids

Lady

South
of Monterev
(63)
Details under title: Romance

.1-12.
. .8-3.
. .6-1.
.7-20.

. .2-2.

Live Wires
(65)
Details under
title: Stepping Around
lonesome
Trail
(55)
Details under title: On The Cherokee

Shadows On The Range
Details
under
title:

.520

....4-29.

Richmond-Hayes
Brown-Hatton
Gorcey-Hall

Song
of The
Sierras
Shadows
Over Chinatown
(64)
Details under
title: Corpus
Delicti

Hunt-Carroll
6-11... 1-46.
Garland-Hodiak
1-22... 1-46.
Del Rio-Armendarii
Foreign. . .1-46.
Walker-Allyson
4-2... 1-46.
Sothern-Murphy
... .8-20. . .1-46

Bad
Bascomb
(112)
Hoodlum Saint
(91)
Last Chance,
The
(105)
Postman Always
Rings Twice, The
Two Sisters From Boston
(112)

The

(68)
Chan

Red Details
Dragon.onderThetitle:
<64)
Charlie Chan

NO. FIFTEEN

BLOCK

Face of Marble,
Fear
(68)
Details
onder

Douglas-Ames

Moon
Over
Montana
Rainbow Over The Rockies

1943-46

Letter for Evle. A (89)
Harvey
Girls, Tin
(T)
(101)
Portrait of Maria
(76)
Sailor Takes
a Wife
(91)
Up Goes Malsie
(89)

Dark
Alibi
(65)
Don't
Gamble
With
Strangers
Details
under
title: Charlie

Missing
Lady,
The
(60)
Details under
title: Jade

Gable-Tracy
Tracy-Bartholomew
Rainer-Gravet
.
Bergman-Montgomery

COMPLETED

Adventure

.5-13. .

.7-22

(T)

BLOCK

.

Hodiak-Gifford
Barrymorr-Donlevy
Morgan-Totter

Goodbye

Fiesta
(T)
Gallant
Bess (Cinecolor)
(98)
Details
under
title: Star
from

Yearling,

Rooney-Granville

Hardy

Below The Deadline
(65)
Details
under
title: Jumpln'
loe
"'lack Market
Babies
(71)
Border
Bandits
(57)
Bowery Bombshell
Details
under
title: Hot
Money

■

There's

Life

REISSUES

lunole
Princess.
Plainsman,
The

The

Ladd-Russell
Stanwvek-Mlllanit
Lnwery-Wlthers
Tufts- Fitzgerald

Avenue

. . . 6-?4
4-29.
6-10.
...10-1

Woman
Lowery-Savage
Bracken-Welles
"ino-Lamour
Hutton-Lund
Denning-Craiq

The

.10-29.

Crosby-Fontaine
Kfllv York
Reed-Brooke
Wrlght-Mllland
This

.9-2

7-9.
.12-10

.. .6-24.
....11-26.
7-22.
3-18.
4-1

MacMurray-Gnddard
3-18
Milland-Wright
....6-11.
Crosby-Caufleld
...3-18.
Hope-Ha^o

Lamour-MiUand
Cooper-Arthur

.4

15.

9-1

1946
9-1

25

(1)

COMPLETED
BLOCK NO. THREE
Masquerade

In

Mexico

Miss Susie Single's
Tokyo
Rose
(66)

1945-46

(96)
(87)

BLOCK

NO.

2-22

l amour-Cordova

..

.9-18.
. .1-8.

fufts-Lake
Barr-Massen

FOUR

Blue
Dahlia.
The
(99)
They Made Me A Killer .65)
Virginian,
The
(T)
(90)
Well-Groomed
Bride, The
(75)

Ladfl-Lake
Lowery-Britton
...
McCrea-Britton
Milland-deHavilland

Bride
Wore
Boots,
The
(82)
Hnl Cargo
(57)
Our Hearts
Were Growing
Up (122)
To Each
His Own
(122)

Stanwyck-Cummlngs
Rogers-Reed
Donlevy-Russell
...
jeHavilland-Lund

BLOCK

BLOCK

NO. FIVE

NO. SIX

0. S. S. (107)
Searching
Wind,
The
(108)
Strange Love ol Martha
Ivers (116)
Details
under
title: Love
Lies Bleeding
Swamp
Fire
(70)

Ladd-Fitzgerald
Young Sidney
Stanwyck-Heflin
Weissmuller-Grey

SPECIALS

Monsieur
Road to

Beaucaire
(T)
(93)
Utopia, The
(90)

.

Hnne-Caulfield
Crosby-Hope-Lamour

. 2-19.
.4-2.
.7-9.
11 13.

..3-8.
..2-8.
.4-19.

.4518.
. .5-3.
..4-5.
.5-17.

.4517.
.4516.

.6-28
.5-31.

.4519.
.4521.
.4523.
.4522.

. .8-6.

7.3-5.
. .7-9.
.2-18.
.1-21.
10-15.
11-12
.9-17.
12-13.

.6-14.
. .7-5.
.7-26.
..8-9.
.9-13.

. 4524 .
.4526.
.4528.
. 4527 .

.3-18
. 4-1
.3-18
. .4-1
.5-13
.5-13

.4532.. .5-27
.4531.. 12- 10

NEW

Not

In
In
In
In

Completed ( 5)
Completed ( 4)
Completed (19)
Completed (16)

NEW

Boy's

inverts

faith

Production
Production
Production
Production

(1)
(0)
(0)
(0)

PRODUCTIONS

horse

intc

jreat

raring

animal.

PIIILO VANCE'S GAMBLE
Mystery — Started September 30
Cast:
Alan Curtis, Sheila Ryan, Frank Jenks.
Director:
Reginald Le Borg
Producer:
Ktory:

Vance asked
to
In Ins writing,

write book
about
murder
he runs
down
the
killer

RELEASE
Title — Running

To

Cast

—

Howai d Welsch

Publisher's ex-partner.
twin
murile

CHART

Time

COMPLETED
Born

ol
in

Chart

Rel.

No.

Dean-Ates
7-22
. . 10-1 . .
Coleman-Reed
... .10-29. . .9-23.
Litel-Lang
9-30
Rin-Tin-1 in-Woods
.9-16
Dean-Ates
9-16.. 11-18.
Dean-Ates
9-2
...
Dean-Ates
.5-27
. .11-1. .

9-29.
2-17 . .
3-4... 6-20.
.. .5-3. . .8-22.

Loose
Dean-Carlin
Lindsay-Neal
Dean-Ates

10-1... 4-205-28.. 10-23.
6-30.

Danny
Boy
(66)
'.Henry-Johnson
Detour
(69)
Savage-Neal
Devil Bat's
Daughter
LaPlanche-James
Don
Ricardo
Returns
Colby- Isabelita
Down
Missouri
Way
O'Driseoll-Wright
Details
under
title: Missouri
Hayride
Enchanted
Forest,
The
(Cinecolor)
(80)..
Lowe-Joyce
Flying
Serpent,
The
(60)
Lewis-Kramer
Gas
House
Kids
Halop-Lowery
Gentlemen
with
Guns
Crabbe-St.
John
Ghost
of Hidden
Valley
Crabbe-St. John
How
Do You
Do?
(83)
Sordon-Wlndsor
I Ring
Doorbells
(67)
Shaync-Gwynne
LadyDetails
Chase under
title: Lady
Larceny in Her Heart
(68)
Details under
title. Crime
Lightning Raiders
(61)
Mask
of Dillon
(73)
Murder
Is My Business
(65)
Navaio
Kid
(59)
Overland
Deta Is Riders
under
Prairie
Badmen

(54)
title:

Buster

'

Killer

8-6...
1-8.
6-25.. 11 -30.
. .1-21. . .4-15
.. .8-19. .10-21. .
. .4-29. . .8-15. ,
1-22... 12-8.
9-3... 2-20.
8-19. 10-14
... 1-21 .. .3-27. .
. . .4-29. .. .6-3. .
8-6. 12-24.
.... 10-2.
.2-25 .

Lowery-Savage

The

Night
Crabbe-St.
John
.
Von Stroheim-Bates
Beaumont-Walker
.
Steele-Saylor
...

Crabbe

No.

Details
under
title': Dangerous
Men
Prairie
Rustlers
(55)
Details under title: Buster Crabbe No.

8 ' . Crabbe-St. John
Crabbe-St. John
Crabbe-St.
1

.5-21
.8-19
. .4-29
.11-26

.12-24

.2-18
.10-1
.11-26
.9-16

2-2 . . 10-21 . .

Beaumont-Walker

in

Parade,

CHART

Tim.

Cast

PRODUCTION

Details

Rel.

No.
Rev.

The

.

Albert-Moore

9-16

COMPLETED
Affairs of Geraldine
Details
under
title:

1946-47
Wlthers-Wlthen
Lonely

Hearts

.1-21.

Club

Apache Rose
Calendar
Girl
Heldorado
Munificent
Roane.
The
Angel and the Outlaw
fabulous Suzanne. The
.

Rogers-Evans
..
Frazee- Marshall
Rogers-Evans
..
Roberts- Douglas
Wayne-Russell
Rritton-Vallee

I've Always
Loved You
Details
under
title:

McLeod-Dorn

.8-20

Lane-Wentworth
Mara-Douglas

.3-18
. .9-2
6-24.

Oregon
Trail
Scouts
Pilgrim
Lady.
The
Details
under
title:

(T)
(117)
Concerts

The

Inner

Circle

Sinuv
City Sue
Spoilers
of
The
North
That
Brennan
Girl

Autry-Roberts
Kelly-Booth
...
Dunn-Freeman

That's
My Girl (Trucolor)
Trail To San
Antone
Winter
Wonderland
Details
under
title: Snow

Barry-Roberts
Autry-Stewart
Roberts-Drake

Cinderella

.. .9-2
.7-8
.7-22
.4-29
3-18
.7-8. .10-15.
.9-30

.5-13.
.8-19.
. 8-19 .
.5-13.

John

..

.3-18. . .7-10.

.6-10

10-15.
. .1-7.
12-26.
11-26. ...4-9.
.11-21.
4-10.
10-15.
.6-24. .8-21..

.8-19
.5-13

.4-29.. .7-17..

..
..

.9-17.

.11-7..

. .4-1. . .7-24.
...
. .8-6.. .3-20..
. .8-1.
..2-1..
.... 10-29.

(Wen
of Burlesnue
(67 1
Ankers-Young
Romance of the West
(60)
n»*n-Bartnn
Secrets
of A Sorority
Girl .
. Ware-Vallin
Six Gun
Man
(60)
Steele-Carlln
Details under title: Slx-Gnn For Hire
Slr.umr
Holiday
(61)
Rains-Holden
....
Stranglcr ol The Swamp
(60)
(aPlanche-Edwards
Terrors
On
Horseback
(54)
Crabbe - St. John
Thunder
Town
(57)
...Steele-Saylor
Details
under
title: Man
Witlnut
a Gun
Will ol Monte
Crivlo
Ihe (81)
Loder-Aubert
.

.916
. .8-5
.9-30

io-i.

Scotland
Yard
Investigator
(68)
Sheriff of Redwood
Valley
(56)
Song
of Arizona
(68)
Seng
of Mexico
(57)
Spectre of the Rose
(90)
Stranoe
Impersonation.
A (68)
Sun
Valley
Cyclone
(55)
Traffic In Crime
(56)
Undercover
Woman
(56)
Details
under
title: Passkey
to
Under Nevada
Skies
(69)
Valley of the Zombie, The
(56)
Vigilantes
of Boom
Town
Wagon
Wheels
Westward
(56)
Woman
Who Came Back, The
(68)
Detail* ander title
The Wet

. .9-2.
1-1.
..1-21
9-3. . ..8-14.
.4-10
12-10.
8-6... 4-23.

Carson-Stewart
..
4-30. ..4-17..
.555
. .4-20..
.565
10-29.
Elliott-Fleming
... 12-24.
.514
...2-4..
Csmond-Aubert
..
.568
.4-15.
10-1.
Elliott-Fleming
.
.7-22.
.
Bachelor-Browne
.10-26.
.
. .2-28.
584
Stirlino-Quiolry
.511..
.6-24
Moore-Marshall
. 8-13.
.10-29 .5-22..
Carson-Harmon
.556
. .7-27. . .583
.530
9-2
Booth-Allen
.... . .1-21.
.3-18
Carson-Stewart
...
.554
Dekker-Ankers
... .4-29 ...2-8..
10-14
. . .S-IS. . 528 .
Gay
Blades
(67',
Ashley-Rogers
.10-1.
. .519
7-8
12-10.
G. I. War
Brides
(69)
Ellison-Lee
6-25. . .1-27.
..508.
Gay Could Change.
A (65)
Lane-Frazee
. 509 . . . 4-29
.
.1-25.
.10-29 . 8-12.
.516.
Glass
Alibi
The
(68)
Wrixon-Fowley
12-24.
.6-24.
Home
in Oklahoma
Rogers-Evans
2-18
. .4-27.
Home On the Range
(55)
Hale-Booth
12-10. ..11-8..
8-19.
4-T7.
.5-27
.11-26.
Details
under title: West of God's Country
.5501. . .4-29
In Old Sacramento
'89)
Moore-Elliott
. .4-18.
2-16.
Invisible
Informer
(57)
Stirling-Henry
..8-7., . .529
.2-18.
526
.517...
5-13
. 5-31 .
Inner
Circle. The
. Douglas-Roberts
2-18 . .8-9.
King
of the Forest
Rangeri
(Serial)
Thnmn'on-Talbot
..2-4
Last Crooked
Mile, The
(67)
Barry-Savage
...
.527. . .9-30
7-22
10-22..
Last Frontier Uprising
(Magnacolor)
Hale-Booth
12-10
.
.510.
Madonna's Secret. The
(79)
Lederer-Patrick
6-10.
Man from Rainbow Valley
(M)
(57)
Hale-Booth
. .6-14.
10.1=;
10-29
Murder
in the Music
Hall
(84)
Ralston-Marshall
.5C02
.7-2;
.4-10.
5*o
.5541.
.512
.3-18
r'v p-u Tr pqer IT"t
Rogers-Evans
....
. .3-4. ..7-12.
.8-19
Mysterious
Mr.
Valentine
Stirling-Henry
..
11-12. . .7-12
9-6. . .531.
Night
Train to Memphis
(67)
....
r. . . . Acuff-Mara
..523.
12-24.
1-26. .
One
Exciting
Week
(69)
Pearce-Harris
..9-3..
.521.
Out California
Way
(M)
Hale-Booth
. 3-4
. .5-11.
. .6-8. ..518.
.8-19
Passkey to Danger
(58)
Bachelor-Mara
.. .
Phantom
Rider, The
(Serial)
Kent-Stewart
.... .4-29.
.581.
Plainsman
and
The
Lady
Elllott-Ralston
.448.
..7-8
.7-25. .
.6-10
R.unhow Over Tevas
(65)
Rogers-Evans
..4-1.
.3-18.
. .9-12.
. .5-9.
Red River Renegades
(55)
Carson-Stewart
. . . 1-2"
.7-19.
.525.
.557.
.4-1.
Rendezvous
With
Annie
(89)
Albert-Marlowe
. .9-9..
.9-2
Rio Grandr
Raiders
(56)
Carson-Stewart
.5-13.
. 8 «
.552.
Roll On. Texas
Moon
(68)
Rogers-Evans
....
Details
under
title: Shine
On Texas
Moon
.3-18.
.542.
.558.
Rough
Riders of Cheyenne
(56)
Carson-Stewart
. . . .5-14.
.11-1..
6-10
.3-29
.9-30.!
Santa
Fe Uprising
Lane-Wentworth
2-19
.566
Alias Billy The
Kid
(56)
California
Gold
Rush
(56)
"il Man
of P-H«
The
(65)
Conquest
of Cheyenne
(56)
Crime ol th' Century
(56)
Cr'msnn
fthost. The
(Se'ial>
Earl Carroll's
Sketchbook
(90)
El Paso
Kid
Daughter
of Don
I) (Serial)
Days of Buffalo
Bill (56)
French
Key. The
(67)

8-19
... 11-26. . .10-1. .

Arlen-Borg
Steele-Saylor
Cabot-Borg
Beaumont-Walker
the
(65)

Title — Running

Stewart.
Producer: Sidney Picker

Rev.

1945-46

On

issue.

1945-46

Sands-W-:ll
Hatton-Adams

Oriltin'
River
Her Sister's Secret
(85)
Lighthouse
Return
of Rin-Tin-Tin,
The
(V)
Stars Over Texas
Tumbleweed
Trail
Wild
West
Details under title: Melody
Round-Up

Accomplicr
(68)
Ambush
Trail
(58)
Avalanche
(68)
Blonde For A Day
(67)
Details
under
title: Blondes
Caravan
Trail,
The
(Cinecolor)
Club
Havana
(62)
Colorado Serenade
(68)

next

1946-47

heading
Release

See

In

.8-6
Details

Speed

Details
under
Eagle-Lion
Brute
Man,
The
Details
under
Universal

PRODUCTIONS

RELEASE

RED STALLION
(Cinecolor)
Animal Yarn — Started October 1
Cast:
Robert Paige, Noreen Nash, Ted Donaldson, Jane Darwell.
Director: Lesley Selander
Producer: Ben Stoloff
Story:

available.

Danger

VonSt'helm-Bachelor .7-23.
Elliott-Fleming
8-6
Rogers-Evans
11-26.
Mara-Barrier
12-24
Kurov-Essen
....
Marshall-Gargan
Elliott-Fleming
.9-17..
Richmond-Mara
Bachelor-Livingston
.4-1.
11-26.
.4-15
Rogers-Evans
....
9-17.
.5-27
nooth-Livingston
Lane-Blake
Elliott Fleming
... 4-16
Kelly-Loder
..
.4-30

3-16.
. . 3-9 .
12-28.
.5-10..
.6-28 .
. . .7-5.

.415.

.506.
.524.
47.
.4
541.
.
13..
.5
.522
11
.5
.567.

. .5-24.

.520.

.12-13

.916
.7-8
.1-21

12-21
.507.

.9-2

.4-1

F 1 L M

.4-15
. 5-27

.4-1

. .8-26.

.564

26

(0)
(0)
(0)

In Production

( 4)

OUTLAW OF SIOUX CITY
Western — Started October 2
C^st:
Allan Lane, Bobby Blake, Peggy
Director: R. G. Springsteen

Story:

In Production
In
Production
Production
In Production
In

(23)

( 4)

Hit

(23)
(14)

(16)

(1)

(10)
C<8)
( 5)
( 0)

Completed
Completed
Completed
Completed
Completed
Completed

(40)

Features
Westerns
Serials

19*5-46

'N
194S-47 Features
Westerns
1945-46 Features
Westerns

Features
Westerns
Serials

l!>4G-47

.2-18
.2-10
.2-18

.5-13
9-6. . 4529. . .5-13
.8-30.
.3-22.

%mmmmmz

.4512 .12-10
.4513.. 12-10
.4511. .12-10

. 501

B l I. 1. E I I \

'.

l!)4tf-47 Features
1945-46 Features

Completed
Completed

NEW
TARZAN

AND

THE

More

In

the

1946-47 Features
1945-46 Features

Completed
Completed

PRODUCTIONS

inevitable

BACKLASH

adventures

of

the

(Details

September

Title — Running

Shefti Id.

RELEASE

Sol Lesser

and

The

Bobby-Soxer,

They
Won't
Believe
Time To Kill, A

The

Grant-Loy
Moffett-White

Me

.10-29.
.11-12.
..12-10.
.1-21.

NO. TWO
Moffett-Toomey
Conway-O'Drlscoll
Trevor-Tlerney
Carney-Brown
Raft-Barl

. .7-22
. 7-22
. .7-22
. .7-22
. 7-22

O'Brlen-Slezak

. .S-2
..8-19

Langford-Krupa
toy March
. . .
Warren-Alden
Tierney-Leslle
Conway-Jeffrws

Falcon's
Adventure,
The
Honeymoon
Fascinating
Nuisance
Details
under title: Master

Conway-Meredlth
Temple-Madison
Williams-Half

7-8
4-1

Stewart-Reed
4-29
...
Young-Cotten
5-27....
Day-Aherno
4-1
Tierney-Carr
8-19 ... .
Kayt-Mayo
4-29
Fairbanks-O'Hara
3-4
Disney
Cartoon
Feature
Scott-Jeffreys
8-19
Haley-Jeffreys
2-4
Bennett-Ryan
.......2-4....

Rergman-Grant

BLOCK

NO.

BLOCK

.8-5

...10-29....

THREE

Cornered
(102)
Hotel Reserve
(79)
Dick Tracy
(61)
Sing Your Way Home
(72)
Spiral Staircase,
The
(83)
Details
under
title: Some

Powell-Chelrel
Mason-Mannheim
Conway-Jetfreys
.
Haley-Jeffries
...
McGulre-Brent
Must

Watch

.612.
...7-9.
. Foreign.
.6-11.
.12-11.
. . .9-3.

615.
.613.
.614.
.611.

NO. FOUR

..3-4
.619.. 12-10
.620.
.618.

....

Dangerous
(72) . . .

Errol-Newton
Welsmuller-Joyet

..8 --9.
10.

Scott-Rlehards
Vernon-McGuire
Goff-Lauek
Granville-Conway

Bamboo
Blonde
Bedlam
(79)
Details ander

Langford-Wade
Karlofl-Lei

NO. SIX

(68)

10-1
...5-14

Colbert-Wayne
It From
Here)

..7-23.
.10-29.

.9-17.
.8-6..

...624.

. 3-4
.4-29
.4-29
.4-29
.4-29

...621.

.5-13

.630.

.6-24

622
623
625

.628.

.5-13

627.
629.
626.

.6-24
.5-13

Bedlam
O'Brien-Trevor
Conway-Corday
McGuire-Madison
of

..1-21
..8-20
.10-29

Home

Jones

Stranger, The
Tomorrow
Is
Wonder
Man

(90)

Cooper-Young
(125)
<T)

(114)

(')S)
Forever
(105)
(T)
(98)

(T)

OCTOBER

. .10-1.
.11-13. .
..9-17. .
.12-24.
. 12-25 . .
.12-10 .

.610

Feb.
,A«..

.620.
.634.

.Aug.
.Aug.
May.
.May
Feb. .
.June.

.633.
.628.
625.
.601.
.626.
610.
.635.

..4-30..
..3-18. .Jan.
.
. . .8-20. . Dec. .
Aug..
. .
Reissue. . .Apr.
...
. .5-14.. .July.
. .3-5.
. . . . ..2-19.
. .Apr.
Feb.
..

...
...
...
..

.612.
618
.623.
.617.

.May.

..12-10.
.10-15. .

..

10-29

.619
.624
4-1
.614.
.627. .12-24
. .5-13

.June.
July.
Feb
. .Feb.

.630.
.615
.629.
.631

Mar.
. ..7-23.
. .1-7. . .June.
Mar.
..10-1..
. . . .8-11.

Heagle-Harrlson

.4-15
..2-4
12-24
. 1-9
.(-24

.603.
.632.....«-25
5-27

....2-4..
.5-28 . .Jan.
.11-26.
. .1-21..
. Reissue. .

.6-10
.5-27
4-29
3-18
10-15

.616
.621.

.1-21
..5-13
..6-24
.2-18
. 12-24
. . 5-27

Foreign. . Mar.

3-4

Completed

(44)

In Production

KEY TO PRODUCERS
Small (Sml); Rogers (Rgs); Vanguard (Van); Crosby
Bill Boyd (BB) ; Pressburger (Psb) ; Ripley-Monter
Bogeaus (Bog) ; Stromberg (Smg) ; Levey (Lev) ;
(Cow); Stone (Stn); Selznick (Szk) ; Nebenzahl (Neb);
(Les); Loew-Lewin (LL) ; Eagle-Lion (GFD); Cagney
Bronston (Brn); California (Cal); Chaplin
(Chn).

NEW
RED

RIVER
First

drive

imin

Texas

RELEASE
Title — Running

(Cby);
(RM);
Cowan
Lesser
(Cgy);

PRODUCTIONS

(Details September 30)

ml.-

(5)

t"

Kansas

provides

CHART

Time

Cast

adventure.
No.

Details

IN PRODUCTION

REISSUE

Plnoechla

Payne-O'Hara
Andrews-Conte

(106)

639..

. . .Nov. . . .644. .

.12-10. .

. .
...

Fonda- Tierney
..
Priee-Barl
Hodiak-Guild
...
MacMurray-Baxter
Hasso-Shepperd

1945-46 Features

.6-24

SPECIALS
Came

A

.Sept. . . .641.

..3-4

.2-18

NO. FIVE

Badman's
Terrltor,
(98)
Ding
Dong
Williams
(62)
Partners
In Time
(76)
Truth
About
Murder,
The
(63)
Details
under title: The
Lie Detector
Without
Reservations
(107)
Details under title: Thanks God.
I'll Take

Along

Power-Fonda

Garner-Joslyn
Landis-Joslyn
Stewart-Crane
Tierney Wilde
GarganPalmer

Chart

.646.
.9-16
..645.
643. . .916

.11-26. . . .Oct

O'Hara-Haymes
Miranda-O'Keefe
Tierney-Prlce
Faye-Andrews

Retarn of Frank James
(92)
Shook
(70)
Somewhere
In the Night
Smoky
<T)
(87)
Strange
Triangle
(65)

9-2

.Aug.

Dunne-Harrison
Landis-Gargan

Dog (70)
(65)
(110)

633

.Nov.

Foreign

8-5

.Nov.
Oct.

.12-10
..5-27.
...6-10
Reissue

...

Do You
Love
Me?
Doll Face
(80)
Dragonwyek
(103)
Fallen
Angel
(97)

London.

Oct. . . .640

.4-29. . .SePt

Bennett-Eythe
Ball-Stevens
Kelly Ryan

(106)

.8-5
-.

.3-18

Colonel
Eff Ingram's
Raid
(70)
Dark
Corner,
The (99)
Deadllm
For Murder
(65)

In

637.

..7-8

.622

. .2-19.

Belli of St. Mary's,
The
Heartbeat
(102)
Kid From
Brooklyn,
The
Make
Mine
Musle
(75)

. .3-18.
...7-8.
..5-14.

1945-46

(91)

642.

. .7-22.
..4-29.

Henie-Payne
..
Cagney-Annabella
Haver-Monttomery
Portman-Grey
. .

(90)

.636. . 8-19
.Oct
. Sept .

..1-7

ioder-Long

Tale of

Paradise

Sept.

. Reissue.
.7-22.

Hodlak-Tlerney
Crain-Wilde
....
Jones-Boyer

Yunk

Game of Death
(70)
Details
under
title: The
Most
Riverboat
Rhythm
(64)
Tarzan
and the Leopard
Woman

title: A

Blue

12-24

.617.
.616.

Craek-Mp
(93)
Falcon's
Alibi, The
(62)
Till thi End
of Time
(105)
Details under title: The Dream

To

(T)

Sentimental
Journey
(94)
Walk
In the Sun
(117)
Details
under
UA
Release

.5-28.
...9-3.

BLOCK

(T)

Rel.

.2-18.
.4-29.
..4-15.

Craine-Young
Fonda-Darnell
Power-Tierney
Grable-Haymes
Keliy-Massen

(— )

12-24
12-24

Deadline
at Dawn
(83)
Hayward-Wllllams
From
This
Day
Forward
Fontaine-Stevens
Details under title: All Brides are Beautiful

BLOCK

Me

■

. .12-10.
.9-30.

Colman-Cumnuns
Bari-Scott
Bialne-James
. .

(T)

ienler
Miss
(94)
It Shouldn't Happen To A
Johnny Comes
Flying
Home
Leave
Her To Heaven
(T)
Rendezvous
24
(70)

1945-46

COMPLETED

Serenade

Dream

then attempts

. .8-6. ..

Bill far Adan*. A (103)
Centennial Summer
(T)
(102)
Cluny
Brown
(100)

Jesse James

.761.

(101)

for

The
Pilgrim,
Miss
Shocking
Strang*
Journey
(65)
Details
under title: Flight
Valley

and

. .

Raft-Beery
Montgomery-Goild
Haymes-Holm
McGuire-Young
Taylor-Drake
...
...
Payne-Haver

Anna and
The
King of Slam
(128)
Behind
Green
Lights
(64)
Details ender title: Precinct 33

...4-29
4-1
2-4....

SPECIALS

Up

COMPLETED
NOT DESIGNATED

.6-24.
.4-29.
.7-22.

Minds

It's A Wonderful
Life
Katie
For Congress
Locket, The
San
Quentin
Secret
Life of Walter
Mltty
(T)
Sinbad
Thr Sa'lor
(T)
Song
of the South
Trail Street
Vacation
in Reno
Woman
on The
Beach
Details under title: Desirable Woman

.9-30

Travis-Rogers
Freeman-Denning
Garner-McCallister

Window

and

.7-22. . .

1946-47

(T)

Late George Apley, The
Home Sweet
Homicide
(70)
If I'm Lucky
(79)
Details
under
title: That's

Madeleine
Rue
13
Little Girls in
Three
Wanted
for Murder

.6-24.

.

Details

Cast
Andrews-Wyatt
w.lde-O'Hara
Haver-Stevens

(T)

High

(T)
The Wake
Voyage, title:
under

Enchanted
Details

Sun

The
.
Riffraff

The
Rica
(78)

(T)
Margie
Clementine
Darling
My
Razor's
Edge.
The

3-4..
..3-18..
5-27...
9-3. . .
5-13...

Beat
the Band
Best Years of Our Lives, The
Code
of The
West
Devil Thumbs A Ride, The
Dick Tracy vs. Cueball

Notorious

.705.
.702.
.701.
.703.
704.

DESIGNATED

Amazing
Mr. Hammer,
Details
under title:

Her How

Backlash

Bowery, The
Brasher
Doubloon,
Carnival
In Costa
Claudia and David
Dangerous
Millions

Foreign
Robson-Porlman
Young-Hale
Russell-Knox
Tierney-Jeffreys
Warren-Leslie
.

Chili
at Divorce
Criminal
Court
(62)
Deadlier
Than
The
Male
Genius At Work
(61)
Nocturne

•
Kissing

(74)
Beauty
Black
(T)
COO. Son of Battle
Details
under title: The

8-6
9-16

1946-47

Great
Day
(69)
Lady
Luck
(97)
Sister Kenny
(116)
Step By Step
(62)
Sunset
Pass
(60)

NOT

Rev.

Young- Hayward
....8-19
Fonda-Bel
Geddes
. .9-16

COMPLETED
BLOCK NO. ONE

BLOCK

Rel.

Cast

IN PRODUCTION
Bachelor
Banjo

mrders

IN PRODUCTION
(T)
IHomestretch
Wonder Who's

Details

who

CHART

Time

Title— Running

Ape-man.

CHART

Time

30)

Wife victimized by jealous husband
suicide to involve his wife as murd<

Story:

Boomerang

RELEASE

In Production (3)
In Production (0)

(21)
(35)

NEW PRODUCTIONS

HUNTERS

Adventure-Series — Started September 21
Cast:
Johnny
Weissmuller,
Brenda
Joyce,
Johnny
Patricia Morison.
Asst. Producer-Director: Kurt Neumann
Producer:
Story:

CENTURY-FOX

20th

In Production (5)
In Production (0)

(30)
(39)

1946

681

3-5
8-20
6-25
Feature

661
662
652
692

Robinson-Young
Colbert-Welles
Kaye-Mayo

. .10-29
4-2
7-24

683
682
651

Disney

14,

.... 11-27

r.rosby-Bergman
Rogers-Aumont
Kaye-Mayo
Disney
Cartoon

Cartoon

Feature

891.

. «-15
.11-26
. . 4-29
....4-1
.4-29
..5-27
..1-21
..4-30

Carnegie
Hall
Miracle Can
Happen,
New Orleans

A

Red
River
Vendetta

COMPLETED

Abie's Irish Rose
Abilene
Town
(89)
Details ander title: Abilene

Hunt-Prince
...
All-Star
deCordova-Palrick
Wayne-O'Sheridan
d-Geurge-Brookc

1945-46

Dru-Chekhov
Scott-Dvorak

Rel.
.8-5..
9-30 . .

. .9-30.

Hawks.
Bog-Mer.
Lev
. .LeB-M.
Sts.

. .a-19.

.Cby
.1-11.

. . .

..8 6
.4-29

27
L0V....1-U

Adventures of Don Coyote
(C)
Angel
Un My Shoulder
I 102)
UeUlli
under
title: Me
and

Mr.

Getting
Fanny

Gertle'i
Garter
by Gaslight

Fool's
Henry

Gold
V
(T)

-lere

(62)
(87)

(72)

O'Keefe-MeDonald
Mason-Calvert
..

(Cine.olor)

Hoppy's Holiday
.
Johnny la the Cleudi
Little Iodine
(57)
Mr.
Ace
(84)
Details ander title:

Act

.Foreign
. 6-24

Tracy-Lloyd
Boyd-Ware
Montgomery-Mills
Marlowe-Cramer
Raft-Sidney

(88)

Mi.

and the Queen

GFD..
RoScn •
Rchi

9-30..
.Foreign
4-29
3-4

Chaplin-Raye

6-24
Hug.
Marx Brothers
10-15. . .5-10. ..LL.
Russell-Huston
2-8..
Bennett-Fields
1-22. . .9-14. . . Bnt. .
Sanders-Lansbury
. . .5-13
. Low.
Fontaine-Olivier
. . . Reissue . . . 4-26 . .Szk.
Robinson-MoCalllster
.5-13
Lsr.
Sanders-Hasso
10-29.
*-19...Psb
10-1
Sto
Lloyd-Walburn

Strange
Bedfellows
Strange
Woman.
The
Susie Steps Out
Details
under
title:

Bracken-Lane
Lamarr-Sanders
Bruce-Caldwell

..5-13
.10-29
. . .4-1

.8-5

Television

2000
Wo»»n
.
Young
Widow
(98)
Whispering Walls
Whistle
Stan
(85)
Who
Killed Doc Robin?
(C)
Details
under
Misc.
Independents
Without
Honor
Details
under
title: The
Short,

7-8

.12-24- .10-25- ■ Smg
...5-27

R.C

.Foreign

Robson-Calvert
Russell- Hayward
Boyd-Tate
Raft-Gardner
Olsen-Jannsen

GFD

3-5
9-2.
7-23.
9-30- . .

.3-1... Smg
1-25

3-4

Rel

Neb... 1-21

Roach

Chart
Peck-Bennett

Brent-Hall
Adams-Haydn
Calvert-Granger
Obtron-Bey
Grant-Adams
Cameron-Raines
Haden-Harvey

She Wrote the Book
Slightly
Scandalous

Davis-Oakle
Ryan-Brady

So

4-29

(75)
(62)

Goes My Love
(88)
Details
under
title: Genles

Strange
Conquest
(63)
Time of Their
Lives, The
White
T.e and
Tails

Wild

Beauty

In

the

(61)

Bog.

Happy

1946-47 Features
1945-46 Features

(48)
(( 7)
4)

RELEASE
Title — Running

IN
Be

(15)
( 1)
(48)
( 7)
( 4)

In
In
In
In
In

Production
Production
Production
Production
Production

CHART
Details

Cast

Time

M.

(1)
(0)
(6)
(0)
(0)

Completed
Completed

NEW

Story:

. Durbin-Drake

■•

9-2.

1946-47
Dark
Mirror,
The
(85)
Flame ol Tripoli
(T)
London
Town
(T)
Magnificent
Doll
Michigan
Kid, The
(C)
Murder Mansion
Mysterious
Mr. M. (Serial)
Notorious
Gentleman
Pirates of Monterey
(T)
Smash-Up
Details
under
title: Love Takes
Song of Scherezade
(T)
Details
under
title: Scherezade
Stairway
to Heaven
(T)
Swell
Guy
Temptatltn
.
Details
under title: Bella
They
Were
Sisters
(108)
Vigilantes

Brief
'his

Return.

The

deHavllland-Ayres
DeCarlo-Brent
Field-Kendall
Rogers-Niven
...
Hall-Johnson
...
Goodwin-Grey
..
Martin-Blake
Harrison-Palmer
Monte; -Cameron
Hayward-Bowman
a

Di Carlo -Don levy

Life

and

Times

Story :

Heirs land,
of 1861.an

of

Massey-Niven
Tufts-Blyth
Obiron-Brent

'..
. . .

Chauncey

estate contrive

Backwoods
-ni
linds
happiness.

meets

against

man

Hall-Lindsay

...

PRESTIGE PICTURES
Johnson. Howard
Newton-Johnson

Going

.9-16

. .7-22.
. Foreign.
Foreign. .

.

.10-14
.GFD.

. ForeiJn.
Foreign.

Hiller-Livesy
...
Rosay-Rpc
Foreign.
. Foreign.
Lockwood-Granger
Redgrave-Johns

1945-46

Blondie
Alibi
(62)
Details
under
title' Design
for Death
Black
Angel,
The
(81)
Details
under
title: Lesson
In Love
Cat Creeps,
The
(57)
Canyon
Passage
<T)
(SO)
Danger
Woman
(65)
Details
under
title: Claudia's
Wife
Cuban
Pete
(61)
Dark
Horse
(59)
Dead
of the Night
(79)
Dressed
To
Kill (72)
Details
under
title: Prelude
to Murder

..1-21.

Neal-O'Drlscoll
Duryea-Vincent

.

who

Time

Learn
under

title:

The

Secret

Pursued

each

other

in setting of Eng-

Morris.
Producer:

hates

Henry

the world.

Blanke

Through

lier he

No.

CHART

Cast
Lindfors- Reagan

Details
.9-16.

Carson-Vickers
Crawford-Heflin

. .9-30

Rel.

. 6-24 .

Wright-Mitchum

COMPLETED

Victory

.819.

1946-47
Alda-King
Bogart-Bacall
Morgan-Wyman
Cooper-Palmer
Flynn-Stanwyck
Davis-Henreid
Jlynn-Lupino
Dunne-Powell
...
Flynn-Parker
..
Garfield-Fitzgerald
Sheridan-Smith
Sentence

Rich

.12-10.

. .8-31.

5-27.
..10-31.
4-1.

.9-28.

Man
(T)

Morgan-Paige
Bogart-Stanwyck

194546

.11-9.
10-12.
..4-15.
. .8-6.
. .1-21
. .9-18.

Leslie-Aldo
12-13.
deHavilland-LopIno
11-16.
Scott-Paige
8-20.
Leslie-Hutton
4-16.
Stanwyck-Brent
...11-29.
Grant-Smith
6-25.
Henrcid-Parker
....7-24.
Sherldan-Moran
...11-1.

Saratoga
Trunk
Stolen
Life, A
Three
Strangers
Two
Guys
From

Cooper-Bergman
3-8.
Davis-Ford
2-19.
Fitzgerald-Gre?nstreet
1-22.
Morgan-Leslie
....12-24.

Conquest
for Comedy

.604. ..9-30
602

9-2

4-2.
...5-14

Cinderella
Jones
(88)
Deyotion
(107)
Her Kind
of Man
(78)
Janie
Gets
Married
(89)
My Reputation
(94)
Night and Day (T)
(128)
Ot Human
Bondage
(107)
One More
Tomorrow
(87)

(90)

.'605.'.' ..'■'.
.9-14.

2-19 .
4-15.
.2-18.

Documentary

(135)
(107)
(93)
Milwaukee

.601. ..8-19
.603. .'.9-16

.5-13.
.4-1.
.11-26.

Kin9-Prince
Reagan-Smith
Greenstreet-Vicktrs

(63)

.512
.2-16.
10-28'.
.4-20.
.3-9.
..512... 2-18
3-30. ..517. ..4-15
.1-26.
.5-11
.518. .. .4-29
6-10
. 6-22 . . .520.
.510. ..1-31
.7-20.
. .8-3.
.523. . .7-22
.522
7-8
.519. ..5-27
. .6-1.
.514.-12-10
.2-16.
..7-6.
.516.
.521... 5-27
.8-17.
.4-13. . .524
8-5
.511
2-4
.4-13. .

Cagney-Sheridan
Russell-Stewart

.515.

. .527... 4-15

. .4-29.

Collier-Brady
Andrews-Hayward
Joyce-Porter

.537.
.3-18. . .6-28.
.8-30.
.7-8
.1106
8-30. . . .548. . .8-19
Lancaster-Gardner
. ..5-13..
.7-22. . 8-16.
Grant-Adams
...
.549
Holdcn-Simmons
. ..3-4. .
Foster- Rutherford

Name

Love
and
Possessed
Details

City for
No Time

.4-12.

Olcott.

IN PRODUCTION

REISSUES

..5-17.
.8-2. . .543. . .8-19
..1-21.
-4-15. .7-26. ..532. .6-10
..541. . . .8-5
.. .9-3. , .7-12.
8-5
.7-26.. ..539
. .542
..540
..4-29..
Arnaz-Smith
.7-19..
Foreign.
Terry-Savage
... ...4-1..
.8-23.
Redgrave-Withers
. .547. . .7-22
-. .2-4.
..534...
6-24
Rathbone-Bruce
.
1107
..6-7.
.8-30
.4-29.
.8-5.
....Grant-Adams
..
. .7-5. . .538. . .7-22
O'Keefe-Walker

Harm

Night

Burma

.9-20

Mascn-Calvert

(Cinecolor)

Title — Running
Unto
Night

COMPLETED

. .6-24.
..4-29.
Foreign

(7)
(0)

PRODUCTIONS

Tenor

Time, The Place and The Girl, The
Two
Mrs. Carrolls, The

..1-21.

In Production
In Production

(16)
(22)

DEEP
VALLEY
Drama — Started September 23
Cast:
Dane Clark, Ida Lupino, Wayne
Director:
Jean Negulesco

Shadow of A Woman
(78)
Stallion
Road
That Way with Women
Details under title: A Very

. .2581.

. Foreign.

COMPLETED

28

.

Donna

Gunmen's
Code
(54)
. ..
Her Adventurous Night
(65)
Details
under title: He Meant
No
Inside Job (65)
Details
under
title: Kelly
Is My
Killers,
The
(102)
Lawless
Breed,
The
(56)
Little Miss Big (61)

.7-23

..5-13.
. . .6-10.

Holiday

Encounter
(85)
Happy
Breed

I Know
Where
I'm
Johnny
Frenchman
Love Story
Captive Heart, The

...4-1.
8-5 .
,...
Foreign.
. .6-24.
. .4-29.
..10-1.
Foreign.
. .6-10.

..535. ..4-29
..6-24
..531. ..4-29

THE WOMAN
IN WHITE
Mystery Drama — Started September 23
Cast: Eleanor Parker. Alexis Smith, Sydney Greenstreet, Gig
Young, Agnes
Moorhead, John Emery.
Director:
Peter Godfrey
Producer:
Henry Blanke

Beast With Five Fingers, The
Big Sleep, The
(114)
Cheyenne
Cloak and Oagger
(106)
Cry
Wolf
Deception
Escape
Mi Never
Life With
Father
(T)
. .•
Never
Say Goodbye
Nobody
Lives Forever
(100)
Nora
Prentiss
Details
under
title: The

PRODUCTION

Yours

.8-9.
..5-14.
..5-3.
.5-31.
..5-17.
4-1.
12-24.

MY WILD
IRISH ROSE
(T)
Musical — Started September 23
Cast: Dennis Morgan, Andrea King, Arle-ne Dahl, Ben Blue, William Frawley, Alan Hale, Sara Allgood, George Tobias.
Director: David Butler
Producer: William Jacobs

Story:

Completed
Completed
Completed
Completed
Completed

1-8.

1881. .
.526.
.1105. .6-24
. . 529 . .6-10

.4-19. . ..533.
544 .
.. . 528
...5-10.
. .8-2.
..4-15
11-22.
. ..530.
. 550 . . .5-27
..9-2
-9-30. .
.8-16. .
2-4.
...3-18..
..546. . .5-13
.... .7-8.
.10-14
6-10. . . . 8-9 . ...545.

Porter-Collier

RELEASE
1946-47 Features
Serials
1945-46 Features
Westerns
Serials

..4-5.

.536.

5-13.
2-4.

Wyatt-Ceokson
Abbott-Costello
Duryea-Raines

(82)

.6-21.
.4-23..

7-8.

..

Loy-Ameehe

Family

3-18.
Foreign.
2-18..

.4-29

.7-24.. 12-28... Szk.. 11-12

Bergman-Peek

Lover Comi
Back
(90)
Lost City ol the Jungle
(Serial)
Madonna
of the Seven
Moons
(88)
Night
In Paradise
(T)
(84)
Rustlers'
Roundup
(56)
Run-Around,
The
(88)
She Wolf of London,
The
(61)
Details antler title: Alibi In Ermine

3-15. ..GFD. .12-10
10-11. . .R C. . .9-16
. .8-2. . Bog. .10-14
.Chn.

Monsieur
Verdoux
Details
under
title
Conudy
of Murders
Night
In Casablanca.
A
i89)
Outlaw,
The
(114)
Paris — Underground
(97)
Private Affairs of Bel Ami
Rebecca
( 130)
Red House.
The
Scandal
In Paris, A
(100)
Sin at Harold
Dlddleboek.
The
Spellbound
(113)
Details ander title: House of Or. Edwardet

Miss

.9-30

..5-27..
. .5-27. .
B.B. . .9-30
.7-23.
2-15.. Bog- Her. . .2-11
3-19
Szk
.8-6.
Roach
Rgs
.8-5. .
... 6-25.. 11-30... Sml. .12-10
Foreign
GFD
Bog
. . .6-24
B.B

-...Boyd-Clyde
Goddard-Hatfleld
Jones-Cotten
Abel-Grahame
Dorsey-Blair
. ..

Boyd-Clyde
...
Olivier-Newton

Trouble

.K-C.

Russell-List
. . . .4-1. . . .9-6
8-16.
Cummlngs-Harrlson
Sin. . .9-30
.GFD.. .10-1
Foreign. .12-14.
Breneman-Granvllle
.8-20. . .2-22.
Ollvier-Lelgh
Gldn. . .1-21
. Fore gn . .
Laughton Brltton
10-19. GFD
9-2
2-5.
Neb
Cummings-Mofgan
Bog. . .8-20
Roach
Rafferty-Olsen
. . . . .6-24. .
.8-5. ... . .
.5-27.
Rachmil
Boyd-Alexander
Lamarr-O'Keefo
.
Smg

(134)

Comes

.9-20

Satan

Bacnelor's Daughttrs.
The (89)
Blithe
Spirit
(T)
(94)
Breakfast
In Hollywood
■-»3 ■
Caesar
and
Cleopatra
(T)
(126)
Captain
Kldd
(89)
Chaie,
The
-"Ney
Dangerous
Venture
Dishonored
Lady
Devil's
Playground,
The
Diary of A Chambermaid
Duel In the San
(T)
Fabulous
Joe,
The
Fabulous
Dorseys,
The

L-21. .
.819.

Martln-Ratterty
Muni - U.ixter
.. .

RELEASE
Title— Running

IN
Arch

of

Triumph

COMPLETED
My
Dog Shep
Neath
Canadian
Queen
of
Renegade
Ramrod

Thr
Girl

Rolling
Home
Details
under

One

More Chance

Parker-H.iyden

Rev.

9-2
.7-22

Havden-Cooaer

Morison-Ltwery
Curtis-Savage
McCria-Lake

Rel.
. Enterprise.

Bergman- Cast
Boyer

1946-47
Neil-Chapman

Skies

Amazon

title:

Details

Time

PRODUCTION

No.

CHART

SG-A.
SG-A.

.9-30. .
.9-30
.6-20

Enterprise.
. SG-A.
SG-A.

..7-8..

FILM

SG I
BULLETIN

Except for two of the newer first-run films, "Cloak and Dagger" and "Two Years Before the Mast," business along the Main
Stem is below the recent high levels, the unseasonably mild weather
being blamed for the slump. "Cloak," which is supported by Alvino
Rey and His Orchestra, equalled the all-time Strand record in its
opening week-end and the total for the initial week was $80,000,
close to the all-time high held by the previous Strand film, "The
Big Sleep," which just completed six smash weeks. . ."Mast" gave
the Rivoli its biggest opening week gross in the theatre's history,
topping the former record-holder, "Love Letters," by 15 percent.
The second week was not far below this figure and the Paramount
picture is expected to play into November before the 20th-Fox "My
Darling Clementine" comes in... "The Jolson Story" opening to
long waiting lines on October 10th following the sensational eight
week run of "Notorious," which grossed $1,300,000 and was seen
by a total of 1,250,000 patrons, figures second only to "Random Harvest" and "Mrs. Miniver," which ran eleven and ten weeks respectively at the world's largest theatre. Also still in the highlyprofitable class are two other straight-film attractions, "The Killers," which played to over one quarter of a million patrons in its
first five weeks at the Winter Garden where the staff is at last
getting a well-earned rest of regular hours after working around
the clock, day and night, while the picture ran on a 24-hour .~'her!ule. Picture is expected to play into November before "The Notorious Gentleman" comes in... "Sister Kenny," which received a
gala invitation opening and favorable reviews is also holding up
well in its second week after a smash opener and is also expected
to play into November.
The other stage-screen attractions have slumped considerably
after good opening weeks, even "Three Wise Fools" and a strong
stage bill headed by Paul Whiteman and His Orchestra and Roddy
McDowall, dropping off so that only three weeks are scheduled before "No Leave, No Love" opens on October 17th. . ."Three Little
Girls in Blue," and Beatrice Kay and Maurice Rocco on the Roxy

badly f°"°wl"S
stage, will also only stay three weeks after slippingOctober 17th ana
on
in
comes
"
"Margie
stanza.
opening
a $100,000
has its much-touted
will probably stay until "The Razor's Edge"
BeauNovember 19th ."Monsieur of
invitation world premiere on
the
caire," with Charlie Spivak and His Orchestra on the stage
sixth and final ween.
Paramount, is holding up well enough in its
unt s
"Blue Skies " which opens on October 16th, will be the Paramo
since
20th Anniversary film, the 675 feature to play the theatre
s on the
it opened in November 1926. . .The only other new picture
a fan
Broadway scene are "Bachelor's Daughters," which had
Republics
opening week at the Gotham after two mild stanzas for
"Rendezvous With Annie," and "Gallant Journey," which opened
weeks,
on October 9th at the Criterion after two below-average
for Universal's "Black Angel," this coming in after three mild
stanzas for Republic's "I've Always Loved You."
Other films are also slipping badly including U.A.'s "Caesar and
Cleopatra," now in its sixth week at the Astor where another film is
comes
expected in November before Selznick's "Duel in the Sun" Ace,"
U.A. film, "Mr.
. However, another
in around the holidays
the
while
12th
started its third good week at the Globe on October
its
in
now
is
V"
"Henry
s
company'
same
two-a-day run of the
16th week, five of them at the Golden where it will continue inI'm Lucky" dropped way off in its third week at
..
definitely."If
the Victoria and a re-issue, "The Westerner" opened on October
10th. "Night and Day" is now in its 13th and final week at the
Hollywood, where business held up well enough but "Deception" is
Raiders." an English-made docuexpected on October 17th... "The
mentary, drew critical raves and brought smash grosses to the
Rialto where it is expected to continue until the long-awaited "The
Outlaw" opens here and at the Gotham and Republic Theatres on
October 26th. Meanwhile, the revival of Disney's "Fantasia" is
r," the superb
doing nicely at the Republic. . "Brief Encounte
British-made, is attracting crowds to the class house. Little Car45,765 patrons in its first five weeks — senthe total
negie,sational
for this being
art theatre.
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Myron Sattler (left). Paramount's \>u York
branch -ale* manager, takes Irving Dolllnger ol
Independent Theatre Service and National Allied
executive, and Airs. Dolllnger in tow at New
York tradeshowing of the Paramount musical.
"Blue Skies," at the Normandie
Theatre.
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and which afford the opportunity for the practice of discrimination in the granting of
licenses." There would be no occasion to judge the "responsibility" of the bidders nor
would it be necessary to consider whether the bidder has a theatre "adequate to show
the picture on such run." It would eliminate the "partnerships with independent exhibitors which result from the defendants' insistence upon percentage playing" as well
as such "monopolistic
vexatious practices" as checking of theatres and auditing of
exhibitors'
books and and
records.
Offers Auction Suggestions
The Conference offered several suggestions to make competitive bidding more
workable, if it should be retained, noting that though they would be too late to be included in the Government's draft, they might be useful as counter proposals to a system which the defendants may submit. The proposals included (1) sealed bids submitted to the distributor within 10 days after the picture has been offered, available to
inspection of all bidders upon opening and the license granted to highest bidder. (2'
Each picture to be assigned a national release date with offer to license such picture
on first-run in every competitive area made within 10 days of release date ' and each
succeeding run follow this procedure at 10-day intervals.
Exhibs Notified of Acquisitions
The CIEA expressed its satisfaction with the Government provision enjoining
the defendants from expanding their theatre holdings "in any manner whatever" but
added that should acquisition plans be made under a preceding ruling, not only the
Attorney General, but also all affected exhibitors be notified of these plans and that the
latterthan
be granted
less
60 days. the right to be heard. It suggested that "reasonable" notice be not
A brief as amicus curiae will be submitted to the court before Oct. 21 by the
Conference, recommending the flat rental plan if auction selling is maintained. Myers
said.

FINAL ARGUMENTS

SET FOR OCTOBER

22

Final decree arguments in the anti-trust case will be heard by the Federal Court
on October 22, according to the procedure arranged between counsel and Federal Judges
John Bright and Henry Goddard. Arguments on the petitions of the American Theatres
Association and the Confederacy of Southern Associations to intervene in the case to
oppose auction selling as well as the plea of Lust Theatres of Washington reverse an
arbitration award will be heard the day before, Oct. 21.
Both Robert L. Wright, Government counsel, and Wendell Berge. Assistant Attorney General in charge of the anti-trust division, voiced their opposition to intervention in the case, basing their objections on the fact that the Government is representing the public and the exhibitors and that the rights of the intervenors would be affected to no greater extent than those of any other exhibitors. The Department of
Justice declared that it would not object to briefs offered by exhibitors as "amicus
curiae."

AUCTION

SELLING TAKES BEATING

IN POLL

Final results on the MPTOA poll of exhibitors on auction selling and divorcement
showed competitive bidding snowed under by a 276 to 20 vote, while divorcement was
favored by a majority of 185 to 108. The poll was concluded last week after six weeks
during which answers were received from exhibitors representing 961 theatres in 43
states.
MPTOA leaders' reaction to the Government proposals submitted last week was
highly enthusiastic. Disclosed on the eve of the association's decree meeting in Washington, the proposals were hailed by Herman Levy, MPTOA general counsel, and Fred
Wehrenberg, president, as coinciding with several of the suggestions made by MPTOA
in a letter to the Department the week before registering objections to auction selling
provisions, particularly the problems of overbuying, overbidding and operation at a loss
which are now adequately covered by the final Government proposals, said Levy.

STRIKE GOES

ON, SAG

VOTES TO CROSS

LINES

Dotted by sporadic clashes, the current jurisdictional strike smoldered in HdIIvwood as attempts were made to bring the dispute to a conclusion. Token picket forces
were being maintained by the Conference of Studio Unions strikers at all studios, except Republic, where a group of 200 kept a vigil. CSU proposals for a settlement, made
to the producers in a telegram, were dismissed as merely restating their demand^ inret'urn to
for the completion
called
The proposals
stead of compromising
immediate
and the
of the AFL directive
partiesa settlement.
acceptance by toalleffect
work, the
of contracts.
The Screen Actors Guild, by a vote of 2,748 to 509, voted to ignore picket lines on
the ground that it was a jurisdictional dispute and that closing of the studios would
not solve the problem. The Guild said it would continue its campaign "to have the
AFL set up arbitration machinery for the quick settlement of jurisdictional quarrels
between unions before such quarrels result in work stoppages or strikes.' An SAG
caravan committee was sent to the AFL convention in Chicago for this purpose.

PARAMOUNT

ANNOUNCES

22 FEATURES

Paramount has scheduled 22 features, tentatively, for release between the period
charge
beginning Nov. 22 and ending Sept. 1, 1947, Charles M. Reagan, vice-president in
of distribution, revealed at a meeting of home office and regional executives convened
methods.
selling
new
from
evolving
problems
ty
to discuss sales and advertising-publici
In naming the films, Reagan said that the company would release as many films as it
could "successfully handle and the market was capable of absorbing." "Two Years
Before the Mast" is the initial production, with "Blue Skies" following on December 27.
Distributors must keep "product rolling to the theatres," declared Barney Balaban, president, to the confab, despite the fact that the "decree in its present form is
burdensome because it necessitates complete reorganization of the method of buying
and selling films." Balaban also voiced his belief that the proper exploitation of pictures under the new system of selling will bring a vast new audience to theatres, those
that attend only sporadically.
FILM
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What the Newspaper Critics Say About New Films

'TWO YEARS BEFORE THE MAST"

PARAMOUNT

"/Considerably hopped-up version of Richard Henry Dana's clas^ sic... As a nautical picture of adventure, romance, violence
and character-building, it is not lacking in entertainment .. .Conclusion which attempts to dignify the picture only succeeds in
watering down the picture's essential adventure-thriller quality...
A recognizable hazard to the discriminating and a must for juveniles of all ages."— WINSTEN, N. Y. POST.
"Decomes an invoice of sheer brutalities. . .Typical Hollywood
packet sailing under papers that have been conveniently
forged... As such, it will generously provide some conventional
blood-and-thunder thrills, some lurid displays of human torture
and some salty glimpses of a ship at sea .. .Particular attention
to the cat-o'-nine-tails and the belaying pins... But, the drama
itself is rather random and peculiarly lacking in suspense." CROWTHER, N. Y. TIMES.
"An
able company
performs the film with restrained and bal*"■ anced intensity. It is only a pity that it is not more of a
tough whole... More rugged aspects of life on a sailing ship are
savagely underlined. . .Has the stuff of a memorable screen saga,
but it is fuzzy around the edges."— BARNES, N. Y. HERALD
TRIBUNE.
"TVTorthy of the proud tradition attached to the Richard Henry
vv Dana novel. . .Aside from infrequent lapses, the movie
surges through the excitement of its many episodes in rousing
style... Huge cast, wisely selected and directed." — COOK, N. Y.
WORLD-TELEGRAM.

'SISTER
KENNY'
RADIO

RKO
"A
■^^

fiml of great power and artistry . .Absorbing and moving...
Has both integrity and dramatic impact. . .With the exception of a few faltering passages and a necessarily inconclusive
ending, 'Sister
is haunting
and superbly entertaining."
BARNES,
N. Y.Kenny'
HERALD
TRIBUNE.
"Dich and inspiring biography along conventional dramatic lines
A^- ...In its subject matter and construction, 'Sister Kenny' is a
quite impressive film, fascinating in its discourse and moving in
its appeal... As straight inspirational entertainment, this film is
in the high-powered class. But it is simply because it does use
dodges that go straighter to the heart than to the head that this
reviewer
questions
its methods." — CROWTHER,
N. Y. TIMES.
"Tts stay at the RKO Palace will be based on its instructive conA tent and the message. . .Integrity is likely to lead it to a considerable financial success with the more thoughtful segments of
the movie audience. . .May have turned out to have less entertainment. But there is never a moment when it has less integrity."
—COOK,
N. Y. WORLD-TELEGRAM.
lVTotion
Picture °f great emotional
and intellectual
appeal...
■*• The most meaningful entertainment possible .. .Fine example
of the semi-documentary film which is both entertaining and significant."—WINSTEN, N. Y. POST.
"Tn order to engage the usual movie audience, there's more arti■*■ flee than honesty in the way occasionally the laughter follows
the tear, the crash comes fast upon the heels of triumph, the
romance perks up its uncertain little head. But Rosalind Russell's astonishingly honest and genuine performance and the sheer
cinematic craftsmanship of the film make 'Sister Kenny' an enlightening and heart-warming experience." — AGER,
PM.

'THREE LITTLE GIRLS IN BLUE'
20TH CENTURY-FOX
"Tnnocent
and
playful. .. Pleasant
and
hopeful
surprise. . .Not
that there's anything brilliant .. .Except possibly the glitter of
its color. . .Nor is it in any way unique as a popular musical film.
It
is, to be honest
it, just a sprightly and happy show." CROWTHER,
N. Y.about
TIMES.
"/~\ld formula. . .Since the show
is gaudily
tinted, the insigni^^ ficant story is well lost in pantalettes,
musical
embellishments and pretty post-card backgrounds.
Since most of the tunes
are fetching and the performing is buoyant, it is a passable concoction of its kind."— BARNES,
N. Y. HERALD
TRIBUNE.
"/Tlay
romp. . .Liveliest set of songs
any musical
movie
has
VJ sported this year ..Her movie debut offers no more than a
tantalizing sample of her babbled wit and nonsense sheathed wisdom. But there is enough to leave a lot of jubilant people eager
to storm any movie theater in which Miss Holm cuts loose from
now on... Movie prices are sky high these days, but so is the
entertainment value of 'Three Little Girls in Blue'."— COOK, N.
Y. WORLD-TELEGRAM,
"/"•i-aus with cerebration. . .Indeed
there's such intense
calculaV-' tion going on to keep 'Three Little Girls in Blue' sweet and
OCTOBER
11.
19 16

dear and simple, there's scarcely a moment free in which to recall Celeste Holm, lazily warming up in the wings ." — AGER, PM.
"T^Velightful musical although Miss Holm doesn't come into the
*-' film until it is well along, she is the most dynamic and
amusing personality in the picture. . .The outstanding sonys are
of hit-parade quality."— CAMERON.
N. Y. NEWS.

THREE WISE FOOLS'

METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER
•V/'ou will need a soft heart — and, quite likely, an even softer
*■ head — to get any satisfaction out of Metro's 'Three Wise
Fools'. . .Oozes the most egregious sentiment and drips verbal
lollipops. . .Few sparks of interest that were kindled in earlier
moments thoroughly drenched."— CROWTHER, N. Y. TIMES.
'""Talented little actress is confined in a straitjacket of sentiment
-*- ...Mawkish fairy tale... Lacks restraint as well as wit or
genuine whimsy. The result is a sugary fancy which Miss
O'Brien,
at seven,TRIBUNE.
is much too old to believe." - GUERNSEY,
N.
Y. HERALD
"/Commonplace
style of little girl stories. . .Cloying combination
^— ' of whimsy and sentimentality, so excessively sweet you may
need several drinks afterward to get the flavor off your palate"COOK, N. Y. WORLD-TELEGRAM.
"T come away
from 'Three Wise Fools' filled with nothing but
*■ respect for the sporting instincts of actors Lionel Barrymore,
Lewis Stone and Edward Arnold."— AGER,
PM.
"Qort of picture that can be safely recommended
as a punish^ ment for teen-agers making a bid for precocious activities
...As for adults, only those with brogues, pointed ears, and a
working STEN, knowledge
N. Y. POST. of wurra-wurra dialect need apply." — WIN-

'BLACK ANGEL'

UNIVERSAL

"Tf you're beginning to think that you're fed up on murder mys-*- teries, and are looking for a final convincer before you swear
forever, then, and only then, 'Black Angel' is recomoff them mended. .Phantasmagoria
.
of all the confusions, the cliches, and
the irritations movie murder mysteries have submitted you to in
the past."— AGER, PM.
"■fcdK'stery
movie,
too transparent
to amount
to much... Main
*■**■ event is the experiment aiming at making a heroic star of
the man who has been playing some of Hollywood's foulest and
moit contemptible characters. . .Writers have not provided much
in the way of incident or wit to keep things lively but a picture
with such a cast, slow though it may be, cannot be altogether
dull."— COOK, N. Y. WORLD-TELEGRAM.
" A chase mystery the suspense of which is somewhat diluted by
•** affected direction and playing. . .Haphazard study in morbidity rather than a well integrated crime drama. . .Story is cut
to a common cinema pattern . .Try so extravagantly for dark
moodiness that the method overshadows the material and distorts
it."— GUERNSEY. N. Y. HERALD TRIBUNE.
" A nother shoddy example of hackneyed mystery writing.
If the
*~*
picture
appears
somewhat
above
average
run-of-the-mill
whodunit fare, this is a tribute to the versatile performance of
Dan

Duryea ... Properly redolent of the lower depths, but unfortunately all this 'production' value has been squandered on a
most undeserving script."— PRYOR, N. Y. TIMES.

'MR. ACE'

UNITED

ARTISTS

(BENEDICT

BOGEAUS)

"\ 7ery dressy drama, lavish in everything but power of c'onvic* tion...Femme audiences will be delighted with Sylvia's elegant wardrobe. . .Intelligent direction, something more than average formula picture story. Even when you think it's a little involved and silly, you can't help but be interested in how and
where it will go from there. . .Adult fare. The kiddies, we're
afraid would be bored sick with it."— THIRER. N. Y. POST.
"Oole of the idol of her public has done something to Sylvia Sid**■ ney, transforming her enchanting ways into effort and artificiality. .George
Raft
continues
his
toneless,
expressionless
style. "—COOK,
N. Y. WORLD-TELEGRAM,
"■pvoes not reveal
anything not known
heretofore nor does its
*~* rather obvious story... Make for exciting or convincing
drama... Does promise much in some believable acting but delivers little else."— A.W., N. Y. TIMES.
"Qhallow,
unstimulating
political drama. . .Vital subject though
politics is for the dramatic arts, the juvenile conflicts and
artificial events in 'Mr Ace' fall far short of doing it justice." —
GUERNSEY,
N. Y. HERALD
TRIBUNE.
"TTollywood
fake ,from
1-1 talk.'— PECK
PM. beginning to end... Full of vague double-
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IT'S A BULt&BYE for The PRIZE BABY!
. . . another direct hit ior more patrons
and Bigger Receipts. ..the kind
of shooting that comes from
knowing his target... and how
to ring the bell!
The PRIZE BABY never
misses... because... he always
aims at the BOX OFFICE!
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OF THE SOUTH' DELIGHTFUL

DISNEY CARTOON— LIVE BLEND

THE CHASE' EXCITING PSYCHOLOGICAL
THE VERDICT' INTEREST-HOLDING
NOTORIOUS
VACATION
WANTED

GENTLEMAN'

MELLER, BUT COMPLICATED

MYSTERY

ENGROSSING

IN RENO* FEEBLE COMEDY

IS SOLID PROGRAM

FARE

BRITISH FILM FOR ADULT TRADE
IN KEYSTONE

TRADITION

FOR MURDER' CHEAP BRITISH MURDER MELLER FOR DUALLERS
And Others, Pages 4, 6, 7, 8

RAFT ON A
RAMPAGE
of blasting action and tough-guy
loving — to pin the murder rap
on one of the ten beautiful
brunette suspects in sensational playboy slayings!

GEORGE RAFT
LYNN BARI
IN

v
S
wf

WITH

VIRGINIA HUSTON • JOSEPH PEVNEY
MYRNA DELL
Produced by JOAN HARRISON

.

Directed by EDWIN L. MARIN

Screen Play by JONATHAN LATIMER
R K O
RADIO
PICTURES

V

NATIONALLY ADVERTISED
DO YOU THE MOST GOOD
201 CIRCULATION

UJYU(JUU IT WILL
... Jt
to ij
the 54,225,IT

WS

of fifty Detective, Mystery,

"Pulp" and Men's Magazines . . . Sunday Newspaper Comic Sections . . . Life, Look, Liberty,
Saturday Evening Post, Collier's, and Fan List,

RKO
SONG

OF THE SOUTH' DELIGHTFUL

Rates • • • —

Walt Disney conies forth with another
■wholesome and delightfully entertaining innovation in "Song of the South," a successful blending of cartoon and "live action"
drama splendidly photographed in Technicolor. In addition to several familiar names,
such as Ruth Warrick, to sell, this can boast
of a real Disney story (missing in his last
few cartoon features) which will appeal to
adults almost as much as the youngsters,
who are certain to "eat it up." Favorable
word-of-mouth will boost business until it
builds to smash grosses in naborhood and
rural houses. Only about 30 percent of the
footage is cartoon, the rest being a sentimental tale of a boy, living with his mother
and grandmother on a Southern plantation,
■who is unhappy until his father returns to
them. The simple, homespun fables told by
a kindly old darky, patterned after Joel
Chandler Harris' "Uncle Remus," about
"Brer Rabbit" and his edventures with his
Briar Patch enemies. "Brer Fox" and "Brer
Bear," are quaintly comical and imaginative
interludes which give a decided lift to the
serious, solw-moving human tale. "Brer
Rabbit" is a gay and excitable screwball,

DISNEY BLEND OF LIVE & CARTOON

much like Donald Duck, while the dim-witted
"Brer Bear" resembles Pluto. The scheming,
gloation "Brer Fox" is a wholly original
Disney creation and the birds, bees and
butterflies ara vivacious singing characters.
Some of the latter mingle with the live
figures of Uncle Remus and the youngsters
as they trudge up a country road to furnish
a singing accompaniment to a new hit tune,
"Zip-a-De-Doo-Da." This and "Laughing
Place" are both already receiving airwaves
plugs and are likely Hit Parade entries. The
Technicolor photography of the Southern
woods and fields is a visual treat.
The story tells how Bobby Driscoll, small
son of Erik Rolf, a crusading newspaper
editor, is brought by his mother, Ruth Warrick, to the Southern plantation of his grandmother to get away from the unfavorable
publicity his father's editorials have received
in Atlanta. Bobby is unhappy without his
father and he decides to run away but is
stopped by Uncle Remus (James Baskett) a
kindly old colored servant who tells him a
story about Bier Fox which points a moral
and brings him back to his mother. Later
when Bobby goes frog hunting, he meets
Luana Patten, a "poor white" youngster
whose two little brothers make fun of his
fine clothes. Luana gives Bobby a dog but,
when his mother refuses to let him keep it,
he asks Uncle Remus to take it. Later. Uncle
Remus is chastsed by Miss Warrick for telling her son stories which confuse the boy
and, when Luana is unable to attend the
boy's birthday party, Bobby again runs away.
This time, he is chased by a wild bull and
injured and it is only when Uncle Remus

WARNER

BROS.

THE VERDICT' INTEREST-HOLDING
•

... 1 Special
CHARACTERS

except in action houses

RKO
Radio (Walt Disney)
94 minutes
Ruth Warrick, Bobby Driscoll, Lauana Patten, James Baskett, Lucile Watson, Erik
Rolf, Hattie McDaniel, Glenn Leedy, Mary
Field, Gene Holland, "Nieodemus" Stewart,
George Nokes, Johnny Lee.
Cartoon Director, Wilfred Jackson; Photoplay Director, Harve Foster.

Rates •

RADIO

j- generally; more

MYSTERY

Title
Song of the South
The Verdict
Wanted for Murder
Vacation in Reno
Notorious
Gentleman

Page
4
4
6
6
6

Chase
The
Roll On, Texas Moon
Down Missouri Way
Fool's Gold
Cuban Pete

"
7
7
8
8

Driftin' River
Romance of the West

8
8

tells him another story and his father arrives from Atlanta that he recovers.
The picture is notable for stand-out performances by James Baskett, an inspired
choice for the venerable, understanding
Uncle Remus, and by Bobby Driscoll, one of
the screen's most natural and appealing
child actors. Luana Patten is excellent as th
grave little "poor white" youngster, Hattie
McDaniel is the re-creation of a big, fat
Southern mammy. Ruth Warrick and Lucile
Watson are capable in the necessarilyshadowy roles of the adults whose reactions
are not always clearly defined by a director
who stresses the childish point of view.
LEYENDECKEK

Release

FARE

in action spots

Warner Bros.
86 minutes
Sydney Greenstreet, Peter Lorre, Joan Lorring, George Coulouris, Rosalind Ivan, Paul
Cavanagh, Arthur Shields, Morton Lowry,
Holmes Herbert, Clyde Cook, Sarah Edwards,
Art Foster, ian Wolfe, Janet Murdock, Milton Parsons, Crauford Kent.
Directed by Don Sicgel.
A

well-developed murder mystery, enhanced by shadowy photography and period
settings and costumes, makes "The Verdict"
solid program fare. Although romantic interest is lacking, the picture can top the average
dualler and, with Sydney Greenstreet and
Peter Lorre to attract the who-dun-it devotees, it should be strong in action houses.
Greenstreet, who is not far afield from his
snister "Fat Man" character as the calculating Scotland Yard inspector, and Lorre, a
shuddery, yet mild-mannered and likable,
artist, are again perfectly teamed to gcnerBOX

... 1 November

REVIEWS in This Issue

OFFICE

ate chills and suspense. Cutting might speed
up the early scenes, but, in the main, Director Don Seigel diverts suspicion from the
real murderer and keeps patrons guessing
right up to the surprise denouement. Rosalind Ivan, who scores with a rich comedy
characterization of a tippling housekeeper,
has more to do than Joan Lorring, who repeats her familiar portrayal of a loose-moralled lady and sings one music hall number
capably enough. George Coulouris, as Greenstreet's rival in the Yard, and Paul Cavanagh contribute stand-out performances.
Confronted with evidence that he has
caused an inncocent man to be hanged, Sydney Greenstreet, suprintendent of Scotland
Yard, is asked to resign to be replaced by
his subordinate, George Coulouris. At a
party given by Peter Lorre, Greenstreet's
best friend who also despises Coulouris, Morton Lowry, nephew of the murdered woman
for whom an innocent man was hanged, and

RATING:

• Poor

Average

• • • Good

Paul Cavanagh have a bitter argument. This
is overheard by Joan Lorring. a music hall
entertainer who had been waiting for Lowry
and who also has words with him and
threatens his life. When Greenstreet and
Rosalind Ivan, Lowry's landlady, find the
latter murdered in his bed, Coulouris immediately sispects both Miss Lorring and
Cavanagh but both are later released. However, Coulouris doubts Cavanagh's alibi and
uncovers circumstantial evidence which
brings him to trial. After Cavanagh is found
guilty, Greenstreet, who believes in his innocence, goes to France to locate a lady with
whom he had secretly spent the night of the
murder. When this last hope fails, Greenstreet goes with Peter Lorre, who admits he
knows the real murderer but wants to see
Coulouris make a fool of himself, to stop
the execution. Greenstreet then admits he
had committed the perfect crime by taking
Lowry's life after he had discovered he had
murdered the woman for whom an innocent
had been hanged.
DEXLEY

••••
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If this voice seems to be frequently expressing its concern for the problems
of the mass of smaller theatre operators, it is primarily because they appear to
receive so little consideration from the moguls who fashion tha destinies of the
moiior picture industry.
Hollywood seems to think almost exclusively in t3rns of the deluxe Firstrun theatres particularly in recent years when an abno-mal wartime prosoerity
has directed so much of the business into the prior-run houses. This has led the
major film makers to concentrate more than ever on the type of product that
first-runs require and to decrease or actually eliminate the program pictures
that were the staff of life for the average subsequent run theatres.
Comoanies like 20th Century-Fox, Warner Bros., M-G-M and Paramount
have gradually shrunk their outDut, curtailing minor product and lavishing lush

America' A j}h4epen4eht
Hfiothn Picture journal
T
Pane Five

extravagance on their "supers". Their spendinq soree seems to takQ little
cognizance that the war prosperity
is over, an attitude
fraught with
danqer.
The "B" product from these studios has been condensed into a mere trickle
that oozes into the parched throats of the subsequent run. Universal, formerly
one of the most prolific of the program producers, is cutting its minor Droduct
altogether as a result of its recent merger with International and Britain's J.
Arthur Rank, thus more than halvinq its customarv schedule and substitutinn a
number of British films, which, while some have been eminently successful in
metrooolitan d°luxers and class houses, are still inclined to lay a Royal egg at
the hoxoffic-; elsewhere.
Up to now, the deluxe first-runs apparently have been reaping the cream
of the profits in the exhibition field, abetted by a public spending spree induced
by the war. It is an unhealthy condition, for an industry, like a nation, whose
wealth i s concentrated in a small minority, cannot hope to maintain a sound
prosperity. The thousands of subsequent run exhibitors, the "common man" of
the motion picture industry, who supply the bulk of exhibition grosses must continue to exist on a reasonable standard if +he industry is to prosoer as a whole.
As o'ir national economy returns to normalcv, it is reasonable to anticipate
that the flow of patronaqe will be rediverted from first-run deluxers to naborhoods and. conversely, as the former's drosses recede, the thousands of subseouent-run theatres become increasinqly imoortant -=<s a source of income to the
distributors. But, with few exceptions, the major film companies refuse to face
this prospect.
Of all the maiors, the most consistent nroqram oroduct. sunoortinq a fair
share of too bracket nictures. has been delivered by RKO durinq the past six
months. Columbia. >"hile it delivers onlv an o<-rasional "A" picture, seems to
recognize the market for programmers and is selling a separate contract for this
type of product for the new season.
Thus, with no promise that the majors will either increase their outout or
relax their terms for their over-exDensive product, more and more of the subsequent-runs are turning to the independent companies that deliver a volume of
plain, solid meat and potatoes product, the less exDensive, outright pictures
that enable the exhibitor to operate his theatre 365 days a year.
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Guild and the independent

erally are presented with great new opportunities by the majors' decrease in
volume and the alert executives of these companies have shown that they are
preparing to cash in. The keynote of their campaign is to improve the quality
of Their product without sacrificing quantity.

IliM

«. Y. 20.

PRC, Screen

Boelmre1. Hollyweod 46,

Calif., CRuttlow 6-2061; Sara Salzer, DuU

Haaia.

Sebwrlptlon Rate ONE YEAR. $3.00 In the Unltei
States; Canaia, $4.00;

Eeripe, $5.00.

TWO

YEARS. $5.00 In toe Unltei Statei; Ciniii. $7.50;
Etrtae. $9.00.

Republic's expansion program has been proceeding steadily. Talent has
been signed in production, acting and direction. The Borzage deal was a great
coup for the company and the recent pacting of producer-director Auer and
stellar performers of the calibre of Nelson Eddy, Nona Massey and John Carroll
is further evidence

of this company's

steadfast route.

Over at Monoqram, president Steve Broidy's announcement that the studio
would produce 53 films during the next 12 months, more than any other studio
in Hollywood, was heartening news. A new six-picture contract with the King
Bros., producers of "Dillinger" and "Suspense", as well as Roy Del Ruth's continued activity promises increased quality. Monogram's quaint trade ad pointinq
out that "a good Bee often saves a sinking dAisy" has more than a modicum
of truth.
PRC's oroduct, augmented by Eagle-Lion affiliation, and the newly formed
Screen Guild productions who recently announced that it was boosting its oriqinaliy promised 22 features to 36 for the year is all music to the ear of the
latter-run exhibitor.
Yes, the trend is there, dictated by old mother necessity. It is our belief
that the haughty majors, before another full season has passed, will be tripping
over one another in their eagerness to court once again the business of the
backbone of the exhibition, the subsequent run.

20th CENTURY
'WANTED

FOR

MURDER"

Rates © © in action spots; weak

2(»th Century-Fox
91 Minute-,

CHEAP

BRITISH

supporting dualler elsewhere

(Excelsior)

Eric Portman, Dulcie Gray, Derek Fair,
Roland Culver, Stanley Holloway, Barbara
Everest, George Carney, Kathleen Harrison,
Jenny Laird, Bill Shine, Bonar Colleano,
Edna Wood, John Ruddock.
Directed by Lawrence Huntington.
A cheap British murder melodrama,
burdened with accent, an oft-told plot and
lack of marquee names, "Wanted for Murder" is doomed to the nether slot on dual
bills. In action houses, an exploitation
shove built around the schizophrenic murderer and his female victims may lift this
to fair returns. The typical British underplaying is conspicuous by its absence with
the scales veering sharply toward the curtain-chewing style, particularly in Eric
Portman's characterization of a dual person-

IN

RENO'

MURDER

MELLER

FEEBLE

COMEDY

FOR

LOWER

HALF

Marcel Hellman's production evidences
strict economy with a multitude of obvious
process shots for backgrounds and undistinguished sets. In his uneven direction,
Lawrence Huntington occasionally reveals
flashes of originality.
BARN

Eric Portman, a rich and respected London business man, is imbued with an urge
to strangle young women, which he blames
on his deceased father's delight in pursuing
his job as official hangman. While Scotland Yard is puzzling over several of these

RADIO

Release

strangle murders, Portman is brought under
suspicion when his handkerchief is found
near the scene of the crime. Despite several
other clues, the chief inspector, Roland Culver, fails to obtain enough evidence to apprehend Portman, although he becomes convinced he is the culprit. As Scotland Yard
gets closer, Portman, distraught by his murderous urges, attempts to get Dulcie Gray,
a young shopgirl, to marry him in the hope
that he will settle down to normalcy. When
she refuses, he induces her for a last meeting intending to kill her, but Culver and
Gray's sweetheart, Derek Farr, corner the
killer at the eleventh hour and Portman
drowns trying to escape.

ality murderer. Only Roland Culver's Scotland Yard inspector stands out and even he
is stymied by the obvious plot-twistings,
which certainly do not show off that celebrated organization's efficiency. However,
the Yard's bungling was apparently necessary in order to stretch this out to 91 minutes, a length hardly suitable for the duals.
In the time-honored tradition, the murderer's victims are lovely young women, and the
formula is followed faithfully even to the
melodramatic climax where the madman's
final prey is the heroine cornered on a Hyde
Park island with the youthful hero rowing
to the rescue. The British flair for suspense
pokes through only occasionally.

RKO
VACATION

1 November

- FOX

. . . 1 Not Set
IN

KEYSTONE

TRADITION

Rates • ® as supporting dualler in family houses

RKO Radio
(JO minutes
Jack Haley,
Anne
Jeffrys, Wally Brown,
Iris Adrian, Morgan Conway, Claire Carleton,
Matt McHugh, Myrna Dell, Jason Robards,
Matt Willis, Constance
Purdy.
Directed by Leslie Goodwins.

as a pie-in-the-face, bedroom mix-ups, overbearing mother-in-law and, for the fadeout, a shot of a pair of rabbits that have
multiplied to hundreds. A bang-up chase
across the desert with Jack Haley in a jeep
bombarding fleeing bank bandits with signal
rockets, etc., makes for a noisy and generally
hilarious climax.

This typical slipstick two-reeler, dragged
out to an hour's length, will get only a few
laughs from those patrons who enjoy the
frantic-antics sort of humor. Bolstered by
the presence of Jack Haley, Anne Jeffrys,
Morgan (Dick Tracy) Conway and most of
RKO's second-string names, it will serve to
fill the supporting spot in naborhood and
small town duallers. The comedy business,
most of it of the Keystone variety, ranges
from such tried-and-true gags and situations

Jack Haley and his wife, Anne Jeffrys,
stage a quarreling act for the benefit of their
bickering friends, Wally Brown and Claire
Carleton, which works so well that Miss
Jeffrys packs up and goes home to her
mother. Haley decides to spend his two-week
vacation in Nevada hunting for the buried
treasure of an old-time outlaw but, when
Miss Jeffrys hears he has registered at a
Reno dude ranch, she believes he is getting
a divorce and follows him there. Meanwhile.

NOTORIOUS

Rates © •

GENTLEMm

. as dualler qTnraliY:

4' inENGROSSING
class houses

more

I'niversal
108 minutes
Rex Harrison, Lilli Palmer, Godfrey Tearle,
Griffith
Jones,
Margaret
Johnston,
Guy
Middleton, Jean Kent .Garry Marsh, Marie
Lohr, David Home, Brefni O'Rourke.
Directed by Sidney Gilliat.
A fascinating study of an irresponsible
ne'er-do-well, "Notorious Gentleman." like
other- recent first-rate British films, is
primarily adult fare. As a Ions-drawn out
talc dealing with an unmoral scoundrel's
amours, it is not suited to action houses.
However-, its two stars, Rex Harrison and
Lilli Palmer, have acquired a sizable following since the release of their- Hollywood
films, "Anna arrd the King of Siam" and
Cloak hi. I Dagger," respectively, and the
picture should be a fair-plus dualler generally and a solid draw in class houses. Released in England as "The Rake's Progress,"
this frives Harrison a rich and varied acting
r-ole which he plays with such insight and
personal charm that he makes the worthless, happy-go-lucky character
extremely

BRITISH

FILM

likable. Told in flashback fashion, after- the
rogue goes to a hero's death in World War
II, the story covers a dozen years against
a variety of backgrounds -- with Oxford,
London, South America, Vienna and Cornwall realistically pictured in beautiful photographic shots. The dialogue is witty and
ultra-sophisticated and Sidney Gilliat's direction holds audience interest during the
scoundrel's succession of thoughtless deeds.
Although Lilli Palmer (Mrs. Harrison) is
seen only in the last half of the film, she
makes a strong impression as the Viennese
refugee who marries Harrison to escape
Nazi persecution and then has the misfortune to fall in love with him. Margaret
Johnston is excellent as the worldly secretary who also falls under his spell and Godfrey Tearle gives a warm and sympathetic
portrayal of his father.
After being expelled from Oxford for his
show-off tactics, Rox Harrison, goodlooking.
irresponsible son of Godfrey Tearle, an excolonel, is sent by his disappointed father to
a Brazilian coffee plantation. There he becomes drunk and speaks his mind in favor
of a dismissed employee so he is sent back

Haley, with the aid of a mine detector,
accidentally uncovers buried loot stolen from
a Reno bank and he believes this to be the
outlaw's treasure. When the bandits hear of
his finding their loot, they order Iris Adrian
to make a play for Haley and get their
stolen money back. Miss Jeffrys arrives just
as Miss Adrian is pretending to be Haley's
wife and, when another women's lingerie is
found in his bag, she suspects the worst.
Matters become more and more mixed up
and, when the crooks finally recover their
loot, Haley and the sheriff go in pursuit.
After an exciting chase across the desert,
Haley captures the bandits and gets a reward from the bank. With this, he and Miss
Jeffrys plan to start a rabbit farm which has
already made great headway from their
original pair of rabbits.
YORK

FOR

ADULT

TRADE

to England where he goes on a prolonged
spree and winds up in jail. Bailed out by
Griffith Jones, a school chum, Harrison repays him by having an affair with his wife,
Jean Kent, a former flame from Oxford days.
Now a notorious playboy. Harrison turns to
auto-racing and, when he is stranded in
Vienna as the Nazis move in, Lilli Palmer
volunteers to pay all his debts if he will
marry her- and get her out of the country.
Harrison agrees and takes her to London
where she falls in love despite his doubledealing methods. But, when she realizes he
is playing up to Margaret Johnston, his
father's secretary, Miss Palmer tries to kill
herself. Harrison rescues her and drives her
and her father back to London while intoxicated. An accident results and Tearle is
killed and Miss Palmer painfully injured.
After disappearing and going further down
the social scale. Harrison is found by Miss
Johnston who still loves him. However, Harrison realizes he can't ruin her life, too, so
he enlists in World War II. He is finally
killed while heroically crossing a mined
bridge in advance of his tank force.
FILM

YORK

BULLETIN

'THE CHASE'

EXCITING

PSYCHOLOGICAL

Rates • • -j- generally; slightly more
United Artists
86 minutes

(Seymour

Robert Cummings, Miehele Morgan, Peter
Lorre, Steve Cochrane, Jack Holt, Lloyd
Corrigan, Alexis Minotis, Nina Koshetz, Don
Wilson, Yolanda Lacca, James YVestertield,
Shirley O'Hara, Florence Auer.
Directed by Arthur Ripley.
For three-quarters of its length, "The
Chase" is a fascinating and suspenseful
psychological melodrama, well directed and
splendidly acted. Then the scriptwriter, with
his plot caught in a tense and frightening
situation, falls back on the familiar dream
solution as the easiest way out and audiences
will be confused and disappointed even
though the film again builds up to a high
pitch of excitement. Robert Cummings and
Peter Lorre give this good name value,
especially for action fans. However, it's grim
entertainment peopled with sinister and sadistic characters and is best suited to adults.
Based on Cornell Woolrich's novel, "The
Black Path of Fear," the story takes a
down-and-out discharged veteran into the
home of a ruthless racketeer and gets him

Rates • • • where

MOON'

FIRST RATE ROY

Republic
68 minutes
Roy Rogers, Dale Evans, George "Gabby'
Hayes, Dennis Hoey, Elisabeth Risdon, Tom
London, Francis MacDonald, Kenne Duncan,
Lee Shumway, Edward Keane, Steve Darrell, Harry Strang, Edward Cassidy, Bob
Nolan and The Sons of the Pioneers, Trigger.
Directed by William Witney.
Another lively modern musical western
replete with chases and shooting action,
"Roll On, Texas Moon," resolutely follows
the sure-fire Roy Rogers pattern. Cast includes such acting dependables as Dennis
Hoey and Elisabeth Risdon, in addition to
Dale Evans and Bob Nolan and the Sons of
the Pioneers for warbling and George
"Gabby" Hayes for- his irascible clowning
and the picture should clean up wherever
Rogers has a following and make a satisfactory dualler in naborhood
houses.
The

'DOWN

MISSOURI

WAY'

Martha O'Driscoll, John Carradine, Eddie
Dean, William Wright, Renee Godfrey. Roscoe Ates, Mabel Todd, Eddie Craven, Chester Clute, Will Wright, Earl Hodgins, Paul
Scardon, The Tailor Maids, The Notables,
Shirley, the Mide.
Directed
by Josef Berne.

The eight catchy song numbers outweigh
the corny comedy of "Down Missouri Way"
and make it a generally pleasing musical
programmer. One of PRC's most ambitious
and widely-exploited efforts, it should get
fair returns in naborhood houses and betterthan-average grosses in rurual locations. It
is definitely not for metropolitan first-runs.
While Director Joseph Berne's tongue-incheek treatment of both Hollywood's foibles
and hill-billy cussedness is amusing for a
time, most of the players over-act atrociousl
11.
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dualler for naborhoods

arms and, des-

ROGERS

PLOT

COMPLICATED

a novelty number, "The Jumpin' Bean."
Elisabeth Risdon is splendid as the fiery,
gun-totin' "Cactus Kate" and Dennis Hoey
does a slick acting job as the suave villain.
When George "Gabby" Hayes, manager of
a cattle ranch, is unjustly accused of killing
a neighboring sheep ranch owner, his friend,

TUNES MAKE

pite his denials, the police build up a chain
of circumstantial evidence against him. He
escapes to learn the Cochrane's henchmen
have been plotting against him and, after
bein« shot and shoved down a flight of
stairs, Cummings awakens back in Miami
as a dazed victim of "shock" uncertain as to
whether the Havana sequence was real He
calls Jack Holt, a navy psychiatrist who
tries to piece together Cummings' disjointed
story. Suddenly Cummings remembers the
steamship tickets to Havana and ,al the
same time, Cochrane learns about his wife's
plan to escape. In pursuing her, Cochrane is
killed and she and Cummings are tree to
face a new life together-.
Robert Cummings, who gives a fine | n
formance as the victim of shock, and Peter
Lorre, in one of his suavely sinister portrayals, are both overshadowed by Steve Cochrane, who is superb as a vicious, sadistic
young racketeer. Miehele Morgan, as Cochrane's unhappy wife, is handicapped by a
vague role. Jack Holt is excellent as the
navy psychiatrist who aids Cummings and
Lloyd Corrigan and Nina Koshetz contribute
sterling bits.
LEYENDECKEK

MUSICAL

story, which is above-average for a cowboy
film, deals with the feud between Texas
cattlemen and sheep-herders and, although
modern automobile roads have replaced the
dirt trails of the Old West, there is no lack
of fistic encounters, daring rescues and outdoors thrills. In fact, the climactic battle
between the rival factions, which has both
cattlemen and sheepherders biting the dust,
is among the most exciting of its kind.
Hayes is aided and abetted in his familiar
style of comedy by a tiny trained lamb that
follows him about. Rogers and the attractive
Miss Evans again perform pleasantly and
put over such songs as "Won'tcha Be a
Friend of Mine" and the popular title tune,
which the Sons of the Pioneers score with

CATCHY

in rural spots

PRC Pictures
74 minutes

NOVEMBER

stabbed while in Cummings'

Rogers is popular; OK

Rates © • generally; more

HAS

the latter's beauinvolved
romanticall
to Havana and the
flightwith
tiful wife.yTheir
woman's murder are suspenseful and exciting episodes. After the let-down, when the
audience realizes the hero is a "shock case"
who suffered a relapse and loss of memory,
the story reverts to an earlier setae and
leads to the actual climax which is also
scenes with tremendous skill, the muddled
effectively dramatic and thrill-packed. Al
though Ripley has directed the individual
plot almost has him licked before the finale.
Patrons must be cautioned to see this from
the beginning lest they be lost in confusion.
In Miami, Robert Cummings, a disillusioned and penniless war veteran, finds a wallet which he returns to Steve Cochrane, a
racketeer ,who is impressed with his honesty
and gives him a job as chauffeur. Cummings
soon realizes that Cochrane will not stop
at murder to attain his unscrupulous ends
and that his wife, Miehele Morgan, is unhappy and anxious to escape to Havana. She
offers Cummings $1,000 to arrange the escape and, during the trip, they fall in love
although they realize Cochrane will attempt
to follow them. In Havana, Miss Morgan is

Nebenzahl)

'ROLL ON, TEXAS

MELLER

in action spots

Roy Rogers, travels to Texas to investigate
the crime and prevent a range war between
the long-feuding cattle-men and sheep-men.
Roy meets Dale Evans, daughter- of the
murdered man, and her attorney. Dennis
Hoey, at a dance and, against the wishes of
her fiery old aunt, Elisabeth Risdon. she
agrees to help prevent further bloodshed.
However, when someone kills her prize ram,
the feud starts anew. The next day, Roy
saves Miss Evans from losing control of her
car and he persuades her to take him on as
ranch hand. After evading an ambush set
by Hoey and Miss Evans' foreman, who are
plotting to get control of the ranch, Roy
realizes that they had already killed her
father- and had engineered the automobile
"accident", With the help of the cattlemen,
and the unwilling Hayes, Roy succeeds in
bringing Hoey and the rest of the outlaws to
justice. The range war ends and peace again
reigns on the Texas range.
D EX LEY

PLEASING

and the humor soon becomes extremely tiresome. There just isn't enough substance to
the silly plot. The Kim Gannon-Wlater Kent
songs are surprisingly good, however, and
Martha O'Driscoll makes "Never Knew That
I Could Sing" and "I'm So in Love With
You" sound like Hit Parade possibilities,
while Renee Godfrey puts over "Big Town
Gal" and "Just Can't Get That Guy" in sultry fashion. Although PRC's cowboy star,
Eddie Dean, warbles "There's a Rose That
Grows in the Ozarks" and "Monkey Business" in his familiar crooning style, not
much can be said for his acting in his first
straight role. John Carradine obviously enjoys burlesquing the part of a temperament
oys burlesquing the part of a temperame
Hollywood director, and his John Barrymore-like posturing and some of his lines
are good for laughs. Miss O'Driscoll and
William Wright do nicely in the romantic
leads, but Mabel Todd and Roscoe Ates are
downright bad. The production is only fair.
After
experimenting
with
Shirley,
a

WESTERN

MUSICAL

PROGRAMMER

trained mule, at the agricultural college
where she is associate professor, Martha
O'Driscoll is dismayed when the animal fails
in her examination. Feeling that Shirley
needs a change of scene, Misss O'Driscoll
orders her keeper, Eddie Dean, to take the
animal to her- Ozark Morrntain warm where,
unkown to her, a Hollywood movie outfit is
shooting location scenes. William Wright, the
producer, is already having trouble with
John Carradine and Renee Godfrey, his
temperamental director and star-, when he
receives Miss O'Driscoll's vacate order-, he
makes love to her to persuade her to let
the company stay. Although she .sees through
Wright's subterfuge, Miss O'Driscoll relents
and she even permits Shirley to play in the
picture — provided the mule gets no publicity. Although the college examining board
arrives in the Ozarks to remove Shirley,
matters are finally straightened out to everyone's satisfaction.
LEYENDECKER

:

"FOOL'S GOLD'

Rates • • • in western

TOPNOTCH
houses: fair for

United Artists (Rachmil)
tt3 minutes
William Boyd, Andy Clyde, Rand
Jane
Randolph,
Stephen
Barclay,
Emmett
Keane, Harry Cording.
Directed by George Archainbaud.

HOPALONG
naborhood
djallers

Brooks,
Robert

That the "Hopalong Cassdiy" series is
still tops in the western field is again evidenced in "Fool's Gold,' an exciting splendidly
photographed outdoors film with a logical,
interest-holding plot. With the regulars,
William Boyd and Andy Clyde, and an aboveaverage supporting cast, this is made-toorder for the cowboy enthusiasts and could
fee used as a supporting dualler in many
naborhood houses. Second in Lewis J. Rachmil's productions for U.A., this is well made
in every particular and, while the plot has

CUBAN

Rates © © —

PETE' MUSICAL

CASSIDY'

riding and shooting aplenty, as well as considerable suspense, George Archainbuad (a
veteran "Hoppy" director) never neglects to
develop his characters as human beings instead of stock western figures. There is no
warbling but action enthusiasts won't miss
it. William Boyd gives his usual smooth, twofisted portrayal, Andy Clyde gets his usual
laughs as that likable old codger, California,
and Rand Brooks now plays Lucky, who has
romantic leanings which are never fulfilled.
Robert Emmett Keane does a stand-out acting job as a mild-mannered professor who
actually heads an outlaw gang and Earl
Hodgins contributes a sturdy character bit.
Even the musical score is good.
Hopalong Cassidy (William Boyd) is visited by a cavalry colonel with the request that
he find the latter's hot-tempered son, Stephen
Barclay, who had deserted his army post
when he came up for court-martial and is
believed to be at a robbers' hide-out. Pretend-

QUICKIE FOR SUPPORTING

as supporting dualler only

Universal
61 minutes
Desi Arnaz, Joan Fulton, Don Porter, Beverly Simmons, Jacqueline
DeWit, Pedro de
Cordoba,
Ethel Smith, The King Sisters,
Igor De Navrotzki and Yvette Von Koris.
Directed, by Jean Yarbrough.
Filled with Latin-American rhythms and
fonE and dance specialtie?, "Cuban Pete"
would make
lively short,
it's a poor
excuse
for a a feature
film. but
However,
Desi
Arnaz and His Orchestra, the title tune and
Ethel Smith (who is dragged in for one
Hammond Organ solo just to provide additional marquee draw) are all popular with
the younger fans and this programmar at
least will provide a change of pace from a

DRIFTIN' RIVER' RUN-OF-MILL

WESTERN
ing to be a cattleman in search of grazing
land, Hoppy goes into the oulaw country
where he attempts to register at the inn run
by Jane Randolph, who is in love with Barclay. The later is being held in the outlaw
hang-out by Robert Emmett Keane, Miss
Randolph's father, who poses as a professor
although he is engineering a series of shady
deals. Keane, who has a gold-plating machine for making counterfeit ingots, plans to
have Barclay help him rob a U.S. Government shipment of gold bullion. With Keane's
henchmen dressed up in U.S. Cavalry uniforms, they stop the Government men and
substitute fake bricks for the real gold.
However, Hoppy arrives to warn the government men and. in the ensuing gun fight,
Barclay turns on his gang and aids law and
court-martial
to his
Barclay
order. Asthat
assured
he willgoes
receive
leniency, Hoppy
and his pals head back to the Bar 20 ranch.
LEYENDECKER

SLOT

top dramatic or action feature on duals.
The story, which is merely an insecure peg
on which to hang the Cuban music and
specialties, is never more than mildly amusing and the players either over-act or walk
through their roles. Arnaz seems ill at* ease
except when singing such tunes as "El Cumbanchero" or "Rhumba Matumba" or playthe drums, Beverly Simmons, who plays his
serious little niece, is a captivating youngster and her business with a trained parrot
provides a few chuckles.
Jacqueline DeWit, a scatter-brained perfume manufacturer, orders her advertising
manager, Don Porter, to secure Desi Arnaz
and his obscure Cuban rhumba band for her
new radio program. When Arnaz refuses
all financial offers to come to America, Porter sends his assistant, Joan Fulton, to Ha-

vana to try her feminine wiles on him. Although Arnaz is attracted to Miss Fulton, he
still refuses to leave Cuba until his small
niece, Beverly Simmons, persuades him to
for Arnaz'
is setwhen
Everything
make the
debut
on trip.
the radio
program
Miss
DeWit demands to sing in place of his
rhythm quartet, the King Sisters. Having
heard of her unmelodious voice, Arnaz
threatens to return home so Miss DeWit
tries to get around Beverly and thus win
over her uncle. Through a mistake. Miss
DeWit is jailed for kidnapping Beverly and
Porter and Miss Fulton see this as a solution of their troubles. They promise to free
Miss DeWit if she forsakes her plan to sing
with Arnaz' band. The radio program goes
over big and Arnaz plans a future with Miss
Fulton.
YORK

WESTERN

Rates • • in action houses only

PRC Pictures
55 minutes
Eddie Dean, Roscoe Ates, Shirley Patterson,
Bill Fawcett, Lee Bennett, Dennis Moore,
Forrest Taylor, Lottie Harrison, Bob Callahan, Marion Carney, Don Murphy.
Directed by Robert Emmett Tansey.
Without the Cinecolor photograpy which
placed last season's Eddie Dean westerns a
shade above the routine cowboy crop,
"Driftin River" is merely a run-of-the-mill
outdoors-action entry. Dean's marquee draw
is mild and the 55 minute film will just
aboutget by as a dualler in action houses.
The story, which takes place in the railroad

building days of the early west, follows a
familiar pattern, but has a goodly share of
riding and shooting action, including a
thrilling stampede of horses which has been
effectively photographed. Dean, who is becoming more at ease before the camera,
warbles the title tune "Way Back in Oklahoma" in his pleasant crooning style, Roscoe
Ates contributes some of his customary
stuttering antics and the blonde Shirley Patterson adds a decorative touch as the stubborn heroine. Dean and his partner, Ates.
are sent to Shirley Patterson's ranch to inspect a herd of horses ordered by the U.S'.
Army for their mounted soldiers. Knowing
that these soldiers will be used to protect
the railroad workers from attacks by outlaws living in a lawless town nearby, Lee

ROMANCE
OF THE WEST' COLOR
• 6 in western houses

Rates

PRC Pictures
58 Minutes
Eddie
Dean, Emmett
Lynn, Joan Barton,
Forrest Taylor,
Robert McKenzie,
Stanley
Price, Jerry Jerome, Chief Thudercloud, Don
Reynolds
Lottie Harrison.
Directed by Robert Emmett.
Because its stereotyped cowboys-andInidians plot is dressed up in soothing,
■ e-appealing Cinecolor photography, "Romance of the West" is slightly above the
run-of-mill western fare. Second in PRC's
Cinecolor westerns, this has an abundance
of outdoor shots which are like picture postcard views even if the close-ups are occaB

LIFTS IT £BOVE

WESTERN

sionally blurred and the characters' faces
appear sallow. While the romantic interst
and the feeble comedy occasionally slow up
the action, the finish is packed with typical
nick-of-time excitement. Eddie Dean's forte
is singing such melodious tunes as "Indian
Dawn" and "Love Song of the Waterfall"
rather than heroics or love-making and
Joan Barton is merely pretty and cameraconscious as the spoiled Eastern heroine.
Forrest Taylor makes a colorful fighting
priest and Emmett Lynn plays a likeable
old codger.
Eddie Dean, Indian agent, and Forrest Taylor, a priest on an Arizona Indian reservation, obtain permission from Washington for
the friendly tribes of Redmen to remain on

Miss Patterson's ranchBennett,
is inofleague with Dennis Moore,
who one
hands
leader of the outlaws, steals her herd of
horses and, when a dozen soldiers are sent
to investigate, they are killed. Meanwhile.
Dean is mistaken for an outlaw recently
escaped from the penitentiary. Moore takes
Dean into the outlaw gang and commissions
him to dispose of the town's newly-elected
sheriff. However, Moore and his gang learn
the truth about Dean and hold him captive
until Bennett has a change of face and rescues him. After a terrific battle between the
outlaws and Dean and the Army men, the
horses are returned to Miss Patterson so
she can proceed with the Army deal.
DEXLEY

PAR
their lands unmolested. However, unscrupulous white men led by Jerry Jerome, a
saloonkeeper, are anxious to gain possesion
of the land because of its rich silver deposits and they hire a renegade white and
some outlaw Indians to perpetrate atrocities.
After a stagecoach is held up and the driver
killed, Jerome convinces the U. S. Commissioner that the peaceful tribe is responsible.
Dean, who has been discharged from his
post as Indian agent, finds proof that
Jerome is conspiring to get the peaceful
Indians off the reservation. Dean's men get
into a battle with Jerome's henchmen and
only the timely arrival of the Indians braves
saves the dav for them.
DENLEY
FILM

BULLETIN
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v// ////> new. /J/4 fit// mufcml ara/ma id ///rFor the first time Walt Disney turns his talents to the creation ol
full-length live-action picture. Photographed in
Technicolor, it's a wonderfully romantic musical drama of
the Old South. You'll meet new stars— Bobby Driscoll,
Luana Patten, James Basket! and a host of others— you'll hear 10 new
song hits, including "Everybody's Got a Laughing Place."
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Delightfully woven into the real-life story are the famous tales of Uncle Remus — told
in typical Disney fashion. These are among the funniest episodes ever to appear on a screen— thanks
to your new friends, Br'er Rabbit, Br'er Fox and Br'er Bear. "Song of the South"
is an unforgettably heart-warming picture you'll want to see as soon as it arrives.
Released through RKO Radio Pictures.
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Blasting the big- circulation magazines with a two-page
spread in four colors': folio wing up with a single page in

four colors* *: hitting again with ads in black and white* '
-additionally thundering with four- color ads in 75 of
the biggest Sunday newspaper magazines and supplements in the country****- A MILLION
WORTH

OF

PRE-SELL...

DOLLARS'

saturating America with

one of the most comprehensive campaigns on record!

TERRIFIC

EXPLOITATION,

ADVANCE

including the

most intensive and widespread music promotion ever
devised.- Complete score and individual songs recorded
by top name

bands and singers, and prepared for

national plugging via radio, juke box, window display,
etc.... with at least 30 recordings set by such companies
as Decca, Victor, Columbia, Capitol, Majestic, Cosmo
and others!

WAIT DISNtYS

*The two-page

spread in four colors appears

in four colors appears
appear

in Life, Look, Collier's, Saturday

in Life, Look, Collier's, Saturday

in Life, Look, Collier's, Saturday

ent supplements in cities not covered

Evening

by foregoing.

Evening

Evening Post, Liberty, Redbook

Post, Liberty, Redbook

Post, Liberty, Redbook

and

Fan

and Fan List. — * * * * American

and Fan Magazines.

Magazines. — ***The
Weekly,

This Week,

— **The one-page

black and

white ads

Parade, and independ-

ntHIS DIGEST

Bj -Weekly Review of the Trades Events
ANTI-TRUST

Col. H. A. Cole was re-elected president of Texas
Allied at the organization's convention in Dallas
last fortnight. Cole revealed that the Lone Star
State unit is expanding its program to serve as a
clearing house for information on hooking and
contracts.

It.vrun Price, hoard chairman of the Association
of Motion Picture Producers, addressing the Society of Motion Picture Engineers, calls for vastly
increased research program for the film industry
to assure continuance of motion pictures as a
major puhlic entertainment. Seen with Price are
Joyce Reynolds, Warner star, and Donald Hyndnian. president
of SMPE.

AITO

Steve Broidy, president of Monogram,
that under (he company's program of
Monogram will produce more pictures
next
twelve
months
than any
other
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announced
expansion,
during the
studio

HEARINGS

WIND

UP

The New York anti-trust suit was wrapped up and delivered to the Federal Statutory Court last week with the submission of final documents as the 10-day period
accorded the parties by the three-judge court came to a close. Certain exhibitor organizations with the notable exception of the Conference of Exhibitor Associations, were
studying the alternative to the court's order for competitive bidding put forth by the
major defendants. The. CIEA, however, seems to feel that the alternative, which calls
for com'pulsory licensing of some run, with provisions for arbitration, is a dead issue
and has indicated its belief that the court does not have the proposal "actively under
consideration."
UA, Universal Submit Proposals
Final decree proposals were submitted last week by United Artists and UV\
along with a proposal of road show exemption offered by Vanguard Films and a memorandum presented by MPTOA, supplementing the original brief and reporting its endorsement of the some-run proposal of the defendant companies. It asked for continuation of the arbitration system even if neither auction selling or the substitute is decreed.
Universal a-ked the right to make franchise deals with unaffiliated exhibitors to put
them on a par with the theatre-owning defendants who have the equivalent of franchise
in their retention of their theatres, even if cross-licensing is banned. Proposing that its
trade practices are inherently legal, U asked the court to enjoin those practices which
were found illegal in dealing with "major" companies.
Agrees To Injunction ;
United Artists agreed to the price fixing ban, injunctions against agreement
with
other distributers or group of exhibitors to fix or maintain uniform clearance systems,
excessive clearance, dealing with any licensing agent who is also acting in the same
capacity for any other exhibitor, and conspiracy to eliminate competition.
UA's agreement to these injunctions was based on additional proposals that: the
company be allowed to enter into distribution agreements with independent producers,
the latter retaining control over sales policy; each producer permitted to approve exhibition contracts; exhibitor will name his minimum prices at the time the contract is
signed with the guarantee that he will not be penalized if he does not charge stipulated
prices. UA counsel also asked for freedom to license product separately in a free
market, to grant licenses for separate runs with separate clearance, the privilege cf road
show exhibition, not to exceed one a year, and to license Westerns not exceeding $200,000
in negative costs in blocks of six with 20% cancellation mivileges.
No Further Findings by U. S.
The Government did not and does not intend to submit any further findings, it was
revealed by Robert L. Wright, special assistant to the U. S. Attorney-General and attorney for the Department of Justice. Wright indicated that the final judgment will
fall far short of the Government's demands and that an appeal to the Supreme Court
is being planned, principally on the grounds that divestiture is the only effective cure
for the monopoly. Appeal was certain, a fact corroborated by Wendell Berge, Assistant
Attorney General in charge of the anti-trust division, who stated that an appeal would
be necessary no matter how favorable the final judgment.
Both the American Theatres Association and the Confederacy of Southern Associations, which had unsuccessfully attempted to intervene in the suit in their battle against
the court's auction selling plan, indicated that the alternative plan was unfavorable but
if it came to a choice, would prefer the latter to competitive bidding. MPTOA was
polling
its board
of have
directors'
of the poll
were to
been independent
submitted to exhibitor
the court.membership on the plan and results
Round Table Discussion Feeler
Jesse L. Stern, CIEA associate counsel and former board chairman, in reporting
that the CIEA would ignore the alternative plan, advanced the idea (speaking for himself and not for the organization) that should responsible distributor leaders, not their
attorneys, offer to get together with independent exhibitor organizations in a round
table discussion to explore the possibilities of ironing out difficulties, this might be
arranged, but stressed that the offer must come from the distributors. He offered a
fair chance of successful arbitration of difficulties if "honest-to-goodness attempts are
made by both sides with the exhibitors forgetting politics and distributors dismissing
sales tactics from their minds." Stern felt that theatre men right now would be willing
to make certain concessions to effect harmonious relations, but once the decree is effective, would require distributors to comply fully with the final provisions.
Presiding Judge Augustus Hand, while indicating that the Court would retain jurisdiction of the case, significantly observed that the Court would leave the way open for
another divestiture plea by the Government if other remedies failed to work. However, it was doubtful whether the Government would attempt to advance another
divorcement proposal
Court for final udgment.to the statutory court, probably preferring to go to the Supreme
The Court was expected to hand
its final decree
before the end of the year.
* down ■
«

REJOINS

NATIONAL

ALLIED

After an absence of 15 years, Allied Independent Theatre Owners of Iowa-Nebraska
has rejoined National Allied in a resolution passed at the organization's Des Moines
convention directing the presiding officers to take the necessary action for affiliation.
This action ruled out the possibility of membership in the American Theatres Association, which came under consideration last spring at the annual meeting of the organization where the ATA put in its bid.
AITO's decision to rejoin Allied came after the convention was addressed by Jack
Kirsch, national Allied president, and Sidney Samuelson, E. Pa. Allied head and member of the national board, detailing current plans and purposes of the national organization.
Also approved at the meeting was the formation within the regional organization
(Continued on Page 16)
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of a midwest exhibitor body composed
groups from various midwestern and
Nebraska. The new setup is similar
Theatre Owners, but will not conflict

from
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of exhibitor units in the area which would include
western states, as well as those from Iowa and
to the Pacific Coast Conference of Independent
with the PCCITO as to territory.

STRIKE SETTLEMENT

HOPES

DIM

Routine picketing at the Hollywood studios was continued as the jurisdictional strike
plagued production and no settlement was in prospect. A new note was injected into
the proceedings when the Conference of Studio Unions Carpenters unit introduced wage
and hour demands and invited all Hollywood unions to send three representatives to
a meeting for the purpose of hearing an explanation of its demands for a 20 per cent
wage increase in addition to the 25 per cent received July 2.
Laboratories were still crippled by the IATSE international officers' failure to compel the majority of laboratory workers to cross picket lines.

Edmund Gould ins, director <>t the 29th Century
Fox produotinn. "Tin* Razor** Edge," which will
hav" its vvor|d premiere at the New York Roxy
on Nov. 19, i> quite appropriately caught shaving
as his train pulls into Grand
Central station.

The optimism raised when all factions accepted the SAG's plan for permanent arbitration machinery was considerably levelled as the Carpenters' unit submitted its new
demands. It was further cooled by the laboratory workers' persistence in refusing to
obey the who
IA officers'
demands for
thatchairmanship
they cross the
picket lines. arbitration
However. Joseph
Keenan.
was nominated
of CSU
the jurisdictional
board,
arrived in Hollywood last week to study the proposition, which includes a $30,000-a-year
salary, before accepting the post.
*
*
•

MONOGRAM

SETS

MOST

PIX

Monogram has instituted a new program of expansion which will result in the
studio's producing more pictures during the next twelve months than any other studio
in the industry, according to Steve Broidy, president. Broidy's statement came in conjunction with his announcement that the King Brothers had been signed for six onemillion dollar productions, three of which will be produced during the next yeaf", making a total of 53 films to go before the cameras.
Part of Monogram's expansion program calls for the construction of new sound
stages, remodeling of the physical setup of the studio and several new buildings, some
of which are already under way.
Addition of the King Brothers gives Monogram 13 individual producers and producing units and marks the first time that Maurice and Frank King have ever put their
names on a studio contract.
Previous films were made with a verbal understanding.
+

Barney Balaban, left, Paramount president, Oi<ls
bon voyage tu Adolph Zukor, hoard chairman;
George Weltner, Paramount International chief;
and James E. Perkins, newly appointed managing director for Great Britain, as they leave for
Europe aboard
the Queen
Elizabeth

COLE

RE-ELECTED,

•

•

PREDICTS

DIVORCEMENT

Colonel H. A. Cole was reelected to the presidency of Allied Theatre Owners of
Texas at the organization's convention in Dallas, which heard Cole's prediction that the
Government's plan to ban cross-licensing submitted in the New York anti-trust suit and
theatre divorcement would soon be a reality. Cole also attacked the auction selling
plan as offered by the Federal Court and added that under current conditions, there is
a "potential law suit in every picture sold or re-sold."
The Allied unit also voted to increase membership fees to provide for an increased
operating budget, approximating $20,000 a year. A majority of the exhibitors attending
signed agreements to play the 12 features which national Allied will sponsor.
It was revealed that 50 new members had joined the Texas unit within the last six
months and it was expected that 150 more would become members in the next year.
Also reelected were Rubin Frels, C. D. Leon, B. R. McLendon. and Mrs. Martha McSpadden as vice-presidents and A.
secretary * and treasurer.
*W. Lilly,*

SMPE

ENDS

"BEST"

CONVENTION

The "most successful" convention in the history of the Society of Motion Picture
Engineers was concluded in Hollywood last fortnight, in attendance, the number and
importance of the papers read at the five-day meeting and over-all achievement for the
past year, it was announced by W. C. Kunzmann. convention vice-president. He added
that applications for new membership, with 90 submitted, hit a new high.
Kunzmann attributed the accelerated interest to (1) "the motion picture engineers
are now released from war service; and (2) wartime developments can now be openly
•orothj Mai
York en rout
Performance
H ii. i.- / a uspie

i*. Warner
ae tress, arrives in New
to I.oikIoii as member
ol Command
Hit i agent
being sent
to England
ot |h«* Johnston
Office.

RKO Radio's trade showing of Walt Disney's
"Soiiy ol the South" in \ew York llmls Harold
Kin/In . Randforce; Charles Boasberg, KfCo
met ropolitan Hist rict manager; Sam ltin/.ler,
Randforce, ami W illiam Levy, Dlsnej sales bead,
in at tendanee.

)<>

Television is sine to be a commercially profitable enterprise and the theatre owner
discussed."
(Continued on Page 27)

At tin- convention <>i Allied Independent Theatre Owners i>f Iowa-Nebraska in Des Moines whew
th<> unit voted to rejoin National Allied are. l. to r., Stdnej Samuelson, E. Penna. Allied; Howard
E. Brookings,
president;
Bamberger,
man, anil .lack Alio
Kirsih.
president Leoni»f .1.
National
Allied,RKO Radio; Leo I". Woloott, Alio board chair-

FILM

BULLETIN

STUDIO SIZE-UPS

COLUMBIA

An effort to strengthen the executive end of the business at
the Studio and eliminate existing problems is indicated in two
new appointments made by Harry Cohn. He has upped B. B.
Kahane to executive producer. Kahane will handle all Columbia
productions not under Conn's personal guidance. He will continue as vice-president, but will slowly relinquish his other duties
on the lot as well as in the Producers' Association. To take over
the chores Kahane is leaving, Cohn has brought in Judge Lester
William Roth, a practicing Los Angeles attorney. Roth, a former Superior Court judge in California, has been given a vicepresidency and will handle administrative policies chiefly.
Having completed negotiations for stage space at Waltonon-the-Thames, a London studio, Columbia is proceeding with
plans for producing two features annually in England. First film
scheduled to go in the new English set-up is "The First Gentleman." No plans for casting or directing are set yet as the starting date is months off.
Two features continue in production and a new western was
started last week. Continuing features are: "Lady From Shanghai" (Hayworth-Wells) and "Millie's Daughter" (Gladys GeorgeGay Nelson). The western is a Durango Kid epic, called "Prairie
Raiders."

EAGLE - LION
This company, like most of the smaller units, is being hard
hit by the strike situation. Thus, all production plans are' tabled
at the moment, and studio spokesmen can offer no information
as to when the plans announced so boldly a few months ago
when this company started will actually get under way.
Meanwhile, Albert J. Cohen, executive producer, has been released from his contract and Howard C. Welsch has stepped over
from PRC to fill the Cohen spot. Leonard Picker has been given
a producer's contract, also. Welsch is one of the men who left
Universal, during the recent U-I merger. He will handle the socalled "higher budget" pictures which Eagle-Lion is supposed to
make for PRC distribution. No reason for Cohen's leaving was
given, but it was reliably reported that he asked for his release
in order to accept a new position.
They may not be making any pictures, at the moment, here,
but the plans for future production continue and the production
staff is being built as solidly as possible. Three new writers were
recently added to the writing staff which already totals 14. Philip
MacDonald, Walter Bullock and Edward Eliscu are the three new
men and they already have their first assignments. MacDonald
\/ill handle "Love From A Stranger." Bullock is doing "Repeat
Performance." the Franchot Tone- Joan Leslie feature and Eliscu
has been set to "Out of Krim
the Blue,"
a new12 novel by Vera Caspary.
Promises
President Arthur Krim is still insisting that the company will
turn out 12 high-budget features during 1947 (and annually thereafter). Bryan Foy will supervise 10 of the list, Producing Artists
Company, headed by Arthur Lyons, is down for two. Also under
the Eagle-Lion banner' will be from five to ten Britain's Rank.
Meanwhile, Rank will take the Eagle-Lion product (not more
than ten) for- his distribution in England and elsewhere. It is reported that part of the agreement between Rank and Eagle-Lion,
; ^sists upon top product for both distribution chains. Krim further stated that his subsidiary of Pathe Inc. has been ticketed for
full development and that 1947 will see the program in full swing.
Krim offered no details on what the 12 films for 1947 would be nor
when the production activity would begin.

METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER
The big news of the week at Metro was, as one executive put
it, "Gable's back and Metro's got him." As reported here sometime ago, the Gable situation has been touch and go for months
with no one, including the star himself, sure of what would happen. Gable doesn't need money. He refuses to be tied down.
Metro executives had little to offer him that he wanted or needed.
One of his demands was a four month vacation after each picture.
Whether or not that and other demands were granted is not
known, but Gable signed his contract last week and that was
cause for jubilation at Metro. It is reported, too, that he has
accepted the revised script of "The Hucksters" and production
starting has been pencilled in for January. Gable has been one
of Metro's most profitable
over the
and they
did everything they could toinvestments
hold him. He. on the years
other hand, is
grateful to the studio for their part in creating him and his loyalty
NOVEMBER
11.
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Behind the Scenes of Film Production
on that basis made him turn down the many other offers that
were tossed his way.
Ralph Wheelright, recently relieved of his production chores,
has decided to remain at the studio and resume his former position in the publicity department. He has already started and is
known as Howard Strickling's assistant.
Jerry Bressler, another demoted producer, may go back to
England with Ben Goetz and work in Metro's London studio. Part
of the streamlining program has shown up in the writing department, too. Pruning has started on the list of writers, which hit
a high of 150 recently. The new plan is seeking to provide
contracts for only those writers who are actually working on a
script or a picture.
Nine writers have already been dropped.
Ben Goetz, visiting here from England, will return there
shortly with a full program of production worked out and approved. The studio at Elstree will have five stages ready by the
fir.it of the year and the first production over there is now scheduled for February.
Executives Enthusiastic
Despite, the strike, the monopoly suit, the anticipated slump
in box-office, and other industry problems, executives at this studio
are full of enthusiasm and optimism. They feel that their recent
streamlining process has improved the outlook here immeasurably.
They have at least six actresses and as many actors, whom they
believe are ready for- stardom during 1946. This means, of course,
that they feel these people are ready to stand on their own in
marquee pull. This studio has been built on the principle of constant development of new faces. In such a process, there must
of necessity be mistakes, oversights, losses. But no one can deny
that the over-all result is successful. At MGM, they say, "the
public makes the stars." The only thing Metro tries to do is give
the public a choice from among several potentials. It is safe to
predict that in the next year names like Audrey Totter, Gloria
Granhame, Cyd Charisse, Beverly Tyler will take on importance
among the ticket buyers. Among the men with bright futures
are Tom Drake, Barry Nelson, Marshall Thompson and of course,
Peter Lawford, who is now running a second to Van Johnson.
There are seven films in work. "Unfinished Dance," "To Kiss
and To Keep" and "It Happened in Brooklyn" are almost finished.
Title change on the recently completed Hardy picture makes
it "Love Laughs at Andy Hardy," instead of "Uncle Andy Hardy."

MONOGRAM
More ammunition to puncture recent rumors about this studio,
is the announcement from President Steve Broidy that 53 pictures
are scheduled for production in the next year. The King Brothers
have signed to do three in the next year and three the year after.
Mr. Broidy also reminded the press that the physical expansion
program calling for new stages, administration buildings and
utility buildings is going ahead as rapidly as labor and material
s.tuations permit.
From the King Brothers comes the news that their first
will be "The Last of the Badmen," followed by "The Hunted,"
aproducing
psychological
murder
story. scheduled
"Focus," another
property
of these
brothers,
is also
and it is
said that
they
are trying to get Frank Sinatra for- the lead. The story deals with
the anti-semitism of one man and, certainly, if they succeed in
snagging Sinatra, they will have the casting coup of the year. It
doesn't seem possible, however, that MGM will let their singing
personality go into a straight dramatic role, particularly on such
an arbitrary subject.
Two More from Del Ruth
Important in the upped production schedule will be Roy Del
Ruth's contributions. He has just completed "It Happened On
Fifth Avenue," which has the distinction of being Monogram's
mos; expensive picture so far. Next for Del Ruth will be "Mr.
Gideon" and "Favorite Son," both of which will get top budget
treatment.
big one will beBenjamin
"Tragic Symphony,"
a story
based who
on
the Another
life of Tschaikowsky.
Glazer and Nat
Finston,
own this property, will produce it at Monogram.
Jeffrey Bernard has three on his list; Hal Chester has two;
Lindsley Parsons has one; James Burkett has four in the Chan
series. The balance of the list will be taken care of by Monogram's regular list of producers, including Jan Grippes four
Bowery Boys pictures and Barney Sarecky's 14 westerns, six with
Jimmy Wakely and eight with Johnny Mac Brown.
The recent buy of "The Highwayman," a narrative poem by
Alfred Noyes, has been assigned to Producer Burkette, along with17
his other chores. The studio reports that will be one of the
"million-dollar- budget" productions of the year.

STUDIO SIZE-UPS
On Fifth Avenue" comAt the moment, with "It Happened
pleted, the studio is occupied with only one Johnny Mac Brown
western called "The Devil's Deputy."

PARAMOUNT
Paramount is out of its lull with "Variety Girl" and "Blaze of
starters, in work and three more set to start beNoon,"fore two
the endnewof November.
"Blaze of Noon" is a Robert Fellowes production with John
Farrow directing. In the cast are Anne Baxter, William Holden,
Sterling Hayden, Sonny Tufts, William Bendix and Howard da
Silva. "The Variety Girl" is one of those typical all-star jobs that
Paramount gets off every now and then. This one has all newcomers in the title roles, but the marquee value is being built
by brief appearances of 37 Paramount stars.
Slated to come after these two are: "Saigon," with Alan Ladd
and Veronica Lake; Hal Wallis' "Deadlock," with Burt Lancaster
and Kirk Douglas, and "Road to Rio," another chapter in the
"Road" series of Bing Crosby, Bob Hope, Dorothy Lamour.
With this strong quintet of Alms in work, Paramount should
continue well ahead of its schedule as the year ends. This is one
of the major studios that is not going to have a "tremendous
epic" to throw into the Academy Award competition as the yearwinds up. Paramount, more than 20th Century-Fox or MetroGoldwyn-Mayer, follows a quiet trend of turning out solid boxoffice pictures without the constant striving for spectacularachievements.

PRC
With "Web of Danger" wound up, only "Red Stallion" (Robert
Paige-Noreen Nash) continues in work at this studio.
The tie-up between this outfit and Eagle-Lion still continues
to provide confusion to all concerned, including the people withi::
the two companies. Meanwhile, President Harry Thomas made it
clear in a recent interview that PRC is not abandoning "secondary" pictures. Budgets will be jumped, he said, on the product
aimed at the flat-rental market with budgets ranging from $250,000
to $400,000 where formerly $50,000 was the price.
"Red Stallion" is reputed to be this company's first milliondollar production. There will be others, Thomas says, but
the concentration is still on the product that can be sold profitably
in the flat-rental field. While in Hollywood, Thomas will be negotiating with independent producers with an eye to lining up a
roster that will assure the company the kind of product it feels
the market is ready for' at this time.

REPUBLIC
With only eight pictures left to complete on the 1946 schedule
and 27 films in backlog, this studio is in top condition.
One of the eight on the 1946 schedule is already in work; it is
the Frank Borzage film, "Gallant Man," with Don Ameche and
Catherine McLeod. Next to come will be a Monte Hale-Adrian
Booth film, "Along Oregon Trail." Then, "Will Tomorrow Never
Come," with Nelson Eddy and Ilona Massey. Another Red Ryderfilm, "Marshal of Cripple Creek," is on the list. Roy Rogers will
go in "Bells of San Angelo" and "Wyoming," starring William
Elliott, Vera Ralston and John Carroll will also start.
Many people, including MGM executives, will be watching
"Will Tomorrow Never Come." If Eddy scores with the box-office
on this one, Metro may try to lure him back for a reunion with
Jeanette McDonald (this team broke many b. o. records during
their years together).
Fanchon is Republic's newest producer. She has been signed
to a contract and will work directly with Allan Wilson, production
chief. Her first will be "Books Are Lighter- Than Rifles." This
one is certainly clue for an immediate title change, although the
■525.000 paid to the author included title rights, too.
Strong Backlog
Among the 27 films in backlog are: "That Brennan Girl"
(James Dunn-Mona Freeman), "Angel and the Bad Man" (John
Wayne-Gail Russell), "Hit Parade of 1947" (Eddie Albert-Constance
Moore) and "The Plainsman and the Lady" (Vera Ralston-William Elliott). This quartet of film marks the largest group of
high-priced product that this studio has ever assembled at one
time.
Success with the use of Trucolor has prompted President
Herbert Yates to increase the number of films due to be made
with the process. Originally, Trucolor was allocated to 12 pictures,
but now there will be 18 done. One of the films originally slated
for- black and white and now set for the tint is the next Roy
Rogers picture, "Bells of San Angelo."
Catherine McLeod, now in her second Frank Borzage picture,
"Gallant
Man,"
has already been set for her third which is n..u
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called

"Crosswinds."
Producer
Borzage
says
mediately after completion of the current film.

it will

follow

im-

RKO-RADIO
The studio just made a considerable investment in some Broadway material. "It Takes Two," a play by Dana Suessex and Virginia Faulkner, is being backed for $50,000 with an additional
down payment being made for film rights in the amount of $50,000
against a ceiling of $300,000.
Returning from a recent trip to Mexico City, President N.
Peter Rathvon disclosed that since he took over, when Charles
Koerner died, he has been attempting to build an advisory staff
of experts to help ease the problem of production and administration as well as to improve the general operations of the studio.
At this point, the staff he selected is proving the value of the
plan. Sid Rogell divides his time between supervising B productions as well as helping in the management of the studio.
James Francis Crow is established as the story advisor. Bert
Granet is production advisor. Perry Lieber, publicity director,
is also public relations boss. It is not too often that a top executive like Rathvon will admit that he needs and wants expert advice. Rathvon makes a point of choosing men whose judgment
he can trust because they have experience in their fields. RKO
is sure to profit by it.
Mooney Resigns
Martin Mooney has resigned his production spot at this studio
to venture into independent production. Mooney recently completed "San Quentin" at the studio and leaves one more of his
properties for- future production there. He is taking with him,
after a cash settlement with the company, "Kentucky Mansion,"
one of his own originals. Mooney is dickering with Screen Guild
Productions for a releasing outlet.
Jesse Lasky and Walter MacEwen last week closed their deal
for "The Miracle of the Bells." Russell Janney, the author, has
already received $100,000 with promise of more on a percentage
basis. The producers are budgeting the film at $2,000,000. It will
be the second of three films due under the deal these producers
have with RKO.
"The Fugitive," John Ford and Meriam Cooper's first Argosy
production, will ne filmed in Spanish and English when production starts next month in Mexico, at the- Churubusco studio. The
studio will also take one of its own productions, "The Tycoon.'
down there next month for work. As reported here earlier, RKO
had contemplated for sometime the value of taking some of its
production schedule down to Mexico for working to relieve the
overcrowded condition here.
Samuel
Goldwyn has signed William Seiter on loanout
U-I to direct "The Bishop's Wife," which is his next film.
Grant, Teresa Wright and David Niven are the stars.
New Goldwyn Hit

from
Cary

Speaking of Goldwyn, his new picture, "The Time of ThenLives," in the opinion of this reporter, is destined to be called one
of the great pictures of the year and one of the best of all time.
This columnist saw it in with an audience of usually impervious
press people from newspaper, trade and magazine fields. Men
applauded their hands raw. Women cried. Proof of the sincerity
and integrity of the picture came in the fact that the ex-service
men present were the most enthusiastic in their reception. These
men have spared no one in striking out at other so-called "rehabilitation" stories but this one they gave their wholehearted approval.
The film is overlong, running three hours, and can be cut without
decreasing its worth. Female audiences may revolt a bit at the
wedding ceremony in which the handless hero puts a wedding ring
on his bride's finger with the artificial claw he wears. But, on the
whole, Samuel Goldwyn, Director WTilliam Wyler, Robert Sherwood
and Author MacKinlay Kantor have turned in a great film
achievement which an able cast handles well.

20fh CENTURY-FOX
Two new starters at the studio this week, with the second attempt on "Forever Amber" at long last under way. This one is
being shot in Technicolor with Otto Premingor directing tor
William Perlberg. Cornel Wilde and Linda Darnell head the oast
Another Technicolor special in work is "Mother Wore Tights."
with Betty Grable and Dan Dailey, Jr. in the leading roles. Studio
spokesmen expect the public to get excited because in this one
Miss Grable marries and has grown up children before the film
<-nds. But it will, in spite of this world-shaking variation, probably
come out another one of L'Oth's colorful, overlong, pat formula
musicals. Lamar Trotti is producing with Walter Lang as
director.
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5 Stars Into 'Wives'
20th Century-Fox is going to bring to film, "A Letter to Five
Wives," the novel that caused considerable stir earlier this year.
The five girls selected for the film are: Linda Darnell, Alice Faye,
Dorothy McGuire, Maureen O'Hara and Gene Tierney. Starting
date is set for shortly after the first of the year.
The new change in the operating year calendar at 20th may be
a pioneer step in swinging the whole industry over to a January 1
to December 31, year. 20th made the switch from the August to
August routine in order to simplify procedure, they say. Under the
revision, the studio already has four pictures completed for 1947.
Actually, there are nine films in the backlog, but five of these will
still come on the 1946 schedule. No announcement of which will
go over to next year has as yet been made.

UNITED

ARTISTS

Seymour Nebenzal has added another story property to his
list. He paid $150,000 for world wide picture rights to "Madame
Butterfly." It is not his intention to use the story of the opera
and a modernized screenplay came as part of the whole deal.
He will use the music for background and will probably film the
second act of the opera into the picture, which will have a modern
setting. ' Production on this one will not start until after "Heaven
Only Knows" and "Atlantis," with Maria Montez, are completed.
The Howard Hughes-Preston Sturges association in California
Pictures is completely severed with "Vendetta" being taken out
of production. The trouble started when Hughes objected to
Sturges sneak-previewing "The Sin of Harold Diddlebock" with a
2 hour and ten minute running time. Sturges did this while
Hughes was in New York. When Hughes returned, he cut the
budget on "Vendetta" from the original two million dollar figure.
This caused the break since the picture in its twelfth week of
shooting was already well over a million dollars in costs, with at
least eight more weeks to go.
Hughes Dismissed Cast
At this point Hughes dismissed the entire cast and company,
keeping onlv the few kev technicians he may need if and when
production is resumed. Unless production starts at once, retakes
wil] be necessary to cover the part of the film already shot with
J. Carroll Naish, who is due in Mexico shortly for a picture.
Sturges has bowed out of the picture entirely and no resumption
of the relationship between Hughes and Sturges is contemplated.
Stursres has a stock interest in "The Sin of Harold Diddlebock,"
but beyond that California Pictures is no more.
Another break in production ranks came last week when
David O. Selznick and Mervyn LeRoy called off their deal on
"Little Women." LeRoy was signed by Selznick as the director.
The reason for the cancelling of the contract was given as LeRoy's inability to complete the picture before he goes into preparations for "The Robe." which he has a contract to direct.
The rumor that the production of "Little Women" is to be abandoned has been denied by Selznick spokesmen. But even if it is
done, there must be considerable delay because "The Paradine
Dase." with Alfred Hitchcock directing Gregory Peck and Ann
Todd, is now months late in starting. Selznick, having closed his
studio when the strike hit, may find it difficult to get into production again when he is ready to go. Despite, the present production snag, the Selznick company is planning production on
six other storie=. "Wings of the Dove." novel by Henry James.
"The Scarlet Lily," "Tender Is The Night," "Joan of Arc" (to
star Jennifer Jones), "So In Love" and "Intimate Notes' are all
in preparation.
Enterprise Deal Pending
The rumored deal between Enterprise and United Artists was
still being denied last week. Although studio representatives on
both sides admitted that negotiations were closer to closing than
thev ever had been. The problem for Enterprise, as reported here,
is fast release and distribution. They are not a big enough company to be able to afford a backlog on the expensive product they
are making. If UA can guarantee them the kind of distribution
thev need, it seems certain that all other problems like percentages, etcetera, can be worked out. Gradwell Sears is expected
here
this
and it wouldn't be a surprise to anyone if the deal
concluded.
were then week
Four pictures will be released through UA during December.
"The Devil's Playground," Seymour Nebenzal's "The Chase," "Susie Steps Out" and "Abie's Irish Rose" will hit first-run marquees
before the month is out. "The Sin of Harold Diddlebock," original]- scheduled for December release, is being held pending the
settlement of the California Pictures fracas.
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UNIVERSAL

STUDIO SIZE-UPS

- INTERNATIONAL

It has been apparent from the first that Universal-International would attempt to get the kind of product it wants by tying in
as many of the top independent producers as they could. This
procedure seems established beyond question at this point. At the
present time, Nunnally Johnson, Douglas Fairbanks Jr., Diana
Productions, Sam Wood, William Cameron Menzies, Mark Hellinger, William Dozier, Jack Skirball and Bruce Manning, Michael
Todd and Walter Wanger comprise the list of producing units.
Felix Jackson is one of four producers on salary to UniversalInternational and his only project is the Deanna Durbin product.
Paul Malvern, Joseph Sistrom and Sam Spiegel are the other
three. Walter Wanger has a salary arrangement with the company but only for part of his work. There are writer-producers
like Michael Fessier and Ernest Pagano, Val Burton, John Grant
and Jane Murfin, Chester Erskine and Fred Finklehoff also fhi^r
direct contract to Universal-International. But the bulk of the
product apparently will come from independent units.
Wanger's Next Stars Hayward
The next Wanger production to go will be "Washington Flyer,"
in which Susan Hayward will be starred. Starting date is set at
January 2. Wanger is determined to get the Hayward name up
among the top boxorfice attractions before 1947 is over.
Mark Hellinger has set John Garfield as the star of "East of
Midnight," his next production.
"Are You With It." a current Broadway musical has been
bought by U-I to serve as a returning vehicle for Donald O'Connor,
one of the stars taken over from the old Universal set-up. Peter
Lind Hayes is also pencilled in for an important part. Meanwhile, another one of U-I's important musical properties, "Up In
Central Park," has been offered to Fred Astaire to direct. The
picture is set for a January start with Michael Todd producing.
In the musical division, the deal for "Bloomer Girl" is on again.
Milton Feld, who bought the property some time ago with Nat
Goldstone for $300,000 is now negotiating with U-I for a deal in
which he would handle production on a straight salary basis.
Goldstone is out of the picture entirely.
Danielle Darrieux, former French star, will be back in America in a few months to make a picture for Universal-International.
Just what her first American effort in many years will be the
studio has not as yet decided.

WARNFR

BROS.

Still keeping to the policy of grabbing off hit plays whenever
possible, such as "Life With Father, "Voice of the Turtle," the
studio this week acquired film rights to "Johnny Belinda" for the
sum of $65,000. This one had its big success back in the 1940-41
Broadway season. But "William and Mary," the new Norman
Krasna play has yet to open on Broadway and the studio gave
$150,000 against a $350,000 ceiling for this one. The latter is
being produced by Rodgers and Hammerstein and does not go
into rehearsal until January. As with "Life With Father," Warners will probably have to put this investment on ice for several
years, but if it is a hit show, the return of the revenue is assured.
Strike Hits Lab
A* at most of the major studios, the Warner plant is beginning to feel the pinch of the strike in its Lab production. No
stills are available these days, although stillmen are working.
The studio is farming out its printing wherever possible, but few
private labs are equipped to handle the volume of such a company
as Warner Brothers.
People in the industry have unfortunately seemed to reconcile themselves to the strike situation. The vast majority of workers walk through the picket lines with apparently no hesitation.
Production continues at almost full scale, except by the smaller
independents.

MISCELLANEOUS

INDEPENDENTS

Enterprise continues with two productions in work, "Arch ot
Triumph" and "No Other Love." Set construction has already
started on what will be the company's third film, "The Burning
Journey."
This one will have John Garfield starred.
Another property being prepared for early production is "The
French Look," which Andre de Toth will direct for Producer
Wolfgang Reinhardt. This one is from the novel called "Rouge et
Noir" which most of the major studios bid for.
Screen Guild Productions announced that it has signed deals
to release "Desert Princess" and "Last of the Wild Horses." These
pictures will be produced by Screen Art Pictures and Affiliated
Productions.
Producers and directors have not as yet been set.
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In the Release Chart, the date under "Details" refers to the
issue in which cast, director, plot, etc., appeared. "Rel."
is the national release date. "No." is the release number.
"Rev." is the issue in which the review appeared. There
may be variations in the running time in States where there
is censorship. All new productions are on 1946-47 programs
unless otherwise noted. (T) immediately following title
and running time denotes Technicolor production, (C)
denotes Cinecolor.
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PRAIRIE RAIDERS
Western— Started October 31
Cast:
Charles Starrett, Smiley Burnette. Nancy Saunders.
Director: Derwine Abrahms
Producer: Colbert Clark
Story:
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Pidgeon-Massey
Jenkins-Gilford
. .
Montgomery-Totter

(127)

Mrrton
of The
Movies
Mighty
McGurk.
Thr
(85)
My Brother Talks to Horses
No Leave.
No Love
(117)
Woman
of My
Own,
A
Secret
Heart. The
Sea
of Grass
Show-Off,
The
(84)
Summer
Holiday
Tenth
Avenae Angel
This Time
For Keeps
Till The Clouds
Roll

Heaven

.5-13.

Rooney-Granville

..

..

.9-30
702.

.701

8-5
6-10

.704

9-2

7-8..
.8-19

.

I'Brlen-Murphv
4-1.
Williams-Melchior 8-6
Garland-Walker .12-24.

FILM

BULLETIN

Two Smart
People
(93)
Undercurrent
(111)
Details
under
title: You
Yearling.

The

Were

Ball-Hodiak
Taylor-Hepburn

There

(T)

10-1
. 3-4.

Peck-Jarman

Boom
Town
Captains
Courageous
(116)
Great Waltz
Rage in Heaven
(82)

NO.

FIFTEEN
Hunt-Carroll
6-11.
Garland-Hodiak
...1-22.
Del Rio-Armendariz
Foreign.
Waiker-Allyson
4-2.
Sothern-Murphy
....8-20.

NO. SIXTEEN
Beery-O'Brien
Powell-Williams

Postman Always Rings Twice, The
Two Sisters From
Boston
(112)

.1-46.
.1-46. .
.1-46.

.614.

.1-46..
.1-46.

.611.
.615.
.612.
.613.

.4-46.

Bad Bascomb
(112)
Hoodlum Saint
(91)
Last Chance,
The
(105)

BLOCK

.9-2
.9-2

Oct.

1943-46

Letter for Evle, A (89)
Harvey
Girls. The
(T)
(101)
Portrait ot Maria
(76)
Sailor
Takes
a Wife
(91)
Up Goes Malsle
(89)

BLOCK

.10-1-1

Gable-Tracy
Tracy-Bartholomew
Rainer-Gravet
Bergman-Montgomery

COMPLETED
BLOCK

Shadows
Over Chinatown
(64)
Details under title: Corpus
Delicti

. 8-20

REPRINTS

7-9.
Foreign.

(113) . . . Turner-Garfield
Allyson-Lawford

....6-25.
....7-9.

NO. SEVENTEEN

Boys' Ranch
(88)
Coorage of Lassie
(T)
(93)
Details under title: Hold
High the Toreh
Faithful in My Fashion
(81)
Three Wise Fooli (90)

Craig-Jenkins
E. Taylor-Lassie

8-6 .
...9-18.

Reed Drake
O'Br.en Barrymore

1-7.
.11-26.

.4-46.
.4-46.
.4-46.
.4-46.

.619.
.621.
.618.
.620.
.622.

12-10
. .1-7
. ..1-7
. .1-7
.2-18

.3-l»

.625.
.626.

5-13
.5-13

.8-46.

.627.
.628.

.6-24

(129)
6-11.
2-19.
9-3.
. . . 11-27 .
5-1.

.7-46.
.3-46
.7-46.

.624
.616

10-45.
.3-46.

.623
.605

.12-24
.318
. .4-15
..7-23

.617

..1-21

fPPI
1946-47 Features
Westerns
1945-46 Features
Westerns

Completed
Completed
Completed
Completed

(34)
(12)

RELEASE
Title — Running
Bringing
Up Father
Cisco and The Angel
Dangerous
Money
Details under title: Hot
flecoy
Gentleman
Joe Palooka
Ginger
Mr.
Hex
Raiders
of the South

In
In
In
In

Production
Production
Production
Production

(0)
(0)
(0)
(0)

Rev.

. .6-24. .10-26.
. .10-14
. 6-24. .10-12.

Yule-McManus
Roland-Loring
Toler-Young
.

.5-13. . .9-14
6-10 .10-5.
..9-2

Gillie-Norris
Errol-Kirkwood
Albertson- Reed
Gorcey-Robbins
Brown-Hatton

.

Ready
Wakely-Carlin
leagan-Knox
Belita-Moore

.9-2. . 11-9
. .9-2
8-19 11-23.
.7-22. .11-16.
.10-29... 6-15.
.10-28
......
.6-24. .10-19.

Stewart-Preisser
Francis-Shayne

Roland-Ames
Kid

No.

Allotment
Wlvet
(BO)
Behind
the Mask
(67)
Details
under
title: The
Shadow's
Below The Deadline
(65)
Details
gnder
title: Jumpln'
Joe
"Mack
Market
Babies
(71)
Border
Bandits
(57)
Bowery Bombshell
Details
under
title: Hot
Dart
Alibi
(65)

Spook
Busters
(68)
Details
under
title:

Tht

Shadow

.8-5

3
Francis-Kelly
Richmond-Reed

.

10-26.

. 6-25. .12-24.
.10-29. ..5-11..

Shadow
Douglas-Ames

. . 4-29 . . . .8-3.

Richmond-Hayes
Brown-Hatton
..
Gorcey-Hall
..

..3-18. ...6-1..
..1-12. .
..8-20.
..4-15. ..7-20. .

Toler-Lorring

.12-24. ..5-25..
. . 6-22 .
. .3-18.
.10-15.. ..2-2.,
..7-23. ..3-2.

Money
..

Don't
Gamble
With
Strangers
(68)
Richmond-Hayes
Details
under
title: Charlie
Chan
at Aleatnu
Face o) Marble,
The
(72)
Carradine-Drake
T—>
<68)
Cookson-William
Details
under title: Sispensi
Freddie Steps Out (75)
Stewart-Preisser
Details under title: High School
Scandals
Gentlemen
from
Texas,
The
(60)
Brown-Hatton
Details onder title: The
Fighting Texans
Gay
Cavalier,
The
(65)
Roland-Ames
Haunted
Mine.
The
(52)
Brown-Hatton
High School
Hero
Stewart-Preisser
In Fast Company
(63)
Gorcey-Hall
. .
Details under title: In High Gear
Joe Palooka,
Champ
(70)
Kirkwood-Knox
Junior
Prom
(69)
Stewart-Preisser
Details onder title: High School
Kids
Live Wires
(65)
Gorcey-Drake
Details under title: Stepping Around
\onesome
Trail
(55)
Wakely-Whlte
.
Details under title: On The Cherokee Trail
Missing
Lady.
The
(60)
Richmond-Reef
Details under title: Jade Lady
Moon
Over
Montana
Wakely-Holt
Rainbow Over The Rockies
Wakely-Stlrling
Red
Dragon,
The
<64)
Toler-Fong
.. .
Details onder title: Charlie Chan In Mexlea
Shadows On The Range (57)
8rown-Hatton
Details
under
title: Roaring
Range

...3-18.

.604.
.603!
.601.
.602.
681. ..... .

.699. 7.4-15

(61)

.531.
.505. .12-10
.526
.520.
.508.
. 565 .
.511.
.519
.508. . .9-30
.528.
.507.

.515
7-8
.562
. . .6-8.
.529
.12-24. ..3-30..
.566
.10-29.
.517
..6-10. ...3-2.
...9-7.,
. .510. . -8-19
. . .2-18. . . 6-22 .
.12-24. ..5-28.
..5-10. . . 502 . . . 4-29
.11-26.
..514... 5-13
.1-12. , .509
..10-1.
.561
..9-17.
.12-8.
.525
.8-17.
. .4-29.
.2-16.
.572
r67
.12-10.
. . .9-17.
.8-19.
.'.513
'.4- 15
...2-9.
..5-13.. .8-3.

Richmond-Reed
Brown-Hatton

Trail

Lowi-Rogers

West

ol

The

Code

.11-2. .

.5-27.
.6-25.

.8-24. .

..

.530
.518. .10-28
.527
.563
.512

. ,516. . .3-18

(75)

Trap,
The
Trigger
Finger
Under
Arizona
Skies
Details under title:

.2-16..

.10-29.
.7-22.

Gorcey-Hall

Regan-Storm
Alb rt-layior
Storni-Reagm
Wakely White

.7-13.

.4-15.
. 4-1.

Roland-Riordan

Strangt
Mr. Gregory,
Thi
(63)
Details under title: Gregory

of

The

Drifter

.5-14. . ..1-2.
.1-10
. .501. .10-15
8-19
7-6. ...521...
. .'03
9-2
.8-19.
..8-5.. . .6-29.
3-16 . ..574
.4-29
. .568
.6-24. . .9-21. . . . 561
. 2-4. . .4-27. .

Tolcr-Chandler
..Brown-Hatton
Brown-Hatton

Alamo

..2-4... 4-20. .

Wakely-White

1946-47 Features
191;">-46 Features

VARIETY

. .573

Completed
Completed

In Production
In Production

(26)
(25)

(4)
(0)

NEW PRODUCTIONS

GIRL

Musical Review— Started October 14
Cast: Mary Hatcher, Olga San Juan. DeForest Kelley, Frank
Ferguson and Paramount
stars (37).
Daniel Dare
Producer:
George Marshall
Director:
Story:

Historj

ol the Variety
mount stars.

Clubs

of America

with

specialties by Para-

BLAZE OF NOON
Drama— Started
October 30
Cast:
Anne
Baxter, William
Holden,
Sterling
Tufts,
Howard
da Silva. William
Bendix,
Johnny Sands.
Director:
John Farrow
Producer:
Story:
Four brothers, barnstorming pilots, pioneer private

RELEASE

Hayden,
Sonny
Jean
Wallace,
Robert Fellow.-;
air mail industry.

CHART

Time

Cast

Details

Rel.

No.

Rev.

PRODUCTION

Unconquered

title:

Desert

Scott-Hodlak

Town

(T)

. .9-2.
.8-19.

Cooper-Goddard

K-30

1946-47

COMPLETED
BLOCK
NO. ONE
■tig Town
Blue Skies
(T)
Crsss My Heart
Details
under

(107)
title:

Pertect
Marriage.
Two
Years
Before

NOT

.605.

.6-29.

. .3-18.

Rancho

Sunbonnet
Sue
(90)
Strange
Voyage
(61)
Swing
Parade of 1946
Trail to Mexico

Desert
Fury
(T)
Details
under

Rel.

1945-46
Beauty
and the Bandit
Details
under title: Cisco

Silver

IN

1946-47

Details under title: Draw When You're
Song
of The
Sierras
Sweetheart
of Sigmt
Chi
Suspense
<101)
Details
onda
rltle: Glamour Girl
Teen-agers
Go
West
Wife
Wanted

The

Title — Running

Details

Cast

Money

Shadow
Returns.
The
Silver Range.
The
Details
under
title:

CHART

Time

COMPLETED

(11)
( 3)
(33)
(12)

of the

.3-18

.6-24

Details gnder title- This Strange Adventgrenable-Garson
Easy To Wed
(T)
(117)
Ball-Johnson
Green
Years,
The
(127)
Coburn-Drake
Weekend it the Waldorf
(130)
Turner-Johnson
Ziegfeld
Follies
(T)
(110)
Astalre-Ball

South
of Monterey
(63)
Details under title: Romance

Toler-Young

.1-7
.2-18
12-10

.7-46.
.8-46.

SPECIALS
Adventure

.7-27.

6-10

Nov
Nov

Tee

The
the

Good

Mast

Ta

.... .8-6
.1-8

Vnung-Niven
Ladd-Donlevy

(98)

Third

This

Jungle Flight
Ladies'
Man
My Favorite Brunette
Perils of Pauline
(T)
Seven
Were
Saved
Suddenly
It's Spring
Trouble With Women,
Welcome
Stranger
Where
There's
Life
The

COMPLETED
BLOCK NO. THREE
In

Mexico

Miss
Susie Slagle's
Tokyo
Rose
(66)

BLOCK
Dahlia.

The

Woman

Crosby-Fontaine
Kelly Tork
Mil. and Dietrich
Reed-Brooke
nught-Milland

(96)
(87)

NO.

FOUR

(99)

. . . .6-24
...11-26
7-22
3-18
4-1. .3-18
.6-11
.3-18.
4-15

2-22.
9-1.

Lamour-Milland
Cooper-Arthur

1945-46

9-1.

.9-18.

Tufts-Lake
Barr-Massen

Ladd-Lake

. 4-2.
1-8

Lowery-Britton
7-9.
McCrea-Britton
...1113.
Millanl-deHavilland
2-19.

Bride
Wore
Boots,
The
(82)
Hot Cargo (57)
Our Hearts Were Growing Up (122)
To Each
His Own
(122)

Stanwyck-Cummings
Rogers-Reed
Donlevy-Russell
deHavilland-Lund

NO. FTVE

.12-10

4-19.

Lamour-Cordova

They Made Me A Killer ,'65>
Virginian.
The
(T)
(90)
Well-Groomed
Bride, The
(75)

BLOCK

.9-2

....6-24
4-29
. . .8-19
6-10
....10-1

MacMurray-Goddard
Milland-Wright
. ,.
Crosby-Caufleld
...
Hope-Hasso

REISSUES

Jungle
Princess,
Plainsman,
The

11-22.

Calloun Flem ng
9-30
Ladd-Lamo.ir
9-16
Ladd-Ru»eil
7-9
Stanwyck-Mlllann
.12-10
Lowery-Wlthers
taulfield-Holdeii
. . . .9-2
Tufts-Fitzyeraid
.10-29

Lowery-Savage
Bracken-Welles
Hope-Lamour
Hutton-Lund
Denning-Craig
The

12-27.

..5-1.

Avenue

Emoeror
Waltz,
The
(T)
Fear
In The
Night
Goiden
Earrings
I Cover Big Town
Imperfect
Lady,
The
Details
under
title: Take

Blue

True

.12-24.
1-21.

DESIGNATED

Adventure
Island
(C)
Big Haircut,
The
Calcutta
California
(T)
Danger Street
Dear
Ruth
Easy Come,
Easy Go
Details under title:

Masquerade

Be

Reed-Brooke
Crosby. Astaire
Hotton-Tufts

.4511.
.3-8. . 4513. .12-10
.2-8.
.4512.
.12-10
.4518.
4517.
5-17.
6-28
.4-5.
.2-18
.5-3.
5-31. .4516. .. .2-18
.2-18
. 4521 .
.419.
. .2-18
4 1
.4523.
.4522.

.8-6.
3-5.
...7-9.

6.7-5.
14.

. .3-18
. 4524 .
. ..3-18
4-1

NOVEMBER

11,

1946

21

BLOCK
0. S. S. (107)
Searching
Wind,
Strange
Love ol
Details
under
Swamp

Fire

7-26

NO. SIX
Ladd- Fitzgerald
Young Sidney
Stanwyck-Heflin

The
(108)
Martha
Hers
(116)
title: Love
Lies Bleeding

(70)

Weissmuller-Grey

SPECIALS

Monsieur
Road to

...2-18..
1-21..
..10-13.

Beaucain
(T)
(93)
Utopia. The
(90)

.......

.11-12.

In
In
In
In

Completed ( 7)
Completed ( 5)
Completed (20)
Completed (16)

(14)

RELEASE
Title — Running

.9-6

4526.
.4528.
. 4527 .

.5-13
.5-13
.5-13

. .4529.

(1)

Production
Production
Production
Production

(0)
(0)

Details

Cast

Rel.

IN PRODUCTION
Red

Stallion

(C)

Paige-Nash

COMPLETED
Born

To

. .10-14

1946-47
heading

Release

Sands-Wall
Hatton-Adams

..8-19.
11-26.

Chart

Corpse Came
Calling.
The
Devil On Wheels,
The
Drift in" River
(55)
Her Sister's
Secret
(85)
Outlaws of the Plains
(56)
Philo
Vance's
Gamble
Return of Rin-Tin-Tin,
The
(V)
Stars Over Texas
Tumbleweed
Trail
Wild
West
.
Details
under title: Melody
Round-Up

Beaumont-Walker
.
.10-28
Coleman-Reed
10-29
. 10-29.
.7-22.
Dean-Ates
Coleman-Recd
.. .
Crabbe-St.
John
Curtis-Ryan
.10-14.
9-16.
Rin-Tin-lin-Wo0ds
Dean-Ates
.9-16.
Dean-At:s
.5-27..
. . .9-2.
Dean-Ates

.10-1.
.1/-23.
10-H
.9-23.
9-22
10-1
11-18

. ii-i .

1945-46
Accomplice
(68)
Ambush
Trail
(58)
Avalanche
(68)
Blonde For A Day
(67)
Details
under
title: Blondes
On the
Caravan
Trail,
The
(Cinecolor)
(65)
Club
Havana
(62)
Colorado Serenade
(68)
Danny
Boy
(66)

Detour
Devil
Dun

(69)

Loose

..z-H
.9-29..
. .6-20.
.8-22.

.10-28
.5-21

.10-1.
..10-23.
.4-20.5-28.
.6-30.

.8-19
. 4-29
.11-26

Arlen-Borg
Steele-Saylor
Cabot-Borg
Beaumont-Walker

.3-4.
.5-3

Dean Carlin
....
Lindsay-Ncal
....
Dean-Ates
Henry-Johnson

..6-25.
.8-6. .4-15.
. .1-8.
.1-21. .11-30.

Savage-Neal

Bat's
Daughter
Ricardo
Returns

LaPlanche-James
Colby-lsabelita

.

Qunen
of Burlesque
(67 )
Ankcn-Young
Romance of the West
(60)
Dean-Barton
Secrets
of A Sorority
Girl
Ware-Vallln
.
Six Gun
Man
(60)
Steele Carlin
Details under t'tle: Six-Gun
For Hire
• r«1*
Strange
Holiday
(61)
Rains-Holden
Strangle! ol The Swamp
(60)
LaPlanche-Edw
Terrors
On
Horseback
(54)
Crabbe - St.
John
Thunder
Town
(57)
.Steele-Saylor
Details
under title: Man
Without a Gun
Wife ot Monte
Cristo, Tin
(81)
Loder-Aubert

. 12-24

10-21.
.8-15.
.8-19
.4-29.
8-19.
.1-22.
...2-20.
.12-8.
. 9-3.
10-14.
.1-21.
.4-29. .3-27.
<.-2.
.12-24.
..6-3.

Down
Missouri
Way
(74)
O'Driscoll-Wright
Details
under
title: Missouri
Hayride
Enchanted
Forest,
The
(Cinecolor)
(80) . . . Lowe-Joyce
Flying
Serpent,
The
(60)
Lewis-Kramer
....
Gas House
Kids
(68)
Halop-Lowery
Gentlemen
with
Guns
Crabbe-St.
John
.
Ghost
of Hidden
Valley
Crabbe-St. John
.
How
Do You
Do?
(83)
Sordon-Windsor
..
I Ring
Doorbells
(67)
Shayne-Gwynne
Lady Chaser
Lowery-Savage
Details
under
title: Lady
Killer
Larceny in Her Heart
(68)
Beaumont-Walker
Details
under
title. Crime
in The Night
Lighthouse
Litel-Lang ...
Lightning Raiders
(61)
. . Crabhe-St.
John
Mask
of Oiljon
(73)
Von Stroheim-Bates
Murder
Is My Business
(65)
Beaumont-Walker
.
Navajo
Kid
(59)
Steele-Saylor
Overland
Riders
(54)
Crabbe-St.
John
.
Deta Is under title: Buster Crabbe No. 8
Prairie
Badmrn
Crabbe-St. John
Details
under
title: Dangerous
Men
Prairie
Rustlers
(55)
Crabbe-St.
John
.
Details under title: Buster Crabbe No. 1

.2-18
.10-1
.11-26

. .8-6. 10-21 .
.10-2. . .2-25.

. 9-16
.6-10

.3-18.
9-30. . .7-10.
10-15.
11-1.
. .1-7.
12-26. ...4-9.
11-26.
. .4-10.
10-15. 11-21
. .8-21.
..4-29.
.6-24.
.7-17.

.8-19
.5-13
.10-14

.11-7.

9-16

8-6 . .7-24
...4-1. .3-20
. 8-1

. .... .8-5

10-29. . .2-1
9-3 . . .9-2. . . .
1-21. . 11
.8-14
.4-10
12-10.
.4-23

. . . .9-33

(40)
(16)
( 4)

NEW
CALLANT MAN
Romantic Drama
1 ''i !:

Completed
Completed
Completed
Completed
Completed
Completed

(12)
( 6)
( 0)
(38)
(23)
( 4)

In
In
In
In
In
In

Lonely

Apache
Rose
Calendar
Girl
Heldorado
Hit
Parade,
The
i n ficeni
Rogue.
The
Angel
and the Outlaw
I aU"lous
Suzanne.
The
I've Always
Loved You
Details
under
title:

4-1

Production
Production
Production
Production
Production
Production

liis money.

lint

Rogers-Evans
> ra«e-Mai>nall
Rogers-Evans
..
Albert-Moore
Roberts-Douglas
v.ayne-Kussc.1
ISntton-Vallee
McLeod-Dorn

The

Inner

Clrele

Autry-Roberts
kelly-Baoth
...
Dunn-Freeman

That's
My Girl (Trucolor)
Trail To San
Antone

Barry-Roberts
Autry Stewart

Web
of Danger
Winter
Wonderland
Details
undrr
title:

Mara-O'Flynn
Roberts- Drake

Snow

Cinderella

.3-18
.4-29.

10-15.

.7-8.
.8-20.
10-14.
.3-18.
. .9-2.

.6-24.
. .5-13.
.8-19.
. .8-19.
. 10-28
.5-13.
.8-6
.4-17..
.4-20. .

Alias Billy The
Kid
(56)
California
Gold
Rush
(56)
'V
Mnn
nf "iris
The
(65)

Carson-Stewart
Elliott-Fleming
^smond-Aubert

Conquest
of Cheyenne
(56)
Crime
ol th» Ceitury
(56)
r.rmon
Ghost.
The
(Se'iah
Farl Carroll's
Sketchbook
(90)
El Paso
Kid
Daughter
of Don Q (Serial)
Days of Buffalo
Bill (56)
French
Key, The
(67)
Gay
Blades
(67;
G. I. War
Brides
(69)
Guy Could Change,
A (65)
Glass
Alibi. The
(68)
Home
in Oklahoma
Home On the Range
(55)
Details
under title: West of God's
In Old Sacramento
(89)

Elliott-Fleming
10-1.
.4-15.
Bachelor-Browne
Stirl.ng-Cu gley
.10-29.
Moore-Marshall
Carson-Harmon
. .
. .1-21.
.3-18.
Booth-Allen
Carson-Stewart
...
Dekker-Ankers
. . .
Ashley-Rogers
....
.12-10.
.4-29.
Ellison-Lee
.10-1.
10-2T
Lane-Frazee
Wrixon-Fowley
... . . 6-25 .
Rogers-Evans
.6-24.
.12-24.
12-10.
Hale-Booth

Sun
Valley
Cyclone
(55)
Traffic In Crime
(56)
Undercovei
Woman
(56)
Details
under
title: Passkey

Elliott-Fleming
Richmond-Mara
. .
Bachelor-Liv ngs'on

wife

He
brings

(1)
(0)
(0)
(0)
(0)
(0)

Joe Fris-

turns gambler,
the

horse

10-29
12-24.
.4-30.

.555

.565
.514
.568
10-26. . .584
. .2-28.
.5-22. . .511. ..6-24
.556
.8-13.
.7-27. .
.583
.530
9-2
..2-4..
.7-22. .

..2-8..
..1-25.
. .5-18.

.554
528.

10-14

..519
7-8
.508.
.509. . 4-29

..1-27.
. .11-8
.8-12 . .516.
..4-27.
.2-4
8-19.
.11-26
Country
2-18. ..4-18.
.5501.. .5-27
.4-29
Moore-Elliott
.2-18
Invisible
Informer
(57)
Stirling-Henry
.
.526
..5-31. ..517...
445-13
8.
. .529. .'.10-14
Inner
Circle.
The
Douglas- Roberts
'. 8-6 .
King ot the Forest
Rangers
(Serial)
Thnmn on-Talbot
. .582
... ..4-27.
. .8-7.
.8-9. .
Last Crooked
Mile, The
(67)
Barry-Savage
.9-30
Last Frontier Uprising
(Magnacolor)
Hale-Booth
12-10 10-22. . .527
.2-18.
Madonna's Secret, The
(79)
Lederer- Patrick
...
7.510..
'.'.518.. .3-18
Man from
Rainbow Valley
(M)
(57)
Hale-Bnoth
.8-19
. .2-16.
Murder in the Musie
Hall
(84)
Ralston-Marshall
.. 10-1=v
.6-10. . .6-14.
10-29.
.
.4-10.
I v Pal Triuger
(79)
Rogers-Evans
.10-1 . .7-12. .5502. . .7-27
.
.512
3-4
..531
Mysterious
Mr.
Valentine
Stirling-Henry
. . . . .3-4. . .7-12.
.5541. . .7-22
11-12.
Night
Train
to Memphis
(67)
Aculf-Mara
12-24.
Onf
Exciting
Week
(69)
Pearce-Harris
... .4-29.
. .523. . 8-19
...9-6..
. .6-8.
....9-3.
Out California
Way
(M)
Hale-Booth
Passkey to Danger
(58)
Bachelor-Mara
.. .
..5-11. ..521
7-8
.4
-29.
Phantom
Rider, The
(Serial)
Kent-Stewart
. .1-26.
Plainsman
and
The
Lady
Elliott-Ralston
.3-18.
R.iinhnw Over Texas
(65)
Rogers-Evans
..7-25..
Red River Renegades
(55)
Carson-Stewart
.. .
. .4-1. ...9-12.
7-19. . .525.
Rendezvous
With
Annie
(89)
Albert-Marlowe
..
. 557 . .
. .4-1.
Rio Grande
Raiders
(56)
Carson-Stewart
.
.
.9-9.
RollDetails
On. Texas
Moon
(68)
Rogers-Evans
.5-13.
under title: Shine On Texas
Moon
. 9-2
.552
2-19.
Rough
Riders
of Cheyenne
(56)
Carson -Stewart
... .5-14.
.3-18. .11-1..
Santa
Fe Uprising
Lane-Wentworth
558. .
501.7 .....
Scotland
Yard
Investigator
(68)
VonSt'heim-Bachelor .7-23. . .3-29. . .566
Sheriff of Redwood
Valley
(56)
Elliott-Fleming
..524.
506 .
8-6.
,
Song
of Arizona
(68)
Rogers-Evans
Seng
of Mexico
(57)
Mara-Barrier
. . . . 12-24.
11-26. . . .3-9.
.6-10
.513.
.12-28.
Spectre of the Rose
(90)
Kurov-Essen
....
.5-10..
.5-27
Strang"
Impersonation.
A (68)
Marshall-Garqan
.3-16.'.] .567
.....7-5.
.9-30

.V.V-V.'

to

Danger

Under Nevada Skies
(69)
Vallev of the Zombie. The
(56)
Vigilantes
of Boom
Town
Wagon
Wheels
Westward
(56)
Woman
Who Came Back. The
(68)
Details onder title: The Web

6-28
.4-15. .. .4-15.
. .4-1.
.9-17.
4-16. . .8-26.
.9-17.
11-26.
.5-27. 12-21..
..5-24.

Rogers-Evans
ni"> h ' Kingston
Lane-Blake
Elliott-Fleming
Kelly-Luder

.4-30.

.522. . 10-14
.511.
.. .4-1
.9-2
.541. . .9-16
.564..
.520

7-8
.1-21

.507..

.12-13.

bach

In Production (4)
In Production (0)

Completed (39)
(34)
Completed

1045-46 Features

NEW

PRODUCTIONS

OK •' TRACY
VS. THE CLAW
Mvrtery— Started October 30
Cist:
Ralph
Byrd, Kay Christopher, Lyle Latell, Ian Keith. Jack
Lambert.
Director: John Rawlins
Story:
Not available-.
See next issue.

IN

Ins

9-30

. .7-8.
.9-16
.7-22.
. .9-2.

Lane-Wentworth
..a.ie-Stewart
Mara-Douglas

RELEASE

Karns,

Ret.

Club

Sioux
City Sue
Spoilers
of
The
North
That
Brennan
Girl

Started October 22

and

Hearts

(T)
(117)
Coneerte

Title — Running

Ameche, Catherine McLeod, Roscoe
co. Kitty Irish.
Producer-Director:
Frank
Borzage
*
klteeper buys ;> colt to train for racing:,
will'

.1-21.

Withers-Withen

PRODUCTIONS

Don

loses his
a svinnei

Details

"M6-47 Features

. . 8 6.

REPUBLIC
1916-47 Features
Westerns
Serials
1945-46 Features
Westerns
Serials

Cast

1946-47

1945-46

Speed

Details
under
Eagle-Lion
Brute
Man.
The
(58)
Details
under
Universal

CHART

Tim.

COMPLETED

Oregon
Trail
Scouts
Outlaw
of Sioux
City
Pilgrim
Lady.
The
Detail
under
title:

CHART

Time

RELEASE
Title — Running

Mtairs
of Geraldine
Details
under
title:

8-30.. .4532. . .5-27
3-22
-»^jj.. .H-iu

Hope-Caulneld
...9-17..
Crosby Hope-Lamour
12-13

(23)

1946-47 Features
Westerns
1945-46 Features
Westerns

.8-9.
.y-13.

Senium

CHART

Time

High

COMPLETED
BLOCK NO. ONE
Day

Hoi man

Cast

Details

Ret.

No.

Rev.

PRODUCTION

R'ild
My
Gallews
Time To Kill. A
Thunder
Mountain

Great

Producer:

(69)

Mitchum-Greer 10-28
Fonda-Bel
Geddes
. .9-16
Holt-Hyer
10-28

1946-47
Robson-Portman

Fo eign

.705. . .7-22

22

FILM

BULLETIN

'.£-1

0

.702
L.:dy Luck
(97)
. .
oisier Ktnny
UJ6)
bit,j By Step
(62)
.mi. ft Pass (60)

BLOCK

. . .Young- Hale
. . . Russell-Knox
. . .Tierney-Jeffreys
. . .tVarrcii-LeMie

NO. TWO

Child
of Divorce
(62)
Crir-inal
Court
(62)
Dick Iracy vs. Cut-ball
Genius At Work
(61)
Nocturne
(88)

NOT

.7-22
. /Oi . . <-tz
.703. . .7-22
.704. . .7-22

.10-29.
.11-12
..1-21.
.12-10.

iVkffett-Ti) mcy
Conway-0 Dri.coll
Conway-Jeffreys
Carney-Brown
..
Ratt-tfari

3 1
.3-18.
.4-1.
.9-3..
.5-13.

The
Riffraff

O'Brien-Slejak

6-24.

Bachelor
and The BobbySoxer,
The
Beat
the Band
Banjo
But
Years ef Our Lives. The
uude
oi Tim
West
Deadlier
Than
The
Male
Devil Thumbs A Ride, The
Falcon's
Adventure.
The
Farmer's
Daughter,
The
Details
under title: Katie for Connrcss
Fascinating
Nuisance
Detail!
undei
title:

Master

Erant-Loy
LangloroKrupa
lYloffett-Wh.te
Loy-March
Warren-Alden
Irevor-Tierney
Tierney-Leslie
COnway-Meredlth
. .Young-Cotten

Minds

Honeymoon
I Wake Up Dreaming
(T)
Details under title: Secret

Life

It's A Wonderful
Life
Locket,
Thl
San
Qaentin
Sinbad
The Salor
(T)
Song
of the South
(T)
(94)
Tarzan
and The Hunters
They
Won't
Believe
Me
Trail Street
Vacation
in Reno
(60)
Woman
on The
Beach
Details
under
title: Desirable

of

Walter

8-6
...6-24.
9-16.
4-2>.
7-22.
5-27.
7-8.
.4-29.

.2-4.

Temple Madison
Kaye-Mayo
Mitty

...4-1.
4-29.

..8-19
10-28

(101)

Bergman-Grant

BLOCK

NO.

BLOCK

Most

Game of Death
Details
under

(70)
title:

The

Rlverboat
Rhythm
(64)
Tarzan
and the Leopard

BLOCK

Mast

BLOCK

...3-4
.12-10
618.
619.
620.

Errol-Newton
..
Welsmuller- Joyce

(72)...

.8 10.
.."-9
.10-1.
.5-14.

NO. FIVE

Wlthool
Reservations
(107)
Details
under title: Thanks

617
616. ...3-4

.5-28
.9-3
.219.

Dangerous

Woman

Badman's
Territory
(98)
Ding
Dong
Williams
(62)
Partners
in Time
(76)
Truth
About
Murder,
The
(63)
Details
under
title: The
Lie

Bamboo
Blond<
Bedlam
<79)
DetalU under

611.
...1-7

....

Scott-Richards
Vernon-McGuire
Goff-Lauek
Granville-Conway

Detector

God.

. . .3-4
622. . .2-18
623.
625. . .4-29

..7-23.

Colbert-Wayne
. 10-29 .
It From
Here)

I'll Take

NO. SIX
title:

A

624

..4-29
.4-29

.621.

.5-13

Tale of

Craek-Ui
(93)
Falcon's
Alibi, The
(62)
Till the End
of Time
(105)
Details under title: The Dream

Langlord-Wade
Karloff-Lee

....9-17.
8-6.

O'Brlen-Trevoi
Conway-Corday
McGuire Madison

....1-21.
. ..8-20.
.10-29.

Cooper-Young
Crosby Bergman
Rogers-Aumont
Kaye-Mayo
Disney Cartoon

. . . 11-27 .
...
3-5.
...8-20.
6-25.
Feature

Bedlam

ot

Home

. .6-24
.628.
.627. ..5-13
.629.
. . 6-24
. .5-13
.626. . . 6-24

SPECIALS
Along
Came
Jones
(90)
■•Ill *f St. Mary's, The
Heartbeat
(102)
Kid From
Brooklyn,
The
Make
Mine
Music
(75)
Stranger, The
Tomorrow
Is
Wonder
Man

(125).
(T)

(114)

C>5)
Forever
(105)
(T)
(98)

Robinson-Young
Colbert-Welles
Kaye-Mayo

REISSUE

Pinocehlo

(T)

Olsnev

681.
661.
.662.
.692
.652.
.683.
.682.
.651.

..10-29.
4-2.
7-24.

Cartoon

.6-25
..4-29
.11-2*
.4-29
...4-1
. . 5-27
..1-21
. .4-30

20th

CENTURY

1946-47 Features
1945-46 Features

Completed
Completed

NEW

(23)
(35)

In Production
In Production

(3)
(0)

PRODUCTIONS

11,

1946

No.

Rev

Now

(T)

(T)

Sept.

Reissue.

Dream

.Sept.
633

637

Wlde-O'Hara
..
.... Haver-Stevens
Colman-Cummins
oari-Scott

Oct.

. .8-6.
. .3-18 .

• SePt.

.. .

..5-27. .

643

Nov

.641.

Nov

.6-10..
.. Reissue.

. Oct.
Aug.
Foreign. .

.644.
Aug..

.11-26.

1945-46

639.

Feb.
....12-10
10-1 .

It Shouldn't Happen To A Dog (70)
Johnny
Comes
Flying
Home
(65)
Leave
Her To Heaven
(T)
(110)
Rendezvous
24
(70)
Return
ol Frank
James
(92)
Shoek
(70)
Somewttere
In the Night
Smokj
(T)
(87)
Strange
Triangle
(65)
Chart

(106)

Neagle-HarrUon

.634.

Completed

Alan
involved
London.

.C-24
6-25
10-29

.632.
.624.

.5-27
.1-21
.619. .
..627.
614 . .5-13
.615. 12-24
.630.
.629. . .4-1
.631.
.621.
.616.
.622.

... Foreign ... Mar .

.5-13
.6-24

.2-U
12-24
.5-27

(45)

In Production

(4)

(Cby);
IRMl:
Cowan
Lesser
(Cgy);

PRODUCTIONS

In

October
Lucille

23
Ball,

Coburn,

Charles
Producer:

mysterious

disappearanpe

RELEASE
Title — Running

Hunt

of

Cast

All-Star
.'.".' deCordova-Patrick
VVayne-O'Sheridan

1945-46

in show
business)
goes bark to the

(89)

in

De
Rel.

A

Daughters, The

women
Cby

PRODUCTION

Abie's
Irish Rose
(96)
Abilene
Town
(89)
Details
under title' Abilene
Adventures ol Oon Coyote
(C)
Angel
On under
My Shoulder
nwiaiK
>itle
Me(102)and

Cedric

Stromberg

beautiful

CHART

Time

Nrw Orleans
Red
R,ver

Bachelor's

.617.

. 12-24
.4-15

COLUMN

Mystery Drama— Started
Cast:
George
Sanders.
Kardwicke.
Director:
Douglas
Sirk

Happen,

..6-10
7-9
4-2./
. . 5-27
.2-4
.10-15

.612.
.623.
.618. .
.603 .

KEY TO PRODUCERS
Small (Sml); Rogers (Rgs) ; Vanguard (Van); Crosby
Dill Boyd (BB); Pressburger (Psb); Ripley-Monter
Bogeaus (Bog); Stromberg (Sing); Levey (Lev);
(Cow); Stone (Stn); Selznick (Szk); Nebenzahl (Neb);
(Les); Loew-Lewin (LL); Eagle-Lion (GFD); Cagney
Bronston
(Brn); California
(Cal); Chaplin
(Clin).

Miracle Can

3-18

.633.
.601
. 628 .
.626.
.610.
.635.
.623.

. .3-4

1945-46 Features

IN

6-10

620 .

.Aug.

Hodlak-Tlerney
Craln-Wilde
Jones- Boyer

Colonel
Effingham's
Raid
(70)
Dark
Corner,
The (99)
Deadline
For Murder
(65)
Do You
Love Me?
(91)
Doll Face
(80)
Dragonwyck
(103)
Fallen
Angel
(97)
Jesse James (106)
lunitr
Mist
(94)

A

646
10-28
.645. .10-14

.12-10. . .Nov.
. . .4-29. Sept.
Oct

May.
...11-13..
.Aug.
9-17..
. May
12-24.. Feb..
June.
Bennett-Eythe
12-25..
Ball-Stevens
12-10..
Kelly-Ryan
3-18..
O'Hara-Haymes
4-30.. . Jan .
Miranda-O'Keefe
.
.8-20.
Tierney-Price
3-5.
. Apr .
Faye-Andrews
5-14.. .Dec.
.Feb.
■ Apr..
Power-Fonda
Reissue. . Aug.
Garner-Joslyn
2-19.. .July.
.May.
Landis-Joslyn
2-4..
Stewart-Crane
11-26.
Tierney-Wilde
5-28
.
.Jan.
Gargan-Palmer
1-21..
Fonda-Tierney
...Reissue..
Price-Bari
10-15 . .July.
June.
Hodiak-Guild
12-10..
.Feb
MacMurray-Baxter
..7-23.. Feb
Hasso-Shepperd
1-7.
June.
Mar.
Payne-O'Hara
10-1.
.Mar.
Andrews-Conte
8-11.

London,

.9-2
.99-16
16

..4-15. .

.

Henie-Payne
....
Cagney-Annabella
Haver-Montgomery
Portman-Grey

(90)

8->

.640.

. .7-8.
. . . .4-^9.
.2-18. .

tell lor Adana. A (103)
Centennial Summer
(T)
(102)
Cluny
Brown
(100)

In

8-5

.7-22.

Dunne-Harrison
Landts-Gargan

Sentimental
Journey
(94)
Walk
in the Sun
(117)
Details under UA Release

.636. . .8-19
.642.

.Oct.

Raft-Beery
.... . .7-22.
nioiilguin..y-Guild
Haymes-Holm
Mcbuire-Young
. . .. .4-29.
.7-22.
Taylor-Drake
.. .
..j-14.
r«/no-na.*r
...
..
.7-8.
. .3-18.

Anna and The
King ot Slam
(128)
Behind
DetailsGreen
anderLights
title: (64)
Precinct 33

Story:

FOREVER AMBER
(T)
Drama — Started October 25
Cist:
Linda Darnell, Cornel Wilde, Richard Greene, Glenn Langan, George Sanders, Leo C. Carroll, Margot Grahame.
NOVEMBER

and

NEW

-FQ

Girl tries to gel fob as telephone operator,
lands
instead.
She marries,
has children but eventually
theatre.

Window

DESIGNATED

PERSONAL

MOTHER WORE TIGHTS
(T)
Musical — Started October 21
Cast:
Betty
Grable,
Dan
Dailey, Jr., Mona
Freeman,
Anabel
Shaw, Connie Marshall, Michael Dunne, William Frawley,
Veda Ann Borg, George Cleveland, Sara Allgood, Almira
Sessions.
Director:
Walter Lang
Producer:
Lamar Trot';
Story:

Up

Feature

691

Rel

. .12-10.
.9-30.

Freeman-Denning
(laiiici-IVICLallisler

(T)

Voyage,
The
(T)
under
title: Wake

NOT

Yank

.630.

(68)

Details

.9-30.

I'm Lucky
(79)
.
Blaine-James
Details
under
title: Tnat's
for Me
Margie
(T)
(94)
Craine-Young
My
Darling
Clementine
(T)
(97)
Fonda-Darnell
Razor's
Edge,
The
. Power-Tierney
Shocking
Miss
Pilgrim,
The
(T)
Grable-Haymes
Strange
Journey
(65)
Keliy-Massen
Details
under
title: Flight
To Paradise

. .761. ...8-5

...9-3.

Loder-Long

Cast

COMPLETED

NO. FOUR

Deadline
at Dawn
(83)
Hayward-Wllllams
From
This
Day
Forward
Fontaine-Stevens
Details under title: All Brides are Beaotltol

High

Sun
Valley
Serenade
(— )
13
Roi
Madeleine
Three
Little Girls in Blue
Wanted
for Murder

612
615. . 12-24
613. .12-24
614. . 12-24
12-24

i Ulllles*
il oi>

CHART

If

Powell-Chelrel
7-9.
Mason-Mannheim
.Foreign.
Conway- Jeffreys .
...6-11.
Haley-Jeffries
. .12-11.
McGulre-Brent

Watch

The
Rica
(78)

Homestretch
(T)
I Wonder Who's
Kissini Her
Late George Apley,
Thi
Home
Sweet
Homicide
70)

THREE

Perlberg

ki

Travis- Rogers

Enchanted
Details

.11-11

William

1946-47

Bowery,
The
Bra ii i Doubloon,
Carnival
In Costa
Claudia and
David
bunjerous
Millions

1945-46
Cornered
(102)
Hotel Reserve
(79)
Diet Tracy
(61)
Sing Your Way Home (72)
Spiral Staircase,
The
(83)
Details
under
title: Some

In.

. . Andnws-Wyatt

Biaek
Beauty
(74)
Coj. Son ol Battl*
(T)
Details
under title: The

.10-29.

.

ami

PRODUCTION

Backlash

,

Prod icei

■11, -i
,,, a ii .1 mint ious
ami
a.\
is accompli
In

Time

Boomerang

SPECIALS
Notorious

Title — Running

IN

Stewart-Reed
4-29
Uiiy-Alletne
4-1.
T erney Carr
8-19 .
Fairbanks-O'Hara .3-4.
Disney
Cartoon
Feature
Weissmuller-Joyce
.10-14
Young-Hayward
....8-19.
Scott- Jeffreys
8-19 .
Haley-Jeffreys
2-4.
Bennett-Ryan
2-4.

Woman

Premin

RELEASE

■y-d.

. 5-27 . .

Williams-Hale

Otto

|. , .mi
t lie
sensal ional best
w onia n w hose
rise
to arist*
port wnist ic
ma rriages, violet

..10-28

DESIGNATED

Amazing Mr. Hammer,
uctails
under
title:

1 >ii ector:
- .in.

Dru-Chckhov
Scott-Dvorak

Mr

Satan

• 8-5
■ 9-30

Bog-Mer.
Lev

. .9-30

Hawk>

.4-23.
.
...

Martin-Raflerty
Muni-Baxter
..

8 6

. . .8-19. .
1-21.

12-27.
.1-11.
.9-20

R-C
In..

. 1-21

. Rgs. . b-30
.9-6. . S:n . .9-30

Ru«ell-List

23

.7-22
Bllthi
Spirit
(T)
(94)
Breakfot
in Hollywood
(93)
Caesar
and
Cleopatra
(T)
(126)
Captain
Kid*
(89)
Carnegie
Hall
wiase,
The (86)
:urley
Dangerous
Venture
Dishonored
Lady
Devil's
Playground,
The
(62)
Diary of A Chambermaid
(87)
Dim
In the Sun
(T)
Fabulous
Joe, The
Fabulous
Dorseys,
The

Cummmgi-Harrlson
Foreign. .12-14. . .GFO. . .10-1
Bimen.an-Granville
.8-20. . .2-22.. .Gldn. . .1 21
Olivie -Leigh
Foregn. . .8-16. . .GFD. ...9-2
Laughton-Britton
...2-5.. 10-19... Bog..
8 20
Hunt-Prince
LeB-M
. 6-24. .11-22
. Nco
„<.mmings-iVlorgan
Roach
Rafferty-Olsen
.... 5-27 . .
Rachmil
tioyd-Alexander
. ■ 8-5 . . .
Srag
Lamarr-O'Keete
....5-27.
Boyd-Clyde
5-27. .11-15.. - B.B. . .9-30
Goddard-Hatfleld
..7-23.. 2-15..Bo|-Mer...2-U
Jones-Cotton
3-19
Sik
Abel-Grahame
. . . .8-6. .
Roach
Dorsey-Blair
8-5.
Rgs
. ..6-25. .11-30. . Sml. .12-10
O'Keefe- McDonald
Mason-Calvert
.. Foreign
GFD
Boyd-Clyde
. . .5-27. . .1-31. . . B.B. . ."-30
Olivier-Newton
Foreign
GFD... 4-29
RoScTi
Tracy-Lloyd
. . . . 6-24
Rchl
.
Boyd-Ware
9-30. .
Montgomery-Mills
.Foreign.
3-15. . .GFO.. 12-10
Marlowe-Cramer
4-29. .10-11- ■ -R-C. . .9-16
Peck-Bennett
4-29.
Bog
Lit
i Francis
Macomber

Getting
Gertie's
Garter
(72)
Fanny
by Gaslight
Fools
Gold
(67)
Henry
V (T)
(134)
lere Comes
Trouble
(Cinecolor)
Hoppy's Holiday
Jonnny in the Claodi
Little Iodine
(57)
Macomber
Affair, The
Details
unoer
title:
Mr.

Ace
Details

Monsleor
Details

(84)
under

title:

Verdoox
onder
title:

(88)
The

Short,

Happy

Mr. Ace and the Queen
Comedy

of

Night
In Casablanca.
A (89)
Outlaw,
The
(114)
fans — Underground
(97)
P.e.end rs. The
Details
under title: Strange

Raft-Sidney

. . .3-4.

Chaplin-Raye

.6-24..

Murders

Private Affairs of Bel Ami
Rebecca
(130)
Red House,
The
scandal
In Paris. A (100)
Sin of Harold
Diddlebock,
The
Spellbound
(113)
totalis Meier title: House of Dr. Edwereesi
Strange
Woman,
The
(100)
Susie Steps Oat
Details
under
title: Miss
Television

Sanders- Lansbury
. .5-13. .
Fontaine-Olivier
. . . Reissue.
Robinson-MeCalllster
.5-13..
Sander, -Hasso
10-29 .
Lloyd-Walburn .10-1
Bergman-Peek
7-24.

2000
Women
Young
Widow
(98)
Whispering Walls
Whistle
Stop
(85)
Who Killed Doc Robin?
Details
under
Misc.

Robson-Calvert
Russell-Hayward
Boyd-Tato
Raft-Gardner
.
Olsen-Jannsen

Lamarr-Sanders
Bruce-Caldwell

Chart

(48)
( 7)
( 4)

RELEASE
Title — Running

IN
Egg

and

The

Kelly

Is

My

.4-26 ,

Lancaster-Gardner
Grant-Adams
...
Holden-S.mmons
.
Brent-Hall
....
Adams-Haydn
Calvert-Granger
Oberon-Bey
....

12-28.

.Psb
Stg
-Smg

. . .5-27. .12-13

. . R.C

RELEASE
Title— Running

JN

.

3-1... Smg
Bel

3-4

.Sts.

In
In
In
In
In

Production
Production
Production
Production
Production

(1)
(0»
(6)
(0)
(0)

The

Cait

. .4-29
. .4-iii«
..6-24

. .4-13
...9-2
.5-27

.. 10-14
.5-U

Night

Unto

Rose

Clark-Lupino
Morgan-King

(T)

Night

Possessed
Details
The

under

Woman

Parker-Young

Five

1946-47
Alda-King

Fingers, The

Sentence

Rieh

. Foreign

Hall-Lindsay

120 0.

Bogart-Bacall
....10-31.
Morgan-Wyman
4-1 .
Cooper-Palmer
4-1.
Flynn-Stanwyck
5-27.
Davis-Henreid
5-13.
JMynn-Lupino
....11-26.
Dunne-Powell
4-15.
Carson-Vickers
....
9-16
Flynn-Parker
8-6.
Sarfield-Fitzgerald
.9-18.
Sheridan-Smith
1-21.
Wright-Mitchum
King-Pr.nce
Reagan-Smith
Greenstreet-Vickers

Man

8-192-19.
4-15.
..2-18.

(T) ... .Morgan-Paige
. Bogart-Stanwyek
Greenstreet-Lorre

Burma

Victory

Cinderella
Devotion

Sept.

(128)
(107)
(87)

Henri id-Parker
Sheridan-Moran

Saratoga

(94)
(T)

Trunk
Life,

A

Two

Guys

City

for

606. .10-28
.634. ..9-3J
.602

9-£

.607
512

.11-11

11-23.

Davis-Ford

(93)

Fitzgerald-Gre^nstreet

Milwaukee

(90)

..512.. .2-18
..517... 4-15

4-16
.11-29. ..6-22.

..518...
4-29
..510...
..520... MU
6-10

..11-1.
..2-19.

Cooper-Bergman

From

.9-14.

.1-26.
. .8-3.
.6-25.
. .7-24. .. .7-20.
3-30.

(107)

REISSUES

Time

Leslie-Hutton

(135)

Strangers

.11-9.
10-12

...4-20.
. .3-9.
-.5-11.

8-20

Stanwyck-Brent
Grant-Smith
.

No

7-22.

12-13.
11-16

My Reputation
Night and Day

9-16

Nov

Leslie-Aldo
deHavllland-Lutilno

Seott-Palge

Bondage
Tomorrow

. 605 '. .10-28

.2-16

(78)
of Man
Her Kind
Janie
Gets
Married
(89)

01 Human
One More

.601. ..8-19
.603..
.9-16

.9-28.
10-28

Documentary

(88)

(107)

Three
. Dec.

(63)

Jones

.8-31.

4-2.
...5-14.

1945-46

. .1-21

Mason-Calvert

.9-30.
..10-14
.6-24.

Crawford -Hefl in

White

Big Sleep, The
(114)
Cheyenne
Cloak and Dagger
(106)
Cry
Wolf
Deception
(112)
Escape
Mt Never
Lite iVith Father
(T)
Love
and
Learn
Never Say Goodbye
(97)
Nobody
Lives Forever
(100)
Nora
Prentiss
Details
under
title: The

Stolen
...Foreign.
6-24
4-29..

10-14.
.10-14.

Lindfors-Reagan
title: The Secret

In

.

COMPLETED

10-28..

DeCarlo-Donlevy

Cast
Bel.

Time,
The Place and The Girl, The
Two
Mrs. Carrol is. The
Verdict.
The
(86)

Detmlli

Donna

(Cinecolor)

..6-10
..6-24

No.

CHART

Time

Pursued
Shadow of A Woman
(78)
Stallion Road
That Way with Women
Details
under
title: A Very

Massey-Niven
Tufts-Blyth
Oberon-Brent

Return,

.

COMPLETED

Stairway
to Heaven
(T)
Swell
Guy
Temptation
Details under title: Bella
Vigilantes

...7-8

In Production
(5)
In Production (0)

(19)
(22)

PRODUCTION

Deep
Valley
My Wild
Irish

GFD

. . . .«-19

(16)
( 1)
(48)
( 7)
( 4)

Completed
Completed

8-5

.Sik.. 11-12

.12-24- .10-25-

3-5
9-2

1915-47 Features
1945-46 Features

.L»r

. . .7-23. .1-25.
Neb.. .1-2]
.... Ru.ich
9-30.

Co'bert-MacMurray

(108)

.8-19

.Szk

deHavilland-Ayres
... 4-1
Oct. . Jnsn. .10-14
DeCarlo-Brent
8-5
Durhin-Drake
9-2
Lockwood-Granger
Foreign
Field-Kendall
...Foreign
Rogers-Niven
6-24 .... Dec
Calvert-Portman
Foreign
Hall-Johnson
4-29
Nov
Goodwin-Grey
10-1
.lart.n-B'.ake
6-10. . .7-23. . .2581.
. Foreign
Harrison-Palmer
. Foreign .... Nov.
Montez-Cameron
...5-13.
c.a, ward-Bowman
...6-10.

Sisters

..538.

...545.

1-10. .

Dark
Mirror.
The
(85)
Flame
of Tripoli
(T)
I'll Be Yours
Lady
Surrenders,
A
My
Heart
Goes
Crazy
(T)
Magnificent
Doll
Men of Two Worlds
Michigan
Kid, The
(C)
Murder
Mansion
Mysterious
Mr. M. (Serial)
Notorious Gentleman
(108)
Pirates of Monterey
(T)
Sm.ish-Up
...
Details
under
title: Love Takes a Holiday
Song
of Scherezade
(T)
Details
under title: Scherezade

Were

Foster-Rutherford

Name

1946-47

They

..7-5.
.6-28.

..537.
-.3-18.
.1106.
34y.
.7-22. . .8-30.
.8-30. . .548.
.8-16.
4-23.. .
..3-18.
5-13. .6-21. .536.
.2-18. .
Foreign.
.1881.
..526.
3-4
..4-5. .1105.
..529.
..5-14.
..8-Sr..
Rustlers'
Roundup
(56)
Grant-Adams
. . . ...1-8.
Run-Around,
Thi
(88)
Cameron-Raines
..p-3.
sne Woll of London,
The
(61)
Haden-Harvey
.5-31.
Details under
title: Alibi In Ernlne
. .7-8. . .S-17. ...535.
..531.
..12-24.
..4-1.
She Wrote the Book
(75)
Davis-Oakie
....
.4-19. ..533.
Slightly
Scandalous
(62)
Ryan-Brady
..544.
. i-13. . .8-2.
so Goes My Love
(88)
Loy-Ameene
..11-22.
..2-4.
Oetails
under
title: Genles
In the Family
.8-30.
.528.
.3-18. ..5-10. ...530.
Strange
Conquest
(63)
Wyatt-Cookson
7-8
Time of Their Lives. The
(82)
Abbott-Costello
...2-4. .8-16. .
. .8-y.
wmte
T.e and
tails
Duryea-Raines
..546.
Wild
Beauty
(61)
Porter-Collier
. .6-10.

. Low

PRODUCTION
I.

. .4-29.

.

Chn

CHART

Time

0 Keefe-Walker

Harm

Killers.
The
(102)
Lawless
Breed.
The
(56)
Little Miss Big (61)
Lover Come
Back
(90)
Lost City ot the Jungle
(Serial)
Madonna
of the Seven
Moons
(88)
Night
In Paradise
(T)
(84)

Beast With

Completed
Completed
Completed
Completed
Completed

No

. . .8-2. . Bog. .10-14

Foreign

dcGeorge-Brooke

1946-47 Features
Serials
1945-46 Features
Westerns
Serials

(65)
He Meant

10-15.

Bedfellows

Vendetta

Adventurous
Night
Details under title:
Inside Job (65)
Details
under
title:

.5-10.
.2-8.. .LL...5-13
1-22. . .9-14. .
7-8
Hug . . 10-29
4-1
Bnt.
.1-24. .

Marx Brothers
Russell-Hustoo
Bennett-Fleldi
Bracken-Lane

(C)
Independents

Her

.6-1.

1-22 ...7-6.
...3-8.
.216.
...12-24
. .4-13..
.8-17.

Morgan-Leslie

.4-13..

Conquest

Cagney-Sheridan

for

Russell-Stewart

Comedy

.523... 7-22
.522.
.519. 12-10
..7-8
.5-27
..514.
.521.
..511.
.524.
.516.

.5-27
.2-4
..8-5

.515.

PRESTIGE PICTURES
Brief
I his

Encounter
(85)
Happy
Breed

Johnson-Howard
Newton-Johnson

I Know
Where
I'm Going
Johnny
Frenchman
(104)
Love Story
Captive Heart, The

Hiller-Livesy
....
Rosay-Roc
Lockwood-Granger
Redgrave-Johns
.

COMPLETED
Blondie
Alibi
(62)
Details
under
title:

Design

Black
Angel,
The
(81)
Details
under
title: Lesson

for

Death
Love

.

Duryea-Vincent

...4-29.
1-21.
...9-3.
4-15.
4-29.

Trrry-Savage
Redgrave-Withers
Rathbone-Bruce

4-1..
Foreign.
2-4.

Gunmen's

Grant-Adams

24

IN

.527... 4-15

..1-21.

Collier-Brady
Uidrews-Hayward
Jiyc-Porter
Arnaz-Smith

(54)

RELEASE
Title — Running

.4-12.

Neal-O'Driscoll

Cat Creeps.
The
(57)
Canyon
Passage
(T)
(90)
Danger
Woman
(65)
Details
under
title: Claudia's
Wife
Cuban
Pete
(61)
Dark
Horse
(59)
li'.nrt of the Night
(79)
Oressed
To Kill (72)
Details
under
title: Prelude
to Murder
Code

GFD.

Foreign .
Foreln.
Foreign.
. Foreign

1945-46

In

10-14

Foreign
. . Foreign .

..5-17.
.8-2.
.7-26.
.7-12.
.7-26.
.7-19.
.8-23.
.6-7.

8-5... 8-30

. .543

. .8-19

..532. ..6-10
. .541
8-5
..539. . . 8-5
. .542. .11-11
.540
. .547. . .7-22
..534.-6-24
1107.

Time

Bergman-Boyer
Stanwyck-Niven

COMPLETED
My
Dog Shep
Neath Canadian
of

Renegade
Bamrod

Cast

Oetails

Bel.

No.

Rev.

PRODUCTION

Arch of Triumph
Other
Love,
The

Queen

CHART

The

Neil-Chapman
Hayden-Cooper

Skies

Amazon

Morison-Lowery
Curtis-Savage
McCrta-Lnke

title:

One

More

Enterprise
Enterprise

1946-47

Girl

Rolling
Home
Details
under

. . .7-22
10-28

Chance

Parker- Hayden

.....9-2
.9-30
. . . .9-30
6-20
.7-8

FILM

SG-A. ......
SG-A
.

SG-A

SG-A
Enterprise
SG-A
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"SISTER KENNY"

. . . RKO'S Controversial Epic Of Famed Nurse

Nothing is as sweet to the ears of a showman as the sound of controversy about the attraction he is to
handle. In Sister Kenny, RKO has come up with one of those films that has critics disagreeing, doctors
disputing and the general public wondering what it's all about. Of course, it's all about the life of Sister
Elizabeth Kenny, the Australian nurse who developed her own famous treatment for infantile paralysis.
And her story is told in terms of a lovely young woman who gives up love and marriage to help children
to walk again. It has all the human elements that the average moviegoer desires, PLUS a serious, provocative problem angle that will stimulate the interest of intelligent people everywhere.
(Continued On

Next Page)

_______

EXPLOITATION PICTURE
(Continued from Preceding P<iy,e)
LL

SISTER KENNY"
CREDITS

An RKO

Radio Picture. Prod ced and D. reded by Dudley Nichols.

Screen Play

by Dudley Nichols, Ale ander Kno; and Mary McCarthy. Based on "And They
Shall Walk" by Elizabeth Kenny in collaboration with Martha Ostenso. Director
of Photography, George Barnes, A. S. C. Cast: Rosalind Russell, Alexander
Knox, Dean Jagjer, Philip Merivale, Beulah Bondi, Charles Ding'e, Fay Helm,
Charles
Kemper,
Dorrie Mclntyre,
John
Litel, Dorothy
Peterson.

4, When she tells Dr. McDonnell that all of her patients
have recovered without crippling effect, he takes her to the
hospital's orthopedic chief, Dr. Brack (Philip Merivale). who
angrily condemns her unorthodox methods.

1 m Graduating from Australian nursing
Kenny (Rosalind Russell) is deaf to the
teacher, Dr. Aenes.s McDonnell (Alexander
hospital staff a"d announcss that she will
ministering to those far from medical aid.

school at 22, Elizabeth
pleas of her friend and
Knox), that she join the
become a "bush nurse,"

5, Dr. Brack's condemnation begins Nurse Kenny's battle
with the conservative elements of the medical world, temporarily halted during her service as a World War nurse
which gives her the title "Sister," but renewed afterwards.
Realizing this is her life's work, Sister Kenny foregoes marriage with Connors.

2. Her tireless work in the community makes her loved by all and
after three years when she is called to attend the five-year-old daughter of the Mclntyres (Charles Kemper. Fay Helm), Nurse Kenny
wires the symptoms to Dr. McDonnell and receives the terrifying
answer — "Infantile Paralysis.
No known treatment."

3. She devolves her own treatment -- hot packs and massage —
and although the child is saved, she cannot walk. An epidemic develops and Nurse Kenny treats all and by "educating" paralyzed
muscles to work, she makes the victims walk again. Her happiness
increases when Kavin Connors, (Dean Jagger) Australian Army
officer, tusks her to marry him.

20

£# As her clinics are closed by medical authorities, she
opens new ones and gradually wins supporters in the medical profession. A Royal commission is appointed to investigate the Sister Kenny method and she is invited to introduce
it in England, but is forced to return to Australia by a new
polio epidemic, and the commission denounces her method.

7. She goes to America for a lecture tour, but meets further discouragement. About to return, she receives the
triumphant news that she is to be given an institute in
Minneapolis. Her success is saddened by the death of her
lifelong supporter, Dr. McDonnell, but when children flock
to pay her tribute on her 59th birthday, her triumph is
complete.
FILM
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(Continued from Page 16)

who prepares for it can make it a "paying proposition." according to Ralph B. An
trian, president of RKO Television Corp., who addressed
the confab on "The Showmanship Side of Television."
He promised a technically feasible theatre televisio
tem and cited several sporting and news events as being particularly suited to
medium as applied to theatres.

"OUTLAW"

Republic Studios netted the services of John II.
Auer, former RKO producer-director and John
Carroll, ex-MGM >tur, as they sign term contracts at the studio's North Hollywood quarters.
Top. Allen Wilson, vice-president in charge of
studio production; Auer, and Herbert 3. Yates,
Sr.. president of Republic Pictures Corp., seem
to enjoy the negotiations, and. immediately above.
Carroll's affixing his John Hancock does not produce any grrim visages, either.

r
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DELAYED

Decision on whether the New York State license for exhibition of "The Outlaw" will
be rescinded was left hanging for at least three weeks, following the hearings conducted
by Dr. Ward C. Bowen, acting director of the motion picture division cf the Department
of Education. United Artists' appeal from the N. Y. State Supreme Court denial of its
the Gotham, Rialto and Republic theatres in New York to fulfill conto forcompel
action tracts
exhibition
of the film was set for November 22 in the Appelate Division.
Although the question of unauthorized censorship was hardly detailed at the hearings, this was the principal topic of concern in the industry. It was reported that several distribution companies are considering filing briefs as amicus curiae on the grounds
that action of the city's License Commissioner- Ben Fielding and Police Commissioner
in threatening revocation of the theatres' licenses if they show the picture was a course
distributors'
to the
a deterrent
However,
to all
a danger
action constituting
of
Picture
Motion
of the
are members
since they
thatproduct.
the fact
action was
contemplated
Association, which has withdrawn its seal of approval from "The Outlaw," it would
hardly be compatible for them to enter- litigation which has as its objective the vindication of the picture to permit its exhibition.
However-, no such bar applied to municipal officials and evidence was city councilman Eugene P. Connolly's blast at Fielding's restrictive action. In a letter- to the
License Commissioner-, Connolly said Fielding and Police Commission Wallander were
seeking to intimidate theatre owners against showing the film because of their uncertainty that a penal conviction could be obtained, and that, therefore, the case involved
a clear instance of arbitrary censorship. He added that the action, which is tantamount to overruling the State Board of Regents which issued the license, if successful,
would "establish a precedent whereby the community would be subjected to the
prejudices, whims or code of morals
license
commissioners."
* of succeeding
*
*

JULES BRULATOUR

DIES AT 76

Jules E. Brulatour, 76, president of J. E. Brulatour, Inc., and distributor of Eastman
motion ofpicture
died on October- 26 at Mount Sinai Hospital in New York after an
illness
severalfilm,
weeks.
The veteran film man was one of the organizers and first president of Universal
Film Company and in 1912 became U. S. distributer of motion picture film for Easttories.man Kodak. His interests included several producing companies as well as film laboraTop executives of every branch of the industry attended the services which were
held October- 29 at the St. Ignatius Loyola Church to pay their last respects to one of
the earliest pioneers in motion pictures.
*
*
*

URGES

SURVEY

COOPERATION

In a bulletin issued by Pete Wood, ITO of Ohio secretary, he urged exhibitors to
comply with the Jonhstcn Office request for- information for the purpose of compiling
statistics regarding motion picture theatres in the U. S. and cited the opinion of
national Allied's general counsel A. F. Myers who feels that exhibitors have nothing
to fear from this survey and feels that the information "might be very valuable in
legislative work."
Myers further added, "All who have engaged in legislative work know that the
motion picture industry is singularly deficient in the matter of statistical
information.
The job of collecting and compiling it on a national scale is so gigantic and expensive
that I doubt if it could have been handled by any exhibitor association. It does not
seem to me that any of the information called for by the form is in any degree confidential, or is not known to the distributors — unless it is the question as to the number of employees."
The ITO bulletin warned against certain exhibitors' comment that if the government reduces the Federal Admissions Tax to ten per cent, they will retain the reduction by increasing their "established price." He called this contemplated procedur "unhealthy and objectionable" and conducive to a quick re-enactment of the higherlevy or an increase in the state tax. Wood recommended,
feel that thej
are entitled to higher admissions, make this adjustment now"Ifor exhibitors
in the near future, and
thus be in the position of passing on to their patrons any reduction in the federal tax."
*
*
*

NEW
20TH

DECISION

CHICAGO

UNION

FOR THEATRE

WORKERS

An agreement under which unorganized Chicago theatre employes will be enrolled
m a new AFL unron was reached last weekend at a conference of union officials and
theatre representatives, and the new local was designated B-46, AFL. Eugene Atkinson, head of the Chicago Operators Union and Richard F. Walsh, IATSE head who
came to Chicago from New York to attend the meeting, said one of the mam griev
ances of the workers was existence of a company union in some of the theatres
and
that 15 employes had been discharged in one of the theatres because they had
joined
Local 46 The theatres agreed to make no more dismissals because
of union affiliation, Atkrnson reported.
Potential salaries under the union schedule were listed as 65 cents to $1
for candy girls $1.75 to $2.75 for chasiers, and $1.50 to $2.50 for doormen. Ushersan hour
would
get a 65-cent minimum.
Although union officials denied that a wave of sound failure in several
theatres was
completely unrelated to negotiations and denied any knowledge
of the source of The
sound stoppages, ,t was expected that such "accidents" would now
no longer occur
The mysterious sound failures which lasted for 15 minutes one
27
and BaJaban & Katx theatres and two Warner Houses resulted evening in all Essaness
in sevefa pa rons wa
mg out during the "sound strike," receiving ticket refunds on
the way out
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A Producer And An Exhibitor
Eye To Eye on the Question Of

VALUE
OF
MEAT AND POTATOES
PICTURES
Some Interesting Correspondence from Republic's
President Yates and a Common Sense Exhibitor
Page Three

\eviews of the New Films
'THE RAZORS

EDGE' ZANUCK

'TILL THE CLOUDS

GETS 'E' FOR EFFORT; FILM DISAPPOINTING

ROLL BY' BIG STAR-PACKED

SONG-FILLED

'THE PERFECT MARRIAGE'

SPOTTY ENTERTAINMENT

'THE STRANGE

FASCINATING

'MY BROTHER
'CROSS

WOMAN'

STORY

TALKS TO HORSES' COMEDY

MY HEART' SLAPSTICK
And

FARCE

MUSICAL

HAS SELLING ANGLES

OF A RUTHLESS

BEAUTY

WILL PAY OFF AT BIG ODDS!

IS STRICTLY FOR HUTTON

Others, Pages 4 - 8

FANS

M-G-M

BERGMAN
New

AND

NEWS!

IS GOOD

NEWS
BOB

SET

NEW

CAPITOL

all-time Sunday record at Capitol, N. Y. where Ingrid Bergman

RECORD!

and Robert Montgomery

are

spellbinding tbe crowds with "Rage In Heaven." First time in history that a Reprint plays M-G-M's
Ace house. Packing them in everywhere!

RUNAWAY
"Gallant
Bess" continues
to pay oft at every
Action-Cinecolor!
A top audience show!

STARS

HORSE!

gate!

OVER

Big

opportunity

MUSIC

for

showmanship!

Filmed

in

HALL!

Naturally it is M-G-M which has captured the bighly valued Christmas - New Year's boohing at Radio
City Music Hall. "Till The Clouds Roll By" Technicolor Musical of Jerome Kern's life and songs is a
Big Show tor a big Showshop. 13 Top Stars, 13 Top Featured Players, 26 Songs and Numbers!
Something to look forward to.

"THE

YEARLING'

WORLD

PREMIERE!

M-G-M wifl shortly make announcement of the most important World Premiere in years. No picture
in recent film history has had such advance praise. It has already been selected as their Prize Picture
by Louella Parsons in Cosmopolitan, Thornton Delehanty in Redbook, Jack Moffitt in Esquire,
Dorothy Kilgallen in Modern Screen and more every day.

VAN

DOES

IT AGAIN!

"No Leave, No Love" is delighting every Van-Ian from Coast to Coast. Van Johnson adds another gay
musical hit to "Thrill Of A Romance" and "Easv To Wed."

REMINDER

FOR

FUTURE!

THE

This week we screened an amazing attraction "Lady In The Lake." It reveals a unique technique in
screen story-telling, the most startling innovation since talking pictures began! } Ol1 are co-starred
in the picture with Robert Montgomery
suspenseful, daring, revolutionary!

YOU

CAN

The Big Ones Come From
M-G-M.
M-G-M. Ditto! Ditto! Ditto!

SAY
The

and a sterling cast. You'll see what we mean!

It's powerful,

CA*

IT AGAIN
Big Ones

Come

AND
From

AGAIN!

M-G-M.

The

Bi£ Ones Come

From

EYE

EDITO 1

It was
desk on the
a producer
issue of film

I noted with much
Film Bulletin.
25, 1946

America* jfndepeH^ent
tflcticH Picture Journal
Tage

a coincidence that the following two letters reached the Editor's
same day, but even stranger was the fact that the contents found
and an independent
exhibitor seeing eye to eye on the explosive
prices.

*

*

*

Dear Sir:

November

Vol. 14, No. 24

TO EYE

interest your editorial in the November

Nth

issue of

Perhaps you would like to hear the other side of the story, without Drejudice. During the past five years the thousands of subsequent-run exhibitors,
the common man of the motion picture industry as you refer to them, have
been unwilling to meet the advancing costs of B product and low cost westerns.
As far as Republic is concerned, costs during the oast fi«e years have risen
approximately 85%, whereas 70% of the indeoendent exhibitors in the group
you refer to gave no increase in rentals, while the other 30% gave an increase
averaging
I0 % .
I do agree with you that the B product situation, as well as low cost westerns, is unhealthy, but for an entirely different reason than stated in your editorial. That reason, as stated above, is that independent exhibitors have
refused to meet the higher increased costs of production prevailing during the
past five years.
Should you like to review the records showing this result, that is, as far as
Republic is concerned, I would willingly show you these records.
With warm
personal regards,
Sincerely,

Three

HERBERT

J. YATES,

President,

Republic

SR.
Pictures.

Dear Sir:
In your last issue of Film Bulletin, you editorialized on the so-called "Meat
and Potatoes" pictures upon which most smaller exhibitors rely for their Drofi + s.
I thought your comments were the soundest kind of common sense and I would
like to express my personal views on some of the points you raised.
I wonder if you realize just how serious the product situation has become
for exhibitors like mvself, in comnetitive situations, durinq the last two or three
years. With most of the major film companies deliverinq only about 20 or 25
pictures a year and demandina top Dercentaqe or outright terms on about half
of them, we haven't gotten a fair share of the Drosoeritv this industry has had
during the war years. The toughest part of this situation is the fact that the
film men are usinq first-run grosses as the criterion on business generally and
that is not a fair measurinq rod, because, as your editorial points out, the war
prosoerity swelled first-run business far above its normal, proportion to subsequent-run business.
. .. . ..... .- i * . . .,
What is a sound solution for these
problems facing the average
sub-run
theatre owner?
Personally. I think there is no better course for us to foflow'^
today
than
to give
our fullest
support
to companies
like
Republic
and.
Monoqram.
. ... ., ,
...
-:./;•■
n
Take Reoublic, for instance. Here is a< comrxany that has been impo-oving:
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its product steadily ever since they started producing. ' That studio has been
makinq the best westerns for years and their Drogram pictures are at least as

$3.00

Europe,

qood as Columbia's or Universal's. On top of that, Republic has been turning
out some damn good features that might not match Metro's deluxe specials,
but certainly compare favorably as business-getters with the better pictures
from other majors.
It burns me up when I hear some exhibitors squawk because the
salesman asks a few dollars more for his product. Here is an outfit
really provide some competition for the majors, and, certainly, their
production have gone up, yet lots of exhibitors seem to want to hold

Republic
that can
costs of
the com-

Dany down because they don't want it to get ideas like the majors. That
doesn't make sense to me.
If the rank and file theatre owners are going to get any relief from the
product shortage and from the high-handed tactics of the majors, they should
bend backqrounds to encourage and boost Republic, as well as Monogram and
any other independent companies, by paying more for pictures that deserve
more.

In the United
$5.00.

TWO

YEARS.

$5 00 In the United States; Canada. $7.50;

Europe.

$9.00.

My

advice to my fellow exhibitors is simply
dependent companies and you'll live longer in this
If you should print this letter, you may use
prefer to remain anonymous.
Very

*

*

this: "Play ball with the inbusiness."
my name, although I would

*

truly yours.

Our correspondent's preference to remain anonymous will be respected.
His advice is heartily recommended to our exhibitor readers.

'

20th CENTURY-FOX
'THE RAZORS

... 1 December

Release

EDGE' ZANUCK houses
GETS E FOR EFFORT, BUT PICTURE IS DISAPPOINTING

Rates • • • on star value; less in action
20th Century-Fox
1 1(> minutes
Tyrone Power, Gene Tierney, John Payne,
Anne Baxter, Clifton Webb, Herbert Marshall, Lucile Watson, Frank Latimore, Elsa
Lanchester, Fritz Kortner, John Wangraf,
Cecil Humphreys, Harry Pileer, Cobina
Wright, Sr., Albert Petit, Andre Chariot,
Directed by Edmund Goulding.
After almost two years of preparation and
filming, Somerset Maugham's best-selling
novel, "The Razor's Edge," finally reaches
the screen as a multi-starred, lavishly-produced film which has an unusual theme, fascinating characters and several scenes of
great dramatic power. Producer Darryl
Zanuck gets E for effort, but the over-all
effect is disappointing, chiefly because the
long-winded and confusing plot development frequently obscures its central theme
of mysticism and faith. However, 20th
Century-Fox's tremendous ballyhoo has presold the picture to millions and, with Tyrone
Power returning to the screen to head its
impressive star line-up, it should be a boxoffice smash in first-runs and do better-thanaverage bus:ness in all except action houses,
where it will be weak. Lamar Trotti's
screenplay follows the book -- almost too
faithfully — as in the colorful minor characters and lesrer incidents which are graphically shown, even if they have little bearing
on Larrv DarreH's search for his soul and
delay the progress of the romantic story,
the part most interesting to the average
picture patron. Naturally, the coarse language and some of the more sordid episodes
have been omitted but Edmund Goulding
must
be commended
for his fine attention

to detail, his authentic backgrounds and his
masterly direction of most of the players
who make Maugham's characters spring
vividly to life. The story covers the period
between World War I and the depression
years and the rapidly shifting scenes are
laid in Chicago, Paris, the Riviera and the
Himalayan Mountains of India. As in the
book, the author is a spectator who occasionally takes part in the dramatic action
and whose narration covers story gaps and
time lapses. Alfred Newman's musical score
is The
supei-b.
voice of Somerset Maugham (Herbert
Marshall) introduces the audience to Larry
Darrell (Tyrone Power), a World War I
flyer who is engaged to Gene Tierney, a Chicago heiress, despite the disapproval of her
snobbish uncle, Clifton Webb. Both Webb
and Miss Tierney are worried at Power's disinclination todo anything but loaf but. when
he announces he will go to Paris to resolve
his spiritual unrest, she agrees to wait for
him. A year later. Power, having resisted
all Webb's efforts to introduce him to society, is living in poverty in Paris when Miss
Tierney arrives and again attempts to persuade him to settle down. After a round of
night spots and a farewell love scene, Power
leaves and, several years later, Miss Tierney
marries John Payne. In 1925. Power is working in a French coal mint when he learns
about a Hindu mystic and he travels to the
Himalayas where he discovers the meaning
of God. In 1931, Power again meets Miss
Tierney in Paris where she and her husband are living with Webb. Although Miss
Tierney tries to re-kindle the flame of their
love, they have a chance meeting with Anne
Baxter, a former school chum who has become a drunken prostitute since the death

M-G-M

That this brilliantly-Technicolored, starstudded, over-stuffed musical cavalcade will
be strong box-office fare is a foregone conclusion— but it is spotty entertainment,
often dull to watch. With a name line-up
ranging from Van Johnson and Frank
Sinatra, two of the biggest marquee draws
today, down to the lesser M-G-M- stars, plus
those lilting Jerome Kern melodies to add
nostalgic appeal, "Till the Clouds Roll By"
has the ingredients to attract countless
moviegoers — many of whom will be dis: ppointed. No less than 22 of Kern's song hits
."iv heard in this two-hour film biography
and most of them are sung by outstanding
personalities against elaborate production
backgrounds. Starting with a 15-minute
tabloid version of "Showboat" which, incidentally, makes a fine trailer for M-G-M's
eventual picturization of this current Broadway revival, the picture flashes back to the

gives a truly sensitive portrayal of the disillusioned Sophie, and Clifton Webb, who is
brilliantly cast as the snobbish Elliott Templeton whose acidulous comments and conceited mannerisms furnish most of the film's
lighter moments. Miss Baxter's hysterical
grief in the hospital scene and her hopeless
attempt to resist the temptation of drink
and Webb's deathbed scene are the memorable moments in this over-long picture. John
Payne, who plays Gray Maturin and Herbert
Marshall, as Maugham, are the least convincing of the six stars but Fritz Kortner,
as an embittered miner. Cecil Humphrey as
a holy man, and Elsa Lanchester. as a
kittenish social secretary, contribute fine
bits -- the last named giving the lagging
film a much-needed lift in its last minutes.
LEYENDECKER.

... 3 Not Set

'TILL
CLOUDS ROLL BY' STAR-PACKED
•
Rat< • THE
on name value
M-G-M
120 minutes
June Allyson, Lucille Bremer, Judy Garland,
Kathryn Grayson, Van Heflin, Lena Home,
Van Johnson, Tony Martin, Dinah Shore,
Frank Sinatra, Robert Walker and Dorothy
Patrick, Virginia O'Brien, Ray McDonald,
Mary Nash, Harry Hayden, Gower Champion, Joan Wells, Russell Hicks, Rex Evans,
Cyd Charisse, Ray Teal, Byron Foulger,
Directed by Richard Whorf.

of her husband and baby, and Power determines to save her. The news of Power's
impending marriage to Miss Baxter causes
Miss Tierney to deliberately lead her back
to the drink she promised Power to abstain
from. Miss Baxter disappears and Power
later finds her murdered. Finding Webb
hopelessly ill, Power does a kind deed which
makes him die happy. And Power, realizing that Miss Tierney plotted Miss Baxter's
second downfall, leaves her forever and returns to America on a tanker — where he
hopes to again find real contentment.
Tyrone Power gives a sincere and occasionally notable portrayal of the strange,
restless, unromantic Larry Darrell who is
most intent on finding peace of mind and
Gene Tierney is most effectice when displaying the vicious side of Isabel, the girl
who loves him but resents his essential
goodness. However, the outstanding performances are those of Anne Baxter, who

SONG-FILLED

start of Kern's musical career — one which
embodies a pallid romance and has few
dramatic highlights. While Director Richard
Whorf fails to stir up audience interest in
Kern's monotonously-successful life, the
composer's many song hits present a dazzling array of tuneful moments. Following
"Ka-Lu-A," Kem's first hit. came "They
Didn't Believe Me," with Dinah Shore portraying Julia Sanderson; the title tune
delightfully sung and danced by June
Allyson and Ray McDonald; Judy Garland
(as Marilyn Miller) warbling "Who" and
"Look for the Silver Lining" in a glorified
version of "Sunny" and the eye-arresting
Hollywood finale which has Tony Martin,
Lena Home, Miss Shore and others singing
"Smoke Gets In Your Eyes," "All The
Things You Are," "Why Was I Born?" and,
to top it all, Frank Sinatra closing the picture reprising "OT Man River." However,
the high spot of the entire film — and one
which received spontaneous applause from
the preview audience — was Van Johnson's
sly mugging and surprisingly effective hoofing with Lucille Bremer to "I Won't Dance."
While this may be the least exciting of the
many composer cavalcades, it has something for every type of patron and enough
star power to make it one of the season's
top grossers.
Following the successful Broadway debut
of Ziegfeld's "Showboat," for which he
wrote
the
score,
Jerome
Kern
(Robert

MUSICAL
Walker) reflects on his career which started
when he met Van Heflin, a music arranger
who was instrumental in introducing him
to Charles Frohman. Because the latter was
convinced that musical numbers for his
Broadway productions must be imported
from abroad. Kern goes to London where he
writes songs for a show. In England, he
meets his bride-to-be, Dorothy Patrick and.
after he scores a hit with his first Broadway
show, Kern brings her to America. Inspired
by his wife and by Heflin, Kern writes the
music for a succession of Broadway hits.
When Heflin's daughter, Lucille Bremer,
grows up, she is spoiled and selfish and
insists on a career in the theatre. Furious
because Kern permits Marilyn Miller to sing
"Who," which he had promised to let her
sing. Miss Bremer disappears. Months later,
after Heflin dies, Kern finds Miss Bremer
working in a Memphis nightclub and she
admits she has learned her lesson and
intends
to make
good on her own.
Because Robert Walker never completely
sumerges his familiar shy personality, he
seems little more than adequate as Kern.
Dorothy Patrick is sweet and sympathetic
as Mrs. Kern and Van Heflin does a fine
acting job as his arranger and confidante.
Lucille Bremer is effective as the letter's
spoiled young daughter and Joan Wells is
captivating
in the early sequences.
DENLEY
FILM

B l I. LET]

N

MY BROTHER

TALKS TO HORSES' WILL PA? OFF AT BIG ODDS!

Rates • • • generally

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
93 minutes
"Butch"
Jenkins, Peter Lawford,
Beverly
Tyler,
Edward
Arnold,
Charlie
Buggies,
Spring
Byington,
O. Z. Whitehead,
Paul
Langton,
Ernest Whitman,
Irving Bacon,
Lillian
Yarbo,
Howard
Freeman,
Harry
Kay den.
Directed by Fred Zinnemann.
"My Brother Talks to Horses" is a warm,
delightful comedy, tinged with a mystical
excitement that sets it apart and above the
usual horse-boy story and will undoubtedly
set word-of-mouth buzzing for happy boxoffice returns. And we have no doubt also
that the long but tricky title will become
the object of radio quips, thereby making
it a household word long before the picture
hits the neighborhoods. Director Fred Zinnemann has taken a good screen play and
developed it into a masterful film by making
even bits memorable. There is a Saroyanesque quality about the characters and dialogue created by Morton Thompson that
makes this more suitable for adults than

'THE
Rates

MIGHTY
McGURK"
generally

youngsters and the racetrack sequences are
"Butch" Jenfilmed.
as exciting
kins is ideal asas any
the yet
homely,
lovable lad who
can communicate with horses and the rest
of the cast are also, without exception,
excelently placed and paced by Mr. Zinnemann. Spring Byington's characterization of
the slightly pixilated mother imbued with
the Yoga spirit; O. Z. Whitehead's shy,
eccentric inventor whose dream is to invent
an edible beer bottle — "eat a little, drink a
little", he murmurs soulfully; Lillian Yarbo
as the skittish maid, Psyche — pronounced
Charlie Ruggles'
obvious —effect;
with gambler
Pishy
race-track
all are gems skillfully
cut by director Zinnemann to add sparkle.
Peter Lawford and Beverly Tyler are just
right in the romantic roles, rounding out the
neatly selected cast. Essentially, however, it
is "Butch's" picture. He is as natural as
they come and almost makes you believe
he is talking to the beautiful animals that
advantage. Harold Rosson's
appear to such
photography
makes the most of every scene,
reaching rare heights at times. "My Brother
Talks to Horses" can look forward to good
grosses in every type of house and where
exploited, boxoffice music will be sweet
indeed.

TYPICAL WALLACE

M-G-M
85 minutes
Wallace
Beery,
Dean
Stockwell, Edward
Arnold, Aline MacMahon, Cameron Mitchell,
Dorothy
Patrick, Aubrey
Mather,
Directed by John Waters.
Wallace Beery repeats his soft-hearted,
sentimental braggart characterization in
"The Mighty McGurk", a hokum-filled
period comedy. With Beery's faithful following and Dean ("The Green Years") Stockwell to attract the women, this should do
above-average business generally and may
score heavily in naborhood spots. Beery, who
is back in the colorful 1900's settings of one
of his greatest hits, "The Bowery," plays a
blustering ex-champ, who accidentally finds
himself playing father to a serious orphan
lad, in his familiar broad comedy style.
Beery, who murders the King's English, and
Stockwell, with his precise pronunciation, are
neatly contrasted to get a goodly amount of
laughs, as well as a few tears from the more

BEERY HOKUM

tender-hearted patrons. While the story
follows the standard pattern for these Beery
starrers, even to his sharp-tongued, middleaged romantic interest, it has many exciting
moments including a ijang-up street brawl
to make a rousing climax. Young Stockwell's grave and appealing portrayal will
win him many new fans and Edward Arnold
is well cast as the flashily-dressed saloonkeeper who aims to run the Salvation Army
out of the Bowery. As Beery's vis-a-vis,
Aline MacMahon is less raucous than Marjorie Main — and a better actress.
Wallace Beery, an ex-championship fighter
turned into a bragging, beer-swilling bum,
is being paid a small salary by Edward
Arnold to be the troubleshooter of the latter's
Bowery dive. Sent to meet Arnold's daughter, Dorothy Patrick, on her return from
England, Beery encounters Dean Stockwell,
a young English orphan, and he promises to
take the lad to his uncle in New York. When
Dean deliberately loses his identification tag,
Beery is forced to take him home and the
lad soon
becomes
his adoring
shadow.

In Baltimore in the year 1909, young
Butch Jenkins suddenly discovers that he
can talk to horses, and is overjoyed that
he can talk with his beloved "The Bart"
Arnold's
Edward
race-hoesrsehisinbrother
an aging
, Peter LawHe convinc
.-table.
developof
dreams
ford a bank clerk with
ing his crystal set invention, of his strange
ability when he talks to the horses at the
"The
winner.
every ng
and then incalls
race track
race and
a claimi
is entered
Bart"
that Butch will be brokenLawford, fearingloses
"The Bart" puts in a
hearted if he
claim for him, although he has to borrow the
money to cover. Just as the horse is forging
to the front, he falls, breaks a leg and has
to be shot. Butch falls ill from shock and
when he recovers and is at the race track
for the Preakness, finds that he has lost
his ability to communicate with horses. With
youngster's earlierhispredicbets riding on the shot
horse
would win,
tion that a long
comes through in a thrilling finish that
enables Lawford to square his debt. And
he can
Butch, past the golden stage where that
he
ly realizes
sudden
horses,
talk torather
talk to girls.
would

FOR FAMILY TRADE

BARN

Arnold who has been promised a huge new
saloon if he takes over the Salvation Army
headquarters, orders Beery to start a not,
despite the fact that his friend, Cameron
Mitchell, is the Army captain and is in love
with Miss Patrick. Meanwhile, Beery finds
Stockwell's uncle but is disappointed when
the latter doesn't want the kid. To keep
Dean Beery is forced to join the Salvation
furious. When
Army and this makes Arnold
Dean overhears Beery remark that he wants
nothing to do with the kid, he runs away
Alme
and, later, the pawnshop proprietress, years,
MacMahon, who has loved Beery for
also quarrels with him. Ordered to break up
the Salvation Army headquarters, Beery
refuses and is exposed as a phoney champ
by Arnold. When Arnold's hired thugs start
a riot at the Army, Beery pitches in to help
Mitchell and the two 'are winning when
police arrive. When Dean is found, Beery
decides to adopt him and Miss MacMahon
gives him a loan so that they can finally
get married.
LEYENDECKER

RKO RADIO ... 1 in Second Block (Total 5]
'DICK TRACY

VS. CUEBALL' EXCITING
ACTON
hoises: good dual ler elsewhere

Rates • • -(- in acMon

RKO Radio
62 minutes
Morgan Conway, Anne Jeffrys, Lyle Latell,
Rita Corday, Ian Keith, Douglas Walton,
Dick Wessel, Esther Howard, Joseph Crehan,
Byron Foulger, Jimmy Crane, Milton Parsons, Skelton Kn^ggs, Jason Robards.
Directed by Gordon M. Douglas.
An exciting programmer replete with murder, mayhem and villainy of assorted kinds,
"Dick Tracy Vs. Cueball" is action fare at
its best. With Morgan Conway and Anne
Jeffrys repeating their capable portrayals
of Dick Tracy and Tess Trueheart, plus
several of the more grotesque characters
from Chester Goulds's widely-syndicated and
tremendously-popular comic strip, this should
gross strongly in action houses and make
an above-average
supporting dualler in all
NOVEMBER

25,

1946

FARE

except first-runs. It's sure-fire wherever the
youngsters and thrill-hungry males abound.
Second in RKO's "Dick Tracy" series, this
is even better than the first, which also
started fast, kept to a bang-up pace and
finished with a rousing chase and gun battle
in true melodramatic fashion. While most
of the characters necessarily are cut along
exaggerated comic strip lines, Director
Gordon M. Douglas has given the heroic
ones many human traits, but no sympathy
is wasted on the double-dyed villains. One
new character, Cueball, is a frightening
figure and Dick Wessel, who plays this
bald-headed strangler, resists the temptation to over-act. At the same time, Ian
Keith is amusingly hammy in the burlesqued
part of Vitamin Flintheart, an aging thespian.
A representative of a jewel company is
robbed of $300,000 worth of diamonds by
Dick Wessel, a bald-headed
strangler who

has been promised S10 000 for the job by a
trio of crooks headed by Rita Corday, secretary in the jewel concern. Dick Tracy, who
is summoned on the case while in the midst
of Tess Trueheart's birthday party for him.
believes it to be an inside job. Knowing that
the "hot" diamonds are worth more than
the price agreed upon. Wessel takes refuge
with an old hag, Esther Howard, and when
she tries ■ to steal the gems, he strangles
her. After still another strangling takes
place, Tracy deduces that the murder weapon was a leather strap made in a prison
from which Wessel was recently released.
Tracy uses Tess Trueheart to help him trap
Miss Corday and her confederates but
Wessel escapes taking Tess with him. Tracy
catches up with Wessel just as he is about
to strangle Tess. Tracy recovers the diamonds and pursues Wessel across the railroad yards where the strangler is killed
heneath a freight train.
YORK

PARAMOUNT...

2 in First Block (Total 5)

'THE PERFECT MARRIAGE' SPOTTY
ENTERTAINMENT
action houses
Rates • • -{- on name

value, except in

Paramount
H7 minutes
Loretta Young, David Niven, Eddie Albert,
Charlie Ruggles, Virginia Field, Rita Johnson, Zasu Pitts, Nona Griffith, Nana Bryant,
Jerome Cowan, Louella Gear, Peter Haggerty.
Directed by Lewis Allen.
Hal Wallis, who has set an enviable standard in his previous films for Paramount,
has noticeably lowered his par in this
mediocre comedy-drama, blighted by an
indecisiveness in its subject treatment.
Ve collating between a serious treatise on
divorce and quasi-farcical romantic froufrou, "The Perfect Marriage" winds up
neither fish nor fowl. However, it has
exploitation angles that can be utilized to
garner above-average returns in all except
action houses, where it will be weak. Except
for a few bright directorial touches that

catch the spirit of the matrimonial spat,
Lewis Allen has failed to inject the spark
of reality into the production and without
it, this type of film falls flat on both its
faces Miss Young or Niven help the proceedins by ever being more than adequate
in their roles and Eddie Albert, as the suitor
who turns on his affection full force after
the lapse of a decade has a part that is
barely short of embarrassing. Nona Griffith,
as the child, has some precocious lines and
is responsible for a few heart-tugs and some
laughs are evoked by the feuding in-laws.
But, on the whole. "The Perfect Marriage"
emerges as neither solid humor nor solid
drama and what's left refuses to jell as solid
entertainment. The supporting cast is strong.
Returns will be spotty generally, varying
with the exploitation used, falling below par
in action spots.
On their tenth anniversary, despite their
"perfect marriage", Loretta Young and
David Niven
have a minor quarrel that

'CROSS MY HEART' FARCE ROMP
Rates • • -f- except in action houses

Paramount
83 minutes
Betty
Hutton,
Sonny
Tufts,
Michael
Chekhov,
Ruth Donnelly,
Rhys Williams,
Howard Freeman, Iris Adrian, Alan Bridge,
Lewis L. Russell, Jimmy Conlin, Ida Moore,
Frank
Faylen, Mae
Busch, Tom
Dugan,
Tom Fadden,
Directed by John Berry.
This highly-exaggerated farcical romp
is strictly for Betty Hutton fans, since it
permits the star to mug and fling herself
about the screen in the manner which has
won her a large following. It's broadly
played and completely implausible, but the
combined marquee strength of Miss Hutton
and Sonny Tufts will insure above-average
grosses, except in action houses. Naborhood
audiences will best appreciate its many slapstick moments. Dealing with a chronic liar
who even confesses to manslaughter to help
her lawyer-fiance's career, the picture is
made-to-order for the rambunctious Miss
Hutton whose acting is anything but subtle,

DECOY* STRONG, EXCITING MELODRAMA

This is a grim and realistic murder melodrama peopled with ruthless characters
lacking any redeeming traits, strong meat
for action enthusiasts. Although name value
is almost nil, Jean Gillie, the British actress
who gives an arresting portrayal of an unscrupulous, money-mad dame, will excite
comment and rates a selling campaign as
the female "Dillinger." However, the picture
is a bit too sordid for the family houses,
being unrelieved by either romance or
comedy. As the first producing effort of
Jack Bernhard and Bernard Brandt for
Monogram release, this melodrama loses
some suspense by being told in flashback
fashion, but the aveage patron is likely to

leads to plans for a divorce. The spat
involves their respective in-laws, who have
made no bones about their animosity to the
match, their jobs, whether they are really
"in love" (which is obvious to the audience
all along) and culminates in unity on only
one point — that they both love their nineyear old daughter, Nona Griffith. After
several attempts at reconciliation each foiled
by one or the other's touchiness, their
divorce plans become known and Eddie
Albert, an Army captain about to be discharged takes up his courtship with Young
where he left off ten years before, while
Niven makes advances to divorcee Virginia
Field. However, when the cozy foursome get
together in the Nivens' house and the
married couple hear the plans their intended
have for Nona and a discussion of the little
things they don't like about each other,
Young and Niven realize that they are
really in love.
BARN

FOR BETTY HUTTON

especially during the lengthy courtroom
sequence which amusingly burlesques a
murder trial. Although the prosecuting
attorney jumps up and down like a monkey
on a stick and the jurors are pictured as
sentimental nit-wits, these broadly-played
characters excite considerable merriment.
Miss Hutton shouts out five songs (two of
them during the murder trial, which gives
a rough idea of the film's absurdity), with
"Love Is the Darndest Thing" destined for
great airwaves popularity. Sonny Tufts
gives the most convincing performance as
the honest young attorney and Ruth Donnelly has her comedy innings as Miss
Hutton's exasperated mother. Michael Chekhov lets himself go with a ridiculously-childish portrayal and Rhys Williams and Howard Freeman over-act atrocioulsy under
John Berry's careless direction.
Betty Hutton ,a Showgirl and chronic liar,
is engaged to Sonny Tufts, an honest lawyer
who prefers to starve rather than take any
crooked
clients. When
Howard
Freeman,
a middle-aged wolf who had hired Betty

Rates • • -f- in action houses; less in fam ily spots

Monogram
7fi minutes
. .Jean Gillie, Edward Norris, Herbert Rudley, Sheldon Leonard. Robert Armstrong,
Marjorie Woodworth, Philip Van Zandt,
Ferris Taylor, William Ruhl, Carol Donne,
John Shay, Jody Gilbert, Donald Kerr,
Franco Corsaro, Harry Tyler.
Directed by Jack Bernhard

HAS SELLING ANGLES

FOR ACTION

bo held fascinated as the story pursues its
relentless, and somewhat unbelievable,
course of hate, revenge, cold-blooded murder,
and lust for money. It's unpleasant stuff,
but Bernhard has directed it effectively
With only the ending as a concession to the
"Crime Doesn't Pay" ruling. Miss Gillie, who
has that Lauren Bacall hard-boiled quality
is a stand-out and her slight British accent
is barely noticeable. Edward Norris, who is
excellent as Miss Gillie's partner-in-crime;
Herbert Rudley, who is less than adequate
as a susceptible young doctor, and Robert
Armstrong, as a murderer who is executed
and later brought back to life, are all dis
posed of by the money-loving moll leaving
only Sheldon Leonard, who does an expert
acting job as an inscrutable detective,
remaining among the principals. The others
are all bits. Production values are good
except for the outdoor photography which
is often so dark that spectators are unable
to watch the actors' movements.
After Jean Gillie is shot by Herbert Rudley, a fatally-wounded doctor, she tells Sheldon Leonard ,a detective, the story of how

secretary, is found murdered soon after she
refuses to respond to his advances, she
"confesses" to the crime in order that Tufts
can defend her in court. As the evidence of
her "guilt" piles up against her, Betty becomes scared and tells Tufts she didn't
murder Freeman. Tufts thinks she is merely
unnerved and refuses to believe her, but
when she gets so involved on the stand, he
finally realizes she has been lying all along.
Although he wins an acquittal for her, Tufts
cannot forgive her for committing perjury
and they break up. As a result of the publicity, Betty becomes a featured nightclub
singer but she isn't happy without Tufts.
When she accidentally learns that Michael
Chekhov, an eccentric actor, murdered Freeman for Tufts
refusing
to lettohim
"Hamlet,"
she gets
to come
him play
by pretending
she is in danger. Although he is almost
murdered in the attempt, Tufts finally gets
the truth from Chekhov and the police
arrives in time to rescue him after which
he is reunited with Betty.
3

LEYENDECKER

FANS
she caused the deaths of three men. Robert
Armstrong, her first boy friend, was captured and sentenced to death in the gas
chamber for killing the guard in a $400,000
bank robbery. By pretending love for
Edward Norris, a gangster, she gets him to
engineer the removal of Armstrong's body
immediately after gas was administered.
She then makes a play for Herbert Rudley,
the prison doctor, and gets him to admin
ister an antidote for cyanide gas poisoning
to Armstrong. When the latter is revived,
she manages to get his half of the map
showing the location of the money before
he is shot by the jealous Norris. Because
his doctor car plates will get him through
the police blockade, Norris and Miss Gillie
take him on their treasure hunt, En route,
Miss Gillie deliberately runs over Norris
because she wants all the money for herself. After Rudley digs up the money box,
she shoots him but the wouded man follows
her. As she finishes her story, Leonard opens
the box and finds only torn paper and a
single dollar bill.
YORK
FILM

BULLETIN

STRANGE
'THE
Rates • © ©

generally

WOMAN'

FASCINATING

STORY

OF A RUTHLESS

United Artists (Hunt Stromberg)
100 minutes
Hedy LaMarr, George Sanders, Louis Hayward, Hilary Brooke, Gene Lockhart, June
Storey, Rhys Williams, Dennis Hoey, Moroni
Olsen, Olive Blakeney, Alan Napier, Ian
Keith, Jessie Arnold, Francis Pierlot, Kathleen Lockhart, Jo Ann Marlowe.
Directed by Edgar Ulmer.

spectator's interest to the final tragic fadeout. That the latter portion of a long film
is less convincing is due to the unfortunate
casting of the suave George Sanders as a
shy lumberman, a role more suited to an
actor like Randolph Scott. Settings and
costumes of Bangor, Me. in the early 19th
Century are picturesque and authenticlooking and the musical score by Carmen
Dragon is a noteworthy one.

As the fascinating study of a beautiful,
albeit cold-blooded and designing, woman
who uses men to further her own ends,
"The Strange Woman" will exert a powerful
appeal, particularly for the feminine trade.
Hedy LaMarr, who looks ravishing in the
period gowns, will draw the males and a
strong supporting cast will insure aboveaverage grosses generally. From the bestselling novel by Ben Ames Williams (who
also wrote "Leave Her to Heaven") this is
a tale of lust, cruelty and greed and, as
such, is primarily adult entertainment. It's
red-blooded fare with many dramatic highlights, including several sordid or unpleasant
sequences, but as skilfully directed by
Edgar
Ulmer, it captures and holds the

In Bangor. Me. in 1820, Hedy LaMarr,
beautiful and wilful daughter of Dennis
Hoey, the town drunkard, is beaten by her
father and runs to the protection of Gene
Lockhart, the aged, wealthy store-keeper
who secretly covets her. After their marriage, Miss LaMarr cleverly covers up her
inherent cruel nature by a show of charity
and good works. When her step-son, Louis
Hayward, returns home, Miss LaMarr taunts
him into desiring her and even influences
him to cause an accident which results in
Lockhart's death by drowning. After accusing Hayward and turning him out of the
house. Miss LaMarr becomes mistress of a
large fortune and she proceeds to take
George Sanders, her lumber camp foreman,
away from his fiancee, Hilary Brooke, who

'SECRET OF THE WHISTLER'
Rates © • as dualler generally

Columbia
64 minutes
Richard Dix, Leslie Brooks, Michael Duane,
Mary Currier, Ray Walker, Mona
Barrie,
Charles Trowbridge, Claire DuBrey, Arthur
Space, Jack Davis, Barbara Wooddell.
Directed by George Sherman.
An interest-holding murder melordama,
slightly above the programmer level as
regards cast and production values. Richard
Dix's name and the popularity of the
"Whistler" radio series give this fair draw
for the action houses — or as a supporting
dualler in naborhoods' These "Whistler"
pictures, which are the best of Columbia's
several series based on air-waves programs,
invariably employ an out-of-the-ordinary
murder plot in which Justice triumphs in
an ironic fashion. Once again "The
Whistler" is merely a shadowy passer-by
who comments
on the weird case of an

ENGROSSING

MURDER

Columbia
69 minutes
Chester Morris, Trudy
Marshall, Richard
Lane, George E. Stone, Constance Dowling,
Frank Sully, Warren Ashe, Selmer Jackson,
Jessie Arnold.
Directed by D. Ross Lederman.
Still another program entry in one of
Columbia's "Boston Blackie and the Law"
is merely a variation of the out-worn "clever
Blackie-dumb cops" routine. This will get
by as a dualler in action or minor naborhood
houses. However, after eleven "Blackie" films
starring Morris, whatever color the original
sleuth character had has long since faded
and Columbia might as well drop the series.
This time the story makes use of Morris'
magicianship and sleight-of-hand tricks by
presenting him as a performer in the
Thanksgiving show at a women's penitentiary. After one of the inmates, a former
NOVEMBER

25,
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is also her best friend. Hayward tells
's true character
Sanders about Miss LaMarr
before hanging himself, despite this, the
his wife's sadistic
two are married. When itself,
Sanders leaves
nature begins to assert tries
to console him.
her and Miss Brooke
Consumed with jealousy when she sees
Sanders and Miss Brooke together, Miss
LaMarr tries to run them down with her
team of hordes. But the wheels of her carriage hit a log and Miss LaMarr is thrown
from the wrecked vehicle and killed.
Hedy LaMarr scores a triumph as a
heroine of the "Scartempestu
beautiful
— her best screen porbreedous
lett ,O'Hara"
trayal to date. Jo Ann Marlowe contributes
a fine bit a; the child heroine who establ^hei this re"f-willed character in the opening ■e-tucnce. Except for Sanders' inept performance, the other players are excellent,
, as the weaky LouisandHayward
especiall
Gene Lockhart, who is
willed step-son
outstanding as the wealthy covetous storekeeper. Hilary Brooke does well in a sympathetic role — for a change — and Moroni
Olsen, Olive Blakeney, Dennis Hoey and
Ian Keith, the latter as a fiery evangelist,
do first rate acting jobs.

LEYENDECKER

MYSTERY

artist who planned a model murder, but who
reckoned without his conscience. The picture starts off with a gruesome sequence
showing a woman buying her own tombstone and, except for a few loose ends at
the finale, George Sherman's direction maintains suspense throughout. The low-key
photography helps create a properly tragic
mood. Richard Dix gives a convincing performance in an unsympathetic part and
Mona Barrie, Ray Walker and Claire DuBrey are excellent in smaller roles, but it
is Mary Currier who contributes a standout characterization as the ailing wife.
Leslie Brooks is less credible as a calculating artists' model.
Richard Dix, an artist married to the
wealthy Mary Currier, who supports him,
becomes infatuated with Leslie Brooks, a
model. The ailing Miss Currier takes treatments from a famous specialist and, it is
only when sne recovers sufficiently to pay

'BOSTON
BLACKIE AND THE LAW' JUST ANOTHER
Rates
as dualler in action houses

BEAUTY

Di:: a surprise visit at his studio thp.t she
learns of his infidelity. The shock nearly
k:ll3 her, but later she openly accuses Dix
and threatens to strike his name from her
will. Sneaking into her bedroom while he
believes her to be asleep, Dix puts poison in
Miss Currier's medicine but she watches
him and notes the incident in her diary.
Miss Currier subseqeuntly dies of a heart
attack but Dix believes he killed her and
he has her body cremated. Dix marries Miss
Brooks but he is plagued by his guilty conscience and, when news of a similar murder breaks in the newspapers, he starts a
search for his wife's diary. When he finds it,
Dix is unaware that his new wife has torn
his
page.
the tell-tale
out
over toofthe
himLearning
to turn
intention
Dix strangles her and is then held
useless murder since the police found
was innocent of his first wife's death.

wife's
police,
for a
out he

DENLEY

ROUTINE SERIES ENTRY

magician's assistant, escapes prison, Blackie
is accused of being her accomplice, but, as
usual, he dons various disguises (easily
detected by the audience, if not by the dimwitted police) and proves himself a better
sleuth than Inspector Farraday. The picture
again stresses comedy rather |than the
mystery and the feeble laughs all stem from
slapstick antics or the stupidity of the lawenforcers. Chester Morris, as the roguish
"Blackie," George E. Stone, as the jittery
"Runt", and Richard Lane, as the loudshouting Farraday, give stock portrayals
and Trudy Marshall is good as the attractive
performer who finally reveals her true colors
as a scheming murderess and gives the
film a surprise finish.
Constance Dowling, an inmate at a women's penitentiary where Boston Blackie
(Chester Morris) is giving a magic show,
uses one of his trick devices to escape from
the prison. Although completely innocent,
Blackie is accused of being an accomplice by
his arch-enemy,
Inspector Farraday
(Rich-

ard Lane). To prove his innocence, Blackie
escapes from Lan's clutches and digs out
information that proves Miss Dowling was
formerly an assistant in Warren Ashe's
magic act and that both were involved in a
$100,000 robbery. Ashe, who was acquitted
while Miss Dowling was sent to prison, has
changed his professional name but is still
doing his old magic act with Trudy Marshall
as his new assistant. Blackie arranges to
impersonate Ashe, knowing that Miss Dowling will seek him out because of the $100,
000 which was never |recovered. While
Blackie is doing Ashe's act and Lane has
the theatre surrounded by police, the real
magician is murdered. Blackie again escapes
Lane's clutches and seeks out Miss Dowling
only
find latter
her dead
at Miss Marshall's
hands.to The
has arranged
to make
Blackie appear to be the killer but he uses
a ventriloquist trick to make her give herself away and confess the crimes to the
police.

DENLEY

■PLAINSMAN

AND THE LADY" BIG-SCALE WESTERN

HAS FORMULA

PLOT

Rates • • • for action spots; • • -j- as dualler elsewhere

Republic
87 minutes
William Elliott, Vera Ralston, Joseph
Schildkraut, Gail Patrick, Andy Clyde, Donald Barry, Raymond Walburn, Reinhold
Schunzel, Russell Hicks, Charles Judels,
William B. Davidson, Paul Hurst, Byron
Fculger, Jack Lambert, H.d Taliaferro,
Noble Johnson, Eva Puig, Grady Sutton,
Staurt Hamb5en, Henry Wills.
Directed by Joseph Kane.
Although it boasts a well-balanced cast
and fine production values, "Plainsman and
the Lady" rarely breaks the shackles of its
formula western plot. However, stressing
the above-average marquee draw will bring
good results in any dual situation and such
familiar cowboy stars at William (formerly
"Wild Bill") Elliott and Donald (formerly
"Red") Barry make it a strong bet for
western or action houses. The semi-historical theme dealing with the founding of the
Pony Express seemed like a natural for an
epic outdoor picture, but its characters are
stock figures who stay safely inside the
tried-and-true outlines of a conventional
western pattern. Although the elaborate
introductory scenes and stilted romantic
dialogue slow up the first 30 minutes, there
is excitement aplenty during the Indian up-

■LITTLE MISS BIG" TEAR-JERKER

rising and the trail-breaking first ride
between Sacremento, Calif, and St. Joseph,
Mo., the Pony Express terminals. Director
Joseph Kane puts considerable life into
these rousing adventure sequences but he
fails to make the drawing-room espisodes
ring true. Cutting some of this melodramatic
dead wood would vastly improve the picture's entertainment value. The outdoor
photography, especially the shots of the
rocky Arizona plains, is superb.
In 1859, Reinhold Schunzel, wealthy
banker of St. Joseph, Mo., and Russell
Hicks, a California Senator, announce the
formation of a new enterprise, the Pony
Express to carry fast mail between the two
states. Schunzel's second wife, Gail Patrick,
conspires with her lover, Joseph Schildkraut, owner of the Southern Stage Line, to
see that the Pony Express never gets
started. However, William Elliott, big time
gambler, meets Schunzel's daughter, Vera
Ralston, and he decides to join the express
company and hire riders to organize stations. Just before the Express line's opening
celebration, Schildkraut persuades Miss
Patrick to shock the ailing Schunzel with
news of her infidelity. As Schildkraut had
hoped, the shock proves fatal to Schunzel
and Miss Patrick, as chief heir, removes her
support from the express project. However,
Elliott announces the the Pony Express will

WILL GO

OVER

BIG WITH

go forward and he, himself, will see to it
swollen
that the courageous riders will cross
rivers and brave hostile Indians to get the
Although Schildkraut's henchthrough.
mail men
burn the express stations and make it
appear as if Indians are responsible, Elliott
Schildconvincss the friendly red men of
kraut's trickery. In the resultant battle.
Schildkraut and Miss Patrick are killed and
Elliott proves to Miss Ralston that the
Pony Express is a success.
William Elliott, who has vastly improved
as an actor since his "Red Ryder" western
days, is handsome, two-fisted and completely
convincing as Sam Cotton, the gambling
man who helps to found the Pony Express.
While Vera Ralston looks lovely in the
outfits
flowing period costumes, her riding
are more suited to a modern dude ranch
that to the rugged west of 1859 and she
gives an uninspired performance through
out. Joseph Schildkraut stands out among
the other name players for his suave portrayal of a double-crossing promotor. Gail
Patrick is attractive and capable as the
mercenary wife and Andy Clyde is amusing
as a likable old codger — so necessary to
every western film. Donald Barry gives such
a phony portrayal of a black-costumed killer
that his pseudo-toughness gets snickers
from average audiences.
DENLEY

FAMILY TRADE

Rates • • -j- as supporting dualler in fa mily houses

Universal
60 minutes
Beverly Simmons, Frank McHugh, Fay
Holden, Fred Brady, Dorothy Morris, Samuel S. Hinds, Milburn Stone, John Eldredge,
Arthur Loft, Dorothy Christy, Jeff York,
Houseley Stevenson, Peggy Webber, Jim
Nolan, Minerva Urecal.
Directed by Erie C. Kenton.
This unashamedly sentimental little programmer is aimed at family audiences who
will laugh, shed a few tears and best appreciate its heart-warming qualities. A New
York naborhood audience even applauded
when matters came out right at the climax.
More sophisticated patrons will label the
picture a tear-jerker, pure and simple. Because name value is weak, this will probably
be confined to the supporting spot, but it
will boost business
in any naborhood
or

rural spot. The story stresses the oft-repeated philosophy that "money doesn't bring
happiness" by showing how a rich old woman is declared insane by her grasping
relatives and eventually finds the love and
affection she had long missed from a poor
family unaware of her wealth. Little 7 yearold Beverly Simmons comes through with
a charming and natural performance and,
except for Frank McHugh's be-fuddled
barber who resorts to mugging to get laugh
results, the other characters behave like
genuine human beings instead of stock
Agues. Fay Holden, taking a vacation from
her Mrs. Hardy roles, does a fine acting job
as the crochety old dowager and Samuel S.
Hinds and Milburn Stone also do good work.
Fay Holden, the richest woman in the
world, is disgusted with her scheming relatives and finds her only joy in Aubrey, a
cocker spaniel she has named as her sole
heir, When
her conniving
nephew,
John

Eldredge, hears of this he institutes a sanity
hearing and has her committed to an
asylum from which she escapes by tying
bedsheets together. Miss Holden collapes at
the door of a barber shop owned by Frank
McHugh |whose two daughters, Dorothy
Morris and Beverly Simmons, take her in
and give her loving care without realizing
who she is. Meanwhile, Eldredge posts a
huge reward for information about his aunt
but it is only when her dog locates Miss
Holden that McHugh learns she is a wealthy
woman. They refuse to turn her over to
the police and they try to hide her until
Fred Brady, a budding lawyer engaged to
Miss Morris, can find a loophole in
Eldredge's sanity hearing. The police finally
find Miss Holden, but her lawyer and Brady
prove the sanity hearing was illegal and
she is freed. She then helps McHugh's entire family and finds that the greatest
happiness is in making others happy.

LEYENDECKER

THE BRUTE MAN' FOR THE HORROR
LOVERS
rhood duals

Rates © • in action spots; OK

tor nabo

PRC Pictures
58 minutes
Rondo
Hatton,
Tom
Neal, Jane
Adams,
Donald
MacBride,
Peter
Whitney,
Jan
Wiley, Fred
Coby,
Joseph
Crehan, John
GalLaudet, JanelLe Johnson,
Lorin
Baker.
Directed by Jean Yarbrough.
This is strictly for the horror fans who
will get some thrills from the stalkings and
murderous deeds of its psychopathic killer.
"The Brute Man" is Class C stuff as regards
acting and production, so its is understandable that Universal, which made it as the
second of its "Creeper" series early in 1946,
could not sell it as part of its current quality
program and made a deal with PRC for
distribution. Although name value is lacking, the title and the awesome face of the
8

late Rondo Hatton can be exploited in action
houses. While the picture has occasional
moments of suspense, the story is implausible and the dialogue is very much in the
melodramatic vein. Hatton's forbidding
£'Ppearance and hollow voice will elicit
shrieks from the lyoungsters, but a lesswooden performer might have created some
sympathy for the misshapen brute. Jane
Adams' portrayal of a blind pianist is an
appealing one. However the others are no
more than adequate and Donald MacBride's
blustering comedy is feeble stuff.
His face hideously disfigured by acid.
Rondo Hatton, ex-football hero, becomes
a psychopathic killer. Hiding from the police,
Hatton takes refuge in the apartment of
Jane Adams, a blind piano teacher who is
unaware that he is a ruthless murderer.
Anxious
to repay
Miss
Adams
for her

friendship by giving her money for an eye
operation, Hatton confronts Tom Neal, his
former college friend, and the latter's wife.
Jan Wiley, and blames them for the accident
that caused his disfigurement years before.
When Neal |tries to shoot him, Hatton
strangles him and steals Miss Wiley's jewels.
Miss Adams unwittingly accepts the jewels
to finance her operation but, when she tries
to sell them, the police are notified. The
girl is horrified when the police accuse her
of being "The Creeper's" accomplice, but
she refuses to betray him. However, when
the police spread the news that she has
told them of his whereabouts. Hatton determines to make her his next victim. When
Hatton arrives at her apartment and tries
to strangle Miss Adams, he is trapped by the
waiting detectives.
FILM
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Roll or HO

o all those who have made Warner Bros.

Pi

THE WORLD'S MOST
HONORED
STUDIOS:
C ITATIONS have come to your studios in many forms and many
languages. Governments and peoples, religious and educational leaders,
civic groups and press associations, military organizations and patriotic
societies have saluted you. The honors they have bestowed represent
the appreciation of a world-wide cross section of democracy. Time and
again your contributions to a decent civilization and the cause of human
dignity have been recognized.
These citations have been gratefully accepted by us. We

are

proud of them and of what they represent in terms of your courageous
vision, professional integrity and creative skill. They are striking evidence that motion pictures are built of more than celluloid and scenery.
Our industry, above any other, is founded on human values and is
fostered by the idealism of the men and women in it. Each
award that comes to our company is gratifying proof of your
continuing devotion to the principles of the free screen.
Pride in your accomplishments is matched by our confidence in your future achievements. We know that you will
continue to serve the great motion picture public above and
beyond the call of superior entertainment.
Our personal thanks toSincerely,
each of you.
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IN THF HOUR Of PfRIL
WARNER BROTHERS
PICTURES LIMITED
IARNFD TH1 GRATITUDE
Of THF BRITISH NATIONS
SUSS WINING THf VALOUR Of
THF ROYAL AIR fORO
AND FORTIFYING THI CAUSE
Of
fRfEDOM
m THf GIFT i ft
SPITFIRE AIRCRAFT
ill mount up with wings as es
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ARTIFICIAL

SHORTAGE

CHARGED

BY ALLIED

Charges that the major distributors are deliberately withholding product from
exhibitors to create an artificial shortage designed to increase prices for their films
wore made at two important exhibitor meetings last fortnight, coincident with National Allied's campaign to bring the matter directly to the public. The resolutions
were passed at confabs held by Allied Theatres of Michigan, meeting in Detroit for its
27th Annual Convention, and in the mid-year convention of North Central Allied in
Minneapolis, where 200 exhibitors voted to join the National Allied body as an affiliate.
Michigan Allied's meeting was highlighted by addresses by A. F. Myers, general
counsel and board chairman of the national organization, and H. M. Richey, M-G-M
director of exhibitor relations. Myers predicted that auction selling would never be put
into operation because, he felt sure, it would not "pass master in the Supreme Court"
when the inevitable appeal is made in that Tribunal. Myers also took to task President Truman and Congress for failing officially to declare an end to the war period
so that the present emergency 20 per cent increase on admission taxes could be abolished by Congress.
ATA Tax Efforts Decried
Myers' attack also took in, indirectly, the American Theatres Association for its
attempts to gain repeal of the admissions tax "by direct action." He claimed that
the activity of such a group, "composed of and financed by the great chains" with a
$250,000 budget, "will drive from the Congressmen's minds the recollection of the
modest, home-owned neighborhood and email-town theatres with which he is familiar,
and supplant it with visions of the great chain-operated metropolitan first-runs, which,
on the basis of their financial statements, have small claim to the sympathy of tax

Heading the new United World Films. Universale subsidiary for handling: all sub-standard
product, are Col. James M. Franey (upper right),
president; E. L. McEvoy (upper left) and William F. Kruse (lower left), vice-presidents, and
Matthew Fox (lower right) chairman of the
board.

William E. Danziger, newly-appointed advertising and publicity director for the J. Arthur
Kank
division of Universal.

collectors."
Richey's address stressed the danger of governmental film controls, alleging that
there can be no permanent benefit to exhibitor, producer, or distributor, from controls
whicl are imposed on the industry by legislation or court action. He referred to the
anti-trust suit action, noting, "You can't legislate success in the film industry, nor
can you create a box office attraction by an act of Congress." Citing the proposed
ban on road showing, Richey charged that it would inevitably reduce the quality of
production.
Prepares Press Stories
National Allied's belief that the artifically created product shortage will soon
force closing of theatres was evidenced by a series of prepared press stories distributed
to its membership for use if and when those theatres would close because of the
shortage. Typical of the stories is this: "Withholding the release of new motion picture features completed and ready for exhibition by the distributors of most Hollywood product has caused the management of the. . .theatre to close the theatre each
.. .and. . .rather than book in inferior pictures to fill this gap. This temporary change
of policy is to begin next... and to continue until further notice. 'This scarcity of
product appears to be a deliberate maneuver on the part of Hollywood interests to
shorten the market so that they can get more money from the public while actually
delivering less film,' said... of the. . .theatre. 'Our theatre will not become a party to
this The
extortion.'
"
Michigan
Allied body also voted to proceed with its setting up of a booking
and buying combine and were encouraged
in this respect by both Myers and Jack
Kirsch, National Allied president, who reviewed the combine situation in Chicago, adding that such an organization should be voluntary but limited to independent owners.
Percentage, Local Checking Blasted
Resolutions attacking the high rate of percentage selling were passed by both the
Michigan unit and North Central Allied. NCA president Benny Berger avowed the
organization's determination to fight percentage terms, pointing that it was a shortsighted policy followed by the distributors where high percentages in small town
situations that "cannot pay 40 to 50 per cent" are destructive to these situations and,
consequently, to the distributors themselves. Both NCA and ATO of Michigan blasted
the local checker practice.
Pleas for a rebirth of showmanship were voiced by Leon Bamberger of RKO and
George Dembow of National Screen at the Minneapolis meet.

*

SORRELL,

13 OTHERS

*

*

FACE

JAIL TERMS

In a series of mass arrests which came to the staggering total of 1200 by the
middle of last week, Herbert K. Sorrell, president of the Conference of Studio Unions,
sponsor of the 8-week-old studio strike, and 13 other CSU officers and associates, were
charged with criminal conspiracy in a complaint issued by the Los Angeles Municipal
Court at the request of the District Attorney's office.
The complaint accused the leaders of conspiring, chiefly through the picketing disturbances which resulted in the record arrests, to commit extortion, assault with
deadly weapons, unlawful assembly and interference with orderly administration of
justice. The charges involve possible prison terms up to ten years and maximum fines
of $5,000. The extortion count was explained by the D. A.'s office in the light that
"a man's right to earn a living is a property right" and that in trying to keep workers
out of the struck studios, the pickets were trying to deprive them of this right.

When M-G-M held a special press preview of
"Till The Clouds Roll By," two important figures
in the theatrical world attending were Jack
Hylton (left), British producer, and Irving Berlin, who needs no introduction.
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The defendants also included Carl Head, Painters' Union business agent; James
Skelton, local business agent of the AEL carpenters; Edward Higby also of the carpenters; Edward Gilbert and Edward Drdlik, Set Designers Local; Matthew Mattison,
president of the Story Analysts local; Roy Tindall, Electrical Workers local president;
Andrew Lawless and Louis Whitman, CSU pickets; Russell McKnight, Norval Crutcher
(Continued On Page 14)
13

IS DIG€ST
(Continued from Page 13)
and John R. Martin, officers of the rebellious Technicians Local, which recently joined
the str:ke, and Averill Berman, radio commentator, who has supported the strike ar.d
who describes himself as an honorary member of the CSU.
Demonstrate at RKO
Coincident with the filing of the charges, more than 150 strikers demonstrated in
frcnt of the RKO studios, but no arrests were made. Most of the arrests were made at
the gates of Columbia Studios, where pickets consistently massed in defiance of an
injunction limiting their number.

CliT Work, formerly vice-president and stu-'io
li u't of Universal* has resisted as vice-president
an ? director of the company, to serve in an advi.orj rapacity
for the next six years.

Earlier developments found independent producers hit for the first time by picketing activity. Lines were thrown around General Service Studios in protest against the
use of IATSK workers. Sorrell warned that if "the independents continue to play along
with the IATSE the time to close them up is getting nearer and nearer." Donald Nelson, SIMPP president, commented that the independents' relations with labor unions
had been extremely cordial up to the time of Sorrell's warning. Cinecolor studios also
had to cease normal operations when the insurgent IA laboratory workers set up picket
lines there because the company had begun processing major studio film in addition to
the independent companies product.
Keenan Leaves Hollywood
Joseph D. Keenan. elected arbitrator in the dispute, said that conferences between
representatives of the disputing parties to set up arbitration machinery would continue
despite IA chief Richard Walsh's walkout on the round-table talks, but later left Hollywood for Chicago, indicating that negotiations were at a stalemate. Walsh charged
violence on the part of CSU members and offered a $5000 reward for information leading to the arrest and conviction of those responsible for the bombing of the home of
Norman J. Pottle, Technicolor laboratories department manager, which
climaxed a
series of stench and acid bomb incidents.
Byron Price, board chairman of the Association of Motion Picture Producers, called
for legislation outlawing jurisdictional strikes in an address before an American Automobile Association meeting in San Francisco. Price called for immediate legislative
action on the jurisdictional strike only, asking that immediate legislation avoid "involvement with other explosive labor issues, where the public interest may be more in
doubt." He asserted that failure of the AFL Chicago convention to deal "effectively
with the issue" had dissolved the last hope that "stern legislative action" would be
unnecessary.

BROWNOUT
Robert Mochrie, RKO Radio vice-president, congratulates I,en Grucnberg, Rocky Mountain District Manager, upon being chosen captain of the
1947 Neil Depinet
Drive.

LOOMS

INTERVENTION
Curtis Mitchell's first anniversary as national director of advertising and publicity for Paramount was met with a surprise party by members of his staff who presented the popular
executive
with a cake sporting
one candle.
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MINERS

STRIKE

NIXED BY COURT

Intervention pleas by the American Theatres Association, S. Cal. Theatre Owners
Assn. and the Confederacy of Southern Associations were denied by the three-judge
Statutory Court in the New York anti-trust case last week in a decision which admitted
their briefs as amicus curiae, as well as those submitted by the CDZA, MPTOA. SIMPP,
Vanguard Films and Joseph P. Day, auction house.
The decision left no means by which exhibitors, as a group, could voice their opinions directly to the Supreme Court when it hears the appeal which is certain to be made
on the District Court's opinion. However, in most independent exhibitor quarters, the
fact that the Government would press for divestiture in its appeal as the only remedy
for the alleged monopoly was considered sufficient to represent their interests. Despite
the fact that a final decree is not expected for some time, the Department of Justice is
reported working on the appeal which it will present to the U. S. Supreme Court.
*

William T, Powers, general attorney for 20th
Century-Fox, who was elected as a candidate
of the Republican party to the Supreme Court
of the Second
District of New York.

AS

Theatres in the eastern section of the country found themselves faced with another
brownout as 400,000 soft coal miners responded to the eloquent silence of John L. Lewis
by walking out of the pits in a work stoppage that began last Monday and culminated
in the complete cessation of bituminous mining activity by Wednesday midnight, the
time set by Lewis for expiration of the contract which his United Mine Workers had
with the Government.
The power brownout regulations, expected to be issued by the Civilian Production
Administration, would curtail activities of a majority of Eastern theatres, or force
closings in certain areas, as was the case in the soft-coal walkout last Spring.
Coal stocks on hand were reported as sufficient to last from two weeks to one
month, used for essential needs only, while transportation and several of the nation's
vital industries were faced with crippling or complete shutdown if the strike were
protracted.
*
*
*

ENTERS

*

»

SUB-STANDARD

FIELD

Universal Pictures' formation of a new company, United World Films, Inc., marks
the first instance of a major American distributor to back all phases of the sub-standard
film field, it was announced by Nate J. Blumberg, U president, as he disclosed that the
new subsidiary would produce and distribute 16mm. and 8mm. entertainment, educational and religious films for national consumption. Blumberg also revealed that the
entire sub-standard library of the Bell and Howell Co., known as Filmosound Library,
comprising 6000 subjects, had been acquired, along with the B & H entire operating
personnel and its branch offices in Chicago, New York, Washington and Los Angeles,
and its dealer and agency contracts.
United World will also distribute J. Arthur Rank sub-standard product in the United
States, a natural arrangement considering Universal's affiliation with the Rank Organization in the distribution of its feature product through the recent merger of Universal
(Continued On Page
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The scene above is the typical one of the husband (David Niven) and wife (Loretta Young) brushing
aside all the happiness their ten years of married life has brought them to quarrel over petty things.
The maid (Zasu Pitts) looks on the unhappy scene.

'THE PERFECT

MARRIAGE'

. . . Comedy and Near Tragedy

Two completely different types of exploitation campaigns are available to the exhibitor playing The Perfect Marriage. Here is a picture that is, for the most part,
smart, sophisticated comedy about a married couple — looked upon by their friends
as the ideally happy pair — who suddenly begin to imagine that they are really not
compatible and start seeking greener romantic pastures. This phase of the story
is all in fun. But there is an undercurrent of near-tragedy in this tale, for they have
a child both adore and even their love for her does not prevent them from making
each other miserable to the point where divorce seems the only solution. This part
is serious, typical human drama.
of two

The Perfect Marriage may not be one of the sea-

son's topnotch movies, but it certainly
solid exploitation themes.

offers the enterprising showman

the choice

(Continued on Next Page)

EXPLOITATION PICTURE
f Continued from Preceding

Page)

"THE

PERFECT

MARRIAGE"

i t s

A Paramount Picture. Produced by Hal Wallis. Directed
by Lewis
Screenplay by
Directed
by
Lewis Allen.
Al
E D
Leonard Spigelgass. Based on a play by Samson Raphaelson. Director of Photography
C R
Russell Metty A.S.C. Cast: Loretta Young.
David Niven. Eddie Albert. Charlie Ruggles.
Virginia Field. Rita Johnson. Zasu Pitts. Nona Griffith, Nana Bryant. Jerome Cowan. Luella
Gear, Howard
Freeman.

1. Maggie and Dale Williams (Loretta Young and David
Niven), celebrating the 10th Anniversary of a perfect marriage, tell their daughter, Cookie (Nona Griffith), of their
whirlwind courtship that has resulted in a decade of marital
bliss.
5. They go to Addison Manning (Jerome Cowan), a lawyer friend,
for their divorce and he almost dissuades them by recalling some
poignant moments in their marriage, but Manning's wife queers the
argument by telling Maggie that Dale had dated Gloria without
Maggie'^ knowledge.

2. But
all isvisitors
not sweetness
light when
abruptness to some
on their and
anniversary
nightDale's
precipitates
an argument that turns into a bull session wherein each tells
what they don't like about each other and the ugly figure of
divorce begins to take shape.

6. When Dale and Gloria meet up with Cummins and Maggie in a
night club, they all decide to go to the Williams' to discuss the situation. Oloria, wise in the ways of divorce, sees that Dale and Maggie
are still in love and walks out on the meeting.

3. Maggie and Dale make a brave show of hiding the spat
from the latter's mother (Nana Bryant), who is just aching
for a chance to say I told you so, but eventually the tidings
of divorce leak out.

4. Maggie
pre-marital
Dale turns
solace, but
16

tries to forget her unhappiness by rekindling a
romance with Gil Cummins (Eddie Albert) while
to divorcee Gloria Endicott (Virginia Field) for
their hearts aren't in it.

7. Cummins, however, is determined to marry Maggie, but when
she hears the plans he has for Cookie, she begins to wonder about
leaving Dale, and the reconciliation is cinched when the Williams
realize that
thatmakes
it is the
they soapparently
other
theirthings
marriage
perfect. don't like about each
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COLUMBIA
Four new pictures in work this past week include two westerns, one serial and one more in the "Blondie" series. At the
moment, the Columbia schedule is so typical that all that flurry
a few months ago about "no more B's" seems to have been just
so much chatter. However, the pattern seems to indicate that
the company will continue to interperse its program with another
kind of B picture
B for Bait
while using the westerns,
serials, and minor program pieces as their real stock-in-trade.
The new films are: "Blondie's Holiday" (Arthur Lake-Penny
Singleton), "King of The Wild Horses" (Preston Foster-Gail Patrick), "Stranger From Ponca City" (Charles Starrett-Smiley Burnette), "Jack Armstrong"
(Johnny Hart-Rosemary LaPlanche).
"Lady From Shanghai," Rita Hayworth-Orson Welles film,
returned from a Mexican location trip of five weeks to the studio
to complete the production.
Gentlemanly Ladies
Helen Deutsch, who took over the producing reins on "The
Guilt of Janet Ames," when trouble arose between the director
and the former producer, Virginia Van Upp, is refusing screen
credit on the picture. She feels the credit belongs to Van Upp
regardless of personal differences. Meanwhile, Miss Deutsch has
been handed her next assignment, tentatively called "The Castaways."
Columbia was quick to jump in on the wave of success that
flolowed Larry Park's performance in "The Jolson Story." Even
before the picture was released Parks was given a lead opposite
Rita Hayworth. Now, they're ready with another big Technicolor
film for the boy and this time he is starred. Titled, "The Swordswoman. man," it is a period piece with Ellen Drew cast as the leading
Robert Young has formed his own producing company, Cavalier Productions, with Eugene B. Rodney. Their first, a western
in Technicolor, with Young starred and George Sherman directing, will be released through Columbia.

EAGLE - LION
Studio spokesmen here state that there are now six pictures
in preparation for early starts with three ready for release. Only
one of the three now completed was made in the Hollywood studio, "Amy Comes Across" (Franchot Tone-Ann Richards). The
other two, "Bedelia" and "The Adventuress," are from Arthur
Rank's British production lines for E-L release.
Among the six in planning are "Repeat Performance," with
Franchot Tone and Joan Leslie; "Love From A Stranger;" "Out
of the Blue;" " Clementine" — none of which have been cast as yet.
The studio has just bought the rights to the King Features Syndicate comic strip, "Prince Valiant," Which has also been placed
on the production schedule to be made in color under the supervision of Leonard Picker, an ex-Metro man.
The studio exploitation department has completed a far
reaching tie-up with the American Red Cross to advertise "Amy
Comes Across." The story dealing with G.I. brides from overseas
has many sequences showing Red Cross volunteer workers. All
these stills will be released for distribution through the Red Cross
channels hitting an audience of approximately 30,000,000 volunteer workers.

METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER
Metra has hit full production stride with eight features in
work, three new ones during the past two weeks. The first of
the new trio is "A Love Story" Katherine Hepburn-Paul Henreid)
under the complete supervision of Clarence Brown; "The Birds
and The Bees" is a Pasternak Technicolor special which marks
the return of Jeanette MacDonald and Jose Iturbi's first romantice role, with Jane Powell also featured; "Rich Full Life" stars
Elizabeth Taylor under Robert Leonard's direction, with George
Murphy and Mary Astor taking over as her parents.
Still set to come this year are Joe Pasternak's "The Kissing
Bandit," which will star Katherine Grayson; Arthur Freed's "The
NOVEMBER
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Behind the Seems of Film Production
Pirate," a musical for Judy Garland and Gene Kelly, and "The
Song of the Thin Man," with William Powell and Myrna Loy.
January will see a big schedule of top productions including
"Cass Timberlane" (Spencer Tracy), "The Hucksters" (Clark
Gable-Deborah Kerr).
More Reissues To Come
Impressed by the box-office response to the re-issue of "Rage
In Heaven," Metro isdigging through its files for more likely
prospects on return showings. Just added to the list is "The
Citadel," made some years ago with Robert Donat.
Red Skelton, having just completed "Merton of the Movies"
on which sneak preview response has been none too flattering),
is heading for a musical for his next. It is called "Hold On To
Your Hats" and tells the story of a radio cowboy serial star who
hits the real Wild West and actually has to do the things he depicts on the radio.
Sounds like a natural for the Skelton talent.
When Frank Sinatra left for New York about two weeks ago,
there were those who said he would not be back for a long time.
In the past two months, there's been a change in the Sinatra boxoffice standing, his attitude and the whole general picture on his
career. First of all, he is not too happy with "It Happened In
Brooklyn," Which he just finished at Metro. When the studio refused to let him sing one of the songs from the picture on his air
show, he was even more upset. These and other incidents are
small in themselves but they often combine to WTeck careers.
Rumor says he may not return to pictures at all and his contract
with the studio would be dropped. As for the Sinatra box-office
standing, his own personal shenanigans in the past month
haven't cheered his legion of bobby-soxers. Sinatra has been a
credit as well as a profit to the industry up to now, and it is to
be hoped that his personal and business affairs will be straightened out ere long. He's a valuable personality.

MONOGRAM
Allied Artists Corporation is the name of the company which
has just been formed by the board of directors of Monogram to
handle forthcoming high budget pictures to be distributed through
Monogram's exchanges.
President Steve Broidy pointed out that the company will be
just what its name implies. "It will enlist for its productions the
most important producers, directors, actors and writers in Hollywood." The new company will not affect the regular Monogram
distribution program which calls for 46 pictures for its 1946-47
schedule.
I
No specific commitments have as yet been announced by Allied Artists.
With two mystery films in work, Monogram has a third film
ready for starting this week. The two in work are Jack Wrather's production of "The Guilty," with Bonita Granville and Don
Castle, and "Fall Guy" which Walter Mirisch is producing with
Leo Penn and Teala Loring. The one to come is "Black Gold"
on which most of the background film has already been shot.

PARAMOUNT
The tide of approval for Olivia de Havilland's performances
has risen fast in the past six months with the release of "To
Each His Own" and "The Dark Mirror." At this writing, she is
among the top contenders for the Academy Award this year.
Miss de Havilland has a commitment with Universal-International Where she made "The Dark Mirror." At the moment, it is reported that she will start "Ivy" at that studio within the next
several weeks. However, Paramount also has a deal with the actress for another picture and the studio is wasting no time in
preparing the script and production plans. They are trying
everything they can to have something that meets with her approval (she has the right to approve stories) ready for production
by the first of the year.
Only Two Features Shooting
With "Unconquered," the Cecil B. De Mille picture, and "Desert Fury." the Hal Wallis film, both wound up, there are only
IT
two in production on the lot. "Variety Girl" and "Blaze of Noon"
continue.

STUDIO SIMS
Bill Pine and Bill Thoams are one ahead of their scheduled
six for Paramount with "Adventure Island" all cut and ready
for release. The producers plan to continue in work regardless
of backlog. Their next will be "Albruerque." Waiting for release are: "Adventure Island," "Jungle Flight," "Fear in the
Saved" and "I Cover Big
Night," "Danger Street," "Sevenin Were
five of the seven. De Forest
Town." Robert Lowery stars
Kelley, now in 'the leading role in "Variety Girl," starred in "Fear
In The Night."
Roland Culver, the English actor who scored in "To Each
His Own," has been signed to a new contract to make four pictures in the next two years. Culver's second for Paramount was
Waltz," which stars Joan
the recently completed "Emperor's
Fontaine and Bing Crosby. Now, there will be two a year for
him.

office reaction will be to this actor and yet he could have any part
on any deal he chose. Having just completed his first for Frank
Capra, "Its A Wonderful Life,' Stewart went right to work again
Now, every studio (expect Paramount and Metro) are mentiontired. ing for prospective roles. Stewart says little except that he is

PRC

Darryl Zanuck is so pleased with the box-office and public response to "Margie," in current release, he is planning a sequel
to the film, or, at least, a film set in the same era to be called
"The Flapper." He would like to use Jeanne Crain again, but she
will be off the lot until March when her baby is expected. After
that she is set for "Chicken Every Sunday," so Zanuck may go
along with some one else.
The company for "Captain From Castile" left last week for
location in Mexico. Tyrone Power heads the cast and a complete
newcomer, Jean Peters, has been assigned the leading feminine
role. The girl won a beauty contest and was brought out from the
University of Ohio for a screen test as part of the exploitation
gimmick. 20th went along with the gag, but the studio was surprised to find the girl on film what executives termed "sensational." Now, she has the chance of her lifetime in a Tyrone
Power picture. It will be interesting to see what happens to her
and to the girl over at Metro who got a comparable break recently in "Romance of Rosy Ridge" with Van Johnson. Every
now and then, the studios pop up with these newcomers out of
nowhere, but too often they peter out after the first shout.
Wurtzel Continues
Programmers
The studio just paid $15,000 for an option on Samuel Shellaberger's new novel, "Prince of Foxes." The book will not be completed until January. If, at that time, 20th wants the rights it
will cost them another* $135,000. Shellaberger is the author of
"Captains From Castile" and the Zanuck team think htey may
have another piece of material for Technicolor, costumes and, peri-aps, Tyrone Power.
Sol Wurtzel, who releases through this company, is winding
up his 1946 schedule with "Jewels of Brandenburg," set to go into
production. Productions completed by Wurtzel this year include:
"Rendezous 24," "Deadline For Murder," "Strange Journey. "
"Dangerous Millions" and "Backlash." The first three of these
are in release. Wurtzel plans to continue his production program
in 1947 on much the same basis as he has worked thus far. He
keeps in close touch with exhibitors, because it is his belief that
they know best the type of stories which will mean profit for the
producer as well as themselves.
Wurtzel's six bring to a total of 11 the outside films which
20th is releasing this year besides its own product. "Captain
Eddie," "And Ihen There Were None," "Walk In The Sun" and
several British films were on the schedule. With all the concentration on the 20th product, it is sometimes forgotten that the
studio has tie-ups with independent producers.
Only two features in production on the lot: "Mother Wore
Tights," the Technicolor Betty Grable feature and "Forever Amber," with Linda Darnell and Cornel Wilde.

John Sutherland, who is going to release through PRC, has
had his first original screen play approved by PRC President
Harry Thomas. It is called "Love Lessons" and will go into production within the next month.
President Thomas has future plans for the signing of such
deals as he has made with Sutherland in order to build the PRC
program to the 42 pictures promised for the 1946-47 schedule. As
it now stands, 14 of this list will be westerns; Eagle-Lion will
come from such wide arrangements as the one with Sutherland.
A new one in the new Philo Vance series hit the cameras
last week. This one is "Philo Vance's Secret Mission," with Alan
Curtis and Terry Austin.
"Red Stallion" continues in production.

REPUBLIC
Herbert J. Yates can well be satisfied with the showing his
company has made in the production department in the past two
months. The difference between Yates company and the other
smaller outfits is that Yates went out and did much of what he
said he would do in the making of bigger pictures while the other
studios announced plan after plan which hardiy ever developed.
More to the point, Yates has managed to keep his solid western
and feature box-office pictures rolling out in the usual steady fashion.
Republic's vice-president, Allan Wilson, announces that more
than two-thirds of the studio's 1946-47 production schedule is
ready for release. Twenty-seven features and one serial are completed with four pictures in production and three more ready to
go. On the list are ten top-budgeted productions. One of these,
"I've Always Loved You," is in release, three are being
edited and three are in production. Three more to come are
"The Fabulous Texan, which Edmund Grainger will produce;
"Mike Was a Lady,' with John Auer producing, and "Heaven For
Jenny" on the Allan Dwan schedule.
Three Top Features In Work
The three top ones now in work include the untitled picture
starring Nelson Eddy and Ilona Massey; "Gallant Man," with Don
Ameche and Catherine McLeod, and "Wyoming," with Vera Ralston and William Marshall.
Fifth picture on Allan Dwan's schedule at Republic will be
"Silver Creek, N. Y." which the studio has just purchased in un"Silver Creek, N. Y." which the studio has just purchased in unpublished novel form from authors Ernest Lehman and Geza Herczeg.
Girl" and is now at work on the Eddy-Massey picture. That is
followed by "Heaven For Jennie" and this new one will come immediately after.

Samuel Goldwyn has won out in his battle for the Astor
Theatre in New York because he is going ahead with plans for
opening "The Best Years of Our Lives" there next month. Meanwhile, thi-- picture which Goldwyn is very proud of having made,
is being scheduled for a world wide exploitation program with
special staffs being set up in London, Paris, Algiers, Sidney, Australia and South America.

ilOfh CENTURY-FOX

RKO-RADIO

UNITED

"Seven Keys To Baldpate" finally got off to production after
some last-minute casting changes. Jack Haley was set to do the
lead up until three or ofur days before the starting date. Then,
he is reported to have decided that the part was not for him and
out he stepped. Phillip Terry was selected to fill the role. Jacqueline White, the former Metra player, is doing the leading feminine part. Eduardo Ciannelli, Marguerite Lindsay, and Arthur
Shields support.

David O. Selznick is a man with problems as of this writing,
the most important being when and through what channel he
will release his four million dollar film. "Duel In The Sun." More
than that he faces a lawsuit launched by United Artists (principally Mary Pickford and Chares Chaplin) asserting that he has
tailed to live up to his contract with the company. What the
fight actually boils down to is an effort by Chaplin and Pickford
to buy out or force Selznick out of UA.
Selznick. on his part, has an offer up to buy out these two
major stockholders for ten million dollars, which up to now has
been ignored. Tt has been implied that the break at this time
is UA's effort to get out from under the releasing deal on "Duel
In The Sun." The case is duo to come to trial in the New York
Federal District Court this week with Selznick as the defendant.

The only other new starter is another of RKO's independent
producers first ventures on his own. It's "Magic Town," with
James Stewart and Jane Wyman
for Producer
Robert Riskin.
i.vin., ox S ewart, it is amazing how much this actor is in demand in spite of the fact that he has not been seen on film by the
American public for four years. Nobody knows yet what the box18
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The struggle between Chaplin, Pickford and Selznick has beer
going on for many years and this may well be the show-down.
Meanwhile, Selznick is denying the story that he will shelve
"Little Women" in spite of the fact that Mervyn LeRoy has stepped out of the directorial spot because production was delayed to
the point where it overlapped the LeRoy chore on "The Rabe."
problem deals with "The Paradine Case."
Selznick
Another
Selznick
brought
Ann Todd over for the lead opposite Gregory
Peck for this one. But when the current strike broke, Selznick
closed down his shop. Now, Todd is due back in England within
two months and Peck, the likely Academy Award winner, in our
book, has commitments lined up which make it impossible for
him to wait for Selznick to start production. It seems likely at
this point that Selznick will get a UA release on "Duel In The
Sun," although what may happen after that is conjecture.
Nebenzal To Spend 7 Millions
Seymour Nebenzal has announced his schedule and his budget
for 1947 production. He will make five pictures at an approximate cost of $7,000,000. .First on the list is "Heaven Only Knows,"
due to start next month although no casting has been set as yet.
"Atlantis" is the second on the list, with Maria Montez starred,
and this one must be finished by March 1 so Miss Montez can
start a film at U-I where she is under contract. Third on the
list is "Mayerling," which will be a remake of the picture he
made in Europe and which met with considerable success some
years ago. Winding up the schedule will be "The Tempest"
starring Jorja Cortright, his discovery, and "Madame Butterfly."
Benedict Bogeaus has signed George Raft, Randolph Scott
and George Brent for roles in "Christmas Eve," due to start
within the month with Edwin L. Marin directing. No feminine
roles have been set as yet, but Dolores Moran (Mrs. Bogeaus) is
slated for one of the three available.
Robinson-Lesser Unit Continues
Thalia Pictures, the Edward G. Robinson-Sol Lesser combine,
which was organized to make three pictures is going to continue
in steady production. "The Red House" is reported to be slated
by UA for top promotion and Lesser is upping his advertising
budget to $250,000. The release date has been set ahead to March
1 to allow time for the magazine, newspaper and trade coverage
planned for this film. Robinson will not appear in all products.
The next from this outfit will be "I Heard Them Sing."
Stuart Heisler has been handed a seven-year contract to direct for Howard Hughes and his first chore will be the winding
up of "Vendetta." This is the picture that went off production
when Hughes and Preston Sturges quarreled. It looks now as
though most of the film will be re-shot and the $1,300,000 already
spent will go down the drain. No report on the stock settlement
between Sturges and Hughes was made. But the former will
probably keep his financial interest at least until "The Sin of
Harold Diddlebock" is released.
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Preston Sturges wasn't out of a job long after his break with
Howard Hughes. Almost immediately, he joined U-I, although no
assignments have as yet been set for him. William Dozier, new
production executive, arranged for the Sturges hiring.
Surprise to the trade was the resignation of Felix Jackson last
week. He is winding up his chore on "I'll Be Yours," the latest
Durbin picture and leaves the lot this week. Nothing was said of
his future plans beyond the fact that he plans to write. Rumors
broke that this might be the forerunner of Durbin leaving, but that
seems unlikely at this point.
Douglas Fairbanks Jr. will be heading for England shortly
after the first of the year to do a Technicolor feature titled
"Knights of The Round Table." It will be a big one with a five
million dollar budget already announced. Fairbanks, who functions as an independent producer for U-I, also has "The Exile,"
"Terry and the Pirates" and "The Caballero" on his production
schedule.
Production Lagging
Although the studio is constantly sending out a steady stream
of impression that the activity peak is high on the lot, the cold fact
remains that for more than a month there was only one picture
in work, "The Egg and I." It is reported that "Ivy," starring
Olivia deHavilland, and "Time Out of Mind" will roll any day now,
hut it'o a long time between pictures.
Of course, a radical reNOVEMBER
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,

organization such as this outfit has undergone would necessitate
a letdown in production activity. There will be little new product
coming out of U-I for several months.
The newest branch in the U-I set-up is a corporation called
United World Films, Inc. set up to produce and distribute 16mm
and 3mm films for entertainment, education and religious purposes. To start the company off, United World took over the Bell
and Howell library of 6,000 subjects. Universal Pictures Company
wh'ch is now purely a distributing agency for J. Arthur Rank and
Universal-International films, will also handle this newest operation in the distribution end.
Only new starter on the lot is the latest Abbott and Costello
comedy. "The Egg and I" (Claudette Colbert-Fred MacMurray)
continues in work.

WARNER

BROS.

With five pictures currently in work on the Warner lot, studio
spokesmen report that the first of the year will find another five
shooting. Slated to go are: "The Unfaithful" (Ann Sheridan-Zachary Scott); "Voice of The Turtle" with no casting announced yet;
Michael Curtiz's first independent production, "The Unsuspected;"
"Whiplash," which will star Dane Clark, and "One Last Fling,"
a Robert Buckner production.
Another film which may hit production earlier than planned is
the Will Rogers biography. Will Rogers Jr., who may portray his
father on the screen, has been reported ready to go to work soon
since he lost out in the recent senatorial race in California. No
director has been assigned. Michael Curtiz was supposed to do it,
but since he has launched his own unit, another director will have
to take over. This one should be a toughie to do because the
public would resent the slightest deviation in story or characterization on this American favorite.
Curtis Bernhardt got himself into a mess recently when he
announced his plans for filming "Strange Love," a novel by James
Courtney. He planned to make this his first independent film in
England with a probable release deal in America through Warner
Brothers. He was trying to sell Joan Crawford on the idea of
starring and participating in the production. Then, along came
a threat of law suit if Bernhardt proceeds with his plans. It
seems that Joseph Courtney, who is not related to James, wrote an
original screen play by the title of "Strange Love" which isi
currently being peddled at Paramount.

MISCELLANEOUS

INDEPENDENTS

With the Selznick-UA break headed for court, the trade is now
conjecturing on whether or not Enterprise will step into the hole
if Selznick walks out. One of the flies in the ointment on the long
negotiation between UA and Enterprise has been the problem of
distribution percentages. With the Selznick product out of the
picture. Charles Einfeld may feel that his stuff will get a better
break and he may sign. Whatever this new producer decides
must be decided quickly because he will soon have two features
readv for distribution. "Arch of Triumph" and "The Other Love."
There's a handsome hunk of money tied up in this product and
there will have to be quick returns if Enterprise is to stay the
happy place it is now.
It is not known whether Charles Einfeld deliberately planned
to hold "Arch of Triumph" until after the December rush for
Academv nominations or whether production problems forced the
dela->T. But it .'perns a smart move at this point. With the host
of quality product and performances due for unveiling in the next
four weeks, Einfeld might have felt that his picture would have
suffered from the rush. At any rate, he will have it ready to
show after the Academv furore has subsided and he may top the
lot b" hav'ng waited. It's been a long time since the competition
for the Academy Award (which so many industry people try to
belittle and yet which everybody bows to) h-is been as intense as
it is this year. And Einfeld is avoiding any risk of having his
film a second best in the confusion.
Screen Guild Productions has two films in work, threo m
printing, two editing- and one more scheduled for early starting.
This gives the company a solid start against its release dates for
th» cnmin" "p.tr. Thn next feature to start will be William Berke's
"Shoot to Kill." It has a December 1 starting date.
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In the Release Chart, the date under "Details" refers to the
issue in which cast, director, plot, etc., appeared. "Rel."
is the national release date. "No." is the release number.
"Rev." is the issue in which the review appeared. There
may be variations in the running time in States where there
is censorship. All new productions are on 1946-47 programs
unless otherwise noted. (T) immediately following title
and running time denotes Technicolor production, (C)
denotes Cinecolor.
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Hunter,
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Hayworth-Welles

Blondle's
Big Moment
Boston
Blackle
and
the Law
Blondie
Knows
Best
(69)
Cigarette
Girl

Singleton-Lake
Morris-Marshall
Singleton-Lake
Brooks-Lloyd

Crime Doctor's Manhont, The
(61)
Dead
Reckoning
Down
To
Earth
(T)
Framed
Details
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title: They
Walk
Alone
Guilt of Janet Ames
Details under title: My Empty Heart
Hunter
Is A Fugitive,
The
Inside Story
Jolson Story, The
<T>
(128)

Baxter-Drew
Bogart-L. Scott
Hayworth-Parks
Ford-Carter

Forest

(T)

Powell-K ys
Starrett-Burnette
Hall-Ankers
Starrett-Burnette
Starrett-Burnette
Curtis-Barton
.
Mohr-Ryan
.. .
Invitation to Murder
George-Nelson
O'Keefe-Chapman
Curtis-Holt
.. .
Starrett-Saunders
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Kennedy-Shaw
.
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. .
Geray-Ghe rel
Starrett-Burnette
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Curtis-Donnell
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..
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Their
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.1-21

.7036...
7031
9-2
..7003...
6- 10
.7032
.. .4-1. . .6-27. .7205
. .6-11. . .2-14.

.7041

6-24. . .9-26.

.7033

Drew-Stanton
4-29... 7-25.
Curtis-Donnell
5-27. ..9-12.
Falkenburg-Tucker
12-24. . .3-28.
Cortis-Donnell
.. .12-24
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Keyes-Wynn
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.7016
.7006
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Hand
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(51)
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The
(70)
Details under title: The Coffin
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Who's

Came
Tumbling
Goilty!
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Down,

The

(82)

7033... 9-30
7008
7-K

5-2. .

.8-20
11-15
.6-11... 6-13

Donaldson-Dennis
Starrett-Burnette

Rlvor

.10-15
. .3-21.
..5-13. ..8-10

O'Br en-Warrick
Louise-Duane
Fortune

Morris-Donnell
Blaekle'i Private Ghost
Lowery-Foch
Keyes-Parker
Kama*

Sing
While You
Dance
(73)
Singing On The Trail
Talk
About
A Lady
(71)
That Texas
Jamboree
(67)
Thrill of Brazil
(91)
Details
under
title: Rio
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COMPLETED

12-10 ... 3-21 .

Starrett-Burnette
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. .3-20. . .5-30.
4-1.... 7-4.

Bowman-Chapman
Kent-Ward

.12-24
6-7.
10-15 .. 12-13 .

Starrett-Burnette

Completed
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.7208
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. .7011... 9-16
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In Production (0)
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under title:
A
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Tone- Richards
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Delmar-Merkel

...8-6.
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-COLDWYN-MAYSR
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816.. 10-14
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7-22..

Dix-Morley
...
Morris-Dowling
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..

Blondle's
Lucky
Day
(69)
Chick Carter,
Detective
(Serial)
Cowhoy
Bloei
(65)
Dangerous Business
(59)
Details inder title: Power of Attorney
Desert
Horseman,
The
(54)
Details under title: Phantom of the Desert
Mask.

10-1... 8-17.

10-14.

. ..4-1..1U-17
..9-30
..5-27.. 10-24
..6-24
.4-15
. .9-30

Russell-Douglas

(87)

Starrett-Hooek

12-24. . .4-11. .

Completed
Completed

NEW
9-30
861

.y-30

In Production (7)
In Production (8)

(25)
(27)

PRODUCTIONS

A LOVE STORY
Romance with Music — Started November 5
Cast:
Katharine Hepburn, Paul Henreid, Robert Walker.
Producer-Director:
Clarence Brown
Story:

The

life story of Robert

and

Clara

Schuman

and

Johannes

Brahms.

THE BIRDS AND THE BEES
(T)
Drama with Music — Started November 6
Cast:
Jeanette MacDonald, Jose Iturbi, Jane Powell.
Director: Fred Wilcox
Producer:
Joe Pasternak
Story:

. .80S. . .y-16
862

..9-30.

A successful
business woman
their
approval
of her second

Story:

.. .4-2. ..2-21.. .7004... 4-15
.10-15
4-4. . .7020
7-8
7-11... 7180
. .4-29. . .7-18. . .7223
. .3-18. . .6-20... 7037
9-2
. .9-3. . .7-11. ..7209.

Teen-age
girl
other people.

.8-5

has

her

scmi-invalidness
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Edwin

Knopf
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PRODUCTION

Green
Dolphin Street
Cynthia's
Secret
Details under title:
To

.2-18. ..5-23... 7026.

with 3 young
marriage.

THE RICH FULL LIFE
Drama — Started November 14
Cast:
Elizabeth
Taylor,
George
Murphy,
Mary
Byington, Gene Lockhart.
Director:
Robert Leonard
Producer:

1945-46
Bandit of Sherwood

9-17... 4-25.
6-25... 3-21.

.7002. .10-28
.7034- • .6-10
. 7206

Night
Editor
(67)
Gargan-Carter
Notorious Lone Wolf. The
(64)
Mohr-Carter
Details onder title: Lone Wolf on Broadway

Amy

Duane-Marshall
Porter-Mills
..

Johnny
O'Cloek
Landrosh
(53)
Last of The
Redmen
Law of The Canyon
Lone
Hand
Texan
Lone
Star
Moonlight
Lone Wolf In Mexico, The
Details under title: Lone Wolf's
Millie's
Daughter
Mr. District Attorney
Over The Santa Fe Trail
Prairie Raiders
Ret»rn
of Monte
Crlsto,
The
Son of The Goardsman
(Serial)
Secret of The Whistler
(65)
So Dark the Night
(70)
Terror Trail (56)
Twin Sombreros
(C)
West of Oodge City

Hayworth-Ford
Starrett-Adair

RELEASE
Rev.

1946-47

Mr. Twilight
Co-ed

(Serial)

No.
Details

Cast

The

Mesa

.7204
. 7207

1-31.
3-18... 9-24.
.. .7-9. . .4-25
. . .11-12. . .2-28.

Mysterious
Intrider,
The
(62)
DU-Blake
Details under title: Murder Is Unpredletabli

program.

CHART

Time

COMPLETED

Starrett-Taylor
Fo.-d-Blair
Btarrett-Burnette
ft.assen-Stanton

Broadway

Too

Vol. 14, No. 24

Throw a Saddle on a Star
(67)
Curtis- Roberts
(Details under title: Smoky River Serenade)

IN PRODUCTION
Lady from

I 946

series.
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Massacre

It's Great To Be Young
(68)
Jingle
Ralder»
(Serial)
lust Before
Dawn
(65)
rtlss and
Tell
(90)
Man Who Dared
(66)
Details
under title: One Life

JACK ARMSTRONG
Serial — Started November 5
Cast:
Johnny Hart, Rosemary La Planche, Claire James.
Director: Wallace Fox
Producer: Sam Katzman
(independent)
Story:

Harrlgan

25,

(56)
Burning the Trail

Heading
West
(56)
Details
onder
title:

Shadowed
Details

issue.

Kid

Frontier
Ginlaw
(59)
..
Gallant
Journey
(85)
Galloping
Thunder
(54)
Gentleman
Mnoehavei,
The
(74)
Details onder title: Lillaby of

Retorn of Rusty. The (64)
Roaring
Rangers
(55)
Details
onder title: Powder

STRANGER FROM PONCA CITY
Western — Started November
15
Cast:
Charles Starrett, Smiley Burnet te, Virginia
Campbell.
Director: Derwin Abrahams
Producer:
Story:

(2)
(1)
(1)
(0)
(0)
(0)

PRODUCTIONS

BLONDIE'S HOLIDAY
Comedy — Started November
5
Cast:
Arthur
Lake,
Penny
Singleton,
Larry
Kent, Jerome Cowan, Danny Mummert.
Director: Abby Berlin
Story:

Production
Production
Production
Production
Production
Production

November

The

Personal

Touch

Kiss and To Keep
Details onder title: Life's for The Loving

Turner-Heflin
Barrymore-Bremer
Kelly-McDonald

FILM

9-30
.10-28
8-6

BULLETIN

Rev.

Romance of Rosy Ridge
Undercover
Maisie

Johnson-Leigh
Sothern-Nelson

Teen-agers
Go
Trap,
The
Wife
Wanted

....9-30....
...11-11...

1946-47
Arnelo Affair, The
Beginning Or The End
Cockeyed
Miracle,
The
(81)
Oetails under title: But Not Goodbye
Fiesta
<T)
Gallant Bess (Cinecolor)
(98)
Details
under
title: Star
from
Heaven

Hodiak-Gifford
Barrymore-Donlcvy
Morgan-Totter

High
Barbaree
Holiday In Mexico
(T)
(127)
It Happened In Brooklyn
Little Mr. Jim
(92)
Lady In The Lake
Love Laughs at Andy
Hardy

Johnson-Allyson
Pidgeon-Massey
Sinatra-Grayson
Jenkins-GIHord
.
Montgomery-Totter
Rooney-Granville

Merton
of The
Movies
Mighty
McGurk,
The
(85)
My Brother Talks to Horses
(93)
No Leave,
No Love
(117)
Woman
of My
Own,
A
Secret
Heart,
The
Sea
of Grass
Show-Off,
The
(84)
Summer
Holiday
Tenth Avenue Angel
..
This Time for Keeps
(T)
(120)
Till The Clouds Roll By (T)
(135)
Two Smart
People
(93)
Undercurrent
(111)
Details
under
title: You Wert
There

Skelton-O'Brien
Beery-MacMahon
Lawford-Jenkins
Johnson-Kirkwood
Garson-H3rt
Colbert-Pidgeon
Tracy-Htpourn
Skeiton-Maxwell
.
Fiooney-DcHaven
J'Brien-Murphy
Williams-Melchior
Garland-Walker
.
Ball-Hodlak
...
Taylor-Hepburn

Unfinished
Details

G'Brien-Charisse

Yearling,

Dance,
The
under title:
The

8-6
. . 5-27
1-7.... Oct..

Ballerina

(T)

Peck-Jarman

REPRINTS

Boom
Town
Captains
Courageous
(116)
Great Waltz
Rage In Heaven
(82)

..12-24
..10-29

702.

...5-27
....9-17
....8-6

Oct.

. . .7-8
..4-1
.8-6
12-24
.10-1. . . .Nov.
. 3-4
Nov.

. .6-10

.7-22

.10-1-)

.8-20

.9-2

Beery-O'Brien
Powell-Williams
(113) ... Turner-Garfield
Allyson-Lawford

NO. SEVENTEEN

Boys' Ranch
(88)
Conrage of Lassie
(T)
(93)
Details under title: Hold High the Torch
Faithful In My Fashion
(81)

Craig-Jenkins
E. Taylor-Lassie

Three Wise

O'Brien-Barrymore

Fools

(90)

SPECIALS

614.

'Mack
Market
Babies
(71)
Border
Bandits
(57)
Bowery Bombshell
Details
under
title: Hot

(34)
(12)

NEW
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didn't
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Bringing Up Father
Cisco and The Angel
Dangerous
Money
Details under title: Hot
Decoy
(76)
Gentleman
Joi Palooka
Ginger
Mr.
Hex
Raiders
of the South

Yule-McManus
Roland-Loring
Toler-Young

by

escapes

Details

25,

Ready
Wakely-Stlrllng
Wakely-Carlin
Reagan-Knox
Belita-Moore

1946

..2-18.
.12-24.

Kid-

Trail

.11-26.

Wakeiv White

..

. .10-1. .
..9-17. . .8-17.
12-8.
.

Moon
Over
Montana
Wakely-Hoit
R-d
Dragon
The
(S4)
Toler Fong
Oetails under title: Charlie Chan In Mexlea
Range
title:

(57)
. ..
Roaring
Range

...

Regjn-Storm

.616.
.3
18
.624. . 12-24
7-23
.4-15

West

of

The

(75)

Code

of

The

..561.
. . 525 .
.572

..513.
.567

. .4-15

2-9.

..7-27.
.7-13. ,
. . .4-1.
. .4-15. . .2-16.,
.10-29. . .11-2..

. .530
.518. .10-28
.527
.563

.8-24. , ..512

.. .527.
6-25.
..516. . .3-18
c03
9-2

Alhrt-Taytor
Stor-i-Rcgan
. ... WaMv White
Brown-Hatton
Brown-Hatton
Drifter

Alamo

..

...
. . .

...510... 8-19

8-3. .

. .7-22.

Gorcey-Hall

(90)

Strange
Voyage
(61)
Swine
Parade of 1946
Trail to Mexico
Trigger
Finger
Und»r
Arizona
Skies
Details
under title:

.

...517

.2-16.

. 5-13

Sunhnnnet

of the Rancho

...529
...566

12-10..
. .9-17.
. .4-29.

Brown-Hattnn

. ..515.... 7-8
...562

. ..502... 4-29
. . 509 . ..5-13
...514.

..

R chmond-Reef

. .528.
.508. . y-30
.507.

.5-10.
1-12
.6-22.

Gorcey-Orakf

Lowe-fingers

.
..

.3-16. .
.6-29.
.5-14. ...
..7-6.
.9-21.
1-2 ...521. .8-19
.4-29.
. .8-6.
• 6-24.

1-10
.4-27.

.2-4.
.2-4. . .4-20.

Wakely-White

..568
. . 574
..561
■501 .If ■"■
.573.

. 623 . . 1-21
.60S.
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Completed
Completed

1915-4S Features
(2)
(0)
(0)
(0)

detective

from

prison

to

clear

Rev.

Rel.

.11-23. . . . 604

...

. .6-24.
10-14.
..603
...6-24. .10-12. .

.....

-Running
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Time

Title

..10-5. .
5-13. ..9-14..
.1-4. .
. . .6-10. .. 12-7
..
9-2.
9-2.
9-2.
8-19.
12-21 . .. . . 681
8-19. .12-28.
7-22.
. 6 15.
699.
10-29.

ONE

Good

To

Perfect
Marriage,
The
(87)
Two
Years
Before the Mast
(98<
•vOT ltKHIONATb.1)

Suddenly
It's Soring
Trouble With Women.
Hncnnquered
(T)
w-lromr
S'ranofr
There's

Life

True
.

12-24...

Crcisby-Astvre
Hutton-Tufts
Younj-Niven
Ladd-Donlevy

8-6
o-30
1-8 . 12-27. .'.....".'.' 11-25
.1-21
...

C.Poun-Flem ng
. . . Ladd-Lamour
Ladd-Rgssell
stanwyck-MlllanH
Lowrry-Wlthers

Dear
Ruth
Desert
Fury
(T)
Details
under
title: Desert
Ea>y Come.
Easy Go
Third
Details under title:
Em eror Waltz.
The
(T)
Fear
In The
Nipht
Goiden
Earrings
..

Where

Be

(C)

Jungle Flight
Ladies'
Man
My Favorite Brunette
Perils o( Pauline
(T)
Srven
Were
Saved

.4-15

.11-11.

Reed-Brooke

Adventure
Island
Big Haircut,
The
Calcutta
California
(T)
Danger Street

a -ilflcld-Holden
Scotl-Hodiak
Town
Tufts-Fitzgerald

Avenue

.5-1. .11-22.
9 30

.5-2.
.10-29.
.9-2.
. .4-29. ,

Reed- Brooke
Wngnt-Milland

...6-10..
. 6-24
. .10-1. .
. .6-24. .

Womnn

.11-26.
. .7-22. .
. .3-18. .
. ..8 4-1
1'

MacMumy-Goddard
.3-18
Villand Wright
... 6 11
Coopcr-Goddard
....8-19
rnKhv-Cantleld . 3-tft
Knpe Hass0

. ...9-2
.11-25

9-16.
7-9.
.12-10

Crosby-Fontaine
nelly-York
...
"!il and D etrieh

Lowery-Savage
Bracken-Welles
Hope-Lamour
Hutton-Lund
..
Dennlng-Craig
The

(2)
(0)

.11-11

1946-47

Town

Blue Skies
(T)
(107)
L.„„
My Heart
n-j.is
under
title
T«.

In Production
In Production

Cast
'!axter-Holden
Hatcher-Kelley

COMPLETED
BLOCK
NO.
•'■o

(28)
(25)

CHART

PRODUCTION

I Cover Big Town
Imnertc:
Lady.
The
Details
under
title: Take
This

. . 601
,. . .Gillie-Norrls
Errol-Kirkwood
Albertson-Reed
Gorcey-Robbins
Brown-Hatton

School

K rkwood-Knox
Stewart-Preisser

Brown-Hatton

Stepping Around

Blaze of Neon
Variety
Girl

Money

Details under title: Draw When You're
Rainbow Over The Rockies
Song
of The
Sierras
Sweetheart
of Sigma
Chi
Suspense
(101)
Details
onde.
<it!e
Glamour
Girl

NOVEMBER

Cast

1946-47

title:

Rolmd-Ames
firuwn-Hatton
;tcwar:
Teisser
Gcrcey-Hall
..

. .3-18. . . .2-2.
.3-18.
, .6-29.
..3-18.. . . .3-2
..6-8.
.12-24. . .3-30.
. 10-29 . .
. .6-10. .
..9-7..
.5-28.
..3-2.

st wart-Preisser

Strange
Mr
Gregory.
Thr
(63)
Details under title: Gregory

CHART

Time

COMPLETED

Suspend

lor Palooka,
Champ
(70)
lunior Prom
(69)
Detail*
under
title: High

. .5-25.
. .6-22.
.12 24
. .4-1
.10-15..
.7-23.

c«rradine-Drake
Cnokson-Wilham

Richm-nd-Reed
Brown-Hatton

Production
Production
Production
Production

is solved

commit,

title

Sue

. .508.
. .565 .

. .519
.511.

Shadow ■ Returns
The
(61)
Silver Range.
The
Oetails
under t:tle: The Silver Trail
Spook
Busters
(68)
Details
under
title: The Shadow

FALL GUY
Mystery — Started November 11
Cast:
Leo Penn, Teala
Loring, Robert Armstrong.
Director: Reginald Le Borg
Producer: Walter Mirisch
Story:

(72)

Freddie Steps Out (75)
Details
under
title
High
School
Scandals
Gentlemen
from
Texas,
The
(60)
Oetails
under
title: The
Fighting
Teians
Gay
Cavalier,
The
(65)
Haunted
Mine.
The
(52)
High
School
Hero
In Fast Company
(63)
Oetails under title: In High
Gear

Shadows On The
Details
under

. . 520 .

.1-12.
.3-18. ....6-1.
. .8-20. . .7-20.

Richm ml Hayes
Alcztra.1

at

.619.. ...1-7
..2-18
. .2-18
.618..
.621. .12-10
.
.620.. .3-18

PRODUCTIONS

is murdered.

The

(68)
Chan

Toler-Young

THE GUILTY
Mystery — Started November 4
Cast:
Bonita Granville, Don Castle, Wally Cassell, Regis Toomey,
John Litel.
Director: John Reinhardt
Producer: Jack Wrather (independent)
Story:

Money

tolanrt-R ordan

.6 24

6-11... 3-46.
2-19... 7-46.
9-3... 7-46.
.. .11-27 .. 10-45.
5-1
3-46

Completed (12)
Completed ( 4)
Completed (33)
Completed (12)

Richn.nnd-Hayes
Brown-Hatton
Gorcuy H.iil

. .505. .12-10

..5-11.
8-3.

.4-29

Uougias-Ames

531.
.526

12-24.

Toler-lorrino

Face of Marble,
Feat
(68)
Details
under

Wires
(65)
Details under

.

10-26

.10-29.

Shadow

(65)

Don't
Gamble
With
Strangers
Details
under
title: Charlie

617

1946-47 Features
Westerns
1945-46 Features
Westerns

Alibi

6-25
.8-5

Francis-Kelly
Richmond-Reed

Shadows
Over Chinatown
(64)
Details under
title: Corpus
Delicti

. 627 . .
. 628 . . .6-24

.11-26. . .8-46.

. .6-24. . .11-2. . . .605.

,

South
of Monterey
(63)
Details under title: Romance

.625.
.626.. .5-13

8-6. . .7-46.
.. .9-18. . .8-46.

..8-19.. 11-30

Roland-Ames

3

.615.
.612.. ....1-7
.613.. ...1-7
...1-7

.622. . .3-19
5-13

1-7... 8-46.

Adventure
(129)
Drtalle under title This Strange AdventnreGable-Garson
Easy To Wed
(T)
(117)
Ball-Johnson
Green
Years,
The
(127)
Coburn-Drake
Weekend at the Waldorf
(130)
Turner-Johnson
Ziegfelf
Follies
(T)
(110)
Astalre-Ball

.12-10

.611..

4-46.
7-9... 4-46.
Foreign. . .4-46.
... .6-25. . .4-46.
... .7-9. . .4-46.

Reed-Drake

No.

'nnesome
Trail
<r)5)
Details under
title: On The Cherokee
Missing
Lady.
The
(fid
Detail:
under
title: Jade
Lady

Oct...

Bad Bascomb
(112)
Hoodlum Saint
(91)
Last Chance,
The
(105)
Postman Always Rings Twice, The
Two Sisters From
Boston
(112)

Kid

Allotment
Wives
(80)
Behind
the Mask
(67)
Detail)
under
title' Thr Shadow's
Below The Deadline
(65)
Details
under
title: Jumpln'
Joe

Live

1945-46

NO. SIXTEEN

11-25
11-25
9-2

.8-19

Hunt-Carroll
6-11. . .1-46.
Garland-Hodiak
1-22... 1-46.
Del Rio-Armendariz
Foreign. . .1-46.
Walker-Allyson
4-2. . .1-46.
Sothern-Murphy
... .8-20. . .1-46.

BLOCK

.704

..3-4..
.7-8.

....

Beauty
and the Bandit
Details
under title: Cisco

Dark

Letter for Evle, A (89)
Harvey
Girls, The
(T)
(101)
Portrait of Maria (76)
Sailor
Takes
a Wife
(91)
Up Goes Maisie
(89)

BLOCK

.9-30

.'.'.'.'.'.'.6-10
.701.... 8-5

Gable-Tracy
Tracy-Barthohmew
Rainer-Grave:
Bergman-Montgomery

COMPLETED
BLOCK NO. FIFTEEN

.7-22

. 10-29

..5-27
..5-13
. ..9-2
.5-13
. .4-1
.10-1
.4-1
.6-10.

.10-28

Stewart-Prcisser
Toler-Chandler
Franc;s-Shayne

1945-46
703.

Williams-Carroll
Thompson-Tobias

West

415

21

9-1.

REISSUES
Jungle
Princess,
Plainsman,
The

Details

The

COMPLETED
BLOCK NO. THREE
Masquerade

In

Mexico

Miss
Susie Slagle's
fokyo
Rose
(66)

BLOCK

(96)

NO.

.9-18.
. .1-8.

Lamour-Cordova

(87)

Tufts-Lake
Barr-Massen

FOUK

Ladd-Lake
Lowery-Bntton
McCrea-Britton
millanl-deHavilland

NO. FIVE

Stanwyck-Cummings
Rogers-Reed
Donlevy-Russell
...
dcHavilland-Lund

0. S. S.
(107)
Searching
Wind,
The
(108)
Strange
Love ol Martha
Ivers (116)
Details
under
title. Lout
Lies Bleeding
Swamp
Fire
(70)

Ladd-Fitzgerald
Young Sidney
....
Stanwyck Heflin

Monsieur
Road to

Hone-Caulfteld
Crosby-Hope-Lamour

NO. SIX

Weissmuller-Grey

SPECIALS

Beaucaire
(T)
(93)
Utopia, The
(90)

(23)

1913-47 Features
Westerns
1915-4G Features
Westerns

tinder
Monte

title:
Cristo.

Man

Without

The

(81)

.4^13.
.4512.
.4511.

.4517.
.4516.
.4319.
4>21.

.5-31.
.6-14.
. .7-5.

. .3-5.
. .7-9.
.2-18.

.7-26.
..8-9.
.9-13.

.1-21.
10-15.

.4J 23.
.4522.

12-10
12-10
12-10

.2-18
.2-18
.2-18
.2-16

.9-17.

.8-30.
.3-22.

..3-18
.4-1

.4524.
.4526.

. .4-1

.4528

.5-13
.5-13

.4532.
.4^31

.5-27
12-10

12-13

In
In
In
In

Production
Production
Production
Production

1946-47 Features
Westerns
Serials
5- Hi Features
Westerns
Serials

(2)
(0)
(0)
(0)

emerald

involves

murder.

RELEASE
Title — Running

(40)
( 4)

NEW

Stallion

(C)

Vance

Not

available.

See

clears

Ben Stoloff

heading

Story:

Not

available.

See

Sands-Wall
Hatton-Adams

. .8-19.
11-26. .10-1

..

Chart

.10-28.
.10-23.

Beaumont-Walker
.
Co:eman-Reed
. ..

Dean-Ates
10-14 .
.'..7-22.
Coleman-Reed
. . . .10-29.
Crabbe-St.
John
.
Curtis-Ryan
R n-Tm un-woods
9-16.
Dean-A:es
.9-16.
Dean-",t s
.5-27..
...9-2.
Dean-Ates

.9-23
.10-1
.9-23
.9-22

'.ii-i.

10-'4
11-11
10-1-4

11-18

1945-46
..d-ll
.9-29 .

Arlen-Borg
Steele-baylor
Cabot-Borg
Beaumont-Walker
the
(65)

Dean Carlin
....
Lmdsay-Ntal
Dean-Ates
..Henry-Johnson
..
Savage- Neal
....
L.v'lanchc-James
.
( ol'y Isabc ta

Navalo

Kid

' ' Crabbe-St. John
Sordnn-Windsor
. SI ayne-Gwynne
Lowery-Savage

22

Town

(57)

" 2'
11-26

..

Crabbe-St.

John

.

Crabbe-St. John
Crabbe-St.

John

Ankrrs-Young
Dean-Barton
Ware-Vallln
stcele-Carlln

..

. .. .

I

I -?ay'or

. .2-25.
10-21. .

.11-26
. .9-16

.3-18. . .7-10.
. .9-2.
.9-30.
10-15. .11-1.
11-26. . .1-7.
.12-26. ...4-9.
. 11-21.
.4-10.
10 15.
.
.6-24. .8-21.
.4-29.
.7-17
11-7
.9-17.
.4-1.
.8-6.
10-29. .

. . .

Tl-11

.10-1

Hire
Rains-Holden
LaPlanche-Edwards
Crihbp
- St. John

12-24

.1-22.
.8-19. . .2-20.
. .12-8
.1-21.
9-3.
10-14. .
.4-29. .3-27. .
.12-24.
.6-3.
.10-2.

..

Steele-Saylor

For

.10-1. . .4-20
.5-28. .10-23
.6-30
. .1-8
..1-21.
.8-6.
.6-25. .11-30
.4-15

. 8-6.

Litel-Lang
Crabbe-St.
lohn
Von Stroheim-Bates
Beaumont-Walker
.

Overland
Riders
(54)
Deta Is under title: Bust>r Crabbe No. 8
Prairie
Badmen
Details
under
title: Dangerous
Men
Prairie
Rustlers
(55)
Details under title: Buster Crabbe No. 1

fhundor

.
..

Night

(59)

Oucen
of Biirlesnue
(67)
Romance of the West
(60)
■ r > of t Snm-jty
Girl
Six Gun
Man
(60)
Details under title: Six-Gun
Strange
Holiday
(61)
Strangler ot The Swamp
(60)
Terrors
On Horseback
(T4)

5-21
8-19

10-21

Beaumont-Walker
The

.3-4. . .6-20
.5-3. . .8-22

.8-19.
.4-29. ..8-15

Killer
in

CHART

Ameche-McLeod

1-21.
. 9-3.
12-10.

. . .11-11

Cast

Details

Rtl.

No.

1946-47

.7-24
.3-20
8-1
.2-1
9-2. ....
1-1

Lonely

Hearts

the Badman,
The
under title: Angel

Be>.

and

.2-18

.6-10

.8-19
.5-13
.10-14

9-lfi
11-11

. . . . -9-3D

Withers-Wltherc

1-21

Wayne-Russell

4-29

Club

the

Outlav

Apache
Rose
v.dLiiuar
Girl
Heidorado
Hit
Parade,
The
lviasn.ni.ent
Rogue,
The
Fabulous Suzanne, The
I've Always
Loved You
(T)
(117)
Details
under
title: Coneertt

Rogers-Evans
9-2
Frazee-Marshall
. . . .7-8
Rogers-Evans
7-22
Albert-Moore
.....9-16
-.
Roberts- Douglas
... .7-8. .10-15.
Britton- Vallee
3-18
McLeod-Dorn
.._... 8-20

Oregon
Trail
Scouts
Outlaw
o! Sioux
City
Pilgrim
Lady,
The
Details
under
title:

Lane- Wentworth
Lane-Stewart
Mara-Douglas

The

Inner

Circle

Autry- Roberts
Kelly-Booth
Dunn-Freeman

6-24
8-19
....5-13

That's
My Girl (Trucolor)
Trail To San
Antone
Web
of Danger
Winter
Wonderland
Details under title: Snow

Barry-Roberts
Autry-Stcwart
Mara-OFIynn
Roberts-Drake

8-6
.. ..8-19
...10-28
5-13

Cinderella

.9-30

...9-2
10-14
3-18

Sioux
City Sue
Spoilers
of
The
North
That
Brennan
Girl
(95)

1945-46

10-28

Loose

Down
Missouri Way
(74)
O'Dr.. coil-Wright
Details
under
title
Missouri
Hayride
Enchanted
Forest
The
(Cinecolor)
(80) . . . Luwe-Joyce
Flying
Serpent,
The
(60)
Lewis-Kramer
....
Gas House Kids
(68)
Hslop-Lowcry
...
Gentlemen
with
Guns
Lrabbe-St.
John
.
Ghost
of Hidden
Valley
How
Do You
Do?
(83)..
I Ring
Doorbells
(67)
Lady Chaser
Details
under
title: Lady
Larceny in Her Heart
(68)
Details
under
title. Crime
Lighthouse
Lightning Raiders
(61)
Mask
ot Diljon
(73)
Murder
Is My Business
(65)

Picker

issue.

Tim.

COMPLETE!!)

Ang:l
and
Details

.10-14.

Driftin'
River
(55)
Her Sister's Secret
(85)
Outlaws of the Plains
(56)
Pliilo Vance's
Gamble
Return of Rln-Tin-Tin,
The
(V)
Stars Over Texas
Tumblewe;d
Trail
Wild
West
.
Details under title: Melody
Round-Up

On

next

Man

Affairs of Geraldine
Details
under
title:

Corr.se Came Calling,
The
Devil On Wheels,
The

Accomplice
(68)
Ainuush
Iran
(58)
Avalanche
(68)
Blonde For A Day
(67)
Details
under
title: Blondes
Caravan
Trail,
The
(Cinecolor)
Cluti Havana
(62)
Colorado Serenade
(68)
Danny
Boy
(66)
Detour
I6j)
Devil Bat's
Daughter
Hon
Rirardo
Returns

issue.

crime.

1946-47

Release

next

Western — Started November
11
Cast:
William
Elliott,
Vera
Ralston,
John
Carroll,
Virginia
Bruce,
George
(Gabby)
Hayes,
Albert
Dekker,
Maria
Ouspenskaya, LeRoy Mason, Minna Gombell.
Associate Producer-Director: Joseph Kane

line — Running

Details

Cast
Paige-Nash

COMPLETED
Born
To Speed
Details
under
Eagle-Lion
Brute
Man,
The
(58)
Details
under
Universal

(3)
(1)
(0)
(0)
(0)
(0)

PRODUCTIONS

iSHAL OF CRIPPLED CREEK
Western — Started November 4
Allan Lane, Bobby Blake, Martha Wentworth.
Director:
R. G. Springsteen
Producer:
Sidney
Not
available.
See next
issue.
VOMING

Gallan.

Jenks.
Producer:

IN PRODUCTION
Red

(12) In Production
(38)
In Production
6)
(( 0)
In Production
In
Production
(23)
In Production
In Production
( 4)

UNTITLED
Musical — Started November 4
Cast:
Nelson
Eddy,
Ilona Massey,
Joseph
Schildkraut.
Hugo
Haas, Elsa Lanchester, Tamara Shayne, Peter Whitney.
As oc. Producer-Director:
Allan Dwan

RELEASE

CHART

Time

Completed
Completed
Completed
Completed
Completed
Completed

. .4-1

IN PRODUCTION

PHILO VANCE'S SECRET MISSION
Mystery — Started November
14
Ca rt : Alan Curtis, Terry Austin, Frank
Director: Basil Wrangell
Smuggled

8-6.. .4-23.

Loder-Aubert

NEW PRODUCTIONS

Story:

Gun

(16)

.3-18

.4527.
.5-13
.9-6. . .4529. . .5-13

.

a

REPUBLIC

.4518.
..5-3.
..4-5.
.5-17.
6-28.

.8-6.

Completed ( 7)
Completed ( 5)
Completed (20)
Completed (16)

(14)

. .3-8.
..2-8.
.4-19.

2-19.
.4-2.
.. .7-9.
11 13.

Bride
Wore
Boots,
The
(82)
Hot Cargo
(57)
Our Hearts Were Growing Up (122)
To Each
His Own
(122)

BLOCK

ot

.S»-l.
2-22.

1945-46

Blue
Dahlia,
The
(99)
They Made Me A Killer ,65)
Virginian,
The
(T)
(90)
Well-Groomed
Bride, The
(75)

BLOCK

Wife

Lamour-Mi;iand
Cooper-Arthur
...

Alias Billy The
Kid
(56)
California
Gold
Rush
(56)
ra: Man
of Paris. The
( 65)

Carson-Stewart
Elliott-Fleming
Csmond-Aubert

Conquest
of Cheyenne
(56)
Crime
ot the Century
(56)
Crimson
Ghost,
The
(Sr'iaP
Earl Carroll's
Sketchbook
(90)
El Paso
Kid
Daughter
ot Don
Q (Serial)
lays ot Buffalo
Bill (56)
French
Key, The
(67)
Gay
Blades
(67)
G. I. War
Brides
(69)
Guy Could Change,
A (65)
Glass
Alibi. The
(68)
Home
in Oklahoma
(72)
Home On the Range
(55)
Details under
title: West of God's
In Old Sacramento
(89)
Invisible
Informer
(57)
Inner
Circle, The
King of the Forest
Rangers
(Serial)
Last Crooked
Mile, The
(67)
Last Frontier Uprising
(Magnacolor)
Madonna's Secret.
The
(79)
Man from
Rainbow
Valley
(M)
(57)
Murder
in the Music
Hall
(84)

Elliott-Fleming
Bachelor-Browne
Stirluig-i.'rgley
Moore- Marshal]
Carson-Harmon
Boa n Alien
Carson-Stewart
Dekkcr-Ankers
Ashley-Rogers
Ellison-Lee
Lane-Frazee
Wrixon-Fowlcy
Rogers-Evans
Hale-Booth

Country

Rough
Santa
Scotland

Riders
ot Cheyenne
Fe Uprising
Yard

Investigator

Roners-Evans
Stirling-Henry
Acuff-Mara
Pearce-Harris
Hale-Rooth
Bath<4or-Mara
Kent Stewart

Texas

Elliott-Ralston
Rogers-Evans
Carson-Stewart
Albert-Marlowe
Carson-Stewart
Moon Rogers-Evans

(56)
(68)

. .10-29
. .10-29.
.. .4-15.
. . .3-18.

. .7-22.
. .2-28.
.10-26.
. .8-13.
5-22..
1-21. . .7-27 .
10-1
2-8..
10-29. . .5-18.
12-10. . .1-25.
4-29... 8-12.
6-25... 1-27.
. . .12-24. . .4-27 .
6-24... 11-8.
11-26. . .4-18.

Moore-Elliott
....12-10.
Stirling-Henry
....2-18.
Douglas-Roberts
...2-18.
Thnmp on-Talbot
.10O5.
Barry-Sayage
...12-10.
Hale-Booth
Lederer-Patrick
....10-1.
Ha'e-Bnoth
2-18.
Ralston-Marshall
..10-29.

My Pal Trigger
(79)
Mysterious
Mr.
Valentine
Night Train to Memphis
(67)
One
Exciting
Week
(69)
Out California
Way
(M)
Passkey to Dangrr
(58)
Phantom
Rider. The
(Serial)
Plainsman and The Lady
(87)
Rainbow Over Texas
(65)
Red River Renegades
(55)
Rendezvous
With
Annie
(89)
Rio Grande
Raiders
(56)
RollDetails
On, Texas
Moon
(68)
under
title: Shine
On

.. .12-24. . .4-17. .
4-30
2-4..
... .10-1. . .4-20. .

. .8-19.
..5-31.
. .8-7.
...8-9.
10-22. .
,..2-16.
.4-27
. ..6-14.
.4-10.

.555
.565
,.:68
,.51J
..581

..511. . .6-24
.556
.583
. .530
r0
4 9-J
29
.554
5-13

. .51
7-8
.. 5542
.5 8. .10-11
..508
2-4
. .516. . .5-27
10-14
.5501... 4-29
.529
.526
.517
.527.
.582

.9-33

..510..
3-H
.5:02. . .7-27
.531
..512..
3'
.5541. . 7-22
. .523. . .8-19
.-.9-6..
..6-8. ..518.
..9-3..
..521
7-8
5-11.
.8-19
8-6... 1-26..
4-29...7-25..
11-25
4-1.
.581
.557
.T2-. . .6-10
- .9-?
..5-9. ..448.
4-1 . . .719.

3-4.
6-10.
11-12.
....12-24.
4-29..

..7-12.

....3-18.

..9-9..
.9-12.

5-13.

.558
..542.
.552. .11-11

Carson-Stewart
... .5-14. . .11-1. .
LaneWentwnr'h
3-18..
...

VunSt'hrim-Rachelor

2-19.

.9-30

501

FILM

BUL1.F1

I.N

.7-23..
Elliott-Fleming
Rogers-Evans
. 12-24 .
Mara-Barrier
...
.11-26.
Kurov-Esscn
Marshall Gargan
. .8-6.

Sheriff of Redwood
Valley
(56)
Song
of Arizona
(68)
Song
ol Mexico
(57)
Speetre ot the Rose
(90)
Strange
Impersonation.
A (68)
Sun
Valley
Cyclone
(55)
Traffic In Crime
(56)
Undercover
Woman
(56)
Details
under
title: Passkey

Elliott-Fleming
.
Richniond-Mara
..
Bachelor-Liv ngs'on
to

. 566 . .

...3-9.
.12-28.
...7-5.
..3-16.
.5-10..

.506.
.524.
.447.

.9-17.. . .6-28.
. . .4-1. . .4 15.
11-26.

Danger

Under Nevada Skies
(69)
Valley ot the Zombie, The (56)
Vigilantes
of Boom
Town
Wagon
Wheels
Westward
(56)
Woman
Who Came Back, The
(68)
Details under title. The Web

.3-29..

. .4-15. . . 8-26 .
. .9-17. . .5-24.
12-21.
..5-27.
.4-16
.12-13.
. .4-30

Rcgers-Evans
uu.h-Livinp.ston
Lane-Blake
Elliott Fleming
..
Kelly Luder

.4-15

.513.

.5-27
.6-10

.567.
.511.
.i22.

10-14
. .4-1

.541.. .9-16
.520
.564.

7-8
. .9-2

.507.

.1-21

.10-29
(105)
of Time
the End
TillDetails
under title: The Oream

specials

Along

Came

Jones

C>5)
Forever

(T)
REISSUE

Pinocchlo

Completed (34)
Completed (39)

NEW

(T)

(114)

(T)

Olsney

In Production (5)
In Production (0)

A

re-make

of

the

old

novel.

MAGIC TOWN
Comedy — Started November 1
Cast:
James Stewart, Jane Wyman, Wallie Ford, Ned Sparks.
Director: William A. Wellman
Producer: Robert Riskin
Story:

Typical

American

town

is

taken

RELEASE
Title — Running

IN

for

Time

Cast

Build

My
Gallcws
High
Dick Tracy vs. The Claw
Time To Kill, A

IK it jhum Greer
Byrd-Christopher
Fonda-Bel
Geddes

COMPLETED
BLOCK NO. ONE

BLOCK

NOT

statistics.

Details

Rel

(62)

The
Riffraff

O'Brien-Slezak

Bachelor
and The Bobby-Soxer,
8tat
the Band
Banjo
Best Years ol Our Lives, The
Cole
ol The
Wtst
Deadlier
Than
The
Male
Devil Thumbs
A Ride, The

The

Grant- Loy
la.iglord-Krupa
Moffett-Wh.te
Loy-March
Warrer.-Alden
Trevor-Tierney
Tierney-Leslie

701. .7-22
703. . .7-22
.7-22
704.
. . 7-22

3-4..

.10-28

. .3-18. .
4-1.

.11-25

9-3
5-13

. . 8-19
.9-2
10-28

6-24
8-6
. . . .6-24
9-16
4-2y
7-22
5-27
7-8

Conway- Meredith
Young-Cotton

Honeymoon

Temple Madison

It's A Wonderful
Life
Locket,
Thi
San
Quentin
Secret
Life of Walter
Mitty
Sinbad
The So loi (T)
Tarzan
and The Hunters

Stewart-Reed
4-29
Day-Aheme
....
41
T erney Carr
8-19
Kaye-Mayo
4-29
Fairbanks-O'Hara
...3-4
Weissmuller-Joyce
.10-14

Wllllams-Hale

(T)
....

They
Won't
Believe
Me
Thunder
Mountain
.
Trail Street
Vacation
in Reno
(60)
Woman
on The
Beach
Details
under
title: Desirable

'101)
the South
(T)

Boomerang
Bowery, The
Brasher
Doubloon,
Carnival
In Costa
Claudia and
David
Dangerous
Millions

High
•

The
Rica
(78)

(T)

Voyage, title:
The Wake
(T)
under

George
Sweet

Window

Kissinj

Up

and

Her Now

That's

BLOCK

.4-1

Young- Hayward
Holt-Hyer
Scott-Jeffreys
Haley-Jeffreys
Bennett-Ryan

. . . .8-19
10-28
8-19
2-4
2-4

Bergman-Grant
Disney
Cartoon

...10-29
Feature

Margie
(T)
(94)
My
Darling Clementine
(T)
(97)
Razor's
Edge,
Thi
Shocking
Mils
Pilgrim,
The
(T>
Strange Journey
(65)
Details
under title: Flight
To
Sun
Valley Serenade
(— )
13
Rot
Madeleim
Three
Little Girls in Blue
Wanted
for Murder
(91)

Garni of
Details

Death
under

(70)
title:

The

Rlveritat
Rhythm
(64)
Tarzan
and the Leopard

BLOCK

West

Dangeroas

Woman

Badman's
Terrltor,
(98)
Ding
Dong
Williams
(62)
Partners
In Time
(76)
Truth
About
Murder,
The
(63)
Details
under
title: The
Lie

BLOCK

Bamboo
Blonde
Bedlam
(79)
Detail*
under
Crack-Mp
Falcon's

(93)
Alibi,

(72)

NO. FIVE

Without
Reservations
(107)
Detailunder title- Thanks

NO. SIX

Beautiful

..

Detector

God.

I'll

of

Bedlam

Loder-Long
Errol-Newton
Welsmuller-Joyee

title:
The

NOVEMBER

A

Tale

(62)

25,

.5-28.
...9-3.
2-19.

...8

"9
(0.

Colbert-Wayni
. . . 10-29 .
Takf
It From
Here)

11-11

NOT

Paradise

(T)

...

..

(90)

.Oct

642

.Sept.

.637

8-5

.. ..7-22
8-6 ..
.3-18 . .Oct
...7-8..
. .4-29. .

b40. ,
.6^;..

Nov.

.9-2

. .4-15. . ■ Sept.
. . .2-18
.12-10. .

.9 16
646. .10-28
.8-5
.643.
.645. .10-14

..
...

...5-27..
. .4-29.

Henle-Payn»
Cagney-Annabella
Haver- Montcomery
Portman-Grey

636. . .8-19

...6-10..
Re!s=ue . Foreign. .

Sept.
.Oct
Nov.
Aag.
May
Nov.
Oct.

.641.

.63
9-lfi
.644 . . n-ii

.11-26..

(128)

Dog

.Aug.
Aug.
May.
Aug.

1945-46

DESIGNATED

Anna and The
King of Slam
Boll for Adaos.
A (103)
Centennial Summer
(T)
(102)
Cluny
Brown
(100)
Dark
Corner, The
(99)
Deadlini
For Murder
(65)
Do You
Love
Me?
(91)
lenler
Mist
(94)

Dunne-Harrison
Hodlak-Tlerney
Crain-Wilde
Jones-Boyer
Ball-Stevens
Kelly-Ryan
OHara-Haymes
, .Garner-Joslyn

(70)

.6-10
4-29
.6-10

12-10.
...11-13
9-17.
12-24..
.June.
12-10
July..
Aug.
3-18.
.May.
4-30..
2-19..

.634.
. .633.
. 601.
628 .
.626.
62s.
..635.

.603

.4-15
. .5-27
. 7-»

.6-24

July.
2-4.. . Juni.
1-21..
12-10..
..7-23.
1-7.. . Juni.

Landis-Joslyn
Gargan-Palmer
Hodiak-Guild
MaeMurray-Baxter
Hasso-Shepperd

. .630.
. 627 . .5-27
.6-25
.5-13
..631.
. .632.
.629.
.5-13
. . 6-24

Completed

.617..
.616..
.3-4
.3-4
.619.. 12-10

.620
3-4
.618... 2-18
.622.
.623.
.625.
.624.

.4-29
.4-29
.4-29

..621... 5-13

...9-17.
8-6.

.630... 6-24
.628... 5-13

fl'Brien-Trevoi
Conway-Corday

....1-21.
. ..8-20.

.627... 6-24
.629... 5-13

(46)

In Production (5)

KEY TO PRODUCERS
Small (Sml); Rogers (Rgs); Vanguard (Van); Crosby
Bill Boyd
(BB);
Pressburger
(Psb);
Ripley-Monter
Bogeaus
(Bog);
Stromberg
(Smg);
Levey
(Lev);
(Cow); Stone (Stn); Selznick (Szk) ; Nebenzahl (Neb);
(Les); Loew-Lewin
(LL); Eagle-Lion
(GFD); Cagney
Bronston
(Brn) ; California
(Cal) ; Chaplin
(Chn).

RELEASE

761.... 8-5
11-11

Langford-Wade
Karloff-Lee

1946

Craine-Young
Fonda-Darnell
.Power-Tierney
Grable-Haytnes
Kelly-Massen

COMPLETED

IN

Scott- Richards
....10-1.
Vernon-McGuire
..5-14.
Goff-Lauek
Granville-Conway
..7-23.

(68)

Blaine-James

Me

1945-46 Features

NO. FOUR
Hayward-Wllliams
Fonta ne-Stevens

Wilde-O'Hara
Haver-Stevens
Colman-Cummins
Bari-Scott

(T)

for

. .9-30. .
.12-10. .Sept
. .7-22. .

. .9-30. .
Andrcws-Wyatt
Reissue. .
Ralt-Beery
Montgomery-Guild
Haymes-Holm
...
. .7-22.
McGuire-Young
.. ..4-29.
Taylor-Drake
...
. .3-18
...7-8.
Dream fayne-Havtr
..5-14.

Apley, The
Homicide
*70)

I'm Lucky
(79)
Details
under
title:

. . .

.5-27

1945-46
Deadline
at Dawn
(83)
From
This
Day
Forward
Details under title All Brides an

.11-11.
.11-11.

2-4

Woman

(94)

.

Freeman-Denning
uarner-MeCallister

SPECIALS
Notorious
Song
of

.

Grable-Dailey
Travis- Rogers

It Shouldn't Happin Tt A
Rendezvous
24
(70)
Som«wlier«
In thi Right
Smrtj
(T)
(87)
auaiige
Trlangli
v65)

...4-29
5-27

Darnell-Wilde

Black
Beauty
(74)
Boa, Son of Battle
(T)
Details under title: The

If

Falcon's
Adventure,
The
Farmer's
Daughter,
The
Details
under title: Katie for Congress
Fascina. .i:g Nuisance
Details
under
title: Master
Mindi

Tights

Backlash

.11-11. .
.9-16..

. 70~>.
702. .

Cast

1946-47

Late
Home

DESIGNATED

Amazing
Mr. Hammer,
Details
under
title:

Wore

.10-28. .

Robson-Portman
. Foreign
.10-29
Young-Hale
. .11-12
Russell-Knox
, ..1-21
Tierney-Jeffreys
.12-10
rVarren-Leslie
..
Mcffctt-Tocmey
Conway-0 DrLcoll
Conway-Jeffreys
Carr.ey-Brown
Ratt-Bari

Amber

Mother

(T)
Homestretch
I Wonder Who's

.7-22

CHART

Time

PRODUCTION

Forever

Enchanted
Details

1946-47

NO. TWO

Child
of Divorce
(62)
°.rir"inal Court
(62)
Oick Tracy vs. Cueball
Genius At Work
(61)
Nocturne
(88)

and

CHART

PRODUCTION

Great
Day
(69)
Lady
Luck
(97)
Sister Kenny
(116)
Step By Step
(62)
Sunset
Pass
(60)

polls

IN

FOX
In Production (2)
In Production (0)

Completed (24)
Completed
(35)

Title — Running

..6-24
.»-I5

..4-29
662 . .11-26
652.
683.
692
. .4-29
682.
651. ..1-21
...4-1
..5-27
..4-30
691.

Cartoon

CEN

RELEASE

PRODUCTIONS

681 .
661 .

. .10-29
7-24
4-2

Robinson-Young
Colbert-Welles
.
Kaye-Mayo
...

(105)
(98)

1946-47 Features
1945-46 Features

SEVEN KEYS TO BALDPATE
Mystery-Comedy — Started November 14
Cast:
Phillip Terry, Jacqueline White,
Eduardo Ciannelli, Marguerite Lindsay, Arthur Shields.
Director: Lew Landers
Producer: Herman Schlom
Story:

Cooper-Young
.
. ..11-27
Crosby-Bergman
3-5
Rogers-Aumont
Kaye-Mayo
...
6-25
. . .8-20
Disney Cartoon

(125)

20th
1946-47 Features
1945-48 Features

626.

(90)

The
Belli •« St. Mary's,
Heartbeat
(102)
Kid From
Brooklyn,
The
Make
Mine
Music
(75)

The
Stranger,
i .morrow
Is
Wonder
Man

McGuire -Madison

of Home

Title — Running

CHART

rime

Cast

PRODUCTION

Little Prince,
The
Miracle Can
Happen,
Personal
Column

Harman-lsing
All-Star
Sanders-Ball

A

Red
River
Vendetta

Details

8-5

Rel.

No.

11-11.
.8-19. ..
. .9-30. .

1945-46

Adventures of Don Coyote
<C)
Angel'•tails
On under
My Shoulder
title: Mi(102)and
Bachelor's Daughtirs. The (89)
Caesar
and
Cleopatra
(T)
(126)
Carnegie
Hall

(86)

Dangerous
Venturi
Dishonored
Lady
Devil's
Playground,
The
Duel In the Son
(T)

(62)

Dru-Chekhov
Scott-Dvorak

Mr.

Satan

Ri

Cartoon
...

Hawks

Wayne-O'Sheridan
DeGeorge- Brooke

Abie's
Irish Rose
(96)
Abilene
Town
(89)
Details under title: Ablleni

hurleyo, The

(Cby);
(KM);
Cowan
Lesser
(Cgy);

Martin Rafferty
.
Mum-Baxter
...
Russell-List
....
Olivier-Leigh
...
Hunt-Prince
...
Cummings-Morgan
Raffcrty Olsen
. . .
Boyd-Alexander
Lamarr-O'Keefe
.
Boyd-Clyde
....
lones-Cottm

.'.9'-30

12-27. . Cby
. .4-23. . .1-11... Lot.. .1-J1
.8-19. .
...8-6.
. .9-20. . .Rgs. .9-30
R-C.
. . .1-21

. . .9-6. . Stn.

r.ro.
. . .4-1. .8-16.
Foregn.
LjB-II
. . .6-24. .11-22. Roach
. Neb. .11-11
5-27
.8-5

. .5-27
. .5-27. .11-15
...3-19

Rachmil

Smg
23
B.B. . ..9-d
.9-30
Sill

Fabulous
Joe, The
Fabulous
Dorseys,
The
Fanny
by Gaslight

Fool's

Gold

Abel-Grahame
uorsey-Blair
vusnti Calvert

(63)

Boyd-Clyde

8-6..
8-5.
. . . Foreign . .

5-27.

.1-31

Henry
V (T)
(134)
Here Comes
Trouble
(Cinecolor)

OlmT-Newton
Tracy-Llryd

Hoppy's Holiday
Johnny la the Cloadi
(88)
Little Iodine
(57)
Maconber
Affair, The
Details
under
title: The Short,
Happy
Lil
Mr.
Ace
(84)
Details under title: Mr. Ace and the Queen

Boyd-Ware
9-30. .
Nonlgomery-Mllll
.Foreign
Marlowe-Cramer
4-29
?eck Bennett
4-29. .
- Francis
Macomber
Raft-iJncy
3-4.

Monsleir
Verdoax
i). 'ils onder
title: Comedy
New Orleans
Night
In Casablanca.
A (89)
flntlaw
Thr
'114)
Pretend rs, The
Details
under
title: Strange

Chaplin-Raye
of

...Foreign.
.....6-24...

Roach
Rgs

So

GFD.
B.B. .11-11

Strange
Congaest
(63)
Time of Their
Lives, The
(82)
White Tie and Tails
(77)
Wild
Beauty
(61)

GFD... 4-29
RoScli
Rchl

7-8. . .

Bedfellows

Private Affairs of Bel Ami
Rebecca
1 130)

Chn

2000
Wnaen
Yoong
Widow
(98)
WhhpN- ng Wal's
Who Killed
Doc Robin?
(C)
Details
under
Misc.
Independents

.2-8

. .Hug. . . .4-1

...5-13..
. . Relssoe. . .4-26
'-19. . ..Szk.
.Psb.

. . Robinson-McCalllster
.5-13. .
Sander
Hasso
10-29.
.1-10
Lloyd-Wi'burn
...10-1..
10-25.
Lamarr-Sanders
...12-24.. 12-13.
Bruce-Calj.vei
5-27. .
Robson-Calvert
Russell Hayward
Boyd-Tate
Olsen-Jannsen

..Foreign...
3-5..
9-2. .
9-30...

d:George-Brooke

. ...»-19.

Ur.

Stg

.. .Sing.
.R.C .11-25

1946-47 Features
1945-46 Features

Completed
Completed

946-47 Features
Serials
945-46 Features
Westerns
Serials

Completed
Completed
Completed
Completed
Completed

(48)
( 7)
( 4)

RELEASE
Title — Running

In
In
In
In
In

NEW

Story:

Rel .
Roach .

Can

Sts.

IN

Title— Running

and

I,

The

(1)
(0)
(6)
(0)
(0)

Oetaite

Co'bert-MacMurray

10-28.

1946-47
Dark
Mirror,
The
(85)
I'll Be Yoors
Lady
Surrenders,
A
My
Heart
Goes
Crazy
(T)
Magnificent
Doll
Men of Two Worlds
Michigan
Kid. The
(C)
Mysttrloos
Mr. M. (Serial)
Notorious Gentleman
(108)
Pirates of Monterey
(T)
Slave
Girl
Smash-Up
Details
under
title: Love Takes
Song
of Seherezade
(T)
Details
under
title: Scherezade
Stalrwav
to Heaven
(T)
Swell
Gey
Temptation
Details under title: Bella Donna
They

Were

Sisters

"Htsntes
Retorn.
Wicked
Lady

deHavilland-Ayres
...9-2..
4-1.
Dorbin-Drake
Foreign. .
Lockwood-Granger
Foreign . .
Field-Kendall
. . 6-24 . .
Rogers-Niven
Foreign . .
. .4-29. .
Ca'vrt-Portman
Hall-Johnson
...
Mrrtn Blake
. 6-10..
Fodegn . .
Harri<on-Palmer
. .5-13..
. Monte?-Cameron
DeCarlo-Brent
. . ...8-5..
;'r ward-Eowman
. .6-10.
Holiday
DeCarlo-Donlevy
. .1-21..

a

Massey-Nlven
Tufts-Blyth
Oberon-Brent

(108)
The

(Cinecolor)

Foreign.
. 6-24. .
. .4-29. .

...
..

Mason-Calvert

.... Foreign .

H-di-Linrtsav
Mason-Lockwood

...

.Oct. . .Jnsn. .10-14

. Dec.

Cast

PRODUCTION

Encounter
(85)
Happy
Breed

Johnson-Howard
Newton-Johnson

I Know
Where
I'm Going
Johnny
Frenchman
(104)
Love Story
Captive Heart, The

.2581
.1066.

.
11-11

.Nov.
.Dec.

.Sept. . .1065. . .9-16

7-22.
.Foreign.

for

Death

Cat Creeps.
The
(57)
Canyon
Passage
(T)
(90)
Danger
Woman
(65)
Details
onder
title: Claudia's
Cuban
Pete
(61)
Dark
Horse
(59)
Dearl of the Night
(79)
Dressed
To KIM
(72)
Details
nnder
title: Prelude
Gunmen's
Code
(54)
Her Adventurous Night
(65)
Details onder title: He Meant
Inside Job (65)
Details
nnder title: Kelly
Is
Killers.
The
(102)
Lawless
Breed,
The
(56)

Love

Wife

to

Harm

My

Name

...
..
...
. .
. .

Flynn-Lupino
. . .
Dunne-Powell
Carson-Vlckers
.. .
Flynn-Parker
.. .
Garfield-Fitzgerald
Sheridan-Smith
.

Pursued
Shadow of A Woman
(78)
Stallion
Road
That Way with Women
Details under title: A Very

Wrigbt-Mitchum
.,
King-Prince
....
Reagan-Smith
...
Greenstreet-Vickers

Rich

Time,
Ihe Place and The Girl, The
Two
Mrs. Carrolls.
The
Verdict,
The
(86)

Crawford-Heflin

Man

..4-15.
.. .9-18.
..1-21.
.8-6.

.603. '.'.9-16

10-12.
. .11-9.

.606. .10-28
.604... 9-30

..6-24.
..2-19.
..4-15.
..8-19.
.5-14.
..4-2.
. .2-18.

.9-14

602

deHavilland-LupIno
Scott-Paige
Leslie-Hutton
...

My Reputation
Night and Day

Stanwyck-Brent
. ..11-29.
.
Grant-Smith
.
Henreid-Parker
. . . 6-25 .
Sheridan-Moran
...7-24.
...11-1.
Cooper-Bergman
Davis-Ford
..
...2-19.
1-22.
Fitzgerald-Greenstreet
12-24.
Morgan-Leslie
...3-8.

11-16.
..8-20.
. ..4-16.

9-£

10-28 .'
.11-23.

.9-28.'

.2-16

.
.607.. 11-11
.2-18
512..
.6-10
.517.. .4-15
.4-29

.12-13.

Devotion
(107)
Her Kind
of Man
(78)
Janie
Gets
Married
(89)

Conqoest
for Comedy

.'605 .'.10-28
.601. ..8-19

..

Documentary
Leslie-Aldo

(90)

.8-31.

..4-1.
.11-26.
...4-1.
..5-27.
..9-16.
..5-13.

Burma
Victory
(63)
Cinderella Jones
(88)

(94)
(T)

Rev

.10-31.

(1) ... .Morgan-Paige
...
Bogart-Stanwyek
Greenstreet-Lorre

..3-9.
...5-11.
.4-20.
. .6-22.
..1-26.
.7-20.
. . . 8-3 .
. 3-30.
.6-1.
..7-6.
.4-13..
...2-16.
.8-17.
.4-13..

, .520. .1-?J
.518..
.510..
.323.
.512-. .7-22
.522. .
.519.. .5-27
.521.
12-10
..7-8
..511.
..514.
.5-27
..524.
.516.
..2-4

Cagney-Sheridan
Russell-Stewart

NEW

527... 4-15

Duryea-Vincent

....4-29

543. . .8-19

8-2. ..

1-21... 5-17
532... 6-10
. . .9-3. . .7-26. .. .541. .. .8-5
4-15. . .7-12. .. .539. .
8-5
4-29... 7-26
542.. 11-11

T'rry-Savage
Redor-ve-W'hers
Rathhnne-Bruce

4-1... 7-19
540
. Forelon. . .8-23. .. .547.
.....2-4
6-7
534.

nnnt-Adams
OKecfr-Walker

8-5. . .8-30
... .4-29. .. .7-5

. .1107.
538.

Fn<t<r- Rutherford

..3-18. ..6-28

537.

I anrast r Gardner
Grant-Adams

. .5-13. . .8-30. .. .548.
7-22. . .8-16. . .1106

.7-22
.6-24
.7-22

.515.

..8-5

HnHrn S'mmons
3-4... 8-30
549
Br-nt-Hii|
3-18. . .6-21. .. .536. . 6-24
Ad->m«-Hav.rn
... .2-18. . .4-23. .. 1881 ...
fal-ert-Granger
.. Foreign. .. .4-5 ... .526. . .6-10
nhron-Rey
18
. . .5-3. . . . 52". . .4-29

Rustlers'
Roundup
(56)
Iin-Areind.
The
(88)
She Wolf
of London.
The
(61)
Details onto title- AIIW In Ermine
She Wrote the Boob
(75)
Slightly
Scandalous
(62)

Grant-Adams
Tameron Raines
Marten Harvey

7-8. .. .8-9. . .1105
.
4-1. . .5-14. .. .535. . .6-24
.... 12-24. . .5-17
531... 4-29
2-4. . .5-31
5-13
8-2

533. . .5-27
544
9-2

PRODUCTIONS

GUILD

BUFFALO BILL RIDES AGAIN
Western — Started November 2
Cast:
Richard Alien, Jennifer Holt, Lee Shumway.
Director: Bernard Ray
Producer:
Jack
Story:

White
men
Bill averts

try to get
tragedy.

Indian

territory,

Ghief

Schwarz

is murdered.

Buffalo

BELLS OF SAN FERNANDO
Western — Started November 14
Donald Woods, Gloria Warren, Shirley O'Hara, Brian FolCast:
ger, Paul Newland, Anthony Ward, Monte Blue.
Producer: J. S. Burkett
Director: Terry Morse
Story:

Spanish
cowboy.

oppression

in

early

Title— Running

IN
Other

The

COMPLETED
Arch of Triumph
My
Dog Shep
Neath Canadian
Queen
of
Renegade
Ramrod

The
Girl

title:

days

la

broken

by

Irish

CHART
Details
Cast
Stanwyck-Nivcn

10-28

1946-47
Bergman-Boyer
Neil-Chapman
Haydcn-Cooper

Skies

Amazon

Rolling
Details Home
onder

Fernando

Time

PRODUCTION

Love,

San

No.

RELEASE

.8-19
..7-8

Little Miss Bio (61)
Lover Come
Back
(90)
tost City of the longle
(Serial)
Madonna
of the Seven
Moons
(88)
Night
In Paradise
(T)
(84)

24

(112)

SCREEN

... .1-21. . .4-12

Davls-Oakle
Ryan-Brady

.12-10.

Bogart-Bacall
Morgan-Wyraan
Cooper-Palmer
F lynn-Stanwyck
Davis-Henreid

(106)

(93)
Strangers
Three
Milwaukee
From
Guys
Two
REISSUES

No.

Rel.

.GFD.

Murder

No

Dagger

by

.10-14

Foreign.
..Foreign.

Neal-O' Driscoll

Collier-Brady
Andrews- Hayward
Jove- Porter
Arnaz-Smith

1946-47
Alda-King

Five Fingers, The
The
(114)

Escape
Me Never
Life With
Father
(T)
Love
and
Learn
Never Say Goodbye
(97)
Nobody
Lives Forever
(100)
Nora
Prentiss
Details
onder
title: The
Sentence
Possessed
Details under title: The Secret

City for
No Time

1945-46

In

(5)
(0)

Clark-Lupino
.....10-14...
Morgan-King
.....10-14..
Lindfors-Reagan
...9-30...
rarker-Young
....10-14

(128)
(107)
Bondage
01 Human
One More Tomorrow
(87)
Saratoga
Trunk
(135)
Stolen
Life. A
(107)

.Dec.

Hiller-Livesy
....Foreign.
Rosav-Roc
Forehn.
Lockwnnd-Granger
Foreign .
Redgrave-Johns
. . Foreign .

COMPLETED
Blondle
Alibi
(62)
Details
onder
title- Deslon
Black
Angel.
The
(81)
Details
onder
title: Lesson

Beast With
Big Sleep,
Cheyenne
Cloak and
Cry
Wolf
Deception

Details

1945-46

7-23.
.Nov. .
. .Nov.

In Production
In Production

(20)
(22)

COMPLETED

PRESTIGE PICTURES
Brief
This

.7-8.
. ..6-10

CHART

Time

Deep
Valley
My Wild
Irish Rose
(T)
Night
Unto
Night
The Woman
In White

IN PRODUCTION
Egg

..530.
.8-16..
.5-12
.
.5i0.
..546.
8-9
545. .10-14

. .2-4.

PRODUCTIONS

RELEASE

.3-4

CHART

Time

.528.

Innocent
man
convicted
of wife's
murder,
escapes
prison
aided
girl whose
father suffered
the same
injustice
15 years ago.

GFD.
.3-1... Sing.

Production
Production
Production
Production
Production

.4-15

..5-10..
.8-30- .

DARK PASSAGE
Drama — Started October 29
Cast:
Humphrey
Bogart,
Lauren Bacall, Bruce
Bennett,
Agnes
Moorehead, Tom D'Andrea, Clifton Young.
Director: Delmer Daves
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What the Newspaper Critics Say About New Films

"THE CENTURY-FOX
RAZORS EDGE"

20TH

RKO

Zranuck's bold choice of subject-matter and the energy of his
' approach deserve the praise accorded men of lofty intentions
...'The Razor's Edge' is preaching without inspiration, drama that
flashes intermittently and little more than a thin purse of Indian
philosophy. Being neither substantial as a contribution to modern
thought nor especially entertaining it must worry along on sheer
momentum of money spent, publicity driven home indelibly, and
the mass of star appeal." — WINSTEN, N. Y. POST.
Earnest, expensive endeavor. . .Long and elaborate film in which
the grasp for some shining revelation of spiritual quality
exceeds its reach .Richly, exquisitely theatrical in the very best
style of Hollywood. . .Because of specious situations adorned with
glib but vacuous dialogue, the opportunities of the performers are
quite as limited as the talents of most .. .Will appeal to a great
many people who are sentimentally inclined to its vague philo;ophy." — CROWTHER. N. Y. TIMES.
'"Restrained and frequently fascinating study in character. . .
■^ Scant traffic with conventional romantics and a laudrHe l°ck
of irrelevant sentiment .. .Its faults stem directly from a longwinded literary original. . .All the skill of Goulding's direction and
all the intensity of Power's acting cannot make (it) more than
intermittently entertaining." -- BARNES. N. Y. HERALD TRI|arryl Zanuck has done his level best to make a great movie.
When he finished, he snowed under anv shortcomings by an
almost unprecedented hullaballoo over what a great movie had
been made... Has turned what substance the novel had into frank
tear-jerking. . .Does fulfill one of the requisites of a great picture.
Everyone knew his lines." — COOK, N. Y. WORLD-TELEGRAM

'""yhough Detective Raft does get into a couple of bloody battles.
-*■ the moments of excitement
and suspense
in this hour-and-ahalf manhunt are rare. . .Produced with an eye toward tl
hard-bitten school of murder-mystery."
A. W., N. Y. TIMES.
"/^ccasionally, things take a turn for the lively. ..The resl of the
^-^ time 'Nocturne' is a drab and dreary affair with very little
happening. . .Throws in some unexplained confusion as a substitute
for the usual type of mystery and suspense."
- COOK,
N. Y.
WORLD-TELEGRAM.
■'/"\ver-produced,
over-written,
under-edited,
sluggish
detective
^^ story that remains
lumpishly
baffling after everything,
it
arbitrarily states, has been clearly explained."
- AGER, PM.
A wkward whodunit whose few moments of effective drama are
■^^accomplished almost entirely by direction .. .Muddled thriller
v,-ho~e handicaps are increased by the fact that its hero is not
even likeable." — GUERNSEY, N. Y. HERALD TRIBUNE.
"■Cnough murder and mayhem. The quantity is there, and the
quality is sufficientlv good to pass muster among run-of thefac'.ory products." — WINSTEN, N. Y. POST.

D

NOTORIOUS

GENTLEMAN'

UNIVERSAL-INTERNATIONAL

"T)uts the Winter Garden on the list of preferred movie theatres
*the next few weeks. . .Rex Harrison in a demonstration of light
comedy playing at its amiable and gracious best... A few serious
moments, but most of its length is jaunty, witty pleasantry."
COOK, N. Y. WORLD-TELEGRAM.
"Oole played by Mr. Harrison is not calculated to boom his stock
too much with that group of romantic movie-goers who like
their heroes to have stiff and manly spines. But for those who
enjoy a characterization done with polish and subtlety, Mr. Harrison's portrait of this scoundrel will be a strange but intriguing
display. . .Oddly deceptive affair which taxes classification. It plays'
like a comedy-romance, but keeps switching with brutal abruptness
to the sharpest irony." — CROWTHER, N. Y. TIMES.
'"Deautiful example of the freshness of subject matter and maturity of treatment that distinguish the good English movies
...Production is skilled and thoughtful and held to uniform high
quality in all its departments by rare taste and intelligence." AGER. PM.

"/"Vverall effect is one of delightful comedy.
But, underlying its
witty lines and comic situations,
is the sad spectacle of a
man's
disintegration,
N.
Y. DAILY
NEWS. which has a sobering effect." — CAMERON,
'"pine combination
of comedy and drama
suffers from lack of
resolution. . .Almost
wholly
Harrison's
picture, and his portrayal of a most fascinating and adult character is well worth
viewing." — GUERNSEY, N. Y. HERALD TRIBUNE.

'NOBODY
BROS.LIVES FOREVER'

WARNER

"TI77hen a gangster picture is better than the worst and not as
good as the best it bobs about in a large, barely distinguishable company over the years. 'Nobody Lives Forever' will not be
remembered any more successfully than are those, but for the
moment it provides a story with tense though not very believable
moments." — WINSTEN, N. Y. POST.
'"Pollowing a formula which has been generally successful in the
past... Those customers — of which there are many — who
have lived through such matters before are likely to find this
repetition just a bit wearisome and even dull." — CROWTHER,
N. Y. TIMES.
"^taCCato acting and stock violence are the chief assets. . .Melodramatic crescendo which carries the show across the finish
with considerable impetus. . .Production tricks in this screen underworld scuffle are tried, but true." — BuRNES, N. Y. HERALD
TRIBUNE.
NOVEMBER

2 3.
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RADIO

NOCTURNE1

WHITE TIE AND TAILS'

UNIVERSAL

'/~\ne of those featherweight fables which needs the most blithe
^ and brittle writing and playing to be made to look like much
...Unfortunately, Bertram Millhauser hasn't written it quite that
classily and Charles T. Barton has not directed as though ne were
confident that it would go." — CROWTHER, N. Y. TIMES.
'"C'Simsy but diverting
screen farce. . .Creates considerable
light*• hearted entertainment. . .Both Duryea and Miss Raines make
a likable and recognizable couple, employing an easy-going style
of performance
which
does not
overwork
the featherweight
material." — GUERNSEY, N. Y. HERALD TRIBUNE.
" A fter seeing him (Duryea) use his charm for all it is worth, I
•**• am inclined to advise him to stick to his last. He is a betterscreen heel than hero... Has its enchanting moments, but there
are, unfortunately, not enough of them to make 'White Tie and
Tails' a must." — CAMERON, N. Y. DAILY NEWS.
" ^ miable trifle of farce. . .Follows conventional patterns. . .Not
exactly a bad picture but if this is the best that M.r Duryea's
employers can find for him as a hero, he had better talk them into
putting him back into those portraits of villainy where his time
has been so well spent." — COOK, N. Y. WORLD-TELEGRAM.
"Plessedly, this time it does not take long to tell this story, for
its script-writer briskly pushes his actors around to fit the
plot... So there is little for the audience to mull over." — AGER.
PM.

'LADY
LUCK'
RADIO

RKO

"\^¥ild little package of nonsense, while cut to a standard plot...
is peopled with such an assortment of slangy and slap-happy
sports that it makes a quite-promising showing — at least when
♦ hose gents are to the fore." — CROWTHER, N. Y. TIMES.
"TUThatever spell is occasionally cast by the scramble for easy
" money is soon dissipated in a conventional charade about
mutual disappointment and misunderstanding in young marriage
...On few occasions. . .Morgan and Young are able to make the
doings amusing and sometimes almost dramatic." - GUERNSEY.
N. Y. HERALD TRIBUNE.
"Tllustrates so many reversals of fortunes in gambling and love,
A all in the interests of a variegated plot, fhat you may become
a little tired before the end. . .But there are some pretty good ones
along the way,
hearty laughs, and first-rate performances." WINSTEN,
N. with
Y. POST.
"T~'nough laughter to make pretty fair entertainment .. .Entertainment comes entirely from the salty-cynical humor in the
talk of a bunch of gamblers who have the supporting roles...
Would have been still better if they had been given the whole
picture, throwing out the two dreary faced lovers altogether."
COOK, N. Y. WORLD-TELEGRAM.
"R'irports to be a flyer into the strange customs of the gambling
. — and that's
amiable enacted

all." folk...
— AGER,
fiction romance
Pulp PM.

"^ miable
comedy...
are assured
CAMERON,
N. Y.You
DAILY
NEWS. of an entertaining time."
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What the Newspaper Critics Say About Neu) Films

MARGIE'

20TH CENTURY-FOX
A
treat in tender, nostalgic, unpretentious,
infectious songful
■** cinema. . .Directed with a loving, gentle hand. . Jeanne Crain
is the essence
adolescent appeal. . .Margie
is a real gem."
THIRER,
N. Y. of POST.
"Tntended to put audiences into a mood of wistful nostalgia...
A Brightly hued Technicolor caricature of the clothes and behavior of 20 years ago... Mainly a comedy which draws its mirth
from the plight of a girl whose bloomers always are slipping
down around her ankles. . .These people (who made the picture)
are solemn and ponderous even about the moments when their
picture is intended to be comical."— COOK, N. Y. WORLD-TELEGRAM.
"VV Trapped in Technicolor and exuding sweetly sentimental mem" ories of the flapper-and-hip-flask era... Has re-created the
atmosphere of 1928 with more affectionate warmth than spirit...
We register an annoyance over the picture's principal joke, a
running embarrassment which has Margie tripping over her falling bloomers and Director Henry King has used it to a fare-theewell. Otherwise, 'Margie' comes off as a generally pleasant entertainment."— PRYOR. N. Y. TIMES.
'Tnnocuous, superficial screen comedy. . .Direction creates some
good period atmosphere, but the F. Hugh Herbert screen play
is reminiscent of hundreds of other teen-age stories . .Local color
is much more interesting than the plot. . .Merely a middling,
small-town comedy and not, as the song states, any one's inspiration."—GUERNSEY, N. Y. HERALD TRIBUNE.
""JV/Tusical comedy sweetheart of 1946... All too seldom does a
production come along to gladden our hearts with its intelligent conception of human nature, everyday humor and rejuvenating power " — HALE, N. Y. NEWS.
"T"\ear and winning movie that makes everybody who sees it feel
*—^ good... Full of chuckles, as distinguished from the bellylaughs that come from shock or slapstick, because its humor is
remembered experience, universal in its application and sentiment
...Gay and warm-hearted, and yet poignant." — AGER, PM.

'CLOAK AND DAGGER'
WARNER BROS.

incredible adventure story. . .Will stir its audiences
W Pildto andfrenzies
of high excitement, but it does have a nerve

besmirching the proud name
TELEGRAM.

of OSS. . ."—COOK,

N. Y. WORLD-

"Ctraight 'cloak and dagger' film, with all of the elements of adventure and romance that the classification implies ..Highly
suspenseful in a slick cinematic style. Apart from the realm of
realities, it is fast entertainment .. .Loaded down with the baldest
and
most familiar of spy-thriller cliches." — CROWTHER, N. Y.
TIMES.
"Cwift-moving scenario embellished with a deal of nonsense . .
La^g has employed subdued lighting and all the tricks of a
cat-and-mcuse chase motion picture to great effect... Has considerable excitement, but it deserves the derogatory connotations
of its title "—BARNES. N. Y. HERALD TRIBUNE.
"Opy thriller given superior casting and solid production .. .Does
*""* not add up to a very impressive view of the OSS... Highly
entertaining, and, in the person of Miss Palmer, freshly so. But
something better,
more convincing, should have been made."
WINSTEN.
N. Y. POST.
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'ANGELARTISTS
ON MY
SHOULDER'
UNITED
(Charles R. Rogers)
'"Cntertainment result is not nearly as satisfactory as in the previoii-- 'Here Comes Mr. Jordan' bv the same author .. .Lacks
the high level of imagination necessary for sustained fascination
..Despite Muni's able performance, the picture slows down to a
conversational amble, minus the laughter to hide its plot defects."
GUERNSEY. N. Y. HERALD TRIBUNE.
JV/Tight all seem quite novel and intriguing if it were not that
•*■ Mr. Segall — and Mr. Jordan — had been over this ground
Of entertainment which usually seems to give Hollywood the most
trouble. This time, everyone concerned has achieved a small
triumph, a mild pleasant little comedy."— COOK, N. Y. WORLDTET.EGRAM.
"T_Jighly
moral
fantasy. . .Performance
A A finost...Not
properly
backed
up
PECK, PM.
26

by
by

Muni
is one of his
the
production." —

'NO LEAVE, NO LOVE"

METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER

"A/pldly
as one
manypicture
incidental
frills are
as
Metrocomic
can tale
think with
up for
.. .Somemusical
of the acts
amusing, but not enough so to warrant the film's being stretched
out like an accordion into a length calculated to dim even a
bobby-soxer's enthusiasm." — GUERNSEY. N. Y. HERALD
TRIBUNE.
Just a little something about two Marines. .Bolstering this rather
slight comedy are Xavier Cugat, Marie Wilson and a tiny
Negro tot, Frank 'Sugarchild' Robinson, whose piano technique
resembles nothing you have ever seen before. Pound for pound,
young Mr. Robinson is undoubtedly the entertainingest person in
the picture."— WINSTEN, N. Y. POST.
'■^Tot only does it fail to put up barriers to the wandering interest of the audience, but it even gives evidence that its producers walked out on it, too, from time to time .. .Progressively
wayward script, which goes from pretty bad in the beginning to
complete
disintegration toward the end."— CROWTHER. N. Y.
TIMES.
"/""ast •• -appear to throw themselves
against the screen
in the
hopeless effort to escape the confines of their witless, roundand-round faintly unpleasant script .. .until their personal charm
is so bruised and spent there's nothing left to give." — AGER. PM.

'GALLANT JOURNEY'

COLUMBIA

"/"•uriously ill-constructed picture about a man who was crazy to
fly goes bumping around in clumsy circles and ends up in a
miserable heap... Weary jumble of pictures of a man and a girl,
of a priest who makes gags that have no humor, of flying maTIMES. chines and of clouds. . .Limp and aimless." — CROWTHER, N. Y.
"T_Tas

excitement only in spurts. . .Most of its length is placid
and has an air of uneventfulness. . .The conventional roman-

tic claptrap with which the picture is cluttered doesn't let much
of that (Wellman's)
enthusiasm come through to the audience."
—COOK. N. Y. WORLD-TELEGRAM.
TV^ore than a nominal share of suspense and fascination, but the
■'■■'• film clearly does not stick to its last.
It cannot resist digressing into the boy-and-girl convention, which in comparison to
its scientificTRIBUNE.
theme
is very dull indeed." — GUERNSEY,
N. Y.
HERALD
"Cor all its information, 'Gallant Journey' is negative in enterin presentation." — HALE.
N. Y.tainment
NEWS. value, slow and awkward
"■^Jowhere is there any dramatic conflict, any dramatic progres■*■ ' sion..It's possible the small boy audience will have the
patience to endure the story because they too like to rnHke and
sail model planes. . .If so. they will be the very special small' boys
who can grit their teeth at tired, manufactured sentimentality
stuff and

WARNER

not go stomping out." — AGER.

PM.

BROS.

DECEPTION'

"Elaborate
study of deceit .. .Contains
passages
which
are unusually subtle and intelligent for motion pictures and two of
the leading performers are very fine indeed. As a whole, however, the screen play is slow and monotonously somber .. .Miss
Davis has full range for one of her impassioned performances. . .
Superbly
TRIBUNE.played by Claude Rains."— GUERNSEY.

N. Y. HERALD

""iVTiss Davis and Claude Rains cut loose with a dazzling display
■* of motion picture acting fireworks.
Outsiders who have not
been drawn into the Bette Davis cult had better stay away." —
COOK, N. Y. WORLD-TELEGRAM.
"Trains'
brilliant
performance
is the outstanding
feature....
^ Watching
his diabolical
play on the feelings
of a young
woman... is an intriguing sight."— CAMERON. N. Y. NEWS.
"Chow-piece intended primarily to exhibit an actress' emotional
range. . .Claude Rains makes her (Miss Davis) look completely childish and from the viewpoint of ligic. absurd... He fills out
a fascinating
portrait emotional
of a titanicimmensities,
egoist .. Irving
tion, while suggesting
does Rapper's
not impartdirecany
real meaning
to
an
artified
Frankie-and-Johnny
theme."
—
CROWTHER. N. Y. TIMES.
"Qerfect vehicle for Bette Davis and her emotion... As for the
mass joy to be derived from 'Deception.' this reviewer cannot
. . It's good.
It's not very likeable." — WINSTEN,
N.be Y.optimistic
POST.
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{Continued from Page 14)

and International Pictures, which was formalized last week and which will henceforth
bear the Universal-International label on all its product.
Fox Heads Board
Board chairman of the new company is Matthew Fox, who retains his position as
executive vice-president of Universal. James M. Franey was named president and William F. Kruse of Bell & Howell, and Edward L. McEvoy, former U chief shorts subjects
chief, were assigned to vice-presidential posts. Edmund L. Dortmann, producer of
several series of educational films and president of the American Institute of Motion
Pictures, is vice-president in charge of production.
Factors prominent in the transaction, according to the Universal statement, were
"the marked increase in the 16mm. and 8mm. market, stimulated by the ever growing
information through motion pictures" and
to acquire
the public
part of with
desire on the
Organization.
the Rank
affiliation
Universale

*

GOLDWYN
limit Stromberg arrives in New York from
Hollywood with Mrs. Stromberg to set up sales
plans with United Artists distribution chiefs for
his current picture, "The Strange Woman," and
his two forthcoming productions, "Dishonored
Lady"
and "Personal
Column."

PICKUPS
to and from

Phila. Airports

«

QUANTITY

PRODUCTION

Hollywood is making too many pictures and "with few exceptions, every picture
reminds you of a hundred other pictures," said Samuel Goldwyn at a press conference
in New York last week where he arrived to witness the opening of his latest RKO
Radio release, "The Best Years of Our Lives," on Thursday (21) at the Astor. Making
the point that he was speaking for himself, and not for the industry, the producer said
he was prompted to speak out now in response to the persistent query, "Why have the
pictures been ~o poor th:s year?" Goldwyn contended that Hollywood has run dry of
ideas and that the increasing competition from English studios may provide the stimulus "that Hollywood needs to stir itself out of its fat-cat complacency."
The veteran producer also struck out at the "extreme restrictions" which he said
labor unions employ which is denying new and vital talent the right of entry into the
prcducfion field. He referred specifically to cameramen. He added that writers are
one of the most important factors in "the true qualitv of a picture" and "there are not
enough good writers with a real story to tell or write 400 or 500 pictures a year.
Public Now Shopping

Meeting All Planes

Goldwyn welcomed the situation wherein "people are beginning to shop for entertainment again," adding that his best years were during the depression when audiences
used extreme selectivity in their patronage. "The holiday is over," said he, but Hollywood can "meet the challenge" anytime they elect to face the "question cf recognizing

Day and Night

the The
problems."
producer took to task theatre operators for not paying enough attention to
their business. Pictures, he contended, are taken cut of theatres before they exhaust

Service

their drawing power. Ostensibly, he was referring to the few "good pictures" which
have been coming from Hollywood in 1948.
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IN SPLIT WITH

UA

Charging David O. Selznick with breach of contract, the United Artists board were
asked by two of the three equal stockholders, Mary Pickford and Charles Chaplin, to
serve notice on Selznick, the third equal partner, of the cancellation of all contracts
between Vanguard, the Selznick production company, and UA. The resolution included
a provision which asked for legal action to force Selznick to return his stock holdings
in UA. and that "Duel in the Sun" be excluded for release by the compan-'. The breach
of contract generally referred to Selznick's package deals with RKO and 20th CenturyFox which they allege is an evasion of his deal with UA.
Replying to the charge, Daniel T. O'Shea. president of Vanguard, warned that if
the UA board supports "this weird and suicidal maneuver, we shall have much to say
of great interest to the trade, and it will not be limited to our plans concerning 'Duel
in the Sun'." Sehn'o': denied the interpretation that the contract was breached in that
he served in no direct or supervisory capacity in the pictures involved in the deals. He
defined his stand as one in which he would be willing to buy the two-thirds interest in
UA held by Chaplin and Miss Pickford for $10,000,000 or is prepared to sell his interest
for $5 000,000 and forthwith launch his own distribution company with "Duel" as its
first attraction on a roadshow basis. Should the other interests proceed with legal action, however. Selznick avowed his determination to fight and enter a counter-suit.
Unconfirmed reports that Charles Einfeld and his Enterprise productions would
replace Selznick in the UA setup were heard in several industry quarters. Neither
Einfeld or- UA officials would comment on these reports.

RKO,

NEW

RAPS

*

PARAMOUNT

PROFITS SOAR

Profit reports from Paramount Pictures and RKO Corp. continued to reflect the
astronomical rise characteristic of the statements issued by other companies. RKO's
n'ne-month net soared to $6,000,000 over the corresponding period in 1945 to hit a high
of $9,963.C06 after taxes and all other charges. The nine-month figure last year was
$3,941,830. Consolidated net of RKO and subsidiaries for the third quarter- of 1946 was
$308,082,553, after taxes and all other- charges, compared with a net of $1,520,052 for the
1945 third quarter.
Paramount reported an estimated nine-month net for 1946 of $33,877,000 after taxes
and all charges compared with $13,841,000 as estimated for the similar period in 1945.
Net profits for the third quarter of 1946 were estimated at $12,085,000 after all char-yes
and taxes as compared with $5,354,000 for the 1945 third quarter. Barney Balaban,
president, in announcing the figures, also reported that the company's product inventory has increased $8,000,000, due to "the improved quality of the pictures and a rise in
costs of both labor and materials, and includes an estimated amount of unpaid retro27
active labor salary adjustments at the studio." A policy of acquisition of the common
stock, he said, has been approved by the board, although it has not fixed a definite
number of shares to be acquired nor their price or time of acquisition.
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When you sail the seas of Showmanship ... be sure that your Navigator is the PRIZE BABY. . . whose
SEE-WORTHY

Trailers and Accessories ... weather any storm ... and bring you safely into port!

* jf * During his Twenty Six Years of SEEmanship . . . this able mariner has charted the waters of
better Showmanship . . . and he knows how to avoid the rocks and reefs . . . that spell disaster for the
uninitiated * * * It's Full -Speed -Ahead .. .when you travel with this lad . . . and you are always
on your course to Bigger Profits ... because his compass is always pointing at your Box Office*
nACfcf/? SERVICE
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IT
?

The trade has been listening in recent weeks to the weighty words of
certain film producers arguing about what is right and wrong with Hollywood.
And, while the voices of accomplished film makers like Goldwyn and Zanuck
bear hearing, some of their remarks point up the isolationism of the Hollywood
mind that conceives the motion picture industry as existing and revolving
wholly within the orbit of that golden little town on the West Coast. What
functions other people in the industry perform outside of Hollywood are purely
incidental, they seem to think.
These observations are not intended to detract one

iota from

the

achievements of the fine producers or the talented directors, writers, actors
and technicians who make the movies. Certainly, respected producers like

Three

Messrs. Go'dwvn and Zanuck, who can boast this very moment of two of the
year's outstanding films, merit the encomium of the industry and the moviegoing public.
We heartily join in applauding their enterprise and ability.
But we cannot subscribe to the opinion of those people in Hollywood
who imagine that they, alone, are responsible for and sustain our industry's
pre-eminent position in the world of popular entertainment. We say there are
people in New York who make Hollywood look good when it might look very
bad. Yes, and there are others in all the cities and towns of America, whereever there is a motion picture theatre, who contribute substantially toward
making the film business the big business it is today. They are the film distributors — the salesmen, the film advertisers, publiciteers, exploiteers, and,
ultimately, the exhibitors.
Hollywood points with pride — and justly — to current films like "The
Best Years of Our Lives", "Razor's Edge" and "The Yearling", but it must be
admitted that these are the exceptional, the outstanding pictures. The film
sellers, the advertisers and the exhibitors deal, for the most part, with pictures
of a far lower standard. For the two dozen topnotch pictures during a year,
they face the problem of handling two hundred that merit a rating no better
than mediocre.
What happens to this run-of-the-mill product? The advertisers work to
stimulate an appetite in the exhibitors and in the public — and their ingenuity
is amazing! The salesmen work to extract the maximum rentals from the ex-
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It is the people in these branches of our industry who are forever striving and struggling to swell the golden torrent that pours into Hollywood. They
produce the wherewithal that makes it possible for producers to lavish three or
four million dollar; on a picture, to re-shoot the scene a dozen times, if need
be. They deliver the revenue because they are the most ingenious, the boldest
merchandisers in the whole world.
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While Hollywood sits back, accepts the kudos and the lion's share of
the profits, and cries, "More! More!", the factors that really make the film
business big business are salesmanship, advertising and exhibition.
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to the fact.
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THE BEST YEARS OF OUR LIVES' GREAT GOLDWYN

Rates • • •

TRIUMPH

generally

RKO Radio (Samuel Goldwyn)
172 minutes
Myrna Loy, Frederic March, Teresa Wright,
Dana Andrews, Virginia Mayo, Hoagy Carmichael, Cathy O'Donnell, Harold Russell,
Gladys George, Roman Bohnen, Ray Collins, Minna Gombell, Walter Baldwin, Steve
Cochran, Dorothy Adams, Don Beddoe, Victor Cutler, Marlene Ames, Charles Halton,
Michael Hall, Ray Teal, Dean White, Erskine Sanford, Claire DuBrey, Howland
Chamber lin.
Directed by William Wvler.
"The Best Years of Our Lives" is a triumph for all concerned. It is a truly fine
motion picture in which superb direction
and expert casting are combined to bring a
topical subject to vivid, glowing life- Frederic March and Teresa Wright, who give
the best performances of their screen careers, are only two of five marquee names
and, aided by the usual Goldwyn national
selling and exploitation campaigns, this
should be a top grosser generally. Although
the picture's extreme length will necessitate
fewer daily showings, there are no lagging
moments and the critical acclaim and favorable word-of-mouth will boost business in all
subsequent-runs. Adapted by Robert E.
Sherwood from MacKinlay Kantor's novel,
"Glory for Me," the film is an engrossing
and true-to-life account of the post-war
problems confronting the returned veteran —
exemplified by two average and one unusual
case. Many of the scenes are poignant, some
of them are laugh-provoking,
but, without

exception, they are replete with those human
touches that are part of our every-day lives.
For his understanding direction, unerring
attention to detail and magnificent feeling
for emotional climaxes, Director William
Wyler rates the Academy Award. Especially
noteworthy is Wyler's sympathetic and delicate handling of Harold Russell, a non-professional and a disabled veteran who was
chosen to play the armless sailor afraid to
face his family and loyal sweetheart. Russell's valiant efforts to adjust himself to a
score and all other features are up to the
charged veterans, Dana Andrews, a bombture's most stirring moments. Despite its
realistic approach to an essentially-serious
subject, the picture is heart-warming as well
as compelling — and splendid adult entertainment. The photography and musical
workaday world and his sensitivity about his
claw-like artificial hands furnish the picusual high Samuel Goldwyn stardard.
Flying home to Bone City are three disardier who was formerly a soda-jerker;
Frederic March, an infantry sergeant who
was originally a banker, and Harold Russell,
a young sailor who lost both his hands in
Pacific warfare. Unable to locate his warbride, Virginia Mayo, who has taken a
nightclub job. Andrews goes home with
March and meets the latter's wife, Myrna
Loy, and daughter, Teresa Wright. Russell
is greeted by his parents and girl friend,
Cathy O'Donnell, but he feels that they all
pity him and are overly-considerate even
though he manipulates his artificial, twofingered hands with ease. March goes back
to his banking job, Andrews sells perfumes

M-G-M
LADY IN THE LAKE' TOUGH,

Rater © © • generally

M-G-M
103 minutes
Robert Montgomery, Audrey Totter, Lloyd
Nolan, Tom Tully, Leon Ames, Jayne Meadows, Dick Simmons, Morris Ankrum, Kathleen Lockhart, Cy Kendall, William Roberts,
Lila Leeds, Frank Orth, Ellay Mort.
Directed by Robt'rt Montgomery.
Here is a tough, engrossing murder mystery, which employs a novel camera technique to heighten its dramatic impact, and
is the best of the several Raymond Chandler stories filmed to date. While Robert
Montgomery is not as vehemently cynical
and hard-boiled as were Dick Powell and
Humphrey Bogart, the two previous portrayers of Philip Marlowe, the private detective, his name value, plus the draw from
the Chandler addicts, should make this a
powerful grosser in all situations. "Lady in
the Lake" pulls no punches, is laden with
sophisticated dialogue and is concerned with
neurotics, murderers and cheats, including
the usual Chandler portraits of over-sexed
dames - certainly not ideal kiddie fare.
Possibly some of Montgomery's loyal fans
may be disappointed to find that the star
appears only to introduce the tale, bridge
a few story gaps or when he looks in a
mirror, but the film's novelty and punch
should offset that point. At all other times,
Montgomery's voice is heard, but the spec-

at the drug store and Russell tries to adjust himself to a post-war world but none of
them succeed. Meanwhile, the pleasure-lovns about
Miss Mayo
Wright'
to MissAndrews
he turns
and complai
smallingsalary
r
custome
a
with
fight
a
for sympathy. After
who runs down the veterans, Andrews is
fired and he quits Miss Mayo and decides to
leave town for a fresh start. March also
gets in trouble for extending loans to former
soldiers. After flying off the handle, Russell
realizes his sweetheart really loves him and
they get married with March and his family
to receive his
as guests and Andrews, soonarrivin
g for a
divorce from Miss Mayo,
reunion with Miss Wright.
Under Wyler's guidance, Russell, whose
lower arms actually were amputated, is always a likable and completely-natural actor.
However, it is Frederic March, who does an
job, both in his lighter moinspiredmentsacting
and his dramatic scenes, and Teresa
after two years' abwho a returns
Wright,sence to give
quietly effective performance,
who capture the top histrionic honors. This
is no small feat, considering that Myrna
Loy is excellent as an understanding wife;
Dana Andrews is especially good in the
difficult "nightmare" scenes, and Virginia
Mayo really becomes an actress instead of
merely a Goldwyn beauty with her fine performance as a cheating wife. Cathy O'Donnell, new Goldwyn discovery, is sweet and
sympathetic and Hoagy Carmichael, as a
piano-playing tavern-owner, and Gladys
George, as a frowzy stepmother, also stand
out.
LEYENDECKER

. . . 4 Not Set

FASCINATING,

UNUSUAL

MELODRAMA

tator seemingly steps into his shoes and sees
the action of the film through his eyes only.
It's a revolutionary method of telling which
gives the spectator the feeling of being a
part of the thrilling action that takes place
— an exploitation angle that gives showmen
a chance for a field day in novel forms of
ballyhoo. As director, Montgomery cleverly
builds suspense and maintains interest
throughout a somewhat involved tale containing many surprise twists. Even the
trick device of listing the murdered wife as
in
"She Isto Dead")
for helps
Mortof (French
Ellaycast
the
characters
keep the
patron guessing until the startling denouement. The only musical accompaniment is
haunting choral strains --a weird effect.
Without a doubt, the picture's new camera
technique will cause discussion and whip up
interest in the subsequents.
Philip Marlowe (Robert Montgomery), the
hard-boiled private detective, writes down
one of his experiences and takes it to Audrey
Totter, a magazine editor who buys it on
condition that he help her solve the disappearance of the wife of her publisher,
Leon Ames. Calling on Dick Simmons, a
gigolo friend of the missing woman, Montgomery is knocked out and framed on a
drunken driving charge. Lloyd Nolan, a
belligerent detective, warns Montgomery to
drop the case but he persists and, later.
Simmons
is found murdered
shortly after

the body of another woman friend is found
in a mountain lake. As Nolan's connection
with the case becomes increasingly clear to
manages to scramMontgomery, the latter
ble out of an attempt on his life and return
who tells him Ames' wife
to Miss Totter
had called him and asked for a large sum
of money. Leaving a trail for Miss Totter
to follow, Montgomery meets the woman
(Jayne Meadows) and insists she take him
to her hide-out. There he forces her to
wife and placed
admit that she killed Ames'
her own clothing on the body and. later,
she murdered Simmons. Nolan, who was
her discarded lover, is listening and. after
he kills her, he tries to murder Montgomery, but Miss Totter and the police foil the
attempt. With the mystery of the lady in
the lake solved. Montgomery returns to Miss
Totter.
Although Montgomery employs his voice
to excellent dramatic effect, he lets Audrey
Totter take the acting honors with a revealing portrayal of a designing woman,
even though her eventual romantic turnabout is not very convincing. Lloyd Nolan
is fine as the hardened detective and Leon
Ames also does good work as Miss Totters
weak-willed pawn. Jayne Meadows does
well in a difficult role and several of the
bits, notably Lila Leeds as a brazen receptionist, are outstanding.
YORK
FILM
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MAGNIFICENT,

THE YEARLING"
Rates •••-]M-G-M
134 minutes

Gregory Peck, Jane Wyman, Claude Jarman, Jr., Chill Wills, Clem Bevans, Margaret VVyeherly, Henry Travers, Matt Willis,
Arthu'r Hohl, Donn Gift, Joan Wells, George
Mann, Dan White, June Lockhart, Jeff
York, B. M. York.
Directed hv Clarence Brown.

"The Yearling" will take its place with
the greatest pictures of this or any other
season- It is a simple, tender and intensely-moving tale of mankind's eternal struggle
for existence. While the fame of the novel
and Gregory Peck's draw are the more potent selling angles, critical acclaim and favorable word-of-mouth will both be strong
factors in building up excellent grosses, except perhaps in the action houses. For this
is a heart-warming picture, magnificently
acted and superbly photographed in vivid
Technicolor — fine entertainment for young
and old alike. Based on Marjorie Kinnan
Rawlings 1938 Pulitzer Prize novel, this was
started just before the War. then production was suspended and much of the original footage had to be discarded when it
was started anew with Claude Jarman, Jr.
in the key role of Jody. Everyone, from
Director Clarence Brown down to the minor
plavers have given the basically-simple tale
such loving care that despite its 134 minutes,
it is always engrossing. Against the breathtakingly beautiful backgrounds of Florida's
semi-tropical scrub country is unfolded a
gentle, yet powerfully-dramatic, story of a
lonelv youngster and his love for an orphaned fawn which later becomes a yearling
and mu=t be destroyed because it threatens
his family's very existence. The every-day
incidents in the life of a courageous pioneer
familv are graphically shown and may sound
unexciting but the action includes such thrill
a bear and
as a fight between
highlights

'LOVE LAUGHS
Rates • • • where

AT ANDY

two dogs and a rattlesnake's attack on Jody's
.
pa. sequences unsurpassed for realism
wild
a
Florid
with
Other episodes dealing
life are strikingly authentic and the climactic scene, when Jody is forced to kill the
deer he has raised and loved, is a heartbreaking and tremendously affecting moment ~ one of many that will play on the
spectator's emotions. Many of the outdoor
shots are triumphs of Technicolor portrai
h-made
Britis
the
in
only
ed
equall
-ture
"Henry V" — and some startling and artistic camera effects have been achieved during Jody's race through the forest glades
with his pet fawn. The musical score, utilizing themes from Frederick Delius, is unobtrusive, yet heightens the spectator's interest.
In Florida's scrub country shortly after the
Civil War, Gregory Peck and his wife, Jane
Wyman, are making a meagre living from
the soil while watching their one surviving
Jr.. go "a-Ramblin' " to
son, Claude Jarman.
ease his desire for a pet to relieve his solitary boyhood. The mother, realizing that
they need all of limited resources, denies
the boy's pleas for a pet until Peck, bitten
by a rattlesnake, is forced to kill a deer
and use its heart and liver to draw the
poison from his wound. With Peck laid up
while Claude tends the crops, Miss Wyman
the deer's orphaned
him tois adopt
permits
thus made happy with his
fawn. Claude
wild pet until it becomes a yearling and
starts to destroy crops and threaten the
family's existence Claude is unable to obey
his father's order to shoot the yearling and.
instead, turns it loose in the woods. But.
when the yearling returns home. Miss Wyman shoots and wounds the animal. The
heartbroken boy is compelled to put the
animal out of its misery and then he runs
away from his parents. Near starvation
after three days of wandering, the embittered youngster is picked up by a steamboat captain. He then returns to take his

HARDY'
campus

Mickey Rooney, Lewis Stone, Sara Haden,
Bonita Granville, Fay Holden, Dorothy
Ford, Hal Hackett, Dick Simmons, Clinton
Sundberg, Geraldine Wall, Addison
ards, Charles Peck, Lucien LittlefieldDirected by Willis Goldbeck

Rich-

After an absence of four years, the Hardy
Family is due to receive a hearty welcome
from their millions of movie fans. And it
is pleasant to report that in "Love Laughs
At Andy Hardy" Mickey Rooney, Lewis
Stone, etc all, return to their friends with a
package of solid entertainment, a package
full of amusing, sometimes hilarious, comedy and delightful sentiment. There are all
the familiar ingredients — the man-to-man
talks, girl troubles, ideal family relationship
— sure-fire for family audiences everywhere.
It will be sock boxoffice wherever the series
was strong; good elsewhere. A large portion
of the picture
is devoted
to the college
9 .
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Claude Jarman, Jr., a wide-eyed, taffyhaired 11-year-old who is making his debut
before a camera, is so natural and appealing as Jody thai the spectator is unaware
of his great ability to convey every type of
childish emotion. His intense grief at being
forced to kill his pet is a heart-rending
moment. Another unforgettable portrayal
is that of the haggard, sad-eyed Donn Gift,
who plays the tragic role of a boy who had
uneai-thly visions and was crippled through
y Peck is splendhis attempt to fly. Gregor
idly cast as the raw-boned, courageous and
understanding father and Jane Wyman
gives a performance of Academy Award
calibre as the work-hardened stoical pioneer
mother. The others are mostly bits, hut
Forrest Tucker, Margaret Wycherly and
Chill Wills are among those who make a
distinct impression.
LEYENDECKER

& FAMILY WILL BE WELCOMED

BACK

series has clicked

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
93 minutes

DECEMBER

MOVING

generally; slightly less in action
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and

some

new

twists have

been

added to spice the proceedings. Mickey's
stint in the army deprived him of none of
his boyish exuberance and he comes back
to the screen in all his mugging glory. Nor
has director Goldbeck missed an opportunity
to show off the volatile Andy in all his
moods. An outstanding sequence that capitalizes his arrested stature pits him in a
jitterbug routine with a veritable giantess
and the results are hilarious. Lewis Stone
and Fay Holden, as Andy's parents, turn in
their usual competent performances, as
does Bonita Granville as the sweet object
of his affections. Director Goldbeck has a
tendency to stretch some of the humorous
and serious sequences beyond their logical
length, but the Rooney following will hardly
get too much of their star.
After two years in the Army, Andy Hardy
comes home to Carvel and impresses his
folks with his serious attitude' about his
future, until it develops that his desire to
gain a college education is prompted no
little by a co-ed.
Bonita
Granville,
with

whom he has been corresponding. Andy's
intentions are evidenced by his interest in
things marital, and with his absolute disinterest in other girls, even such an eyeful as
Lina Romay. decide his parents to make a
visit to college to meet Andy's light-of-love.
They are floored when they see Andy with
the six-foot ?two Dorothy Ford, then realize
that Andy is serious when they meet Miss
Granville. The latter, however, though genuinely fond of Andy, is in love with her
guardian Dick Simmons, and reveals her
plan to marry Simmons just as Andy is
about to ask her to marry him. Heartbroken.
consents to be best man at the wedding and finds Simmons a distinguished
young executive with scads of money. Determined to get rich in a hurry, Andy disavows
college and plans to go to South America
to make his fortune- However, in a man-toman talk, Judge Hardy proves his contention that Andy's future lies in remaining in
college and the decision is clinched when
Miss
notice. Romay makes Andy sit up and take
Andy

BARN

'THE SECRET HEART' UNUSUAL
Rates © © @ on namo

PSYCHOLOGICAL

valu3 only; les; in a ction houses

M-G-M
!»7 minutes
Claudette Colbert, Walter Pidgeon, June
Allyson, Lionel Barrymore, Marshall Thompson, Robert Sterling:, Elizabeth Patterson,
Richard Derr, Patricia Medina, Eily Malyon, Anna Q. Nilsson, Dwayne Hickman,
Anne Lace.
Directed by Robert Z- Leonard.
This is a well-acted psychological drama
with tearful moments and mature romance
to appeal to the women. However it deals
with a case history (a father fixation) which
will be over the heads of many patrons,
particularly the younger fans. The average
male audience will find it slow-moving
through the first hour. The four players
should insure good grosses in first-runs, but
business will drop off in sub-runs, especially
action houses. Where the unusual exploitation angles inherent in the story are capitalized, grosses may be surprisingly strong. It
is not until after several flashbacks, told by
a worried matron to a psychiatrist who is
trying to aid her adolescent step-daughter.

DRAMA

NEEDS SELLING

that the spectator begins to understand the
moods of a neurotic young girl who resents
her step-mother and makes an idol of her
dead father. Although June Allyson is appealing and does some fine dramatic acting,
she is not always believable and Claudette
Colbert is too noble and self-sacrificing to be
real. These characters are not true-to-life,
but are typical of those in radio soap operas
or on the pages of women's magazines both devoured by house wives. Although
Robert Z. Leonard's direction falters in the
confusing early sequences, the story gradually builds up interest and becomes dramatically engrossing in the last 30 minutes.
Like "The Seventh Veil," this, too has
several fine piano interludes and a splendid
musical score arranged by Bronislau Kaper.
Claudette Colbert, a successful business
woman, comes to Lionel Barrymore, a
psychiatrist who is trying to aid her neurotic 17-year-old stepdaughter, June Allyson.
Ten years before, Claudette was coming
from abroad to many Richard Derr, a
widower with two children, when she met
and was attracted to Walter Pidgeon. However, she married Derr' and tried to make

20th CENTURY

him happy despite his drinking and neglect
of his banking business. After Derr committed suicide rather than face a bank
shortage, Claudette kept the truth from his
little daughter, who believed her father
was killed in an accident. Ten years later,
Robert Sterling adores his stepmother but
June resents her renewed interest in Pidgeon because of her own adolescent love for
the older man. Meanwhile, Sterling anxious
to shake June's neurotic ideas, tells her
the truth about her father and, when she
also realizes that Pidgeon loves her stepmother, she attempts suicide from the same
spot where her father killed himself. After
Claudette saves the girl's life, she comes to
a closer understanding with her stepmother
and develops into a normal girl.
Miss Colbert looks extremely attractive,
both as a young bride and a mature woman
and, as always, she is excellent in the few
lighter moments and makes the most of
her dramatic scenes. Walter Pidgeon has
an easy role — just being a suave, handsome romantic figure and Lionel Barrymore is relegated to a bit
DENLEY
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DANGEROUS
MILLIONS' MELODRAMATIC QUICKIE
• • as supporting dualler in lesser naborhood and action spots

Rates •

20th Century-Fox
(i!» minutes
Kent Taylor, Dana Drake, Leonard Strong,
Taia Birell, Konstantin Shayne, Robert II.
Bar rat. Rex Evans, Rudolph Ande'rs, Otto
Reiehew, Henry Rowland, Franco Corsaro,
Victor Sen Yung.
Directed by James Tinling.
With plenty of shootings, stabbings and
foul deeds in its melodramatic and completely implausible plot, "Dangerous MilIons" is lake a cheap pulp magazine adventure tale. Name value is lacking and this
20th-Fox quickie will serve the purpose for
which it was made — as supporting dualler
in minor naborhood and action spots. Laid
in China just after the war ends, the opening scene introduces a group of people of
assorted nationalities, most of them plotting

against each other to sain
control of
of a
am control
mysterious fortune, as a good set-up for
action and thrills. Several of the characters
are killed off during the danger and deviltry
that takes place before a surprise denouement which comes as a distinct let-down
and leads to a happy ending for the two
romantically-inclined
survivors .
In Shanghai, shortly before the outbreak
of the war, Robert H. Barrat, a wealthy
shipping tycoon, makes his will and entrusts
his Chinese friend, Leonard Strong, to the
legacy. After the war, Kent Taylor, an
American aviator, is the last of the heirs
to arrive in Shanghai where he meets Konstantin Shayne, Dona Drake, Tala Birell
and the others. Before the group leaves for
Huang Shan in the mountains, Henry Rowland is killed and, when their bus is held
up by bandits, Franco Corsaro is found
murdered.
The remaining
six are taken to

DOLL' STIRRING, COLORFUL
THE MAGNIFonICENT
star value

Leonard Strong's mountain mansion where
he tells them that one of them is to be sent
for the entire inheritance. That night,
Rudolph Anders and Miss Birell try to
escape and the former is killed. The following day, Taylor is sent for the inheritance.
When he returns with a treasure chest containing $20,000,000 in gold and jewels, Otto
Reichow tries to rifle the chest but is
stopped by Taylor who also has a fight with
Shayne. The latter is revealed as a madman
who had killed the others but, as he tries
to escape, Shayne is overpowered by Barrat,
who appears to tell the three remaining
heirs that he had devised the entire plot to
test them out. Rex Evans is shown to be a
pompous weakling so Barrat tells Taylor
and Miss Drake, who have fallen in love.
that he is planning an air-line for them to
run.
LEYENDECKER

PERIOD DRAMA

Rates © • • —

Universal-International
94 minutes
Ginger Rogers, David Niven, Burgess Meredith, Peggy Wood, Horace McNally, Robert
H. Barrat, Hen'ry Letondal, Erville Alderson, Francis McDonald, Joe Forte, George
Barrows Emmett Vogan, Frances Williams,
Ferris Taylor, Byron Foulger, Ruth Lee.
Directed by Fran'; Borzage.
This fictionalized account of a stirring
period in early American history is an entertaining and colorful costume drama. The
role of the fascinating Dolly Madison is a
departure from Ginger Rogers' modern
roles, and hor marquee draw, coupled with
that of David Niven and Burgess Meredith,
should insure above average business generally. There are strong exploitation angles
in the rivalry between Burr and Madison
for Dolly's hand and in Burr's ambition to
become Emperor of America. The film has
i a] speeches which present eloquent
pleas for democracy and the right to life,
liberty and the pursuit of happiness, but
these are essential to the plot and never in-

terfere with the many romantic episodes and
the exciting scenes. While Director Frank
Borzage takes some liberties with historical
fact, especially
stressing
affair
with Aaron inBurr,
he also Dolly's
manageslove
to
today's condiwith right-thinking
parallel
inject ationspolitical
that should
interest
patrons. Miss Rogers, who looks extremely
attractive in the flowing costumes, handles
the title role in so persuasive a fashion that
she makes her impassioned plea for Aaron
Burr's life a climactic highlight. The backgrounds are authentic, often lavish, and the
photography is excellent throughout.
Following the Revolutionary War, Robert
H. Barratt sells his Virginia plantation and
moves to Philadelphia with his wife, Pe
Wood, and daughter, Dolly, (Ginger Rogers).
There he arranges a marriage between
Dolly and a Quaker, Horace McNally, whom
she doesn't love. By the time she grows to
respect McNally and they have a child the
plague hits Philadelphia and both her husband and baby are stricken After Barratt's
death, Miss Wood and her daughter open a
boarding house and Senator Aaron Burr
(David Niven), her first guest, pays court

to Dolly. Later, Congressman James Madison
(Burgess Meredith) becomes a guest and,
Dolly is intrigued by Burr's dashalthough
ing personality, she is horrified at his lust
for power and, when she learns of Madison's democratic ideals, she marries him.
When the newly-elected president, Thomas
Jefferson, makes Madison his Secretary of
State, Dolly becomes mistress of the newlycompleted White House. The revengeful
Burr proceeds with his plan to become Emperor of America, but after he slays Alexander Hamilton in a duel, he is Imprisoned
for high treason. The court is compelled to
acquit Burr. When an angry mob threatens
to lynch him. Dolly intervenes and makes
an eloquent plea for his life. Burr is banished in shame to England and. years later
when Madison is elected President, Dolly
becomes
the real First Lady of the Land.
David Niven, as the vain, boastful Aaron
Burr, is a clashing figure in contrast to the
sot't-spoken, almost bashful, James Madison,
a role splendidly' played by Burgess Meredith. Peggy Wood is exceptionally well cast
as Dolly's resourceful mother
LEYENDECKER
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Bi -Weekly Review of the Trades Events
THEATRES

FEEL EFFECTS OF COAL

STRIKE

As the soft foal strike went into its third week, the effect on the nation's theatres,
as well as the entire country, began to make itself felt more bitingly and prospects for
relief were bleak indeed. Despite the Federal Court's rinding of John L. Lewis and the
United Mine Workers gui'ty of contempt and the subsequent fining, the prospect o: the
miners returning to the pits was no more evident than before the trial.
The clamping of a freight embargo by the Office of Defense Transportation to
conserve space for essential movement, with the post office cooperating by limiting
parcel post to specific dimensions and other qualifications found films exempt from the
limitations in the first lists released by the ODT.
Major concern to the theatres in the States affected by the walkout was the rapidly dwindling supply of coal for heating purposes. With most houses reporting stocks
sufficient for from one to five weeks, the Civilian Production Administration order
browning out theatre fronts and forcing a 25% reduction in interior lighting that specifically declared theatres would not have to close began to lose its significance. Although
the CPA order may exempt theatres from closing on account of power consumed, the
lack of heating fuel may be the factor that will decide whether showplnces will remain
open.

Spyros 1*. Skouras, president of -nth Ce *ru yFox, who will be honored, along with Irving
Berlin and Robert E. Sherwood, at the animal
luncheon by the National Conference of Christians and Jews at the Waldorf-Astoria on Die.
12. Mr. S'uinas will be cited for the achievements of the motion picture industry in behalf
of the l!)4(i American Brotherhood drive which
he chairmanned
for the industry.

Brownout Observed
Reports from various key spots showed that theatres have complied with the
brownout order almost 100 per cent. The exceptions were those such as in Columbus,
Ohio, where the dimout order was negated by Mayor James A. Rhodes' declaration.
Rhodes said that the previous brownouts had saved little, if any, coal in Columbus,
whereas it would "tend to increase traffic accidents and might add to crimes." However, Rhodes and his fuel conservation advisory committee planned to meet from time
to time to survey the situation.
The CPA was contemplating an additional 25% reduction in interior lighting last
week. However, in response to exhibitor requests, the Agency permitted theatres to
maintain lighting outside ticket windows for the identification of change in addition to
the 60-watt illumination permitted for marquees or exteriors. The CPA specified that a
light directed toward the theatre entrance which has been made stationary in the lobby
will be considered outdoor lighting. One enterprising exhibitor managed to sidestep the
ruling by posting a truck outside the theatre, powered by a gasoline plant which threw
beams from floodlights on the exterior.

*

WISC. ITO HEARS

Henry Ginsberg, left. Paramount vice-president
in charge of production and studio operations,
is seen with Russell Holman (center). Eastern
production chief, and Curtis Mitchell, national
ad-publicity director, at the trade press luncheon where Ginsberg: announced Paramount's
production
plans for 1947.

Warner sales chief Men Kalmenson will conduct
a, series of seven regional conferences on current conditions and forthcoming product which
began with the Atlanta regional meeting on
Nov. 30 and will conclude
in Boston, Dec.
;:{.
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NATIONAL

•

ALLIED CHIEFS

Warning that unless "certain practices are amended, national Allied wi'l seek
legislation to correct evils in the industry," Jack Kirsch, president of Allied States, gave
a slant as to Allied's plans if the final disposition of the New York equity suit does not
provide adequate relief for the independent exhibitors. Kirsch made his statement at
the annual convention of the ITO of Wisconsin and Upper Michigan at the Schroeder
Hotel in Milwaukee, where he was one of the principal speakers. Kirsch also called for
a continued expansion of Allied as a strong national independent organization.
The convention elected William Ainsworth president to succeed John Adler, of
Marshfield, who was named a director. Other officers elected were Russell Leddy, Secretary; Charles Trampe, vice-president, and George Langheimreich, treasurer. Directors
named were: F. J. McWilliams, Jack Yeo, Floyd Albert, L. V. Bergtold, George Fischer,
Sigmund Goldberg and George Panka.
Rubber Stamp Clauses
Another featured speaker was Sidney E. Samuelson, general manager of Allied of
E. Pa., who discoursed on checking, revealing that his Pa. unit will rubber-stamp clauses
on contracts for percentage engagements with conditions that (1) checking be done
openly and by non-local checkers; (2) that a copy of each checking report, signed by
the checker is to be given to the exhibitor and (3) in contracts involving more than one
picture, although each is negotiated separately, the distributor must license all of the
films contracted for or the agreement is voided.
Exhibitors at the convention were urged to move into the 16 mm. field by two
other guest speakers, Leon J. Bamberger, public relations director of RKO and Harold
J. Fitzgerald, head of Fox Wisconsin Theatres. Both based their contentions on the fact
that it would mean added income and protection from jack-rabbit exhibition. Bamberger added that RKO distribution chief Ned Depinet's announcement that the com(Continued on Next Page)

.lack Kirsch (second from left), National Allied prexy, served notice on distributors (bat the organ!
if trade practice ills are not cured bj other mean ( entral
zation will resort to legislation attempts
Seen
arc Sidnej
Kitsch addressed,
which
meeting
Michigan
and Upper
at the ITO of Wisconsin
Greenblatt, RKO district mgr.j Don -u:,rt/. North
E. Pa. Ulied; Kirsch; HerbRadio.
of
bead
son.
RKO
Allied, and I.eon J. Bamberger.
Samuel-

MS DIGEST
{Continued

from Page 13)

pan> would distribute 16 mm. versions of certain films "carried with it the promise that
these films would never be shown in unfair competition to any 35 mm. motion picture
H. M. Richey, exhibitor relations head of M-G-M, asked for an industry public
theatre."
relations program to meet new conditions of competition and new demands for taxation.
Other guest speakers included A. F. Myers, general counsel of Allied, who addressed the convention on the equity suit; Col. H. A. Cole, president of Texas Allied;
Trueman Rembusch, Indianapolis, and Ray Branch, Michigan.
*
•
»
More than lino paid tribute In Barney Bulaban, Paramount president, at a dinner in his
honor by the motion picture and entertainment
division of the Joint Defense
Appeal
recentlj

Darryl F. Zanuck unleashed some lusty countercharges ill reply to Samuel Goldwyn's recent
nlast at Hollywood's "laziness" and "overproduction." (See news
item,
this page.)

ZANUCK

BLASTS GOLDWYN

CHARGES

Darryl F. Zanuck rushed to staunch defense of Hollywood and its policies in direct
reply to Samuel Goldwyn's charges of over-abundant production, "laziness" and a
drought of ideas gripping the film capital. Zanuck singled out Goldwyn as a "selfappointed oracle" who "has only now discovered that the screen is a medium of enlightenment as well as entertainment. Most Hollywood producers discovered this long
ago and practiced it both during and before the war, when such pictures were essential
to the successful prosecution of the war."
He countered Goldwyn's charges that Hollywood has "run dry of ideas" or that
"richness has led to laziness" by citing such forthcoming Hollywood attractions as "The
Yearling," "Best Years of Our Lives," "Duel in the Sun," "It's a Wonderful Life," "Life
With
Father" and "The Razor's Edge," as 'well as several current and recent Hollywood
releases.
Rurals Like Them
"It may be logically said that Hollywood produces too many pictures," said Zanuck, "but in defense it must also be said that Hollywood has been drafted to supply the
requirements of a world-wide market." He added that Hollywood pictures and personalities are at least and probably more popular in foreign countries than those of
their own studios.
Also, "certain films which may not be palatable to sophisticated metropolitan audiences frequently prove to be most acceptable to theatre-goers in rural communities
and foreign areas. I pity anyone who is compelled to see all Hollywood films or as a
matter of fact, all British and French films. I am certain that Mr. Goldwyn has no intention of abandoning such lavish productions as 'The Kid from Brooklyn,' despite the
fact that it could hardly be classified as a message of enlightenment. I am completely
in sympathy with his general idea of discontinuing both reissues and remakes and I am
anxious to know if Mr. Goldwyn *
intends to*
reverse his
• present policy in this regard."

EAGLE-LION

SETS

1947

PRODUCT

With four pictures ready for release, Eagle-Lion Films announced its product
line-up for the coming year at the company's initial sales meeting in New York last
week, with Alfred W. Schwalberg, vice-president and general manager, presiding. Set
for release are "Bedelia," "It's a Joke, Son," "Amy Comes Across" and "The
Adventuress."
Schwalberg, who made the product announcement, said that these four, as well as
the rest of E-L's ]947 product, will be sold separately, in accordance with the company's
sales policy of individual handling of pictures, and would have major backing in advertising, publicity and exploitation coverage nationally in advance of release. He added
there would be local cooperative campaigns sponsored by the company also.
Max E. Youngstein, director of advertising and publicity, outlined plans for
"Bedelia" and "It's a. Joke, Son!", the first two releases, as well as on forthcoming
productions. He also announced the formation of a home office ad-publicity-exploitation
staff.

*

*

•

M-G-M HAS BACKLOG
-Neil E. Depinet, left, greets William Wyler at
press reception given the director by KKO
Radio preceding premiere of Samuel Goldwyn's
"The
Best
Years of Our Fives,"

OF 31

As the result of recent conferences between Nicholas M. Schenck, president of
Loew's, Inc., with Louis B. Mayer and members of the M-G-M studio executive staff,
production and release plans for 1947 were announced at the conclusion of the six-day
meetings, with indications that not more than 24 new features will go into production
at the studios during the forthcoming year.
With a backlog of 31 unreleased but completed films and three in production currently, the company stated that there is a slower absorption of important pictures by
the market at the present time and, unless a change in existing conditions requires
more production activity, present plans call for a maximum of 24 new starters in 1947.
*
«
•

YATES
FIGHTof Republic
AGAINST
Herbert J.ASKS
Yates, president
Pictures, "RECESSION"
called upon Hollywood TALK
producers
to assume the responsibility "as the entertainment leaders of the world to buoy the
spirit of the people and dispel the talk of 'recession' that is beginning to take root in
this country."
Making his plea as Republic studios bristled with the greatest activity in the

Lewis J, Rachmil, producer of the Hopalong
Casstdy series of Westerns for United Artists.
announced the ambitious objectives of 12,000
bookings
for the series.

company's history, including three big budget productions aggregating $4,000,000. Yates
called the screen "the greatest moulder of public opinion in the world today," and
averred, "by the very content of our motion pictures, by the enthusiasm that we inject
into our entertainment, we can virtually turn our people to right rather than wrong
thinking, inspire them to make their lives everything that is rightfully theirs."
Prophesying that "we are on the threshold of the most bountiful era in our history," the Republic president avowed the producers' responsibility to the exhibitor as
well as to the public. "He (the exhibitor) is nurtured by triumphs. He is inspired to
go out and jjive full vent to his showmanship talents when he has the proper merchandise to exploit," said Yates and added, "Republic will more than fulfill its rightful
obligation to both the theatre-going public and the exhibitors now and in the immediate
future by delivering the type and quality of product which is designed to entertain and
FILM
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CIAUDETTE

FRED

JOAN

^g>-

COLBERT • MatMJRRAY

FONTAINE

Winds of Chance
From

the Novel by BETTY

MacDONALD
Screenplay by KARL

iih MARJORIE
MAIN
• LOUISE ALLBRITTON
IRCY KILBRIDE • BILLY HOUSE • RICHARD LONG

TUX

Produced by JOSEPH

BERG

SISTROM

Screenplay by Chester Erskine and Fred F. Finklehofite

Directed by CHESTER ERSKINE
Produced by FRED F. FINKLEHOFFE

RONALD

COLMAN

Assigned to Syria
Based on W. SOMERSET

MAUGHAM'S

Screenplay l>> .1 \MKS
Directed by COMPTON
Produced by JOSEPH

HILTON
BENNETT
SISTROM

"Ashenden"

and BURGESS MEREDITH
with PEGGY

WOOD
ROBERT

• HORACE McNALLY
H. BARRAT

Copyright by Hallmark Productions, Inc.

Original Story and Screenplay by Irving Stone
Director of Photography: Joseph Valentine, A.S.C.

Directed by FRANK BOHZAGE
Produced by JACK H. SKI BBALL

JACK H. SKIRBALL

and BRUCE

MANNING

OLIVIA

Present

JOAN

CRAWFORD

Portrait in Black
From a Play by Ben Roberts and Ivan Goff

Directed by CAROL REED

• Produced by JACK H. SKIRRALL

LEW

de HMLLAND • AYRES
in

JOHNSON'S

NUNNALLY

riie Dark cMirror
iiii

THOMAS

MITCHELL

RICHARD

LONG

Produced and Written for the Screen by NUNNALLY JOHNSON
Original Story by VLADIMIR
POZNER

Directed by ROBERT

SIODMAK

Stag

dwy

WALTER
A FRITZ

WANGER
LANG

JOAN

Presents
Production

B«se

don the
Bro<*

ss
e Succe

MICHAEL

BENNETT

REDGRAVE

Secret Behind
the T>oor

EDVARD

GRIEG'S

in TECHNICOLOR
Original story idea by Homer Curran and Edwin Lester
Libretto 1>> Milton Lazarus

Screenplay by Silvia Richards

•

From the Novel by Rufus King

Produced and Directed by FRITZ LANG
A DIANA PRODUCTION

Lyrics and Musical Adaptation by Robert \\ risjlit and George Forrest

OLIVIA

MARK

SONNY

deHMLIAND
The SAM

WOOD

HELLINGER

Presents

ANN

TUTTS • BLYTH

Production

*77ie IStvoyry of
WITH

RUTH WARRICK

Screenplay by Charles Bennett • From a Novel by Marie Relloc- Lowndes

Produced by WILLIAM CAMERON MENZIES
Directed by SAM WOOD

WILLIAM

GARGAN*

THOMAS

GOMEZ* MARY

NASH

Screenplay by Richard Brooks • Based on a Play by Gilbert Emery
Director of Pholographv: Tony Gaudio, A.S.C.

Directed by FRANK TUTTLE
A MARK HELLINGER PRODUCTION

YVONNE

BRIAN

DE CARLO • DONLEVY
JEAN PIERRE AUMONT

WALTER

WANGER

SUSAN

HUNT

EVE ARDEN • philip reed • john qualen
and CHARLES

KULLMAN

Star of the Metropolitan Opera Company
Written and Directed by WALTER REISCH
Director of Photography: Hal Mohr, VS.C.

Produced by EDW

\IU)

KAUFMAN

LEE

HAYWARD* BOWMAN
MARSHA

in TECHNICOLOR

Presents

EDDIE

ALBERT

Smash'Vp

viib CARL ESMOND
Screenplay bj John Howard Lawson

• CARLETON

YOUNG

• Additional Dialogue bj Lionel Wiggam

Original Storj I> n Dorothy Parker and Frank Cavett
Directed by STUART HEISLER
Produced b\ WALTER WANGER

MERLE

GEORGE

OBERON- BRENT
CHARLES

PAUL

DEAfflA

TOM

DURBIN • DRAKE
WILLIAM BENDK

KORVIN • IUKAS

Temptation
with

LENORE ULRIC -ARNOLD MOSS -LUD WIG STOSSEL

with

ADOLPHE

Screenplay by Robert Thoeren

Directed by WILLIAM A. SEITER
Produced by FELIX JACKSON
Associate Producer: Howard Christie

From the Novel "Bella Donna" bv Robert Hichens and the Play by James Bernard Fagan

Directed by IRVING PICHEL
Produced by EDWARD SMALL

A NUNNALLY

JOHNSON

Production

ZzamutM
and
the Jflermaid
From the Novel "Peabody's Mermaid'
by Guy and Constance Jones
Produced and Written for the Screen
by NUNNALLY JOHNSON

MENJOU

Director of Photography. Hal Mohr, A.S.C.

<J(exican Jfayridi
Based

on

Michael
Todd's
by Herbert
and

Broadway
Stage
Dorothy Fields

succes

with A Galaxy of Stars headed by

BID

ABBOTT

LOU

C0STE1L0

Music and Lyrics by Cole Porter

BUD ABBOTT- LOU COSTEILO

Buck Privates
Come Jfome

in

rsc^co£o MARIAiraies
MONTEZ
CAMERON
o 'RODontere
with MIKHAIL RASUMNY • PHILIP REED • GILBERT ROLAND
TAMARA
SHAYNE • GALE
SONDERGAARD
Screenplay by Sam Hellman and Margaret Buell Wilder
Original Story by Edward T. Lowe and Bradford Ropes • Director of Photography : Hal Mohr, A. S.C.

Directed by ALFRED

WERKER

• Produced by PAUL MALVERN

EDNA FERBERS

Great Son
A MICHAEL

TODD

YVONNE

BGEORGE
RENT

DE CABIO
ANDY

with CARL
DEVINE

Production

rtfnB

I

ESMOND • ALBERT DEKKER • LOIS COLLIER
• BRODERICK CRAWFORD • ARTHUR TREACHER

in

Original Screenplay Written and Produced by MICHAEL FESSIER and ERNEST PAGANO
Directed by CHARLES LAMONT

WALTER

A FRITZ

WANGER

LANG

*
0
O
N
H
TEC

Presents

Production

Winchester 73
in TECHNICOLOR
From a story by Stuart Lake
Produced and Directed by FRITZ
A DIANA PRODUCTION

\

LANG

wcoiOJ( DEANNA DUBBIN
Based on the Broadway Play by Herbert and Dorothy Fields
Music by SI GM UN D ROMBERG • Lyrics by DOROTHY FIELDS
Produced by FELIX JACKSON

DOUGLAS FAIRBANKS jr.
In His Production

Of

The £r//«?ECHN,coLOR
From the slory "His Majesty, The King'" by Cosmo Hamilton

phyliis CALVERT* ROBERT HUTTON
EllA RAINES • EDDIE ALBERT
Directed by ROBERT

SIODMAK

• Produced by JANE MURFIN

JACK H. SKIRBALL and BRUCE MANNING
Present

■HHSUKliyiYl.
WAIVER

rAt}
K1VPT
(AUT
ou
nnIflV
y j\
6i* w^ico1or
Based on the Broadway Play by Oscar Hammer stein II and Sigmund Romberg
Produced by JACK H. SKIRBALL
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Written for the Screen by

RUTH

GORDON

author of
"Over 21"

author of
and GARSON
KANIN
"Born Yesterday'

DANIELE AMFITHEATROF
CHARLES BENNETT
COMPTON BENNETT
HOWARD BAY
FRANK BORZAGE
S. P. EAGLE
GILBERT EMERY
CHARLES ERSKINE
DOUGLAS FAIRBANKS Jr.
EDNA FERBER
MICHEAL FESSIER
RACHEL FIELD
HERBERT & DOROTHY FIELDS
FRED F . FINKLEHOFFE

MARTIN GABEL
RUTH GORDON
FERDE GROFE
OSCAR HAMMERSTEIN
STUART HEISLER
MARK HELLINGER
SAM HELLMAN
JAMES HILTON
ROBERT HICHENS
FELIX JACKSON
NUNNALLY JOHNSON
GARSON KANIN
RUFUS KING
STUART LAKE

II

GREAT MOTION PICTURES!
FRITZ LANG
JOHN HOWARD LAWSON
MARIE BELLOC-LOWNDES
CHARLES MacARTHUR
BETTY MacDONALD
BRUCE MANNING
W. SOMERSET MAUGHAM
WILLIAM CAMERON MENZIES
JANE MURFIN
ERNEST PAGANO
DOROTHY PARKER
IRVING PICHEL
WALTER REISCH
MIKLOS ROZSA

SIGMUND ROMBERG
WILLIAM SEITER
ROBERT SIODMAK
JOSEPH SISTROM
JACK H. SKIRBALL
EDWARD SMALL
IRVING STONE
ROBERT THOEREN
MICHAEL TODD
KARL TUNBERG
ANTHONY VEILLER
WALTER WANGER
MARGARET BUELL WILDER
SAM WOOD
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'THAT BRENNAN
Rates • • • —

GIRL' HAS TERRIFIC APPEAL FOR WOMEN

in family houses; less for metropolitan

Republic
95 minutes
James Dunn, Mona Freeman, William Marshall, June Duprez, Frank Jenks, Rosalind
Ivan, Charles Arnt, Dorothy Vaughan, Bill
Kennedy, Fay Helm, Lucien Littlefield, Marian Martin, Paul Harvey, Sarah Padden,
Louis Jean Heydt, Edythe Elliott, James
Kirkwood, Connie Leon, Chester Clute, Josephine Whittell, Jean Stevens.
Directed by Alfred Santell.
Tried-and-true "True Confessions" ingredients have been deftly woven into "That
Brennan Girl" to make a superior tearjerker which will have a terrific appeal to
the women patrons. With James Dunn, a
1946 Academy Award winner, for marquee
draw, this should be a strong grosser generally, particularly in naborhood and small
town spots. The story, by the dependable
Adela Rogers St. Johns, is woven around the
exploitable characters of a hard-boiled "Stella Dallas" type of mother and her misguided, equally tough daughter. The picture has
a topical World War II and post-war theme
packed with sure-fire melodramatic
situa-

'SINGIN' IN THE CORN' LOW-BUDGET
Rate* • • in naborhood

and rural houses

Columbia
64 minutes
Judy Canova, Allen Jenkins, Guinn "Big
Boy" Williams, Alan Bridge, Charles Halton, Robert Dudley, Frances Rey, Nick
Thompson, George Chesebro, Ethan Laidlaw, Mary Gordon, Frank Lackteen, Pat
O'Malley, The Singing Indian Braves.
Directed bv Del Lord.
This low-budget programmer is aptly
named "Singin' in the Corn" for its only excuse for being is to give Judy Canova another opportunity to sing and indulge in her
corny antics. In the family houses or rural
spots where the mugging star is a favorite,
this will probably do fairly good business,
but it's n. g. for the better class houses.
Actually, Miss Canova, who built up a big
following through her radio programs, is a
likable "Plain Jane" with a trick voice which
easily reaches operatic high notes, but she

CORNY

VEHICLE FOR JUDY CANOVA

only; less elsewhere
deserves better vehicles than this infantile
ghost town tale. While the nonsensical plot
might get by in two-reeler form, it's merely
a collection of oft-repeated gags, knockabout comedy and a long-drawn-out chase
climax. The youngsters, at least, will get
a kick out of the slapstick moments. Judy
puts over "Ma, He's Making Eyes at Me"
in her familiar trilling style and "An Old
Love Is a True Love" is sung straight and
proves what a remarkable vocal range she
has. A group called The Singing Braves
also offers some pleasing harmonizing at odd
moments. Allen Jenkins gets a few chuckles despite his feeble material, but the rest
are less than adequate.
Judy Canova, a carnival fortune-teller, inherits a quarter of a million dollars — with
a string attached. She must first redeem
her grandfather's reputation by returning to
the Indians the desert ghost town that he
stole from them many years before. With
only 24 hours left to fulfill the provision of

BRINGING UP FATHER' ROWDY

Rates • • as dualler in naborhood

first-runs

Despite a
touches_tions and sentimental
sponsible "sitter" while Dunn and Miss Freel-ambling continuity, Director Alfred Santell
man go dancing, the baby almost chokes to
has maintained interest throughout by keepdeath and the landlady calls the police. Afing the emotional scenes at a moving instead
ter Miss Freeman's baby is taken from her
of a maudlin level. The settings — cheap roomplaced in a children's home, Dunn quits
and
ing houses, fly-by-night offices, a prison, etc.
her in disgust. Later, she finds anit aband— are realistically dingy or sordid and the
under
oned baby in a church and takes
San Francisco backgrounds have been
her wing. Dunn's Irish mother (Dorothy
splendidly photographed.
him
Vaughan) is instrumental in reunitingjudge
Told by her loose-moraled mother, June
with Miss Freeman and, when the
Duprez, that, if she learns all the tricks,
reconsiders her case, he returns her infant
she'll never have to work for a living, 14to her.
year-old Ziggy Brennan (Mona Freeman) is
Dunn gives a smooth, likable and generexpelled from school for stealing and she
ally-capable performance as the hard-boiled
soon becomes a worldly-wise young lady.
racketeer with a soft spot in his heart for
Miss Freeman meets James Dunn, and is
hi 5 old Mom. However, the story centers
persuaded to join him in his furniture-stealabout Mona Freeman, who is extremely ating racket. A flirtation with William Martractive and does an excellent act.'ng job shall, a navy officer on leave, leads to roone which should put her on the road to
mance but, even after he rees Miss Duprez
stardom. June Duprez makes the most of
at her worst, he still lisists on marrying
her few scenes as the loose-moraled mother
Miss Freeman. After Marshall is killed in
who starts Ziggy on her gold-digging career
action and M;ss Duprez marries again, Miss
and Rosalind Ivan, Frank Jenks, Fay Helm
Freeman ha ; a baby and goes to live in a
and Marian Martin contribute colorful bits.
cheap rooming house. Dunn, who has servHowever. Dorothy Vaughan struggles uned a jail term in the meantime, again meets
successfully with a thick Irish brogue as
Miss Freeman and he shows great interest
Dunn's loyal mother
YORK
in her and her baby.
Left with an irre-

the will, Alan Bridge who becomes the beneficiary in the event of Judy's failure, exerts
every effort to keep her from making the
return. Bridge is determined to set up a
lavish gambling casino in the ghost town
and he uses ingenious devices to make the
Indians believe the place is haunted --so
they won't want to accept the town Then
Bridge tries to cau?e Judy's death but she
is saved by a blundering henchman. Guinn
"Big Boy" Williams, who has become enamored of her. Judy, who is psychic-minded,
invokes the spirit of her dead grandfather
and he returns to earth to help her. Disguised as a wealthy senorita interested in
investing in the gambling casino, Judy
makes Bridge admit that the stories about
the place being haunted are untrue. Her
disguise is discovered but, after a wild chase
in a jeep, Judy makes Bridge tell the Indians the truth and she fulfills the provisions of the will in the nick of time.
LEYENDECKER

SLAPSTICK ABOUT JIGGS & MAGGIE

and rural houses

Monogram
60 minutes
Joe Yule, Renie Riano, George McManus,
Tim Ryan, June Harrison, Wallace Chadwell, Tom Kennedy, William Frambes, Laura
Treadwell, Ferris Taylor, Jack Norton, Fred
Kelsey, Tom Dugan, Charles Wilson, Pat
Goldin, Joe Devlin, Mike Pat Donovan.
Directed by Eddie Cline.

A rowdy slapstick farce based on the
long-popular comic strip, "Bringing Up
Father" is bound to have a good draw in the
naborhood and family spots. Joe Yule and
Renie Riano are amazingly like Jiggs and
Maggie, their cartoon counterparts, and their
film adventures are broadly burlesqued to
amuse the unsophisticated comedy fans.
Picture contains several running gags including the sudden appearances of a welldressed spectator who is finally revealed
to
be George McManus, the cartoon's creator,
DECEMBER
9 r 1916

but the plot is weak and contains too much
of Maggie's tantrums and rolling-pin wielding— which seem funnier in a four-frame
comic strip than in an hour-long film. However, the episodes in Dinty Moore's, with its
assortment of disreputable, beer-guzzling
characters, provides many low-comedy
laughs and an amusing free-for-all fight. Two
typical bar-room ballads, "When the Mush
Begins to Run Down Father's Vest," sung
by a dilapidated quartet, and "Corned Beef
and Cabbage," sung and dance by Joe Yule,
the old vaudevillian and father of Mickey
Rooney, who is an excellent choice for Jiggs,
are also heard. Renie Riano is appropriately raucous and jittery as the socially-minded
Maggie and Tim Ryan also does a good
job as Dinty Moore. Jack Norton, the
perennial drunk; Pat Goldin, who gets
laughs without uttering a word, and Edgar
Kennedy and Tom Dugan also have their
comic innings. June Harrison and Wallace
Chadwell, as the romantic duo, only slow

up the action. With a stronger story, but
keeping the same leads, this might develop
into a popular program series.
Laura Treadwell. a society matron, approaches Maggie (Renie Riano) to help get
an undesirable tenant evicted from their
swank apartment house. It turns out to
be Jiggs (Joe Yule) who can't get used to
Maggie's social-climbing and prefers to
spend his time in Dinty Moore's saloon.
When Moore's nephew (Wallace Chadwell)
designs a modern replacement for the old
Tenth Avenue buildings where the saloon
is located, Ferris Taylor, a contractor, gets
his wife to interest Maggie in pushing a petition to condemn the valuable property.
Without reading the petition, which includes a pledge to stop drinking, Jiggs gets
the habitues of Dinty's to sign it- When
Dinty's crowd learns the truth, Jiggs becomes an outcast until he stops an attempt
by Taylor to hire thugs to start a riot and
close the saloon.
YORK
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SIOUX CITY SUE" AUTRY RETURNS IN WESTERN
Rates • • —

Republic
69 minutes
Gene Autry, Lynne Roberts, Sterling- HolIoway, Richard
Lane. Ralph Sanford, Ken
Lundy, Helen Wallace, Pierre Watkin, LeRoy Mason, Minerva
Urecal, Cass County
Boys.
Directed by Frank McDonald.
This up-to-date Gene Autry is more concerned with crooning and Hollywood studio doings than with cowboy action- Autry
was the top box office name among western
stars before he entered the Armed Forces
more than four years ago and, after two
dozen reissues which have kept his name
before the public, his first post-war film will
do above-average business wherever the star
is a favorite. The above-average supporting
cast and the steady popularity of the title
tune also give this entertainment value for
the average naborhood dualler. However,
it lacks the production flash which make
the Roy Rogers musical westerns the best
in their field. The story, which is a gentle

satire on Hollywood's wacky production
methods, has Autry being hired by a talent
scout without his being aware that his voice
will be used for Ding Dong Donkey, an
animated cartoon. In addition to the title
song, Autry warbles "Some Day You'll Want
Me to Want You" and "You Stole My Heart"
and several lesser numbers in his smooth
crooning style but he only takes part in the
western action for a runaway horse rescue
and the climactic cattle stampede. While
these scenes are exciting enough, the dyedin-the-wool horse opera fans will complain
that the early portions of the film are burdened with too much hokum comedy. Sterling Holloway has ample opportunity to put
over his timid laugh routines and Richard
Lane is amusing as an explosive director.
Lynne Roberts makes an attractive modern
heroine.
Lynne Roberts, a Hollywood talent scout
searching for a singing cowboy whose voice
will be used in Richard Lane's animated
cartoon, Ding Dong Donkey, is about to
give up in despair when she hears the croon-

SUSIE STEPS OUT' QUICKIE COMEDY

Rates • • —

as naborhood

dualler only

United Artists (Buddy Rogers-Ralph Conn)
65 minutes
David Bruce, Cleatus Caldwell, Howard
Freeman, Ann Hunter, Grady Sutton, Margaret Dumont, Percival Vivian, Emmett
Vogan, Joe Green, John Berkes, Ha'rry Barris, Syd Say lor.
Directed by Reginald LeBorg.
This mildly entertaining programmer
which intersperses slapstick comedy with
song numbers is little more than a timefiller. Second of the Buddy Rogers-Ralph
Cohn short features for U.A. release,
"Susie Steps Out" also lacks name value
and will serve only as the supporting film
to a top dramatic picture in the family
house. Originally called "Miss Television,"
this takes place in and about a television
studio and gives an exaggerated picture of

and action spots

i'K( Pictures
68 minutes
Robert Lowery, Billy Ha:op, Teala Loring,
Carl Switzer, David
Reed, Rocco
Lanzo,
Hope Landin, Ralph Dunn, Charles Wilson,
Paul
Bryar,
Gene
Stutenroth,
Nannette
Vallon.
Directed l>\ Sam Newlield.
Call it "Gas House Kids" or what you
will, this rough-and-tumble programmer folows the familiar slapstick pattern first laid
out in the Dead End Kids and, later, the
East Side Kids series. First of a possible
PRC series, this is lacking in name value
'only Billy Halop of the five original Dead
End Kids is present), but it has enough
crude humor and excitement to entertain
naborhood and action patrons. Although the
ation of a disabled veteran adds a
topical note, the story is mostly concerned
with the frantic antics of a gang of tough,

FOR LOWER

IN ROUGH

ACTION
ing of Gene Autry, a cattle rancher. Because Autry needs the money to pay off his
ranch-hands, he agrees to go to Hollywood.
After recording various songs, Autry becomes suspicious at not appearing before a
camera, so Miss Roberts persuades Lane to
shoot a "fake" scene to keep Autry happy.
On the day of the preview, Autry is hurt
and disappointed to see a cartoon donkey,
using his voice, cavorting on the screen
and Miss Roberts is unable to square herself with him. Meanwhile, Pierre Watkin,
studio head, sees Autry's short scene and
wants to sign him up for a musical western.
Autry refuses to listen to any more movie
offers until Ralph Sanford, a disgrunted
cowboy who was beaten up, decides to blow
up a dam and drown Autry's cattle in the
canyon. Miss Roberts risks her life to
warn Autry to stampede his cattle herd out
of the canyon. This convinces Autry that she
really wants to help him and he agrees to
return to Hollywood to star in "Sioux City
DEXLEY

DUAL SLOT

what set-owners can expect in the way of
sight commercials. Although the lightweight
plot contains a few amusing romantic mixups, the humor is too forced and frantic.
However, the songs which fill in the slow
spots include "For the Right Guy," nicely
warbled by attractive Ann Hunter, and
"When You're Near," crooned by David
Bruce. The latter makes a good impression
as a television singing star, but both Miss
Hunter and Cleatus Caldwell enact their
roles in amateurish fashion. Howard Freeman, as a portly "wolf" and Margaret Dumont, as his outraged wife, give capable
portrayals. This is below the standard of
"Little Iodine," first Rogers-Cohn featurette,
which was no world-beater.
When her cello-playing father, Percival
Vivian, becomes ill and is unable to play
with the symphony orchestra, his 15-year-old
daughter, Ann Hunter, determines to get a

GAS HOUSE KIDS' NEW KID GANG

Rates • • as dualler in naborhoods
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LACKING

where Autry is a favorite

Sue."
singing job to help support him. Vivian's
other daughter, Cleatus Caldwell, works in
an advertising agency where David Bruce,
singing star of a television program, constantly pursues her. Dressed in her sister's
clothes, Ann gets a singing spot in a nightclub where Howard Freeman, head of the
advertising agency, sees her and tries to
date her up. Bruce, realizing that Ann is
too young but unaware that she is Miss
Caldwells' sister, takes her to his apartment.
Of course, Miss Caldwell misunderstand's
Bruce's innocent motives and matters become more complicated when Freeman's
jealous wife insists he fire his attractive
secretary. Ann, trying to save Miss Caldwell's job at the agency, is chosen as the
"bubble girl" to sing with Bruce on Freeman's new television program. Bruce and
Miss Caldwell then patch up their romance.
DEXLEY

AND TUMBLE PROGRAMMER

but good-hearted, 'teen age youngsters living
on New York's Lower East Side- Director
Sam Newfield has injected the expected
down-to-earth touches stemming from the
friendly clashes of Irish, Jewish, Italian and
Polish temperaments - always good for
laughs. The climactic police vs. bandits
chase will have the younger fans howling.
Fortunately, the husky Halop acts his age
and is especially convincing in the prize
fight sequence, while Carl Switzer (remembered as the frecklefaced member of Our
Gang kids) is the best of the others. Robert
Lowery and Teala Loring, as a crippled warveteran and his fiancee, capably take care
of the romantic chores.
Robert Lowery. a former policeman, returns from the war permanently disabled
and seeks to break his engagement to Teala
Loring until the latter assures him that she
still loves him. However, they have no
money to proceed with their pre-war plans

for a chicken farm until Billy Halop, a
neighborhood boy and member of the Gas
House gang, determines to help them. The
gang's efforts to raise the money fail until
Halop stumbles on a brief case filled with
a rent collector's money. Without knowing
that the collector had been slugged to death
by a trio of bank robbers. Halop deposits the
cash and makes a down payment on the
farm for Lowery, Meanwhile, the robbers
waylay Halop and take him for a "ride"
when he refuses to give up the money. Halop watches his opportunity and succeeds in
snatching the wheel and sending the robbers' car over an embankment. He wakes
up in a hospital and learns that he and his
gang are suspected of murdering the rent
collector. However, Halop's pals help the
police to capture the real crooks and the
$10,000 reward they receive is loaned to
Lowery to buy his chicken farm.
YORK
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Above, the lovely Dolly Madison (Ginger Rogers) appeals to fie embittered
burning
ambition
to become
Emperor
of America.
And, b low, the fiery

"MAGNIFICENT

Aaron
Burr

Burr
(David
Niven)
not to pursue
his
engaged
in one of his notorious
duels.

DOLL". . . History Made Romantic & Exciting

Producers Jack H. Skirball and Bruce Manning reached
into American history to pluck one of the most colorful
incidents for their picture, Magnificent Doll. With
author Irving Stone adding a dash of fiction, the career
of lovely Dolly Madison comes to the screen as a romantic and exciting story, highlighted by the rivalry for
her affections between the man who became President
of the United States, as well as her husband, and the
tempestuous adventurer, Aaron Burr.
Magnificent Doll

is history made palatable and entertaining for mass
audiences and when the central characters are played
by such public favorites as Ginger Rogers, David Niven
and Burgess Meredith, the film adds up to a solid box
oTice attraction. The showman who might shy from
ordinary costume pictures need have no fears abou!this one. For here is a romantic triangle with the future
of a nation as a vital stake in its solution, swashbuckling adventure, swordplay
and
high
melodrama.
(Continued on Next Page)

EXPLOITATION PICTURE
(Continued from Preceding Page)

"THE MAGNIFICENT DOLL"
CREDITS
A Universal-International
Release
iSkirball-Mannlng) .
Prodieed
by Jack H. Skirball
Directed
by Frank
Borz.ige.
Cast:
Ginger
Rogers,
Da«id
Ni»en.
Burgess
Meredith
Horace
McNally.
Peggy
Wood.
Frances
Williams.
Robert
Barrat.
Original
Story
and
Screenplay
by Irving
Stcne.
Director
of Photography.
Jnsrrh
Valentine.
A. S. C.

4, Dolly attends gala fiestas with Burr
dinner parties with influential politicians

and

a round

of

1 . After freeing his slaves, John Payne (Robert Barrat) gives up
his Virginia plantation and moves to Philadelphia with his wife
(Peggy Wood) and daughter, Dolly (Ginger Rogers) where he joins
the Quaker c'lurch and arranges a "suitable" marriage for Dolly
with Johi Tcdd (Horace McNally).
5, Burr's monarchic plans are disputed by
(Burgess Meredith) another boarder, who
with Dolly. Torn between the two. Madison
Oi
Burr'smarry.
plans and she realizes
the themanfollysheof must

2. Although she doesn't even pretend to love Todd, Dolly makes
him a good wife, but tragedy strikes when the plague covers Philadelphia and takes the lives of Todd and Payne after they give their
aid to the stricken.

3. Almost penniless, Mrs. Payne and Dolly open their home to
boarders, one of whom is Aaron Burr (David Niven), a politically
ambitious firebrand, who falls violently in love with Dolly and promises to make her Empress of America.
20

James Madison
is also in love
convinces Dolly
that Madison is

£# Burr bitterly attempts to wreck the new Republic by
throwing a legal monkey wrench into the forthcoming
presidential election, but is defeated. The new president,
Thomas Jefferson, appoints Madison his Secretary of State
and invites Dolly to become the first mistress of the newlycompleted White House.

7. Bun's violence reaches its climax when his private
army attempting to lay seige to Washington, is captured
and he is imprisoned. About to be lynched as he faces
execution, Dolly arrives in time to persuade the mob that
they would be creating a martyr, and Burr leaves for Europe and oblivion,
FILM
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STUDIO SIZE-UPS

COLUMBIA

George Macready is a recent addition to the cast of "The
Swordsman," a Technicolor feature, which went into production
without announcement several weeks ago. Larry Parks has the
lead with Joseph H. Lewis in the director's chair. No reason
was given for the secretive manner of starting the film which is
now more than half completed. The story is a lavish period piece
dealing with a fierce feud between two Scottish clans.
The second film in Columbia's three-year deal for two pictures
annually to be made in England is "Monte Falcone." First one,
already set, will be "The First Gentleman." The pictures will be
made at the Nettleford studios and it is planned to use crews
now established there. It has not been announced, as yet, whether
Hollywood players will be exported for the chores. Production
is due to start after the first of the year.
Robert Young To Produce
"Three Were Thoroughbreds" is Robert Young's first independent production with his company, Cavalier Productions. The
former MGM actor is cracking off a Technicolor western as his
first effort. He plays the leading role and Marguerite Chapman,
who never seems to get anywhere on this lot, has been loaned to
Young for the lead. The actress will be doing a role sans glamorous clothes, settings, and it might prove to be her break.
Two title changes: "The Thirteenth Hour" is the new title for
"The Hunter Is a Fugitive," recent Whistler series film. "Blind
Spot" is the final title for "Inside Story" which was also called
"Trapped," with Chester Morris and Constance Dowling featured.
Dick Powell also started his latest at Columbia last week.
This one deals with narcotic rings broken by the Treasury Dept.

EAGLE - LION
No actual shooting is scheduled for the next several weeks at
this studio. Next to go will be "Repeat Performance," with Joan
Leslie. This is the script that originally belonged to Producer
Marion Parsonnet. When he checked off the lot and out of his
contract, the studio took the situation to court to prove that all
rights belonged to them. The court decided in favor of the studio,
so the picture can now get under way with no legal entanglements
to hamper it.
Line-up Announced
Meanwhile, Eagle-Lion's first sales meeting, held in New York
last week, brought forth the initial announcement of a concrete
nature about this company's program for 1947. Alfred W. Schwalberg, vice-president and general manager, stated that four features are now ready for release and a number of others in various stages of preparation.
Available already are the following, according to Schwalberg:
Vera Caspary's story, "Bedelia," with Margaret Lockwood and Ian
Hunter; "It's A Joke, Son!," with Kenny Delmar (Senator Claghorn) ; "Amy Comes Across," with Franchot Tone, Ann Richards,
Tom Conway, and "The Adventuress," with Deborah Kerr. The
first two pictures were screened for the delegates.
In preparation, Schwalberg reported: Zachary Scott and Louis
Hayward in "Prelude to Night"; Joan Leslie in "Repeat Performance"; Louis Bromfield's "Kenny"; Vera Caspary's "Out of the
Blue"; Agatha Christie's "Love from A Stranger"; "Prince Valiant," in color, from King Features' syndicated story; Peggy
Goodin's prize-winning novel, "Clementine"; "Montana," in color;
Arturo DeCordova in an untitled story, in color, and "The Man
Without A Country."

METRO-GOLD

WYN-MAYER

Many of the defeatists of the industry jumped on the story
that this studio was cutting its production schedule for 1947
practically in half as the dreaded "handwriting on the wall" that
everybody is talking about. It may well be an indication that the
flush days are over. But studio executives insist that the reason
for the reduction is, first of all, that there are now 31 completed
films in the backlog. With "slower market absorption," executives feel the studio must reduce its gross production total.
DECEMBER
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Behind the Scenes of Film Production
At the moment, there are seven features in work, at least
four of which seem destined to be in the top bracket. Set for
starting within the next two months are such films as "The Hucksters," with Clark Gable; "Cass Timberlane," with Spencer Tracy;
"The Pirate," with Gene Kelly and Judy Garland; "Speak to Me
of Love," with Greer Garson.
for still
'Yearling'
With the Selznick Praise
situation
up in the air, it was only
natural that it should be rumored that Metro will release "Duel
In The Sun." This seems hardly likely since the studio is concentrating its one road show this year (only one is permitted
annually) on "The Yearling."
Speaking of "The Yearling," this column reserves its space
for production news and usually makes no effort to comment on
films since that is done in other pages of Film Bulletin. But "The
Yearling" is well worth double attention and comment. To Producer Sidney Franklin and Director Clarence Brown should go
the highest kudos for making a picture which is certain to provide a new experience for picture goers wherever they may be.
It is handsomely produced, beautifully performed and will resound
with credit to the entire industry and particularly to MGM.
When MGM acquired the rights from the Jerome Kern heirs
to make "Till The Clouds Roll By," they also took over re-make
rights on "Roberta" and agreed to make the film. This was an
early success in the Ginger Rogers-Fred Astaire series, originally.
Now, Metro writers are preparing a new script and Lucille Ball
is being mentioned as the possible lead for the Rogers role.
Tony Martin Released
Jerry Bresler, who was removed from his producer berth during the recent tightening up, has decided not to go to London
with Ben Goetz and has accepted an offer from UniversalInterniational.
Tony Martin, hailed last year as Metro's next big musical
star, has asked for and gotten his release from the studio. He
has gone East for a series of personal appearances, not the least
of which will net him $10,000 for one week at the Chicago Theatre.
Martin is supposed to return in July for "The Kissing Bandit,"
but he felt that waiting that long with no chance to do cabaret,
club or theatre dates was poor business for him. Martin has all
the requirements for screen success: he is good looking, has an
unusually good voice and a warm personality. Yet, somehow, he
just doesn't come off on film. It's one of those inexplicable things,
but the parting with Metro was amicable and he undoubtedly will
return for the picture in July if he is not tied up with other
commitments.

MONOGRAM
With the completion of "The Guilty" and "Fall Guy," this
studio has a backlog of fourteen pictures practically ready for
release. This is considerably more than the usual Monogram
backlog. The list includes Roy Del Ruth's "It Happened on Fifth
Avenue"; "The Trap," a Charlie Chan mystery; "Mr. Hex," one
of the Bowery Boys series; "Silver Stallion," a western; "Sweetheart of Sigma Chi"; "Song of the Sierras"; "Ginger"; "The California Trail," a Cisco Kid film; "Raiders of the South"; "Vacation
Days"; "Rainbow Over the Rockies" and "Valley of Fear."
The next Roy Del Ruth production will be "Mr. Gideon."
This will have a million dollar budget as did Del Ruth's first for
this company, "Fifth Avenue." An advance exploitation program
is planned for this latter film. Chappell and Company, music
publishers, already are preparing to release songs from the picture to be timed with the film's release.
It looks as though Ben Glazer and Nathaniel Finston are
going to beat Hal Wallis to the start in the race of Tschaikowsky
films. They have set their first casting. Sir Cedric Hardwicke
has been named to an important role. So far, Wallis does not
have a script, so it may be that his story will conflict in no way
with the Glazer-Finston "Tragic Symphony."
Jack Wrather has his second independent production ready
27
to go since "The Guilty" is completed. It will be "Turning Point,"
with Bonita Granville.

STUDIO SIZE-UPS
PARAMOUNT
Paramount's schedule for 1947 is set, with from sixteen to
eighteen features to be made at an approximate cost of $35,000,000.
Contrary to the MGM cut, Paramount is upping its schedule by
In addition
over the current year'swillprogram.
at least 25 per cent schedule,
turn in three films
Hal Wallis
to the Paramount
and Pine-Thomas will make six.
Another movie in direct opposite of the Metro program is
Paramount's decision to withdraw all of its reissues after the first
of the year. Undoubtedly, there will be some re-issues, but these
will be limited and will get the same exploitation program afforded new films with the hope that they will thus net a better
return.
Sidney Biddell, a former Columbia producer who left the
studio to try his hand as an independent, has signed a producing
contract with Paramount. His last film at Columbia is the still
un-released
beth Scott. "Dead Reckoning," with Humphrey Bogart and LizaTugend's Resignation A Surprise
Harry Tugend's resignation came as a complete surprise to
the trade last week. Tugend has had a writing-producing deal at
the studio for the past six years. No reason was given for the
cancelling of the contract except that it came "by mutual consent." His last for the company was "Golden Earrings," with
Ray Milland and Marlene Dietrich.
With "Saigon" (Alan Ladd-Veronica Lake) started last week,
the studio goes into an end-of-the-year production spurt with
three more scheduled to start before the year's end. "Road to
Rio," last of the Road pictures with Crosby, Hope and Lamour,
Hal Wallis' "Deadlock," and "Catalina," a Technicolor production,
are the trio to start during December.

PRC
This company has now changed its name to "The New PRC"
as the telephone operators inform any one who calls in by phone.
Just what this impressive title change means is yet to be discerned. For, at the moment, there doesn't seem to be much about
the policy or trend of the company to warrant calling it "new."
Added to the PRC release schedule is "The Outlander," a
Ewing Scott production made on location in the swamp region of
Florida. A special exploitation program is being planned by
Arnold Stoltz.
With "Red Stallion" and "Philo Vance's Secret Mission"
wound up, there is no production now going on the lot or planned
for the next several weeks.

REPUBLIC
Herbert J. Yates has earned a cry of "Hear, Hear," by his
recent comments re the motion pictures part in propagandizing
against all the current talk of recession. Yates believes that by
using the medium to buoy the spirits of people and dispel confusion and that by setting a pace of production that will stand as
an example of what American industry is, motion picture makers
will be offering a solid contribution to the present situation.
"The war proved that the screen is the greatest molder of
public opinion in the world today," Yates said. "With proper use
we can virtually turn our people to right rather than wrong
thinking." Mr. Yates continued, "Republic will more than fulfill
its rightful obligation to both the theater-going public and exhibitors now and in the immediate future by delivering the type
of product designed to entertain and inspire..."
First of all, of course, the industry must clear the muddled
and brutal labor situation, but if that could be done, Mr. Yates'
idea has a good chance of being absolutely right.
Yates To Prove Point
Yates is setting an example of his faith in his own words by
bringing his studio to the peak of its production potential. There
are 26 pictures backlogged since May. There are three in production now and three more scheduled to start in December.
Meanwhile, fifteen Republic producers are working full time on
27 pictures which are planned for early production. Plans have
been set for 17 Trucolor films on the 1946-47 schedule which is an
increase of four over this year's total. The studio stands on the
threshold of its biggest year both in quality and quantity of film.
It may well be that Mr. Yates means to prove his point.
Vice-president Allan Wilson announced last week that the
studio had paid $35,000 for a Milton Ginsburg story called "Come
and Get Me."
Vera Ralston will be starred.
28

Allan Dwan has been handed the production reins on "Silver
Creek, N. Y.," which was recently purchased in unpublished novel
form from Ernest Lehman and Geza Herczig. No casting has
been set on this yarn which deals with what happens in a small
up-state New York village when $1,000 is turned loose during the
depression year of 1933.
Meanwhile, production continues on three of Republic's big
productions. First, the second Frank Borzage film, "Gallant
Man," with Don Ameche and Catherine McLeod. Second, the
Nelson Eddy-Ilona Massey musical which still has no title. And
third, "Wyoming," a Vera Ralston-William Elliott special.

RKO-RADIO
Robertexecutive
Bren hasSidbeen
signedBren,
by the
a producer's
post J.under
Rogell.
who studio
wrote toand
produced
"First Yank Into Tokyo" at RKO a year ago, will do his first
assignment in the Mexico City studio at Churubusco. He goes
down next month to start work on the film, titled "Mystery in
William Pereira will be producing under executive Jack Gross
Mexico."
for his next, "The River Road." No production date is set on this
one which will be made from a book-of-the-month novel purchased
by the studio last year.
Samuel Goldwyn dropped a slight bomb in the Hollywood
conversation corners a couple of weeks ago when he said that
Hollywood pictures were falling behind in the race for popularity
and grosses against the British product. He stated that Hollywood has refused to progress with the times and keeps on working and re-working the same weary formulas. Walter Wanger,
joined the Goldwyn opinion, and both men stated that they were
going to profit by what they had seen in their recent London trips
and begin changing
their own approaches
to picture making
Goldwyn Has 3 for '47
Producer Goldwyn has set three films for '47 production, two
of which he may feel are in the progressive trend. First to come
will be "The Bishop's Wife," with Cary Grant, David Niven, Teresa Wright and Monty Woolley. Still scheduled, but not cast, is
"Earth and High Heaven," about which studio spokesmen have
been talking for over a year. Mr. Goldwyn is still trying to get
Gregory Peck for the male role.
Anthony Veiller, one of the town's finest screen writers, has
joined Frank Capra and George Stevens as associate producerwriter on their Liberty Productions. The producers have three
films on their schedule, but it has not been decided which of the
three will come first. Meanwhile, these next two weeks should
bring press and trade reviews on "It's A Wonderful Life," the
first Capra product in the unit. It is reported through the grapevine that this is certain to be an important Academy contender.
John Wayne has been borrowed from Republic contract to
take the leading role in Stephen Ames' Technicolor feature, "Tycoon." This is another of the RKO films to be made at the
Mexican studio. Shooting starts January 6 with Richard Wallace
set to direct. No feminine lead has yet been cast.
Jesse L. Lasky and Walter MacEwen, who will release their
"Miracle of The Bells," through RKO, have set Quentin Reynolds
and Ben Hecht to write the screenplay. The producers have
ticketed their production at about two million dollars and paid
the publisher and the author, Russell Janney, $100,000 plus a
profit-sharing arrangement for the film rights. Three more LaskyMacEwen productions promised for 1947 are "Intermission," "The
Apple Tree" and "The Life of Caruso."

20th CENTURY-FOX
Latest rumor around town was that Felix Jackson, who recently brought his deal with Universal-International to an abrupt
end, has signed a producing deal with 20th Century-Fox. No confirmation from either the studio or the producer was available at
this writing.
The report here last issue that Preston Sturges was going to
work at U-I for Bill Dozier was premature and the prospective
deal fell through. The producer is now talking term deal with
20th Century-Fox. If details of participation and production can
be settled, Sturges probably will sign a contract.
The studio has signed a ten-year leasing deals on "Lydia
Bailey," a Kenneth Roberts' novel. This is the kind of deal Metro
made on "The Hucksters" and is set up purely on a tax basis.
The studio pays $19,350 per year for ten years at the end of which
time the company can purchase full rights and copyright for an
additional $10,000. The book will be a Literary Guild selection,
which assures 800.000 copies of the book in sales. The studio is
contributing $21,500 to the promotion program for the book. It
will probably be a 1947 production.
FILM
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Four Features In Work
20th has hit an unusual production peak for this time of the
year with four new features started. They are: "Moss Rose," a
Gene Markey production with Victor Mature, Peggy Cummins,
Ethel Barrymore and Vincent Price; "The Big Heart," with John
Pavne and Maureen O'Hara; the Technicolor "Captain From
Castile," with Tyrone Power, Cesar Romero and a new girl, Jean
and "The Ghost and Mrs. Muir," with Rex Harrison and
Peters,Tierney.
Gene

UNITED

ARTISTS

The long expected deal between United Artists and Enterprise
has finally been set. No details of the deal have been announced,
but it is assumed that UA will handle "Arch of Triumph" and
other pictures in the domestic market while Loew's will handle
the foreign distribution. Probably, two other Alms will be included in this arrangement.
Jules Levey has been given UA board approval to make two
more features for UA release in 1946-47.
The Mary Pickford-Lester Cowan deal is on again. This time
the company, called Artists Alliance, is said to be preparing four
pictures running about two million dollars each, first of which is
to be "One Touch of Venus." Miss Pickford has been talking
about this one for more than two years, maybe this time she will
really get started with Cowan's aid. In the partnership, Miss
Pickford and Mr. Cowan have equal shares, with Cowan being
responsible for the creation and delivery of the program. Following "One Touch of Venus" comes "Babylon Revisited," an F.
Scott Fitzgerald novel; "Sorrel and Son," and "The President's
Husband."
Selznick's Next Under Way
David Selznick, despite release troubles on "Duel In The Sun,"
is slated to start production on "The Paradine Case" momentarily.
This film, which was to have started two months ago, goes on a
three million dollar budget, with Alfred Hitchcock producing and
directing and Gregory Peck, Ann Todd, Louis Jourdan, Ethel
Barrymore,
Charles Laughton
and Charles Coburn
in the cast.
Selznick has also assigned David Hempstead to his first chore
as a Vanguard producer. It will be "Trent's Last Case," with
Joseph Cotten starred.
The producer also is back again with his announcement that
he will make the life story of Sarah Bernhardt, with Greta Garbo
in the leading role, if he can get her. This is another one of those
perennial Selznick stories which may or may not come to pass.
William Cagney, who has been out of production for over a
year, announced last week that Cagney Productions will be back
in full work shortly, now that the part-ownership of General
Service studios has become a fact. Cagney became vice-president
of the studio when he purchased a considerable interest in the
ownership and management late last summer. The Cagney company will have stage space, technical equipment, office space to
permit at least two pictures annually.
Audie Murphy, the most decorated hero of World War II, is
under contract to the Cagneys and will be groomed for roles in
forthcoming films like "A Lion Is in the Streets," "The Stray
Lamb," and the recently purchased "Two Soldiers" by William
Faulkner. The soldier has been given and is still being given
special
James Cagney's supervision to prepare him
for his training
career as under
an actor.
With two new pictures started and Enterprise's "Other Love,"
added to the UA production list, this company has eight films in
work. Two new starters are Sam Coslow's "Copacabana," Carmen Miranda and Groucho Marx heading the cast; Benedict
Bogeaus' "Christmas Eve," with George Raft, George Brent, Randolph Scott and Joan Blondell.

UNIVERSAL

- INTERNATIONAL

All rumor about Cliff Work leaving the U-I set-up can be
stopped now for good. Work has just signed a new six-year contract with the company calling for his services in an advisory
capacity when needed. He will continue as vice-president and a
director of the company. His first job will be the handling of
jlabor relations for the studio.
While Jane Murfin was settling her contract last week and
[checking off the lot, Joan Harrison was signing a new long-term
producer contract on the same lot. Miss Murfin was set as the
[producer of "Time Out of Mind," currently shooting with Phyllis
Calvert starred.
Apparently, differences arose in the handling of
DECEMBER
9, 1946

the production and Miss Murfin asked for and got her release.
Robert Siodmak is directing and temporarily, at least, the front
office is guiding the production. Miss Harrison is due back from
England this month and goes to work January 15. This producer
made her first picture at Universal before going to RKO.
Fontaine for DeHavilland
After much pre-production exploitation, aimed to cash in on
Olivia DeHavilland's high popularity at the moment, the actress
has announced that she will not do the role in U-I's forthcoming
production of "Ivy" as had been announced. No particular reason
was given beyond the fact that she did not wish to do another
role similar to the one she did in "The Dark Mirror." U-I strategists may have caught themselves a bonanza in signing Joan
Fontaine for the part her sister turned down.
Joseph Sistrom has been assigned as producer on the next
Durbin film. "Up In Central Park" has been delayed on the Durbin schedule because of Technicolor shortages and pile-up so what
the next Durbin film will be has not been decided. But once the
script is chosen, production will start immediately.
The radio tie-up between Proctor and Gamble and U-I should
provide the studio with an ideal medium for exploitation of its
product. For eight consecutive weeks as of November 30, the
Hedda Hopper show and possibly Lux Theatre, the Screen Guild
and Academy Award radio shows will be utilized. The series
began with "Notorious Gentleman" on the Camay show, November
30. The second show was "The Stranger." Still to come are "So
Goes My Love," "Hired Wife," "Along Came Jones," "White Tie
and Tails," "Temptation" and "The Egg and I." This list includes a division of released and unfinished product and it is
planned that in every case the stars of the picture will do the
radio dramatization. This is the most prolonged consistent campaign of this type ever attempted and the results should be
interesting.

WARNER

BROS.

Paul Henreid, now at MGM making "A Love Story" with
Katharine Hepburn, last week severed his contract with this
studio and plans to freelance. Henreid felt, so it was stated, that
he was being typed in his roles. He still has a contract with RKO
for two films a. year, but aside from that commitment he will be
freelancing.
With six films in work
ments already made for the
be planning no curtailment
for the coming year. Most
is the series of five pictures

and thirteen other directorial assign1946-47 schedule, this studio seems to
from its normal production schedule
important product on the future list
that will come from Michael Curtiz as

an independent producer. Curtiz has "The Unsuspected," "Romance in High C," "Victoria Grandolet," "The Life of Will Rogers"
and "Winter Kill" on his list.
David Butler, now winding up on "My Wild Irish Rose," has
"Silver Lining," "Tomorrow Is Another Day" and "The Wall
Flower." Raoul Walsh is scheduled for "The Frontiersman" and
"The Adventures of Don Juan." Don Siegel will do "The Iron
Gate." John Huston has "Treasure of the Sierra Madre" and
John Van Druten will direct "Voice of the Turtle."
New starter last week was "The Unfaithful," with Ann Sheridan, Zachary Scott and Lew Ayres in top roles, Vincent Sherman
directing and Jerry Wald producing.
Another film scheduled for production is "The Scandalous,"
which will co-star Lew Ayres and Lauren Bacall with James Kern
directing. This one is on the Wald production schedule and probably will not go until March.

MISCELLANEOUS

INDEPENDENTS

Rumors went around Hollywood recently that Screen Guild
Productions was being bought out by Sandy Adler, a Detroit promoter. These rumors were formally denied by President John J.
Jones in a formal statement to the press. Mr. Jones denied that
Adler had any interest in the company or that he would buy any
share in the company. He further denied any connection of the
Adler group with William Berke, who is now producing and directing for Screen Arts Pictures and Affiliated Productions, whose
product Screen Guild releases.
In production for the S-G are "Buffalo Bill Rides Again"29
(Richard Arlen-Jennifer Holt) and "The Bells of San Fernando"
(Donald Woods-Gloria Warren).
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In the Release Chart, the date under "Details" refers to the
issue in which cast, director, plot, etc., appeared. "Rel."
is the national release date. "No." is the release number.
"Rev." is the issue in which the review appeared. There
may be variations in the running time in States where there
is censorship. All new productions are on 1946-47 programs
unless otherwise noted. (T) immediately following title
and running time denotes Technicolor production, (C)
denotes Cinecolor.
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Director: George Sherman

Akim

Producer: Eugene B. Rodney

Story: A man pursues two murderers, finds mine map and is accused of
murder himself. Meanwhile, he breeds a thoroughbred horse and
races him to victory and ultimately clears his name and saves the
mine for the girl he loves.

ASSIGNED TO TREASURY
Adventure — Started November 30
Cast:
Dick Powell,
Maylia, Ludwig
Director: Robert Stevenson
Story:

A fictionalized exposition
up narcotic rings.

of how

Donath, Vladimir
Sokoloff.
Producer: Sidney Buchman

the

Treasury

Department

(65)

breaks

KING OF WILD HORSES
Western — Started November 5
Cast:
Preston Foster, Gail Patrick, Guinn
(Big Boy) Williams,
Billy Sheffield, Patti Brady, Robert (Buzz) Henry.
Director: George Archainbaud
Producer: Ted Richmond
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Stranger
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Terror Trail
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West of Dodge City

Heading
West
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Details
onder
title:

THE SWORDSMAN
(T)
Period Adventure — Started November 1
Cast:
Larry Parks, Ellen Drew, George Macready, Edgar Buchanan, Ray Collins, Marc Piatt, Michael Duane.
Director: Joseph H. Lewis
Producer: Burt Kelly
THREE WERE THOROUGHBREDS
(T)
Western — Started November 26
Cast:
Robert Young, Willard Parker, Marguerite Chapman,
Tamiroff.
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Story: A boy returns to his father's ranch, afraid of horses. He is saved
by a wild horse and his fear is cured.
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Western — Started November 13
Cast:
Jimmy Wakely, Lee (Lasses)
Director: Ford Beebe
Story:
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Romantic Adventure — Started November 29
Alan Ladd, Veronica Lake, Douglas Dick, Richard Conte,
Cast:
Morris Carnovsky, Luis Van Rooten, Wally Cassell, Luther
Adler.
Director:

Leslie Fenton

British
officer and American
Japanese
occupation.

IN

Cast

PRODUCTION

Baxter-Holden
Hatcher-Kelley

I Cover Big Town
Imperfect
Lady,
The
Details
onder
title:

Be

Young-Niven
Ladd-Donlevy
CalhounFlemng
Ladd-Lamour
Ladd -Russell
Stanwyek-Mlllanrf
Lowery-Wlthers
■ atilncld-Holden
Scot:-Hod:ak

Avenue

This

The

The

COMPLETED
BLOCK NO. THREE
Mexico

Rel.

.11-11
9-30

(96)
(87)

12-24
8-6
1-8

11-25

1-21
5-1. .11-22

11-25
9-2

...9-30
9-16
7-9
.12-10
....9-2
9-2

Tufts- Fitzgerald

. . 10-29

Crosby-Fontaine
Ivelly-York
Milland-Dietrich

...6-24
4-29
...8-19
6-10
10-1

Woman
Lowery-Savage
Bracken-Welles
Hnpe-Lamour
Hntton-Lund
Dennlno-Craig

REISSUES

In

Details

Town

Jungle Flight
Ladies'
Man
My Favorite Brunette
Perils ol Pauline
(T)
Seven
Were
Saved

Miss Susie Slagle's
Tokyo
Rose
(66)

under

Irne

'. . . . Reed-Brooke
eVright-Milland
Take

China

12-27
Reed-Brooke
Crosby-Astaire
Hutton-Tufts

DESIGNATED

tongle
Princess,
Plainsman.
The

in

.11-11

ONE

Adventure
Island
(C)
Big Haircut,
The
Calcutta
California
(T)
Danger Street
Dear
Ruth
Desert
Fury
(T)
Details
under
title: Desert
Easy Come.
Easy Go
Details under title: Third
Emoeror
Waltz.
The
(T)
Fear
In The
Night
Golden
Earrings

Suddenly
It's Spring
Trouble With Women.
Unconquered
(T)
Welcome
Stranger
Where
There's
Life

P. J. Wolf son

adventure

1946-47

dig Town
Blue Skies
(T)
(107)
Cross
My
Heart
(83)
Details
ander title: Tea Good
T»
Perfect
Marriage,
The
(87)
Two
Years
Before the Mast
(98)

Masquerade

find

CHART

Time

Blaze of Noon
Variety Girl

Producer:

woman

RELEASE
Title — Running

NOT

Rel.

1945-46
Beauty and the Bandit
Details onder title Cisco

School

12-24. . .3-30.
10-29. .. .3-2.
...6-10
9-7.
2-18... 6-22.

Moon
Over
Montana
Wakely-Hoit
Red Details
Dragon,onderThetitle:
<64>
Charlie Chan In Mexla* Toler-Fong

COMPLETED
BLOCK
NO.

No.
Details

Cast

Palooka

Song
of The
Sierras
Sweetheart
of Sigma
Chi
Sosptnse
(101)
Detalb
ind«
title: Glamour
Teen-agers
Go
Trap,
The
Wife Wanted

White, Kay
Producer: Barney

Gillie-Norris
Penn-Loring
Errol-Kirkwood
Granville-Castle
, Albertson-Reed
Gorcey-Robbins
Brown-Hatton

Details under title: Draw
Rainbow Over The Roeklet
Silver Stallion

(0)
(1)
(0)
(0)

Morley.

CHART

Time

Bringing Up Father
(68)
Cisco and The Angel
Dangerous
Money
Details under title: Hot Monry
Decoy
(76)
Fall Guy
Gentleman
Joi
Guilty, The
Ginger

Production
Production
Production
Production

issue.

RELEASE
Title — Running

In
In
In
In

Completed (14)
Completed ( 5)
Completed (33)
Completed (12)

Gear

The

Missing
(60)Jada
Details Lady,
anderThetitle:

Story:

1946-47 Features
Westerns
1945-46 Features
Westerns

Roland-Ames
Brown-Hatton
jtcwart-Preisser
Gorcey-Hall

Wires
(65)
Details ander title: Stepping Aroand
Trail
(55)
onder title: On

... .3-18. .. .6-8.

.3-18

. .1-7.
.11-26.

...

.614

.7-46.
.8-46.

...8-6.
. .9-18.

.

Reed-Drake

Adventure
(129)
Details onder title: This Strange AdventoraGable-Garson
Easy To Wed
(T)
(117)
Ball-Johnson
Green
Years,
Thi
(127)
Coburn-Drake
Weekend at the Waldorf (130)
Turner- Johnson
Z.egfeld
Folllee
(T)
(110)
Astalre-Ball

.4-46.

..6-25.
...7-9.

Boys' Ranch
(88)
Coorage of Lassie
(T)
(93)
Details onder title: Hold High the Torch
Faithful In My Fashion
(81)
(90)

.1-46.
.1-46.

.Foreign.
. .7-9.

(113) . . . Turner-Garfield
Allyson-Lawford

SPECIALS

1-46.
.1-46.
.1-46.

. .6-11.

NO. SEVENTEEN

High

3-2.

... 3-18 .. • 6-29 .

Brown-Hatton

Texans

..519

. . .^08. . .9-30
. . . 528
2-2. ,..507

..10-15
...7-23

Stiwart-Prelsser

Scandals

Shadows
(64) Delicti
Details Over
under Chinatown
title
Corpus

.9-2
.9-2

Hunt-Carroll
Garland-Hodiak
..
Del Rio-Armendarlz
Walker-Allyson
Sothern- Murphy

Live

Carradlne-Drake
Cookson-Wllliam

School

Joe Palooka,
Champ
(70)
Junior
Prom
(69)
Details
under
title: High

12-24. . .5-25.
. . .3-18 .. .6-^/.

Toler-Urrlnt
Richmond-Hayes
Alcatraz

at

Texas,
The Fighting
(60)
title: The

Shadows
The Range
Details On under
title:

1945-46

Letter for Evle, A (89)
Harvey Girls, The
(T)
(101)
Portrait of Maria (76)
Sailor Takes a Wlfo
(91)
Up Goes Malsie
(89)

from
onder

(68)
Chan

The
(72)
title: Suspense

Gay
Cavalier,
The
(65)
Haunted
Mine.
The
(52)
High
School
Hero
In Details
Fast Company
(63) In
ander title:

'.onesomr
Details

8-20

Gable-Tracy
Tracy-Bartholomew
Rainer-Gravet
Bergman-Montgomery

Face ot- Marble,
FairDetails
(68) onder

Gentlemen
Details

6-10

.7-22.

O'Brien-Charisse

Ballerina

(65)
Alibi
Dark
Details
under Withtitle:Strangers
Charlie
Gamble
Don't

Freddie
(75) High
Details Steps
underOat title:

..3-4..

REPRINTS

Fools

.7-22

.703.

. .12-24.

Johnson-Allyson
Pidgeon-Massey
Sinatra-Grayson
8-6.
Jenkins-Gifford
. . . 10-29 .
Montgomery-Totter
..5-27
Rooney-Granville
...5-13
Skelton-O'Brien
9-2.
Beery-MacMahon
...5-13
Lawford-Jenkins
4-1
Johnson- Kirkwood
..10-1
Garson-Hart
4-1.
Colbert-Pidgeon
6-10
Tracy-Hepburn
7-8
Skelten-Maxwell
3-4.
Rooney-DeHaven
....7-8
J'Brien-Murphy
4-1.
Wllliams-Melchior
...8-6.
Garland-Walker
...12-24
Kelly-McDonald
8-6.
10-1.
Ball Hodiak
Taylor- Hepourn

(134)

BLOCK

.Oct...

..10-29.
.5-27..
9-17.

Boom
Town
Captains
Courageous
(116)
Great Waltz
Rage In Heaven
(82)

BLOCK

.5-27..
..1-7.

.. .6-24
.... 11-26
7-22
3-18
4-1

MacMurray-Goddard
3-18
Milland-Wright
. . . .6-11
Cooper-Goddard
. . . .8-19
Crosby-Caufleld
...3-18
Hope-Hasso
4-15
Lamour-Mi'land
Cooper-Arthur

9-1
9-1

1945-46

Lamour-Cordova
Tofts-Lake
Barr-Massen

1-8.
9-18

2-22. . .4512 .12-10
.3-8. . .4511..
.4513. .12-10
.2-8..
12-10

BLOCK
Blue

Dahlia,

NO. FOUR

The

.4-19.

(99)

Ladd-Lake

They Made Me A Killer ,'65)
Virginian.
The
(T)
(90)
Well-Groomed
Bride, The
(75)

Lowery-Brltton
. .
McCrea-Britton
Millanl-deHavilland

Bride
Wore
Boots,
The
(82)
Hot Cargo
(57)
Our Hearts Were Growing Up (122)
To Each
His Own
(122)...

Stanwyck-Cummings
Rogers-Reed
Donlevy-Russell
deHavilland-Lund

BLOCK

NO. FIVE

bYock no. six

0. S. S.
(107)
Searching
Wind,
The
(108)
Strange
Lo»e ot Martha
Ivers (116)
Details
under
title: Lovi
Lies Bleeding
Swamp
Fire
(70)

1946-47 Features
Westerns
1945-46 Features
Westerns

To

.7-26.
..8-9.
.9-13.

.9-17.
12-13.

In
In
In
In

.4518... 2-18
.4517. . .2-18
.4516. . .2-18
.4519... 2-18
.4521
4-1
.4523. ..3-18
.4522
4-1
.4524. . .3-18
.4526.
.4528.
. 4527 .

.5-13

.4532.
.4531.

.5-27
12-10

.5-13
.9-6.. .4529. . .5-13

11-12.

.

Completed (10)
Completed ( 5)
Completed (20)
Completed (16)

(23)
(14)

. .7-5.

..2-18.
.7-9.
.1-21.
10-15.

.8-30.
.3-22.

Production
Production
Production
Production

(0)
(0)
(0)
(0)

CHART

Time

COMPLETED
Born

.6-14.
..3-5.

Hope-Cautfleld
Crosby-Hope-lamour

RELEASE
Title — Runnlnn

. .8-6.

Weissmuller-Grey

Beaueaire
(T)
(93)
Utopia. The
(90)

..5-3.
.5-17.
..4-5.
.6-28.
.5-31.

Ladd- Fitzgerald
Young Sidney
Stnnwvck-Hellln

SPECIALS

Monsieur
Road te

. 2-19.
.4-2.
. .7-9.
11-13.

Details

Speed

Details
under
Eagle-Lion
Brute
Man.
The
(58)
Details
under
Universal

heading
Release

Sands-Wall
Hatton-Adams

...

. . .8-19..
.11-26. .

Chart

Corrse Came Calling,
The
Devil On Wheels,
The

Beaumont-Walker
Coleman-Reed

Driftin'
River
(55)
Her Sister's Secret
(85)
Outlaws ot the Plains
(56)
Outlander.
The

Dean-Ates
Coleman-Reed
..
Crabhe-St. John
Pendleton-Whipper

Philo
Vance's
Secret
Mission
Philo
Vance's
Gamble
Red Stallion
(C)
Return of Rin-Tin-Tin,
The
(V)
Stars Over Texas
...
Tumbleweed
Trail
Wild
West
.
Details under file:
Melody Round-Up

Curtis-Austin
Curtis-Ryan
....
Paige-Nash
Rn-Tin-lln-Woods
Dean-Ates
Dean-Ates
Dean-Ates

.10-1.

.9-23. .
.. .10-29.
.10-28. .
.10-1..
. . .7-22. . .9-23..
. .10-29.. .9-22. .
.11-25.
r,-16.
.10-14.
.10-14

.11-25
.10-14
.11-11
.10-14
. .12-9

'.11-18.
ii-i . ..

.9-16.

9-2
.5-27.

1945-46
Accomplice
(68)
Ambush
Trail
(58)

Avalanche

(68)

Cabot-Borg

Blonde For A Day
(67)
Details
under
title: Blondes

3-4

Beaumont-Walker
On

Caravan
Trail,
The
(Cinecolor)
Club
Havana
(62)
Colorado Serenade
(68)
Danny
Boy
(66)
Detour
(69)
Devil
Don

. .2-17.
.9-29. .

Arlen-Borg
Steele-Saylor

the

. . .5-3

(65)

..4-20.
.10-23.
.6-30.
4-15.
8-6.
. .1-8.
6-25. .11-30.

Dean-Carlin
llndsay-Ntal
Dean-Ates
Henry- Johnson
5avage-Neal

Bat's
Daughter
Rlcardo
Returns

10-1
5-28

LaPlanche- James
Colby- Isabelita

...1-21.
...8-19.

O'Drhcoll-Wright

. .4-29.

Lowe -Joyce
Lewis I'ramer
Halop-Lowcry
Crabbe-St.
John
Crabbe-St. John
Gordon-Windsor
Shayne-Gwynne
Lowery-Savage

1-22.
9-3.
8-19.
...1-21.
...4-29.
....
8-6.
...10-2.
E-2.

Litel-Lang
9-30.
Crabbe-St.
John
..10-15.
Von Stroheim-Bates
11-26.
Beaumont-Walker
..12-26.
Steele-Saylor
10-15.
Crabbe-St.
John
. . . 6-24 .
Crabhe-St

Monte

CrUto,

The

(81)

Loder-Aubert

.12-24

.11-11
.. .12-8.
.2-20.
10-14.
. 3-27 .
.12-24.
..6-3.
.10-21.
. 2-25 .

.2-18
.10-1
.11-26
..9-16
.6-10

.11-1.
..1-7.
.4-10.
...4-9.
11-21.

.8-19
,.5-13

. .8-21.

.10-14

....

8-1.
.7-24.
.3-20.

.2-1.
1-1

.11-11
.9-16
..9-30
8-5

Wyoming

COMPLETED
Attain
of Geraldine
Details
under title:

(40)
(16)
( 4)

NEW

Completed
Completed
Completed
Completed
Completed
Completed

(12)
( 7)
( 0)
(38)
(23)
( 4)

1946-47

Lonely

Hearts

the Badman,
The
under title: Angel

and

32

Wayne-Russell

. .

Apache
Rose
Calendar
Girl
Heldorado
Hit
Parade,
The
foagn.ncent
Rogue,
The
Fabulous Suzanne, The
I'veDetails
Always under
Loved title:
You
(T)
(117)
Conterta

Rogers-Evans
. ..
Frazee-Marshall
Rogers-Evans
. . .
Albert-Moore
Roberts- Douglas
.
Britton-Vallee
...
McLeod-Dorn
...

Oregon
Marshal
Outlaw

Lane-Wentworth
Lane-Wentworth
Lane-Stewart
. .•

Trail
Scouts
of Crippled
Creek
of Sioux
City

Pilgrim
Details Lady,
under Thetitle:

Mara-Douglas

. ..

Sioux City Sue (69)
Snoilers
of
The
North

Autry-Roberts
Kelly-Booth

..

That
Brennan
Girl
(95)
That's
My Girl (Trucolor)
Trail To San
Antone

Donn-Freeman
Barry-Roberts
Autry-Stewart

Web
of Danger
Winter
Wonderland
Details
under
title:

Mara-O'Flynn
Roberts-Drake

The

Inner

Snow

Circle

Cinderella

.7-22.
. .7-8.
..9-2.
.9-16
12-15 .
.3-18. 10-15.
. 8-20 .
.7-8..

.601. ..9-30

..11-25
. .9-2
.10-14
.3-18. .12-22.

. .8-6
.10-28.
..8-19.
.12-9
.4-17..
12-24
.4-30. . . .4-20. .
10-29- ..2-4..
. .7-22. .
.4-15. . .2-23. .
.10-26 .
.. 10-1.
.10-29.
.8-13.
..5-22.
. .7-27. ..
..3-18.
.1-21.

Elliott-Fleming
r.smond-Aubert

Conquest
of Cheyenne
(56)
Elliott-Fleming
Crime
ol th» Century
(56)
Bachelor-Browne
Cr msnn
(ihost. The
(Scial*
Stirl ng-Qu glry
Farl Carroll's
Sketchbook
(90)
Moore- Marshall
El Paso
Kid
(55)
Carson-Harmon
Daughter
ol Don Q (Serial)
Booth-Allen
Days
ot Buffalo
Bill (56)
Carson-Stewart
...
...2-8..
French
Key, The
(67)
Dekker-Ankers
...
..5-'*
Gay
Blades
(67)
Ashley-Roqers
...
.10-1. . .1-25.
G. I. War
Brides
(69)
Ellison-Lee
.. ..
. .4-29 . .5-18
.12-10
Gay Could Change.
A (65)
Lane-Frazee
Glass
Alibi. The
(68)
Wrixon-Fowley
..,
. .6-25. . . 1-27 .
. .8-12.
Home
in Oklahoma
(72)
Rogers-Evans
....
.10-2^ ..4-27.
.12-24.
Home On the Range
(55)
Hale-Booth
..11-8.
Details
under title: West of God's Country
.12-10.
. 11-26 ..4-18.
In Old Sacramento
(89)
Moore-Elliott
. . 6-24
Invisible
Informer
(57)
Stirling-Henry
. .8-19.
.2-18.
Inner
Circle, The
(57)
Douglas-Roberts
..2-18
..5-31.
...8-9..
...8-7..
King of the Forest
Rangers
(Serial)
Thomo>on-Talbot
. .4-27.
Last Crooked
Mile, The
(67)
Barry-Savage
.10-15.
Last Frontier Uprising
(Magnacolor)
Hale-Booth
.10-22..
Madonna's Secret, The
(79)
Lederer-Patrick
• . .12-10.
.2-18
Man from Rainbow Valley
(M)
(57)
Hale-Booth
..2-16.
.6-10. . . .6-14.
Murder
in the Music
Hall
(84)
Ralston-Marshall
., 10-29
.10-1 . .4-10.
»"v Pal Trigger
(79)
Rogers-Evans
....
R-6. ..7-12.
Mysterious Mr. Valentine
(56)
Stlrllng-Henry
. . . 11-12
. .3-4
Night
Train to Memphis
(67)
Acuff-Mara
.'.5-13
...9-3..
One
Exciting
Week
(69)
Pearce-Harris
...
12-24 .. .6-8.
.4-29.
Out California
Way
(M)
Hale-Pooth
...9-6-.
..5-11.
Passkey to Danger
(58)
Bachelor-Mara
...
.4-29. ..11-15.
Phantom
Rider. The
(Swlal)
K^nt-Stewart
1-76.

Plainsman and The Lady (87)
Rainbow Over Texas
(65)
Red River Renegades
(55)
Rendezvous
With
Annie
(89)
Rio Grande
Raiders
(56)
RollDetails
On. Texas
(68)
under Moon
title: Shine
On
Rough
Santa

Riders of Chevenne
Fe Uprising
(56)

Texas

Elliott-Ralston
Rogers-Evans
Carson-Stewart
Albert -Marlowe
Carson-Stewart
Moon Rogers-Evans
Carson-Stewart
Lane-Wentworth

(68)
(56)

to

Danger

Under Nevada Skies
(69)
Valley of the Zombie, The
(56)
Vigilantes
of Boom
Town
Wagon
Wheels
Westward
(56)
Woman Who Came Back. The
(68)
Details onder title The Wat

.565..
.555..
.568.
.584. ,
.514..
.511.
.583.
.556.
. . 530 . .6-24
. . 519 . .4-29
10-14
. .528. ..9-2
.554.
. 5542 .
.. .. 508
516 ..
. . 509 . . 7-8
.5501.

.

1946-47 Features
1945-46 Features

.4-10.
.4-23

Production
Production
Production
Production
Production
Production

^4-29
.5-27
..2-4

.526
..517...
5-13
. .529. .10-14
.582... .
.527. .9-30
. .510.7.3-18
.502. . .7-2?
. .531
.512
3-4
.5541. . .7-22

..523... 8-19
..518..
. .521
7-»
.8-19
.9?
. .532.
. .448. .6-10
.3-18.
.557..
..4-1.
..=25..
.11-25
. ..
..7-25..
...5-9.
.. ..4-1. ..7-19.
. r81
...9-9..
..
. .9-12. .552

2-19.
.3-18.
11-1.. .
.5-14. ..11-15..
.3-29
. . 9-30 . .
.7-23.
VonSt'heim-Bachelor
Elliott-Fleming
..
12-24 .
Rogers-Evans
Mara-Barrier
.... 11-26. ...3-9.

(56)

Song
of Arizona
(68)'
Song
of Mexico
(57)
Spectre of the Rose
(90)
Strang?
Impersonation.
A (68)
Sun
Valley
Cyclone
(55)
Traffic In Crime
(56)
Undercover
Woman
(56)
Details
under
title: Passkey

.604

.6-24.
. 8-19 11-21.
.5-13. .12-23.

1945-46
Carson-Stewart

Alias Billy The
Kid
(56)
California
Gold
Rush
(56)
'a' Man of Paris
The
(65)

. . .
. .

Kurov-Essen
....
Marshall-Gargan
.
EIPott-Flemlng
..
Richmond-Mara
..
Bachelor-Livings»on

.12-28.
...7-5.
..5-10..
. 8-6. .. .3-16.
. 6-28 .
.4-15.
.9-17.
. .4-1. ..4-15.

Rogers-Evans
.. .
enoth-Livingston
Lane-Blake
Elllott-Flcmlno
...
Kelly-Loder

.9-17.
11-26.
.5-27. . .8-26.

Completed
Completed

.4-16.
2-13.
..5-24
.4-30. .1

..542. .11-1J
..558
.506. .4-15
. 566 .
.524.
.501..
.447.
.513.
.511.
.522.
.567.

. . 5-27
. . 6-10
.10-14
...4-1

•541. . .9-16
.564.
.520
.507.

7-8
.1-21

(3)
(0)
(0)
(0)
(0)
(0)

(5)
(0)

Adventure — Started
November
19
Cast:
Steve Brodie.
Audrey
Long,
Douglas
Fowley.
Raymond
Burr, Freddie Steele.
Director: Anthony Mann
Executive Producer: Sid Rogell
Producer: Michel Kraike
Stiuy:

Kx-Army
Pilot gels
elude
both
because
commit.

involved
with
gangsters
lmth
believe
him
guilty

RELEASE
Title — Running

Time

Long
Night,
A
Details
under

title:

A

Time

to

Kill

and
of a

police.
crime

he

He must
did not

CHART
Casl

Details

TN PRODUCTION
lawless
boom
town.
When
oxer and routes the bandits.

In Production
.12-21.'.
In Production

(35)
(39)

NEW PRODUCTIONS

PRODUCTIONS

Discovery
of gold
turns
village
into
U.S. Marshal is killed, Red
K>'1< i til,

Outlav

In.

. .9-2

MARSHAL OF CRIPPLED CREEK
(Other Details, November 25)
Story:

the

No.
.603

Detain
.1-21.. 11-18
.4-29.

Withers-Withers

Club

. 8-14.
.9-2.

8-6

In
In
In
In
In
In

. . .11-11.
.. ..11-25
11-25 .

Elliott-Ralston
Tin,.
Cast

Title— Running

Angel and
Details

CHART

Ameche-McLeod
Eddy-Massey

FLIGHT
1946-47 Features
Westerns
Serials
945-46 Features
Westerns
Serials

RELEASE

Man

Scotland
Yard
Investigator
Sheriff of Redwood
Valley

9-17... 11-7

John

Oilmen
of Borl»SP"»
«67i
Ankers-Young
4-1.
Romance of the West
(60)
Dean-Barton
8-6.
«<rr-ts
of A S->-n-ity Girl
Ware-Vallln
Six Gun
Man
(60)
Steele-Carlln
....10-29.
Detail*
under t'tle: Six-Gun For Hire
Strange
Holiday
(61)
Rans-Holden
Strangler ol The Swamp
(60)
LaPlanche-Fdwards
.9-3
Terrors
On
Horseback
(54)
Crabbe - St. John.. 1-21
Thunder
Town
(57)
..Steele-Saylor
...12-10.
Details onder title: Man Without a Gun
ot

. 11-26

4-29.. .7-17.,

John

Crabbe-St.

. .4-29

10-21.
..8-15.

.3-18... 7-10.

Beaumont-Walker

. 10-28
.5-21
.8-19

Loose

Down
Missouri Way
(74)
Details
under
title: Missouri
Hayride
Enchanted
Forest.
The
(Cinecolor)
(80) ...
Flying
Serpent.
Thi
(60)
Gas House Kids
(68)
Gentlemen
with
Guns
Ghost
of Hidden
Valley
How
Do You
Do?
(83)
I Ring
Doorbells
(67)
Lady Chaser
Details
under
title: Lady
Killer
Larceny in Her Heart
(68)
Details
under
title. Crime
in The Night
Lighthouse
Lightning Raiders
(61)
Mask
of Diljon
(73)
Murder
Is My Business
(65)..
.
Navain
Kid
(59)
Overland
Riders
(54)
r»ta Is under
title: Bustir
Cr.nhbe No. 8
Prairie
Badmen
Details
under
title: Dangerous
Men
Prairie
Rustlers
(55)
Details under title: Buster Crabbe No. 1

Wife

. . 6-20 .
. - 8-22 .

IN PRODUCTION
Gallant
Untitled

Fonda-Bel

Geddes

FILM

Rel.

..9-16

BULLETIN

Magic Town
Out of the Past
Details under title: Build
Seven Keys to Baldpate

Stewart-Wyman
Mitchum-Greer

My Gallows High

Terry-White

COMPLETED
BLOCK NO. ONE

Pan (60)
BLOCK NO.

Child of Divorce
(62)
"rli-inal
Court
(62)
Dick Tracy vs. Cueball
Genius At Work (61)
Nocturne
(88)

NOT

Robson-Portman
Young-Hale
Russell-Knox
Tierney-JefTreys

Warren-Leslie

TWO
(62)

Amazing Mr. Hammer,
The
Details under title: Riffraff
Bachelor and The Bobby-Sour,
The
Beat the Bind
Banjo
Best Years of Our Lives, The (172)
Coue of The West
Deadlier Than The Male
Devil Thumbs A Ride, The
Dick Tracy vs. The Claw
Falcon's Adventure, The
Farmer's Daughter, The
Details under title: Katie fcr Congress
Fascinating Nuisance
Details under title: Master Minds
Honeymoon
Ifi A Wonderfol
LIU
Locket, Tbi
San Qnentin
Secret Life of Walter Mitty (T)
Slnbad The Sailor (T)
Tarzan and The Hunters
They Won't Believe Me
Thunder
Mountain
Trail Street
Vacation in Reno (60)
Woman
on The Beach

Details under title: Desirable Woman
SPECIALS

BLOCK

(T)

.Foreign . .
10-^- ••
....11-12...
. . . 1-21 . . .

3-4.,
..3-18..
4-1.
9-3. .
5-13..

O'Brlen-Sluak
Grant-Loy
Langford-Krgpa
Moffett-White
Loy-March
Warren-Aldin
Trevor- Tlerney
Tierney-Leslie
Byrd-Christopher
Conway-Meredlth
Young- Gotten

. .7-22
. .7-22
.. .7-22
. 7-22

.11-25
. ..y-2
..8-i^
.10-28

8-6..
....6-24..
9-16. .
4-29.
7-22 . .
5-27..
7-8..
. . 11-11 . .
...4-29..
5-27 . .

w illlams- Hale

12-9

2-4 . .

.11-11

Bergman-Grant
...10-29..
Disney Cartoon Feature
..

(94)

Hayward Williams
Fontaine-Stevens

.5-28..
...9-3..

. 617 . .
.616.. .3-4

2-19..

.3-4
.619.. 12-10

loder-Long

Badman't
Terrltor,
(98)
Ding Dong Williams
(62)
Partners la Time (76)
Truth About Murder, The (63)
Details inder title: Thi Lie Detector
Withoit Reservations (107)
Details under title: Thanks God, I'll Take

Scott- Richards
Vernon-McGoIre
Goff-Lauek
Granville-Conway

10-1 . .
...5-14..

Bamboo
Blonde (68)
Bedlam
(79)
Details under title: A Tall if Bedlam

Langford-Wade
Karloff-Lee

Crack-Up
(93)
Faletn's Alibi, The (62)
Till Oil End ol Tfmi (105)
Details under title: The Dream ot Home

O'Brien-Trevor
Conway-Corday
. ...1-21.
.10-29.
McGuire-Madison ...8-20.

Along Cane Jones (90)
Bella at St. Mary's, The (125)
Heartbeat (102)
Kid From Brooklyn, The (T) (114)
Make Mine Mosle (75)
Stranger, The C»5)
Tomorrow
Is Forever (105)
Wonder
Man
(T)
(98)

Cooper- Young
Crosby-Bergman
Rogers-Aumont
Kaye-Mayo
Disney Cartoon
Robinson-Young
Colbert-Welles
Kaye-Mayo

NO. FTVE

NO. SIX

..7-23..

. . 10-29 . .
Colbert-Wayne
It From Here)
.

...9-17.
...8-6.

.620
3-4
.618... 2-18

REISSUE
Pmocehli
(T)

Disney Cartoon

Darnell-Wilde
Grable-Dailey

..
...

1946-47
Backlash
Travis- Rogers
Black Beauty (74)
Freeman-Denning
Bull, Son 01 Battlf (T)
Garner-MeCall.sler
Details inder title: The High Window
Boomerang
•
Andrews-Wyatt
Bowery. The
Raft-Beery
Brasher Doubloon, The
Montgomery-Guild
Carnival In Costa Riea (T)
Haymes-Holm
Claudia and David (78)
MeGuire-Young
..
Dangerous
Millions
(69)
Taylor-Drake
...
Wake Un and Dream
(T)
.,. . . . Payne-Haver
...
Homestretch
(T)
'. . . . Wilde-O'Hara
I Wonder Who's Klsslnj Her Now (T)
Haver-Stevens
Late George Agley, Thi
cclman-Cummins
Heme Sweet Homicide
70)
Bari-Scott
If I'm Lucky (79)
Blaine-James
..
Details under title: That's for Me
Margie (T) (94)
Craine-Young
My Darling Clementine
(T)
(97)
Fonda-Darnell
Razor's Edge, The (146)
Power-Tierney
Shecklng Miss Pilgrim, Thi (T)
Grable-Haymes
..
Strange Journey (65)
Kelly-Massen
...
Details under title: Flight To Paradise
Sun Valley Serenade (— )
Henle-Payne
...
13 Roe Madeleine
Cagney-Annabella
Three Little Girls In Blue (T) (90)
Haver-Montgomery
Wanted for Murder (91)
Portman-Grey

Feature

Completed (24)
Completed (35)

.630.

.6-24

.628.

.5-13
.6-24
.5-13
.6-24

.»-«5
.661.
.4-29
681 11-26
..662.
..652.
.692
..683. .4-29
.5-27
.682. .1-21
..4-1
.4-30
..651.

.

.691

FO
In Production (6)
In Production (0)

NEW PRODUCTIONS

1946

NOT

(T)

(128)

Dunne-Harrison
Hodlak-Tlerney

(102)

Crain-Wilde

Cliny Brown
(100)
Dark Cerner, The (99)
Deadline Fw Murder (65)
Di You Love Mit (91)

Jialar

Mix

..9-30. .
.7-22. .
, . .12-10.
.9-30..
. Reissue. .

(94)

.636
.Oct

8-19

642.

. .7-22. .

. .4-29. . . Sept .
. . . .3-18.
7-8.
^-14.
. .7-22.

. Dec.

.648
.637

8-5

.640.
big.

. . .8-6. . Oct.
.3-18
.4-29.
..7-8.
. . .2-18.

. . Dec.
.. 4-15. . /.Oct.
.12-10
. . .4-29.
..5-27.. .Sept.

.y-2
.8-5
646. .10-28
.645.
.10-14
.647.. 11-25
.643. ..9-16

...6-10..
Rels ue .

.641.

.• Sept.
Nov.
Nov

! Oct.

. Foreign. . . . Nov .
.11-26..

12-10... Aug.
. . . 11-13 . . Aeg. .

639....11-11
9-16
.644.

(70)

9-17... Aug.

.6-10
4-29
.6-10
...633..
. 634 . .
.5-27
.628.
..625..
.601.. .4-15
...635.
.626. .

Jones-Boyer
Ball-Stevens
Kelly-Ryan
O'Hara-Haymes

12-24. . .June.
.12-10. . .May.
3-18... Aig.
4-30... May.

Landis-Joslyn
Gargan-Palmer
Hodiak-Gulld
MaeMerray-Baxter
Hasso-Shepperd

2-4... July. .603.
..632.. .
1-21. ..May. ...627.
.6-25
.5-27
12-10. . .Jme.
.5-13
.629. .5-13
. .7-23. . Jily.
1-7... June. ..631... 6-24

Garner-Joslyn

It Sheeldn't Happen T. A Dug
Riadezveii 24 (70)
Semewtiere In thi Night
Smoky
(T)
(87)
Strange Triangle (65)

Sept.

1945-46

DESIGNATED

Anna and The King of Siam
■ell far Aiiu. A (103)

11-11
11-11

2-19... Aug..

.<-24
..7-9

..630... 5-27

.625... 4-29
.624...

.627.
.629.
.626.

11-27 .
3-5.
8-20.
6-25.
Feature
..10-29.
4-2.
7-24.

CENTURY-

9,

Amber
Wore Tights

..621... 5-13

MOSS ROSE
Murder Mystery — Started November
25
Cast: Vic Mature, Peggy Cummins, Ethel Barrymore, Vincent
Price, Margo Woods, Patricia Medina.
Director: Gregory Ratoff
Producer:
Gene Markey
Story:
A neurotic mother attempts to kill the girls her son is interested in.
THE BIG HEART
Romantic Comedy — Started November
26
Cast: John Payne, Maureen O'Hara, Porter Hall, Philip Tonge,
James Seay.
Director:
George Seaton
Producer: William Perl-berg
■Storv:
Not available.
See next issue.
CAPTAIN FROM CASTILE
(T)
Period Adventure — Started November
17
Cast: Tyrone Power, Jean Peters, Cesar Romero, Lee J. Cobb,
John Sutton, Antonio Moreno, Thomas Gomez, Roy Roberts, Alan Mowbray.
DECEMBER

Forever
Mother

Iiv

No.

Ret.

Details

Cast

PRODUCTION

.622.
.623.... .4-29
4-29

SPECIALS

1946-47 Features
194^46 Features

IN

CHART

Time

Title— Binning

Centennial Summer

7-9..
...8 10. •

20th

RELEASE

-.8-5
.11-11

1945-46

NO. FOUR

Producer: Fred Kohlmar
Director: Joseph Manciewicz
Story:
A young widow and her two children find the
former owner of sea cottage whose portrait
hangs on the wall.

COMPLETED

.761.

Trotti

Lamar
Producer:
Director: Henry King
Invasion of Mexico by Cortez, l..is<-,i on the besl seller.
Story:
THE GHOST AND MRS. MUIR
Romantic Comedy — Started November 29
Cast:
Rex Harrison, Gene Tierney

704. .10-28

6-24..

Errol-Newton
Welsmuller-Joyei

BLOCK

703.

Temple-Madison
....4-1..
Stewart-Reed
4-29 .
Day- Aherne
4-1 . .
Tierney-Carr
8-19. .
Kayi-Maye
4-29..
.Falrbanks-O'Hara
3-4..
Weissmuller-Joyce
.10-14..
Young-Hayward
....8-19..
Holt-Hyer
10-28..
Scott- Jeffreys
8-19 . .
Haley-Jeffreys
2-4.
Bennett-Ryan
2-4 . .

Deadline at Dawn
(83)
Frem Thli Day Forward
Details infer title All Brides are Beaitlfol
Gam. of Death (70)
Details infer title: The Mest Dangerous
Rlverbeat Rhythm
(64)
Tarian and the Leopard Woman
(72)

BLOCK

705.
702.
701 . .7-22

....12-10...

Moffett-Toomey
Conway -0 Drlscoll
Conway-Jeffreys
Carney-Brown
Ratt-Bari

DESIGNATED

Notorious (101)
Song of the South

11-25 . .

1946-47

Great Day (69)
Lady Luck (97)
Sitter Kenny (116)
Step By Step (62)

Sunset

. . . 11-25 . .
. . . 10-28. .

1945-46 Features
Completed (46)
In Production (7)
KEY TO PRODUCERS
Small (Sml); Rogers (Rgs); Vanguard (Van); Crosby (Cby);
Bill Boyd
(BB);
Pressburger
(Psb) ; Ripley-Monter (RM);
Bogeaus
(Bog);
Stromberg
(Smg);
Levey
(Lev); Cowan
(Cow); Stone (Stn); Selznick (Szk); Nebenzahl (Neb); Lesser
(Les); Loew-Lewin
(LL) ; Eagle-Lion (GFD); Cagney (Cgy);
Bronston (Brn) ; California (Cal); Chaplin
(Chn).

COPACABANA
Musical — Started November
29
Cast:
Carmen
Miranda,
Groucho
Jean.

Marx,

Director: Al Green
there. story of the famed New York
Story:
The
CHRISTMAS

Andy

Russell,

Gloria

Producer:
Sam Coslow
cafe and the people who work

EVE

Drama — Started November 18
Cast:
George Raft, George Brent, Randolph Scott, Joan
Director: Ed Marin
Producer: Benedict
Story:
A rich old woman
is visited by her two adopted sons,
men, on Christmas Eve.
They tell her what they havi
they left her.

RELEASE
Title — Running

Blondell.
Bogeaus
now grown
done since

CHART

Time

Cast

Details

Ril.

Rev.

IN PRODUCTION
Little Prince, The
Miracle Can Happen,
Personal Column
Red River

Harman-lsing
Cartoon
All-Star
8-5
Sanders-Ball
11-11
Wayne-O'Sheridan
. .9-30. . . .

A

Vendetta

DeGeorge-Brooke

.Bog-Mer.

. . . 8-19

Abie's Irish Rose (96)
ioilen. Town
(89)
Details inder title: Abilene

Adventures of Don Coyote (C)
My Shoulder
On inder
Angel
Oxtails
title: Me(102)and

Bachelor's Daughtrrs, The (89)
Caesar and Cleopatra (T)
(126)
Carnegie Hall
Chase, The (86)

Mr.

Satan

Cby.

1-21

. Lee.

1945-46

Stn.
R-C.

.9-30

Dru-Chekhov
Scott-Dvorak

4-2-». 12-27. .
8-6 .1-11.

Martin-Rafferty
Muni-Baxter

8-19
. Rgs. '..9-30
. Hawks
1-21... 9-20.

Russell-List
Olivier-Leigh
Hunt-Prince
Cummings-Morgan

y-6.
41
Fore gn. . 8-16.

GFD.

LeB-M.
.. .6-24. .11-22. .. Neb.

33
..9-2

hurley
Dangerous
Venture
Dlihunored
Lady
Devil's
Playground.
The
Did
In the Sen
(T)
Fabulous
Joe, The
Fabulous
Dorseys,
The
Fanny
by Gullfht

Rafferty-Olsen
Boyd-Alexander
Lamarr-O'Keefe
Boyd-Clyde
Jonm-Cotttn
Abel-Grahame
Dorsey-Blalr
Mason Calvert

(62)

Fool's
Gold
(63)
Henry
V <T)
(134)
Here Comes
Trouble
(Cinecolor)
Hoppy's Holiday
Johnny
la the Claodi
(88)
Little Iodine
(57)
Macomber
Affair, The
Details
under title: The Short,
Mr.

Ace
Details

(84)
under title:

Mr.

Outlaw, The
(114)
Pretenders,
The
Details
under title:

Happy

Raft-Sidney

B.B. . .9-30

Szk
Roach
Rgi

Ru^ell-Hesten
Bracken-Lane

8-2. . .Bog. .10-14

.6-24.

..

Murders

Clin.

9-30 . .
10-15.

doCordova-Patrick
Man
Brothers
.

Strange

Oetalls

SmQ

11-15

3-4

Chaplln-Raye
ot

BOUft
Rachmil

SFO
Boyd-Clyde
5-27 . . .1-31
B.B. .11-11
OliviT-Newton
...Ftrelgn..
GF0...4-29
Tracy-Lloyd
.....6-24...
RoSch •
Rehl
.
Boyd-Ware
9-30. . . .
Montgomery-Mills
.Foreign.
3-15... 6FD.. 12-10
Marlowe-Cramer
4-29. 10-H. ..RC...9-16
Peck-Bennett
4-29 .
Boo
Life of Francis
Macomber

Ace and the Queen

Montleir
Verdoui
Details
under
title: Comedy
New Orleans
Night
In Casablanca.
A (89)

.... 5-27
...8-5....
....5-27..
5-27..
3-19.
. . . 8-6
. .
8-5. .
...Foreign...

.5-10.

..

.Hug
1-24. . Low.
.4-26 ..Szk.

Bedfellows

Private Affairs ot Bel Ami
Rebecea
(130)
Red House,
The
Scandal
In Paris.
A (100)

. .LL...3-13

.2-8.

.7-8.

.Lev

Sanders-Lansbury
...5-13.
Fontaine-Olivier
..Reissue
. . Robinson-MeCalllster
.5-13.
Sander<-Hasso
10-29

4-1

...10-1.
. . .12-24. .10-25. . .Smg. .11-25
.8-5
5-27. . 12-13... R.C... 12-9

Robson-Calvert
Russell-Hayward
Boyd-Tate
...

.Foreign. . .

Who

Olsen-Jannsen

(C)
Independents

Chart

Vendetta

. .Smg.
..GFD.
3-5. .
. . . Rel .
9-2.. .3-1
Roach .
. . .9-30-. .

.

. ..sn.

a-19. ,

d Gecrge-Brtoke

1946-47 Features
Serials
1945-46 Features
Westerns
Serials

Completed
Completed
Completed
Completed
Completed

(48)
( 7)
( 4)

NEW

(16)
( 1)
(48)
( 7)
( 4)

Production
Production
Production
Production
Production

(3)
(0)
(6)
(0)
(0)

PRODUCTIONS

BUCK
PRIVATES COME HOME
Comedy — Started November 18
Cast:
Bud Abbott, Lou Costello, Jane Fulton, Tom Brown, Nat
Pendleton, Beverly Simmons, Pete Thompson, Don Porter,
George Beban.
Director:
Charles
Barton
Producer:
Robert Arthur
Story:

Not

available.

See

next

issue.

TIME OUT OF MIND
Drama — Started November 23
Cast: Phyllis Calvert, Robert Hutton, Ella Raines, Eddie Albert,
Leo G. Carroll, Olive Blakeney, Maudie Prickett, Houseley
Stevenson, Janet Shaw, Samuel S. Hinds.
Director: Robert Siodmak
Assistant: Fred Frank
Story:

Not

available.

See

next issue.

RELEASE
Title — Running

Egg

Time

Details

M.

IN PRODUCTION
and

I,

The

Co'bert-MacMurray

Takes

a

Holiday

Song ot Scherezade
(T)
Details
under title: Scherezade
Stairway te Heaven
(T)
Swell
Guy
Temptation
Details under title: Bella
They
Were Sisters
Vigilantes
Retirn,
Wicked
Lady

10-28.

1946-47

Brief Encounter
(85)
Captive Heart, The
Dark
Mirror,
The
(85)
I Know
Where
I'm Going
I'll Be Yours
Johnny
Frenchman
(104)
Love Story
Lady
Surrenders,
A
This Happy
Breed
My
Heart
Goes
Crazy
(T)
Magnificent
Doll
(94)
Men of Two Worlds
Mlihlgan
Kid, The
(C)
Mysterious
Mr. M. (Serial)
Notorious Gentleman
(108)
Pirates of Monterey
(T)
Slave
Girl
Smash-Up
Details
under title: Love

.8-24.

Foreign.
Johnson-Howard
. . Foreign.
.10-14
Redgrave-Johns
4-1
Oct... Jnsn.. 10-14
deHavilland-Ayres
Foreign
Hiller-Llvesy
...
. . .9-2
Durbln-Drake
... Foreign
Rosay-Roc
Foreign
Lockwood- Granger
Foreign
Lockwood-Granger
Foreign
GFD
Newton-Johnson
. . Foreign.
FUld-Kendall
.Nov
Rogers-Niven
6-24.
Calvcrt-Portman
. . Foreign . . .Dec
.12-9
4-29. 7-23. . .2581.
Hall-Johnson
.
...6-10..
Martin-Blake
. Fodeign. . . Nov. . .1066. 11-11
Harrison-Palmer
...5-13..
Montez-Cameron
DiCarlo- Brent
8-5 . . . Dee
Hayward-Bowman
...6-10...
DeCarlo-Donlevy

..1-21.
.Foreign.

Massey-Niven
Tufts-Blyth
. . Oberon-Brent

..

Grant-Adams
O'Keefe-Walker

Harm

Inside Job (65)
Details under title: Kelly Is My Name
Killers, The
(102)
Lawless Breed, The (56)
Little Miss Big (61)
Lever Come Back (90)
Lest City of the Jungle (Serial)
Madonna
of the Seven Moons (88)
Hlght In Paradise (T)
(84)
Rustlers' Roundup
(56)
Run-Areond, The (88)
She Details
Wolt of
orderLondon,
title: The
AIIM (61)
In Eralne

8-5.
...4-29.

Foster-Rutherford
Lancaster-Gardner
Grant-Adams
Holden-Simmons
Brent-Hall
Adams-Haydn
Calvert-Granger
Oberon-Bey
Grant-Adams
Cameron-Raines
Haden-Harvey

She Wrote the Book (75)
Davls-Oakle
Slightly Scandalous
(62)
Ryan-Brady
So Gees My Love (88)
Loy-Ameehe
Details under title: Genius In the Family
Strange Conquest
(63)
Wyatt-Cookson
Time of Their Lives, The (82)
Abbott-Costello
White Tie and Tails (77)
Duryea-Raines
Wild Beauty (61)
Porter-Collier

...7-5.
. .3-18. . .6-28.

. .538.. .7-22

.8-30.
.8-30.
.8-16.
.4-23.
.6-21.

.1106
. .537
7-8
. .548... 8-19

..5-13.
7-22.
....3-4.
3-18.
2-18. .
..Foreign.
1-8.
7-8..
4-1.
12-24.

(108)
The
(Cinecolor)

Blond It Alibi (62)
Details ander title: Design for Death
Black Angel, The (81)
Details under title: Lesson In Love
Cat Creeps, The (57)
Canyon Passage (T) (90)
Danger Woman
(65)
Details under title: Claudia's Wife
Cuban Pete (61)
Dark Horse (59)
Dead of the Night (79)
Dressed Ti Kill (72)

Mason-Calvert
Hall-Lindsay
Mason-Lockwood

. .6-24.
4-29..
.... Foreign .
7-22.
. Foreign .

1945-46
Neal-O' Drlseoll
Duryea-Vincent
Collier-Brady
Andrews-Hayward
Joyce-Porter
Arnaz-Smith

1946-47 Features
1945-46 Features

Completed
Completed

.5-17.
..5-3.
.5-31.
..535... 4-29
6-24
..531...

2-4.
5-13.
11-22.

. 4-19 .
.5-10. ..533... 5-27
,..544
9-2
. .8-2.
.528... 4-15
. .550
.546
.8-16. ...530... 5-13
.8-30.

2-4.
...3-18.
7-8.
6-10.

..8-9.

Die

In Production (6)
In Production (0)

(20)
(22)

PRODUCTIONS

Not

available.

See

next

issue.

RELEASE
Title — Running

IN

CHART

Time

Details

Cast

PRODUCTION

Rel.

.11-25.

Dark
Passage
Deep
Valley
My Wild
Irish Rose
(T)
Night
Unto
Night
The Woman
In White

Rev

Bogart-Bacall
Clark-Lupino
..
Morgan-King
..
Lindfors-Reagan
Parker-Young
.

.10-14. .
.10-14.
.10-14
. .9-30. .

COMPLETED

1946-47

Beast With Five Fingers. The

Alda-King

Big Sleep, The (114)
Cheyenne
Cloak and Dagger (106)
Cry Wolf
Deception (112)
Escape Me Never
Life With Father (T)
Love and Learn
Never Say Goodbye (97)
Nobody Lives Forever (100)
Nora Prentiss
Details ander title: The Sentence
Possessed
Details under title: The Secret
Pursued
Shadow of A Woman
(78)
Stallion Road
That Way with Women
Details under title: A Very Rieh Man
Time, The Place and The Girl. The (T)
Two Mrs. Carrolls. The
Verdict, TV
(86)

Bogart-Bacall
10-31. . .8-31.
Morgan-Wyman
4-1
Cooper-Palmer
... .4-1. . .9-28.
Flynn-Stanwyck
5-27
Davis-Henreid
5-13.. 10-28.
J/lynn-Lupino
11-26
Dunne-Powell
4-15
Carson-VTckers
9-16
Flynn-Parker
8-6. ..11-9.
Garfield-Fiboerald
. .9-18. .10-12.
Sheridan-Smith
1-21

COMPLETED

Burma Victory (63)
Cinderella Jones (88)
Devotion (107)
Her Kind of Man (78)
Janls Gets Married (89)
My Reputation (94)
Night and Day (T) (128)
(107)
Bondage
Of Human
One More Tomerrow
(87)
Saratoga Trunk (135)
Stolen Life, A (107)
Three Strangers (93)
Two Guys From Milwaukee

REISSUES

City for
No Time

12-10

Crawford-Heflin

6-24

Wright-Mitchum
King-Prince
Reagan-Smith
Greenstreet-Vickers

,

Conqoest
for Comedy

Terry-Savage
Redgrave-Withers
Rathbone-Bruce

.606.. 10-28
.604. ..9-30
.602.

8-19
2-19... 9-14.
4-15
. .2-18

Morgan-Paige
Bogart-Stanwyek
Greenstreet-Lorre

4-2
...5-14

,
11-23

1945-46

(90)

.'605 .'.10-28
.601. '.'.9-16
..8-19
.603'.

607.. 11-1!
512.
.9-2
.2-18

Documentary
2-16
Leslie-Aldo
12-13
3-9.
deHavllland-LupIno
11-16. . .4-20.
Seott-Palge
8-20... 5-11.
Leslie-Hutton
4-16. . .6-22.
Stanwyck-Brent
. . . 11-29 . . . 1-26 .
8-3.
6-25
Grant-Smith
7-24. ..7-20.
Henrrld-Parker
Sherldan-Moran
...11-1.
..6-1.
Cooper-Bergman
3-8.. 3-30.
Davis-Ford
2-19
7-6.
Fitzgerald-Gre-nstreet 1-22. . .216.
Morgan-Leslie
... .12-24. . .8-17.

.524...
.511... 8-5
.516.
.5-27

Cagney-Sheridan
Russell-Stewart

.515.

4-13..
4-13..

.517.
.520.
.510.
.523.
.518.
.512.
.522.
.519.
.521.
.514.

.4-15
.4-29
.6-10
.1-R1
.7-22
12-10
2-4
.5-27
..7-8

IK D
Ne.

Sept. .1065..

RELEASE

.9-16
Title — Running

1-21 .

1-21.
...9-3.
4-15.
4-29.

. . 545 . . 10-14

THE UNFAITHFUL
Drama — Started November 25
Cast:
Ann Sheridan, Zachary Scott, Lew Ayres, Steven
Geray,
Bruce Bennett, Eve Arden, Peggy Knudsen.
Director: Vincent Sherman
Producer:
Jerry Wald

M tS C

Mm

.527. . .4-15
.8-2
.5-17. .
.7-26. .
.7-12.
.7-26.

543. . .8-19

Buffalo
Bill Rides
Again
Bells of San
Fernando
Other
Love,
The

COMPLETED
..6-10
.532.
.541.
.539.
...8-5
. .542.
.540 .11-11
. . .8-5

.7-19..
4-1.. .8-23..
.Foreign.
. .547. . .7-22
2-4. ..6-7.. .534... 6-24

title:

Details
Cast
Arlen-Holt
Woods-Warren
Stanwyck- Niven

1946-47
Bergman-Boyer

Arch of Triumph
My
Dog Shep
Neath Canadian Skies
Queen of The Amazon
Renegade
Girl
Ramrod
Rolling
Home
Details
under

CHART

Time

IN PRODUCTION

.4-12.
....4-29.

. ..549.
1881
.536....11-25
6-24

.1105
..526... 6- 10
..4-5.
..8-9.
.5-14. ..529... 4-29

Donna

COMPLETED

34

CHART
Can

.1107

.8-30.

Murder

Gunmen's
Code (54)
Her Details
Adventurous
Night He
(65)Meant No
under title:

Story:

In
In
In
In
In

to

NEW
..3-4

*U-I

UNI

Prelude

Lsr.
Stg

.1-10

Lloyd-Walburn
Lamarr-Sanders
Bruce-Caldwell

Robin?
Misc.

title:

"-19. . .Psb.

Sin «t Harold OlddlebMk.
The
Strange Woman,
The (100)
Susie Steps Out (65)
Details under title: Miss Television
2000 WuNe
Young Widow
(98)
Whispering Walls
Killed Doc
Details
under

under

Neil-Chapman
Hayden-Cooper
Morison-Lowery
Curtis-Savage
.
McCrea-Lake
.
One

More Chance

Rel.

11-25
. . . 11-25
10-28

Rev.
SG-A.
SG-A .
Enterprise.

. . . Enterprise
.7-22. . .
9-30
..9-2. . .
9-30
.6-20

Parker-Hayden

FILM

.7-8

..

SG-A.
.....
SG-A.
SG-A
. . . Enterprise
SG-A.
. . .S6-A.

BULLETIN

'TERROR TRAIL' GOOD

STARRETT WESTERN

Rates • • • in western houses only

Columbia
Charles Starrett, Smiley Burnette, Barbara
Pepper, Lane Chandler, Zon Murray, Elvin
Eric Field, George Chesebro, Tommy Coates,
Robert Barron, Bud Buster, Bill Clark, Ozie
Waters and His Colorado Rangers.
Directed by Ray Nazarro.
A good, average cowboy film, "Terror
Trail" has the required riding and shooting
action and two-fisted heroics to please western fans. Latest in the Durango Kid series
starring the long-popular Charles Starrett,
with Smiley Burnette for blundering comedy
and Ozie Waters and His Colorado Rangers
for the required harmonizing, this will do
good business in action houses or wherever
youngsters abound. Again Starrett, as a
mild-mannered,
likable cowboy, becomes
a

'OUTLAWS
Rates • • —

veritable Superman, after he dons a mask
and black attire, to right various wrongs.
For a change, the heroine is a self-reliant,
city-bred girl instead of the usual prairie
shrinking violet and, as blonde Barbara
Pepper plays her, she has the sophisticated
voice and buxom figure of a Mae West in
crinoline s. Starrett gives his customary
hard-riding portrayal in the dual role and
Burnette gets a few obvious laughts. The
scenic b ackgrounds are splendidly photographed.
Barbara Pepper and her younger brother,
Elvin Field, are held up en route from
Chicago to Red Butte where they plan to
buy a half-interest in Lane Chandler's cattle
enterprise. The Durango Kid, Charles Starrett, always on the job, retrives the money
from the bandits but, when Miss Pepper

OF THE PLAINS' MINOR

for western houses

PRC Pictures
56 minutes
Buster Crabbe, Al St. John, Patti McCarty,
Charles
King,
Jr., Karl
Hackett,
Jack
O'Shea, Bud
Osborne,
Roy Brent,
Budd
Buster.
Directed by Sam Newfield.
Although the plot of "Outlaws of the
Plains" has a novel spiritual angle which
Al St. John plays for all its laugh values,
this minor western is typical cowboy fare
in all other respects. The first half stresses
comedy instead of riding and shooting
thrills, but the finish has goodly share of

WESTERN

DECEMBER

9,

1946

FARE

excitement, including a fesperado chase to
keep the kiddies rnd the horse opera addicts happy. The be-whiskered St. John has
his best part in several seasons with the
two-fisted Buster Crabbe playing second
fiddle for most of the footage. Patti McCarty makes an attractive heroine.
Al St. John gains a reputation as a
prophet when he forecasts events which
later take place. His predictions stem from
a mysterious voice in his shack which he
believes is that of a departed Indian chief.
Actually, it is the mortal voice of John L.
Cason, a sharp operator who plans to take
advantage of St. John's gullibility to swindle

The post-Thanksgiving grosses range all the way from recordbreaking to very weak, with only the bigger and well-advertised
pictures being able to buck the combination of cold weather and
the Broadway dim-out. The two leaders, "The Razor's Edge" and
"The Best Years of Their Lives," were joined by another smash
grosser, "Till the Clouds Roll By," which opened on December 5th
with block-long lines of patrons anxious to see the multi-starred
M-G-M musical and the Radio City annual Nativity stage show, a
combination which will remain until Christmas at the world's
largest playhouse. This came in following eight weeks for "The
Jolson Story" which grossed over $130,000 during its final stanza
to hit a total of $1,200,000 for the engagement. .Second week of
"The Razor's Edge," with Rosario and Antonio heading a brief
Roxy stage show, was several thousand better than the $164,000
first stanza which broke the all-time record set by "The Cockeyed
World," many years ago. Of course, 1946 price scales are considerably higher here, as they are at all Broadway houses. A
$2.40 scale for the week-ends at the Astor is also responsible for
the terrific $62,000 gross for the second week of the 3-hour picture, "The Best Years of Our Lives," which is able to squeeze in
only six showings daily. Both pictures are also expected to run
into 1947 despite Selznick's desire to get "Duel in the Sun" into
the Astor .. .Opening day for "Undercurrent" and Frankie Carle
and His Orchestra broke the 27-year record at the Capitol and
the first week gross approached the $100,000 figure. Second week
started on December 5th. The previous Capitol film, "Rage in
Heaven," re-issue, started big but slumped badly in its third and
final week... "Blue Skies," with Stan Kenton and His Orchestra
on the Paramount stage, had a smash seventh week ended December 3rd and is now in the last fortnight of its nine-week engagement before "Cross My Heart" and The Andrews Sisters
opens in time for Christmas.
Way below the other stage-screen houses is the Strand, where
"Never Say Goodbye" and Ray McKinley and His Orchestra has
had two disappointing weeks and is now in its third before "The
Verdict" opens on December 13th. . .Loew's State opened one of
its occasional first-runs, "Gallant Bess" on December 5th following
two big weeks for "The Killers," on second-run after 11 weeks at
the Winter Garden .."My Darling Clementine" opened big on December 3rd at the Rivoli following ten highly-profitable weeks of

meets him in his regular guise of a cowboy,
she fails to recognize him. Chandler, who
secretly owns a large sheep flock, has been
grazing the herd on surrounding cattle lands
and, as a result, a range war looms between
cattlemen and sheep-herders. When Miss
Pepper overhears Chandler planning to
steal Starrett's herd, she is imprisoned in a
closet from which Smiley Burnette rescues
her. Chandler then realizes he must switch
his plans and, although he gives the wrong
information about an impending attack,
Starrett knows he is being tricked. Starrett
and his followers meet Chandler and his
henchmen and a vicious battle develops.
With most of the outlaws killed. Miss Pepper decides to stay on and run a ranch she
buys from Starrett.
YORK

the townspeople out of a fortune. When St.
John follows the voice's instructions and
finds some old gold Cason has planted, he
raises money from among the townspeople
to buy the property from a confederate of
Cason's and stake out a claim. But Buster
Crabbe gets wind of this and arrives in time
to expose Cason as a swindler who has
absconded with the townspeople's money
and sold them worthless property. After
Casom is captured, a representative from a
railroad informs St. John that the property
he and the townspeople have purchased is
needed for a new right of way and they
will all profit on their investment.
YORK

"Two Years Before the Mast" and RKO's "Song of the South" had
a near-record opening week starting with Thanksgiving Day.
when the younger Walt Disney fans were out in full force. . .This
will remain until "Sinbad, the Sailor" comes in for the Christmas
holidays. . ."Notorious Gentleman" is doing good business in its
fourth week at the Winter Garden where another British-made,
"The Wicked Lady," starring the current favorite, James Mason,
will come in just before the holidays and "Deception" is holding
up well enough in its seventh week at the Hollywood \v en
"Humoresque" will be the Christmas attraction.
Except for "Henry V," which continues to steady two-a-day
business in its 13th week at the small Golden Theatre, the others
are below-average. Weakest of the lot was "The Time of Their
Lives" at the Criterion 'which only stayed three days of a second
week and proved that Abbott and Costello are no longer a strong
draw in the Broadway sector. Universal-International's "The
Magnificent Doll" opened on December 7th... "The Chase" is only
mild in its third week at the Globe but the long succession of
U.A. pictures at this house will be broken on December 21st when
the initial Liberty Film for RKO. "It's a Wonderful Life,' opens
. .Another English-made, "The Man from Morocco," had a very
mild two weeks at the Gotham and was followed by Republics
"That Brennan Girl" opening December 7th... The reissue of
"King's Row" is also disappointing at the Victoria, especially in
view of the seven week run for another old film, "The Westerner."
"Wanted for Murder," an English-made, opens here for two weeks
starting December 11th and, for Christmas, Warners will bring
in "The Beast with Five Fingers," giving the company three
first-runs on Broadway, the others being "Humoresque" and "The
Time, the Place and the Girl," opening on December 25th and
26th, respectively. . ."Dick Tracy vs. Cueball," finished two good
weeks at the Rialto and was followed by Columbia's "So Dark
the Night" and the Disney reissue hangs on for a tenth week at
the Republic. . .Monogram's "Bringing Up Father" is having its
first-run at the 42nd St. Laffmovie, usually devoted to old comic
features. . Another first-run theatre will be added to the Manhattan scene when Universal takes over the recently-opened subscription house. The Park Avenue, on December 22nd and will
35
operate it as a reserved-seat house starting with the British-made.
"Stairway to Heaven."
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UNIT STUDIED

The proposed industry machinery to facilitate work with the Government in film
affairs was expected to swing into high gear following action by the 12 organizations
which figure in the program. The groups met in Washington last fortnight at the invitation of the Government to discuss formation of an all-embracing industry group to
work with the Government in formulating methods of exhibiting Government-sponsored
films, and to discuss the motion picture's relation to juvenile delinquency.
The "study committee" appointed to look into the problem of Government-induct i y
cooperation agreed to recommend the appointment of a 12-man national coordinating
committee, representing production, distribution and exhibition, the r.ewsreels and the
trade press, which would work with a single agency representing all branches of the
Government. Only those films submitted through this agency or these submitted by
nationally organized philanthropies would be considered, according to the committee,
and the reviewing committee would approve only those films of importance to the public
interest which are factual and concise and which contain no matter of a "political or
controversial nature." Complete freedom of action on the part of each distributor and
exhibitor organization involved would be guaranteed, according to the committee
recommendations.

ANNIVERSARY

—

TO APPEAL

*

from

TALKING

SETS 25 AT RECORD

If, however, the Court retains auction selling in its decree, "it is our intention
to appeal to the Supreme Court of the United States from the denial of our intervention
as well as from any auction selling requirements which may be imposed by the district
court," said Arnold. "As a precautionary measure, if the court does not enter an order
within 60 days from its notation of the denial of intervention, we will treat that notation as though it were a formal order and file our notice of appeal from that notation.
In taking this action," Arnold explained, "our aim has been and will continue to be
solely to maintain the full right of ATA to oppose the imposition en the exhibitors of
the unworkable system of auction selling." However, the Court's statement that it
would withhold formal denial until its final decision decided ATA to delay its appeal
until that time.

ANOTHER
SUPER SERVICE

LOcust

*

If the Statutory Court in the New York anti-trust case decides to eliminate the
auction selling clause in its final decree, American Theatres Association will drop its
motion for intervention, which was informally denied by the Court, and its plans to
appeal the denial, according to ATA counsel Thurman Arnold. In a prepared statement, Arnold said the principal purpose of the intervention plea was to oppose the
auction selling plan.

Day and Night

St.

*

the other two continue shooting. "Two more, 'Saigon' and 'Road to Rio' wrill go into
production this month on schedule,"
* he added.
*
*

Meeting All Planes

Vine

PROFIT

particularly hampered Paramount's production schedule. He cited the fact that of the
seven pictures in production when the strike started, five have been completed, while

Phila. Airports

1225

39-WEEK

Paramount has set a production budget for 1947 of between $34,000,000 and
$35,000,000 for 16 to 18 pictures, an increase of 25 to 30 per cent over the cost of making
a similar number of pictures in 1946, it was stated by Henry Ginsberg, vice-president in
charge of production, at a trade press luncheon in New York last fortnight. With three
Hal Wallis productions and six from the Pine-Thomas unit, Paramount will have a
minimum of 25 features for next year, Ginsberg added.
The production chief declared that production costs have increased 60 to 75 per
cent during the past three years, and are posing "a very great problem." He said that
while strikes have contributed materially to cost increases, the stoppages have not

PICKUPS

236 N. 23rd St.

DOUBLES

Twentieth Century-Fox Film Corporation and all subsidiaries, including National
Theatres Corp. and Roxy Theatre, Inc., reported a consolidated net profit after all
charges for the 39 weeks ended Sept. 28, 1946 of $16,219,815, more than double the consolidated net profit for the comparable 39 weeks of 1945 which came to $7,529,287 after
all charges. Net profit for the third quarter ended Sept. 28, 1943 was $4,770,366, compared with $2,095,927 for the comparable quarter of 1945.
Gross income for the 39 weeks of 1946 aggregated $139,180,445.48 as compared with
a 39-week gross of $128,793,329.38 for 1945. Provision for federal taxes thus far this year
was $12,750,000 and the comparable figure in 1945 was $16,300,000.

At the Allied Theatre Owners of Michigan cnnvention in Detroit, all officers of the organization were re-elected, including Kay Branch,
who was renamed president for the 17th year.
Prominent Midwest exhibitors at the meeting
included (I. to r.) seated: Blanch. William
Schulte, William A. Cassidy. Fred Pennell,
tilenn Wallace. Joseph trick. Thomas Kaland.
Standing: Jack Stewart, general manager:
Harrj Hobolth, Henry Carley, Leon Bamberger, RKOj C. K. Beechler. vice-president; P.
C. Schram
and Glenn A. Cross.

LINES,

14)

inspire an entertainment hungry populace."
Republic's $2,000,000 building program will begin with the new year, "regardless
of any extraneous problems," said Yates as further evidence of "the soundness of our
national economy."
*
*
*

FOX

HIGHWAY

Continued from Page

,1

STRIKE

IN ELEVENTH

WEEK

Hollywood's strike situation remained virtually unchanged in its eleventh week
with Conference of Studio Unions overtures to the producers for a meeting to set a
basis for negotiations rebuffed by the statement: "The producers do not believe any
useful or proper purpose can be served by meeting with you until they have received
effective and adequate assurances that your member unions have taken action to prevent acts of violence and mass picketing, have unqualifiedly accepted the Dec. 26. 1945.
decision by an AFL committee, that they will abide by the July -. 1946. wage agreement
and will not engage in further work stoppages or otherwise repudiate their agreements."
Previously, Herbert K. Sorrell. president of the CSU and 13 others were indicted
by the Grand Jury for alleged conspiracy to commit acts to pervert and obstruct due
administration of law, willful disobedience of process and lawful orders to the court.
refusal to disperse an unlawful assembly, assault with a deadly weapon, and extortion.
FILM
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What the Newspaper Critics Say About New Films

'THE BEST YEARS OF OUR LIVES'

RKO-RADIO
"pan be wholly and enthusiastically endorsed not only as super^"* lative entertainment but as food for quiet and humanizing
thought. . .Having to do with a subject of large moment — the
veteran home from the war — and cut, as it were, from the heartwood of contemporary American life, this film from the Samuel
Goldwyn studio does a great deal more, even than the above. It
gives off a warm glow of affection for everyday down-to-earth
folks. ..Real dramatic power... Best film this year." -- CROWTHER, N. Y. TIMES.
"■\^ost impressive
Hollywood
achievement
of 1946 ..No mere
A shedding of a profitable tear over the boys. . .Excellences of
detail must be omitted here for the moment. You will hear plenty
about them in the next few months, however. The conversation
of everyone who sees this picture will be full of it for a long time
to come."— COOK, N. Y. WORLD-TELEGRAM.
"Co good, so true ..Such a good, sturdy heart and sound happy
'-' mind; so full of love and pride for America and American
people... So tender and humorous and serious and understanding;
it is so honestly felt, so sincerely intended, and so successfully
realized — that when it is over you find it's not over at all. You
have only begun to feel its impact .. .Must merit the gratitude of
the whole country." — AGER, PM.
"/'Running hand of a great director is everywhere
apparent...
^ Succeeds warmly, humorously
in its counterpoint
of bitterness and happy outcomes. . .Rings the bell of deep satisfaction
and
N. Y.delight.
POST. . .Top contender for the year's honors." — WINSTEN,
"Ocreen unleashes a full measure of its latent power and wonder
^ . . .Combines the immediacy of superior camera reporting
with brilliant artistry... A work of provocative and moving insistence and beauty. William Wyler has staged it with superb
detachment and skill. . .Players interpret it with unerring understanding..Sets the highest standards of cinematic quality and
meets them triumphantly."— BARNES, N. Y. HERALD TRIBUNE.

'UNDERCURRENT'

METRO-GOLD WYN-MAYER
TV^ore of a character study than a melodrama of terrifying
suspense. . .Principals sustain a rather stumbling show...
Suspense is carefully contrived, but it does not build up the
genuine
HERALD excitement
TRIBUNE. of a regular Western." - BARNES, N. Y.
"V/ou

may find it gratifying principally because Miss Hepburn
gives a crisp and taut performance and Mr. Taylor accelerates a brooding meanness. . .Even assuming you can't believe it
— which is a reasonable assumption to make — you may find
certain passages engrossing
in a strictly melodramatic
way...
Screen play dissipates the freighted tension every time." — CROWTHER, N. Y. TIMES.
Tn a leisurely ambling style, Katharine
Hepburn
and Robert
■*■ Taylor creep for a couple of hours toward the climax of horror. Very patient, members of the audience may be struck with
explosive force when that climax finally is reached.
Others may
be too weary of the long approach to work up much enthusiasm
over the final proceedings." — COOK, N. Y. WORLD-TELEGRAM.
"TTepburn and Taylor handle themselves
sensibly during long
stretches, while suspense is being drawn a little beyond its
effective limit... Has the dramatic
flavor of a Jack-in-the-Box.
It threatens N.for Y. nearly
WINSTEN,
POST. two hours, pops out and looks silly." —

'THE CHASE"
UNITED ARTISTS

M

Melodramatic excitement is wound tight as a fiddle string, but
it is singularly dissonant. Suspense is built up in properly
cinematic terms throughout. The catch is that the film has no
logical beginning or ending and tosses genuine dramatic motivation right out the window. .Emphasis on significant action rather
than dialogue, but the over-all effect inspires a 'so what?' response."—BARNES, N. Y. HERALD TRIBUNE.
" A fter concocting an arrestingly menacing beginning, rife witn
silken threat from exotically warped characters operating
in exquisitely childish surroundings — they could not go on
But they had to keep their movie going, so bravely now they repeated themselves and some other movies too... Yet for those
seeking small jolts. 'The Chase' has a colorful assortment of
wares."— AGER.
PM.
^ominant is the slow, brooding pace ... Gangster-veteran stuff
plus romance, given the arty treatment ..Underlighting and
over-photographing."— WINSTEN,
N. Y. POST.
DECEMBER
9. 1916

D

"Otrange and often engrossing melodrama. .Besides being almost
*-* strangled by its complex plot, limps to an irritatingly obvious
denouement .. .Predilection of the director, producer and sc<
for the unusual in mood, background music and characterization
makes
this chase more confusing than suspenseful." WEILER,
N.
Y. TIMES.

'SONG
RKO
RADIOOF

THE SOUTH'

"T)retty bouquet of rollicking songs, sentiments and Technicolor,
and that's about all. . .Disney and Remum devotees, of course,
will not want to miss this mingling of distant talents. The general public can take it on the yellow light, meaning some caution.
It's not up to the best Disney, but any Disney is apt to be better
than none at all."— WINSTEN,
N. Y. POST.
"/Conventional stuff of which motion picture sentiment is made
...It is only the cartoon sequences which do any real delighting. .Rather slipshod vehicle for three cartoons in the inimitable Disney style."— GUERNSEY, N. Y. HERALD TRIBUNE.
"Oatio of 'live' to cartoon action is approximately two to one ^ and that is approximately the ratio of its mediocrity to charm
...Cartoon episodes, when they do intrude, assume refreshing
proportions . .They come at such moments when the humans have
so completely candified the screen that they seem sublime salTIMES. vations, avenues into fresh, song-laden air." — CROWTHER, N. Y.
"/Cartoon sequences have the fanciful charm that goes with topflight Disney. . But when thev get out of their fantasy world,
the Disney crowd seems to find the going tough. . .Songs with an
enchanting lilt that sends memory scurrying away back to 'Three
Little Pigs' to recall any Disney tunes as good." — COOK, N. Y.
WORLD-TELEGRAM.

'NEVER BROTHERS
SAY GOODBYE'
WARNER
"Owift change of pace for stalwart Errol Flynn. . .Considering the
^ interference provided him by the script, he is handling the
novel assignment
in a moderately
entertaining style." — CROWTHER, N. Y. TIMES.
"T^yieager comedy .. .Archly performed rigmaroles are only damply comic, so that when the film launches into slapstick, it
is a relief rather than a letdown. . .Flimsy fabrications are not,
on the whole, even good corn." — GUERNSEY, N. Y. HERALD
TRIBUNE.
"TJeculiarly offensive script ..painfully patched plot .. .People are
entirely harmless. So is the script, in its own dull, effortful
way, except when it tries to capitalize on its own weird conceptions of amusing childish precocity. That's where it becomes
offensive.
. .There's
need toBros,
handicap
him him
(Flynn)
a picture like this
unless noWarner
has sent
to the with
Siberia
of
scripts
that
kill
fading
or
absentee
stars
without
a
lawsuit."
WINSTEN, N. Y. POST.
"'C'lynn nas returned to the light farces at which he was so adept
in earlier years. His rehabilitation is being accomplished
very pleasantly. . .Brisk and mainly amusing incredibilities...
Whole flimsy affair totters perilously close to chaos most of the
way, but dialogue spiced with lively gags and headlong rushing
from incident to incident are acceptable substitutes in this case
for good sense."— COOK, N. Y. WORLD-TELEGRAM.

'BLUE SKIES'
PARAMOUNT
"VT'ou may depend on being entertained. . .Adequate
hanger for
some sparkling and stimulating turns of song, dance and
general fancifying to Mr. Berlin's familiar tunes. . .Pleasure at
last to see one (musical) in which a tune-vender's life and his
music
are not mutually and mawkishly abused." — CROWTHER
N. Y. TIMES.
"W/'itless story... All of Crosby's singing and all of Asta
™
dancing cannot put the humpty-dumpty
plot together...
Fortunately, musical ensembles and song-and-dance routlines are
handsomely appurtenanced and brilliantly executed. . .They make
for a tinted musical album, which is intermittently divertin
BARNES, N. Y. HERALD
TRIBUNE.
" A staire's dancing in his last movie is his best dancing in any
movie. . .Great big labored Technicolor
musical that never
itself gets off the ground. . The two greatest man in their respective fields. Crosby and Astaire, rigidly boxed by story cliches and
then boxed again by set song routines."
AGER, PM.
" A staire, Crosby and Berlin have seen to it that his (Astaire)
Technicolor swan song is a merry one... Will keep the Paramount audiences in an ecstatic state of high jollity the next
couple of months."
COOK.
N. Y. WORLD-TELEGRAM
37
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TECHNICOLOR
DESPITE

INVOLVED

'THE TIME, THE PLACE AND THE GIRL' ROUTINE TECHNICOLOR
'ABIE'S IRISH ROSE' NOT AS OFFENSIVE AS IT IS POOR
'RETURN OF MONTE
'THE WICKED

CRISTO' STRICTLY FOR ADVENTURE

PLOT

MUSICAL

COMEDY
LOVERS

LADY' BRITISH COSTUME MELODRAMA IS EXPLOITABLE
And Others, Pages 5, 6, 13, 14, 16

Here's how they'll say it
this holiday! x t

World Premiere of M-G-M's Prize Picture "THE YEARLING
(in Technicolor) December 25, 1946 at the Carthay Circle Theatre
Los Angeles. The New York Premiere will be at Radio City Music
Hall following M-G-M's Technicolossal "TILL THE CLOUDS

ROLL BY
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Though the din and the carnage of war have ceased,
please, God, let not fade from our memory

Page Three

remembrance

of

those who died or were maimed, and for what they fought
. . . Grant that the light of Wisdom

shine upon the statesmen

of the world that they may guide Mankind upon the road to
Peace- • .Grant that the people of the earth may come to
know that Love is God's blessing upon those who love and
hate His curse upon those who hate. . .Give us the Reason
to understand what is Right and the Courage to heed our
conscience ... Breathe into our hearts the spirit of Good
Will that we may always and forever do unto others as we
would have others do unto us.
May the makers of Motion Pictures pursue their art with
Good Taste and Integrity . . . May those whose theatres offer
enchantment

upon silver screens to eager millions conduct

their business with Dignity. . . May there be Peace within our
industry, too, thriving in an atmosphere of respect by each
for the Rights and for the Independence
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MONOGRAM'S BROIDY
ON INDEPENDENTS
Hollywood,
December
5,

Cal.
1946

Dear Sir:
Mr. Herbert Yates' letter, as well as the one written
by the anonymous exhibitor, published in your issue of
November 25, presents a point of view which every thinking
exhibitor must endorse.
tre owner owes

To say that the independent

thea-

an allegiance, first and foremost, to inde-

pendent producing organizations

like Monogram,

Republic

and PRC, is to repeat a fact which too many showmen profess to agree
to, but are reluctant to support vigorously.
The attitude of many

of these exhibitors is thoroughly

illogical. Despite heavily increased costs of production and
distribution, they refuse to grant legitimate increases
rentals, but, at the same

time, demand

in

constantly improving

product!
Any fair-minded exhibitor will agree that the quality
of the independent output during the past five years has
risen steadily to a degree

that leaves no real margin

of

difference between these films and the so-called major B's.
Mounting Hollywood production costs are no secret, even
to the newspaper-reading layman, and certainly the exhibitor is aware of these facts. Yet, the response to requests for higher rentals is an attitude of stiff resistance
which is completely

shortsighted.

Instead of providing ad-

ditional incentives to maintain our steady march of progress, this lack of support makes us seriously question the
wisdom

of the policies we

have

pursued

these past few

years.
The independent exhibitor and the independent producer have common problems. One must look to the other
for support if either is to survive.
Sincerely yours,
STEVE BROIDY, President,
MONOGRAM
PICTURES.

Editor's Note: We definitely agree with Mr. Broidy
that the independents, exhibitors and producers, have much
in common

and it follows logically that the exhibitors should

do everything

possible to encourage

quality of independent

product.

improvement

in the

Certainly, it is not wise

for theatre owners to penalize the smaller producers
cause of the policies of the bigger companies.

be-

On the other hand, there can be no justification for an
independent

producer

or distributor adopting

handed and unfair tactics employed

the high-

by certain of the ma-

jors. To merit the support of exhibitors, the independent
film companies

must conduct

their business with exhibitors

on a basis of equity and fair play. And, in that case, we
hope every theatreman in America will heed with the utmost consideration the sales points of the independent film
salesman.

Give them

a chance

to

grow!

rule in
Strong grosses were the exception rather than the
time off
took
s
shopper
as
Christm
the
as
ns
first-ru
ay
the Broadw
Hall's annual
from the stores to attend only the Radio City Music pictures. The
Christmas show and a few of the other outstanding
Strand's new attraction, "The Verdict" and most of the others
Music
were below-average. "Till the Clouds Roll By," with the
fourits
for
given
Hall's annual Nativity pageant which is being
teenth consecutive year and has already been seen by more than
which
five and a half million persons, had a second week's gross
even
topped the initial week's .$141,000 figure. Grosses will be
picture
the
and
period
Year
w
mas-Ne
Christ
higher during the
film,
is expected to play through January before another M-G-M
"The Yearling" comes in... "The Best Years of Our Lives," now
successin its fifth week, at the Astor, is the other film which is
fully bucking the seasonal slump and is expected to jump to even
length
stronger grosses during the holidays although the 3-hour
Razor's
"The
Roxy.
the
At
..
figures.
g
will prevent record-breakin
Edge." with Rosario and Antonio on the stage, was still over a
$100,000 figure in its fourth week although this is far below the
. 20th
sensational $166,000 and $164,000 of the two first stanzas
Century-Fox will keep the well-publicized picture at the Roxy
through the entire holiday period before bringing in "13 Rue
Madeline" early in January ... "Cross My Heart." with Tony Pastor
t
and The Andrews Sisters heading the stage bill, had an excellen
are
grosses
the
too,
here,
but
unt
Paramo
the
at
day
opening
on
expected to jump after December 25th. "Blue Skies" closed
December 17th with the biggest nine weeks' gross in the history
of the theatre, running only slightly behind "Going My Way."
which played ten. . The Capitol, where "Undercurrent" and Frankie Carle and His Orchestra had a near-record opening week early
in December, has slumped badly in its fourth and final week and
"The Secret Heart" will open on Christmas Day.
"The Verdict" and Vincent Lopez on the stage of the Strand.
is a weak sister and will stay for only two weeks, the shortest
booking in some time here, before "The Time, the Place and the
Gir'" opens on December 27th . .Loew's State has been doing only
fair business both with "No Love. No Leave" and the first-run
"Gf.llant Bess." coupled with the usual vaudeville bills. . ."Wanted
for Murder." only other new film of the past week, is an English
film with no name draw and will stay at the Victoria only until
Warners "The Beast With Five Fingers" opens on December 25th
...Other British-made pictures will be playing through the holidavs including three Universal-International releases. "Wicked
Lady," which opened at the Winter Garden on December 21st
following five fairly-profitable weeks for "Notorious Gentleman:"
"Stairway to Heaven." which inaugurates the companv's newlyacquired Park Avenue Theatre with a reserved-seat policy at S2.40
top. (Three performances will be given daily and four on Saturdav and Sunday): and "The Overlanders." which opened at the
Rialto on December 20th following an invitation preview the
nisrht previous. Another Universal-International picture. "The
Magnificent Doll." has been doing farlv well in its second week at
the Criterion but is expected to play through the holidays.
RKO

Radio is another company

whose product will be spread

over the Broadway scene during the holiday;. In addition to "It's
a Wonderful Life." which came into the Globe on December 21st
following four-and-one.half mild weeks for United Artists "The
Ch^=e" there will be "The Best Ye=>rs of Our lives" at the A^tor
and "Song of the South" now in its- fourth wp*i< a* th« Palace
where 't will be a natural for the voung hol'dav trade... Two
RKO release*, "The Fa'con's Adventure" and "Fantasia"
other
recentl" completed runs at the Rialto and Renublic Theatres
respectively. . .At the Rivoli. "My Darling Clementine" is now in
its third profitable week and is exnected to pla^- into January
In addition to "The Beast With Five Fingers." which opens at
the Victoria, and "The Time, the Place and the Girl" a' the
Strand Warner Bros, will also open "Humoresque" at the Hollywood on December 25th where it follows a successful nine week
run of "Deception." .. .Republic's "That Brennan Girl" never got
started at the Gotham and the two-week run ended on December
?0tn. United Artists' "Abie's Irish Rose" followed on the 21st...
The long-run of "Henry V." now in its sixth month, the last 15
weeks at the Golden will continue through the holidays-

F H. M
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'ITS A WONDERFUL

Rates • • • • generally

...
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LIFE' A TRULY WONDERFUL

Not

Set

MOTION

everyone will recognize. Except for one

RKO Radio (Liberty Films)
129 minutes
James Stewart, Donna Reed, Lionel Barry,
mo'i-e, Thomas Mitchell, Henry Travels,
Ward Bond, Beulah Bondi, Frank Faylen,
H. B. Warner Gloria Grahame, Samuel S.
Hinds, Frank Albertson, Todd Karns, Virginia Patton, Charles Halton, Mary Treen,
Sheldon Leonard, Lillian Randolph, Charles
Williams, Sarah Edvva'rds, J. Farrell MaeDanald, Carl Switzer, Bill Edmunds, Argentina Brunetti, Larry Simms, Bobbie Anderson, Karolyn Grimes, Ronnie Ralph, Carol
Coomes, Ray Walker, Frank Hagney, Chas.
Lane.
Directed by Frank Capra.

overly-theatrical stock character, the tightfisted town banker, the family, friends and
neighbors are all cut from durable, lifelike patterns and Director Capra has made
their trials and worries so real that women
will weep and even blase patrons will get
a lump in their throat. Covering a twentyyear period, the picture is also packed with
nostalgic moments and those expert touches
in which Capra excels. Musical score, settings and photography are all first-rate.
It's a picture of which the industry can be

A truly wonderful picture!
Such frequent,
ly abused phrases as "heart-warming, "moving," "tender," delightfully-human," etc. can
really be applied to "It's a Wonderful Life."
which will go straight to the hearts of average audiences everywhere.
It is going to
roll up record-breaking
grosses in many
locations
and
will be among
the year's
top few everywhere.
In this magnificent
send-off for Liberty Films, two of the industry's outstanding artists, Producer-Director Frank Capra and Actor James Stewart, both of whom were serving the U. S.
Forces during wartime, are now happily reunited for the first time since "Mr. Smith
Goes to Washington" to make patrons realize how sorely the screen has missed them.
The picture has that all-too-rare quality of
holding an audience captivated from start
to finish, despite the two-hour. nine minute
length, by the down-to-earth story and completely natural performances.
There is the
merest touch of fantasy in the opening and
final five minutes but, in between, the story
is concerned
with a good-natured
and likable Mr. Average
Man
with
traits that

proud.
The story opens in Heaven where prayers
are pouring in from Bedford Falls on behalf of James Stewart who is in grevious
trouble.
Henry Travers, a heavenly messenger who hasn't yet earned his wings, is
shown Stewart's life from the time when he
was a boy and his father ran a building
and loan business — almost the only thing
in town
not controlled by Lionel Barrymore, the greedy town banker.
On four
separate occasions, Stewart had planned to
see the world but something alwavs turned
up to thwart him.
After his father died,
Stewart gave up his chance to go to college
to run the business and, after he married
Donna
Reed and had four children, the
loan company survived the depression and
Barrymore's attacks.
But Stewart's uncle,
Thomas Mitchell, loses an $8,000 deposit on
the very day the examiner arrives to audit
the loan company books.
Stewart's nerves
snap and he audibly declares he wishes he
had never been born.
When
the heavenly
messenger
shows him the unhappy
conditions that would exist if he had never been
born, Stewart is appalled and begs to be
allowed to resume life. When
he returns
home, he finds that his friends and neighbors have rallied to help him with cash gifts

THF LOCKET1

PSYCHO-DRAMA

ENGROSSING

Rates • • -f- generally; more

Although highly-involved, sometimes confusing yet "The Locket" is an engrossing,
psychological problem drama that will have
a strong appeal to women patrons. Four
fair marquee names, including Gene Raymond in his first post-war screen appearance, will insure slightly above-average
grosses generally. If the film's exploitation
angles are capitalized, returns might be
good. Because the story employs a flashback-within-a-flashback technique — and
then goes even further back to show a
childhood incident which had a profound
effect on the grown-up heroine's twisted
mind - audiences must be cautioned to
see the film from the beginning — or confusion will result. As an instance. Gene
Raymond is seen in five minutes of the opening present-day episode, but he has no part
DECEMBER
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Reviews In This Issue
It's a Wonderful
Life
The Locket
San Quentin
The Falcon's Adventure
The Time, the Place and
California
Abie's Irish Hose
Betty Co-Ed
Swell Guy
Return of Monte Cristo
Home in Oklahoma
Wicked
Lady
Johnny Frenchman
Tumbleweed
Trail

in the heroine's past and only reappears
for the film's final five minutes.
In between,
the heroine ruins two other mens' lives and
is responsible for an innocent man going to
the electric chair.
Despite the backward
telling, the plot is melodramatically
effective except for one implausible suicide and
the ending which leaves the spectator in
doubt as to the heroine's eventual recovery.
Although
all this seems more like a case
history from a psychiatrist's files and too
complex for younger patrons, it will prove
strangely fascinating to the average adult.
Laraine Day is as convincing as possible in
the difficult role of the sweet-faced heroine
with a warped
mind and Robert Mitchum
scores as a surly, outspoken
artist.
Brian
Aherne. Gene Raymond and Ricardo Cortez.
three former glamour boys who now look
considerably older, do capable acting jobs,
although the latter two are seen only briefly. Sharyn Moffett is outstanding
as the
youthful heroine and Katherine Emery and
Helene Thimig
contribute vivid bits.
Unusual photographic angles and close-ups aid
in sustaining the melodramatic mood.
As Laraine Day is about to be married
to wealthy Gene Raymond, he receives a
call from Brian Aherne. a psychiatrist who
tells him he was married to the bride-to-be
for five years. While Raymond listens unbelievingly, Aherne tells how
Miss
Daj

the Girl

5
5
6
6
.... 6
13
13
13
14
14
14
16
16
16

which add up to the amount he needs.
Ordinarily James Stewart just has to fall
naturally into his easy-going, much-besetupon hero role to win audiences over to
his side but, in this case, he also has some
magnificent moments of rage and despair
which stamp him as a first-rate actor. Donna Reed is exactly right as the pretty small
town heroine and Thomas Mitchell, H. BWarner, Henry Travers and Samuel S.
Hinds are outstanding in a cast which has
such fine players as Beulah Bondi. Frank
Faylen. J. Farrell MacDonald, Mary Treen.
Charles Halton and countless more contributing sterling bits. Only Lionel Barrymore, made up to resemble John L. Lewis
and sounding like "Scrooge," hams up the
melodramatic role of the greedy town
banker.
LEYENDECKER

DESPJTE INVOLVED

if exploited

RKO Radio
86 minutes
Laraine Day, Brian Aherne, Robert Mitchum, Gene Raymond, Sharyn Moffett, Ricardo Cortez,
Henry
Stephenson,
Katherine
Emery, Reginald Denny, Fay Helm, Helene
Thimig,
Nella
Walker,
Queenie
Leonard,
Frederic Worlock
Lillian Fontaine, Myrna
Dell.
Directed by John Brahm.

PICTURE!

PLOT

wrecked
the lives of three men
Aherne
and Mies Day were happilv married when
he received a call from Robert Mitchum
who pleaded with him to save an innocent
mm from the electric chair.
Shortly after
Mitchum met Miss Day, she stole a valuable
bracelet and then exulained that, as a child,
she was falselv accused of taking a locket
and this enisode had an effect on her. She
promises Mitchum never to steal again but.
at an art exhibition, a millionaire is killed
and a priceless diamond
stolen.
Although
a valet is accused and sentenced to death,
Mitchum believes Miss Day was responsible.
Faced with Mitchum, Miss Day denies the
accusations but. after Aherne takes her to
England and the war begins, he discovers
she has stolen a hoard of jewels from a
country estate.
The shock drives Aherne
temporarily out of his mind and. when he
recovers to find that Miss Dav has divorced
him. he tries to prevent Raymond
from
making the same mistake.
Miss Dav convinces Raymond that Aherne
is suffering
from delusions but. when the groom's mother gives her a locket which she recognizes as the one that made so much trouble
in her youth, she collapses.
Aherne's verdict is that the shock has erased all knowledge of her later years and that only love
can make her recover completely.
DENI.KY

RKO

RADIO... 2 in 3rd Block (Total 4)

'SAN
QUENTIN'
EXPLOITABLE ACTION
Rates • •
in action spots; OK suppo

MELLER

rting dualler in nabor'ioods

mentary flavor. The purpose and functioning of the Inmates Welfare League is interesting, if scarcely exciting, but, following a
daring prison break, the picture piles up
suspense and thrills during a long chase to
recapture a murderous bank robber. Tierney, who is on the right side of the law as
an ex-convict honorably discharged from
Army service, gives a convincing two-fisted
performance and Barton MacLane is outstanding as a hardened criminal. Harry
Shannon does good work as the warden,
but Joe Devlin's feeble comedy efforts fall
flat and Marian Carr and Carol Forman
given amateurish portrayals which add
nothing to the film.
Perturbed over adverse criticism of the
Inmates' Welfare League, a San Quentin
Prison organization composed of convicts
who are preparing for useful lives on their
release, Harry Shannon, the warden, accepts an invitation to talk about it to a
San Fransisco press club. Shannon arranges
to take along Lawrence Tierney, a former
convict who founded the League and has
just been honorably discharged from Army

RKO Radio
66 minutes
Lawrence Tierney, Barton MacLane, Marian
Carr, Harry Shannon, Joe Devlin, Carol
Forman, Richard Powers, Lee Bonnell,
Robert Clarke, Herbert Rawlinson, Raymond Burr, Tony Barrett, Arthur AyleswoTth, Byron Foulger, Selmer Jackson.
Directed by Gordon M. Doug-las.
This prison melodrama programmer
starts slowly, but winds up in a blaze of
shooting action. The title, the introduction
by Lewis E. Lawes, former warden of Sing
Sing, and Lawrence Tierney, usually identified with gun-man roles, are sure-fire selling angles to attract action fans. Although
romantic interest is slight, the picture will
a] so satisfy as a supporting dualler generally. Producer Martin Mooney, an expert at
crime fare, and Director Gordon M. Douglas
have injected authentic San Francisco
backgrounds and San Quentin prison yard
shots which give the early scenes a docu-

THE FALCON'S ADVENTURE' JUST ABOUT

Rates • • as supporting dualler for acti on and family houses

RKO-Radio
61 minutes
Tom Conway, Madge
Meredith, Edward
S.
Brophy, Robert Warwick, Myrna Dell, Steve
Brodie, Ian Wolfe, Carol Forman,
Joseph
Crehan, Phil Warren, Tony Bai'rett, Harry
Harvey, Jason Robards.
Directed by William Berke.
Another routine entry in the Falcon series, "The Falcon's Adventure" duplicates
the pattern set by its predecessors and fol
lows the same comfortable groove it has
worn so deeply. Tom Conway as the adventuresome Falcon always turns up in
the right place at the right time to rescue
the heroine or save the valuable formula
papers.
Likewise, his right hand man, Gold-

is trying
jointheMacLane's
career pects
of Tierney
crime,
is shotto by
escaped
prisoner who gets awav. Tierney is suspected of the crime and forced to hide out
while continuing to follow MacLane, Tiernev finally finds MacLane hiding in a
deserted gun club and, after an exciting gun
duel, the convict is subdued and turned
over to the law With the League vindicated.
Tierney can turn his attention to romantic
matters.
YORK

BROS. . . 1 December

quent one wherein the recipient of the
formula is also murdered by the gang attempting to get the papers, the Falcon finds
himself in a position of having to apprehend the culprits to clear himself. With
his usual aplomb, he tricks two of the
gang into revealing the identity of the
leader. Robert Warwick, then arrives in the
nick of time, after tipping off the police, to
save Miss Meredith from another abduction and, probably, a fate-worse-than-death.
As usual, the Falcon has to cope "with a
multitude of women, although this time
there are only three. Miss Meredith, Myrna
Dell and Carol Forman. all of them lookers.
William Berke has directed with a watchful
eye for the traits of the preceding series'
quirks.
BARTON

Release

TIME,
THE PLACE AND THE GIRL' ROUTINE MUSICAL IN TECHNICOLOR
-|- on name value

Warner Bros.
105 minutes
Dennis Morgan, Jack Carson, Janis Paige,
Martha Vickers, S. Z- Sakall, Alan Hale,
Florence Bates, Donald Woods, Angela
Greene, Chester Ciute, Monte Blue, Carmen
Cavallaro and Orchestra, The Condos
Brothers, Chandra
Kaly and His Dancers.
Directed

who pretends to be one of the League's most
trusted members. Aided by two ex-convicts
on the outside, MacLane plans an escape
and, on the way to the press club, he
wounds Shannon, kills one of the other
prisoners and makes his getaway. With
the prison board threatening to disband the
League, Tierney tells Shannon he will track
down MacLane and bring him in. Aided by
an Army pal. Joe Devlin. Tierney trails
underworld characters who give him clues
that lead him closer to MacLane. However,
Richard Powers, a detective who still sus-

FOR THE SERIES

ie, as hammily portrayed by Edward S
Brophy, and the police are always Johnnies-on-the-spot. In other words, every!thing about this latest series entry is very
pat. This makes no pretenses at being
anything other than a supporting dualler
for the action houses and in minor naborhood locations, in which spot it fills the bill
adequately.
The Falcon's (Tom Conway) plans for a
vacation are frustrated this time when he
and his aide, Edward Brophy, save Madge
Meredith from an attempted kidnapping.
She, in turn, involves them in an intrigue
whereby her uncle is murdered and a diamond-making formula is thrust upon the
Falcon for delivery to Miami. Suspected by
the police of the murder and then a subse-

WARNER
'THE
Rates

AVERAGE

service, and Barton MacLane. a bank robber

by

David Butler.

Although it sticks too close to familiar
formulas. "The Time, The Place and the
Girl" is a tuneful, gaudily-Technicolored
musical which should prove fairly good
mass entertainment. With Dennis Morgan
and .lack Carson, plus Carmen Cavallaro
and Orchestra for the marquee, it will do
above average business, except in action
houses, where it will fall below par. The
current popularity of the two hit songs,
"Oh, But I Do" and "Gal in Calico" will be
"> added factor, especially in naborhood
houses.
The
show
business
yarn,
which

shifts between a night club and the home
of a classical maestro, is tired and nonsensically improbable stuff that leads up
to the long-anticipated climax Wherein a
budding young singer gets the lead in a big
Broadway musical Director David Butler
alternates his gag routines, which have
Jack Carson and the paunchy S. Z. Sakall
clowning about to good laugh returns, with
elaborately-staged production numbers in
which Dennis Morgan and Janis Paige put
over the several songs effectively. "Oh, But
I Do" is reprised several times and the
other five tunes include "A Thousand
Dreams" in which Carmen Cavallaro's piano
specialty scores. Florence Bates is excellent
i a ^harp-tongued diva, but Alan Hale and
Donald Woods give caricatured portrayals
which arc lost in the shuffle of songs and
production
routines.
Dennis Morgan and Jack Carson are
about to open a new night club when Donald Woods threatens to invoke an injunction
forbidding cabarets next door to the home
of S. Z. Sakall, a classical orchestra leader

whose grand-daughter, Martha Vickers, is
studying operatic singing. Morgan contrives
to meet the unworldly Miss Vickers and,
while Woods and Sakall's wife. Florence
Bates, are out-of-town, he persuades her to
attend his opening with Sakall. The latter
enjoys the show and invites the entire nightclub gang to his home for a party but Miss
Bates returns unexpectedly and proceeds to
close the club next door While Miss Bates
is on a concert tour, Sakall decides to
finance a musical production for Carson and
Morgan and with Miss Vickers starred.
When Sakall's finances run low, Angela
Greene, who is angeled by Alan Hale, a
wealthy oil man, agrees to supply the money
if she can take over Miss Vickers' part.
By scheming, they get Miss Greene out of
the show just before Miss Bates and Woods
arrive on the scene. To stop Woods from
restraining Miss Vickers from appearing.
Sakall decides to conduct on opening night.
Miss Bates then has a change of heart and
tells both Sakall and Miss Vickers that
"the show must go on."
LEYENDECKER
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Bi- Weekly Review of the Trades Events
SELZNICK

David
O.
Kelea-sing

Selznick, whose
formation of Selznick
Organization
following
his withdrawal

from
I'nited
Artists adds
company
to the industry.

another distribution

Hal AYallis. second from right, with some of the
other guests of honor at the annual American
Nobe-l dinner recently, at which he spoke for the
motion picture industry. With him are: Norman
Corwin, radio; Gustav Nobel, nephew of the
founder of the prizes, and I.ennart Nylander,
consul general of Sweden.

LAUNCHES

NEW

SALES COMPANY

David O. Selznick's break with United Artists and his formation of the Selznick
Releasing Organization as a full-fledged, integrated group of production, sales and exploitation uni s captured the spotlight last fortnight. Simultaneously with Selznick's
breach with UA, Daniel T. O'Shea, president of Vanguard Films, Inc., the Selznick production company, announced that Vanguard had advised UA that it considered its distribution contract with that company terminated, as a result of "wrongful actions and
violations of contract by United Artists. O'Shea added that this in no way affects
Vanguard's ownership of one-third of UA stock.
Selznick's action came within 24 hours after the UA board had voted to proceed
with seeking counsel in New York to look into procedure for legal action against Selznick for alleged breach of contract as a result of talent and production pfickage deals
made by the producer with 20th Century-Fox and RKO Radio. Aligned against Selznick
in- the UA corporate setup, in which DOS has a one-third interest, are Mary Plckford
and Charier. Chaplin, owners of the balance of stock.
World-Wide Distribution
The nev. SRC -- highly significant initials in the industry -- will immediately
open offices throughout the world and will release all Selznick International and Vanguard Pictures as well as the output of a new producing unit in the process of formation, it was announced. Details on the new unit were expected to be announced shortly,
but it was not yet determined whether other independent product will be distributed
by the new releasing company. It indicated that it would be receptive to releasing
product "of quality and commercial importance comparable with the Selznick output."
Heading the new organization will be O'Shea as chairman of the board and Neil
Agnew, president. Agnew, veteran sales executive, prepared to swing into immediate
action as he scheduled a meeting with division sales managers last week to map distribution plans for "Duel in the Sun," $5,500,000 Technicolor production, set to open in
Los Angeles on Dec. 31 in a number of theatres, with initial roadshow engagements in
key cities to follow. United Artists' publicity, advertising and exploitation departments
were ordered to discontinue all campaign work on the picture. It was uncertain just
how much UA had already spent on publicizing "Duel," but it was expected that a sizeable amount had been disbursed and would probably be included in damages requested
if such action would be pursued by the UA board.
7-10 First Year
The Selznick production schedule will be continuous, it was announced, and it is
expected that between seven and 10 pictures will be produced in the first year. The
releases to follow "Duel," in order, were announced as "The Paradine Case," $3,250,000
Hitchcock production, which went before the cameras last week; "Intermezzo." Ingrid
Bergman re-issue; "Little Women." in Technicolor; "Portrait of Jenny," Jennifer JonesJoseph Cotten co-starrer; "Sands of Time," starring Cary Grant and Dorothy McGuire,
a Dore Scharv production; "Joan of Arc," scheduled for late Spring production and
stairin" Jennifer Jones; "What Every Woman Knows," set for early summer, with
Shirley Temple and Guy Madison.
Just how the physical distribution of SRO's product would be affected was not
disclosed, although rumors had it that the company was angling for an already established group of distribution offices, possibly that of a checking organization. It was
expected that for the present, at least, Selznick would not attempt to establish an elaborate exchange system, particularly in view of the fact that SRO would be concerned
only with the sale of "Duel." and that limited to key city runs on roadshow basis, for
some time before other product would be ready for release.
Key City Sales Offices
Initial distribution of SRO product was seen as assuming a divisional setup which
would spot sales offices in about 10 key cities throughout the country. Heading domestic
sales is Milton Kusell, with Samuel Horowitz as Midwestern division manager, headquarters in Chicago; Thomas Duane, heading the New England district from Boston;
and John Howard as Pacific Coast sales manager, with offices in Los Angeles.
In addition to those named, the organization will have E. L. Scanlon, executive
vice-president a"d treasurer; Milton Kramer, vice-president and general counsel; William Erbb. general sales manager for Great Britain; Manuel Reiner, Latin America
sa'es head: Paul White. Continental Europe and North Africa sales chief; Paul MacNamara, supervising head of publicity,
advertising
and
*
*
* exploitation.

BUYING

CO-OPS

HERE TO STAY — KIRSCH

Stressing the benefits that have accrued to exhibitor members of independent
buying cooperatives, Jack Kirsch, president of National Allied and of Illinois Allied
Booking and Buying Combine, declared that "distributors know that the independent
buying organization is here to stay," as he addressed the fourth anniversary dinner
meeting: of the Illinois co-op in Chicago. Approximately 400 Midwest exhibitors attended to pay tribute to Kirsch for his efforts in organizing and guiding the group.
The guests included Mayor Edward J. Kelly.
Criticizing distributors for their "misconception that buying organizations of
theatres were organized primarily to 'chisel' on film rentals," Kirsch explained the wartime g;enesis of the organization as one of necessity to enable theatre owners to devote
time to the physical operation of their theatres in those shorthanded days as booking;
and buying; pictures became a full-time job, particularly with the advent of blocks-offive. In addition to the time-saving; benefits, Kirsch said the central buying agencj en
abled the theatreman "tc become more closely acquainted with his clientele; to become
a driving force in his community — all the requisites that go toward the making of a
good showman."
Kirsch voiced his belief that "the distributors have begun to realize that we must
make a profit in order to exist and make this a healthy business.
Without a fair return
Steve Broicly was
International
at

DECEMBER

re-elected president of Monogram
the recent stockholders'
meeting.
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lo tne exmbitor, it becomes a very poor business and that doesn't do the distributor or
the exhibitor any good."
*
*
*

OKLAHOMA

Producer Samuel Goldwyn and di ertor William
Wyler were recipients of citations for (heir part
in the production of "Best Years of l)u- Lives,"
which RKO is distributing. Above (iilil.vyn
(right) receives the Pace One Award of the
New York Newspaper Guild from p'evy John
MeManns anil Mary Snee. Below, Wyler (center)
is presented with a citation from (he motion
picture chapter of the American Veteran's committee by Mrs. Rose Elgart and Walter T. Brown.

Samuel J. Briskin, executive producer anil vicepresident of Liberty Films, as he arrived in New
\ciik foi the opening of "It's a Wonderful Life."

United Artists sales executives at Hollywood sales
huddle are. 1. to r., Charles s. Chaplin, Canadian
manager;
Barry Buchanan
and Cecil Colin.

Sidney Franklin, producer "f M-G-M's "The
Yearling" receives the Parents Magazine award
as best family entertainment for December from
rhil Wilcox, editor of Parents,

T. O.

NIXES ATA TIE

Although it endorsed the program of the American Theatres Association, the
Theatre Owners of Oklahoma, meeting in its first postwar convention, refused to affiliate with ATA. Morris Loewenstein, Oklahoma City, was re-elected president for the
coming year, while Max Brock, Lawton, was renamed vice-president; Ralph Talbot,
Tulsa, secretary-treasurer, and Harry Loewenstein, Ardmore, its director on the national board of the MPTOA.
The delegates heard Herman Levy, MPTOA general counsel, voice his belief that
the Federal Court which heard the industry anti-trust case would have to write an
entirely new opinion. Levy predicted that the decree would force competition wide open
with new theatres opening because of the availability of product.
Another speaker, H. M. Richey, MGM's public relations director, recommended
"interchange of merchandising ideas" among theatre owners as a "defense plan against
coming increased competition." In reply to a query, Richey declared that he did not
believe the companies were purposely holding back pictures, but that the shortage was
caused by longer runs.
Other speakers included MPTOA president Fred Wehrenberg, Robert W. Coyne
and J. Ned Shurgue, ATA; Bob O'Donnell, Variety Club National Chief Barker; Henry
Reeves, President, Texas Theatre Owners, and Claude Lee, Paramount.
*
*
*

GOLDMAN

AWARDED

$375,000 FROM

WARNERS

Triple damages of $375,000 were awarded William Goldman Theatres in Philadelphia late last week by Federal Judge William H. Kirkpatrick. The judgment was the
result of the suit filed by Goldman more than four years ago against the Warner circuit and eight major companies for refusal to supply him with first-run product at his
Erlanger, Karlton and Keith Theatres in Philly.
The $375,000 award, assessed against all the defendants, covered his losses at the
Erlanger. In the instances of the Karlton and Keith, no monetary award was requested,
but a judgment breaking up the alleged monopoly of Warners was granted by the District Court granting Goldman a permanent injunction restraining Warners from continuing their monopoly and directing them to give Goldman the same right to bid for
first-run pictures at the theatres that Warners have.
The Judge also ordered the defendants to pay Goldman's counsel, William A. Gray
and Robert T. Dechert, a joint fee of $60,000 for their legal services. Gray and Dechert
had claimed a fee of $175,000. Judge Kirkpatrick refused Goldman's petition for
interest on the damages awarded.
In a second case, Goldman was in the defendant's position and lost the case in
another decision handed down by the same Judge, who ordered Goldman to turn over
to Mr. and Mrs. Frank Blum, local exhibitors, the 69th St. Theatre and another property
and to account to the Blums all the profits accrued from the operation of the two enterprises in the last year. The Court ruled that the Blums had submitted a prior bid of
$603,500 for the properties and Goldman's later bid of $678,000 which was accepted by
the seller was set aside. Goldman admittedly bought the theatre to "keep an eye" on
the operations of Warner Bros., who operate it under a lease.
*
*
*

FILMS IN TOP SERVICE ROLE — MYERS

The motion picture industry has now reached the same level of importance in a
public service role as the other two principal media of communication and information.
press and radio, National Allied general counsel A. F. Myers declared in Washington
last fortnight.
Myers pointed to the fact that the government now gives the industry the same
priority that has always been given the press and cited the special considerations given
the motion picture by government officials during the coal strike when the Civilian
Production Administration assured theatres they would continue operating during the
late coal crisis and the Interstate Commerce Commission specifically exempted films in
its embargo order.
Jt was announced that members of the board of Allied will attend a meeting at
the Statler Hotel in Washington on Jan. 31, with those planning to attend urged to
make their reservations well in advance.
•
•
•

E-L HAS

17 STARS SIGNED

A total of 17 stars and several authors have been signed to deals with Eagle-Lion
Films, it was announced by Bryan Foy, vice-president in charge of production, at the
company's two-day sales meeting in Chicago last week. Foy also revealed that three
pictures on the 1947 schedule will be in color: "Kenny," from the book by Louis Bromfield; "Prince Valiant," based on the syndicated comic strip; and "Montana." There
will also be two British films, "Bedelia" and "The Adventuress" on the 1947 schedule.
The balance of the E-L product for the new season will consist of "Captain Casanova," "Repeat Performance," "Lost Honeymoon," "It's a Joke. Son.'' "Out of the Blue,"
"Love from a Stranger," and "Clementine."
The star roster includes: Franchot Tone, Michele Morgan, Margaret Lockwood,
Arturo De Cordova. Joan Leslie, Tom Conway, Dickie Tyler. June Lockhart. Una Merkel, Kenny Delmar, Deborah Kerr, Ann Richards, Sheila Ryan, Louis Hayward, Robert
Paige, Zachary Scott and Richard Basehart. Among the writers signed are: Joseph
Fields, Louis Bromfield, Agatha Christie. Margaret
Buell Wilder and Vera Cnspary.
Speakers at the meeting were Alfred W. Schwalberg, v. p. and general sales manager; Arthur Krim, president; Max E. Youngstein, director of advertising, publicity and
exploitation, who discussed plans for "Bedelia" and "It's a Joke, Son," first of the company's releases; and E. T. Carr, J. Arthur Rank executive.
(Continued on Page 30)
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PARAMOUNT

1

Not

Set

'CALIFORNIA' EPIC ADVENTURE, COLOR. ACTION

Rates

—

generally

Paramount
97 minutes
Ray
Milland,
Barbara
Stanwyck,
Barry
Fitzgerald, George Coulouris, Albert Dekker,
Anthony Quinn, Frank Faylen, Gavin Muir,
James
Burke,
Fduardo
Ciannelli, Roman
Bohnen.
Directed by John Farrow.
The broad sweep, adventure, action and
Technicolor of "California" gloss over the
fact that the story is second rate. Done
in something like the DeMille manner, it
should be rewarded with strong grosses
generally and a hearty response from all
audiences except the discriminating class
trade. Returns will be best in action houses.
If Paramount would cut the opening picture-postcard scenes of California (obviously inspired by the Chamber of Commerce),
it could be said that the picture moves at
a fast tempo from start to finish, even if

the plot has too many facets to make for
logical continuity. However, in its rambling fashion, the story includes several interesting characters, more than a modicum
of suspense and a couple of rip-snorting
fights, one with fists, the other with knives.
The principal roles are all competently
handled and there is potent marquee value
in the names of Milland, Stanwyck, Fitzgerald, Coulouris and Dekker.
The story opens with a wagon train, guided by Ray Milland, a U. S- Army deserter,
headed for California, the promised land.
En route, leader of the train, Barry Fitzgerald, picks up Barbara Stanwyck, gambler and alleged homewrecker, who has
been run out of a frontier town. A fervent
hatred springs up between Milland and
Stanwyck, and when news of a gold rush
in California demoralizes the train, she runs
off with Gavin Muir, breaking Milland's leg
in the process.
When
Milland and Fitz-

town,
gerald arrive in California's boom
its biggest
they find Stanwyck operating
ed
court
being
and
bar and gambling hall
and
in
capta
ern
South
uris,
by George Coulo
leader of the pro-slavery interests in the
hall
territory. Milland wins the gambling
g
from Stanwyck in a game of faro, drivin
her into marital plans with Coulouris. The
tatter's advances to gain Milland's support
reto make California a slave state areFitzbuffed and Milland joins forces with
gerald to elect the latter to the Convention
sion
that will determine California's admis
rebellion
to the Union. Coulouris starts a nates
in
culmi
and
that leaves farms aflame
killis
erald
Fitzg
a violent battle in which be shot by Couled and Milland, about to
ouris, is saved by Stanwyck, who drills the
Southerner in the nick of time. She and
he returns
Milland are free to wed after
for
unit to serve his time
to his army
desertion.
BARTON

'ABIE'S IRISH ROSE* NOT AS OFFENSIVE AS IT IS POOR COMEDY
for action spots

Rates • • 4- in family houses; less elsew here; weak

United Artists (Bing Crosby Productions,
Inc.)
96 minutes.
Joanne Dru, Richard Norris, Michael Chekhov, J. M. Kerrigan, Vera Gordon, George
E. Stone, Emory Parnell, Art Baker, Eric
Blore, Bruce Merritt, Roy Atwell, Vera
Malrshe, Harry Hays Morgan, Louis Jean
Heydt Oscar O'Shea.
Directed by A. Edward Sutherland.
Brought up to date through a post-war
background, yet retaining the crudest features of its broadly-caricatured Irish vs.
Jewish plot so popular in the 1920's 'Abie's
Irish Rose' seems strangely out-of-place today. Although various racial and censorship
groups (the North Central Allied Independent Theatre Owners recently threatened
legislative censorship) have protested
against the picture's "burlesque" of both the
Irish and Jewish race, we don't believe the
film will offend many people; its chief fault
is that the story is ridiculous, only mildly
amusing and often downright dull. While
the slapstick humor and the comic strip
gestures and expressions of most of the
characters will get laughs in naborhood and

•BETTY
CO-ED' COLUMBIA
Rates • • — as supporting dualler

QUICKIE IS DULL,
CHILDISH
houses

in minor naborhood

Columbia
69 minutes
Jean Porter, Shirley Mills, William Mason,
Rosema'ry
LaPlanche,
Jackie Moran,
Kay
Morley, Edward
Van Sloan, Jane Isabell,
George Meader, Patsy Moran, Earl Hodgins,
Marin Sais, Ray Bennett, Jan Savitt and
His Orchestra.
Directed by Arthur Dreifuss.
This is a dull, childish, amateurishly acted
quickie dealing with campus doings. It hits
a new low in interest for adult audiences.
Name value is practically nil, but this may
get by as a naborhood dualler mainly because Jan Savitt and His Orchestra (appearing in one brief sequence only) are popular
with 'teen-agers. Except for Jean Porter's
lively rendition of two songs, "You Gotta
Do What You Gotta Do" and the familiar
DECEMBER
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family houses, it's not for sophisticated
patrons — and never was. The picture lacks
strong cast names but the fame of Anne
Nichol's play, which ran for five years after
receiving a critical "thumbs down" on Broad
way, was revived several times and became
a radio serial, in addition to being made into
a popular silent film, will insure above
average grosses in family houses. The
early romantic scenes have humor and a
certain charm and the climax has a few
down-to-earth touches but, in between
there's a full hour of repetitious horse-play
and low comedy- Under A. Edward Sutherland's sledge-hammer direction, two fine
character actors, Michael Chekhov and J.
M. Kerrigan, who play the Jewish and Irish
fathers respectively, are forced to bristle up
at the mere mention of the other's race and
resort to the out-moded "Oy, Oy" or "Bejabers" dialectic expresssions to get laughs.
In contrast to this low-class Yiddish and
shanty-Irish clowning, Art Baker and
Emory Parnell are calm, understanding
and completely believable as the rabbi and
the Catholic priest, while Richard Norris
and Joanne Dru make an attractive and
appealing "Abie" and Rosie." And Vera
Gordon, who over-plays her interfering Jew-

"Put the Blame on Mame" (originally heard
in Columbia's "Gilda") which puts some life
into the lagging footage, the plot presents
an exaggerated depiction of the viciousness
of snobbish and undemocratic college sororities — a problem which will prove tiresome
to the average grown-up. The acting of
Shirley Mills, who is burdened with one of
the most obnoxious of screen roles, is about
as subtle as that of a high school drama
student and the character's sudden reformation at the fade-out is especially hard to
take. Miss Porter is attractive and capable
as the carnival singer who enters a snooty
college, but the others are below-par.
Jean Porter, singing member of a carnival
troupe, enrolls in a very exclusive co-ed
college where she is immediately exposed to
the snobbishness of Shirley Mills who runs
the school sorority. When William Mason,
the school's most popular male, takes an

remains a genial and likBut neither Bing Crosby
Producer-Director Suthercredit for resurrecting this
farce.
The story opens in London on V-E Day
when Abie Levy (Richard Norris) a member
meets and marof the U.S. Armed Forces,(Jeonne
Dru), a
ries Rosemary Murphy
U.S.O. entertainer. When Norris returns to
America, he is afraid to tell his father,
Michael Chekhov, that he is married to an
Irish girl so he introduces her as his
fiancee, Rosie Murphiski. When Chekhov
plans a real Jewish wedding. Miss Norris ,is
forced to wire her father, J. M. Kerrigan
who is under the impression that his
daugter is marrying an Irish boy. Kerrigan
arrives with a priest and, after the bigoted
fathers battle it out, the youngsters are
married in both the Jewish and Catholic
faiths. However, Chekhov and Kerrigan
refuse to have anything to do with their
children until, a year later, they are all
brought together at the home of Abie and
Rosie who are proud parents of twins,
Patrick Joseph and Rebecca — names which
please each of the grandfathers.
LEYENDECKER

ish matron role,
able character.
Productions nor
land deserve any
behind-the-times

interest in Jean, Shirley does her best to
make life miserable for the new studentJean is accepted as a pledge to the sorority
but, when Shirley learns of her carnival
background, she humiliates her before the
other girls and exposes her humble antecedents. Some of the other girls who resent
Shirley's domination of the sorority, nominate Jean to run against her as "Betty Coed," the most popular girl on the campus.
Shirley fakes a number of ballots, making
it appear as if Jean has won the election by
fraud. The school board takes action to
expel Jean but she quits instead and
launches a tirade against the college's undemocratic ways. Jean is overheard by the
chairman of the college board who persuades her to remain if he institutes reforms. When the sorority is made democratic, Shirley begs Jean's LEYENDECKER
forgiveness.

SWELL

GUY' ANOTHER

OUT-OF-THE-ORDINARY

Rates • • -\- generally; better where

Universal-International
87 minutes
Sonny Tufts, Ann Blyth, Ruth Warrick,
William Gargan, John l.itrl, Thomas Gomez, Mary Nash, Millard Mitchell, Howard
Freeman, Donald Devlin, John Craven,
Ferguson, Anne O'Neal, Charles D. Brown,
Garry Owen, David Clarke, Eugene Parsson,
Directed by Frank Tuttle.
In his second production for Universal
Mark Hellinger again uses the realistic
hard-hitting approach to an out-of-the-ordinary, unpleasant theme. While "Swell Guy"
- an ironical title for the story of an outand-out heel - - lacks the stark melodramatic quality of "The Killers," it, too, is
adult fare which should do well above average generally, particularly if its unusual
selling angles are exploited by exhibitors.
Based on an old Gilbert Emery play, the
script has been brought up to the post-war
period and presents a character study of a
worthless, deceitful scoundrel whose likable
personality lures a nighty girl into an affair
which leaves her pregnant and who almost

THE

RETURN

Rates • 9 • —

OF

MONTE

Columbia
!((> minutes
Louis Hayward,
Barbara
Britton, George
Macready.
Steven
Geray,
Una
O'Connor,
Henry
Stephenson
Ray
Collins,
Ludwig
Donath, Ivan Triesault. jean Del Val, Crane
Whitley, Eugene
Borden.
Directed by Hen'ry Levin.
Here is a typical swashbuckling costume
picture, more melodramatic than credible,
but with the lure of the "Monte Cristo"
title for all adventure-loving fans. Sophisticated audiences in first-runs and class spots
will find it absurd, but returns should be
good in action and family houses, This
Edward Small production employs an
original story dealng with a third-generation Edmond Dantes, grandson of the
original Count of Monte Cristo, who is
swindled out of his inheritance, escapes
from Devil's Island and goes through the
customary "hell-and-high water" before he
vanquishes the villains and wins a fair
lady's hand. Some of the flowery dialogue
and
Dantes'
varied
disguises
will seem

HOME

IN OKLAHOMA'

ONE

Rogers is a favorite;

Republic
~'i minutes
Roy
Rogers, George "Gabby"
Hayes, Dale
Evans,
George
Meeketr,
Carol
Hughes,
Lanny
Rees, George Lloyd, Arthur Space,
Ruby
D and ridge, Frank
Reicher, George
Carleton. The Flying "L" Ranch Quartette,
Boh Nolan and the Sons of the Pioneers,

Trigger.
Directed

by

William

Witney.

Replete with net ion, as well as tunes,
and with a plausible murder-mystery plot,
"Home in Oklahoma" is one of the best of
the Roy Rogers musical westerns to date [I
should clean up wherever the star is a
favorite and make a good dualler generally,
runs a few minutes longer than the
average Ro ers film and the extra footage
is justified by the interest-holding story and
some terrific fistic and shooting action in
the climax. Playing a small town newspaper editor. Rogers takes a more acting
part in solving a minder, knocking out the
:i

ploited
breaks up his brother's happy home life by
playing up to the latter's wife. To top it
all, he plans to steal funds his brother has
collected in a raffle but, in his one decent
gesture, he sacrifices his life to save his
adoring kid nephew from being run over
by a train. Because Hellinger and Director
Frank Tuttle have made no attempt to
justify the weaknesses of the central figures, the film is impressively true-to-life but
the average patron may prefer a happier
ending. However, the small town atmosphere and the natural appearance and actions of its minor characters add a homey
flavor.
When Sonny Tufts, a flashy war correspondent and war hero, pays a visit to his
brother, William Gargan, in his home town,
he completely captivates the townspeople
including his sister-in-law, Ruth Warrick,
and his kid nephew, Donald Devlin Only
his mother, Mary Nash, knows him for the
scoundrel he really is and pleads with him
to leave town. Tufts proceeds to take Ann
Blyth. a wealthy girl, away from John Craven, a legitimate combat hero, but when she
announces she is pregnant, he reveals that

CRISTO"

STRICTLY

in action spots and fami y houses; much

Rates • *> • where

HELLINGER

FILM

ex

FOR

less in first-runs and

he has an abandoned wife in Paris. Meanwhile, Tufts is running a craps game which
is bankrupting the local tradesmen but,
when he loses his winnings and becomes
desperate for money, he tries to persuade
the infatuated Miss Warrick to take the
funds Gargan had collected for a charity
bazaar and run away with him. His mother intervenes to stop him just as word is
received that Devlin is trapped in a oneway railway tunnel. In his one decent act.
Tufts saves the lad who has worshipped
him before he, himself, is ground to death
by a train As Gargan eulogizes his brother
as a real hero, his mother and Miss Warrick remain silent about Tufts' real nature.
The role of the unscrupulous war correspondent is a distinct departure from SonnyTufts' usual light comedy portrayals but.
though he is adequate, he rarely gets under
the skin of the part. Ann Blyth is excellent in another spoiled rich girl characterization -- her first since her attentionperformance in "Mildred Pierce."
getting
Mary Nash is outstanding as the embittered mother who could see through her son
LEYENDECKER

ADVENTURE

LOVERS

class

somewhat juvenile to adult patrons, but the
pictures moves at a fast and exciting pace.
The story's weakest spot is Dante's escape
from Devil's Island, for which elaborate
preparations are made before Director
Henry Levin glosses it over with a few lines
of dialogue. However, the climax, which
takes place on the stage of the Odeon
Theatre is packed with thrills, fisticuffs
and sword-play. Louis Hayward makes a
dashing Dantes even if he occasionally
succumbs to the temptation to place a
tongue-in-cheek pronunciation on his heroic
dialogue. Steven Geray, as an anti-monarchist actor, and George Macready, as the
suave police commissioner and double dyed
villain, are outstanding in support and
Henry Stephenson, Ray Collins and Ludwig
Donath also give convincing portrayals
against period backgrounds. Una O'Connor
adds a few laughs, but Barbara Britton
gives a colorless performance as the heroine.
Edmond Dantes (Louis Hayward) learns
that his grandfather was actually the first
Count of Monte Cristo and that the latter's
estate has been held in trust for him by his
guardian, Henry Stephenson, until he came.

of age. When the will is presented in court.
president, presents another document which names his ward,
Barbara Britton, as only heir to the fortune.
The judge, who is in league with Collins,
declares Stephenson's will a forgery and has
him and Hayward arrested. After Stephenson is murdered by George Macready, the
chief of police. Hayward is shipped to
Devil's Island. With the help of Steven
Geray. an ex-actor, Hayward escapes from
Devil's Island and returns to Marseilles
where he starts his plan for revenge. Hiding
in the Odeon Theatre. Hayward assumes
various disguises and keeps Macready and
Collins searching for him in vain. After he
tricks the judge into confessing that Collins has planned to swindle the innocent
Miss Britton out of the Monte Cristo forCollins'
starts bya run
tune. Hayward
the latter
is killed
an on
angry
mob bank,
and

spots
Ray Collins, bank

Macready is lured to the stage of the Odeon
where he betrays himself to an audience
hidden in the darkened auditorium. Macready is guillotined and Hayward and Miss
Britton are married.

LEYENDECKER

OF dualler
ROY inROGERS
naborhoods BEST

OK

villain and seeing that justice is done and
he handles his acting assignment capably.
He also croons the title song, a tuneful
novelty, "Miguelito" and several others in
his pleasing style. In addition to the regulars - Dale Evans to sing and furnish
pulchritude; George "Gabby" Hayes, who
contributes only snatches of his irascible
comedy, and Bob Nolan and the Sons of
the Pioneers, who score with another
noveltv, "The Everlasting Hills of Oklahoma," the cast also includes Carol Hughes,
who is excellent as a pretty menace, and
Lanny Rees, a likable youngster who plays
an important part in the dramatic doings.
William rou
Witney's
direction
maintains
hout and
the camera
worksus-is
splend'd all factors which help to make
musical westerns the best in
t hi ir field.
Dale Evans, St. Louis newspaper reporter,
arrives in a small Oklahoma town to investigate the mysterious death of the owner
of a large rattle ranch. She goes to see Roy
!
editor of the town newspaper who

takes her to the ranch where the will is to
be read before a gathering that includes
George "Gabby" Hayes, the foreman: Lanny
Rees, his 12-year-old ward, and Carol
Hughes, the niece and only relative of the
dead man. When Miss Hughes learns that
Lanny has inherited the ranch and the bulk
of the estate, she is furious but she remains
on to take part in the various musical
festivities of the town. While riding about
the ranch. Miss Evans uncovers a clue
which makes her suspect the dead man
was murdered. Later. Lanny overhears MisHughes and her accomplice, George Meeker.
their part in the crime and. when
they see him. they try to kill him but he
tumbles into a waterfall and is left for
dead. Rescued by Roy, Lannv tells what
he has overheard and they gather their men
for a spectacular raid on the ranch. They
encounter gun-play and. after Miss Hughes
is shot and confesses, Meeker tries to escape
Roy.
but is captured and brought to justice by
DENLEY
F I L M
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'THE WICKED
Rates • • —

LADY' BRITISH COSTUME

generally; more

where

MELODRAMA

IS EXPLOITABLE

hea vily sold

Universal-International
98 minutes
James Mason, Margaret Lockwood, Patricia
Roc, Griffith Jones, Felix Aylmer, Enid
Stamp Taylor, Michael Rennie, Martita
Hunt, David Home, Beatrice Varley, Francis Lister, Amy
Dalby, Jean Kent, Helen
doss.

Directed bv Leslie A'rliss.
"The Wicked Lady" is a lusty, highly
melodramatic, unashamedly sexy costume
picture import from Britain. Although some
cuts have been made and low-cut bodices
covered up for the American market, its
title character is such a scheming, adulterous killer that it lends itself to sensational
exploitation that should bring good returns
generally. The ladies will enjoy it more than
the males, but it's not suited to juvenile
audiences. The current popularity of James
Mason, who plays a ruthless highwayman in
a dashing manner that should delight his
fans, will get this off to a strong returns in
first-runs and class houses. Actually, the
story is too similar to "The Man in Grey,"
another British-made in which Mason and
Miss
Lockwood
recently
appeared,
and

'JOHNNY

FRENCHMAN'

Rates © • —

as dualler generally; more

much of the dialogue is high-sounding and
old-fashioned to the extent that it may induce chuckles during some of the more
tragic scenes. The heartless central figure's
extra-marital activities, although not actually shown, are quite apparent and there
are frequent references to the highwayman
and his "doxy." The most amusing scene
is Mason's hanging in which he addresses
his "friends" like a matinee idol while
peddlers sell souvenirs in the form of miniature hanging blocks. The period costumes
are rich and revealing and the settings
lavish and authentic.
During the reign of Charles II, Patricia
Roc becomes engaged to a British landowner, Griffith Jones- When Miss Roc's selfcentered cousin, Margaret Lockwood, to be
maid-of-honor, she selfishly sets out to capture Jone for herself and Miss Roc, to
stifle gossip, steps aside. After the wedding,
Miss Lockwood becomes bored with country
life and, when she loses her favorite jewel
in a card game, she turns highwayman to
regain it. While holding up a coach, she
meets James Mason, one of the most
notorious road robbers and they fall in
love and pursue their highway career together. When Felix Aylmer, a religious
family
retainer,
learns
her secret,
Miss

BRITISH IMPORT APPEAL. LIMITED

in arty houses
in Hollywood-made product. The age-old
rivalry between Cornish and Breton fisherUnive'rsal-International
(Prestige)
104 minutes
folk is treated in good-humored fashion in
the early reels, but with the declaration of
Francoise Rosay, Tom Walls, Patricia Roc,
World War II, the story takes a more serRalph Michael, Paul Dupuis, Drusilla Wills,
ious turn with considerable action and a
Frederick
Piper, Beatrice
Varley,
James
few thrills. One highly suspenseful episode
Harcourt.
shows a fishing boat catching a floating
Directed by Charles Frend.
mine, which endangers the whole village, in
a net and towing it out to sea, where it
explodes. Although a youthful romance is
This importation from J. Arthur Rank's
British organization will not mean much to
interwoven in the plot, the most interesting
the average American theatre. Although it sequences are those dealing with a shrewhas some human interest, local color and
ish, middle-aged woman poacher and her
arch-enemy, a crusty old harbour-master.
superb characterizations, "Johnny FrenchMme Rosay, remembered for her brilliant
man" is semi-documentary in its tale of life
among fishing folk and its 104-minutes runportrayals in "Carnival in Flanders" and
ning time makes it too long for the sup"Portrait of a Woman," contributes another
porting spot on dual bills — the only spot it dynamic performance as the salty French
merits generally. It should do better in the
matriarch and Tom Walls makes a splendid
comedy foil as the stubborn Cornishman.
arty houses, where the incomparable Francoise Rosay has a following. Produced by
Patricia Roc and Paul Dupuis are natural
Michael Balcon against actual Cornish fishand appealing as the British-French romaning village backgrounds and employing
tic pair.
Francoise Rosay, shrewish leader of the
mostly unfamiliar actors to play the rugged
Breton fisher-folk who repeatedly poaches
fisher-folk, the picture moves leisurely and
achieves a realism impossible to duplicate
on Cornish fishing grounds yet evades pay-

TUMBLEWEED

TRAIL' AVERAGE

Rates • • in western

houses only

PRC Pictures
57 minutes
Eddie Dean, Roscoe Ates, Shirley Patterson,
Johnny
McGovern,
Bob
Duncan,
Kermit
Maynard
Jack
O'Shea, Ted Adams,
Bill
Faweett, The Sunshine Boys.
Directed by Robert Emmett Tansey.
"Tumbleweed Trail" is an average western with a few new story twists and at
least three whiz-bang fistic encounters to
keep the avid cowboy fans entertained.
Unlike the early Eddie Dean westerns, in
which Cinecolor added some picture-postcard backgrounds, but little else, this is in
black-and-white. However, the singing star,
his blundering comedy relief, Roscoe Ates,
10

Lockwood pretends to reform while planning to poison the old man. After Aylmer
is dead, she resumes her career but, when
she learns that Mason has a new mistress,
she reveals his hide-out and he is condemned to be hanged. In the meantime,
Jones realizes he really loves Miss Roc
although the latter has become engaged to
Michael Rennie, who Miss Lockwood also
desires. Mason escapes his hanging and
threatens to expose Miss Lockwood but she
coldbloodedly shoots him. Then, in her
highwayman's robes, she holds up her
husband's coach, intending to kill him so
she can have Rennie. Instead, the latter
steps out and shoots her and, when she
confesses her crimes to him, he leaves her
to die alone. Miss Roc can then marry
Jones.
James Mason is dark, evil-looking and unshaven — exactly as his admirers like him.
Margaret Lockwood looks lovely at all
times, but she is scarcely believable when
she dons a mask and highwayman's outfit
and gives high-voiced orders at the point
of a gun. Patricia Roc is more appealing
and far more convincing as her loyal
cousin and Felix Aylmer is excellent as a
bible-quoting servant.
YORK

ing harbour dues, has a son, Paul Dupuis,
who is attracted to Patricia Roc, daughter
of Tom Walls, who holds a particular
grudge against the French. The feud, which
has been going on for years, is partially
healed when the poaching Frenchmen turn
and help the Cornishmen land a gigantic
catch. There is general feasting and then
a friendly wrestling match between Dupuis
and Ralph Michael, a Cornish lad who had
been courting Miss Roc. When the Dupuis
is thrown and breaks his leg, Mme Rosay
claims Michael fouled him and the feud is
on again. When the Germans over-run
France in 1940, the French fisher-folk escape to the Cornish village. Michael is
called to war and, after a misunderstanding
between Dupuis and Miss Roc, they are
married, despite Walls' fierce opposition. A
floating mine which approaches the breakwater endangers the whole village until
Mme Rosay puts out in her little boat and
tows it out to sea before it explodes. This
courageous feat endears her to the Breton
villagers and Walls finally gives Dupuis and
his daughter his blessing.

LEYENDECKER

EDDIE DEAN WESTERN

and attractive Shirley Patterson make a
good combination which should satisfy in
action spots. Miss Patterson, who plays a
self-reliant ranch owner, and her kid
brother, played in natural fashion by
Johnny McGovern, are an important part
of this cattle country plot and add the
human interest so often lacking in cowboy
fare- Dean, who croons three songs, including the lilting title tune, has lost his cameraconscious style of acting and Roscoe Ates'
.stuttering delivery always gets a few
chuckles.
Bob Duncan, a thieving cattleman, sends
his henchmen to kill Kermit Maynard. so
that he can present the latter's forged will
and claim the ranch and cattle rightfully
belonging to Maynard's children, Shirley
Patterson
and
Johnny
McGovern.
When

Maynard disappears and Duncan is named
as his heir, he orders Miss Patterson off
the ranch but she refuses to leave. When
Eddie Dean and his side-kick, Roscoe Ates,
arrive, Miss Patterson gives them jobs as
cowhands and the latter get back the cattle
stolen by Duncan. Duncan arrives with the
sheriff but Dean shows them a bill of sale
to him signed by Maynard. Duncan then
plans to ambush Dean but the latter, instead captures Jack O'Shea. one of the
crooks. After the latter tells everything
about Duncan's crooked activities, Maynard
suddenly shows up and admits he was only
wounded by Duncan's men and went into
hiding while Dean got evidence against his
enemies. After a terrific gun battle, Dean
and Maynard win out.
YORK
FILM
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Produced by
JACK
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Directed by JACK BERNHARD
Screenplay by NED YOUNG
Original Story by STANLEY RUBIN
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'TILL THE CLOUDS

j z>

What the Newspaper Critics Say About New Films
ROLL BY"

METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER
"Tpo put it mildly tne picture is colossal in color, size and sound
■*■
..The
music
is gorgeous
popular
stuff,
the
production
stupendous,
the stars plentiful, and the story insignificant."
WINSTEN,
N. Y. POST.
"v«7/ny did Metro have to cook up a thoroughly phoney yarn...
^*
And why did it have to dc it in such a hackneyed and sentimental way... With
such a plethora of performers it certainly
could have stuck to production and let story go." — CROWTHER,
N. Y. TIMES.
"HP he main thing, the good, deep, rewarding thing about 'Till The
-■■ Clouds Roll By' is the music of Jerome Kern ..So lovely and
evocative, and rendered always so respectfully and occasionally
so vei\ well, that one wishes it would go on forever . .Though it
mei.nt enduring still more of the story, no price would be too
great' — AGER, PM.
"/Grandiloquent and somewhat surfeiting screen musical. . .Mam^-* moth and gaudily tinted variety entertainment. . .The songs,
the
st^rs and
the production
numbers
are
what
matter."
BARNES,
N. Y. HERALD
TRIBUNE.
"V/ou needn't bother about details of the dramatic side of this
■*■ picture. Its singing and dancing numbers are the main thing
and most of them are excellent." -- COOK, N. Y. WORLDTELEGRAM.
"/^"avalcade of Jerome Kern tunes, beautifully sung against color^-* ful and lavish backgrounds. . .Song, not story, is the thing
...Good, light holiday entertainment."— CAMERON, N. Y. DAILY
NEWS.

'MY DARLING
CLEMENTINE'
CENTURY-FOX

TWENTIETH

"V^ve.i waii standard Western fiction — and that's what the script
has enjoined — Mr. Ford can evoke fine sensations and curiously -captivating moods . .Dynamic composition of Western
legend and scenery ..The gentlemen are perfect. Their humors
are earth.,, 'their activities are taut. The mortality rate is simply terrific. And the picture goes off with several bangs."
CROWTHER, N. Y. TIMES.
' TJigli-ciass Western thriller .. .Rousing melodrama
staged with
A polish and great pictorial quality .. .Ford covers up the ancient, creaking Western outline with sheer technique until it
shows through in only a few spots. . .Directorial 'extras' make 'My
Darling Clementine' a smootn and superior motion picture, wild
wcollj* Western though it certainly is." -- GUERNSEY, N. Y.
HERALD
TRIBUNE.
"■pord's
instinctgrows
for
when sure
the action
here is the flimsy Western
his gifts. Nothing he can
ing than the usual cowboy
WORLD-TELEGRAM.

characterization
and His
senseshortcoming
of climax
hot never fails him.
story on which he has chosen to lavish
do for it makes it much more interestand bad man picture." — COOK, N. Y.

"]P\ii ector John Ford in the saddle again, giving the good old
*-^ formula his special size and scope and polish, timing his action so that the impending explosions surprise — so that though
you know they're coming, you don't know from which direction
nor what shall set them off." — AGER, PM.
" \V'7hat sets this Western aside from most Westerns is the fact
vv that it's a super-production. It goes a little farther off by
itself with genuine characterizations and some performances that
stand up in any company. And finally, it stands almost entirely
alone in the extraordinary beauty of the western scene caught in
these frames. . .'My Darling Clementine' is the least appropriate
name of the decade tacked onto a thriller western of indelible
beauty."— WINSTEN,
N. Y. POST.

'MAGNIFICENT

UNIVERSAL

DOLL'

"TTeaven help the school teachers who have to undo this film's
*■ * fallacious work... Miss Rogers wears her Lilly Dache hats
and her Vera West gowns with more attention than she seems to
be giving to her lines — which is not altogether reprehensible, for
the lines are distressingly dull... If the producers. Jack Skirball
ami Bruce Manning, meant to make this a film in freedom's cause,
they have failed almost as badly as they have failed to make it
fun."
CROWTHER,
N. Y. TIMES.
"/"""•onsidei able research and some first-rate players have been
squandered on 'Magnificent Doll" to little dramatic avail...
As flat as a calendar illustration .. .Either as a historical romance

or as aji examination of our country's growing pains 'Magnificent
Doll' amounts to no more than a lot of contrived waste motion."
—BARNES, N. Y. HERALD TRIBUNE.
18

"XTiven gives the picture occasional touches of fiery life in the
•*- Burr role but he cannot keep things lively all by himself.
Dolly Madison was one of the most intriguing figures of early
American history and it seems a shame to make a movie that will
give unwary audiences an idea that she was anything like this
Ginger Rogers creation. Above everything else, neither Mrs.
Madison nor her career were dull." -- COOK, N. Y. WORLDTELEGRAM.
'TTistorical romance of splendid intentions, many of which are
frustrated by too many words and a misleading impression
of Hollywood's tampering with the facts of history . .Not a frivolous treatment; it simply doesn't measure up to great proportions.
And when it tries, it succeeds only in being slow, wordy, mildly
interesting and good-hearted."— WINSTEN,
N. Y. POST.

GALLANT

BESS'

METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER
"Tphe younger generation certainly will go for Metro's Cine-*- colored account of a boy's great love for his horse which,
with dramatic impact and a nice sense of humor besides, is offered
via 'Gallant Bess ..Not a glamour gal around — and she isn't
even missed!"— THIRER, N. Y. POST.
"Dess gives an impressive exhibition of tricks. . .Andrew Mar*~* ton's direction aims to emotionalize the film as much as possible and to capitalize on the pictorial possibilities of a mare
romping about on color film. All that is wanting in 'Gallant Bess'
is an adult story and imaginative approach to the affection between man and animal." — GUERNSEY, N. Y. HERALD
TRIBUNE.
'"^77hen 'Gallant Bess' forgets the war and the maudlin senti** mentality., .and devotes all of its attention to Bess and her
bag of tricks, it's an altogether delightful picture. . .It's just too
bad that there isn't much more of Bess and somewhat less story."
PRYOR,
N. Y. TIMES.

THAT BRENNAN

REPUBLIC

GIRL'

"/"\ver-sentimentalized moral thesis expounded in rather maud^^ lin terms of mom and babies. . .Santell's direction points up
every tear-jerking
quality in the script. . .Tiresomely
naive and
saccharine
film
drama."
—
GUERNSEY,
N.
Y.
HERALD
TRIBUNE.
"Deal old-fashioned tear-jerker, modernized sufficiently in events
•**• and tempo to take it out of the dated category. . .A surprising
number of moviegoers are going to find it just up their alleyr despite the fact that it isn't at all arty, educational, or even deeply realistic. . .There is some pleasant comedy in the script and
director Santell has combined the hard-boiled and the gentle with
a knowing megaphone." — THIRER, N. Y. POST.
"T^Vecidedly lachrymose drama... For all of its preachments, the
*~* film fails to be more convincing than a soap opera or a particularly saccharine nugget out of the pulp magazines." — A. W.,
N. Y. TIMES.
"Olow
quickie, containing
a convincing
hard
performance
by
*~*' Miss Duprez;
plenty of shots of Miss Freeman's chiselled,
photogenic baby face; and an occasional bit of truth seasoning a
mass of pulp."— AGER, PM.
"/"\ne of Hollywood's occasional helpful gestures toward the un^-^ wary who need a reminder about mending their ways ..In
case you can't find enough soap operas on the radio, here is your
chance at an extra one in a movie theater." - COOK, N. Y.
WORLD-TELEGRAM.

'WANTED

FOR MURDER'

TWENTIETH CENTURY-FOX
"/~Yniy fairly suspenseful. . .Action is so badly and strongly ac^^ cented for menace that it largely defeats its own purpose"...
Lacks the expert and consecutive directorial touches to keep its
watchers on tenterhooks."— GUERNSEY, N. Y. HERALD TRI"TJlodding
murder
melodrama
in their most
leisurely style, al*■ most a certainty to try the patience of audiences used to
Hollywood's brisk treatment of such subjects. . .These makers of
B pictures must learn the Holly^wood trick of getting on with
their story and never slackening their attention to stirring ur
crisp
excitement in these little trifles."— COOK, N. Y. WORLE TELEGRAM.
"Cnthusiasts of fright and violence are advised not to push and
*-' shove. For this is one of those dramas of a studied and
literate sort which gives the impression that it was written and
made between sips of tea. . .Several earnest young people pop in
and out. It's too bad that their polished endeavors are so comTIMES. pletely lacking in turbulence and suspense." — CROWTHER, N. Y.

FILM
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PICTURE
of the issue
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The hardboiled mother, June Duprez,
teaches her 14-year-old daughter, Mona
Freeman, the art of make-up, so that
the child, too, will know "to play men
for suckers".

"THAT BRENNAN

GIRL". . exploitation
. Republic's
Exploitation Lulu!
pictures that has come the exhibi-

Here, without question, is one of the meatiest

tor's way in many months. That Brennan Girl was written by Adela Rogers St. Johns, one
of the ace fiction writers in the land, and it is a story that is sensational, emotional and daring — about a girl who wages a gallant fight to overcome the environment of evil spun around
her by her own wicked mother. It is strong, arresting, scalding entertainment that demands
appropriate salesmanship by the showmen who will exhibit it. And, given such treatment, it
should respond with topflight grosses.

i Continued on Sexi Pagt

EXPLOITATION PICTURE
(Continued from Preceding Page)

"THAT
A

Republic

Mona

Picture.

Freeman.

Charles Arnt.
St. John.

William
Rosalind

BRENNAN

GIRL"

CREDITS

Producer-Oirector, Alfred Santell.

Cast: James

Dunn.

Marshall. June Dupre;. Frank Jenks. Dorothy Vaughan,
Ivan, Fay

Helm.

Screen Play by Doris Anderson.

From

the Story by Adela

Photographed

by Jack Marta,

Rogers
A.S.C

4. Neilsen returns to duty, and their baby is born to Ziggy.
The crushing news of Neilsen's death stuns Ziggy, but after a
period of lonely nights, she longs for the gayety of her old
crowd, which Reagan has just rejoined after serving a prison
term.

1, Youthful Ziggy Brennan (Mona Freeman) is taught, early by her
mother, Natalie (June Duprez), that if she learns the tricks about
handling men she will never have to work for a living. Ziggy starts
by stealing a student's pin and is expelled from school.
5. When she leaves the baby evenings
"sitter," the latter sneaks out for a joy
almost strangles. Brought to court by
forced to give up the baby and it is put

20

in care of a flighty
ride, and the baby
neighbors, Ziggy is
in a welfare house.

2. Some years later, she meets Denny Reagan (James Dunn) who
has a furniture moving racket. When he flashes the expensive diamond he has concealed in his ring, she is convinced that it will pay
her to join his gang. Reagan begins to take more than a business
interest in her.

6# She visits Reagan to enlist his aid in getting her babyback, but her behavior has turned him against her and he
refuses. Ziggy visits the juvenile home regularly watching
her baby — from the outside — and when she finds an abandoned baby in church, she takes it under her wing and gives
it all her love and care.

3. In a night club, Ziggy meets Mart Neilson (William Marshall),
soon to go back to duty in enemy waters, and steals his watch. He
makes her return it and they fall in love. Though he sees Ziggy and
then her mother at their worst, he still wants to marry her, and does.

7. When Reagan is brought by a friendly cab driver to the
realization that Ziggy has changed, he realizes he is in love
with her, and once again in court, Ziggy is permitted not
only to keep her adopted child, but receives custody of her
own baby, with Reagan as her husband-to-be.
FILM
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COLUMBIA

SIZE-UPS

The quarrel which has simmered for months between director
Charles Vidor and Harry Cohn broke all over the front pages
of the local newspapers last week in an ugly fashion. Vidor has
been trying to get out of his contract for many months. His
efforts caused difficulty on the Rosalind Russell-Melvyn Douglas
film, "The Guilt of Janet Ames." It has been apparent in his
refusal of scripts, his attitude in general. Now, the strain has
broken and the personal lives of both men are being smeared in
public print. The most regrettable feature cf such a situation is
its reflection on the entire industry. Such tripe as the newspapers
have played up can only make both men sound like fools or worse
and can only result in the public generalizing the whole industry
into the category that this story indicates.
The net result of the fuss will be that Vidor will leave Columbia (as he had planned to do from the beginning) and join the
Warner studio.
Jos. Lewis To Be Top Director
When this messy situation is finally settled and Vidor has left
the lot, Joseph H. Lewis is slated to take the spot as Cohn's top
director. Lewis has made a mark for himself with "My Name Is
Julia Ross" and "Something in the Night." Both of these lowbudget, short-schedule pictures got good notices from critics- He
turned them in on 12-day schedules with little known players in
his casts. Lewis started as an assistant cutter at Metro. He left
there when he got no break, worked as an editor, made westerns,
made pictures in five days under the worst possible conditions. He
finally scored with "Minstrel Man" for PRC, a twelve-day stint,
that did real business. His shooting of the production number
in "The Jolson Story" makes him a likely contender for future
Hayworth
musicals.
Wallace MacDonald, Ted Richmond and Colbert Clark, producers of some of Columbia's most profitable B pictures, have
had their options picked up. Clark is the Durango Kid specialist.
MacDonald guides the Blondie series and Richmond concentrates
on westerns.
Harry Cohn has closed a deal with James Cassidy for the release of his independent production, "See What I Mean" from the
Lewis Browne novel. Cassidy will start his production shortly
after the first of the
one of the top roles. year with 'Walter Huston being dickered for
Three new pictures in production include one Durango Kid
piece, "Riders of The Lone Star," "Bulldog Drummond at Bay"
and "For The Love of Rusty."

EAGLE - LION
Still no production on this lot, but Bryan Foy is busy preparing his first picture under the Eagle-Lion
banner.
"Son of
( Casanova" is the picture and Arturo de Cordova is to be starred.
Foy plans to make a Spanish version simultaneously
for the
1 South American and Mexican market.
Final title on "Amy Comes Across" is "Lost Honeymoon"
This one, which cs-stars Franchot Tone and Ann Richards
travel the worldwide circuit of the Arthur Rank distribution will
organization. Itopens in England in March. The Eagle-Lion setup m turn will distribute "Bedelia," with Margaret Lockwood and
Ian Hunter, and "The Adventuress," starring Deborah Kerr, in
U. S. spots. The first named releases here about January 15.

METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER
This studio is planning a heavy schedule for Spencer Tracy
in the next six or eight months. First on the Tracy schedule is
"Cass Timberlane," which rolls next month. Then the actor
will star in "Lust For Life," the Irving Stone novel based
the
life of artist Vincent Van Gogh. The studio has a*lso juston purchased abiography of the author, A. J. Cronin, with Tracy in
mind for the role.
Despite the curtailment of production announced a few weeks
ago, Metro heads into the new year with seven new pictures listed
for starting during January. They are: "The Hucksters" (Deborah Kerr got the leading female role in this one after many
other actresses were tested) "Cass Timberlane,"
"The Nutmeg
DECEMBER
23,
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Behind the Scenes of Film Production
Tree," "The Pirate," "Belle of New York," "The Whispering Cup"
and "Virtuous." Casting details on all of these films will be
announced
shortly.
Considered a result of the recent shake-up in the executive end
of the studio is the resignation of Producer M. J. Siegel.
He had
been on the executive staff of the company for the past
years during which he supervised such films as "Our Vines Have
Tender Grapes," "Lassie," and "Two Smart People."
The producer
' ites that he will form his own company within a short time.
Melvyn Douglas Wins Suit
Al Lewis is another producer leaving the Metro fold. He
will join Universal-International
in a similar capacity.
Lewis,
who has been with the company for four years, recently completed "Merton of the Movies," the Red Skelton starrer, which,
the grapevine says, may never be released.
Another Lewis chore
was the Skelton film, "The Show-Off."
Melvyn Douglas has won his suit for release from the sevenyear pact he had with MGM. The actor's attorneys set forth
that seven years had elapsed since the signing and that, according to the Labor Code, the contract was ended in spite of the
fact that Douglas signed a military waiver when he went into
service. Douglas said that he had signed the waiver as a matter
of form not realizing its significance. If the court had not upheld
the Douglas plea, he would have been tied to Metro till 1951 under
the terms of the military suspension, plus other shorter suspensions which would have been invoked. The actor has his own
production plans.
Garland Gets Advice
Judy Garland has been signed to a new contract by the studio
and her first under the ticket will be "The Good Old Summertime," with Gene Kelly as her co-star and Arthur Freed producing.
It is the hope of Metro executives and Miss Garland's
friends
that she will be a bit more attentive to the suggestions of the men
who helped build her into an important personality in show business. For some reason, the Garland talents in the last few tries
has had a psuedo-sophistication that neither enhances nor
strengthens it. The American show-minded public
Judy
Garland to its heart because she had a native warmthtook
and sincerity along with the talent of voice and acting. If she is a
smart young woman, she will seek to recapture those qualities
to maintain her box-office ranking.
No new starters last week, but five continue shooting: "Romance of Rosy Ridge" (Van Johnson-Janet Leigh), "Green Dolphin Street" (Lana Turner-Van Hefiin), "Song of Love" (Katharine Hepburn-Paul Henreid), "The Birds and the Bees" (Jeanette
MacDonald-Jo
Iturbi) and "The Rich Full Life" (Elizabeth
Taylor-George seMurphy).

MONOGRAM
Allied Artists, the newly formed companv for Monogram's
independent productions, will be handled in the advertising field
by Buchanan and Company. First to go under this new banner
will be "It Happened On Fifth Avenue," the Rov Del Ruth product ;on recently completed. A budget of $250,000 has been set
up to sell this. Others to follow in the Allied Artists set-up will
be "Smart Woman," starring Constance Bennett: "Tragic Symphony;"r "Gun production
Crazy" and "Last of the Bad Men." all scheduled'for
million-dolla
budgets.
Plans for production of "Tragic Symphony" cont-nue under
Ben GInzer and Nathaniel Finston.
Sir Cedric Hai
tins
already been cast and the producers arc combin
ibilities for other key roles. Production is planned to start shortly
after the first of the year.
King Bros. Next Set
Hal Chester will be working through Allied Artists when he
starts production on "Smart Woman."
Others
production schedule for 1947 include "The Big Story."on "A('
Guy Named
Joe Palooka" and "Masterpiece."
The King- Brothers will start a picture next month under the
Allied banner also. It is "Low Company," with no casting named
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yet. Other King productions on the Allied schedule are "Gun
Crazy," a MacKinlay Kantor story, and "Last of the Bad Men"
by Steve MonaghanThree new pictures started last week: "Black Gold" in Cinecolor (Anthony Quinn and Katherine DeMille), "High Conquest"
(Anna Lee-Gilbert Roland) and "Violence" (Nancy Coleman-Michael O'Shea). Latter is the first of the Bernhard and Brandt
productions.

PARAMOUNT
Henry Ginsberg announced last week that Phyllis Calvert,
now making "Time Out of Mind" at Universal-International, has
been signed to a term contract at Paramount. No terms of the
deal were divulged but it is understood that the English actress,
as soon as she finishes her U-I stint, she will return to England
for a short stay. Then she is due back at Paramount about March
1 for her first picture now titled, "Make You A Fine Wife."
Hal Wallis got another picture under way last week with Burt
Lancaster and Lizabeth Scott in top roles. The picture is called
"Deadlock." Wallis was fortunate in the success Lancaster achieved in Mark Hellinger's "The Killers. Another Wallis discovery
goes into this one along with Lancaster and Scott; he is Kirk
Douglas, who initialed in "Searching Wind."
Pine-Thomas Click
This column has, from time to time, made mention of the
astuteness of Bill Pine and Bill Thomas in their picture making
program. While most other producers boast of million-dollar
budgets, these two men have made their low-budget programs a
trade mark. They pride themselves, too, on a shooting schedule
which rarely exceeds two weeks. Now, they have solid proof of
their claim that entertaining as well as profitable product can be
made on this basis. "Fear In The Night," their first attempt at a
psychological thriller, has the suspense, the pace and the entertainment value equal to many of its more expensive counterparts. There are no Academy Award performances, it is true,
nor lavish production values. But frame by frame, in the opinion
of this department, it is a solid piece of business- At a cost of
approximately $180,000 and within eight days, a good piece of
merchandise was completed. This is no suggestion or intimation
that all productions should be made for $180,000 in one week. It
is merely to point out that it can be done. It might be a good
reminder to those producers of Hollywood who have been championing the glory of English films to take a look at "Fear In The
Night" as an achievement which is uniquely Hollywood. To
writer-director Maxwell Shane should go a good portion of the
credit for the smoothness of this picture.

PRC
Apparently PRC is serious about its determination to make
"Red Stallion" one of its "most important pictures" to date. Not
only was the shooting schedule on this one longer than the usual
allotment, but now President Harry Thomas states that the advertising schedule has been upped considerably. The picture is
done in Cinecolor and it will be interesting to watch the exploitation program on this one develop.
Two pictures in production: "Border Feud," a western with
Al La Rue and Al St. John, and "It's All In The Game," a Marvin
Stahl production featuring James Brown and Noreen Nash.

REPUBLIC
The Nelson Eddy-Ilona Massey musical, already close to pro.
duction wind-up, is still without a name. Several titles were
tagged tentatively, but after a day or so each one was dropped in
succession. Republic is counting heavily on this one both from
a point of prestige and profits, so the name is important. By
the time they are ready for their exploitation program, they will
undoubtedly have the final title. This is certainly a wiser move
than the psocess so lommon in Hollywood of exploiting a title
all
the way through production and then changing it just before
release.

"Bells of St Angelo," a Roy Rogers-Dale
western got
under way last week, giving the studio four Evans
pictures in production. 'IGallant Man" (Don Ameche-Catherine McLeod) "Wyoming* (William Elliott-Vera Ralston) and the Eddy-Massey
musical complete
the quartet.
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RKO-RADIO
It may well be that the trend indicated by the Metro curtailment of pictures on its 1946-47 schedule will set a pattern here or
at least project an influence. RKO, particularly, seems to be
watching closely and holding back its full power. At the moment,
there are only two pictures in production, one of which is an
independent production. And there is nothing set for immediate
starting within the next four weeks.
Of course, most studios usually curtail production through
the holiday season. But RKO has turned more and more to
emphasis on its outside pictures with less concentration on its
own product except in the B field. It is possible and probable
that this is a year-end slump, that and nothing more. But the
indications seem to point generally towards a slowing down, a
period of watching developments. Upped production costs are,
of course, a major factor in this attitude as well as the big
question mark surrounding public will and ability to buy tickets
in the next two years.
Option Ida Lupino Story
RKO has an option ca a story written by Ida Lupino, a Warner star. The story, titled "Miss Pennington," is being worked
over in the script division, while the studio just handed Miss
Lupino $50,000 for another four month option.
Independent Artists Inc., the Freddie Brisson-Rosalind Russell-Dudley Nichols association, has opened its offices on the RKO
lot. First production by this new team will be a comedy starring
Miss Russell- Two more properties are scheduled for 1947 making,
story.
"The Velvet Touch" and "The Little Wife," a recently acquired
Jesse Lasky
000,000 for four
mission" goes in
Bells." Also on

and Walter MacEwen have set a budget of $6..
films which they will produce for RKO. "InterFebruary to be followed by "The Miracle of The
the schedule are "The Apple Tree" and "Caruso

SingsRKO
Tonight."
has signed Sam and Bella Spewack to write and produce "The Night Is Young." This is the first producing deal,
these ace writers have ever had and puts them in the position
of carrying through an original idea to its full completion.

20th CENTURY-FOX
Sol Siegel, who resigned from his Paramount producership
several months ago, has signed a contract with Darryl F. Zanuck
and reports to this studio January 1 for active participation in the
1947 program. Siegel, who spent four years at Paramount, completed his chores there with "Blue Skies" and "Perils of Pauline."
Box-office returns on "Razor's Edge" continue to hold up in
first runs, despite a mixed press. This production's reception
thus far is proof of the power of good box-officenames and an
expansive exploitation program. For months before the picture
was completed, the studio took advantage of every press medium
possible and the advertising columns. As a result, the public
was primed when the picture finally was released and it was this
priming which was a major factor in selling the show, thus far.
Six Features Shooting
The production pace is strong here with six features shooting:
"Forever Amber," "Mother Wore Tights." "Moss Rose," "It's
Only Human" (formerly called "Big Heart"), 'Captain From
Castile" and "The Ghost and Mrs. Muir." Three of these are in
Technicolor, one of the biggest headaches of the industry these
days. In the Technicolor plant, as of this writing, there is $100.000.000 worth of film tied up. This delay (which is great even
under normal labor conditions) is one of the factors in the curtailment program which seems to be shaping up. No studio can
afford to have from 20 million dollars tied up in pictures laying
in process laboratories.

UNITED

ARTISTS

The break between David O. Selznick and United Artists which
has been anticipated and threatened
for years finally ram.
week, crystallized by the "Duel In The Sun" distribution argument. This final break is the result of an attempted squeeze play
that has been on the books for years between Chaplin and PickFJLM
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last
director of advertising and exploitation, resigned the post
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Taplmge
S.
Robert
tion.
produc
to
week presumably to return
s
who was publicity director under Einfeld at Warner Brother
of
stepped in to the Schulberg spot as vice president in charge
advertising and publicity. He will go to work immediately on
campaigns for "Arch of Triumph" and "Ramrod." Barbara Stan,
wyck has been set by Enterprise for her second picture, titled
"Cattle Kate." The picture will be made in color with Wolfgang
Reinhardt producing.
James Cagney has bought the screen rights to "The Time of
Your Life," the William Saroyan play so successful several seasons back. This is a good role for Cagney and he may recapture
some of his lost stature as a box-office personality. Cagney has
been off the screen for a long time and his role in the 20th Century production, "13 Rue Madeleine" while solid, will not help
him measurably, since the picture itself is anti-climax in the
telling of the OSS story.
Hal Roach has set a budget of $1,000,000 (wonder what producers would do without that figure!) on "Mr. Wilmer," a picture
to be started shortly after the first of the year in Cinecolor. Hal
Roach Jr. will be executive producer and Bebe Daniels will be
producer.
The U. A. board has approved the contract with Golden Productions for three pictures, one a year for three years, to be released through UA. The 1947 piece will be "Eddie and the Archangel Mike."
Sears Asks New Stars
Interesting comment arose from the recent sales meeting
held here by Gradwell Sears- The group insisted that the individual producers had better borrow or start building new names
to avoid the present situation where actors and actresses who go
from one UA producer to another, end up playing against each
other in different theatres in the same cities. The particular
examples pointed out were George Sanders, Hedy Lamarr and
Robert Cummings. all currently in several UA pictures and bound
to run into themselves at one point or another in the general
release. This is not smart business and the producers were urged
to take warning and correct the situation.
The new Seymour Nebenzal production, "Heaven Only Knows,"
with Robert Cummings, Brian Donlevy and Jorja Cortwright, got
under way last week with Al Rogell directing for Nebenzal. That
gives UA nine in work including the move over of Enterprise's
"The Other Love."

UNIVERSAL

- INTERNATIONAL

Not surprising to learn that "Up In Central Park," scheduled
for Deanna Durbin, has been postponed once more. One of the
reasons given for the delay is the Technicolor situation and another, not given, is that this one, to be good, must have top production and direction and it may be that the executives are going
to make their decisions carefully rather than risk getting anything
but the best.
Meanwhile, Miss Durbin goes into a comedy called "For The
Love of
produce. Mary," which Irving Pichel will direct and Joseph Sistrom
Patric Knowles was borrowed from Paramount for one of
the leading roles in "Ivy" opposite Joan Fontaine. The story calls
for three important male characters all of whom are in love with
the heroine. Richard Ney and Herbert Marshall take the other
two parts.
Mark Hellinger has signed Jules Dassin, a former Metro
director, to a three picture directing deal. Dassin's first will be a
Burt Lancaster starrer.
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WARNER

BROS.

It is strongly rumored that now that Mervyn LeRoy has
settled his Arrowhead Productions contract with Warner Bros.,
he will return to Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer on a new seven year contract paying him $4,000 weekly This is a small salary for a man
of LeRoy's reputation and ability. He could certainly make more
on independent deals, but he has had a lot of bad luck with his
independent ventures and apparently prefers the solid feeling of
having Metro behind him to handle all the production worries.
LeRoy has gone from one bad break to another; first "The
Robe," then a struggle with the script of "The Fountainhead,"
then trouble on "Without Reservations" and eight months of
preparation on "Little Women" for Selznick that went down the
drain.
What
It seems
by some
costs are

will happen to "The Robe" now becomes questionable.
reasonable to guess that the property will be acquired
major producer (or producing company) and held until
within reason to make this picture a profitable venture.

WB's Academy Candidate
Interesting to note that Warner Brothers have swung their
campaign for Academy Awards back from "Deception" to "Humoresque." It seems that despite, the pressure of their top star
wanting her name up in the running, the box-office and reviews
indicate that "Deception" is not strong enough to compete picturewise or performance-wise in this year's stiff competition. So,
the pressure will go to "Humoresque" with emphasis on the
performances of John Garfield and Joan Crawford. The actress,
by the way, has broken all the rules again by walking off with
the annual Golden Apple from the Hollywood Women's Press
Club for the second year in a row. She got it for the first time
in her career last year and now, she gets it again — something
no other player ever rated. The award makes her "the most
cooperative actress" of the year from a point of view of public
relations. Coming from a group of slightly blase women magazine
and newspaper writers, this is quite an achievement.
Speaking of the Academy Awards, the group rescinded the
ruling passed a few weeks ago to permit producers who, because
of problems beyond their control, could not get their pictures
;n under the December 31 showing deadline. The ruling raised
quite a furore because it was implied that pressure had been
brought to bear for such producers as Frank Capra ("It's A
Wonderful Life") and David O. Selznick ("Duel In The Sun").
Both Capra and Selznick are still scurrying to get in under the
deadline with chances that the former will make itJerry Wald will serve as producer on "Johnny Belinda," the
play recently purchased by the studio for $50,000. He will also
guide "Flamingo Road," the next Ann Sheridan picture.

MISCELLANEOUS

INDEPENDENTS

SELZNICK
At the last moment, United Artists tried making a truce with
David O. Selznick, but the producer is said to have turned down
any suggestions from the conciliators. Now Selznick has his own
world-wide distribution company in work. The company will
release all Selznick-Vanguard product. Neil Agnew has already
built a staff which Selznick spokesmen insist could handle "Duel
In The Sun" in its initial roadshow opening. And by that time,
the Selznick Releasing Organization expects to be functioning
at full power. Agnew already has a staff of key salesmen in this
country as well as in England and in Europe. He has a man
touring Latin America making a survey of the situation there.
Just what form this new company will take, just how they will
acquire their theatres, is not known yet. But now that the break
has finally come with UA, it is reasonable to assume that Mr.
Selznick would not leave himself in a short spot.
Production on "The Paradine Case," finally got started last
week with Gregory Peck and Ann Todd heading an all-star cast.
Alfred Hitchcock is directing and producing this one
SCREEN GUILD
Screen Guild Productions is negotiating with Martin Mooney
for a four-picture-ayear deal. If the deal jells, Mooney will work
with Jack Broder, a Detroit exhibitor.
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West of Dodge City

In the Release Chart, the date under "Details" refers to the
issue in which cast, director, plot, etc., appeared. "Rel."
is the national release date. "No." is the release number.
"Rev." is the issue in which the review appeared. There
may be variations in the running time in States where there
is censorship. All new productions are on 1946-47 programs
unless otherwise noted. (T) immediately following title
and running time denotes Technicolor production, (C)
denotes Cinecolor.
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RIDERS OF THE LONE STAR
Western' — Started December 9
Cast:
Charles Starrett, Smiley Burnette,
Virginia
Director:
Derwin Abraham
Producer:
Story:

Time

broken

by son

and

daugh-

CHART
Cast

Louise-Bannon
Starrett-Taylor
Ford-Blair ....
Starrett-Burnette
Massen-Stanton

Gllda (110)
Gunning for Vengeance (56)
Details under title: Burning thi Trail
Heading West (56)
Details antler title: Massacre Mesa

Hayworth-Ford
Starrett-Adair

Hop Harrlgan
(Serial)
It's Great To Be Young (68)
Jangle Raiders (Serial)
last Befors Dawn
(65)
Kiss and Tell (90)
Man Who Dared (66)
Details under title: One Life Te* Many
Mysterious Intruder, The (62)
Details under title: Murder Is Unpredletabli

Bakewell-Holt
..
Brooks-Stanton
.
Richmond- Btrg
Baxter-Barrie
Temple-Abel
Brooks- Macready

Details

Return ef Rusty, The (64)
Roaring
(55) Powder
Details Rangers
ind.T title:
Shadowed
(70)
Details under title: The

Powell-Maylia
..
Hayworth-Welles
. Yonng-Chapman

COMPLETED

1946-47

Alias Mr. Twilight
Duane-Marshall
Betty Co-ed
(71)
Porter-Mills
Blondie Knows Best (69)
Singleton-Lake
Blondle's Big Moment
..Singleton-Lake
.
Blondie's Holiday
Lake-Singleton
Boston Blackie and the Law (69)
Morris-Marshall
Cigarette Girl
Brooks-Lloyd
.. .
Crime Doctor's Manhunt, The (61)
Baxter-Orew
...
Dead Reckenlni
Bogart-L. Scott
.
Down
To Earth
(T)
Hayworth-Parks
.
Fighting Frontiersman
(61)
Starrett-Burnctte
Framed
Ford-Carter
Details under title: They Walk Alone
Guilt of Janet Ames
Russell-Douglas
Details under title: My Empty Heart
Hunter Is A Fugitive, The
Dix-Morley
....
Inside Story
Morris-Oowling
King of Wild Horses
Foster-Patrick
..
Jolson Story. The (T) (128)
Parks-Keyes
...
Johnny O'clock
Powell-Keys
Jack Armstrong
Hart-LaPlanche
.
Landrosh
(53)
Starrett-Burnette
Last ol Thi Redmen
Hall-Ankers
...
Law of The Canyon
Starrett-Burnctte
Lone Hand Texan
Starrett-Burnette
Lone Star Moonlight
Curtis-Barton
..
Lone Wolf In Mexico. The
Mohr-Ryan
....
Detail! under title: Lone Wolf's Invitation to Murder
Millie's Daughter
George-Nelson
Mr. District Attorney
O'Keefe-Chanman
Over The Santa Fe Trail
Curtis-Holt
Prairie Raiders
Starrett-Saunders
fcturn of Monte Cristo, The (91)
Hayward-Britton
Singin' In the Corn (66)
Canova-Jenkins
.
Son of The Guardsman
(Serial)
Kennedy-Shaw
Swordsman.
The
IT)
Parks-Drew
Seoret of The Whistler (65)
Dix-Brooks
So Dark the Night (70)
Geray-Cheirel
Stranger from Ponca City
Starrett-Burnctte
Terror Trail (56)
Starrett-Burnctte
Gunflplitnrs. The
<C>
Scott-Britton
..
Octails under title: Twin Sombreros
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3-28.. .7034... 6-10
9-17... 4-25. .7001.
6-25... 3-21. .7206.

Starrett-Houek

Dix-Blake

.4-1
.10-1... 8-17... 7210.
.2-18. .
.9-12.. .71f0
.7038
.7120
.6-10..
. .8-6.. .9-14. .7101
.11-26. 10-18.
.7021... 5-13
.5-30.
.3-1. .7040
. .2-5.
..3-4..
12-24... 4-11... 7025... 5-13

.

....

1-7... 4-18.
11-12. . .2-14.

.1-21

5-2... 7031.
.7036..
8-20.. 11-15.
.7003.
6-11... 6-13.
.7032.
.. .4-1. . .6-27. .7205.
. .6-11. . .2-14. .
.6-24. . .9-26. ..7041.
.7033.

Donaldson- Dennis
Starrett-Burnette

Rlfer

Gloved

. .10-15. . .3-21.
5-13... 8-10-

Louise-Donne

Hand

.7023. .9-30
.7039.. .4-15
.7028.
.5-27
.7008. .
.7-8
6-10

. .9-2

Sing While You Dance (73)
Drew-Stanton
4-29. . .7-25. . .7224.
9-16
Singing On The Trail
Curtis-Donnell
5-27... 9-12. .7016.
Talk About A Lady (71)
Falkenburg-Tucker
12-24. . .3-28. .7222.
That Texas Jamboree (67)
Curtis-Donnell
. . .12-24. . .5-16. .
Thrill of Brazil (91)
Keyes-Wynn
4-29. . .9-30.
Details under title: Rio
12-10. . .3-21... .7006.
7221.
Throw a Saddle on a Star (67)
Curtis-Roberts
.7208.,
(Details under title: Smoky River Serenade)
Two-Fisted Stranger (51)
Starrett-Burnette
. .3-20. . .5-30. ,
7027.
Unknown.
The (70)
Morley-Bannon
4-1.... 7-4.
Details under
title: The Coffin
.7140
Walls Came Tumbling Down, The (82)
Bowman-Chapman
.12-24
6-7. .7011.. .9-16
Who's Guilty? (Serial)
Kent-Ward . . .10-15. .12-13.

Rel.

-

IN PRODUCTION
Assigned To Treasury
Lady from Shanghai. The
Three Were Thoroughbreds

.7204
.2-18. . .5-23. .7207
8-5
1-31- . .7026
.3-18.. .9-24.
.11-12.
.7-9. ..4-25..
. .2-28. .7002. .10-28

Devil's
Mask, The
(66)
Frontier Gunlaw
(59)
Gallant Journey (85)
Galloping Thunder
(54)
Gentleman
Misbehaves, The (74)
Details under title: Lullaby of Broadway

Perilous
Holiday
(89)
O'Brien-Warrick
Personality Kid, The (68)
Louise-Duane
Details under title: His Face Was Their
Fortune
Phantom
Thief, The (65)
Morris-Donnell
Details under title: Boston Blatklt's Private Ghost
Prison Ship (60)
Lowery-Foeh
Renegades
(T)
(88)
Keyes-Parker
Details aneer
title: The Kamaa

murder.

FOR THE LOVE OF RUSTY
Drama — Started December 7
Cast:
Ted Donaldson, Tom Powers, Ann Doran
Director: John Sturges
Producer:
Story:

...9-30.
Bandit of Sherwood Forest (T) (87)
Wilde-Louise
4-2... 2-21.
.7004. .4-15
Blondle's Loeky Day (69)
Ldke-S.ngleton
.. .10-15. .. .4-4. .7180
1945-46
Chick Carter, Detective (Serial)
Talbot-Blake
7-11.
.7020
7-8
.7223
Cowboy
Blues
(65)
Curtis-Donnell
... .4-29. . .7-18
Dangerous Business (59)
Tucker-Merrick
... .3-18. . .6-20.
Details under title: Power of Attorney
.7037
9-2
Oesert Horseman,
The (54)
Starrett-Burnette
. .9-3. . .7-11. ..7209.
Details under title: Phantom of the Desert

Night
Editor
(67)
Gargan-Carter
Notorloos Lone Wolf. The (64)
Mohr-Carter
Details under title: Ltnt Wolf en Broadway

BULLDOG DRUM310ND AT BAY
Mystery — Started December
9
Cast:
Don Randell, Anita Louise, Terry Kilburn
Director: Sidney Salkow
Story:

. . Starrett-Burnette

10-14. .. .
..12-9.
.12-9.. .
.9-16. .12-20.
.8-19.. 11-28.
...4-1.
. .8-19 .10-17.
.11-25
. .8-19.. 12-12.
..9-30
..5-27.. 10-24.
..6-24
..4-15
. .9-30

12-19.

1946-47 Features
.824

RELEASE

.806. . .y-3C
.822

.11-25

.816.710-1.4

Title — Running

COMPLETED
Amy

(0)

CHART
Details

Comes Across
Details under title: Alias

Rel.

10-28.

Tone- Richards

the Bride

..Foreign.
Foreign .

Lockwood-Honter
Kerr-Howard
Delmar-Merkel

8-6.

MfTR

.10-14.. .
.. .9-30.
.12-9. ... .
.11-12...
. . .7-8..
.11-25

9-30

1946-47 Features
1946-47 Features

Completed

(28)

Completed

Vi~)

RELEASE

861...V-30
Title— Ronnlng

Time

(8)
(.">)

CHART
Cast

Details

Birds and The Bees. The (T)
Green Dolphin Street
Details under title: The Personal

Touch

Rel.

No.

9-30

MacDonald-lturbi
Turner-Heflin

of Love, A
Hepburn-Henreld
Details ander title: Life's for The Loving
Romance of Rosy Ridge
Johnson-Leigh
Rich Full Life, The
Taylor-Murphy

. .11-25

Song
.12-26. .

. . 804 .
.7-22.
.12-9.
.7-22. . . 11-7 . . ..818.
12-10. .10-10..
. . 8U5 .
11-25.
10-29.
.9-30. .11-21. .
. .862.

In
In Production
Production

IN PRODUCTION

.854.

.10-28
..8-5.
. 11-11.
. .9-2.
.7-8.

In Production

Time

Bedalia
I See a Dark Stranger
It's A Joke, Son

.863.

( 4)

Cast

.7-22

.11-26. .10-17.
. .9-16
.10-28
.10-14
. .8-19. .11-14.
. .9-16. .12-20.

Completed

.12-23
. . 12-9
..9-16
.11-25

. . 12-9

9-30
...11-25

1946-47
Arnelo Affair, The
Beginning Or The End
Cockeyed
The
Details Miracle,
under title:

(81) Not
Bet

Goodbye

Cynthia's Secret
Fiesta
(T)
..
Gallant Bess < Cinecolor) (98)
Details under title: Star from

Heaven

.7-22

Hodiak-Gifford
Barrymore-Donlevy
Morgan-Totter
Barrymore- Bremer
Williams-Carroll
Thompson-Tobias

.".bet.".
1-7..
..5-27..

t

..12-24..

FILM

..702
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High
Barbaree
Holiday In Mexico
(T)
(127)
It Happened
In Brooklyn
Little Mr. Jim
(92)
Lady
In The
Lake
(103)
Love Laughs at Andy
Hardy
(93)
Merton
of The
Movies
Mighty
McGurk.
The
(85)
My Brother Talks to Horses
(93)
No Leave,
No Love
(117)
Woman
of My
Own.
A
Secret Heart,
The
(97)
Sea
of Grass
Show-Off,
The
(84)
Summer
Holiday

.701

12-9

.8-19
.12-9

4-1
...8-6
...12-24
8-6
10-1 .... Nov
3-4...
Nov.

Unfinished
Dance.
The
Details
under
title: Ballerina
Undercover
Malsie
Yearling,
The
(T)
(134)

O'Brien-Charisse

. . .7-22

Sothern-Nelson
Peck-Jarman

Boom
Town
Captains
Courageous
(116)
Great WalU
Rage in Heaven
(82)

Gable-Tracy
Tracy-Bartholomew
Rainer-Gravet
.
Bergman- Montgomery

NO. SIXTEEN

Fools

.9-2
.9-2

Beery-O'Brien
Powell-Williams

NO. SEVENTEEN

Boys' Ranch
>88)
Courage
of Lassie
(T)
(93)
Details under title: Hold High
Faithful In My Fashion
(81)

Oct...

Turner-Garfield
Allyson-Lawford
Craig Jenkins
E. Taylor-Lassie

8-6. . .7-46.
.. .9-18. . .8-46.

Reed-Drake

(90)

(T)

.625.
.626.. .5-13
.5-13
. 627 . .
.6-24
628.

1-7... 8-46.

O'BrienBarrymore

(110)

. 11-26. . .8-46.

.6-24
.616.
.624

. .6-11. . .3-46.
. .2-19. . .7-46.
. . .9-3... 7-46.
11-27.. 10-45.
5-1... 3-46.

Astaire-Ball

1946-47 Features
Westerns
1945-46 Features
Westerns

.622. . .3-18

the Torch

SPECIALS

Follies

.
.
.
.

613 . . . .1-7
.612.
.615.
. .1-7
.1-7
.2-18
.619. . .2-18
12-10
. 1-7
. 618 . .
.621. .
. 620 . . .3-18

4-46.
.4-46.
.4-46.
.4-46. ,
.4-46.

... .7-9.
Foreign.
6-25.
... .7-9

Adventore
(129>
Details inder title: Tbls Strange AdventgreGable-Garson
Easy To Wed
(T)
(117)
Ball-Johnson
Green
Years,
The
(127)
Coburn-Drake
Weekend) it the Waldorf
(130)
Turner-Johnson

iiegfeld

12-10
614
.611 .

Hunt-Carroll
6-11. .1-46.
Garland-Hodiak
1-22. ..1-46.
Del Rio-Armendarlz
Foreign. . .1-46.
Walker-Allyson
4-2... 1-46.
Sothern-Murphy
... 8-20. . .1-46.

Bad Bascomb
(112)
Hoodlum Saint
(91)
Last Chance,
The
(105)
Postman Always Rings Twice, The
(113)
Two Sisters From
Boston
(112)

Wise

...11-11
8-20

1945-46

Letter for Evle, A (89)
Hanrey
Girls, The
(T)
(101)
Portrait if Maria
(76)
Sailor
Takes
a Wife
(91)
Up Goes Malsie
(89)

Three

11-25
. .6-10
.10-14

.12-9

COMPLETED
BLOCK NO. FIFJ EE."

BLOCK

11-25
11-25
9-2

.704

.Oct.

J'Brien-Murphy
Williams-Melchior
Garland-Walker
Kelly-McDonald
Ball- Hodiak
Taylor-Hepnurn

BLOCK

8-5
6-10
12-

Tenth Avenoe Angel
This Time for Keeps
(T)
(120)
Till The Clouds
Roll By (T)
(135)
To Kiss and
To Keep
Tvio Smart
People
(93)
Undercurrent
(111)
Details
under
title: Yog
Wen
There

REPRINTS

In
In
In
In

(34)
(12)

Completed (14)
Completed ( 6)
Completed (33)
Completed (12)

NEW

PRODUCTIONS

.623,
.605.
.617.

Production
Production
Production
Production

.12-24
..3-18
..4-15
.. .7-23
.1-21

(3)
(0)
(0)
(0)

An Indian
Derby.

couple

strike oil and

buy

a race

HIGH CONQUEST
Adventure — Started December 12
Cast: Anna Lee, Gilbert Roland, Warren
Beulah Bondi
Director: Frank Fox
Story:

Man
death tries
there.to climb

Matterhorn

N'ot

available.

Story:

Group
fascist

See

next

Producer:

to break

tear born

Yule-McManus
Roland-Loring
Toler-Young
Money
Gillie-Norris
Wakeley-Morley
Penn-Loring
Errol-Kirkwood
Granville-Castle
Albertson-Rced
Gorcey-Robbins
Brown-Hatton
You're

Beauty
and the
Details
under

Bandit
.
title: Cisco

Ready
Wakely-Stlrling
Sharpe-Mason

Alibi

are exposed

as

No.

Rel.
.11-23.
..10-14.
. . 6-24 . .1-11.
...6-24. 10-12.

.604
.603^

Rev.
..12 9

Don't
DetailsGamble
under With
title:Strangers
Charlie

'.onesome
Details

Dougias-Aines
...

(68)
Chan

Trail
under
title: On The Cherokee

The

Silver

Spook
Busters
(68)
Details
under
title:

The

Shadow

R;c.in.ond-Hayes
Brown-Hatton
Gorcey-Hall

.526

23,

1946

.519

. . .3-2.

. . 6-29 .

Roland-Ames
BruwnHatton
iiewart-Preisser
Gorcey-Hall

Wakely white

. .

R chmond-Reet

.

..8-3.
.7-27. .

. 5-13.. ...2-9.

(75)

Drifter

Alamo

.513.
.567

... 8-19
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. .4-29

4-15

. ..4-1. .7-13.. .518. .10-28
.530
.2-16..
. .4-15. .
.527
.11-2.
.
.7-22.
.
.10-29. .
.563
.8-24 . .512
6-25.
.5-27..

Gorcey-Hall

Regan-St:>rm
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Strrm-Re-g-n
w»kely-WM»i
Brown-Hatton
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..6-22.
.12-24. ..5-10.
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. 10-1. .8-17..
. .9-17. . .12-8. . .525
.2-16..
.572
. .9-17.
..12-10.
. 4-29 .

Richmond-Reed
BrownHat'on

Sunbonnet
Sue
(90)
'♦range
Voyage
(61)
c*«ing Paradr of 1946
Trail te Mexico
Trigger
Finger
Under
Arizona
Skies
Details under title:
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.iOS.
528 ■ .9-30

.10 15
. . .7-23.
.3-18.
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5-14.
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3-16.
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In Production
In Production

(3)
(0)
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Completed (28)

In. Production

(4)
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1946-47 Features

Drama — Started December 9
Cast:
Burt.
Lancaster, Lizabeth
Scott,
Corey, Christine Miller
Director: Byron Haskins
Story:

Kirk

Don-, lis.

Producer:

Ahe gangster
serves
finds friend

RELEASE

Baxter-Holden
Ladd-Lak
Hatcher-Keliey

1946-47
ONE

Mast

NOT

Before

the

To

(98)

DEHIGNATKD

..9-2.
. .9-2.
. .9-2.

..1-18
12-7 .

.608

Easy Come.
Easy Go
Details under title:
rmneror
W.ilti. The
Fear
In The
Night
Golden
Earrings
I Cover Big Town
Imperfect
Lady,
The

Be

Tru

Reed Brookf
r.ri-by-AstiTe
Hutton-Tufts
Young-Niven
Ladd-Donlrvy

Third

Town
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(T)
..

Details

Rel.

. 12-9.
.11-11.

. . .8-6

.12-27.

1-8
1-21.
5-1. 11-22

. . . 11-25
9-30
9-2
11-25

9 30
Calhoun F I -ni ng
ladd-Lamour
Ladn-Rusiell
Stanwyck M li m I
Lnwery-Wlthers
ra-ilfield-Holden
Scott-Hoi ik

Desert

eturns
No.

.12-24

ulg Town
Blue
T)
(107)
Cross Skies
My
Heart
(83)

Two

Wallis

.11-11.

R'azc of Noon
faiqon
Variety Girl

Years

Cast

PRODUCTION

Ton
Rood
(87)

Ha]

CHART

Time

Details
under title:
Perfect
Marriage.
The

Wendell

'

Tufts-Fitzgrrald
Crnsby-Fontalne
K.llv York
Milland-Dietr eh
Rced-Brookr
wrlght-Milland
.

.9-16. .
12-10
7-9

10-29
.9-2.
.9-2.
.6-2 1
1 i.
6R 10
.10-1.

DECEMBER

...6-1.

Brown-Hatton

Lowe-flooers

..508
565
.511

. .1-12.
.7-20.

. .6-22.
..5-25.

SKwart-Preisser

Trail

..505.. 12- 10
..520

J2-24.

Gurcey-Drake

Trail

The

.531

.3-18.

Kirkwood-Knox
Stewart-Preisser

(61)

Code of

.11-2.

.8-5. .10-26.
.10-29. .5-11.
.12-24.
. . 6-25

. .4-1j.

Carradine-Drake
Cookson-William

Strangt
Mr: Gregory
Thi
(63)
Details under litle: Gregory

of The

11 30.

.4-29.
8-20. . . .8-3.

Wuon
(her
Montana
Wakely-Hoit
.. .
Red
Dragon
The
'64)
Toler-Fong
....
Details under title: Charlie Chan In Mexico
windows On The Range
(57)
3rown-Hatton
Details
under
title: Roaring
Range
Shadows
Over Chinatown
(64)
. Toler-Young
Details under title
Corpus
Delicti
South
of Monterey
(63)
Details under title: Romance of the Rancftn . Rol.ind-R ordan
Shadow
Returns.
The
Silver Range,
The
Details
under
title:

. 699. . .4-13
! 60/
. 605

Richmond-Hayes
Alcatm

at

Missing
Lady,
The
(60)
Details
under
title: Jade
Lady

.602.

Reissue. .12-14

Shadow

Joe Palooka,
Champ
(70)
lunior
Prum
(69)
Details
under
title: High
School
Kids
Live Wires
(65)
Details under
title: Stepping
Around

.10-5
1-1

664.

Francis-Kelly
Richmond-Reed

Face of Marble,
The
(72)
F««
(68)
Details
under
title: Sospensi
Freddie Steps Oat (75)
Details
under title: High
School
Scandals
Gentlemen
from
Texas.
The
(60)
Details
under
title: The
Fighting
Texans
Gay
Cavalier,
The
(65)
Haunted
Mine,
The
(52)
.
High
School
Hero
In Fasl Company
(63)
Details
under title: In High Gear

.6-10.
.11-25.

601. .11-25

.11-25

Rol..nd-Ames

3

Toler-Lorring

Adventure
Island
(C)
Big Haircut,
The
Calcutta
California
(T)
Danger Street
Dear
Ruth
Desert
Fury
(T)
Details
under
title:

.5-13... 9-14.

No.

(65)

of his father's

Jack Bernhard and
Bernard Brandt

...8-19

Kid

..6-15.

. .8-19.
. .6-24.

1945-46

. .626 . .

.12-21.

.7-22
... ..10-28.
10-29

Toler-Ch.ndler
Franc s-Shayne

Allotment
Wives
(80)
Behind
the Mask
(67)
Details
under
title: The
Shadow's
Below The Deadline
(65)
Details
under
title. Jumpin'
Joe
■"lack Market
Babies
(71)
uorder
Bandits
(57)
Bowery Bombshell
Details
under
title: Hot
Money
Dark

.8-19.

Stewart- Preisser

The
Wanted

IN

patriotism

Girl

West

Title — Running

Cast

Time

When

Irving Allen

CHART

1946-47

Details under title: Draw
Rainbow Over The Rockies
Silver Stallion

tin-

9)

RELEASE

Trap,
Wife

Go

COMPLETED
BLOCK
NO.

of phony front societies claiming
organizations.

Bringing
Up Father
(68)
Cisco and The Angel
Dangerous
Money
Details under title: Hot
Decoy
(76)
Drifting
Through
Fall Guy
Gentleman
Joe Palooki
Guilty, The
Ginger
Mr.
Hex
Raiders
of the South

wins

issue.

DRIFTING THROUGH
(Other Details Issue December

Title — Running

who

Teen-agers

Wakcly-Carlin
Reagan-Knox
Belita-Moore

AR AMOUNT

Douglas, Helen Thimig,

VIOLENCE
Drama — Started December 13
Cast:
Nancy Coleman, Michael O'Shea
Director: Jack Bernhard
Producer:
Story:

horse

Song
of The
Sierras
sweetheart
ol Sigma
Chi
Suspense
(101)
Details
ind*.
litis: Glamour

West

BLACK GOLD
(Cinecolor)
Horse Story — Started November
27
Cast: Anthony Quinn, Katherine DeMille, Elyse Knox, Ducky
Louie, Kane Richmond, Raymond Hatton, Clem McCarthy
Director:
Phil Karlson
Producer:
Jeffrey Bernerd
Story:

681

12-28 .

Johnson-Allyson
...5-27..
Pidgeon-Massey
. ...</-17.
Sinatra-Grayson
. . . .8-6. ,
Jenkins-Gifiord
. . . 10-29 . .
Montgomtry-Totter
. .5-27 .
Rooney-Granville
...5-13.
Skelton-OBrlen
9-2..
. Beery-MacMahon
...5-13.
Lawford-Jenkins
4-1.
Johnson-Kirkwood
..10-1.
Garson-Hart
4-1
Colbert-Pidgeon
6-10
Tracy-Hepourn
7-8
Skelton-Maxwell
3-4
Rooney-DeHaven
...7-8

.12 23

.7-17...
Details

under

title:

Take

This

Woman

Jangle Flight
Ladies'
Man
M/ Favorite Brunette
Perils ot Pauline
(T)
Seven
Were
Saved

Lowery-Savage
Bracken Welles
..
Hope-Lamour
. . .
Hutton-Lund
....
Denning-ua.g
.. .

Suddenly
It's Spring
Trouble With Women.
Unconquered
(T)
Welcome
Stranger
Where
There's
Life

The
.

.

KKISSUES

Jungle
Princess,
Plainsman,
The

The

Masquerade

In

Mexico

(96)

BLOCK

NO.

FOLK

Blue
Dahlia,
The
(99)
They
Made Me A Killer
Virginian,
The
(T)
(90)
Wcll-Groomed
Bride, The

BLOCK

65)
(75)

Bride
Wore
Boots,
The
(82)
Hot Cargo (57)
Our Hearts Were Growing Up (122)
To Each
His Own
(122)

Stanwyck-Cummings
. .8-6.
Rogers-Reed
Donlevy-Russell
. . .
..3-5.
deHavilland-Lund

I). S. S.
Searching

Ladd Fitzgerald
Young Sidney
....

no. six

(107)
Wind,

The

(108)

Strang*
Love of Martha
Ivers (116)
Details
under
title: Love
Lies Bleeding
Swamp
Fire
(70)

SPECIALS

Monsieur
Road to

.6-28.
.5-31.

V/eissmuller-Grey
Hoqe-Caulfield
... .9-17.
12-13.
Crosby-Hope-Lamour

Beaucaire
(T)
(93)
Utopia, The
(90)

.7-26.
..8-9.
.9-13.
.9-6

. .4529. . .5-13

.8-30.

.4532. . .5-27
.4531. .12-10

In
In
In
In

Completed (10)
Completed ( 4)
Completed (20)
Completed (10)

Production
Production
Production
Production

(1)
(1)
(0)
(0)

NEW PRODUCTIONS
BORDER
Western —
Cast:
Al
Director:
A

FEUD
Started December 16
LaRue, Al St. John. Gloria Marlen
Ray Taylor
Producer
family

feud

iv

Mil

mine

is

IT'S ALL IN THE GAME
a — Started December
11
•
James Brown, Noreen Nash,
Director:
James Flood
Story:

Gamblers

invade

T itle — Runnlnn

COMPLETED
Born

To

Release

Details

Tr. i!

Gam

i57)

under t'Ale:

daughter.

Marvin
but

are

Stahl
stopped.

No.

. .8-19.
.11-26.

.10-1

Rev

11-23

11-11
10-H

.11-25
10-14
10-14
.9-J6
9-16.
9-2.
5-27.

11-18
10-28.
.12-1.

Round-Up

1945-46
Accomplice
(68)
Ambush
Trail
( 58)
Avalanche
(68)
Blonde For A Day
(67)
Details
under
title
Blondes
On the
Caravan
Trail,
The
(Cinecolor)
(65)
Club
Havana
'62)
Colorado Serenade
(68)
Oanny
Boy
(66)
Detour
(69)

Arlen-Borg
Steele-Saylor
Cabot-Borg
...
..Beaumont-Walker
Loose
Dean-Carlin
..
I ndsay-Neal
Dean-Ates
Henry-Johnson
5avage-Neal

Devil Bat'i
Daughter
(ion
Rieardo
Returns
Down
Missouri Way
(74)
Details
under
title: rVis<ouri
Hayridf
Fnchanted
Fo-est
The
Cinecolor)
Flying
Serpent,
The
(60)
(..(> Hous
Kids
(68)
Ontleme.,
with
dins
6host
of Hidden
Valley
How
Do You
Do?
(83)
I Ring
Doorbells
(67)
LaJv Phaser
Details
under
title: Lidy

(80) ... Lowe- Joyce
lewis-Kramer
Halop-Lowery
Crabbe-St.
John
Crabbe-St. John
Snrdnn-Windsor

Killer

Larceny in Her Heart
i 6« ■
Details
under
title. C^rne
in Thr Night
Liohthou e ...
Lightning Raiders
(61)
Mask
ot Dillon
(73)
Murder
Is My Business
(65)
Nava)o
Kid
(59)
Itltlnws
of the Plains
(56)
.
Overland
Riders
(54)
, ,
Deta Is under title: Bustir Crabbe No. 8

26

LnPlane'ic-Jnmes
Colby- 1 sabetita
ODriscoll-Wright

Sl-avne-Gwynne
Lowtry-Savage
Beaumont-Walker

Anker*- 1 jung
Dean-Barton
Ware-Vallln
jteele-Carlln

.11-7...
.3-20.
8-1.

.
10-29..

Rains-Holden
LaPlanehe-Edwards
..9-3.
Crabbe
- St. John. 1-21.
.Steele-Saylor
...12-10.

Gun

. .9-29.
3-4.
5-3. .2-17.
. .6-20.

.10-28
.5-21

. 8-22.
.10-1. . .4-20
5-28 .10-23
.6-30
. .1-8
8-6.
6-25 .
...1-21,
...8-19.
.4-29.
1-22.
9-3.
8-19.
...1-21..
...4-29..
8 «
...10-2
9-2. .

.8-19
4-29
11-26

.11-30

12-24

10-21
4-1 5

. .8-15
.12-8
..10-14
. 2-20
.3-27
. .6-3
12-24
10-21
.2-25

. .3-18. . .7-10.

11-11
2-18
..

12-9
10-1
]1-2«

9-16
.6-10

11-1

Litel-Lang
9-30. .
. .1-7
Crabhe-St.
John
10-15
.4-10
..4-9
Von Stroheim-Bates
11-26.
11-21
Beaumont-Walker
.12-26
5teele-Savlor
...10-15
.9-22
.8-21
Crabl-e St. John
Crabbc-St.
John
...6-2-1

. . 8-1S
...5-13
.10-14
. .12-1

.9-16
.9-30
.11-11

4-1.. . .7-24. .
8-6.

4-1

. .9-2.
. .8-5

.4-23. . .

8-6.

Loder-Aubert

.2-1..

. .4-10.
.8-14.. .
,..1-1..

( 0)
(11) In Production
Completed (38)
Completed (10)
In Production
(23)
In Production
Completed
Completed
Completed
In Production
Completed ( 4)
In Production

(40)
(16)

Hi
(0)
(0)
(0)
(<•)
(0)

PRODUCTIONS

Story:

Not

available.

See

next

issue.

RELEASE
IN
Man

ng
line — Running

Affairs ol Geraldine
Details
under
lit ie:

Amcche-McLeod
Eddy-Massey

. . 11-11
11-25

Elliott-Ra ston

.

Tim.

COMPLETED
Angel
and
Details

CHART

PRODUCTION

1946-47

Lonely

Hearts

:he Badman.
The
under title: Angel

and

Outlav

Wayne-Rtssell

I ane-Wentworth
Lanc-Wentworth
* i = cwart
. .

Snow

Barry-Roberts
Au:ry Stewart
Lane-Blake

.3-18. .11-15.
. .6-24. .11-21
..8-19

.
8-6
..8-19.
5-27.

...12-24.
....4-30.
... 10-1.
..10-29.
. . 10-29
...4-15.
...3-18

Oaughter
of Don Q (Serial)
Oays
of Buffalo
BUI
(56)
French
Key, The
(67)

Booth-Allen
Carson-Stewart
Dtkker-Ankers

1-21 .
...10-1.
...10-2J

Gay
Blades
(67;
G. I. War
Brides
(69)
Guy Could Change.
A (65)

Ashley-Rogers
Ellison-Lee
Lane-Frazee

Glass
A' hi
The
'68)
Home
in Oklahoma
(72)
Home On the Range
(55)..
Detail*
under
tiile: West of God's
Country
In Old Sacrr-nientn
(89)
Invisible
Informer
(r7)
Inner
Circle. The
(17)
Kni|
of ihi Fores!
Ranger<
'Serial) ...

Wrlxon-FowVv
Rogers-Evans
Hale-Booth
. .

Crooked
Frontier

Mile, The
(67>
Uprising
( Magnacolor)

Secret.
The
(79)
Rainbow
Valley
<M)
(57)
n (he Music
Hall
(84)
- " ;
Mysterious
Mr. Valentine
(56)
N rh' Train
to M>mphi<
(67)
Onr
Exciting
Week
(69)
Out California Way
(M)
(67)
Passkey to Danger
(58)
Phantom
Rider.
The
(Serial)
Plainsman and The Lady
(87)
Rainbow Over Texas
(65)
Red River Renegades
(55)
Rendezvous
With
Annie
(89)
Rio Grandf
Raiders
(56)
Roll On. Texas
Moon
(68)
Details
under
title: Shine
On Texas
Rough
Riders
of Cheyenne
(56)
Scotland
Yard
Investigator
(68)
Sheriff ot Redwood
Valley
(56)
Song
of Arizona
(68)
Seng
ot Mexico
(57)
Sorrire ol the Rose
(90)
StrangImpersonation.
A (68)
Sun
Valley
Cyclone
(55)

.

661

12-23.

5-1"

Carson-Stewart
Ell ott-Fleming
Csmond-Aubert
Elliott-Fleming
Bachelor-Browne
Stirl;ng-Ou 0 v
Moore-Marsh-I
Carson-Harmon

Madonna's
Man from

.601. . 9-33

681 . .12-9
.682.

..

Alias Billy The
Kid
'.56:
California
Gold
Rush
(56)
' M ■■■ ■ "'
'ari>
the
<<>:>)
Conquest
of Cheyenne
(56)
Crime
ol th' Century
(56)
Crimson
Ghost,
The
(Se'ial
Farl Carroll's
Sketchbook
(90)
El Paso
Kid
(55)

Last
. Last

.604

.3-18. . .1-22.

Roberts-Drake

Cinderella

10-15.
12-15.. .

. .12-2.

..11-25
. .9-2
.10-14

Lane-Wentworth
Autry-Roberts
Kelly-Booth
...
Lane-Blake
.. .

That's
My Girl (Trucolor)
Trail To San
Antone
Vigilantes
ol Boom
Town
Winter
Details Wonderland
under
title:

9-2
. . . .7-8.
7-22.
9-16.
... 7 8.
3-18.
8-20.

Mara-Doug:as

Circle

Rev.

.1-29.

Oregon
Marshal
Outlaw

Inner

No.
.603

... .4-29. . .1-15.

Ri-gers-Evam
Frazee-Marshall
Rogers-Evans
Albert-Moore
Roberts-Douglas
Brittoi-Valloe
McLeod Dorn

Pilgrim
Lady.
The
Details
■■ m-r
title- The
Santa
Fe Uprising
(56)
Sioux City Sue (69)
Spoilers
of
Ths
North
Staceroach
to Denver
(56)

P '

.. .1-21. .11-18.

Apache Rose
u.lcnoai
o.n
Heldorado
Hit
Parade,
The
Maiin.fi.. , R.n-e,
Tne
Fabulous Sunnne.
The
I've Always
Loved You
IT)
(117)
Details
under
title: Concerto
Trail
Scouts
of Crippled
Creek
of Sioux
City

.11-25
Details

...Ihcrs-Withers

Club

the

Cast

1945-46
.10-28.
. .9-30.
..7-22. . .10-1
.10-29. . .9-23

I Curtis- Ryan
Paige-Nash
R;n-Tin-1 in-Wo.nds
Dean-Ates
.Dean-Ates
Dean-Ates

Melody

..

Curtis-Austin
Vance's

bribes

ami

-

Sands-Will
Hatton-Adams

Dean-Ates
Coleman-Reed
Pendleton-Whipp;r

(V)

*"ii

Thomas

Details

Beaimont-Walker
Cardwell-Ford

Mission

Dcta Is under
title: Philo
Red Stallion
(C)
Return of Rin-Tin Tin, The
Star; Over Texas
Tumb'ewced
WiH
West

Chart

(85)

Vance's
Secret
Vance
Returns

with

CHART

1946-47
heading

by

Ryan
Producer:

Cast

Speed

Driftln'
River
(r5)
Her Sister's Secret
Outlander.
The
Philo
Philo

c-olle

RELEASE

u,p

Sheila

Time

Details
under
Eagle-Lion
Brute
Man,
The
(r8)
Details
under
Universal
Corpse
Carre Callinn.
The
Devil On Wheels.
The

broken

Jerry

...9-17.

John

BELL? OF SAN AXGELO
Western — Started December 2
Cast:
Roy Rogers, Trigger, Andy Devine, Dale Evans. Bob Nolan.
Sons of the Pioneers, Lyle Talbot, Fritz Leiber.
Director: Bill Witney
Assoc. Producer: Edward J. White

Wycm

(23)
(14)

a

( 4)

Gallan;
Untitled

1916-47 Features
Westerns
1915-46 Features
Westerns

Crabbe-St.

Hire

NEW

. .4-1
.4 = 24
. .4-1
3-1*
.4526. ..5-13
.4527... 5-13
.4528. . .5-13

.3-22

1

(81)

The

Crlsto,

.3-18

.4523.
.4522.

.6-14.
. .7-5.

10-15.

Stanwyck-Heflin

.4517. . .2-18
.4516. . .2-18
.4519. . 2-18
.4521.

..5-3.
.5-17.
. .4-5.

1-21.
.2-18.
. .7-".

For

1946-47 Features
Westerns
.VI
Serials
6 Features
Westerns
Serials

.4518. . ..MS

2-19.
. .4-2.
.7-9.
11 13.

No.

... 4-29 .

REPUBLIC

4512 12-10
.4^13. .12 1C
.4511. .12-10

.3-8.
..2-8.
.4-19.

Ladd-Lake
Lowery-Britton
...
McCrea-Britton
...
Millanl-deHavilland

NO. FIVE

Block

o-l
.2-22.

Monte

of

Wife

.9-18.

Men

Strange
Holiday
(61)
Strangle! ol The Swamp
(60)
Terrors
On
Horseback
(54)
Thunder
Town
(57)
Details
under title: Man Without

.9-1.

Tufts-Lake
Barr-Massen

Dangerous

167)
ol Builtsgue
Queen
(60)
Romance ot the West
Seen ts of A Sorority
Girl
Six Gun
Man
(60)
Details under title: Six-Gun

1-8

Lamour-Cnrdova

title:

Prairie
Rustlers
(55)
Details under title: Buster Crabbe

.8-19
.3-18
.4-15

1945-46

(87)

Prairie
Details Badmen
under

.
.
. .
. .

..3-18.
.4-1. .
.6-11..

Lamour-Mi land
Cooper-Arthur

COMPLETED
BLOCK
NO. THREE
Miss
Susie Staple's
Tokyo
Rose
(66)

MacMurray-Goddard
Milland- Wright
. .
Cooper-Goddard
. Crosby-Caofleld
Hope-Hasso

. 6-2h.
.11-26.
. .7-22.
.3-18..

Crabbe-St. John

. .4-17..
..555
. .4-20. . .565
...2-4..
.514
..568
.. ..2-23.
7-22 . .
.584
.10-26.
..511... 6-24
.556
8-13.
.. 5-22..
. .7-27. . ..583
.530
9-2

...12-10. .
4-29.
6-25. .
12-24.
6-24
.11-26.

...2-8..

.554

. .5-18.
..1-25.

.519
. . .508.

. . 1-27 .
. . .8-12.
. . . 4-27 .

7-8

..5542
509 . ..10-11
. 4-29
. ..528.
..516.

.4-29
. . .11-8. .5501. .5-27
...4-18.
. .5-31..
.5-13
Moore-Elliott
.
.12-10. . .8-19.
.2-4
.10-14
Stirling-Henry
....2-18.
. .526
.529
Douglas-Roberts
...2-18. . .8-7..
. .8 9. . ...582
Thomson-Til hot
10-55 . .4-27. .
. .517
Barry-Savage .12-10.
.10-22.. . .527. . .9-30
Hale-Booth
.2-16. . .5"02. . .7-2;
.4-10.
Lederer-Patrick
...10-1. ...6-14..
.510.'. .3-18
Hale-Booth
2 18.
Rnlston-Marshall
10-29. ..7-12. .
Poners-Evan>
3-4. ..7-12.. . ..512
.531 . .7-22
3-4
.5541.

Stirling-Henry
...6-10.
Acuff-Mara
11-12
P'arce-Harris ]2-?4
Hale-Booth
4-29.
3-18
4-1.
8-6
Bachelor-Mara
.4-29
Kent Stew'
Elliott- Ralston
Rogers-Evans
Carson-Stewart
. .4-1.
Albert-Marlrwe
Carson-Stewart
Rogers-Evans
5-13

1-26. . .5503
...9-3..
.. .6-8 . ..523... 8-19
.5-11..
.521
7-8
...9-6.
..518... 8-19
11-15
. .581 . .

..7-25.
.5-9... .557
.6-10 =
. .532. .11-2
. .719. . ..448.
. .9-9. . .
5-8 ... .
9-2
. .9-12.. ..525
.552
Monn
. 9-30 . . . . .542. .11-1]
.3-29
..
.11-1...
Carson-Stewarf .5-14.
.501
VonSt'heim-Bachelor
2-19.
.566
3" .
Elliott Firm ng
.7-23
3-16..
Rogers-Evans
12-24. .12-28. .
.. .447.
. 506 . .. .4-15
. 5-27
. R.irrirr
. .7-5. . .524..
Korov-Essen
11-26 . .5-10...
.567
.6-10
Marshall r.irnin
8-6
.513... 4-1
Elliott-Fleming

...9-17.

FILM

BULLETIN

I !

Thai
Brennan
Girl (95)
Traffic In Crime
(56)
Undcrcovei
Woman
(56)
Details
under
title: Passkey

. .5-13.
. .4-1.

Dunn-Freeman
.
K.jiihuiiiI -Mara
i,achulor-Liv.ngs*on
to

11-26.
.4-15.

Danger

Under Nevada Skies
(69)
Valley ot the Zombie, The (56)
Well ol Danger
.
Wagon
Wheels
Westward
(56)
Woman
Who Came Back, The (68)
Details onder
title: The Wet

Rugers-Evans
moth-Livingston
Mara-0 Flynn
Elliott-Fleming
rseily-Luder

.12-23.
. . 6-28
. .4-15.

.533
.Ml.
.541.
.^22.

.8-26.

..10-28.
y-17. . .5-24.
12-21.
.4-16.
.4-30. .1213.

1 945-46 Features
LO

Completed (35)

I i

RELEASE

.y-16

.520.
. .. .y-2
.7-8
.564
..507

.1-21

IN

Title — Running

Ghost and
Mrs.
Mii'r,
Moss
Rose
Mother
Wore Tights

1946-47 Features
1945-46 Features

Completed
Completed

RELEASE
Title — Running

IN

under

title:

A

Time

to

Day
Luck

Stewart-Wyman
...lUlium-Orecr
My Gallows

High

BLOCK

Divorce

INHnal
Court
Genius At Work
Nocturne
(88)

NOT

. Foreign

Robson-Ponman
.10 ng-Hale
Russell-Knox
Tierney-Jeffreys
Warren-Leslie

NO. TWO

(62)

10-29.
11-12.
. . 1-21 .
...12-10.

Moffett-Toomey

(62)
(61)

DESIGNATED

Amazing Mr. Hammer,
Details
under
title:

.

..318.
.3-4.
.9 3.
.5-13.

Conway-O'Driscoll
Carney-Brown
. .
Raft-Bari

The
II. limit

O'Brien-Slezak
Grant-Loy
LanglordKrupa
Moffett-White
Loy-March
Warren-Alden
Irevor-Tierney
Tierney-Leslie
Conway-Jeffreys
Byrd-Christopher

8-6. . . .
....6-24...
9-16
4-29. . .
7-22...
5-27...
7-8...
4-1. . .
. . 11-11 . . .

Falcon's Adventure. The
(61)
Farmer's
Daughter,
The
Details
under title: Katie for Congress
Fascinating
Nuisance
Details
under
title: Master
Minds

Conway-Meredlth
Young-Cotten

...4-29...
5-27 . . .

Flight
Honeymoon
Locket,
Thi
Long
Night,
A
San
Quentin
(66)
Secret Life of Walter
Mitty
Seven
Keys
to Baldpate
Slnbad
The
SaHw
(T)
Tarzan
and The Hunters

Brodie-Long
12-9 . . .
Temple-Madison
....4-1...
Day-Aherne
.4-1...
Fonda-Bel
Geddes
..9-16...
Tierney-Carr
8-19...
Kaye-Mayo
4-29...
Terry-W.iite
11-25 . . .
Fairbanks-0 Hara
...3-4..
WeissmuKer-Joyce
.10-14...

They
Won't
Believe
Thunder
Mountain

(101)
the South

(T)

.2-4
2-4

Bergman-Grant
Disney
Cartoon

(94)

710.
706

10-2J
. ..8-1
.9-2

...11-11
761.

...10-29
Feature

.11-11
...8-5

1945-46
BLOCK

NO. FOUR

Deadline
at Dawn
(83)
Hayward-Willlamj
From
This
Day
Forward
Fontaine-Stevens
Details under title All Brides are Beautiful
Game of Death
Details
under

(70)
title

The

Rlverbaat
Rhythm
(64)
Tarzan
and the Leopard

BLOCK

Most

Dangeron

Woman

Badman'i
Terrlter,
(98)
Ding
Dtng
Williams
(62)
Partner]
In Time
(76)
Truth
About
Murder,
The
(63)
Details
onder
title: The
Lie
Without
Reservation!
Details under
title

BLOCK

Batnbo)
Blonde
Bedlam
(79)
Details under

(107)
Thanks

NO. SIX

I'll

of

Bedlam

Take

A

Tale

Crack-Up
(93)
Falesn's
Alibi, The
(62)
Till the End
of Time
(105)
Details under title: The Dream

SPECIALS

Langford-Wade
Karloff-Lee

10-1.
5-14.

. .7-23.
.10-29.

. 8-6.

O'Brien-Trevoi
Conway-Corday
.
McGuire-Madison

.1-21.
.8-20.
10-29.

ol Home

..4-29
Stewart-Reed
11-27
Cooper-voung
..3-5
Crosby-Bergman
.
.8-20
Rogers-Aumonl
.6-25
Kaye-Mayo
....
Disney Cartoon
Feature
Robinson-Young
..10-29
Colbert-Welles
4-2
Kaye-Mayo
7-24

It'i A Wonderful
Life
along
Came
Jones
(90)
•till erf St. Mary's,
Tha
(125)
Heartbeat
(102)
Kid From
Brooklyn,
The
(T)
(114)
M.ikp
Mine
Music
(75)
Stranger,
The
C»5)
Tomorrow
Is Forever
(105)
Wonder
Man
(T)
(98)

REISSUE

Pinoeehla

Colbert-Wayne
It From
Here)

(T)

Disney

Cartoon

617.
616. ..3-4

. 9-3.
.2-19.

9-17.

(68)
title:

....

Seott-Rlehards
Vernon-McGuire
Goff-Lauek
Granville-Conway

Detector

God,

Loder-Leng

.5-28.

Errol-Newton
Welsmaller-Joyee

(72)...

NO. FIVE

Freeman- Denning
(iarner-McCailister

Fraturi

it
Home
If

George
Sweet

High

Sun
13
•■.

■

Her

DECEMBER

Completed
23,

1946

(25)

W.lde O'Hara
Haver-Stevens
Travis Cheirel

(T)

Apley. Thi
Homicide
.70)

I'm Locky
(79)
Details
under
title:

lor

Blaine-James

Me

(97)
(T)
To

(T)

Paradise

(SO)

(S2)

..12-10
. . 3-4
619.
618.
620.
622. .. )l
623. . .2-18
..4-29
. .4-29
. .4-29
624. ..4-29
6? 5
.621... 5-13
. .630
.628

..6-24

. .5-13
. . 627 . . . 6-24
.629... 5-13
. .626.. .6-24

DESIGNATED

.631

In Production (6)

.636

.4-29

. 7-22.

.
64i)
.642.

7-22. .
Sept.

.86
. . .7-8.

.. . 318.
7-8.. . .Oct.

. ..

Craine-Young
Fonda-Darnell
Power-Tierney
Grable-Haymes
Keliy-Massen

.Nov.

. .2-18.
. ,4-^y.

..
..

. , ii-t

. . Dec .

. 12-10
. 4-15.
. . .4-29. . Sept .
. . 5 27 . .(Jet

Henle-Payne
Cagney-Annabe la
Haver-Montcomery

. Re's ue

Payne-Havrr
Portman-Grey

Foreign

Nov
..a. i .
Aug
May
Oct.

.11-23.

M.y
.At*.
. Aug.

. .

. 8 19

Reissue.
3-18
. .9-30.

. 6-10

14
. Aug
Dunne-Harrison
.Aug.
Hodiak-Tierney
.12-10
11-1J
Crain-Wildi
Joncs-Boyer
. .9-17.
Ball-Stevens
.12-10.
.12-24.
July.
.June.
Kelly-Ryan
3-18.
O'Hara-Haymes
...
4-30.
May.
July.
Garner-Joslyn
2-1'J
.
Landls-Joslyn
2-4. ■Juno.
Gargan-Palmer
1-21 .
Hodiak-Gulld
12-10.
MaeMorray-Baxter
.7-23.
Hasso-Shepperd
1-7.
June.

. 8-5
.12-9

.640

8-5

.633

y-2

.61.
10-14
646. .10-23
.647.. 11-25
.643. .. 9-16
.641.

.639.

.9-16

644.

1111

1945-46

Anna
and The King ot Slam
(128)
■ell tor Man*.
A (103)
Centennial Summer
(T)
(102)
Cluny
Brown
(100)
Dark
Corner,
The Cj9!
Deadline
Fer Murder
(65)
Do Yoe
Love
Mel
(91)
lunlar
Miss
(94)
It Shouldn't Happen Ta A Dog (70)
Rendezvous
24
(70)
Somewhere
In the Night
Snaky
(T)
(87)
Strange
Triangle
(65)

. .6-10
.634.
.62:,.
601.
.633.
.628. ..6-10
.626.
..5-27
.635. . .4-13
603 ..6-24
. 4-29
.632. ...7-»
.627.
.629. ..5-27
.631 ..5-13
..5-13
.6-24
.630..... .6-2^
5-27

1945-46 Features
Completed (40)
In Production (9)
KEY TO PRODUCERS
Small (Sml); Rogers (Rgs); Vanguard (Van); Crosby (Cby);
15,11 Boyd (BB); Pressburger (Psb); Ripley-Monter (KM);
Bogeaus (Bog); Stromberg (Smg); Levey (Lev); Cowan
(Cow); Stone (Stn); Selznick (Szk); Nebenzahl (Neb); Lesser
(Les); Loew-Lewin (LL); Eagle-Lion (GFD); Cagney (Cgy):
Bronston
(Brn) ; California
(Cal); Cbaplin
(Chn).
HEAVEN
ONLY
KNOWS
Romantic Comedy — Started December 2
Cast:
Robert Cummings, Brian Donlevy, Jorja Cortwright, Helen
Walker,
Bill Goodwin,
John Litel, Stuart
Erwin,
Gerald
Mohr,
Orlean Edgar Kennedy, Lorene Tuttle, Gerald Perrau, Will
Director: Albert S. Rogell
Producer:
Seymour
Story:
St. Michael comes down from heaven to straighten out
bad man and his town.

RELEASE
Title — Running

IN

Details

Time

Co acabana
Christmas
Eve
Little Prince.
The
Miracle Can
Happen,
Oihcr
Love,
The
Personal
Column

A

Red
River
Vendetta

Rev.

Wayne-O'Sheridan
DcGeorge-Brooke

Arch of Triumph
Bachelor's Daughters, The (89)
Caesar
and
Cleopatra
<T)
(126)
Carnegie
Hall

The

(62)

Dru-Chckhov
Scott-Dvorak

Mr.

Satan

. Bgs.
Hawks.
. Bog-Mer.
.. Enterprise.

. . 9-30
. . .8-19.

1945-46
Abie's
Irish Rose
(96)
Abilene
Town
(89)
Details under title: Abilene

Dishonored
Lady
Devil's
Playground.

Rel.

Cast
Miranda-Mark
12-9.
Raft-Blondell
12-9 .
Harman-ls;ng
Cartoon
All-Star
8-5. . .
Stanwyck- Niven
10-28..
Sanders-Ball
11-11 .

Adventures of Don Coyote
(C)
Angel
0*tui On My
under Shoulder
title: Me(102)and

Neben/.:<l
a Western
No.

CHART

PRODUCTION

12-23
.681.
.661. .•-25
. . 662 . 11-26
, .4-29
.652.
.692
.683. .4-29
.682.
.5-27
.1-21
..4-1
.651. .4-30

7-22.
.12-9
Sept.
.9-30
. 12'.
.12-10.

637

Calnian-Cnmmlns
Barl-Scott

Trial's

Valley Serenade
(— )
Rue
Madeleine
e Little Girls in Blue

. .

Andrews-Wyatt
.
Raft-Beery
Montgomery-Guild
Haymes-Holm
...
Mefiuire-Young
Taylor-Drake

Now

Mse. The
(86)
Surley
Dangerous
Vrnture

1946-47 Features

Window

The
Rica
(T)
(78)
(69)

Margie
IT)
(94)
My
Darling Clementine
(T)
Razor's
Edge,
The
(146)
Shacking
Miss
Pilgrim,
The
Strange
Journey
(65)
Details
under
title: Flight

NOT

.11-25

"nv

.11-11.

Travis-Rogers

I fll'I.KTKl)

.12-9

.11-11.

Black
Beauty
;74)
Bui, Son ot Battk
(T)
Details
under title: The

Wake
Up and
Dream
IT)
Wanted for Murder
(91)

8-19.
....8-19...
10-28.

Woman

SPECIALS

. .7-22
. .7-22
...7-22
.7-22
704.
709.
708. .10-2 ^

2-4. . .

Young-Hayward
. Holt-Hyer
Scott-Jeffreys
Haley-Jeffreys
Bennett-Ryan

Trail Street
Vacation
in Reno
(60)
Woman
on The
Beach
Details
under
title: Desirable
Notorious
Song
of

Williams-Hale

Me

. .7-22

703.

.6-24.

..

Bachelor and
The Bobby-Soxtr,
The
Beat
the Band
Banjo
Best Years of Our Lives, The
(172)
Code
ol The
West
Deadlier
Than
The
Male
Devil Thumbs
A Ride, The
Dick Tracy vs. Cueball
(62)
Dick Tracy vs. The Claw

(T)

702.
705.
701

Harrlson-Tierne
Mature-Cumm ns
Grable-Dailey

. .12 9.
. .12-9.

1946-47

Homestretch
(T)
I Wonder Who's
Kissing
Jewel; or Brandenburg

1946-47

(69)
(W)

Sitter Ktnny
(116)
Step By Step
(62)
Sunset
Pan
(60)

.11-25. ,
10-28.

The

. .

Eack ash

Boomerang
Bowery, The
Brasher
Doubloon,
Carnival
In Costa
Claudia and
David
Dangerous
Millions

Cast

Kill

COivii'LETED
BLOCK NO. ONE

of

CHART

Time

Magic Town
Out ot the Past
Details under title: Build

Child

(2)
(0)

PRODUCTION

Details

Great
Lady

In Production
In Production

(38)
(39)

Cast

Payne-O-Hara
Powers-Peters
Darnell-Wilde

(T)

(0)

CHART

Time

PRODUCTION

Big Heart,
The
Captain
From
Castile
Forever
Amber

In Production

.4-23.
. . .

Martin-Rafferty
Muni-Baxter
. ..
Bergman-Boyer
Russell-Li t
01 vler-Le gh
Hunt Prince
...

. .8-6.
.8-19...
. .1-21.

Cby.

12-27.
.1-11.

.Lajf..

.9-20. . . Rgs.
I-C.

.1-tl
.y-3o

.... Erterpi<e
. . .y-6. . Sn

4-1.
.7-22.
Fore gn . .8-16.

GFD

. . .6-24. .11-22. . Neb.
LeB-M
Cumm'ngs-Morqan
Roach
Raffcrty Olsen
. . . .5-27
.8-5
Raehmil.
Boyd-\lc andei
. . 5-27 . .
... Smg
Lamnrr O'Keefe
. .5-27. .11-15. . . B.B.
Boyd-Cly.'e
....

11-11

. .9-2
.9-30

Fabulous
Joe, The
Fabulous
Dorscys,
The
Fanny
by Gaslight
Fool's
Gold
(63)
Henry
V <T>
(134)
Here Comes
Trouble
(Cinecolor)

Auel-Grahame
Dorsey-Blair
Mason-Calvert

Tracy-Lloyd
Boyd-Ware

SFD.

. . .3-27. .
.Foreign. .

1-31

. 6-24

. ..

RoScTi •
Rchl

4-29. .
4-29.
M comber

Chaplin-Raye

...

. .

..

. . B.B. .11-11
GFO. . .4-29

. ..9-30.
Foreign .

e of Francis
Raft-Sidney
. . .

Killers,
Lawless

Roach
Rgs

. .

Vi«iitgomery-Mill>
Marlowe-Cramer
peek-Bennett

.

J-15. . GFD. 12-10
.10-11. ■ .B.C. ..9-16
Bog

3-4. . . .8-2. . .Bog. .10-14

-19

. .6-24..

5-13

Chn.
...9-30..
. .5-10. . Lev
LL..
10-15.
. .2-8. . .Hug.
7-8. .
Stn.
•1-24. . .Low.
.4-1
P«b.
Sandcrs-Lansbury
...5-13..
Lsr.
.
.
Enterprise.
MCna-Lake
6-20
. . . .4-26
Szk.
Olivier
. . Reissue.
Rcibinson-McCalllster
.513.
c*Tier^Hnsso
10-29.
Sto
Lloyd-Walbum
10-1..
10-25. .
Lamarr-Sanders
.... 12-24 .
.12-13..
B uce-Caldwell
5-27.
Smg. .11-25
.R.C. . .12-9
.8-3
Robson-Calvert
. Foreign. .
.GFD.
. . Rcl .
Boyd-Tate
9-2.
Roach
Olsen-Jannsen
9-30 .

d?Cordova-Patrick
Marx Brother!
Kussell-Huston
Bracken-Lane

Womt;.

Unexpected
Guest
Details
under
title:
Who Killed Doc Robin?
Details
under
Misc.
Young
Widow
(98)

.8-3.
Foreign

Boyd-Clyde
Olivier-Newton

Hoppy's Holiday
Johnny
In tin Cloud
(88)
Little Iodine
(37)
Macomber
Affair, The
Details
under title: The Short,
Happy
Li
Mr.
Ace
(84)
Detalli under title: Mr. Ace and the Qw
Monsieur
Verdoux
Details
under
title: Comedy
of Murders
New Orleans
Night
In Casablanca.
A (89)
Outlaw.
The
(114)
P e enders,
The
Details
under title: Strange
Bedfellows
Private Affairs of Bel Ami
Ramrod
Rebecca
(130)
Red House,
The
Scandal
In Paris.
A
ilOO)
Sin of Harold
Dlddleboet.
The
Stranqe
Woman.
The
(100)
Susie Steps Out
(65)
Details
under
title: Miss
Television

2000

.8-6... .
. ..

Whisperi q Walls
(C)
Independents
Chart

Russcll-Hayward

3-5.

31

. Smg

Completed
Completed
Completed
Completed
Completed

(48)
( 7)
( 4)

NEW

In
In
In
In
In

(16)
( 1)
(48)
( 7)
( 4)

Davls-Oakie
Ryan-Brady

Young
protect

(3)
(0)
(6)
(0)

Goes My Love
(88)
Details
inder
title: Genius

I by young
doctor
for a rich man.

RELEASE
Title — Running

IN

Time

whom

Cast

Details

1946-47

. . Foreign. . 8-24

I Know
Where
I'm Going
I'll Be Yours
Johnny
Frenchman
(104)
Love Story
Lady
Surrenders,
A
My
Heart Goes
Crazy
(T)
Magnificent
Doll
(94)
i en of Two Worlds
Michigan
Kid, The
(C)
Mysterious
Mr. M. (Serial)
Notorious Gentleman
(108)
Pirates of Monterey
(T)
Slave
Girl
Smash-Up
..
.
Details
under
title: Love Takes
Song of Scherezade
<T)
Details
under
title: Scherezade
Stairway
to Heaven
(T)
Swell
Guy
(87)
Temptation
i98)
Details under title: 8ella Donna

Hitler Livesy
....Foreign.
Durbin Drake
9-2..
Rosay-Roc
Foreign.
Lockwood-Granger
Foregn
Lockwood-Granger
Foreign . .
Field-Kendall
. . . Foreign
.Nov.
Rngers-Niven
6-24.
Calvsrt-Portman
. .Foreign
. .Dec
Hall-Johnson
4-29.
Martin-Blak"
.6-10
. 7-23
Harrison-Palmer
Fode gn. . . Nov.
Montez-Cameron
. . .5-13. .
DcCarlo-Brent
8-5
.
la»ward-8owman
...6-10

Sistors
Breed

a

Holiday

(108)

Cat Creeps,
The
(57)
Canyon
Passage
(T)
(90)
Danger
Woman
(65)
Details
under
title: Claudia's
Cuban
Pete
(61)

..1-21.
. Foreign.
. .6-24. ,
. .4-29..

.Nov.

Hall-Lindsay
Mason-Lockwood
Redgrave-Hobson

COMPLETED
Blondie
Alibi
(62)
Details
under
title' Design
Black
Angel,
The
(81)
Details
under
title: Lesson

DcCarlo-Donlrvy
Massey-Niven
Tufts-Blyth
Oberon-Brent
.

Duryea-Vinccnt

In

Love

Wife

Dark
Horse
(59)
r>".i of the Night
(79)
Dressed
To
Kill (72)
Details
onder
title: Prelude
lo Murrfir
Gunmen's Code (54)
Her Adventurous
Nlqht (65)
Details under title: He Meant No Harm
Inside Job (65)
.. .
Details
under title: Kelly
Is My Name

. 12-9
.2581. . .
. 1G66 .11-11

7-22
. . Forei;n
. Foreign. . .

4-12. .

. .4-29. .

. OKecfe-Walker

i » t'i -Rutherford

.3-18.

(88)

.6 28.

537.
. .7-8

.10-14.
.10-14.
.10-14
.9-30.

Alda-King

Rev

. 12-10.
.12-9. ,

Sheridan-Cummings
Re ssuc
Dunne-Powell
4-15.
Carson-Vlckers
.....9-16.
Flynn Parker
8-6.
Garfield-Fitzoerald
..9-18.
Sheridan-Smith
1-21
Lupino-Alda

Pressed
Details

under

title: The

Sentence

Crawford-Heflin

Secret

Pursued

WrigM-Mitchum
King Prince
Reagan-Smith
Greenstreet-Vickcrs

Man
(T)

COMPLETED

.1-25. .

.605 .".10-28
.612.
.
. .608.

.606. .10-28
.604... 9-33
.611.

.5-14.
4-2

.602..

.9-14.
12-28.
.11-23.

.610.
. 607 .
.609.

.12-7. .

1945-46

Stanwyck- Brent
Grant-Smith
Henreid-Parker
Sherldan-Moran

(128)
(107)
(87)

2-16
.
512.
12-13. .. .3-9. .. .512.
11-16. . .4-20. .. .517.
8-20... 5-11
518.
4-16. . .6-22
520.
.. .11-29. . .1-26
8-3
6-25
7-24... 7-20
...11-1.
. .6-1. . .

510.
523.
522.
.519.

Cooper- Bergman
3-8..
3-30
514.
Davis-Ford
2-19
7-6
521.
Fitzgerald-Gre-nstreet 1-22. . .2-16. .. .511.
Morgan-Leslie
... .12-24
. .8-17
524.

(90)

12-23

11-11

My

(135)
(107)
(93)
Milwaukee

.601. ..8-19

10-28. . .603. '.'.9-16

10-12.
. .11-9.
.1-11.

2-19.
4-15 .
..2-18.

105Morgan-Paige
.Booart Stanwyck
Greenstrect-Lorre
Bennett-Cabot
..

Documentary
Leslie-Aldo
deHavilland-LupIno
Scott-Palge
Leslie-Hutton

Saratoga
Trunk
Stolon
Life, A
Three
Strangers
Two
Guys
From

.

. .12-7.

8-19.

Burma
Victory
(63)
Cinderella
Jones
(88)
Devotion
(107)
Her Kind
of Man
(78)
Janle
Gets
Married
(89)
Reputation
(94)
(T)
Night and Day
Bondage
Ot Homan
One More
Tomorrow

.9-28..

6-24.

Shadow of A Woman
(78)
Stallion
Road
That Way with Women
Details under title: A Very

Rich

.8-31..

..

King's
Row
(127)
Life With
Father
<T)
Love
and
Learn
Never Say Goodbye
(97)
Nobody
Lives Forever
(100)
Nora
Prentiss
Man
I Lo.e.
The
Details
under
title: The

.9-2
.2-18
.6-10
.4-15
.4-29
.1-M
.7-22
.5-27
12-10
..7-8
.5-27
..2-4

Conquest
for Comedy

Cagney-Sheridan
Russell-Stewart

MISC

..1-21.

.11-25.

1946-47

The

..6-24
..4-29
...535. ..4-29
..531. ..6-24

Rel.

Bogart-Bacall
10-31 .
Morgan-Wyman
Cooper-Palmer
4-1.
Flynn-Stanwyck
...5-27.
. 5-13.
.4-1.
Davis-Henreid
Flynn-Luoino
...11-26
Crawford-Garfield
.12-24.

.Dec.

12 23

Details

Big Sleep, The
(114)
Cheyenne
Cloak and Dagger (106)
Cry
Wolf
Deception
(112)
Escaos
Mi Never
Humoesjue

City for
No Time

Dec

Cast

Clsrk-Lupino
Morgan-King
.
Lindfors-Reagan
rark^r-Young
Sheridan-Scott

REISSUES

.527
.543. .4. IS
.8-19
..8-2. .
5-17..
. .1-21.. .7-26 . ..532... 6-10
Collier-Brady
Andrews-Hayward
. . 541.... 8-5
.. ..4-15..
.9-3. . .7-12.
7".C
Joyce-Porter
. ..
..539
8-5
. .4-29. .
. .542.. 11-11
Arnaz-Smith
. . .
.540
.7-19..
. . .4-1.. .8-23..
Terry-Savage
. Foreign. .
. .547. . .7-22
Redgrave-Withers
6-24
Rathbone-Bruce
. . . .2-4. . ..6-7. . ..534..
8-30. . .1107.
. Grant-Adams
.4-29.
.
. . 8-5.. ..7-5..
138
.7-22
Neal-O'Driscoll

Death

Fingers,

. .549. .11-25
.1881.
..526.
..529. ..6-10

In Production (G)
In Production (0)

(20)
(22)

Bogart-Bacall

Five

..8-19

. ..533.
. .544.
. . 528 . ..4-15
...530. ..5-27
...9-2
..5-12
2-4.
16. ..546.
...3-18. . .8
. . 8-9 .
. 10-14
...545.
6-10.

PRODUCTION

Passage

..548.
..536.

CHART

Time

4-13
4-13

515 .
-516. .

..8-5

INDEPEN

. Foreign
. Sept. . 1065. . .9-16
GFD
. . Foreign . . .

1945-46
for

10-14

. . Oct. . .Jnsn. .10-14

. Dec.

Mason-Calvert
Newton-Johnson

Vigilantes
Return,
The
(Cinecolor)
Wicked
Lady
(97)
Years
Between,
The

. . Foreign
...4-i.

Completed
Completed

RELhASE
IN

I

Loy-Ameche

Family

1946-47 Features
1945-46 Features

Title— Running

..

Wyatt-Cookson
Abbott-Costello
Duryea-Raines
Porter-Collier

Time, The Place and The Girl, The
Two
Mrs. Carroils.
The
Verdict.
The
(86)
Wild
Bill Hickock
Rides
(72)

Abbott-Costello
....12-9..
Co bert-MacMurray
10-28..
Calvert-Hutton
....12-9..

Home

Johnson-Howard
Redcrave-Johns
deHavilland-Ayres

28

to

CHART

Brief Encounter
(85)
Captive Heart, The
Dark
Mirror,
The
(85)

Were
Happy

uses

the

COMPLETED

PRODUCTION

Time
Out of Mind
Buck
Privates
Come
Egg and
I, The

They
This

she

In

Strange
Conquest
(63)
Time of Their Lives, The
(82)
White Tie and Tails
(77)
Wild
Beauty
(61)

Beast with

PRODUCTIONS

married
woman
her own
secret
love

(75)
(62)

Deep
Valley
My Wild
Irish Rose
(T)
Night
Unto
Night
fhz Wo ian
In White
Unfaithful,
The

1946-47 Features
Competed
(26)
In Production (4)
IVY (Interwood Production)
Drama — Started December 11
Cast:
Joan Fontaine, Patric Knowles, Herbert Marshall, Richard
Ney, Ccdric
Hardwicke,
Lucille Watson,
Rosalind
Ivan,
Sara Allgood
Director: Sam Wood
Producer: William Cameron Menzies
Story:

(Serial)
Moons
(88)
(84)

She Wrote the Book
Slightly
Scandalous

3-4

Production
Production
Production
Production
Production

Holden-Simmon: ler
Brent-Hall
s
Adams-Haydn
Calvert-Granger
Obcron-Bey
..
Grant-Adams
Cameron-Raines
HaUen- Harvey

Si

.8-30.
7-22. . 8-30.
..5-13. .8-16..
.6-21.
.4-23..
3-4.
3-18. .
Foreign
2-18. .
..4-5.
..8-;..
..5-3.
1-8. ..5-14.
.5-31.
....4-1.
12-24.
7-8 ..5-17.
7-8
.4-19.
5-13 . . . .8-2.
2-4.
11-22. . .5-10.
.8-30.

Lancaster-Gardner
Grant-Adams

(56)

Rustlers'
Roundup
(56)
Run-Around,
Th«
(88)
She Wolf
of London,
The
(61)
Details grrter title: AIIM
In Frame

Dark

1946-47 Features
Serials
1945-46 Features
Westerns
Serials

The
(102)
Breed,
The

Little Miss Big (61)
Lover Comr
Back
(90)
Lost City of the Jungle
Madonna
of the Seven
Nlghl
In Paradise
(T)

NEW

PRODUCTIONS

THE PARADINE CASE
Drama — Started December 9
Cast:
Ann Todd, Gregory Peck, Louis Jourdan, Ethel Barrymoie.
Charles Coburn,
Charles Laufrhton, Joan Tetzel
Director: Allied Hitchcock
Producer: David O. Selznick
Story:

Behind

the

scenes

story

of

RELEASE
Title — Running

famous

More

English

murder

trial.

CHART

Time

COMPLETED
Bells of San
Fernando
Buffalo
Bill Rides
Again
Duel
In the Sun
(T)
My
Dog Shep
Neath Canadian Skies
Queen of The
Amazon
Renegade
Girl
Rolling
Home
Detail]
under
title: One

a

Cast

Details

Rel.

No.

1946-47

Chancr

Woods-Warren
Arlen-Holt
Jones-Cett.n
Neil-Chapman
Hayden-Cooper
Morison-Lowery
Curtis-Savage
Parker-Hayden

. . .11-25
11-25
3-19
9-2
.9-30
.... 9-30
. . .7-8

FILM

SG-A
SG-A
Srt
SG-A
SG-A
...SG-A
SG-A
. .SG-A

BULLETIN

Rev

paHnu'a

draftings

Confidential

Reports,

Inc.

flflllS DIGEST
SUPREME

(Continued

COURT

DISMISSES SCHINE

from

Page 8)

APPEALS

The Supreme Court last week dismissed a petition by the Schine Chain Theatres,
Inc. foi review of the Government's anti-trust victory as handed down by U. S. District
Court in Buffalo, decreeing violation of the Sherman Anti-Trust Act. The appeal was
rejected on the grounds that it had been filed before "final judgment." The order indicated that the Supreme Court would not consider the case until it had first been reviewed by the United States Circuit Court in New York City.
A second appeal petition by Schine, operators of 93 theatres in New York, Ohio,
Kentucky. Maryland, Delaware and Virginia, was also dismissed because of failure to
comply with a Supreme Court regulation governing appeals. The way was still left
open, however, for the chain to apply for a rehearing.
The appeal was made from a District Court order requiring Schine and affiliated
corporation;; to be "dissolved, realigned and reorganized in their ownership and control
so that fair competition between them
* and other
* theatres
* may be restored."

MPA

The 40x60 New
Year's poster
lional Screen
i'or theatres.

designed

bj

Ns

PICKUPS
to and from

Phila. Airports
Meeting All Planes
Day and Night
Service

ANOTHER
SUPER SERVICE
from

HIGHWAY EXPRESS
LINES, Inc.
236 N. 23rd St.
1225

1239 Vine St.

Vine St.
LOcust

Phila. 7, Pa.

7-4311

APPROVES

GOVT. COMMITTEE

The Motion Picture Association voted approval of appointment of an MPA representative on the 12-man Government Film Committee, which was formed after the recent industry conference at the White House. The action was taken at the quarterly
meeting of the MPA board of directors, which was highlighted by reports from Eric
Johnston, MPA president, and Byron Price, vice-president.
Signifying his intention to return to Europe next April to resume his interrupted
tour of the Continent, Johnston outlined the foreign market problems of the industry
and reported his discussions with British leaders regarding quota restrictions in Great
Britain.
Price described the not-too-bright outlook for Hollywood's strike situation, with
production slowed down considerably in strikebound studios.
*
*
*

WALLIS

CALLS

FOR SCIENCE-FILMS

CO-OP

Hal B. Wallis, this year's industry spokesman at the Nobel anniversary dinner at
the Hotel Astor, called the motion picture an "instrument of science" and a potent
weapon in the fight for peace.
The producer stressed the necessity of "unity of the mind, and the values and
ideals of humanity. To this unity it is my belief that the motion picture can make an
important contribution." He cited several outstanding pictures "that jump national
boundaries and attitudes with the universality of true art."
Appealing for closer cooperation between scientists and film people, promising
that the industry will "provide the talents and skills we have developed over the years,
in a joint contribution to human welfare and world peace."
The distinguished audience that heard Wallis' address included high diplomatic
figures, as well as government representatives and famous representatives of the arts
and sciences.
*
*
*

WB - ARROWHEAD

DISSOLVE

PACT

Warner Brothers and Arrowhead Productions, in a joint statement last week,
announced the "amicable dissolution" of their contract, with Mervyn LeRoy. organizer
of Arrowhead, signing up with Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer on a long-term pact as a producer
following the dissolution. Arrowhead will remain as a corporate entity for future
activities, LeRoy said.
The termination of the agreement with Warners was caused by earlier commitments with other companies for "The Robe," and other pictures, the announcement
stated and delay of these commitments led LeRoy to suggest that the agreement be
ended. Warners expressed "complete understanding of LeRoy 's viewpoint." in agreeing
to void the pact, the statement said.
«

COLUMBIA

♦

♦

PROFITS WAY

UP

Columbia Pictures reported a net profit for the 13-week period ended Sept. 28 of
$963,000, Hairy Cohn, president, announced last fortnight, an increase of $421,000 over
the net profit reported for the same period in 1945. Operating profit for the period this
year was $1,540,000, compared to $924,000 for the same period in 1945; federal taxes for
the 19<»fi quarter came to $575,000, as against $380,000 for the 13 weeks in 1945.

PEOPLE
DEPENDABLE
DELIVERY

I

NEW

JERSEY MESSENGER
SERVICE
Member

Nat'l

FUm

Carrier*

250 N. Juniper St.. Phila. 7, Pa.
LOcust 7^W23

Tom Connors, vice-president in charge of sales for 20th-Fox, was elected chairma*
of the National Distributors Committee, succeeding Charles Reagan, Paramount sales
chief.
Gerald M. Mayer was appointed managing director of the Motion Picture Association's international division, effective Jan. 1, succeeding Carl E. Milliken. who will
continue as secretary of the association.
Charles Reed Jones, former Republic director of advertising and publicity, was
named National ad-publicity manager of the Motion Picture Division of the National
Foundation for Infantile Paralysis. David A. Bader will work as trade press liaison,
under Jones.
Robert S. Taplinger was appointed vice-president in charge of advertising and
publicity for Enterprise Pictures, succeeding B. P. Schulberg, who resigned last week
to enter production, it was announced by S. Charles Einfeld, president.
Sidney G. Alexander announced his resignation as advertising manager of Selznick International and Vanguard Pictures in New York, planning to remain with the
Selznick organization until a successor has been chosen. His resignation was submitted
prior to Selznick's break with United Artists.
FILM

30

BULLETIN

Every
Issue of
FILM BULLETIN
Has an
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II

SJ91T 15 with great joy, that we enter into the spirit of

tins Holiday

Oeason

. . . and greet our many friends in

tne Alotion Picture Industry.

It consider ourselves fortunate tnat our function in tins
great industry allows us tne privilege of pleasant business
associations witli producers, distributors and
alike . . . witli whom

exhibitors

we nave established enduring friend-

ships and mutual respect.

ttSajLS 1746 draws to a close, and we approach the dawn

jJ*J&#fc ' '

of a new year . . . we take this opportunity to thank all of
you for your cooperation during the past year . . . and to
extend our sincere wishes for a A\erry Christmas
.Happy and

.Downturn

New

Year.

-4

■*£

and a

i

niinonni
\__J pfrni aaar or mt mm/ why
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